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WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS TO THE JUSTICE 2 COMMITTEE
SUBMISSION FROM THE NATIONAL AUTISTIC SOCIETY SCOTLAND
The National Autistic Society Scotland is one of the leading charities for
people with autistic spectrum disorders. It has a membership of over 1,000
and a network of 11 parent-run branches across Scotland. The National
Autistic Society Scotland is part of a UK-wide organisation, the National
Autistic Society (NAS) which has a membership of over 12,000, a network of
57 branches, and 60 partner organisations in the autism field.
The NAS has concerns about the impact the Anti-social Behaviour (Scotland)
Bill may have on people with autistic spectrum disorders. Autistic spectrum
disorders are a lifelong developmental disability that affects the way a person
communicates and relates to people around them. People with autistic
spectrum disorders experience difficulties with social interaction, social
communication and imagination – known as the ‘triad of impairments’. 1
Children and adults with autism are often victims of anti-social behaviour as
they can often be socially naïve and may find themselves bullied and
exploited. They can also sometimes display challenging as well as obsessive
and ritualistic behaviours. This could include stereotyped movements, poor
awareness of personal space, repetition of strange sounds and words, lack of
flexibility of thought or becoming very upset because of changes in routine.
Unfortunately, these behaviours could be interpreted as being anti-social and
the NAS is concerned that the provisions in the Bill could lead to people with
autism being wrongly criminalised.
The NAS is concerned about the definition of anti-social behaviour used in the
Bill as it is extremely general and does not even require any negative
consequences to have occurred. Under Section 110 of the Bill, a person is
deemed to have engaged in anti-social behaviour, including speech, if he/she:
‘acts in a manner that causes or is likely to cause alarm or distress; or
pursues a course of conduct that causes or is likely to cause alarm or
distress’
(bold and italics – NAS emphasis)
Therefore, a person with an autistic spectrum disorder could display a strange
behaviour which does not harm anybody and this could be interpreted as
‘likely to cause’ distress. This definition does not differentiate between
intended and unintended anti-social behaviour. As a result, the NAS fears
that people with autistic spectrum disorders could be caught up in the
Children’s Hearings and criminal justice system because of behaviour caused
directly by their disability.
1
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For example, the NAS is concerned that measures such as extending ASBOs
to 12-15 year olds will criminalise some vulnerable children and young people.
This measure is intended for the small number of persistently anti-social
young people for whom existing deterrence measures are not sufficient.
Children with autistic spectrum disorders could fall into this category because
some have difficulty in learning from their mistakes, they have a tendency to
do things repetitively, and may become involved in repeat occurrences of antisocial behaviour 2 .
For under-16s, a new duty will be introduced on local authorities and
registered social landlords (RSLs) to consult the Reporter before applying for
an ASBO. Notwithstanding this, the NAS is aware that there is a lack of
autism awareness within the Children’s Hearings system. The NAS has
provided basic autism awareness training to some Children’s Panel members
in Dundee, Fife, Perth and Kinross, West Lothian and more recently, in
Glasgow. The awareness training given in Glasgow was well-received and
feedback from the Children's Panel Training Unit was that they would like
"more of the same".
As a former Panel member of the Children's Hearing system, our analysis is
also based on first-hand knowledge of some of the challenges facing Panel
members. The NAS believes that autism awareness training should be
provided to all Children’s Panel members in order to ensure that all children
with autistic spectrum disorders have a fair hearing.
Autism awareness training should also be provided to Reporters and social
work staff in the criminal justice service. One criminal justice service has said
there have been a number of instances arising where social work staff have
experienced difficulties in supporting children with autistic spectrum disorders.
Illustrating this lack of understanding and support from social work staff is an
example from a parent who contacted the NAS. The parent’s 10-year old son
with autism was appearing before a Children’s Panel. Although the social
work department were aware that the boy had autism, no arrangements were
put in place to account for this. The boy found the whole experience very
distressing, especially being in a room with lots of strange people. When
asked questions by Panel members, the boy would nod. However, when his
mother asked him afterwards if he understood what the Panel members were
asking him, he said ‘No’.
The NAS has provided basic autism awareness training to c.4000 social work
staff in 31 local authorities in Scotland as part of a 3-year project funded by
the Scottish Executive. However, this figure represents only 4% of the total
social service workforce in Scotland. Autism awareness training needs to be
an on-going process.

2
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The NAS’ concerns also apply to other measures in the Bill such as
community reparation orders, restriction of liberty orders, and fixed penalty
notices. Ultimately, children and adults with autistic spectrum disorders
should not be involved with the Children’s Hearings or criminal justice system
because of behaviours caused directly by their disability; putting them through
these procedures will not change their behaviour.
The policy memorandum accompanying the Bill states that public bodies such
as local authorities and the police will be expected to comply with duties
imposed by equality legislation, including the Disability Discrimination Act
1995. Moreover, the Executive believes that children with disabilities and
special needs will have all their circumstances taken into account when
deciding the best means of dealing with difficult behaviour.
Despite these assurances, as a parent-led organisation, the NAS knows that
children with autistic spectrum disorders are already being caught up in the
Children’s Hearings system because of the nature of this ‘hidden’ disability. In
England, the parents of a child with autism received an ASBO because their
son was trampolining in his own garden and was making “strange” noises
which “caused distress” to neighbours. When they are in the system, often
their needs are not appropriately met as the example of the 10-year old boy in
front of the Children’s Panel demonstrates.
This is why merely expecting public bodies to adhere to the DDA is not robust
enough to ensure people with autistic spectrum disorders are not caught up in
the Children’s Hearings or criminal justice system in the first place. An
amendment to the definition of ‘anti-social behaviour’ is a more effective way
of achieving this.
The NAS has enclosed a copy of its briefing on the Anti-social Behaviour Etc.
(Scotland) Bill for further information.
Robert McKay
National Co-ordinator – Scotland
10 December 2003
Enc
The National Autistic Society
Briefing on the Anti-social Behaviour Etc (Scotland) Bill
The Scottish Executive’s proposals in the Anti-social Behaviour Etc (Scotland)
Bill 3 create a number of potentially serious implications for people with
disabilities. The NAS has produced this briefing to outline the concerns
relating to people with autistic spectrum disorders.

3
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Anti-social behaviour and autism
Autistic spectrum disorders are a lifelong developmental disability that affects
the way a person communicates and relates to people around them. People
with autistic spectrum disorders experience difficulties with social interaction,
social communication and imagination – known as the ‘triad of impairments’. 4
Children and adults with autism are often victims of anti-social behaviour as
they can often be socially naïve and may find themselves bullied and
exploited. They can also sometimes display challenging as well as obsessive
and ritualistic behaviours. This could include stereotyped movements, poor
awareness of personal space, repetition of strange sounds and words, lack of
flexibility of thought or becoming very upset because of changes in routine.
Unfortunately, these behaviours could be interpreted as being anti-social and
the NAS is concerned that the provisions in the Bill could lead to people with
autism being wrongly criminalised.
Definition of anti-social behaviour
The NAS has serious concerns about the definition of anti-social behaviour
within the Bill. The definition leaves understanding of what constitutes antisocial behaviour open to interpretation and would mean that enforcement of
the Bill would be extremely inconsistent. It would also mean that those
behaviours displayed by people with autistic spectrum disorders highlighted
above could be interpreted as being anti-social and criminal. Discrimination
against a person for a reason relating to their disability is illegal under the
Disability Discrimination Act 1995.
The Bill’s definition of anti-social behaviour is extremely general and does not
even require any negative consequences to have occurred as a person is
deemed to have engaged in anti-social behaviour, including speech, if he/she:
‘acts in a manner that causes or is likely to cause alarm or distress’
or
‘pursues a course of conduct that causes or is likely to cause alarm or
distress’
(bold and italics – NAS emphasis)
Therefore, a person with an autistic spectrum disorder could display a strange
behaviour
which does not harm anybody and this could be interpreted as ‘likely to cause’
distress. This
definition does not differentiate between intended and unintended anti-social
behaviour. Consequently, the NAS would like to see the definition used in the
Bill amended to reflect intent in anti-social behaviour.
One definition of anti-social behaviour could be:
‘acts in a manner that intends to cause alarm or distress’
4
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or
‘pursues a course of conduct that intends to cause alarm or distress’.

Another definition of anti-social behaviour could be:

‘acts in a manner that recklessly causes alarm or distress’
or
‘pursues a course of conduct that recklessly causes alarm or distress’.
An amendment proposing the term ‘reckless’ in the definition of anti-social
behaviour was moved at the Lords Committee Stage of the Anti-social
Behaviour Bill going through at Westminster. Lord Clement Jones who
proposed the amendment believes that the term ‘reckless’ may help
differentiate between those whose behaviour is knowingly anti-social and
those whose behaviour is directly related to their disability. It has been
suggested that the legally recognised term ‘mens rea’ be considered as a
way of highlighting this point.
Whatever definition of anti-social behaviour is used, however, the most
important issue is that people with autistic spectrum disorders should not be
caught up in the criminal justice system because of behaviour which is directly
related to their disability.
Anti-social behaviour orders (ASBOs)
The NAS is concerned that measures such as extending ASBOs to 12-15
year olds will criminalise some vulnerable children and young people. This
measure is intended for the small number of persistently anti-social young
people for whom existing deterrence measures are not sufficient. Children
with autistic spectrum disorders could fall into this category because some
have difficulty in learning from their mistakes, they have a tendency to do
things repetitively, and may become involved in repeat occurrences of antisocial behaviour 5 .
For under-16s, a new duty will be introduced on local authorities and
registered social landlords (RSLs) to consult the Reporter before applying for
an ASBO. Notwithstanding this, the NAS is aware that there is a lack of
autism awareness within the Children’s Hearings system. While the NAS has
provided basic autism awareness training to some Children’s Panel members
in Dundee, Fife, Perth and Kinross and West Lothian, autism awareness
training should be provided to all Children’s Panel members in order to ensure
that all children with autistic spectrum disorders have a fair hearing.
Autism awareness training should also be provided to Reporters and social
work staff in the criminal justice service. One criminal justice service has said
there have been a number of instances arising where social work staff have
experienced difficulties in supporting children with autistic spectrum disorders.
5
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Case Study:
A parent who contacted the NAS said her 10-year old son Mark* was
appearing before a Children’s Panel. Although the social work department
was aware that Mark had autism, no arrangements were put in place to
account for this. Mark found the whole experience very distressing, especially
being in a room with lots of people. When asked questions by Panel
members, Mark would nod. However, when his mother asked him afterwards
if he understood what the Panel members were asking him, he said ‘No’.
* Not his real name
The NAS has provided basic autism awareness training to social work staff in
31 local authorities in Scotland as part of a 3-year project funded by the
Scottish Executive, but this training needs to be an on-going process.
Ultimately, children and adults with autistic spectrum disorders should not be
involved with the Children’s Hearings or criminal justice system because of
behaviours caused directly by their disability; putting them through these
procedures will not change their behaviour.
Parenting Orders
The NAS believes that parenting orders used in the context of education
makes the assumption that truancy and behavioural problems are the sole
responsibility of the pupil and their parent(s). It does not take into account the
responsibility of schools or education authorities to ensure that there is a
coherent behaviour policy, good classroom management, support for pupils
from properly trained staff, anti-bullying strategies and numerous other
systems that should be in place. We are aware of many cases in which pupils
with autistic spectrum disorders have been excluded from school due to a
failure on the part of the school. An NAS survey found that 21% of children
with autism have been excluded from school at some time, the most common
reason given being that the school was unable to cope with the child. 6
It is unacceptable to criminalise the parents of a child with an autistic
spectrum disorder because a school has failed to put in appropriate measures
to help support them. This also applies to truanting, since a pupil with autism
or Asperger syndrome may fail to attend school due to bullying or extreme
anxiety.
The NAS is particularly concerned with the section in the Bill which states that
local authorities can apply for parenting orders to be issued in order to prevent
further displays of anti-social behaviour by the child. Although this may be
entirely appropriate for some pupils, this may well be discriminatory for pupils
with autistic spectrum disorders. It will not always be appropriate to attempt to
6

Barnard et al, (2000), Inclusion and autism: is it working? London: National Autistic Society,
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‘prevent’ what is perceived to be anti-social behaviour if this does not cause
harm. Pupils with autistic spectrum disorders have a social and
communication disorder and therefore it would be unfair to expect their
behaviour to always be socially appropriate, especially if school staff have
little training in understanding autism or there is not enough support provided.
It is wholly egregious to punish a child for behaviour caused by their disability
and to then also punish their parent(s).
Housing
The NAS has concerns with the Executive’s proposals in the policy
memorandum accompanying the Bill to link ASBO’s for under-16s to
provisions in the Housing (Scotland) Act 2001. This would allow a social
landlord to convert the tenancy to a short Scottish secure tenancy (SSST) if
an ASBO is granted to someone aged under-16 residing in that house. Under
an SSST, the landlord has the power to evict a whole household on grounds
either related to or unrelated to the ASBO, prior to the tenancy agreed in
contract having ended. The NAS believes it is unfair to penalise a whole
family by threatening their tenancy because of the behaviour of a child with
autistic spectrum disorders who has an ASBO granted against them.
Disability Discrimination Act 1995
Public bodies such as local authorities and the police will be expected to
comply with duties imposed by equality legislation such as the DDA.
Moreover, the Executive believes that children with disabilities and special
needs will have all their circumstances taken into account when deciding the
best means of dealing with difficult behaviour.
Despite these assurances, as a parent-led organisation, the NAS knows that
children with autistic spectrum disorders are already being caught up in the
Children’s Hearings system because of the nature of this ‘hidden’ disability.
When they are in the system, often their needs are not appropriately met as
the case study above demonstrates. This is why merely expecting public
bodies to adhere to the DDA is not robust enough to ensure people with
autistic spectrum disorders are not caught up in the Children’s Hearings or
criminal justice system in the first place. An amendment to the definition of
‘anti-social behaviour’ is a more effective way of achieving this.
SUBMISSION FROM SAVE THE CHILDREN
1. About Save the Children
Save the Children is the leading UK charity working in Scotland, UK and in
over 70 countries around the world to create a better world for children. In
Scotland we have over 25 years experience in working with and supporting
children, young people, their families and communities. All our work is centred
in our commitment to making a reality of children’s human rights. Our
programme is underpinned by the principles of the UN Convention on the
Rights of the Child (UNCRC).
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2. Introduction
Save the Children welcomes the opportunity to give evidence to the Justice 2
Committee as part of its consideration of the Antisocial Behaviour etc.
(Scotland) Bill. Save the Children has already submitted written evidence to
the Communities Committee’s pre-legislative inquiry and will be submitting
written evidence to the Committee at Stage 1.
3. Save the Children’s experience and expertise
Save the Children’s written evidence is based on:
•
•
•
•

Our commitment to the full implementation of the UN Convention on
the Rights of the Child and other human rights conventions and
legislation including the European Convention on Human Rights
Our extensive experience working with children and young people in
communities in Scotland, across the UK and internationally
Our knowledge of current research and practice
The views of children and young people. Quotes in the paper are from
comments we received from young people we consulted on the
proposals, particularly from our Community Partners Programme that
aims to support young people as active citizens in their community.

4. General comments on the principles of the Bill
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•

Much of the focus of the principles of the Bill is on young people. We
are concerned that this unfairly paints a picture of disaffected young
people causing problems across Scottish communities. The vast
majority of young people do not engage in disruptive activities. Our
experience is that young people want to be regarded as valued
members of their communities. We are concerned that the Bill will lead
to all young people being viewed as troublemakers rather than active
citizens with much to offer the communities in which they live.

•

Save the Children is concerned whether the Bill may contravene the
government’s obligations under the United Nations Convention on the
Rights of the Child and the European Convention on Human Rights.
We would ask the Justice 2 Committee to be attentive in considering
human rights issues for children and young people.

•

Legislation and statutory powers already exist that can deal with
antisocial behaviour outlined in the Bill, some of which are classified as
criminal activities. The Children’s Hearing System and the courts are
empowered to deal with offending behaviour amongst young people. In
addition there are a wide variety of services which work with young
people who offend or are involved in antisocial behaviour. We are
therefore unconvinced that additional legislation is required. There is
however a need for greater resources to be invested in appropriate
services.

•

The definition of antisocial behaviour in the Bill is open to interpretation
and does not provide sufficient clarity for those enforcing the new
legislation. We would therefore suggest that a clearer and tighter
definition of anti-social behaviour is enshrined in the Bill. Our concern
is that different understandings of what is antisocial behaviour could
lead to greater conflict between adults and young people. We would
support initiatives which promote inter-generational understanding
rather than create divisions between adults and young people.

•

The Bill lays heavy emphasis on enforcement as opposed to
prevention of antisocial behaviour. We would question the
effectiveness of punitive approaches in dealing with all antisocial
behaviour and would urge the government to invest in projects which
challenge antisocial behaviour through prevention and tailored
programmes.

5. Specific Comments
Part 3: Dispersal of Groups
“You should give us a hang out centre with a café and a pool table and police
would not have to escort us home.” Young person aged 11.
•

We do not believe that the powers of the police should be extended to
tackle disorderly behaviour amongst groups. It is Save the Children’s
view that existing powers are sufficient and police intervention should
only be required when there has been a breach of the law. We are
concerned that the terms of dispersal, outlined in Section 16 (1), leave
it open to interpretation as to what is antisocial behaviour. Young
people we spoke to regarded the proposal for extending powers of the
police as misjudged. They spoke of adults misunderstanding them,
forgetting what it was like to be young and seeing young people’s
presence as troublesome. When asked what they would propose as an
alternative, the responses were: more opportunity to talk and find out
why young people act the way they do; and encourage more
community involvement.
Young people do believe that the police should take action if groups of
young people break the law.

“Everybody has the right to meet their friends. It says in the UN Convention”
Young person aged 15.
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•

Young people’s rights to use public space should be no different to that
of adults. Article 15 of the UN Convention of the Rights of the Child,
which recognises that the right of young people to freedom of
association and to freedom of peaceful assembly, states,
‘No restrictions may be placed on the exercises of these rights other
than those imposed by conformity with the law and which are
necessary in a democratic society in the interest of national security or
public safety, public order, the protection of public health or morals or
the protection of the rights and freedoms of others’

“Young people hang out because there is nothing to do” Young person aged
10.
•

Young people say that there is nothing to do and nowhere to go in their
communities. We would urge the Justice 2 Committee to take account
of the lack of affordable, accessible leisure and play facilities for young
people and consider ways of investing in facilities for children and
young people of all ages across Scotland. Young people must be
asked what they would like to see in their local community.

“Adults can go out for dinner, lunch, to cafes, pubs, clubs, shopping, bowling,
to the cinema, or just about anywhere, kids can’t.” Young person aged 11
•

Save the Children is concerned about young people’s safety. Part 3 of
the Bill could place children and young people at risk. Young people
are as concerned about being protected from harm as adults.

“On one hand we’re told to stay together in a group for our own safety and the
next we’re told we’ll be taken home if there are more than two of us hanging
out” Young person aged 12.
Part 2: Anti-Social Behaviour Orders (ASBOs)
Save the Children does not support the extension of ASBOs to under 16s.
The Children’s Hearing System is the best place to deal with young people’s
offending behaviour. We would not wish to see young people in court unless
for serious offences, as is the case under the current system. We are
concerned that extending ASBOs to under-16s will criminalise young people
and lead to an escalation of offending behaviour.
Part 9: Parenting Orders
Save the Children is concerned that the use of parenting orders will stigmatise
and punish parents rather than support them. There should be better
provision of services for parents, particularly those of teenage children. These
should be free and voluntary. We would urge policymakers to look at the
adequacy of resourcing of services for parents and see this as better located
in discussions on strategies for parenting.
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Part 12: Children’s Hearings
Section 103: Save the Children does not support the use of electronic
monitoring of young people under 16. We do not believe that it is an
appropriate way to respond to the needs of children and young people who
are requiring a high level of intervention in their lives. Secure accommodation
is used as a disposal when young people are a danger to themselves or to
those around them. Electronic tagging would not offer this protection to the
young person, families or communities. It would also not provide the support
that is available to young people in secure accommodation. Easy availability
of electronic monitoring as a disposal might lead to its use in inappropriate
circumstances.
We would also draw the Committee’s attention to Article 37 of the UN
Convention on the rights of the Child. This states that young people should
not be subjected to degrading treatment when being punished and that
detention should only be used as a last resort.
“Don’t let the parliament overrule children and spoil their lives (by stopping
children and young people from hanging out)” Young person aged 12.
Gillian Harrow, Policy Officer,
Save the Children
15 January 2004
SUBMISSION FROM USDAW
Introduction
Usdaw is the UK’s fifth largest trade union, representing over 330,000
members.
We are the largest trade union in the retail sector, with approximately threequarters of our membership being shopworkers.
In Scotland we represent over 36,000 members, of which 70% are
shopworkers. Usdaw’s retail membership is mainly concentrated in the
supermarket sector, including Tesco, Sainsbury, Safeway, Kwik
Save/Somerfield, Co-op Societies, Greggs Bakers and many other smaller
companies.
Usdaw’s ‘Freedom from Fear’ Campaign
Usdaw has been running a ‘Freedom from Fear’ campaign for over a year.
The campaign was launched as a direct response to our members’ concerns
about rising levels of physical and verbal abuse, as well as threats and
intimidation of shopworkers.
We have had an excellent response to our campaign from Usdaw members in
Scotland. Our members in many stores suffer from abuse on a daily basis.
Threats and violence are all too common occurrences.
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Our survey of union representatives in retail, ‘Voices from the Frontline’
showed that in the last 12 months:
•
•
•

47% of stores suffered violent attacks on staff
72% of stores had staff being threatened with violence – in 25% it was at
least a weekly occurrence. ‘We know where you live’ or ‘we’ll get you
when you leave’ are common threats.
In 86% of stores there was verbal abuse of staff – on a daily basis in over
a third of stores. Much verbal abuse constitutes racial or sexual
harassment.

These figures are largely supported by figures from the British Retail
Consortium (BRC) and the Scottish Retail Consortium (SRC) who both
produce surveys of retail crime based on reports from national retailers.
However, the figures reported by our reps for both abuse and threats are
much higher than the company figures, largely because many instances are
not reported within companies – either by staff to management, or by
management to their Head Offices.
Retail Crime and Young People
Whilst not wishing to ‘brand’ young people in general, it is true that many
instances of retail crime are linked to young people and therefore the
proposals in the Bill will be of assistance to shopworkers in dealing with
persistent and violent offenders.
The most common problems shopworkers experience with youngsters are:
1. Attempted theft: many shop thieves are youngsters. Whilst we are not
aware of specific statistics for Scotland, the latest survey by the British
Retail Consortium states that in 16% of cases the offender was known to
be under 18, whilst in a further 12% it was not possible to ascertain the
offender’s exact age, but it was likely to be under 18 – a total of 28% of
recorded cases.
The apprehension of a shop thief is one of the most common ‘triggers’ of
violence, threats and abuse of shop staff. The BRC survey states that this
accounted for 61% of instances of violence against staff last year.
2. Attempted Under-Age Sales: all retailers who sell age-restricted products
have problems with attempted under-age sales. The refusal of a sale on
the grounds of age is also a common trigger for violence, intimidation and
abuse. In a survey of over 500 independent retailers by Independent
Retail News in July 2003:
•
•
•
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43% stated that refusing a sale on grounds of age had resulted in a
violent attack or serious verbal abuse. Of these:
27% suffered intimidation
11% suffered a violent attack and 10% suffered personal injury.

3. Gangs of youngsters outside stores: the Committee has already
identified the problems caused by groups of young people accumulating
outside stores. The problem is particularly acute where the store is mall
and isolated, as part of a small secondary shopping centre or an isolated
convenience store.
These stores provide a great service to the local community – they are
often the only communal building and service provider for a large
residential area. Often these stores are open until 10pm or even later,
serving the needs of the local community.
It is therefore natural that young people from the surrounding area meet up
at the store, but if they start to cause problems, staff are particularly
isolated and vulnerable, especially late at night.
Many of our members have suffered at the hands of groups of young
people who may start off being no problem, but whose behaviour can
escalate out of control.
Dealing with Young People
At present, most of our members who have experienced retail crime at the
hands of young people feel that the criminal justice system in Scotland is
failing to deal with persistent offenders effectively.
Many instances of youth crime start off gradually, with the theft of small items,
leading to the theft of larger goods, the abuse of staff if the offender is caught,
and intimidation or violence if they are apprehended.
It is very difficult for staff to deal with ‘minor’ instances, particularly in small
communities where everyone knows you, they know where you live and
where your children go to school.
Police are often too busy to attend all incidents, and staff are left to try to
enforce the law themselves.
Many stores, particularly smaller ones, cannot afford security staff. Therefore
even where staff try to ban offenders from a store, it is very difficult to enforce
that ban, especially where gangs of youngsters are involved.
Usdaw are therefore very positive about the Anti-Behaviour (Scotland)
Bill.
There are eight specific issues we would like to raise:
1. Extension of ASBOs to 12-15 year olds and involvement of shopworkers
in gathering evidence
2. Police should be able to apply for ASBOs.
3. Need for more use of interim ASBOs.
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4. Necessity of the Power of Dispersal.
5. Parenting Orders: avoiding social exclusion.
6. Need for use of RLOs in cases of intimidation.
7. Sale of spray paint should be banned for under-18s.
8. National Proof of Age Cards.
1. Extension of ASBOs to 12-15 year olds and Involvement of
Shopworkers
in Gathering Evidence
We very much support the extension of ASBOs. Many of our members
experience anti-social behaviour at the hands of youngsters of this age
and know that neither they nor the police can currently take action unless
a serious crime is committed.
The children themselves know they are 'untouchable' and can cause
torment for shopworkers with no repercussions.
Our members currently feel totally powerless to deal with or prevent antisocial behaviour by under-16s.
We look forward to our members being able to work with the police and
local authorities to collect evidence of anti-social behaviour to assist in the
application for ASBOs. This would have two major beneficial effects:
a) It would decrease the amount of bureaucracy needed by police and
local authorities to gather evidence for ASBOs.
b) It empowers shopworkers by enabling them to tell youngsters that if
they commit acts of anti-social behaviour, the shopworkers will record
the details and could use them as evidence in an application for an
ASBO.
This happens in South Yorkshire where police work closely with shopworkers
and have issued them with guidance and forms for collating evidence for
ASBOs. Our members have reported a significant deterrent effect and
decrease in anti-social behaviour around those stores.
2. Police Should be Able to Apply for ASBOs
We totally concur with the view of the Scottish Retail Consortium (SRC)
that police should be able to apply for ASBOs.
The police have these powers in England and Wales, and the vast
majority of ASBOs issued to deal with retail crime are applied for by
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police, working with local retailers or a retail company with a specific
problem at a store.
There are several reasons why this is necessary:
a) Police are called out regularly by shopworkers to deal with anti-social
behaviour. They understand the problems that retail staff face, and
the impact on them and their local community.
b) Police therefore have a direct interest in ensuring that persistent
offenders are dealt with - because it will ease their own workload.
c) Police are available for staff to contact during the evenings, when
most anti-social behaviour occurs. If an interim ASBO is needed
immediately to prevent an offender from threatening and intimidating
victims or witnesses, it is only the police who would be able to act.
d) Local authorities in Scotland have many cases of anti-social
behaviour to deal with regarding housing and the environment - areas
for which they have direct responsibility. By contrast, local authorities
have very little dealings with stores and have no direct interest in
dealing with anti-social behaviour around stores. We believe that
local authority staff will naturally prioritise areas where they have a
direct interest and responsibility, and that ASBOs to prevent antisocial behaviour around shops will not be dealt with as the priority it
needs to be.
We understand the concerns of the police about added bureaucracy but
we believe that the co-operation of shopworkers in gathering evidence
(outlined in (1) above) and the effectiveness of ASBOs - both to deal with
persistent offenders and to act as a deterrent to others - will ensure that
the powers would prove cost-effective to police forces.
We are also concerned that if ASBOs are used more widely for housing
and environmental problems, offenders will move to target retailers if
there appear to be fewer sanctions for anti-social behaviour around
stores.
3. Need for More Use of Interim ASBOs
As mentioned above, interim ASBOs can be used to take effect
immediately and are the best means to prevent an offender returning to a
crime
scene
to
intimidate
victims
and
witnesses.
We believe that there needs to be much greater use of these powers for
both older and younger offenders in order to protect victims, witnesses
and their families, who can suffer greatly.
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Without the immediate protection that interim ASBOs offer, many more
offences will continue to be unreported and the evidence needed to take
action against offenders will not be given for fear of reprisals.
The police are more effective at granting interim ASBOs than local
authorities because of their knowledge of the situations and the need for
help for victims and witnesses. Police are also available in the evenings
when most anti-social behaviour is committed.
It would therefore be far more effective for police to be able to issue
interim ASBOs, although we hope that local authorities in Scotland will
use them more widely as well.
4. Necessity of the Power of Dispersal
The evidence from our members who regularly suffer at the hands of gangs
is that a Power of Dispersal is needed urgently.
The high levels of current problems prove that existing powers are not
sufficient.
Currently, the following sequence of events is commonplace, especially
on Friday and Saturday nights, outside many stores in Scotland.
a) A group of young people start to congregate. Often they are not
committing offences, although they may be rough and casually
abusive with each other. Staff and customers, particularly the elderly,
find their presence intimidating.
b) The youngsters may be drinking alcohol and some may take drugs.
These make their behaviour more erratic and they can become more
aggressive and prone to violence.
c) Some or all of the group may enter the store and cause problems.
They may cause a nuisance, sometimes as a cover for shoplifting.
They may include known shoplifters who are barred from the store.
They may try to purchase alcohol, although under-age.
d) They come into conflict with staff who may:
i)

Refuse an under-age sale of alcohol.

ii)

Apprehend them for shoplifting.

iii) Attempt to evict them from the store.
e) When this conflict occurs, the youngsters immediately become
abusive, often violent. Many of our members have been injured in
these situations by being hit, stabbed with a knife or syringe, knocked
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down or had bricks, stones and bottles thrown at them and at the
store.
f)

Behaviour can escalate further with fires being started, tyres slashed
and security staff attacked.

g) The police are called but when they arrive, the youngsters usually
stop committing the offences.
The main perpetrators usually
disappear.
h) Police tell staff "their hands are tied" and they are powerless to
prevent the youngsters from gathering, even when they have a history
of offences. Unless police actually witness offences being committed,
it is very difficult for any action to be taken against the offenders.
i)

When the police leave, the youngsters, including the perpetrators who
return to the scene, continue their anti-social behaviour and the
intimidation of staff and customers.

j)

When the police are called back, the same pattern occurs - the
offending stops and the main perpetrators temporarily absent
themselves from the area.

k) In many cases, staff simply do not call police because the police are
unable to deal with the problem.
Staff therefore continue to suffer in silence.
For action to be taken against individuals under existing powers, the
perpetrators need to be identified and evidence given against them.
This is difficult for a number of reasons:
i)

It can be very difficult to identify perpetrators, especially when
they disappear when the police arrive.

ii)

It can be very difficult to prove that an individual among a large
group perpetrated a specific crime.

iii) Victims and other staff who have been intimidated and attacked
feel extremely vulnerable to further intimidation, either by the
perpetrators or by other members of the group. The staff usually
live nearby. This means they have to walk home at night, feeling
vulnerable; some of the gang may know where they live, or could
find out very easily, and they are concerned for their families,
especially if they have children. It can therefore be extremely
difficult for staff to agree to give evidence.
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For all of these reasons, action is rarely taken against offenders and the same
pattern of anti-social behaviour and criminality continues unabated outside
stores across Scotland.
In contrast, a Power of Dispersal would prevent this vicious circle and the
powerlessness of police and shopworkers:
a) At stores where groups of youngsters congregate, staff would collect
evidence of offences and anti-social behaviour to use in a possible
application for Power of Dispersal.
b) Staff and police could inform the youngsters that if their offending
behaviour continues, a Power of Dispersal will be applied for and they
will no longer be able to congregate there. This may have some
deterrent effect.
c) If a pattern of anti-social behaviour continues, police would be able to
apply for a Power of Dispersal to prevent the group from gathering.
The power may only be used for specific times, or days of the week.
d) Staff would then be able to call police to the store as the group started
to gather, and before any offences were committed. Police arriving at
the store would use the Power of Dispersal to ban individuals who
were not resident nearby from the area and to prevent the group
congregating after the police left.
e) If the group started to congregate again, staff could provide evidence
of the youngsters' presence and ring police. CCTV evidence would
also help.
f)

When police arrived, they could fine or arrest individuals who had
returned, even if they were not committing other offences at the time.
We believe that once some youngsters had received a fine or other
penalty, this would act as a deterrent to others. It may be the first
time any of the group had received any sanction for their behaviour.

g) Even if police had to return 24 hours later to issue a similar notice,
this is less workload than at present when they may be called out
several times in an evening.
The use of the Power of Dispersal would also have many advantages for the
victims:
a) It would act as a deterrent to prevent some groups from committing
criminal offences.
b) It would prevent victims or witnesses from having to identify and give
evidence against specific individuals for specific acts.
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c) It would help to prevent perpetrators of offences or their associates
from returning to the store to threaten and intimidate staff.
For these reasons, we believe that the Power of Dispersal would be a
very important power for police in dealing with persistent anti-social
behaviour and offending which cause untold distress and fear to
shopworkers and to whole communities.
5. Parenting Orders: Avoiding Social Exclusion
We are concerned for parents who have to work in the evenings and at
weekends who have Parenting Orders imposed which require them to
supervise their children at these times.
Most of Scotland's 252,000 shopworkers, as well as cleaners, caterers,
call centre staff and other shift workers, have to work during some of
these hours.
The terms of the Parenting Order would be particularly difficult for lone
parents to comply with.
A Parenting Order may in these circumstances mean that a parent would
have to give up their job, which would seriously affect the whole family,
pushing them into a cycle of poverty, which may exacerbate the child's
behaviour.
We believe that in order to avoid these consequences of social exclusion,
Sheriff's Courts should be able to speak to a parent's employer to explain
the terms of the Parenting Order and its duration, and to ask for the
parent's shifts to be moved to a time to enable them to comply with the
Parenting Order - usually during school hours.
6. Need for Use of Restriction of Liberty Orders (RLOs) in Cases of
Intimidation
We believe RLOs could be particularly effective at preventing offenders
from threatening and intimidating victims and witnesses. We hope that
their use will be extended to help more victims of intimidation. This would
encourage more victims to give evidence and more vicious offenders to be
dealt with.
7. Sale of Spray Paint - Should be Banned for Under-18s
We agree with the SRC that the age limit for the sale of spray paint should
be 18, as in England and Wales:
a) The further restriction would prevent more youngsters obtaining spray
paint. With an age limit of 16, many would simply ask slightly older
peers to purchase the spray paint for them.
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By contrast, fewer 18 year olds hang out with younger children - they
are more likely to be in pubs and clubs!
b) It is helpful to retailers, to their staff and to the public to have common
age restrictions throughout the UK. The plethora of age-restricted
goods is very confusing, and differences between age restrictions in
Scotland and the rest of the UK are not helpful in preventing underage sales.
8. National Proof of Age Cards
A lot of anti-social behaviour is exacerbated by under-age consumption of
alcohol.
At present, there is no foolproof means for a shopworker to ascertain the
age of a customer. Most retailers do train their staff to try to avoid underage sales but the decision is always very subjective on the part of the
shopworker.
There are several cards which can be used as proof of age but they can
be vulnerable to forgery or amendment and the range of cards is
confusing for shop staff.
There is no compulsion for the shopworker to ask for proof of age and this
leaves them vulnerable to threats and intimidation by young people in
order to force a sale.
Attempted under-age sales and the abuse and violence suffered by
shopworkers as a result was a key concern of the 100 Usdaw members in
Scotland who responded to our recent consultation on the Nicholson
Report.
With no prompting, many members suggested that a national proof of age
card and a legal compulsion on shopworkers to request to see a card
before making an age-restricted sale to a young person would help
considerably to alleviate the problems they suffer. It would also help to
prevent under-age drinking and the problems that it causes.
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WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS TO THE LOCAL
TRANSPORT COMMITTEE, 11 NOVEMBER 2003

GOVERNMENT

AND

SUBMISSION FROM HIGHLAND COUNCIL
The Council welcomes the opportunity to comment on the Executive’s
proposals Putting Our Communities First – A Strategy for Tackling Anti-Social
Behaviour. The consultation document was discussed at the Renewing
Democracy and Community Planning Select Committee on the 6th of August
and issues relating to children and young people were discussed in detail at
the Joint Committee for Children and Young People on the 19th of August.
The Council’s response was approved on the 11th of September. In addition
discussions have taken place at the Housing and Social Work Portfolio
Holders Group, Community Safety Steering Group, Community Safety Local
Action Teams, The Youth Action Service Managers Group, The Youth Justice
Strategy Group and Vandalism Action Group. These discussions have
included many of the agencies that provide relevant services in Highland, as
well as the Procurator Fiscals Office, Reporter to the Children’s Panel,
Children’s Panel Chair, and Victim Support.
Overall the Council’s view is that national initiatives to tackle anti-social
behaviour driven by the Scottish Executive are welcome. However, the
proposed Bill seems to represent a shift in the approach to anti-social
behaviour and in particular towards children and young people. The document
appears to focus on the need for further enforcement mechanisms and not on
the importance of and funding for prevention initiatives, particularly in relation
to children and young people. There is a need to tackle the causes of antisocial behaviour as well as imposing more punitive measures and to resist
applying short-term solutions to long-term problems. It is felt that the
consultation paper takes a narrow attitude to the concept of communities, and
in particular it reflects a new punitive attitude towards children and families.
The proposals reflect concerns from highly urbanised (central belt) large
public housing schemes, which benefit from economies of scale in terms of
service provision and do not reflect the needs or realities of working with
communities and young people in Highland. Elected Members have strongly
requested that despite the rurality, and low crime figures, which can lead to
fewer resources being allocated to the Highlands, more resources are
provided to consistently support young people, families and communities
across the area.
The document focuses on geographical communities, and on public housing
schemes. It takes no account of communities that may not be geographical,
but who may be more subject to anti-social behaviour because of their ethnic
origin, gender or sexuality. Indeed, there is little recognition of the fact that
much research indicates that young people are very likely to be subject to
anti-social behaviour.
Most of the examples of anti-social behaviour presented in the report can
already be acted upon through existing processes and chargeable offences,
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for example Breach of the Peace and vandalism. During the consultation
period, concerns emerged that the current measures available to deal with
anti social behaviour take too long and that existing funding levels for criminal
justice services mean that the full range of disposals may not be available in
all areas of Highland. The Council would support additional investment in
making existing mechanisms work better before new measures are
introduced.
The Highland Youth Justice Steering Group and the rapidly developing Youth
Action Service are examples of existing good practice, involving the various
key partners working together to create safer communities. Across Scotland,
Fast Track Hearings, Youth Court Pilots and restorative justice initiatives have
all been introduced in the last year following considerable additional
investment by the Scottish Executive. These must be given time to become
established and to have an observable effect on community safety.
It is recognised that far more needs to be done to enable communities to
appreciate that such initiatives are in place, and that they can impact
positively on youth crime levels. Local authorities and voluntary sector
agencies are able to evidence that recent initiatives across Scotland are
starting to make a difference. Further, the high rate of custody for under 18’s
in England (an eight-fold rise in the last decade) does not suggest that
Scotland should follow similar policies with the proposals in this consultation.
There are significant concerns about the proposed radical shift away from
principles of diversion and social inclusion, and towards policies of
enforcement with associated punitive measures. This does not appear to be
a balanced approach, and it is not in keeping with Scotland’s tradition of
promoting the paramountcy of the welfare of children and young people.
Neither does it appear compatible with the established legacy in this country
of respect for children’s rights.
The responses to the specific questions contained in the document follow on
pages 4 – 10 of this response.
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No Anti Social Behaviour Strategies
1

1
2
2

Q. Should the formal duty to participate in the preparation of anti-social behaviour
strategies be extended to Registered Social Landlords (RSLs), particularly where major
stock transfer has taken place? Should there be a formal duty on other community
planning partners to be involved? Or is it sufficient that involvement of other community
planning partners be referred to in guidance only?
A. Partnership working in the Highlands has been successful in the past in relation to anti
social behaviour, and we therefore do not see a need for it to be made into a duty, but at the
same time have no objection to this.
Q. What more should be done to promote effective information exchange to prevent antisocial behaviour?
A. Again within Highland existing arrangements have been put in place to permit effective
information exchange, but we would not object to proposals to ease exchange where
required.

Community Reparation Orders (CROs)
3
3
4
4.
5.
5.

Q. Should there be programmes for individuals as well as groups? Does this raise
particular issues for victims?
A. CROs appear to be similar to Community Service with no restorative justice element. In
this respect the provision of Community Service would appear to meet this need
Q. Should we impose an upper age limit so that CROs are targeted at young people i.e.
those up to 21 years of age?
A. – No. This would imply that anti-social behaviour is solely a young persons issue
which is not the case.
Q. Which organisations/agencies should be consulted formally about the nature of
reparative work to be undertaken?
A. Criminal Justice, Youth Justice, Social Work, Services and the Police.

Protection for Victims and Witnesses of Anti-social Behaviour
6.
6.
7.
7.

Q. What more could be done to support victims and witnesses of anti-social behaviour?
A. We would support measure to promote the help provided by Victim Support, but there
are likely to be funding issues
Q. What are your views on the greater u se of professional witnesses?
A. Professional witnesses can play a part in tackling anti social behaviour, but there is a
need to be flexible to use either in house staff teams of other '‘qualified’ staff – e.g.
agencies. Rural locations can present particular difficulties.

Acceptable Behaviour Contracts (ABCs)
8.

Q. Do you support wider use of ABCs?
A. Yes – work in currently ongoing to develop these for use in Highland. They are seen as
positive because young people are more likely to comply if they have involvement in
developing the contract and they include parental involvement. They are seen as a better
option than Anti-social Behaviour Contracts.
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Q. What are your views on the range of situations where ABCs would be appropriate?
For example, do you support use of ABCs in the hearings system? In schools?
9. A. ABCs could be used within the hearing system, the Youth Justice Teams and by
schools, provided there are robust protocols for their use.
10. Q. What are your views on the relationship between ABCs and legal options such as
ASBOs and Parenting Orders? For example, should the court be required to consider the
failure or refusal to participate in an ABC or a Parental Contract when considering an
application for a Parenting Order?
10. It would be a useful first step in trying to engage with young people and their families
before considering any of the legal options.

9.

Anti-social Behaviour orders (ASBOs) for under 16s
11. Q. How should ASBOs be extended to under-16s?
11. A. There is little support for the extension of ASBOs to under 16s, but if they are

12.
12.
13.
13.
14.
14.
15.
15.

introduced the Reporter rather than the Sheriff could appropriately consider ASBO
applications for under 16s. However in terms of enforcement, delays between any breach
and a hearing could be an issue.
Q. Do you support the introduction of individual support orders linked to ASBOs for
under-16s?
A. Yes, but these will require significant resources to be effective.
Q. Are there any implications of extending ASBOs to under-16s in relation to the power of
RSLs to apply for ASBOs?
A. We would expect RSLs to consult with local partners through existing protocols etc –
on this basis there are no other implications of the power being extended to RSLs.
Q. Do you agree that the Youth Court model, where this operates, should be amended to
include young people under-16 years of age who are referred to the criminal justice system
by the Procurator Fiscal for breach of an ASBO?
A. The Children’s Hearing is a valued institution and should continue to be built on.
Q. How should the applicant ensure that they take the full circumstances of the family into
account?
A. This is for the Sheriff/Reporter to consider, but full background reports completed by an
appropriate Social Worker/Youth Justice Worker are essential. Referrals should be based
on sound protocols

Greater use of Reparation in the Children’s Hearings System
16. Q. What are your views on our proposals to consider increasing the emphasis on
16

reparation both as action that may be taken by the Reporter and as a condition of a
supervision requirement made by the Children’s Hearing?
A. We would support this in principle, provided there is a restorative justice element.
However, reparation needs to be an immediate response and can be agreed upon before a
hearing takes place. This will have resource implications.

Electronic Monitoring of Under-16s
17. Q. What are your views on making electronic monitoring a disposal for the children’s
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Hearings system?
17. A. There are concerns that this power may be used inappropriately if robust protocols are
not in place. This disposal should only be used as an alternative to secure accommodation
where the criteria have clearly been met. There is a need to ensure that staffing is available
to adequately monitor the young person, and other support mechanisms to create behaviour
change will also need to be in place.
18. Q. Do you think that the option of electronic monitoring should be available alongside
disposals other than secure accommodation?
18 A. No. This is likely to create further avenues to secure accommodation and make young
people quickly rise in offending tariff. Young people involved in offending are unlikely to
think ahead and are very likely to breach the order, leading them to the next stage in the
criminal justice system without necessarily committing another offence. There are resource
implications to this proposal.

Extending Restriction of Liberty Orders (RLOs) to Under-16s.
19. Q. Do RLOs for the under-16s in court require any additional support arrangements?
19. A. Additional support requirement likely – additional funding for this therefore required
20. Q. The period of restriction for an adult to a place is 12 hours per day and/or from a place
20

for 24 hours a day for a period of 12 months. What should be the period of restriction for
an RLO for those under-16s?
A. If orders are introduced, the same as for adults.

Parenting Orders
21. Q. Do you agree that local authorities and the Reporter should be given the power to
apply to the court for a Parenting Order? Should the Reporter be able to make an
application at his own initiative or at the direction of the hearing?
21. A. We would support the importance of good parenting in relation to anti social behaviour,
and the role of family support services in preventing anti social behaviour and the cycle of
eviction/homelessness. However we are strongly of the view that more Supporting People
resources are required to provide support on the lines of the Dundee Families model, in
addition to powers such as parenting orders if these are introduced.

22.
22.
23.
23.
24.
24.
25.

It must be acknowledged that some parents do not have the skills to adequately parent their
children, therefore more resources targeted at parenting programmes and social inclusion
would be more appropriate.
Q. Should courts be able to impose a Parenting Order at their own initiative when dealing
with other proceedings in relation to a child and their family?
A. Referral to the hearing system would be more appropriate.
Q. Are the grounds we describe sound? Should the welfare of the child be grounds for a
Parenting Order as well as behaviour?
A. The grounds appear reasonable
Q. Should the failure to ensure attendance at school be grounds for a Parenting Order?
How should this work alongside existing powers to make attendance orders?
A. Existing powers should be sufficient to address this issue.
Q. How long should a Parenting Order normally last for? Should it be capable of
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renewal?
25. A. This should vary on a case by case basis, but perhaps timescales that match child
protection and hearing review processes would be suitable.
26. Q. How should applicants for Parenting Orders ensure that all relevant information about
a parent is first taken into account?
26. A. Referral to the Reporter to make the order would ensure that appropriate background
reports are provided by Social Work and Education. This will have resource implications,
both in terms of additional pressure for reports and in monitoring the order.

Local Authority Accountability
27. Q. Do you agree it would be desirable to require local authorities to comply with
27.
28.
28.
29.
29.

supervision requirements?
A. It is desirable for appropriate conditions of Supervision Requirements to be complied
with. Staffing and resource issues may make this difficult.
Q. Do you agree that at the hearing’s direction a Reporter request a Sheriff to make an
order to enforce implementation of the supervision requirement?
A. No. If a supervision requirement is not being complied with due to resource or staffing
issues, such an order will not resolve the problem and will put staff under more pressure.
Q. Should the hearings and Reporter have a role in alerting Scottish Ministers to failure
by a council to ensure a child before them receives appropriate education?
A. It is already a legal requirement that all children are provided with an appropriate
education.

Litter, Fly tipping and Abandoned Vehicles
30. Q. Should the power to award Fixed Penalty Fines be given to community wardens, and/or
to the police?
30. A. Given that the role of the warden’s needs to be based on community acceptance it may
not be appropriate for them to have this role.
Litter clearance is the responsibility of Local Authorities therefore probably better if LA
officers continue to issue FPFs. However, before our own personnel are granted powers to
issue FPFs (and this applies to dog fouling as well) they must undergo a training course
which equips them with all the relevant knowledge and understanding of the legislation
leading to increased confidence in their duties. It would not be prudent to place our staff in
hostile situations.
Q.
Do local authority and other bodies have sufficient powers to clear litter?
31.
31. A. The existing powers to clear litter are sufficient but due to the complexity of legislation
and the continual additional burden of work placed on staff very few incidents are ever
reported to the Procurator Fiscal (PF). Out of those that are reported very few are taken to
court. Better training for staff and a greater understanding of the requirements demanded by
the PF would help. Many cases are now being dealt with as fiscal fines therefore FPFs
should help.
We do not agree that local authorities should take on additional litter clearance duties on
Crown land. Land owners must be reminded of their responsibilities and where they do not
arrange suitable litter management regimes there must be powers given to Local
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Authorities to compel them to observe the Code of Practice.

32.
32.

33.
33.
34.
34.

35.
35.

36.

Enforcement is only part of the solution – more resource needs to be deployed in the
education and promotion side of anti-litter initiatives. Further incentives are required to
obtain the participation of environmental organisations/community groups/business
organisations in new initiatives.
Q. What level of charges would cover local authorities’ present costs for removing, storing
and disposing of abandoned vehicles?
A. The statutory charge (£155 for removal and disposal) currently meets the cost of
removal and disposal of abandoned vehicles. The true costs including checking the vehicle
(several times), administration time, and fixing notices would be in excess of the charge
and therefore it is recommended that powers be granted to recover all additional costs from
the last registered keeper of the vehicle.
Q. Is the scope of the present regulations governing the removal of vehicles causing an
obstruction sufficient?
A. The current legislation is normally sufficient for dealing with vehicles effectively.
Q. Would simplified means of penalising fly-tipping, similar to those existing for litter, be
appropriate, and if so, what form should these take?
A. Fly tipping can be considered as a more serious form of littering, both in its extent and
nature. The penalties must reflect the seriousness and potential threat to the environment.
One grey area is rightly identified as the LA relationship with SEPA. This confusion must
be removed. It would be desirable if SEPA were removed from this role as they do not
have the staff or resources to undertake any clear ups themselves. The entire enforcing role
should come to LAs and it must be recognised that this additional duty would have to result
in staff and resources being transferred from SEPA to LA.
Q. Should local authorities have the power to examine waste transfer documents?
A. The suggestion that LAs should have the powers to examine waste transfer documents is
a sensible one. There are a number of LA officers with authority to inspect commercial
premises and they may wish to ascertain the carrier and destination of waste. At the
moment they can not examine the waste documents if the business refuses. This power will
also help in the anti litter initiatives as evidence shows much litter is caused through
inadequate measures to contain business waste.
Q. Should the fine for fly-tipping which may be imposed on summary proceedings be
doubled to £40,000?
A. It would not be sensible to apply fixed penalty fines to incidents of fly tipping as stated
earlier they differ from littering offences in extent, seriousness and potential in pollution
threats. These cases should be the subject of Scots legal process. The penalty should be
increased to £40, 000 to act as a deterrent.

Graffiti
37. Q. Do you agree with our proposal to ban the sale of spray paint to under-16s?
37. A. While there may be merit in seeking to impose a ban of spray paint to the under 16s
there may be practical issues enforcement and effectiveness of such age related legislation,
particularly as there is no test purchasing ability in Scotland. There are also human rights
issues for young people who wish to purchase spray paint for legitimate purposes. This is
another area where a preventative approach involving retailers, young people and
communities would be more effective.
38. Q. Do local authorities require further powers to deal with graffiti?
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38. A. There are likely to be funding issue if additional powers are introduced.
Noise Nuisance
39. Q. Should we require or enable local authorities to implement a night-time noise nuisance

39.

40.
40.
41.
41.

service and implement additional powers to enable local authority Environmental Health
Officers and/or Community Wardens to issue Fixed Penalty Notices of £100 to curb
domestic noise nuisance? If so, what is the best approach?
A. To provide a night time noise nuisance service would have cost implications. Additional
powers to issue Fixed Penalty Notices would be a positive move but criteria would have to
be set for the grounds to serve such. At present Environmental Health Officers and Police
can take certain action under existing provisions to control noise and the possibility of
EHO's/wardens issuing fixed penalty notices would be an additional deterrent. The roles of
the different bodies would have to be clarified. EHO's currently have a statutory duty to
investigate Noise complaints on behalf of the Council and procedures would have to be in
place to ensure that if another body was carrying out Noise Investigations that these duties
were being fulfilled. Taking the above into account EHO's may be the most appropriate
body to issue Notices.
Q. Should we extend the service from a night-time (11 p.m. to 7 a.m.) service to a 24-hour
service?
A. The Service, if provided, should be 24 Hour as domestic noise problems occur out with
11pm to 7am
Q. Should the standard of proof for a statutory noise nuisance be changed to allow a more
flexible approach in this area? If so, what might such an approach involve?
A. No objection to standard of proof being changed

Anti –social Behaviour and housing
Q. Should RSLs be given a statutory duty to participate in the production and
implementation of ant-social behaviour strategies?
42. A. As noted previously good partnership working makes this provision unnecessary in
Highland but we have no objection to it.
43. Q. Should the Anti-social Behaviour Bill give local authorities powers to:

42

•
•

43.
44.
44.

45.
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Regulate landlords in an area so that they control anti-social behaviour?
Apply to the court for sanctions against the private landlords with individual
properties where there is anti-social behaviour?
• Use a combination of these approaches?
A. Whilst it is appropriate for Local Authorities to have a regulation and monitoring role,
the degree of management intervention proposal could entail are not appropriate. Use of
financial sanctions such as fines might be more appropriate.
Q. Do you think measures to reward good tenants are appropriate? If so, what more
needs to be done to encourage greater use of such measures?
A. We would express concern about the concept that tenants should be ‘rewarded’ for
doing what all tenants should do, i.e. pay rent, keep tenancy conditions etc. Any such
reward will presumably be funded from the HRA and so are paid for by the same good
tenants.
Q. Do you agree that existing provisions in legislation on housing and homelessness linked
to ASBOs should apply to ASBs involving under-16s?

45. A. We would not object to this proposal
Fixed Penalty Notices for Anti-social Behaviour
46. Q. do you support extending the use of Fixed Penalty Notices levied by the police to a
range of low-level, anti-social and nuisance offending?
46. A. No because it will be difficult to enforce as many people who commit such offences will
be unlikely to be able to pay the fine. Fines are not effective in changing behaviour. A
restorative justice approach or the use of ABCs would be a preferable option.
47. Q. Should such penalties be imposed on under-16s?
47. A. See Q 46

Dispersal of Groups
48. Q. How can we strengthen the powers of the police to tackle disorderly behaviour amongst
groups?
48. A. See 49
49. Q. Do you agree that it would be useful to extend police powers in respect of groups of
young people in the way proposed?
49. A. No, because this may create conflict between young people, the Police and the
community.

Making Anti-social Behaviour Orders More Effective
50. Q. Do you agree that the power to apply for ASBOs should be limited to local authorities
50.
51.
51.
52.
52.
53.
53.
54.
54.

and register social landlords (in consultation with the police)?
A. Whilst applications by Local Authorities only has been successful to date, consideration
should be given to how anti social behaviour in town centres etc might best be tackled. This
may require the extension of the powers to apply for ASBOs.
Q. Do you agree there should be a statutory power of arrest for breach of an ASBO?
A. We would support this proposal for over 16s
Q. Do you agree that the court should have the power to impose an ASBO on conviction
for a criminal offence, where there is evidence of persistent anti-social behaviour?
A. We would support this proposal
Q. Do you think the court should have the power to grant ASBO in related civil
proceedings, such as an eviction hearing, where there is evidence of anti-social conduct?
A. There will be times when eviction is more appropriate than an ASBO and Local
Authorities may be best placed to assess this.
Q. Do you agree that the prohibitions in an ASBO should be able to extend beyond a local
authority area, where this is necessary to protect person from further anti-social acts by
the individual concerned?
A. We would support this proposal

Licensed Premises – Police Powers
55. Q. Do you agree that the police should have the same right of entry to off-licences and
registered clubs serving alcohol as they have to licensed premises?
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55. A. Yes
56. Q. Do you agree that there should continue to be no right to object for a licence-holder
56.
57.
57.
58.
58.

against an order issued by the licensing board under Section 85 of the Licensing (Scotland)
Act 1976?
A. We assume this is in reference to Section 65 and would answer in the affirmative
Q. Do you agree that the procedure for a closure order under Section 85 should apply to
all licensed premises and to registered clubs?
A. As 56.
Q. Do you agree that we should clarify the powers of the police to close licensed premises
where there is. Or is likely to be, disorder in them or in their vicinity?
A. Yes
The Council would refer to recommendations 46, 64 and 76 of the recently published
Nicholson Committee. The Council supports those recommendations which more
comprehensively deal with the issues raised as regards alcohol misuse.

Closure Notices
59. Q. Do you agree that there should be a new power for the police, under the direction of a
59.
60.
60.
61.
61.
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court and following consultation with the local authority, to close down premises which are
the centre of illegal activity, disorder or other anti-social behaviour?
A. we would agree with this proposal
Should the power be limited to non-residential premises and housing in which no one is
formally residing or should it apply to all such premises, including occupied residential
accommodation?
A. This would be difficult in any case to apply to a tenancy where there is security of
tenure or for an owner occupier
Q. Should there be any limits on the power and how otherwise should it work?
A. This requires further discussion with partner organisations

SUBMISSION FROM NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL
EVIDENCE PROVIDED TO THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND
TRANSPORT COMMITTEE BY NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL'S ANTI
SOCIAL TASK FORCE
Background to North Lanarkshire Council Anti Social Task Force
•

North Lanarkshire Council's Anti Social Task Force welcomes the
opportunity to give evidence to Local Government and Transport
Committee on the Anti Social Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill.

•

North Lanarkshire Council is Scotland's fourth largest local authority
with approximately 326,000 residents

•

The local authority is the largest council landlord in Scotland with a
stock of approximately 41,000

•

The Anti Social Task Force (ASTF) was set up in January 2001 to deal
with serious cases of anti social behaviour across all tenures.

•

The team is part of a multi agency approach and works closely with
the Police, Council Departments and RSLs

•

Most RSLs in North Lanarkshire are party to a Service Level
Agreement with the ASTF to ensure effective joint working

•

Team currently consist of 19 members of
investigative, Legal and administrative support

•

Team provides a 24 Hour Service including Mediation, Investigations
and Professional Witnessing Service.

•

To date over 4000 referrals have been made to the service

•

Team has a remit to pursue all legal action relating to cases of anti
social behaviour

•

52 ASBOs have been granted

•

12 Interim ASBOs have been granted

•

12 Short Scottish Secure Tenancies have been issued

•

Since January 2001 6 evictions for Anti Social Behaviour have been
carried out

•

Formal Mediation Service launched in January 2003

staff

including,
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•

Over 60% of cases referred to ASTF are related to noise disturbance

Statistical Breakdown of Task Force Cases

Anti Social Task Force
Complaint Type Breakdown
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TOTAL REFERRALS
Noise
Harassment
Children
Gangs
Vandalism
Drugs
Other
Pet
Land Dispute
Violent Incident
Racial Harassment

4167
2423
555
212
212
203
196
143
72
69
50
32

Noise
Harassment
Children
Gangs
Vandalism
Drugs
Other
Pets
Land
Violent Inc
Racial
Harassment

Anti Social Task Force
Referral Source Breakdown
4167
• Area Office
427
• Police
70
• Tenant
2178
• Owner occupier
1154
• Private Sector Ten
109
• Housing Association 106
• Elected Member
104
• Social Work
15
• Legal Dept
4

• TOTAL REFERRALS
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Area Housing
Office
Police
TEN
OOC
PST
HAS
EMB
SWD
LEG

Anti Social Behaviour (Scotland) Bill
Possible Impacts on ASTF Service
The following are brief initial comments on anticipated effects of the
implementation of the ASB Bill if enacted. The anti social task force would be
willing to participate in further more detailed discussions in relation to these
matters.
Part 1 – Anti Social Behaviour Strategies
The Anti Social Task Force (ASTF) would make a major contribution to
the development of an Anti Social Behaviour Strategy.
The proposal to improve levels of consultation with statutory and
community bodies and individuals would be beneficial.
Neighbourhood Compacts would play an important role in the
development of these strategies
Part 2 – Anti Social Behaviour Orders
The Anti Social Task Force welcomes the proposed introduction of Anti
Social Behaviour Orders for under 16s. Evidence shows, however,
that unacceptable behaviour can start at an earlier age and perhaps
the orders should apply to those aged 10 to 15 .
Although consultation with other agencies such as Police, Reporter to
the Children's Panel, Courts, Social Work Dept is necessary, an
effective protocol and agreed timescales are required to ensure the
effective implementation of this proposed power.
ASBOs for those under 16 will not be considered lightly and will be part
of an incremental response to dealing with anti social behaviour, it is
not the intention to apply for ASBOs in every case.
The introduction of Interim ASBOs and under 16 ASBOs will most likely
lead to an increased workload for the ASTF.
Part 3 - Dispersal of Groups
The introduction of this power may lead to the ASTF contributing to the
assessments carried out by Police in relation to particular areas of
concern through consultation and provision of statistical analysis. The
proposed introduction of this power is welcomed.
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Part 4 - Closure of Premises
Further guidance of the definition of premises would be welcomed. In
relation to impact on ASTF service provision - As above.
Part 5 - Noise Nuisance
The implementation of this proposal could cause confusion with service
users, who in the North Lanarkshire area are becoming increasingly
familiar with the services provided by the ASTF, e.g., Professional
Witnessing service and powers granted by the crime and disorder Act
1998 re ASBOs etc. (An ASTF Officer could issue FPNs in relation to
noise disturbance, however, it is not clear if this can be independent of
the noise control period).
The proposals will also conflict with powers already held by the police
in relation to the removal of noise making equipment.
Noise Teams operating under a different remit from the ASTF could
lead to contradictory advice being issued and conflicting actions taken,
therefore sending out a confused public message.
Part 6 - The Environment
No major impact on ASTF services is anticipated from these proposals
Part 7 - Housing: Anti Social Behaviour Notices
Further powers to tackle problems of Anti Social Behaviour in the
private sector are welcomed. However, the proposals contained in the
ASB Bill will require substantial resources to allow local authorities to
identify landlords and serve/enforce appropriate notices.
Potentially, these powers could result in an increased workload for the
ASTF and again resource implications would be a concern.
Part 8 - Housing: Registration Areas
Identifying areas for registration, administration and working with
partners effectively in this area will lead to an increased workload for
the ASTF.
Part 9 - Parenting Orders
The ASTF welcomes the proposed introduction of Parenting Orders as
an attempt to ensure more effective supervision by parents.
These proposals will provide an additional tool to help deal with
challenges in this area.
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Input to applications for such orders will impact on the workload of the
ASTF. Wide consultation will be necessary and therefore will impact
on resources.
Part 10 - Further Criminal Measures
The additional measures proposed are welcomed in principle, however,
will again lead to an increased workload for the ASTF and a major
impact on resources in terms of monitoring and consultation
requirements.
The implementation of these proposals Sections 88,89 and 90 will lead
to more tools being available to tackle ASB
Part 11 - Fixed Penalties
If fixed penalties were to be imposed by ASTF this would provide a
valuable additional tool, however, would impact on resources
Part 12 - Children's Hearings
Proposals in this section may lead to further consultation requirements
for the ASTF
Part 13 - Miscellaneous and General
No comments
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND TRANSPORT COMMITTEE
EXTRACT FROM THE MINUTES
8th Meeting, 2003 (Session 2)
Tuesday 11 November 2003
Present:
Dr Sylvia Jackson
Michael McMahon
David Mundell
Andrew Welsh (Deputy Convener)

Paul Martin
Bristow Muldoon (Convener)
Iain Smith

Also present: Tommy Sheridan.
Apologies: Rosie Kane and Bruce McFee.
Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill: The Committee took evidence at Stage
1 from the following witnesses—
Phil Walker, Head of Community Services, Glasgow City Council
Matt Forde, Principal Officer, Youth Justice, Glasgow City Council
Councillor Garry Coutts, Highland Council
Cath King, Health Improvement and Community Safety Officer, Highland
Council
David Goldie, Head of Housing Strategy, Highland Council
Matt Costello, Principal Investigator, Anti Social Task Force, North
Lanarkshire Council.
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Antisocial Behaviour etc
(Scotland) Bill: Stage 1
14:41
The Convener: Item 2 is consideration of the
Antisocial Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill. The first
group of witnesses is from Glasgow City Council. I
welcome Matt Forde, principal officer for youth
justice, and Phil Walker, the head of community
services. I welcome the fact that you have come
here today to give evidence as part of our
consideration of the bill.
Given that this is our first session on the bill, I
will say a few words of introduction. This
committee is a secondary committee in
consideration of the bill—the Communities
Committee is the lead committee. However, we
have decided to take evidence on the bill and we
want to focus especially on the role of local
authorities in dealing with antisocial behaviour,
and on the resource implications for local
authorities of the existing ways of dealing with
antisocial behaviour and of the measures in the
bill.
I ask members to focus as much as possible on
the role of local authorities—we will hear only from
local authorities today. I invite the representatives
of Glasgow City Council to say a few words of
introduction about their current systems for dealing
with antisocial behaviour and, more important, to
give their views on the bill.
Phil Walker (Glasgow City Council): Recently,
there was the housing stock transfer and in the
past the most common approach to tackling
antisocial behaviour was through housing
services. The bill links antisocial behaviour to
activities within communities, so a corporate and
strategic approach is required for that, which
requires a range of services from across the
council and registered social landlords, and close
work with the police. Glasgow City Council
recognises that and is putting in place a
framework such that when the bill is passed we
will be in a position to work with a range of
partners to tackle antisocial behaviour corporately
and at strategic level, while making an impact at
local level.
Matt Forde (Glasgow City Council): The
council takes a partnership approach on the issue
of young people’s antisocial behaviour and on
youth justice, which is a linked issue. The council
has already established a range of innovative
services, which we believe are effective, to
address young people’s offending and high-risk
behaviour. These services and initiatives have
been agreed through the partnership approach,
which brings together the council, the health
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service, the Scottish Children’s Reporter
Administration, the children’s panel, the procurator
fiscal, Strathclyde police and voluntary and
community organisations. Glasgow’s youth justice
forum has put in place a strategy to tackle the
issues, which is based on a determination to
tackle offending and antisocial behaviour among
young people in ways that are most appropriate to
young people.
We want to communicate better to the public
some of the realities that are associated with the
issue. Only a small minority of young people are
involved in persistent or serious offending; most
young people, like most adults, are not involved in
such behaviour. The youth justice side more often
than not involves vulnerable children, who later
become involved in offending behaviour. One aim
of our partnership approach is to prevent young
people from getting involved in difficult behaviour
by introducing initiatives in schools and pre-school
services that support families and enable them to
bring up their children better. Those initiatives are
at the heart of our strategic approach. We believe
that we can prevent young people from ending up
in difficulty by taking action earlier in the process.
We have put in place a range of good services,
such as our restorative justice scheme, which
started in August this year. Those services may
well provide solutions to the existing frustrations
about lack of provision. I stress that a range of
activities are taking place that are yet to bed in or
bite. We are working to fill the gaps.
Paul Martin (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab): My
question is for both Matt Forde and Phil Walker.
The Scottish Executive has said that the width of
the consultation process was unprecedented, but
many
organisations,
including
community
organisations, have advised us that they were not
informed of the process and therefore did not have
the opportunity to be part of the exercise. Is that
the case? More important, did the Executive listen
to the points that Glasgow City Council raised in
the consultation and were they reflected in the bill
as published?
Phil Walker: Anyone who is familiar with
Glasgow will acknowledge its size and the huge
number of organisations in the city. We looked at
the salient organisations—the social inclusion
partnerships, Glasgow Housing Association, the
police, the health board, community councils and
the council’s area committees. This Saturday, the
community councils’ annual conference is on
tackling antisocial behaviour in Glasgow.
Tomorrow’s seminar for communities, in the city
chambers, will focus on community safety and
antisocial behaviour.
My staff and I wrote to and visited a range of
organisations and tried our best to involve as
many people as possible. Many community groups
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responded directly to the Scottish Executive rather
than through the council. The council’s response
was formulated across council services, in
consultation with our partners and in response to
any views that we received. Some social inclusion
partnerships chose to submit their responses
through the council, but a sizeable number of
community groups responded directly to ministers.
Paul Martin: If I had a problem with an
antisocial neighbour, which part of Glasgow City
Council would I talk to? If I have no knowledge of
the services that the council provides, what
telephone number would I phone for advice and
what kind of support could I expect to receive if I
were a tenant or—importantly, because this does
not apply only to tenants—a resident?
Phil Walker: That is a fair point. Until eight
months ago, you would have contacted a number
in housing services. Because of the housing stock
transfer, the council is having to examine
strategically how it takes on board issues of that
nature. Some 45 per cent of Glasgow’s houses
are privately owned and 7 per cent are privately
rented. That means that the majority of houses do
not fall within the registered social landlord sector.
In due course, a community reassurance section
of the council will have to be set up. Its number will
be advertised and it will provide a response to
people who feel that they are experiencing
antisocial behaviour. That unit will be
multidisciplinary and we envisage its having police
support. It will take a hand-in-glove approach with
Glasgow Housing Association’s neighbourhood
relations unit, which tackles the issues that you
have outlined and which has paralegals,
investigation officers and administration support to
provide back-up if tenants and the GHA feel that
they need to resort to the use of antisocial
behaviour orders.
We have examined models in the south of
England in places where local authorities have
transferred ownership of the housing stock. It is
becoming clear that, because local authorities
have a leading role in situations relating to
antisocial behaviour orders and in tackling
antisocial behaviour in communities, they have to
establish some sort of capacity for co-ordination of
activity relating to antisocial behaviour. With the
best will in the world, there is no single-service
solution to the problem. It necessitates a multiagency approach and local authorities are well
placed to play a co-ordinating role. Glasgow City
Council recognises that much of its capacity in that
regard went to the GHA and that that capacity
needs to be replaced.
Mr Welsh: I want to ask about the partnership
approach in practice. You mentioned a range of
organisations, each with its own organisational
structures and reporting systems. How, in a
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partnership approach, can you avoid endless
meetings and ensure that action is taken?
Phil Walker: I can give you a good example of
the partnership approach in practice. In the past
couple of years in Glasgow, there have been lots
of public meetings relating to issues around lowlevel youth crime and antisocial behaviour. The
process is never easy, because there are lots of
agendas, funding issues and visions, but we have
developed a single unified vision and a new
service for restorative justice, which is the youth
justice forum that Matt Forde mentioned earlier. It
is early days yet, but the indications are that, now,
if a person who is under 16 commits an offence—
even a first offence—something will happen within
a month, rather than within 10 months or a year.
That is extremely early intervention.
That restorative justice service involves five
different agencies, all of which are funded in
different ways by different sources. I am not
saying that that is the easiest way in the world to
go about addressing the issues, but there are no
easy ways. My staff, the police, staff from other
bits of the council, the fire brigade and the health
board are all involved. The most important thing is
that we are engaging with young people at an
early stage in the onset of offending behaviour.
As I said, it is early days yet, but we have a fulltime researcher on the staff and we are finding
that kids who, in the past, would normally be
throwing stones at First Glasgow buses are now—
through the process of restorative justice—
spending their holidays working with First
Glasgow. I accept that the process can be difficult,
but the added value of bringing other people to the
table and trying not to provide a single-service
solution is immeasurable.
Matt Forde: That is a very good example.
Trying to work in partnership is complex, but it
brings tremendous pluses. The example that Phil
Walker has given came about through discussion
in the youth justice strategy group that I
mentioned, which sits alongside and within
children’s services planning in Glasgow, which has
a similar partnership approach. Some of the other
issues that have been developed in that group,
which are related to antisocial behaviour, are
powerful examples of why we should work in
partnership. I will mention two of them.
The first is working to support families with very
young children through the sure start Scotland
programme. International evidence shows that, if
one wants to prevent criminal behaviour in
children, one of the best things that one can do is
support vulnerable parents from pregnancy right
through the first two or three years of their
children’s lives. We have invested in development
of such services.
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The second is the new community schools
approach in Glasgow, whereby we have put in
different chunks of money to bring in from the
health service and social work a variety of staff to
work in schools to target young people before the
difficulties get too serious. Both of those initiatives
have been developed as a result of partnership
working and of people talking to each other in
committees and passing papers back and forth.
Partnership working means managing complex
processes, which is not easy, but it results in a
better way of doing things.
Mr Welsh: I am interested in the mechanism
that you have chosen to harness the meetings and
to produce the desired action.
Paul Martin: I want to return to the point that
Phil Walker made about the partnership approach
and I will give an example of how we sometimes
contradict ourselves. Although Glasgow Housing
Association has a section that deals with antisocial
behaviour, we are talking about forming another
section that would deal with antisocial behaviour.
We say that it would be very nice if we could all
work together, but I have just given an example of
a situation in which people would not be working
together, because there would be two separate
organisations. I am sure that both of them would
mean well and that both would want to solve the
problem.
One of the issues that we face is resources. You
were right to point out that one could spend one’s
whole career dealing with all the issues that are on
the go. Is there a case for pooling all the resources
in a one-stop shop that would deal with the
problem of antisocial behaviour?
Phil Walker: If the GHA were here today, I am
sure that it would say that, in many respects, its
business is its business. The bill is quite clear
about the fact that the local authority has lead
responsibility for co-ordinating and recording
antisocial behaviour orders and for bringing to
bear the full weight of its services to tackle
antisocial behaviour.
Glasgow is unique in Scotland, but not in the
UK. I have seconded police officers, who today
and for the past week have been examining other
local authorities that find themselves in the same
position as Glasgow City Council.
As we work through the bill’s proposals, there
will be the potential for duplication of effort. It
might be that the local authority takes the coordinating and recording role, but the tactical role
of implementation, which involves investigation
and so on, is carried out by GHA staff. It is not an
either/or situation. We are trying to evolve a model
that
integrates
the
operations
of
both
organisations.
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Paul Martin: You mentioned community
planning. Although there will be statutory powers
to ensure that certain agencies—the chief
constable and the local authority—are forced to
adhere to the community planning exercise, there
is no statutory provision to ensure registered
social landlords’ involvement in that process. Do
you see that as being a difficulty? We all talk about
joined-up approaches to such issues, but unless
agencies are forced to do that on a statutory basis,
will they take any notice or will they simply be
passengers in the process?
Phil Walker: I think that the very fact that
registered social landlords operate at the coalface
creates the necessity for the big strategic
organisations to work closely with them. There are
70-odd registered social landlords in Glasgow.
One of them, the GHA, has 33 per cent, or over
80,000, of the houses. The council is very serious
about tackling the issue which has, as the
committee is well aware, been bubbling up across
the city for the past couple of years. It would be
impossible to address it without the involvement of
the registered social landlords.
The council is working with some of the
registered social landlords on implementing
acceptable behaviour contracts. We are working
with the police, four or five registered social
landlords and Streetwatch Glasgow Ltd, using
closed-circuit television images, to pull together
the evidence that is needed for a package of
measures to be put in place to address the
antisocial behaviour that is taking place not in the
locus of the house, but in other parts of the
community.
15:00
David Mundell: You spoke about the changes
that have come about as a result of stock transfer.
Given the way that the bill is framed, are local
authorities in the best position to take forward the
measures or would others be best placed to take
the lead?
Phil Walker: If the definition of antisocial
behaviour pertains to the behaviour of an
individual or individuals in the community, the local
authority is without doubt best placed to take the
lead. If we want to reduce antisocial behaviour, we
have to look at education, culture and leisure
services and environmental protection services—
indeed, the whole range of services that only a
local authority can bring to bear on the problem.
If antisocial behaviour is looked at within the
narrow parameters of the housing environment, it
would be possible to say that the housing provider
is best placed to deal with the problem. However,
given the way that the bill is drafted and the way in
which people are interpreting the provisions, the
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perception is that we are talking about activities
that take place not only in the home but also in the
wider community. Given that context, the local
authority is best placed to develop a
comprehensive approach to the problem.
Matt Forde: The local authority will be in a
position to pull together the different aspects of the
issue. It is the local authority that has residual
corporate responsibilities for areas such as
children’s welfare. Councils also have a dual
responsibility for the impact on communities of
children’s behaviour in respect of the safety of the
overall community and for securing the best
outcome for the young people.
Some of the bill’s provisions that relate, for
example, to antisocial behaviour orders or new
powers for the children’s hearings system make
demands on council services including social work
services. As the committee knows, there is not an
over-supply of social worker time—in fact, at the
moment, supply does not meet demand. Local
authorities have the responsibility to develop those
measures and to make the best use of resources.
Dr Jackson: I want to ask about information
sharing. I am sure that other members have also
sat around tables with other people to discuss
antisocial behaviour issues. Although discussions
such as those are valuable, do you have any
concerns about information sharing?
Matt Forde: I have just come from a meeting
this morning of Glasgow’s youth justice forum at
which we reached a strong consensus about the
welfare and needs of the children and young
people who are involved in much of the most
worrying behaviour. We agreed that we need to
share information earlier and more effectively than
we are managing at the moment. The members of
the forum agreed to go ahead with identification of
the young people who cause most concern. That
way, we can ensure that we are taking the action
that is required to safeguard the welfare of the
young people and also that we are dealing with
the issues that concern their families and
communities. One issue that we are considering is
whether existing protocols allow transfer of
information, because some agencies have been
worried about data protection issues.
I think that there is consensus that the welfare of
children and young people is paramount, but does
not stand in opposition to the need to tackle
antisocial behaviour. Tackling problem behaviour
in a young person often needs to be done in the
context of understanding the needs of that young
person. Young people who do not understand the
consequences of their actions need to be made to
understand, but they also need to be given the
inputs that will change the way in which they
behave in the future. The input of the school and
of the social work department, the ways in which
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the police and the children’s reporter respond and
what the hearing does about the young person’s
behaviour all need to be co-ordinated locally.
Information needs to be shared in order to do that.
Obviously, that is only one part of the picture as
far as information sharing is concerned.
Phil Walker: As one who has been involved in
the tortuous process of working with the police and
a range of different agencies on the sharing of
information from CCTV, I would say that we need
to get better at sharing, collecting and storing
information. It is really that simple.
Dr Jackson: I have one final question. Given
those concerns, might it be necessary to establish
some guidance or protocols about information
sharing?
Matt Forde: Within our local authority area in
Glasgow, there is an on-going discussion about a
protocol on data sharing. That concerns principally
Strathclyde police, the local authority and the
Scottish Children’s Reporter Administration. We
aim to establish a framework within which we can
all operate, but we are concerned to ensure that
that process does not inhibit the information
sharing that can go on right now in tackling issues
and safeguarding children and communities.
Iain Smith: The bill will introduce a large
number of new measures that will be available to
local authorities for dealing with antisocial
behaviour, most of which will be fairly resource
intensive. Is there a danger that, given the
shortage of resources, to which you have already
referred, the bill’s emphasis on enforcement will
make it more difficult for councils to continue to
provide the preventive diversion measures that
they are currently attempting to provide?
Phil Walker: If we are really to tackle antisocial
behaviour in a meaningful way, we need to start
with the underlying causes. There is a continuum
of activity in which enforcement has its place. I
sympathise with communities that experience
such behaviour and I can understand why
enforcement is high on the agenda. However, if
we really want to stop that behaviour in the long
term, there needs to be a whole range of
opportunities for young people—indeed, for
everyone—so that they can fulfil their potential.
They are, after all, the citizens of tomorrow. They
are the future of the city.
The council recognises that and has taken quite
a brave and comprehensive approach to the issue.
We are opening up community schools and
breakfast services and we are providing discounts
for sports and leisure centres and all that sort of
stuff. However, it takes a while and there is no
short-term solution or simple panacea. There is a
danger that, if we continually legislate for new
things and make new things happen, we will never
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have the time to bed down the new things that we
are currently doing and that might be shown to
work.
It is a case of things’ becoming fashionable. We
are constantly in times of reconfiguration of
resources and services and we might be just
about getting it right when we have to move on to
something else. There is always that danger. Matt
Forde will confirm that Glasgow is experiencing
acute shortages in social work staff. In some
areas, we are already finding it difficult to deliver
on our statutory requirements.
Matt Forde: Let me add some specifics to that.
Our pipeline has been quite full for a wee while;
there are a lot of things in the pipeline and some of
them are coming out at the other end. Over the
past few years, the consequences of that have fed
into the work force issues that were mentioned
earlier.
I want to highlight some particular issues to do
with the bill’s provisions. Glasgow City Council
very much concurs with the findings of Audit
Scotland in its report “Dealing with offending by
young people”, which was published in December.
That report found that there are problems in the
system already. A key finding of the report was
that too much time and money are spent
processing and not enough time and money are
devoted to delivering services in order to tackle
the problems. The report also found that the
money is in the wrong place in the system. Too
much money is being spent once problems get out
of hand—on residential secure care, for
example—as opposed to being spent on
community services, which are proved to work by
the evidence available.
It is in the context of that information from Audit
Scotland that we have to consider as processes—
and not as services—the provisions of the bill on
the introduction of antisocial behaviour orders for
young people under 16, restriction of liberty
orders, restriction of movement arrangements in
the children’s hearings system and community
reparation orders for young people. Management
of process will be required, with a case
management approach taken. Essentially, social
work-type activity will be required.
Let us take the example of a young person who
receives an antisocial behaviour order. The
system that will be created under the bill
envisages the children’s hearings system picking
the case up and providing the necessary support
package. The bill adds an extra bit of process. For
a number of years, the frustration in the children’s
hearings system has been with the lack of
adequate provision once it has been decided that
a young person needs intervention. That
frustration will remain unless we put new services
in place. We have made a significant effort in that
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regard over the past two or three years, and
significant progress has been made towards
putting those services in place. The issues around
making the system work better go hand in hand
with getting the services in place. Local authorities
will have to consider carefully how to respond to
the provisions in the bill when they are doing their
planning.
The Convener: Several members wish to ask
supplementary questions at this point, including
Iain Smith, Paul Martin, Andrew Welsh and
Michael McMahon. I ask everyone to be as
concise as possible.
Iain Smith: I take it that Matt Forde does not
view the problems as simply financial, and that he
also recognises that there are issues to do with
the availability of social workers. The financial
memorandum accompanying the bill suggests that
there will need to be up to 700 intensive
programmes at a time in Scotland as a
consequence of the bill, with an estimated
additional cost on local authorities of about £13
million over 2004-05 and 2005-06. Have you had a
chance to estimate whether that is a realistic figure
and whether Glasgow City Council’s resources
can accommodate it?
Matt Forde: I will comment first from the point of
view of the children’s hearings system. At present,
if a child is deemed by a children’s hearing to
require supervision, we, as the local authority, are
obliged to provide that supervision. The aim is for
supervision to be as meaningful as possible in
providing services that address the underlying
problems.
In its follow-up report, Audit Scotland found that
there are still a number of children for whom the
required supervision has not been implemented.
From a realistic point of view, that number will
grow. That is the difficult starting point. The council
is working hard to move forward on the staffing
side. It is considering how best to change its
arrangements for the use of social workers’ time,
so that it can provide more services to more
children and reduce the time that is spent on
management and processing.
The answer to your question is that we have not
had a chance to consider whether the cost
estimate is realistic, because we are still trying to
implement the basic level of service that existing
statute requires. We know that the Executive has
taken some steps to improve the supply of social
workers, but it will take a number of years for that
to have the desired effect. Social workers are not
produced overnight. We are moving towards
having a three-year qualification for social
workers, which will slow up the provision of new
social workers at some stage. That is the context
from the local authority perspective.
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Paul Martin: There is a great myth that police
officers cannot share information. The Crime and
Disorder Act 1998 makes it clear that chief
constables can share with other agencies
information on antisocial activities. Will you
confirm that chief constables can do that? Not
sharing information has implications. For example,
somebody could wreck a council house in
Glasgow but, if information is not shared, they will
have no difficulty whatsoever in finding alternative
accommodation in another authority area. I know
that we are struggling for time, but will you confirm
those two points?
The Convener: It may be as well to relate those
points to the proposals in the bill. The bill proposes
a duty on chief constables and other named
organisations to provide such information as local
authorities may require.
15:15
Phil Walker: The chief constable can convey
information; however, issues arise over the format
and spirit in which that is done, and over the level
of information conveyed. Generally, we would not
require too many specific details. The police have
a natural caution about sharing information and—
to touch on Dr Jackson’s earlier point—I think that
any Scottish Executive direction that brings clarity
to this discussion would be most helpful. Even
though legislation allows the sharing of
information, Executive direction would reassure
agencies that they can actually share information.
Michael McMahon: I want to go back to points
that were made earlier on partnership working.
Children’s reporters, children’s hearings and the
range of bodies that you spoke about in Glasgow
will have to feed into that partnership working. The
present proposals include giving the children’s
hearings system powers of sanction in cases
where it is felt that a local authority is not providing
supervision, education or services. How do you
feel about that? Will that create problems in
partnership working?
Matt Forde: In its response to the consultation
on the bill, Glasgow City Council was concerned
about those proposals, which are now provisions
in the bill. It is almost as if a parallel track has
been created. Young people can go down the
children’s hearings route, with all its underlying
principles, but can then access, via a different
route, the adult court system—albeit as children or
young people.
The children’s hearings system has been a
matter of pride in Scotland. It is a unique and
valuable asset. However, subjecting young people
to some of the new provisions could compromise
the system. Previously, the province of a children’s
hearing was entirely the welfare of the child. If
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there is to be an added sanction element, the child
would have to have the right to legal
representation. That could change the nature of
the discussions.
At hearings at the moment, the family is there,
the agencies are there and lay members are there.
The lay members are advised by an official and
take decisions in the best interests of the child.
However, as I say, there is a danger in having
parallel systems. For example, a registered social
landlord might initiate a process and a child might
end up in court. That child will have to come back
into the hearings system. The normal process will
now be added to by a court process, which, in the
end, will remit everything back to the hearings
system anyway. There will be an added process,
the effectiveness of which is not clear. Indeed,
there is a danger that it will inhibit effectiveness by
adding more administrative delays and demands
to the system.
Michael McMahon: Might more administrative
delays and demands arise in trying to deal with
community reparation orders, which are also
proposed in the bill? That would have implications
for the services that the authority would be
required to determine. What are your opinions
about the proposed duty? What should the nature
of the reparation work be and how much of a
resource implication will it have?
Phil Walker: Without a doubt, community
reparation would be very popular with
communities. People would sense that there was
natural and social justice in people putting
something back into the community when they
have broken something or taken from the
community. Local authorities manage a similar
service through community service orders.
However, there is very little community input into
how that service is directed or targeted and those
orders usually relate to more serious crimes.
Community reparation orders are a difficult
issue. There has not been much discussion within
Glasgow City Council about where the service
would reside and how it would be managed. There
would be some difficulties in getting community
input into what the reparation for the community
should be. There are also potential issues about
people from a community being explicitly marked
within that community by carrying out reparation.
That might exacerbate bad feeling rather than
eliminate it. I think that the underlying philosophy
is sound. It is a valuable approach, as reparation
has been proven to work for both the victim and
the offender, but the difficulty is how to manage
the process well. It would be quite resource
intensive to run the scheme practically and safely
within communities.
Michael McMahon: You have highlighted an
obvious concern about people having to carry out
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a reparation order within their own community. If
people knew that in doing so they would be
identified as having committed crimes within their
own community, would that act as an effective
deterrent to such behaviour in the first place?
Phil Walker: It could, but a lot of the evidence
on that is anecdotal. I reiterate that the philosophy
is sound. Communities would like the proposal, as
a certain natural justice is attached to it. There is
an element of suck it and see. We will have to see
how it works with people carrying out reparation in
their own communities and in other communities.
The issue for me is that it is resource intensive
to manage such a programme. I currently manage
a restorative justice scheme. The elements that
are similar to this proposal—although they are for
younger people—are quite resource intensive, and
the bill does not suggest that lots of new resources
will go into the scheme.
Michael
McMahon:
Could
community
reparation orders be cost effective if they deal with
broken-window syndrome? If we can get people to
stop their antisocial behaviour, that will reduce
costs in the longer term.
Phil Walker: Without doubt, prevention is better
than cure. In the long term it is far less expensive
to introduce a range of measures that stop crime
or prevent it from happening again than it is
continually to deal with enforcement.
Matt Forde: We must be clear about what
community service orders are—they are a
punishment. In England they are called community
punishments. Although clearly the concept
involves doing something in reparation, it is also a
fine on one’s time. The courts are obliged to use
community service orders as an alternative to
custody; if the order were not imposed, the
alternative would be custody.
My reading of the community reparation order is
that the same concept will apply, although the
crime will not be on the same tariff. I have a
concern about restorative justice for young people.
There is limited evidence about the effectiveness
of punishment per se in changing people’s
behaviour. One of the strengths of the restorative
justice scheme is that it is based on international
evidence about what works in reducing
reoffending rates among young people. One of the
vital elements of the scheme that we now have in
Glasgow, which is based on that international
evidence, is that we need the consent of both the
young person who has committed the offence and
the victim to engage in the process. The process
of gaining that consent enables the young person
to develop empathy for the victim’s point of view. It
also enables the victim to come to terms with
situation, confront the offender and so on.
International experience proves that those parts of
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the process have an impact on the young person’s
subsequent behaviour.
In questions of offences, crimes and
punishments, effectiveness and evidence are
everything. They are extremely important to the
victim from the perspective of reparation. The
community reparation order works in that regard,
but the question is whether it will be driven by the
sanction element or the process. The compulsion
element is seen to undermine the process.
Tommy Sheridan: I accept that you might not
know all the answers to my questions but I would
appreciate it if you could get back to me with the
answers as soon as convenient.
I was struck by Phil Walker’s statement that, if
we are to tackle this problem, we have to tackle
the underlying causes. What is the situation on the
streets of Glasgow? How many people does the
local authority employ at the coalface in relation to
outreach work with groups of young people? What
are the data on the availability of facilities and
alternative positive recreational opportunities?
When you are estimating the size of the
problem, are you able to compare the level of
youth crime in Glasgow now with levels over the
past 10 years? That would enable us to see
whether the problem is huge and rising or whether
the perception does not match the reality.
Two years ago, when I attended two children’s
hearings, I noted that five children who had been
assessed as requiring protection orders had not
been allocated a social worker because of the
shortage of social workers. How many children in
the city have been assessed as requiring child
protection but have not yet been allocated a social
worker?
Do you have figures for the uptake among
young people of the initiatives that the council has
introduced recently, particularly free swimming for
under-18s? Are they being taken advantage of or
ignored? Is there any way of measuring whether
the young people who are involved in that sort of
positive recreation are being diverted from more
destructive activities? I know that it is hard to
measure that, as subjective elements are involved,
but are you working on ways of deciphering the
information?
The Convener: I appreciate that you will find
some of those questions difficult to answer, Phil,
unless you have an extremely good memory. If
you can answer them specifically, you should do
so, but, if not, you could answer them in a letter to
the committee.
Phil Walker: I think that I can do not too badly.
Glasgow has one of the largest youth services in
Scotland, with around 90 youth workers. There
has been a recognition that we have to reconfigure
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that service into a youth service for the 21st
century. Indeed, we are moving away from calling
it youth services and starting to talk about services
for young people, because a range of council
departments have services for young people.
At the moment, through an on-going best-value
review, we recognise that the new service that we
will provide for young people will work with them
more on the streets, in schools and in locations
where young people go and less in traditional
youth clubs. Further, community action teams
have been in operation for two years and are
starting to make an impact.
There is only so much work that we can do if the
facilities are not available, however. In the 1960s
and 1970s, a huge proliferation of schools was
built in Glasgow but I suspect that there will not be
a proliferation of new community facilities of that
type now.
We are considering how to turn schools into
community facilities that encourage children and
young people to use them in the mornings before
school and again after school. We are in the
process of doing that work and, by January of next
year, we will have established eight community
clubs in areas of the city where the public are
concerned about antisocial behaviour and youth
disorder. We have already employed the staff for
those clubs, which will be the first pilots.
I am also considering employing detached
youth-work staff to work on the streets with kids
who regularly appear on closed-circuit television.
The workers can engage with them and get them
into the clubs.
15:30
We would like there to be a tapestry of facilities
across the city that can give a universal level of
provision that is acceptable to young people and in
which they want to participate. The most important
point is, however, that there have to be workers
who engage with, motivate and enthuse kids who
are disengaged from the mainstream.
We are also considering bringing in agencies
such as the Scottish Rocks—7ft basketball
players—as peer-group models. We put on a
series of twilight basketball events during the
summer. We know that some kids sleep late, get
up late and play late and we were trying to provide
services for them when they wanted that provision.
We know that there is a correlation between
social exclusion and the level of youth crime in
Glasgow. Glasgow may have more than its fair
share, but I have anecdotal evidence that shows
that it is no worse than any other big city and
probably better than some in the UK. I would like
to go into that issue in some detail and will provide
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the committee with a written submission, if that is
acceptable.
Matt Forde is best placed to speak about
allocated social workers.
Matt Forde: The youth justice forum meeting
that I attended this morning agreed to publish a
fact sheet that will provide information for the
public, professionals and all others who are
interested in levels of crime, reported crime and
other measures such as the Scottish crime survey.
The information will be about national levels, as
well as those in Glasgow, of youth crime.
Important divergences can occur between the
public’s view of those issues and the facts. That
information will be provided at a forthcoming
conference of community councils in Glasgow,
and I can provide it to the committee.
The general picture is the suggestion from police
statistics and other reported statistics that there
has been a drop in crime, particularly during the
past three to five years. The young offender
prisoner population is reducing. There is mixed
evidence—it is not as clear cut as people might
think.
The most recent returns on social workers that
we had to make to Audit Scotland were published
last week in a follow-up report. They showed that
more than 200 children in Glasgow had
supervision requirements that were not being
implemented and did not have an allocated
worker.
Another measure can be seen in what is called
the time intervals working group process, which is
related to time standards in the children’s hearings
system. Last year, the time standard was for a
child’s supervision requirement to be implemented
by an allocated social worker visiting that child
within 15 working days. That time standard was
met in 63 per cent of cases. I can add that all the
supervision requirements that were allocated in
that year were implemented, but not within the
time standard.
Supervision requirements and child protection
are prioritised but it must be understood that a
social worker’s case load is not just made up of
child protection and supervision requirements.
There is much more, but that work is often
prioritised out when child protection and
supervision are put at the top of the list.
The council aims to ensure that there are no
unallocated child protection cases because those
are the absolute priority. If there is an immediate
likelihood of significant harm in a case, that case is
prioritised. The council is also concerned to
ensure that the responsibility is seen as going
wider than the social work department. Everyone
has a responsibility for child protection.
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I would add that, of those children who are
under supervision but who do not have an
allocated case worker, not all of them receive no
service. The contribution of different services can
make a big difference. We estimate that up to
1,000 children a year will receive services from the
restorative justice scheme that is now in place.
The scheme will provide a service to a number of
children who currently cannot get a service. That
is one important element.
A second important element is the other
supports that are available within social work
services and schools—new learning communities,
as we call them in Glasgow. Community and
family support teams can provide a service to
children who are deemed to need a service. Some
children who do not have an allocated social
worker in the core team still receive a service from
other services such as the school-based support
team or the area-based family support team.
Although there are serious issues of concern,
every effort is made to prioritise the children within
the hearings system.
The Convener: You mentioned the fact that the
levels of recorded youth crime have dropped in
recent years. Many community groups in my
constituency have told me that they believe that a
high degree of low-level crime goes unreported,
either because people just do not see any chance
of the crime being resolved or, sometimes,
because of fears of intimidation. Do you receive
such reports from community groups in Glasgow?
Matt Forde: I recognise that concern. That is
why the fact sheet that we have put together tries
to address those issues via different information
sources, such as the Scottish crime survey. The
Scottish crime survey is not about reported crime
but about what people have experienced. People
can tell of their experience of vandalism, window
breaking, stone throwing or whatever it might be.
Even some car crime goes unreported, so we
know that reported crime on its own is a difficult
measure.
It is important that the agencies involved
recognise what people report as their experience
of crime. Otherwise, it seems to the public that
their genuine and valid concerns are not being
taken on board. The Scottish crime survey figures
do not provide evidence of any upsurge in youth
crime. As I said, the Scottish crime survey
methodology is not based on reports to the police.
Phil Walker: The crime that is at the highest
level in Strathclyde is vandalism, the incidence of
which is five times greater than that of all other
crimes. It is also the type of crime that is most
likely to go unreported. In Glasgow, vandalism
costs the local authority about £8 million per
annum. That is the type of crime that people see in
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their communities and that affects their quality of
life.
I want to respond to the point that was made
about the free swimming initiative. Like many
authorities, Glasgow City Council has issued a
series of cards to young people that have an
underpinning philosophy of promoting citizenship.
Glasgow’s youth card now has a distribution level
of 80 per cent. The kidz card, which is issued to
kids aged between five and 11, has a distribution
level of 98 per cent. The cards allow free access
to swimming and discounted access to sports and
recreation. With free swimming, attendance levels
among young people have increased by more
than 300 per cent.
We know that there is a correlation between
well-targeted, managed diversionary activities and
reductions in low-level crime, such as the
vandalism that I mentioned. We are currently
considering how we can evaluate the impact of
such initiatives to put the information on a more
scientific level. We are also considering how we
can use new technologies in our work with young
people.
We are trying to develop a way of putting citizen
points on to the cards that I have mentioned to
encourage kids to go to sports centres, eat
healthily, lead healthy lifestyles and get actively
involved in communities and to promote good
citizenship. The points would be redeemed against
a series of things, either by individuals or
collectively by groups, to reward kids for good
attendance at school, homework and so on. We
must enforce measures relating to antisocial
behaviour, but see that in the broader continuum
of how growing young people are nurtured. We
should provide opportunities for young people to
fulfil their full potential.
Mr Welsh: I want to change topics and deal with
environmental services. The bill proposes to give
local authorities the discretionary power to set up
24-hour, seven-day-a-week noise nuisance
services. Would you consider providing such a
service? If so, what would the cost implications
be?
Phil Walker: We have already done so. I do not
know the exact costs that are involved, but I think
that around £200,000 to £250,000 per annum is
needed. Recently, Glasgow City Council’s
environmental protection services department set
up a 24-hour noise nuisance service.
Mr Welsh: Can you give members a rough idea
of where the increased costs came from?
Phil Walker: I would have to speculate but, as
we are talking about a new service, I suspect that
they would come from either a revenue growth bid
in the council or a reconfiguration of existing
resources in the large department in question.
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Mr Welsh: I thank you for speculating, but could
you supply details to the committee?
Phil Walker: Certainly.
Mr Welsh: The bill proposes allowing local
authority officers the power to investigate noise
nuisance complaints. Whom have you appointed
to investigate such complaints? The Scottish
Executive envisages that “local authority officers”
who would be charged with carrying out such
tasks would be environmental health officers or
community wardens. Whom did the council
choose to undertake such tasks and why?
Phil Walker: Environmental health officers were
chosen, but I would have to ask the director of
environmental protection services why they were.
Mr Welsh: If you want to come back to us with
information about that, that would be fine.
The bill proposes to extend the use of fixedpenalty notices for low-level fly-tipping offences, to
bring that offence into line with littering. In addition,
the bill provides Scottish ministers with the power
to request public bodies to clear specific areas to
certain standards. The Scottish Executive has
stated in the financial memorandum that the costs
of implementing the new provisions would be
minimal. Do you agree with the proposals? Would
the resource implications for your authority be
minimal?
Phil Walker: The council agrees with the
proposals. On resource implications, the council’s
environmental protection services department has
already seconded a police officer to give
enhanced credibility and experience to the
enforcement aspects of the area of work in
question, for which there are cost implications. I
suspect that the cost implications will not be
minimal. To do things properly, relatively
significant costs will be attached, although I am
not saying that those costs will be hugely
significant.
Mr Welsh: The real problem with littering is how
to identify and catch culprits. Will litter problems
simply be passed on? Will local authorities simply
be left to clean up the mess when nobody is
proven to have dumped it?
Phil Walker: The issue for local authorities is
that, even if a local authority officer identifies
someone who is littering, that officer might not
have the status or credibility in the public’s
perception to accost the individual to get their
name and address and all their relevant personal
details before a fixed-penalty notice can be issued.
A parallel for consideration would be parking
offences—a car would provide the information for
a parking attendant. There are concerns about the
safety of local government staff who accost
members of the public for throwing down litter and
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who try to get personal details to fine them. That is
one reason why the council seconded a police
officer.
Mr Welsh: Can you give us an idea of how
many people are charged or fined for littering?
Perhaps you could give us the figures for last year.
Phil Walker: I could do so, but not off the top of
my head.
Mr Welsh: Was a small number of people
charged or fined?
Phil Walker: Yes.
Mr Welsh: Would not the same apply to fixedpenalty notices for fly-tipping? Is it perhaps
window dressing rather than anything that would
be of practical use?
Phil Walker: That depends on how it is
managed, implemented and resourced. Fly-tipping
is relatively widespread in Glasgow and is of
concern to communities and the council. Indeed,
there are areas of the city where commercial firms
from outwith the city come to dump. The council
would welcome any opportunity to curtail that. The
legislation is one thing; how we would resource
and implement the legislation is the difficulty.
Mr Welsh: We would appreciate any comments
that you would like to make at your leisure on the
practical consequences.
Dr Jackson: I would like to ask about spray
paint. The bill will ban the sale of spray paint to
under-16s, and retailers will have to display
notices to that effect. Trading standards officers,
as well as the police, will enforce the legislation.
Do you see any difficulties with the resource
implications of that?
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Phil Walker: If we have to do more to
investigate, enforce standards and curtail the sale
of spray paint to under-age children, that will be
new work that will require new resources. That
also pertains to regulating the sale of fireworks.
The Convener: I have a final question on
resourcing issues. The bill provides for local
authorities to be given discretionary powers to
register
private
landlords.
The
financial
memorandum provides an estimated cost for that
of about £500,000 across all local authorities.
Does Glasgow City Council have a view on
whether that figure is likely to be sufficient, based
on the proportion of that that you would normally
expect to come to Glasgow?
Phil Walker: The council would perceive that to
be tied in with the community reassurance work
and the community relations work. That specific
capacity would have to be developed within the
council. To be honest, I have not examined the
figures in detail, but if it is new work, there will be
resource implications.
Some of the resource implications are quite hard
to ascertain—for example, those relating to the
local authority taking lead responsibility for
antisocial behaviour orders in the private sector
and the commercially owned sector, which is the
largest sector in the city. It is hard to determine
what the demand in those sectors will be. A year
or two down the line, we will have a better feel for
that. At the moment, demand for antisocial
behaviour orders from those two sectors is low.
However, I suspect that, on the back of the
promotional publicity around the bill, people’s
heightened awareness of the ability to address the
issue and the fact that the services will be in place
so that people can pick up the phone and say that
they need help, we might see quite a significant
increase in demand.

15:45
Phil Walker: Yes. There will be resource
implications. The council feels very strongly about
that issue. Glasgow suffers quite heavily from
graffiti, especially in some areas. Indeed, there is
a notorious website devoted to spray painting in
Glasgow, and people from all over the UK come to
visit and spray paint. I have a member of staff who
is devoted to trying to eradicate spray painting in
Glasgow.

The Convener: Thank you. As members have
no further questions, I thank Phil Walker and Matt
Forde for the evidence that they have given. It has
been quite an intensive session. Thank you very
much for your contribution. All your answers have
been useful and will enable the committee to
scrutinise the bill properly.

Curtailing the sale of spray paint would help us
in enforcing the legislation. There are cultures
among young people, such as hip-hop and
skateboarding, of which spray painting is part.
There are shops in Glasgow where a young
person can get a skateboard, knee pads and a
helmet, which sell spray paint as well. One
wonders why.

15:49
Meeting suspended.

Dr Jackson: What about the resource
implications of enforcing the legislation?

I suggest that, as our next witnesses are brought
in, we take a short break and reconvene in three
or four minutes’ time.
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15:55
On resuming—
The Convener: I welcome representatives from
Highland Council. With us are Councillor Garry
Coutts and Cath King, health improvement and
community safety officer. David Goldie, head of
housing strategy, will return in a moment.
Councillor Coutts has the opportunity to say
some words of introduction on Highland Council’s
views on the bill.
Councillor Garry Coutts (Highland Council):
You asked us to talk specifically about the rural
aspects of the bill and we are quite happy to do
so. It is probably better for us to do that in a
question-and-answer session, but I will make a
few general points.
We concur with many of the points that the
witnesses from Glasgow City Council made during
their discussion with the committee. It is without
doubt a strong belief in communities throughout
the Highlands that antisocial behaviour is a
growing problem. We can have a debate about
whether that is a perception or a reality, but there
is no doubt that many communities perceive it as a
growing problem and look to local authorities to
work with the Scottish Executive to do something
about it.
I am concerned that much of the rhetoric that we
have heard and the publicity that has surrounded
the bill have raised expectations that there will be
a raft of measures that will eradicate much of the
low-level antisocial behaviour that people
experience. We need to work together to ensure
that people have a clear understanding of the bill’s
actual provisions, how they will impact, and the
things that they will not impact on.
There is a natural tendency to consider punitive
and regulatory measures in relation to antisocial
behaviour. However, as the witnesses from
Glasgow City Council said, we are absolutely
convinced that if we are to tackle the problem of
antisocial
behaviour,
particularly
offending
behaviour by young people, we must consider
positive interventions much more and try to modify
people’s behaviour. Having said that, I believe that
we must do so within a climate in which we give
support and reassurance to people who feel that
they suffer from undue antisocial behaviour.
We have particular problems in rural parts of the
Highlands and Islands. We heard from Glasgow
City Council about initiatives such as opening
schools at night but, in the Highlands and Islands,
secondary schools might be 25 or 30 miles away
from communities that experience antisocial
behaviour. Crime statistics show that we do not
have the levels of antisocial behaviour or
criminality that exist in some urban places—we
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respect and understand that—but if someone does
display serious antisocial behaviour, the level of
intervention that is required is just as intense as it
would be in an urban area. Without the critical
mass that is created by 25 or 30 cases, it is
difficult to have sufficient capacity for an officer to
go out and work with one offending family in a
small Highland village. We need to do things
differently and work with a range of agencies.
I will leave my introductory remarks there and
hand over to Cath King or David Goldie, who has
run back to the meeting. I hope that his car is still
there.
David Goldie (Highland Council): The car is
okay but I am not so sure about me.
The Convener: I hope that the City of
Edinburgh Council has not made £60 from you.
David Goldie: I think that it is more than that
now.
Cath King (Highland Council): Highland
Council does a lot of work on antisocial behaviour,
but we take a proactive and preventive approach. I
will return to some of the points that Councillor
Coutts made about rural communities. One of my
biggest concerns is that, for us to work proactively
with families, interventions should have no stigma
attached to them. We have embraced the no-order
principle and choose to follow it whenever possible
in working with children and young people.
The provision of family support is our preferred
way of working, partly because of the geography
but really because everybody knows everybody’s
business and, in some communities, we know who
the offending young people are. At present, we
have 40 persistent young offenders in the
Highland Council area. Our statistics show that
fewer than 3 per cent of under-25s are involved in
offending activity. We know pretty well who those
people are, where they are and what they are
doing. However, as the witnesses from Glasgow
City Council said, some of the available orders are
simply a process and not a service, whereas we
are looking for additional services.
16:00
The Convener: As Councillor Coutts said, the
representatives of Highland Council are here to
draw out the rurality issues that arise from the bill.
I ask members to address such issues as much as
possible and to try not to duplicate areas of
questioning on which there is agreement between
Highland Council and Glasgow City Council.
Paul Martin: I asked the previous witnesses
about the effectiveness of the Executive’s
consultation exercise. How did the exercise
transfer to rural communities and was it effective?
How do we communicate with rural communities?
Would it be fair to say that, in consulting on the
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antisocial behaviour strategy, the Executive
focused more on urban communities than on rural
communities?
Councillor Coutts: I will let Cath King answer
the specific question about whether the
consultation was rural focused but, in general, the
process was fascinating because of the
divergence of opinion in the responses. It would
be difficult to produce an act that did not have the
support of some of the consultees, but such an act
would not please everyone. In rural communities,
too, the responses were diverse. People who have
experienced antisocial behaviour or who are in
fear of it want a more punitive and firm line than
people who have not come across such behaviour
or those who think that we need to work to divert
people away from antisocial behaviour and to
modify their future behaviour.
We are seeing that debate. On the one hand, we
are under great pressure to be seen to act tough
where people are destroying other people’s lives
but, on the other hand, we know that, to a large
extent, that does not work and we must work with
families.
I will let Cath King answer the question about
whether there was a rural-urban divide in the
consultation.
Cath King: Our response to the consultation
was definitely a Highland Council response,
although we are aware that some of our
communities responded directly. Our response
was discussed at the renewing democracy and
community planning select committee, at a full
council meeting and at the joint committee on
children and young people. On a wider basis, the
response was discussed at the community safety
local action teams—which include representatives
of voluntary organisations and local people—at the
multi-agency vandalism action group and at the
youth justice steering group. I concur with
Councillor Coutts that people are at opposite ends
of the spectrum on the matter. Highland Council’s
view probably represents more the professionals’
view, which comes from the evidence base on
working with young people to change behaviour.
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perhaps I did not put it across—was about
whether people in the Highlands are aware of the
concern about antisocial behaviour and whether
they participated in the consultation. The
Executive has said that the level of participation in
the bill’s consultation was unprecedented. Have
people responded on some of the issues that are
being dealt with? That is my main point, although I
appreciate the other points that you make.
Councillor Coutts: There is no doubt that
people in the Highlands share the concern that I
have seen in Glasgow and other communities
about a growing level of antisocial behaviour that
blights their lives. We could debate whether that is
because they are less tolerant of behaviour that
has always gone on or because the level of such
behaviour is growing, but people are concerned
and they want something to be done.
A small minority of folk engaged in the
consultation process. I do not think that many
people would be able to articulate the differences
that they will see once the bill is enacted, and
even those who could do so would probably not be
able to articulate clearly the long-term impacts that
the bill might have.
Paul Martin: You said that the issue is serious
in the Highlands, which everyone accepts. What
action have you taken in your strategy to focus on
the rural issue? Glasgow City Council’s strategy
might not fit into a rural strategy. Will you give us
examples?
David Goldie: We have framed our antisocial
behaviour strategy in our community safety
strategy as part of our community planning
framework. Within that, several initiatives are
taking place. The geography of the Highlands
always presents a challenge in making strategy
and related action plans meaningful locally, given
the different contexts and pressures in different
parts of the Highlands, from the city of Inverness,
which faces relatively common urban issues, to
some of the very sparsely populated rural
communities, where the issues are different.

David Goldie: One major issue about managing
the consultation was the degree of confusion in
some people’s minds about where the consultation
fitted in with the consultation on community
wardens, which was carried out around the same
time. Highland Council is trying new actions on
antisocial behaviour and on youth justice. Some of
the new initiatives that have been introduced in the
past year or so are beginning to bed down and
people are beginning to understand them and to
communicate with people locally about them.

Our approach to community safety involves
having local action teams that deal with local
issues. Those teams are formed from various
partners that are involved in delivery locally. We
have taken the same approach to an initiative on
antisocial behaviour—the liaison protocol between
housing services and the police, which we
developed two or three years ago. That is based
on information sharing. At local liaison meetings
between housing services and the police, which
are also attended by representatives of registered
social landlords in those areas, housing-related
antisocial behaviour issues and the pursuance of
antisocial behaviour orders are discussed.

Paul Martin: I appreciate that that is some of
the content of the responses, but my point—

We must try to strike a balance between
producing
a
council-wide
strategy
and
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implementing that strategy in different local
contexts. Usually, we do that by having area
implementation groups and area partnership
groups that deliver locally.

people who are in a cycle of offending behaviour
are not thinking that far ahead. As they are not
thinking that they are going to get caught, I am not
sure how much of a deterrent the order would be.

Paul Martin: I will ask you about a subject that
we talked to Glasgow City Council about. Some
organisations, such as local authorities and the
police, have a statutory duty to be involved in
community planning. However, that framework
imposes no statutory duty on other agencies, such
as registered social landlords, to participate. What
are your views on enforcing strategies? What
would happen if a registered social landlord was
not interested in taking part in the process? What
is your experience of that in the rural context?

The principle of community reparation is good. If
a window is repaired as soon as it is broken, that
can prevent further windows from being broken.
However, we would have to examine carefully the
implementation of the order in a rural situation.

David Goldie: That issue has not arisen so far
in relation to our existing protocols. Perhaps we
have been fortunate, but registered social
landlords have been happy to be involved. In
future, we will have to discuss some issues with
partners locally, particularly in relation to antisocial
behaviour orders and interim antisocial behaviour
orders. Until now, it has been assumed that a local
authority will lead and pay for all the work in
relation to antisocial behaviour strategies.
We have a bit of work to do locally with partners
on ownership and resourcing some of the actions
that we will be taking. So far, we have had positive
involvement from registered social landlords and
other partners. For that reason, in our response to
the consultation paper, we said that we did not feel
that legislative change in relation to the
involvement of other partners was necessary.
Michael McMahon: The representatives from
Glasgow City Council expressed concerns about
community reparation orders but also said that
they saw merit in the proposal. Cath King
mentioned stigmatisation. Stigmatisation by a
community of an individual with mental health
problems or disabilities is reprehensible and is
something that that individual can do nothing
about. However, the concept of stigmatising
someone who has wrought havoc in a community
and has been asked to make reparation to it is a
concept that I had not grasped before. Could you
elaborate on your concerns in that regard?
Cath King: Our concern relates to the fact that,
in a rural setting, everybody knows everybody
else. Previously, we have had to remove a young
person to secure accommodation for his own
protection because of such stigmatisation. We
would want to avoid that at any cost. As I said, we
want people to work with us proactively. That
shapes our thinking about parenting orders and
that side of the legislation.
The Glasgow City Council representatives
mentioned the deterrence element of community
service orders. However, I would argue that young
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Michael McMahon: If, as you say, the offenders
are easily identified, they will already be known to
their communities. That means that their being
asked to make reparation in the community hardly
adds to the knowledge that the community has of
the individual.
Cath King: I agree. That is a fair comment
about community reparation orders, but I was
raising the question of what added value we will
get from using the other sorts of orders, given that
we already know who the people are. Reparation
is a slightly different issue.
Michael McMahon: I asked the Glasgow City
Council representatives about the relationship
between local authority services and children’s
hearings panels, specifically the powers being
given to the children’s panels to act if the council is
not acting. What are the implications of that for the
way in which you deliver services?
Cath King: I would have concerns about that
because I believe that a split could develop
between children’s panels and social work
services. The only reason that I could think of for a
supervision requirement not being implemented
would be that there were no services available due
to staffing and resource issues. My understanding
is that the children’s panel in Highland is crying out
for more services rather than for more powers. I
know that the children’s panel feels frustrated
when programmes are not implemented. We have
tried to address that by introducing the trainee
social worker scheme in an attempt to get people
into the service. The recruitment difficulties that
are experienced nationally due to the shortage of
social workers are compounded in Highland,
because we also have to ask people to come to
work in an extremely rural, west coast setting. On
the main point of your question, I would have
grave concerns about the children’s panel going to
a sheriff to compel the local authority to comply.
Michael McMahon: The issue comes down to
resources. The Scottish Executive estimates that
the cost of implementing antisocial behaviour
orders and electronic monitoring will be £13 million
in 2004-05 and 2005-06. Does that sound like a
realistic figure to you? Have you produced a
similar estimate?
Councillor Coutts: We have not produced a
detailed costing for that. The figure of £13 million
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seems light to us. Our main concern is that we
believe that positive interventions can be made
that would be more effective. Children’s panels
and others who are engaged with children and
young people say that any additional resources
should go to social work staff.
16:15
Mr Welsh: You mentioned that in a rural area
most folk know one another. You know who and
where your clients are. Does that knowledge make
problems easier to solve? You are dealing with
people who are isolated and feel vulnerable to the
sort of activity that we are discussing.
Councillor Coutts: The fact that in rural areas
people know one another can make problems both
easier and harder to solve, but in the long term it
probably makes it harder. It is much harder to get
witness statements to begin action against
someone who is misbehaving, because it is much
easier to identify who is making the complaint.
Naturally, there is less support for people in small
rural areas. There is no doctor’s surgery or social
work presence. Not every community has council
employees to whom people can speak and from
whom they can seek advice. It is much harder to
get support to people to help them to sort out their
problems. Once people who have offending
behaviour have been stigmatised, they feel tarred
for life. They then have less incentive to try to
modify their offending behaviour.
Before I moved to the Highlands, I worked in
Craigmillar in Edinburgh. In large urban centres,
folk have opportunities to modify their behaviour.
They may continue to live in a close community,
but they may work somewhere else and need not
continue to go to the same pub. It is easier for
people in an urban centre to remove themselves
from the influences to which they were subject
than it is for those in a rural setting. In a rural
village, once someone is painted as the bad
bugger, the paint sticks.
Mr Welsh: To what extent does the bill meet
rural needs? How do you implement sanctions and
monitor from a distance?
Cath King: We have social work teams in rural
areas and youth action teams that are spread
across the Highlands. We also have youth
offending forums that focus on the top 10
offenders in each area. Those forums are not
seeking new powers from us. They are saying that
there are not enough services and that more
initiatives such as NCH’s intensive supervision
and the work that Safeguarding CommunitiesReducing Offending is doing with young people in
Highland are needed. The new community schools
approach is identifying children with offending
behaviour much earlier and people are liaising
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with one another in the area through children’s
service forums.
Distance is an issue, as our nearest secure
accommodation facility is 120 miles away. It is that
near only if one travels over the mountains, which
is not always possible at all times of the year. If
young people go up the tariff, as it were—some of
the interventions for which the bill provides may
have that result—there is a risk that children will
leave the area, family relationships will break
down and we will not be able to work with people
in a proactive way.
David Goldie: I imagine that the impact of
serious antisocial behaviour on victims is just as
bad in a rural as in an urban setting. In rural areas,
there are particular issues associated with the
difficulty of being a witness and the visibility of
acute problems. Some of the challenges in
implementing the bill are linked to rurality.
No doubt some of the examples that we heard
from the Glasgow City Council representatives will
also be given by the witnesses from North
Lanarkshire Council. One example is the question
of specialist teams. Given the relatively low
numbers of serious cases in an area such as the
Highlands, it would be quite difficult for us to
resource and run specialist teams.
At present, for example, it is relatively difficult for
us to run a mediation scheme. We bid for £65,000
under the community warden-related initiatives to
set up a pilot mediation scheme. We costed the
scheme through SACRO. The pilot scheme will
cost, depending on how we want to run it, between
£190,000 at the upper end and £160,000 at the
lower end. We are faced with the challenge of how
to resource a community mediation scheme in the
Highlands.
Issues also arise about how to resource fixedpenalty notices and other such measures. Given
the sheer practicalities that are involved in being
able to spot fine someone in an area the size of
Belgium, it will not be easy to serve a notice on
somebody or to witness antisocial behaviour.
Similar issues arise in relation to the private rented
sector, including registration. The nature of the
rural setting will mean that it is difficult to
implement some of the provisions in the bill; it will
certainly be difficult to apply them equally in urban
and rural settings.
The Convener: You mentioned registration of
the private rented sector. Have you conducted an
estimate of the cost to Highland Council of setting
up such a scheme?
David Goldie: Not in relation to the bill. To be
honest, we are still struggling with the registration
of houses in multiple occupation. The only
practical option is for us to try to deal with the
private rented sector issues that arise from the bill
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in the same way as we are trying to manage HMO
issues, and then join them up. We have not costed
the provisions of the bill in relation to the private
rented sector in the Highlands.
Iain Smith: You have covered some of the
issues that I was going to address. I think that it
would be fair to say that Highland Council was, in
its response to the consultation document, fairly
critical of the Executive’s proposals. You said:
“The proposals reflect concerns from highly urbanised …
large public housing schemes, which benefit from
economies of scale in terms of service provision and do not
reflect the needs or realities of working with communities
and young people in Highland.”

One concern is that some of the provisions of the
bill would impose inappropriate urban solutions on
rural situations. There is also a concern that some
of the provisions cut across services that Highland
Council provides at present. Will the bill make it
more difficult for you to provide those services? Is
the Executive providing you with inappropriate
solutions that you may not want to use?
Councillor Coutts: The biggest problem for us
is that the Executive is providing solutions that are
not appropriate to Highland. We have heard the
representatives from Glasgow City Council. Last
week, I heard a presentation from North
Lanarkshire Council about the initiatives that it has
put in place. We will not be able to deal with
antisocial behaviour in the same way as those
councils can.
People from lots of services make an input into
tackling antisocial issues. It is not possible for us
to say, “Right, we are going to create an antisocial
behaviour team across the Highlands.” We are
talking about bits of jobs—part of a head teacher’s
job, part of a housing manager’s job or part of an
environmental health officer’s job. It is not as
though there are 20 people who can be pooled
into a central team that is to deal with antisocial
behaviour. Some councils are looking at solutions
that involve the creation of teams that will enable
them to take advantage of the bill. We cannot do
that.
Iain Smith: Let me expand on that slightly. Will
some of the additional duties and powers that the
Executive is to place on local authorities make it
more difficult for you to do what you want to do in
your communities?
David Goldie: The existing legislative
framework allows us to do a lot of things. It also
allows us to do things that we want to do. There is
a need to deal effectively with the most serious
instances of antisocial behaviour—I do not argue
with that. However, that has not always happened,
partly because it is difficult to deal with those
cases. We remain to be convinced that
implementation of the bill as drafted will make it
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easier to deal with serious cases. I guess that it
will always be difficult to deal with such cases.
The issue for us is less about how much the bill
will help us to take action in the future than about
how we use the measures in the bill and the
existing legislation to work out a strategy for
dealing with the problem, given the rural nature of
many of the areas in which we work. We need to
develop the best strategies that we can and we
want as many of our partners as possible on board
so that we can deliver those strategies.
We are already doing a lot within the existing
legislative framework. Some of the frustration that
has been expressed in our response to the bill has
probably come from a feeling that the bill—or the
publicity around it—has perhaps concentrated on
the small minority of very serious and intractable
cases, while ignoring a lot of the good, preventive
work that is taking place or has the potential to
take place. We would prefer to have had time to
carry out a proper appraisal of some of the
initiatives that we have implemented over the past
year or so, particularly in relation to youth justice.
Dr Jackson: Paul Martin and the previous
witnesses mentioned that a lot of information
sharing may already be taking place. I am sure
that most of us have been involved in that. What
information sharing do you take part in at present?
How might the bill enhance that process? Should
guidance and protocols on information sharing be
put in place? I put that last question to the
witnesses from Glasgow City Council, too.
David Goldie: We are fortunate in that we have
a protocol with the police in relation to information
sharing in antisocial behaviour cases, which works
very well. To be honest, I am not sure why it has
not been possible to do the same thing in other
areas, although I should add in fairness that the
development of the protocol took a long time and
involved a lot of discussion. Clearly, there are
sensitivities about confidentiality. We framed our
protocol in terms of the appropriateness of
information exchange in particular circumstances.
Much of that work is backed up at the regular
meetings at which we discuss cases. That is an
example of something that works well in the
Highlands.
Councillor Coutts: Housing associations are
involved in the protocol, too.
Paul Martin: All the parties concerned have to
want the information at the same time. Perhaps
this is as much an observation as a question, but
the issue is about more than a desire for
legislation. When a housing officer asks a police
officer for information, the police officer has to
respond if the process is to work. Does the
information that is requested get lost in what I call
the Bermuda triangle? People can get lost in the
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system. How can you ensure that housing and
police officers work together to share information?
Councillor Coutts: Our protocol formalises that
process. People are expected to attend meetings
and share any information that they might have.
As the chair of the Highland Council housing
committee, I signed the protocol, as did the chief
constable, the chair of the police board and
representatives of the local housing associations.
The protocol was not just an agreement between a
couple of officials, which does not work on the
ground; it came from the top and people are
expected to follow it.
I have not got to the bottom of the matter, but I
believe that there can be a problem with evidence
sharing when we want to use witness statements
so that we can move quickly to go down the ASBO
route. The police may want to use the same
witness statements in relation to a more serious
offence that is going through the courts and we
cannot get access to that information until it has
been to the sheriff court. I do not know why that is
or whether it is something that we can resolve, but
the problem has delayed us in at least one case
that I am aware of in which we were unable to
apply for the antisocial behaviour order earlier.
David Goldie: In relation to information sharing,
there are inevitably some difficulties with specific
bits of information, but that illustrates the
complexity of the problem. We have a relatively
good information exchange based on a clear
protocol that names the officers responsible for
exchanging information. That does not solve the
problem of how we pursue cases in court. It helps
us with one part of the process, but we still have to
gather reliable evidence and present it in court and
we still have to make a case before the sheriff.
The protocol helps, but it is only part of the
process.
16:30
David Mundell: I would like to come back to a
point that you made a moment ago, Mr Goldie.
What you said was similar to what the witnesses
from Glasgow were saying about the difficulty of
taking on new requirements before other
requirements had bedded in and been assessed
for effectiveness. Is that one of your concerns
about the proposals?
David Goldie: In the council’s consultation, in
which there was particular emphasis on youth
justice issues, there was a strong feeling that the
youth justice initiatives that have been taken over
the past year or so—in relation to fast-track
hearings, youth court pilots, restorative justice and
community schools—were more appropriate than
some of the measures outlined in the bill. We
would have liked a chance to see how those
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initiatives were going and to evaluate them. In fact,
the council has just committed to a three-year
evaluation of the impact of a new set of integrated
children’s services, which include youth justice
services. We need to evaluate how those services
are working in what are important years of a young
person’s life. That is the concern that we were
expressing in our response to the consultation.
David Mundell: Both the relatively large rural
authorities in my South of Scotland region have
undertaken a housing stock transfer. I am not sure
whether that is on the agenda in the Highlands,
but would a transfer of the council’s housing stock
to a social landlord affect your approach to the
issue? If there were a transfer, would the council
still be in the best position to lead on the issues
relating to the bill?
Councillor Coutts: Highland Council decided
that, unless there are significant changes to
circumstances, we would retain our stock,
although we will continually review that position.
Goodness knows what things such as the housing
quality standards will throw at us. We have not
started considering that, but we were talking about
it with our colleagues from Glasgow while we were
waiting outside and heard what they were saying.
Some challenging issues will be thrown up.
At the moment, a lot of the costs are held on the
housing revenue account, because an awful lot of
the work involves people who are council tenants.
If local authorities no longer have an HRA, will we
have the powers to ensure that that expenditure is
met from elsewhere? Is it appropriate for that cost
to be met from elsewhere or should there be
additional resource coming to the local authority?
There will be a resource issue if transfers take
place and it will be interesting to see what
Communities Scotland, as the regulator, will make
of the fact that the new landlord in Glasgow is
picking up a lot of those costs. I am not giving a
view one way or the other, but it will be interesting
to see what happens and a lot of people will be
watching.
David Mundell: That is interesting. We have
talked about consultation on the bill, but how will
you progress consultation on developing antisocial
behaviour strategies?
David Goldie: I stress that Highland Council
has not discussed or made a decision on that
issue, but at this stage I envisage that we would
develop our antisocial behaviour strategy within
our community planning framework. In other
words, we would develop our existing community
safety strategy so that, in effect, it became our
antisocial behaviour strategy. That would involve
input from a number of other council services and
external agencies. Our existing community safety
strategy will give us a platform on which to
develop a more specific approach to antisocial
behaviour.
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Councillor Coutts: I do not think that we will
have a problem in ensuring that everyone has an
opportunity to contribute to and to comment on the
development of our antisocial behaviour strategy,
but at the moment we are consulting on God
knows how many strategies and I would not hold
my breath on the impact of the responses, how
well thought through they are and how many
people will choose to engage effectively in the
process. We will make every effort to consult
through the community engagement strategies
that we are working on. We are keen to do that,
but it ain’t easy—there are not many people who
are queueing up to chat to us about antisocial
behaviour orders.
Cath King: We have carried out some public
consultation on our antisocial behaviour strategy
as part of the consultation on the bill. Recently, we
held a community safety seminar and I envisage
that we will repeat that process. I co-facilitated
three workshops that each had about 25 people in
them. Antisocial behaviour is a highly emotive
subject; people want to come and talk about it. In
my view, the community safety strategy will be a
key part of the process. We would take the
consultation out to area level, because we have
local action teams in each area.
David Mundell: You mentioned the wider issue
of availability of staff in rural areas, which is a
problem right across Scotland, including my own
region. In a community such as Stranraer, it is
extremely difficult to recruit social work staff. That
is not just a resource issue and no one seems to
have the magic answer. Although we have been
recruiting dentists from Spain, I do not see us
getting social workers from Spain quite so easily.
Cath King: The issue is complex. Leaving social
workers aside, I will mention a street-work project
in one of our small towns in which we expected
people to work until late on Friday and Saturday
nights. When those staff left, new staff could not
be recruited. That issue affects not just qualified
social workers; it applies across the board. The
fact that there are so many different initiatives
involving young people means that we are starting
to dip into the same pool of people—for example,
the drug and alcohol action teams are dipping into
the same pool of people as Careers Scotland is—
and the pool is getting smaller all the time.
David Mundell: I have a final point on the
general thrust of the bill. Vehicle-related activity—
in particular, youngsters congregating in small
towns
in
vehicles
and
the
boy-racer
phenomenon—is still high up on the antisocial
behaviour radar in rural areas. It is fortunate that
my experience of the problem is at a relatively low
level. Are you confident that the measures in the
bill will be able to encompass some of those
activities?
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Cath King: I think that they will be able to do
that, although there is probably existing legislation
to deal with most such issues. The publicity
around the bill and the consultation is in danger of
raising people’s expectations and making them
start to describe antisocial behaviour when they
are really talking about young people who are
hanging around at a bus stop and maybe not
doing anything. The raising of the public’s
perception of what we can do is one of my
concerns. In the workshops that I mentioned, we
asked people to tell us what antisocial behaviour
was and then we asked them to split that up into
what mechanisms were in place to deal with its
various different aspects. It was very difficult to
find anything for which there was not an existing
mechanism. The mechanisms are not always well
enough resourced to make them work properly.
Councillor Coutts: I think that I must have been
antisocial if that sort of thing was classified as
such.
Mr Welsh: I note that you have some very
specific views about the bill’s proposals on
environmental services. For example, the bill
seeks to establish 24-hour, seven-days-a-week
noise nuisance services, but you say that you are
against using community wardens for that
purpose. In that case, who should be in charge
and what would be the cost implications for your
council? Are you going to take action on that
matter and, if so, how?
Councillor Coutts: As none of us present is the
expert in our council on the matter, I would be
more than happy to furnish the committee with
some more detail later. However, I should point
out that a 24-hour service might be based in
Inverness. If the party causing the disturbance is
in Thurso, there would not be much point in
heading off to monitor the noise because they
would be snoring by the time we reached them.
Mr Welsh: I look forward to your written
response to my questions.
Councillor Coutts: We will certainly provide
one.
Mr Welsh: One of the banes of rural life is flytipping, which is a nuisance to landowners who
have to clean it up and is an eyesore in the
environment. The bill seeks to introduce fixedpenalty notices for fly-tipping, but you have
described that proposal as not sensible. How
would you get to grips with the problem in rural
areas, particularly in the Highlands? Are existing
powers adequate?
Councillor Coutts: If you are going to use such
measures as fixed-penalty notices for fly-tipping,
you have to catch people in the act. In a
landscape such as the Highlands, it is difficult to
ensure that every road, lay-by, passing place or
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glen is covered. It would not be productive to put
an awful lot of resources into such policing activity.
Instead, we should make people aware of the
environmental consequences of fly-tipping and
ensure that it does not take place. We would be
pushing a pea up a hill with our noses if we tried to
catch every incidence of fly-tipping across a
landscape such as the Highlands.
Mr Welsh: So I presume you agree with the
Executive’s statement that the costs of
implementing such a scheme would be minimal.
Councillor Coutts: They will be very minimal for
us.
Dr Jackson: What are your views on banning
under-16s from purchasing spray paint and on
putting up notices to that effect? Will that measure
have any implications as far as enforcement is
concerned?
Cath King: There are questions about how we
would enforce such a measure. My understanding
is that in Scotland we do not have the ability to
carry out test purchasing, so we cannot simply
send someone under 16 into a shop to check on
the matter. I am not clear about who will enforce
the measure; indeed I am not sure about whether
enforcement of existing age-related measures has
been effective. It might be sensible to restrict the
sale of spray paint in some way; however, as we
point out in our response, there are human rights
issues to consider. After all, a young person might
well be buying paint for a legitimate purpose.
David Goldie: There might be some difficulties
in implementing this part of the legislation. I would
like to draw an analogy with the purchase of
cigarettes; all shops carry warning notices saying
that it is illegal to sell tobacco to under-16s.
However, if young people want to access
cigarettes or spray paint, they will find a means of
doing so. That is an enforcement issue for trading
standards and the police, but I wonder how
effective that part of the bill will be in practice.
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could involve communities in that respect. When a
village in my constituency suffered from a case of
vandalism, one could see people’s shock. The
community was up in arms but responded
positively by working with the police to form
neighbourhood action groups and become the
police’s eyes and ears. That approach has been
very effective. As I have said, there is a sparse
population in the Highlands, but we have to
remember that the people out there who want a
decent countryside to live in also have eyes and
ears.
Councillor Coutts: There is merit in that idea.
We work on such initiatives with our community
councils. Communities can be very effective if they
perceive a threat from outside. If people come into
a community and fly-tip, we will soon hear about it
and a number of cars will be identified. However, if
someone from within a community is fly-tipping,
we do not hear a thing.
The Convener: That brings us to the end of the
questions that we have for this panel of witnesses.
I thank Councillor Garry Coutts, Cath King and
David Goldie for the evidence that they have
given. I wish you a safe journey back to the
Highlands and hope that you do not have a
parking ticket to welcome you back to your car.
16:45
We move straight into the next evidence-taking
session. I welcome Matt Costello, the principal
investigator of North Lanarkshire Council’s
antisocial task force. We invited North Lanarkshire
Council to give evidence partly because of the
reported success of its antisocial task force.
Before we move to questions from members, I
invite Matt to make some introductory remarks
about North Lanarkshire Council’s experiences
and about the ways in which the bill may aid the
task force in the future.

Mr Welsh: The very sparse population in rural
areas makes it difficult to apply measures that are
probably designed for urban areas. As a result,
there is a feeling of helplessness: for example, is
our countryside vulnerable to fly-tipping?

Matt Costello (North Lanarkshire Council): I
am the manager of North Lanarkshire Council’s
antisocial task force. The team was set up three
years ago to deal with serious cases of antisocial
behaviour throughout North Lanarkshire, and we
tend to deal with cases across all tenures. A few
years ago, we recognised the fact that there was a
problem with antisocial behaviour in North
Lanarkshire, but we did not really have a handle
on the level of complaints that we were receiving.
In addition, we did not know whether we had an
accurate picture of the kind of complaints that
people had. The team was set up to try to get a
better handle on the situation and to deal with
cases more effectively.

This is a double-edged sword, because people
in villages and small rural areas have eyes and
ears and know one another. I wonder how we

We have utilised quite effectively the existing
legislation—both housing legislation and the Crime
and Disorder Act 1998—but we welcome the

Councillor Coutts: We also have to be careful
that our response remains proportionate. For
example, our Glasgow colleagues said that they
have particular hot spots and that the legislation
might assist them in dealing with that problem. If
so, that is fine. However, we do not have hot spots
or spray-painted ghettos that we need to hammer
down on.
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proposals in the bill. As far as the antisocial task
force is concerned, the introduction of antisocial
behaviour orders for under-16s could be
beneficial. The formulation of an antisocial
behaviour strategy between ourselves, our
partners in the council and other agencies in North
Lanarkshire could be extremely effective.
There are several areas in which we feel that the
legislation will impact very positively and
effectively, tying in with the proposals in the
“Building strong, safe and attractive communities”
document, which was put out for consultation
earlier this year. The antisocial task force will
implement a lot of the proposals in that document,
and we welcome the proposals in the bill.
The Convener: Thanks very much. I ask
members to concentrate on the lessons that we
can learn from the task force that North
Lanarkshire Council has introduced and the ways
in which the bill will supplement the task force’s
work and improve its operation.
Michael McMahon: I have been looking at the
referral source breakdown and have found that
104 referrals have been made to you by elected
members. I think that I might be included among
those elected members.
Matt Costello: You will be.
Michael McMahon: I highly commend the work
that the antisocial task force does for North
Lanarkshire Council; however, I am aware of
some of the practical difficulties that you
experience, one of which relates to the dispersal
of gangs. I see from your submission that you
think that you could benefit from the bill’s
proposals in that respect.
Concerns have been raised about civil rights,
rights of association and young people not being
allowed to assemble as they would in other
circumstances. However, my reading of the matter
is based on the practicalities that you have
experienced. It is easy to identify a gang that is
operating in a specific geographical area—the
police know who they are and you know who they
are.
When a report is made that the gang is
operating in the area on a particular night, the
noise might abate when the police or the antisocial
task force turn up. People create the impression
that they are not causing any difficulty, but it can
be quite apparent that their presence is causing
difficulties in the local community.
Will the bill allow the antisocial task force and
the police to deal with such situations in the areas
that we represent? Will the bill overcome the
practical problems in making communities safer by
allowing you to break down the behaviour that
those gangs employ?
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Matt Costello: You are right that a major aspect
of the way in which our antisocial task force
operates is that it is very much based on evidence
that is gathered from numerous sources. We
certainly support that aspect of the bill, as we
could contribute information to the police about the
dispersal of groups. The evidence that my staff
have gathered by taking witness statements could
be shared with the police so that the power is used
in a targeted way. I think that the police share the
view that the bill would give them a targeted
power.
We are not out just to move people on from one
area to another if they are doing nothing. Many
people stand in the street or at bus shelters
without causing damage or vandalism. We are not
particularly interested in those who just happen to
be in the area. Our interest is in the cases where
there are clear problems of antisocial behaviour,
such as vandalism, graffiti or harassment of
people who are walking up and down the street. In
cases where we have evidence, the power could
be targeted. We certainly support that aspect of
the bill.
Michael McMahon: Would other aspects of the
bill particularly help you in your work? Have you
identified any practical issues where you would
like powers to be able to go a step further or
where you see gaps in what is currently available?
Matt Costello: Do you mean in the bill
generally?
Michael McMahon: Yes.
Matt Costello: We certainly support the
introduction of antisocial behaviour orders for
under-16s. The statistics in my written evidence
show that there are a high number of complaints
from people about disorder caused by gangs of
children and youths in the North Lanarkshire area.
Not all those cases have required action from us,
but a large number certainly involve people who
are under 16 years of age. Our hands are very
much tied as we do not have the powers that we
require to deal with those cases effectively. We
very much support that aspect of the bill.
The bill would allow antisocial behaviour orders
to be imposed on people aged between 12 and
15. We have evidence from cases in North
Lanarkshire that the problem can start at a much
earlier age. We could gather evidence of such
behaviour by children of 10 years of age. The
statistics demonstrate that that is a particular
problem in our area.
We see antisocial behaviour orders as being a
preventive as well as a punitive measure. In North
Lanarkshire, 54 antisocial behaviour orders have
been granted, of which only a handful have been
breached. The orders that have been put in place
are having the desired effect, in that they are
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contributing to the person’s modifying their
behaviour to such an extent that the order is no
longer required. When the order has not been
breached, no further action is necessary. The
orders can be looked at in two ways. They have a
punitive side, especially when they are breached,
but they also contribute as part of a preventive
approach in the early stages.
Michael McMahon: In the area in which your
antisocial task force operates, North Lanarkshire
Council is a major landlord, which you can operate
through. In my experience, some local housing
associations and private landlords are not as cooperative and supportive of the work that is done
by the antisocial task forces and the police. Is that
also your experience? Will the bill help to address
that? Are there gaps in the bill? Would more
stringent recommendations be required to force
registered social landlords and private landlords to
co-operate with the work that you do?
Matt Costello: There are certainly clear issues
and challenges in the private rented sector.
Identifying landlords in the private sector is quite
difficult, so some form of registration scheme
would be valuable. That would allow us to get a
handle on who is operating in the area and how
we can work with them. We would want to bring
them on board, make them part of the
neighbourhood compacts that will be created and
involve them in the other work that we are
undertaking.
The situation has improved recently in our work
with the RSLs. We work closely with them and the
majority have now signed up to service-level
agreements with the task force to buy into our
services so that their tenants can also benefit from
the 24-hour service, investigation service and
professional witnessing that the task force
provides. We are also considering the
development of a mediation bank with our RSL
partners. There are positive moves in that area.
RSLs will contribute greatly to the antisocial
behaviour strategy as it develops.
Paul Martin: Some of the points that I was
going to raise have been touched on, but I have
one question for Matt Costello. We will go through
the process of delivering the bill and it will receive
royal assent some time next year. Is the worry not
that in two years’ time somebody will come to the
committee to tell us about the number of other
hurdles that have appeared in the process of
trying to tackle antisocial behaviour?
I know that the question is difficult and that we
are all trying to get to grips with it, but how do we
wipe the slate clean and address all the possible
excuses that might be given—there are plenty of
excuses out there—whether by the police or local
authorities? I mean no disrespect to you, but every
local authority might say, “I am afraid that the
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existing legislation”—or the procedures or the
courts—“makes it very difficult for us to deal with
the problem of antisocial behaviour.” How do we
wipe the slate clean? How do we remove all those
hurdles? That touches on the issue of whether
North Lanarkshire Council has been consulted on
the proposals. I do not want to see you back here
in two years’ time saying that there is another
problem in the system that we were not made
aware of while we were considering the bill.
Matt Costello: That is not an easy question to
answer. It is difficult to know how we can say that
this is how we will take the matter forward and
deal with the situation. As with any piece of
legislation that deals with a complex problem, it
would be unwise to say that the bill will do
everything that is expected of it. People’s
perceptions of the problem, the realities of the
problem and the extent of the problem are
different across the board.
The bill does a lot to address the issues that
have been raised. We have certainly been
consulted on the bill and we have consulted the
wider community on it. Several of the issues that
the community has raised are reflected in my
response to the bill, which covers many of the
matters that we have been examining. There is
concern over a couple of issues that might cause
complication or confusion. However, we believe
that the bill is a good starting point from which
local authorities and other partners can move
forward and try to tackle the problem.
Paul Martin: Everyone wants to do something.
Has any item on your wish list not been included in
the bill?
Matt Costello: Regardless of whether the bill is
the mechanism through which we achieve the aim,
we all want court processes to be speeded up. We
want
improved
communications
between
ourselves and the police and other organisations.
We want that process to be speeded up and made
easier, but other legislation prevents that from
happening. It might help us to speed the process
up if we could wipe out a few other pieces of
legislation, but obviously that cannot be done. We
must work within the framework that exists.
One issue, which relates back to the building
safer communities initiative, is the time scales that
we are given. We have funding for the next couple
of years. As a result of the additional funding from
the initiative, we will set up additional teams and
we will examine a neighbourhood warden scheme
for a couple of years. However, short-term funding
such as that does not always contribute to
effective community planning in the longer term.
Because of the funding concerns, we are limited in
how far we can take our strategy on antisocial
behaviour.
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Mr Welsh: You said that you want to speed up
the process but that some legislation prevents you
from doing so. What legislation are you talking
about?
Matt Costello: I was talking anecdotally. We
talk about sharing information between ourselves
and the police, but data protection legislation and
human rights legislation must be taken into
account. That is perfectly understandable and
acceptable, but it prevents the process from
moving more quickly.
Mr Welsh: I just wanted to be clear about what
you were saying.
Dr Jackson: I will deal with my three points
together. First, I assure the witnesses that the
dispersal of groups can be a rural problem as well
as an urban one. Are there any ways in which the
bill should be amended to make dispersal easier?
Secondly, if you have carried out around 50
ASBOs, that will have involved quite a bit of
information sharing between agencies. Will the bill
improve information sharing and, if so, how? What
is the role of protocols and guidance and what
protocols do you have in place already? Finally,
how will the ban on the sale of spray paint to
under-16s be enforced?
17:00
Matt Costello: A large number of ASBOs have
been put in place in North Lanarkshire, which has
involved effective information sharing between the
council, the police, RSLs and other agencies.
Statutory protocols for information sharing may
help in some areas—and perhaps in ours—but we
have been lucky with the protocols that have been
developed. We have no major problems with
information sharing. We embark on joint training
with the police and RSLs, focusing on how the
council operates, what our powers are under
existing legislation and what we can do to assist
those groups. The police and RSLs speak to us on
the same issues. We speak to different police
shifts and we ask for the information to be
cascaded to as many people as possible to ensure
that we cover the majority of people who are
involved. That process has been effective in
raising awareness of the local authority’s powers
and has contributed effectively to information
sharing. The police are aware of what they can tell
us and how the information can be treated most
effectively.
It would be helpful to have clarification of what
the power to disperse groups will actually achieve.
Many people say that the bill stigmatises and
pillories young people. It should be made clear
that that is not the intention and that the power will
be targeted at people on the basis of evidence
gathered. The power is part of an overall strategy
of giving the local authority and police the ability to
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deal with antisocial behaviour. The intention
should be made clearer.
Spray paint is an issue in North Lanarkshire. We
have a problem with graffiti and have set up a
graffiti hit squad to try to respond as quickly as
possible. I share the view expressed by
colleagues from other local authorities that the
enforcement of a ban on selling spray paint to
under-16s will be difficult. There is evidence from
the experience with other bans, for example those
on the sale of cigarettes or alcohol, that people get
somebody else to buy the banned things for them.
Unless the system is closely monitored, it could be
difficult to enforce the ban.
Iain Smith: Some of today’s witnesses have
said that a number of the problems of dealing with
antisocial behaviour arise because of a lack of
services. For example, the ability to provide
supervision orders is limited because of a lack of
social workers. Is there a similar problem in North
Lanarkshire? When you try to implement your
existing strategy through your antisocial behaviour
task force, are you occasionally stymied by a lack
of resources?
Matt Costello: North Lanarkshire suffers from
the same problems of social work staff recruitment
as other local authorities do. I cannot comment
further on that issue because I am in the housing
and property services department.
We have a protocol with the social work
department for antisocial behaviour cases. If we
feel that child protection issues, youth issues or
older people’s issues arise in the case, we refer
the matter to the social work department. Through
the supporting people fund, a tenancy support
team has been set up in North Lanarkshire, from
which we regularly access support. There are
other areas from which support can be gathered to
ensure that we tackle the issues that are raised in
our investigations.
Iain Smith: In its evidence, Glasgow City
Council suggested that some of its concerns about
the bill related to process, rather than to the
service that is delivered at the end. It indicated
that the resources that are available will be tied up
in processing orders and will not be used to deliver
the service to prevent or correct offending
behaviour. Do you have similar concerns? In your
written evidence, you refer to a likely increase in
the work load of the antisocial behaviour task
force. Is that linked to the process or to provision
of the service?
Matt Costello: It is linked more to provision of
the service. I envisage that there will be an
increase in demand for the service. The necessary
processes are very much in place. Our procedures
are tried and tested and over the best part of three
years they have proven to be successful. Links
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have been established with a number of relevant
agencies to enable us to tackle problems of
antisocial behaviour and to make appropriate
referrals. The introduction of antisocial behaviour
orders for under-16s will lead to an increase in
case load. We are also looking to develop more
community-based and neighbourhood compacts,
which are likely in many areas to lead to increased
reporting of local problems and a bigger work load.

Matt Costello: We have not put a price on the
proposals in the bill. Previously, the Executive
asked us to cost the proposals in the document
“Putting our communities first: A Strategy for
tackling Anti-social Behaviour”. We put a price on
staffing levels for those proposals. Costs vary
depending on the model that is implemented.
Running a service for North Lanarkshire would
cost between £70,000 and £250,000.

Mr Welsh: The discretionary power to set up
noise nuisance services is of concern to you.
Why? How will you use the powers that the bill
provides?

I support the proposal for a form of registration
of private landlords. I hope that such registration
will be made as simple as possible, so that
landlords in local communities—who could
contribute a great deal to antisocial behaviour
strategies—can come on board and take part in
good neighbour declarations. We want to make
registration a positive step. Some landlords may
see it as negative, but we must reverse that
perception. We must show landlords that they are
becoming part of the wider picture and have a
bigger role to play.

Matt Costello: We are examining the issue
corporately. Our environmental services staff may
take on the powers to which you refer. I am
concerned about that aspect of the bill because
local authorities already have many powers
relating to professional witnesses, under the Crime
and Disorder Act 1998. Officers of the council—my
staff—can witness behaviour that is likely to cause
fear, alarm or distress. We already have powers
that are used effectively to tackle antisocial
behaviour, which in many cases involves loud
domestic noise—for example, loud parties or large
numbers of youths gathering in a particular
locality. We have had good results in getting
orders issued or resolving difficulties through
intervention by the task force and raising people’s
awareness of the fact that they are causing a
problem.

The Convener: That brings us to the end of
today’s questions. Thank you for contributing to
the scrutiny process. I am sorry that we overran
before starting this evidence-taking session, but
your evidence has been very useful.
I thank colleagues and members of the press
and public for their attendance.
Meeting closed at 17:10.

The existence of powers for professional
witnesses may cause confusion among people
who utilise a noise nuisance team, should the
council choose to introduce one. I cannot say
whether North Lanarkshire Council has decided to
do that, as the issue has not yet been discussed at
corporate level. I can come back to the committee
later with a more detailed answer on corporate
policy.
Mr Welsh: That would be appreciated. How
would you use powers such as fixed-penalty
notices to deal with environmental issues? Do you
think that the proposals would have any benefits?
Matt Costello: We are looking to introduce an
environmental model of neighbourhood wardens,
who could utilise the power to issue fixed-penalty
notices. I propose that the power be extended to
housing officers or investigators who witness
disturbances in properties and see breaches of
antisocial behaviour orders or the Crime and
Disorder Act 1998.
The Convener: In your submission, you refer to
the resources that are required to identify and to
interact with private landlords. Do you welcome
the powers that the bill provides for local
authorities to register private landlords? Has North
Lanarkshire Council put a price on the resources
that will be required for that?
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The Society of Chief Officers in Environmental Health (SCOEH) welcomes the
proposals put forward in the Antisocial Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill.
The policy objectives of building safe, secure and attractive communities,
allied to effective enforcement, will impact directly on this profession and the
public will benefit if the new powers are utilised to their full potential.
The Society would like to comment on the proposals contained in parts 1, 5, 6
and 8.
Part1
The society welcomes the openness and transparency of the process of
consultation followed by publication.
The requirement for Councils to work corporately, involving key partners,
sharing information and being guided by public comment is the basis for
sound policy and governance.
The new powers in the Bill will be pivotal in any strategy and Environmental
Health has a key role in delivering this. The Society is of the opinion that the
profession has been under utilised in the control of antisocial behaviour within
Councils, which is surprising given our primary role is one of enforcement.
It is however recognised that enforcement is only part of the solution.
Part 5
The Society is now in agreement with these proposals. Previously it was our
view that suitable legal provision existed under Police powers, however it is
clear that the public have not been best served by this. The Society
acknowledges that new provision was necessary to prioritise action and that
enabling EHOs is the best approach.
The Society welcomes the proposed funding and the ability of LAs to
determine the scale of response commensurate with the level of complaint in
their area. It has already been suggested that some partnership agreements
may be reached in rural areas to provide the service.
The general provisions are welcomed but more joint work is necessary with
the Executive on levels, equipment and competencies. The Society does not
agree that Community Wardens would be competent in this field of work. An
example of areas where more technical guidance is necessary is the
application of permitted noise levels in para 43.
Part 6
The biggest impact in large urban areas recently has been the use of fixed
penalty notices for littering. The cultural change of not littering may only be
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achieved by enforcement as education has failed to make the desired effect.
The Society welcomes all of the provisions listed. The only comment it would
make on its content is that under section 49 it should be sufficient to convict
on gathered evidence and not just on observing the offence.
Part 8
The Society believes that the success of the licensing of Houses in Multiple
Occupation should be built upon and every rented accommodation should be
registered and inspected and that this would be best achieved by this
profession. This may be too radical a suggestion at this time but every citizen
deserves decent accommodation free from exploitation and this would be the
only way to achieve it.
The limited provisions in this section are welcomed.
SUBMISSION FROM THE ROYAL ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTE
OF SCOTLAND
PUTTING OUR COMMUNITIES FIRST: A STRATEGY FOR TACKLING
ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR
The Royal Environmental Health Institute of Scotland welcomes this
opportunity to respond to the above Scottish Executive consultation
document.
The following response was prepared by the Scottish Pollution Control Coordinating Committee, the Institute’s working group on matters relating to
pollution control and environmental protection.
1.0

General Comments

1.1

The Institute welcomes the prospect of any additional resources
necessary to improve the environment and community wellbeing.
However, there are reservations concerning the practical
implementation of the initiatives and increased demands on local
authority environmental health services which will undoubtedly arise
due to the raised expectations of the community.

1.2

If the Scottish Executive's (‘the Executive’) proposals for building
strong, safe and attractive communities is to be successful, then it
is essential that existing services have adequate resources to deal
with the increased demand that the scheme will generate.

1.3

Many of the issues included in the initiative are already subject to
controls and action by services provided by local authorities. It is
acknowledged that many of these problems are increasing and the
idea of uniformed wardens patrolling areas may have the desired
effect of raising the public perception that these issues are being
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more effectively targeted. An alternative to the initiative of course,
so far as environmental schemes are concerned, would be to
provide the police and local authority departments involved with
increased resources and powers to more effectively deal with
environmental issues.
1.4

The Institute and it membership should be involved in the preparation
and implementation of this strategy, since many anti-social behavioural
issues such as, litter, noise and graffiti are dealt with by the
environmental health profession. The report also encourages local
authorities to set-up proactive anti-social behaviour units which will
involve a range of agencies and again it is important that the Institute
and the profession are fully involved in the consultation prior to the
implementation of these units.

2.0

Noise Comments

2.1

It is thought that such change in the Scottish system may be
unnecessary without a full analysis of the current legislative systems
and operational practices being undertaken. The police currently have
powers under The Civic Government (Scotland) Act 1982 to deal with
noise from musical instruments, vocals, radio, television, record
players, tape-recorders and other sound producing devices which are
causing any other person reasonable cause for annoyance. Additional
resources should be made available to the police to deal with this type
of noise complaint. Where a local authority identifies a need for
additional officers to deal with other types of noise nuisance, additional
resources should be made available as and when required. In the
event that Fixed Penalty Notices for noise are introduced, the Institute
is of the opinion that the issue of these Notices be confined to
Environmental Health Officers (EHOs) and the police, however if there
was more joint working with Police and a more consistent approach
from police on the use of the Civic Government Act, and if this was
applied appropriately then perhaps there would be no need for fixed
penalty powers.

2.2

With regard to the Noise Act 1996, only 13 local authorities have
adopted powers available under the legislation. The key reasons cited
for non-adoption include lack of resources; the current service was
adequate; there was no demand and the over-prescriptive ness of the
legislation. In addition, EHOs responding to "late night parties", for
example, often require a police presence should formal action be
required.

Sections 3.0, 4.0 and 5.0 are offered in response to the specific noise
questions posed in the consultation document:
3.0
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Should we require or enable local authorities to implement a night
–time noise nuisance service and implement additional powers to
enable local authority Environmental Health Officers and /or

community wardens to issue Fixed Penalty Notices (FPN) of £100
to curb domestic noise nuisance? If so, what is the best
approach?
3.1

Community wardens should only be considered in the role of
‘mediators’ rather than as ‘enforcers’ and it might compromise this role
to allow them to issue FPNs. The Chartered Institute of Environmental
Health, the professional awarding body for environmental health
qualifications in England, Wales and Northern Ireland, has reservations
about adding a great deal to the enforcement responsibilities of
wardens. It has been argued that wardens may not have the technical
or professional appraisal expertise to deal with such problems. Indeed,
there are existing professional enforcement officers, e.g. EHOs and the
police. Moreover, any added enforcement rôle for the wardens could
compromise their community intermediary role; forfeiture of this
relationship may be counterproductive.

3.2

Only fully qualified, trained and experienced EHOs have the ability to
determine if noise levels are being exceeded - community wardens
should not be involved as they do not possess the necessary
specialised skills.

3.3

In addition should additional funding be provided to assist with this, it is
still extremely unlikely that we would be able to recruit the necessary
staff as we are currently facing difficulties with the retention and
recruitment of EHOs. There would also be other issues such as the
provision of secure storage facilities for confiscated equipment, health
and safety issues for staff and compliance issues for local authorities
as employers, staff training, agreement by staff to change working
hours etc.

3.4

Local authorities should have the option to exercise night time services
and the requirement to provide such a service will impose serious
resource implications upon local authorities. Local authorities are best
placed to decide upon the level of service required for their own areas.
Local authorities should be encouraged to collate statistics to provide
evidence to support the need or otherwise for a night time noise
service. This should be a key part of ‘Best Value’ reviews of noise
services. The need or otherwise is unique to each authority and should
be flexible. It may be considered that by placing this new statutory
burden on local authorities is considered to be over onerous. Local
authorities do not have any free capacity within existing financial/
manpower resources to effectively implement these proposals.

3.5

A concern of introducing fixed penalty tickets is that there then
becomes three options for dealing with neighbour noise from a party. It
could be dealt with using the Environmental Protection Act 1990
although unlikely. It could be dealt with using Civic Government police
powers or by fixed penalty powers from local authority community
wardens. The local authorities must know the most appropriate method
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of dealing with these matters to ensure consistency of the approach
taken throughout Scotland.
4.0

Should we extend the service from a night-time (11.00pm to
7.00am) service to a 24-hour service?

4.1

There should be a measured response to the problem, it should be
proportionate to the need not all areas will require a 24 hour service

.
4.2
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Increasing the service to 24-hour cover will have considerable cost
implications for local authorities that choose to implement the proposed
enabling powers for noise control. The police are better placed to cover
this as they currently provide a 24-hour service.

4.3

There would be further health and safety implications for local authority
employees in relation to training, the provision of suitable personal
protective equipment, suitable backup arrangements, compliance with
the Working Time Directive, the consideration of shift working and need
for improved communication arrangements.

5.0

Should the standard of proof for a statutory noise nuisance be
changed to allow a more flexible approach in this area? If so, what
might such an approach involve?

5.1

It is our opinion that the Scottish system should remain unchanged with
the Police continuing to deal with this type of noise under section 54 of
the Civic Government (Scotland) Act 1982. The level of proof that they
are required to achieve for reasonable cause for annoyance is less
onerous and in our view more appropriate as it allows for a more
flexible approach. Therefore negating the need to alter the standard of
proof required for a statutory noise nuisance.

5.2

The statutory noise nuisance approach is considered to be flexible from
a practical point of view in that it takes full account of all circumstances
and is more likely to address all of the issues of noise disturbance.
Experience suggests that the setting of a crude noise level which
should not be exceeded will not effectively resolve the issues being
discussed since there are many situations where lower noise levels
can still cause noise nuisance.

5.3

Removing the need for corroboration would not be relevant as safety
issues mean that in practice there are always two EHO’s present in
what can be fraught and tense situations which will be exacerbated by
the fact that a FPN may be issued.

5.4

The consequences of change in legislation must be thoroughly thought
through and must be accompanied by guidance to ensure consistency
of approach from local authorities and police.

6.0

Safe, Secure and Attractive Communities – General

6.1

It is important to note that the concept of building safe and strong
communities in the context of the consultation is not restricted to
residential and urban type areas.
Many of the problems, in
particular illicit tipping and abandoned vehicles, blight rural areas
and cause considerable concern to rural communities. Therefore in
terms of the initiative, rural communities should be included in
discussions.

6.2

'Reparation' has been used to some extent through the criminal justice
scheme. FPNs are being increasingly introduced for minor offences
e.g. litter, dog fouling and possibly, illicit tipping. Reparation is an
attractive alternative and should be considered further.

6.3

In order to ensure consistency, 'environmental' schemes should be
managed by local authorities. Their place within local authorities will be
a matter for further discussion.

6.4

If the wardens are to be integrated into and accepted by the
community, then it is important that they are not responsible for
enforcement duties.

7.0

Litter

7.1

Whilst it would be useful to have more staff who could issue such
tickets it is not felt appropriate that this role be given to community
wardens.

7.2

At present, local authorities do not have sufficient powers to clear litter
and further powers should be introduced to allow local authorities to
clear litter on crown land or land belonging to statutory undertakers.
Where such bodies do not take action for unsatisfactory conditions
themselves, local authorities should have the powers to carry out the
works in default and recover costs from those responsible for the land
accordingly.

7.3

Local authorities have sufficient powers under Section 59 of the
Environmental Protection Act 1990 but cannot guarantee to recover the
cost of exercising these powers, therefore cannot afford to use them
and the bottom line is that the cost of clearance has to come from
somewhere. While the problem could on the face of it be resolved by
removing litter from private land at council expense, this encourages
the attitude that litter is someone else’s problem and does nothing to
highlight the issue of responsible waste disposal generally. Powers
should always include powers to do the work on default and to recover
the cost.

7.4

The power to issue FPNs could be shared with the police. There are
only a few council officers and there are hundreds of police. Currently it
is possible to undertake joint patrols with council officers and police
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together. If the offender causes a disturbance, he may be arrested. The
police presence is partly for the protection of the council officer, and it
makes the council officer seem more ‘official’. It emphasises to the
community and the offender that the activity of dropping litter is so
objectionable that it is criminal. This would not be achieved by giving
powers to wardens
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8.0

Fly-Tipping and Abandoned Vehicles

8.1

There should be a simplified method of penalising fly tipping. Very few
prosecutions are taken by the Scottish Environment Protection Agency
(SEPA) or local authorities in terms of fly tipping as the court system is
seen as a slow and cumbersome way of dealing with the issue and
FPNs would provide a quicker solution.

8.2

At present, the charges for the removal, storage and disposal of
abandoned vehicles are sufficient. However, these charges are likely to
rise considerably following the full implementation of the End of Life
Vehicle Directive. A review of charges will be required at this time.

8.3

Duplication of powers between enforcement agencies leads to unclear
lines of responsibility.
This has already been noted in the recent
consultation paper on the "Review of the Litter and Fly Tipping
Provisions of the Environmental Protection Act 1990”.
Local
Authorities can liaise with SEPA regarding the examination of waste
transfer documents; however, the power to examine the documents
would assist in the investigation of incidents of fly tipping by Local
Authorities.

8.4

Any increase in fines is to be welcomed as a further deterrent.

8.5

The definition of ‘statutory nuisance’ in section 79 of the Environmental
Protection Act might be amended. It already covers ‘deposits’, but this
is interpreted by limiting it to deposits which have health concerns, e.g.
where there is rotting food or breeding vermin. If it was made clear that
any deposit, no matter whether it involves health concerns or not, is a
‘statutory nuisance’, then the abatement notice under section 80 is
available.

9.0

Graffiti

9.1

More powers should be available to local authorities to request that
graffiti be removed from properties.

9.2

Proposals to ban the sales of spray paint to under 16s are welcomed.
It would be beneficial, however, if under 16s could be engaged by local
authorities to try and purchase spray paint from premises thought to
breach this law. This would provide a very good incentive to ensure
that shops adhere to this policy.

9.3

In severe cases of graffiti on private property, it would be beneficial if
local authorities had powers to secure the removal of the graffiti where
co-operation from the owners is not forthcoming.

Tom Bell
Director of Professional Development
The Royal Environmental Health Institute of Scotland
SUBMISSION FROM THE ASSOCIATION OF DIRECTORS OF SOCIAL
WORK (ADSW)
1. ADSW recognises that the consultation process clarifies the Government’s
intentions in relation to anti-social behaviour.
We welcome the
Government’s recognition that this type of behaviour is not typical of all
young people. We welcome the Government’s commitment to the
Children’s Hearing system. We further acknowledge that the Government
intends to make additional funding available to address the responsibilities
arising from the legislation although would request an open and
transparent discussion of the potential funding requirements of this
legislation.
2. ADSW recognises the problem that anti-social behaviour presents for
many communities, but continues to believe that a number of the
proposals could be effectively tackled using existing legislation and powers
and new legislation simply complicates the picture. The origins of antisocial behaviour can be associated with complex family and community
situations and legislation per se will not address the issue. We are
concerned that the evidence for an anti-social behaviour order for example
lies with the balance of probability but breach of the order is a criminal
offence. We are concerned that although the Children’s Hearing will
continue to have a role, the involvement of the Court in the process will be
to increase young people’s likelihood of becoming involved in the adult
criminal justice system. Research evidence points to the fact that young
people being pulled into the system at too early a stage are more at risk of
being involved later in the system. This was recognised by Kilbrandon
which led to the setting up of the Children’s Hearing System to avoid the
impact on young people becoming involved in the adult system.
3. The Scottish child care legal process has long recognised the importance
of adopting a measured and steady approach to young people who have
complex difficulties. It is important to recognise that the number of young
people involved in anti-social behaviour are low, but are more likely to be
those with other difficulties in their lives. This legislative framework will not
easily deal with the complexity of the lives of young people. The strength
of the Children’s Hearing system is that it its approach allows the
complexity of issues to be addressed.
4. We believe it is important that this legislation sits comfortably with other
initiatives. For example if there is concern about the ability of the
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Children’s Hearing System to deal adequately with anti-social behaviour
this could be considered in the review of the Children’s Hearing System.
We believe that the Community Reparation Orders are unnecessary and
could be dealt with adequately in the existing powers available within the
system however if there are gaps that would be better dealt with through
the work of the Sentencing Commission.
5. The Bill quotes widely from the report published by Audit Scotland
research published in December 2002 ‘Dealing with Offending by Young
People’. However that report also raises concern about the disparity in
funding between monies being spent on processes rather than disposals.
This legislation introduces new processes into the system and although we
recognise the funding available for programmes we are concerned that the
process will become even more complicated and bureaucratic to the
detriment of fair and transparent justice. It also recognised that the
staffing problems of social work departments will not be resolved simply
but will require to be addressed through workforce planning initiatives over
the next five years or more.
6. In this submission we will concentrate only on those proposals that most
effect social work practice:
•

•

•

•
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Anti-social behaviour strategy (Section 1) – It would be
important that this sits alongside community planning and existing
service planning processes. The problem of anti-social behaviour
cannot be tackled in isolation from improving the well being of the
community as a whole and the measures that are put in place
through service planning processes that recognises the importance
of a number of services contributing to the development of
community resources.
Anti-social behaviour orders (Sections 4 –12) – We note that
RSL are required to consult with the local authority before pursuing
an anti-social behaviour order on behalf of a child. However we
require clarification of whether or not a RSL can still pursue such an
order against the advice of the local authority. The local authority
has a responsibility through the Children (Scotland) Act 1995 to
take action in the best interests of the child and their advice will be
given with that principle in mind. We are concerned that breach of
the order is a criminal offence (section 9 & 10) although
acknowledge that a child will not be imprisoned for breaching such
an order.
Dispersal of Groups (Sections 16-22) – we remain concerned
that the legislation contains the power to disperse groups of two or
more young people where there is reason to believe their behaviour
may cause fear and alarm. We require further clarification on how
that will be interpreted.
Parenting Orders (Sections 76 – 78) – our understanding is that
the evidence of research is still that voluntary engagement with
parents is more effective in changing behaviour. We also need to
learn about effective intervention with parents of older children –

•

•

•

programmes to date have focussed on the younger age group. We
welcome the acknowledgement in the Bill that breach of the order
will not automatically lead to imprisonment but that still remains a
possibility if the parent refuses to co-operate with a SAO. If we
accept the principle of the paramountcy of the welfare of the child
then the decision to remove a child from the parent’s care should be
made on that basis. It still may be in a child’s best interest to
remain with a parent who has breached an order.
Further Criminal Orders (Sections 88 – 90) – our concern about
anti-social behaviour orders is dealt with above.
We believe that Community Reparation could be dealt with within
existing powers either through a form of diversion or as a condition
of a probation order or supervision order. Although the legislation
allows some social and educational input, that will be limited.
Depending on the circumstances and maturity of the young person
they may need a considerable amount of support to make sense of
the order. The officer responsible for the order needs to have the
ability to ensure that the stages of the order are timed properly both
in the interests of victims and the young person subject to the order.
The research evidence of the effectiveness of RLOs for young
people is very limited. The immaturity and cognitive ability can
make it very difficult for a young person to fully understand the
consequences of their behaviour. The RLO is a inflexible order.
Guidance applicable to adults will not be suitable. Young people
will need additional support to be able to manage such an order.
Children’s Hearings (Section 103) – our concerns are similar to
the use of an RLO. In addition we have doubts about its use as an
alternative to secure accommodation. Decisions to place young
people in secure accommodation are complex and take all the
needs of the child into account. Decisions are usually based on the
requirement for that intensity of care rather than on restriction of
movement.
Children’s Hearings (Section 104) – ADSW accepts that we
should be accountable for work undertaken. However the impact of
staffing difficulties particularly in Children and Family services
cannot be underestimated. This was acknowledged in the Audit
Scotland Report. It is important that the expectations about what
should be achieved are tempered against what has been able to be
achieved as a result of the workforce planning initiatives in place.
Failure to recognise the difficulties staff face could become a
disincentive to recruitment.

SUBMISSION FROM BASW
BASW is the professional association for social workers in the UK with over
1000 members in Scotland. Many of our members are at the frontline of
services in the community and working with the issues highlighted in the
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report Putting our communities first. Our submission is limited to the parts of
the build where social service workers would be involved.
What can social work do?
To set a context for this response it may be helpful to revisit the internationally
agreed definition of social work is:
The social work profession promotes social change, problem solving in
human relationships and the empowerment and liberation of people to
enhance well-being. Utilising theories of human behaviour and social
systems, social work intervenes at the points where people interact
with their environments. Principles of human rights and social justice
are fundamental to social work (2001).
A well tested practice principle to effect change is that we build on positives
rather than adding to the already well-emphasised negatives.
Behaviour in the Community
We have already argued in our submission to the consultation period, in the
context of the Social Work Scotland Act s12, that there is already a statutory
instrument to improve the quality of life in the community. We do not see that
this particular legislation adds any value to what could already be achieved if
resources were directed towards helping communities develop. We do have a
fear
that
introducing
a
new
set
of
‘orders’
increases
labelling/criminalisation/social exclusion with people who are already
marginalized rather than positively investing in combating the issues.
We have given four examples of issues that we think should be explored
further before introducing legislation that will add nothing to social cohesion:
1. the definition of the problem is flawed in terms of the issues, for
example the ‘persistent young offender’. We understand that there are
young people who are being defined as persistent young offenders
who are often being ‘looked after’ in young people’s units for their own
protection who are troubled and being aggressive to staff and other
residents in the unit. The police are alerted and the young people are
subsequently charged with criminal offences like assault. The
incidence has risen since the issue of violence to social services staff
has been raised and the unintended consequence is that young people
are being criminalized. We understand that SCRA are currently
collating figures about this issue.
2. Current research suggests that areas deemed to high in anti-social
behaviour are also areas where child poverty is particularly high (see
Scottish executive report Scotland’s Children)
3. Parenting Orders to encourage parents to learn to be better parents
are unnecessary. Sanctions that are already available include
encouragement through child care plans such as “if you want to
resume care of your children you will need to take parenting classes” or
we will need to make a referral to the Reporter about the care of your
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children unless …….” Have always been available as part of a range of
methods of intervention. If a parent does not want to make changes
the imposition of an order will make no difference.
4. Positive intervention in communities through investment in community
social work, with a range of strategies to build capacity to support
people and families in the community would be a better investment in
preventing anti-social behaviour
It is in this context of these issues that we respectfully suggest that the
Parliament asks

’

‘Does this Bill help us address the issues and add to present legislative
framework in achieving safer communities’

Appendix
From the BASW Code of Ethics on www.basw.co.uk :
Social workers attempt to relieve and prevent hardship and suffering.
They have a responsibility to help individuals, families, groups and
communities through the provision and operation of appropriate
services and by contributing to social planning. They work with, on
behalf of or in the interests of people to enable them to deal with
personal and social difficulties and obtain essential resources and
services. Their work may include, but is not limited to, interpersonal
practice, groupwork, community work, social development, social
action, policy development, research, social work education and
supervisory and managerial functions in these fields
SUBMISSION FROM THE
ADMINISTRATION (SCRA)

SCOTTISH

CHILDREN’S

REPORTER

The Scottish Children’s Reporter Administration (SCRA) welcomes the
opportunity to give evidence to the Local Government and Transport
Committee as part of its consideration of the Anti-Social Behaviour Etc
(Scotland) Bill. We will give more detailed evidence in due course to the
Communities Committee which is the lead Committee on this Bill.
We will also engage with the Scottish Executive in its forthcoming review of
the Children’s Hearing System, taking account of the proposals in the ASB Bill
and the wider issues affecting the Children’s Hearing System. We believe a
major objective of this review should be to strengthen the position and
authority of the Hearings themselves – service difficulties are the key
challenge facing the Hearings System and require a committed and sustained
approach.
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The key points in our response to the Scottish Executive’s consultation
“Putting Our Communities First: a strategy for tackling anti-social behaviour”
were:






The Children’s Hearings System remains the best means of addressing
the anti-social behaviour of children and young people because it is
integrated, wide-ranging, flexible and community based.
The Children’s Hearings System, as a community based system,
already has the remit and many of the powers to address anti-social
behaviour by children and young people, and poor parenting.
Virtually all new measures that the Scottish Executive is seeking to
address anti-social behaviour by children and young people can be
achieved through the Children’s Hearings System - as long as service
delivery is improved so that existing powers can be used more
creatively and fully.

Our full response to the consultation will be available to the Committee,
therefore we will not repeat our comments in detail. The following comments
relate to those Parts of the Bill which are most relevant to our work and that of
Children's Hearings.
Part 1: Anti-Social Behaviour Strategies
We welcome the requirement to develop joined-up strategies for addressing
anti-social behaviour. We specifically welcome the opportunity to engage as
statutory partners in the planning process. This reflects the need to join up
strategies and services dealing with youth offending and with anti-social
behaviour.
Part 2: Anti-Social Behaviour Orders
We welcome the proposal for referral to a Children's Hearing to consider
support needs when an ASBO is made against a child. This broadly reflects
our consultation response.
In addition, the Sheriff should have the power to remit a child's case to a
Hearing for disposal if that appears more appropriate than making an ASBO.
Part 9: Parenting Orders
We welcome the power for the Reporter to apply for a Parenting Order, either
before or after referral to a Hearing.
We would like to see
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this power fully integrated into the Children (Scotland) Act 1995
the test for a Parenting Order focusing on the parent's failure rather than
the child's actions and on whether the Order is necessary



the Sheriff being given a power to remit for disposal.

Part 12: Children's Hearings
We welcome the following changes in policy from the consultation paper to
the Bill, which again reflect our consultation response.




section 103 - electronic monitoring is provided for simply as an optional
condition for Hearings to use, without being tied specifically to the secure
accommodation conditions (the Policy Memorandum still refers to these
and to secure accommodation being a “sanction” for breach of RLOs, but
we understand this to be a mistake)
section 104 - now spells out more clearly a process by which authorities
account to the Hearing and to Ministers for any failure to give effect to a
supervision requirement

In addition we believe it would be helpful to








clarify in law the duty of local authorities to service and account for
diversionary decisions by the Reporter
develop a clear statement of the overall outcomes the Hearings System is
to deliver, along with the core objectives and standards required to
underpin them
make the implementation of supervision requirements a key performance
indicator for local authorities
review the framework for funding of services working to meet these
standards

SUBMISSION FROM GLASGOW CHILDREN’S PANEL
ANTI SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR ORDERS 12 to 15 year olds.
There are already Fast Track Hearings pilot schemes in progress. Whilst it is
still very early in the pilot, we eagerly await the evaluation. Speeding up the
process within the Hearing System will give us a clearer indication of which
young people require intensive support to address anti social behaviour
earlier.
ELECTRONIC MONITORING
Electronic Monitoring will be viewed as 1. Punishment. 2. Trophy.
The suggestion that it should be used as the alternative to Secure for young
people who ignore the measure designed to help them to address their
behaviour is irrelevant, as this service is not available for most of them. It may
well be the catalyst for some young people to be more at risk than before.
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The term 'Secure' should mean Emotional and Physical security. We
welcome the review of the Children's Hearing System, and feel that
Secure Accommodation should feature high on the agenda.
PARENTING ORDERS
Is it wise to introduce another process wherein parents are set up to fail?
There are already parents in prison through non- payment of fines. Support
for families with severe parenting problems is the welfare option. Parenting
orders will be seen as punishment.
RESTORATIVE JUSTICE
There is underway in Glasgow a Restorative Justice Scheme. This is
valuable tool in diverting the young person from offending behaviour, and will
help to prevent them from entering the Criminal Justice System.
We have within the Children's Hearings System the framework and process to
deal with the proposals contained within the Bill.
Within Glasgow there is no guarantee that there will be implementation of the
decisions made by Panels, especially at present due to the reduction in the
number of social workers required to supervise these orders.
Glasgow's Children’s Panel asks that the funding required to finance the
proposals in the Bill be targeted on:
Early intervention - recognising and dealing earlier with Anti Social Behaviour
Providing local authorities with funding to allow greater inter-agency
collaboration, to supervise statutory orders made by panels.
This could mean, for example, Education dealing with school based problems
and providing a full package of care for the child.
It appears to be the misplaced perception of communities that most anti-social
behaviour is carried out by young people under the age of 16. We would
argue that this is not so.
All of us in society today have a duty towards our young people (more so the
Politicians and Policy Makers) to protect and enrich the lives of our most
vulnerable children as they progress through childhood, and not to prevent
them from being children by ignoring their needs.
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND TRANSPORT COMMITTEE
EXTRACT FROM THE MINUTES
9th Meeting, 2003 (Session 2)
Tuesday 25 November 2003
Present:
Dr Sylvia Jackson
Bruce McFee
David Mundell
Iain Smith

Paul Martin
Bristow Muldoon (Convener)
Tommy Sheridan
Andrew Welsh (Deputy Convener)

Also present: Mary Scanlon.
Apologies: Michael McMahon
Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill: The Committee took evidence at Stage
1 from—
Ian Kelly, Head of Environmental Operations, Stirling Council, Society of Chief
Officers of Environmental Health
Gordon Greenhill, Head of Environmental Health, City of Edinburgh Council,
Society of Chief Officers of Environmental Health
Jacqueline Cunningham, Member of
Environmental Health Institute of Scotland

the

Institute

Council,

Royal

Alistair Brown, Secretary of the Scottish Pollution Control Co-ordinating
Committee, Royal Environment Health Institute of Scotland
Mairi Brackenridge, Justice Services Manager, South Lanarkshire Council and
Member, Criminal Justice Standing Committee, Association of Directors of
Social Work
David Cumming, Head of Children’s Services, Social Work Department,
Glasgow City Council and Member, Children and Families Standing
Committee, Association of Directors of Social Work
Tom Philliben, Reporter Manager, West Scotland, Scottish Children’s
Reporter Administration
Alan Miller, Principal Officer, Scottish Children’s Reporter Administration and
Marion Pagani, Chair, Glasgow Children’s Panel and former Chair, Children’s
Panel Chairmen’s group.
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15:21
On resuming—

Antisocial Behaviour etc
(Scotland) Bill: Stage 1
The Convener: We welcome the first panel of
witnesses this afternoon as part of our
consideration of the Antisocial Behaviour etc
(Scotland) Bill. The panel comprises Gordon
Greenhill, who is head of environmental health at
the City of Edinburgh Council; Ian Kelly, who is
head of environmental operations at Stirling
Council; Jacqueline Cunningham, a member of the
council of the Royal Environmental Health Institute
of Scotland; and, finally, Alastair Brown, secretary
of the Scottish pollution control co-ordinating
committee. I believe that Gordon Greenhill wants
to say a few words of introduction on behalf of the
panel before we move to questions.
Gordon Greenhill (Society of Chief Officers
of Environmental Health in Scotland): My
colleagues might also wish me to clarify the
difference between the society and the
professional body. The society is made up of the
lead officers in environmental health in each of the
32 local authorities in Scotland. What we bring
today is not a view from Edinburgh or Stirling but a
view from across the range of authorities.
As the committee is probably aware, the World
Health Organisation defines health as the mental,
physical and social well-being of Joe Public. The
bill covers that ambit fairly well. If someone
thumps out bass notes on their stereo every night
of the week, their neighbour’s mental health and
their physical health will certainly be affected.
Similarly, if we do not keep the streets free from
litter and other accumulations, there will be an
impact on people’s social well-being.
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We welcome the bill. Initially, we had
reservations about the range of duties that the bill
encompasses. We thought that sufficient
legislation was available to the police in Scotland
particularly in the area of noise. The consultation
was a very good example of one in which the
documents were issued quickly. Having looked
again at the documents, we think that it is clear
that we were slightly out of kilter with those who
responded. We are happy to revise our position
today. Although the police were empowered to
take action, practical examples showed that—
because of the pressure of other work—they were
not actually responding to public complaints about
noise. In Edinburgh, the response time for a noisenuisance complaint from a neighbour is four hours.
That is not sufficient for the person who is
suffering that nuisance every single night of the
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week. By the time the police arrive, there is no
evidence.
We are grateful for what part 1 of the bill says
about antisocial behaviour strategies. In most
councils, such strategies are driven by housing
departments. The problem is seen as a housing
matter and antisocial behaviour teams concentrate
on local council housing. In Edinburgh, that
represents only 11 per cent of the housing stock.
The bill proposes a broad church—with various
partners coming on board, and with consultation of
communities on what should be in the strategy.
That is very welcome. Our profession would hope
to participate actively in that.
We would like to raise a number of technical
points on noise. However, they may not be for this
committee; we may raise them with the Executive.
We would like to have further discussions on the
technicalities of the bill in relation to noise
measurements.
A couple of years ago, the environmental health
profession embraced the legislation on the
introduction of fixed penalties for littering, dog
fouling and the like. We were told by all sources
that we would end up with a sore face out on the
streets. That has not happened. We have served
more than 1,000 fixed-penalty notices and we
have not had one physical assault. We have had
one or two verbals, but that is to be expected. We
have a 98 per cent payment rate. That tells me
that people are saying, “It’s a fair cop, guv’nor. I
did it.”
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We disagree with the Executive’s suggestion
that community wardens will be able to serve fixed
penalties for noise. The legislation requires the
person serving the notice to do quite a scientific
measurement, then go through a legal procedure,
and then—if there is an appeal or if the notice is
not paid—go through the procurator fiscal and
ultimately the courts. In my experience, community
wardens are very good at what they do at street
level, but they are not enforcers—and they are not
competent in acoustics. It is optimistic to ask
people at that level to undertake such duties. The
bill also suggests that the police will do noise
measurements. I do not know many police officers
who are competent in acoustics. Something has
gone awry in the bill.
Part 6 deals with littering and environmental
improvements. The expansion of fixed-penalty
notices is greatly to be welcomed—they have
worked in Edinburgh. Sometimes, cultural change
is effected through education; at other times it is
effected through enforcement. Drink-driving and
seatbelt legislation are examples of that. People
did not willingly put their seatbelts on until
legislation was introduced. In a similar way, people
will not willingly stop littering, or abandoning
waste, unless there is a cultural change. That may
have to be effected through enforcement. That is
happening in Edinburgh.

We have highlighted concerns that if we start
handing out fixed penalties at 2 o’clock in the
morning, people will respond aggressively.
However, I am not convinced that that will be the
case. Once people have been confronted and had
something pointed out to them, they will normally
comply. A small number of people will respond
aggressively—that is where we will look for our
colleagues in the police force to back us up—but I
do not expect there to be a major problem with
fixed-penalty notices, regardless of the time of
night.

On the financial aspects of the bill, which have
been articulated in the financial memorandum,
there is under-provision. There may be sufficient
money for the noise provision, bearing in mind that
the Executive has taken the sensible line of
allowing councils to decide whether to adopt a 24hour service. If a council has very few complaints
about noise at night, why should it adopt the
measures or have the statutory duty imposed on
it? Things might pan out quite well, as the major
conurbations might take on the duties. There is a
great deal of discussion about partnerships even
at this early stage. East Lothian Council has asked
the City of Edinburgh Council whether it will do its
noise work at night; I am happy to do so, as long
as East Lothian Council pays me.

However, the profession does expect problems
with staffing. There is a dire shortage of
environmental health officers throughout Great
Britain. Our society is trying to address that, in
collaboration with our colleagues in the Royal
Environmental Health Institute of Scotland and in
the universities. Because of the staffing problem,
we should not be restrictive and say that a person
carrying out certain duties must be an
environmental health officer. The society finds that
unacceptable. As long as they are competent to
undertake a duty, and have the proper
authorisation, suitably qualified officers should be
able to carry out noise patrols.

15:30
There is under-provision in relation to fixedpenalty notices. The assumption is being made
that there is hard-and-fast cash for community
wardens and what we in Edinburgh call
environmental wardens, who come under
environmental health. I have 35 environmental
wardens, who are at slightly higher education and
qualification levels than are the community
wardens and who deal with enforcement. The
provision for them comes from temporary moneys
from various sources in the Scottish Executive. If
the Parliament wishes us to continue with fixed-
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penalty notices to stop dog fouling and littering,
£20,000 for the whole of Scotland will not be
enough. It is being assumed that EHOs can take
on extra burdens and that they can go down the
street and issue a fixed-penalty notice for
example. The targets that have been set in
relation to food hygiene inspections mean that the
EHOs are rushing from one premises to another to
get their inspections done, so they do not have
time to take on extra duties. Adequate provision
should be made to allow councils to employ
people who can be concentrated around schools
and carry-outs where the problem of littering
occurs.
My final point is contentious and I will throw it
into the pot for discussion. Part 8 refers to the
registration of landlords, where they are errant and
misbehaving and not paying for common repairs
and the like. Experience has been gained in the
past two years of the licensing of houses in
multiple occupation. That has raised the standards
and health and safety levels for people in quite
high-risk premises. In Edinburgh, 2,000 houses
are now licensed as houses in multiple
occupation. To say that those houses were poor
does not quite cover it; there were three-bedroom
flats with 17 people in them. They were brought up
to a proper standard with a proper number of
people living in them so that the conditions are
decent. Why are we stopping at the registration of
the bad landlords? Why do we not register every
single piece of rented accommodation in Scotland,
so that all such accommodation is brought up to a
decent standard? Why is it that the houses with
five bedrooms are registered, but the single parent
living in a single end can be exploited in rented
accommodation?
The Convener: Thank
introductory remarks.

you

for

those

Dr Jackson: I notice that the society said that it
very much welcomed the openness and
transparency of the consultation process. Does
the Royal Environmental Health Institute of
Scotland also welcome that?
Jacqueline
Cunningham
(Royal
Environmental Health Institute of Scotland):
We have of course welcomed that openly. We also
welcome the bill, although a number of its aspects
give us cause for concern or merit further scrutiny
where REHIS is involved.
I do not know whether members are familiar with
REHIS, so I will give you some background to the
organisation. REHIS was established in 1983,
although its roots go back to 1875. It was
incorporated by royal charter in 2001. Its main
objectives are to promote the enhancement of
environmental health by stimulating general
interest in and disseminating knowledge of
environmental health matters to all concerned. It is
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also involved with promoting education and
training in matters related to environmental health
and with maintaining high standards of
professional practice and conduct on behalf of
environmental health officers in Scotland.
Various
aspects
of
the
bill
concern
environmental health including the noise, flytipping, litter and housing aspects that Gordon
Greenhill gave the committee a flavour of earlier.
In answer to your question, REHIS welcomes
the openness and transparency of the document.
Dr Jackson: My second question is about the
noise nuisance service. Gordon Greenhill has
already welcomed the 24-hours-a-day, sevendays-a-week idea that is in the bill. However, both
your organisations’ submissions state that more
could have been done to apply the powers that
already exist rather than use new legislation.
Could you expand on that concern?
Jacqueline Cunningham: From REHIS’s point
of view—on behalf of environmental health
officers, environmental health practitioners and
those involved in the environmental health
profession—there are a number of ways in which
we can deal with noise issues in society.
The bill introduces a fixed-penalty element, but a
route currently exists under the Civic Government
(Scotland) Act 1982 whereby a police officer can
act upon certain types of noise arising from
dwellings. It may be necessary to find out why that
existing option is not working properly. I do not feel
that that option has been explored to its full
potential.
Dr Jackson: Is Gordon Greenhill’s view the
same?
Gordon Greenhill: I agree to an extent,
although that legislation has been on the statute
book for many years—since 1982—and you could
count on one hand the number of premises that
have been prosecuted by the police. The public
get to the stage at which they think, “What is the
point of complaining?” and give up. If they phone
my department and say, “My neighbour’s telly is
blaring,” I will say, “That is a police offence.” I then
mark down that I have met my statutory
performance indicator because I have got rid of
the case and abandoned that person—I have
passed them on to another agency. If I meet the
person who phoned me a year later, they will say,
“Nothing ever happened.” The police do not have
time to concentrate on responding to such
complaints.
If you ask the Association of Chief Police
Officers in Scotland, it will tell you exactly the
same. It is a matter of priorities. If there is a fight in
Lothian Road or noise in Marchmont, which
incident will they go to? If a dedicated noise team
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is set up, people will get some relief from the
problems that they face week in, week out.
Paul Martin: You say that such complaints are a
matter for the police and that the complainer ends
up giving up. Is it not the case that they give up
because when they speak to the police, the police
say, “It is a matter for environmental health”? That
game of tennis becomes part of the local set-up.
We then find that there are not enough resources
involved in dealing with the case not only from the
point of view of environmental health but from the
point of view of the police. The police, who deal
with all the calls, do not enforce the legislation
because they do not have the resources to deal
with the issue. They do not solve the original
problem. Is not that the point?
Gordon Greenhill: I agree entirely. The public
have not been best served for many years in
relation to domestic noise. I agree that it is like a
game of tennis. If you mention the provisions on
noise in the Civic Government (Scotland) Act 1982
to a local bobby, he will not have a scooby what
you are talking about, because they do not use the
provisions of the act—they are not trained to do
so. It is not the fault of the individual police officer
who gets a call about noise. They are not aware of
the legislation and do not enforce it regularly.
You are right that perhaps the environmental
health profession should have made a stand
sooner on the issue of people whose health is
continually eroded by domestic noise. However,
we did not have any powers to do so. If we had
gone to the Environmental Protection Act 1990 or
the earlier legislation—the Control of Pollution Act
1974—we
would
have
been
using
a
sledgehammer to crack a nut, as that legislation
was not designed to deal with such scenarios; it
was meant to deal with large factories, pubs, clubs
and the like. Legislation to deal with domestic
noise was not available to us. I have seen
examples of the scenario that you describe on
many occasions, with people having repeatedly to
go backwards and forwards.
Paul Martin: Is there a case for having an
enforcer to ensure that the agencies work together
to deal with the issue in the first place? One of the
issues for complainers is that no one is willing to
take responsibility. Aside from the fact that the
police have their own operational commitments,
there is a lack of co-ordination between the
agencies.
Gordon Greenhill: There is not a lack of coordination. In fact, I suggest that co-ordination has
improved over the years. We now have joint
protocols with the police. For example, we
examine recurrent complaints to ascertain whether
there are patterns to them. The legislation needs
to be changed—it is as simple as that. If an
authority is not undertaking the duties that it is
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empowered to undertake, that is because it has
other priorities. The police will not say that they do
not deal with domestic noise; they will say that
their classification of such complaints means that
they are dropped down the scale to a four-hour
response. Someone might complain about a party
being held at 6 am, but that party will no longer be
happening by the time the situation is responded
to, and the police will write the matter off as having
been achieved.
Mr McFee: I recognise the game of tennis that is
being described, having spent 15 years as a local
government councillor. The police give such
matters a very low priority on their agenda.
Environmental health officers or directors say that
they do not have the appropriate powers to deal
with some of the situations that have been
described, and that people should instead go to
the police. It is a vicious circle.
You said that community wardens did not
constitute a suitable body of people to carry out
noise monitoring in co-operation with your officers.
Your comments suggest that you are not being
protective in this matter; in other words, it is not
simply a question of your wanting environmental
health officers and nobody else to undertake the
tasks in question.
In your opinion, would it be useful if another
grade of staff was created, whose specific job was
to deal with noise monitoring? I am mindful of the
small size of environmental health departments
and of the small number of officers who work for
local authorities. They are engaged in food
hygiene, weights and measures and various other
areas of responsibility. Is there a case for the
creation, under local authorities, of posts for
people who, although they might not be trained as
environmental health officers, can carry out the
function of noise monitoring? They would
preferably be at least 6ft 2in to enforce the
legislation. If you think that there is a case, what
would the cost of such an operation be? I support
the proposals but, looking at the way in which they
have been written up, I am concerned that not
terribly much is going to change.
Gordon Greenhill: Let me take your last point
first. I disagree with what you say about the way in
which the proposals have been written up. I
foresee a lot of change taking place if councils
embrace and implement the proposals.
However, I agree entirely with your other point. I
had no intention of staffing a 24-hour service with
EHOs, first, because it would be costly, and,
secondly, because the officers are not available.
We manage the situation with EHOs, who have full
qualifications in the range of duties relating to the
enforcement of environmental health, but we also
have enforcement officers. Some of them carry out
food hygiene inspections; some have public health
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duties; and some carry out infectious disease
investigations. There are a number of recognised
courses that we could use. For example, REHIS
runs a number of courses on noise, whereby
certifications can be obtained. Alternatively,
diplomas can be obtained from the Institute of
Acoustics. A number of organisations award
qualifications, with which people can demonstrate
that they are competent and fair. We have to be
equitable across the city. A measurement in one
area has to be the same as one in another area—
there should be no deviation.
To answer your question, we should indeed
have other competent people undertaking properly
managed
environmental
health
functions.
Environmental wardens are similar, in that they
are trained to a certain level and carry out
enforcement of a number of acts. They do not do
the full range of duties, however.
Mr McFee: The financial memorandum states
that around £2.5 million will be provided for local
authorities throughout Scotland to cover the noise
nuisance proposals. Would you say that that is
inadequate?
Gordon Greenhill: That sum will be inadequate
if the proposals are taken up throughout Scotland.
Mr McFee: Do you have an alternative ballpark
figure?
Gordon Greenhill: I would have said that about
£3.5 million would be required for that.
Iain Smith: The questions that I was planning to
ask have mainly been covered, but I would like to
follow up on one issue. REHIS’s submission to the
Scottish Executive makes it very clear that
responsibility for issuing fixed-penalty notices for
noise nuisance—and indeed responsibility for
some of the bill’s other provisions—should be
limited to environmental health officers. However,
we have heard clear evidence that there is a
shortage of such officers. Is the proposal realistic
or do you accept the suggestion that other officers
could be trained to carry out that important duty?
15:45
Jacqueline Cunningham: The root of the
problem is that, although I would like to have more
environmental health officers in the system, local
authorities have neither the facilities nor the
funding to train EHOs to such a level of
competence. Earlier, someone asked whether
officers in local authorities could be assigned to
specific rather than general areas. However, that
arrangement already exists. The general EHO is
more or less a thing of the past; local authorities
now have specific EHOs who are tasked with
examining one particular subject.
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At the end of the day, a ticket does not
necessarily have to be issued by an EHO, as long
as the person in question is properly trained within
their profession, has the right degree of
competence and is suited to the job. Having an
environmental health officer dishing out litter
notices is perhaps not the best use of resources.
Iain Smith: Do you think that the institute has a
role in drawing up specifications for training that
people must have before they are given the power
to issue notices?
Jacqueline Cunningham: The institute is open
not only to environmental health officers. In fact, a
number of different specialists and technical
officers who are employed by local authorities and
have the right academic qualifications and
practical experience have gained corporate
membership of the organisation. The opportunity
that you have outlined is already available.
Paul Martin: As one of the Executive’s concerns
is graffiti, the bill proposes to ban the sale of spray
paint to under-16s. How would such a step impact
on and improve the situation with graffiti?
Alastair Brown (Royal Environmental Health
Institute of Scotland): REHIS supports the
proposal to ban the sale of spray paint to under16s. However, I am not too sure whether we are
able to quantify either the problem or the
improvements that might emerge from such an
initiative. Anecdotal evidence suggests that there
have been various problems with under-16s and
spray paint and the institute feels that such a ban
would mean marked improvements on the current
situation.
That said, the situation must be properly
evaluated. In that respect, we have suggested
proposals that are similar to those dealing with
alcohol, fireworks and so on, in which we try to
evaluate whether shopkeepers are abiding by the
law.
Paul Martin: The bill also seeks to make the
power to serve fixed-penalty notices for littering
offences available for fly-tipping offences. The
Executive believes that such a measure will allow
minor cases of litter on private land to be dealt
with in the same way as cases of litter on public
land. Do you welcome that step? Are there
enforcement issues that must be addressed in that
respect? Like most members of the Scottish
Parliament, I speak from experience of local
issues. One of our main concerns is that, although
we can legislate for such offences, we might not
be able to enforce the legislation. Moreover, what
methods can we use to ensure that we detect
such offences? I appreciate that if you had an
answer to that question you would copyright it, but
I think that it is worth asking.
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Gordon Greenhill: It is a fair question. Because
of a lack of resources, councils and the Scottish
Environment Protection Agency have not dealt
with the problem of fly-tipping well—I was going to
say that we have abandoned it, but that is a poor
choice of words.
We have tackled fly-tipping in Edinburgh through
fixed-penalty notices. One of the things that I
disagree with in the bill as drafted is the
requirement that we have to see the person flytipping. That will not happen, will it? We do not
have the resources for that. I would like a slight
change to the bill. As I said, I have been talking
about the minutiae with the people who drafted the
bill. I would like the bill to enable action based on
evidence within the fly-tipping itself.
We have taken it down to gutter level. We put a
fixed-penalty notice on a sauna when we opened
the rubbish that had accumulated on private land
and found various things that traced it back to the
sauna. The fiscal took that case. Why do we have
to see someone fly-tipping if there is a receipt from
a hot food carry-out in among the dumped
rubbish? Let us let the fiscal decide. Let us take
those cases to court, and let us not limit the
provision to our having to see the person flytipping, because that will limit our ability to
respond.
We welcome the fact that the power to take
action is being opened up to the police and
SEPA—the more, the merrier, as far as I am
concerned. However, I do not see the police
rushing about giving fixed-penalty notices for flytipping.
Paul Martin: Are there good examples of joint
working with the police authorities?
Gordon Greenhill: Yes. There is also good
working between local authorities and SEPA. We
undertook various initiatives in the Edinburgh
situation, in relation to dumping round about the
civic amenity sites. The police are very helpful in
many situations, if they are given time to plan.
They need to have their downtimes worked out
and officer time available. It all comes down to
when the officers will be available. If we plan with
the police well before we want to do a blitz and tell
them what we want, they will co-operate.
However, at certain times of the week in a city,
there can be a problem if we say, “We need you
now. Someone is fly-tipping.”
Alastair Brown: One of the key issues is the
liaison between different agencies that we talked
about earlier in relation to noise nuisance and
domestic situations. One of the problems has
been that, up to now, the various agencies have
operated almost in a vacuum—they have been
operating separately. An environmental health
officer can sometimes be dealing with a case of
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noise nuisance only to find out that the police are
dealing with the same case and have been dealing
with it for a long time, unknown to the EHO. There
are various instances of agencies not working in
co-operation with one another. If the proposals in
the bill are to work and improve the situation,
systems must be in place whereby the various
agencies liaise with one another and work with
some kind of co-operation.
Paul Martin: Again, it comes back to the point
about how we ensure that the agencies work
together. There are some examples of good
practice.
Gordon Greenhill: It comes back to the
strategy that is elaborated in part 1 of the bill,
which puts a statutory duty on us to liaise, show
that we have liaised and have informationexchanging systems. The bill is unique among
pieces of legislation in making it compulsory for
the chief constable and the local authorities to get
together, agree information systems and publish
what they are going to do strategy-wise after
consultation. That is great.
Alastair Brown: In my day job, I work for
Glasgow City Council, which has seconded an
officer from Strathclyde police. The idea is that, as
well as coming out and engaging in initiatives on
issues such as dog fouling, fly-tipping, litter, noise
nuisance and so on, the officer will also act as a
go-between between the environmental health
professionals in Glasgow City Council and
Strathclyde police’s local divisional commanders
and so on. There is a lot of mileage in such a
scheme, in which the officers do not just cooperate and liaise, but are based in the same
office and deal with the same cases at the same
time so that everybody knows what is going on.
Mr Welsh: The problem with fly-tipping,
especially in rural areas, is the difficulty of catching
the people who are doing it. In your introductory
remarks, you expressed a favourable view of
fixed-penalty notices. However, some people have
argued that fixed-penalty notices might not be the
best way of dealing with such offences. They claim
that offenders give false details and that fixedpenalty collection rates are poor in some areas.
What is your opinion?
Gordon Greenhill: I agree that, in certain areas,
there has not been rigorous enforcement. The
bill’s explanatory notes stipulate that if, for
example, you can prove that someone has
dropped 14 tonnes of waste on a piece of land—
which is a criminal offence—you would not give
them a fixed-penalty notice, as that would
decriminalise the matter; you would proceed with
statutory measures through the courts to have the
full fine imposed. You would have to weigh up,
through experience, whether the incident is
serious fly-tipping and should proceed to the
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procurator fiscal or whether, for example, a builder
who has arrived after the dump has shut has
dumped a wee bit of material nearby.
I have a great deal of sympathy with the rural
authorities, as their situation is much more difficult,
given that they have vast areas of land to deal
with. In Edinburgh, we have mobile closed-circuit
television cameras and stationary CCTV cameras
located in areas where we know that fly-tipping
takes place. I do not know what rural authorities
could do in that regard, other than go to the nth
degree to get the evidence. If the authority is
aware that fly-tipping takes place between 9 and
11 at night, it should put its officers out at that time
as there would be no point having them out from 9
to 5.
The issue is one of good management in local
government. However, I appreciate that rural
authorities struggle in relation to fly-tipping.
Mr Welsh: Do you think that the fixed-penalty
notices would be appropriate for a certain level of
littering?
Gordon Greenhill: Absolutely.
Mr Welsh: In the financial memorandum, the
Executive states that the cost of implementing the
new provisions would be minimal, since the
intention of the proposals would be to reduce the
occurrence of the offence rather than to increase
the number of notices issued. You seem to be
asking for more staff, however. Do you disagree
with the Executive’s view?
Gordon Greenhill: I highlighted in my
introduction that finance of £20,000 across the
whole of Scotland would not be enough to allow us
attack the issue with vim and vigour.
Mr Welsh: Can you estimate what you think the
costs might be?
Gordon Greenhill: I have not given thought to
that or discussed it with my colleagues across
Scotland. However, I would have thought that
every authority should employ a couple of guys to
patrol the area and act as deterrents in the
manner of environmental wardens—they would
wear a uniform and be visible and so on. I would
guess that that might cost perhaps £500,000 or £1
million. I do not know, though. The issue is difficult
to quantify and I would have to speak to my
colleagues in rural authorities to find out what they
think that they would need to allow them to have a
bit more bite.
Mr Welsh: Could you do that and give some
figures to the committee at a later date?
Gordon Greenhill: I would be happy to do so.
Paul Martin: One of the proposals in the bill
concerns community reparation orders for 12 to
21-year-olds. A number of respondents have
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raised the concern that the removal of graffiti could
present some environmental problems. What are
your views on the introduction of such reparation
orders? Do you have any environmental concerns
relating to, for example, the removal of graffiti?
Gordon Greenhill: I would not like to comment
on reparation as there are people in other
professions who are far more qualified than I am
to talk about those aspects of the bill. I have not
dealt with any of the aspects of the bill other than
those that I see myself as being responsible for
enforcing.
There would have to be proper supervision of
reparation orders—I am sure that we would not
get kids to go and clean up shark-infested waters
or deal with dangerous chemicals. There would be
a risk assessment of any form of reparation,
including the removal of graffiti. I do not think that
the removal of graffiti presents a major danger,
other than that of elbow strain.
Alastair Brown: REHIS supported reparation in
its response to the consultation. We would like
fixed-penalty notices to be accompanied by
community reparation orders.
Paul Martin: Are there any health and safety
concerns that you are aware of?
Gordon Greenhill: There is a health and safety
aspect to everything. You need a risk assessment
to find out whether an activity is dangerous. If a
12-year-old were standing on a box scrubbing off
spray paint, I would ask my medical colleagues to
tell me whether that was dangerous to his health,
because I am not qualified to comment on such
matters.
David Mundell: I want to go back to what you
said at the start. If I followed you correctly, you
seemed to indicate that, initially, you were
sceptical about the bill’s making any difference
and then you formed a view that it would make a
difference. I was not quite sure what you said had
swayed you to the view that the bill would make a
difference to your day-to-day work.
16:00
Gordon Greenhill: Initially, we were asked to
comment on “Putting our communities first: A
Strategy for tackling Anti-social Behaviour”, which
was a weighty tome on which we had little time to
comment. Its proposals on issues such as noise
were obviously open to debate and posed the
question, “Why do we want new legislation when
there are sufficient powers?” Now that we have
seen the bill and the comprehensive feedback on
it, we have a more informed opinion of what
people are saying across the range. Perhaps, as a
profession, we were too insular; it is nice to hear
what other people think should be done. With the
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benefit of hindsight and the feed-in process, I think
that the bill is about right. “Putting our communities
first” was too broad. The bill is focused on what
the Executive wants to achieve and we welcome
that.
David Mundell: What in the bill will make a
specific difference?
Gordon Greenhill: I can see that we might
need reinforcements. My colleague Ian Kelly will
answer that.
Ian Kelly (Society of Chief Officers of
Environmental Health in Scotland): I will try to
explain the difference that the bill will make. When
we responded to the first consultation, we saw the
duty on noise nuisance as an added burden,
particularly for small local authorities. We took the
view that the police had adequate powers under
the Civic Government (Scotland) Act 1982. We
also reckoned that in small—particularly rural—
authorities, the demand for a 24-hour service
would not be high, so we could not see the sense
in saying to those authorities that we wanted them
to provide for a 24-hour response to antisocial
noise. At that time, we thought that the existing
powers were adequate, but that we might need to
consider community planning and to get
partnerships established between the police and
environmental health officers so that we could
ensure that we enforced section 54 of the 1982
act.
The difference is that the bill, in adding powers
to environmental health officers’ duties, contains
so many benefits. For example, it has a really
novel approach to warning notices and fixedpenalty notices. What we have at the moment
amounts to nothing, unless the police choose to
go in and whip away someone’s hi-fi, whereas the
bill contains a sensible midway measure.
City authorities might be able to staff up to
enforce the bill, but although smaller authorities,
such as mine, can see the benefits of the bill we
reckon that we might have to consider other ways
of implementing its provisions. We might need to
go to other authorities and to have a joined-up
approach. We notice that Government funding is
available. By using that funding and a joined-up
approach to tackling the problem, we will operate
over a bigger area and will expand the demand for
the noise nuisance service. It is a simple question
of the scale of the problem. If we have more EHOs
for more authorities, we might be able to
implement the service. The good points in the bill
forced us into a rethink of how we tackle noise
nuisance.
David Mundell: I want to return to the
enforcement and staffing issues. I think that
Jacqueline Cunningham made a point about nonenvironmental health officers doing some of the
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tasks in question, because of the difficulties in
recruiting or funding EHOs. In the evidence that it
gave to us, Highland Council indicated that it had
difficulty not only in recruiting qualified people to
do the job, but in recruiting people who would do
the job in a trained-up way—if I can use that
expression. Are you satisfied that, even if we do
not have environmental health officers carrying out
enforcement measures, it will be possible to recruit
sufficient people to enforce the bill?
Jacqueline Cunningham: Such scope exists—
there are people out there who could satisfy the
requirements. Ideally, as I said previously, I would
like to see people involved in the environmental
health profession following the route of the
environmental health officer—where that role
previously sat. I explained previously the problems
that we have recruiting environmental health
officers, but I do not see any huge problem in
trying to recruit people with the necessary
expertise to fulfil the requirements to undertake
noise surveys, noise assessments and noise
monitoring.
Alastair Brown: It could be dealt with by using
people who are registered with an approved
board, for example. We do that already with some
of the other environmental health functions.
The Convener: That draws us to the end of
questions for this panel. Thank you for your
evidence.
I welcome to the committee the next panel on
the Antisocial Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill. We
have Mairi Brackenridge, the justice services
manager from South Lanarkshire Council, and a
member of the criminal justice standing committee
of the Association of Directors of Social Work. We
also have with us David Cumming, who is the
head of children’s services at Glasgow City
Council social work department and a member of
the children and families standing committee of
the ADSW. Welcome to you both. Before we move
to questions, do you wish to make an introductory
statement?
Mairi Brackenridge (Association of Directors
of Social Work): Yes, we would like to make a
couple of brief points. I will take a broad overview,
and mention something specific about staffing
issues, and David Cumming will look in particular
at issues relating to the children’s hearings
system.
We welcome the opportunity to present this
evidence. We recognise the detrimental impact
that antisocial behaviour can have on communities
and on individuals. However, our evidence is
based on a considerable level of professional
social work experience and expertise—David
Cumming and I have between us 59 years of
experience in social work—and it is from that
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professional background that we raise concerns
about various aspects of the bill.

and social care means that the problems have
gone on for a number of years.

We are concerned that if the measures are put
in place they will not impact significantly on
antisocial behaviour. We are concerned that the
proposals will, in fact, lead to the criminalisation of
individuals, and that they will be drawn into the
criminal justice system more than they would have
been previously. In the longer term, that could
potentially increase the number of young people
who go to prison, and alienate yet further a group
of young people who are already disadvantaged
and alienated from society.

The initiatives by which the Government
proposes to address some of the problems are
positive, but it will be at least five years before we
see results across the board. It is important that
we do not look only at the resource requirement
when we look at how to staff adequately. The
investment that has been made in youth justice is
beginning to pay some dividends. It allows us to
work intensively with young people. That said,
other parts of the service are not resourced to
provide that intensity of support.

We recognise that the bill has taken on board a
number of the concerns raised during the
consultation process, and that it is recognised that
antisocial behaviour is not typical of young
people’s behaviour. We welcome the fact that the
bill recognises the importance of the children’s
hearings system, and we welcome the additional
funding that is proposed, and the opportunity that
that presents, particularly for early intervention,
although there are issues about how some of the
funding for outcomes has been arrived at. We
need more detail before we can comment on
whether it is adequate to deal with the problems
raised.

The staffing issue will not be resolved only by
investment in social work training. For example,
the introduction of the new diploma means that
there will be no new graduates in the year 2006.
Authorities must have long-term plans that
address the problem of staffing. Such plans
include growing our own: encouraging people
without qualifications to enter the profession, take
qualifications and move through to social work
posts.

It is important that any antisocial behaviour
strategy that is developed works closely beside
other planning activity aimed at improving the wellbeing of communities, and alongside service
planning processes that address the particular
needs of different groups of people within our
communities, particularly children’s service plans,
youth justice plans, criminal justice plans, health
plans and police plans. In dealing with antisocial
behaviour it is important that we prevent the
circumstances in which that behaviour arises, and
ensure that where such behaviour does arise, we
encourage young people to desist from it in future.
There is an important body of evidence from the
“what works” research that shows that desistance
is critical to sustaining change within the
community.
In contrast to what I heard colleagues from
environmental health say a few minutes ago, we
have good examples within local government of
across-the-range agency working to deal with the
issues that affect young people in the community,
and positive examples of co-operation between
agencies to try to effect change within the
community.
I turn to staffing and, in particular, to section 104
of the bill, which deals with local authority
accountability. We believe that it is very important
that we are held accountable for our work.
However, the staffing problems that social work
departments face at the moment cannot be
underestimated. The lack of value of social work
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Pay and conditions for social workers also need
to be addressed. Unfortunately, we are in a
position at the moment where councils have to
compete with one another in order to recruit what
is a scarce resource. If the pool of social workers
is not large enough, councils simply shift the
problem from one authority to another. That
problem needs to be addressed. As I said, I agree
that we should be accountable for the work that
we do, but we must have the resources that we
need to carry out that work.
David Cumming (Association of Directors of
Social Work): I will comment briefly on the
establishment of social work departments
following the Social Work (Scotland) Act 1968. As
the committee will appreciate, that act followed the
Kilbrandon report, and established the children’s
hearings system. My colleagues will, no doubt, talk
in more detail about that system.
We have a deep concern about young people,
from as early an age as 12, being introduced into
what would in effect be an area of adult criminal
activity. The Kilbrandon recommendations sought
to introduce civil proceedings into the complex
area that pertains to children and their families.
Without wishing to be jingoistic, we must
recognise that Scotland, through its children’s
hearings system, has been at the forefront of child
care law and of developments in child care. Many
countries look enviously at what we have
established over the past 27 or 28 years. It is
important that we do not try to transplant into
Scotland the circumstances that might pertain to
other parts of the United Kingdom. There are
some quite specific differences between the two.
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We also need to recognise the pressures on the
children’s hearings system. The volume of
referrals and pressures all the way through the
system affects the Scottish Children’s Reporter
Administration, the children’s panel members and
the social workers who have to compile and
complete reports. However, we believe that
concerns about young people should properly be
subsumed into the children’s hearings review
rather than be dealt with in this legislative process.

may endanger himself or herself through their
behaviour; and, conversely, the third is where a
child may endanger other people. We have
difficulty in seeing the relevance of tagging young
people in circumstances that are already complex.
As members can imagine, within those three
categories, a number of care and protection issues
need to be considered for the benefit of the young
person who is involved. Those issues are
considered consistently.

In December 2002, an important document,
“Dealing with offending by young people”, was
produced by Audit Scotland. Indeed, an update
was produced a few weeks ago. The report
highlighted the difficulties that we currently have
with how we deal with young people. Too many
resources are loaded into the processes whereby
we assess young people and too few into the
effective treatment and assistance of young
people with complex needs, as well as of young
people within their families. We need to bear in
mind that holistic approach.

If we try to apply electronic tagging alone as an
alternative to secure measures, we should be
mindful that some children remain in secure
accommodation for a number of months, although
we would hope that the time would be as short as
is required and that, during that time, there would
be programmes that were tailored to their needs.
In our view, those are the proper courses of
action, which should be continued when young
people leave secure accommodation and go back
into the community, although perhaps with a
different emphasis and intensity. We do not
believe that young people at their earlier stages
have the necessary degree of maturity to comply
with restriction of liberty orders.

Parenting orders feature strongly in the bill. It is
important that we continue to work co-operatively
with families. All our work with children, whether
they are looked after by the local authority or
looked after and accommodated by the local
authority—which in old money means being in
care—is predicated on our work with families.
Children are loyal to their families and it is
important to hold on to that. Parenting orders will
introduce a degree of compulsion that is not
necessarily required. We believe that the existing
legislation on children’s hearings has sufficient
teeth and provides sufficient opportunities to apply
a co-operative approach with parents. The ADSW
believes that a formal system of parenting orders
would probably target some of those hard-pressed
parents who have great difficulties with managing
their children as they grow up. Those parents are
sometimes single and they are often women. We
all have difficulties with managing children, so we
should not view the problem as someone else’s—
it is a common one. We need to find ways in which
we can work co-operatively to assist people in
dealing with that task.
16:15
On restriction of liberty orders, I want to
comment on whether electronic tagging could be
an alternative to secure accommodation. Scotland
currently has 96 secure beds and the Executive
announced in March that a further 29 would be
introduced between now and 2007. The
circumstances under which a child can be
detained in secure accommodation fall into three
broad and straightforward areas. The first is where
a child continues to abscond from what is deemed
to be a place of safety; the second is where a child

The Convener: The Executive has said that its
consultation on the bill was unprecedented in
scale and participation. Mairi Brackenridge
reflected on the fact that some aspects of the
proposals had been amended to take account of
issues that came out of the consultation. What is
your overall feeling about the consultation? Was it
sufficient and has the Executive responded
sufficiently to issues that arose from it?
Secondly, I note in the ADSW’s written
submission and in some of the remarks that the
organisation believes that many of the problems of
antisocial behaviour can be tackled using existing
measures. Why is there a broad perception in
many communities that the problems are not being
tackled—by a range of public agencies? What
needs to be done through existing measures to
tackle adequately the problem of antisocial
behaviour?
Mairi Brackenridge: Antisocial behaviour is a
complex problem. The behaviour of a very few
people can have an impact on a community
beyond the numbers that are involved. The
perception of what is happening in the community
can be distorted by the behaviour of one or two
people. For example, in some of the work that we
are doing locally with the police, we recognise that
in some areas we need to look at services for one
or two people. Changing the behaviour of those
one or two people would have an impact on a
much wider group of young people. The 40 or 50
people who congregate around those one or two
may not be a particular problem, as those young
people may be able to be diverted into other
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activity. The problem is with the one or two.
Another issue is that the media can contribute to
the fear of crime. The way that crime is reported
locally can distort the level of crime in that area.
Sometimes, the actual number of offences is much
lower than people perceive. All of that contributes
to the problem.
There has also been a change in the way that
society operates. Increasing home and car
ownership means that people have a different
perception of how young people in the street
should be dealt with. When I was young, it was
common for young people to play in the street. It
was common for the neighbours to take
responsibility for ensuring that the young people’s
behaviour was monitored. However, if the street is
full of parked cars, it is much more difficult for
children to play there, both because of safety
concerns and because people round about are
fearful that their cars will be damaged.
The bill and the consultation document, “Putting
our communities first”, have responded to a real
public concern. However, our profession’s concern
is that what appear to be solutions to the problem
of antisocial behaviour will not address the
underlying causes. We are concerned that the bill
has not taken that fully on board. As David
Cumming said, the problems are often complex
and may be to do with poverty, drugs and alcohol
misuse, or abuse within the family. Those issues
will not be addressed by a simple order. For
example, from my local authority’s experience
over a number of years of dealing with restriction
of liberty orders for adults, we know that a
restriction of liberty order for people in the 16 to
18-year-old age group has less success in
changing behaviour if it is not supported by
programmes. The community planning processes
that we now have, and the fact that we have to
find ways of engaging with the community, should
mean that we can talk to the community and find
strategies to address some of those issues.
On the existing measures, I think that many of
the issues concerning children under the age of 16
could be dealt with adequately by, for example,
putting together a supervision package with the
children’s hearings. For those over 16, some of
the issues could be addressed in the context of a
probation order or by a deferred sentence or with
a diversion. One reason that we have been unable
to do some of those things to date has been a lack
of resources. We have either not had sufficient
social workers to go round or not had the
resources to develop the services that are needed
to support those measures. There has been
considerable investment in youth justice funding,
but I think that councils are only beginning to see
the benefit of that. That could begin to tackle in an
intensive way some of the behaviours that exist in
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the community. Part of our argument is that the
Executive has not allowed the time to show
whether existing measures can make a difference.
It has introduced yet another raft of measures that
just make the picture much more complex.
Dr Jackson: First, you mentioned the
importance of community planning. Do you think
that a greater range of organisations and groups
should be involved in that? At present, only the
police and the local authority are involved in
community planning, although the Scottish
ministers have the power to direct registered
social landlords to be involved. Should a statutory
duty to participate in community planning be
placed on other people?
Secondly, you mentioned that you thought that
there were some very good examples of
interagency working. Do you believe that
information sharing, which is an important part of
that, could be improved in any way?
Mairi Brackenridge: I understand that, in
several areas in Scotland, the community planning
process works effectively if a range of agencies
can be brought in, such as those responsible for
health and employment. It would be important that
the same responsibility is placed on them as is
placed on the police and local authorities. Many of
the issues to do with prevention and desistance,
for example, and that are associated with the
problems that communities face, are also to do
with health and could be addressed by health
promotion. Some desistance issues could be
helped by creating employment opportunities and
alternative ways for people to feel that they are
using their time productively. It is important that
other people should feel the same sense of
responsibility felt by the police and the local
authorities because, frankly, we cannot do it
without their support.
I am talking from the point of view of social work,
but I believe that information sharing has improved
considerably. Examples of that are shown by
some of the youth justice work that we have
developed so that we can analyse community
profiles, consider the issues, and share
information on some of the young people who
cause the most concern. We are trying to work out
a strategy that will resolve some of those problems
without necessarily bringing young people into the
formal system, so we have to think about how we
can involve youth services and other diversionary
activities to help to do that. We are beginning to
see some good examples of how that works in
practice. There are also some good examples of
how information sharing can work in child
protection or in the management of serious
offenders in the community.
There are sometimes problems with people
using data protection and confidentiality as a way
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of not sharing information and those should be
resolved because it is not helpful to have just part
of the picture.
David Cumming: Although it is true that
information sharing between agencies has
improved immeasurably, it still has to catch up in
the wider community. Recently, I picked up
Strathclyde police’s newspaper, The Leader, in my
local supermarket; I thought that it was an
excellent way of putting youth crime and what is
being done about it into context in a
straightforward way that most people will
understand. The daily newspapers do not give that
same perspective and people will read and believe
what they see. There is an area of broader
information sharing that must be improved
collectively.
Dr Jackson: I was thinking specifically about
the police being included in effective information
sharing, so you might want to comment on that.
The other issue is that if the community planning
process is bringing other partners into the process
already, it could be argued that a statutory duty is
not needed to bring the partners to the table
because it is going to happen anyway. That is the
meaning of the bill; it does not intend to exclude
people.
Mairi Brackenridge: There are positive
examples of people coming together already, but if
we want to effect some change, everyone must
have the same level of responsibility for achieving
that change. It is not just about planning and
talking. It is about putting plans into action and
about people accepting responsibility for doing
that.
Dr Jackson: Was your understanding of
information sharing broader—including the police?
Mairi Brackenridge: Yes.
Paul Martin: Is not the technology that we use
to share information also an issue? Information
sharing is not just something that we use to target
people so that we can lock them away; it is also an
opportunity to attract them so that we can assist
and support them. We talk about a nice strategy
where everyone works together, but I do not see
any evidence of social work and other related
services sharing information to ensure that we
support individuals. I cannot see that happening
with the technology that is available, although I
know that there is some technology in the outer
circles.
The data protection issue comes up every time
the matter is discussed. The legislation allows
chief constables to share information, but is it the
case that local authorities use excuses all too
often and say that they cannot obtain information
because of the Data Protection Act 1998? That is
a great myth, because they can do so.
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16:30
Mairi Brackenridge: We do not have a major
problem with the police sharing information with
us. It can sometimes be a problem in cases where
there is no evidence: what does one do with the
information? However, that is a different issue. We
sometimes have difficulty with information sharing
in relation to patient confidentiality—that is a major
issue.
Theoretically, information technology systems
should support our work, but many systems need
a lot of development. Where agencies have
developed different systems, those systems are
not always compatible. Huge investment in
resources is needed to address that problem, but
by the time it has been addressed, the technology
has moved on. I have been involved in the
discussions about the integration of Scottish
criminal justice information systems and there are
problems with that. However, ways can be worked
out locally to share information and track young
people. Some of the evidence from the youth
justice audit suggests that that is possible,
although it is obvious that technology allows better
tracking of people over time, and allows
examination of outcomes.
David Cumming: I will add a comment about
what information it is important to share. As
always, the starting point is whether there is a joint
shared assessment. Work is continuing—probably
all too slowly—to try to arrive at a shared interagency assessment of the needs of children and
young people. Such an assessment can still be
discreet about a young person’s needs and the
reasons why they are involved with various
agencies. Work on that is continuing throughout
Scotland through the modernising Government
agenda, but it will take some time, for the reasons
that Mairi Brackenridge mentioned.
Information systems tend to be developed
disparately. Even at assessment level, it takes
time to develop a broad shared approach and
ownership, but we are not so far away from having
that. Although our computer systems are not
always able to speak to one another, we have
some good common denominators that can be
built on; they are the key.
Mr McFee: I want to clarify a point before we
move on. Community planning got off to a shaky
start in several areas, particularly from the local
authority perspective in relation to health
authorities. Do you think that health authorities
should, as a minimum, have a statutory duty to
participate?
Mairi Brackenridge: Yes.
David Cumming: Yes.
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Mr McFee: Everyone is aware that there are
dire staffing problems in most local authority social
work departments. Those problems result in
authorities pinching key personnel from one
another, and some local authorities have been
involved in programmes to try to engage more
people in considering social work as a career. Will
you tell us about some of the initiatives that are
taking place in local authorities? Will you also give
an indication of the number of qualified staff that
you require Scotland-wide to handle your current
case load, and the number that you would require
to handle the case load if the bill were passed as
introduced?

Scotland is a small place and does not have a
huge reservoir of expertise. In the future, the
emphasis will have to be on how we can return to
what we had when I came into social work as a
graduate trainee: we had trainee schemes and we
made attempts to develop our staff. Such things
are important, not only because they mean that we
are more likely to retain staff longer, but because
we are more likely to ensure that staff gain
adequate experience. Staff do not gain experience
only through completing two-year or three-year
academic training—such training needs to be
backed up over considerable time with supported
and supervised practice.

David Cumming: We mentioned the Audit
Scotland report, which benchmarked two dates.
One is December 2002, which is, of course,
retrospective. At that point, there was a 13 per
cent vacancy rate throughout Scotland, which
represents about 180 social workers. When Audit
Scotland updated that benchmark in the past few
weeks, the vacancy rate had risen to 14 per cent
or 14.5 per cent, which represents about 250
social workers. Even that figure is out of date,
because it too was retrospective.

That will be the remedy in the long run but,
having said that, the situation is the same as that
on which our environmental health colleagues
touched earlier, in that local authorities are not
operating only with qualified social workers—we
have moved away from that position. It is vital to
hold on to certain duties that require the training
that is provided by the diploma in social work,
which will be replaced by the new degree in social
work, but we already use other disciplines within
social work and we have a plural approach. We
work with the police, culture and leisure services
and community education—whatever they are
termed within individual authorities—and we also
work with schools. It is fine for us to work with
education, but what does that mean? It is
important that teachers also have opportunities to
work alongside other disciplines, which has
become possible through some of the moneys
from the changing children’s services fund that
have come on stream in the past 18 months.

To understand the staffing difficulties, we have
to trace the problem back quite some time—it is
not just a feature of the past few years. At the
inception of the national health service and
community care legislation, local authorities took
on a different set of responsibilities and, to be
frank, a number of staff who had previously been
involved in child care services migrated into other
areas of adult care. That is a long-standing
problem, and there is also a long-standing
problem with investment in services that are purely
for children—I exclude education from that,
because separate arrangements have obtained for
the development of certain services in education.
That is where the origin of the difficulty lies. As
Mairi Brackenridge said, there will be no magic
answer or silver bullet that will allow us to fix the
problem within a defined period. We know that no
social workers will exit training in 2006 so, taking
the normal attrition rate into account, we will not
necessarily be in a better position for some time to
come.
That has all informed local authorities’
consideration of what we ought to do. There have
been necessary initiatives within local authorities
to ensure that the loss of social workers was
stemmed. Local authorities have introduced
inducements of the golden-hello type to attract
staff. I do not disparage those—some staff have
come out of training courses with student debts
and any form of assistance that will address that is
important—but local authorities also realise that
there is in such inducements an element of
robbing Peter to pay Paul, which we should try to
avoid.
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There is quite a culture change but, as Mairi
Brackenridge said, it is sometimes important that,
rather than make a precipitate set of further
changes, we should as a strategy allow a
measured approach to finding out what investment
has been made and whether it works. Even
against
the
backcloth
of
significant
underinvestment in children’s services over the
past 11 years, we are beginning to see some
green shoots. However, it will be some time before
we see the full benefit in staffing and in delivery of
a holistic approach to services.
Mairi Brackenridge: Bruce McFee asked us to
quantify the additional staff that we might require.
However, that is difficult to do because it depends
to some extent on individuals’ assessed needs. As
research shows, we have to tailor a service to
individual needs; after all, to offer too intensive a
service might increase a person’s problems. We
have to aim the service at a person’s needs rather
than seek a one-size-fits-all solution.
Following on from David Cumming’s point, I
think that such an approach would require
additional resources for diversionary and youth-
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related activity, community education or whatever.
Additional support might also be needed to
address issues that manifest themselves in
schools. Moreover, more social work staff might
be needed for the young people who require the
most intensive involvement. As we are beginning
to learn from some of the youth justice work that
has been carried out, we need staff with protected
case loads, because they can give young people
who require intensive involvement the intense
support that is needed and will not be pulled in all
directions by the demands of their case loads.
Indeed, I think that such a lesson is translatable
into other areas.
Mr McFee: David Cumming mentioned Audit
Scotland’s latest report, which shows that
performance throughout Scotland could best be
described as patchy. I was concerned by the
failure of some social work departments to meet
statutory duties in relation to care plans,
supervision of offenders under the age of 21 and
so on. In fact, one local authority could provide no
evidence that it had put any plans in place for
supervising offenders under the age of 21, despite
the fact that that is a statutory duty. Would the
introduction of the bill’s measures as they stand,
and within the proposed time scale, adversely
affect existing social work services?
David Cumming: The weighting in the Audit
Scotland report was more in favour of processes
than disposals. In other words, there was more
about the assessment of need than there was
about the provision of assistance to young people.
In relation to the bill, the fact that some of the
additional resources will inevitably have to be put
into assessments of need raises the question
whether we will be able to deal adequately with
some long-term and very complex needs that are
currently being met. The committee must
appreciate that excellent work is still being carried
out, even against the backcloth of significant
vacancies throughout Scotland. We should not
paint a picture of gloom and doom, because that is
not the case. However, we have to recognise that
additional pressures exist and that to carry out the
work properly staff must be present at the right
part of the process. As for the suggestion that
extra staff should be provided at the front—or
assessment—end of the process, although we
have to start by assessing the work that needs to
be done, we do not want to focus predominantly
on that area, only to realise that we do not have
enough time or expertise to deal with the other,
probably more important, end.
Mairi Brackenridge: We should also remember
that the most recent Audit Scotland report is now a
year old. Things have changed in that time.
We are also concerned that the bill’s proposals
concentrate only on certain types of behaviour. As
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we have said, the reasons for young people’s
antisocial behaviour can be very complex and can
involve other issues. If we concentrate only on
certain behaviour, we could miss out other
underlying issues such as child protection, which
might be involved and which we should examine in
our work.
Paul Martin: The bill seeks to provide the
children’s hearings system with sanctions when a
local authority fails to meet its obligations to
provide to an excluded pupil services such as
supervision or education. What are your views on
that proposal? Will it create tensions between the
local authority and children’s hearings?
16:45
David Cumming: The children’s hearings
system has an expectation that decisions will be
carried out. The difficulty—which was touched on
in the Audit Scotland report—is that there has
been and is currently a significant gap before
decisions can be implemented. From work in our
authority, we recognised that it takes too long until
we are able to assign workers. In relation to our
staffing gaps there have, frankly, been times when
we have over-performed. In other words, we have
managed to deal with an area of work better than
the gap in staffing levels would usually allow. It is
important that it is understood that there is
corporate responsibility.
A number of young people also need to be
supported in their regular attendance and
education in schools. They are sometimes not the
young people who are known immediately to
children’s hearings. Some of the current
investment in joint services—where staff work
alongside teachers in schools—is very much
directed at dealing early with young people so that
they do not become disengaged, potentially
excluded, and then come in at another point in the
spectrum, at which they might require the
completion of their education away from their
homes in residential schools or ultimately—
because it is part of a spectrum—within secure
accommodation. Early intervention is important,
but it is also important that we have resources that
allow us to carry out timeously the decisions of
children’s hearings.
Paul Martin: You are not the first group of
professionals to come to the Scottish Parliament
and say that there are resource issues. Resources
will always be an issue, and we will always face
challenges. However, is the issue sometimes the
way in which resources are configured? I know
that one of the issues in relation to social work
resources is the way in which staff are apportioned
to various specialties within the service. That is
another challenge. If all the social workers want to
work with children, and they all choose their own
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specialties, the social work profession will be
faced with a challenge.
Mairi Brackenridge: Such things are never
simple to sort out. My background is as a generic
social worker in a Glasgow peripheral scheme,
where the demand was for children and families
services. We created a specialism because
children and families dominated. The introduction
of legislation in the early 1990s was positive for
community care services because the quality of
service improved considerably. The same goes for
ring-fenced funding for criminal justice, which
improved considerably the work that was done
with offenders in the community.
We now feel that the pendulum has swung, so
how do we work to ensure that the different bits of
the specialism are properly integrated? There is
no doubt that people who develop professional
expertise in particular areas of work can produce
much better quality services for people. That was
the original vision of the Kilbrandon report—social
workers should be able to turn their hands to
everything—but the profession is conscious that
we have to examine how some of that can be
better integrated.
We are holding discussions with the Scottish
Children’s Reporter Administration—which may
say more about the subject—and with children’s
panels on how we should exercise that shared
responsibility. We recognise that the lack of staff
creates a problem, but how—within the resources
that are available—do we meet the requirements
of the panel in a way that will satisfy it?
Paul Martin: I have one final question, on
comments by the Scottish Children’s Reporter
Administration. In its response to the consultation,
it raised concerns about the meaning of
supervision. It suggested that the exact meaning
of supervision should be spelled out in law. What
are your views on that?
David Cumming: Do you mean supervision by
a qualified social worker?
Paul Martin: Yes.
David Cumming: We have considered the
matter locally and nationally. The application of
supervision by a single qualified social worker is
not always necessary because valid programmes
may exist that are more comprehensive than such
supervision. The two things go hand in hand. In
some cases, the entry point into supervision must
be as soon as possible after the disposal and must
be carried out by a named worker. However, that
person is not always required to carry through the
work for a longer period.
There is evidence of effective alternative
practice. Young people appreciate work that is
undertaken with them such as group work, anger
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management and cognitive skills programmes.
One might feel that such programmes are
imposed, but I do not believe that that is the case.
Young people in secure accommodation who have
told me about the programmes in which they are
involved understand the benefit of those
programmes. The work is not always done by
qualified social workers, but by trained staff who
follow accredited programmes. Programmes must
be accredited and consistent and they must be
completed because it is worse to tackle only half a
programme than it is not to tackle it at all.
Iain Smith: I am a little slow on some of the
issues, but I think that the gist of your written and
oral evidence is that the present powers are
adequate to deliver the bill’s policy objectives and
that additional powers would not be required if
sufficient resources were available.
David Cumming: That is one of our main
points. Another key factor is that the bill will
potentially, although perhaps not actually,
introduce more young people into the criminal
justice system. It is an important principle in
Scottish life, never mind Scottish law, that young
people should not start off early in life with criminal
records.
Iain Smith: So, another concern is that the bill
might ratchet up the system and make early
intervention more difficult, even though such
intervention is probably the key to solving the
problem. You think that the balance of the bill is
wrong because it focuses too much on the top end
and not enough on initial entry and early
intervention.
David Cumming: We are in no way trying to
minimise the extent of the problem as people in
communities perceive and experience it. However,
we should get the matter in proportion and find out
how many young people are persistent offenders
and how often we do not engage with them. I
suggest that we seldom ignore those young
people. Given the number of persistent young
offenders and the available responses, the
children’s hearings system would be a preferable
and positive way to make progress. I am not sure
that addressing children’s behaviour through the
court process will achieve more. The early
evidence from youth courts shows that some of
their activity is synonymous with, or similar to,
what would take place in well-resourced children’s
hearings in which panel members, social workers
and other staff—whether teachers or other
professionals—were trained to follow through the
decisions.
Mairi Brackenridge: Given that whatever we do
is linked to activities in the community planning
and service planning processes, early and
appropriate intervention with young people is
important. There is no reason why community
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reparation could not be carried out as a condition
of supervision orders in children’s hearings or as a
condition of probation, for those who are over 16
and already involved in the adult system. In fact, in
several authorities throughout Scotland, work is
being developed in conjunction with victim
organisations and community organisations on
reparation as a diversionary activity, and work is
being done with young people who are on
supervision or on probation.
From our perspective, the danger is that creating
yet another order will confuse the picture. The
legislation says that community service, for
example, is supposed to be an alternative to
custody, but in practice it is often down-tariffed to
be used for people who are not at risk of being
placed in custody. It is not clear where yet another
order would sit, which leads to confusion. The aim
of a community reparation order could be dealt
with as a condition of a supervision or probation
order. Community reparation can be important for
the community and the young person who is
involved in difficulty, but an order is not needed to
achieve that.
Iain Smith: You say that there is no reason why
community reparation cannot be part of existing
provisions, but the public’s impression is that it
does not happen and that young people think that
they are above the law and can get away with
murder—that is a slight exaggeration—or with
activities that cause difficulty in communities and
that they should not get away with. The public do
not think that community reparation happens
under the present legislation. How do we get that
right? If you think that the present legislation is
adequate in requiring such activities, why do they
not happen? The answer cannot concern only
resources. Something must prevent children’s
hearings from imposing such conditions.
Mairi Brackenridge: One element is that our
profession has been defensive; we respond to
criticism of what we do not do as well as we could,
rather than publicise what we do well. Plenty of
schemes are making a difference to communities,
so perhaps we need to shift publicity to some of
the positive activities that take place.
Glasgow City Council has an early intervention
community reparation scheme and we have such
a scheme in South Lanarkshire Council. Several
authorities throughout the country are undertaking
such schemes, which are viewed positively by the
community organisations and victim organisations
that benefit from them. Perhaps we have not
publicised enough the benefits of such schemes.
There is room for expansion. Reparation that
involves young people can be relatively complex
and I am not sure whether it will be resolved
simply by creating another order. However, we
could consider guidance to the children’s hearings
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system and the court system on considering
reparation as a condition of an existing order.
David Mundell: Is one danger of the bill that it
will create a public expectation that things will be
different after it is passed, when they will not be?
What direct impact will the bill have on your
operations? Will your resources be stretched
further?
David Cumming: Resources are likely to be
stretched further. As we said in relation to the
comments in Audit Scotland’s report, it is
important to recognise where additional resources
will be wanted. We are not necessarily advocating
the recruitment of more social workers, because
they are not available and certainly will not be
available in the next few years. We have already
recognised that a multi-agency approach must be
taken to what are sometimes complex issues.
I will digress slightly. We have one of the largest
adult prison populations in western Europe and it
is growing. Political direction and will are required
to reduce that figure, but that is not helped by a
populist press that might exaggerate all the
criminal activity that takes place. Our approach to
criminal activity is specific to the UK and it really
stands out when one contrasts it with what takes
place in other European countries, although some
other countries also stand out.
Who populates our adult prisons, especially
local prisons? They are the same people who
have been seen at earlier stages in their lives,
which is perhaps a good reason for introducing the
bill. Some of those adults require specific
assistance—they might have a reading age of 11,
they might have missed a lot of schooling, or there
might be all sorts of family issues that have
resulted in their being poor parents or poor
citizens in later life. We suggest that some
remedies should come at the earliest stages, and
the children’s hearings system allows complex
issues to be addressed. That requires resources,
and time must be spent with an individual, but it
does not always require a social worker; it requires
someone with a dedicated approach.
We have various planning mechanisms that
bring more players into the system than ever
before; we now have a much more inclusive
approach. The ADSW believes that we already
have several parts to our repertoire and we do not
need additional ones, which will probably overcomplicate an already complex area of public
concern.
17:00
Mr McFee: The financial memorandum to the
bill identifies a need for up to 700 intensive
programmes for young people across Scotland
who are subject either to ASBOs or to electronic
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tagging. According to Scottish Parliament figures,
that would cost some £13 million during the next
two financial years. Based on your experience, do
you think that that is an accurate estimate?
David Cumming: We have looked at the figures
but we are not in a position to comment on the
specifics. It is clear that an intensity of resource
will be required to follow those programmes
through.
Mairi Brackenridge: We would like the meaning
of intensive programmes to be made more explicit.
I said earlier that it is important to ensure that the
level of intervention accords with the young
person’s needs and with the risk of their being
involved in further trouble. Research shows that if
we put everyone through an intensive programme,
we will increase the likelihood of their being
involved in trouble. We must be careful with both
assessment and the targeting of activities.
We would appreciate the opportunity to unpick
what is meant by the 700 intensive programmes
and how that figure was arrived at so that we can
say whether it is adequate or whether a different
focus is needed. The solution is not just about
programmed work; it might be as simple as
considering young people’s needs in the education
system, or the needs of young people who have
left school but are not in employment. What are
the needs of young people who have missed out
on schooling? How can they be supported into
employment through literacy and numeracy skills?
A range of activities support desistance from
antisocial behaviour and not all of them are related
to social work programmes.
Mr McFee: My final question is where you get
the chance to use your imagination. If you
possessed a magic wand—I am sure that you
sometimes wish that you did—and had additional
resources, such as qualified staff and money,
would you invest them in the provisions that are
advocated in the bill? If not, what would be your
alternatives?
David Cumming: How many minutes do I
have?
Mr McFee: I have got all day.
David Cumming: One of our maxims is early
intervention—not necessarily chronologically, at
an early stage in a child’s life, but at an effective
point in an offending career. When a young person
perceives that the consequences of his or her
actions are not picked up upon it is likely that he or
she will repeat them, so they become more
entrenched.
If there was a magic wand, I would say that
investing
in
additional
service
on
an
interdisciplinary basis, which we have been trying
to do, is important. The universality of education is
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also vital. Many of the young people with whom
we deal have been excluded from formal
education at various points in their life. We must
recognise that the experience of some young
people is chaotic and is contingent on other
circumstances. Drugs in the broader family is one
such circumstance, sometimes at a very early
stage in a person’s life. Some infants will
experience difficulties as they are growing up, to
the extent that the behaviour even of some infants
in foster care is unduly difficult. I am not talking
about the terrible twos; I am talking about undue
difficulty in the ability to care for the child
consistently, especially if there have been
disruptions within the family. We should develop
that and consider how such disruption affects a
child at 10 and at 14. Early intervention,
punctuated along those lines, has to be effective.
Earlier today, I talked to some colleagues about
effective parenting programmes. We do not have
many such programmes in the United Kingdom. A
number of forms of assistance are provided, but
not always in a structured way. Demonstration
projects have operated in the health sector. The
triple P—positive parenting programme—came
through a project called starting well, which
operates in Glasgow. That is predicated on
evidence from Queensland in Australia, where a
much more universal service is provided and
people talk openly about their parenting
programme.
It is necessary to recognise that, as parents, we
all have difficulties from time to time in knowing
how to enable our child to grow up healthily and
become an active citizen. However, certain
parents need more than occasional advice and
support; they need a more structured approach.
That is not to say that parenting orders as laid
down in the bill are the solution that I would
provide with the magic wand, but the fact that such
orders might be more universal means that they
will not stigmatise the young people concerned—
who will already have experienced a lot of stigma
in their lives. That is perhaps part of the magic
answer, which is probably some way into the
future.
We have some early opportunities to base the
strategy on what is working with pre-school
children. It would not be difficult for us to develop
those sorts of programmes in other areas. Again,
that would be done selectively, not for the whole
population. However, if such programmes were
universal, all of the population might wish to avail
themselves of it from time to time. In deprived
areas, some of the normal support provided by
extended families will not be present.
Mairi Brackenridge: If I had a magic wand, it
would be used to put in place an infrastructure of
services that allowed people access to appropriate
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services 24 hours a day, seven days a week, while
providing staff with proper conditions and not
relying on them to provide services as an add-on
to their current job but seeing that as an important
part of their job.
The other aspect would be sustainable funding.
We have seen some good projects come and go.
For example, youth services have been involved in
what could be broadly described as diversionary
activity, but the funding has run out and there is no
other source of funding. We want funding that
allows sustainable development.
I would also like there to be more investment in
research and training in Scotland so that we can
understand what works in a Scottish context. We
must train people to the level required to do the
different types of activity that need to be done—
whether that is to deliver an accredited
programme or to be a qualified social worker. It is
necessary to be able to train people so that they
are competent to carry out whatever task we ask
them to carry out.
Paul Martin: I will take David Cumming and
Mairi Brackenridge back to an earlier point. In
some communities, the issues have been blown
out of proportion. David Cumming referred to the
way in which the tabloids have dealt with them.
What is your picture of the situation? The picture
locally is that people have seen a deterioration in
their local community and can provide evidence of
that. People in Croftcroighn Road, Birnie Court,
Red Road and Sighthill have all seen a
deterioration in their community, which is not due
solely to youth disorder—a significant part of it is
down to the destruction of investment.
I have given you the specific example of
Croftcroighn Road in Ruchazie, where there has
been massive investment but which is now
experiencing a demolition phase. There are many
other examples throughout Glasgow of demolition
phases resulting from deterioration in, damage to
and vandalism of council property. What specific
example can you give me of a local community
blowing a problem out of all proportion? When
have you arrived somewhere, asked what was
wrong and found that people were concerned
simply about local youths playing on their bikes or
playing football in the street, which is not a
problem?
David Cumming: We were not suggesting that
there is no problem, but that the problem should
be put in a proper context. Let us say that the
experience that you have described in certain
parts of Glasgow is real. That is not necessarily
typical for the whole of Scotland. The overall
number of persistent offenders is relatively low.
The situation that you described may not be
representative of the whole of Scotland.
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As a profession, we are anything but complacent
about this issue. We know about it, because we
continue to be involved in dealing with it. We are
not trying to minimise the problem. We recognise
that communities need to be reassured about what
is happening. Sometimes we may be slow to
explain what is happening—either for the sake of
individual confidentiality or out of defensiveness.
We are usually asked to account for things that
are going wrong, rather than for things that are
working well.
We tend not to publicise what is working well.
There are already many successful, effective
services. The research that we lack might also
indicate that, whether or not we intervene, some
young people will outgrow antisocial behaviour as
they mature. For others, that will not be the case,
and we must have effective and structured
approaches to dealing with those young people.
We can tell early on whether a young person is
unlikely simply to grow out of difficult behaviour
and will experience a number of problems. The
issue of young people’s access to and experience
of education has been raised. If someone is not
literate or numerate, we cannot expect them to
find gainful employment.
Those are issues that the various programmes
that exist must and do address. It is not a question
of our saying, “Problem? What problem?” We
recognise that there is a serious issue, but we are
asking whether the bill is the best means of
responding to it.
Mairi Brackenridge: We have recognised that
improving a local neighbourhood is not just about
doing up the houses. That is why it is important for
everyone to be involved in community planning
processes. Improving an area is about bringing in
sustainable
employment
opportunities
and
identifying the local services that need to be
introduced to support them. For example, if drugs
are a major issue in an area, how do we introduce
services that begin to change the way in which
people behave? Some of the social inclusion
partnerships provide better examples of how we
can develop more sustainable communities than
existed under the old urban programme and other
initiatives. We have learned from those.
If Paul Martin seeks a concrete example, I can
provide one. In our area, we have a youth
diversionary programme called Streetbase, which
operates football games on a Saturday night,
when young people are most likely to go drinking.
Streetbase runs competitions to which young
people come along. They engage and drink less,
because they are too tired to drink when they go
home, and the level of antisocial behaviour in the
community drops.
Such projects do not require a huge financial
investment. Football games are a perfectly
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appropriate
activity—for
young
men,
in
particular—and they make a significant difference
to people’s ownership of the community. One of
the reasons why the project works is not only
because it is a proper activity that is targeted at
young people, but because the youth workers who
are responsible for organising the football matches
have got adults from the community to volunteer to
coach the young people in the football teams. That
has made a huge difference. There will always be
one or two young people who will continue to
cause problems and who will require different
interventions, but the project has reduced the level
of disturbance due to antisocial behaviour in a
couple of our local areas.
17:15
The Convener: That brings us to the end of our
questions for this panel. I thank Mairi Brackenridge
and David Cumming for their evidence. We have
overrun quite considerably. I am sorry if we have
held you back.
Okay. I welcome our final panel for the day.
First, I apologise sincerely for the fact that we are
running about 45 minutes behind the time that we
indicated was likely to be the start of your session.
I am sure that you appreciate that the bill is one of
the major bills of the second session of the
Scottish Parliament. The questions that members
wish to put to witnesses reflect that fact.
I welcome to the committee Tom Philliben, the
west of Scotland reporter manager for the Scottish
Children’s Reporter Administration; Alan Miller, the
principal officer for the Scottish Children’s
Reporter Administration; and Marion Pagani, the
chair of the Glasgow children’s panel and the
former chair of the children’s panels chairmen’s
group. I invite Alan Miller to make an introductory
statement on behalf of the panel.
Alan Miller (Scottish Children’s Reporter
Administration): Like the committee, we
recognise the importance of the bill. It raises many
issues that go beyond the scope of the specific
measures that are included in the bill. Children’s
reporters and panel members deal every day with
the young people who are living examples of the
effects of social injustice and multiple deprivation.
We are also aware that, in many cases, we are
dealing with young people whose behaviour is a
cause of great difficulty to their families, schools,
police and communities. We take extremely
seriously the need to deal with that behaviour and
its causes.
We believe very firmly that the children’s
hearings system can deliver the policy objectives
that are sought by the Scottish Parliament and the
Scottish Executive. We are confident that
ministers recognise that too. The system can
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deliver because it is an integrated system that
deals with problems and their causes and with
children in the family context. Because of that, it
has the scope to deliver the sort of joined-up
solutions that are needed in such cases. The
system is also flexible and efficient in terms of time
and cost.
We are focused on real change, which is difficult
to achieve, because we are dealing with families
and young people whose experience of life is one
that none of us would wish for ourselves.
However, change is what we are about.
Undoubtedly, the big challenge for the system—
the most obvious and striking challenge—which
you discussed with the previous witnesses, is
delivery of the outcomes that result from the
decisions that children’s panels and reporters
make. Issues of prevention and support also
arise—we want to avoid children and families
having to reach a children’s hearing before they
get the services that they desperately need.
We are confident that the children’s hearings
system is moving forward. For example, we are
now nine months into the pilot schemes for fasttrack children’s hearings. Those pilots clearly
demonstrate what the system can do with some of
the most persistently offending and troublesome
young people when there is real commitment to
work together to achieve improved outcomes and
when that commitment is backed up by joint
planning, intensive programmes and the resources
to deliver those programmes.
The bill is part of the overall approach to dealing
with crime and social disorder—in particular, youth
crime and social disorder—and their causes. We
welcome the focus that the bill and the
consultation have put on those issues. The way
forward—including the measures in the bill—must
be to have integrated and joined-up solutions that
engage with communities and take advantage of
the strengths and potential within them. The
solutions must focus on prevention, support and—
where it is needed—intervention.
We will be happy to answer members’ questions
on the overall strategy and the specifics of the bill.
The Convener: The Executive believes that the
consultation process was of unprecedented scale.
What do you feel about the consultation? Was it
sufficient and has the Executive responded
appropriately?
Alan Miller: The consultation process has
certainly been different from the traditional
approach of producing a paper and waiting for
people to respond. Ministers and others have
made a great effort to get out and about around
Scotland to meet people in communities. We have
met ministers and MSPs at a number of meetings.
That has certainly helped to produce a richer
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tapestry of responses and it has been a helpful
model for the future.
Paul Martin: The bill will impact on the
formulation of the antisocial behaviour strategy,
which will be the responsibility of each local
authority in partnership with the chief constable. Is
that a good idea, or should you be more involved
in formulating the strategy? Rather than being
involved as and when required, should you be fully
involved?
Alan Miller: Local authorities and the police are
the right people to drive the strategy because it
has to be central to community planning and it has
to link with many other strategies that are also
primarily the responsibility of local authorities. The
Scottish Children’s Reporter Administration is
referred to in the bill as a statutory partner in the
process. We welcome that. It may be that
children’s panels should also be specifically
referred to.
In the implementation of the strategy, it will be
crucial to join up strategies and services.
Antisocial behaviour measures are moving into the
arena of young people and families, so services
that have traditionally focused on antisocial
behaviour will have to work closely with services
that have traditionally focused on children and
families.
We must avoid getting into cartoon situations in
which, for example, the housing officer in a local
authority says, “I want to evict this family because
they are bad tenants,” and the social worker in the
same local authority says, “But what about the
kids?” We are talking about two arms of the same
local authority, which is in overall charge of
developing and meeting the interests of the
community in its area. That is a real challenge.
Some local authorities are much further ahead
than others with such joining up. However, we
certainly welcome the opportunity to be part of the
process. One of the messages that we will bring is
that there must be integrated strategies and
integrated services to deal with the issues and
with families.
Paul Martin: Will equality in the partnership be
an issue that might arise again? As you said, the
police will drive matters in partnership with the
local authority and you will be seen as another
partner, but you will not have the same status that
they have. Will that create what I have always
referred to as a database of excuses? Will it lead
to people saying that they do not have
responsibility for matters, because the police and
the local authority deal with them? Is not that the
cause of many of the difficulties and challenges
that we currently face? Would it be better for all
partners to have an equal role in driving matters
forward? Ultimately, many breakdowns in the
current system go back to the children’s panel.
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Alan Miller: I can speak only for our
organisation in saying that we will certainly be
committed to being part of the process, of
implementation of the strategy and of the solution.
The key to the matter is the need to define clearly
the outcomes that strategies will deliver and to be
clear about what each partner will bring to the
table and what they will be responsible for taking
away. There are many useful lessons from the
children’s services plans. In many cases, those
plans were wish lists of all the nice things that we
would like to do to begin with, but they did not
have any sense of priority, costs or what the
impacts would be. They are increasingly focusing
much more clearly on the priority actions that need
to happen, who will deliver them, what they will
cost and what will be produced.
Paul Martin: We discussed information sharing
with the other witnesses. We face a serious
problem in sharing information and we never seem
to get things right. The Data Protection Act 1998 is
always referred to and a number of myths exist
about what information can and cannot be shared.
How can we sort things out once and for all? Does
that act need to be revisited, although the issue in
question is not a devolved matter? The bill
includes elements of information sharing.
Alan Miller: Tom Philliben can give practical
examples of what is happening in Glasgow. In
general terms, there are measures in the bill that
are intended to give a clear signal that data
protection legislation should not stand in the way
of effective joint working. That is helpful, as the
data protection legislation is complex. In work to
challenge and change families and young people
whose behaviour is causing difficulties, we are not
simply dealing with specific one-off issues such as
the offence in question, but with many background
factors and issues relating to sensitive personal
data, not just personal data. Therefore, such a
clear statement is helpful. Perhaps a review of the
hearings system could be considered with such a
statement in mind and the statement could also be
incorporated into the Children (Scotland) Act 1995,
where it would be equally helpful. The committee
will find it useful to hear from Tom Philliben about
practical examples from Glasgow.
Paul Martin: First, could you say exactly where
the data protection legislation is complex if a chief
constable makes it clear that he is happy to share
information with you? Do you mean in relation to
medical records, for example? I appreciate that
the issue is complex, but is it the primary issue?
Alan Miller: That is a real problem. In many
cases that come before children’s hearings, the
fundamental issues are as much to do with
parents as with children. It is clear that medical
practitioners have real professional and legal
difficulties with sharing some information.
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Paul Martin: Do you accept that that is another
part of the excuse circle? Someone who does not
want to take a case forward will say, “There are
data protection issues. Let’s move on to the next
one.”
Alan Miller: I would not describe that as an
excuse, as medical practitioners have been—
Paul Martin: No, I am not talking about that
issue; I am thinking of people from other
authorities that are dealing with a case. For
example, a police officer might say, “I’m afraid the
data protection legislation prevents me from
sharing that information,” when that is not the
case.
Alan Miller: People have to some extent been
overwhelmed by the complexity of the data
protection legislation. All of us in children and
families services are on a learning curve and there
is now more confidence about how to deal with
such issues.
17:30
Tom Philliben (Scottish Children’s Reporter
Administration): It is probably worth saying that a
lot of staff in a lot of different agencies have been
concerned about the data protection legislation.
Although there is no lack of willingness on the part
of our staff or our partners’ staff to share
information, they have not felt themselves to be
fully equipped to know what can and cannot be
shared. I take your point that there is a perceived
difficulty, but you will find that SCRA staff have
adopted a robust position: we are sharing
information and learning as we go. We feel that
the important thing to do is to share information
about children and families. For example, locally
throughout west region, we produce from our
database a note of the top 10, 20 or 50 young
people who are involved in offending. That
information is given to reporters and shared with
colleagues in the local authority.
We do not have a difficulty with the police
sharing information with us. The police, as is the
nature of their business, report young people who
commit crime to us—there is an easy flow of
information between the SCRA and the police. In
fact, this morning, I received a report from one of
the divisions in Glasgow telling me about 20 young
people about whom the police have particular
concerns, which means that we can now consider
on an interagency basis how to deal with those
young people effectively. We have quite good
local arrangements and a reporter can at any time
access the information and talk directly to
colleagues in social work or other agencies about
it. Difficulties sometimes arise with agencies that
are not entirely au fait with child protection and
youth offending issues; those agencies can
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become hesitant about sharing information, but we
are not reticent about addressing that problem
locally.
On a practical level, our referral administration
database system also flags up when a young
person hits the persistent offender category, which
means that we are immediately alerted to a
particular difficulty. That again allows a discussion
with the local authority on how it deals with such
young people. On a national level, we now have a
data protection officer to deal with the perceived
difficulties with data protection. The officer gives
guidance and support to our staff, which helps to
settle the nerves about data protection.
Iain Smith: The Scottish Children’s Reporter
Administration’s written submission indicates that
virtually all the new measures that the Scottish
Executive proposes in the bill to deal with
antisocial behaviour by children and young people
“can be achieved through the Children’s Hearings
System—as long as service delivery is improved so that
existing powers can be used more creatively and fully.”

What are the barriers to that happening? Why are
existing powers not being used creatively and
fully, so that communities still think that there is a
problem that the present system is not
addressing?
Alan Miller: The first and most obvious barrier is
the well-known difficulty of staffing in local
authority services, particularly social work
services. That is as much about people as about
money. Behind that are some other linked
difficulties. The previous witnesses spoke about
the sense of purpose and direction in care in the
community services and in criminal justice social
work services when national standards and
objectives were introduced. Children and families
services have lacked that sense of purpose and
focus on outcomes; there is no doubt that they
have fallen behind in that respect.
One issue is that staff who are struggling with
increasing case loads are not able to get clarity
about what they are trying to do; sometimes, what
they are trying to do seems impossible. That has
undoubtedly been a factor in the downward spiral
that has taken place in children and families
services.
Another factor is that, only five or so years ago,
there was perhaps too much smug complacency
among politicians, the public and professionals
about the work of the children’s hearings system
and the services that are engaged with it. There is
no doubt that there has been a steep learning
curve for us all over the past few years, especially
in dealing with youth offending.
We are far better placed now than we were four
or five years ago to address needs and deeds—to
address behaviour and the underlying causes of
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that behaviour. In every part of the country there
are good examples of projects and programmes—
in the local authority sector and in the voluntary
sector—that are applying evidence-based practice
and making a difference in the lives of young
people. There has been a huge and very fast
learning curve, which still continues today.
Iain Smith: Part of the issue is that the hearings
system is reliant on the services that are available
for the disposals that it can give. Is the system too
reliant on social work services? Does it give
sufficient access to other agencies that provide
services for disposals that may be appropriate in
particular cases?
Marion Pagani (Glasgow Children’s Panel): I
can answer for Glasgow’s children’s panel; Tom
Philliben and Alan Miller will provide the national
perspective. In Glasgow, we would hope for better
joined-up and interagency working. As I said in my
submission, we feel strongly that certain children
who have had a decision made about them at a
hearing need to be dealt with not just by the social
work department. If the problem has been solely
school based, the education department may need
to deal with it. Community workers can also have
a role to play in supervising children. Given the
crisis that we face in Glasgow, we must be able to
look to that. The Executive may also have a role to
play in looking at the responsibilities of local
authorities. I know that local authority
accountability is one of the issues that the bill
covers and I believe that local authorities need to
examine how they service the decisions of
children’s hearings.
Alan Miller: Let me reinforce that. A small but
significant legal change took place when the
Children (Scotland) Act 1995 came into force in
1997. Prior to that, when a child was placed under
supervision by a children’s hearing, it was the duty
of the director of social work to implement that
order. The 1995 act made it clear that it is the duty
of the local authority corporately to implement
such orders. However, there are still question
marks in many people’s minds—and, indeed, in
the minds of some local authorities—about what
that means. It seems to me that some of the
measures in the bill help to clarify that by making it
explicit that the duty extends to the full reach of
local authority services and of services that are
provided by partner agencies.
Iain Smith: Finally, one issue that the Audit
Scotland report highlighted is that too much time is
spent on the process and not enough time is spent
on the disposals. Are you concerned that some of
the measures in the bill will result in more process
and even less time for disposals? Are you
concerned that the bill will not address the issue of
the lack of resources for disposals?
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Alan Miller: It is up to all the agencies that will
be involved in the implementation of the measures
to ensure that the focus is kept on outcomes and
real work and that we do not get tangled up in
processes. Processes should not be used as a
substitute for real work. In the hearings system,
we are clear that children and families should not
come to a children’s hearing to get a ticking off or
something of that sort. They come to a children’s
hearing when there is a need to consider providing
a legal underpinning to the work that is to be done
with them.
Mr McFee: The bill would provide the children’s
hearings system with sanctions when a local
authority failed to meet its obligation to provide
services in relation to the supervision of excluded
pupils. The committee has received a number of
communications about that. Do you think that the
provision could be problematic? Might it alter the
relationship between the hearings system and
local authorities? If so, how might that be
resolved?
Marion Pagani: I hope that, rather than alter or
damage the relationship, the provision would gee
up local authorities to do more to prevent a
situation arising in which a children’s panel had to
ask the reporter to call the local authority to
account. As I said, all the key agencies within the
local authority must co-operate. There is a role for
local authorities to play in ensuring that those
agencies—and their partner agencies from the
independent sector—are accountable for their
work. That might not have been the case in the
past. Mairi Brackenridge said earlier that we
should consider what works, but sometimes
projects that have worked well have not been
carried forward. Equally, projects have not always
been held accountable when they have not
worked well. I hope that the provision would,
rather than have a damaging effect, bring
agencies together to work collaboratively.
Mr McFee: So you believe that there is a need
for the sanction, but you hope that it would not
have to be used. You think that the existence of a
sanction would gee up local authorities—I think
that that was the expression that you used.
Marion Pagani: At the moment there is a need
for such a sanction, because panels’ decisions are
not implemented, as a result of the factors that the
witnesses from the ADSW spoke about. We have
to be aware that a decision that is made about a
child who has been referred to a hearing must be
implemented and the work must be done at that
point in the child’s life.
Mr McFee: I think that that was a fair answer.
You probably heard us ask the previous group of
witnesses whether supervision should be defined
in law. I wonder whether your view is the same as
theirs. Is it possible to define supervision and, if
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so, would it help local authorities to undertake their
duties if the definition were set out in law?
Alan Miller: In our response to the consultation
paper, we suggested a multistrand strategy for
considering that problem. We welcome the fact
that some of the elements of that strategy are now
reflected in the bill.
As a starting point, we should be clearer about
the better outcomes for children, families and
communities that we want the children’s hearings
system and other services that work around it to
produce. That would give us all a clear bottom
line, which might be the reduction of offending, the
reduction of risk to children or the promotion of
social inclusion and life opportunities—probably all
those outcomes are needed for a balanced score
card. We need to be able to say, “This is what we
are all aiming to produce.” On the back of that, we
need clear standards for the delivery of basic
services. The youth justice standards, which were
published in January and are now being
implemented through the fast-track hearings,
represent the beginnings of a good model for that.
We called for a clarification of the meaning of
supervision. As I think we said earlier, the bill
helpfully goes some way towards that by making it
clear that supervision is a corporate responsibility
that runs across the whole local authority. It is also
important to keep the children’s hearings system
in the frame about any non-delivery issues. The
bill seems to achieve that. Pieces are falling into
place. Ultimately, the bill seeks to establish a
performance culture throughout not just the
hearings system, but all the services that work
with children and families. It should also highlight
the fact that our job is to deliver improved and
changed life circumstances for children, young
people, their families and the communities in
which they live.
17:45
Mr McFee: In summary, do you think that the
strict legal definition of supervision that was first
envisaged would be a blunt instrument and that
instead we should focus on outcomes and
outputs?
Alan Miller: Instead of providing some
mechanical description of the number of visits or
contacts that are to be made, any definition of
supervision needs to focus on outcomes. Some
children who are subject to supervision need 24/7
contact and supervision and in some areas of the
country they are receiving that. On the other hand,
some children who are subject to supervision do
not need that level of supervision and may need
only one or two specialist resources. However,
although needs are different in each case, the key
requirements are to assess the risks and problems
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for the child and family, to have a plan to meet
those risks and problems, and to deliver that plan.
If those ingredients were included in the definition
of supervision, we would be much further down
the road.
Marion Pagani: In considering the definition of
supervision, we cannot forget the appropriateness
of the service to the child’s needs. Indeed, we
should not be too prescriptive in our definition of
supervision; the child’s needs and the
appropriateness of the service that the child is
about to receive must always be taken into
account.
The Convener: Our final question concerns the
bill’s proposal to introduce community reparation
orders and to allow local authorities to appoint
officers to supervise individuals who are subject to
such orders. What are your views on those
issues?
Alan Miller: In relation to children in particular?
The Convener: Yes.
Alan Miller: To put that in context, I should point
out that, although about 14,000 children and
young people are reported to us every year
because of offending, fewer than 100 children and
young people each year are convicted for offences
in the criminal justice system. As a result, the
majority of children who offend are dealt with in
the children’s hearings system. It might be useful
to consider the proposal as part of a range of
possible measures for those who go through the
criminal justice process. However, the question
whether it requires a separate sentencing outcome
is probably beyond our expertise.
As far as the children’s hearings system is
concerned, it is increasingly apparent that such
measures can be built into the package of
supervision where required. A supervision
requirement can contain such conditions as the
children’s hearing deems appropriate for the
treatment, guidance, protection or control of that
child. To a great extent, such conditions are
limited more by resources or imagination than by
the law. It is possible to build in elements of
reparation or other programmes as long as they
clearly contribute to treatment, protection,
guidance or control of a child.
Tom Philliben: There is some frustration in the
system, partly because children and families
services were somewhat slow in picking up
lessons that had clearly been learned in other
parts of social work, such as those that deal with
the adult criminal justice system. We have known
for quite a long time what sort of intervention is
effective in reducing offending, but it has taken
longer than we would have liked for that expertise
and style of supervision to filter into the children’s
hearings system.
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We are now well past that day. The work that is
currently done with young people and supervision
is very different from the work that would have
been done even a few years ago. For example, on
community mediation and reparation, the
restorative justice project in Glasgow is a good
example of a wide interagency interest, which
includes not only the reporter and people from
social work and education—the usual suspects—
but private firms, such as FirstBus, and the fire
brigade. All of those are involved in the delivery of
a service to improve the situation in communities.
That project includes the potential for a community
task to be undertaken, for mediation and for
reparation to be made to individual victims of
crime. There has been a big change over the past
few years in the service that is delivered.
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The Convener: That brings us to the end of
questions. Thank you all for your evidence, which
has been valuable. Once again, I apologise for
keeping you here until this late hour.

Initially, the restorative justice element of the
project in Glasgow was available in relation to
young people who had committed only one or two
offences—at the light end of offending, if you
like—before they progressed to more serious
involvement. However, we are now looking at
making that service available to children through
the hearings system. For young people who are
on supervision and who begin to offend, we hope
to use the same reparation and mediation service,
so that those who are further up the tariff are likely
to benefit from the service.
David Mundell: I have a short question for
Marion Pagani. Members of Dumfries and
Galloway children’s panel recently told me that
they were very much opposed to the bill, because
they felt that it would not practically assist their
work. I am not clear whether you are expressing
the same view.
Marion Pagani: Are you talking about the whole
bill?
David Mundell: Yes.
Marion Pagani: We welcome the bill for
communities’ sake. Work has to be done to reduce
antisocial behaviour across the board, not only
with young people, but with adults. The bill can
work. As has already been said today, children’s
panel members are making decisions about
children and work within the hearings system is
on-going and being carried forward. However, if
the bill assists panels by pushing local authorities
to do work, that will be welcome. The situation is
fragmented nationally. In Glasgow, I have
problems that may not arise in Dumfries and
Galloway. I would not say that the hearings
system can work with none of the bill’s proposals;
we can work with some of the proposals, but we
do not agree with a lot of them.
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WRITTEN SUBMISSION FROM THE SCOTTISH CHILDREN’S REPORTER
ADMINISTRATION TO THE FINANCE COMMITTEE, 9 DECEMBER 2003
The Scottish Children’s Reporter Administration (SCRA) welcomes the
opportunity to give evidence to the Finance Committee as part of its
consideration of the Anti-Social Behaviour Etc (Scotland) Bill. We will give
more detailed evidence in due course to the Communities Committee which is
the lead Committee on this Bill.
We will also engage with the Scottish Executive in its forthcoming review of
the Children’s Hearing System, taking account of the proposals in the ASB Bill
and the wider issues affecting the Children’s Hearing System. We believe a
major objective of this review should be to strengthen the position and
authority of the Hearings themselves – service difficulties are the key
challenge facing the Hearings System and require a committed and sustained
approach.
The key points in our response to the Scottish Executive’s consultation
“Putting Our Communities First: a strategy for tackling anti-social behaviour”
were:
 The Children’s Hearings System remains the best means of addressing
the anti-social behaviour of children and young people because it is
integrated, wide-ranging, flexible and community based.
 The Children’s Hearings System, as a community based system, already
has the remit and many of the powers to address anti-social behaviour by
children and young people, and poor parenting.
 Virtually all new measures that the Scottish Executive is seeking to
address anti-social behaviour by children and young people can be achieved
through the Children’s Hearings System - as long as service delivery is
improved so that existing powers can be used more creatively and fully.
We would make the following initial comments to the Finance Committee
relating to the financial aspects of the Bill.
We accept that the levels of uptake set out in the Financial Memorandum
are inevitably guesstimates at this stage.



We are looking at available evidence to support SCRA's assessment of
likely uptake and would propose to update Committee members on this in a
further short written statement on the 9th.


We are currently making an assessment of the workload impact of the new
measures on reporters and support staff and again will update Members on
the 9th.
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FINANCE COMMITTEE
EXTRACT FROM THE MINUTES
17th Meeting, 2003 (Session 2)
Tuesday 9th December, 2003
Present:
Ms Wendy Alexander
Fergus Ewing (Deputy Convener)
Des McNulty (Convener)
Jeremy Purvis

Mr Ted Brocklebank
Kate Maclean
Dr Elaine Murray
John Swinburne

Apologies: Jim Mather.
Antisocial Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill: The Committee took evidence on the
Bill's Financial Memorandum from—
Stephen Fitzpatrick, Community Resourcing Team Leader and Margarita
Morrison, Corporate Adviser, and Ron Lancashire, Adviser on Criminal
Justice and Social Work, COSLA
Ed Morrison, Director of Finance and Jackie Robeson, Head of Practice,
Scottish Children's Reporter Administration
The Committee requested that COSLA submit written evidence and agreed to write
to both COSLA and the Scottish Children's Reporter Administration setting out
specific areas for comment. The Committee agreed that a response would be
required in advance of taking evidence from Scottish Executive officials in January.
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Antisocial Behaviour etc
(Scotland) Bill: Financial
Memorandum
10:05
The Convener: Agenda item 1 is on the
Antisocial Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill, which
Margaret Curran introduced on 29 October. To
assist our consideration of the financial
memorandum that was published to accompany
the bill, we have with us this morning
representatives from the Convention of Scottish
Local Authorities: Stephen Fitzpatrick, community
resourcing team leader; Margarita Morrison,
corporate adviser; and Ron Lancashire, an adviser
on criminal justice and social work issues. From
the Scottish Children’s Reporter Administration,
we have Ed Morrison, director of finance, and
Jackie Robeson, head of practice. I welcome you
all to the committee.
Members have before them a briefing paper that
has been prepared by the Scottish Parliament
information centre; copies of the bill, the policy
memorandum and the explanatory notes; and a
submission from the Scottish Children’s Reporter
Administration. I invite COSLA to make the first
opening statement.
Stephen Fitzpatrick (Convention of Scottish
Local Authorities): I thank the convener for
inviting COSLA to provide evidence on the
financial aspects of the Antisocial Behaviour etc
(Scotland) Bill. I apologise for our failure to submit
written evidence before today’s meeting, but it
proved impossible to do that within the time scale.
We would be happy to submit written evidence as
a follow-up to today’s meeting, if the committee
considers that to be helpful.
I know that members will be keen to ask
questions about the specifics of the bill’s financial
memorandum, but I would like to take the
opportunity at the outset to restate some of the
key principles that govern COSLA’s approach to
all issues of local government finance, with which I
am sure most committee members are already
more than familiar. The principles are as
applicable to antisocial behaviour as to any other
policy area that relates to local government. Our
approach is underpinned by the basic requirement
to ensure that any new legislative burdens or
duties on local authorities are adequately
resourced.
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The first key principle for COSLA relates to the
need for a clear understanding of and
transparency in local government resources.
When new resource announcements are made, it
is often difficult to determine whether the funding
is genuinely new or simply a clarification or
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confirmation of resources that the Executive has
previously announced. The resultant uncertainty
and confusion emphasises the necessity for
transparency and for resources to be reconciled.

local authority area to another, so councils should
have flexibility to identify the policy responses that
are most appropriate for combating the problems
in their areas.

Some people in local government are unclear
about whether the £65 million that is referred to in
the financial memorandum to the Antisocial
Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill includes the moneys
announced earlier this year for community
wardens and other community-based antisocial
behaviour initiatives or whether the resources are
additional to those funds. There is a lack of
transparency.

My final point is that we are not here to suggest
alternative figures to those that are presented in
the financial memorandum. We can only set out
our thoughts on the cost assumptions that the
financial memorandum contains and the long-term
financial implications of the bill.

A second key principle is that resources must be
able to provide sustainable services in the short
term and in the long term. Although the allocation
of £65 million over the next two years is welcome,
we cannot at this stage confirm whether it will be
sufficient to cover the additional costs associated
with the implementation of the bill and of the wider
antisocial behaviour strategy that surrounds it. We
make it clear that the cost of implementation will
be established over the period as the impact of the
new duties and services that are introduced as
part of the antisocial behaviour strategy becomes
clear. That is an important point.
COSLA’s preference is always to have all
available resources identified from the outset
rather than announced in instalments. However,
from the starting point of relative uncertainty in
relation to the bill, it would be helpful if in the short
term a commitment were given to consider
additional resource requirements as they arise
over the next two years, as the bill takes effect.
In the longer term, the provisions of the bill and
the implementation of antisocial behaviour
strategies will have financial implications beyond
the two-year period for which the £65 million has
been allocated. It is therefore vital from COSLA’s
point of view that a continuing and flexible longterm funding mechanism is established that will
support strategic implementation on an on-going
basis. In that regard, COSLA is working in
partnership with our colleagues in the Executive
on the latest spending review. We hope to use that
process to determine the level of resources that
are required to deliver an effective antisocial
behaviour strategy in the long term.
The third principle is that local authorities must
be trusted to deliver according to local needs. That
is a key starting point for COSLA. As well as
ensuring that overall resources are adequate, local
authorities require flexibility and must be trusted to
deliver on agreed priorities—it is clear that COSLA
and the Executive have agreed that tackling
antisocial behaviour is a priority. That is why
COSLA is opposed, wherever possible, to the ring
fencing of moneys. The measures required to
address antisocial behaviour can vary from one

That is our opening statement. We are happy
either to go into some of our concerns about
specific areas of the financial memorandum or to
take questions from the committee. That is entirely
for the committee.
The Convener: It would be helpful to get an
opening statement from the Scottish Children’s
Reporter Administration, too, so that we can fire
questions at both sets of witnesses. I invite Ed
Morrison or Jackie Robeson to make an opening
statement, if they wish to do so.
Ed Morrison (Scottish Children’s Reporter
Administration): I will be brief, as we set out our
key points in the written evidence that we
submitted last week.
It is probably fair to recognise that the figures in
the financial memorandum are inevitably
guesstimates at this stage. Although we were not
fully consulted on the details, we were advised of
the figures before coming to the Finance
Committee. We understand the basis for the
calculations, which are based on relatively low
uptake in early years during the pilot phases. The
investment of the £65 million to which COSLA
referred will have an impact in improved outcomes
over coming years.
We are continuing to work on some detailed
figures for the SCRA. Like COSLA, we would be
happy to submit further written evidence if that
would help the committee. We feel that there may
be a gap in some of the one-off set-up costs
during the early years. Perhaps we could explore
that during the discussion.
Kate Maclean (Dundee West) (Lab): I know
that Stephen Fitzpatrick said that he is not here to
provide alternative figures—obviously, I would not
expect him to do that—but many of the costs that
are outlined in the financial memorandum are for
local authorities. From previous experience as a
local authority leader, I know that many
discrepancies can arise between the budgeted
costs and the actual costs. If the bill is to work, it is
important that every part of it is adequately
resourced. The financial memorandum gives
estimates for the costs of the provisions and says
that some of them will involve no additional costs.
Is it likely that the cost of introducing the bill will be
within those estimates or will it cost local
authorities a lot more?
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I know that Stephen Fitzpatrick said that he
cannot give alternative figures. He gave a general
statement about what COSLA would like to see in
respect of finances. However, it is important that,
before the committee reports on the financial
memorandum, we are sure that the figures that we
have in front of us are broadly accurate.
Stephen Fitzpatrick: We were planning to go
into some of the details of aspects of the figures
that we have concerns about. Like the SCRA and
others who are considering the bill, we find it
difficult to predict at this point what the impacts of
the bill will be. We have been quite honest with the
committee about that. Given the predictive
situation that we are in, some of our concerns are
perhaps not based on the empirical evidence that
we would like to have at our disposal, but we are
certainly happy to come back to the committee on
those elements of the bill about which we have
concerns over the proposed costs.
We have concerns about some of the major
expenditure areas that are identified in the
financial memorandum. Those include the noise
provision allocations and the intensive support
programmes, which are the biggest single element
in the financial memorandum. We are happy to
explore some of those issues with the committee if
members want us to do that.
Kate Maclean: Can you do that now or will you
come back to us in writing at a later stage?
Stephen Fitzpatrick: We will perhaps come
back on that in writing, but we are happy to go into
it just now. Perhaps Ron Lancashire can say
something about the parenting orders and the
intensive support programmes.
10:15
Ron Lancashire (Convention of Scottish
Local Authorities): Good morning. Some of what
I say reflects the point of view of the Association of
Directors of Social Work. Although the financial
memorandum sets out allocations for intensive
support programmes, there is also the Executive’s
associated expectation that those will be linked to
antisocial behaviour orders and supervision orders
and perhaps to parenting orders and electronic
monitoring of young people. I will use the
projections of my council as an example. The City
of Edinburgh Council expects something like 60 or
70 cases to accrue in a full year as a consequence
of the bill. However, please do not take that as
empirically researched.
For the costs of the bill, we need to think about
who will implement it. For example, who will carry
out the supervision? It will be done by social
workers. Irrespective of whether those social
workers are part of a social work department, the
bill will require qualified social workers to
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supervise the orders—the assumption is that
social workers will be the lead persons in doing
that. We should also bear in mind the other
programmes from the independent sector that are
in place across Scotland. Of the £4 million
allocation for 2004-05, something like £400,000
might accrue to the City of Edinburgh Council. We
do not think that that would wash the face of the
matter. The committee could legitimately ask how
much we think would be required, but it is difficult
to be exact on that. What I can say is that we want
to engage with the proposals.
Just as important is the fact that there is a major
issue at the moment with recruitment and retention
of social work staff in Scotland. I am sure that
members are aware of the steps that have been
taken to fast-track opportunities so that we can
have the requisite number of qualified staff, but
that is only to meet existing demands on social
work services. There is a concern not that we will
not engage with the legislation, but that we will not
be able to engage in delivering the expectations
that the legislation lays on social work services,
among others.
Kate Maclean: Before the committee has to
agree a stage 1 report, it would be useful to have
a bit more detail in writing about where COSLA
feels the financial memorandum is out and by how
much. Obviously, you need not give exact figures,
but it would be useful for the committee to have
something before we agree to our report on the
bill. I think that we have time for that.
Stephen Fitzpatrick: We could turn that round
very quickly, but we did not have much notice for
doing it before today.
Kate Maclean: That would be really helpful.
The Convener: I do not want to direct this
question at Stephen Fitzpatrick personally, but we
are told that the bill has significant financial
implications for local authorities, yet we do not
have a written submission from COSLA. Both
Stephen Fitzpatrick and Ron Lancashire have
indicated that they do not have much of an
assessment of what the financial implications of
the bill will be. Given the extensive consultation on
the bill and given its detailed provisions, frankly,
what is COSLA doing?
Local authorities must surely recognise that the
bill is coming over the horizon relatively quickly. It
is a flagship bill for the Executive. Surely you must
have done some serious strategic work on the
bill’s financial implications for larger authorities
such as Edinburgh and Glasgow and for smaller
authorities. Simply to say, as Ron Lancashire did,
that social work is barely coping as things stand is
not the kind of strategic assessment that helps the
committee. To be honest, I find it surprising that
we do not have a written submission. The lack of
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one does not help the Finance Committee to do
our work but, more worrying, it suggests that
COSLA has not done its work on what the bill will
mean for local authorities.

legislation to be unworkable. The bill proposes to
extend the application of ASBOs, but we have no
assessment of the legislation that has been on the
statute book for five years.

Stephen Fitzpatrick: I accept some of what you
say. Our difficulty in projecting what the costs
might be is that, at this point in time, we are not
certain what the new measures will result in. Much
of the financial memorandum makes assumptions
about the new demands that will arise from the bill,
the new duties on councils and the new powers to
provide services. We are in the same situation as
civil servants are. I am sure that, when civil
servants give evidence to the committee, they will
say that they have had to make several best
guesses about the implications of some of the
bill’s social work and housing provisions. We have
heard a similar message from a number of our
colleagues in local authorities. The question that
applies to much of the bill is: how long is a piece of
string? We will not know the bill’s effects until it is
enacted, so it is difficult to make predictions.

The bill is precise about the extension of
ASBOs, which, as I said, have been on the statute
book for a few years. Local authorities feel that
ASBOs do not work, so surely COSLA now has a
golden opportunity to say what number of ASBOs
have been obtained, why the number is so few
and how local authorities intend to increase that
number, because the bill extends the use of
ASBOs to more people.

Ms Wendy Alexander (Paisley North) (Lab):
Ron Lancashire said that the bill might generate
an additional 60 cases. What measure might result
in those additional cases? Would they arise from
antisocial behaviour orders or from community
reparation orders?
Ron Lancashire: The assumption was that 60
or 70 additional young people would require to be
supervised compulsorily through the children’s
hearings system. Our interpretation of the
philosophy behind the bill is that antisocial
behaviour orders would not be applied in isolation
from supervision orders, for example.
Ms Alexander: That point is material. It does
not help the committee to consider only one small
part of the bill when we are trying to predict the
number of cases in Edinburgh that would be
affected by what, on the most superficial look, I
have counted to be at least six additional
measures that the bill will introduce. We have
ASBOs at the moment and local authorities
constantly complain that they do not have the
resources to implement them. Do you know how
many ASBOs are operational in Edinburgh or
Scotland?
Ron Lancashire: I am not sure.
Stephen Fitzpatrick: The Chartered Institute of
Housing in Scotland produced a report recently on
the use of ASBOs.
Ms Alexander: Do you have any idea of the
number of ASBOs?
Stephen Fitzpatrick: I am not sure, but the
figure is in my papers somewhere.
Ms Alexander: My view is that the number is
very small because local authorities believe the

Interim ASBOs are a more recent measure. How
many additional cases are interim ASBOs likely to
generate and what costs are associated with the
existing limited regime? The bill also introduces
parenting orders and community reparation
orders. It deals with the noise nuisance service
and creates the possibility of extending the fixedpenalty regime. That is a precise list of proposals,
which has altered little since it has been under
discussion. It would not be particularly difficult to
cost the implementation of those proposals, which
would involve estimating the uptake of the
measures.
We are perplexed because the lead
organisations for at least some of those measures
will be local authorities, which often decide
whether to pursue ASBOs and interim ASBOs. It is
self-evident that local authorities have chosen not
to pursue those options in the recent past. Having
put that power into local authorities’ hands, we
need to understand why they do not use it. The
anecdotal evidence is that the reason is financial.
We would explore that issue if we had information
about it.
Margarita Morrison (Convention of Scottish
Local Authorities): Local authorities could have
provided ballpark figures early about the costs of
each measure, but, in the past, we have been
guilty of just taking figures from thin air. We were
keen to bring all local authorities together to have
a baseline figure.
Much of the antisocial behaviour order work has
been based in housing services. We need to move
away from that situation, but that will have
resource implications. We want to take a broad
view of the impact of delivering the new measures
on each local authority service affected. As
members know, those services can range from
social work and housing to community safety.
Some of the measures will also have an impact on
youth services generally.
Some local authorities work from different
baselines. The infrastructure is extremely good in
some local authorities, such as the City of
Edinburgh Council, and some local authorities are
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working towards improving their baselines. Local
authorities come from different backgrounds.

The Convener: I think that that is a rhetorical
question.

We wanted to ensure that we provided to the
committee not ballpark figures, but figures that
were based on evidence and that showed that
best value was being achieved and that services
were integrated. That has taken time to produce
and we are not yet in a position to give accurate
costs. We have had information from local
authorities, which we will gather and submit as
soon as possible to give the committee a good
starting point, but work still has to be done. From
our discussions with civil servants, we are
conscious that they, too, are having difficulty in
bringing everything together.

Dr Elaine Murray (Dumfries) (Lab): The
financial memorandum contains a large range of
figures. It is unclear where all the figures came
from, but I assume that local authorities were
consulted in some way, as the Executive makes
statements about the numbers of different types of
cases.

Ms Alexander: I say with respect that there is
nothing new about ASBOs, which should have
nothing to do with ballpark figures. We want to
know the cost of supporting the current regime.
The anecdotal evidence is that local authorities
simply refuse to use the orders to tackle antisocial
behaviour because the costs that are associated
with pursuing cases involving ASBOs are too high.
Since they were put on the statute book, have
ASBOs not been used? Do local authorities say
that they are too costly? If they are too costly, you
now have a chance to produce evidence about
that and suggest how enforcement costs might be
reduced so that the disposal is used for its
intended purpose. Local authorities, not individual
tenants, pursue ASBOs, so the entirety of
Scotland is at the mercy of whether housing
departments are prepared to use the legislation
that is available to them. This meeting was an
opportunity to consider the evidence—the hard
facts and figures—about how the measure has
been used in the past couple of years.
Margarita Morrison: I was involved in
discussion about the issue no later than yesterday.
The cost of an ASBO ranges from about £5,000 to
£20,000. It has been difficult for local authorities to
gather evidence on what will happen in the private
sector. ASBOs are now available to new people,
who are—rightly—asking for local authorities’ help.
The evidence-gathering process is long and, with
the court process added, the cost has ranged from
£5,000 to £20,000. Some local authorities have
quoted higher figures than that.
Mr Ted Brocklebank (Mid Scotland and Fife)
(Con): I do not wish to be provocative, but I
wonder whether we are wasting our time. By their
own admission, the witnesses do not have at their
disposal the facts and figures that they would like
to present to us. They seem to be saying that they
would like a blank cheque to be produced from
midair so that local authorities could spend money
in the way that they chose, but they have nothing
to back that up and they say that it is too early for
local authorities to provide a costing. Are we
wasting one another’s time?
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The financial memorandum says:
“the average cost of an ASBO was just over £2,000, but
costs varied between £500 and £6,500”.

Those figures are different from the ones that
Margarita
Morrison
just
provided.
What
consultation took place between the Executive and
local authorities to obtain those figures? The
financial memorandum refers to mapping
exercises and evidence from local authorities. I
wonder how much consultation was undertaken if
local authorities feel that they have no way of
providing such figures at the moment.
Stephen Fitzpatrick: Informal consultation
might have taken place with individuals in local
authorities, but the Executive did not consult
COSLA formally in producing the financial
memorandum.
Dr Murray: Such consultation should have
taken place.
Stephen Fitzpatrick: When civil servants give
evidence to the committee—I understand that that
will happen after Christmas—they will be able to
account for their figures. I know from discussions
with civil servants after the financial memorandum
was published that those figures are generally
based on available evidence. However, much of
the evidence to support some figures is fairly
patchy, because the existing evidence has gaps,
not only on provisions that will affect local
authorities, but on all the bill’s provisions. To
answer your question, there has not been any—
Dr Murray: There has been no formal
consultation with COSLA—maybe with individual
authorities, but not with you.
Stephen Fitzpatrick: That is correct.
Dr Murray: Was the SCRA formally consulted
on the financial memorandum?
10:30
Ed Morrison: Not on detailed costings, as I said
at the outset. We were advised of the figures,
which, in relation to the provisions affecting the
SCRA, look reasonable in terms of the suggested
level of uptake of the new measures in the bill.
However, that is a small part of the overall bill
costings.
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Kate Maclean: That is not good enough. The
Executive should be consulting COSLA. If there
are huge financial implications for local authorities,
COSLA should obviously be consulted. There will
clearly also be financial implications for the SCRA,
so the Executive should have consulted that
organisation, too. We end up with figures in the
financial memorandum, but we do not know where
they come from. The people and organisations
that the bill will affect the most cannot tell us
where those figures came from or what the real
figures might be.
It is difficult for us to agree to the financial
memorandum unless we have a little more clarity.
I could not agree to a stage 1 report until we at
least had something in writing from COSLA—we
already have a written submission from the
SCRA—with some estimate of whether the figures
in the financial memorandum are even anywhere
near accurate. We could agree those figures and
they could be a million miles out.
The Convener: COSLA either has to provide us
with corroboration of the Executive’s figures or
point out discrepancies between its figures and the
Executive’s figures. We have not heard from the
Executive yet, but it is disappointing that COSLA is
not in a position to provide us with detailed
information at this point.
John Swinburne (Central Scotland) (SSCUP):
I find that what the witnesses are saying is strange
because we are introducing new legislation to
cover antisocial behaviour and we are obviously
trying to cure the problem. I am inclined to agree
with Ted Brocklebank, who stated that the
answers that we are getting are not adequate. If
we cure the problem, the costs to the witnesses’
organisations will drop dramatically—they will not
rise. If we do not cure the problem, the bill will be a
waste of time.
Stephen Fitzpatrick: Is that another rhetorical
point?
Fergus Ewing (Inverness East, Nairn and
Lochaber) (SNP): I am a bit puzzled, because the
Executive’s policy memorandum refers specifically
to strong arguments by COSLA. If you are saying
that you have not been consulted, why does the
Executive refer to strong arguments from COSLA
in paragraph 198 of its memorandum?
Stephen Fitzpatrick: We have not been
consulted
specifically
on
the
financial
memorandum and on the assumptions and
calculations upon which it was based. Subsequent
to the memorandum’s publication, we have had a
discussion with the civil servants, but we were not
consulted during the process of points’ being
pulled together. The policy memorandum refers to
our response to the consultation paper, “Putting
our communities first: A Strategy for tackling Antisocial Behaviour”.
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Fergus Ewing: Am I right in thinking that
Margarita Morrison’s estimate of the cost of an
ASBO was that it varies between £5,000 and
£20,000?
Margarita Morrison: In discussions yesterday
on the court process for antisocial behaviour
orders, the officers quoted costs ranging from
£5,000 to £20,000.
Fergus Ewing: Whose figures are those?
Margarita Morrison: They are from a meeting
with the Chartered Institute of Housing in Scotland
to discuss housing tribunals. Antisocial behaviour
orders were obviously discussed.
Fergus Ewing: How are the figures calculated?
Can you break down the £5,000 or the £20,000?
Margarita Morrison: The amounts are for
officer time in both preventive action and action to
gather evidence for the antisocial behaviour order.
Fergus Ewing: No. I mean can you provide a
breakdown of the £5,000? How is that figure
arrived at? What does the £5,000 comprise?
Margarita Morrison: As I said, it covers
gathering the evidence, and sometimes it is a
matter of working through preventive action so that
the case does not actually lead to an antisocial
behaviour order. However, we cannot—
Fergus Ewing: Perhaps I am not making myself
clear. Does that £5,000 represent the aggregate
cost of the time of the local authority staff who are
involved in doing the work that is necessary in
relation to an application for an ASBO? Is that
your understanding of the cost, or am I off the
point?
Margarita Morrison: Yes, that is my
understanding of the cost. I will be happy to
provide the committee with some case study
examples, if that would be useful.
The Convener: That would be useful.
Fergus Ewing: As Dr Murray said, paragraph
260 of the explanatory notes tells us that
“the average cost of an ASBO was just over £2,000, but
costs varied between £500”—

a tenth of the minimum figure that you quoted—
“and £6,500”,

which is a third of the maximum figure that you
gave. We therefore have two completely different
sets of figures.
The main cost of the eventual act—estimated for
2005-06, which will be the first year of its full
impact and full operation—is expected to be nearly
£15 million, of which £9 million is the cost of
ASBOs. ASBOs therefore account for 60 per cent
of the total cost of the bill. Our job, as I am sure
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you all appreciate, is not to examine the merits of
the provisions, tempting though that may be, but to
examine their costs.

could deal with that volume of properties. I am
completely at a loss to know whether or not the
figures are mince, quite honestly.

I have no idea whatever about how any of the
figures are arrived at. At present, I would have to
vote against the bill, because there has been a
complete failure by the Executive and by COSLA
to address the topic that brings us here today. To
be quite frank, convener, I suggest that we
terminate this evidence-taking session right now
and invite the witnesses to make written
submissions to us so that we can address the job
that brought us here this morning.

Ms Alexander: I invite COSLA, in reflecting on
the evidence that it will submit at a subsequent
stage, to consider this point: the pre-legislative
scrutiny stage is intended to try and get legislation
right. It is not simply about stating, months after
the bill has been out to consultation, “This is what
bad legislation costs us at the moment—we think.”
It is about getting legislation right—particularly in
circumstances where, until this bill, the only bodies
capable of applying antisocial behaviour orders
have been local authorities. Nobody else in
Scotland can act against antisocial neighbours;
the only bodies that can use that weapon are local
authorities. In those circumstances, I would be
looking for some reassurance that, during
consultation on the bill, the local authorities—
knowing that they were the only bodies that are
capable of enforcing that particular remedy against
antisocial behaviour, and having had more than
two years’ experience of doing so—would have
suggested some of the ways in which the
enforcement costs could be reduced.

The Convener: It is probably not appropriate to
terminate evidence taking at this point. There are
questions that members might want to ask,
particularly of the witnesses from the Scottish
Children’s Reporter Administration. Members
might also wish for clarification from the COSLA
witnesses. The main people whom we want to
tackle on the costing issues are probably from the
Executive, so we want to gather information to put
to the Executive. However, I share members’
exasperation—we are not being given the
information that the Finance Committee is entitled
to expect.
Kate Maclean: There is no point in having the
Executive’s representatives here at a future
meeting to question them unless we have more
information from local authorities. The Executive
witnesses would obviously answer questions
based on what they have put in the financial
memorandum, so it does not help us at all if we do
not have any information from local authorities to
back up the figures or to allow more forensic
questioning of the Executive’s figures. Whatever
we decide to do—I agree that today’s evidence
session is perhaps a bit pointless—we cannot
have the Executive here to give evidence until we
have more information.
The Convener: I agree.
Dr Murray: We also need to ask the Executive
from where it got its figures and whom it
consulted. Paragraph 327 of the explanatory
notes, on the cost to local authorities of
registration of private landlords, states:
“it is assumed that 4”

authorities
“would employ an additional full-time member of staff … 16
would require an additional half-time post each, and the
remaining 12 would not require additional staff.”

I do not know whether the witnesses are able to
comment on that, but I wonder where those
figures came from and how they were arrived at,
without the Executive’s actually going to the local
authorities to ask them about the private housing
stock in their areas and whether they think they
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The simple statement that, because of efficiency
or inefficiency, some ASBOs cost £5,000 and
others cost £20,000 does not represent good
stewardship of public moneys. Given that local
authorities are the only bodies that can enforce
ASBOs, COSLA is obliged to suggest how the
costs can be reduced.
As there have been cost difficulties with ASBOs,
I am interested in COSLA’s proposals at the
consultation stage for ways in which the
procedures could become less bureaucratic and
less costly. It would be a great pity if COSLA did
not make such proposals at the consultation stage
because that is why the pre-legislative stage
exists. If that did not happen, we should try to fix
the situation. COSLA’s simple assertion that some
ASBOs cost £20,000 does not help us to make
good legislation. Good legislation will come from
considering how local authorities, as the only
bodies that are capable of enforcing the remedy
against antisocial behaviour—although they will be
complemented by registered social landlords—can
apply ASBOs for the much smaller sums that are
suggested in the financial memorandum. That will
allow us to use the remedy to tackle the wide
range of antisocial behaviour that exists.
Simply to demonstrate that some ASBOs have
cost £20,000 does not help the committee to make
good law. We need suggestions as to how the
legislation might be improved so that the remedy
can be expedited and allowed to apply in all the
circumstances in which it should apply in
communities in Scotland.
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The Convener: The committee seeks more
detailed information from COSLA in time for it to fit
in with our schedule of scrutiny for the bill. If I
heard Margarita Morrison right, COSLA’s process
of gathering information is on-going. It would be
helpful if COSLA submitted written information
before 13 January, when we will speak to the
Executive about the bill. To help, we could
marshal some of the questions that we want to ask
and relay them to COSLA, which would allow us to
receive specific responses to the questions that
we feel need to be addressed. Is that possible?

year in a local authority. How was that estimate
arrived at? The financial memorandum provides
figures on the likely additional number of ASBOs
in general and on the likely number of ASBOs for
12 to 15-year-olds. I am interested in that age
group because we are all conscious that it is a
problem area. Whether ASBOs are the answer is
a separate issue, but I would be interested to
know how many ASBOs for kids under 16 there
might be and how that figure has been calculated.
I would also like to know how those ASBOs fit in
with the children’s hearings system.

Stephen Fitzpatrick: Yes. We have heard the
committee’s comments and we will work on such a
response. Perhaps we underestimated the level of
detail that the committee expected, for which we
record our apologies. We will do everything that
we can to provide the committee with the evidence
and information that it requires to question the civil
servants from the Scottish Executive when they
give evidence. We would be happy to answer
specific questions to which members would like
responses. If evidence exists, we will seek to pull it
together.

I raise those issues while the COSLA witnesses
are here, rather than in a letter that will wind its
way to you just after Hogmanay.

The Convener: We will liaise on the issue and
send a paper to you, I hope, by the end of the
week, which will allow you to respond in time. I
realise that Christmas and the new year are in the
way, but we will need the detailed written
submission early in January if it is to be useful.
Do members have questions for the Scottish
Children’s Reporter Administration, which is
represented today?
10:45
Fergus Ewing: Members will obviously have in
mind questions that they would have liked to ask
COSLA, had the witnesses been armed with the
necessary information. Given that we are here, I
will mention some points that I hope COSLA will
address prior to 13 January, if that is in order.
As ASBOs represent 60 per cent of the
estimated cost of implementing the bill, could we
have quantitative information about the number of
ASBOs that each local authority has sought and
how many they have granted? Is there a
difference between the cost of seeking an ASBO
and the cost of obtaining one? I presume that
obtaining one is more expensive. Also, how many
abortive cases are there in which an ASBO is not
formally applied for? I guess that the answers will
involve an element of complexity, but as Wendy
Alexander said, there should be a track record or
an existing corpus of information on the matter.
How is the cost worked out? An analysis of the
average cost would be useful because the figures
that we have heard vary massively.
One figure that we heard—from Mr Lancashire, I
think—was that there might be 60 or 70 cases a

The Convener: It will wend its way rather more
quickly than that.
Jeremy Purvis (Tweeddale, Ettrick and
Lauderdale) (LD): I think that Ron Lancashire
said that the City of Edinburgh Council anticipates
that 60 supervision orders for youngsters—which
are different from ASBOs—will be required every
year. Is that correct, Mr Lancashire?
Ron Lancashire: I was highlighting, as an
example, my council, which has estimated the
bill’s impact on social work supervision
requirements, although the estimate may be
wrong, right or indifferent. We could extrapolate a
figure for the national arena—the committee is
entitled to our best estimates, or guesstimates, on
the matter. As I understand the matter, ASBOs will
be linked to compulsory supervision and to other
activities that may go on. Paragraph 266 in the
financial memorandum outlines the financial
implications. In short, I was trying to put a handle
on the implications, not for housing departments
and local authorities that seek ASBOs, but for the
professional social work side or the Association of
Directors of Social Work side. I wanted to attach a
costing.
Jeremy Purvis: I presume that COSLA has
received a lot of general feedback from local
authorities about the bill’s financial implications.
Have concerns been expressed about those
implications?
Margarita Morrison: Concerns have been
expressed and we are in the process of gathering
information. As I said, we want to give to the
committee as much detail as possible, but we
want to think things through so that when we raise
concerns we are sure that we have examined the
impact on the departments that will be involved in
the different measures.
Jeremy Purvis: I am conscious of the
complicated nature of putting either general or
detailed figures into the public domain.
Considerable cost might arise early in the process,
especially for mediation, but that is not covered in
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the bill. Mediation might mean that an ASBO is not
required, which would be welcome, but mediation
has cost implications.
During the summer, with the Deputy Minister for
Communities, I met the Scottish Borders Council’s
antisocial behaviour team. When you get back to
the committee, it would be useful to hear details of
the local authorities that have members of staff
who are involved full time in such work. That is an
on-going cost, and we would be interested in
whether it is reflected in the financial assumptions
that the Executive has made. Also, Margarita
Morrison mentioned a number of case studies.
Those would be interesting to us, because they
will highlight the complex nature of the matter and
help us to challenge the way that the Executive
has arrived at its assumptions.
The Convener: I will ask the Scottish Children’s
Reporter Administration about the new measures’
impact on its work load. Every time I speak to
people who are involved in the children’s reporter
service in West Dunbartonshire, they argue that
there are limits to what they can do and to the
pressure that they will be able to put on volunteers
and professional staff if new work is associated
with the new measures. Have you quantified the
impact that you expect the bill to have on you as a
professional service and on the volunteers who
are involved in the children’s reporter service?
Ed Morrison: We have considered the impact
on work load in a bit of detail and feel that the
assessment of an increase of 1 per cent in our
work load, or £200,000 in our costs, is relatively
consistent with the suggested level of uptake of
each of the bill’s new measures. We examined the
brief history of ASBOs to date and the experience
in England and Wales, which suggested that the
level of uptake for ASBOs for under-16s that is
suggested in the financial memorandum, which is
100 per annum, is slightly higher than we would
have estimated it to be. The situation was similar
with parenting orders, but I think that our estimates
were slightly higher than the financial
memorandum’s estimate of 10 to 50 parenting
orders per annum.
On the accountability of the local authority, we
feel that the assessment of a cost of £200,000 will
be reasonable for the new or additional activities
for reporter staff if the levels of uptake in the early
years are as is suggested in the financial
memorandum. Perhaps Jackie Robeson can
comment on the impact on voluntary staff.
Jackie
Robeson
(Scottish
Children’s
Reporter Administration): This is not so much
about the impact on volunteers, but the SCRA will
have an increased consultative role, and extra
work will be involved in bringing in the new
procedures.
Parenting
orders
and
the
implementation of supervision requirements will
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probably cause the most activity and, as Ed
Morrison indicated, we have been made aware of
the likely uptake and have considered estimates of
the impact based on that. I am sure that panel
members would be happy to respond on the
impact on volunteers.
There are always difficulties with new
legislation’s coming into force and with whether,
given our increased funding, we are able to take
these new measures on board along with other
new issues that come along, so there will
ultimately be a question of capacity—how many
measures we can subsume into our increased
funding—and we are examining that in detail. The
two matters that will have the most impact on work
load are parenting orders and the implementation
of supervision requirements.
The Convener: I presume that most of the
people to whom the additional measures might be
applied are already in contact with the various
services concerned, so any additional costs will be
associated with processing orders rather than
additional clients. Is that your understanding of the
situation?
Jackie Robeson: Yes. We certainly hope that
the hearings system would already be aware of
many of the people to whom the new measures
would be applied, but new measures are being
made available to the hearings and reporters, and
they might involve new financial implications for
the SCRA.
Ms Alexander: I will ask some questions on the
cost to local authorities. Paragraph 263 of the
financial memorandum, which considers the
number of young people who might be affected,
says:
“The mapping suggests there are around 200 intensive
programme places currently available across Scotland
aimed at the kind of persistent young offenders who might
be subject to ASBOs (and/or electronic monitoring). It is
estimated that, based on SCRA referral data, there will be
around 600 to 700 young people in need of this kind of
programme at a time.”

So you are saying that 200 places exist and up to
700 may be needed, which implies a deficit of 500
places. Paragraph 265 says:
“the mapping suggests that they cost between £200 and
£500 per week, although services which include 24 hour
support can cost as much as £1000 per week. Young
people usually attend the programmes for around 6
months—although it may be for longer depending on the
recommendations of the children’s hearing.”

I did some back-of-the-envelope calculations of
the kind that I had hoped you might have done for
us. If we assume that 500 young people may be in
need of intensive programme places for between
six months and a year each and that a small
proportion of them might need 24-hour support,
and if we take the mid-point cost of £500 per
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week, we come to an overall cost of £12.5 million
a year, although I see that the additional moneys
that are being allocated are only £9 million a year.
Is the SCRA comfortable with the implication
that there will be insufficient money to provide any
more 24-hour places? Is that the policy position of
the SCRA or of children’s panel members? I was
under the impression that many children’s panel
members thought that the deficit of 24-hour care
would need to be reviewed, not for all children, but
for a small number, and it seems to me that the
sums of money that are being allocated simply
make that review impossible. Have you done any
analysis of those 500 children who might need
places and whether we are looking at providing for
them at a cost of around £200, which is the bottom
of the range, rather than £500 a week or £1,000?
Jackie Robeson: My understanding, as far as
the SCRA is concerned, is that it would be
appropriate for the children’s panel or for COSLA
to answer that question, unless the convener—
Ms Alexander: If the figures in the financial
memorandum—which are based on your referral
data—are right in saying that 700 young people
altogether will need intensive programme places,
there will be a deficit of 500 places because we
currently have only 200 available places. To
calculate the likely cost per child is pretty easy. It
appears to me that additional funding of £4 million
next year and £9 million the following year would
not allow for any additional 24-hour support, and I
wonder whether the SCRA’s position is that there
is no need for any more 24-hour provision for
young offenders in Scotland. If there is a need for
such provision, you might perhaps consider, by
the time we meet again, whether the cost
estimates are adequate for the range of provision
that you think might be appropriate for those 500
children whom your referral data suggest the bill’s
provisions might affect. Perhaps you could have a
look at that and come back to us.
Jackie Robeson: I would certainly like to
examine the information and find out where the
figure of 600 to 700 young people came from—the
Executive provided that figure based on our
published information. I would be able to come
back to the committee with some kind of
clarification on the point.
The Convener: That would be useful.
Dr Murray: The bill will obviously mean ongoing costs for the SCRA because of ASBOs and
parenting orders, for example, being made all the
time. The Executive assumes that there will be
“100 ASBO applications per annum, 10 to 50 parenting
order applications and fewer than 10 local authority
referrals.”

I know that you have said that those are
guesstimates, but do you think that they are in the
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right ball park, or is it not possible at this stage to
tell whether those figures are in any way correct?
Jackie Robeson: It is extremely difficult to tell. I
understand that parenting orders will be piloted, so
there will be an opportunity to find out how they
work in practice along with the other available
measures that could affect parenting. At this point,
it is simply difficult to assess whether the figures
are realistic or not. Although we have examined
comparative figures that suggest a higher number,
it is difficult to tell at this stage whether the
implementation figures will be as low as has been
estimated.
Dr Murray: Training will be an issue in the initial
stages of the bill’s implementation, but that will
decline over time. However, I was surprised that
the training for the fast-track children’s hearings
will cost only £100 a head—that is based on pilots,
so the figures have come from somewhere—and
that the Executive assumes that training for new
panel members will cost about £50 a head.
Perhaps it is only my ignorance of the cost of
training, but I would not have thought that £50
would buy much training. Are those costs
appropriate?
Jackie Robeson: There is provision for training
for panel members. Although there is a capacity to
prioritise issues, it may well be that many of the
costs relating fast-track training were subsumed in
that general budget. There are training
implications.
Dr Murray: On page 37 of the financial
memorandum, fairly detailed figures have been
allocated to the training costs. As someone who is
ignorant of the cost of such things, I think that
those figures seemed quite low.
11:00
The Convener: The Scottish Children’s
Reporter Administration might be able to respond
to us in writing on that.
I think that we have probably reached the end of
our questioning session. We have asked COSLA
to provide us with written information and we will
send the organisation a letter in which we highlight
some of the detailed issues that we want to raise.
We will also send a letter to the SCRA in which we
highlight any issues on which we require further
information as a result of today’s questioning. I
thank the witnesses for coming along.
Dr Murray: Before we leave the subject, I would
like to say that when I read the policy
memorandum, I was struck by the fact that there
were significant implications for the police force as
well. I wonder whether we should seek information
from chief constables about the resources and
human resources implications of implementing the
bill and whether the estimated costs adequately
cover them.
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The Convener: We have asked the chief
constables for written evidence, so I hope that we
will obtain that information.
Fergus Ewing: On that point, I have looked in
vain to find an estimate of the costs that the
Executive says will apply to the police in
implementing all the measures—although I
suppose that I could have missed it. There is
certainly no statement of that in the summary at
the end of the financial memorandum, which
shows a figure of £15 million for local authorities. I
was astonished at that omission, especially when
a very senior police officer in Northern
constabulary advised me of the case of one
particular problem family, to deal with which the
police had been called out on 120 occasions.
The police do a huge amount of work on every
ASBO that is sought, so the fact that zero cost has
been estimated for the police is extraordinary. I
thought that it would be fair to give notice to the
Association of Chief Police Officers in Scotland—
as I would wish to do to any witnesses, even those
from the Executive—that we would like to explore
that issue when its representatives appear before
us.
The Convener: It is perfectly reasonable for us
to highlight those issues. I am sure that the
Executive reads the Official Report of our
questioning sessions with some interest.
Fergus Ewing: That is a very bold proposition.
The Convener: In this case, I think that it does.
Today, we have received a letter from the chief
constable of Dumfries and Galloway constabulary,
who was responding on behalf of ACPOS. He
suggests that forces undertake a specific exercise
“to determine the time and resultant costs attributable to
applying the terms of the Bill.”

If we agree, he offers to progress that suggestion
through the appropriate standing committee of
ACPOS. I suggest that we agree that course of
action and ask for the information to be made
available as quickly as possible.
Dr Murray: I assumed that, in the financial
memorandum, the financial implications for the
police were somehow subsumed in the costs for
local authorities, but that is not made explicit. It
would be helpful if the Executive stated explicitly
what the resource implications for the police will
be.
The Convener: If members want, I will write to
the Executive along the lines that Elaine Murray
and Fergus Ewing have suggested and to the
police to indicate that we would like the exercise
that they have suggested to be undertaken,
because it would be useful to us.
Ms Alexander: I have a third point on that.
Since their introduction, there have been 56
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ASBOs a year, which amounts to fewer than two
ASBOs per local authority. Every member of the
Parliament believes that there are more than two
bad neighbours per authority in Scotland. It is
clear that the remedy of ASBOs has not had full
usage, so the policy question for the Executive is,
“What steps have you taken in the bill to reduce
the costs of enforcement so that the remedy can
be used in a way that is commensurate with the
scale of the problem?” That is the tragedy of
COSLA’s disorganisation—it has missed the
opportunity that the pre-legislative process
provides to get the bill right and to reduce the
costs of enforcement, whether for the police or for
local authorities. ASBOs are a remedy that
members of the public cannot pursue, so it is
incumbent on us to reduce the cost to the public
purse of pursuing that remedy.
We should put a little bit of pressure on the
Executive and should ask, given the low uptake—
over four years, there have been fewer than two
ASBOs per local authority per year, although the
figure is rising—what steps it has taken to reduce
the costs of enforcement in the bill and what more
might be done at subsequent stages.
The Convener: I can take that on board in the
letter that I write to the Executive.
Jeremy Purvis: Have we also been in touch
with registered social landlords?
The Convener: Yes, I think that we have been
in touch with RSLs—specifically, the Scottish
Federation of Housing Associations, which we
have asked for information.
Fergus Ewing: I was interested in the letter that
you mentioned, which we have just received. I
endorse other members’ comments that we invite
the senior police officers’ body to carry out the
proposed exercise, but what worries me is the fact
that the Executive has not pursued that diligently
before now. Surely that is part of what it should
have done to complete the task of preparing a
financial memorandum.
When I read through the documents, I was
struck by how infrequent are the references to the
police—I could find only three or four such
references. As the police must be consulted
before an ASBO is obtained, I find it extraordinary
that the Executive has not obtained the
information that the Dumfries and Galloway chief
constable was suggesting that the police would
now seek.
Once again, we find ourselves addressing a task
with incomplete and insufficient information. I
wonder whether the committee could register its
concern with the Executive about the fact that
there has not been sufficient information on the
police input. Would that be in order?
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The Convener: It would be in order, but it might
be more in order when we have questioned the
Executive. At this point, it is appropriate to
highlight to the Executive those issues on which
we expected more information to have been made
available to us. Once the Executive has appeared
before us in three or four weeks’ time, we will be
able to pursue it on such issues. If we are not
satisfied, we can raise the matter in our report on
the bill.
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WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS TO THE FINANCE COMMITTEE, 20 JANUARY 2004

SUBMISSION FROM THE SCOTTISH LEGAL AID BOARD (SLAB)
INTRODUCTION
The Scottish Legal Aid Board (“the Board”) welcomes the opportunity to submit
written evidence regarding the general principles of the Bill and its Financial
Memorandum. The Board’s response is limited to discussing the legal aid
implications of the Bill, and, in particular, cost implications for the Scottish Legal Aid
Fund (“the Fund”).
RESPONSE
1.
General
The measures in the Bill would appear to interact with the Vulnerable Witnesses Bill,
which could significantly increase the cost of legal aid for civil, criminal and children’s
referral proceedings. Citizens who have been affected by anti-social behaviour may
well fall within the wide definition of a vulnerable witness. Children are automatically
defined as vulnerable witnesses. It is not clear if the costings in the Financial
Memorandum have taken the cost implications of special measures into account.
The comments below are all subject to additional cost which may arise from the
Vulnerable Witnesses Bill.
2.
Anti-Social Behaviour Orders (ASBOs)
The estimate appears reasonable and sufficiently flexible to cover both civil legal aid
and any associated advice and assistance costs.
However, given that there may be onward referral to a children’s hearing there could
be further advice and assistance in respect of children’s hearings proceedings.
There may also be proceedings before the Sheriff on appeal from the children’s
panel regarding any supervision requirement imposed by the children’s hearing.
Children’s legal aid would be granted by the Sheriff for such proceedings. Those
grants of legal aid could be made to the children concerned, as well as their parents
and other relevant persons. This has the potential for much higher costs being
incurred. 50 to 100 cases could cost the Fund a further £80,000 to £160,000. Those
costs have not been included in the Financial Memorandum.
Finally, there will be advice and assistance and criminal legal aid costs arising from
any criminal proceedings for breaches of ABSOs. Unless there are large numbers of
cases, the additional cost to the Fund is likely to be minimal.
3.
Closure of premises
No costings are given in the Financial Memorandum in respect of legal aid for
closure orders. However, the cost of between 10 and 30 grants of civil legal aid, with
associated advice and assistance, would lie between £15,000 and £48,000.
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Contravention of a closure order is a criminal offence, which could give rise to further
costs under both advice and assistance and criminal legal aid. However, the
additional costs are likely to be minimal.
4.
Housing: anti-social behaviour notices
The Bill proposes various sanctions against landlords in relation to anti-social
tenants. Those sanctions include the Sheriff depriving the landlord of rental income.
There could be some landlords who are financially eligible for advice and assistance,
in which case there could be a small additional cost to the Fund.
Non compliance with an anti-social behaviour notice is a criminal offence, in which
case there could be further cost to the Fund through advice and assistance or
criminal legal aid. However, the additional costs are likely to be minimal.
5.
Housing: registration
Whilst it may be that many landlords would be financially ineligible for advice and
assistance and civil or criminal legal aid, it is possible that some may still qualify
financially. There could be costs to the Fund in respect of advice and assistance,
civil legal aid for appeals to the Sheriff, and criminal legal aid where criminal
proceedings are raised against a landlord.
6.
Parenting orders
The estimate for the costs of proceedings before the Sheriff is reasonable and
sufficiently flexible to cover civil legal aid and any associated advice and assistance
costs.
However, there may also be a cost to the Fund in relation to appeals to the Sheriff
Principal and Court of Session. This will affect both civil legal aid and advice and
assistance. It can be envisaged that there will be at least some orders challenged,
particularly in the early implementation period.
Furthermore, there may also be costs in respect of criminal legal assistance where
parenting orders are breached.
7.
Restriction of liberty orders (RLOs)
There will be a legal aid cost if RLOs are breached by the offender. ABWOR is
available for proceedings in relation to the variation, revocation or failure to comply
with requirements of a restriction of liberty order. The Financial Memorandum
estimates there will be 80 RLOs granted in any year. If all 80 resulted in breach
proceedings, this could cost the Fund a further £21,000.
8.
Children’s hearings: electronic tagging
A children’s hearing will also be entitled to impose electronic tagging as a
supervision requirement. The Financial Memorandum does not provide any legal aid
cost for this, but estimates that representation by legally qualified curators will cost
up to £100,000 per year.
It can be envisaged that children, parents and other relevant persons will seek
advice and assistance on these matters, and that there will be at least some appeals
to the Sheriff against the imposition of a supervision requirement, for which children’s
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legal aid would be available. The Financial Memorandum does not estimate the
number of cases which would be affected
We assume that any additional work undertaken by curators or safeguarders, before
the children’s hearing or the Sheriff, will be met by Local Authorities, and not passed
onto the Fund through advice and assistance or children’s legal aid.
CONCLUSION
As discussed above, the package of measures in the Bill has a number of financial
implications for the Scottish Legal Aid Fund, in respect of civil, children’s and criminal
proceedings. The additional costs quantified by the Board are summarised in the
table in the appendix to these submissions. The Board is happy to assist the
Committee with any further information it may require.
APPENDIX: TABLE SHOWING ADDITIONAL IDENTIFIED COSTS
CHILDREN’S
CIVIL
LEGAL
LEGAL
ASSISTANCE
ASSISTANCE

MEASURE
ASBOs
CLOSURE
PREMISES
RLOs

ABWOR

£80,000 - £160,000
OF

£15,000 to £48,000
£21,000

SUBMISSION FROM THE ASSOCIATION OF CHIEF POLICE OFFICERS IN
SCOTLAND (ACPOS)
I refer to your correspondence of 11 December 2003 with enclosures relative to the
above, and forward the following for your information and consideration.
At the outset it was noted that the Bill will introduce a number of new requirements
on the Police Service and other partners and to help deliver such demands the
Executive is making significant new resources available over the next two years.
A significant amount of police time is concerned with offences, which come under the
heading of ‘antisocial behaviour’ such as vandalism, youth disorder, public disorder,
minor assault and breach of the police.
As far as the specific activities outlined in the Bill are concerned the following
observations were expressed and deemed worthy of consideration.
Part 1 – Antisocial Behaviour Strategies
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This will clearly involve an extra commitment from local police managers but should
be seen as a mainstream activity that is difficult to separate our from routine
partnership working.
Part 2 - Anti Social Behaviour Orders
Although still very much in the early stages it is understood most Local Authorities
have or are considering the establishment of Anti Social Behaviour Units. The
success of the units will clearly depend on strong multi agency support and therefore
in most areas the secondment of a Police Officer has been identified as crucial and
something which the service would support.
It is believed that some Local Authorities had budgeted for this and as such the costs
were included in earlier bids to the ‘Building Strong Safe Communities’ fund.
However this is not the case for all and whilst unable at this time to be more specific,
some officer secondments will be covered by mainstream budgets Based on one
officer per Local Authority the total estimated cost would be £960,000 although any
amounts already bid for under the “Building Strong Safe Communities” fund would
need to be deducted from this sum.
Seconded officers will also require specific training and this should be provided very
soon. Eventually general training will be incorporated into probationer courses, but
in the interim additional training is required for all officers. An example of staffing /
training costs provided by Strathclyde Police are
Staff Costs (based on 12 Local authorities) - £360,000 per annum
Training Costs – estimated at £50,000
Total Non-recurring Costs: £50,000
Total Recurring Costs:
£360,000
Obviously all forces will have differing commitments, which will require to be costed
on an in-depth individual basis, however based on Strathclyde’s figures the
estimated costs for the Service would be in the region of:
Total Non-recurring Costs: £110,000
Total Recurring Costs:
£960,000
Part 3 – Dispersal of Groups
The Bill identifies that the only extra costs are expected to be associated with
advertising the proposed use of the power and seems to be very marginal.
Part 4 – Closure of Premises
It is recognised there is the potential for substantial legal costs in this area and the
Bill is vague as to whether the Police or the Local Authority should be responsible for
meeting them. There may also be costs in mobilising the necessary resources to
implement the closure of certain types of premises. It is recommended these costs
are clearly deemed to be the responsibility of the local authority to ensure clarity and
avoid unnecessary substantial costs being met from existing police revenue budgets.
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Part 5 – Noise Nuisance
There is a potential for saving to be made, as it may be easier to process an offender
by way of a Fixed Penalty Notice rather than by a summoning report. However the
availability of EHO’s is likely to vary widely across force areas with many unable to
offer a 24 / 7 service.
Part 6 – The Environment
It is felt there is likely to be minimal police activity in issuing Fixed Penalty Notices in
respect of this type of offence.
Part 7 – Anti Social Behaviour Notices
It is anticipated that the officers seconded to the Local authority Housing Department
will be responsible for any administrative actions in this area.
Part 8 – Housing: Registration Areas
Part 9 – Parenting Orders
Part 10 – Further Criminal Measure
There is no mention of police involvement in these sections.
Part 11 - Fixed Penalties
The FPN system has been piloted in England and Wales and the West Midlands,
one of the pilot areas is similar to Strathclyde, both in population and available
resources.
During the first six months of the project, officers in West Midlands issued 1,854
Penalty Notices for Disorder for crimes such as threatening behaviour, drinking in a
designated public place, being drunk in a highway and throwing fireworks.
Whilst statistics are unavailable it is worth noting that many offenders would still have
to be apprehended, processed and offered the PND at point of release. Nor is any
information available as to the likely numbers of offenders who will fail to pay fined
and ultimately be processed in the criminal system. Again this will impact on the
Service, with officers being required to submit reports, on occasions and execute
warrants.
Although Fixed Penalty Notices are used as an alternative to prosecution they still
place considerable demands on the Police Service. Initially notices would not be
offered to offenders who are drunk or likely to become violent or refuse to cooperate. Nor would they apply where an offender’s identity cannot be confirmed for
any reason, something, which has to be considered given the urban areas policed in
our towns.
The Executive suggests that their use reduces the need for the submission of full
police reports and frees up police resources, however experience has shown that
this is not always the case. In fact when Conditional Offers and the Vehicle Defect
Rectification Scheme were introduced to deal with road safety and traffic offences,
the workload of officers actually increased, the additional spare time being put to
good use to self generate additional work.
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In addition resources required to be identified to complete administration tasks
associated with notices and to date the work is undertaken by officers within
Divisional / Department Administration and Support Units. Present indications are
that one officer day per week is being spent to complete this administration, and this
will likely double with the introduction of the new FPN’s.
An analysis carried out by Strathclyde Police found that multiplied across their nine
territorial divisions, in real terms this would mean that 468 additional working days
could be required for the force to meet the administrative demands of an FPN
system. The costing of same would be
Training Costs – Included in ASBO costs
Staff Costs (based on 9 territorial divisions)
Printing Notices
Computer hardware
IT software

£38,000
£10,000
£10,000
£5,000

Total Non recurring Costs
Total recurring Costs

£15,000
£48,000

Again this would be replicated across all forces to a greater or lesser degree but in
the absence of detailed costings per force, based on the Strathclyde figures, the
estimated cost to the Service could be in the region of:
Total Non-recurring Costs:
Total recurring Costs:

£35,000
£105,000

Part 12 – Children’s Hearings
There is no mention of possible police involvement if the police detain a young
person, who is in breach of a Restriction of Liberty Order. There may be the extra
burden of returning young people to residential homes, often on a repeat basis.
As previously stated a significant amount of police time is spent dealing with
offences, which come under the heading of ‘anti social behaviour’. In an effort to
cost same Lothian & Borders Police carried our a costing exercise which provided
the following figures:
Type
Offence

of Time in hrs/
3 wk Analysis
period
Vandalism
1819.25
Youth
1433
Disorder
Public
1177
Disorder
Minor Assault 5914.25
& BoP
TOTAL
10343.5*

Average
Time in hrs Cost pa @
Time in hrs / p.a.
£17.00
per
1wk
hr*
606
31512
£535,704
478
24856
£422,552
392

20384

£346,528

1971

102492

£1,742,364

3447

179244

£3,047,148
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*
Figure used is salary costs per hour of a Constable. This takes no account of
involvement of higher ranks and the associated support costs.
The total of 10343.5 hours amounts to 6.6% of the total of 155640 that were counted
during the activity analysis exercise.
Other Burdens and Costs
There are, as stated, many other sections of the Bill, which will place further burdens
and costs on the Police Service, but unfortunately these cannot be ascertained at
this time. Some examples include the following:
Legal services costs in seeking Closure Orders
Advertising costs associated with publication of dispersal areas
Information sharing costs – staff interrogating Command and Control and Crime
Management systems / preparation, auditing and delivery of reports
Enforcement of ASBO’s
Notwithstanding if the Scottish Police Service is to make a bid for extra funding to
implement the new legislation then it is imperative that an activity analysis be
undertaken using compatible data.
However based on preliminary information provided by one force it is estimated that
the additional cost to the Service could be in the region of £2.2 million.
This
estimate excludes the estimated cost of time spent dealing with ‘anti social behaviour
as provided by Lothian & Borders and also any additional costs for tasks listed under
“Other Burdens and Costs” above.
David Strang
Chief Constable, Dumfries and Galloway Police
SUBMISSION FROM THE
ASSOCIATIONS (SFHA)

SCOTTISH

FEDERATION

OF

HOUSING

Introduction
The Scottish Federation of Housing Associations (SFHA) welcomes the opportunity
to comment upon the cost of implementing the provisions within the proposed Bill.
SFHA is the representative body for Scottish housing associations and has over two
hundred affiliate members who manage approximately 12% of the housing stock.
The Federation has worked with the Scottish Executive on a range of housing policy
and legislative matters including this particular Bill. Our members deal with the
effects of anti social behaviour on communities on a daily basis and often have to
manage conflict between both victims and perpetrators. Therefore the Federation is
keen to ensure that their interests and more importantly, those of housing
association tenants are represented.
General comments
Anti social behaviour is a serious blight on some of our communities and the
Federation supports a coherent strategic approach to the issue. The SFHA strongly
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believes that if adequate funding is not made available for delivering anti social
behaviour strategies then the effectiveness of the legislation will be seriously
compromised. Since the responsibility for the implementation of the Bill mainly rests
with local authorities SFHA will confine its comments to those sections of the Bill that
will have direct cost implications for housing associations. The Federation is
particularly concerned about the process of obtaining Anti Social Behaviour Orders
(ASBOs).
Anti Social Behaviour Orders – Current system
At the time that the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 first introduced ASBOs there was
no funding provision in the Act for the additional costs incurred by local authorities for
applying for the Orders on behalf of private landlords, owners and housing
associations. Housing associations have been able to apply for ASBOs since June
2003, prior to that they had to apply for them through the local authority thereby
placing much of the financial burden on local authorities. Those of our members who
did apply for an ASBO at that time often carried the costs of instructing a solicitor
and preparing a case, which was then handed over to the local authority. The
Criminal Justice Act, 2003 introduced an amendment that enabled housing
associations to apply for ASBOs in their own right and SFHA welcomed the changes
that enabled housing associations to apply for ASBOs directly. Unfortunately, there
was no provision made for funding the cost of obtaining ASBOs and tenants’ rents
are expected to cover the costs involved. Private tenants and owners benefit from
the local authority’s duty to apply for ASBOs and the cost is generally covered
through council tax. Housing association tenants also pay council tax as well as rent
(the latter is calculated on the basis of increased management costs associated with
dealing with anti social behaviour including applying for ASBOs). The Federation is
of the opinion that this is inherently unfair as this meant that those tenants are paying
twice for a service - through their rents and through Council tax. Housing
associations have little option but to pass on the cost through rent increases as rents
are their sole source of income.
ASBOs – new proposals
The current proposals will not only extend the right to apply for ASBOs against
anyone over twelve years old but will also introduce interim ASBOs. The Federation
understands that the Executive is only prepared to fund new duties rather than new
powers and it states that it will be the responsibility of local authorities and housing
associations to meet the costs of applying for ASBOs1. The Bill introduces an
extended power rather than a duty thereby allegedly creating a wider range of
options for landlords. In fact, housing associations do not have access to the whole
range of options and are often limited to raising eviction action. Our members use
eviction as a last resort and will now be able to opt for an ASBO and only move to
eviction if an ASBO proves ineffective. The guidance relating to ASBOs instructs
sheriffs to consider whether it would be reasonable to grant a repossession order if a
landlord has not applied for an ASBO first. It is the Federation’s view that rightly
there will be an increasing expectation that social landlords should apply for an
ASBO before seeking a repossession order.

1

Section 261 of the Explanatory notes relating to the Anti Social Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill.
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However, the use of the range of alternatives such as mediation, ASBOs etc will be
costly and could still result in eviction actions being raised. Our members will have
to pass that cost onto tenants through their rents since that is the association’s only
source of income. This will make the challenge of keeping rents affordable even
more difficult.
There appears to be an assumption that since housing association tenants will
benefit from curbing anti social behaviour it is appropriate that their landlords should
carry the cost. However, everyone in the community would benefit so it seems unfair
that housing association and local authority tenants should bear the brunt of the cost.
As noted earlier there is also the likelihood that those tenants will pay twice; through
increased rent and through council tax. The Federation urges the Committee to
consider how the costs of applying the range of possible solutions could be met
more equitably.
At present housing association tenants carry the running costs of CCTV, mediation,
investigation, legal and administrative costs associated with legal action regardless
of whether it is an ASBO, interdict, or repossession. The average cost of raising an
action for an ASBO is £2000 and the cost can range from £500 - £6,500. A
repossession action costs similar amounts. The whole range of options presents a
significant additional cost which at present is only able to be met through rents. It is
worth noting that housing associations often bear the cost of non housing related anti
social behaviour interventions eg contributions to CCTV are often a benefit to the
wider community rather then the specific housing association. The Federation is of
the view that the Executive should provide a fund for registered social landlords to
access to support these activities otherwise a strategic approach to addressing anti
social behaviour may be jeopardised. Local authorities are able to access funding
for a range of measures designed to address anti social behaviour including
community wardens, mediation etc. Housing association tenants will have to rely on
the local authority delivering a comprehensive enough service to address problems
in their area. This may not always be possible and may become a source of
contention if a local authority is perceived to be delivering a better service to its own
tenants.
It is the Executive’s view2 that wider use of ASBOs will benefit both individuals and
businesses by making communities safer and more attractive to businesses. This
may be true in the long term but is not a situation that will happen overnight. If
housing associations are to tackle anti social behaviour directly and to assist in a
strategic approach they must be financially supported.
Conclusion
SFHA welcomes the Executive’s intention to produce a coherent and strategic
approach to anti social behaviour. In order to deliver such a strategy it is vital that all
the elements of the strategy are adequately funded. The Executive has dentified
funding for most aspects of the strategy and the Federation is of the view that other
agencies are more appropriately placed to comment on the detail of those proposals.
However, SFHA is concerned that our members will be forced to cover the costs of
certain remedies while others such as owner occupiers will get a free service. The

2
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Section 267 of the Explanatory notes relating to the Anti Social Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill.

Federation recommends that funding is made available to housing associations to
support the processing of ASBOs.
SUBMISSION
FROM
THE
ADMINISTRATION (SCRA)

SCOTTISH

CHILDREN’S

REPORTER

Thank you for you letter of 11 December, in which you set out some additional
information required from SCRA by the Finance Committee. My initial response is
outlined below.
Impact on SCRA’s workload
The main impacts on our workload will be as follows:
Consultation with the reporter (£15k) – this will arise from local authorities applying
for ASBOs, from the Sheriff before granting an ASBO, from discussions with
Procurators Fiscal about the breach of an ASBO and from local authorities applying
for Parenting Orders;
Parenting Orders (£175k) – this will arise from preparation for applications by the
Principal Reporter for a Parenting Order and court representation;
Enforcement of Supervision Requirements (£35k) – this will arise from preparation
for applications by the Principal Reporter for enforcement and court representation
One-off costs
The main one-off cost for SCRA will be investment in information systems. This is
estimated at approximately £300k in 2004/05 for all new legislative changes
including ASB and Vulnerable Witnesses.
Number of intensive support programmes
The expected number of 600-700 young people in need of intensive support
programmes is based on the number of young people in the 10+ offences category
as reported in SCRA’s 2001-02 Annual Report. The figure in the report is 797 but
this was adjusted downwards by the Scottish Executive to reflect the anticipated
impact of additional youth justice resources for local authorities on the number of
young people requiring this kind of support. In relation to the costs of these
programmes, SCRA does not have access to the detailed information which it is
assumed CoSLA will use to inform their submission.
Costs of Panel Member training
SCRA understands that the projected costs for Panel Member training prepared by
the Scottish Executive were based on recent costs for Fast Track hearings training.
Anti-social behaviour training will be more complex than Fast Track, although when
this is combined with other planned training events economies of scale will be
achieved. The Scottish Executive will hold more detailed information on costings
relating to Panel Member training.
I hope this information is helpful. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you require
any further information or clarification on the above.
Ed Morrison
Director of Finance
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SUBMISSION FROM SHELTER SCOTLAND
This written evidence to the Finance Committee sets out Shelter Scotland's concerns
about the Financial Memorandum of the Antisocial Behaviour (Scotland) Bill. Shelter
supports the government's starting point; that antisocial behaviour needs to be
tackled for the sake of our communities. Our concern about the bill is the potential
for an increase in homelessness in Scotland, and the impact on service provision on
the ground.
Shelter echoes the concerns voiced by COSLA when giving oral evidence on the 9th
December 2003 regarding a general lack of clarity on how £65million set aside to
tackle antisocial behaviour will be allocated. The Financial Memorandum proposes
that the bill will cost £35 million. It leaves a remainder of £30million for non-legal
remedies, though this may already have been allocated for Community-Based
Initiatives, as announced last year. If this is the case, there are no funds for taking
forward other elements of the government's strategy. This would suggest that
organisations like Shelter have been correct to voice our concerns that the
government is only interested in legal responses to antisocial behaviour. Given that
antisocial behaviour is a flagship policy for this government, Shelter is disappointed
at the lack of focus by the Scottish Executive on the resource dimension of
implementation.
In addition to the lack of clarity regarding levels of funding, we are also concerned
that antisocial behaviour will only receive funding for the short term. Parliament
should seek a commitment from the Scottish Executive that funding will continue at
similar levels beyond 2006. Anything less than this would suggest that the
government takes a short-term approach to the problem, rather than implementing
sustainable solutions that Shelter believes is crucial to tackle antisocial behaviour.
Service providers will struggle to manage legal and non-legal initiatives to tackle
antisocial behaviour if there is no knowledge of funding levels beyond 2006. A lack
of clarity about resources and a sense that the government is not providing long-term
solutions will have a damaging impact on implementation of the bill and the
government's strategy.
This lack of clarity extends to the area of support. Many of the measures in the bill
will require additional support for individuals. Shelter believes that these solutions
must be sustainable, so the provision of support can often be expensive over a long
period of time. Shelter has a support project in Edinburgh, Glasgow and South
Lanarkshire. Each of our projects is working to capacity; such is the level of need for
tenancy sustainment support in Scotland. The current ambiguities around the level
of funding being spent by each local authority on Supporting People hampers any
attempts to gauge whether sufficient support is available in Scotland. Insufficient
support will put implementation of the bill at risk. Shelter hopes that the Finance
Committee will request information that clarifies current funding levels under
Supporting People.
Shelter has concerns regarding the potential of the bill to increase levels of
homelessness in Scotland. The bill proposes the extension of ASBOs to under-16s.
However, the Housing (Scotland) Act 2001, established a link between ASBOs and
security of tenure. Any individual who is served with an ASBO will in turn have their
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tenancy demoted to a less secure tenancy called the Short Scottish Secure
Tenancy. Under this tenancy, a landlord can evict a tenant without proving grounds
to a sheriff. Members of the legal profession have contacted Shelter on this issue.
They are concerned at the potential for local authorities to serve ASBOs more readily
because it is easier to secure an eviction. This is a serious concern, as any rise in
evictions in Scotland will lead to increased homelessness. This will in turn place
greater financial demands on local authorities and other service providers. The
potential for increased homelessness is not recognised in the Financial
Memorandum of the bill. Shelter's experience is that it is much more cost-effective to
sustain families in housing than to cause homelessness.
The bill will impact significantly on service provision across Scotland. The provisions
in the bill will result in a greater demand for advice, information and advocacy from
service providers, including local authority housing offices. Resources to match this
demand are not set out in the Financial Memorandum.
Finally it is unclear how some figures in the financial memorandum were calculated.
For example, in paragraph 248, there is no indication of how the estimated figure of
50 applications for ASBOs for under-16s was arrived at. Similarly, it is not clear from
the Financial Memorandum how the government determines that 20 landlords will
not heed the threat of sanctions under Part 7 of the act. Shelter is very concerned at
the level of 'guesstimation' in the Financial Memorandum. It is impossible to tell from
the Financial Memorandum how many people the bill will impact on. This lack of
clarity could impact on the finances required to implement the bill, and ultimately on
the effectiveness of the bill, and how well antisocial behaviour is tackled in Scotland.
Given the limited resources of £65 million, there is a potential for non-legal measures
to lose out financially, despite their proven successes. If the bill turns out to be more
expensive that originally planned because of a lack of transparency around financing
the bill, non-legal measures will suffer.
SUBMISSION FROM THE CROWN OFFICE AND PROCURATOR FISCAL’S
OFFICE (COPFS)
I refer to your letter of 26 November 2003 inviting COPFS to submit written evidence
on the Financial Memorandum to assist the Finance Committee in their consideration
of it.
COPFS have liaised regularly with the Bill Team in the course of preparation of the
Financial Memorandum.
Assuming policy objectives are achieved in the
implementation of the Bill, we anticipate that the Department will be able to absorb
any minimal costs which may be incurred. We are content that this is reflected in the
terms of the Memorandum.
Particularly with respect to Part 11 of the Bill which covers fixed penalty notices, the
Financial Memorandum sets out the intention to pilot the scheme before it is rolled
out nationally, and that this in the long term may result in savings for the police, the
courts and COPFS. Obviously this refers only to potential savings and is a matter
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which would be closely monitored in the course of any pilot and subsequent
evaluation.
I hope this information is of assistance to the Committee.
Norman McFadyen
Crown Agent
SUBMISSION
NETWORK

FROM

THE

SCOTTISH

CHURCHES

SOCIAL

INCLUSION

On the initiative of the Scottish Churches Social Inclusion Network, a Consultation
Meeting on the "Putting Our Communities First" proposals was held at Scottish
Churches Parliamentary Office on 26 August 2003; Michael Kellett, Bill Team
Manager in the Scottish Executive's Anti-Social Behaviour Unit made a presentation
on the proposals and responded to questions.
Those attending were drawn from a range of churches and church agencies involved
in working across Scotland's communities, including representatives of: Aberlour
Child Care Trust; Action of Churches Together in Scotland; Baptist Union of
Scotland; Bethany Christian Trust; Catholic Church - Justice & Peace Commission
and Parliamentary Office; Church of Scotland - Board of Social Responsibility and
Church & Nation Committee; Evangelical Alliance; Free Church of Scotland;
Salvation Army; Scottish Churches Parliamentary Office; Society of Friends
(Quakers) and Quakers Social Inclusion Board; United Reformed Church; and
YMCA Scotland.
A summary of points made during that discussion was submitted to the Executive as
part of that consultation exercise, in addition to submissions being made directly by
many of the participating groups. A further meeting of Network members on 18
November considered the Antisocial Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill, in light of the
concerns expressed at the earlier meeting. These concerns, updated in light of the
Bill, were submitted to the Communities Committee, and representatives of the
Network met with that Committee in an informal evidence session in November.
With regard to finance, our submission was as follows:
While the consultation took place in a resource vacuum, we welcome the recent
announcements on funding (as outlined in the Financial Memorandum). However,
we remain concerned to ensure that (a) councils should not be given new duties
without adequate funding and (b) existing services (especially police and social
work) must have the increased funding which would, we believe, enable them to plug
many of the current gaps in the system. Resources for supporting people who are or
are at risk of becoming anti-social tenants are crucial, yet the "supporting people"
budget is currently oversubscribed. We are not in a position to assess the adequacy
of the promised funding, but we would urge the Committee to recommend rejection
of the Bill unless you are confident that the promised funding is adequate to achieve
its objectives and will be sustained beyond the two years mentioned in the
Memorandum.
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We welcome the invitation of the Finance Committee to contribute to your
consideration of the Financial Memorandum to the Bill.
While we still recognise that we are not in a position to assess the adequacy of the
promised funding for the tasks set down, we remain concerned in these respects:
1. Current problems in relation to funding of services aimed at supporting people
who might be at risk of becoming anti-social tenants. The basis for this is in
research carried out by the Scottish Council for the Single Homeless, available
on their website www.scsh.co.uk, and reflected in an article in Community Care
(appended); this shows "serious difficulties", with four out of five providers
experiencing delays in payments and 40% receiving a lower than expected grant.
2. Current problems in provision of supervision services for children under the
Children's Hearing system, as revealed in the Audit Scotland report "Dealing with
Offending by Young People in Scotland" (of which we are sure you are aware).
While these are partly the result of severe recruitment problems in social work,
there are also resource problems underlying these difficulties.
Sections 268, 347, and 377 all speak of partnership with the voluntary sector (re
ASBOs, Parenting Orders and supervision). In each case, the Memorandum says
that "There should be no financial implications of this involvement for the voluntary
sector as any costs are covered (mainly in allocations to local authorities)".
What we are saying is that these problems with existing service provision in this area
– some of which we believe might well have a major contribution to make in tackling
antisocial behaviour – go alongside chronic differences between central and local
government about the cost of services to be provided locally, to give cause for
concern that the funding currently promised will not be adequate for the task. We are
aware that many of the most effective people-centred ways of tackling antisocial
behaviour are costly, and that it is essential to the objectives of the Bill that the
partnerships that will deliver existing and new services are fully funded.
Graham K Blount
Scottish Churches Social Inclusion Network Co-ordinator
Appendix
Communitycare.co.uk | Article
Up to half of all housing support services in Scotland have faced cash flow problems
since the introduction of the Supporting People programme earlier this year, new
research reveals.
A survey of Supporting People providers, published this week by the Scottish
Council for Single Homeless (SCSH), reveals that four out of five providers
experienced delays in payments and 40 per cent received a lower than expected
grant.
The survey of 104 providers, who account for an estimated 11 per cent of all
Supporting People spend in Scotland, also finds that one in five still had no contract
in place by August 2003, four months after the programme was introduced.
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Andrew Waugh, policy officer for SCSH and author of the report, said: "Cash flow
problems are clearly a major headache for some providers, and these have been
caused by delayed payments or smaller than expected payments from councils.
"Although there has been a welcome increase in overall funding for housing support
services, there are clearly a number of serious difficulties. If we are to meet the
objective of reducing homelessness substantially in Scotland, it is vital that support
services are in place with their
funding secured."
The Scottish executive has written to SCSH, expressing reservations about its
findings. A spokesperson said: "It would be a pity if the goodwill which has been
established among all parties working towards making the Supporting People project
succeed were damaged as the result of the views of such a small, unrepresentative
sample of housing support providers being given disproportionate coverage."
Supporting People is the new system of funding for supported housing providers.
Local authorities allocate cash based on the amounts they are given by the Scottish
executive.
- In Need of Support? from www.scsh.co.uk
Printed: 5 December 2003
SUBMISSION FROM SCOTTISH COURT SERVICE (SCS)
I refer to your letter of 26 November 2003, in which you invited the Scottish Court
Service (SCS) to submit written evidence in respect of the Financial Memorandum to
the Anti-Social Behaviour (Scotland) Bill.
As an Executive Agency of the Scottish Executive Justice Department, the SCS was
involved in discussions with Scottish Executive officials during the preparation of the
Financial Memorandum. Based on our experience of similar types of applications to
the courts, we are content with the assumptions and estimates contained therein,
insofar as they affect the Supreme and Sheriff Courts.
The estimates of the number of cases in each category which are likely to reach the
courts were provided by Scottish Executive officials and represent a best estimate of
the likely level of take up of the new legislation. The actual demand may vary from
these figures. However, in our view sufficient margin has been made in the provision
for the costs to the courts to accommodate any reasonable fluctuations and any
increase in general court business arising out of the legislation and associated policy
developments.
John Ewing
Chief Executive
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SUBMISSION BY SCOTTISH EXECUTIVE OFFICIALS
Thank you for your letter of 17 December requesting further information about the
Financial Memorandum on the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill. I apologise
that we missed your deadline of 7 December because of the Christmas break.
You explained that the Committee would like more information about the cost
estimates in the Financial Memorandum in relation to the police. As you know, the
Financial Memorandum seeks to identify and estimate the direct resource
implications for the police and other bodies involved in the implementation of
provisions in the Bill.
Keeping communities safe and maintaining public order are core functions of every
police force in Scotland. An ACPOS document ‘Policing Priorities for Scotland: 2003
to 2006’, issued in March 2003, makes clear that developing safer communities will
remain the primary objective that drives policing policy.
There are no new duties for the police in the Anti Social Behaviour etc (Scotland)
Bill. Instead, the Bill will provide the police and other agencies with new tools to deal
with offending behaviour and, in so doing, sends a clear message to those who
indulge in such behaviour and to their communities. We do not expect that the new
powers proposed on closure of premises and on dispersal of groups will have
significant resource implications. The police already have to deal with significant and
persistent antisocial behaviour. These new measures will simply provide them with
another tool by which to do so.
Moreover, as these measures are intended for use only in a minority of very serious
cases, it is likely they will be used relatively rarely, where other measures have
proved unsuccessful or insufficient.
Indeed, it could be argued that these measures could save police time in dealing
with particular situations which in themselves are already resource intensive - for
example being able to seal up, for up to six months, premises that have been the
centre of serious and ongoing disturbance.
Similarly, the introduction of Fixed Penalty Notices for low level offences is intended,
amongst other things, to reduce the amount of time police spend writing full reports
under existing arrangements and enable police officers to resume operational duties
more quickly after an incident.
As the Committee will be aware, the general budget for each police force is provided
to police authorities and joint police boards by the Executive through Police Grant
Aided Expenditure (GAE). The level of Police GAE is already at record levels and
will rise by over 20% in 3 years, from £822m in 2002-03 to £1bn in 2005-06. Police
officer numbers are also at record levels, and the increased funding will provide for
further increases in officer numbers by 2005-06. In addition, the contracting out of
prisoner escorting in 2004, and Best Value improvements including civilianisation of
at least 250 police officer posts by 2006, will lead to further increases in the number
of officers on operational duty in every Scottish force.
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The funding provided for general policing is not directly linked to the tasks that police
officers undertake. Nor do the Scottish Ministers dictate to Chief Constables how
they should use the resources at their disposal to meet local needs and priorities.
While forces are expected to meet national targets which underpin their core duties,
it is for each Chief Constable to determine how to use the resources available to his
force to cover all the duties of the force, including the enforcement of the law on
antisocial behaviour.
I thought it might also be useful to the Committee in advance of official’s appearance
before the Committee on 20 January to explain briefly the extra resources for
tackling antisocial behaviour the Executive will make available over the next two
financial years. As you will appreciate, it was not possible for us to present this
detailed information in the Financial Memorandum.
Firstly, £60m has been allocated in 2004-6 to support local authorities and their
community planning partners to tackle antisocial behaviour. The first £30m is
intended to help local authorities set up community warden schemes and other
community-based antisocial behaviour initiatives, such as mediation and victim
support services. Proposals for the use of these funds are currently under
consideration. The Committee may be interested to know that some local authorities
have elected to use part of their allocations to fund the secondment of police officers
to dedicated antisocial behaviour teams.
Ministers are still considering how the additional £30m announced will be allocated,
based on the first round of proposals. However, we envisage that some of the
funding will be available to put in place core services necessary to underpin the
antisocial behaviour strategies that local authorities and the police are required to
produce under the ASB Bill, while other elements will be available to develop and
improve existing services. The requirement to involve the police and other
community planning partners in the development of the strategy should ensure that
the resources are used in ways best tailored to local needs.
Secondly, and as the Minister for Justice confirmed during the Youth Justice debate
on 8 January, £35m is being made available in 2004-05 and 2005-06 to implement
the youth justice elements of the Executive’s strategy to tackle antisocial behaviour.
It will cover those elements of the strategy included in the Bill, such as programmes
to support under 16s on ASBOs or subject to electronic monitoring, and those not
requiring legislation, such as diversionary activity, restorative justice and the
extension of the youth court pilot. I have attached separately a table detailing the
allocation of the £35m.
I hope this information is helpful to the Committee. Please let me know if there is
any further information we can provide before 20 January.
I am copying this letter to the Clerks to the Communities and Justice 2 Committees
given their interest in the Bill.
MICHAEL KELLET
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BREAKDOWN OF £35M NEW MONEY FOROR 2004-05
YOUTH JUSTICE

2005-06

TOTAL

Restorative Justice in the Hearings system
Programmes to support new measures
Costs for hearings system
Additional cost to SCRA
Information/support for victims
Implementation of National Standards1

1.50
4.00
0.32
0.15
0.50
1.50

1.50
9.00
0.15
0.20
2.50
1.50

Local diversionary activity2

5.00

1.00

Extension of youth court pilot3

1.20

1.20

Community Reparation Orders
Court costs of new orders
Contingency money

0.55
0.27
0.01

1.10
0.57
1.32

3.00
13.00
0.47
0.35
3.00
3.00
(4.00)
6.00
(10.00)
2.40
(9.55)
1.65
0.84
1.33

TOTAL

15.00

20.00

35.00

Notes:
All of the £35m represents new money for agencies
Figures shaded are those set out in Financial Memorandum to the Antisocial
Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill .
Other figures = new announcement
Figures in total column in bold and brackets = total funding for this work, including
allocations from existing resources (see below)
------------------------------1 In addition to existing national standards money - £500k in each year made
available under youth crime action plan
2 Money for local action fund supplemented in 2005-06 by £4m current unallocated
youth justice money from Scottish Budget 2002. £10m for diversionary activity was
announced in a Partnership for a BetterScotland
3 In addition to existing youth court funding of £3.25m in 2004-05 and £3.9m in
2005-06.
SUBMISSION FROM COSLA
Further to COSLA’s oral evidence to the Finance Committee on Tuesday, 9
December on the Financial Memorandum to Anti-Social Behaviour etc (Scotland)
Bill, we undertook to submit further written evidence on specific areas within the
Memorandum where the Committee felt additional comments would be useful. This
submission follows that up and provides direct responses to your letter of 11
December 2003. Each of the specific points set out in your letter of 11 December
are answered in turn.
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Are the estimated costs arising out of the duty to develop Anti-Social
Behaviour Strategies adequate?
While COSLA accepts that there is scope for utilising existing staffing and other
resources to meet this new duty, the general view within local government is that the
allocation within the Financial Memorandum is well below the ‘going rate’ for other
strategies (e.g. homelessness), and in some smaller councils, would have very little
impact in terms of providing additional capacity.
Your views on the estimated use of ASBOs for 12–15 years – do you think this
is reasonable, and if not, do you expect the actual number to be higher or
lower?
COSLA does not believe it is possible to predict with any certainty the future usage
of ASBOs for under 16 year olds. The Chartered Institute of Housing report Tackling
Anti-Social Behaviour: The Use of ASBOs in Scotland (October 2003),
(www.cih.org/home_scotland/ resproject013.pdf) details the numbers of adult ASBOs
both applied for and granted since their introduction. Given that over a four-year
period from 1999-2003 a total of 226 ASBOs were granted and 368 ASBO
applications made to Sheriff Courts, it would appear that a prediction of 100 ASBOs
for 12-15 year olds per year is unlikely to be exceeded, and if anything, represents
an over-estimate of their likely usage.
How reasonable are the costs identified relating to applying for ASBOs and
will they be sufficient to cover the required supporting programmes?
Margarita Morrison undertook to supply information on case studies of the
cost calculations for current ASBOs. These would be welcome.
Please see separate paper on the cost of ASBOs, which is based around two case
studies from City of Edinburgh Council. The key points that COSLA wishes to
emphasise on the costs of ASBOs are:
The circumstances of each case are different, which means that costs can vary
hugely.
The greatest single cost relates to solicitors’ time, hence whether a case is defended
or not is the single greatest determinant of the overall cost of a particular ASBO
application.
The case studies outlined are therefore not intended to represent ‘typical’ or
‘average’ costs, but are designed to highlight the component costs and variables that
determine the overall cost of an ASBO. Some ASBO applications are straightforward
and result in relatively modest costs to local authorities. Others are much more
complex and can lead to authorities incurring costs of upwards of £20,000.
Why are these costs only set out for up to 2005-06?
This is a question for the Scottish Executive to answer. However, COSLA’s
understanding is that Ministers’ intention is to build provision for the longer-term
funding for anti-social behaviour into the Spending Review 2004, which will inform
budgets for the financial year 2006-07 onwards. In the longer-term, the provisions of
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the Bill and implementation of Anti Social Behaviour Strategies will have financial
implications beyond the two year period for which funding has been allocated. From
COSLA’s perspective, it is therefore vital that a continuing and flexible long term
funding mechanism is established which will support strategic implementation on an
ongoing basis.
Fergus Ewing asked how many ASBOs have been sought by each local
authority to date and the costs for both successful and unsuccessful
applications.
Please see the above reference/ web link to the CiH Scotland report on use of
ASBOs and the separate paper on the costs of ASBO applications. The details set
out therein highlight the various component costs of ASBOs that apply whether
applications are successful or not and also stress the fact that each application is
complex and unique, which makes cost generalisations difficult.
Ron Lancashire estimated that there would be between 60 – 70 applications for
intensive support programmes in a year. How was this estimate arrived at?
How does this compare with the number of applications under the current
legislation?
In his evidence, Ron Lancashire was actually refererring to the number of
applications that Edinburgh City Council would have deal with, calculated on a prorata basis from the national figure presented in the Financial Memorandum. This
refers to 600-700 requiring access to intensive support across Scotland.
It is for the Scottish Executive to explain its calculations on these national figures to
the Committee. However, COSLA has no basis upon which to dispute the
assumptions it makes and cannot provide an alternative estimate with any degree of
confidence. In COSLA’s view, at this time the predictions contained within the
Financial Memorandum appear reasonable.
COSLA cannot provide specific figures on current usage of intensive support
programmes. However, we are aware that the number of intensive support
programme places are very limited at present and that the Bill is intended to increase
capacity in this area significantly over the period covered by the Financial
Memorandum. The Scottish Executive may have specific figures on existing places
that it could share with the Committee.
Is it expected that the Bill will increase the number of applications for over 16
years too?
There is no evidence base which would allow COSLA to predict with any degree of
confidence the impact that the Bill will have on numbers of future adult ASBO
applications. To provide a specific answer to this question would be inappropriate
and potentially misleading.
Jeremy Purvis asked for comment on the number of full time staff local
authorities will employ as a result of the Bill and whether this is comparable
with the projections in the Financial Memorandum.
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It is very difficult for COSLA to quantify in any degree of detail, the total overall
staffing implications the Bill would have for local authorities. Our response on the
noise (in which we accept the assumption of two EHOs per authority, but for all 32)
and FPN provisions set out fairly specifically what we believe the staffing implications
will be for local authorities in respect of those provisions. In relation to both, these
exceed what is referred to in the Financial Memorandum. COSLA also takes the
view that there will be some additional staffing required to implement the provisions
related to Anti-Social Behaviour Strategies, although this is unlikely to exceeed one
member of staff per authority and in all probability will be lower than this.
It is more difficult to assess the potential staffing implications in relation to housing
and social work services, since staff in those areas dealing with implementation of
the Bill’s provisions will have more generic functions that go beyond anti-social
behaviour. COSLA’s view however, is that the Bill will have staffing implications for
social work in particular, where there is already a recruitment issue that is
acknowledged by both COSLA and the Scottish Executive. Together, the provisions
on CROs, intensive support programmes and (potentially) increased numbers of
supervision orders arising from the extension of ASBOs to 12-15 year olds will mean
an important and major additional workload to social work.
Will the £2.5m for the provisions relating to noise nuisance be adequate?
COSLA does not believe this figure is adequate. While it accepts the logic of the
costs attributed proportionately to councils, the flaw is in the assumption that some
local authorities will not use this power. We do not believe any council would choose
to deny its residents this cover. Every member of the Society of Chief Environmental
Health Officers for Scotland (SOCOEHS) envisages take-up, if not directly, then
certainly in partnership with other authorities. Based on this assumption, COSLA
believes that costs may be nearer to the full £3.84m.
Is the number of estimated fixed penalty notices for littering realistic?
COSLA has no difficulty with the estimated numbers of Fixed Penalty Notices.
COSLA’s concern relates to the figure of £20,000 for implementation of these
provisions. COSLA does not accept that existing officers have the capacity to
concentrate on these new duties unless other work is put aside. If a major impact on
littering and fly tipping is what is expected under the Bill, then a considerably higher
level of investment will be required to provide the necessary additional staff and
transport.
COSLA believes that a more realistic estimate of the implementation costings will be
£1,278,000. This is based upon the modest requirement of two junior staff and
transport per council. Two staff are required for corroboration purposes under Scots
Law, while transport will be necessary if they are to be able to cover the main
‘trouble spots’ across the council area. The total figure breaks down as:
32 x 2 staff at AP1 grade + 26% on-costs = £17,905 per officer; Scotland total of
£1.15 million
Scotland total transport costs of £400,000
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Your views on the estimated use of parenting orders – do you think this is
reasonable, and if not, do you expect the actual number to be higher or lower?
How reasonable are the costs identified relating to applying for parenting
orders and will they be sufficient to cover the required supporting
programmes?
In common with our response on intensive support programmes, COSLA has no firm
evidence base upon which to challenge the Financial Memorandum’s assumptions
about future numbers of Parenting Orders. It is a matter for the Executive to justify
these assumptions to the Committee.
There is a general difficulty for COSLA in predicting at this point in time, what the
future costs to local authorities will be for child welfare-related provisions within the
Bill. This is due to there being no way of predicting what the volume of demand or
uptake will be, rather than in predicting the costs of individual orders or programmes.
This qualification applies equally to the future uptake of CROs referred to in the
question below.
What are your views on the adequacy of the estimated £1.1m for Community
Reparation Orders and £1.5m for improving the level of compliance with
supervision requirements imposed by a children’s hearing. Do you expect the
uptake of these provisions to be similar to those estimated in the Financial
Memorandum.
COSLA accepts the Financial Memorandum’s assumptions in relation to CROs,
which are consistent with the costings and uptake of adult Community Service
Orders.
The issue of compliance with supervision requirements is clearly linked to ongoing
problems with social work recruitment and retention, and from COSLA’s perspective,
solutions to this problem must be found beyond the confines of this Financial
Memorandum.
APPROXIMATION OF COSTS TO OBTAIN AN
ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR ORDER
Introduction
It must be stressed that ASB is very much a developing area with many authorities at
a very early stage of establishing special services to deal with it at the extreme end
of the spectrum and, as such, it is difficult to quantify the costs of the work involved.
Anti-Social Behaviour Orders (ASBOs)
In examining the approximate costs of pursuing an ASBO, it is necessary to be
aware that the very nature of anti-social behaviour is complex and, thus, dealing with
it is also complex. The circumstances of cases in which behaviour is alleged to be
anti-social are very individual and these cannot be addressed in a formulaic manner
but require a course of action tailored to the particular circumstances. It is therefore
very difficult to generalise about the costs of ASBOs or to talk in any meaningful way
about the average cost of an ASBO. It is more meaningful to think of a minimum
costs in each application.
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Thirdly, many instances of anti-social behaviour are successfully dealt with without
the need to consider court action or eviction and are resolved at various stages in
the process, whether at a local level or at the special investigation stage.
Costs of Obtaining an ASBO
In developing a costing structure for ASBOs for the purposes of this exercise, the
cost has been calculated at the point at which it has been considered that normal
housing and tenancy management has been exceeded and the matter enters the
specialist area of ASB at the more extreme end of the spectrum of behaviour.
The approach adopted by the City of Edinburgh Council to address the more
extreme examples of ASB is for locally based housing officers to undertake the
investigation of normal housing and tenancy management levels of behaviour but for
more serious cases to be referred to the Anti-Social Behaviour Strategy Unit
(ASBSU) where specialist investigation officers and solicitors use a range of
approaches to address ASB. In trying to produce indicative costs, it is the activities
of this Unit that have been used to develop an appropriate figure.
To reiterate the point, the circumstances of each ASB case are different and different
approaches are essential to achieve the desired outcome of reducing ASB. Some of
the cases referred to the ASBSU are extremely complicated and involve many
months of detailed investigation and evidence gathering before sufficient information
is compiled to enable a case to be taken to Court.
This will have involved a
significant amount of work, not only from the ASBSU but also from the social work
and education departments, the police, mediation services and others, increasing the
costs significantly. No account is taken in this paper of any costs incurred by other
agencies.
Case 1 –Undefended Case
The following costs have been calculated using an actual case from South
Edinburgh. Following complaints from a number of local authority tenants about the
behaviour of a 17-year-old youth residing occasionally with his father but officially
considered of no fixed address. This individual was known to be responsible for a
course of anti-social behaviour and action by the local area housing office was
unable to stop this.
As a result, the case was referred to the ASBSU in early April 2003, and a detailed
investigation was undertaken by housing investigation officers.
This included
interviewing complainers and obtaining statements, analysis of diary sheets kept by
the various complainers, liaison with the local police and the obtaining of information
from them in respect of the subject. This also involved a number of out-of-officehours attendance by housing investigation officers to witness the behaviour being
complained of by the various complaining tenants.
It took until the middle of July, 2003, to obtain sufficient information to enable the
ASBSU solicitor to apply to the Court for an interim ASBO and this was obtained at
the end of July, being served on the subject in early August. It took until midNovember 2003 to obtain a full ASBO in respect of the subject, which imposed
conditions on him, including his being excluded from the area in which his behaviour
was causing so many problems.
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Overall, this particular case involved approximately 80 hours of work for the housing
investigation officer, 70 hours of work for the ASBSU solicitor and the cost of court
time was calculated to be £360.
Allowing for the hourly costs of a housing
investigation officer paid at AP3 level to be approximately £21.00, those of the
ASBSU solicitor to be £110.00 and the court costs, this brought the cost of this
particular case to an approximate total of £9 740. This takes no account of the
involvement of the other agencies that have had an active involvement in this
particular case. It is also important to note that this case was undefended.
Cost Centre
Housing Investigation Officer
ASBSU Solicitor
Court Costs
Approximate Total Costs

Hourly Cost
£21.00
£110
N/A

Hours of Work
80 hours
70 hours
N/A

Total Cost
£1 680
£7 700
£360
£9 740

In another case in the same area at the same time similar costs were incurred but
the action is still on going as the case is being defended. The time, and therefore
the cost, is this second case will be substantially higher by the time the full ASBO
hearing proceeds to court in March 2004.
Case 2 – Incomplete Case
A much more complicated case that is currently ongoing but which is not yet at a
stage at which it can be taken to court has involved approximately 100 hours of
housing investigation officer time and 20 hours of solicitor time. This gives a cost of
approximately £4 300 with considerably more work still required to bring the case to
court, particularly in respect of solicitor time, and no court costs are yet included.
Cost Centre
Housing Investigation Officer
ASBSU Solicitor
Court Costs
Approximate Costs to Date

Hourly Cost
£21.00
£110.00
N/A
N/A

Hours of Work
100
20
N/A
N/A

Total Cost
£2 100
£2 200
N/A
£4 300

Conclusion
Obviously, more work is needed to establish ongoing, real costs and the impact of
the new duties in the Bill. However, it is worth re-stating some of the key points in
this paper:
The number of ASBOs is comparatively small but their circumstances are very
individual and this affects the costs and range of approaches needed to address
them.
The figures provided on the costs of ASBOs do not include housing officer time,
merely that of specialist officers.
Many cases are pursued that do not result in an ASBO but do incur substantial
specialist officer costs.
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NOTE – The City of Edinburgh Council is aware of the Research Report quoted in
the Explanatory Notes to the Anti-Social Behaviour Bill and is conscious that it
provided information for that Report. Although the focus of that Report was on
mediation costs rather than ASBOs, an attempt was made to identify the costs of
ASBOs. Table 18 in that Report identifies a wide range of costs on successful and
inconclusive ASBO applications but the Council would confirm that the real costs
incurred are as indicated in this Paper. These costs are based on current cases
and there is little doubt that, where RSLs have pursued ASBOs, they will raise issues
too about the total costs of actions which are in the higher end of the Research
Report.
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FINANCE COMMITTEE
EXTRACT FROM THE MINUTES
2nd Meeting, 2004 (Session 2)
Tuesday 20th January, 2004
Present:
Mr Ted Brocklebank
Kate Maclean
Jim Mather
Jeremy Purvis

Fergus Ewing (Deputy Convener)
Des McNulty (Convener)
Dr Elaine Murray
John Swinburne

Apologies: Ms Wendy Alexander
Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill: The Committee took evidence on the
Bill’s Financial Memorandum from—
Alistair McIntosh, Head of Antisocial Behaviour Division; Michael Kellet,
Antisocial Behaviour Bill Team Leader; Rachael Gwyon, Head of Youth
Justice and Children's Hearing Division and Bill Barron, Head of Police
Regulations and Resource Branch, Scottish Executive.
Members agreed to advise the Clerk by the end of the week, of any points they
wished to highlight in the Committee’s report.
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Scottish Parliament
Finance Committee
Tuesday 20 January 2004
(Morning)
[THE CONVENER opened the meeting at 10:00]

Antisocial Behaviour etc
(Scotland) Bill:
Financial Memorandum
The Convener (Des McNulty): Good morning. I
welcome members, the press, the public and our
witnesses to the second Finance Committee
meeting of 2004 in session 2 of the Parliament. I
remind everybody that pagers and mobile phones
should be switched off. We have received
apologies from Wendy Alexander, who has an
engagement in her constituency.
The first item on the agenda is further
consideration of the Antisocial Behaviour etc
(Scotland) Bill. We have with us officials from the
Scottish Executive. Alisdair McIntosh is head of
the antisocial behaviour division, Michael Kellet is
the bill team leader, Rachel Gwyon is head of the
youth justice and children’s hearings division and
Bill Barron is the head of the police, regulation and
resources branch. I welcome them to the meeting,
especially Michael Kellet, who has been here
before, for the Water Environment and Water
Services (Scotland) Bill.
Members have a copy of a submission from the
Scottish Executive officials. We also have
submissions from various other organisations,
including the Convention of Scottish Local
Authorities and the Scottish Children’s Reporter
Administration, which follow up on oral evidence
that those organisations gave before Christmas. I
ask the Executive officials to make an opening
statement if they wish, after which we will move to
questions from members.
Alisdair
McIntosh
(Scottish
Executive
Development Department): I will make a few
short points about the financial memorandum to
the bill and the wider issue of resources to support
the Executive’s strategy for tackling antisocial
behaviour.
First, it is important to say at the outset that the
figures that are detailed in the financial
memorandum represent our estimates of only the
new expenditure that will arise directly from the
bill. They do not cover action or commitments for
which no legislative change is needed, such as the
doubling of restorative justice places in the
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children’s hearings system and the wider youth
justice programme, the £30 million funding for
community wardens and other local initiatives to
tackle antisocial behaviour, and the further £30
million that was announced in September but that
has not yet been allocated. Nor do the figures
include funding for wider community regeneration
and youth work.
Secondly, the figures in the memorandum are all
new funds that are in addition to those that were
previously included in the Scottish budget. Figures
are given only for the two years to 2005-06,
because funds for future years will depend on the
outcome of this year’s spending review.
Thirdly, the bill will introduce a number of new
tools to improve the range of interventions that are
available to agencies to tackle antisocial
behaviour. For the most part, those are new
powers for agencies to consider in the light of local
strategies, local circumstances and the available
alternatives, rather than new duties imposed on
the agencies. We have made assumptions about
uptake based on the available research and
evidence. The information that we have used is
drawn from data that are in the public domain and
has largely been sourced from local authorities
and other public bodies.
Finally, although the focus of today’s discussion
will of course be on the costs of implementing the
bill and, to a lesser extent, the costs of the
Executive’s wider strategy, it is worth commenting
that failure to tackle antisocial behaviour
effectively also has substantial financial, economic
and social costs that affect public agencies, local
and central Government and society as a whole.
Of course, it is difficult to quantify those costs, but
the Executive believes firmly that they far outweigh
the substantial additional investment that we are
discussing today.
The Convener: The Finance Committee’s role
is to probe the estimates that have been
produced, not the policy issues.
The Association of Chief Police Officers in
Scotland’s submission suggests that the additional
cost for the police might be £2.2 million and
perhaps £1 million in the first year. As the
witnesses have had an opportunity to read
ACPOS’s views, I ask them to respond specifically
to them.
Alisdair McIntosh: The vast majority of
ACPOS’s estimate of the cost—about £2 million—
is the cost of seconding police officers to antisocial
behaviour units in local authorities. However, as
ACPOS points out, ministers have not yet decided
on the detail of the additional £30 million to which I
referred that is aimed at tackling antisocial
behaviour. We expect that an element of the £30
million will be available to local authorities and
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their community planning partners to develop and
implement antisocial behaviour strategies. Local
authorities and their partners will have to decide
whether to use some of those funds to second a
police officer to the antisocial behaviour team.
Some local authorities already do that and some
have applied for funding from the first round of £30
million for that purpose, but other authorities may
want to use their allocation in other ways. At best,
ACPOS’s figures give a misleading picture of the
funding position.
The Convener: An issue of interpretation is
probably involved, but we are charged with
considering the financial implications of the bill as
written. Clearly, that should include consideration
of an estimate of the range of implications of the
bill. It is not entirely reasonable for you to say that
that point should be set on one side. Given our
role, it would be consistent for us to expect you to
give an estimate of the costs of the bill’s
implementation, taking out policy decisions but
recognising that they might be made. An estimate
that took account of that point would be helpful to
us.
Alisdair McIntosh: The cost that ACPOS gives
of seconding police officers to local authorities
does not arise from the bill—the bill does not
require that to happen. I ask my colleague Bill
Barron to address the other elements of the police
costings.
Bill Barron (Scottish Executive Justice
Department): ACPOS’s estimate of the additional
administrative costs that will arise from the bill’s
measures on fixed-penalty notices is provisional
and tentative. ACPOS’s submission does not
mention the savings that will result downstream
because of the reduction in the police work load
that will result from the fact that officers will not
have to give evidence in court in cases that are
dealt with through fixed-penalty notices. The whole
submission is a bit of a first shot and it misses
some fundamental points.
The Convener: One fundamental point is that
the Executive’s financial memorandum suggests
that the operation of the fixed-penalty notices will
result in defined net savings, whereas ACPOS
states clearly that additional costs will fall on the
police. Far from there being savings associated
with the measure, net costs will be associated with
it.
Bill Barron: I do not think that that is right.
ACPOS states that there will be costs and
savings; the submission suggests, if one reads
between the lines, that the fixed-penalty notices
will result in savings. ACPOS has not said which
will outweigh the other, but I do not think that it
would argue with the view that it is too early to say
and that the balance could well be that the savings
outweigh the costs.
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The Convener: You say that it is too early to
say whether the savings will outweigh the costs,
but our concern is that your financial
memorandum is clear that you expect net savings.
Michael
Kellet
(Scottish
Executive
Development Department): I have a number of
points to make on that. The evidence on savings
that we have gathered and, I think, included in the
financial memorandum stems from published
evidence on pilots of fixed-penalty notices south of
the border, in England and Wales, which have
been going for some time. The evidence from the
pilot in the west midlands shows that, on average,
when police officers use a fixed-penalty notice
rather than a full report to the Crown Prosecution
Service—the equivalent of procurators fiscal—that
saves them somewhere in the region of two hours
and frees them up for business that is more
important than filling out forms. That evidence
allows us to say that we expect a net benefit. We
fully understand that we need to ensure that the
system in Scotland is designed to realise those
benefits and we have said that we will pilot fixedpenalty notices. We will work with the police and
the Crown Office to ensure that the system is so
designed.
In giving evidence to the Justice 2 Committee,
Chief Constable David Strang said in response to
a question from Nicola Sturgeon:
“The fixed-penalty notice is an alternative to full reporting
to the procurator fiscal. If it stays at that high level, that
should save time and bureaucracy.”—[Official Report,
Justice 2 Committee, 6 January 2004; c 432.]

That backs up what we are saying. Even a senior
police officer who gave evidence—I think that he is
the same police officer who signed the ACPOS
submission—accepts that, if we design the system
properly, there should be net savings to the police.
The Convener:
submission says:

Yes,

but

the

ACPOS

“when Conditional Offers and the Vehicle Defect
Rectification Scheme were introduced to deal with road
safety and traffic offences, the workload of officers actually
increased, the additional spare time being put to good use
to self generate additional work.”

Michael Kellet: Exactly. That backs up what we
are saying, because ACPOS is suggesting with
that comment that the time saved by using a fixedpenalty notice system will free up the police to do
better and more effective work and to improve
productivity. That is exactly what we seek to
achieve through the fixed-penalty notice system.
The evidence that you quoted backs up what we
are saying about a net saving. We would not
accept that it is a criticism, because ACPOS is
saying that conditional offers and the vehicle
defect rectification scheme freed up time for police
officers.
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The Convener: I follow the logic of what you are
saying, but I am not sure that freeing up time
necessarily equates to a cost saving, because the
additional costs are associated with the
mechanism through which the penalties are to be
introduced. I am not sure whether fixed-penalty
notices will result in a net saving to the police in
terms of time. They might lead to increased
efficiency, but they will not necessarily produce a
saving as such.
Bill Barron: That is a false distinction to draw,
because police time accounts for the vast
proportion of the costs to the police force in
Scotland, so a saving of time is a saving of cost,
which can be redeployed into whatever the chief
constable deems his highest priority.
John Swinburne (Central Scotland) (SSCUP):
The ACPOS submission says:
“Figure used is salary costs per … Constable. This takes
no account of involvement of higher ranks and the
associated support costs.”

There is therefore a huge element missing from
your estimates.
Michael Kellet: As I understand that part of the
ACPOS submission, the figures relate to the
assessment of the resources that Lothian and
Borders police already put into dealing with
antisocial behaviour. Although we would not
dispute any of that, the ministers’ position would
be that, if the bill is successful in cutting antisocial
behaviour, Lothian and Borders police and other
police forces should realise some savings,
because they will be spending less time dealing
with antisocial behaviour. The figure of £3,047,148
is an estimate of the cost of what Lothian and
Borders police currently do on antisocial behaviour
and not a reflection of any extra work that they
would need to do under the bill.
Fergus Ewing (Inverness East, Nairn and
Lochaber) (SNP): I am having difficulty
understanding the curious line of argument that we
are hearing for the first time from civil servants.
Our job is to examine figures in the financial
memorandum and the civil servants’ job is to
provide those figures, but we are hearing today
that some of the costs that the police and other
bodies say will flow directly from the bill are
allocated by the Executive in another pot of
money, about which we have heard only this
morning. That seems completely the wrong
approach to providing the Parliament with an
estimate of how much a bill will cost.
On what the witnesses have said is the main
cost element in the ACPOS submission, ACPOS
states:
“It is believed that some Local Authorities had budgeted
for”
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the secondment of a police officer to an antisocial
behaviour unit
“and as such the costs were included in earlier bids to the
‘Building Strong Safe Communities’ fund. However this is
not the case for all and whilst unable at this time to be more
specific, some officer secondments will be covered by
mainstream budgets. Based on one officer per Local
Authority the total estimated cost would be £960,000”.

It seems odd to me that Western Isles Council and
Clackmannanshire Council should second the
same number of police officers—one—as the City
of Edinburgh Council or Dundee City Council,
which might require more than one police officer to
be seconded, particularly if antisocial behaviour
orders are to be used a great deal, as I presume
the Executive anticipates. I would have thought
that £960,000 could be a serious underestimate,
but the point is that some local authorities have
budgeted for secondment and some have not. The
antisocial behaviour units in North Lanarkshire
Council, Renfrewshire Council and Fife Council
have particularly good records, but other councils’
units do not. Surely you accept that the
involvement of the police is imperative to make
ASBOs work—to be frank, if there is not a
policeman in every antisocial behaviour unit, the
proposals will not work. The conclusion is
therefore that you should have put that cost, or
some provision for it, in the financial
memorandum. Why have you failed to do so?
10:15
Alisdair McIntosh: On the additional funds that
do not flow directly from the bill, as the financial
memorandum makes clear, the £65 million total,
including the money for youth justice, will be used
to take forward initiatives under the bill and those
that do not require new legislation. In the letter that
we sent to the committee on 7 January, we explain
the relationship between the moneys in the
financial memorandum that flow directly from the
bill and those funds that support wider action to
tackle antisocial behaviour.
On police secondments to local authorities, the
£30 million for 2004-05 and 2005-06 from the
building strong, safe and attractive communities
fund allows local authorities that wish to do so to
bid for money to support inward secondments
from the police at neighbourhood level for
antisocial behaviour teams. Some local authorities
have indicated that they wish to follow that route
and final decisions on funding from that first £30
million will be announced shortly. The second
round of £30 million of funding will also be used to
support action at a local level to support antisocial
behaviour strategies. If local authorities and the
police conclude that they wish to spend part of that
money on secondments of police officers to local
authorities, they will be able to do so.
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On police involvement in local authority
activities, it is worth saying that the police are
already full participants in community planning
structures. For example, they are already full
participants in community safety partnerships,
which will be the main mechanism for preparing
antisocial behaviour strategies.
The Convener: One of the problems for us is
that, in policy terms, the Executive is emphasising
the importance of the bill and the associated
delivery, whereas you are saying that the cost of
the bill’s implementation will be limited but that
other moneys that will follow from the bill and other
legislation will deliver the desired effect. There is
not a contradiction but a disjuncture between
those two approaches, which gives us a bit of
difficulty.
Alisdair McIntosh: The Executive sees the bill
as part of the wider strategy to tackle antisocial
behaviour. The bill is, as I said at the outset,
primarily about providing the agencies with
additional tools to tackle antisocial behaviour in
certain sets of circumstances, but it needs to be
seen in its wider context. It is against that
background that we wanted to explain how the
financial memorandum and the figures in it sat
within the overall amount of money that is
available for antisocial behaviour. I apologise if, in
so doing, we have caused confusion rather than
enlightened you.
Fergus Ewing: With great respect, I must say
that the answer that I received was about as clear
as mud, except that it indicated that the Executive
has not directed that police officers should be
seconded to every antisocial behaviour unit, which
seems to me extraordinary.
I will move on to another aspect of fixed-penalty
notices. There are references to fixed penalties on
pages 29 and 54 of the explanatory notes.
However, there seems to be rather more
information—not for the first time—from those who
have submitted evidence to us. I refer again to
ACPOS, which said:
“During the first six months of the project, officers in the
West Midlands issued 1,854 Penalty Notices for Disorder
for crimes such as threatening behaviour, drinking in a
designated public place, being drunk in a highway and
throwing fireworks.”

You have said that you have extensive information
about that project. Indeed, it is on the basis of that
information that you have concluded that there will
be a net saving. I think that it was Mr Barron who
painted that resounding prediction in a particularly
roseate hue.
Given that you are armed with all the facts and
that we do not have them here—unless I have
failed to pick them up from my papers—could you
tell me the answers to the following questions?
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First, what has the income been from the 1,854
penalty notices? Secondly, what is the cost in
police time of dealing with them? Thirdly, will you
specify any other factors that are of particular
relevance to the detailed work that you say you
have carried out?
Michael Kellet: I shall try to answer as many of
those questions as I can. If there are others that
we can follow up in writing, we shall endeavour to
do that as quickly as possible.
I do not have the information on the total income
from the fixed penalties. The fixed penalties in the
pilot south of the border are priced at two levels,
depending on the seriousness of the offence—
some at £40 and some at £80. I am not sure about
the balance between the two, but we can seek that
information from colleagues down south. However,
I can refer the committee to a Home Office
publication produced in July 2003, which states:
“Research in the West Midlands has shown that a
penalty notice saves at least two hours in preparation of
case papers—resulting in a likely cost saving to the force of
more than £170,000 a year.”

That evidence is based on the pilot in the west
midlands.
Fergus Ewing: With respect, I specifically
mentioned the fact that we had heard—from Mr
Barron, I think—that you are relying on evidence
on the west midlands pilot scheme in concluding
that there will be savings. However, you are
unable to tell us even the most basic components
of that computation, so how can I have any faith in
your evidence? Will you now take steps to provide
a detailed computation of that work? Might we also
have comments on it from ACPOS’s counterpart
body in England, just in case it, like the Scottish
body, has reservations about whether the scheme
is effective?
It seems to me that you have not answered the
point raised by the convener—and put to us by
ACPOS—that it is not always the case that dealing
with fixed-penalty notices frees up time. Anyone
who is acquainted with dealing with those rather
bureaucratic procedures knows fine well that they
can take a huge amount of time for the police,
particularly when something goes wrong,
something is out of the ordinary, people cannot be
traced or forms have been completed incorrectly,
or because of myriad other bureaucratic matters.
On the radio this morning, I heard the bill
described as the Executive’s flagship policy. This
must be the first case in recorded history in which
the flagship has hit the rocks before it has left the
harbour.
Michael Kellet: As I have said, there is research
evidence that shows a saving for the West
Midlands police of £170,000 a year. That evidence
is in the public domain and it is evidence that we
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have relied on. I shall certainly endeavour to get
the information that Mr Ewing seeks. However, it
might be useful to say that it is precisely in order to
quantify and ensure that we can realise net
savings in Scotland that ministers have decided
that we should pilot fixed-penalty notices in parts
of Scotland before attempting to roll them out
nationally. ACPOS supports that position.
Jeremy Purvis (Tweeddale, Ettrick and
Lauderdale) (LD): Before we leave the subject, I
have a question on strategies. In the past, the
committee has looked at some of the structural
flaws in the financial memoranda that we receive.
However, when a bill is coming to the Parliament
at the same time as other strategies are being
developed or guidance is being prepared that may
incur costs or involve deciding how costs are to be
divided up, we have difficulty in scrutinising those
costs. In this case, some local authorities are
ahead of others in putting together antisocial
behaviour strategies. In the context of the bill, do
you expect those local authorities that are behind
to shape their strategies differently from those that
have already put their strategies together? If so,
the bill will inevitably have an impact on the cost of
their strategies, because the authorities will shape
them differently.
Alisdair McIntosh: It is worth pointing out that
all local authorities already have community safety
strategies and action plans and a framework for
tackling antisocial behaviour, albeit in a specific
format. Although the strategies as defined in the
bill represent a new duty, local authorities, in
approaching that duty, will be building on existing
mechanisms that have been developed to take
forward their statutory community planning duties,
so they will not be starting from scratch.
It is also important to emphasise that we will be
producing guidance for local authorities on
strategies, as we will on various other aspects of
the bill. In both the first and second rounds of
funding to which I referred—the initial £30 million
and the further £30 million—some support will be
available to local authorities to help them when
they approach their strategies.
Dr Elaine Murray (Dumfries) (Lab): You will be
aware that the Convention of Scottish Local
Authorities strongly disputed the Executive’s
calculations on antisocial behaviour orders.
COSLA has subsequently given us evidence
based on the City of Edinburgh Council’s
experience of ASBOs, which indicated that one of
the ASBOs cost almost £8,000. The majority of
that cost was for solicitors’ time. It is interesting to
compare that with the ACPOS figures that show a
police constable’s time coming in at £17 an hour,
whereas a solicitor’s time comes in at £110 an
hour.
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Dr Murray: Do you have any comments on
that? In particular, I would be interested in hearing
where you obtained your figures, because they
seem to be distinctly different from the figures that
COSLA has provided.
Michael Kellet: As we said in the financial
memorandum, the figures that we have cited and
used in estimating the cost of an ASBO come from
research. That research, which is referred to in the
financial memorandum, was on the role of
mediation in tackling neighbour disputes and
antisocial behaviour. It was published in March
2003 and produced by researchers at the
University of Stirling. We relied on that evidence in
the financial memorandum and we stand by it.
Costs in Edinburgh are estimated, as Elaine
Murray says, at around £10,000 for an
undefended case. We have to say that the main
reason for the discrepancy is the cost per hour
that the City of Edinburgh Council attributes for its
solicitors. Since we saw the COSLA figures, we
have done some work and spoken to other local
authorities. It is plain that Edinburgh’s assumption
of the cost for a local authority solicitor of £110 per
hour is on the high side. Dumfries and Galloway
Council’s figures are somewhere in the region of
£35.20 or £44 per hour, depending on the seniority
of the solicitor involved. That explains the
discrepancy between the costings that we have
used, based on the research done by the
University of Stirling, and the figures that COSLA
put to you in respect of two cases in Edinburgh.
Dr Murray: The comparison is interesting. The
figure of £110 an hour seemed rather high for a
local authority.
The Convener: Even for Edinburgh.
Dr Murray: There has been some reluctance to
take out ASBOs in the past; councils have argued
that the procedure was difficult and costly. Do you
feel that some of the issues that surrounded the
early use of ASBOs have now been resolved and
that councils will be more comfortable with the
procedures? Is there evidence to prove that?
Michael Kellet: There is evidence for that. The
committee will be aware that interim ASBOs were
introduced under the Criminal Justice (Scotland)
Act 2003 and have been effective since 27 June
last year, if I remember accurately. There is
evidence that interim ASBOs have helped local
authorities to expedite the granting of an ASBO to
control a person’s behaviour. It is early days, as
the measures have been in place only since June
2003. Obviously, we will further update the work
that is being done by the Chartered Institute of
Housing on the use of ASBOs, but ministers hope
that the use of interim ASBOs will help to solve
some of the problems that local authorities have
experienced in relation to the time delay that is
involved in securing a full ASBO.
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10:30
Dr Murray: COSLA also raised concerns about
the difficulty of estimating the cost of intensive
support programmes. Again, COSLA based its
information on evidence from the City of
Edinburgh Council, which estimated that there
could be 60 to 70 applications for such
programmes each year. Will you clarify how the
Executive calculated its figures?
Rachel Gwyon (Scottish Executive Education
Department): Members will be aware that there is
a wider youth justice programme. Since 1992-93,
we have put money specifically into youth justice
teams to plan a range of interventions for people
under 16 in their areas. We are enhancing that
support; for example, funding for programme
development has increased from about £5 million
in 2002-03 to around £15 million in 2005-06. We
expect each youth justice team to develop its own
hierarchy of interventions and to strike the correct
balance between mediation, reparation and
intensive programmes, which will depend on the
audits of the crime in the area for which it receives
funding.
The estimate in the financial memorandum of
around 600 to 700 programmes per year nationally
refers to the totality of intensive support
programmes for all those who are caught up in
offending. The small subset of those who might
require an ASBO that would also come with
intensive support represents a potential additional
requirement that might arise from the bill, which
would be funded separately. We do not intend to
fund all youth justice activity through the bill.
Mr Ted Brocklebank (Mid Scotland and Fife)
(Con): Virtually all those who submitted evidence
to the Finance Committee appear to take the view
that
the
Executive
has
considerably
underestimated the costs that will be involved. As I
understand the argument that has been put
forward this morning, there will somehow be
money in the kitty to cover additional costs that
might arise. That seems to be a fairly novel way in
which to do an overall costing for a bill.
The Scottish Legal Aid Board claims that ASBOs
might lead to a need for legal aid grants for
appeals to the sheriff
“regarding any supervision requirement imposed by the
children’s hearing.”

SLAB estimates that 50 to 100 such cases per
year could cost the legal aid fund between
£80,000 and £160,000. Have such costs been
taken into account?
Alisdair McIntosh: I understand that the paper
from SLAB refers to the potential costs of cases
that are referred onwards from children’s hearings
to the sheriff. That option is, of course, available to
those whose cases are going through the
children’s hearings system, regardless of the bill.
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However, we have estimated that up to £200,000
might be required from the legal aid budget to deal
with ASBO cases that involve under-16s.
The SLAB submission also raised a point in
relation to the Vulnerable Witnesses (Scotland)
Bill. It is worth pointing out that our advice on the
estimate of the legal aid costs that might arise
from that bill has erred on the side of caution. The
costings assumed a high level of uptake of special
measures.
Against that background, and bearing it in mind
that the legal aid fund currently stands at about
£150 million per year and that ministers are
committed to funding any expenditure that arises
from grants of legal aid, we are reasonably
comfortable with our estimates of the legal aid
costs.
Mr Brocklebank: SLAB claims, however, that
those 50 to 100 cases, which arise from “onward
referral” by the children’s hearings, could cost
between £80,000 and £160,000, and that those
costs
“have not been included in the financial memorandum.”

Alisdair McIntosh: The costs in the SLAB
paper refer to onward referral from the children’s
hearings system to the sheriff court. As I said, the
proposals in the bill do not add anything new to
the children’s hearings system in that respect.
ASBOs will be granted by the courts, not by
children’s panels.
Mr Brocklebank: What about the legal aid costs
of, for example, restriction of liberty orders?
According to the SLAB paper:
“The Financial Memorandum estimates there will be 80
RLOs granted in any year. If all 80 resulted in breach
proceedings, this could cost the Fund a further £21,000.”

Has that been taken into account?
Alisdair McIntosh: Were all RLOs to result in
breach proceedings, there would clearly be a cost.
However, the Executive does not believe that the
breach rate will be anything that remotely
approaches 100 per cent. As I said, given the
provision for the legal aid fund as a whole and the
rather cautious estimates that have been attached
to the legal aid implications of the Vulnerable
Witnesses (Scotland) Bill, we are comfortable that,
overall, the estimates that we have made are
reasonable.
Mr Brocklebank: On electronic tagging, the
financial memorandum does not provide any legal
aid costings, but it estimates that representation
by legally qualified people will cost up to £100,000
per year. I presume that there would be some
appeals to the sheriff against RLOs, for which
children’s legal aid would be available, but the
financial memorandum gives no estimate of the
number of such cases.
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Alisdair McIntosh: I am afraid that I must refer
you to the answer that I gave about the state of
provision of the legal aid fund and the cautious
estimates that were made in respect of the
Vulnerable Witnesses (Scotland) Bill, and also to
the additional funds that have been identified in
respect of ASBOs.
Mr Brocklebank: Is SLAB wrong to suggest that
the Executive has not taken into account certain
unforeseen costs?
Alisdair McIntosh: I do not say that SLAB is
wrong. However, there is no basis on which to
anticipate that, for example, all 80 RLOs would be
breached. Similarly, I have no information that
supports the assumption that 50 to 100 cases
would be referred onwards from children’s
hearings. There are uncertainties around the
figures that can be expected and much will
depend on the uptake of the new measures that
the bill introduces, but we are comfortable, overall,
with the estimates that we have produced in
relation to legal aid.
Jeremy Purvis: On tagging, will you clarify a
matter about which there has been a wee bit of
confusion? Paragraph 155 of the policy
memorandum says:
“As well as extending the provision of electronic
monitoring to children’s hearings, we also propose to
extend the options available to the courts by providing
RLOs (with electronic monitoring to monitor compliance) as
an alternative disposal to detention for offenders”

under 16 years old
“in appropriate cases.”

For the record, does that refer to measures that
are alternatives to custody, rather than additional?
Michael Kellet: I am sorry; I did not follow your
question. Additional to what?
Jeremy Purvis: Would those measures be used
as an alternative to custody, rather than in addition
to custody?
Michael Kellet: The bill makes it clear that there
will be circumstances in which the electronic
monitoring of a child will be used as an alternative
to a secure placement. However, the bill does not
provide that that would necessarily happen.
Strict criteria must be met before a children’s
hearing can order a child to be detained in secure
accommodation. The bill does not require those
criteria to be met before a hearing could consider
electronic monitoring as a disposal. I hope that
that clarifies the position.
Jeremy Purvis: Unfortunately it does not. The
implications are twofold. One aspect is beyond the
remit of this committee, which is that to use the
measure as an alternative to custody is to take a
liberal approach, whereas the alternative would be
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fundamentally illiberal. That is for a different
committee to consider in more detail—
The Convener: We are just here to count the
money.
Jeremy Purvis: There is also an impact on the
financial aspect of the bill. If electronic monitoring
is used solely as an alternative to custody, the
impact might be positive, but if it is used in
addition to custody, the impact might be quite
negative.
Michael Kellet: The principles behind the
measure were discussed clearly and in an up-front
manner when Hugh Henry appeared before the
Justice 2 Committee last week, so I refer the
committee to the minister’s explanation. Rachel
Gwyon might want to say something about the
funding of the measure.
Rachel Gwyon: The issues relating to tagging
and the children’s hearings system were costed in
the same way as additional intensive support for
ASBOs because they are new provisions. To an
extent, there may be an additional saving. If a
young person can leave secure accommodation
earlier than would otherwise have been the case,
that will save the authority £3,000 a week. We
have funded the programmes through the financial
memorandum.
Michael Kellet: Having read paragraph 155
again, I see that there is something else that could
perhaps help the committee and I apologise for
not picking it up before. We are talking about
electronic monitoring in two separate contexts.
The explanation that I gave earlier applies and is
correct in respect of a disposal by the children’s
hearing. However, Jeremy Purvis is right that the
courts will also be able to give a restriction of
liberty order as an alternative disposal to custody
for an under-16-year-old in the same way as it can
be given to an adult. I apologise if I confused the
committee on that point.
The Convener: That is a helpful clarification. I
rushed away from local government issues, but
Kate Maclean would like to return to that subject.
Kate Maclean (Dundee West) (Lab): My
question follows on from Elaine Murray’s
questions but it is more general.
When Michael Kellet was asked how the costs
of antisocial behaviour orders were arrived at, he
said that the figures were reached by
commissioning research from the University of
Stirling. Why did the Executive commission
research when it could have got factual
information from each local authority or from
COSLA? From the written submission and oral
evidence that we received from COSLA, the extent
to which COSLA was consulted seemed unclear.
How much was COSLA consulted on the cost
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implications for local authorities? To what extent
were individual local authorities consulted?
I am concerned that, for a quite a few of the
proposals, local authorities will be at the sharp
end. The Executive might tell the public that local
authorities now have powers to deal with things
such as noise nuisance and littering but if local
authorities do not have the resources or if they
have to make cuts elsewhere, they will be unfairly
subjected to criticism, which should be directed at
the Executive if it has not funded the proposals
adequately.
My question is about consultation and where the
figures come from. Those issues have not always
been
entirely
clear
in
other
financial
memorandums. That worries me. I do not have
confidence in figures if it is unclear where they
have come from. Why did the Executive not go to
a more obvious source rather than commission
research from the University of Stirling?
Alisdair McIntosh: We did not formally consult
COSLA on the financial memorandum beforehand.
The Executive does not normally consult in
advance on financial memoranda. However, we
had a number of discussions with local authorities
and with COSLA on our proposals before, during
and after the consultation period. We also briefed
COSLA officials on the financial memorandum
before their appearance at the Finance Committee
in order to explain our assumptions on the
costings.
Moreover, most of the information underlying our
estimates was based on returns from local
authorities, the Scottish Children’s Reporter
Administration and so on. For the ASBO costs, we
used the figure in the research report because it
was an available published figure that had been
produced reputably and with the involvement of
local authorities. As such, we thought that it was a
reasonably reliable estimate.
Following our sight of COSLA’s written
submission and oral evidence to the committee,
we went back not just to Dumfries and Galloway
Council but to a large number of local authorities
to check whether the assumptions that arose from
the published research were reasonable. As
Michael Kellet said in response to an earlier
question, although the figures varied among local
authorities, the clear message was that our figures
were reasonable estimates.
10:45
The Convener: I want to pick up on your
statement that the Executive does not consult
local
authorities.
The
previous
financial
memorandum that the committee considered was
that produced for the Education (Additional
Support for Learning) (Scotland) Bill. It was
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produced by a working group that the Executive
set up with COSLA. Immediately after this session,
we will take evidence on our next financial
memorandum, on which I understand COSLA was
consulted before that bill was introduced.
I am a bit surprised at the firmness of your
statement that the Executive’s practice was not to
consult COSLA on financial memoranda before
they are produced. I think that such consultation
should take place, especially in areas in which
local authorities are very much affected. The
practice in other parts of the Executive for other
bills seems to have encompassed prior
consultation on financial memoranda with COSLA
in particular.
Alisdair McIntosh: I will make two points in
response. First, when that point about prior
consultation arose, we checked with our finance
colleagues in the Executive. Their advice to us
was that, according to the Executive’s most
recently published guidance on financial
memoranda, there is no requirement on the
Executive, and it is not the Executive’s policy,
systematically to consult on financial memoranda
before they are published.
Leaving that to the one side, I think that a simple
practical reason why we did not consult on a draft
financial
memorandum
relates
to
the
circumstances in which the bill was prepared,
because we did not publish a draft bill for
consultation beforehand. The measures in the bill
were finalised only after the close of the summer
consultation on the policy proposals. Therefore,
we did not have, as it were, a set of published
draft proposals for which it would be possible to
publish
an
accompanying
draft
financial
memorandum for consultation.
The Convener: I understand the circumstances
behind the bill, but if there is a defined approach
that does not involve prior consultation, I would not
want to let that rest. That would be unacceptable
to the committee.
Alisdair McIntosh: Let me clarify that I was not
saying that the Executive should not or would not
consult beforehand. I was simply answering the
question about prior consultation by explaining
what I understand to be the practice on financial
memoranda more generally.
Kate Maclean: My question was not about
consultation on the draft financial memorandum
but about consultation prior to the drafting of the
financial memorandum, so that the information
that is used in it is based on facts that I would
have thought are easily available.
My other question is about the Executive’s
recommended practice on consultation, but my
question should probably be targeted at ministers
rather than at officials.
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Rachel Gwyon: We may have managed
inadvertently to leave the committee with a slightly
misleading impression. There is no suggestion
that we were not talking to officials from COSLA. I
have a list somewhere of the range of stakeholder
groups—of which there were literally dozens—that
we met even before the written consultation
document was issued. COSLA was in on those
meetings. That was certainly the case for the
meetings that I held and I think that that was
common across the Executive. In those meetings,
we went through what the measures might be and
tried to discuss what their implications would be.
That partly informed our discussion before the
financial memorandum was produced. Although
we did not have a draft financial memorandum the
exact wording of which we could share with
COSLA, we discussed the policies with COSLA
from straight after the election.
Michael Kellet: I back up what Rachel Gwyon
has said. Many of the responses to the
consultation paper mentioned the issue of
resources and many of those were based on
discussions that we had already had. In October,
we published the University of Glasgow report that
provides an analysis of the consultation
responses. Included within the conclusions of that
report is a paragraph that stresses the fact that
several agencies highlighted the issue of
resources in their consultation responses and in
our meetings. Obviously, we took account of those
points and discussions in preparing the financial
memorandum.
Kate Maclean: It seemed strange that the
figures for the costs of antisocial behaviour orders
were obtained from research. If I was going to buy
something, I would ask somebody who had
already bought it how much it cost rather than
commission research.
Michael Kellet: I understand that the research
was done by asking a number of local authorities
across Scotland for an estimate of their costs for
obtaining ASBOs.
Dr Murray: I have a slightly more general point.
Comparisons have already been made with the
Education (Additional Support for Learning)
(Scotland) Bill, the financial memorandum to which
considers ranges of costs. Ministers have given an
assurance that, should the financial memorandum
underestimate that bill’s costs, there is sufficient
unallocated resource in the budget to be able to
cover that. Is the same true of the Antisocial
Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill—in other words, if it
turns out to be more expensive than you have
estimated, is there sufficient unallocated resource
in the justice budget to be able to cover additional
funding?
Alisdair McIntosh: Some of the funding to
support the bill and the wider strategy comes from
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within the justice budget and some of it comes
from within the budget for the communities
portfolio—notably the £30 million for community
wardens and other local initiatives, which I
mentioned, and the further £30 million, which is as
yet unallocated. The precise allocation of that £30
million will build on the first round, but it will also
be possible to reflect the assessment of the
current position on resources for the bill’s
provisions and the strategy as a whole.
I should also say that future funding will be the
subject of the discussions on the spending review
that will get under way later this year, which will
determine funding for the years beyond 2005-06.
We will keep the overall position on the resource
implications, not just of the bill but of the wider
strategy, under review and will discuss it with
COSLA and others over the coming months, as
we proceed with the bill and the strategy.
The Convener: I want to pursue the wider
funding issues, but we will hear from Fergus
Ewing first.
Fergus Ewing: In my view, Dr Elaine Murray’s
question was apposite, so I will pursue it. What is
your worst estimate of the highest amount of the
unallocated £30 million that might be used up by
what you call the bill’s indirect consequences?
Alisdair McIntosh: I do not think that I can give
you an answer to that today, for the simple reason
that the final decisions on the allocation of the first
£30 million have not been taken—although they
will be taken very soon. It will be important to
ensure that the second £30 million goes towards
addressing any gaps in core services in local
authorities and other agencies and that it
contributes to the whole range of activities—
including prevention and early intervention, which
are themes of the strategy—rather than to just the
enforcement angles. I cannot give an answer in
the terms in which you asked the question.
Fergus Ewing: I hear what you say, but the
reason that you gave for not being able to give me
an answer was that ministers had not yet taken
the relevant decisions. That is not really what I
asked you; I asked what your worst-case-scenario
estimate was on the basis of your computation as
advisers rather than as ministers, but I do not think
that I will get any more on that.
I want to raise a question that arises from
today’s revelation that on what is a major bill—
some people would say that it is the Parliament’s
most important bill—you did not hold a
consultation on how much it was going to cost; in
other words, you told us that you did not have a
formal consultation on the financial memorandum.
You explained that by saying that you contacted
your colleagues in finance, who advised that it was
not mandatory to have a consultation on the
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financial memorandum. Did those colleagues
express a view that to do so might be prudent or
did they express any other view on that?
Alisdair McIntosh: No, they did not express a
view but, as I explained earlier, we had a number
of discussions—before, during and after the
consultation period—with COSLA, local authorities
and other bodies that would be affected by the
bill’s provisions on the range of policy issues and
the proposals’ implications, including those that
informed the estimates. We did not have a formal
consultation on the financial memorandum as a
document, but that does not mean that we did not
consult those who would be affected by the policy
proposals’ implications.
Fergus Ewing: I understand that as well but,
with hindsight, given that the bill is such a major
piece of legislation that is so controversial and has
so many strands, surely it was essential that you
had a proper consultation—not discussions and
chats—on your estimate of how much it was going
to cost. It is hardly surprising that the police,
Shelter Scotland, the Scottish Legal Aid Board and
housing people have criticised your figures,
because they were not properly consulted in the
first place. Will you spit it out and say that you
were wrong and that you should have had a formal
consultation on the financial memorandum? If you
had done so, we might have been in a better
position than we are in now; we certainly would
not have had the total uncertainty that you have
described this morning.
Michael Kellet: We would not accept that there
is total uncertainty or that there have not been
consultations on the costings. As Rachel Gwyon
explained, we had a series of very detailed
meetings with a range of stakeholders over the
summer, during which the resources were
discussed repeatedly.
It is my understanding that the guidance on the
preparation of financial memorandums is prepared
jointly by officials in the Executive and the
Parliament. I have a copy of a letter of 4
December from Andy Kerr to the committee’s
convener, which included a copy of the up-to-date
guidance on financial memorandums. That was
the guidance that we tried to follow in preparing
the bill’s financial memorandum.
The Convener: The guidance says:
“Financial Memoranda should also include relevant
cross-references to any consultation exercise as
summarised in the Policy Memoranda”.

It does not say that there should not be
consultation on financial memoranda in any shape
or form.
Michael Kellet: We would accept that; it is fair
to say that we are not saying that the guidance
tells us not to consult on financial memoranda.

The policy memorandum contained
references to the consultation.
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The Convener: I appreciate that not every bill
will go down the same route. I do not necessarily
agree with all that Fergus Ewing said, but the
kernel of it was that, the more precise the
consultation that one can do and the more detailed
the figures, the better the responses that one will
get.
I want to pursue the issue a bit further. One of
the aspects of COSLA’s evidence that the
committee was disappointed about was its
apparent lack of preparedness and focus on the
bill’s implications. Is that not evidence that you
should be concerned about how well the
consultation process has gone?
Alisdair McIntosh: There are two points to
make. First, it was precisely so that COSLA
officials would be prepared for their appearance
before the Finance Committee that we invited
them to a briefing on the estimates and the
assumptions that underlay them. It is also
important to say that, as I understand it, there has
recently been a considerable restructuring within
that organisation, as a consequence of which a
number of people are now in posts that they were
not in previously—their responsibilities have
changed. That might have been a factor, although
I would not like to speculate.
The Convener: We would certainly hope that
local authorities are better prepared on the ground
than COSLA appeared to be when it appeared
before us.
Jim Mather (Highlands and Islands) (SNP):
On the basis of today’s exchanges, I am
wondering whether we have reached a point at
which we should be moving on from the way in
which financial memoranda are produced. We live
in the era of spreadsheets in which it is simple to
model costs over time, to show a decrease in
costs as processes and policies bite in. The fact
that both direct and intangible savings over time
can be shown in a constructive way means that
we can move on from having an exclusive focus
on expenditure. Surely the current approach,
which is purely about the allocation of cash in
return for intangible and unquantifiable benefits, is
unsatisfactory.
To tie in with that more modern, robust way of
doing things, surely it would be much better to use
the consultation to get a committed buy-in from the
various stakeholders involved to agreed minimised
costs and to get a similar commitment to agreed
maximised savings.
The Convener: I think that the officials can
respond to that only in relation to the specifics of
the bill; it is probably for other officials to deal with
the generalities.
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11:00
Alisdair McIntosh: On the specifics of the bill’s
delivery and the wider strategy, we decided to set
up an implementation advisory group—composed
of officials from the Executive, COSLA, local
authorities, the Scottish Federation of Housing
Associations, the Association of Chief Police
Officers in Scotland and SCRA—as a forum for
discussing issues in the context of the delivery
plan that the Executive intends to draw up, which
will be ready when the bill becomes law. The
group’s work will be overseen by a ministerial and
COSLA steering group, including the minister, the
COSLA president and his colleagues, to ensure
that there is a venue for discussing
implementation and wider delivery issues
surrounding the bill and the whole strategy. That is
not a complete answer to the question, but we are
certainly considering the issue.
Jim Mather: I trust that you appreciate the
disquiet on the members’ side of the table: we
seem to sit here sanctioning additional costs with
no real confidence that savings will be
forthcoming, and we repeatedly hear stakeholders
such as SCRA suggesting that the costs that are
set out in the financial memorandum are lower
than the costs that it feels that it will bear.
Rachel Gwyon: I am surprised by that summary
of SCRA’s evidence because we found that the
cost for direct funding of that organisation—for
which it asked—tallies almost exactly with the
estimates that we included in the financial
memorandum. SCRA did go on to say that the
training costs for panel members in the financial
memorandum might be too low. However, the
Executive, rather than SCRA, pays those costs.
Therefore, we used the evidence of what we
actually pay and what we have paid in other pilots
such as fast-track hearings. We are confident that
we have estimated the costs accurately.
The only other point that SCRA raises is on
information technology. We have invested about
£11 million in the past few years in SCRA and we
must have a wider discussion with it about the
children’s reporter administration as a whole. We
will have a continuing discussion with SCRA on
that.
Jim Mather: When was SCRA consulted?
Rachel Gwyon: It was consulted even before a
Government was formed. We started consultation
with SCRA on the back of the manifestos. SCRA
has been in on the discussions since the
beginning.
John Swinburne: I have sat and listened to the
evidence, which has been interesting. However,
we are not interested in the bill. We are interested
only in the bill’s financial aspects. Your
presentation is as unclear as any I have heard. I
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am not a financial genius, but when we get the
Executive providing estimated costs of between
£500 and £6,500 for applying for an ASBO, and
COSLA coming up with an estimate of between
£5,000 and £20,000, the disparity in the figures is
totally unacceptable. I do not see anything
concrete on which we could base approval.
Michael Kellet: All I can do is point out that the
difference relates to the charge per hour for
solicitors’ time. That explains the discrepancy.
There is not much more that I can do than to
reiterate that answer.
John Swinburne: That bears out the point that I
made. I am happy to leave it at that.
The Convener: Did you want to ask a question
about noise?
John Swinburne: How was the financial
assumption made of the £2.5 million budget for
noise nuisance—which COSLA says will be
insufficient—and the new power that local
authorities will require?
Michael Kellet: I will deal with that. I think that
we made it clear in the financial memorandum that
we estimated that if all 32 local authorities decided
to implement a noise service for 24 hours a day
seven days a week, the additional annual cost
would be a maximum of £3.84 million per annum. I
understand that COSLA estimates that the figure
would be £5 million. As we said in the financial
memorandum, we estimated a local authority takeup rate of 60 per cent and costed that at £2.5
million.
That take-up rate was based on the experience
of the Noise Act 1996 in England and Wales,
which indicates that a night-time noise service is
likely only in the main cities and conurbations. We
spoke to environmental health officers who said
informally that it is impractical to provide a nighttime noise service in many parts of Scotland,
particularly in the more rural areas. The new nighttime noise service in Glasgow and the experience
of Belfast, which also has a night-time noise
service, indicate that even in concentrated urban
communities a full 24-hour, seven days a week
service might not be necessary.
Therefore, I think that we have been up front
about our assumptions. COSLA thinks that there
will be more uptake of the night-time noise service
than is the case. I think that ministers are
committed to providing a night-time noise service
and will ensure that the funding is provided for the
services that local authorities want to deliver.
John Swinburne: So you are saying that only a
60 per cent service will be guaranteed in Scotland.
Michael Kellet: That was the assumption that
we made in putting together the financial
memorandum.
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John Swinburne: Sixty per cent is not a very
high success rate.
Kate Maclean: COSLA reported in its
submission that the Society of Chief Officers of
Environmental Health in Scotland said that all its
members envisaged take-up, though some of the
more rural areas might do so in a limited way in
partnership with other local authorities. If there is a
higher take-up than 60 per cent, will funding be
made available for that? If that is the case, there
will be a £1 million difference between your
estimate and COSLA’s estimate.
Michael Kellet: I acknowledge that Kate
Maclean’s facts are correct. The answer is yes—
the funding would be made available. The minister
is committed to providing a night-time noise
service. If there is more take-up, money will be
provided to ensure that the service can be put in
place.
Kate Maclean: I know that things such as noise
and litter are not headline grabbers in terms of the
bill. However, from my postbag for the past 15
years or so, it seems that those matters are huge
issues in some areas in Scotland. Therefore, it
would be unfortunate if funding was not made
available for the less sexy parts of the Antisocial
Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill.
Mr Brocklebank: Among the organisations that
submitted written evidence to us, the most critical
of all was probably Shelter Scotland, which said
that
“it is very concerned about the ‘guesstimation’ in the
Financial Memorandum.”

Shelter also said that
“lack of clarity could impact on the finances required to
implement the bill, and ultimately on the effectiveness of
the bill.”

Shelter believes that there is too
concentration on legal measures and that
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As far as non-legal measures are concerned, it
is important to emphasise again that the bill is just
part of a wider strategy that includes financial and
other support for non-legislative measures,
particularly in diversion of young people away from
offending behaviour, for support for parenting and
for early interventions, which are not a direct
consequence of the bill, but are an important part
of the policy mix. Ministers are clear that a
strategy to tackle antisocial behaviour cannot be
about only enforcement: it must also be about
prevention and early intervention. Ministers have
ensured that plans, programmes and funding are
in place to support all those elements.
As far as the argument that there is a trade-off
between support for legal measures and support
for non-legal measures is concerned, we reject it.
There is no sense that there will be a diversion of
funding away from one activity to support another,
as the Shelter submission suggests there will.
Dr Murray: I want to return to noise nuisance.
Under what circumstances do you envisage the
noise nuisance powers being used?
Michael Kellet: In some respects, the bill is an
enabling bill and it will be for local authorities to
determine how to structure a noise nuisance
service in their areas. I apologise if that does not
fully answer the question.
Dr Murray: Do you envisage that, for example, if
people were annoying their neighbours by having
noisy parties, the local authority might be able to
use its noise nuisance powers?
Michael Kellet: Potentially, yes. As I understand
the system, the scenario will be that two
environmental
health
officers,
using
a
sophisticated machine that monitors precisely
noise levels, will be able to go to premises and
check whether the acceptable noise limit that has
been set is being exceeded. They will be able to
take appropriate action if that is the case.

“there is a potential for non-legal measures to lose out
financially, despite their proven successes. If the bill turns
out to be more expensive than originally planned because
of a lack of transparency … non-legal measures will suffer.”

Dr Murray: Is it not strange to assume that no
one in rural areas, small towns and villages has a
noisy neighbour?

How do you respond to that criticism?

Michael Kellet: I agree that it is, but
examination of the situation south of the border
and in Belfast and Glasgow might lead one to the
view that there will be a need for a greater service
in more concentrated urban areas.

Alisdair McIntosh: First, as far as the
estimate—or guesstimate—is concerned, we
based our estimates, as we have tried to explain
during the meeting, on available information and
evidence. In some cases, such information is not
great. However, we took the information that
informs the estimates from the public domain. It is
a question of judgment as to whether the
estimates are highly accurate, but we have not
seen or heard anything to suggest that alternative
information is available or that there are more
robust estimates than those that are in the
financial memorandum.

Colleagues from local authorities in COSLA
have made us aware that one of the ways in which
they might approach the matter is by providing a
noise nuisance service on a partnership basis. For
example, the Lothian authorities might come
together to fund jointly a service that will be
available to all the Lothian communities.
Dr Murray: Like Kate Maclean, I hope that the
service would be available in my local authority
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area, which is fairly rural. I get plenty of complaints
about noise in my postbag.
Jeremy Purvis: There might be only four
environmental health officers to cover Dumfries
and Galloway and the Borders—the entire south of
Scotland. We would need additional support to
have the same kind of cover as urban areas. I
would have expected the financial memorandum
to acknowledge that rural areas need a degree of
consideration that is different to urban areas.
Michael Kellet: I accept that the travel distance
in rural areas will be a major factor for the teams
and I accept your general point. I think that I have
explained that we made an assumption in the
financial memorandum that we thought was
justifiable, based on precedent. We accept that, if
there is greater uptake than we predicted, it will be
funded by the Scottish Executive.
Jeremy Purvis: Over the summer, you engaged
in discussions with COSLA and others. Did those
discussions include the Scottish Federation of
Housing Associations?
Alisdair McIntosh: We have had a number of
discussions with the SFHA over the course of the
consultation period. However, I do not recall the
assumptions about uptake being the subject of
any specific discussion.
Jeremy Purvis: In its submission, the SFHA
talks about the guidance that will allow sheriffs to
consider whether it would be reasonable to issue
repossession orders if landlords have not first
applied for an ASBO. The submission says:
“rightly there will be an increasing expectation that social
landlords should apply for an ASBO before seeking a
repossession order.”

Will the bill apply in that context to social
landlords, or does the SFHA have the wrong end
of the stick?
Michael Kellet: The bill applies to social
landlords. We have kept the situation that was
previously provided for by the Criminal Justice
(Scotland) Act 2003, which was that responsible
social landlords were given the power on 27 June
2003 to apply for ASBOs. The bill will not change
that.
Jeremy Purvis: I will come back to that point,
but I was asking about whether a sheriff would be
able to order repossession of a property if the
social landlord had not first gone through the
ASBO process.
Michael Kellet: As I understand it, the bill does
not make a provision for that because it involves a
procedure that sheriffs would have to take in
relation to repossession and evictions. Guidance
will be issued, but it will be for the sheriff to make
a decision as to whether a repossession order was
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justified in any particular case. The factor that
Jeremy Purvis mentioned might be one that would
be taken into account. I understand that there is
no statutory requirement for an ASBO to have
been sought before a repossession is carried out. I
will check that and get back to the committee.
11:15
Jeremy Purvis: I would value clarification of
that matter because it is a matter of some
consequence. Furthermore, it would be important
to know whether the position as regards ASBOs
and repossession orders would apply to social
landlords as well as to private landlords. I cannot
tell what the answer is from the papers before me
but, if that is the case, it would put a de facto
obligation on social landlords to go down the
ASBO route rather than the mediation route, which
they might prefer, even though the ASBO route
might be cheaper and less burdensome.
Michael Kellet: On cost, the Stirling University
study to which I referred earlier examined the cost
of mediation versus other legal measures. It came
to the general conclusion that mediation is usually
a more efficient and cheaper option than any legal
remedy, whether it be an ASBO, an eviction or
whatever. The obvious reason for that is that no
lawyers are involved.
The ASBO guidance would apply in the context
of your question to an RSL as well as to a local
authority. However, it is only guidance and I think
that any sheriff would make a decision on issuing
a repossession order on the basis of information
that was available to him.
Jeremy Purvis: You said that the situation that
was established by the Criminal Justice (Scotland)
Act 2003 in relation to ASBOs will not be changed,
but am I right in thinking that housing associations
would not receive some of the funding for the
process that you said earlier would be available to
local authorities? Is it true that they will not receive
equivalent support?
Michael Kellet: Alisdair McIntosh might have
more to say on how the money might be used with
regard to the wider issue of funding. We see
ASBOs as being another housing management
tool that RSLs will have at their disposal. In the
context of the Criminal Justice (Scotland) Act
2003, which introduced the provision, RSLs
lobbied hard to have the power and Parliament
decided to give it to them. They are a legal remedy
like any other legal remedy, such as eviction. We
do not fund RSLs specifically in relation to any
other legal remedy, which is why we thought that it
did not make sense to fund them separately for
this new legal remedy.
Jeremy Purvis: The power will be extended to
people aged under 16, which is what we have
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been talking about in the context of the financial
memorandum. That will increase the number of
ASBOs that might be applied for.
In my area, the housing stock has been
transferred to the Scottish Borders Housing
Association. If that association applies for an
ASBO and does not receive the support that a
local authority would receive, the tenants will in
effect be paying twice. They will pay once through
their taxes for a local authority ASBO and again
through their rent for a housing association ASBO,
as the housing association cannot access any
other kind of funding.
Alisdair McIntosh: The money that has been
made available in the first round of funding does
not include an element of funding for local
authorities to pursue ASBOs any more than it
includes an element of funding to pursue eviction
or other tools of housing management. Among
other things, it provides additional money for
mediation services, which we hope will be
available on a cross-tenure basis in local authority
areas. In the context of their first-round bids for
funding, 19 local authorities are using part of their
allocation for mediation services.
It is important to remember that, for RSLs,
ASBOs are one of a range of tools for dealing with
antisocial behaviour. It is for the landlord, be it the
local authority or an RSL, to decide whether an
ASBO is the best way in which to bring about the
kind of change that there needs to be in the
properties that they own.
It is also important to remember that, during the
passage of the Criminal Justice (Scotland) Act
2003, RSLs pushed very hard to be given the
power to apply for ASBOs.
Jeremy Purvis: With respect, the table of
estimated costs shows that a £9 million cost
estimate is made for local authorities. It is obvious
that costs are associated with the bill and that,
although local authorities will be able to draw
down funding for ASBOs, RSLs will have no
equivalent funding. RSLs take part in putting
together antisocial behaviour strategies—they
have done so in my area. RSLs also take part in
mediation services, but they cannot recoup any of
the money that is involved in their staff attending
meetings, which local authorities can recoup. If
RSLs look at the financial memorandum, they can
see clearly that £9 million is to be made available
to local authorities, but diddly-squat will be
available to housing associations.
Michael Kellet: We would answer that by
saying that the £9 million, which is about the
provision of the intensive support programmes that
Rachel Gwyon talked about earlier, would apply to
an under-16-year-old on an ASBO, irrespective of
who made the application for the ASBO. The
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mechanism that we have provided for that in the
bill is that, irrespective of who has made the
application for an ASBO, in cases in which a
sheriff has granted an ASBO, the sheriff has the
power to refer the child to a children’s hearing in
order to ensure full consideration of all the
circumstances of the child, and that wider support
is put in place. The £9 million is designed to
support those intensive support programmes. As I
said, the programmes would be made available to
a child who was on an ASBO irrespective of who
applied for the ASBO.
Jeremy Purvis: So, you are quite comfortable
that housing associations will be taking part and
working with the local authorities in this process. If
the person on the ASBO lives in a housing
association property, the housing association is
the landlord and will be involved in the duty of care
and in all the other procedures that will flow from
the bill, but cannot draw down any support for that
work. It seems extraordinary that housing
association tenants would have to pay for that
work. Housing associations have no income other
than the revenue that they raise from rents.
Rachel Gwyon: I want to make some wider
points about people under 16 who might be
behaving antisocially, who might be beyond
control or who might be behaving illegally. It does
not matter to us whether the behaviour is done on
the street or in a housing scheme, because what
happens next should be the same. It is open to
any person at any point to make a referral to the
children’s hearings system. If a young person has
got into trouble or is causing trouble in a home
environment, the referral could be made directly to
the reporter at a much earlier stage.
I would not want to give Mr Purvis the exact
assurance that I think he seeks that all housing
bodies are involved in planning and services. I am
not convinced that everything on the ground is as
joined-up as it might be, but that is partly what lies
behind these policy developments. We have
certainly encouraged NCH Scotland and others
who have come to talk to us—because they are
concerned about the link that has been made to
housing—to make known to housing bodies the
services that they are able to offer and the added
support that is available through the children’s
hearings system.
Jeremy Purvis: From joint meetings that I have
attended between Scottish Borders Housing
Association and Scottish Borders Council, I
understand that SBHA is doing very good work in
co-operation with the council. I hope that you are
not suggesting that SBHA will have to wait until all
housing associations meet that standard before
the issue is addressed. Why should housing
association tenants have to wait until then?
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You have not addressed my suggestion that
housing association tenants will pay twice.
Tenants will pay out of their rent for the dedicated
work that their association undertakes throughout
the process with the local authority, in terms of
joint meetings and so forth. At the same time,
those tenants will also pay out of their taxes for the
local authority to undertake its part of the process.
Why should the tenants of social landlords pay
twice for an antisocial behaviour strategy?

that housing associations will benefit from taking
part in the process. However, when their staff take
part in order for the association and its tenants to
benefit from the process, who will pay for that
input? The answer is that it will be the
association’s tenants who will do so—the
association’s staff costs will be paid for out of the
revenue that accrues from tenants’ rent. The
double hit on social tenants seems to me to be
fundamentally unfair.

Alisdair McIntosh: One of the reasons why we
provided in part 1 of the bill that housing
associations will be involved at local level in
drawing up strategies to tackle antisocial
behaviour was that housing associations should
have a voice in the process—

I have asked the question in many different
ways and I am not getting an answer that satisfies
me. Perhaps special grants for housing
associations will be accommodated in future.
Perhaps, in the next funding round, the table that
shows the breakdown of allocated moneys will
include a Communities Scotland element. There
was, perhaps, some encouragement for me to
hope that that might be the case.

Jeremy Purvis: I am sorry to interrupt, but the
point is that if a local authority undertakes the
work, we can see that it will receive the money for
doing so from the Executive. Housing
associations, however, will not receive equivalent
support: their tenants will pay for it.
Alisdair McIntosh: We need to be clear that the
Executive is not going to give local authorities
money to apply for antisocial behaviour orders.
The Convener: We understand that.
Alisdair McIntosh: The Executive is providing
funding to local authorities to support the
strategies that will be drawn up by community
planning partners, including housing associations
and registered social landlords. There is no reason
in principle why—in the discussions on the next
round of funding—it should not be decided that the
allocation for the local authority should be passed
on or shared with other agencies in a particular
area.
It is also important to emphasise that, in
supporting mediation services, the Executive is
determined to ensure that mediation will be
available irrespective of tenure. That means that
housing associations and their tenants will also
benefit from the provision of mediation. The
Executive’s view is that RSLs will benefit from the
package of proposals in the bill and from the
financial support that it has provided for local
strategies.
Jeremy Purvis: I am sorry, convener, but I am
in the process of being frustrated. Of course,
housing association tenants will benefit, but they
will also benefit if the local authority takes part in
the process. The point is that housing association
tenants will pay twice. If I am not a tenant of a
social landlord, I will pay for the measures once
because the local authority will provide the
services.
As you said, there is £60 million to support all
antisocial behaviour strategy work, and I agree
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The Convener: There is an issue about
community planning and about how resources are
routed into dealing with the issue. That is perhaps
something that could be looked at in the context of
the next funding round to which Alisdair McIntosh
referred.
Dr Murray: I have similar concerns to those that
Jeremy Purvis raised; I, too, have no council
tenants in my constituency. All of the council stock
has been transferred to Dumfries and Galloway
Housing Partnership. If a DGHP tenant behaves
antisocially, whose responsibility will it be to
pursue an ASBO? Will it be the responsibility of
Dumfries and Galloway Housing Partnership or
Dumfries and Galloway Council?
Michael Kellet: I think that the answer to the
question is that that decision would be made at
local level. That is precisely why we provided for
the antisocial behaviour strategy: it is to bring
together local partners including RSLs, the police,
the local authority and others. A clear decision
would be made about who would pick up the
responsibility. We think that that is precisely the
type of issue that should be decided at local level
so that people do not fall between stools in the
way that was described.
Dr Murray: In circumstances in which an
authority had not transferred its stock, the
responsibility would be the council’s. As was
referred to earlier, we discussed with COSLA the
costs of raising an ASBO. Are you now saying that
none of the funding relates to the cost of raising an
ASBO and that the council, housing association or
housing partnership would be expected to raise
such orders without additional funding?
Alisdair McIntosh: It is important to remember
that the position at the moment is that local
authorities pick up the cost of ASBOs, as do the
RSLs that use ASBOs. The bill does not change
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the position in that respect and neither does the
funding package. The essential point is that, in
extending ASBOs to under-16s, it is the intention
to give both local authorities and RSLs an
additional tool among the various housing
management and other measures that are
available to them, to deal with specific cases that
affect their responsibilities and the properties for
which they are responsible. That is why the
position has not changed in respect of funding.
However, in the context of the delivery
discussions that I mentioned briefly, I can say that
we will involve the SFHA, local authorities and
others
in
consideration
of
respective
responsibilities and the practical burdens on those
who are charged with taking forward such matters.
That is certainly something that we will have to
come back to.
11:30
Dr Murray: If a housing association pursued an
ASBO and used the solicitor from a council’s
antisocial behaviour unit, for which the council
charged the social landlord £110 an hour, do you
accept that considerable funding issues could be
faced by the housing association and by tenants,
who are the only people who can contribute to
such an organisation’s finances, as Jeremy Purvis
said?
The Convener: Instead of answering now, it
would help if you sent us a letter on the issues that
have arisen in the discussion. Perhaps you could
clarify further how those matters might be dealt
with in principle. Obviously, the precise details will
be dealt with in discussions about delivery that
have still to take place.
Could you also send us further information to
address the discrepancy between the expected
costs of ASBOs according to COSLA and the
costs according to the Executive? John Swinburne
mentioned that large discrepancy. To unpick that,
surely we can be supplied with firmer evidence
that is based on experience.
We are moving towards the conclusion, but I still
have two or three questions to ask. One set of
criteria against which the performance of local
authorities and housing associations is judged is
housing management criteria, such as the number
of voids and other related statistics. Have you
considered how the bill’s implementation should
impact on the key housing management statistics
and perhaps other matters on which public
authorities are judged? If people work with clear
criteria that do not relate properly to the overall
policy intentions, perverse outcomes could be
produced.
Has
that
been
considered
systematically throughout the Executive?
Alisdair McIntosh: We have worked closely
with our colleagues who are responsible for
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housing and housing management in the run-up
to, during and since the consultation. They are
policy leads in the Executive on the bill’s housing
elements.
Indicators, performance measures and targets
are on the agenda for the implementation advisory
group in the context of the delivery plan. The
group will have its first meeting in about three
hours. At the earliest opportunity, we intend to
table for consideration what indicators are
appropriate and necessary and what antisocial
behaviour indicators, targets and performance
measures exist across the waterfront, to ensure
that the package is internally consistent and that
when the delivery plan has been drawn up, we will
have a basket of relevant performance data that
will enable us to see one year, two years or three
years hence what difference has been made and
in what way.
The Convener: I presume that the performance
data will take account of the fact that some
measures that the bill will introduce are relatively
expensive to implement. If other measures are
equally effective but less expensive, the indicators
that are produced should promote the use of those
approaches rather than the approaches in the bill.
In the management of public finance, we want
careful attention to be paid to that.
Alisdair McIntosh: We certainly want to
address that issue in the discussions about
delivery.
The Convener: Your submission says that £60
million has been allocated to tackling antisocial
behaviour in 2004-06 and that the Minister for
Justice announced a further £35 million on 8
January. How do those figures relate to the £65
million to which the financial memorandum refers?
Alisdair McIntosh: The £30 million for
community wardens and other local initiatives to
tackle antisocial behaviour was announced last
year and is in the final stages of allocation.
The £35 million from the justice portfolio for the
two coming years was announced by the Minister
for Justice in January. In addition, as I said at the
outset, a further £30 million has been earmarked
for the years 2004-06; that was mentioned in the
budget statement that was made by the Minister
for Finance and Public Services in September, but
it has not yet been allocated. It is that £30 million
that will build on the first £30 million to support
local action.
The Convener: I have a question on funding
after 2006. You will respond by saying that there is
a process of examining financial projections for the
future, but can you give us any commitments in
relation to funding after 2006, and how that will be
handled within the Executive?
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Alisdair McIntosh: The commitment that I can
give you is that ministers will be looking closely at
the real resource needs to support action to tackle
antisocial behaviour, both for the coming two
years and for the longer term. That issue will be
addressed head on in the spending review
discussions that will take place later next year. I
am afraid that I cannot give you a more precise
commitment than that.
The Convener: In terms of information about
the actual costs, as opposed to the anticipated
costs, there might be a gap between the
implementation of the measures and the spending
review process. Have you given that any
consideration?
Alisdair McIntosh: Ministers are absolutely
committed to ensuring that the strategy and the bill
are adequately resourced. They are also
committed to ensuring that its implementation is
monitored and evaluated in all respects, including
the financial one, and they will take account of any
discrepancies that might appear in the course of
implementation of the bill, in the course of the
current spending period, and in the course of the
spending review discussions.
The Convener: Bearing in mind the
submissions that we have received, will you
engage in further discussion with the various
agencies that we have talked about today so that
the figures can be bottomed out, not just in relation
to this year and next year, but in relation to
subsequent years?
Alisdair McIntosh: Indeed. One of the key
themes of the work of the delivery group—the
implementation advisory group, if you will forgive
the jargon—will be the resource implications and
the service provision that exists at local authority
level to support the strategy. That discussion will
be on-going, certainly for a year and possibly
beyond then.
John Swinburne: Do you anticipate that
spending will remain static year on year, or will it
go up or go down? What is your estimate?
Alisdair McIntosh: It is difficult to say, because
while we are providing tools that should deliver
benefits for dealing with existing cases, we cannot
predict the amount of activity out there in the
outside world. We hope that as prevention and
early-intervention measures bear fruit, less will
have to be spent on the enforcement aspects—
that is certainly the policy intention. However, it is
difficult, sitting here today, to give you a rock-solid
prediction.
John Swinburne: That is the first hopeful note
that I have heard all morning. The continual
escalation of costs would have been totally
unacceptable. If your measures are effective, the
costs should plummet rapidly in a few years, and
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antisocial behaviour should become just that—
something that is totally unacceptable and
antisocial—and its incidence should reduce. I am
pleased that you made that last statement,
because until now I had received no reassurances
whatever.
The Convener: On that positive note, I thank
the witnesses for coming along this morning and
giving us such comprehensive answers.
If members have issues that they wish to
highlight from the evidence that we have received,
I ask them to communicate with the clerk before
the end of the week, because we will have to write
a report on the matter in due course.
11:40
Meeting suspended.

EXTRACT FROM THE MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
Vol. 1, No. 59

Session 2

Meeting of the Parliament
Wednesday 10 March 2004
Note: (DT) signifies a decision taken at Decision Time.
Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill – Stage 1: The Minister for Communities
(Ms Margaret Curran) moved S2M-532—That the Parliament agrees to the general
principles of the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill.
Nicola Sturgeon moved amendment S2M-532.1 to motion S2M-532—
Insert at end—
“but, in so doing, calls on the Scottish Executive to review Part 3 of the Bill, in light of
comments made by the Communities and Justice 2 Committees.”

After debate, the amendment was disagreed to ((DT) by division: For 47, Against 63,
Abstentions 8).
Colin Fox moved amendment S2M-532.2 to motion S2M-532—
Leave out from “agrees” to end and insert—
“does not agree to the general principles of the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill
because it believes that the most effective way to address antisocial behaviour is through
greater investment in a wide range of community support services, does not believe that the
punitive measures contained in the Bill will address this issue, believes that a fully-resourced
Children’s Hearings system represents the best way of dealing with young offenders; does
not believe that extending the use of Antisocial Behaviour Orders to under-16s is
appropriate, and considers that, rather than creating extra legal powers such as dispersal,
the police should be provided with extra resources.”

After debate, the amendment was disagreed to ((DT) by division: For 13, Against
101, Abstentions 3).
The motion was then agreed to ((DT) by division: For 103, Against 14, Abstentions
1).
Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill – Financial Resolution: The Deputy
Minister for Communities (Mrs Mary Mulligan) moved S2M-614—That the
Parliament, for the purposes of any Act of the Scottish Parliament resulting from the
Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill, agrees to any increase in expenditure
charged on, and any expenditure payable out of, the Scottish Consolidated Fund in
consequence of the Act.
The motion was agreed to ((DT) by division: For 104, Against 6, Abstentions 8).
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Antisocial Behaviour etc
(Scotland) Bill: Stage 1
The Deputy Presiding Officer (Murray Tosh):
The next item of business is a debate on motion
S2M-532, in the name of Margaret Curran, on the
general principles of the Antisocial Behaviour etc
(Scotland) Bill, and two amendments to the
motion. As we are now behind the clock, I ask
members to stick to their speaking times.
15:21
The Minister for Communities (Ms Margaret
Curran): I will try to move as swiftly as I can
through my speech, Presiding Officer.
When we were elected, we said that tackling
antisocial behaviour was our top priority. That
commitment remains. Moreover, when we were
elected, we said that we would legislate without
delay. That is exactly what we are doing.
The Antisocial Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill will
change the lives of Scottish people for the better.
Let no one tell them that their fundamental right to
live in safety and security is too basic, too
mundane or too difficult to deserve our attention. I
look forward to today’s debate on the bill’s
proposals in the light of the report by the
committees that have dedicated so much time to
it. I do not think that today is the time to dwell on
justifying the bill’s existence. After all, we have
done that so many times before. Instead, I want to
focus on the bill and the changes that it will
introduce.
The bill’s provisions fall into four interlocking
themes: empowering communities, support to
change behaviour, environment and community
and effective enforcement. On empowering
communities, we recognise that combating
antisocial behaviour will require a sustained and
co-ordinated national and local effort. Although
Government must play its part, local joined-up
work among the range of agencies that have a
role in tackling antisocial behaviour is probably
more important.
That is why part 1 of the bill focuses on
strategies for tackling antisocial behaviour. Indeed,
that issue is set out at the very start of the bill
because it is the most important one and properly
should take the lead. The strategies in question
recognise that simply bringing the usual suspects
to the same cosy table will not work. Part 1
ensures that victims of antisocial behaviour will be
involved. Moreover, it will require that strategies
are publicised and regularly reviewed and it allows
for accountability to local communities.
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Marilyn Livingstone (Kirkcaldy) (Lab): The
minister mentioned empowering communities and
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joined-up working. In that light, I want to thank her
for meeting my constituents and representatives of
Fife police and Fife Council who have formed the
Esplanade action group and are in the gallery
today. Will the minister take on board the issues
that they have raised about antisocial behaviour in
vehicles, which is causing many tenants and
residents in my community untold misery? Will she
consider an amendment that I will lodge at stage 2
to close that gap?
Ms Curran: I was very interested to meet the
member’s constituents. Having spent so much
time on the issue of antisocial behaviour in recent
months, I thought that I knew about most of what
was going on in Scotland. However, I was quite
shocked by the group from Kirkcaldy’s compelling
arguments about having to live with the antisocial
behaviour of people who drive fast cars all through
the night, night after night. I will certainly be very
sympathetic towards any proposals that we could
include in the bill that would bring respite to the
member’s community. When people live in such
desperate situations, they properly deserve the
Parliament’s support and attention.
Supporting people to change their behaviour is
the second theme that runs through the bill, and it
applies to children and adults and the families
within which they live. These provisions are not
about stigmatisation, punishment or tarring
everyone with the same brush. They are targeted
at the small minority of young people and adults
who cause misery for their neighbours or
communities. We will help those people to change
their behaviour. Indeed, an important part of the
process will centre on making it very clear what is
acceptable behaviour and what is not. However,
members should make no mistake: if those people
refuse to change, we will ensure that they are held
to account.
I want to go through the specific provisions in
our proposals. Extending antisocial behaviour
orders to 12 to 15-year-olds will provide an
effective extra means of checking the behaviour of
young people who cause problems in
communities. The ASBOs will deal with the small
number of young people for whom existing
mechanisms have proved ineffective. An ASBO
will make it clear to a young person what
behaviour is unacceptable. The proposal has been
supported by communities, the police and the
trade unions, which represent those who have to
work in communities.
Parenting
matters.

orders

recognise

that

parenting

Nicola Sturgeon (Glasgow) (SNP): Before the
minister leaves the point about extending ASBOs,
which is a measure that I agree with in principle,
will she comment on the proposals of the Justice 2
Committee and the Communities Committee that,
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in every case in which an ASBO is granted for a
child, the principal reporter should refer the child to
a children’s hearing, to ensure that the right
package of support is available for the child at that
stage and that an ASBO does not just become a
passport to the criminal justice system?
Ms Curran: I am pleased to have the support of
so many forces in the Parliament who originally
questioned our proposals. They have begun to
recognise that we are introducing a much more
rounded package. There is an extra requirement
to consult the reporter for 12 to 15-year-olds.
When granting ASBOs, the courts will have the
power to refer to the reporter and to require a
hearing to be convened to consider the wider
needs of the person under supervision. Therefore,
we will ensure that the rounded needs of young
persons are taken into account.
I want to move on to parenting orders. Parenting
orders will focus on the behaviour of parents. They
will be targeted at parents who have persistently
refused to engage with support to improve their
parenting. It is the Government’s role to ensure
that we have the means to support parents. We
must also recognise that a very small minority of
parents fundamentally fail their children. We
cannot ignore the plight of those children who
have been failed.
The bill also introduces community reparation
orders and electronic monitoring for young people
through the hearings system and the courts.
Those measures, too, are about helping people to
change their behaviour. Community reparation
orders will provide an effective new sentence for
the courts. No longer will a fine be the only
realistic option for offences involving antisocial
behaviour. We will ensure that offenders must
make practical amends. We know that that is good
for the community and better for the offender.
Electronic monitoring has proved to be an
effective tool in helping to change the behaviour of
adults and we believe that it will also work for
young people. It will need to be used carefully and
to be properly supported, as we have always said.
We have always acknowledged that electronic
monitoring on its own will not be appropriate for a
young person, but it is another option that might
prevent a young person’s behaviour from
escalating.
Elaine Smith (Coatbridge and Chryston)
(Lab): I have concerns about the tagging of young
people and, if I get a chance to speak in the
debate, I will outline them. If members support that
measure and the Executive goes ahead with it, will
the minister consider putting a lower age limit on
tagging, as is the case for ASBOs? There is no
provision for a lower age limit at the moment.
Ms Curran: I am sure that we will discuss that
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when we get to stage 2. However, with the
greatest of respect to Elaine Smith, her point
misrepresents a wee bit our proposals for
electronic monitoring for under-16s. We regard
monitoring for under-16s not as a punishment, but
as a way to help to support young people who are
in danger. It will be for the hearings system to
determine what is in the best interests of a child. It
will take into account the broader rights of the child
and will decide whether tagging is inappropriate
for a child who is under 16.
I have a further point on our electronic
monitoring proposals. We know that some young
people can be at risk from their own behaviour, to
the extent that they are sometimes removed from
the community into secure accommodation. We
believe that electronic tagging could be a useful
pre-emptive step in preventing young people from
going into such accommodation.
The third theme of the bill is the recognition that
antisocial behaviour is not just about how people
behave towards each other, but is about their
environment and community. Litter, fly-tipping,
graffiti, excessive noise and vandalism plague
many of our communities. Without effective action
to tackle them, any attempt at regeneration and
long-term improvement will prove to be very shaky
indeed. In that context, I confirm that we propose
to lodge an amendment at stage 2 that will provide
local authorities with additional powers to tackle
graffiti.
As the Justice 2 Committee pointed out, in too
many communities throughout Scotland a few
unscrupulous landlords are renting out flats and
houses.
Mr Kenneth Macintosh (Eastwood) (Lab): On
the minister’s previous point about giving local
authorities powers to tackle graffiti, I believe that,
through the Anti-social Behaviour Act 2003, local
authorities in England and Wales have powers to
charge private and public bodies for the removal of
graffiti. Would the minister be sympathetic to the
inclusion of such powers in the bill?
Ms Curran: We will take forward such issues at
stage 2, certainly in part, and I offer Ken
Macintosh the opportunity to discuss that point
with me.
I am rapidly running out of time.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: Indeed you are.
Ms Curran: The bill also contains proposals
around effective enforcement, fixed-penalty
notices and the closure of premises.
I move on to the proposal about the dispersal of
groups, which has received much public attention.
I argue very strongly that the proposal is a vital
part of the bill. First, we must recognise that
groups cause real fear and alarm in communities
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in Scotland. Secondly, the problem is not currently
being dealt with and communities are suffering as
a result. Thirdly, the new power in part 3 will give
the police an effective tool that they did not have
before for dealing with groups that cause
problems.
I assure members that we have listened to many
of the issues that have been raised with us. The
police told us that they were concerned about the
direction power in section 21, so we will lodge
amendments at stage 2 to clarify the matter and to
ensure the proper independence of chief
constables in relation to operational policing.
However, we believe that the proposal gives the
police a time-limited and proportionate power to
disperse groups from a designated area. Those
who oppose the proposal must confront the reality
of how people live in Scotland. We live in a
Scotland in which, in some areas, dispersal
already happens, because young people cannot
walk down their streets at night and old people are
afraid to go out. That dispersal of people must
end.
We have never pretended that the new power of
dispersal will solve all the problems that groups
cause in Scotland, but it will give hard-pressed
communities, who know what it is like not to be
able to go out after dark, and people in sheltered
housing complexes that are routinely targeted and
harassed, a breathing space from their terrible
experiences. We owe it to those communities, who
have pleaded for the power, to give them the
protection that the power will afford, despite the
scorn of those who supposedly know best.
The committee reports on the bill are very
substantial. We have given them and will continue
to give them great attention. The way in which the
committees have taken forward their work is a
tribute to the processes of the Parliament and we
will consider that work in great detail.
In conclusion, the bill is about getting the law
right on antisocial behaviour. The approval of its
general principles this afternoon will be a
significant milestone in improving the lot of those
who suffer from antisocial behaviour. The bill
represents a crucial part of our comprehensive
approach to antisocial behaviour.
I move,
That the Parliament agrees to the general principles of
the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill.

The Deputy Presiding Officer: Before I call the
next member to speak, I advise that, given the
loss of time, the debate is heavily oversubscribed.
It will be impossible to manage the debate on the
basis of six-minute speeches, so I will allocate
members only four minutes. I do so with great
regret, but I hope that members understand why
that is necessary.
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15:32
Nicola Sturgeon (Glasgow) (SNP): This is an
important debate and I want to begin my speech
with some general comments.
First, as the minister said, antisocial behaviour
destroys the quality of life of too many individuals
and undermines the fabric of too many
communities throughout Scotland. It is fair to say
that all members want to do more to equip
communities to fight back. However, that
determination to do something must not lead us to
suspend our critical faculties. It is not enough just
to do something; what we do must be effective.
We must be as convinced as we can be that what
we do will help to make the problem better and
does not risk inadvertently making it worse.
Secondly, we should be aware that new laws
are not always the best solutions to problems.
Sometimes the solution is more resources, the
better
deployment
of
resources
or
a
straightforward change in policy.
Thirdly, we must ensure that debates about
antisocial behaviour do not—even inadvertently—
become proxies for having a gratuitous go at
young people.
Ms Curran: Will Nicola Sturgeon tell me
whether I have ever said anything that could be
interpreted as having a gratuitous go at young
people?
Nicola Sturgeon: The minister is being a touch
sensitive. I did not refer to her; my comment was
about the obligation that I believe rests on all our
shoulders to ensure that, when we talk about
antisocial behaviour, we do not allow our rhetoric
to stigmatise young people, however accidentally.
The important point is that not all people who
behave antisocially are young and not all young
people behave antisocially; only a tiny minority do.
Mr Duncan McNeil (Greenock and Inverclyde)
(Lab): Young people are also victims.
Nicola Sturgeon: As Duncan McNeil is saying
from a sedentary position, many of them are
victims of antisocial behaviour. We must never
punish young people simply for being young;
instead, we must provide them with the
opportunities, the encouragement and, where
necessary, the support to channel their energies
towards their own development and that of their
communities.
I believe—and I say this in an attempt to be
constructive—that the punitive approach must be
reserved for the minority of young or old people
who have no regard for the rights of others and
whose behaviour cannot be tolerated. We could
probably all agree on that.
I make those comments for the benefit of all of
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us in the chamber—I am not trying to be partisan
or party political. Sometimes we would all do well
to reflect on the rhetoric that we use.
Johann Lamont (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab): On
the issue of not being partisan, does Nicola
Sturgeon think that we should have some respect
for people whose experience of crime is directly as
a consequence of young people? In the past, I
have identified male violence as a problem. I have
never been asked to apologise to all men in the
community before I make such comments. An
issue arises when it is assumed that people have
to be defensive when discussing such issues.
Nicola Sturgeon: With the greatest of respect
to Johann Lamont, I do not think that all men are
blamed for the behaviour of a minority of men in
the way that all young people sometimes tend to
be blamed for the behaviour of a minority. That is
a very important point.
To conclude my general comments, I want to
raise an issue that was commented on by the
committees: the fact that the bill can be seen by
some as being subjective.
As drafted, the bill defines antisocial behaviour
as conduct that
“causes or is likely to cause alarm”.

I do not think that there is anything wrong in
regarding the problem of antisocial behaviour from
the perspective of the victim, but we must be
aware as legislators that what may cause harm to
one person will be water off a duck’s back to
another. At the extremes—and I stress the word
“extremes”—there are individuals who would be
alarmed by behaviour that could not, in any
objective sense, be considered to be a problem.
That is why I believe, like the Communities
Committee and certainly the Justice 2 Committee,
that a test of reasonableness should be introduced
to the bill. Conduct would then be considered
antisocial if it caused or was likely to cause alarm
to a reasonable person.
Let me turn now to the specifics of the bill.
Subject to some of the suggestions that the
committees have made, I support the majority of
the provisions in the bill. However, unsurprisingly, I
want to focus on the part of the bill that causes me
most concern, which is part 3, on dispersal
powers.
The Queen’s counsel and new Labour peer
Helena Kennedy says in her latest book:
“The problem with New Labour and crime so far is that
the government is so afraid of appearing in any way liberal
or soft that it goes for measures that appear tough but are
ineffective.”

Those words could have been written about part 3
of the bill. Part 3 was supported by the Justice 2
Committee and the Communities Committee only
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by the narrowest of margins. The overwhelming
body of evidence was against it.

sound tough, but will be effective in the interests of
hard-pressed communities all over Scotland.

Johann Lamont: Will the member take an
intervention?

I move amendment S2M-532.1, to insert at end:

Nicola Sturgeon: I have to make progress. I
have been generous with interventions but I am
running out of time.
In effect, part 3 gives the police an additional
ground for dispersing groups of people. Under
common law or statute, the police can already
move people on if they are committing an offence.
If the proposals in the bill are accepted, the police
will be able to move people on simply because
they are gathering in an area that, after a very
bureaucratic procedure, has been designated as a
no-go area. The police will be able to disperse
groups even if no offences are being committed;
they will be able to disperse groups just because
the very presence of the group is causing, or is
likely to cause, alarm. Again, no test of
reasonableness is applied in that part of the bill.
Arguably, a power that allows the police to
disperse groups that are committing no offences
will do little to help to build relationships between
the police and young people. Crucially, that power
will not help the police to focus scarce resources
on people who are genuinely causing real
problems in communities. The power may also
result in groups simply moving on to nondesignated areas. The risk then would be of a
domino effect whereby, over time, whole towns
and cities would end up as designated no-go
areas.
Of course, we all want the police to deal more
effectively with groups of yobs who are making
other people’s lives a misery. We all know people
who are in that situation and we all have the same
commitment to wanting to help them to tackle the
problem. It does not help when any politician takes
the moral high ground in that regard. However, the
police have said that they do not want or need
extra powers. As an aside, I ask the minister to
make it clear today that no further attempt will be
made through the bill to introduce a political power
of direction over chief constables and that section
21 will be deleted at stage 2.
What the police and, by extension, the public
whom they serve want and need are the resources
that will allow the police to use their existing
powers more effectively. Most people to whom I
speak want more police officers responding more
quickly when they need them. We should all listen
to them. It is hard to see what possible vested
interest the police could have in opposing a
measure if it was going to make their job easier.
That is why my amendment asks the Executive to
go away, think again and come back with more
considered proposals—proposals that will not just
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“but, in so doing, calls on the Scottish Executive to
review Part 3 of the Bill, in light of comments made by the
Communities and Justice 2 Committees.”

15:40
Colin Fox (Lothians) (SSP): Earlier on this
afternoon, the Minister for Parliamentary Business
suggested that the Scottish Socialist Party did not
want to discuss antisocial behaviour—nothing
could be further from the truth. That is probably
not the last point on which I will disagree with her
and other Labour members in the course of my
speech.
I want to put on record a statement on which I
hope that we can all agree: our communities face
a problem with antisocial behaviour. I fully
appreciate that the behaviour that is described in
the bill as causing distress and alarm is a real
concern for communities throughout Scotland. I
see the mental and physical suffering—I often see
both—that can result from the intolerable stress,
nuisance and aggravation that antisocial
behaviour brings. No one should have had to put
up with that in the past and no one should have to
put up with it now or in the future.
I have had first-hand experience of such
behaviour. In the scheme in south Edinburgh
where I live, my family, my neighbours and I
suffered a prolonged episode of antisocial
behaviour at the hands, voice and actions of an
antisocial owner-occupier neighbour in our council
block, so I have every sympathy with people
throughout Scotland who suffer from intolerable
behaviour in the schemes. I am not about to take
issue with what such behaviour does to the people
and communities that suffer from it, but I question
the Executive’s suggested approach to dealing
with it. That is the message that I want to send out
today to communities throughout Scotland.
As I have said before in the Parliament, I believe
that the Executive is using the issue—it is
exaggerating the extent of the problem to peddle
as solutions measures that are mostly punitive,
when it knows full well from all the available
evidence and historical lessons that it will not
eradicate the essential causes of antisocial
behaviour by that route.
Numerous different organisations and bodies
gave oral and written submissions to committees,
including the Justice 2 Committee, to which I
belong, in which they were critical or extremely
critical of different parts of the bill. As the minister
knows, four out of every five organisations that
replied to the consultation exercise were opposed
to some aspects of the bill. Children’s charities,
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human rights groups, Safeguarding CommunitiesReducing Offending, the police and law officers all
had serious and varied objections. They objected
to the bill on the ground that existing law already
covered each eventuality and offence or on the
ground that other routes were better.
Johann Lamont: Will the member give way?
Colin Fox: I will give way in a second, if the
member will give me a minute.
Taken in the round, that evidence mounts up to
a fairly large body of criticism.
The punitive approach that underlies the bill has
been tried before—by Mrs Thatcher. I suppose
that it was only a matter of time before new Labour
aped her on antisocial behaviour, too.
Johann Lamont: Will the member give way?
Colin Fox: I will give way in a second.
I had to laugh when I watched the Scottish
Labour Party conference on television, live from
Inverness the other day. During the debate on
antisocial behaviour, critics—including me—were
sneeringly dismissed by the minister as middleclass journalists in their wine bars. She said that
such critics would not deflect the Executive from
giving communities what they needed.
Johann Lamont rose—
Ms Curran rose—
Colin Fox: I will give way to the minister, as I
mentioned her name.
Ms Curran: When I made my remark about
middle-class journalists, I was not referring to
Colin Fox; I was referring to middle-class
journalists. I associate the member and his speech
much more with the vested interests that I
attacked.
Colin Fox: I welcome the minister’s intervention,
as I was just coming to that issue. I thought that
mentioning middle-class journalists and vested
interests was a funny way of putting her criticism.
She did that because she thought that dismissing
the organisations that gave evidence to
parliamentary committees in that way would look
good in the schemes. Mind you, it is not likely that
many people in the schemes were watching the
Labour Party conference on a Saturday afternoon
on BBC2. As Duncan McNeil is saying, it is more
likely that they would be serving at the tables of
the wine bars that ministers who are on £100,000
use to brief the self-same middle-class journalists
about various initiatives that are described as
being only one tool in the toolbox.
I remember when Labour used to value the
research and evidence that was presented by
distinguished criminologists. [Interruption.] If
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Labour members were to listen, they might hear
some of the other evidence. Dr Lesley McAra and
Professor David Smith at the University of
Edinburgh produced facts and figures, which the
Executive tried to rubbish, and the Scottish crime
surveys between 1993 and 2000 showed that
crime rates fell in that period, as did the fear of
crime.
Mr McNeil: Tell that to people in the estates.
Colin Fox: If Duncan McNeil would only listen,
the next fact will kill him. In 1993, the survey
showed that 44 per cent of respondents believed
that crime was a serious concern, yet by 2000 that
percentage was down to 8 per cent. [Interruption.]
The Deputy Presiding Officer: Order. The
member is in his last minute.
Colin Fox: As the minister said, building
attractive communities is one of the aims of the
bill. The City of Edinburgh Council has announced
the closure of six schools and community centres.
Is that part of the Executive’s toolbox of measures
for building attractive communities? That picture is
replicated across Scotland.
Labour’s line is to say that communities are
crying out for help and that it wants to help. What
has the bill got to offer in the drive to build
attractive communities? Nothing. There is plenty of
money for tagging, punitive initiatives, secure units
and custody, but none for the diversionary
activities, leisure pursuits and youth programmes
that will engage the passions and energies of our
young people.
The Executive’s approach is wrong. The reality
is that it seeks to undermine Kilbrandon and the
young people who come before the children’s
hearings system. We are trying to keep
youngsters out of the criminal justice system, yet
the bill extends the use of antisocial behaviour
orders, which, when youngsters breach them,
become offences that put youngsters slap bang in
the middle of that system.
If I may, Presiding Officer, in the last second that
is available to me, I want to say that I disagree
with the proposals on dispersal, as is mentioned in
my amendment. Young people should have the
right of freedom of association and the Executive
ought not to take it away.
I move amendment S2M-532.2, to leave out
from “agrees” to end and insert:
“does not agree to the general principles of the Antisocial
Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill because it believes that the
most effective way to address antisocial behaviour is
through greater investment in a wide range of community
support services, does not believe that the punitive
measures contained in the Bill will address this issue,
believes that a fully-resourced Children’s Hearings system
represents the best way of dealing with young offenders;
does not believe that extending the use of Antisocial
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Behaviour Orders to under-16s is appropriate, and
considers that, rather than creating extra legal powers such
as dispersal, the police should be provided with extra
resources.”

15:46
Miss Annabel Goldie (West of Scotland)
(Con): Despite the recent concentration of public
and political attention, antisocial behaviour is not a
new phenomenon. We should not be gulled by
jargon into thinking that it is. Sadly, behaviour that
is offensive or causes distress to another citizen
has been a fact of life for centuries, hence the
development in Scotland of a comprehensive
criminal justice system.
Indeed, the definition of antisocial behaviour that
is used in the bill was devised for the Crime and
Disorder Act 1998. What seems to have changed
is the apparent mushrooming of the number of
people who behave more often in a manner that is
unacceptable to law-abiding citizens. The kernel
question that has to be asked is whether that
pattern of behaviour arises out of too little law or
because there is not enough enforcement of
existing law.
I want to make it clear that my party agrees, as
does every other party, that antisocial behaviour is
the blight on and a nightmare for too many of our
communities. For that reason, we will support the
general principles of the bill, which we recognise
as being a genuine and sincere attempt to address
the problem. However, the answer to the question
whether the bill is regarded as a landmark piece of
legislation or as window dressing that simply slaps
a bit of lipstick on the face of our criminal justice
system depends on two things: first, the extent to
which our law is enforced, the new provisions are
monitored and the breaches are enforced; and,
secondly, the substantive content of the bill.
The Executive will not be surprised to learn that I
have grave reservations about the first aspect.
Those reservations are not borne out of some
bilious party-political prejudice, but are founded on
fact. Mr Douglas Keil told the Communities
Committee:
“We can have as much legislation on the statute book as
we like, but unless we have police officers to deal with the
problem, there is little point in that legislation.”—[Official
Report, Communities Committee, 21 January 2004; c 479.]

A further fact for the ministers is that, at the
moment, only 140 police officers are on our streets
at any one time throughout Scotland. Many of
them are doing things in other places, but they are
not out on our streets. A final fact on this subject is
that, in New York, the template for the reduction of
crime and the restoration of law and order is for
there to be one policeman for every seven
committed crimes, whereas in Scotland there is
one policeman for every 27 committed crimes.
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That is why I have very serious concerns about
the capacity of our Scottish police forces to deal
with the enforcement of existing law, far less to
cope with the deluge of new statutory obligations.
I turn to the substantive content of the bill. In that
connection, I thank and pay tribute to my
colleagues on the Justice 2 Committee. However
the bill may be painted, in essence it is a justice
bill—the majority of its provisions relate to law and
order. The Justice 2 Committee carried out a
robust and forensic scrutiny of the bill and I hope
that our stage 1 report was of assistance to the
Communities Committee.
The issue of principal concern to me and my
Conservative colleagues is part 3, which I was
unable to support. We are not concerned because
we think that groups of two or more persons who
are breaking the law should not be dealt with—
they should be dealt with, and under current law
they can be dealt with if there are sufficient police
officers in our communities to enforce the law. It is
interesting that the only witness before my
committee who supported the dispersal powers in
the bill was the Deputy Minister for Justice.
Ms Curran: I am aware of the arguments that
Annabel Goldie puts forward—she does so with
her usual attempt at persuasiveness. However,
one point perplexes me: if she and her party are
so strongly against the power of dispersal, why did
Michael Howard and nearly all the Tories vote for
it at Westminster?
Miss Goldie: The context for the bill is the
framework of Scots law. I remind the minister that,
in the criminal context, Scots law is very different
from English law. We have an amplitude of
available remedies, but they are not being
enforced. If they are not being enforced now, what
perils may lie in wait for the subsequent
enforcement of the bill when it is enacted?
Karen Whitefield (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
rose—
Johann Lamont rose—
Miss Goldie: I am sorry; I am running out of
time and I do not propose to take any more
interventions.
Those members of my committee who were
supportive of the dispersal power described it as
another tool in the box, but there are two
difficulties with that analogy. If there is no one to
take the tool out of the box, it is useless. If the tool,
once taken out of the box, is found to be unfit for
the purpose, it is still useless. The dilemma of part
3 is that existing solutions are not being applied
and the new provisions do not provide a solution.
Part 3 will simply create a conveyor belt that will
transfer groups of people from area A to area B.
No doubt when area B is then designated, the
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group will move on to area C. Why not deal with
the problem in area A in the first place? It is
frightening to me that this ill-thought-out proposal
could criminalise people who are not committing
any criminal act. That is illiberal, oppressive and
excessive. Far from being a tool in the box, part 3
is a case of mobilising a JCB to manicure a
toenail.
We need greater accountability to local
communities and transparency in police operation,
hence my party’s suggestion of having directly
elected conveners of local police boards. The
Executive may deride that suggestion, but it is
finding favour elsewhere.
My colleagues will mention other aspects of the
bill, but I echo Nicola Sturgeon’s concern that the
children’s hearings system should be tied into any
measures that will affect children and young
people. That is absolutely critical, but the
minister’s comment on the matter lacked clarity.
I confirm that we support the general principles
of the bill, but I hope that the minister will regard
seriously the concerns that I have expressed.
15:53
Donald Gorrie (Central Scotland) (LD): I am
happy to confirm that all the Liberal Democrat
members will support the principles of the bill,
which we see as part of an overall package to deal
with antisocial behaviour and associated
problems, such as youth crime. Like other
members, we recognise that the issue is a major
one. We believe that we need an all-embracing
policy that involves every department, nationally
and locally. Margaret Curran has the ability to
bring together ministers and civil servants from all
departments to concentrate on sorting out
communities and young people in those
communities. Getting departments and ministers
to co-operate is a Herculean task, but the minister
is a female Hercules and I have high hopes for
her.
Some members attended a meeting at lunch
time about parks and green spaces, during which
the point was made that turning a derelict and
unused urban ex-playing field into a well-used and
well-laid out attractive park does a lot for the
community involved and reduces antisocial
behaviour. That is one small example of the many
measures that can contribute to tackling the issue.
Karen Whitefield: Does Donald Gorrie accept
that the issue is not just about providing resources
for communities? In one community in my
constituency, a lot of money has been spent on a
new community centre that was designed by
young people, but the young people who cause
difficulties prevent other young people from
accessing the services. That is unacceptable. As
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well as putting resources into communities, we
need mechanisms and tools that the police can
use to tackle such problems.
Donald Gorrie: I agree with that. It is important
to have youth workers and the police working
together in the community and on the street to
deal with such problems. People are more
important than facilities.
I hope that in due course the minister will
manage to meet some of the concerns that have
been expressed by the Communities Committee.
Long-term funding and human resources must be
put into youth work and the voluntary
organisations that help in that sphere of activity.
There is too much short-term funding. A lot of
good programmes deal with particular aspects of
antisocial behaviour but people do not, on the
whole, know about them. We have to get the
successes better known and have them copied in
more places. A lot of those programmes suffer
from the short-term funding that is the curse of
voluntary youth activity.
There needs to be more investment in street
youth work, community activities and programmes,
and leisure facilities, as well as places to go. We
need early intervention to help families when the
children are very young and are in danger of going
down the wrong path.
We need more mediation. Some good work is
going on but there needs to be more investment in
mediation, in support for children’s hearings and in
alternatives to custody, so that we stop young
people offending and reoffending.
I suggest that we need a major programme to
consult and involve young people. Whatever the
causes of antisocial behaviour, young people have
had a bad press in a sense. We have to confirm
that we all acknowledge the huge contribution that
the majority of young people make. We want to
involve them and find out what they think and want
in the way of activities. I suggest that we hold a
national and local campaign of consultation with
young people, as we did for communities in
general last summer.
We could support some changes to the bill. All
committees’ reports are taken on board by
ministers who respond to them. The Communities
Committee report says that council strategies
should include
“Provision for appropriate mechanisms for mediation,
consultation, including getting the views of young people,
and personal support for young people who are in danger
of starting on offending behaviour, and their families; …
Commitment to meet directions by Children's Panels within
agreed timescales”,

and
“A statement of the provision of youth work and recreational
facilities in its area and the plans for developing these.”
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If each council had to do that, it would be a huge
step towards tackling antisocial behaviour.
We also want to involve reporters and children’s
panels much earlier and more thoroughly in such
matters as applications for antisocial behaviour
orders, parenting orders, breach of parenting
orders and, in dealing with tagging, restriction of
liberty orders. We need guaranteed intensive
support packages with parenting orders and
restriction of liberty orders. Those are mentioned
in the bill, but the provisions are not tight enough.
On dispersal, we believe that there have to be
serious and continuing discussions with the police
to form a sensible policy to distinguish between
the small groups of young people who cause
problems and the majority who do not. We should
have community conferences that involve
mediation and youth work to try to stop those
problems happening at all.
There are a lot of potential positives in the bill
and we support it on that basis.
16:00
Johann Lamont (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab): I
welcome the opportunity to speak in this debate,
the curtailment of which I regret. Many important
aspects of the bill’s proposals require full
examination. I hope that people have taken the
time to read the Communities Committee’s report,
which is measured and remarkably consensual. I
also hope that the minister takes on board some of
its points.
A feature of this debate has been the glib
commentary about people being intolerant or
having motives that are wrong. People have to
move on and to recognise that antisocial
behaviour is a serious and complex problem. As
public representatives, we have to wrestle with
important issues.
I do not speak on behalf of the Communities
Committee, but as its convener I would like to
thank the clerks, committee members, those who
visited local communities and those who gave
evidence to the committee. I thank the Justice 2
Committee, the Local Government and Transport
Committee, the Finance Committee and the
Subordinate Legislation Committee, all of which
played a role in shaping the final report, which I
reiterate is a measured and serious response to
the bill. The line spun by some witnesses to the
Justice 2 Committee received remarkable
coverage, which was not matched when the
evidence was challenged by the Communities
Committee.
I was interested to hear Colin Fox’s comments
about the problem being exaggerated. I invite him
to examine my caseload, in an average week, of
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problems faced by people. I encountered four
intractable problems relating to private landlords
on Monday alone, and today I was told about the
serious problems that are being caused by an
antisocial neighbour.
Tommy Sheridan (Glasgow) (SSP): Johann
Lamont’s constituency was mentioned by the First
Minister on 8 January last. He spoke about 150
youths gathering outside the home of an 80-yearold pensioner night after night. Is she aware of
such incidents?
Johann Lamont: I would be surprised if Tommy
Sheridan did not recognise that serious problems
are caused by young people gathering in Pollok. I
will be keen to let people in Pollok know that he
does not regard such problems as serious, but as
a means of making a debating point. I have said
that members are welcome to examine my
caseload, rather than diminish the seriousness of
the problems.
There is a fundamental inequality at the heart of
this debate. Many of the briefings that we have
received on the bill are hostile to the Executive’s
proposals. Members will not have received
publicly funded lobbying material from those who
will pay the heaviest cost for our inaction. The
inequality in this debate is encapsulated for me in
the public denunciations of the bill throughout the
media by some of those who attended meetings of
the
Communities
Committee
and
other
committees.
Nicola Sturgeon rose—
Johann Lamont: Let me finish. The lack of
coverage of the comments of unions such as the
Union of Shop, Distributive and Allied Workers is
in stark contrast to the evidence that we heard
from representatives of one community group,
who had to ensure that the cameras were
switched off before they could open their mouths
in front of the committee.
Nicola Sturgeon: Johann Lamont has criticised
certain misrepresentations that have been made
during the debate and appealed to people not to
indulge in glib commentary. Will she do me the
privilege of conceding that not a single person in
the chamber advocates inaction? Those of us on
this side of the chamber are advocating effective
action. If she admitted that, perhaps we would
have a more constructive debate.
Johann Lamont: I would be interested to know
whether Nicola Sturgeon agrees with the
Association of Scottish Police Superintendents,
which said that it has no knowledge of any
instance of an officer not being able to deal
effectively with group disorder situations under
current legislation. At the heart of the Communities
Committee’s report is a sharp divergence between
what the police and other groups said to the
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committee and what people reported as having
been said to them by the police in their local
communities. The bill will allow communities to
negotiate with the police and other agencies about
why they are not using the powers that—allegedly
and reportedly—they already have.
I recognise that the debate has moved on. We
no longer hear claims that antisocial behaviour is
not a problem—we have shifted the discussion
that far. If one recognises that there is a problem,
one recognises that there is a need for voluntary
measures, youth facilities and so on.
Ultimately, nobody was born believing in the
power to disperse. If one confronts a problem in
one’s local community, one owes it to the
community to implement solutions in a logical
manner. One should examine the problems rather
than address them from a pre-determined set of
views that one brings to them. One should work
with the local community to see what the solutions
are. The bill offers us some hope, which will be
dispelled if people undermine its provisions before
the agencies are given their new powers.
16:04
Campbell Martin (West of Scotland) (SNP):
The seriousness associated with problems related
to antisocial behaviour is exemplified by the fact
that virtually every member can relate stories of
how such behaviour has affected people in the
communities that they represent. It is clear that
antisocial behaviour can destroy the quality of life
of those affected by it, but it can also destroy the
lives of those involved in such acts.
As parliamentarians, we need to recognise that
some of the people currently involved in those
actions are a product of their environment and of
the circumstances in which they have grown up,
and that those circumstances have been dictated
not by them, but by the policies of successive
unionist Governments. [Laughter.] That is actually
true.
Karen Gillon (Clydesdale) (Lab): Will the
member take an intervention?
Campbell Martin: No, thank you—have a wee
seat.
As a member of the Communities Committee, I
signed up to the general principles of the bill.
However, I have some concerns about certain
aspects of it, to which I hope the Deputy Minister
for Communities might refer in her summing up.
I do not think that the Executive will achieve
what it hopes to achieve with respect to certain
aspects of the bill. On the extension of antisocial
behaviour orders to people under 16, in the course
of the Communities Committee’s evidence-taking
sessions, I asked the officials with the Minister for
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Communities, and the minister herself, why some
local authorities did not use their current powers in
respect of ASBOs. Unfortunately, neither the
officials nor the minister could give a specific
answer about that; I think that that was because
no one had got round to asking councils why they
did not use those powers. That is a slight
oversight, given that we are talking about
extending that provision. The minister gave a
commitment to investigate the matter further and
to let us know why councils have not been using
the powers that they have. When the deputy
minister sums up, she could perhaps tell us the
extent of that investigation and what the result has
been.
Ms Curran rose—
Campbell Martin: I would prefer ministers to
use their time at the end of the debate—back
benchers get only four minutes.
My other main concern is over what has become
probably the most contentious part of the bill: the
power to disperse groups. From the evidence
given to the Communities Committee, it became
very clear that the police do not think that they
need such a power and that they think it
unnecessary. The contention was made that the
police would not use the power if they had it.
My concern, however, relates to the
practicalities of policing the policy. At the moment,
if a group has gathered and the police are called
and turn up, the people in that group simply run
away and the police do not catch them. Under the
bill, an area where people cannot gather may be
designated. If people gather there, and if the
police are called and turn up, the youths will run
away and the police will not be able to catch them.
In other words, there will be no difference, and the
problem will still exist. That is the reality that we
face with the proposed power to disperse groups.
We should not seek to introduce legislation that
will not make things better, but that is what the
power to disperse represents.
Overall, I support the general principles of the
bill at this stage, but I ask the Minister for
Communities and the Deputy Minister for
Communities to reflect on what, for me, was the
consistent message that came across from the
people who gave evidence to the Communities
Committee. That message can be encapsulated in
just one sentence: we do not need more
legislation; we need more resources, more police
and more funds to tackle the problem. People
said, “Give us the money and we’ll do the job that
you’ve tasked us with.”
16:08
Margaret Mitchell (Central Scotland) (Con):
The term “antisocial behaviour” covers a wide
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range of behaviour and manifests itself in a variety
of ways. Perpetrators’ ages also vary. One
common feature is the distress, frustration and
even intimidation that are experienced by all
people—including shop workers, individuals and
whole communities—who are unfortunate enough
to be on the receiving end of such behaviour.
The Scottish Executive recognises the scale and
extent of the problem. Therefore, the general
principles of the bill, which represent an attempt
to address this vexing issue, are to be welcomed.
That said, I genuinely believe that the Executive
has missed an opportunity to get to grips with the
underlying causes of antisocial behaviour. Instead,
it has concentrated on the symptoms by producing
measures that, while attracting the attention of the
media, are for the most part unnecessary and
superfluous, as existing statute law and common
law can already address antisocial behaviour.
Much has been said about young people who
offend, but it is young people and their parents
who have been most let down by the content of
the bill.
I fully acknowledge that the Scottish Executive
has attempted to address the problem of parents
struggling to cope with disruptive youngsters
through the introduction of parenting orders.
Those orders require the parent to comply with
their terms, which are normally that the parent
must attend counselling or guidance for a
maximum of three months. That is good.
Breaches of the requirements that are specified
in the orders can be a criminal offence. In so far as
the measure requires the parent to take their
parental responsibilities seriously, it is to be
welcomed. However, the orders would not be fair
or acceptable, and the legislation would not be
effective, if the requirements that are specified
sought to extend the principle of vicarious liability
in criminal law so that responsibility for the acts
and omissions of the child was transferred to the
parent, even in circumstances in which a
reasonable parent could not have done anything
further to prevent an incident of antisocial
behaviour.
Parents are the key to addressing antisocial
behaviour in young people, but the success of any
policy that attempts to promote parenting skills
depends on active parental co-operation. In other
words, success involves working in partnership
with parents to curb a pattern of disruptive or
antisocial behaviour as early as possible. For the
most part, that co-operation is forthcoming.
However,
occasionally,
as
the
minister
acknowledged, it is not. That is particularly the
case if the parent’s lifestyle is chaotic as a result of
drink or drug abuse or other factors. In those
circumstances, the school environment is all too
often the most stable thing that children have in
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their lives. That is why it is important that when a
child begins school, the head teacher should take
the time and trouble to visit the reception class
regularly. In that way, they will establish a
relationship with new primary 1 pupils that will
continue as the children progress through the
school. That, in turn, will help discipline in the
school and will minimise incidents of disruptive
behaviour.
Unfortunately, in too many schools, the head
teacher moves on to another post somewhere else
before the relationship that they have built up with
the primary 1 children has had a chance to
influence the children’s progress. Furthermore,
head teachers are all too frequently called to
meetings outwith the school, as a consequence of
which they are often not present to deal with a
particularly disruptive or violent incident when it
arises. As a result, the incident is not dealt with on
the spot as effectively as it could be, which can
lead to an escalation of disruptive behaviour that
translates into antisocial behaviour outside the
school gates.
In
conclusion,
although
the
Executive
recognises the principle of early intervention, it has
not fully grasped the opportunity to provide
measures in the bill to establish good practice for
parents and others who struggle to cope with
antisocial behaviour in children.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: I have to hurry
you.
Margaret Mitchell: I hope that the Executive will
take my comments on board at stage 2 and that it
will rectify that omission in order to make the bill a
really effective piece of legislation.
16:13
Karen Whitefield (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab): I
welcome the opportunity to speak in today’s
debate. The Antisocial Behaviour etc (Scotland)
Bill is a vital part of a range of measures that are
designed to improve Scottish justice and to help to
make our communities more secure. It is vital that
the Parliament address the problem and work to
produce policies and legislation that will support
communities in their fight against antisocial
behaviour. I will concentrate on the main issues
that were tackled by the Justice 2 Committee in
preparing its report to the Communities
Committee.
Shakespeare famously wrote of the
“slings and arrows of outrageous fortune”.

Today, I have with me the rocks and stones of an
equally outrageous misfortune. The rocks in the
bag that I am holding were handed to me by a
distraught constituent from Shotts. These stones
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were all thrown at her windows in one night, and
such behaviour happens night after night.
Nicola Sturgeon: I hope that this is a helpful
intervention. Does Karen Whitefield agree that that
behaviour is not antisocial but criminal, and that it
should be dealt with as such?
Karen Whitefield: I will answer that point
directly. I accept that it is criminal behaviour. Night
after night, a group of young thugs hangs out in
the shadows on a path at the bottom of my
constituent’s garden. If the police catch them in
the act, they can indeed charge them, but the
problem is that they hang out there night after
night. We must deal with that problem; we must
designate that area and state that such behaviour
will not be tolerated there. These are real
concerns, which cause real distress to my
constituents.
Much has been said about young people having
the right of association. I agree that young people
have the right of association, but they also have
the responsibility that accompanies that right of
ensuring that their behaviour does not impact on
and destroy the lives of hard-working people
throughout Scotland.
It is also interesting to note that although some
people undoubtedly told the Justice 2 Committee
that they were not in favour of the power of
dispersal, one senior police officer was brave
enough to say that there was a place for it—that
was said by the president of the Association of
Chief Police Officers in Scotland, John Vine. He
said that the introduction of the power of dispersal
might have some benefits and that it would be
useful. In his recent interview in The Courier, he
said:
“In many respects, I support the intention behind its
introduction.”

In taking on board all the evidence, we should
remember that it is not only those who are against
the power who have the right to be listened to.
The bill includes provisions to introduce
community reparation orders, which will compel
offenders to undertake between 10 and 100 hours
of unpaid work as reparation for their antisocial
behaviour. That vital tool will allow us to address
offending behaviour and make young people and
others take responsibility for their actions.
The Justice 2 Committee took a wide range of
evidence on the extension of restriction of liberty
orders to under-16s. Unfortunately, a small
number of young people cause havoc in the
communities in which they live. The introduction of
RLOs for the most persistent offenders will help to
protect not only communities, because those
young people will not be able to get out and about,
but the young people, as the RLOs will ensure that
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they are no longer involved in situations, or
associating with people, that aggravate their
behaviour.
Children’s charities including the Aberlour Child
Care Trust and NCH Scotland have said that it is
vital that young people are allowed to become
involved in the development of antisocial
behaviour strategies. I could not agree more. I
know from contact with young people in my
constituency that they demand that the Executive
take action. In my constituency, a young person
who is aged 17 is organising meetings on behalf of
his community.
The bill will provide the assistance that
communities in Scotland are asking for. I urge
members to support the motion.
16:17
Mike Rumbles (West Aberdeenshire and
Kincardine) (LD): I make it clear that, in
accordance with the partnership agreement, I will
vote in favour of the bill’s general principles and
against the Opposition amendments to the motion.
I will outline the reasons why I hope that the
Executive will think again on the need for part 3 of
the bill, but an amendment to the motion to call for
a review of part 3 is not necessary or desirable at
stage 1.
As members may know, I believe firmly that the
partnership agreement, to which I have referred, is
an excellent document. It is the product of
exhaustive negotiations between both Executive
parties. I speak this afternoon because, on two
matters, the bill appears to depart significantly
from that agreement.
The partnership agreement is absolutely clear
on the electronic tagging of our children. It says:
“We will provide sufficient secure accommodation and
allow children who might otherwise be in secure
accommodation to remain in the community through the
use of electronic tagging.”

The policy memorandum that accompanies the bill
makes it clear that that is the reason why section
90 is in the bill. However, the Minister for
Communities has made it clear in her evidence
that she believes that the use of electronic tagging
will not be restricted in that way. I cannot see how
that departure from the negotiated position in the
partnership agreement was arrived at. I do not
want many more of our children to be treated in
that way. The point of the provision in the
partnership agreement was to keep children out of
secure accommodation. Are we turning a liberal
and progressive measure into an illiberal and
backward measure?
Part 3 deals with the dispersal of groups.
Karen Gillon: Will the member give way?
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Mike Rumbles: No. I have only four minutes. If I
had been given the six minutes that we were told
we would have, I would certainly give way.
The no-go, or banning, areas are illiberal and
completely unnecessary, according to many
witnesses who gave evidence during stage 1. For
instance, Douglas Keil of the Scottish Police
Federation said:
“Every police officer to whom I have spoken has said that
there are more than enough powers”.—[Official Report,
Justice 2 Committee, 6 January 2004; c 435.]

Many people are specifically concerned that our
hard-won rights to peaceful assembly are under
threat and I have heard no reasons in the debate
so far as to why we should support what many
people consider to be draconian measures.
I would like to know where those specific powers
in the bill came from; they did not come from the
partnership agreement.
Karen Gillon: Will the member take an
intervention?
Mike Rumbles: No.
Having outlined my concerns about those two
issues, I ask the deputy minister to give me two
assurances in winding up. First, I ask her to
assure me that in the stage 2 process, the
Executive will return to what was agreed in the
partnership agreement about the electronic
tagging of our children to ensure that large
numbers of our kids are not treated in such a way.
Our agreement made it clear that the use of
electronic tagging is to be limited. Secondly, I ask
the minister to think again about part 3 and the
last-minute entry into the bill of banning orders that
are designed to give more powers to the police,
which they do not want.
The whole point of negotiating a partnership for
Government was to ensure that we had detailed
policy that both parties could support in the
Parliament until 2007. We had a mechanism
inserted into the agreement to sort out new policy
that arose after the agreement was signed, which
involves regular meetings between ministers and
party spokespeople. In my own field of
responsibility—health and community care—that
mechanism has worked well, but is obvious to me
that it has not worked, for whatever reason, in the
approach to the bill.
If the coalition is to work properly, ministers
cannot deviate far from agreements that have
been reached. The partnership agreement is in
danger of being breached on the two issues that I
have raised. I ask the minister to return to the
partnership agreement and to address those
issues at stage 2. I do not want to debate them at
stage 3, and I want to ensure that stage 3 is not a
divisive and controversial process.
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16:22
Patrick Harvie (Glasgow) (Green): I will begin
by discussing the scale of the criticism of the bill,
which all committees have heard. There have
been criticisms from the people who work with and
try to change antisocial behaviour, such as youth
workers,
community
workers,
housing
organisations,
the
voluntary
sector
and
representatives of the youth justice system.
There is a huge body of opinion against the
basis of the bill. To dismiss those critics as being
the usual suspects, vested interests or people
from the leafy suburbs—as if anyone who lives
near a tree is incapable of reason—is nonsense. It
appals me to see those people being dismissed in
such a way.
What criticisms do they make?
Johann Lamont: Will the member take an
intervention?
Patrick Harvie: I will allow one intervention. The
member might want to make what she will say a
point of substance later on when I discuss the bill
itself, although I will take an intervention now if the
member wants me to—I do not mind.
Johann Lamont: I have a serious point to
make. We should recognise that we must listen to
the people who live with the problem of antisocial
behaviour. People are working with and enduring
the problem. It does not help them to imply that,
because some people are organised and have bits
of paper to send to us, what they say should
somehow have more weight in our committee
system than what those who raised the problem
so that proposals could be brought forward have
to say.
Patrick Harvie: In my experience of the process
of listening to those people, the people who
discussed the scale of the problem were, by and
large, from communities that are living with the
problem. I do not deny the passion and concern
with which the member responds to such
experiences, but the people who made criticisms
were those who are working on the ground to try
to change behaviour and not those who are living
with the problem. I point out that balance.
I want to discuss subjectivity in relation to
antisocial behaviour. Several members have
mentioned that antisocial behaviour is not the
same as crime. Crime involves a list of proscribed
actions, but antisocial behaviour is a concept that
is defined by other people’s emotional responses.
It is quite clearly defined in the bill as being based
on some people’s emotional responses—fear,
distress and alarm. I do not deny the importance
of those emotional responses.
Karen Gillon: Will the member take an
intervention?
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Patrick Harvie: No, thank you—I have already
taken an intervention.
However, I am denying that the same is true of
crime. Crime and antisocial behaviour are
fundamentally
different
concepts.
It
is
inappropriate for the response to the extreme
situations that we have heard Johann Lamont and
Karen Whitefield describe to be applied to all
antisocial behaviour.
I will mention a few specifics while I still have
time. On involving communities—specifically
young people—in the strategies, the difference
between Karen Whitefield’s opinion and mine is
one of emphasis. I would like to see a clear
commitment in the bill to wider involvement in
consultation on strategies. The only people who
will be involved directly under the bill are local
authorities and the police. I want wider
involvement than that.
There has been criticism in respect of how
tenants of registered social landlords will be
affected disproportionately by the use of ASBOs,
which have been seen traditionally as a housingmanagement tool.
Karen Whitefield: Will the member take an
intervention?
Patrick Harvie: No. I am sorry, but I am in my
last minute.
I wish that I had time to move on to other issues,
of which the dispersal power is obviously the most
important. The Minister for Communities has said
that it will be an effective tool, but there has been
no explanation of why the existing tools are
ineffective. Problems of gathering evidence, of
police call-out times and of the design of urban
environments will remain even under the new
power.
Beyond the criticisms of what is in the bill, I say
that there is a lot missing from it; for example,
there is no focus on the causes of antisocial
behaviour, no commitment to the welfare
principles of the children’s hearings system and no
respect for the organisations that work to change
behaviour. In some respects, there has also been
no mature approach to respectful disagreement.
Just because we disagree, we do not have to
portray one other as being unconcerned with the
reality of the problem—which I am not. If Labour
members agree not to portray me in that way, I will
agree not to portray them as playing to the gallery.
16:26
Cathie Craigie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth)
(Lab): It is a pleasure to speak in today’s debate
and to know that measures that will help to deal
with the plague that is antisocial behaviour are
nearer to becoming law. As members will see from
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the Communities Committee report and annexes,
we listened to people of all ages from throughout
the regions of Scotland and we took evidence from
recognised representative groups and individuals.
To me, the message that is coming out loud and
clear from witnesses and my constituents is that
people need protection from antisocial behaviour
and our constituents want to see Parliament take
action to give them it.
We need to support and offer protection to
decent folk who are being harassed and bullied by
their neighbours, whether they live in public or
private sector housing, and we need to
acknowledge the torment that they are going
through. Decent folk, whose lives are made a
misery by groups of youngsters who have no
respect for themselves or their communities, need
our protection, too.
The Communities Committee highlights the
need for community involvement and discussion
and sees mediation and youth work as being
necessary options for communities. I agree totally
with that, as do local authorities. Local authorities,
the police and the voluntary sector are working
with communities throughout Scotland and the
committee acknowledges that the Executive has to
provide resources to local authorities in particular
in order to allow them to continue that work and
implement the provisions in the bill. However,
where those intervention measures fail and where
unacceptable antisocial behaviour continues,
perpetrators need to know that they will have to
face the consequences when they go beyond the
boundaries of common respect for individuals and
property.
The bill will offer a final line of defence for our
long-suffering individuals and communities.
Members might have seen the briefing paper on
the bill from Shelter Scotland. I do not accept its
interpretation of the bill’s impact and I believe that
it is scaremongering. There is absolutely no case
for saying that the bill will dramatically increase
homelessness in Scotland. There is no evidence
behind that claim; indeed, there is no reason why
the bill should increase homelessness.
Shelter Scotland would also have us believe that
the bill perpetuates the myth that antisocial
behaviour happens only in the social rented
sector. We have said many times before that it
does not. Antisocial behaviour orders, parenting
orders, orders for dealing with noise, measures for
tackling fly-tipping and dispersal will affect all our
communities throughout Scotland regardless of
the tenure of the homes in them. People are being
made homeless by the antisocial behaviour of
their neighbours, particularly in difficult areas
where the private landlords are taking over.
People are forced to leave their family homes
because local authorities are unable to identify the
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landlords and take action. I put on record my
support for the private rented sector and
acknowledge the valuable service that is provided
by responsible and professional landlords.
However, there are major problems where the
rogue private landlord exists. The bill does not go
far enough to protect communities from the blight
of antisocial tenants who live in private rented
accommodation, or to protect communities from
private landlords who abuse the system by buying
property only as a means of investing money that
they have gained by illegal means. I welcome the
commitment to introducing a private housing bill,
but there must be amendments to this bill that will
protect people and ensure that unlicensed private
landlords are registered.
Let us not listen to the scaremongering of the
few, but to the pleas of the many ordinary decent
folk who just want to live in peace and quiet in the
comfort of their homes. Let us listen to the young
people who tell us that they want to be able to
walk down the street to their youth clubs with their
friends without fear of being set upon by idiots and
thugs.
The message that I bring to the minister today
from the people of Cumbernauld and Kilsyth is that
she should continue with the strategy for dealing
with antisocial behaviour, remain firm in her
resolve to deliver for our communities, be on their
side and listen to what communities are saying.
They want action now.
16:31
Ms Rosemary Byrne (South of Scotland)
(SSP): The Scottish Socialist Party recognises the
widespread public concern about antisocial
behaviour in our communities. We welcome
measures to deal with litter, graffiti, noise nuisance
and vandalism and the proposals for mediation
and restorative justice. However, the bill will not
address many of the problems in our communities
and may exacerbate them. Not only will it alienate
groups of young people but—by providing harsher
punishments for those who live in social housing—
it reinforces the view that only social housing
sector tenants are responsible for antisocial
behaviour.
Margaret Curran talks about supporting people
to change their behaviour. I welcome that.
However, I disagree that electronic tagging is the
best route to take. I do not want young people in
placements in secure accommodation to be locked
up and not treated. I want the very small minority
of young people who cause problems in our
communities, who are outwith the control of their
parents, who do not attend school and who create
problems in school to be taken into residential
establishments where they can be treated for their
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difficulties and problems. Alongside that, their
families should be supported. I do not want young
people to be tagged in their homes because they
may end up beating up their siblings or their
mothers and may become more alienated than
ever from the system.
I believe that the children’s panel system is
excellent but, with the best will in the world,
children will not get treatment because of the lack
of resources. We need to examine electronic
monitoring with much more caution. We cannot
just talk about it and say that the resources are in
place in the community to deal with it. Clearly, they
are not.
I would like to discuss other aspects of the bill
that the SSP and I believe are wrong. What is the
best advice in respect of dealing with young
offenders? It is that they should be kept out of the
criminal justice system. Colin Fox touched on that.
Johann Lamont: Does the member accept that
the bill tries to give children and young people
messages early, so that they are not lured into
serious offending? The bill can be seen as a
preventive measure to ensure that that happens
before we reach the stage at which the police
have to lift young people.
Ms Byrne: I do not accept that—the problem
with the bill is that resources are not being
invested in working with children at an early age.
Nursery nurses, who are fighting for professional
pay and who do a wonderful job with our young
children, could tell the member that they are able
to identify many of the young people who will later
display the kinds of behaviour that we are
discussing. That has been the case for years.
When I worked in a secondary school, I spoke to
nursery nurses who taught in one of the cluster
primary schools. They could name to me children
in secondary 1 and S2 with whom I was working in
my base, trying to modify their behaviour. They
said that they knew the problems that existed, but
there was no help. There is still no help—the
situation has not changed. That is the key to the
problem.
We want to keep young people out of the
criminal justice system. Although receiving an
ASBO does not criminalise a person, breaching
one does and what is being proposed is that
ASBOs will be slapped on children who are as
young as 12. The minister tells us that the only 12year-olds who will receive ASBOs will be the
persistent offenders, but that is the group that is
most likely to breach them. When the ASBO is
breached, a criminal offence will be committed and
the attempt to keep children out of the criminal
justice system will have failed miserably.
We should value children’s panels, as I said
earlier, but they are being undermined by the
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extension of ASBOs to under-16s. Let us be clear:
the bill further undermines the children’s hearings
system. Despite its being a brilliant system that is
admired the world over, we are going to leave it
rusting in a shed. In the 1960s, the Kilbrandon
report established that youngsters’ offending
behaviour must be seen in the round—in other
words, it said that there are explanations for why
offending behaviour occurs and only by
addressing those can we hope to turn the situation
around. Proper treatment and early intervention
are required, but the holistic approach is entirely at
odds with the completely punitive approach that is
taken by the bill.
I will end by mentioning the lack of resources in
our communities. The chronic problems that face
children’s panels is one area in which that is
evident, and the shortage of social workers is
another, as are the cuts in youth workers and
youth teams.
I ask members to support the Scottish Socialist
Party amendment.
16:36
Mike Pringle (Edinburgh South) (LD): The bill
has the intention of relieving the undoubted
pressures on communities that feel that they are
under pressure from some young people.
Residents and community groups from all parts of
Scotland repeatedly report instances of young
people commenting or boasting, “You can’t touch
us.” Such young people display little fear of the
system: there is indeed a general lack of respect
for authority. As did Nicola Sturgeon, Donald
Gorrie and others, I point out that only a few young
people cause the problems. It is therefore vital that
we do not brand all young people as
troublemakers. We must encourage all young
people to become active members of our
communities and we must recognise that almost
all of them have a positive contribution to make.
Many young people are in the public gallery today,
taking part in our democracy. Is not that a positive
thing? The bill will tackle the antisocial behaviour
of the few.
The minister knows of a great initiative in my
community that involves a social inclusion
partnership and a youth action team. The police
informed me yesterday that, since the start of the
initiative, there has been a 50 per cent reduction in
phone calls from youths about the antisocial
behaviour of other youths in south Edinburgh. That
is the sort of initiative that we need throughout
Scotland. It is essential to remember that young
people are most likely to be the victims of
antisocial behaviour.
The root causes of antisocial behaviour are
complex and varied. They include family problems,
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parental criminality, poor parental control and
supervision, lack of parental care and
consideration and problems at school, such as
non-attendance and lack of motivation. However, I
suggest that the biggest problem is often
boredom. If young people had greater
opportunities to engage in positive activities, there
would be less antisocial behaviour. Donald Gorrie
expressed that view extremely well.
Karen Whitefield: As I said to Donald Gorrie, in
my constituency there is a community that has had
more resources poured into it than many others
have. The issue is not only about engaging young
people and giving them activities; it is also about
addressing some of the causes of their offending
behaviour and giving the police the necessary
tools to deal with it. If we simplify the debate and
pretend that it is only about providing community
centres and new community resources, we will fail
to address the problem.
Mike Pringle: I reiterate that the biggest
problem is often boredom. If we give kids
something to do, even if it costs us money, we will
help solve the problem.
Part 2 deals with ASBOs and their extension to
12-year-olds. Initially, I was extremely concerned
about that proposal and there is no doubt that
much of the evidence that was given to the
committee was not in favour of such an extension.
The Law Society of Scotland was concerned
because a breach of an ASBO will be a criminal
offence, which will result in under-16s having
criminal records. The Association of Chief Police
Officers in Scotland, however, welcomed the
proposal. There was much discussion about the
involvement of the children’s hearings system and
the Communities Committee recommended that
the bill be strengthened to ensure that, in every
case in which an antisocial behaviour order or an
interim order is made in respect of a child, the
sheriff will require the principal reporter to refer the
child’s case to a children’s hearing. I am glad to
hear that the minister has taken those comments
on board.
As almost every member has said, the
provisions in part 3 are clearly the bill’s most
controversial proposals. For example, the Justice
2 Committee received no oral evidence in support
of them. Indeed, when I suggested to David
Strang during the committee’s evidence taking that
the police would not use the dispersal powers
because they already had the tools in the toolbox,
he said that that was possible.
Moreover, the chief constable of Lothian and
Borders police yesterday confirmed to me the view
of the police force in my constituency: they do not
foresee circumstances in which they will use
dispersal powers. He said that use of the power
would only displace the problem—it would not
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solve it. Nicola Sturgeon made that very point.
Karen Gillon: Will the member give way?
Mike Pringle: No, I will not.
As a result, I understand why Nicola Sturgeon
has lodged her amendment to the motion and,
indeed, I have some sympathy with it. I have no
doubt that the Communities Committee will
discuss the issue further. I believe that my
colleague Donald Gorrie has had a very
constructive meeting with the minister about
various issues in the bill; further discussions of
that sort would be a positive step.
There was also considerable concern about
section 20 and, in particular, section 21, which
gives the ministers the right to influence police
operational matters. I think that the minister said at
the beginning of the debate that an amendment
will be lodged on that matter at stage 2. I ask the
deputy minister to confirm that in her closing
speech.
The final area of contention was restriction of
liberty orders. Much of the evidence that we heard
was not in favour of tagging; indeed, some
witnesses suggested that an electronic tag could
become a badge of honour or status symbol. I
agree with some of the concerns that were
expressed.
However,
the
committee
recommended that, in cases in which the RLO
was imposed by the court, there should be
automatic referral to the children’s hearings
system. I am content with that approach.
I am content with the bill at this stage and will
support its general principles.
16:41
Mary Scanlon (Highlands and Islands) (Con):
As my colleague Annabel Goldie said, we support
the bill’s general principles, which seek to address
the blight that is antisocial behaviour. However, we
have some concerns, which have been raised
both in committee and during today’s debate. In
particular, I highlight the Scottish Police
Federation’s comment that we need more police
officers, not more legislation. Moreover, ACPOS
told the Communities Committee that the police
have never faced a situation involving a group of
people that could not be dealt with under existing
powers.
As far as Mike Rumbles’s speech is concerned, I
find it quite strange that in the six months that the
Communities Committee has been working on the
bill, the Liberal Democrat member did not once
mention that the Liberal Democrats have problems
with measures in the bill such as the dispersal of
groups, or that the bill raises issues about the
partnership agreement. We have heard about no
such problems until today.
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As for the comments that Johann Lamont, Karen
Whitefield, the minister and others made about
dispersal powers, I understand that on BBC
Scotland today Chief Superintendent Tom
Buchan, the divisional commander for Motherwell
and Wishaw, said of those powers:
“We didn’t ask for the legislation, don’t feel there is a
need. I would think long and hard before I would put it into
use. It is not addressing the issue.”

He also revealed that those views had been put to
the Executive. As a result, I ask the minister to
clarify whether the First Minister was aware of
those comments, whether he lends them any
weight and whether he will continue to ignore the
expert views of anyone who disagrees with him.
Cathie Craigie: Will the member give way?
Mary Scanlon: My time has been cut, so I really
cannot give way. I also want to address issues
that have not yet been mentioned.
Much of the media attention on the bill has
concentrated on dispersing groups, locking up
parents, guidance of and ministerial powers over
chief constables, and the ned culture in Scotland
in general. However, parts 5, 7 and 8, which
contain very important measures, have barely
been mentioned in today’s debate. No doubt we
will have more opportunity to debate them over
time.
On parts 7 and 8, which relate to housing, there
are concerns that landlords might become the
whipping boys for the personal conduct of their
tenants or indeed their tenants’ visitors, over
whom landlords have no control. There is also
concern that an antisocial tenant may be rewarded
by not having to pay rent and that the landlord
may be penalised by his property management
being transferred to a local authority.
Statistics for the year ending 30 September
2003 show that although local authorities made
20,725 applications for eviction, only 21 of those
cases resulted in eviction for antisocial behaviour.
Given that 10 per cent of the bill relates to noise
nuisance, I ask the Executive to comment on the
final sentence of paragraph 160 of the
Communities Committee report, which relates to
noise nuisance and the current provisions for
dealing with it, particularly those under the Civic
Government (Scotland) Act 1982. The Scottish
Parliament should clarify the law rather than
muddle it. I point out that the minister has
incredible power in that she can set the permitted
level of noise.
Bill Aitken (Glasgow) (Con): She makes
plenty.
Mary Scanlon: My colleague Bill Aitken says
that the minister makes plenty of noise—I would
not say that. I make no apologies for asking that
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we take into account our national musical
instrument—the bagpipes—when considering the
permitted level of noise.
The bill addresses persistent offenders, but it
also needs to address persistent complainers. The
likelihood that one will be alarmed and distressed
is different for each individual and is unique to the
individual. I take the point that the Justice 2
Committee
raised
about
the
test
of
reasonableness. We need more clarification on
that issue. Finally, more should be done to
examine why existing legislation is not sufficient to
deal with antisocial behaviour.
16:47
Stewart Stevenson (Banff and Buchan)
(SNP): Time is running out not only for the debate
but—more crucially—for the many communities
throughout Scotland that suffer from the effects of
antisocial behaviour and, ultimately, for the
Executive if its nostrums fail to fix the problems
that we have all heard about and recognise.
However, we all know that and we are in suspense
only about whether what is proposed will deliver
the remedies that are sought.
It is my belief and my experience that no
member of the Communities Committee, of which I
am a member, has remained unchanged by the
experience of visiting communities in eight
regions, hearing evidence of people’s concerns
and tapping into their experience. For me in
particular, as someone from the north-east and a
traditional east coaster, visiting west coast
communities with particular problems, especially in
Glasgow, left me in no doubt that the comments
that Johann Lamont has long expressed on the
subject of antisocial behaviour draw on a deep
and legitimate well of concern. I entirely accept
that.
The divergence that there may be between my
colleagues and me and the Executive parties is
not in the analysis but in the prescriptions that
follow from that. We are briefly discussing today
what is a large bill, consisting of 13 parts and 112
sections. There are parts of the bill about which
we have said nothing. Part 1 of the bill is about
having a strategy, which is an excellent idea and I
am happy to support it. Part 2, which relates to
ASBOs, is fine as far as it goes. I will return to that
point. Part 3 has been exercised considerably.
At this point it is appropriate to refer to the
experience that reporters to the Communities
Committee had when they visited Gilmerton and
the Inch in Edinburgh. We found that there were
significant problems there, including physical
intimidation and assault; attacks on pensioners at
bus stops; alcohol and drugs; public sex; underage drinking—which was a major problem; and
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ball games to the early hours in an open area
adjacent to housing. When people complained, the
situation escalated into verbal and physical
threats. Those are precisely the problems that the
bill seeks to address.
However, the interesting thing there is not the
description of the problem but the response of that
community and its leaders to the problem. Before I
describe the attempts to fix the problem, I should
say that they were led by a Labour councillor—so I
make no partisan points on behalf of anyone in my
party. The councillor had the initiative and the
guts—as councillors and members of the
Parliament should have—to bring community
groups together, to hold public meetings and to
ensure that interim ASBOs were sought and
obtained. The community is also working on a ban
on alcohol and nicotine products. Through
multiagency meetings, the community has shared
information and put in place acceptable behaviour
contracts. It has received some money from City
of Edinburgh Council—£90,000—which has
helped. It has also changed the physical
appearance of the area and painted shops with
anti-vandal paint. It has found somewhere for the
kids to congregate—unlike Karen Whitefield, I
think that hanging out is perfectly acceptable and
indeed appropriate behaviour for youngsters.
Mike Rumbles observes that there is nothing in
the partnership agreement that requires him to
support the proposal to give the police powers to
disperse groups. I imagine—although I did not
read this—that the partnership agreement must
contain something about blank cheques and
require him to support measures that the
Government comes along with at a later date.
Perhaps he will explain that, although there is not
enough time for him to do so just now.
Part 4 is on the closure of premises. There is a
danger that areas will be stigmatised in the long
term, so an attempt to deal with the few will be to
the disbenefit of the many. Part 5, on noise, is fine.
Part 6, is on the environment. I think that litter
problems in rural areas will be addressed at stage
2.
Part 7 is on housing and antisocial behaviour.
Karen Whitefield and others had considerable
concerns about linking antisocial behaviour orders
to tenure. The extended powers in the bill will
exacerbate problems and will, of course, leave
private owners entirely outside the sanctions that
will be applied to tenants. That is intrinsically unfair
and unreasonable and is likely to lead to problems
in due course.
I will skip ahead to part 10. Landlords, too, want
reform and support registration, because they
want to get rid of the cowboys in their business, as
we all do. We must make rapid progress on that.
On part 13, the minister should consider who is a
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“relevant authority”.
I conclude by saying that I think that the
Executive’s policy is based on weedkiller—the
attitude is, “Let’s spray it on the problems.”
Perhaps we also need a little Baby Bio to support
the parts that will benefit us in the future.
16:53
The Deputy Minister for Communities (Mrs
Mary Mulligan): This afternoon’s debate has
demonstrated yet again that antisocial behaviour
is a key issue for the people of Scotland and for
their representatives in the Parliament. That is
exactly as it should be. The Parliament’s primary
purpose is, after all, to improve the lives of
Scotland’s people. Too many of our constituents’
lives are ruined by antisocial behaviour. The bill
represents an important step forward in our
determination to put those people first.
I take this opportunity to thank the people whom
we met as we visited communities, who gave us
their views and helped us to structure the bill.
Most of my speech will be taken up with dealing
with the points that members made in the debate.
However, let me first draw a few general
conclusions. Antisocial behaviour kills confidence
and damages people. It is a modern phenomenon
that reflects an age-old truth: the weak and the
vulnerable will be picked on and victimised if the
rest of society silently stands by. The Executive is
not prepared to be that silent witness.
Antisocial behaviour will not easily be
eradicated. It is a complex problem that requires
sophisticated solutions. Margaret Curran made
clear our commitment to the whole range of
interventions from prevention through to sanction.
They all have to be in place if we are really to
change behaviour, which is our ultimate goal. I am
happy to reaffirm that commitment here today.
Our strategy to tackle antisocial behaviour must
be seen within the context of our wider policies on
regeneration and social inclusion, on improving
the justice system, on supporting education, on
the environment and on housing. It supports and is
supported by all those policies.
Let me turn to issues that have been raised. Too
many members have attacked the bill and sought
to do so on the basis that it is unfairly aimed at
young people. It is not. It is aimed squarely at
those who cause misery and fear in our
communities, whatever their age may be.
Someone once said that our children are our
future. They were right. The bill is about protecting
that future. It is about ensuring that young people
can go to the youth club or to the swimming pool.
It is about protecting the young man I spoke to in
Currie this week who said that he had been on a
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bus that was pelted by stones, which shattered the
windows—he had just been going for a night out
with his friends.
Karen Gillon: Does the minister accept that
some of us on these benches find it galling that
parties that want to make it a criminal offence to
disturb birds in their nests do not feel that the
Parliament should be taking action to protect the
very people she has just been talking about?
Mrs Mulligan: There can be no doubt that the
Parliament is determined to deal with the
consequences of some people’s actions.
However, some do not seem to see the reality of
the situation.
Miss Goldie:
intervention?

Will

the

minister

take

an

Mrs Mulligan: I am sorry, but I cannot. My time
has already been reduced.
I want to deal with
amendment. It asks us

Nicola

Sturgeon’s

“to review Part 3 of the Bill, in light of comments made by
the Communities and Justice 2 Committees”

on the dispersal power. Of course, we will study
the reports of both committees in detail and give
serious consideration to the specific points that
they raise about the provisions in part 3 and
elsewhere in the bill. The Executive believes in the
committee process and will give the reports their
due consideration without the encouragement of
what is a superficially innocuous amendment—but
is the amendment innocuous? The plain fact is
that Nicola Sturgeon cannot accept that a majority
in both committees supported the dispersal power.
Make no mistake: the amendment is not about a
review and it is not about taking the reports of
committees seriously. It is about overturning the
considered views of those two committees, it is
about removing the dispersal power from the bill,
and it is about a rather pathetic attempt to inflict a
bloody nose on the Executive.
Nicola Sturgeon: I have never had any
objection to doing that, but that is beside the point.
During the debate, I have made no secret of the
fact that I oppose part 3. My amendment asks
simply for a review in light of the comments made
by both committees. The minister says that she
will study those comments and take them into
consideration. Does that not simply add up to
reviewing in light of those comments? Would it not
be in the interest of achieving some consensus in
the chamber if the minister stopped playing on
words and simply backed the amendment?
Mrs Mulligan: And Nicola Sturgeon, of course,
would never play on words.
The committees asked for a commitment to
evaluate and report back on the operation of the
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power. We have given that commitment. The
committees
stressed
the
need
for
a
comprehensive approach to problems caused by
groups—an approach that would seek alternative
resolutions. We agree. The committees asked that
we review the direction-making power in section
21. We are doing so. The committees urged us to
continue discussions with the police about the
practical arrangements for using the power of
dispersal. We are doing so. The committees also
agreed that, if necessary to give relief to hardpressed communities, the dispersal power should
be introduced as a last resort. We agree. If Nicola
Sturgeon does not agree, she should have the
courage to tell us and those hard-pressed
communities. She should not hide behind the
amendment.
I will turn now to Mike Rumbles’s concerns
about the power of dispersal. He asks where the
power came from. It came from the communities
and it came from our listening to people. If we can
see a problem and can identify a way of resolving
it, are we not right to act? I think that we are.
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Antisocial Behaviour etc
(Scotland) Bill: Financial
Resolution
17:01
The Deputy Presiding Officer (Trish
Godman): The next item of business is
consideration of motion S2M-614, in the name of
Andy Kerr, on the financial resolution in respect of
the Antisocial Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill.
Motion moved,
That the Parliament, for the purposes of any Act of the
Scottish Parliament resulting from the Antisocial Behaviour
etc. (Scotland) Bill, agrees to any increase in expenditure
charged on, and any expenditure payable out of, the
Scottish Consolidated Fund in consequence of the Act.—
[Mrs Mary Mulligan.]

Mike Rumbles: Will the minister give way?
Mrs Mulligan: No, I cannot; I do not have time.
Mike Rumbles also asked about tagging. I
reassure him that tagging is not about punishment.
It will be used only if it is in the best interests of the
child. We will use it only as part of a package of
measures that will support the child, keep them
out of secure accommodation and give them other
options. We must consider tagging as an
alternative to secure accommodation. I hope that
Mike Rumbles will view the issue in that way.
As ever, Johann Lamont spoke passionately
about her constituents. She also mentioned
communities’ concern that their views would not
be listened to in the same way that some of the
professional views would be. I, too, have heard
that concern expressed on recent visits to
communities. It is incumbent on us to give the
constituents of Johann Lamont and other
members the reassurance that the Executive will
listen to the views of the communities.
At stage 2, we will have the opportunity to return
to all the issues, on many of which I have not had
time to respond today. As I said at the outset, the
bill will improve people’s lives. It puts ordinary,
decent,
hard-working
people
and
their
communities first and for that reason alone—what
better reason could there be?—I ask members to
give it their support.
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Decision Time
17:06
The Deputy Presiding Officer (Trish
Godman): There are seven questions to be put as
a result of today’s business. The first question is,
that amendment S2M-532.1, in the name of Nicola
Sturgeon, which seeks to amend motion S2M-532,
in the name of Ms Margaret Curran, on the
general principles of the Antisocial Behaviour etc
(Scotland) Bill, be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: There will be a
division.
FOR
Adam, Brian (Aberdeen North) (SNP)
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Baird, Shiona (North East Scotland) (Green)
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)
Cunningham, Roseanna (Perth) (SNP)
Davidson, Mr David (North East Scotland) (Con)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Ewing, Fergus (Inverness East, Nairn and Lochaber) (SNP)
Ewing, Mrs Margaret (Moray) (SNP)
Fabiani, Linda (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Goldie, Miss Annabel (West of Scotland) (Con)
Harper, Robin (Lothians) (Green)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Hyslop, Fiona (Lothians) (SNP)
Ingram, Mr Adam (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
Lochhead, Richard (North East Scotland) (SNP)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Martin, Campbell (West of Scotland) (SNP)
Marwick, Tricia (Mid Scotland and Fife) (SNP)
Mather, Jim (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
McLetchie, David (Edinburgh Pentlands) (Con)
Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
Mitchell, Margaret (Central Scotland) (Con)
Monteith, Mr Brian (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Mundell, David (South of Scotland) (Con)
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Ruskell, Mr Mark (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Green)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)
Scott, John (Ayr) (Con)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
Tosh, Murray (West of Scotland) (Con)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
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AGAINST
Alexander, Ms Wendy (Paisley North) (Lab)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Glen, Marlyn (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Hughes, Janis (Glasgow Rutherglen) (Lab)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Livingstone, Marilyn (Kirkcaldy) (Lab)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McCabe, Mr Tom (Hamilton South) (Lab)
McConnell, Mr Jack (Motherwell and Wishaw) (Lab)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeil, Mr Duncan (Greenock and Inverclyde) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Morrison, Mr Alasdair (Western Isles) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Robson, Euan (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (LD)
Rumbles, Mike (West Aberdeenshire and Kincardine) (LD)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Stephen, Nicol (Aberdeen South) (LD)
Stone, Mr Jamie (Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross)
(LD)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab)

ABSTENTIONS
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Curran, Frances (West of Scotland) (SSP)
Fox, Colin (Lothians) (SSP)
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Kane, Rosie (Glasgow) (SSP)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)
Sheridan, Tommy (Glasgow) (SSP)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Turner, Dr Jean (Strathkelvin and Bearsden) (Ind)

The Deputy Presiding Officer: The result of
the division is: For 47, Against 63, Abstentions 8.
Amendment disagreed to.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: The second
question is, that amendment S2M-532.2, in the
name of Colin Fox, which seeks to amend motion
S2M-532, in the name of Ms Margaret Curran, on
the general principles of the Antisocial Behaviour
etc (Scotland) Bill, be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: There will be a
division.
FOR
Baird, Shiona (North East Scotland) (Green)
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Curran, Frances (West of Scotland) (SSP)
Fox, Colin (Lothians) (SSP)
Harper, Robin (Lothians) (Green)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Kane, Rosie (Glasgow) (SSP)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)
Ruskell, Mr Mark (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Green)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)
Sheridan, Tommy (Glasgow) (SSP)

AGAINST
Adam, Brian (Aberdeen North) (SNP)
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Alexander, Ms Wendy (Paisley North) (Lab)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Cunningham, Roseanna (Perth) (SNP)
Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Davidson, Mr David (North East Scotland) (Con)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ewing, Fergus (Inverness East, Nairn and Lochaber) (SNP)
Ewing, Mrs Margaret (Moray) (SNP)
Fabiani, Linda (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Glen, Marlyn (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Goldie, Miss Annabel (West of Scotland) (Con)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Hughes, Janis (Glasgow Rutherglen) (Lab)
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Hyslop, Fiona (Lothians) (SNP)
Ingram, Mr Adam (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Livingstone, Marilyn (Kirkcaldy) (Lab)
Lochhead, Richard (North East Scotland) (SNP)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Campbell (West of Scotland) (SNP)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
Marwick, Tricia (Mid Scotland and Fife) (SNP)
Mather, Jim (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McCabe, Mr Tom (Hamilton South) (Lab)
McConnell, Mr Jack (Motherwell and Wishaw) (Lab)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
McLetchie, David (Edinburgh Pentlands) (Con)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeil, Mr Duncan (Greenock and Inverclyde) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
Mitchell, Margaret (Central Scotland) (Con)
Monteith, Mr Brian (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Morrison, Mr Alasdair (Western Isles) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Mundell, David (South of Scotland) (Con)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Robson, Euan (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (LD)
Rumbles, Mike (West Aberdeenshire and Kincardine) (LD)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Scott, John (Ayr) (Con)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Stephen, Nicol (Aberdeen South) (LD)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Stone, Mr Jamie (Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross)
(LD)
Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
Tosh, Murray (West of Scotland) (Con)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab)
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ABSTENTIONS
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Turner, Dr Jean (Strathkelvin and Bearsden) (Ind)

The Deputy Presiding Officer: The result of
the division is: For 13, Against 101, Abstentions 3.
Amendment disagreed to.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: The third
question is, that motion S2M-532, in the name of
Ms Margaret Curran, on the general principles of
the Antisocial Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill, be
agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: There will be a
division.
FOR
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Alexander, Ms Wendy (Paisley North) (Lab)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Cunningham, Roseanna (Perth) (SNP)
Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Davidson, Mr David (North East Scotland) (Con)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ewing, Fergus (Inverness East, Nairn and Lochaber) (SNP)
Ewing, Mrs Margaret (Moray) (SNP)
Fabiani, Linda (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Glen, Marlyn (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Goldie, Miss Annabel (West of Scotland) (Con)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Hughes, Janis (Glasgow Rutherglen) (Lab)
Hyslop, Fiona (Lothians) (SNP)
Ingram, Mr Adam (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Livingstone, Marilyn (Kirkcaldy) (Lab)
Lochhead, Richard (North East Scotland) (SNP)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Campbell (West of Scotland) (SNP)
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Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
Marwick, Tricia (Mid Scotland and Fife) (SNP)
Mather, Jim (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McCabe, Mr Tom (Hamilton South) (Lab)
McConnell, Mr Jack (Motherwell and Wishaw) (Lab)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
McLetchie, David (Edinburgh Pentlands) (Con)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeil, Mr Duncan (Greenock and Inverclyde) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
Mitchell, Margaret (Central Scotland) (Con)
Monteith, Mr Brian (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Morrison, Mr Alasdair (Western Isles) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Mundell, David (South of Scotland) (Con)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Robson, Euan (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (LD)
Rumbles, Mike (West Aberdeenshire and Kincardine) (LD)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Scott, John (Ayr) (Con)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Stephen, Nicol (Aberdeen South) (LD)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Stone, Mr Jamie (Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross)
(LD)
Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Tosh, Murray (West of Scotland) (Con)
Turner, Dr Jean (Strathkelvin and Bearsden) (Ind)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab)

AGAINST
Adam, Brian (Aberdeen North) (SNP)
Baird, Shiona (North East Scotland) (Green)
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Curran, Frances (West of Scotland) (SSP)
Fox, Colin (Lothians) (SSP)
Harper, Robin (Lothians) (Green)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Kane, Rosie (Glasgow) (SSP)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)
Ruskell, Mr Mark (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Green)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)
Sheridan, Tommy (Glasgow) (SSP)
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ABSTENTIONS
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)

The Deputy Presiding Officer: The result of
the division is: For 103, Against 14, Abstentions 1.
Motion agreed to.
That the Parliament agrees to the general principles of
the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill.

The Deputy Presiding Officer: The fourth
question is, that motion S2M-614, in the name of
Andy Kerr, on the financial resolution in respect of
the Antisocial Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill, be
agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: There will be a
division.
FOR
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Alexander, Ms Wendy (Paisley North) (Lab)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Cunningham, Roseanna (Perth) (SNP)
Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Davidson, Mr David (North East Scotland) (Con)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ewing, Fergus (Inverness East, Nairn and Lochaber) (SNP)
Ewing, Mrs Margaret (Moray) (SNP)
Fabiani, Linda (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Glen, Marlyn (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Goldie, Miss Annabel (West of Scotland) (Con)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Hughes, Janis (Glasgow Rutherglen) (Lab)
Hyslop, Fiona (Lothians) (SNP)
Ingram, Mr Adam (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Livingstone, Marilyn (Kirkcaldy) (Lab)
Lochhead, Richard (North East Scotland) (SNP)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
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Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Campbell (West of Scotland) (SNP)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
Marwick, Tricia (Mid Scotland and Fife) (SNP)
Mather, Jim (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McCabe, Mr Tom (Hamilton South) (Lab)
McConnell, Mr Jack (Motherwell and Wishaw) (Lab)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
McLetchie, David (Edinburgh Pentlands) (Con)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeil, Mr Duncan (Greenock and Inverclyde) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
Mitchell, Margaret (Central Scotland) (Con)
Monteith, Mr Brian (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Morrison, Mr Alasdair (Western Isles) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Mundell, David (South of Scotland) (Con)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Robson, Euan (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (LD)
Rumbles, Mike (West Aberdeenshire and Kincardine) (LD)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Scott, John (Ayr) (Con)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Stephen, Nicol (Aberdeen South) (LD)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Stone, Mr Jamie (Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross)
(LD)
Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Tosh, Murray (West of Scotland) (Con)
Turner, Dr Jean (Strathkelvin and Bearsden) (Ind)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab)

AGAINST
Adam, Brian (Aberdeen North) (SNP)
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Curran, Frances (West of Scotland) (SSP)
Fox, Colin (Lothians) (SSP)
Kane, Rosie (Glasgow) (SSP)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)

ABSTENTIONS
Baird, Shiona (North East Scotland) (Green)
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Harper, Robin (Lothians) (Green)
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Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Ruskell, Mr Mark (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Green)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)
Sheridan, Tommy (Glasgow) (SSP)

The Deputy Presiding Officer: The result of
the division is: For 104, Against 6, Abstentions 8.
Motion agreed to.
That the Parliament, for the purposes of any Act of the
Scottish Parliament resulting from the Antisocial Behaviour
etc. (Scotland) Bill, agrees to any increase in expenditure
charged on, and any expenditure payable out of, the
Scottish Consolidated Fund in consequence of the Act.
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Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill
1st Marshalled List of Amendments for Stage 2
The Bill will be considered in the following order—
Sections 1 to 47
Sections 48 to 52
Section 53 to 58
Sections 59 to 111
Section 112

Schedule 1
Schedule 2
Schedule 3
Schedules 4 and 5
Long Title

Amendments marked * are new (including manuscript amendments) or have been altered.
Section 1
Mrs Mary Mulligan
34

In section 1, page 1, line 7, leave out from <shall> to <constable> in line 8 and insert <and
relevant chief constable shall, acting jointly, prepare>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

35

In section 1, page 1, line 9, leave out from <and> to end of line 12 and insert—
<(1A) Each local authority shall publish the strategy.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

36

In section 1, page 1, line 13, leave out <include provision as to> and insert—
<(a) set out an assessment of the extent of occurrences of antisocial behaviour in the
authority’s area;

5

(b) set out an assessment of the types of antisocial behaviour occurring in the
authority’s area;
(c) specify the range and availability in the authority’s area of any services—
(i)

for persons under the age of 16 years; and

(ii) for persons generally,
10

which are designed to deal with antisocial behaviour occurring there, the
consequences of such behaviour or the prevention of such behaviour;
(d) in so far as not specified under paragraph (c), specify the range and availability in
the authority’s area of any services for—
(i)

victims of antisocial behaviour;

(ii) persons who witness occurrences of antisocial behaviour; and
(iii) the provision of mediation in relation to disputes arising from antisocial
behaviour; and

15
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(e) make provision about—
(i)>
Donald Gorrie
36A As an amendment to amendment 36, line 16, after <behaviour;> insert—
<( ) the purposes of ensuring that community consultations are held in areas of
significant antisocial behaviour to address the causes of that behaviour and
to ensure its reduction; >
Mrs Mary Mulligan
37

In section 1, page 1, line 14, leave out <exercise> and insert <discharge>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

38

In section 1, page 1, line 15, leave out <are exercisable> and insert <may be discharged>
Stewart Stevenson

128

In section 1, page 1, line 25, at end insert <; and
( ) how the authority and the relevant chief constable intend to—
(i)

prevent and deal with occurrences of racially motivated antisocial
behaviour in the authority’s area;

(ii) monitor and report on the extent of any occurrences of racially motivated
antisocial behaviour in the authority’s area; and
(iii) consult with the black and minority ethnic communities on proposed
measures intended to prevent and deal with racially motivated antisocial
behaviour.>
Scott Barrie
144

In section 1, page 1, line 25, at end insert—
<( ) how the local authority and the voluntary sector within the local authority area,
are providing support measures to young offenders upon completion of their
sentences.>
Donald Gorrie

145

In section 1, page 2, line 6, after <area;> insert—
<( ) representatives of young people and of persons working with young people in the
authority’s area about any existing facilities, activities or other opportunities
offered for legitimate recreation in the authority’s area and any plans for
improving them;>
Scott Barrie

129

In section 1, page 2, line 7, after <persons> insert <(including children and young people)>

2
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Mrs Mary Mulligan
39

In section 1, page 2, line 11, leave out <exercising> and insert <discharging>
Scott Barrie

130

In section 1, page 2, line 14, after <persons> insert <(including children and young people)>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

40

In section 1, page 2, line 26, leave out <with> and insert <within>
Section 2
Mrs Mary Mulligan

41

Leave out section 2
Section 3
Mrs Mary Mulligan

74

In section 3, page 2, line 40, leave out <1(1)(b)> and insert <1(1A)>
After section 3
Mrs Mary Mulligan

43

After section 3, insert—
<Scottish Ministers’ power to apply sections 1 and 3 to registered social landlords
(1)

The Scottish Ministers may make regulations for the purpose of securing the
participation of a registered social landlord in the preparation, review or revision of a
strategy such as is mentioned in section 1(1).

(2)

Regulations under subsection (1) may in particular make such modifications of section
1(1), (3), (4), (6) and (8) and section 3(1) as the Scottish Ministers consider necessary or
expedient for that purpose.>
Section 4

Elaine Smith
112

In section 4, page 3, line 28, leave out <12> and insert <16>
Donald Gorrie

146

In section 4, page 3, line 32, after <person;> insert—
<( ) that the sheriff is satisfied that the local authority has fulfilled any duty to provide
an effective system of personal support to the specified person;>
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3

Elaine Smith
113

In section 4, page 3, line 32, leave out from <; and> to end of line 34
Scott Barrie
Supported by: Donald Gorrie

147

In section 4, page 3, line 33, leave out from <had> to end of line 34 and insert—
<( )

()

required the Principal Reporter to refer the child’s case to a children’s
hearing for the purpose of obtaining advice as to the treatment of the child;
and
had regard to that advice.>

Donald Gorrie
148

In section 4, page 3, line 34, at end insert <; and
()

no other method of dealing with the behaviour of the child is appropriate.>

Elaine Smith
131

In section 4, page 3, line 36, leave out <that person shows was> and insert <is shown to be>
Donald Gorrie

149

In section 4, page 3, line 37, at end insert <; and
( ) take account of any medical condition which may have caused or contributed
significantly to the behaviour complained of.>
Donald Gorrie

150

In section 4, page 4, line 2, leave out <indefinitely or>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

44

In section 4, page 4, line 11, at end insert—
<(6A) Before making an antisocial behaviour order, the sheriff shall, where the specified
person is present in court, explain in ordinary language—
(a) the effect of the order and the prohibitions proposed to be included in it;
(b) the consequences of failing to comply with the order;
(c) the powers the sheriff has under sections 5 and 6; and
(d) the entitlement of the specified person to appeal against the making of the order.
(6B) Failure to comply with subsection (6A) shall not affect the validity of the order.>
Elaine Smith
Supported by: Donald Gorrie

114

In section 4, page 4, line 18, leave out from beginning to <child,> in line 21

4
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Donald Gorrie
151

In section 4, page 4, line 19, after <reside> insert <and the relevant consultees>
Donald Gorrie

152

In section 4, page 4, line 22, at end insert <and consult the relevant consultees>
Stewart Stevenson

153

In section 4, page 4, line 22, at end insert—
<( ) Any failure by a person or local authority consulted under subsection (8) to respond
shall not prevent the sheriff from making an antisocial behaviour order under subsection
(1).>
Stewart Stevenson

154

In section 4, page 4, line 28, after <authority> insert <regardless of whether that person’s place of
residence is within the authority’s area>
Section 5
Mrs Mary Mulligan

45

In section 5, page 4, line 37, at end insert—
<( )

Where the person subject to the order is a child, the sheriff shall, in determining whether
to vary or revoke it, have regard to any views expressed by the Principal Reporter.>

Elaine Smith
Supported by: Donald Gorrie
115

In section 5, page 5, line 1, leave out from beginning to <child,> in line 4
Mrs Mary Mulligan

46

In section 5, page 5, line 1, leave out <specified person> and insert <person subject to the order>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

47

In section 5, page 5, line 2, leave out <subject to the order>
Donald Gorrie

155

In section 5, page 5, line 3, after <reside> insert <and the relevant consultees>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

48

In section 5, page 5, line 4, leave out <specified person> and insert <person subject to the order>
Donald Gorrie

156
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In section 5, page 5, line 5, at end insert <and consult the relevant consultees>

5

Stewart Stevenson
157

In section 5, page 5, line 5, at end insert—
<( ) Any failure by a person or local authority consulted under subsection (2) to respond
shall not prevent the sheriff from varying or revoking an antisocial behaviour order
under subsection (1).>
Section 7
Donald Gorrie

158

In section 7, page 5, line 17, at end insert <after hearing parties>
Donald Gorrie

159

In section 7, page 5, line 22, at end insert <; and
( ) in the case where the specified person is a child, that no other method of dealing
with the behaviour of the child is appropriate,>
Donald Gorrie

160

In section 7, page 5, line 23, after <may,> insert <subject to subsection (2E),>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

49

In section 7, page 5, line 23, leave out from <pending> to end of line 24 and insert <make an
interim order.
(2A) An interim order is an order which prohibits, pending the determination of the
application, the specified person from doing anything described in the order.
(2B) Sections 4(5) and (6) shall apply to an interim order as they apply to an antisocial
behaviour order.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

50

In section 7, page 5, line 24, at end insert—
<(2C) Before making an interim order, the sheriff shall, where the specified person is present
in court, explain in ordinary language—
(a) the effect of the order and the prohibitions proposed to be included in it;
(b) the consequences of failing to comply with the order;
(c) the power the sheriff has to recall the order; and
(d) the entitlement of the specified person to appeal against the making of the order.
(2D) Failure to comply with subsection (2C) shall not affect the validity of the order.>
Donald Gorrie

161

In section 7, page 5, line 24, at end insert—
<( ) Where the specified person is a child—
(a) an interim order shall be for a period of no more than 28 days; and
6
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(b) the sheriff shall, during that period, seek advice from a children’s hearing as to
how the child should be treated subsequently.>
Scott Barrie
162

In section 7, page 5, line 24, at end insert—
<( )

Where the specified person is a child, an interim order shall be for a period of no more
than 28 days.>

Donald Gorrie
163

In section 7, page 5, line 24, at end insert—
<(2E) Where the specified person is a child, the sheriff shall have regard to any views
expressed by the Principal Reporter before making an interim order.>
Section 8
Stewart Stevenson

164

In section 8, page 5, line 34, at end insert <; and
( ) each relevant person (within the meaning of subsection 4(10)) who can
practicably be identified.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

51

In section 8, page 6, line 2, after <notify> insert—
<(a) the person subject to the order; and
(b)>
Stewart Stevenson

165

In section 8, page 6, line 3, after <made> insert—
<( ) the person subject to the order; and
( ) any relevant person (within the meaning of subsection 4(10)) given a copy of the
order under subsection (2);>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

52

In section 8, page 6, line 6, at end insert—
<(5A) For the purposes of subsection (4)(a), the person subject to the order is notified if
notification is sent to the person by registered post or the recorded delivery service.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

53
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In section 8, page 6, line 7, after <(5)(b)> insert <or (5A)>

7

Section 9
Donald Gorrie
166

In section 9, page 6, leave out lines 21 to 24 and insert <to a community reparation order or
supervision requirement and to any additional non-custodial sentence imposed by the court.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan
Supported by: Elaine Smith

54

In section 9, page 7, line 18, leave out subsection (7)
Donald Gorrie

167

In section 9, page 7, line 19, at end insert <but shall instead be subject to a community reparation
order under section 245K of the Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995.>
After section 9
Mrs Mary Mulligan

55

After section 9, insert—
<Breach of orders: prohibition on detention of children
(1)

The Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.46) shall be amended as follows.

(2)

In subsection (2) of section 44 (detention of children), after “offence” there shall be
inserted “(other than, if the child is under the age of 16 years, an offence under section
9(1) of the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Act 2004 (asp 00))”.

(3)

In section 208 (detention of children convicted on indictment), after “Act” there shall be
inserted “and subsection (2) below”.

(4)

Section 208 shall become subsection (1) of that section and at the end there shall be
added—
“(2)

If the child is under the age of 16 years, the power conferred by subsection (1)
above shall not be exercisable in respect of a conviction for an offence under
section 9(1) of the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Act 2004 (asp 00).”.>
Section 11

Mrs Mary Mulligan
56

In section 11, page 7, line 30, leave out subsection (2) and insert—
<(2)

The Children (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.36) shall be amended in accordance with
subsections (3) to (5).

(3)

After paragraph (l) of section 52(2) (children requiring compulsory measures of
supervision) there shall be inserted—
“(m) is a child to whom subsection (2A) below applies.
(2A) This subsection applies to a child where—

8
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(a) a requirement is made of the Principal Reporter under section 11(1) of
the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Act 2004 (asp 00) (power of
sheriff to require Principal Reporter to refer case to children’s hearing) in
respect of the child’s case; and
(b) the child is not subject to a supervision requirement.”.
(4)

After section 65(1) (referral of case to children’s hearing), there shall be inserted—
“(1A) Where the Principal Reporter is satisfied that the ground specified in section
52(2)(m) of this Act is established in respect of any child, he shall be taken to
be satisfied as to the matter mentioned in section 65(1)(a) in respect of the
child.”.

(5)

In section 73(8) (arrangements to review supervision requirement)—
(a) in paragraph (a)(v), after “months;” there shall be inserted—
“(aa) where—
(i)

a requirement is made of the Principal Reporter under section
11(1) of the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Act 2004 (asp
00) (power of sheriff to require Principal Reporter to refer case to
children’s hearing) in respect of the child’s case; and

(ii) the child is subject to a supervision requirement,
arrange for a children’s hearing to review the supervision requirement;”;
(b) in paragraph (b), for “that” there shall be substituted “any such”.>
Elaine Smith
116

Leave out section 11
Section 12
Mrs Mary Mulligan

57

In section 12, page 7, line 36, leave out from <if> to <(4)(b)> and insert <where subsection (1A)
applies>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

58

In section 12, page 7, line 37, at end insert—
<(1A) This subsection applies where—
(a) the sheriff is satisfied that the making of the order is desirable in the interests of
preventing the child from engaging in further antisocial behaviour; and

5

(b) the Scottish Ministers have notified the court that the local authority for the area
in which the parent ordinarily resides has made arrangements that would enable
the order to be complied with.>
Elaine Smith

58A As an amendment to amendment 58, line 3, after <satisfied> insert <, after taking into account
relevant factors such as any disability of the child,>
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Mrs Mary Mulligan
59

In section 12, page 7, line 38, leave out <subsection (1)> and insert <this section—
“parent” has the meaning given by section 87; and>
Elaine Smith
Supported by: Scott Barrie

117

Leave out section 12
After section 12
Elaine Smith

168

After section 12, insert—
<Short Scottish secure tenancies
Where a sheriff makes an antisocial behaviour order or an interim order in respect of a
child, section 35 of the Housing (Scotland) Act (asp 10) (conversion to short Scottish
secure tenancy) does not apply.>
Section 13
Mrs Mary Mulligan

60

In section 13, page 8, line 3, leave out subsection (1) and insert—
<(1)

Where by virtue of subsection (2)(b) of section 8 a registered social landlord—
(a) is given a copy of an antisocial behaviour order as made or varied; or
(b) is given a copy of an interim order,
it shall give a copy to each relevant local authority.

(1A) Where by virtue of subsection (4)(b) of that section a registered social landlord—
(a) is notified of the revocation of an antisocial behaviour order; or
(b) is notified of the recall of an interim order,
it shall notify each relevant local authority of the date on which the order was revoked or
recalled.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan
61

In section 13, page 8, line 9, leave out <subsection (1)> and insert <this section>
Section 14
Mrs Mary Mulligan

62

In section 14, page 8, leave out lines 14 to 16 and insert—
<(a) each antisocial behaviour order; and
(b) each interim order,

10
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of which the authority is given a copy by virtue of section 8(2)(b) or 13(1).>
Donald Gorrie
169

In section 14, page 8, line 20, leave out from beginning to end of line 21 and insert <how long
any prohibition will last for>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

63

In section 14, page 8, line 20, at beginning insert <if the record relates to an antisocial behaviour
order—
( )>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

64

In section 14, page 8, line 22, leave out from beginning to <revoked> in line 29 and insert—
<( ) where the authority is, by virtue of section 8(2)(b) or, as the case may be,
13(1), given a copy of the order as varied, the variation and its date; and
( ) where the authority is, by virtue of section 8(4)(b) or, as the case may be,
13(1A), notified of the revocation of the order, the date on which it was
revoked;
( ) if the record relates to an interim order, where the authority is, by virtue of section
8(4)(b) or, as the case may be, 13(1A), notified of the recall of the order, the date
on which it was recalled;>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

65

In section 14, page 8, line 32, leave out subsection (3)
Mrs Mary Mulligan

66

In section 14, page 8, line 38, at end insert—
<( ) the Principal Reporter;>
After section 14
Mrs Mary Mulligan

67

After section 14, insert—
<Guidance
Guidance in relation to antisocial behaviour orders
A person (other than a court) shall, in discharging functions by virtue of this Part, have
regard to any guidance given by the Scottish Ministers about—
(a) the discharge of those functions; and
(b) matters arising in connection with the discharge of those functions.>
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Section 15
Elaine Smith
118

In section 15, page 9, leave out line 8
Donald Gorrie

170

In section 15, page 9, line 10, at end insert—
<( ) where the specified person is a child, a local authority;
( ) where the specified person is not a child—>
Stewart Stevenson

171

In section 15, page 9, line 13, at end insert—
<( ) in relation to all antisocial behaviour orders—
(i) each relevant person (within the meaning of section 4(10)); and
(ii) each affected person,
as can practicably be identified; >

Elaine Smith
119

In section 15, page 9, line 20, leave out from <; and> to end of line 22
Elaine Smith

120

In section 15, page 9, line 27, leave out from <; and> to end of line 28
Section 16
Bill Aitken
Supported by: Mike Rumbles

1

Leave out section 16
Section 17
Bill Aitken
Supported by: Mike Rumbles

2

Leave out section 17
Section 18
Bill Aitken
Supported by: Mike Rumbles

3

Leave out section 18

12
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Section 19
Bill Aitken
Supported by: Mike Rumbles
4

Leave out section 19
Section 20
Mrs Mary Mulligan

68

In section 20, page 12, line 13, leave out subsection (1)
Mrs Mary Mulligan

69

In section 20, page 12, line 17, leave out <guidance issued under this section> and insert <any
guidance given by the Scottish Ministers about—
(a) the exercise of the power; and
(b) any other matter relating to the power.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

70

In section 20, page 12, line 17, at end insert—
<( )

The Scottish Ministers shall lay before the Scottish Parliament a copy of any guidance
such as is mentioned in subsection (2).>

Bill Aitken
Supported by: Mike Rumbles
5

Leave out section 20
Section 21
Bill Aitken
Supported by: Mike Rumbles

6

Leave out section 21
Section 22
Bill Aitken
Supported by: Mike Rumbles

7

Leave out section 22
Section 37
Bill Aitken

8
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Leave out section 37

13

Section 38
Bill Aitken
9

Leave out section 38
Section 39
Elaine Smith

172

In section 39, page 21, line 16, after <may> insert <, subject to subsection (5A),>
Elaine Smith

173

In section 39, page 21, line 22, at end insert—
<(5A) Before serving a notice about the noise under section 40 the officer shall have regard to
all of the circumstances surrounding the emission of the noise, including any disability
of the person responsible for the noise.>
Bill Aitken

10

Leave out section 39
Section 40
Bill Aitken

11

Leave out section 40
Section 41
Bill Aitken

12

Leave out section 41
Section 42
Bill Aitken

13

Leave out section 42
Section 43
Bill Aitken

14

Leave out section 43

14
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Section 44
Bill Aitken
15

Leave out section 44
Section 45
Bill Aitken

16

Leave out section 45
Section 46
Bill Aitken

17

Leave out section 46
Section 47
Bill Aitken

18

Leave out section 47
Schedule 1
Bill Aitken

19

Leave out schedule 1
Section 48
Bill Aitken

20

Leave out section 48
Section 49
Mrs Mary Mulligan

75

In section 49, page 26, line 24, after <(c.43)> insert <(the “1990 Act”)>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

76

In section 49, page 26, line 27, leave out <on any occasion>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

77
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In section 49, page 26, line 28, leave out from <finds> to <above> in line 30 and insert <has
reason to believe that a person has committed a relevant offence>

15

Mrs Mary Mulligan
78

In section 49, page 26, line 31, leave out from <finds> to end of line 33 and insert <has reason to
believe that a person has committed a relevant offence,
Mrs Mary Mulligan

79

In section 49, page 26, line 34, leave out from <offering> to end of line 35 and insert <under this
section in respect of the offence.
(1A) In subsection (1) above “relevant offence” means an offence under section 33
above in respect of a contravention of subsection (1)(a) or (c) of that section.
(1B) A notice under this section is a notice offering the opportunity, by paying a
fixed penalty, of discharging any liability to conviction for the offence to
which it relates.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

80

In section 49, page 26, line 37, leave out <to a person under this section> and insert <under this
section to a person>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

81

In section 49, page 27, line 24, after <amount> insert <(not exceeding level 2 on the standard
scale)>
Section 50
Mrs Mary Mulligan

82

In section 50, page 28, line 9, leave out <Environmental Protection Act 1990 (c.43)> and insert
<1990 Act>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

83

In section 50, page 28, line 11, at end insert—
<( ) the words “on any occasion” and “finds a person who he” are repealed;
( ) for “has on that occasion” there shall be substituted “that a person has”;>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
84

In section 50, page 28, line 15, leave out from <finds> to <occasion> in line 16 and insert <has
reason to believe that a person has>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

85

In section 50, page 28, line 18, leave out <to a person under this section> and insert <under this
section to a person>

16
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Mrs Mary Mulligan
86

In section 50, page 28, line 26, at end insert—
<( )

In subsection (7), after “amount”, where it first occurs, there shall be inserted “(not
exceeding level 2 on the standard scale)”.>
Section 51

Mrs Mary Mulligan
87

In section 51, page 28, line 31, leave out <Environmental Protection Act 1990 (c.43)> and insert
<1990 Act>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

88

In section 51, page 29, line 6, at end insert—
<(6D) The Scottish Ministers shall—
(a) cause—
(i)

any direction under subsection (6A) above; and

(ii) any variation or revocation of such a direction,
to be published; and
(b) cause copies of each such direction, variation or revocation to be made
available to the public.>
After section 51
Mrs Mary Mulligan
89

After section 51, insert—
<Graffiti
Power of local authority to serve notice about graffiti
(1)

Where it appears to a local authority that—
(a) a relevant surface in its area has been defaced by graffiti; and
(b) the defacement is—
(i)

detrimental to the amenity of the locality; or

(ii) offensive,
the authority may serve a graffiti removal notice on any responsible person.
(2)

A graffiti removal notice is a notice requiring the person on whom it is served to
remove, clear or otherwise remedy the defacement described in the notice before the
expiry of such period as may be specified in the notice (being a period of not less than
28 days beginning with the day on which the notice is served).

(3)

A relevant surface is—
(a) any surface of—
(ii) a public road; or
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(ii) any building, structure, apparatus, plant or other object on such a road; or
(b) where subsection (4) or (5) applies, any surface of—
(i)

land owned, occupied or controlled by a relevant body; or

(ii) any building, structure, apparatus, plant or other object on such land.
(4)

This subsection applies where the land is public land.

(5)

This subsection applies where—
(a) the surface is visible from public land; or
(b) the surface is not visible from public land but is visible to members of the public
from land owned, occupied or controlled by—
(i)

the relevant body which owns, occupies or controls the land; or

(ii) any other relevant body,
which they are on for the purpose of using that body’s services or facilities.
(6)

For the purposes of this section, a road or land is public if the public are entitled or
permitted to have access to it (with or without payment).

(7)

A local authority may at any time withdraw a graffiti removal notice issued by it.

(8)

The withdrawal under subsection (7) of a graffiti removal notice (the “withdrawn
notice”) shall not affect the power of the local authority to issue a further graffiti
removal notice in respect of the defacement described in the withdrawn notice.

(9)

In this section—
“educational institution” has the meaning given by section 98(3) of the 1990 Act
and includes the governing body of such an institution;
“graffiti” includes painting, writing, soiling, marking or otherwise defacing by
whatever means;
“relevant body” means—
(a)

an educational institution; or

(b) a statutory undertaker;
“responsible person” means, in relation to a surface, a person who owns, leases,
occupies, controls, operates or maintains the thing of which it is a surface;
“road” has the meaning given by section 151(1) of the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984
(c.54);
“statutory undertaker” has the meaning given by section 98(6) of the 1990 Act;
and
“surface” includes a surface—
(a)

on the inside of a thing; or

(b) not exposed to the weather.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan
90

After section 51, insert—

18
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<Power to modify meaning of “relevant surface”
(1)

The Scottish Ministers may by order modify—
(a) paragraph (a) or (b) of subsection (3); or
(b) subsection (4), (5) or (6),
of section (Power of local authority to serve notice about graffiti).

(2)

An order under subsection (1) may make such modifications of subsection (9) of that
section as the Scottish Ministers consider appropriate in consequence of any
modification made by virtue of subsection (1).>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
91

After section 51, insert—
<Graffiti removal notice: content and service
(1)

A graffiti removal notice shall explain the effects of sections (Non-compliance with
graffiti removal notice), (Appeal against graffiti removal notice) and (Appeal against
notice under section (Non-compliance with graffiti removal notice)(4)).

(2)

Subject to subsection (3), subsections (2) to (5) of section 160 of the 1990 Act shall
apply in relation to the service of a graffiti removal notice as they apply to any notice
required or authorised to be served under that Act.

(3)

Where, after reasonable enquiry, a local authority is unable to ascertain the name or
proper address of any person upon whom a graffiti removal notice may be served, it
may—
(a) affix the notice to the surface to which it relates; and
(b) in so far as is reasonably necessary for that purpose, enter any land.

(4)

In subsection (3) “proper address” shall be read in accordance with section 160(4) and
(5) of the 1990 Act.

(5)

Where a graffiti removal notice is affixed in accordance with subsection (3), it shall be
treated as having been served on a person on whom it may be served.>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
92

After section 51, insert—
<Non-compliance with graffiti removal notice
(1)

Subsection (2) applies where a person on whom a graffiti removal notice is served (the
“responsible person”) does not comply with it.

(2)

The local authority that served the notice or a person authorised by it may—
(a) remove, clear or otherwise remedy the defacement; and
(b) in so far as is reasonably necessary for that purpose, enter any land.

(3)

Where subsection (4) applies, a local authority may recover from the responsible person
expenditure reasonably incurred by virtue of subsection (2).

(4)

This subsection applies where the local authority has served on the responsible person a
notice setting out—
(a) the amount of; and
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(b) details of,
the expenditure which it proposes to recover.
(5)

Subsections (2) to (5) of section 160 of the 1990 Act shall apply in relation to the
service of a notice mentioned in subsection (4) as they apply to notices required or
authorised to be served under that Act.>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
93

After section 51, insert—
<Guidance to local authorities about graffiti removal functions
A local authority shall, in discharging its functions under sections (Power of local
authority to serve notice about graffiti), (Graffiti removal notice: content and service)
and (Non-compliance with graffiti removal notice), have regard to any guidance about
those sections given by the Scottish Ministers.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

94

After section 51, insert—
<Appeal against graffiti removal notice
(1)

On the application of a person on whom a graffiti removal notice is served, the sheriff
may—
(a) if satisfied that—
(i)

the surface to which the notice relates was not, at the time the notice was
served, defaced as described in it;

(ii) the defacement described in the notice is neither detrimental to the amenity
of the locality nor offensive; or
(iii) the applicant was not, at the time the notice was served, a responsible
person as respects the surface to which the notice relates,
make an order revoking the notice; or
(b) if satisfied that there is a material defect in, or in connection with, the notice,
make an order revoking or (if appropriate) amending the notice.
(2)

In subsection (1)(a)(iii) “responsible person” has the same meaning as in section (Power
of local authority to serve notice about graffiti).

(3)

Where a sheriff—
(a) makes an order under paragraph (b) of subsection (1) amending a graffiti removal
notice; or
(b) makes an order refusing an application such as is mentioned in that subsection,
the sheriff may extend (for such period as may be specified in the order) the period
specified in the notice.

(4)

An application such as is mentioned in subsection (1) shall be made before the expiry of
the period of 21 days beginning with the day on which the graffiti removal notice to
which it relates was served.

(5)

Where an application such as is mentioned in subsection (1) is made, the graffiti
removal notice to which it relates shall be of no effect pending the—

20
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(a) determination; or
(b) withdrawal of,
the application.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan
95

After section 51, insert—
<Appeal against notice under section (Non-compliance with graffiti removal
notice)(4)
(1)

On the application of a person on whom a notice under section (Non-compliance with
graffiti removal notice)(4) is served, the sheriff may, if satisfied that the expenditure
which the authority is proposing to recover is excessive, make an order substituting for
that amount a lower one.

(2)

An application such as is mentioned in subsection (1) shall be made within the period of
21 days beginning with the day on which the notice to which it relates was served.>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
96

After section 51, insert—
<Graffiti removal notices: exemptions from liability
(1)

Subject to subsection (3), a relevant person shall have no liability whatsoever (whether
at common law or otherwise) to any responsible person in respect of anything done or
omitted to be done in the exercise or purported exercise of the power conferred by
section (Graffiti removal notice: content and service)(3) or (Non-compliance with
graffiti removal notice)(2).

(2)

In subsection (1) “relevant person” means—
(a) in the case of the power conferred by section (Graffiti removal notice: content and
service)(3)—
(i)

the local authority; and

(ii) any employee of the authority;
(b) in the case of the power conferred by section (Non-compliance with graffiti
removal notice)(2)—
(i)

the local authority;

(ii) any employee of the authority;
(iii) any person authorised by the authority under that section; and
(iv) any employer or employee of a person so authorised.
(3)

Subsection (1) does not apply—
(a) if the act or omission is shown to have been in bad faith; or
(b) in respect of a liability arising out of a failure to exercise due care and attention.
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(4)

In this section “responsible person” has the same meaning as in section (Power of local
authority to serve notice about graffiti).

(5)

This section is without prejudice to any other exemption from liability (whether at
common law or otherwise).>

21

After section 52
Mrs Mary Mulligan
97

After section 52, insert—
<Interpretation
Interpretation of Part 6
In this Part, the “1990 Act” means the Environmental Protection Act 1990 (c.43).>
Schedule 2
Mrs Mary Mulligan

98

In schedule 2, page 66, line 37, at end insert—
<The Water (Scotland) Act 1980 (c.45)
Section 75 of the Water (Scotland) Act 1980 (penalty for polluting water) shall be
amended as follows—
(a) in subsection (3), in paragraph (a), for “the prescribed sum” substitute “£40,000”;
and
(b) subsection (4) is repealed.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

99

In schedule 2, page 67, line 2, leave out <Environmental Protection Act 1990> and insert <1990
Act>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

100

In schedule 2, page 67, line 16, at end insert—
<PART 2
SUBORDINATE LEGISLATION
The Pollution Prevention and Control (Scotland) Regulations 2000 (S.S.I. 2000/323)
In paragraph (2)(a) of regulation 30 of the Pollution Prevention and Control (Scotland)
Regulations 2000 (offences), for “£20,000” substitute “£40,000”.
The Landfill (Scotland) Regulations 2003 (S.S.I. 2003/235)
In paragraph (2)(a) of regulation 19 of the Landfill (Scotland) Regulations 2003
(offences), for “£20,000” substitute “£40,000”.>
Section 53
Bill Aitken

21

Leave out section 53

22
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Section 54
Bill Aitken
22

Leave out section 54
Section 55
Bill Aitken

23

Leave out section 55
Section 56
Bill Aitken

24

Leave out section 56
Section 57
Bill Aitken

25

Leave out section 57
Section 58
Bill Aitken

26

Leave out section 58
Schedule 3
Bill Aitken

27

Leave out schedule 3
Section 59
Bill Aitken

28

Leave out section 59
Section 60
Bill Aitken

29
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Leave out section 60

23

Section 61
Bill Aitken
30

Leave out section 61
Section 62
Bill Aitken

31

Leave out section 62
Section 63
Bill Aitken

32

Leave out section 63
Section 64
Elaine Smith

132

In section 64, page 34, line 39, at end insert <wilfully or recklessly>
Elaine Smith

133

In section 64, page 35, line 1, after <that> insert <the person knows>
Elaine Smith

134

In section 64, page 35, line 3, after <that> insert <the person knows>
Bill Aitken

33

Leave out section 64
Section 77
Scott Barrie

174

In section 77, page 42, line 32, leave out <(2) or>
Scott Barrie

175

In section 77, page 42, line 35, leave out subsection (2)
Elaine Smith

176

In section 77, page 43, line 20, at end insert—
<( )

In considering whether the test in subsection (4)(b) or, as the case may be, (5)(b) is met,
the court must have regard to any disability of the relevant child.>

24
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Scott Barrie
177

In section 77, page 43, line 26, leave out subsections (9) and (10)
Section 79
Scott Barrie

178

In section 79, page 44, line 21, after <section;> insert—
<( ) the welfare of any child other than the relevant child in respect of whom the
relevant parent is a parent;>
Section 88
Elaine Smith

121

In section 88, page 47, line 18, leave out <12> and insert <16>
Elaine Smith

135

In section 88, page 47, line 25, at end insert <wilfully or recklessly>
Elaine Smith

136

In section 88, page 47, line 26, after <that> insert <he knows>
Elaine Smith

137

In section 88, page 47, line 27, after <that> insert <he knows>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

71

In section 88, page 47, line 35, at end insert—
<(5A) Before making an antisocial behaviour order, the court shall explain to the
offender in ordinary language—
(a) the effect of the order and the prohibitions proposed to be included in it;
(b) the consequences of failing to comply with the order;
(c) the powers the court has under subsection (6) below; and
(d) the entitlement of the offender to appeal against the making of the order.
(5B) Failure to comply with subsection (5A) shall not affect the validity of the
order.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

72

In section 88, page 48, line 14, at end insert—
<234AB Antisocial behaviour orders: notification
(1)
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Upon making an antisocial behaviour order under section 234AA of this Act,
the court shall—

25

(a) serve a copy of the order on the offender; and
(b) give a copy of the order to the local authority it considers most
appropriate.
(2)

Upon revoking an antisocial behaviour order under subsection (6)(a) of that
section, the court shall notify the local authority to whom a copy of the order
was given under subsection (1)(b) above.

(3)

Upon varying an antisocial behaviour order under subsection (6)(b) of that
section, the court shall—
(a) serve a copy of the order as varied on the offender; and
(b) give a copy of the order as varied to the local authority to whom a copy
of the order was given under subsection (1)(b) above.

(4)

For the purposes of this section, a copy is served on an offender if—
(a) given to him; or
(b) sent to him by registered post or the recorded delivery service.

(5)

A certificate of posting of a letter sent under subsection (4)(b) issued by the
postal operator shall be sufficient evidence of the sending of the letter on the
day specified in such certificate.

(6)

In this section “offender” means the person in respect of whom the antisocial
behaviour order was made.>
After section 88

Mrs Mary Mulligan
73

After section 88, insert—
<Records of antisocial behaviour orders made in criminal courts
(1)

A local authority shall keep records of each antisocial behaviour order of which the
authority has been given a copy by virtue of subsection (1)(b) of section 234AB of the
Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.46) (the “1995 Act”).

(2)

A record kept under subsection (1) shall specify—
(a) the person in respect of whom the order was made;
(b) the prohibitions imposed by the order;
(c) whether a prohibition is indefinite or for a definite period and where it is for a
period, that period;
(d) where the authority is, by virtue of subsection (2) of that section of the 1995 Act,
notified of the revocation of the order, the date on which it was revoked;
(e) where the authority is, by virtue of subsection (3)(b) of that section of the 1995
Act, given a copy of the order as varied, the variation and its date; and
(f) such other matters relating to the order as the Scottish Ministers may prescribe in
regulations.

(3)

A local authority shall, on a request to do so being made to it by a person mentioned in
subsection (4), disclose to that person information contained in a record kept under
subsection (1).
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(4)

Those persons are—
(a) the Scottish Ministers;
(b) the Principal Reporter;
(c) any other local authority;
(d) a chief constable; and
(e) a registered social landlord.

(5)

A local authority shall, in discharging functions by virtue of this section, have regard to
such guidance issued by the Scottish Ministers as to—
(a) the discharge of those functions; and
(b) such matters arising in connection with the discharge of those functions,
as the Scottish Ministers think fit.>
Section 89

Elaine Smith
138

In section 89, page 48, line 34, at end insert <wilfully or recklessly>
Elaine Smith

139

In section 89, page 48, line 35, after <that> insert <he knows>
Elaine Smith

140

In section 89, page 48, line 36, after <that> insert <he knows>
Section 90
Mike Rumbles

122

In section 90, page 51, line 30, after <orders),> insert—
<( ) after “Act”, where it first occurs, insert “and subject to subsection (1A) below”;
and
( )>
Elaine Smith

123

In section 90, page 51, line 30, leave out from <the> to end of line and insert <for “16” substitute
“12”.>
Mike Rumbles

124
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In section 90, page 51, line 30, leave out from <the> to end of line and insert <for “16” substitute
“14”.>

27

Mike Rumbles
125

In section 90, page 51, line 30, at end insert—
<( )

After that subsection insert—
“(1A) The court may make a restriction of liberty order in respect of a person aged
under 16 only if satisfied that the person cannot be detained in secure
accommodation due to no places in such accommodation being available at the
time the order is to be made.”.>

Mike Rumbles
Supported by: Elaine Smith
126

Leave out section 90
After section 104
Bill Aitken

179

After section 104, insert—
<Age group dealt with by children’s hearings
Duty to reduce age-limit applicable in relation to children’s hearings once youth
courts established
The Scottish Ministers must, at such time as they have put in place arrangements for the
operation of youth courts (that is to say, courts intended primarily for dealing with
persistent offenders aged 14 or 15) in every sheriffdom in Scotland, by order make such
amendments to the Children (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.36) as they consider necessary to
ensure that the normal age beyond which children who have committed an offence may
no longer be referred to a children’s hearing is reduced from 16 to 14.>
Before section 106
Mrs Mary Mulligan

101

Before section 106, insert—
<Privacy of certain proceedings
(1)

Subject to subsection (2)—
(a) proceedings mentioned in subsection (4) shall be conducted and determined in
private; and
(b) no person other than a person whose presence is necessary for their proper
consideration shall be present.

(2)

The court before which particular proceedings are taking place may direct that the
proceedings—
(a) shall take place in public; or
(b) shall take place in the presence of such additional persons as the court may direct.

(3)

A direction under subsection (2) may be given in respect of the whole, or any part, of
proceedings.
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(4)

The proceedings referred to in subsection (1) are—
(a) proceedings before a sheriff on an application for—
(i)

an order under section 4(1) in respect of a child;

(ii) the variation, or revocation, under section 5(1) of such an order;
(iii) an order under section 77(1); or
(iv) the variation, or revocation, under section 81(1) of an order made under
section 12(1) or 77(1);
(b) proceedings before a sheriff for the purpose of considering whether—
(i)

to make an order under section 7(2) in respect of a child;

(ii) to recall such an order;
(iii) to make a requirement under section 11(1);
(iv) to make an order under section 12(1); or
(v) to make an order under section 81(4); and
(c) an appeal arising from proceedings mentioned in paragraph (a) or (b).>
Section 106
Mrs Mary Mulligan
102

In section 106, page 61, line 6, leave out <sought under this Act by> and insert <to>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

103

In section 106, page 61, line 8, after <enactment> insert <(including subsection (1A))>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

104

In section 106, page 61, line 11, at end insert—
<(1A) Where—
(a) by virtue of subsection (1) a person discloses to a relevant authority information in
respect of which the person is subject to a duty of confidentiality; and
(b) on disclosing the information, the person informs the authority of the breach of
the duty,
the authority shall not disclose the information.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

105

In section 106, page 61, line 12, leave out <subsection (1)> and insert <subsections (1) and (1A)>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

106

In section 106, page 61, line 14, at end insert—
<( ) the Principal Reporter;>
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Mrs Mary Mulligan
107

In section 106, page 61, line 16, leave out subsection (3) and insert—
<(3)

Any person who, by virtue of this Act, must or may provide information or who
provides or receives information for the purposes of any provision of this Act shall have
regard to any relevant guidance given by the Scottish Ministers.>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
127

In section 106, page 61, line 20, leave out subsection (4)
Section 108
Mrs Mary Mulligan

108

In section 108, page 62, line 8, after <section> insert <(Power to modify meaning of “relevant
surface”)(1),>
Section 110
Mrs Mary Mulligan

109

In section 110, page 62, line 16, after <Act> insert <(other than Parts 7 and 8)>
Elaine Smith

141

In section 110, page 62, line 16, at end insert <wilfully or recklessly>
Elaine Smith

142

In section 110, page 62, line 17, after <that> insert <A knows>
Elaine Smith

143

In section 110, page 62, line 18, after <that> insert <A knows>
Schedule 5
Mrs Mary Mulligan

111

In schedule 5, page 72, line 9, at end insert—
<The Criminal Procedure (Consequential

In Schedule 4, paragraph 30.

Provisions (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.40)>
Section 112
Mrs Mary Mulligan
110

In section 112, page 63, line 2, leave out from <made> to end of line 3 and insert <appoint>
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Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill
Supplement to the 1st Marshalled List of Amendments for Stage 2
The following amendment was lodged as a manuscript amendment under Rule 9.10.6. The
Convener of the Communities Committee has agreed under that Rule that this amendment may be
moved at the meeting of the Committee on 21 April 2004. It will be called immediately after
amendment 149 (on page 4 of the Marshalled List).

Section 4
Stewart Stevenson
149A As an amendment to amendment 149, line 2, after <medical> insert <or developmental>
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SP Bill 12-ML1 (Supplement)

Session 2 (2004)

Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill
Groupings of Amendments for Stage 2 (Day 1)
Antisocial behaviour strategies: roles of local authorities, chief constables and registered
social landlords
34, 35, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 74, 43
Antisocial behaviour strategies: content
36, 36A, 128, 144
Antisocial behaviour strategies etc.: consultation
145, 129, 130
Antisocial behaviour orders: applicability and conditions in respect of children and
consultation prior to making of application
112, 113, 147, 148, 114, 151, 152, 153, 45, 115, 46, 47, 155, 48, 156, 157, 159, 160, 161,
162, 163, 116, 117, 118, 171, 119, 120, 121
Within this group, debate will be structured as follows:
Antisocial behaviour orders: applicability to children
112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121
Antisocial behaviour orders and interim orders: conditions where order to be made in
respect of child
147, 148, 45, 159, 160, 161, 162, 163
Antisocial behaviour orders: consultation prior to making of application
151, 152, 153, 46, 47, 155, 48, 156, 157, 171
Antisocial behaviour orders: conditions etc.
146, 131, 154
Determination of when antisocial behaviour has occurred: factors to be taken into account
149, 149A, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143
Period for which antisocial behaviour order may apply
150, 169
Antisocial behaviour orders etc.: duty of sheriff to explain certain matters
44, 50, 71
Interim orders
158, 49
Antisocial behaviour orders: notification and recording of information etc.
164, 51, 165, 52, 53, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 66, 72, 73
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Breach of antisocial behaviour or interim order
166, 54, 167, 55
Orders in respect of children: referral to children’s hearing
56
Orders in respect of children: parenting orders
57, 58, 58A, 59, 176
Antisocial behaviour orders: short Scottish secure tenancies
168
Guidance in relation to antisocial behaviour orders
65, 67
Persons who may apply for antisocial behaviour orders
170
Dispersal of groups
1, 2, 3, 4, 68, 69, 70, 5, 6, 7
Noise nuisance
8, 9, 172, 173, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20
Meaning of “1990 Act”
75, 82, 87, 97, 99
Fixed penalty notices for certain environmental offences
76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 83, 84, 85, 86
Duty to keep land etc. free of litter: publication of directions
88
Graffiti removal notices
89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 108
Penalties for certain environmental offences
98, 100, 111
Housing: antisocial behaviour notices
21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33
Parenting orders
174, 175, 177, 178
Restriction of liberty orders: application to children
122, 123, 124, 125, 126
Age group dealt with by children’s hearings
179
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Privacy of certain proceedings
101
Disclosure and sharing of information
102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 127
Provisions in respect of which definition of “antisocial behaviour” applies
109
Commencement orders
110
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COMMUNITIES COMMITTEE
EXTRACT FROM THE MINUTES
15th Meeting, 2004 (Session 2)
Wednesday 21 April 2004
Present:
Scott Barrie
Donald Gorrie (Deputy Convener)
Johann Lamont (Convener)
Elaine Smith
Sandra White

Cathie Craigie
Patrick Harvie
Mary Scanlon
Stewart Stevenson

Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill: The Committee considered the Bill at
Stage 2 (Day 1).
Amendments 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 74 and 43 were agreed to without
division.
Amendment 112 was disagreed to (by division: For 2, Against 7, Abstentions 0).
Amendments 36A, 145 and 146 were moved and, with the agreement of the
Committee, withdrawn.
The remaining amendments were not moved.
Sections 1 and 3 were agreed to as amended.
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Antisocial Behaviour etc
(Scotland) Bill: Stage 2
10:15
The Convener: We move on to agenda item 4,
which is consideration of the Antisocial Behaviour
(Scotland) Bill at stage 2. I welcome Mary
Mulligan, the Deputy Minister for Communities,
who is supported by her officials. As the debate
continues, if the minister wishes her officials to
make comments, we will be happy to hear from
them at her discretion.
Because this is the first stage 2 debate that the
new Communities Committee has had, I will
outline how I intend to handle it. The procedure is
rather complicated, so it may be helpful for me to
go through it. Members should check that they
have a copy of the bill, the marshalled list of
amendments that was published this morning and
the list of groupings of amendments. They will
note that the amendments have been grouped to
facilitate debate. The order in which they will be
called and moved is dictated by the marshalled
list—members have to work between the
marshalled list and the list of groupings. All
amendments will be called in turn from the
marshalled list and will be taken in the order in
which they appear on that list. We cannot move
backwards on the marshalled list—once we have
moved on, that is it.
There will be one debate on each group of
amendments. The procedure for dealing with
group 4, which is headed “Antisocial behaviour
orders: applicability and conditions in respect of
children and consultation prior to making of
application”, will be slightly different, as there are
three sub-groups of amendments within the group.
I will explain that procedure when we come to
group 4.
A member may speak to their amendment when
it is included in a group, but there will be only one
debate for each group. Some groups may include
several amendments, some of which are technical
and some of which are more substantive. I will call
the person who has lodged the first amendment in
each group to speak to and move their
amendment. I will then call other speakers,
including all those who have lodged amendments
that are in the group. Members should note that
unless they are speaking to the first amendment in
the group, they should not move their
amendments at that stage. Members should also
note that whether they are called to speak is
entirely at my discretion. However, it is my
intention that the debate be as productive as
possible. Unless we are really struggling for time, I
will ensure that members who want to contribute
are able to do so. At the appropriate stage, I will
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ask members who do not have amendments in a
group whether they want to speak.

change when using my casting vote, as opposed
to my vote as a member of the committee.

Following each debate, I will clarify whether the
member who moved the lead amendment wishes
to press it to a decision. If not, he or she may seek
the agreement of the committee to withdraw the
amendment. If a member wishes to withdraw an
amendment but another member disagrees, I will
put the question on the amendment and we will
proceed to a division. Members should note that
the question will be on the substance of the
amendment, not on whether we are agreeing that
the amendment be withdrawn. If one member of
the committee objects to an amendment’s being
withdrawn, we will move to a substantive decision
on the amendment.

I hope that what I have said is helpful. If
members are clear about the procedure, we will
move to the first group of amendments.

The division will be conducted by a show of
hands. It is important that members keep their
hands raised until the clerks have recorded the
vote fully. Only members of the Communities
Committee may vote. Other members of
Parliament may speak to and move amendments,
but they may not vote.
If a member does not wish to move an
amendment, he or she should say, “Not moved”
when the amendment is called. Members should
note that it is within the power of any member of
the committee to indicate that he or she wishes an
amendment to be moved if the member who has
ownership of the amendment does not do so.
However, I will not leave members a great deal of
time to hum and haw when deciding whether to
move an amendment. They must indicate fairly
quickly that that is their intention.
Members should be aware that the only way in
which it is permitted to oppose agreement to a
section—we will deal with sections at the end of
each grouping of amendments—is by lodging an
amendment to leave out the section. If members
want to delete an entire section, they must have
lodged an amendment to do so. A section cannot
be opposed if such an amendment has not been
lodged. If a member wants to oppose the question
that a section or schedule be agreed to, he or she
has the option of lodging a manuscript
amendment. If that happens, it is for me to decide
whether to allow the amendment.
I want to say something about the convener’s
casting vote. It will be useful to the committee if at
the outset of the stage 2 process I state that
should there be a tie I intend to use my casting
vote to maintain the status quo of the bill. That is
likely to be a “no” vote. Members will be aware
that—like the Presiding Officer—conveners are
free to use their casting vote as they wish. I have
indicated how I intend to use my casting vote
before such a moment arrives, so that it will not
appear that I am deciding how to vote on the basis
of the substance of a debate. I intend to resist
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Section 1—Antisocial behaviour strategies
The Convener: Amendment 34, in the name of
the minister, is grouped with amendments 35, 37
to 41, 74 and 43.
The Deputy Minister for Communities (Mrs
Mary Mulligan): Thank you and good morning. I
would like to say at the outset that I look forward to
meeting the committee regularly over the next few
weeks to progress the Antisocial Behaviour etc
(Scotland) Bill through stage 2.
Amendment 34 will improve the bill’s drafting by
making it clear that local authorities and the
relevant chief constable must act jointly when
preparing a strategy. Amendments 35 and 74 are
consequential on amendment 34.
Amendments 37, 38 and 39 are technical
amendments that seek to improve the drafting of
section 1. The use of “discharge” instead of
“exercise” will bring section 1 into line with the rest
of the bill. Amendment 40 seeks to correct a selfexplanatory drafting error in section 1(11).
Amendments 41 and 43 will ensure that, when it
is considered appropriate, registered social
landlords will be involved in the preparation,
review or revision of antisocial behaviour
strategies and that their involvement will be at an
appropriate level. To ensure that we can fully
integrate RSLs in the process of preparing,
reviewing or revising those strategies, we want to
replace the power to issue directions with a power
to make regulations. The regulation-making power
will give us the necessary flexibility to deal with
cases in which the RSL needs to become involved
once a strategy has been drawn up or in which
one RSL is replaced by another.
The amendments will mean that we will have a
more flexible power that will ensure that RSLs are
fully meshed into the process of preparing and
reviewing an antisocial behaviour strategy. The
new power will ensure that RSLs can still become
involved in the review or revision process once the
strategy has been drawn up. The direction-making
power would have meant that RSLs were in at the
beginning of the process or were excluded
completely. The introduction of a regulationmaking power will also address the concerns that
the Subordinate Legislation Committee expressed
about the direction-making power during stage 1.
I move amendment 34.
Stewart Stevenson: I am perfectly content to
support all the minister’s amendments in this
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group, but I seek clarification on subsection (2) of
the new section that amendment 43 will insert,
which provides for the power to modify section
1(8). It seems that there might be a slight danger
in allowing you to modify section 1(8), because
that subsection refers to what Scottish ministers
may do. The power that amendment 43 seeks to
introduce would give you the power to modify what
Scottish ministers may do. I suspect that it is not
your intention to use that method to change the
powers of Scottish ministers, but I would welcome
your assurance that that is not what you intend.
The Convener: As no other members have
comments, I ask the minister to wind up.
Mrs Mulligan: I can give the reassurance that
we can do only what is necessary in response to
the involvement of RSLs, which I think is the
reassurance that the member is seeking.
The Convener: Do you wish to add anything
else?
Mrs Mulligan: There is nothing else to reply to.
Amendment 34 agreed to.
Amendment 35 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
The Convener: Amendment 36, in the minister’s
name, is grouped with amendments 36A, 128 and
144.
Mrs Mulligan: Amendment 36 seeks to provide
more detail in the bill about what an antisocial
behaviour strategy that is prepared by the local
authority, the police and other community partners
must contain.
We originally proposed that that level of detail
would be dealt with in guidance on strategies that
ministers will issue under section 1(8). However,
the committee made clear in paragraph 55 of its
stage 1 report that it believes that it would be
better to set that out more explicitly in the bill. We
have done so, and I hope that members will
support amendment 36.
Amendment 36 requires strategies to contain an
assessment of the extent and the type of antisocial
behaviour in the relevant area; details of the
services for under 16s and adults in the area that
are designed to prevent or deal with antisocial
behaviour and its consequences; details of the
services for victims and witnesses of antisocial
behaviour in the area; and the mediation services
relating to disputes about antisocial behaviour.
The list is not exhaustive, but I am confident that
there is consensus within the committee and
outside Parliament that any antisocial behaviour
strategy that did not contain those elements would
be deficient.
Donald Gorrie’s amendment 36A seeks to add
another leg to subsection (d) in amendment 36. It
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would require the local antisocial behaviour
strategy to specify the range and availability of
services in an area for the purpose of
“ensuring that community consultations are held in areas of
significant antisocial behaviour to address the causes of
that behaviour and to ensure its reduction”.

I have some sympathy with the intentions behind
the amendment. One of the principles that runs
through our approach to tackling antisocial
behaviour is the need to empower communities to
take on their share of responsibility for tackling
antisocial behaviour. We have already made that
clear—indeed, empowering communities was one
of the four themes running through “Putting our
communities first”—and we will continue to do so,
especially in the guidance that we will issue on
antisocial behaviour strategies.
However, I ask Donald Gorrie to think again
about amendment 36A. The main reason for that
is the fact that determining the best means of
tackling antisocial behaviour is precisely what the
antisocial behaviour strategies are for. I do not
think that it is useful for us, sitting here in
Edinburgh, to attempt to dictate to local
authorities, the police and community partners
how antisocial behaviour should be tackled in their
areas. Community consultations may well be a
useful tool in many areas; however, there will be
some areas—particularly those in which antisocial
behaviour is most severe—in which it might be
unrealistic to expect community consultations to
reap results. Because of the antisocial behaviour
that they face, such communities are likely to be
traumatised, and it might be difficult for those who
face antisocial behaviour daily to engage in such
consultation. Those communities need long-term
and sophisticated engagement and support to
build confidence. Implying that they should jump
straight to full-blown community consultation might
not be helpful.
For those reasons, I hope that Donald Gorrie will
consider
not
pressing
amendment
36A.
Empowering communities needs a flexible and
tailored approach that is better promoted through
guidance than through a provision in the bill. Of
course, I am happy to undertake to ensure that the
committee has a chance to see that guidance
before it is finalised.
Amendment 128 seeks to amend section 1(3) to
require explicit provision in local antisocial
behaviour strategies with regard to racially
motivated antisocial behaviour. It would require
the strategy to include details of how the local
authority and the police intend to prevent and deal
with racially motivated antisocial behaviour that
occurs in their area; monitor and report on the
extent of that behaviour; and consult black and
ethnic minority communities about how such
behaviour can be prevented and dealt with. I have
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considerable sympathy with the intention that lies
behind Stewart Stevenson’s amendment. We all
know that members of ethnic minority groups are
often the subject of wholly unacceptable antisocial
behaviour. When that is the case, it would be a
considerable omission if the antisocial behaviour
strategy for an area did not contain the type of
information that is set out in amendment 128.
10:30
However, for reasons that I will explain, I am not
able to recommend acceptance of Stewart
Stevenson’s amendment 128. First, we need to
take into account the interests of other equality
groups.
Perhaps
understandably,
Stewart
Stevenson’s amendment 128 focuses on our black
and ethnic minority communities. However,
individuals can also experience prejudice and
antisocial behaviour on the grounds of religion,
gender, age, disability or sexual orientation. Local
strategies need to ensure that the antisocial
behaviour that is targeted at those groups is
effectively dealt with too. An amendment that
highlights only racially motivated antisocial
behaviour as requiring particular consideration
might be damaging in that context.
I suggest that a more appropriate approach
would be to ensure through guidance that local
antisocial behaviour strategies tackle antisocial
behaviour against any minority group effectively.
As members of the committee will be aware,
section 1(8) provides that local authorities and the
police must have regard to any such guidance.
In that context, we should not lose sight of
section 107, which provides that any person or
body discharging any function under the bill is
required to do so
“in a manner that encourages equal opportunities and in
particular the observance of the equal opportunity
requirements”

as defined in the Scotland Act 1998. That
definition covers all of the equality issues that I
mentioned earlier.
We should also bear in mind the fact that public
bodies exercising powers under the bill will be
required to comply with their duties under the
Race Relations Act 1976. That means that, in
carrying out the functions of preparing, reviewing
and revising antisocial behaviour strategies, local
authorities and the police are under a duty to have
due regard to the need to eliminate unlawful racial
discrimination and to promote equality of
opportunity and good race relations.
Some technical matters also arise in relation to
amendment 128. The amendment does not sit
comfortably with the rest of part 1 of the bill.
Section 1, as amended by Executive amendment
36, will require the strategy to specify the services
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that are aimed at preventing and dealing with the
antisocial behaviour of young people and people
generally. Amendment 128 would require
something slightly different in relation to racially
motivated antisocial behaviour—provision for how
the relevant bodies intend to prevent and deal with
such antisocial behaviour.
Another issue arises in relation to monitoring
and reporting. Provision on monitoring and
reporting antisocial behaviour generally is made in
section 3. Local authorities will be obliged to
publish reports from time to time on the
implementation of the strategy. Again, to establish
different monitoring and reporting arrangements
for racially motivated antisocial behaviour does not
sit well with the general scheme for reporting
under part 1.
Similarly, there is a difficulty in relation to the
requirement to consult black and ethnic minority
communities. Section 1 imposes duties to consult
on the strategy a range of interests including
community bodies and those who are affected by
antisocial behaviour. Amendment 128 contains a
requirement to consult black and ethnic minority
communities on one aspect of the strategy—the
measures to tackle racially motivated antisocial
behaviour—and not the strategy as a whole.
For all those reasons, I am convinced that the
issues are best dealt with in guidance that is
flexible and which can be updated in the light of
changing circumstances. The guidance will
supplement the statutory duties to promote
equality that are contained in the bill and other
legislation. On that basis, I hope that Stewart
Stevenson is prepared not to move his
amendment.
Amendment 144 seeks to amend section 1 so
as to include in antisocial behaviour strategies
provisions on how the local authority and the
voluntary sector within the local authority area will
provide support measures to young offenders on
completion of their custodial sentence. I
understand that amendment 144 might be a
probing amendment. However, if it is pressed, I
will have to resist it on the basis that there is
already a statutory duty on local authorities to
provide advice, guidance and assistance to
prisoners who are subject to supervision on
release and to prisoners who will not be subject to
statutory supervision on their release from prison.
Section 71 of the Criminal Justice (Scotland) Act
2003 increased the powers of local authorities to
work with those groups to deliver strengthened
throughcare services to prisoners from the point of
imprisonment and following release. Successful
reintegration of offenders into the community is
probably the best guarantee against reoffending,
and effective preparation for release from prison is
a good investment. We acknowledge the
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importance of providing a throughcare service for
prisoners throughout their period in custody and
on their release into the community, and we have
substantially increased investment in that service.
Stage 1 of the enhanced throughcare strategy,
which is based on the recommendations of the
tripartite group report, is currently being
implemented by local authorities. It aims to
strengthen the system of statutory throughcare for
the highest-risk groups. The second phase, which
will commence in the autumn, aims to identify
priorities within the group of prisoners that are
eligible for voluntary assistance, and will include
work targeted specifically at young offenders, as
we recognise that they show the highest rates of
reoffending and that effective action to assist their
return to the community will have longer-term
benefits for the offenders, their communities and
the victims.
To engage with young offenders is a major
challenge in delivering voluntary assistance. The
local authorities will work closely with the Scottish
Prison Service and the link centres to offer a range
of services on site to work with offenders prior to
release. They will also establish strategic
partnerships with voluntary and independentsector providers to meet the social inclusion needs
of the target group. The voluntary sector has an
important role to play in providing support to
prisoners and their families. Therefore, local
authority throughcare plans should fully reflect
partnership working with local voluntary sector
organisations
to
provide community-based
services to prisoners on their release from prison.
We are developing a broader agenda for
throughcare services to manage the transition
from prison to the community more effectively.
Young offenders are already included as a priority
group
for
those
services.
With
those
reassurances, I hope that Scott Barrie will not
move amendment 144.
I move amendment 36.
The Convener: I ask Donald Gorrie to move
amendment 36A and to speak to all the other
amendments in the group.
Donald Gorrie: Executive amendment 36 is
welcome, as it responds to points that the
committee made in its report. [Interruption.] I am
sorry; an antisocial bug has got hold of my voice. It
is especially welcome that, under amendment 36
the council will have to
“specify the range and availability in the authority’s area of
any services … designed to deal with antisocial behaviour”.

That is helpful, as is the requirement to specify the
provision of mediation, which comes later in the
amendment.
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Amendment 36 is a big step forward, which I
strongly welcome. The objective of my addition to
it is to ensure that community consultation is part
of the overall package for dealing with such
matters. That already exists in some areas but
does not in others. There is a separate issue
about consultation on the power of dispersal, but
the point of amendment 36A is to get hold of the
problem at an earlier stage. When trouble starts in
a community, the council should organise
community consultations with all the relevant
bodies, who should try to sort the problem out. I do
not claim that that is a panacea, but it is an
important part of the overall package of how
communities and councils should deal with such
matters.
If guidance on community consultation exists, I
suppose that that is a step forward, but I am keen
that
endorsement
of
holding
community
consultations as part of the overall package for
dealing with antisocial behaviour, especially in its
earlier stages, should figure in the bill somewhere,
and it would be helpful if the minister could
reconsider whether appropriate wording could be
inserted at stage 3 to meet my point.
I move amendment 36A.
Stewart Stevenson: I thank the minister for her
comprehensive, though not entirely unexpected,
restatement of the Executive’s position. It will be
relatively straightforward for the minister to
respond to this suggestion when summing up, but
if she agrees to give a categorical assurance that
the planned guidance will make references in
broadly the same terms as amendment 128, I will
not feel bound to press the amendment. It has
been useful to get on record the minister’s
comments on the need for other equality issues to
receive equal attention. By the same token, I hope
that the minister can assure us that the guidance
will address all those issues.
It would be helpful if the minister could indicate
when an early draft of the guidance might be
available. It is always helpful to see such guidance
before stage 3 so that members can consider
whether the Executive’s response is of a character
that does not require us to lodge similar
amendments at that stage. If the minister can give
some reassurance on that, I am sure that that
would be helpful to us all.
Let me comment on the other amendments in
the group. I welcome amendment 36 and have no
great concerns about it. I also support Donald
Gorrie’s amendment 36A, but let me make one
observation on the minister’s remarks. The
minister said that asking a community to
participate in a consultation could be difficult when
individuals in that community are being subjected
to antisocial behaviour because, by sticking their
head above the parapet, they might make
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themselves a target. Although I understand that
point, amendment 36A would not require people to
participate if they believed it unsafe to do so.
However, if circumstances are such that people
who are invited to participate in a consultation
cannot do so because of fear, that arguably sends
out a strong message about the character of the
problems that require to be tackled in the area. In
the light of that, amendment 36A has some value.
On amendment 144, given Scott Barrie’s
considerable knowledge of the subject, I will follow
whatever he decides to do. The minister said that
the law already provides for advice, guidance and
assistance to be given to young offenders and,
indeed, all offenders. However, “assistance” is
essentially a passive word, which requires the
offender to solicit such help, whereas amendment
144 uses the phrase “support measures”, which
indicates a more proactive approach, with which I
would be more comfortable.
I will be interested to hear what Scott Barrie’s
intentions are on the amendment. If he presses
the amendment, I will find no difficulty in
supporting it.
10:45
Scott Barrie (Dunfermline West) (Lab): Like
other committee members, I welcome amendment
36, which goes a long way towards reassuring the
committee on issues that we raised in our stage 1
report.
Amendment 144 is based on paragraph 56 of
our stage 1 report, which said that we would
welcome clarification on whether post-release
strategies will form part of the Executive’s wider
strategy to tackle antisocial behaviour. The need
for such strategies was borne out by the visit to
HM Young Offenders Institution Polmont that
some of us undertook as part of our pre-legislative
scrutiny of the bill—I think that Stewart Stevenson
and the convener were involved.
The visit reinforced my feeling—and highlighted
to other members—that the support that is
available for youngsters who are leaving penal
establishments can sometimes be patchy. We
should not be surprised by the problems that
young offenders face upon release and the fact
that their needs are particularly complex.
Moreover, as the minister acknowledged, we
must address the fact that young offenders are
much more likely than older prisoners to reoffend
and to end up back in penal establishments very
quickly. Indeed, that is what makes young
offenders such a unique feature of the criminal
justice system. I am well aware of the enhanced
powers for throughcare and aftercare that the
Criminal Justice (Scotland) Act 2003 introduced
into the system, partly because the minister, Hugh
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Henry, and I were very much involved in lodging
the stage 3 amendments that brought in those
provisions.
I am also well aware of the important tripartite
discussions that were taking place at that time and
that I presume are still continuing. Indeed, those
arrangements must continue, because they are a
key feature and demonstrate that, although we do
not necessarily have to include certain provisions
in bills, we should not lose sight of something that
is working very well. The minister certainly
mentioned the arrangements when she spoke to
amendment 36 and, although I realise that the
issue does not fall totally within her remit, I hope
that she will confirm that the process is on-going
and did not happen only during the passage of the
2003 act.
I seek reassurance that the process is still ongoing and that the system is in place to ensure
that youngsters in the criminal justice system,
particularly those who are being released from our
penal establishments, receive the help and
support that they need. Stewart Stevenson is quite
right: although the Social Work (Scotland) Act
1968 contained the terms that he mentioned, that
did not mean that anything concrete emerged from
it. My amendment is intended to beef up that
wording.
The Convener: If no other member wishes to
speak, I shall raise a couple of points. As far as
community consultation is concerned, it is
probably true to say that this bill and the debate on
antisocial behaviour have come about partly
because communities have demanded to be
heard. Local communities feel frustrated because
people are not listening to their concerns at an
early stage when they are willing to speak up.
Such a situation makes it more likely that they will
remain silent later on. As a result, guidance or
whatever should clearly mark out the importance
of listening to what local communities say. We
should not simply assume that that will happen
through formal consultation. We have to reach
people in different ways, and agencies and
organisations must be tuned in early to emerging
difficulties or patterns of difficulty.
On amendment 128, I feel that serious racial
crime will be dealt with through hate crime
legislation and so on. Again, I think that guidance
should indicate that antisocial behaviour can
express itself in different ways. For example,
certain equality groups have a very particular
experience of such behaviour; however, consistent
themes such as having to move home and feeling
silenced and intimidated emerge from the
experience of all victims of community bullying. I
hope that the bill will attempt to address such
themes while taking into account the fact that
antisocial behaviour can express itself in different
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ways to particular equality groups. As a result, I
seek some reassurance about how any guidance
will address the matter.
Mrs Mulligan: I realise that my opening speech
on these amendments was rather long-winded.
However, the length of time that I spent on them is
an acknowledgment of the fact that these
amendments are valuable in highlighting concerns
that the committee has previously raised.
On amendment 36A, we acknowledge the need
to involve communities in the initial establishment
of the strategy in order to build their confidence. I
do not in any way wish to appear condescending
to those communities, but we must be sensitive to
the fact that, given the situation in which they
might find themselves and the difficulties that they
might be experiencing, we should not expect too
much from them at a particular time in the
process.
We would want to clarify the guidance further
and I propose that we work to ensure that it is
clear and satisfactory for members; obviously we
will return to it at stage 3 if necessary. As I said in
my opening remarks, there might be a better place
for amendment 36A. I am more than happy to
speak to Mr Gorrie and other members about that,
should it be necessary.
On amendment 128, it is helpful to highlight
equalities issues. Although they are covered in the
bill and other legislation, it is important to
acknowledge the added difficulties that can be
caused by other circumstances. I want to ensure
that sufficient guidance on that is produced to
support the bill. Mr Stevenson asked at what stage
the guidance will be available. It is our intention to
make it available before stage 3 if possible and to
discuss it with members to ensure that they are
happy with it.
On amendment 144, I acknowledge Scott
Barrie’s involvement in the passage of the
Criminal Justice (Scotland) Bill and I do not wish to
tell him what he already knows; however, it is
important, as he has said, to ensure that we
recognise the particular difficulties for young
people re-entering the community and that we
support them through the process. We can give
guarantees. Scott Barrie asked about the nature of
the tripartite group, which is on-going and which
will be important in implementing the intentions
behind the Criminal Justice (Scotland) Bill and
ensuring that the support and services are
available. We will continue to consider that to
ensure that the guidance provides what Scott
Barrie is looking for.
Donald Gorrie: What the minister has said is
helpful, but in the light of your strong contribution,
convener, I hope that she will speak to you and
me and other interested people about trying to find
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the right place in the bill, as opposed to the
guidance, for a strong recommendation that
community consultation should take place at an
early stage. If we have an assurance that there will
be serious consideration, with the prospect of an
amendment at stage 3, I will be content not to
press amendment 36A, but I reserve the right to
resurrect it at stage 3 if the minister does not do
something.
The Convener: We do not have a provision to
let the minister respond to that. However, she can
interrupt me.
Mrs Mulligan: Can I just say yes?
The Convener: Thank you. That is helpful.
Amendment 36A, by agreement, withdrawn.
Amendment 36 agreed to.
Amendments 37 and 38 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
Amendments 128 and 144 not moved.
The Convener: Amendment 145, in the name of
Donald Gorrie, is grouped with amendments 129
and 130.
Donald Gorrie: Before speaking to amendment
145, I express my strong support for Scott Barrie’s
amendments 129 and 130, which are along the
same lines as mine, although they cover a
different aspect of the issue. He proposes that the
general consultations that the local council
undertake must include children and young
people.
The point that I am making through amendment
145 is a specific one. Because of press
propaganda surrounding antisocial behaviour,
many young people perceive the issue to be antiyoung people. A lot of individual young people and
their organisations feel that they are being got at.
It is important to indicate to them that that is not
the case.
One way in which young people and their
organisations could make a good contribution is
through discussing the recreational facilities in
their areas with local authorities. At stage 1, the
fact emerged from the representations that we
received that a lack of facilities often contributed to
local problems. I suggest that, as part of the
preparation of the antisocial behaviour strategies,
the local council should meet representatives of
young people and those who work with them to
discuss and analyse the facilities, activities and
opportunities that exist in the area. That is often a
matter of people, rather than buildings. A lot of
good work can be done in the street and plans for
improving facilities would be discussed.
That approach would help to involve young
people and would show that the council was
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interested in their views and was taking a positive
attitude towards them; it would demonstrate that
the young people were not just being viewed as
some sort of danger. That is an important point
psychologically. Moreover, amendment 145 would
encourage local authorities to provide good
facilities. A frequent complaint is that the facilities
that are provided are not what the young people
want. For all those reasons, I believe that
amendment 145 is worthy of support.
I move amendment 145.
Scott Barrie: Amendment 129 and the
consequential amendment 130 make it explicit that
local authorities and community bodies, when
carrying out consultations, should consult young
people. Donald Gorrie was quite right in saying
that there is a perception—which it must be said
ministers have refuted at every opportunity—that
the bill is somehow anti-children and young
people. My two amendments are an attempt to
address that by showing that the bill is not about
doing things to children and young people, as we
sometimes did in the past, but about working with
them so as to make things better both for them
and for society as a whole.
One of the difficulties that we have always faced
in legislating for or deploying services for children
and young people has arisen from the fact that we
do not often talk to them about what it is that they
want or about whether certain proposals are
appropriate. We might think that we are doing
things appropriately and well, but that has not
always been borne out in the past. We need to
consult society much more widely than we have
done in the past. Government bodies—both
national and local—can no longer just do things
without consultation, especially as they now do
much more in the way of community planning and
involve people from a whole variety of areas in the
communities that they serve.
We should at least consider mentioning children
and young people explicitly in the bill. Section
1(6)(c) mentions “other persons”, which might well
include young people—indeed, I hope that they
would be included. However, if children and young
people are not specified at that point in the bill,
there might be a problem with ensuring that local
authorities are consulting as widely as possible,
rather than just consulting a narrow interest group.
11:00
Ms White: I support Scott Barrie’s amendments
129 and 130 as well as Donald Gorrie’s
amendment 145 and I would reiterate everything
that they said. When we consider some of the
processes that are proposed, we might well agree
that the bill seems to be biased against young
people, so it is important that we show that we
support young people in the community.
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As Scott Barrie said, section 1(6)(c) says that
“other persons” should be consulted, but the bill
should state specifically that young people should
be consulted. Not only are young people targeted
by certain sections of the media, but they are
sometimes the ones who are on the receiving end
of antisocial behaviour. It would be good for young
people if they were involved in the consultation
process.
We are not telling local authorities what to do,
whatever the minister might argue in her answer.
We are asking them to consult young people
about what might happen and what young people
want in their areas. There are lots of housing
schemes and other places where there are no
recreational facilities and it would be good to hear
young people’s thoughts on why there is antisocial
behaviour and what could be done to prevent it. It
is important that the three amendments in the
group are supported and I look forward to hearing
the minister’s reply.
Elaine Smith (Coatbridge and Chryston)
(Lab): I have been listening to what has been said
and I have a short comment to make. Sandra
White said that we would not be telling local
authorities what to do. However, I worry that
Donald Gorrie’s amendment 145 would be seen to
be prescriptive on local authorities, although I
agree that facilities and initiatives for young people
have to be considered, because provision is
different in different areas of the country. That is
my slight worry with amendment 145. Perhaps the
guidance would be a better place for that proposal.
On Scott Barrie’s amendments 129 and 130, of
course the term “other persons” should include
children and young people, but if the bill is to
specify children and young people, should it not
also specify other groups, such as disabled
people? Those are my concerns about the
amendments, although I accept that the principles
behind them are sound.
The Convener: There is a perception that the
bill is against young people. However, in my view,
the bill creates the opportunity to protect some
young people. It also acknowledges that young
people will not speak with one voice on the issue.
There will be youngsters who are victims of
antisocial behaviour and there will be those who
perpetrate it. We have to offer support, but we also
have to confront people; in some ways, we are
looking to support young people in their
communities by empowering them to confront
antisocial behaviour.
I take on board Elaine Smith’s point about
making assumptions about what local authorities
are already doing and specifying particular groups
in the bill. It is helpful to take every opportunity to
challenge the view that the bill is against young
people. No matter how often people say that it is
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against young people, I do not accept that that is
the case. It is important that we emphasise that it
is in the interests of young people to be able to go
out into safe communities and enjoy themselves.
Mrs Mulligan: Amendment 145 seeks to amend
section 1(6), which details those whom the local
authority must consult in preparation, review or
revision of the local antisocial behaviour strategy.
The amendment would require that
“representatives of young people and of persons working
with young people”

are consulted at that stage about
“facilities, activities or opportunities … for legitimate
recreation in the … area and any plans for improving them”.

I have considerable sympathy with the intentions
behind amendment 145. Young people need to be
at the heart of the process. However, the
amendment does not quite deliver what Donald
Gorrie intends. As it stands, section 1(6) of the bill
requires that the principal reporter, RSLs and the
community bodies are consulted about the whole
strategy. The effect of amendment 145 would be
that young people, or their representatives, would
be required to be consulted only about one
specific aspect of the strategy—recreation
facilities—and not the whole strategy.
Of course, recreation facilities for young people
will be an important factor in any local antisocial
behaviour strategy. However, they will be only one
constituent part of a much wider picture, which will
include assessments of the antisocial behaviour
that takes place in the area, descriptions of the
many and varied services that are intended to
prevent it and deal with it when it occurs, and
mediation services and services for the victims of
antisocial behaviour. Along with the elderly and
the vulnerable in every part of the population,
young people should be consulted on all those
issues. Singling out one specific aspect is not
helpful.
Section 1 already provides some requirements
concerning who is consulted. I have explained the
requirements under subsection (6). Subsection (7)
requires consultation of those who are
representative of the victims of antisocial
behaviour. It will not, therefore, be possible to
ignore young people: they will be included as
members of community bodies and as victims.
Moreover, we will ensure their full involvement
through guidance on strategies. I am confident
that that will deliver what Donald Gorrie is looking
for without skewing the consultation towards one
aspect of the strategy to the exclusion of the
others. With those assurances, I hope that Donald
Gorrie will agree to withdraw amendment 145.
Amendments 129 and 130 seek to amend
section 1 to ensure that children and young people
are consulted when local antisocial behaviour
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strategies are being prepared and when statutory
guidance on such strategies is being drawn up by
the Scottish ministers. I have considerable
sympathy with the amendments. It is vital to the
success of any strategy to combat antisocial
behaviour that children and young people are
involved in its preparation. We know that children
and young people are often predominantly the
victims of antisocial behaviour, so their
perspective on the strategy will be important. We
also need to ensure that strategies consider
antisocial behaviour in the round and that certain
groups are not singled out as the perpetrators of
most antisocial behaviour when that is not
justified. The involvement of young people will
help with that, too.
Nonetheless, amendments 129 and 130 do not
have the legal effect that Scott Barrie is looking
for. They would add the words
“including children and young people”

in parentheses after “persons” in subsections
(6)(c) and (9) respectively. The problem is that
children and young people will already be covered
under the ordinary meaning of the word “persons”.
The end result would be that those who prepare
local strategies and ministers would be under no
different legal obligation than they would be
without the amendments.
I hope that Scott Barrie will be content to rely on
my undertaking that the statutory guidance that
ministers are empowered to issue on antisocial
behaviour strategies will make it clear that children
and young people should be involved in the
preparation, review and revision of the strategies. I
also give him an undertaking that, in preparing the
guidance, the Scottish Executive will consult
groups that are representative of children and
young people. On that basis, I invite him not to
press amendments 129 and 130.
Donald Gorrie: I do not accept the argument
that accepting amendments 145, 129 and 130
would mean that authorities would have to speak
to young people only about existing recreation
facilities and so on. That is an absurd argument,
which the text of the amendments does not
substantiate.
Generally, young people are not consulted: that
is a fact of life. Every now and then they are, but
usually, when a council discusses something or
other, the last thing that it thinks about is involving
young people in the discussion. We have got to
change that. I do not know exactly how we can,
but the point that Scott Barrie makes about
general consultation of children and young people
is important.
The separate point that I make is that we should
have consultation not just on antisocial behaviour
but on creating a community in which much less
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antisocial behaviour arises in the first instance.
That will involve young people helping to design
plans for new recreational facilities.
If the minister indicates that the guidance will
cover the point that is made in amendment 145 as
well as the point that is made in Scott Barrie’s
amendments, I will consider pressing amendment
145 and, if necessary, return to the charge
somewhere else. I am sure that it is correct that
the intention of the bill is not anti-young people,
but in politics perception is more important than
fact and the perception of young people generally
is that the bill is anti-them. We must persuade
them otherwise, so it must be made clear in the
bill—or there must be strong stuff in the guidance
to indicate—that young people must be involved in
all aspects of the proposals.
I would like the minister to give a guarantee that
the guidance will cover the points that are made in
amendments 145, 129 and 130. If she cares to
intervene on me to say so, I would welcome that.
Mrs Mulligan: I am happy to say that we will
seek to ensure that the guidance will make it quite
clear that, when we speak of “persons”, our
intention is to include children and young people
and to ensure that they are involved in every part
of the process. As I have said previously, in
developing that guidance I will be happy to work
with the convener and members of the committee
before stage 3. If members are not happy with the
guidance at that stage, they will have the
opportunity to return to the issue.
Donald Gorrie: If the guidance achieves pass
marks, I will be satisfied, so I will not press
amendment 145.
Amendment 145, by agreement, withdrawn.
Scott Barrie: I hear what the minister is saying
about the involvement of children and young
people, so I will not move amendment 129.
Amendment 129 not moved.
Amendment 39 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
Amendment 130 not moved.
Amendment 40 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
Section 1, as amended, agreed to.
Section 2—Directions: registered social
landlords
Amendment 41 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.

Section 3, as amended, agreed to.
After section 3
Amendment 43 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
Section 4—Antisocial behaviour orders
The Convener: The fourth group, in which
amendment 112 is the lead amendment, is slightly
more complicated than the others. The group is
large because of possible pre-emptions. To
facilitate debate, I have broken up the group into
three sub-groups. Debate on each sub-group will
proceed as normal—the person who lodged the
lead amendment will speak to the whole group
and will wind up at the end; other members will
make comments in between. However, members
should not move, press or seek to withdraw their
amendments unless I indicate to them that they
should do so.
I will point out a number of possible preemptions, which members might want to note. If
amendment 113 is agreed to, I shall not call
amendment 147. Agreement to amendment 114
would pre-empt amendment 151 and agreement
to amendment 115 would pre-empt amendments
46, 47, 155 and 48.
Amendment 112, in the name of Elaine Smith, is
in a sub-group with amendments 113 to 121. I ask
Elaine Smith to speak to and move amendment
112 and to speak to the other amendments in the
sub-group.
Elaine Smith: First, can I seek clarification on a
technical point?
The Convener: Yes.
Elaine Smith: As the convener mentioned, most
of my amendments in the group are consequential
on amendment 112, apart from amendment 117. I
ask the clerks to clarify that amendment 117 is not
consequential on amendment 112.
11:15
The Convener: We will vote on each of the
amendments in turn.
Elaine Smith: Individually?
The Convener: Yes.
Elaine Smith: I do not intend to speak to
amendment 117 at the moment, but I think that
Scott Barrie might speak to it.

Section 3—Reports and information

The Convener: You are under no obligation to
speak to any amendment other than amendment
112.

Amendment 74 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.

Elaine Smith: Thank you. I start by
commending the Executive on its decisions to, for
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example, fast-track social workers, institute a
review of the children’s hearings system and—
under the parenting order provisions in the bill—
emphasise support for parents, which is sadly
lacking at present.
It might have been preferable, however, if those
measures had been instigated and assessed
before part 2 of the bill in particular was brought
before Parliament. Of course, some sections of
the bill could have been implemented in any case
as they are not influenced by those kinds of
initiatives. However, had we been able to see the
impact of the initiatives that I have just
mentioned—along with others such as child care
initiatives—it might not have been necessary to
legislate on controversial provisions such as the
extension of ASBOs to children, or to consider
measures such as electronic tagging and
compulsory parenting orders, which appear later in
the bill.
Other areas of concern that should be
addressed include police response times, the
issue of why the police do not appear to be using
their existing powers to respond to serious
incidents of ASB and crime, and whether there are
enough police for beat duty. I also want to return
to one of the issues that Donald Gorrie raised,
which is whether there are enough play and
recreational facilities for the young people in our
communities.
I noted earlier today that the police in
Lanarkshire are tackling youth disorder with a
crackdown on under-age drinking and an increase
in youth activities. According to reports, the
initiative has resulted in a reduction by one third in
youth disorder. I wanted to make those points
before turning to address amendment 112.
Amendment 112 concerns the extension of
ASBOs to children, which is one of the most
serious and important aspects of the bill. I do not
dispute the fact that children are involved in
antisocial behaviour in our communities; of course,
such behaviour must be addressed. In fact,
children who are younger than 12—the youngest
age that the Executive has specified for the
extension of ASBOs—are involved in such
behaviour. I dispute the suggestion, however, that
the answer is to extend ASBOs to under 16-yearolds. The provision would undermine the children’s
hearings system and move Scotland towards the
English system, the result of which would be to
bring more children into the criminal justice system
with all the consequences that that would entail.
I have no doubt that the legislation for tackling
antisocial behaviour in England was based on the
experience of the system that deals with child
offenders in England, which is clearly different to
the system that we have in Scotland. The Scottish
Parliament was set up to find Scottish solutions for
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Scottish problems. We should not therefore merely
adopt English systems, which might or might not
work in England. It would be a retrograde step if
Scotland were to implement those systems.
Indeed, to do so would in a sense undermine
devolution.
I turn to the specific reasons why ASBOs should
not be extended. The children’s hearings system
was established in recognition of the inability of
the court system properly to consider welfare and
justice issues as a package in cases involving
children. Our present children’s hearings system
has the ability to take referrals on the basis of a
child’s antisocial behaviour. The hearings system
can also order a range of measures to address
and remedy not only the child’s behaviour but,
more important, any underlying causes.
A supervision order under section 70 of the
Children (Scotland) Act 1995, for example, could
be accompanied by restrictions or specifications in
the same way that an antisocial behaviour order
that was made by the court could be. A
supervision order would have the advantage of
also being able to deal with care, education and
health issues at the same time as a restriction was
put on the child’s freedom. It would not be
possible, however, for an adult court to do that in
the case of an ASBO.
The use of adult court processes for children is
not only inappropriate to their level of
understanding and capacity, but research has
shown that it also increases rather than reduces
criminality and delinquency. The committee heard
some evidence on that at stage 1 of the bill.
The punitive approach that has been taken in
England and Wales has resulted in a high prison
population of juveniles and in non-custodial
punishments that are based on deterrence and
containment rather than on rehabilitation.
Evidence suggests that a punitive system for
children is not successful: the committee heard
that, over a 10-year period, there was an 800 per
cent increase in the number of 12 to 14-year-olds
in custody in England and Wales after those
countries went down a more sanction-based route
with children.
If part 2 of the bill is passed unamended, it will
be rather incongruous and inconsistent and will
have the inequitable consequence that, while
young people who offend will continue to be
referred to hearings, young people whose
behaviour is alleged to be antisocial but not
exactly criminal will have to participate as adults in
the courts system. I want to hear the minister’s
comments on that. The existing system allows for
children to be jointly reported to the procurator
fiscal and the reporter and to be subject to court
processes in very serious cases only, so if the
provisions are passed unamended, the only
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children who will appear in the adult courts will be
those who are accused of murder or other serious
offences and those who are not accused of
criminal offences at all. That will mean inducting
children who are as young as 12 and who have
not been charged with an offence as such into
criminal associations, into certain attitudes and
into the world of orders, appeals, legal aid, delays
and days wasted hanging about in courts and
lawyers’ offices.
Scotland developed a non-court based system
for such children more than 30 years ago, and no
good reason has been advanced for abandoning
that and returning to the adult courts. I also cite
the recently passed Vulnerable Witnesses
(Scotland) Act 2004, which recognises that
children under 16 are vulnerable and have a right
to special measures when they give evidence in
an adult court. It is contradictory to recognise that
children and young people need special help to
participate in adult judicial processes when it is
necessary for them to give evidence but to add a
new category of children accused of antisocial
behaviour who would be subject to adult judicial
processes and basically treated as adults.
Moreover, to resort to the courts is expensive, time
consuming and lengthens the time that is taken to
deal with antisocial behaviour. As we know, the
courts are already overloaded and there are
delays in bringing children who are victims of
crime to court to have their cases dealt with.
It is proposed in the bill that persons who intend
to apply for an ASBO will have to consult the
reporter prior to making an application and that the
sheriff is to rely heavily on the reporter’s advice
before making an order. Those provisions
recognise the centrality of the children’s hearings
system to take care of, and do justice for, children
and young people. It would therefore make sense
to ensure that the system remains the main
decision-making forum for children and young
people.
I ask the committee to consider the serious
repercussions that extending ASBOs to children
will have for our uniquely Scottish system for
dealing with offending children. I have no doubt
that the proposal will undermine the principles of
the hearings system. I implore the Executive to
consider the fact that it has instigated a review of
the system—which will, I hope, ensure that the
system has the resources to operate effectively—
and to recognise that introducing ASBOs for
children prior to the result of that review would be
illogical.
Support for amendment 112 does not mean that
we do not take antisocial behaviour among
children seriously. It must be addressed, but other
ways to do that include acceptable behaviour
contracts, which were shown in evidence to have
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been effective in Edinburgh. Court-based action to
try to tackle antisocial behaviour in children is
likely to create more persistent offenders among
children and could draw them into a future life of
crime. It will also fundamentally change the
principles of the Scottish children’s hearings
system to the detriment of our children and
Scottish society.
I move amendment 112.
Stewart Stevenson: In the preparation and
discussion of the committee’s stage 1 report, I was
unable to support the idea to delete the provisions
on ASBOs for 12 to 16-year-olds. However, the
simple either/or decision at that point did not
reflect fully some concerns that I have about the
bill, and I commend to members many of Donald
Gorrie’s amendments in the next sub-group, which
will strengthen the role of the children’s panel and
decriminalise the effect of breaches of ASBOs for
children.
It would be useful if the minister could, when she
responds to the debate on this contentious
subject, give us some idea of how many ASBOs
for children might be sought each year and how
we will be able to influence the action of local
authorities, RSLs—whether RSLs come into the
matter depends how things go with other
amendments—and the courts to ensure that
ASBOs do not end up becoming routine for 12 to
16-year-olds. If that was where we ended up, the
balance of the committee would swing fairly
dramatically. If ASBOs are for extreme cases, and
the minister can show that that is the case, it
would go a substantial way to reassuring several
members of the committee.
Like other members, I met people who are
suffering at the hands of under-16s. If we
accepted Donald Gorrie’s amendments, ASBOs
would be a useful additional tool in the locker in
respect of the small number of children for whom
they are appropriate. It is also important that we
strengthen the role of the children’s hearings
system. I will therefore not support Elaine Smith’s
amendments but, subject to the debate, I expect to
support Donald Gorrie’s amendments in the next
sub-group.
Mary Scanlon: Like Stewart Stevenson, I am
not minded to support Elaine Smith’s amendment
112, but I commend her for the research that she
has done; she raised some important points.
My party also sees the extension of ASBOs to
under-16s as being another tool in the box.
However, I have some concerns that I ask the
minister to address, although I am not sure
whether she can clarify my first point. There is a
lack of evidence on the effectiveness of ASBOs for
under-16s; I tried to consider that when we were at
stage 1 of the bill. If the minister has an update on
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whether such ASBOs work, I would be pleased to
hear it.
Elaine Smith made points about supervision
orders and so on. It would be interesting if the
minister could clarify why she believes that such
orders would not be wholly appropriate. Elaine
Smith raised the point about an 800 per cent
increase in custody, which causes me
considerable concern.
Finally, will the minister clarify what will happen
if an under-16 breaches an ASBO? I am unclear
about what sanctions are available.
Scott Barrie: There seem to be two slightly
separate debates in this group of amendments. I
will speak specifically to amendment 117 and then
come back to speak to amendment 112 and the
associated consequential amendments.
Amendment 117 proposes to delete section 12
of the bill, which is about the sheriff’s power to
make parenting orders. Given the line of
questioning that I pursued during the evidence
stage, members will realise that I see tremendous
merit in parenting orders for the small minority of
parents whose children are referred to children’s
hearings when it is clear that it is not the children’s
actions that are causing the problem, but the
inaction of the parents.
The parenting order proposal would give a
worthwhile and beneficial potential disposal to the
children’s hearings. At the moment, in the current
hearings system, nothing can be done directly to
parents. A supervision requirement can be placed
on a child and conditions can be attached to that
supervision requirement. In certain cases, a
parenting order would direct the focus to where it
should be.
I am slightly concerned that, in applying for an
antisocial behaviour order for an under-16, the
sheriff would also have the ability to make a
parenting order. I hope that the minister is able to
comment on that extensively. We must be very
careful about that power. Section 12 goes on to
say that the sheriff has to consider the matter in
connection with section 77, and the principal
reporter would be involved in that process.
However, we seem to be missing a vital link in that
process by missing out the children’s hearings
system. It is that bit of the proposal under section
12 that causes me concern. I hope that the
minister will comment on that, so that we can
return to it.
11:30
I take a slightly different view from Elaine Smith
on the issue that she has spoken about, although I
understand where she is coming from. The court
system is already integral to the children’s
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hearings system. For example, if grounds are
disputed at a children’s hearing, the sheriff court is
the venue in which the grounds will be
established. Whenever a child does not have the
capacity or is unable by virtue of their age to say
yes or no to the grounds, the grounds will have to
go to the sheriff for proof anyway. Also, in any
proceedings at the sheriff court regarding proof,
people are entitled to legal representation. We
already have that system, so the system under the
bill’s proposals is not quite as innovative or
dangerous as Elaine Smith suggests.
One of the difficulties that we have in dealing
with adolescents and people in young adulthood is
in knowing where we should draw age distinctions.
I have sat on other committees discussing other
bills and have argued that age limits should be
increased or decreased, depending on the
argument that was being advanced. It is difficult to
come up with a single figure. However, removing
the power to lower the age at which someone can
receive an antisocial behaviour order from 16 to
12 takes away an opportunity to deal with the
antisocial behaviour of a small minority of under16-year-olds as it affects the rest of the
community, which could be an extra power in
addition to whatever the children’s hearings
system may be doing. It would be rare for the
youngsters about whom we are talking not to be
either involved already in the children’s hearings
system or approaching the children’s hearings
system. We are not singling out a completely
different category of young person as being the
problem, as Elaine Smith seems to suggest. For
that reason, I do not think that the bill is quite as
dangerous or problematic as Elaine suggests.
I would welcome the minister’s comments on the
powers that would be conferred on sheriffs under
section 12.
Donald Gorrie: If we were starting from scratch,
I would not have section 4 in the bill; however, it is
in the bill and we have to examine it carefully. I
concur strongly with what Elaine Smith and Scott
Barrie have said. We want assurance from the
minister that the floodgates will not open, with lots
of antisocial behaviour orders being imposed on
12-year-olds all of a sudden. We do not want the
ASBOs to be the first fence to which all the horses
in the grand national rush: we want the ASBOs to
be a much later fence that comes after society has
jumped over various other fences that have not
worked. If the ASBO is genuinely a matter of last
resort for a small number of youngsters who are
otherwise out of control, I can go along with it. At
the moment, therefore, I will not support Elaine
Smith’s amendment 112. However, it is important
that the minister assure us that ASBOs will be a
last resort and that all sorts of community
measures to stop antisocial behaviour will be
brought into play before ASBOs are used.
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Cathie Craigie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth)
(Lab): I have a few points to make. Donald Gorrie
said that he hopes that there will not be a rush to
the first fence when the bill is enacted. The
evidence from my area certainly suggests that
local authorities are waiting to rush to serve
ASBOs when offending young people reach the
age of 16. That is a response to the suffering that
communities have endured for a number of years
while waiting for the serving of ASBOs. If those
communities had been able earlier to get ASBOs
for the young people who are involved, they would
have been better places in which to live and the
young people would have been guaranteed the
help and support that they needed to correct their
behaviour.
The facts from my local authority area show that
ASBOs have worked and do work in correcting
people’s offending behaviour. Communities and
the people who deal with the problem on the front
line believe that the extension of ASBOs would be
a tool that could be used to make life better for the
people whose lives are blighted by antisocial
behaviour.
Today, we need a clear statement from the
minister on what will happen to a young person if
an ASBO is breached, because it is evident that
some members of the committee are uncertain
about that. If the minister could provide such a
statement when she responds on amendment
112, that would go a long way towards satisfying
members’ concerns.
The Convener: I do not think that anyone would
want there to be a rush to issue ASBOs to
youngsters, but there is an issue about early
intervention with youngsters who are creating
many difficulties. Such intervention would prevent
later accumulation of problems, which accelerates
youngsters’ moving into another system.
The nature of some disorder and antisocial
behaviour means that if, instead of stigmatising all
the young people who are in an area, the
community were to focus on one young person
who might be pulling other young people into
difficulties, that would address their behaviour and
it would deal—at a very early stage—with some of
the behaviour of other young people round them.
That would be a significant deterrent. It is
important that young people avoid going down that
road at an early stage simply because there is
nothing to tell them that to do so will cause
problems for them later on.
I do not accept that the extension of ASBOs
amounts to abandonment of the children’s
hearings system; the provisions in section 4 are
about recognising where we are, developing
ASBOs and giving them a central place in dealing
with all such issues.
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Elaine Smith mentioned that acceptable
behaviour contracts have been effective in
Edinburgh. We must use the whole range of
measures that are available. It is interesting that
the City of Edinburgh Council, which has been
progressive in this area, supports the idea of using
ASBOs for under-16s, too.
Mrs Mulligan: I share the view of Elaine Smith
and other members of the committee that,
ordinarily, children who offend should be dealt with
through the hearings system. The hearings system
is, and will remain, central to dealing with
offending by young people. We are putting
additional resources into the system—Elaine
Smith referred to some of the things that are
happening at the moment—and are reviewing how
it works to improve it and to ensure that we
maximise its effectiveness.
I cannot emphasise strongly enough the fact that
the vast majority of under-16s who offend will
continue to be dealt with wholly within the hearings
system. However, it is important that there are
further options available for those young people
who have not paid heed to the services and
support that have been offered to help them to
change their behaviour. The extension of ASBOs
to under-16s is one of the bill’s key elements. It is
in the partnership agreement and was consulted
on for “Putting our communities first”. At stage 1,
the committee considered the proposal in some
detail and a wide range of organisations gave
evidence on it. Throughout the process, the
proposal has had majority support. Of particular
significance is the support from the children’s
panel chairmen’s group and the Scottish
Children’s Reporter Administration.
We must ensure that the best interests of the
children are considered and that the principal
reporter and the children’s hearings system are
properly involved. However, we should have this
additional tool to deal with persistently antisocial
young people.
As we have made clear from the outset, in
extending antisocial behaviour orders to 12 to 15year-olds we are acting to deal with a very small
number of antisocial young people for whom
existing measures are not proving effective.
Stewart Stevenson asked how many orders we
expect to be issued, but it is very difficult to put a
figure on that. As my colleague Margaret Curran
has said on a number of occasions, we see
antisocial behaviour orders as the high-tariff end of
the spectrum of measures that are available to
deal with behaviour problems. I do not expect
many such orders to be issued, but the power
needs to be available where necessary. A courtimposed order sends a strong message that
persistently disorderly behaviour will not be
tolerated.
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As the convener has mentioned, ASBOs for
under-16s can also have a strong deterrent effect.
Children aged 12 and over will know that they may
end up in court if they do not respond to the help
that is offered to them and improve their
behaviour. For the small number of young people
for whom an ASBO is the best option and for the
others who may engage more effectively in
voluntary support because they know that they
may end up in court, the provision is worth while.
We are widening the use of acceptable behaviour
contracts, to which Elaine Smith referred, to help
to prevent antisocial behaviour, but voluntary
agreements do not always work on their own. It is
vital that compulsory measures can be used if
voluntary approaches are not working. Indeed, it is
best practice in acceptable behaviour contracts for
the contract to contain a statement that the
continuation of unacceptable behaviour may lead
to an application for an ASBO. Where a contract
has broken down, that should be used as
evidence in the application for an ASBO.
Amendment 112, in the name of Elaine Smith,
and the other amendments in the group, which are
essentially consequential amendments arising
from amendment 112, would limit the use of
ASBOs to persons aged 16 or over. It would be
wrong to continue to limit ASBOs in that way. We
will ensure that the interests of the child and
alternative approaches to dealing with their
behaviour are properly considered. The principal
reporter will be consulted on all applications
involving children before those are made. The
sheriff will have regard to the views of the principal
reporter. When making an order in respect of a
child, the sheriff can require the reporter to set up
a children’s hearing. We will debate those
measures at another time—possibly later today—
but for this group of amendments the point is
clear. The full range of circumstances and options
will be considered before an ASBO is applied for
or made in respect of a child.
The police and the majority of local authorities
want this change. It is interesting that those local
authorities that have most experience in using
ASBOs are backing the change most strongly. The
City of Edinburgh Council has already been
mentioned, and Fife Council is another authority
that made it clear in its evidence to the committee
that this provision would be a useful additional tool
to help to deal with a small number of young
people.
Later today we will consider some detailed
points about ASBOs. I have no doubt that the
extension of ASBOs to 12 to 15-year-olds is an
important measure to give respite to people in
communities that are blighted by young people’s
persistent antisocial behaviour.
Briefly, I will address a couple of points that
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other members have made. Mary Scanlon asked
what evidence we have on the use of antisocial
behaviour orders. It is still early days and the
evidence is fairly patchy. However, the fact that
local authorities south of the border that have had
the power for some time are continuing to use
ASBOs for the 12-to-15 age range suggests that
those authorities see them as an effective
measure and have confidence in them. We will
need to keep an eye on the matter and will review
the evidence once it is more substantial.
11:45
Members have discussed amendment 117 and
the ability of a sheriff to seek a parenting order
following an application for an ASBO. It is
important that we permit the sheriff to have such a
power where they identify that the behaviour of the
child is affected by the behaviour of the parent—or
the lack of response of the parent. Therefore, an
option would be open to them and in such
circumstances the same test will apply. The issue
is about the behaviour of the parent and not just
strictly the behaviour of the child. A parenting
order will be successful only in circumstances in
which the sheriff recognises that the introduction
of such an order can assist the child in changing
their behaviour.
A number of members have asked about what
would happen if an ASBO were breached. Breach
of an ASBO would be a criminal matter, but it
would be for the procurator fiscal, in discussions
with the children’s reporter, to decide how to
progress matters. It would be most likely that a
new hearing would be convened and a number of
options as to how to address matters would then
be
considered.
Later
today,
Executive
amendments will clarify that we do not seek to
institute a custodial sentence for a breach of an
ASBO by a young person. That is an appropriate
approach, but we must also leave options open to
those who are in the best position to decide how to
take matters forward.
The Convener: I call Elaine Smith to wind up. I
do not ask her to press or seek to withdraw
amendment 112 at this stage.
Elaine Smith: I agree with what Scott Barrie
said in respect of amendment 117 about whether
the sheriff should make the decision. On
amendment 112, he talked about referrals to court
if grounds are disputed. Of course that is the right
approach—people should have such a right in
natural justice. If a person has a dispute, there
should be somewhere they can choose to go.
However, very few cases are disputed. From
recent research, I understand that more than 90
per cent of cases are not disputed—those are the
most recent figures that I have. Donald Gorrie’s
points were well made and I will listen with interest
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The minister spent some time talking about local
authorities that agree with the extension of
ASBOs. Some local authorities agree with that
proposal, but others, in their evidence to the
committee, did not agree. Such authorities
included Glasgow City Council, which is
pioneering a restorative justice system for children
from the age of eight, and West Lothian Council,
which was concerned that bringing children within
the sheriff court system would be contrary to
normal procedures for young people. Therefore,
not all local authorities agree with the extension of
ASBOs.
I am comforted by the minister’s amendments
that will be discussed later, and am particularly
comforted by the Executive’s reassurances that it
does not seek to have custodial sentences
imposed on children and that the principal reporter
must be consulted. I am also comforted by the fact
that the minister has said that if the proposals go
through, they will apply only to a minority. I hope
that that will be the case, as it seems that I am in a
minority on the committee today.
However, I still believe that the proposals would
change the principles of the hearings system—I
have not heard anything that persuades me
otherwise. A Pandora’s box would be opened. I
believe the minister when she says that her
intention is that the proposals will apply only to a
minority but, with such a change, once a
Pandora’s box is opened, what will happen in the
future cannot be predicted. Therefore, I am not
persuaded that I should seek to withdraw
amendment 112.
The Convener: We will come to that matter
later.
The second sub-group is headed up by
amendment 147, in the name of Scott Barrie,
which is grouped with amendments 148, 45 and
159 to 163. I invite Scott Barrie to speak to
amendment 147 and to all the other amendments
in the group. He should not move any amendment
at this stage.
Scott Barrie: I will speak to amendments 147
and 162. Amendment 147 would amend the
referral procedure for antisocial behaviour orders
for under-16s. Section 4(2)(d) reads:
“in the case where the specified person is a child … the
sheriff has … regard to any views expressed by the
Principal Reporter.”

That is a reasonable way to proceed.
However, there is a system for young people
who appear in court for very serious offences,
such as attempted murder or taking and driving
away a vehicle, and whose cases are being heard
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in the sheriff court or the High Court: a children’s
hearing is convened in order to give the court
advice on what the sheriff or judge should do. My
concern is that the bill sets up a slightly different
system using ASBOs, whereby we will prevent the
children’s hearing from giving that advice, with the
bill making reference only to the principal reporter.
The intention behind amendment 147 is to bring
the measures into line with the existing system:
the court would receive appropriate advice from a
children’s hearing, rather than from the principal
reporter, before it came to a decision.
Amendment 162 addresses the use of interim
ASBOs. It proposes that such orders would last for
only 28 days before the court’s final disposal,
which would determine whether those should
become full antisocial behaviour orders. Therefore
amendment 162 is also about bringing the
children’s hearings system, rather than the
principal reporter, into the process. In a similar
way to the approach that Elaine Smith described
earlier when she was speaking to her
amendments, it is a matter of ensuring that we are
not simply setting up a completely different system
that excludes the children’s hearings system and
that the children’s hearings system is itself
involved integrally, and not just through the
reporter.
Donald Gorrie: I have five amendments in the
group. I will start with amendments 148 and 159,
which say the same thing: that ASBOs should be
used only if
“no other method of dealing with the behaviour of the child
is appropriate.”

The objective is to prevent some sheriff who was
over-enthusiastic
about
ASBOs—the
local
authority might take a similar line—from using an
ASBO when other methods of dealing with the
problem might be more appropriate. The sheriff
must be satisfied that the other options that were
available would not work and that no other method
of dealing with the behaviour would be
appropriate.
This might be considered too draconian, but the
objective of amendments 148 and 159 is clear:
there should not be a level playing field in the mind
of the sheriff in the sense that there is simply a
choice between an ASBO and some sort of
community involvement; his decision should be
tilted towards other solutions, and an ASBO
should be used only as a last resort.
My other amendments trespass a little on what
Scott Barrie has said. I apologise for the fact that,
having been away ill, I did not manage to consult
him, so our amendments cover some of the same
ground. I have referred to the interim ASBO. I fully
agree with Scott Barrie when he said that it should
last for only 28 days, but I make two additional
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points. Paragraph (b) of the new subsection that
would be introduced by amendment 161 says:
“the sheriff shall, during that period”—

the period of 28 days—
“seek advice from a children’s hearing as to how the child
should be treated subsequently.”

That would ensure what we all wish to achieve:
that the children’s panels are brought into play
during that period.
Amendment 163 would add a little bit:
“the sheriff shall have regard to any views expressed by the
Principal Reporter before making an interim order.”

The point was made to me that an interim order
can be a quick reaction to a problem. I accept that,
and I am not saying that there has to be a meeting
of the children’s panel before an interim ASBO is
agreed. I am saying that before there is an interim
ASBO, the sheriff should consult the principal
reporter. That would not take very long so it should
not hold up the proceedings. The bill should state
that the sheriff has to have regard to the views of
the principal reporter before making an interim
order, and that during the 28 days of the interim
order, the children’s panel should hear the case
and give some advice.
I hope that that idea will commend itself to the
committee as well as my previous point that an
ASBO should be used only if all other methods
would not succeed.
Mrs Mulligan: I have listened carefully to
Donald Gorrie and Scott Barrie introduce their
amendments. I fully understand their intentions in
lodging them but I am concerned that if we accept
them today, they might have an unintended
detrimental impact on the effectiveness of ASBOs
as a means of protecting people who suffer from
antisocial behaviour in our communities.
We should remember that ASBOs are
preventive orders. They set out prohibitions on
unacceptable behaviour to protect people and
communities from further acts that cause or would
be likely to cause alarm or distress. We should
also remember that if an ASBO is granted, it must
be necessary to protect innocent people from
further antisocial behaviour by the person
concerned. That is not an easy test. The
amendments would require a children’s hearing to
be held prior to any decision to make an ASBO in
respect of a child.
I have listened to the points raised about the role
of children’s hearings. My point probably goes
back to the debate that we have already had, but
let me be absolutely clear that we do not want
ASBOs to displace the children’s hearings system
as the best means of dealing with difficult
behaviour of young people under the age of 16.
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That is not what the introduction of ASBOs for that
age range is about.
ASBOs for under-16s are intended to deal with a
small number of persistently difficult young people
for whom the hearings system is not working. I
understand that members of the committee are
concerned that although we have said that
repeatedly, the provisions in the bill do not bear it
out. If that is the case, I undertake to consider
before stage 3 how we can ensure that they will do
so. In considering that matter, I will want to consult
members of the committee, the SCRA and other
interested parties. I intend to ensure that ASBOs
are used in respect of young people only when
appropriate and that they are effective in changing
damaging behaviour.
It is important that we get this right. Children’s
hearings will continue to be the most appropriate
forum for dealing with antisocial behaviour by
young people when voluntary measures are not
effective. However, we do not want to create an
overly complicated system that does little to
support children or protect people and
communities. Our starting point was that
consultation with the principal reporter and the
requirement for the sheriff to have regard to the
view of the principal reporter take the right
approach if we are to ensure that the child’s wider
circumstances are taken fully into account while
avoiding unnecessary bureaucracy. If the bill has
not gone far enough, we are prepared to think
again.
I have some more detailed points about some of
the amendments. The effect of amendment 148
would be to require the sheriff to be satisfied that
no other method of dealing with the child’s
behaviour is appropriate before an antisocial
behaviour order is made. Amendment 159 would
have the same effect on interim orders for
children. Those amendments would prevent
antisocial behaviour orders and interim antisocial
behaviour orders from being used to protect the
public from a child’s antisocial behaviour at the
same time that other methods were being used to
deal with the child’s behaviour and wider needs.
The bill as drafted requires the court to be satisfied
that an order is necessary, once the view of the
principal reporter and other evidence in the case—
which could include an input from local authorities,
the police and any representative of the child—
have been considered. The provision allows the
court to take into account any additional methods
of dealing with the child’s antisocial behaviour
without restricting the discretion of the court over
the making of an order.
12:00
Amendment 147 would require a children’s
hearing to take place for the purpose of obtaining
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advice for the sheriff on any application for an
antisocial behaviour order in respect of a child.
That is a significant additional requirement. It is
debatable how much value the provision would
have over and above the existing provisions in the
bill. The bill ensures that a sheriff must have
regard to the views of the principal reporter before
making an ASBO in respect of a child. The matter
is one that we should look at in the context that I
have described. We would need to take into
account the fact that, under section 11, a sheriff
can, on making an interim order or a full ASBO in
a case involving a child, require the principal
reporter to set up a children’s hearing to consider
the child’s wider needs.
Amendments 161 and 162 would limit to 28 days
the period during which an interim order could
apply in the case of a child. At the end of that
period, the prohibitions in the order would no
longer apply unless a decision was made,
following an application, to make a full antisocial
behaviour order. That is an unrealistic timetable
that would completely undermine the use of
interim orders and ASBOs.
As the system operates at present, in cases in
which an interim order is granted, the sheriff must
set a date for the next hearing—normally in about
six weeks’ time. If a full evidential hearing is to
take place, which would normally be the case
when an interim order is involved, the final
decision on the ASBO application would normally
be made within 10 weeks. In practical terms, it
would be extremely difficult to dispose of the full
application for the full ASBO within 28 days.
As I am sure the committee is aware, interim
orders were introduced last year. The intention
was to reduce the delays in obtaining the
protection that is provided by an ASBO. To limit
the operation of interim orders to 28 days in cases
involving children would fail people in our
communities. It is important to remember that the
cases that we are talking about will be those that
involve seriously and persistently antisocial young
people and in which there is a need to provide
immediate protection. As well as limiting the
duration of an interim order in cases that involve
children, amendment 161 would have the effect of
requiring the sheriff to seek within the 28-day
period the advice of a children’s hearing on how
the child should be treated subsequently.
I support amendment 163 in principle. However,
as we propose to return at stage 3 with a properly
considered set of amendments to ensure the
rightful place of the children’s hearings system and
to confirm that ASBOs should be used only in
cases in which the children’s hearings system has
failed, I ask Donald Gorrie not to move
amendment 163.
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ensure that the requirement for sheriffs to have
regard to the views of the principal reporter when
making an antisocial behaviour order in respect of
a child also applies when orders are being varied
or revoked. That would help to ensure that the
best interests of the child and the wider
circumstances of the case are considered, even
once an order is made and a decision has to be
reached on whether to change the terms of the
order or to revoke it.
Stewart Stevenson: I have a specific question
for the minister and, if it is procedurally
appropriate, I would be willing to take an
intervention so that she can give me the answer. It
is clear that the 28-day limit for an interim ASBO is
causing the minister some practical difficulties.
She suggests that 10 weeks is a typical period. Is
that an indication that another number would be
acceptable? There is concern about the openended nature of interim ASBOs, given the length
of time that they can apply. Could an interim
ASBO that had no specific time limit be open to
challenge? Such an order could, of course, be
granted in the absence of the person who was the
subject of the order, which would cause me—and,
I suspect, others—concern. Is there a principled
opposition to time limits or does the minister object
only to a 28-day limit?
Ms White: I support the amendments and I
hope that most or all of them will be agreed to. I
will not consider the question of the 28-day limit,
because Stewart Stevenson has already touched
on that, but I agree that there should be a definite
time limit.
I will be so bold as to repeat what the minister
said earlier—I am sure that she has perfect
hearing and is listening—when she quoted
Margaret Curran as saying that ASBOs would be
at the high-tariff end of the spectrum. If that is the
case, surely we should try to do everything
possible, as Donald Gorrie’s amendments 159,
161 and 148 would require, before taking out an
ASBO.
I understand where the minister is coming from
when she talks about kids under 16 who cause
disruption in their neighbourhoods, but adults also
cause disruption. I think that Scott Barrie pointed
out that sometimes the problem behaviour is
caused not by the child, but by a lack of parental
control. The minister says that sheriffs would,
where necessary, draw on evidence from the
police and the community, but if such evidence is
collected in order to grant an ASBO, could it not
be presented to the children’s panel? Surely we
should try every possible route to reach those
kids.
It is important that the measures in the bill are
not just punitive; they should also help kids to see
that their behaviour is unacceptable and to sort out
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that behaviour. The provisions should not just be
punitive; they should be restorative. Why does the
minister not accept amendments that I hope might
enable us to give kids every opportunity before we
impose the highest tariff—an ASBO—on them?

The issue is immediacy. In other aspects of law,
one can obtain an interim interdict against
someone to stop threatening behaviour or stalking,
for example, while the reason why that behaviour
is happening is dealt with.

Elaine Smith: My comments will be similar to
those of Sandra White. The bottom line is that we
all hope for the same outcome: we want the bill to
reduce antisocial behaviour, to protect innocent
people from such behaviour, as the minister says,
and to improve the environment in our
communities.

Technically, in a debate such as this, there is no
space at the end for the minister to respond. In
future, members might wish to consider, in their
earlier contributions, what they might want the
minister to say. However, it would be helpful if the
minister could—if she is willing—respond to
specific points, so that we are not hide-bound by
the procedure.

Like Stewart Stevenson, I have a question for
the minister about time limits. I accept the
minister’s points about the practicalities of a 28day limit, but could not time limits sometimes be
placed on orders?
If my amendment 112 is not agreed to, I will see
no reason not to support the other amendments,
as they would affect only a small minority of
children and therefore could not cause problems.
Why does the minister think that ASBOs would be
less efficient and effective if we were to go through
the process that the amendments set out? By
allowing welfare and justice issues to be
considered together, the amendments would help
to address an issue that I raised when I spoke to
amendment 112. I would like to hear the minister’s
response to those points.
The Convener: It seems to me that, if we
decide that it is appropriate to grant ASBOs in
relation to under-16s, it would not make sense to
change the nature of an ASBO. If it is
inappropriate for somebody under 16, it is
inappropriate and that is that. However, one issue
that was identified about interim ASBOs was their
speed and effectiveness while other things are
being done. If we agree that an ASBO should
apply only in serious cases, the interim ASBO
should apply equally to anyone against whom an
ASBO is being pursued. People might not agree
with ASBOs for under-16s, but that is a separate
matter. It does not make any sense to agree to an
ASBO and then to create a situation in which it is
difficult for the order to be effective. The test that
should be applied is whether there is something
about being under 16 that means that the measure
is inappropriate.
The issues about justice and the indefinite
period have already been tested with the
establishment of interim ASBOs. If we are
accepting that ASBOs are sometimes appropriate
for under-16s, what we are saying is that that
package is appropriate for particular young people
who happen to be under 16. If we are
uncomfortable with the idea of an ASBO for under16s, that is one thing but, if we accept that an
ASBO is appropriate for someone under 16, we
should support measures that make it effective.

I am concerned that our consideration of
amendments that have been lodged by individual
members—for example, by Scott Barrie, who will
be winding up in this sub-group—ends up simply
being a debate on the Executive position. That
takes away from the standing of the other
amendments. If the minister wishes to respond to
comments, I will let her back in.
Mrs Mulligan: It would be helpful to respond to
some of the specific points that have been raised.
Amendment 161 proposes that an interim order
should last for 28 days. It would be wrong of me to
suggest an alternative number at this stage,
because we should perhaps discuss the matter
further. I understand the committee’s concerns
about what might seem to be an open-ended
process, but given the way in which interim
ASBOs are used at the moment there would be
nothing to prevent people from applying for an
extension of another 28 days. Therefore, the
amendment might not deal with the committee’s
concerns about the delay in responding.
The Executive should listen to the committee’s
concerns and consider how—without my picking a
number off the top of my head that I think the
committee might find acceptable—it can reassure
members that the behaviour of the young person
involved can be addressed in a satisfactory
timescale. As I said in my opening comments, the
Executive intends to consider the committee’s ongoing concerns. We want to reassure the
committee that ASBOs are, first, part of the
hearings system and, secondly, an appropriate
measure at a certain stage in the run of events.
I reiterate that ASBOs are about stopping
behaviour that communities find unacceptable.
Part of the reason why the interim ASBO is so
important is that it is about getting that behaviour
stopped as quickly as possible. However, ASBOs
are also about concentrating the mind of the
young person involved on engaging with those
who can offer them support to change their
behaviour.
The Executive considers that part of the process
to be very important for a young person. We
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believe that early intervention, before a person is
16 and could find themselves in even more
serious difficulties, is sufficiently important to
introduce the measure at this stage. The provision
is about bringing into line a young person who is
growing into maturity and should be able to
recognise the consequences of their actions. It is
about stating, “The antisocial behaviour order says
that you must stop.”
The package of measures that would be
introduced alongside that, through the children’s
hearings system—which the Executive wants to
continue being used—should be about considering
how to change the person’s behaviour. That is the
process that the Executive considers will be
effective for those in the 12 to 16 age group. It is
where the Executive considers that we can make
a difference—by giving communities the comfort
that they need while supporting the young people
to change their behaviour.
12:15
Scott Barrie: The convener was right in saying
that we should avoid coming up with a system that
is so bureaucratic that it drives a coach and
horses through what we are trying to achieve. As I
was listening to the minister, it struck me that a
time delay is often built into child protection cases.
The initial child protection order is granted,
followed by a temporary placement of 22 days and
a further temporary placement of 22 days. If a
hearing needs to go beyond that, it has to apply to
the sheriff court for an extra 22 days. Before we
know where we are, the process effectively lasts
80 days. That is what the law allows. What the
minister was perhaps getting at in response to
Stewart Stevenson’s point on the 28 days was that
we would not want to have a replica system, in
which we constantly go back to the court and end
up having multiples of another number. I take that
point on board.
I was interested in what the minister said about
wanting to consider again the interaction between
the principal reporter, the children’s hearings
system and the sheriff court system in the granting
of ASBOs and interim ASBOs. That is perhaps the
best place to leave the matter at this stage. We
are considering an important issue. Rather than
plucking things out of the air and doing the
magical numbers bit, we should ensure that we
get the framework right. I welcome the minister’s
commitment to consult the committee on those
points before stage 3.
The Convener: I suggest that we take a break
for about 10 minutes and then continue the
meeting until about 1 o’clock.
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12:17
Meeting suspended.
12:30
On resuming—
The Convener: We shall pick up where we left
off. In the third sub-group, amendment 151, in the
name of Donald Gorrie, is grouped with
amendments 152, 153, 46, 47, 155, 48, 156, 157
and 171.
Donald Gorrie: Amendments 151, 152, 155 and
156, which all say the same thing, concern whom
a registered social landlord has to consult. The
Law Society of Scotland felt that there was some
ambiguity about the matter. If members are
interested, the information is in section 4 and the
definitions of relevant persons are given in section
4(10).
The Executive has twice used the argument
against my amendments that, if a more specific
and tight section comes after a more open section,
that tight section negates in some way the earlier
one. However, I would like the minister to say that
section 4(8) makes it clear that a registered social
landlord must consult fully all the people who are
listed. Many of us feel that there is a risk that
registered social landlords will rush in to get an
ASBO as a result of a specific local disturbance,
perhaps between two neighbours, without
understanding the wider picture. If the minister can
assure me that the registered social landlords
must consult all and sundry as listed, I will be
happy.
Stewart Stevenson: I take pleasure in speaking
to amendments 153, 157 and 171. The three
amendments, together with others elsewhere, map
out a small policy change. The objective that I
pursue through the amendments is to ensure that
the victim—known in the bill as the “relevant
person”—is more fully included in the process. I
seek specifically to ensure that, when antisocial
behaviour orders are issued, the relevant person
sees them—the bill does not currently provide for
that—and that when consultation takes place, the
relevant person or victim is allowed to choose to
be part of the consultation.
By the same process, amendments 153 and 157
seek to make it explicit that a failure on the part of
the relevant person, or anyone else for that matter,
to respond to an opportunity to be consulted,
should not provide a barrier to progressing an
antisocial behaviour order or an interim antisocial
behaviour order. There can be legitimate reasons,
which have been discussed, for people who are
subject to antisocial behaviour not wishing to raise
their profile. My amendments would not force
those people to take a higher profile, which would
be against their interests.
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Amendment 171 would extend the definition of
relevant consultees to include affected persons as
far as they can practically be identified. Affected
persons are the people to whom section 4(6)
refers and who are beyond the relevant person—
the direct victim—on whose behalf I presume that
an antisocial behaviour order would be sought.
Affected persons might become, or may already
be, targets of the person against whom an order
has been issued.
The bottom line is that my three amendments
would enhance the victim’s position. Given the
Executive’s focus on victims’ rights in other
legislation, such as the Criminal Justice (Scotland)
Act 2003, my amendments should be in line with
the Executive’s broad approach of taking more
interest in victims’ concerns. I hope that the
minister will say that the amendments are in line
with her thinking and that of her colleagues and
that, if my amendments would create problems,
another way forward can deliver the same
objective.
Mrs Mulligan: Amendments 151, 152, 155 and
156 would duplicate provisions in the bill and are
unnecessary. Sections 4(8)(b) and 5(2)(b) require
a registered social landlord to consult the local
authority in the area where the child resides, or
appears to reside, about the proposed application
when the specified person is a child or to notify
such a local authority of the proposed application
when the specified person is 16 or over. RSLs are
included in the more general provisions on
consultation.
The definition of a relevant authority in section
15, which has been mentioned, includes a
registered social landlord, so RSLs are obliged to
consult the relevant consultees under sections
4(8)(a) and 5(2)(a). I suggest that the
amendments are unnecessary and I hope that
Donald Gorrie accepts that.
Amendment 153 would make it explicit that any
failure to respond by a person or local authority
that was consulted on an application for an
antisocial behaviour order should not prevent a
sheriff from making an order. Amendment 157 has
the same purpose in relation to applications for
variation or revocation. Those amendments are
unnecessary, as the bill does not prevent a sheriff
from making an antisocial behaviour order or from
varying or revoking an order if consultation
responses are not received. I confirm that that is
the case and invite Stewart Stevenson not to
move amendments 153 and 157.
Amendments 46 to 48 will make minor changes
to section 5. I hope that members will agree to
them.
As Stewart Stevenson said, amendment 171 is
intended to ensure that victims of antisocial
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behaviour, and perhaps those who have been
affected by the problems in a case, are consulted
on all antisocial behaviour orders that are relevant
to them. I agree that that is not unreasonable. We
want to cover in guidance the need to ensure that
the views of people in the community are taken
into account. However, amendment 171 would
require a relevant authority that applied for an
antisocial behaviour order to consult relevant
persons as defined in section 4(10) and affected
persons who can be practically identified. As a
relevant person in relation to an application by a
local authority is a person within the area of the
authority, that would include any person residing in
the area, or otherwise in the area. I am sure that
members will accept that that is probably
impractical.
People who are involved in a case will have their
views and evidence taken into account as part of
the investigation by the local authority or RSL.
There is simply no need to introduce a statutory
requirement to consult relevant persons—
especially if the requirement is to encompass such
a large number of people. If authorities do not
obtain the input from those who are affected by
the antisocial behaviour, I suggest that it is unlikely
that they would have the evidence that would be
required to support the application for the ASBO in
the first place.
Later in the bill, there are sections that refer to
notification of groups. If it were felt necessary,
further amendments could be considered for those
sections. However, we feel that what has been
asked for in the amendments has, in fact, been
covered.
Donald Gorrie: I am satisfied with the minister’s
reassurance that registered social landlords have
to consult the various people listed and that the bill
is not ambiguous.
The Convener: Having debated that group of
amendments in three parts, we will deal with it as
a whole. Does Elaine Smith intend to press or
withdraw amendment 112?
Elaine Smith: I wish to press the amendment.
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 112 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)

AGAINST
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
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Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
2, Against 7, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 112 disagreed to.
The Convener: Amendment 146, in the name of
Donald Gorrie, is grouped with amendments 131
and 154.
Donald Gorrie: The objective of amendment
146 is somewhat similar to some of the objectives
that we have been discussing. The amendment
seeks to ensure that all local authority services—
including social work, education, youth work and
housing—work together to provide an effective
system of personal support. I propose that, in the
bill, one of the conditions of imposing an ASBO is
that the sheriff be
“satisfied that the local authority has fulfilled any duty to
provide an effective system of personal support to the
specified person”.

In that proposal, “any duty” would be as specified
in the various social work and education acts that
make it clear what a local authority’s duties
towards people are. An ASBO should not come
out of the blue without the young person having
been offered support.
I move amendment 146.
Elaine Smith: I will explain the reasoning
behind amendment 131. Someone with a disability
might not have the capacity to demonstrate for
themselves that their antisocial behaviour was
reasonable because of specific circumstances. In
oral evidence to the committee on 3 December
2003 from the Scottish Consortium on Crime and
Criminal Justice, Maggie Mellon gave an example
of a woman who had been evicted from her home
along with her three children under the existing
legislation on antisocial behaviour. That woman
suffered from a psychiatric illness at the time and
was displaying antisocial behaviour that annoyed
her neighbours. However, she could not prove to
the sheriff that her behaviour was reasonable and
no psychiatric assessment of her condition had
been carried out for her court hearing.
That is why I lodged amendment 131. I would be
interested in the minister’s comments, as I know
that she takes such issues seriously.
12:45
Stewart Stevenson: Amendment 154 is
intended not to promote a policy change, but to
ensure that the wording of the bill has the effect
that the Executive wants it to have. At line 28 on
page 4 of the bill, it appears that the wording
would allow a local authority to act only on behalf
of someone who resides within its area, although
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the antisocial behaviour to which someone is
subjected could be happening in another area. For
example, a shop worker who crosses a local
authority boundary to go to work could be subject
to antisocial behaviour in an area other than that in
which they reside. Equally, there could be social
reasons for people crossing boundaries. If the
minister can assure me that the bill makes
adequate provision in that regard, I will not see the
need to press amendment 154.
Elaine Smith makes an important point in
amendment 131. The requirement for the specified
person to show that their conduct was reasonable
in the circumstances could fall in a number of
situations. For example, if someone was, and
remained, psychiatrically ill it would be down to the
psychiatrist, rather than the individual, to provide
the evidence to the sheriff. I strongly support
amendment 131 for that reason.
Mrs Mulligan: As I have stated, ASBOs are
preventive orders. They set out prohibitions to
protect people in the community from further acts
that cause, or are likely to cause, alarm or
distress. Before imposing an ASBO, a court has to
be satisfied that certain conditions have been met.
I am therefore concerned about the impact that
amendment 146 would have on the effectiveness
of ASBOs and I believe that amendments 131 and
154 are unnecessary.
Amendment 146 would require the authority that
was applying for the order to provide evidence that
“any duty to provide an effective system of personal
support”

had been fulfilled before an order could be made.
That would be the case in respect of any
application for an antisocial behaviour order,
regardless of whether the person was under 16
and whether the application was being made by a
local authority or an RSL.
It is not clear which duties around personal
support Donald Gorrie had in mind, but the effect
of the amendment would be to place an
unreasonable demand on local authorities. The
court has to be satisfied that the antisocial
behaviour order is necessary to protect people. To
introduce a requirement for the court to be
satisfied of the additional conditions that are
suggested in amendment 146 would be unrealistic
and practically unworkable. It would be wrong to
preclude the use of an ASBO to protect people in
the community because there might have been a
service failure by the local authority. Public safety
should not be dependent on the effectiveness of a
range of local authority departments.
I understand the intention behind Elaine Smith’s
amendment 131, but I consider it unnecessary.
Section 4(3) provides that the sheriff can disregard
antisocial behaviour that the person in respect of
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whom the order is sought can show was
reasonable. The provision requires the person
who is defending the application to show that their
actions were reasonable. I make it absolutely clear
that the effect of that will not be to require the
individual to make representations to the court; a
legal representative can make representations on
behalf of the specified persons, as they can in
other legal proceedings. That has always been our
policy intention, and it continues to be the effect of
the provisions of the bill.

authority must fulfil its duties under the various
acts to provide an effective system of personal
support. Councils often do that but, through a lack
of staff or prioritisation, there is not the level of
support that there should be in some local
authority areas for those young people who are
beginning to get into trouble. That point must be
registered in some way, and I wondered whether
the minister might care to indicate that the point
that is made in amendment 146 will be covered
and made clear in guidance.

Concerns were raised at stage 1 about the issue
that underlies amendment 131. In the case of
someone who could not show that their behaviour
was reasonable, perhaps because of a disability or
developmental condition such as autism, we would
always expect that individual to be represented.
The person’s legal representative can ensure that
any medical condition is given proper
consideration. When appropriate, a medical expert
may be asked to give evidence. There is nothing
in section 4(3) to prevent that.

Mrs Mulligan: I recognise Donald Gorrie’s
concern with regard to the support that is available
for people under the circumstances that he
describes. We would want to consider what
guidance we could provide and ensure that it was
available. However, as I said, I would not want to
stop the protection of those who are experiencing
antisocial behaviour on the basis that there was no
such support. Our intentions are that such support
should be there. If we can provide guidance to that
effect, we will bring it forward.

I suggest that amendment 131 is unnecessary,
and that it would create ambiguity over who has to
demonstrate to the court that the behaviour was or
was not reasonable. We do not want to create
doubt that responsibility for demonstrating
reasonableness rests with the person who is being
challenged on reported acts of antisocial
behaviour, not with the authority that is applying
for the order.

Donald Gorrie: Okay—I can live with that.
Amendment 146, by agreement, withdrawn.
The Convener: If amendment 113 is agreed to,
I cannot call amendment 147, on the grounds of
pre-emption.
Amendment 113 not moved.
Scott Barrie: In light of the undertakings that
the minister gave about consideration before stage
3, I will not move amendment 147.

It is important to remember that the provision is
about providing protection for people who are
affected by antisocial behaviour. The people who
are most affected by antisocial behaviour are often
the most vulnerable members of the community. It
would be wrong to increase the likelihood of
people not being forced to address their behaviour
by introducing doubt about who is responsible for
showing that the behaviour was reasonable in the
circumstances. I invite Elaine Smith not to move
amendment 131.

Donald Gorrie: Likewise, as the minister has
agreed to lodge another amendment, I will not
move amendment 148.

Amendment 154, in the name of Stewart
Stevenson, attempts to make explicit the fact that
relevant persons, in relation to applications for
antisocial behaviour orders by local authorities,
are persons within the authority’s area

The Convener: You may say something briefly
to explain why you are moving or not moving the
amendment.

“regardless of whether that person’s place of residence is
within the authority’s area”.

The amendment is unnecessary, as its intention is
fulfilled by the bill’s existing provisions. In
confirming that to Stewart Stevenson, I hope that
he is reassured and might not press amendment
154.
Donald Gorrie: I understand what the minister
said about amendment 146, but it is important
that, somewhere in the bill, or possibly in the
guidance, it is made absolutely clear that a local

Amendment 147 not moved.

Amendment 148 not moved.
Elaine Smith: I spoke to amendment 131, but I
did not respond after the minister spoke. I assume
that I am not allowed to respond now.

Elaine Smith: I seek clarification from the
minister on whether only a solicitor could show
whether conduct was reasonable in the
circumstances, or whether others, such as a
psychiatrist or an autism specialist, could also be
involved. It is important to find that out.
Mrs Mulligan: As I said, it would be up to the
solicitor who represents the person but they would
be able to take evidence from a psychiatrist or
somebody with specific medical knowledge that
would be appropriate to the hearing. That should
cover Elaine Smith’s concerns.
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Amendment 131 not moved.
The Convener: With that, we conclude our
consideration of the Antisocial Behaviour etc
(Scotland) Bill at stage 2 for today. We will start
again where we left off at our next meeting, when
there will be a call for amendments to the end of
section 52. I thank members for their attendance.
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Meeting closed at 12:56.
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Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill
2nd Marshalled List of Amendments for Stage 2
The Bill will be considered in the following order—
Sections 1 to 47
Sections 48 to 52
Sections 53 to 58
Sections 59 to 111
Section 112

Schedule 1
Schedule 2
Schedule 3
Schedules 4 and 5
Long Title

Amendments marked * are new (including manuscript amendments) or have been altered.
Section 4
Donald Gorrie
149

In section 4, page 3, line 37, at end insert <; and
( ) take account of any medical condition which may have caused or contributed
significantly to the behaviour complained of.>
Stewart Stevenson

149A As an amendment to amendment 149, line 2, after <medical> insert <or developmental>
Donald Gorrie
150

In section 4, page 4, line 2, leave out <indefinitely or>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

44

In section 4, page 4, line 11, at end insert—
<(6A) Before making an antisocial behaviour order, the sheriff shall, where the specified
person is present in court, explain in ordinary language—
(a) the effect of the order and the prohibitions proposed to be included in it;
(b) the consequences of failing to comply with the order;
(c) the powers the sheriff has under sections 5 and 6; and
(d) the entitlement of the specified person to appeal against the making of the order.
(6B) Failure to comply with subsection (6A) shall not affect the validity of the order.>
Elaine Smith
Supported by: Donald Gorrie

114

In section 4, page 4, line 18, leave out from beginning to <child,> in line 21

SP Bill 12-ML2
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Donald Gorrie
151

In section 4, page 4, line 19, after <reside> insert <and the relevant consultees>
Donald Gorrie

152

In section 4, page 4, line 22, at end insert <and consult the relevant consultees>
Stewart Stevenson

153

In section 4, page 4, line 22, at end insert—
<( ) Any failure by a person or local authority consulted under subsection (8) to respond
shall not prevent the sheriff from making an antisocial behaviour order under subsection
(1).>
Stewart Stevenson

154

In section 4, page 4, line 28, after <authority> insert <regardless of whether that person’s place of
residence is within the authority’s area>
Stewart Stevenson

262

In section 4, page 4, line 32, at end insert <; and
( ) in relation to an application by a chief constable, a person within the police area of
that chief constable.>
Section 5
Mrs Mary Mulligan

45

In section 5, page 4, line 37, at end insert—
<( )

Where the person subject to the order is a child, the sheriff shall, in determining whether
to vary or revoke it, have regard to any views expressed by the Principal Reporter.>

Elaine Smith
Supported by: Donald Gorrie
115

In section 5, page 5, line 1, leave out from beginning to <child,> in line 4
Mrs Mary Mulligan

46

In section 5, page 5, line 1, leave out <specified person> and insert <person subject to the order>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

47

In section 5, page 5, line 2, leave out <subject to the order>
Donald Gorrie

155
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In section 5, page 5, line 3, after <reside> insert <and the relevant consultees>

2

Mrs Mary Mulligan
48

In section 5, page 5, line 4, leave out <specified person> and insert <person subject to the order>
Donald Gorrie

156

In section 5, page 5, line 5, at end insert <and consult the relevant consultees>
Stewart Stevenson

157

In section 5, page 5, line 5, at end insert—
<( ) Any failure by a person or local authority consulted under subsection (2) to respond
shall not prevent the sheriff from varying or revoking an antisocial behaviour order
under subsection (1).>
Section 7
Donald Gorrie

158

In section 7, page 5, line 17, at end insert <after hearing parties>
Donald Gorrie

159

In section 7, page 5, line 22, at end insert <; and
( ) in the case where the specified person is a child, that no other method of dealing
with the behaviour of the child is appropriate,>
Donald Gorrie

160

In section 7, page 5, line 23, after <may,> insert <subject to subsection (2A),>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

49

In section 7, page 5, line 23, leave out from <pending> to end of line 24 and insert <make an
interim order.
(2A) An interim order is an order which prohibits, pending the determination of the
application, the specified person from doing anything described in the order.
(2B) Sections 4(5) and (6) shall apply to an interim order as they apply to an antisocial
behaviour order.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

50

In section 7, page 5, line 24, at end insert—
<(2C) Before making an interim order, the sheriff shall, where the specified person is present
in court, explain in ordinary language—
(a) the effect of the order and the prohibitions proposed to be included in it;
(b) the consequences of failing to comply with the order;
(c) the power the sheriff has to recall the order; and
(d) the entitlement of the specified person to appeal against the making of the order.

3
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(2D) Failure to comply with subsection (2C) shall not affect the validity of the order.>
Donald Gorrie
161

In section 7, page 5, line 24, at end insert—
<( ) Where the specified person is a child—
(a) an interim order shall be for a period of no more than 28 days; and
(b) the sheriff shall, during that period, seek advice from a children’s hearing as to
how the child should be treated subsequently.>
Scott Barrie

162

In section 7, page 5, line 24, at end insert—
<( )

Where the specified person is a child, an interim order shall be for a period of no more
than 28 days.>

Donald Gorrie
163

In section 7, page 5, line 24, at end insert—
<(2A) Where the specified person is a child, the sheriff shall have regard to any views
expressed by the Principal Reporter before making an interim order.>
Section 8
Stewart Stevenson

164

In section 8, page 5, line 34, at end insert <; and
( ) each relevant person (within the meaning of subsection 4(10)) who can
practicably be identified.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

51

In section 8, page 6, line 2, after <notify> insert—
<(a) the person subject to the order; and
(b)>
Stewart Stevenson

165

In section 8, page 6, line 3, after <made> insert—
<( ) the person subject to the order; and
( ) any relevant person (within the meaning of subsection 4(10)) given a copy of the
order under subsection (2);>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

52

In section 8, page 6, line 6, at end insert—
<(5A) For the purposes of subsection (4)(a), the person subject to the order is notified if
notification is sent to the person by registered post or the recorded delivery service.>
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4

Mrs Mary Mulligan
53

In section 8, page 6, line 7, after <(5)(b)> insert <or (5A)>
Section 9
Donald Gorrie

166

In section 9, page 6, leave out lines 21 to 24 and insert <to a community reparation order or
supervision requirement and to any additional non-custodial sentence imposed by the court.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan
Supported by: Elaine Smith

54

In section 9, page 7, line 18, leave out subsection (7)
Donald Gorrie

167

In section 9, page 7, line 19, at end insert <but shall instead be subject to a community reparation
order under section 245K of the Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995.>
After section 9
Mrs Mary Mulligan

55

After section 9, insert—
<Breach of orders: prohibition on detention of children
(1)

The Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.46) shall be amended as follows.

(2)

In subsection (2) of section 44 (detention of children), after “offence” there shall be
inserted “(other than, if the child is under the age of 16 years, an offence under section
9(1) of the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Act 2004 (asp 00))”.

(3)

In section 208 (detention of children convicted on indictment), after “Act” there shall be
inserted “and subsection (2) below”.

(4)

Section 208 shall become subsection (1) of that section and at the end there shall be
added—
“(2)

If the child is under the age of 16 years, the power conferred by subsection (1)
above shall not be exercisable in respect of a conviction for an offence under
section 9(1) of the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Act 2004 (asp 00).”.>
Section 11

Mrs Mary Mulligan
56

In section 11, page 7, line 30, leave out subsection (2) and insert—
<(2)

The Children (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.36) shall be amended in accordance with
subsections (3) to (5).

(3)

After paragraph (l) of section 52(2) (children requiring compulsory measures of
supervision) there shall be inserted—

5
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“(m) is a child to whom subsection (2A) below applies.
(2A) This subsection applies to a child where—
(a) a requirement is made of the Principal Reporter under section 11(1) of
the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Act 2004 (asp 00) (power of
sheriff to require Principal Reporter to refer case to children’s hearing) in
respect of the child’s case; and
(b) the child is not subject to a supervision requirement.”.
(4)

After section 65(1) (referral of case to children’s hearing), there shall be inserted—
“(1A) Where the Principal Reporter is satisfied that the ground specified in section
52(2)(m) of this Act is established in respect of any child, he shall be taken to
be satisfied as to the matter mentioned in section 65(1)(a) in respect of the
child.”.

(5)

In section 73(8) (arrangements to review supervision requirement)—
(a) in paragraph (a)(v), after “months;” there shall be inserted—
“(aa) where—
(i)

a requirement is made of the Principal Reporter under section
11(1) of the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Act 2004 (asp
00) (power of sheriff to require Principal Reporter to refer case to
children’s hearing) in respect of the child’s case; and

(ii) the child is subject to a supervision requirement,
arrange for a children’s hearing to review the supervision requirement;”;
(b) in paragraph (b), for “that” there shall be substituted “any such”.>
Elaine Smith
116

Leave out section 11
Section 12
Mrs Mary Mulligan

57

In section 12, page 7, line 36, leave out from <if> to <(4)(b)> and insert <where subsection (1A)
applies>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

58

In section 12, page 7, line 37, at end insert—
<(1A) This subsection applies where—
(a) the sheriff is satisfied that the making of the order is desirable in the interests of
preventing the child from engaging in further antisocial behaviour; and

5
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(b) the Scottish Ministers have notified the court that the local authority for the area
in which the parent ordinarily resides has made arrangements that would enable
the order to be complied with.>

6

Elaine Smith
58A As an amendment to amendment 58, line 3, after <satisfied> insert <, after taking into account
relevant factors such as any disability of the child,>
Mrs Mary Mulligan
59

In section 12, page 7, line 38, leave out <subsection (1)> and insert <this section—
“parent” has the meaning given by section 87; and>
Elaine Smith
Supported by: Scott Barrie

117

Leave out section 12
After section 12
Elaine Smith

168

After section 12, insert—
<Short Scottish secure tenancies
Where a sheriff makes an antisocial behaviour order or an interim order in respect of a
child, section 35 of the Housing (Scotland) Act (asp 10) (conversion to short Scottish
secure tenancy) does not apply.>
Section 13
Mrs Mary Mulligan

60

In section 13, page 8, line 3, leave out subsection (1) and insert—
<(1)

Where by virtue of subsection (2)(b) of section 8 a registered social landlord—
(a) is given a copy of an antisocial behaviour order as made or varied; or
(b) is given a copy of an interim order,
it shall give a copy to each relevant local authority.

(1A) Where by virtue of subsection (4)(b) of that section a registered social landlord—
(a) is notified of the revocation of an antisocial behaviour order; or
(b) is notified of the recall of an interim order,
it shall notify each relevant local authority of the date on which the order was revoked or
recalled.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan
61

In section 13, page 8, line 9, leave out <subsection (1)> and insert <this section>

7
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Section 14
Mrs Mary Mulligan
62

In section 14, page 8, leave out lines 14 to 16 and insert—
<(a) each antisocial behaviour order; and
(b) each interim order,
of which the authority is given a copy by virtue of section 8(2)(b) or 13(1).>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

63

In section 14, page 8, line 20, at beginning insert <if the record relates to an antisocial behaviour
order—
( )>
Donald Gorrie

169 In section 14, page 8, line 20, leave out from beginning to end of line 21 and insert <how long
any prohibition will last for>
Mrs Mary Mulligan
64

In section 14, page 8, line 22, leave out from beginning to <revoked> in line 29 and insert—
<( ) where the authority is, by virtue of section 8(2)(b) or, as the case may be,
13(1), given a copy of the order as varied, the variation and its date; and
( ) where the authority is, by virtue of section 8(4)(b) or, as the case may be,
13(1A), notified of the revocation of the order, the date on which it was
revoked;
( ) if the record relates to an interim order, where the authority is, by virtue of section
8(4)(b) or, as the case may be, 13(1A), notified of the recall of the order, the date
on which it was recalled;>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

65

In section 14, page 8, line 32, leave out subsection (3)
Mrs Mary Mulligan

66

In section 14, page 8, line 38, at end insert—
<( ) the Principal Reporter;>
After section 14
Mrs Mary Mulligan

67

After section 14, insert—
<Guidance
Guidance in relation to antisocial behaviour orders
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8

A person (other than a court) shall, in discharging functions by virtue of this Part, have
regard to any guidance given by the Scottish Ministers about—
(a) the discharge of those functions; and
(b) matters arising in connection with the discharge of those functions.>
Section 15
Elaine Smith
118

In section 15, page 9, leave out line 8
Donald Gorrie

170

In section 15, page 9, line 10, at end insert—
<( ) where the specified person is a child, a local authority;
( ) where the specified person is not a child—>
Stewart Stevenson

263

In section 15, page 9, line 12, at end insert <or
( ) a chief constable;>
Stewart Stevenson

171

In section 15, page 9, line 13, at end insert—
<( ) in relation to all antisocial behaviour orders—
(i) each relevant person (within the meaning of section 4(10)); and
(ii) each affected person,
as can practicably be identified; >

Elaine Smith
119

In section 15, page 9, line 20, leave out from <; and> to end of line 22
Elaine Smith

120

In section 15, page 9, line 27, leave out from <; and> to end of line 28
Before section 16
Donald Gorrie

264

Before section 16, page 9, insert—
Local antisocial behaviour task forces
(1)

Each local authority must establish an antisocial behaviour task force for its area.

9
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(2)

A local authority must take reasonable steps to secure that membership of the task force
includes representatives of—
(a) the police;
(b) any council department whose work includes dealing with children or young
people;
(c) primary, secondary and special schools within the local authority area;
(d) community, youth, sports and recreational organisations;
(e) the Principal Reporter; and
(f) any community body within the meaning of section 15(4) of the Local
Government in Scotland Act 2003 (asp 1).

(3)

The duties of each task force shall include—
(a) co-operating in a co-ordinated and continuing campaign to address any alarm or
distress caused by the presence or behaviour of groups in public places in the local
authority area;
(b) seeking to involve parents or guardians of children or young people belonging to
such groups in addressing concerns over such groups’ presence or behaviour;
(c) involving local communities in addressing concerns over the presence or
behaviour of such groups and in finding solutions to such concerns; and
(c) keeping records of incidents relating to the alarm or distress caused by the
presence or behaviour of such groups and reporting these to the National
Antisocial Behaviour Task Force.

Donald Gorrie
265

Before section 16, page 9, insert—
National Antisocial Behaviour Task Force
(1)

The Scottish Ministers shall establish a National Antisocial Behaviour Task Force.

(2)

Membership of the task force shall include representatives of—
(a) the police;
(b) local authorities;
(c) schools;
(d) the children’s hearing system; and
(e) community and youth work organisations.

(3)

The duties of the National Antisocial Behaviour Task Force shall include—
(a) considering reports from each local authority’s antisocial behaviour task force;
(b) considering examples of good practice in preventing and dealing with problems
caused by the presence or behaviour of groups in public places;
(c) seeking to achieve consistency in response to the behaviour or presence of such
groups; and
(d) reporting annually to the Scottish Parliament on progress in preventing problems
within communities caused by the presence or behaviour of such groups.
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Section 16
Donald Gorrie
266

In section 16, page 10, line 2, leave out <groups of two or more persons> and insert <persons
whom the officer regards as a group or groups>
Donald Gorrie

267

In section 16, page 10, line 3, at end insert—
<( ) that the presence or behaviour of these groups is such that it is appropriate for the
police to intervene; and>
Donald Gorrie

268* In section 16, page 10, line 20, at end insert <; and
<( ) that the local authority’s antisocial behaviour task force has sought to address
concerns over the presence or behaviour of groups in public places in the relevant
locality through working with the local community to address any antisocial
behaviour in that area, including consulting with representatives of—
(i)

young people whom the task force believes have been involved in
antisocial behaviour;

(ii) other young people in the relevant locality;
(iii) people who have complained of or suffered harassment; and
(iv) community and youth organisations.
Bill Aitken
Supported by: Mike Rumbles
1

Leave out section 16
Section 17
Bill Aitken
Supported by: Mike Rumbles

2

Leave out section 17
Section 18
Donald Gorrie

269

In section 18, page 11, line 12, leave out <a group of two or more persons> and insert <persons
whom the constable regards as a group>
Donald Gorrie

270

In section 18, page 11, line 14, at end insert <and that it is appropriate for the police to
intervene.>

11
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Mrs Mary Mulligan
180

In section 18, page 11, line 28, after <persons> insert—
<( ) who are engaged in conduct which is lawful under section 220 of the Trade Union
and Labour Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992 (c.52); or
( )>
Bill Aitken
Supported by: Mike Rumbles

3

Leave out section 18
Section 19
Bill Aitken
Supported by: Mike Rumbles

4

Leave out section 19
Section 20
Mrs Mary Mulligan

68

In section 20, page 12, line 13, leave out subsection (1)
Mrs Mary Mulligan

69

In section 20, page 12, line 17, leave out <guidance issued under this section> and insert <any
guidance given by the Scottish Ministers about—
(a) the exercise of the power; and
(b) any other matter relating to the power.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

70

In section 20, page 12, line 17, at end insert—
<( )

The Scottish Ministers shall lay before the Scottish Parliament a copy of any guidance
such as is mentioned in subsection (2).>

Bill Aitken
Supported by: Mike Rumbles
5

Leave out section 20
Section 21
Bill Aitken
Supported by: Mike Rumbles

6
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Leave out section 21

12

Section 22
Donald Gorrie
271

In section 22, page 12, line 27, leave out <for the time being> and insert <at the material time>
Bill Aitken
Supported by: Mike Rumbles

7

Leave out section 22
Section 23
Patrick Harvie

272

In section 23, page 13, line 7, after <subsections> insert <(1A),>
Patrick Harvie

273

In section 23, page 13, line 10, at end insert—
<(1A) A closure notice may not be given in respect of premises—
(a) which are—
(i)

being used solely or mainly for the purpose of meeting a local authority’s
obligations under section 29 or 31(3)(a) of the Housing (Scotland) Act
1987 (c.26);

(ii) a hostel or other short-term accommodation within the scope of regulations
made under section 7 of the Housing (Scotland) Act 2001 (asp 10);
(b) in which a care home service within the meaning of section 2(3) of the Regulation
of Care (Scotland) Act 2001 (asp 8) is provided.>
Donald Gorrie
274

In section 23, page 13, line 16, leave out <a person has engaged in> and insert <there has been
repeated>
Section 24
Mrs Mary Mulligan

181

In section 24, page 14, line 7, at beginning insert <in which the premises are situated>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

182

In section 24, page 14, leave out lines 20 and 21
Mrs Mary Mulligan

183

In section 24, page 14, line 21, at end insert—
<( ) specify such matters about that application as may be prescribed in rules of
court;>

13
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Section 25
Mrs Mary Mulligan
184

In section 25, page 14, line 33, leave out <following> and insert <after>
Section 26
Mrs Mary Mulligan

185

In section 26, page 15, line 8, leave out <shall> and insert <may>
Section 27
Patrick Harvie

275

In section 27, page 15, line 13, after <met> insert <and having had regard to the factors
mentioned in subsection (2A)>
Donald Gorrie

276

In section 27, page 15, line 19, at end insert <and is proportionate in the circumstances.>
Patrick Harvie

277

In section 27, page 15, line 19, at end insert—
<(2A) Those factors are—
(a) the ability of any household which is habitually resident in the premises to find
alternative accommodation; and
(b) any vulnerability of any individual member of the household who has not been
responsible for antisocial behaviour which has occurred in the premises.>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
186

In section 27, page 15, line 21, leave out <within 2 court days following> and insert <no later
than the second court day after>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

187

In section 27, page 15, line 23, leave out <following the day on which the application is made>
Section 29
Donald Gorrie

278
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In section 29, page 16, line 21, after <harm> insert <and that the extension would be
proportionate in the circumstances>

14

Donald Gorrie
279* In section 29, page 16, line 23, at end insert—
<(4)

(5)

The sheriff may postpone determination of the application to extend the period for
which a closure order has effect for a period of not more than 14 days after the day on
which the application was made to enable any of the persons mentioned in subsection
(5) to make representations against the extension of the period.
Those persons are—
(a) the occupier of the premises specified in the closure order;
(b) any person who has control of or responsibility for those premises; and
(c) any other person with an interest in those premises.

(6)

Representations under subsection 4 may be made—
(a) in writing, or
(b) on a day appointed by the sheriff (not later than 14 days after the day on which the
application was made) for the hearing of any representations. >
Section 30

Mrs Mary Mulligan
188

In section 30, page 16, line 31, leave out <closed premises> and insert <premises in respect of
which the closure order has effect>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

189

In section 30, page 16, line 33, leave out <the closed premises> and insert <those premises>
Section 31
Mrs Mary Mulligan

190

In section 31, page 17, line 4, leave out <the>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

191

In section 31, page 17, line 7, leave out <closed premises> and insert <premises in respect of
which the closure order has effect>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

192

In section 31, page 17, line 8, leave out <this section> and insert <subsection (1)>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

193

In section 31, page 17, line 9, leave out subsection (3)
Mrs Mary Mulligan

194

In section 31, page 17, line 11, leave out <this section> and insert <subsection (1)>

15
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Section 32
Mrs Mary Mulligan
261

In section 32, page 17, line 23, leave out <appropriate local authority> and insert <local authority
for the area in which the premises are situated>
Section 33
Mrs Mary Mulligan

196

In section 33, page 17, line 32, leave out subsections (1) to (5) and insert—
<(1)

A person who was a party to the proceedings in which the order or decision (as the case
may be) was given may appeal against—
(a) a closure order;
(b) an order extending a closure order;
(c) a decision to refuse to make—
(i)

a closure order; or

(ii) an order extending a closure order;
(d) a decision to revoke a closure order;
(e) a decision to refuse to revoke a closure order;
(f) an order under section 31(1);
(g) a decision to refuse to make an order under section 31(1);
(h) an order under section 32(1); or
(i) a decision to refuse to make an order under section 32(1).>
Mrs Mary Mulligan
197

In section 33, page 18, line 14, leave out <this section> and insert <subsection (1)>
After section 34
Mrs Mary Mulligan

198

After section 34, insert—
<Offences under section 34: arrest without warrant
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(1)

Where a constable reasonably believes that a person is committing or has committed an
offence under section 34(1) or (2), the constable may arrest the person without warrant.

(2)

Subsection (1) is without prejudice to any power of arrest conferred by law apart from
that subsection.>

16

After section 35
Donald Gorrie
280

After section 35 insert—
<Licensed Premises
This Part does not apply to licensed premises as defined in section 139(1) of the
Licensing (Scotland) Act 1976 (c.66).>
Section 36
Mrs Mary Mulligan

199

In section 36, page 19, line 8, after <which> insert <the>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

200

In section 36, page 19, line 9, leave out <a> and insert <the>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

201

In section 36, page 19, line 12, leave out <are> and insert <means>
Section 37
Mrs Mary Mulligan

202

In section 37, page 19, line 29, leave out <42> and insert <47>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

203

In section 37, page 19, line 32, leave out <3> and insert <2>
Donald Gorrie

281

In section 37, page 19, line 32, leave out <months> and insert <weeks>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

204

In section 37, page 20, leave out lines 6 and 7
Donald Gorrie

282

In section 37, page 20, line 6, leave out <months> and insert <weeks>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

205

In section 37, page 20, line 9, leave out <2 months> and insert <a month>
Donald Gorrie

283

In section 37, page 20, line 9, leave out <months> and insert <weeks>

17
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Mrs Mary Mulligan
206

In section 37, page 20, line 10, at end insert <; and
(c) at least a month before the commencement date—
(i)

give a copy of the resolution to the Scottish Ministers; and

(ii) give a copy of the notice mentioned in paragraph (b) to each local authority
whose area adjoins its area.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan
207

In section 37, page 20, line 15, after <provisions> insert <and sections 43, 44 and 46>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

208

In section 37, page 20, line 16, at end insert—
<( )

Where a local authority is given a notice under subsection (5)(c)(ii), it shall take such
steps as it considers necessary for the purpose of making persons in its area aware of the
contents of the notice.>

Bill Aitken
8

Leave out section 37
Section 38
Mrs Mary Mulligan

209

In section 38, page 20, line 23, leave out <3> and insert <2>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

210

In section 38, page 20, leave out lines 27 and 28
Donald Gorrie

284

In section 38, page 20, line 27, leave out <months> and insert <weeks>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

211

In section 38, page 20, line 30, leave out <2 months> and insert <a month>
Donald Gorrie

285

In section 38, page 20, line 30, leave out <months> and insert <weeks>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

212

In section 38, page 20, line 31, at end insert <; and
(c) at least a month before the effective date—
(i)
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give a copy of the resolution to the Scottish Ministers; and

18

(ii) give a copy of the notice mentioned in paragraph (b) to each local authority
whose area adjoins its area.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan
213

In section 38, page 20, line 35, at end insert—
<( )

Where a local authority is given a copy of a notice under subsection (3)(c)(ii), it shall
take such steps as it considers necessary for the purpose of making persons in its area
aware of the contents of the notice.>

Bill Aitken
9

Leave out section 38
Section 39
Mrs Mary Mulligan

214

In section 39, page 21, line 3, leave out subsection (1)
Mrs Mary Mulligan

215

In section 39, page 21, line 7, leave out <a dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

216

In section 39, page 21, line 10, leave out <this section> and insert <subsection (2)>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

217

In section 39, page 21, line 12, leave out <a dwelling (the “offending dwelling”)> and insert
<relevant property (the “offending property”)>
Elaine Smith

172

In section 39, page 21, line 16, after <may> insert <, subject to subsection (5A),>
Elaine Smith

173

In section 39, page 21, line 22, at end insert—
<(5A) Before serving a notice about the noise under section 40 the officer shall have regard to
all of the circumstances surrounding the emission of the noise, including any disability
of the person responsible for the noise.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

218

In section 39, page 21, line 24, leave out <dwelling> and insert <property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

219

In section 39, page 21, line 26, leave out <dwelling> and insert <property>

19
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Bill Aitken
10

Leave out section 39
Section 40
Mrs Mary Mulligan

220

In section 40, page 21, line 31, leave out <dwelling> and insert <property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

221

In section 40, page 21, line 36, leave out <dwelling> and insert <offending property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

222

In section 40, page 22, line 7, leave out <dwelling> and insert <property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

223

In section 40, page 22, line 9, leave out <dwelling> and insert <offending property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

224

In section 40, page 22, line 11, leave out <dwelling> and insert <property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

225

In section 40, page 22, line 14, leave out <a dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Bill Aitken

11

Leave out section 40
Section 41
Mrs Mary Mulligan

226

In section 41, page 22, line 17, leave out <a dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

227

In section 41, page 22, line 19, leave out <dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

228

In section 41, page 22, line 26, at end insert—
<( )

A person shall be taken to have shown the matter mentioned in subsection (3) if—
(a) sufficient evidence is adduced to raise an issue with respect to it; and
(b) the prosecution does not prove the contrary beyond reasonable doubt.>
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Donald Gorrie
286

In section 41, page 22, leave out line 28
Bill Aitken

12

Leave out section 41
Section 42
Donald Gorrie

287

In section 42, page 23, line 3, leave out subsection (3)
Mrs Mary Mulligan

229

In section 42, page 23, line 3, leave out <a dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

230

In section 42, page 23, line 5, leave out <dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

231

In section 42, page 23, line 9, leave out <dwelling> and insert <property>
Bill Aitken

13

Leave out section 42
Section 43
Mrs Mary Mulligan

232

In section 43, page 23, line 29, leave out <directions determine> and insert <regulations
prescribe>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

233

In section 43, page 23, line 30, leave out <any dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

234

In section 43, page 23, line 34, leave out <determined> and insert <prescribed>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

235

In section 43, page 23, line 39, leave out <determined> and insert <prescribed>
Bill Aitken

14

Leave out section 43

21
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Section 44
Mrs Mary Mulligan
236

In section 44, page 24, line 3, after <may> insert <by regulations>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

237

In section 44, page 24, line 5, after first <to> insert <such>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

238

In section 44, page 24, line 8, at end insert <as may be prescribed in the regulations>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

239

In section 44, page 24, line 9, leave out subsection (3)
Bill Aitken

15

Leave out section 44
Section 45
Mrs Mary Mulligan

240

In section 45, page 24, line 11, leave out <local authorities> and substitute <a local authority>
Bill Aitken

16

Leave out section 45
Section 46
Mrs Mary Mulligan

241

In section 46, page 24, line 19, leave out from <in> to <41> in line 20
Mrs Mary Mulligan

242

In section 46, page 24, line 21, leave out <that offence> and insert <the offence in respect of
which the notice was given>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

243

In section 46, page 24, line 26, leave out <dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

244
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In section 46, page 24, line 35, leave out subsection (4) and insert—

22

<(4)

Subject to subsection (4A), the Scottish Ministers may by order amend section 42(10)
by substituting an amount specified in the order for the amount that is for the time being
mentioned in that section.

(4A) The Scottish Ministers may not specify an amount exceeding level 2 on the standard
scale.>
Bill Aitken
17

Leave out section 46
Section 47
Mrs Mary Mulligan

245

In section 47, page 25, line 3, leave out <a dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

246

In section 47, page 25, line 4, leave out <dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

247

In section 47, page 25, line 6, leave out <dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

248

In section 47, page 25, line 13, leave out <a dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

249

In section 47, page 25, line 15, leave out <dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

250

In section 47, page 25, line 17, leave out <dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

251

In section 47, page 25, line 23, leave out <premises> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

252

In section 47, page 25, line 27, leave out <premises> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

253

In section 47, page 25, line 31, leave out from <premises> to end of line 32 and insert <relevant
property is unoccupied on the person’s leaving, leave it as effectively secured against trespassers
as it was when the person entered it.>
Bill Aitken

18

Leave out section 47

23
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Mrs Mary Mulligan
254

Move section 47 to after section 42
After section 47
Mrs Mary Mulligan

255

After section 47, insert—
<Guidance in relation to this Part
A person (other than a court) shall, in discharging functions by virtue of this Part, have
regard to any guidance given by the Scottish Ministers about—
(a) the discharge of those functions; and
(b) matters arising in connection with the discharge of those functions.>
Schedule 1
Donald Gorrie

288

In schedule 1, page 65, line 28, leave out <whether or not a> and insert <where a>
Bill Aitken

19

Leave out schedule 1
Before section 48
Mrs Mary Mulligan

256

Before section 48, insert—
<Meaning of “relevant place” and “relevant property”
(1)

In this Part—
“relevant place” means—
(a)

any place within accommodation (except, in the case of measurement of
noise emitted from relevant property which is accommodation, that
accommodation); and

(b) such other place as may be prescribed.
“relevant property” means—
(a)

any accommodation;

(b) any land belonging exclusively to, or enjoyed exclusively with, any
accommodation;
(c)

any land not falling within paragraph (b)—
(i) to which at least 2 persons have rights in common; and
(ii) which is used by those persons as a private garden;
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24

(d) any common passage, close, court, stair, lift or yard pertinent to any
tenement or group of separately owned houses; or
(e)
(2)

such other place as may be prescribed.

In subsection (1)—
“accommodation” means a building or other structure (or part of a building or
other structure) used or intended to be used as a separate unit of accommodation
(whether on a permanent basis or otherwise); and
“prescribed” means prescribed by the Scottish Ministers by order.>
Section 48

Mrs Mary Mulligan
257

In section 48, page 26, leave out lines 4 to 9
Mrs Mary Mulligan

258

In section 48, page 26, line 13, leave out <dwelling> and insert <property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

259

In section 48, page 26, line 15, leave out from beginning to <dwelling;> in line 16
Bill Aitken

20

Leave out section 48
Section 49
Mrs Mary Mulligan

75

In section 49, page 26, line 24, after <(c.43)> insert <(the “1990 Act”)>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

76

In section 49, page 26, line 27, leave out <on any occasion>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

77

In section 49, page 26, line 28, leave out from <finds> to <above> in line 30 and insert <has
reason to believe that a person has committed a relevant offence>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

78

In section 49, page 26, line 31, leave out from <finds> to end of line 33 and insert <has reason to
believe that a person has committed a relevant offence,
Mrs Mary Mulligan

79

In section 49, page 26, line 34, leave out from <offering> to end of line 35 and insert <under this
section in respect of the offence.

25
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(1A) In subsection (1) above “relevant offence” means an offence under section 33
above in respect of a contravention of subsection (1)(a) or (c) of that section.
(1B) A notice under this section is a notice offering the opportunity, by paying a
fixed penalty, of discharging any liability to conviction for the offence to
which it relates.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan
80

In section 49, page 26, line 37, leave out <to a person under this section> and insert <under this
section to a person>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

81

In section 49, page 27, line 24, after <amount> insert <(not exceeding level 2 on the standard
scale)>
Section 50
Mrs Mary Mulligan

82

In section 50, page 28, line 9, leave out <Environmental Protection Act 1990 (c.43)> and insert
<1990 Act>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

83

In section 50, page 28, line 11, at end insert—
<( ) the words “on any occasion” and “finds a person who he” are repealed;
( ) for “has on that occasion” there shall be substituted “that a person has”;>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
84

In section 50, page 28, line 15, leave out from <finds> to <occasion> in line 16 and insert <has
reason to believe that a person has>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

85

In section 50, page 28, line 18, leave out <to a person under this section> and insert <under this
section to a person>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

86

In section 50, page 28, line 26, at end insert—
<( )
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In subsection (7), after “amount”, where it first occurs, there shall be inserted “(not
exceeding level 2 on the standard scale)”.>

26

Section 51
Mrs Mary Mulligan
87

In section 51, page 28, line 31, leave out <Environmental Protection Act 1990 (c.43)> and insert
<1990 Act>
Paul Martin

289

In section 51, page 28, line 32, at end insert—
<( ) In section 89 (duties to keep land, etc. free of litter), delete paragraph (1)(g) and insert—
( ) the occupier of any land within a local authority’s area.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

88

In section 51, page 29, line 6, at end insert—
<(6D) The Scottish Ministers shall—
(a) cause—
(i)

any direction under subsection (6A) above; and

(ii) any variation or revocation of such a direction,
to be published; and
(b) cause copies of each such direction, variation or revocation to be made
available to the public.>
After section 51
Mrs Mary Mulligan
89

After section 51, insert—
<Graffiti
Power of local authority to serve notice about graffiti
(1)

Where it appears to a local authority that—
(a) a relevant surface in its area has been defaced by graffiti; and
(b) the defacement is—
(i)

detrimental to the amenity of the locality; or

(ii) offensive,
the authority may serve a graffiti removal notice on any responsible person.
(2)

A graffiti removal notice is a notice requiring the person on whom it is served to
remove, clear or otherwise remedy the defacement described in the notice before the
expiry of such period as may be specified in the notice (being a period of not less than
28 days beginning with the day on which the notice is served).

(3)

A relevant surface is—
(a) any surface of—

27
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(ii) a public road; or
(ii) any building, structure, apparatus, plant or other object on such a road; or
(b) where subsection (4) or (5) applies, any surface of—
(i)

land owned, occupied or controlled by a relevant body; or

(ii) any building, structure, apparatus, plant or other object on such land.
(4)

This subsection applies where the land is public land.

(5)

This subsection applies where—
(a) the surface is visible from public land; or
(b) the surface is not visible from public land but is visible to members of the public
from land owned, occupied or controlled by—
(i)

the relevant body which owns, occupies or controls the land; or

(ii) any other relevant body,
which they are on for the purpose of using that body’s services or facilities.
(6)

For the purposes of this section, a road or land is public if the public are entitled or
permitted to have access to it (with or without payment).

(7)

A local authority may at any time withdraw a graffiti removal notice issued by it.

(8)

The withdrawal under subsection (7) of a graffiti removal notice (the “withdrawn
notice”) shall not affect the power of the local authority to issue a further graffiti
removal notice in respect of the defacement described in the withdrawn notice.

(9)

In this section—
“educational institution” has the meaning given by section 98(3) of the 1990 Act
and includes the governing body of such an institution;
“graffiti” includes painting, writing, soiling, marking or otherwise defacing by
whatever means;
“relevant body” means—
(a)

an educational institution; or

(b) a statutory undertaker;
“responsible person” means, in relation to a surface, a person who owns, leases,
occupies, controls, operates or maintains the thing of which it is a surface;
“road” has the meaning given by section 151(1) of the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984
(c.54);
“statutory undertaker” has the meaning given by section 98(6) of the 1990 Act;
and
“surface” includes a surface—
(a)

on the inside of a thing; or

(b) not exposed to the weather.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan
90
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After section 51, insert—

28

<Power to modify meaning of “relevant surface”
(1)

The Scottish Ministers may by order modify—
(a) paragraph (a) or (b) of subsection (3); or
(b) subsection (4), (5) or (6),
of section (Power of local authority to serve notice about graffiti).

(2)

An order under subsection (1) may make such modifications of subsection (9) of that
section as the Scottish Ministers consider appropriate in consequence of any
modification made by virtue of subsection (1).>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
91

After section 51, insert—
<Graffiti removal notice: content and service
(1)

A graffiti removal notice shall explain the effects of sections (Non-compliance with
graffiti removal notice), (Appeal against graffiti removal notice) and (Appeal against
notice under section (Non-compliance with graffiti removal notice)(4)).

(2)

Subject to subsection (3), subsections (2) to (5) of section 160 of the 1990 Act shall
apply in relation to the service of a graffiti removal notice as they apply to any notice
required or authorised to be served under that Act.

(3)

Where, after reasonable enquiry, a local authority is unable to ascertain the name or
proper address of any person upon whom a graffiti removal notice may be served, it
may—
(a) affix the notice to the surface to which it relates; and
(b) in so far as is reasonably necessary for that purpose, enter any land.

(4)

In subsection (3) “proper address” shall be read in accordance with section 160(4) and
(5) of the 1990 Act.

(5)

Where a graffiti removal notice is affixed in accordance with subsection (3), it shall be
treated as having been served on a person on whom it may be served.>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
92

After section 51, insert—
<Non-compliance with graffiti removal notice
(1)

Subsection (2) applies where a person on whom a graffiti removal notice is served (the
“responsible person”) does not comply with it.

(2)

The local authority that served the notice or a person authorised by it may—
(a) remove, clear or otherwise remedy the defacement; and
(b) in so far as is reasonably necessary for that purpose, enter any land.

(3)

Where subsection (4) applies, a local authority may recover from the responsible person
expenditure reasonably incurred by virtue of subsection (2).

(4)

This subsection applies where the local authority has served on the responsible person a
notice setting out—
(a) the amount of; and

29
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(b) details of,
the expenditure which it proposes to recover.
(5)

Subsections (2) to (5) of section 160 of the 1990 Act shall apply in relation to the
service of a notice mentioned in subsection (4) as they apply to notices required or
authorised to be served under that Act.>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
93

After section 51, insert—
<Guidance to local authorities about graffiti removal functions
A local authority shall, in discharging its functions under sections (Power of local
authority to serve notice about graffiti), (Graffiti removal notice: content and service)
and (Non-compliance with graffiti removal notice), have regard to any guidance about
those sections given by the Scottish Ministers.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

94

After section 51, insert—
<Appeal against graffiti removal notice
(1)

On the application of a person on whom a graffiti removal notice is served, the sheriff
may—
(a) if satisfied that—
(i)

the surface to which the notice relates was not, at the time the notice was
served, defaced as described in it;

(ii) the defacement described in the notice is neither detrimental to the amenity
of the locality nor offensive; or
(iii) the applicant was not, at the time the notice was served, a responsible
person as respects the surface to which the notice relates,
make an order revoking the notice; or
(b) if satisfied that there is a material defect in, or in connection with, the notice,
make an order revoking or (if appropriate) amending the notice.
(2)

In subsection (1)(a)(iii) “responsible person” has the same meaning as in section (Power
of local authority to serve notice about graffiti).

(3)

Where a sheriff—
(a) makes an order under paragraph (b) of subsection (1) amending a graffiti removal
notice; or
(b) makes an order refusing an application such as is mentioned in that subsection,
the sheriff may extend (for such period as may be specified in the order) the period
specified in the notice.
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(4)

An application such as is mentioned in subsection (1) shall be made before the expiry of
the period of 21 days beginning with the day on which the graffiti removal notice to
which it relates was served.

(5)

Where an application such as is mentioned in subsection (1) is made, the graffiti
removal notice to which it relates shall be of no effect pending the—

30

(a) determination; or
(b) withdrawal of,
the application.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan
95

After section 51, insert—
<Appeal against notice under section (Non-compliance with graffiti removal
notice)(4)
(1)

On the application of a person on whom a notice under section (Non-compliance with
graffiti removal notice)(4) is served, the sheriff may, if satisfied that the expenditure
which the authority is proposing to recover is excessive, make an order substituting for
that amount a lower one.

(2)

An application such as is mentioned in subsection (1) shall be made within the period of
21 days beginning with the day on which the notice to which it relates was served.>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
96

After section 51, insert—
<Graffiti removal notices: exemptions from liability
(1)

Subject to subsection (3), a relevant person shall have no liability whatsoever (whether
at common law or otherwise) to any responsible person in respect of anything done or
omitted to be done in the exercise or purported exercise of the power conferred by
section (Graffiti removal notice: content and service)(3) or (Non-compliance with
graffiti removal notice)(2).

(2)

In subsection (1) “relevant person” means—
(a) in the case of the power conferred by section (Graffiti removal notice: content and
service)(3)—
(i)

the local authority; and

(ii) any employee of the authority;
(b) in the case of the power conferred by section (Non-compliance with graffiti
removal notice)(2)—
(i)

the local authority;

(ii) any employee of the authority;
(iii) any person authorised by the authority under that section; and
(iv) any employer or employee of a person so authorised.
(3)

Subsection (1) does not apply—
(a) if the act or omission is shown to have been in bad faith; or
(b) in respect of a liability arising out of a failure to exercise due care and attention.

(4)

In this section “responsible person” has the same meaning as in section (Power of local
authority to serve notice about graffiti).

(5)

This section is without prejudice to any other exemption from liability (whether at
common law or otherwise).>

31
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After section 52
Mrs Mary Mulligan
97

After section 52, insert—
<Interpretation
Interpretation of Part 6
In this Part, the “1990 Act” means the Environmental Protection Act 1990 (c.43).>
Schedule 2
Mrs Mary Mulligan

98

In schedule 2, page 66, line 37, at end insert—
<The Water (Scotland) Act 1980 (c.45)
Section 75 of the Water (Scotland) Act 1980 (penalty for polluting water) shall be
amended as follows—
(a) in subsection (3), in paragraph (a), for “the prescribed sum” substitute “£40,000”;
and
(b) subsection (4) is repealed.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

99

In schedule 2, page 67, line 2, leave out <Environmental Protection Act 1990> and insert <1990
Act>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

100

In schedule 2, page 67, line 16, at end insert—
<PART 2
SUBORDINATE LEGISLATION
The Pollution Prevention and Control (Scotland) Regulations 2000 (S.S.I. 2000/323)
In paragraph (2)(a) of regulation 30 of the Pollution Prevention and Control (Scotland)
Regulations 2000 (offences), for “£20,000” substitute “£40,000”.
The Landfill (Scotland) Regulations 2003 (S.S.I. 2003/235)
In paragraph (2)(a) of regulation 19 of the Landfill (Scotland) Regulations 2003
(offences), for “£20,000” substitute “£40,000”.>
Section 53
Bill Aitken

21
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Leave out section 53

32

Section 54
Bill Aitken
22

Leave out section 54
Section 55
Bill Aitken

23

Leave out section 55
Section 56
Bill Aitken

24

Leave out section 56
Section 57
Bill Aitken

25

Leave out section 57
Section 58
Bill Aitken

26

Leave out section 58
Schedule 3
Bill Aitken

27

Leave out schedule 3
Section 59
Bill Aitken

28

Leave out section 59
Section 60
Bill Aitken

29

Leave out section 60

33
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Section 61
Bill Aitken
30

Leave out section 61
Section 62
Bill Aitken

31

Leave out section 62
Section 63
Bill Aitken

32

Leave out section 63
Section 64
Elaine Smith

132

In section 64, page 34, line 39, at end insert <wilfully or recklessly>
Elaine Smith

133

In section 64, page 35, line 1, after <that> insert <the person knows>
Elaine Smith

134

In section 64, page 35, line 3, after <that> insert <the person knows>
Bill Aitken

33

Leave out section 64
Section 76
Mrs Mary Mulligan

290

In section 76, page 42, line 15, after <occasion> insert <in the interests of the child in whose
interests the order is to be made>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

291

In section 76, page 42, line 20, leave out subsection (4)
Mrs Mary Mulligan

292
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In section 76, page 42, line 26, leave out subsection (6)

34

Mrs Mary Mulligan
293

Move section 76 to after section 77
Section 77
Mrs Mary Mulligan

294

In section 77, page 42, line 30, leave out <(“the relevant parent”)>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

295

In section 77, page 42, line 31, leave out <(“the relevant child”)>
Scott Barrie

174

In section 77, page 42, line 32, leave out <(2) or>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

296

In section 77, page 42, line 33, leave out <relevant local authority> and insert <local authority for
the area in which the parent ordinarily resides>
Scott Barrie

175

In section 77, page 42, line 35, leave out subsection (2)
Mrs Mary Mulligan

297

In section 77, page 43, line 12, leave out <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

298

In section 77, page 43, line 13, leave out <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

299

In section 77, page 43, line 16, leave out <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

300

In section 77, page 43, line 17, leave out <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

301

In section 77, page 43, line 20, leave out <relevant>
Elaine Smith

176

In section 77, page 43, line 20, at end insert—
<( )

In considering whether the test in subsection (4)(b) or, as the case may be, (5)(b) is met,
the court must have regard to any disability of the relevant child.>

35
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Mrs Mary Mulligan
302

In section 77, page 43, line 25, leave out <relevant>
Scott Barrie

177

In section 77, page 43, line 26, leave out subsections (9) and (10)
Mrs Mary Mulligan

303

In section 77, page 43, line 31, leave out <relevant>
Section 78
Mrs Mary Mulligan

304

In section 78, page 43, line 34, after <making> insert <varying or revoking>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

305

In section 78, page 43, line 35, leave out <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

306

In section 78, page 43, line 36, leave out first <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

307

In section 78, page 43, line 36, leave out second <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

308

In section 78, page 44, line 1, leave out first <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

309

In section 78, page 44, line 1, leave out second <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

310

In section 78, page 44, line 3, leave out <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

311

In section 78, page 44, line 4, leave out <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

312

In section 78, page 44, line 6, leave out from beginning to <court> and insert—
(1A) Before making a parenting order, the court shall>
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36

Mrs Mary Mulligan
313

In section 78, page 44, line 10, leave out <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

314

In section 78, page 44, line 11, at end insert—
<(1B) Before varying or revoking a parenting order, the court shall explain in ordinary
language the effect of the variation or, as the case may be, revocation.
(1C) Subsections (1A) and (1B) apply only where the parent is present in court.
(1D) Failure to comply with subsection (1A) or (1B) shall not affect the validity of the order
made.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

315

Move section 78 to after section 83
Section 79
Scott Barrie

178

In section 79, page 44, line 21, after <section;> insert—
<( ) the welfare of any child other than the relevant child in respect of whom the
relevant parent is a parent;>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

316

Leave out section 79
Section 81
Mrs Mary Mulligan

317

In section 81, page 45, line 7, leave out <relevant parent> and insert <person specified in the
order>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

318

In section 81, page 45, line 8, leave out <relevant child> and insert <child in respect of whom the
order was made>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

319

In section 81, page 45, line 9, leave out <relevant local authority> and insert <local authority for
the area in which the person specified in the order ordinarily resides>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

320

In section 81, page 45, line 15, leave out <relevant parent> and insert <person specified in the
order>

37
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Mrs Mary Mulligan
321

In section 81, page 45, line 15, leave out <relevant parent’s> and insert <person’s>
Section 83
Mrs Mary Mulligan

322

In section 83, page 45, line 27, leave out from first <a> to <made> and insert <the person
specified in a parenting order>
After section 83
Mrs Mary Mulligan

323

After section 83, insert—
<General considerations relating to making, varying and revoking order
(1)

Where a court is determining whether to make, vary or revoke a parenting order its
paramount consideration shall be the welfare of the child.

(2)

Where a court is determining whether to make a parenting order it shall have regard
to—
(a) such views as the child has expressed in relation to that matter by virtue of
paragraph (a) of subsection (1) of section 78;
(b) the information obtained in relation to that matter by virtue of paragraph (c) of
that subsection;
(c) whether (and if so the extent to which) the parent has, at any time that appears to
the court to be relevant, taken relevant voluntary steps; and
(d) any other behaviour of the parent that appears to the court to be relevant.

(3)

Where a court is determining whether to vary or revoke a parenting order it shall have
regard to—
(a) such views as the child has expressed in relation to that matter by virtue of
paragraph (a) of subsection (1) of section 78;
(b) the information obtained in relation to that matter by virtue of paragraph (c) of
that subsection; and
(c) any behaviour of the parent that appears to the court to be relevant.

(4)

In subsection (2)(c) “relevant voluntary steps” means—
(a) where the court is determining whether to—
(i)

make a parenting order under section 12; or

(ii) make a parenting order under subsection (1) of section 77 in respect of the
condition mentioned in subsection (4) of that section,
voluntary steps intended to be in the interests of preventing the child from
engaging in antisocial behaviour;
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(b) where the court is determining whether to make a parenting order under
subsection (1) of section 77 in respect of the condition mentioned in subsection
(5) of that section, voluntary steps intended to be in the interests of preventing the
child from engaging in criminal conduct;
(c) where the court is determining whether to make a parenting order under
subsection (1) of section 77 in respect of the condition mentioned in subsection
(6) of that section, voluntary steps intended to be in the interests of improving the
welfare of the child.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan
324

After section 83, insert—
<Account to be taken of religion, work and education
(1)

A court shall ensure that the requirements of a parenting order made by it avoid, so far
as practicable—
(a) any conflict with the religious beliefs of the person specified in the order; and
(b) any interference with times at which that person normally attends—
(i)

work; or

(ii) any educational establishment.
(2)

The supervising officer appointed by a local authority in respect of a parenting order
shall ensure that the directions given by the officer avoid, so far as practicable, the
matters mentioned in subsection (1)(a) and (b).

(3)

In subsection (1)(b)(ii) “educational establishment” has the meaning given by section
135(1) of the Education (Scotland) Act 1980 (c.44).>
Before section 84

Mrs Mary Mulligan
325

Before section 84, insert—
<Restriction on reporting proceedings relating to parenting orders
(1)

Subject to subsection (2), a person shall be guilty of an offence if the person publishes
any matter in respect of relevant proceedings which is intended, or likely to, identify—
(a) the parent concerned in the proceedings (the “person concerned”);
(b) any address as being that of the person concerned;
(c) the child concerned in the proceedings;
(d) any other child—
(i)

who is a member of the same household as the person concerned; or

(ii) of whom the person concerned is a parent; or
(e) any—
(i)

address; or

(ii) school,
as being that of a child mentioned in paragraph (c) or (d).
39
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(2)

In relevant proceedings, the court may, in the interests of justice, order that subsection
(1) shall not apply to the proceedings to such extent as the court considers appropriate.

(3)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (1) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 4 on the standard scale.

(4)

It shall be a defence for a person charged with an offence under subsection (1) to show
that the person—
(a) did not know; and
(b) had no reason to suspect,
that the published matter was intended, or was likely, to identify the person concerned,
child, address or school (as the case may be).

(5)

Section 46 of the Children and Young Persons (Scotland) Act 1937 (c.37) shall apply in
relation to relevant proceedings only in respect of a person concerned in the proceedings
as a witness.

(6)

A child in whose interests a parenting order has been made shall be regarded as a person
who falls within subsection (1)(a) of section 47 of the Criminal Procedure (Scotland)
Act 1995 (c.46) for the purposes of that section in its application to proceedings in
respect of the commission of an offence under section 83(1) in respect of that order.

(7)

In this section—
“programme service” has the meaning given by section 201 of the Broadcasting
Act 1990 (c.42);
“publishes” includes—
(a)

causing to be published; and

(b) publishing in a programme service,
and “published” shall be construed accordingly; and
“relevant proceedings” means—
(a)

proceedings before a sheriff for the purpose of considering whether to
make a parenting order under section 12(1);

(b) proceedings before a sheriff on an application for the making of a parenting
order under section 77(1);
(c)

proceedings before a sheriff on an application for the variation, or
revocation, of a parenting order under section 81(1);

(d) proceedings before a sheriff for the purpose of considering whether to
make an order under section 81(4);
(e)

an appeal arising from proceedings such as are mentioned in paragraphs (a)
to (d).>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
326

Before section 84, insert—
<Initial investigations by Principal Reporter
(1)
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For the purpose of determining whether to make an application for the making of a
parenting order under section 77, the Principal Reporter may make such investigations
as the Principal Reporter considers appropriate.

40

(2)

On a request made by the Principal Reporter for the purpose mentioned in subsection
(1), a local authority shall supply to the Principal Reporter a report on—
(a) the child in relation to whom the Principal Reporter is determining whether to
make the application;
(b) the parent in relation to whom the Principal Reporter is determining whether to
make the application; and
(c) such circumstances concerning—
(i)

the child; and

(ii) the parent,
as appear to the Principal Reporter to be relevant.>
Section 85
Mrs Mary Mulligan
327

Leave out section 85 and insert—
<Guidance about parenting orders
A person (other than a court) shall, in discharging functions by virtue of section 12 or
this Part, have regard to any guidance given by the Scottish Ministers about—
(a) the discharge of those functions; and
(b) matters arising in connection with the discharge of those functions.>
Section 86
Mrs Mary Mulligan

328

In section 86, page 46, line 23, leave out <exercise his power> and insert <consider whether>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
329

In section 86, page 46, line 26, leave out from <person> to end of line and insert <parent in
respect of whom it might be appropriate for the order to be made>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

330

In section 86, page 46, line 28, leave out <upon which the application is to proceed> and insert
<in respect of which the application might be made>
Section 87
Mrs Mary Mulligan

331

In section 87, page 46, line 35, leave out from <in> to end of line 37 and insert <means any
individual who is a relevant person as defined in section 93(2)(b) of the Children (Scotland) Act
1995 (c.36) (the references to a “person” in that section being read as references to an
individual);>

41
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Mrs Mary Mulligan
332

In section 87, page 47, leave out lines 1 to 4
Section 88
Elaine Smith

121

In section 88, page 47, line 18, leave out <12> and insert <16>
Elaine Smith

135

In section 88, page 47, line 25, at end insert <wilfully or recklessly>
Elaine Smith

136

In section 88, page 47, line 26, after <that> insert <he knows>
Elaine Smith

137

In section 88, page 47, line 27, after <that> insert <he knows>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

71

In section 88, page 47, line 35, at end insert—
<(5A) Before making an antisocial behaviour order, the court shall explain to the
offender in ordinary language—
(a) the effect of the order and the prohibitions proposed to be included in it;
(b) the consequences of failing to comply with the order;
(c) the powers the court has under subsection (6) below; and
(d) the entitlement of the offender to appeal against the making of the order.
(5B) Failure to comply with subsection (5A) shall not affect the validity of the
order.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

72

In section 88, page 48, line 14, at end insert—
<234AB Antisocial behaviour orders: notification
(1)

Upon making an antisocial behaviour order under section 234AA of this Act,
the court shall—
(a) serve a copy of the order on the offender; and
(b) give a copy of the order to the local authority it considers most
appropriate.
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(2)

Upon revoking an antisocial behaviour order under subsection (6)(a) of that
section, the court shall notify the local authority to whom a copy of the order
was given under subsection (1)(b) above.

(3)

Upon varying an antisocial behaviour order under subsection (6)(b) of that
section, the court shall—
42

(a) serve a copy of the order as varied on the offender; and
(b) give a copy of the order as varied to the local authority to whom a copy
of the order was given under subsection (1)(b) above.
(4)

For the purposes of this section, a copy is served on an offender if—
(a) given to him; or
(b) sent to him by registered post or the recorded delivery service.

(5)

A certificate of posting of a letter sent under subsection (4)(b) issued by the
postal operator shall be sufficient evidence of the sending of the letter on the
day specified in such certificate.

(6)

In this section “offender” means the person in respect of whom the antisocial
behaviour order was made.>
After section 88

Mrs Mary Mulligan
73

After section 88, insert—
<Records of antisocial behaviour orders made in criminal courts
(1)

A local authority shall keep records of each antisocial behaviour order of which the
authority has been given a copy by virtue of subsection (1)(b) of section 234AB of the
Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.46) (the “1995 Act”).

(2)

A record kept under subsection (1) shall specify—
(a) the person in respect of whom the order was made;
(b) the prohibitions imposed by the order;
(c) whether a prohibition is indefinite or for a definite period and where it is for a
period, that period;
(d) where the authority is, by virtue of subsection (2) of that section of the 1995 Act,
notified of the revocation of the order, the date on which it was revoked;
(e) where the authority is, by virtue of subsection (3)(b) of that section of the 1995
Act, given a copy of the order as varied, the variation and its date; and
(f) such other matters relating to the order as the Scottish Ministers may prescribe in
regulations.

(3)

A local authority shall, on a request to do so being made to it by a person mentioned in
subsection (4), disclose to that person information contained in a record kept under
subsection (1).

(4)

Those persons are—
(a) the Scottish Ministers;
(b) the Principal Reporter;
(c) any other local authority;
(d) a chief constable; and
(e) a registered social landlord.

43
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(5)

A local authority shall, in discharging functions by virtue of this section, have regard to
such guidance issued by the Scottish Ministers as to—
(a) the discharge of those functions; and
(b) such matters arising in connection with the discharge of those functions,
as the Scottish Ministers think fit.>
Section 89

Elaine Smith
138

In section 89, page 48, line 34, at end insert <wilfully or recklessly>
Elaine Smith

139

In section 89, page 48, line 35, after <that> insert <he knows>
Elaine Smith

140

In section 89, page 48, line 36, after <that> insert <he knows>
Section 90
Mike Rumbles

122

In section 90, page 51, line 30, after <orders),> insert—
<( ) after “Act”, where it first occurs, insert “and subject to subsection (1A) below”;
and
( )>
Elaine Smith

123

In section 90, page 51, line 30, leave out from <the> to end of line and insert <for “16” substitute
“12”.>
Mike Rumbles

124

In section 90, page 51, line 30, leave out from <the> to end of line and insert <for “16” substitute
“14”.>
Mike Rumbles

125

In section 90, page 51, line 30, at end insert—
<( )

After that subsection insert—
“(1A) The court may make a restriction of liberty order in respect of a person aged
under 16 only if satisfied that the person cannot be detained in secure
accommodation due to no places in such accommodation being available at the
time the order is to be made.”.>
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44

Mike Rumbles
Supported by: Elaine Smith
126

Leave out section 90
Section 96
Mrs Mary Mulligan

333

In section 96, page 55, line 7, after <offence> insert <in a prescribed area>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

334

In section 96, page 55, line 11, at end insert <; and
( ) “prescribed area” means an area prescribed by the Scottish Ministers by
regulations>
Section 97
Mrs Mary Mulligan

335

In section 97, page 55, leave out lines 21 and 22
Section 98
Mrs Mary Mulligan

336

In section 98, page 55, line 30, at end insert—
<( )

Subject to subsection (2), proceedings may not be brought against A.>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
337

In section 98, page 55, line 34, leave out <so specified by virtue of section 97(3)(c)> and insert
<of 28 days beginning with the day on which the notice is given>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

338

In section 98, page 55, line 35, leave out subsection (4)
Mrs Mary Mulligan

339

In section 98, page 55, line 37, leave out <subsection (3)(b)> and insert <paragraph (b) of
subsection (3)>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

340

In section 98, page 56, line 1, leave out <to be tried> and insert <in accordance with that
subsection>

45
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Section 99
Mrs Mary Mulligan
341

Leave out section 99
After section 104
Bill Aitken

179

After section 104, insert—
<Age group dealt with by children’s hearings
Duty to reduce age-limit applicable in relation to children’s hearings once youth
courts established
The Scottish Ministers must, at such time as they have put in place arrangements for the
operation of youth courts (that is to say, courts intended primarily for dealing with
persistent offenders aged 14 or 15) in every sheriffdom in Scotland, by order make such
amendments to the Children (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.36) as they consider necessary to
ensure that the normal age beyond which children who have committed an offence may
no longer be referred to a children’s hearing is reduced from 16 to 14.>
Before section 106
Mrs Mary Mulligan

101

Before section 106, insert—
<Privacy of certain proceedings
(1)

Subject to subsection (2)—
(a) proceedings mentioned in subsection (4) shall be conducted and determined in
private; and
(b) no person other than a person whose presence is necessary for their proper
consideration shall be present.

(2)

The court before which particular proceedings are taking place may direct that the
proceedings—
(a) shall take place in public; or
(b) shall take place in the presence of such additional persons as the court may direct.

(3)

A direction under subsection (2) may be given in respect of the whole, or any part, of
proceedings.

(4)

The proceedings referred to in subsection (1) are—
(a) proceedings before a sheriff on an application for—
(i)

an order under section 4(1) in respect of a child;

(ii) the variation, or revocation, under section 5(1) of such an order;
(iii) an order under section 77(1); or
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(iv) the variation, or revocation, under section 81(1) of an order made under
section 12(1) or 77(1);
(b) proceedings before a sheriff for the purpose of considering whether—
(i)

to make an order under section 7(2) in respect of a child;

(ii) to recall such an order;
(iii) to make a requirement under section 11(1);
(iv) to make an order under section 12(1); or
(v) to make an order under section 81(4); and
(c) an appeal arising from proceedings mentioned in paragraph (a) or (b).>
Section 106
Mrs Mary Mulligan
102

In section 106, page 61, line 6, leave out <sought under this Act by> and insert <to>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

103

In section 106, page 61, line 8, after <enactment> insert <(including subsection (1A))>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

104

In section 106, page 61, line 11, at end insert—
<(1A) Where—
(a) by virtue of subsection (1) a person discloses to a relevant authority information in
respect of which the person is subject to a duty of confidentiality; and
(b) on disclosing the information, the person informs the authority of the breach of
the duty,
the authority shall not disclose the information.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

105

In section 106, page 61, line 12, leave out <subsection (1)> and insert <subsections (1) and (1A)>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

106

In section 106, page 61, line 14, at end insert—
<( ) the Principal Reporter;>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

107

In section 106, page 61, line 16, leave out subsection (3) and insert—
<(3)

Any person who, by virtue of this Act, must or may provide information or who
provides or receives information for the purposes of any provision of this Act shall have
regard to any relevant guidance given by the Scottish Ministers.>

47
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Mrs Mary Mulligan
127

In section 106, page 61, line 20, leave out subsection (4)
Section 108
Mrs Mary Mulligan

260

In section 108, page 62, line 8, after <section> insert <(Meaning of “relevant place” and
“relevant property”)(1),>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

108

In section 108, page 62, line 8, after <section> insert <(Power to modify meaning of “relevant
surface”)(1),>
Section 110
Mrs Mary Mulligan

109

In section 110, page 62, line 16, after <Act> insert <(other than Parts 7 and 8)>
Elaine Smith

141

In section 110, page 62, line 16, at end insert <wilfully or recklessly>
Elaine Smith

142

In section 110, page 62, line 17, after <that> insert <A knows>
Elaine Smith

143

In section 110, page 62, line 18, after <that> insert <A knows>
Schedule 5
Mrs Mary Mulligan

111

In schedule 5, page 72, line 9, at end insert—
<The Criminal Procedure (Consequential

In Schedule 4, paragraph 30.

Provisions (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.40)>
Section 112
Mrs Mary Mulligan
110
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In section 112, page 63, line 2, leave out from <made> to end of line 3 and insert <appoint>

48

Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill
Groupings of Amendments for Stage 2 (Day 2)
Determination of when antisocial behaviour has occurred: factors to be taken into account
149, 149A, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143
Period for which antisocial behaviour order may apply
150, 169
Antisocial behaviour orders etc.: duty of sheriff to explain certain matters
44, 50, 71
Persons who may apply for antisocial behaviour orders
262, 170, 263
Interim orders
158, 49
Antisocial behaviour orders: notification and recording of information etc.
164, 51, 165, 52, 53, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 66, 72, 73
Breach of antisocial behaviour or interim order
166, 54, 167, 55
Orders in respect of children: referral to children’s hearing
56
Orders in respect of children: parenting orders
57, 58, 58A, 59, 176
Antisocial behaviour orders: short Scottish secure tenancies
168
Guidance in relation to antisocial behaviour orders
65, 67
Antisocial behaviour task forces
264, 265, 268
Circumstances in which power to disperse may be used
266, 267, 269, 270, 180, 271
Dispersal of groups: inclusion of Part
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
Dispersal of groups: guidance
68, 69, 70

SP Bill 12–G2
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Closure notices: premises in respect of which and circumstances in which may be served
272, 273, 274, 280
Closure notices: service and content
181, 182, 183
Closure orders: timescales for application and determination
184, 186, 187
Closure orders: general
185, 188, 189, 190, 191, 261, 199, 200, 201
Closure orders: determination of application etc.
275, 276, 277, 278
Closure and related orders: appeals etc.
279, 192, 193, 194, 196, 197
Offences relating to closure of premises: arrest without warrant
198
Noise control: provisions which apply by virtue of resolution
202, 254
Noise control provisions: timescales, notification etc.
203, 281, 204, 282, 205, 283, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 284, 211, 285, 212, 213
Noise nuisance: inclusion of Part
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20
Power to investigate excessive noise
214, 216
Meaning of “relevant place” and “relevant property”
215, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224, 225, 226, 227, 229, 230, 231, 233, 243, 245,
246, 247, 248, 249, 250, 251, 252, 253, 256, 257, 258, 259, 260
Factors to be taken into account before service of warning notice
172, 173
Offence where noise exceeds permitted level after service of notice: evidence
228, 286
Noise nuisance: fixed penalty offences
287, 241, 242, 244
Method of specifying permitted level of noise and approving measuring devices
232, 234, 235, 236, 237, 238, 239
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Noise nuisance: power to provide funds to local authorities
240
Noise nuisance: guidance
255
Return etc. of forfeited equipment
288
Meaning of “1990 Act”
75, 82, 87, 97, 99
Fixed penalty notices for certain environmental offences
76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 83, 84, 85, 86
Duty to keep land etc. free of litter
289, 88
Graffiti removal notices
89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 108
Penalties for certain environmental offences
98, 100, 111
Housing: antisocial behaviour notices
21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33
Circumstances in which parenting order need not include counselling requirement
290
Parenting orders: account to be taken of religion, work and education
291, 292, 324
Provisions on parenting orders: references to “parent”, “child” etc.
293, 294, 295, 296, 297, 298, 299, 300, 301, 302, 303, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311,
313, 317, 318, 319, 320, 321, 322, 331, 332
Persons who may apply for parenting order
174, 175, 177
Procedural requirements when making, varying or revoking parenting order
304, 312, 314, 315, 178, 316, 323
Restriction on reporting proceedings relating to parenting orders
325
Parenting orders: role of Principal Reporter and children’s hearings
326, 328, 329, 330

3
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Guidance about parenting orders
327
Restriction of liberty orders: application to children
122, 123, 124, 125, 126
Circumstances in which fixed penalty notice may be given
333, 334
Fixed penalty notice: content
335
Effect of fixed penalty notice
336, 337, 338, 339, 340, 341
Age group dealt with by children’s hearings
179
Privacy of certain proceedings
101
Disclosure and sharing of information
102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 127
Provisions in respect of which definition of “antisocial behaviour” applies
109
Commencement orders
110

Note: the following amendments have already been debated—
With 112 – 114, 151, 152, 153, 45, 115, 46, 47, 155, 48, 156, 157, 159, 160, 161, 162, 163,
116, 117, 118, 171, 119, 120, 121
With 146 – 154
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COMMUNITIES COMMITTEE
EXTRACT FROM THE MINUTES
16th Meeting, 2004 (Session 2)
Wednesday 28 April 2004
Present:
Scott Barrie
Donald Gorrie (Deputy Convener)
Johann Lamont (Convener)
Elaine Smith
Sandra White

Cathie Craigie
Patrick Harvie
Mary Scanlon
Stewart Stevenson

Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill: The Committee considered the Bill at
Stage 2 (Day 2).
Amendments 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58 and 59
were agreed to without division.
The following amendments were disagreed to (by division—
149A (For 3, Against 4, Abstentions 1)
150 (For 4, Against 4, Abstentions 1; amendment disagreed to on casting
vote).
Amendments 149, 262, 158, 164 and 166 were moved and, with the agreement
of the Committee, withdrawn.
The remaining amendments were not moved or pre-empted.
Sections 6 and 10 were agreed to.
Sections 4, 5 ,7, 8, 9, 11 and 12 were agreed to as amended.
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11:28
On resuming—

Antisocial Behaviour etc
(Scotland) Bill: Stage 2
The Convener: This is day 2 of our
consideration at stage 2 of the Antisocial
Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill. I remind members
that they should have with them a copy of the
groupings of amendments and the marshalled list;
a copy of the bill would probably help, too. I
reinforce the point that was made last week: when
we are taking votes, members should indicate
clearly which way they are voting so that the result
can be recorded accurately for the Official Report.
Section 4—Antisocial behaviour orders
The Convener: Amendment 149, in the name of
Donald Gorrie, is grouped with amendments 149A
and 132 to 143.
Donald Gorrie: The objective of my amendment
149 and, I think, of Stewart Stevenson’s
amendment 149A is to try to take account of the
strongly and sincerely held views of a number of
people in organisations that try to help people with
medical problems or disabilities. People in those
organisations are afraid that the behaviour of a
young person with, for example, autistic behaviour
problems might appear disruptive to the
neighbours. Those people are very worried that
some councils, registered social landlords and
sheriffs might pursue an antisocial behaviour order
against someone with such a problem in
ignorance of the real causes of the problem. There
has to be something in the bill or in guidance that
reassures those people that although such
behaviour might be difficult for neighbours, it will
not be dealt with through an antisocial behaviour
order but in a different way.
I have had some helpful discussions and I
accept the argument that my amendment 149
might be drawn too widely, so I will not live or die
by the wording of the amendment. However, it is
important that the bill contain reassurances. If it
does not, such reassurances should be in the
guidance, which would give comfort to those
people who are genuinely concerned.
I move amendment 149.
11:30
Stewart Stevenson: Donald Gorrie spotted at
once that I was seeking simply to ensure that we
include autism in his amendment, as it is a
condition that is worthy of such protection.
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Turning to Elaine Smith’s amendments in the
group, I am conscious that under section 4(3),
sheriffs are able to
“disregard any act or conduct of the specified person which
that person shows was reasonable in the circumstances.”

Donald Gorrie’s and Elaine Smith’s amendments
touch on that area. Amendment 149 would prevent
people from entering into a process that would
lead to the sheriff having to judge whether
behaviour was reasonable. If the Executive is to
rebuff amendment 149, I want to hear a vigorous
and well-stated defence of that rejection. It is
important that people with medical and
developmental conditions do not enter the legal
system.
Similarly, Elaine Smith’s amendments focus on
the definitions—I use the plural because there are
several—of antisocial behaviour in the bill. In
amendments 132 and 135, Elaine Smith uses the
term “wilfully or recklessly”. That test might be too
high, but I want to hear what Elaine Smith has to
say.
Elaine Smith also seeks to include in the main
interpretation
section
the
expression—I
paraphrase because the amendments are worded
differently—that “the person knows” that they are
committing an act of antisocial behaviour. I have
considerable sympathy with that idea. This group
of amendments is key to the way in which
antisocial behaviour orders will work and how they
will control the way in which people enter the
system.
Along with other members of the committee, I
am quite anxious to ensure that people who are
not aware of the antisocial impact of their
behaviour do not enter the legal system through
an antisocial behaviour order but are helped in a
way that will ensure that the person who is
affected by their antisocial behaviour is relieved of
the burden of that behaviour.
The Convener: You should now move the
amendment to the amendment.
Stewart Stevenson: You are quite correct,
convener. I move amendment 149A.
Elaine Smith: I have a technical question. What
happens if, after I have moved an amendment, I
am comforted by what the minister has to say?
The Convener: If the amendment was the first
in the group, or if it was an amendment to an
amendment, you would be asked to move it. Once
moved, the amendment would become the
property of the committee as a whole. I would then
ask whether you wished to press or withdraw the
amendment. If you wished to withdraw it because
you were comforted by what the minister had said,
you would seek leave to withdraw and the
committee would have to give its consent before
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you could withdraw it. However, if one member
indicated, simply by saying no, that they did not
wish the amendment to be withdrawn, we would
move not to a discussion on whether you should
be allowed to withdraw, but simply to a vote on the
substance of the amendment.
If you were promoting one of the other
amendments in the group that was not first in the
group or an amendment to an amendment, you
would be asked simply to speak to the
amendment. Then you would be asked either to
move it or not to move it. In those circumstances,
you would not seek leave from anybody but would
simply indicate whether you wanted to move the
amendment or not to move it. If you did not want
to move the amendment, it would be within the
power of any other member of the committee to
indicate that they wanted the amendment to be
moved. Again, we would then move to a vote on
the substance of the amendment and would vote
for or against it. Is that helpful?
Elaine Smith: Very helpful. Thank you.
The Convener: That is the bit that I enjoy, sad
person that I am.
I now ask Elaine Smith to speak to amendment
132 and to the other amendments in the group.
Elaine Smith: I lodged the amendments to
address specific concerns raised by the National
Autistic Society Scotland. The term “wilfully or
recklessly” refers to the intention to do the act, and
the phrase “the person knows” refers to
awareness of the act’s consequences. Someone
with an autistic spectrum disorder may do or say
something that might be perceived as antisocial
but they might not have the necessary knowledge
or understanding of the effects of their actions on
other people, as Donald Gorrie said.
At present, research is somewhat lacking on the
number of adults with autistic spectrum disorder in
our prisons, although there continue to be
concerns about that. We discussed the issue at
stage 1 and the minister took our concerns
seriously. As I recall, she gave a commitment to
provide guidance to help to address those
concerns. I have no doubt that the Executive is
committed to equal opportunities; however, there
remain concerns that the definition of antisocial
behaviour in the bill might inadvertently result in
discrimination against people such as those with
an autistic spectrum disorder.
I shall listen carefully to the minister’s
comments. I hope that she will comment
specifically on how guidance might be used to
help to allay those fears. I would also be interested
in her thoughts on the arrangements for postlegislative monitoring to ensure that the bill does
not inadvertently discriminate when it is put into
practice.
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Finally, touching on what Stewart Stevenson
said, I recognise that there might be some
problems with the bill with regard to definitions.
Given the nature of the reasons behind the
amendments, those problems might not have
been anticipated. I would like to hear the minister’s
comments on that matter, too.
Mrs Mulligan: I am sure that members will
agree that this group of amendments has major
significance for the bill as a whole. Elaine Smith’s
amendments, in particular, could change
fundamentally the interpretation of “antisocial
behaviour” throughout the bill.
I would like to deal first of all with Donald
Gorrie’s amendment 149, which is the subject of
an amendment lodged by Stewart Stevenson. I
know that amendment 149 has arisen largely as a
consequence of concerns raised at stage 1 by the
National Autistic Society Scotland. Quite simply, I
suggest that inserting such a condition into the bill
is not needed. Sheriffs take account of the full
facts and circumstances of the cases before them
in determining whether an antisocial behaviour
order is necessary. Where such factors are
significant, they will be considered and balanced
with the need to protect the community. Therefore,
it would be inappropriate to put an explicit
condition in the statute to require sheriffs, in
assessing whether conduct amounts to antisocial
behaviour, to take account of any medical or
developmental condition that may have caused or
contributed significantly to that behaviour.
Of course, steps should be taken to raise
awareness and understanding of the implications
of medical and developmental conditions that
might relate to antisocial behaviour. I can confirm
that statutory guidance will address those issues.
In doing so, I give the committee the reassurance
that it was seeking at paragraph 48 of its stage 1
report. For those reasons, I invite Donald Gorrie to
withdraw amendment 149.
I turn to amendments on the interpretation of the
term “antisocial behaviour”. Section 110 provides
the interpretation of antisocial behaviour for the bill
as a whole. We have provided that a person
engages in antisocial behaviour if he or she
“(a) acts in a manner that causes or is likely to cause alarm
or distress; or
(b) pursues a course of conduct that causes or is likely to
cause alarm or distress,
to at least one person who is not of the same household”.

Amendment 141 would amend section 110 by
adding “wilfully or recklessly” to the requirements
that need to be satisfied in interpreting what
constitutes antisocial behaviour. Amendments 142
and 143 would also amend the interpretation of
antisocial behaviour in section 100. The remaining
amendments in the group would have the same
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effect with respect to interpretation in other parts
of the bill.

young people with autism and other special needs.
I can reiterate our commitment to doing that.

The amendments would undermine the
operational effectiveness of the bill’s measures. In
doing so, they could seriously prejudice our ability
to protect those who suffer from antisocial
behaviour. The proposed changes might initially
appear to be an additional check to protect
vulnerable people who might not understand the
implications of their conduct. I am sure that that
was
members’
intention.
However,
the
fundamental point is that the amendments would
lessen protection for people whose quality of life is
undermined by antisocial behaviour.

I agree with the conclusions in the stage 1 report
on the definition of antisocial behaviour. The
definition used in the bill is the right one. It is wide
enough to encompass what all the witnesses
regard as antisocial behaviour. It already works in
practice through the use of ASBO powers under
the 1998 act, and it is not used indiscriminately. I
therefore invite Elaine Smith not to move
amendments132 to 143.

We are taking action to deal with behaviour from
which people are not always adequately protected
through existing measures. The introduction of a
requirement to prove that an individual behaved
“wilfully or recklessly” and that they did not know
that their behaviour was likely to cause alarm or
distress would greatly undermine the effectiveness
of the bill. The amendments would greatly
increase the evidential requirement placed on
local authorities, the police and other agencies
that work to deal with antisocial behaviour. That
would make the measures in the bill unworkable,
and people whose behaviour is persistently
antisocial would have the means to obstruct action
being taken.
I know that the committee expended a great
deal of energy on this issue at stage 1. You will
know that the definition of antisocial behaviour is
the same as the existing definition in the Crime
and Disorder Act 1998. That definition, as the
police and local authorities confirmed to you in
evidence at stage 1, works well. They also
confirmed that the introduction of a concept of
intent would cause difficulties and that vulnerable
groups would not suffer if the definition remained
as it was. It is important to remember that, even
when antisocial behaviour has taken place, an
antisocial behaviour order will be made only if it is
necessary to protect people against future
antisocial behaviour.
In saying that, I do not underestimate in any way
Elaine Smith’s genuine concerns on the issue. We
carefully considered the evidence given at stage 1
by organisations such as the National Autistic
Society Scotland, which argued for the need to
include an explicit concept of intent in the
interpretation section so as to ensure that powers
were not used inappropriately against people with
autism. I met representatives of the society twice
to discuss those issues, and I recognise the
genuine concerns that people have. We made a
commitment at stage 1 to ensure that guidance on
the implementation of the bill’s provisions would
address concerns about the potential for
inappropriate use of powers against children and
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Donald Gorrie: Could the minister confirm that
the guidance will be available for us to look at
before we have to vote at stage 3?
Mrs Mulligan: We will try our best to make it
available. That is our intention.
Donald Gorrie: On that basis and as the
minister has responded reasonably to the point
that I was trying to make, with the leave of the
committee, I will withdraw—
11:45
The Convener: I will ask you to do that slightly
later because first we have to deal with
amendment 149A. You may comment on the
debate and then I will come back to you.
Stewart Stevenson can now wind up the debate
on amendment 149A and indicate whether he
intends to press or withdraw the amendment.
Stewart Stevenson: I will be brief. I wish to
press amendment 149A on the basis that I do not
know whether amendment 149 will be moved and,
if it is to be moved, I want it to reflect my
amendment. I suspect that amendment 149 will be
withdrawn, but procedurally it would be
appropriate to amend amendment 149 with my
amendment 149A.
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 149A be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)

ABSTENTIONS
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
3, Against 4, Abstentions 1.
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Amendment 149A disagreed to.
Amendment 149, by agreement, withdrawn.
The Convener: Amendment 150 is grouped
with amendment 169.
Donald Gorrie: These two amendments make
the same point. I am not a lawyer but it does not
seem to be good law to say, as the bill does at the
top of page 4, that
“an antisocial behaviour order is an order which prohibits,
indefinitely or for such period as may be specified”.

I query including in the bill a provision that deals
with something “indefinitely”. I would like the
minister to clarify whether that is common in
legislation of this sort. Is it not reasonable that the
duration of an antisocial behaviour order should be
specified? The order could always be extended,
rather than being left open. To impose indefinitely
what can be a quite draconian set of conditions on
a person through an antisocial behaviour order
seems unreasonable to me. I will listen with
interest to what the minister has to say.
I move amendment 150.
Cathie Craigie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth)
(Lab): It would be reasonable for a sheriff to state
that a person was indefinitely to stop behaving in a
manner that was severely annoying the people
who live in their area. I am confident that under the
bill the decision would be taken by the sheriff, who
would consider the type of behaviour and set the
period of time for which the ASBO would be in
force. When she responds perhaps the minister
will confirm that or correct me if I am wrong.
Stewart Stevenson: I share Donald Gorrie’s
concerns about the inclusion of the word
“indefinitely”. Let us consider a scenario. An
indefinite prohibition is issued by the sheriff and,
10 years later, that person, who has not breached
in any sense the terms of the antisocial behaviour
order, applies for a sensitive position, perhaps in
the public services. At that point the existence of
that antisocial behaviour order, which was
successful in its objectives, could become a
barrier to employment. Amendment 150 would
remove the word “indefinitely” and would not
replace it with any specific limitation on the
duration of an order. That is an important point to
bear in mind, along with the fact that the orders
can be renewed upon expiry. A provision that the
order would apply indefinitely—which, on the face
of it, means for the rest of one’s life—could be an
affront to civil liberties. The removal of
“indefinitely” would not damage the policy intention
of the bill.
The Convener: I assume that the word
“indefinitely” would not apply to a condition in an
order that prevented someone from walking down
a particular street, because I can see the point that
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Stewart Stevenson makes in that regard.
However, if the condition covered a specific act of
harassing elderly people in sheltered housing, it
would seem reasonable to say that someone
ought not to do that—full stop. It would be useful
to have clarification of what the word “indefinitely”
is attached to, as that might provide reassurance.
Mrs Mulligan: It might be helpful if we consider
the context of the provision. An antisocial
behaviour order is intended to protect the public
from further antisocial behaviour, as Cathie
Craigie and others have said. An order will be
granted only when necessary; it is not a
punishment. It is for the sheriff to decide the
proportionality of the terms of an order, including,
if appropriate, the length of time for which a
condition should apply. It is appropriate that the
sheriff has the option of making an indefinite order
if the facts and circumstances of an individual
case are such that that is necessary to protect
others from the antisocial behaviour that has been
exhibited. Of course, we should also remember
that it is open to an individual to appeal against an
order or apply for the order to be varied or
revoked, which should provide sufficient
safeguards.
I will not support amendment 150 and I ask
Donald Gorrie not to move amendment 169, which
is consequential on amendment 150 and which
relates to section 14(2)(c), on how the duration of
an antisocial behaviour order is included in the
register of orders. Donald Gorrie asked whether
the term “indefinite” was usual in legislation. It has
been used in legislation since the introduction of
antisocial behaviour orders in 1998, so there is a
precedent. I should say in response to a point that
Stewart Stevenson made that an antisocial
behaviour order is not generally a declarable
resolution and therefore should not prohibit
employment.
Stewart Stevenson: Given that one of the
people who may draw information from the
register of antisocial behaviour orders is the chief
constable, could disclosure to a chief constable of
an antisocial behaviour order that is in force affect
the employment prospects of someone who might
have led an entirely blameless life for a
considerable period of time in the police force?
The Convener: If the minister wishes to invite
an official to respond on her behalf, I am happy to
allow that.
David
Doris
(Scottish
Executive
Development Department): The example given
by Stewart Stevenson is relevant only in relation to
enhanced disclosures. An ASBO is not a
conviction in itself, so it would be for the chief
constable to decide whether it was relevant to
include such information in the enhanced
certificate. As far as I know, the same would apply
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to police recruitment. A previous ASBO could be
included as relevant in that way—it would depend
on whether the information was relevant to the
position. As the minister has said, an ASBO order
should not continue on an on-going basis if it is no
longer relevant. If so much time had elapsed that it
was clearly not relevant, individuals should appeal
to ensure that it is revoked.
The Convener: Do you wish to say anything,
minister?
Mrs Mulligan: I have completed my comments.
Are there any other questions?
The Convener: Do not encourage them.
I ask Donald Gorrie to wind up.
Donald Gorrie: I am not totally reassured. I am
indebted to Stewart Stevenson for explaining the
angle from which he is coming at the amendment,
which I think is a constructive one. I am not sure
whether the minister will have an opportunity to
respond further. Her argument that the person
concerned may apply to have the ASBO
terminated at some future stage helps a bit, but
there should be an automatic sweeping away of
ASBOs that have served their purpose, that are no
longer relevant and that could be put in the bin. I
would have thought that such a provision would be
helpful, in that most people are not bureaucratic
animals: the thought of applying to have some
ASBO from two or three years ago revoked might
not occur to a lot of people in that situation.
If there was an opportunity to consider some
sort of sunset clause—if that is the right term—on
ASBOs that have become irrelevant, that would be
helpful. If the minister shows me that the word
“indefinitely” occurs in the 1998 act, I will have to
accept that, but I think that Stewart Stevenson and
I have a point. I wonder whether the minister might
wish to interrupt me and say that the Executive
might consider including such a sunset provision. I
would find that helpful before I decide what to do
with my amendments.
Mrs Mulligan: I recognise Donald Gorrie’s
concern about provisions being everlasting but,
given that we would want the action in question to
stop, that might not be a bad thing. I would be
more than happy to review how many of the
antisocial behaviour orders that have already been
made have been indefinite, which would show
whether that is an issue. As the information is not
required to be disclosed, I should be able to
reassure Stewart Stevenson that there would not
be a difficulty with accessing employment. We
would be prepared to write to the committee to
explain the issues around disclosure and to clarify
that an antisocial behaviour order should not be an
impediment to people getting on with their lives, as
long as they refrain from involving themselves in
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the actions on the grounds of which the order was
sought in the first place.
The Convener: Following that very long
interruption, I ask Donald Gorrie whether he
intends to press amendment 150.
Donald Gorrie: In the light of those very helpful
remarks from the minister, it is clear that there
may be further discussion on the issue so as to
address our concerns. On that basis, and with the
consent of the committee, I am willing to withdraw
amendment 150.
The Convener: Donald Gorrie wishes
withdraw amendment 150. Is that agreed?

to

Members: No.
The Convener: Therefore, the question is, that
amendment 150 be agreed to. Are we all agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)

ABSTENTION
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
4, Against 4, Abstentions 1. As convener, I have
the casting vote, and I cast it for the status quo,
which means resisting the amendment. Therefore,
the amendment falls.
Amendment 150 disagreed to.
12:00
The Convener: Amendment 44 is grouped with
amendments 50 and 71.
Mrs Mulligan: This grouping introduces
amendments to improve clarity and consistency in
the provisions on ASBOs, interim ASBOs and
ASBOs on conviction. In the interests of fairness
and to make the orders consistent with what we
have already provided for parenting orders, we are
introducing a requirement to explain in plain
language the effect of the order and the
consequences of failing to comply.
Amendment 44 provides that requirement for full
ASBOs in the civil court and amendment 50
makes the same requirement for interim orders,
while amendment 71 introduces the requirement
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to explain the order in plain language when
ASBOs are made in the criminal court.
I move amendment 44.
Amendment 44 agreed to.
Amendment 114 not moved.
Amendments 151 to 154 not moved.
The Convener: Amendment 262 is grouped
with amendments 170 and 263.
Stewart Stevenson: Amendments 262 and 263
concern issues that the Scottish Retail Consortium
asked me to bring to the stage 2 deliberations, and
I am happy to do so. In essence, the consortium’s
argument is that adding the chief constable to the
list of people who may seek antisocial behaviour
orders will increase their effectiveness and directly
engage the police in the process, and that that
might lead to a more rapid response to an
antisocial behaviour situation.
The Scottish Retail Consortium clearly has a
particular interest in the disorder that occurs
outside shops from time to time. However, the
amendment would be more generally applicable
and my probing amendment gives the Executive
the opportunity to put on record its resistance to
the idea, which I understand that it has expressed
during meetings with the Scottish Retail
Consortium, or it could tell the committee that it is
now minded to consider the measure further now
or at stage 3.
I move amendment 262.
Donald Gorrie: The Law Society of Scotland, or
some other organisation, raised with me the point
about the difference between the local authority
and a landlord pursuing an issue. Amendment 170
seeks to protect a child and the family concerned
from unreasonable action against them. The
argument is clearly set out if members read the
amendment with the appropriate section in the bill.
The Convener: I am also aware that the
Scottish Retail Consortium was keen to explore
how the police can be positively engaged in the
promotion of ASBOs. I am aware of the police
view, however, that they do not wish to be
involved in civil actions. The police regard their
role in the criminal courts and in criminal actions
as sufficient for them in terms of the pursuit of an
ASBO.
It strikes me that the police might be the first
people to detect a pattern of behaviour. The first
contact that a member of the public makes could
be with the police and a picture could be built up
over a period of time that would show the clear
problems at a particular area, address or location.
If we are not to give the police the direct
responsibility of initiating an ASBO, how do we
encourage the police to assist in the process? Is
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there a way in which, through dialogue, the police
can be proactive in pursuing with other agencies
the serving of an ASBO?
What seems to be happening at the moment is
that the information is being gathered in lots of
different places. The police have as clear a picture
as anyone of the situation. I would have thought
that it would be entirely reasonable for them to
say, “Because of what has happened on X number
of occasions, this will trigger a dialogue with
another agency in a local community about what
we can do to take forward an ASBO.” If the police
are not to be given direct responsibility for
pursuing the application for an ASBO, what can be
done for that proactive reading of a situation to be
translated into a discussion with those who might
apply for an ASBO?
Mrs Mulligan: In relation to Stewart
Stevenson’s amendment 263, he will be aware
that it is local authorities and registered social
landlords, in consultation with the police, who can
apply for antisocial behaviour orders in Scotland.
In England and Wales, the police have the power
to apply for an ASBO and we know that that power
has been used.
We have given consideration to whether the
police in Scotland should be able to apply directly
to the civil court for an ASBO, both in the context
of the bill and in our discussions on earlier
legislation. The issue was raised last year during
the consultation on the Criminal Justice (Scotland)
Bill. I know that it was also considered when
ASBOs were being introduced under the Crime
and Disorder Act 1998.
However, we maintain our view that the police
should not have the power to apply for an ASBO.
We are by no means alone in taking that view. We
consulted on our recommendation that the power
to apply for an ASBO should not be widened
beyond local authorities and registered social
landlords and the overwhelming majority of
respondents agreed with that approach.
Neither the Association of Chief Police Officers
in Scotland, the Scottish Police Federation nor the
Association of Scottish Police Superintendents are
looking for the power to apply for ASBOs. They
consider that it is more appropriate for the police
to be consulted on ASBO applications rather than
for them to apply directly for an order to be made.
Only six responses to the consultation on
“Putting our communities first: A Strategy for
tackling Anti-social Behaviour” believed that the
power to apply for ASBOs should be given to the
police. I recognise that one of those responses
was from the Scottish Retail Consortium. Joint
working between the police and local authorities is
vital in tackling antisocial behaviour effectively.
This should include consideration of requests for
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ASBOs. The police will be consulted on all
applications and local authorities are expected to
consider requests in a strategic capacity.
Extending to the police the power to apply for an
ASBO could make the process more complex than
is intended and lead to less protection for those
who are affected by antisocial behaviour. It is
important to avoid confusion over who should take
the lead in making applications.
As far as possible, the Executive wants to
maintain the distinction between civil and criminal
proceedings. The police have a wide range of
duties, and their focus has to be on enforcing the
criminal law, which includes dealing with breaches
of ASBOs. ASBOs are applied for, however,
through the civil courts.
As members will be aware, section 88 of the bill
introduces ASBOs on conviction, which will prove
useful in preventing further antisocial behaviour in
situations were the police have referred matters to
the procurator fiscal. The sheriff will have power to
make an ASBO as part of the sentence when an
offence involves antisocial behaviour and when an
order is necessary to protect the public from
further antisocial acts.
It is essential—especially given the examples
that we have heard of antisocial behaviour in the
vicinity of retail premises—that the police, in
recognising the problem as having become a
persistent one, work with the local authority,
consider alternatives and, if necessary, consider
making an antisocial behaviour order. We can
provide guidance on recognising where there
might be an issue and on ensuring that that is
addressed, either directly by the police or as part
of the delivery of the antisocial behaviour order.
Amendment 262 is effectively a consequential
amendment arising from amendment 263, as it
provides the interpretation of “relevant person” in
respect of an application from a chief constable. I
hope that Stewart Stevenson feels able to
withdraw amendment 262 and not to move
amendment 263.
I turn to Donald Gorrie’s amendment 170, which
seeks to limit the power of registered social
landlords to apply for ASBOs to cases involving
persons aged 16 or over. RSLs obtained the
power to apply for ASBOs just last year, through
the Criminal Justice (Scotland) Act 2003. There
are further issues to consider with respect to
applications involving under-16s, and it is
appropriate that we consider whether RSLs should
have that power in relation to under-16s before the
age threshold is lowered.
We consulted on that last summer, and we have
taken steps to ensure that the wider
circumstances of the child are considered, while
allowing RSLs to apply. The RSL would have to
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consult the local authority and the principal
reporter before any application for an order was
made. We would not expect an application to be
granted if it was not supported by those bodies.
We will issue guidance on applications involving
registered social landlords, and we will make it
clear that an ASBO should not be the first option
to be considered. The majority of children would
continue to be dealt with through the children’s
hearings system.
It is important and reasonable that registered
social landlords, who increasingly have a strategic
role to play in dealing with antisocial behaviour,
should have the power to apply for ASBOs in
cases involving 12 to 15-year-olds. It is important
to note that the power for RSLs to apply for
ASBOs is limited to cases in and around their
premises. Bearing that in mind, and reassuring
him that we are taking steps to ensure that powers
are not used inappropriately, I hope that Donald
Gorrie feels able to not move amendment 170.
To return to Stewart Stevenson’s amendments, I
am aware of examples, particularly in South
Lanarkshire, of the police, retail establishments
and the local authority working closely together to
establish a relationship that responds to antisocial
behaviour issues, particularly around retail
establishments. There are good examples there of
the sort of partnership working that would produce
the results that we want without extending the
power to the police.
12:15
Stewart Stevenson: I have listened with
considerable interest to the minister’s remarks, as
ever. The minister advised against involving the
chief constable and the police in taking civil action,
which is what applying for an ASBO is, and spoke
about the potential of that being at the expense of
the police’s responsibilities towards the criminal
justice system. We should listen to that view
carefully.
The minister referred to the situation in England
and the fact that orders had been taken out by the
police there, but it is slightly disappointing that she
failed to explain to us why that situation is
different. The minister will know that I am not by
any means necessarily against our taking different
viewpoints in Scotland, but it might have been
useful if she had explained.
I note what she said about South Lanarkshire,
which is interesting. However, I counsel the
minister not to rely on the numerical weight of
evidence on the matter unless she intends to
make similar statements when we come to the
dispersal powers, as the respondents in favour of
the proposals on that subject in the Executive’s bill
are rather sparse in number. From memory, there
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were fewer than six of them—the number that
appears to be being dismissed on this occasion.
We will see when we reach that part of the bill.
Although I retain the right to consult further with
the Scottish Retail Consortium and perhaps take
action at stage 3, at this stage, in light of all that
the minister has said, I seek the committee’s
permission to withdraw amendment 262.
Amendment 262, by agreement, withdrawn.
Section 4, as amended, agreed to.
Section 5—Antisocial behaviour orders:
variation and revocation
Amendment 45 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
Amendment 115 not moved.
Amendments 46 and 47 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
Amendment 155 not moved.
Amendment 48 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
Amendments 156 and 157 not moved.
Section 5, as amended, agreed to.
Section 6 agreed to.
Section 7—Interim antisocial behaviour orders
The Convener: Amendment 158, in the name of
Donald Gorrie, is grouped with amendment 49.
Donald Gorrie: Amendment 158, which
responds to a point that was made by the Law
Society of Scotland, relates to interim ASBOs. The
bill says that the sheriff must be satisfied about
various things. Amendment 158 suggests that,
before making a decision on an interim ASBO, the
sheriff should first hear the parties who wish to say
anything about it.
I know that the interim ASBO is meant to be a
rapid system, but it seems reasonable that the
people affected should have a chance to have a
day in court to make their point to the sheriff
before he or she decides to check whether the
conditions that are mentioned in the bill have been
satisfied. It is natural justice that people should be
heard.
I move amendment 158.
The Convener: I invite the minister to speak to
amendment 49 and to the other amendment in the
group.
Mrs Mulligan: I will speak to Donald Gorrie’s
amendment 158 first. The issue was considered,
although not on exactly the same terms, in some
detail during the course of the Criminal Justice
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(Scotland) Bill last year, which introduced interim
ASBOs. That bill originally had a requirement to
consider representations that were made by or on
behalf of the person defending the application. It
was concluded that an explicit statement of that
right in the bill was unhelpful and could undermine
the effectiveness of interim orders. Donald Gorrie
is right to remind us that interim orders were
introduced to reduce delays in providing protection
from antisocial behaviour, which is much needed
in our communities.
Individuals have a right to challenge the granting
of an interim order and intimation is received
before a decision is made. An explicit requirement
in the bill that parties had to be heard before an
interim order could be granted would lead to
regular delays and could be damaging. It would
allow someone who is subject to an application to
frustrate the process if they wanted to do so by
simply not turning up for the hearing, which would
seriously frustrate the protection that interim
ASBOs can afford to those who suffer from
antisocial behaviour. Therefore, I ask Donald
Gorrie to seek to withdraw amendment 158.
Amendment 49 makes it explicit that an interim
order may contain only the same prohibitions as
may be contained in a full order. The amendment
aims to tighten up the drafting and does not
involve a change in policy. I hope that the
committee will agree to amendment 49.
Stewart Stevenson: I share the minister’s
concerns about the impact of introducing the
words “after hearing parties”. After all, the
differentiation between an interim ASBO and a full
hearing for an ASBO is that it enables urgent
situations to be addressed free from impediments.
Similarly, in the civil law, an interim interdict can
be granted in the absence of the person who is
being interdicted for precisely that reason where
there is a balance of advantage, and, of course,
there is a process by which interim ASBOs, like
interim interdicts, can be overturned quite rapidly.
If we were to require for an interim ASBO the
introduction of the full panoply of opportunities and
a requirement for everybody to be present that is
quite rightly associated with a full hearing, I do not
know what an interim ASBO would end up being in
respect of process. Therefore, I do not support
Donald Gorrie’s amendment 158.
Donald Gorrie: The combined arguments of the
minister and Stewart Stevenson are irresistible.
The fact that the matter was discussed during the
previous bill, which was dealt with by another
committee, is also persuasive—I was not aware of
all the details. Therefore, with the committee’s
leave, I seek to withdraw amendment 158.
Amendment 158, by agreement, withdrawn.
Amendments 159 and 160 not moved.
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Amendments 49 and 50 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
Amendments 161 to 163 not moved.
Section 7, as amended, agreed to.
Section 8—Notification of making etc of orders
and interim orders
The Convener: Amendment 164, in the name of
Stewart Stevenson, is grouped with amendments
51, 165, 52, 53, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 66, 72 and 73.
I ask Stewart Stevenson to move amendment 164
and to speak to all the amendments in the group.
Stewart Stevenson: As we discussed in
relation to some of my amendments in this area at
last week’s meeting, I seek through amendments
164 and 165 to bring the victim more closely into
the system. The minister sought last week to
highlight some of the difficulties with my use of the
phrase “relevant person”. She said:
“As a relevant person in relation to an application by a
local authority is a person within the area of the authority,
that would include any person residing in the area, or
otherwise in the area. I am sure that members will accept
that that is probably impractical.”—[Official Report,
Communities Committee, 21 April 2004; c 833.]

The minister is clearly correct in that regard;
however, that opens up another issue that we
cannot readily deal with through the amendments
that have been lodged. To determine that
antisocial behaviour is occurring, there has under
the bill to be an identifiable person at the outset—
leaving aside the legal definition of a person as a
human being—who is being subjected to the
antisocial behaviour. I seek to ensure that that
person is properly involved in the process.
Elsewhere, the minister has made the point that
that person will inevitably be involved in the
consultation that must take place before an
application for an antisocial behaviour order can
be submitted and before such an order can be
made. However, the bill does not provide that that
person, who has been part of the process, will
subsequently see, be aware of or have a copy of
the antisocial behaviour order.
After I have moved amendment 164—as I will, to
facilitate debate—I am likely to seek the
permission of the committee to withdraw it in the
light of the remarks that the minister made last
week and of what I am sure that the minister is
going to say now. Nevertheless, it would be useful
if the minister were able to indicate that, because
an antisocial behaviour order will be issued in
open court—that is my understanding, but I seek
confirmation of that—it would be proper that a
copy of it be, by some means, given to the person
who has been subjected to the antisocial
behaviour that the order is supposed to suppress
so that that person knows the terms of the order
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and can, therefore, take part in the process of
alerting the necessary authorities to its being
breached.
The committee took evidence from people in the
real world out there, who stated that that
shortcoming in the 1998 act led to people not
knowing whether antisocial behaviour orders were
being breached, although those orders had
supposedly been made on their behalf. I seek the
minister’s indulgence and assistance in navigating
me and other members of the committee to a
position in which we are quite clear that the initial
victim—the bill provides for the protection of others
who are not initially victims but who might become
so later—is part of the process and is aware of
orders’ being made. If the minister is able to do
that, I will feel able to seek the committee’s
permission to withdraw amendment 164. However,
to allow the debate to proceed, I move
amendment 164.
The Convener: Just as well for you.
12:30
Mrs Mulligan: I will comment first on
amendments 51 to 53, 60 to 64, 66, 72 and 73,
which are in my name.
Amendment 51 seeks to introduce a
requirement to notify the person who is subject to
the antisocial behaviour order if the order is
revoked or if an interim order is recalled. There
was no requirement to notify revocation in the
Crime and Disorder Act 1998, but it is in our view
only fair that a person is made aware if a court
order no longer applies to them. Amendments 52
and 53 will provide the means of delivery and the
test of sufficient evidence to satisfy the
requirement to notify of revocation or recall.
Amendment 72 will require the court to serve a
copy of an antisocial behaviour order that is made
or varied by the criminal court on the offender and
the local authority that it considers most relevant.
The court will have discretion over which local
authority to copy the order to in order to take
account of where the antisocial behaviour
occurred and the residence of the offender. The
court shall also notify the local authority if the
order is revoked. Amendment 72 also provides the
means by which a copy of the order is served, and
the test of sufficient evidence that the order was
served.
Stewart Stevenson’s comments on amendments
164 and 165 were helpful. I acknowledge the
concern that he is trying to address by establishing
that the victims of antisocial behaviour should be
kept fully informed and aware of the process, but I
commented last week on how many people could
be involved. He implied that it would be a single
person, but it might not be—perhaps he did not
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imply it, but there was a suspicion that it was one
person.
Stewart Stevenson: For clarification, I seek
simply to inform the identifiable people who were
part of the initial taking out of an order. I recognise
that I have not addressed that in amendments 164
and 165, but that is the relatively limited number of
people that I am talking about.
The Convener: I am a bit concerned that I am
being accused of losing control of this meeting.
This had better be a productive response, or it will
not happen again.
Mrs Mulligan: I will not let him in again.
I acknowledge that there is an issue. My one
concern is about who we make aware when the
antisocial behaviour order relates to a person
under 16. We need to be careful how we make the
notice available. However, we can under statutory
guidance provide for that to be taken forward, to
ensure that the people concerned—I do not want
to use the word “relevant”, because it has other
connotations, as the committee will understand—
should be given the information where necessary.
We share Stewart Stevenson’s objective, but his
amendments will not achieve it. However, I hope
that he is reassured by the fact that we share that
objective, and feels that we will achieve the result
through statutory guidance.
Executive amendments 60 to 64, 66 and 73 will
ensure that records of antisocial behaviour orders
and interim orders that are kept by local authorities
are complete and comprehensive. Amendment 60
clarifies the requirement on registered social
landlords to copy to relevant local authorities
antisocial behaviour orders and interim orders that
they obtain. The registered social landlord must
also notify the authorities of any revocation or
recall of an order.
Amendment 61 is a minor drafting amendment.
Amendment 62 will make it clear that the record of
orders will include interim orders as well as full
ASBOs. Amendment 63 is a minor drafting
amendment. Amendment 64 will improve the
drafting of section 14(2). Amendment 66 will add
the principal reporter to the list of persons to whom
a local authority shall disclose information in the
record keeping.
Amendment 73 will ensure that local authorities
maintain records of antisocial behaviour orders
that are made on conviction. Although section 14
makes separate provision for orders that are
granted in the civil court, local authorities will in
practice be able to keep one set of records to
cover both civil and criminal orders. The
requirements that are placed on local authorities
are equivalent to those in section 14. A separate
requirement to have regard to guidance on the
record of ASBOs on conviction is included in the
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statutory guidance on ASBOs, which we will
introduce via amendment 67 and which will
include guidance on records of ASBOs that are
granted in the civil courts. That relates only to part
2 of the bill.
I invite the committee to approve the Executive’s
amendments.
Cathie Craigie: I have a comment about
Stewart Stevenson’s amendment 164. The
committee has concerns that while a local
authority is dealing with a problem, victims are
often left out and do not know what final
arrangements have been made. We heard good
evidence on that from people who are involved in
successful projects in the Edinburgh area. One
failing that they mentioned was that it is often
some time until victims find out what has
happened. We look forward to the minister
providing more detail on the matter, although we
recognise that it is a sensitive one, particularly
when under-16s are involved. However, we must
ensure that victims see what action has been
taken.
Patrick Harvie (Glasgow) (Green): I support
the principle of giving information to victims or
people who feel that they have been affected by a
case. However, as well as talk about who should
get access to information, we need to think about
how people will get access. The idea of providing
physical copies of orders gives me the horrible
image of photocopies being distributed round
neighbourhoods or published in local newspapers.
Such naming and shaming would not help to
change the behaviour of the person who is subject
to the order. If I am not assured on that point, I will
not support Stewart Stevenson’s amendment 164
if he decides to press it. If he does not press it, I
hope that the minister will be aware of the issue
when she considers the guidance.
Stewart Stevenson: The debate has been
useful, although the committee has some
unresolved issues. The minister rightly pointed to
the issue of young people and Patrick Harvie
made a perfectly reasonable point. The minister is
on notice to produce something that will address
the concerns of the people from Edinburgh and
elsewhere to whom we spoke. I am not minded to
press amendment 164 and therefore seek the
committee’s leave to withdraw it.
Amendment 164, by agreement, withdrawn.
Amendment 51 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
Amendment 165 not moved.
Amendments 52 and 53 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
Section 8, as amended, agreed to.
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Section 9—Breach of orders

The Convener: Amendment 166, in the name of
Donald Gorrie, is grouped with amendments 54,
167 and 55. If amendment 54 is agreed to,
amendment 167 will be pre-empted.
Donald Gorrie: The issue in this group is what
penalties it is reasonable for a young person to
face if he or she breaches an antisocial behaviour
order. Amendment 54 will remove the possibility of
the young person’s going to prison, which is
welcome. Under unamended section 9, there
exists the possibility of prison or a fine for a
breach. My amendments 166 and 167 try to deal
with the matter differently by removing both
possibilities and spelling out the sort of penalties
that would be possible, such as
“a community reparation order or supervision requirement
and … any additional non-custodial sentence imposed by
the court”.

If we agree to amendment 54, which I think most
people would agree to, the issue is whether fining
is a reasonable proposition in dealing with a young
person. As I understand the matter, technically the
young person would pay the fine, but obviously it
might be the parents who actually do so. It is
possible to argue that it is reasonable for the
parent of a young tearaway from a reasonably
well-off household to cough up a fine on the child’s
behalf and that that might be a useful deterrent.
On the other hand, there is evidence from
elsewhere that the use of inappropriate fines can
lead to people going to prison. We discovered on
visits to Cornton Vale prison that many women are
in there as a result of their having not paid fines for
not having television licences or for prostitution. It
would be bad if not paying fines for the breach of
ASBOs led to prison.
It is important that the minister clarify for us what
the procedure would be if a fine were to be
imposed. Her conversion to the cause of not
sending young people who breach ASBOs to
prison is welcome, so I support amendment 54,
but the bill must address what sentences are
suitable for the breach of ASBOs. Perhaps there
should be a two-tier approach: reasonable or early
offenders could be dealt with in the way that is
specified in amendment 166, but there could be
fines as a deterrent for more habitual offenders. It
is important that we be clear about what the
outcome of fining might be.
I move amendment 166 and await the minister’s
response with interest.
Mrs Mulligan: In the partnership agreement, the
Executive made a commitment to ensuring that
there would be no imprisonment of children for
breach of ASBOs. That was the policy intention
underlying section 9(7), but upon reflection we are
of the view that that provision does not fully
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implement the policy and that amendments 54 and
55 are needed to make clear the relationship
between the provisions in section 9 of the bill and
sections 44 and 208 of the Criminal Procedure
(Scotland) Act 1995, which relate to detention of
children.
Amendments 54 and 55 are technical
amendments that will ensure that a child cannot
be detained or imprisoned for breach of an ASBO.
I invite the committee to agree to the
amendments.
Donald Gorrie’s amendment 166 would amend
section 9(2) to the effect that the penalty for
breach of an ASBO by any person, young or old,
would be limited to a community reparation order,
a supervision requirement or any other noncustodial disposal. I cannot support that. We have
confirmed, through amendments 54 and 55, that a
child who breaches an ASBO cannot be detained
for that breach, whether the child is prosecuted
through summary procedure or on indictment.
However, amendment 166’s effect would be that,
no matter how serious the situation, an adult could
not be imprisoned for breach of an ASBO. I am not
sure whether that is Donald Gorrie’s intention, but
it is not acceptable and should be resisted.
12:45
Amendment 167 seeks to amend section 9(7) to
the effect that, in respect of a breach of an ASBO
by a child, the only sentence that would be
available to the courts would be the imposition of a
community reparation order. There is a problem,
however, in that amendment 54 seeks to delete
subsection (7) and replace it with the new section
in amendment 55. For that reason alone the
amendment cannot be accepted.
On the issue of substance, although I can see
where Donald Gorrie is coming from, I ask him to
think again. We all agree that a child should not be
detained for breach of an ASBO; I think that my
amendments will achieve that. However, that
being the case, I believe strongly that a court
dealing with such a breach should have all options
apart from detention open to it.
Breach of an ASBO by an under-16 will be
referred to the procurator fiscal, who will
determine, in consultation with the children’s
reporter, what action is most appropriate. The
case could be referred at that point to the
children’s hearings system. In situations in which
the decision is to taken to prosecute, all options
other than detention should be available. That
would include the use of a community reparation
order. Alternatively, it might be decided that
probation, deferral for good behaviour or, perhaps,
admonishment is appropriate for a child. The court
could refer the case to the hearings system for
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disposal
on
conviction.
Donald
Gorrie’s
amendment 166 would rule those options out—
even though his opening comments seemed to
suggest that the amendment related only to the
issue of fines—and for that reason I must resist it.
Stewart Stevenson: I know where the minister
is coming from and I see the difficulties with
Donald Gorrie’s amendments—I, too, felt
uncomfortable about the fact that they would stop
us jailing adults.
I am concerned about the drafting approach that
is being taken, however, particularly with regard to
changing section 44(2) of the Criminal Procedure
(Scotland) Act 1995, which currently reads:
“This section applies to any offence in respect of which it
is competent to impose imprisonment on a person of the
age of 21 years or more.”

The minister wants to stick in some words to say
that that is the case except in one specific
instance. By deleting section 9(7) from the bill—
incidentally, I point out that section 9(2) contains a
reference to subsection (7) that would remain—
amendment 54 would give us a bill that says
absolutely nothing in its main part except for
amending other legislation to the effect that we are
not imprisoning children. I find that slightly odd. I
am not quite clear about why we are seeking to
transfer that provision from the Antisocial
Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill into the Criminal
Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995. That seems to do
nothing but make the drafting more complicated.
Of course, it might be that I am making something
out of nothing, in which case, feel free to tell me
so.
Cathie Craigie: Stewart Stevenson has raised a
point to which we will all want to hear the answer.
I support the minister’s amendment and, unlike
Donald Gorrie, who thinks that the minister has
undergone a conversion, I know that it was never
the intention to send young people to prison for
breach of an ASBO. I am pleased that the
Executive has lodged amendment 54.
Patrick Harvie: It is worth saying a few words in
favour of amendment 166, particularly when the
Executive is coming under fire over slopping out
and some of the other consequences of
overcrowding and a rising prison population.
Politicians of various parties say that we send too
many people to prison. We have an opportunity to
reverse that and to make it clear that a noncustodial sentence, such as a community
reparation order, would be more appropriate in this
case.
Elaine Smith: I support amendment 54, which
would have been consequential on amendment
112, in my name, had it been carried. I am happy
to support amendment 54 in any case given that it
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clarifies that children should not be liable to
imprisonment.
Will the minister comment on what happens
when ASBOs are breached? Could a restriction of
liberty order be used? The minister also
mentioned other measures, so will she clarify that
point?
Mrs Mulligan: Yes, an RLO could be used for
breach of an ASBO. It would be more appropriate
for me to ask one of the drafters to respond to
Stewart Stevenson’s point.
Gillian Russell (Scottish Executive Legal and
Parliamentary Services): When the court is
considering the sentencing options it has for a
child who is before it, it will look to the options that
are open to it under the Criminal Procedure
(Scotland) Act 1995. That is why amendments are
to be made to that act rather than having a standalone provision in the bill.
Stewart Stevenson: I take it that we are saying
that section 44(2) of the 1995 act would prevail,
notwithstanding the fact that, if we do not change
it, section 9(7) of the bill says that imprisonment
does not apply. Is that the essence of the point?
Gillian Russell: The essence is that we do not
think that section 9(7) of the bill on its own would
be enough when it was considered alongside the
provision in the 1995 act, so we have amended
the 1995 act instead.
Stewart Stevenson: I am content.
Donald Gorrie: I accept the point that
amendment 166 would affect people aged over 16
as well as those under 16. I am still concerned that
although young people who breach an ASBO will
not be sent to prison, they could still end up in
prison for the non-payment of a fine.
Mrs Mulligan: Generally, fines are imposed only
when a person has the means to pay. Given that
we are talking about young people who it could
reasonably be said would not have the means to
pay, regardless of what their families could afford,
it would be unlikely that a sheriff would impose a
fine for a breach of an ASBO.
Donald Gorrie: That is certainly helpful. I hope
that sheriffs will use community reparation orders
and so on. On the basis of the discussion, I seek
the approval of the committee to withdraw
amendment 166.
Amendment 166, by agreement, withdrawn.
Amendment 54 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
Section 9, as amended, agreed to.
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After section 9

Amendment 55 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
Section 10 agreed to.
Section 11—Sheriff’s power to refer case to
children’s hearing
The Convener: Amendment 56, in the name of
the minister, is in a group on its own.
Mrs Mulligan: Amendment 56 amends the
Children (Scotland) Act 1995 to make explicit that
the principal reporter must set up a children’s
hearing when a sheriff makes an ASBO or interim
ASBO in respect of a child and refers the case to a
children’s hearing under section 11(1). If the child
is not already subject to a supervision
requirement, the children’s panel must consider
whether to impose such a requirement and if the
child is already subject to a supervision
requirement, the panel must review that
arrangement.
I move amendment 56.
Scott Barrie (Dunfermline West) (Lab):
Members will be aware from my comments on
other amendments at last week’s meeting that I
am concerned that we might end up with parallel
systems in the courts and the children’s hearings
system. Amendment 56 makes explicit the role of
the principal reporter and the action that must be
taken if a young person is subject to a supervision
requirement or, indeed, not subject to such a
requirement. That clarification is welcome and
allays some of the fears that I expressed last
week.
Amendment 56 agreed to.
Amendment 116 not moved.
Section 11, as amended, agreed to.
Section 12—Sheriff’s power to make parenting
order
The Convener: Amendment 57, in the name of
the minister, is grouped with amendments 58,
58A, 59 and 176.
Mrs Mulligan: Amendments 57, 58 and 59
ensure that the tests for parenting orders that are
in part 9 are made explicit in section 12. Section
12(1) gives the sheriff the power to make a
parenting order in respect of a parent of a child
when making an antisocial behaviour order in
respect of the child. The sheriff must be
“satisfied that the making of the order is desirable in the
interests of preventing the child from engaging in further
antisocial behaviour”.

In addition, the sheriff can make the parenting
order only if
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“the Scottish Ministers have notified the court that the local
authority for the area in which the parent ordinarily resides
has made arrangements that would enable the order to be
complied with.”

Amendment 57 is a consequential amendment
and amendment 58 fulfils the Executive’s intention
on the matter.
Amendment 58A, in the name of Elaine Smith,
would introduce a requirement for a sheriff to take
into account relevant factors, such as a child’s
disability. However, the sheriff would have taken
all the circumstances of a case into account before
deciding to make the ASBO and any factors
relevant to the decision to make a parenting order
linked to the ASBO would be considered. Clearly,
the sheriff would take into account any disability of
the child, so there is no need to make that
requirement explicit. If the bill were explicitly to
specify one factor, we would open up the
possibility that it should specify others, which is
not necessary. I therefore invite Elaine Smith not
to move amendment 58A.
Amendment 59 ensures that the interpretation of
“parent” is the one that is in section 87, which sets
out the general interpretation of part 9. I invite the
committee to agree to amendments 57, 58 and 59.
Amendment 176, in the name of Elaine Smith,
would insert a further condition with which the
sheriff would have to comply before making a
parenting order. The amendment would apply to
any application for a parenting order, but we are
debating it now because it relates to the provisions
in section 12 for linking parenting orders to
ASBOs. Amendment 176 would require a sheriff to
have regard to any disability of the relevant child
before granting a parenting order. As I said, there
is no need to make such a requirement explicit in
the bill. A sheriff will have regard to the full
circumstances of a case and he must be satisfied
that all the existing conditions are satisfied, while
having regard to the equal opportunities provision
in section 107.
Members should be aware that a parenting
order is about the behaviour of a parent rather
than that of a child. The child’s circumstances
should not determine whether a parent is being
irresponsible in their approach to parenting and
how they look after their children and keep them
out of trouble. There is no need for concern about
parenting orders being used inappropriately for
parents of children with disabilities. Therefore, I
invite Elaine Smith not to move amendment 176.
I move amendment 57.
13:00
Elaine Smith: As the minister will know,
amendment 58A relates to concerns that the
National Autistic Society Scotland raised. The
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society feels that using parenting orders to prevent
a child from engaging in further antisocial
behaviour when such behaviour is directly caused
by a disability or autism is unlikely to work. The
society feels that, to prevent the occurrence of
certain behaviours, it would be more appropriate
to give particular social skills training to a child
with ASD. NASS surveyed its members about
which service was important for the person with
autism whom they cared for and social skills
training came out top of the list. However, when
NASS asked which services were being delivered
to people with ASD, social skills training came fifth
in the list.
NASS believes that sheriffs should take
disability into account when deciding whether a
parenting order should be made as part of a
decision on an ASBO. I believe that the minister
gave a reassurance on that issue earlier and
perhaps she can reiterate it when she winds up.
Scott Barrie raised concerns at last week’s
meeting about parenting orders being attached to
ASBOs. If amendment 117 were to be moved and
agreed to, that provision would be removed from
the bill. I believe that that issue needs further
discussion and I throw it into the pot at this stage.
On amendment 176, it is possible for parenting
orders to be regarded as blaming parents for a
child’s behaviour that is caused by disability. In the
education system, for example, NASS believes
that parenting orders could assume that truancy
and behavioural problems are the sole
responsibility of a pupil and their parent. NASS
points out that that would not take into account the
responsibility of schools and education authorities
to ensure that they have a coherent behaviour
policy, good class management and the required
strategies. Children with ASD have a social and
communication disorder. Therefore, it would be
unfair to expect their behaviour always to be
socially appropriate, especially if staff training was
lacking and not enough support was provided. It
would also be unfair to take action against parents
for the behaviour of their child when such
behaviour is caused by a disability.
I was comforted at the report stage by the
minister’s commitment to include support for
parents in the bill and the acknowledgement that
parenting orders could not be made unless and
until such support is available. That seems a much
more positive step, which will help to tackle the
underlying causes of ASD.
The minister also seemed clear at the report
stage that parenting orders are not about
children’s behaviour but about parents’ willingness
or otherwise to seek or accept assistance for their
own behaviour. I believe that the minister has just
reiterated that position. However, can she
comment on the specialist support that would
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need to be in place for parents of children with
ASD?
Scott Barrie: I have a brief comment on a
matter that Elaine Smith touched on and to which
the minister referred in her introductory remarks.
We must remember that parenting orders are
about parents’ behaviour—or, rather, their lack of
appropriate behaviour. Parenting orders are not
about children’s behaviour, which is dealt with in
another place in the bill. We should not get those
two aspects mixed up because it is clear that
parenting orders are about influencing the
behaviour of a parent. Members will know my
views on that from my evidence at stage 1.
Mrs Mulligan: I will try to be brief. I reiterate that
parenting orders are about the behaviour of the
parent and that they would be used to respond to
the needs of the parent. I acknowledge the points
that Elaine Smith has made about the availability
of social skills training for those with ASD who
may need support, and there is nothing in
amendment 58 that would prevent that from
happening. It is an important part of looking at the
individual as a person and of considering their
specific support requirements. Parenting orders
should not be used, and will not be used, to
chastise parents of disabled children for their
behaviour. That would be unacceptable and is not
the intention of the introduction of the parenting
orders.
I acknowledge the point that Scott Barrie made
about support for parents who are experiencing
difficulties. The parenting orders are for those who
are refusing the support to enable them to carry
out their parenting duties. The orders are not for
parents, in whatever circumstances, who find
themselves having difficulty managing their
teenagers, and I am sure that many people would
have sympathy with them. The orders are for
those who refuse to respond to the needs of their
children and who therefore need additional
compulsion to ensure that their children’s welfare
is put to the fore.
Amendment 57 agreed to.
Amendment 58 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan.]
Amendment 58A not moved.
Amendment 58 agreed to.
Amendment 59 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
Amendment 117 not moved.
Section 12, as amended, agreed to.
The Convener: That finishes day 2 of
consideration of the Antisocial Behaviour
(Scotland) Bill. There will be a call
amendments up to the end of section 75—the
of part 8—for our next meeting.

our
etc
for
end
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I thank members for attending what has been a
long session today. In particular, I thank the
minister, who has had to deal with the budget
process and with stage 2 consideration of the bill. I
also thank the official reporters, who are here
along with the rest of us, sometimes in difficult
circumstances. Thank you very much.
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Meeting closed at 13:08.
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Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill
3rd Marshalled List of Amendments for Stage 2
The Bill will be considered in the following order—
Sections 1 to 47
Sections 48 to 52
Sections 53 to 58
Sections 59 to 111
Section 112

Schedule 1
Schedule 2
Schedule 3
Schedules 4 and 5
Long Title

Amendments marked * are new (including manuscript amendments) or have been altered.
After section 12
Elaine Smith
168

After section 12, insert—
<Short Scottish secure tenancies
Where a sheriff makes an antisocial behaviour order or an interim order in respect of a
child, section 35 of the Housing (Scotland) Act (asp 10) (conversion to short Scottish
secure tenancy) does not apply.>
Section 13
Mrs Mary Mulligan

60

In section 13, page 8, line 3, leave out subsection (1) and insert—
<(1)

Where by virtue of subsection (2)(b) of section 8 a registered social landlord—
(a) is given a copy of an antisocial behaviour order as made or varied; or
(b) is given a copy of an interim order,
it shall give a copy to each relevant local authority.

(1A) Where by virtue of subsection (4)(b) of that section a registered social landlord—
(a) is notified of the revocation of an antisocial behaviour order; or
(b) is notified of the recall of an interim order,
it shall notify each relevant local authority of the date on which the order was revoked or
recalled.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan
61

In section 13, page 8, line 9, leave out <subsection (1)> and insert <this section>
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Section 14
Mrs Mary Mulligan
62

In section 14, page 8, leave out lines 14 to 16 and insert—
<(a) each antisocial behaviour order; and
(b) each interim order,
of which the authority is given a copy by virtue of section 8(2)(b) or 13(1).>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

63

In section 14, page 8, line 20, at beginning insert <if the record relates to an antisocial behaviour
order—
( )>
Donald Gorrie

169

In section 14, page 8, line 20, leave out from <whether> to end of line 21 and insert <how long
any prohibition will last for>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

64

In section 14, page 8, line 22, leave out from beginning to <revoked> in line 29 and insert—
<( ) where the authority is, by virtue of section 8(2)(b) or, as the case may be,
13(1), given a copy of the order as varied, the variation and its date; and
( ) where the authority is, by virtue of section 8(4)(b) or, as the case may be,
13(1A), notified of the revocation of the order, the date on which it was
revoked;
( ) if the record relates to an interim order, where the authority is, by virtue of section
8(4)(b) or, as the case may be, 13(1A), notified of the recall of the order, the date
on which it was recalled;>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

65

In section 14, page 8, line 32, leave out subsection (3)
Mrs Mary Mulligan

66

In section 14, page 8, line 38, at end insert—
<( ) the Principal Reporter;>
After section 14
Mrs Mary Mulligan

67
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After section 14, insert—

2

<Guidance
Guidance in relation to antisocial behaviour orders
A person (other than a court) shall, in discharging functions by virtue of this Part, have
regard to any guidance given by the Scottish Ministers about—
(a) the discharge of those functions; and
(b) matters arising in connection with the discharge of those functions.>
Section 15
Elaine Smith
118

In section 15, page 9, leave out line 8
Donald Gorrie

170

In section 15, page 9, line 10, at end insert—
<( ) where the specified person is a child, a local authority;
( ) where the specified person is not a child—>
Stewart Stevenson

263

In section 15, page 9, line 12, at end insert <or
( ) a chief constable;>
Stewart Stevenson

171

In section 15, page 9, line 13, at end insert—
<( ) in relation to all antisocial behaviour orders—
(i) each relevant person (within the meaning of section 4(10)); and
(ii) each affected person,
as can practicably be identified;>
Elaine Smith

119

In section 15, page 9, line 20, leave out from <; and> to end of line 22
Elaine Smith

120

In section 15, page 9, line 27, leave out from <; and> to end of line 28
Before section 16
Donald Gorrie

264

Before section 16, insert—

3
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<Antisocial behaviour task forces
Local antisocial behaviour task forces
(1)

Each local authority must establish an antisocial behaviour task force for its area.

(2)

A local authority must take reasonable steps to secure that membership of the task force
includes representatives of—
(a) the police;
(b) any council department whose work includes dealing with children or young
people;
(c) primary, secondary and special schools within the local authority area;
(d) community, youth, sports and recreational organisations;
(e) the Principal Reporter; and
(f) any community body within the meaning of section 15(4) of the Local
Government in Scotland Act 2003 (asp 1).

(3)

The duties of each task force shall include—
(a) co-operating in a co-ordinated and continuing campaign to address any alarm or
distress caused by the presence or behaviour of groups in public places in the local
authority area;
(b) seeking to involve parents or guardians of children or young people belonging to
such groups in addressing concerns over such groups’ presence or behaviour;
(c) involving local communities in addressing concerns over the presence or
behaviour of such groups and in finding solutions to such concerns; and
(c) keeping records of incidents relating to the alarm or distress caused by the
presence or behaviour of such groups and reporting these to the National
Antisocial Behaviour Task Force.>

Donald Gorrie
265

Before section 16, insert—
<National Antisocial Behaviour Task Force
(1)

The Scottish Ministers shall establish a National Antisocial Behaviour Task Force.

(2)

Membership of the task force shall include representatives of—
(a) the police;
(b) local authorities;
(c) schools;
(d) the children’s hearing system; and
(e) community and youth work organisations.

(3)

The duties of the National Antisocial Behaviour Task Force shall include—
(a) considering reports from each local authority’s antisocial behaviour task force;
(b) considering examples of good practice in preventing and dealing with problems
caused by the presence or behaviour of groups in public places;
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(c) seeking to achieve consistency in response to the behaviour or presence of such
groups; and
(d) reporting annually to the Scottish Parliament on progress in preventing problems
within communities caused by the presence or behaviour of such groups.>
Section 16
Donald Gorrie
266

In section 16, page 10, line 2, leave out <groups of two or more persons> and insert <persons
whom the officer regards as a group or groups>
Donald Gorrie

267

In section 16, page 10, line 3, at end insert—
<( ) that the presence or behaviour of these groups is such that it is appropriate for the
police to intervene; and>
Donald Gorrie

268

In section 16, page 10, line 20, at end insert <; and
()

that the local authority’s antisocial behaviour task force has sought to address
concerns over the presence or behaviour of groups in public places in the relevant
locality through working with the local community to address any antisocial
behaviour in that area, including consulting representatives of—
(i)

young people whom the task force believes have been involved in
antisocial behaviour;

(ii) other young people in the relevant locality;
(iii) people who have complained of or suffered harassment; and
(iv) community and youth organisations.>
Bill Aitken
Supported by: Mike Rumbles, Colin Fox
1

Leave out section 16
Section 17
Bill Aitken
Supported by: Mike Rumbles, Colin Fox

2

Leave out section 17
Section 18
Donald Gorrie

269

In section 18, page 11, line 12, leave out <a group of two or more persons> and insert <persons
whom the constable regards as a group>
5
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Mary Scanlon
385

In section 18, page 11, line 13, leave out <likely to result> and insert <resulting>
Donald Gorrie

270

In section 18, page 11, line 14, at end insert <and that it is appropriate for the police to
intervene.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

180

In section 18, page 11, line 28, after <persons> insert—
<( ) who are engaged in conduct which is lawful under section 220 of the Trade Union
and Labour Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992 (c.52); or
( )>
Bill Aitken
Supported by: Mike Rumbles, Colin Fox

3

Leave out section 18
Section 19
Bill Aitken
Supported by: Mike Rumbles, Colin Fox

4

Leave out section 19
Section 20
Mrs Mary Mulligan

68

In section 20, page 12, line 13, leave out subsection (1)
Mrs Mary Mulligan

69

In section 20, page 12, line 17, leave out <guidance issued under this section> and insert <any
guidance given by the Scottish Ministers about—
(a) the exercise of the power; and
(b) any other matter relating to the power.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

70

In section 20, page 12, line 17, at end insert—
<( )

The Scottish Ministers shall lay before the Scottish Parliament a copy of any guidance
such as is mentioned in subsection (2).>

Bill Aitken
Supported by: Mike Rumbles, Colin Fox
5
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Leave out section 20
6

Section 21
Bill Aitken
Supported by: Mike Rumbles, Colin Fox
6

Leave out section 21
Section 22
Donald Gorrie
Supported by: Mary Scanlon, Colin Fox

271

In section 22, page 12, line 27, leave out <for the time being> and insert <at the material time>
Mary Scanlon

386

In section 22, page 12, leave out lines 34 and 35
Bill Aitken
Supported by: Mike Rumbles, Colin Fox

7

Leave out section 22
Section 23
Patrick Harvie

272

In section 23, page 13, line 7, after <subsections> insert <(1A),>
Patrick Harvie

273

In section 23, page 13, line 10, at end insert—
<(1A) A closure notice may not be given in respect of premises—
(a) which are—
(i)

being used solely or mainly for the purpose of meeting a local authority’s
obligations under section 29 or 31(3)(a) of the Housing (Scotland) Act
1987 (c.26);

(ii) a hostel or other short-term accommodation within the scope of regulations
made under section 7 of the Housing (Scotland) Act 2001 (asp 10);
(b) in which a care home service within the meaning of section 2(3) of the Regulation
of Care (Scotland) Act 2001 (asp 8) is provided.>
Donald Gorrie
274

In section 23, page 13, line 16, leave out <a person has engaged in> and insert <there has been
repeated>

7
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Section 24
Mrs Mary Mulligan
181

In section 24, page 14, line 7, at beginning insert <in which the premises are situated>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

182

In section 24, page 14, leave out lines 20 and 21
Mrs Mary Mulligan

183

In section 24, page 14, line 21, at end insert—
<( ) specify such matters about that application as may be prescribed in rules of
court;>
Section 25
Mrs Mary Mulligan

184

In section 25, page 14, line 33, leave out <following> and insert <after>
Section 26
Mrs Mary Mulligan

185

In section 26, page 15, line 8, leave out <shall> and insert <may>
Section 27
Patrick Harvie

275

In section 27, page 15, line 13, after <met> insert <and having had regard to the factors
mentioned in subsection (2A)>
Donald Gorrie
Supported by: Mary Scanlon

276

In section 27, page 15, line 19, at end insert <and is proportionate in the circumstances.>
Patrick Harvie

277

In section 27, page 15, line 19, at end insert—
<(2A) Those factors are—
(a) the ability of any household which is habitually resident in the premises to find
alternative accommodation; and
(b) any vulnerability of any individual member of the household who has not been
responsible for antisocial behaviour which has occurred in the premises.>
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8

Mrs Mary Mulligan
186

In section 27, page 15, line 21, leave out <within 2 court days following> and insert <no later
than the second court day after>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

187

In section 27, page 15, line 23, leave out <following the day on which the application is made>
Section 29
Donald Gorrie
Supported by: Mary Scanlon

278

In section 29, page 16, line 21, after <harm> insert <and that the extension would be
proportionate in the circumstances>
Donald Gorrie
Supported by: Mary Scanlon

279

In section 29, page 16, line 23, at end insert—
<(4)

(5)

The sheriff may postpone determination of the application to extend the period for
which a closure order has effect for a period of not more than 14 days after the day on
which the application was made to enable any of the persons mentioned in subsection
(5) to make representations against the extension of the period.
Those persons are—
(a) the occupier of the premises specified in the closure order;
(b) any person who has control of or responsibility for those premises; and
(c) any other person with an interest in those premises.

(6)

Representations under subsection (4) may be made—
(a) in writing, or
(b) on a day appointed by the sheriff (not later than 14 days after the day on which the
application was made) for the hearing of any representations.>
Section 30

Mrs Mary Mulligan
188

In section 30, page 16, line 31, leave out <closed premises> and insert <premises in respect of
which the closure order has effect>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

189

In section 30, page 16, line 33, leave out <the closed premises> and insert <those premises>

9
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Section 31
Mrs Mary Mulligan
190

In section 31, page 17, line 4, leave out <the>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

191

In section 31, page 17, line 7, leave out <closed premises> and insert <premises in respect of
which the closure order has effect>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

192

In section 31, page 17, line 8, leave out <this section> and insert <subsection (1)>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

193

In section 31, page 17, line 9, leave out subsection (3)
Mrs Mary Mulligan

194

In section 31, page 17, line 11, leave out <this section> and insert <subsection (1)>
Section 32
Mrs Mary Mulligan

261

In section 32, page 17, line 23, leave out <appropriate local authority> and insert <local authority
for the area in which the premises are situated>
Section 33
Mrs Mary Mulligan

196

In section 33, page 17, line 32, leave out subsections (1) to (5) and insert—
<(1)

A person who was a party to the proceedings in which the order or decision (as the case
may be) was given may appeal against—
(a) a closure order;
(b) an order extending a closure order;
(c) a decision to refuse to make—
(i)

a closure order; or

(ii) an order extending a closure order;
(d) a decision to revoke a closure order;
(e) a decision to refuse to revoke a closure order;
(f) an order under section 31(1);
(g) a decision to refuse to make an order under section 31(1);
(h) an order under section 32(1); or
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10

(i) a decision to refuse to make an order under section 32(1).>
Mrs Mary Mulligan
197

In section 33, page 18, line 14, leave out <this section> and insert <subsection (1)>
After section 34
Mrs Mary Mulligan

198

After section 34, insert—
<Offences under section 34: arrest without warrant
(1)

Where a constable reasonably believes that a person is committing or has committed an
offence under section 34(1) or (2), the constable may arrest the person without warrant.

(2)

Subsection (1) is without prejudice to any power of arrest conferred by law apart from
that subsection.>
After section 35

Donald Gorrie
Supported by: Mary Scanlon
280

After section 35, insert—
<Licensed Premises
This Part does not apply to licensed premises as defined in section 139(1) of the
Licensing (Scotland) Act 1976 (c.66).>
Section 36
Mrs Mary Mulligan

199

In section 36, page 19, line 8, after <which> insert <the>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

200

In section 36, page 19, line 9, leave out <a> and insert <the>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

201

In section 36, page 19, line 12, leave out <are> and insert <means>
Section 37
Mrs Mary Mulligan

202

In section 37, page 19, line 29, leave out <42> and insert <47>

11
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Mrs Mary Mulligan
203

In section 37, page 19, line 32, leave out <3> and insert <2>
Donald Gorrie

281

In section 37, page 19, line 32, leave out <months> and insert <weeks>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

204

In section 37, page 20, leave out lines 6 and 7
Donald Gorrie

282

In section 37, page 20, line 6, leave out <months> and insert <weeks>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

205

In section 37, page 20, line 9, leave out <2 months> and insert <a month>
Donald Gorrie

283

In section 37, page 20, line 9, leave out <months> and insert <weeks>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

206

In section 37, page 20, line 10, at end insert <; and
(c) at least a month before the commencement date—
(i)

give a copy of the resolution to the Scottish Ministers; and

(ii) give a copy of the notice mentioned in paragraph (b) to each local authority
whose area adjoins its area.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan
207

In section 37, page 20, line 15, after <provisions> insert <and sections 43, 44 and 46>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

208

In section 37, page 20, line 16, at end insert—
<( )

Where a local authority is given a notice under subsection (5)(c)(ii), it shall take such
steps as it considers necessary for the purpose of making persons in its area aware of the
contents of the notice.>

Bill Aitken
8

Leave out section 37
Section 38
Mrs Mary Mulligan

209
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In section 38, page 20, line 23, leave out <3> and insert <2>

12

Mrs Mary Mulligan
210

In section 38, page 20, leave out lines 27 and 28
Donald Gorrie

284

In section 38, page 20, line 27, leave out <months> and insert <weeks>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

211

In section 38, page 20, line 30, leave out <2 months> and insert <a month>
Donald Gorrie

285

In section 38, page 20, line 30, leave out <months> and insert <weeks>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

212

In section 38, page 20, line 31, at end insert <; and
(c) at least a month before the effective date—
(i)

give a copy of the resolution to the Scottish Ministers; and

(ii) give a copy of the notice mentioned in paragraph (b) to each local authority
whose area adjoins its area.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan
213

In section 38, page 20, line 35, at end insert—
<( )

Where a local authority is given a copy of a notice under subsection (3)(c)(ii), it shall
take such steps as it considers necessary for the purpose of making persons in its area
aware of the contents of the notice.>

Bill Aitken
9

Leave out section 38
Section 39
Mrs Mary Mulligan

214

In section 39, page 21, line 3, leave out subsection (1)
Mrs Mary Mulligan

215

In section 39, page 21, line 7, leave out <a dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

216

In section 39, page 21, line 10, leave out <this section> and insert <subsection (2)>

13
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Mrs Mary Mulligan
217

In section 39, page 21, line 12, leave out <a dwelling (the “offending dwelling”)> and insert
<relevant property (the “offending property”)>
Elaine Smith

172

In section 39, page 21, line 16, after <may> insert <, subject to subsection (5A),>
Elaine Smith

173

In section 39, page 21, line 22, at end insert—
<(5A) Before serving a notice about the noise under section 40 the officer shall have regard to
all of the circumstances surrounding the emission of the noise, including any disability
of the person responsible for the noise.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

218

In section 39, page 21, line 24, leave out <dwelling> and insert <property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

219

In section 39, page 21, line 26, leave out <dwelling> and insert <property>
Bill Aitken

10

Leave out section 39
Section 40
Mrs Mary Mulligan

220

In section 40, page 21, line 31, leave out <dwelling> and insert <property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

221

In section 40, page 21, line 36, leave out <dwelling> and insert <offending property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

222

In section 40, page 22, line 7, leave out <dwelling> and insert <property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

223

In section 40, page 22, line 9, leave out <dwelling> and insert <offending property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

224

In section 40, page 22, line 11, leave out <dwelling> and insert <property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

225
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In section 40, page 22, line 14, leave out <a dwelling> and insert <relevant property>

14

Bill Aitken
11

Leave out section 40
Section 41
Mrs Mary Mulligan

226

In section 41, page 22, line 17, leave out <a dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

227

In section 41, page 22, line 19, leave out <dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

228

In section 41, page 22, line 26, at end insert—
<( )

A person shall be taken to have shown the matter mentioned in subsection (3) if—
(a) sufficient evidence is adduced to raise an issue with respect to it; and
(b) the prosecution does not prove the contrary beyond reasonable doubt.>

Donald Gorrie
Supported by: Mary Scanlon
286

In section 41, page 22, leave out line 28
Bill Aitken

12

Leave out section 41
Section 42
Donald Gorrie

287

In section 42, page 23, line 3, leave out subsection (3)
Mrs Mary Mulligan

229

In section 42, page 23, line 3, leave out <a dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

230

In section 42, page 23, line 5, leave out <dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

231

In section 42, page 23, line 9, leave out <dwelling> and insert <property>
Mary Scanlon

387

In section 42, page 23, line 16, at end insert <; and

15
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( ) that the person to whom the fixed penalty notice is addressed may consult a
solicitor prior to accepting the fixed penalty and that legal aid may be available
for that consultation.>
Mary Scanlon
388

In section 42, page 23, line 16, at end insert <; and
( )

that acceptance of the fixed penalty may appear in enhanced disclosure certificates
issued by Disclosure Scotland.>

Bill Aitken
13

Leave out section 42
Section 43
Mrs Mary Mulligan

232

In section 43, page 23, line 29, leave out <directions determine> and insert <regulations
prescribe>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

233

In section 43, page 23, line 30, leave out <any dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

234

In section 43, page 23, line 34, leave out <determined> and insert <prescribed>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

235

In section 43, page 23, line 39, leave out <determined> and insert <prescribed>
Bill Aitken

14

Leave out section 43
Section 44
Mrs Mary Mulligan

236

In section 44, page 24, line 3, after <may> insert <by regulations>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

237

In section 44, page 24, line 5, after first <to> insert <such>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

238
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In section 44, page 24, line 8, at end insert <as may be prescribed in the regulations>

16

Mrs Mary Mulligan
239

In section 44, page 24, line 9, leave out subsection (3)
Bill Aitken

15

Leave out section 44
Section 45
Mrs Mary Mulligan

240

In section 45, page 24, line 11, leave out <local authorities> and substitute <a local authority>
Bill Aitken

16

Leave out section 45
Section 46
Mrs Mary Mulligan

241

In section 46, page 24, line 19, leave out from <in> to <41> in line 20
Mrs Mary Mulligan

242

In section 46, page 24, line 21, leave out <that offence> and insert <the offence in respect of
which the notice was given>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

243

In section 46, page 24, line 26, leave out <dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

244

In section 46, page 24, line 35, leave out subsection (4) and insert—
<(4)

Subject to subsection (4A), the Scottish Ministers may by order amend section 42(10)
by substituting an amount specified in the order for the amount that is for the time being
mentioned in that section.

(4A) The Scottish Ministers may not specify an amount exceeding level 2 on the standard
scale.>
Bill Aitken
17

Leave out section 46
Section 47
Mrs Mary Mulligan

245

In section 47, page 25, line 3, leave out <a dwelling> and insert <relevant property>

17
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Mrs Mary Mulligan
246

In section 47, page 25, line 4, leave out <dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

247

In section 47, page 25, line 6, leave out <dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

248

In section 47, page 25, line 13, leave out <a dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

249

In section 47, page 25, line 15, leave out <dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

250

In section 47, page 25, line 17, leave out <dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

251

In section 47, page 25, line 23, leave out <premises> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

252

In section 47, page 25, line 27, leave out <premises> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

253

In section 47, page 25, line 31, leave out from <premises> to end of line 32 and insert <relevant
property is unoccupied on the person’s leaving, leave it as effectively secured against trespassers
as it was when the person entered it.>
Bill Aitken

18

Leave out section 47
Mrs Mary Mulligan

254

Move section 47 to after section 42
After section 47
Mrs Mary Mulligan

255

After section 47, insert—
<Guidance in relation to this Part
A person (other than a court) shall, in discharging functions by virtue of this Part, have
regard to any guidance given by the Scottish Ministers about—
(a) the discharge of those functions; and
(b) matters arising in connection with the discharge of those functions.>
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18

Schedule 1
Donald Gorrie
Supported by: Mary Scanlon
288

In schedule 1, page 65, line 28, leave out <whether or not> and insert <where>
Bill Aitken

19

Leave out schedule 1
Before section 48
Mrs Mary Mulligan

256

Before section 48, insert—
<Meaning of “relevant place” and “relevant property”
(1)

In this Part—
“relevant place” means—
(a)

any place within accommodation (except, in the case of measurement of
noise emitted from relevant property which is accommodation, that
accommodation); and

(b) such other place as may be prescribed.
“relevant property” means—
(a)

any accommodation;

(b) any land belonging exclusively to, or enjoyed exclusively with, any
accommodation;
(c)

any land not falling within paragraph (b)—
(i) to which at least 2 persons have rights in common; and
(ii) which is used by those persons as a private garden;

(d) any common passage, close, court, stair, lift or yard pertinent to any
tenement or group of separately owned houses; or
(e)
(2)

such other place as may be prescribed.

In subsection (1)—
“accommodation” means a building or other structure (or part of a building or
other structure) used or intended to be used as a separate unit of accommodation
(whether on a permanent basis or otherwise); and
“prescribed” means prescribed by the Scottish Ministers by order.>
Section 48

Mrs Mary Mulligan
257

In section 48, page 26, leave out lines 4 to 9

19
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Mrs Mary Mulligan
258

In section 48, page 26, line 13, leave out <dwelling> and insert <property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

259

In section 48, page 26, line 15, leave out from beginning to <dwelling;> in line 16
Bill Aitken

20

Leave out section 48
Section 49
Mrs Mary Mulligan

75

In section 49, page 26, line 24, after <(c.43)> insert <(the “1990 Act”)>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

76

In section 49, page 26, line 27, leave out <on any occasion>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

77

In section 49, page 26, line 28, leave out from <finds> to <above> in line 30 and insert <has
reason to believe that a person has committed a relevant offence>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

78

In section 49, page 26, line 31, leave out from <finds> to end of line 33 and insert <has reason to
believe that a person has committed a relevant offence,
Mrs Mary Mulligan

79

In section 49, page 26, line 34, leave out from <offering> to end of line 35 and insert <under this
section in respect of the offence.
(1A) In subsection (1) above “relevant offence” means an offence under section 33
above in respect of a contravention of subsection (1)(a) or (c) of that section.
(1B) A notice under this section is a notice offering the opportunity, by paying a
fixed penalty, of discharging any liability to conviction for the offence to
which it relates.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

80

In section 49, page 26, line 37, leave out <to a person under this section> and insert <under this
section to a person>
Mary Scanlon

389

In section 49, page 27, line 13, at end insert <; and
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( ) that the person to whom the fixed penalty notice is addressed may consult a
solicitor prior to accepting the fixed penalty and that legal aid may be available
for that consultation;>
Mary Scanlon
390

In section 49, page 27, line 13, at end insert <; and
( )

that acceptance of the fixed penalty may appear in enhanced disclosure certificates
issued by Disclosure Scotland;>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
81

In section 49, page 27, line 24, after <amount> insert <(not exceeding level 2 on the standard
scale)>
Section 50
Mrs Mary Mulligan

82

In section 50, page 28, line 9, leave out <Environmental Protection Act 1990 (c.43)> and insert
<1990 Act>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

83

In section 50, page 28, line 11, at end insert—
<( ) the words “on any occasion” and “finds a person who he” are repealed;
( ) for “has on that occasion” there shall be substituted “that a person has”;>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
84

In section 50, page 28, line 15, leave out from <finds> to <occasion> in line 16 and insert <has
reason to believe that a person has>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

85

In section 50, page 28, line 18, leave out <to a person under this section> and insert <under this
section to a person>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

86

In section 50, page 28, line 26, at end insert—
<( )

In subsection (7), after “amount”, where it first occurs, there shall be inserted “(not
exceeding level 2 on the standard scale)”.>

21
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Section 51
Mrs Mary Mulligan
87

In section 51, page 28, line 31, leave out <Environmental Protection Act 1990 (c.43)> and insert
<1990 Act>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

88

In section 51, page 29, line 6, at end insert—
<(6D) The Scottish Ministers shall—
(a) cause—
(i)

any direction under subsection (6A) above; and

(ii) any variation or revocation of such a direction,
to be published; and
(b) cause copies of each such direction, variation or revocation to be made
available to the public.>
After section 51
Mrs Mary Mulligan
89

After section 51, insert—
<Graffiti
Power of local authority to serve notice about graffiti
(1)

Where it appears to a local authority that—
(a) a relevant surface in its area has been defaced by graffiti; and

5

(b) the defacement is—
(i)

detrimental to the amenity of the locality; or

(ii) offensive,
the authority may serve a graffiti removal notice on any responsible person.
10

15

(2)

A graffiti removal notice is a notice requiring the person on whom it is served to
remove, clear or otherwise remedy the defacement described in the notice before the
expiry of such period as may be specified in the notice (being a period of not less than
28 days beginning with the day on which the notice is served).

(3)

A relevant surface is—
(a) any surface of—
(ii) a public road; or
(ii) any building, structure, apparatus, plant or other object on such a road; or
(b) where subsection (4) or (5) applies, any surface of—
(i)

20
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land owned, occupied or controlled by a relevant body; or

(ii) any building, structure, apparatus, plant or other object on such land.

22

(4)

This subsection applies where the land is public land.

(5)

This subsection applies where—
(a) the surface is visible from public land; or
(b) the surface is not visible from public land but is visible to members of the public
from land owned, occupied or controlled by—

25

(i)

the relevant body which owns, occupies or controls the land; or

(ii) any other relevant body,
which they are on for the purpose of using that body’s services or facilities.
(6)

For the purposes of this section, a road or land is public if the public are entitled or
permitted to have access to it (with or without payment).

(7)

A local authority may at any time withdraw a graffiti removal notice issued by it.

(8)

The withdrawal under subsection (7) of a graffiti removal notice (the “withdrawn
notice”) shall not affect the power of the local authority to issue a further graffiti
removal notice in respect of the defacement described in the withdrawn notice.

(9)

In this section—

30

35

“educational institution” has the meaning given by section 98(3) of the 1990 Act
and includes the governing body of such an institution;
“graffiti” includes painting, writing, soiling, marking or otherwise defacing by
whatever means;
40

“relevant body” means—
(a)

an educational institution; or

(b) a statutory undertaker;
“responsible person” means, in relation to a surface, a person who owns, leases,
occupies, controls, operates or maintains the thing of which it is a surface;
45

“road” has the meaning given by section 151(1) of the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984
(c.54);
“statutory undertaker” has the meaning given by section 98(6) of the 1990 Act;
and
“surface” includes a surface—

50

(a)

on the inside of a thing; or

(b) not exposed to the weather.>
Stewart Stevenson
89A As an amendment to amendment 89, line 8, at end insert <; and
( ) it has taken all reasonable action to reduce the likelihood of the relevant surface
being defaced by graffiti;>
Stewart Stevenson
89B

As an amendment to amendment 89, line 34, at end insert—

23
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<(8A) This subsection applies where a local authority serves two or more graffiti removal
notices in respect of two or more separate instances of defacement by graffiti on the
same responsible person within a period of 28 days.
(8B) Reference to each case where subsection (8A) applies must be included in the
authority’s antisocial behaviour strategy on the next occasion on which the strategy is
reviewed or revised; and each such reference shall include details of what advice and
assistance in relation to preventing defacement by graffiti should be provided to the
responsible persons involved in such cases.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan
90

After section 51, insert—
<Power to modify meaning of “relevant surface”
(1)

The Scottish Ministers may by order modify—
(a) paragraph (a) or (b) of subsection (3); or
(b) subsection (4), (5) or (6),
of section (Power of local authority to serve notice about graffiti).

(2)

An order under subsection (1) may make such modifications of subsection (9) of that
section as the Scottish Ministers consider appropriate in consequence of any
modification made by virtue of subsection (1).>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
91

After section 51, insert—
<Graffiti removal notice: content and service
(1)

A graffiti removal notice shall explain the effects of sections (Non-compliance with
graffiti removal notice), (Appeal against graffiti removal notice) and (Appeal against
notice under section (Non-compliance with graffiti removal notice)(4)).

(2)

Subject to subsection (3), subsections (2) to (5) of section 160 of the 1990 Act shall
apply in relation to the service of a graffiti removal notice as they apply to any notice
required or authorised to be served under that Act.

(3)

Where, after reasonable enquiry, a local authority is unable to ascertain the name or
proper address of any person upon whom a graffiti removal notice may be served, it
may—
(a) affix the notice to the surface to which it relates; and
(b) in so far as is reasonably necessary for that purpose, enter any land.

(4)

In subsection (3) “proper address” shall be read in accordance with section 160(4) and
(5) of the 1990 Act.

(5)

Where a graffiti removal notice is affixed in accordance with subsection (3), it shall be
treated as having been served on a person on whom it may be served.>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
92
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After section 51, insert—

24

<Non-compliance with graffiti removal notice
(1)

Subsection (2) applies where a person on whom a graffiti removal notice is served (the
“responsible person”) does not comply with it.

(2)

The local authority that served the notice or a person authorised by it may—
(a) remove, clear or otherwise remedy the defacement; and
(b) in so far as is reasonably necessary for that purpose, enter any land.

(3)

Where subsection (4) applies, a local authority may recover from the responsible person
expenditure reasonably incurred by virtue of subsection (2).

(4)

This subsection applies where the local authority has served on the responsible person a
notice setting out—
(a) the amount of; and
(b) details of,
the expenditure which it proposes to recover.

(5)

Subsections (2) to (5) of section 160 of the 1990 Act shall apply in relation to the
service of a notice mentioned in subsection (4) as they apply to notices required or
authorised to be served under that Act.>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
93

After section 51, insert—
<Guidance to local authorities about graffiti removal functions
A local authority shall, in discharging its functions under sections (Power of local
authority to serve notice about graffiti), (Graffiti removal notice: content and service)
and (Non-compliance with graffiti removal notice), have regard to any guidance about
those sections given by the Scottish Ministers.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

94

After section 51, insert—
<Appeal against graffiti removal notice
(1)

On the application of a person on whom a graffiti removal notice is served, the sheriff
may—
(a) if satisfied that—
(i)

the surface to which the notice relates was not, at the time the notice was
served, defaced as described in it;

(ii) the defacement described in the notice is neither detrimental to the amenity
of the locality nor offensive; or
(iii) the applicant was not, at the time the notice was served, a responsible
person as respects the surface to which the notice relates,
make an order revoking the notice; or
(b) if satisfied that there is a material defect in, or in connection with, the notice,
make an order revoking or (if appropriate) amending the notice.

25
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(2)

In subsection (1)(a)(iii) “responsible person” has the same meaning as in section (Power
of local authority to serve notice about graffiti).

(3)

Where a sheriff—
(a) makes an order under paragraph (b) of subsection (1) amending a graffiti removal
notice; or
(b) makes an order refusing an application such as is mentioned in that subsection,
the sheriff may extend (for such period as may be specified in the order) the period
specified in the notice.

(4)

An application such as is mentioned in subsection (1) shall be made before the expiry of
the period of 21 days beginning with the day on which the graffiti removal notice to
which it relates was served.

(5)

Where an application such as is mentioned in subsection (1) is made, the graffiti
removal notice to which it relates shall be of no effect pending the—
(a) determination; or
(b) withdrawal of,
the application.>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
95

After section 51, insert—
<Appeal against notice under section (Non-compliance with graffiti removal
notice)(4)
(1)

On the application of a person on whom a notice under section (Non-compliance with
graffiti removal notice)(4) is served, the sheriff may, if satisfied that the expenditure
which the authority is proposing to recover is excessive, make an order substituting for
that amount a lower one.

(2)

An application such as is mentioned in subsection (1) shall be made within the period of
21 days beginning with the day on which the notice to which it relates was served.>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
96

After section 51, insert—
<Graffiti removal notices: exemptions from liability
(1)

Subject to subsection (3), a relevant person shall have no liability whatsoever (whether
at common law or otherwise) to any responsible person in respect of anything done or
omitted to be done in the exercise or purported exercise of the power conferred by
section (Graffiti removal notice: content and service)(3) or (Non-compliance with
graffiti removal notice)(2).

(2)

In subsection (1) “relevant person” means—
(a) in the case of the power conferred by section (Graffiti removal notice: content and
service)(3)—
(i)

the local authority; and

(ii) any employee of the authority;
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(b) in the case of the power conferred by section (Non-compliance with graffiti
removal notice)(2)—
(i)

the local authority;

(ii) any employee of the authority;
(iii) any person authorised by the authority under that section; and
(iv) any employer or employee of a person so authorised.
(3)

Subsection (1) does not apply—
(a) if the act or omission is shown to have been in bad faith; or
(b) in respect of a liability arising out of a failure to exercise due care and attention.

(4)

In this section “responsible person” has the same meaning as in section (Power of local
authority to serve notice about graffiti).

(5)

This section is without prejudice to any other exemption from liability (whether at
common law or otherwise).>

Paul Martin
342

After section 51, insert—
<Duty to clear land of litter, etc.
After section 94 of the Environmental Protection Act 1990 (c.43) there is inserted—
“94A

Duty to clear land of litter or refuse

(1)

A local authority may direct the owner or occupier of land within the area of
the authority to clear the land, or a designated part of the land, of any litter or
refuse.

(2)

A direction under subsection (1) must—
(a) be in writing; and
(b) specify a date by which the land, or designated part of the land, must be
cleared;
and may impose such further requirements related to the clearance of the land
as the local authority considers appropriate under the circumstances.

(3)

An owner or occupier who fails, without reasonable excuse, to comply with a
direction under subsection (1) shall be guilty of an offence and shall be liable
on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding level 4 on the standard scale.>
After section 52

Mrs Mary Mulligan
97

After section 52, insert—
<Interpretation
Interpretation of Part 6
In this Part, the “1990 Act” means the Environmental Protection Act 1990 (c.43).>

27
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Schedule 2
Mrs Mary Mulligan
98

In schedule 2, page 66, line 37, at end insert—
<The Water (Scotland) Act 1980 (c.45)
Section 75 of the Water (Scotland) Act 1980 (penalty for polluting water) shall be
amended as follows—
(a) in subsection (3), in paragraph (a), for “the prescribed sum” substitute “£40,000”;
and
(b) subsection (4) is repealed.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

99

In schedule 2, page 67, line 2, leave out <Environmental Protection Act 1990> and insert <1990
Act>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

100

In schedule 2, page 67, line 16, at end insert—
<PART 2
SUBORDINATE LEGISLATION
The Pollution Prevention and Control (Scotland) Regulations 2000 (S.S.I. 2000/323)
In paragraph (2)(a) of regulation 30 of the Pollution Prevention and Control (Scotland)
Regulations 2000 (offences), for “£20,000” substitute “£40,000”.
The Landfill (Scotland) Regulations 2003 (S.S.I. 2003/235)
In paragraph (2)(a) of regulation 19 of the Landfill (Scotland) Regulations 2003
(offences), for “£20,000” substitute “£40,000”.>
Section 53
Mrs Mary Mulligan

343

In section 53, page 29, line 38, after <action> insert <for the purpose of dealing with the
antisocial behaviour>
Bill Aitken

21

Leave out section 53
Section 54
Bill Aitken

22
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Leave out section 54

28

Section 55
Bill Aitken
23

Leave out section 55
Section 56
Mrs Mary Mulligan

344

In section 56, page 31, line 3, leave out <which> and insert <that>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

345

In section 56, page 31, line 15, at end insert—
<( )

Except as provided in an order under subsection (1), nothing in this Part affects the
validity of any lease or occupancy arrangement by virtue of which a person has the use
of a relevant house during the period when the order is in force.>

Bill Aitken
24

Leave out section 56
After section 56
Mrs Mary Mulligan

346

After section 56, insert—
<Appeals against orders under section 56
(1)

An appeal against the decision of a sheriff making or refusing to make an order under
section 56(1) shall be made to the sheriff principal and shall be made within the period
of 21 days beginning with the day on which the decision appealed against was made.

(2)

Subsection (3) applies where a person appeals against the decision of a sheriff making
an order under section 56(1)(a).

(3)

The person shall (in addition to complying with any other requirements as to notification
imposed by virtue of any enactment) give notice to the person who has the use of the
house to which the order relates (the “tenant”) of such matters as may be prescribed by
the Scottish Ministers by regulations.

(4)

Regulations under subsection (3) may include provision for or in connection with—
(a) the form of the notice;
(b) the manner and timing of service of the notice.

(5)

If a person fails to comply with subsection (3), the court hearing the appeal may not
require the tenant to pay any sums that but for the making of the order would have been
due by the tenant.>

29
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Section 57
Bill Aitken
25

Leave out section 57
Section 58
Bill Aitken

26

Leave out section 58
Schedule 3
Bill Aitken

27

Leave out schedule 3
Section 59
Mrs Mary Mulligan

347

In section 59, page 32, line 20, at end insert—
<( )

If it is impracticable for the local authority to comply with the requirement in subsection
(2)(a)(i), the authority need not do so.>

Bill Aitken
28

Leave out section 59
Section 60
Bill Aitken

29

Leave out section 60
Section 61
Mrs Mary Mulligan

348

In section 61, page 33, line 9, at end insert—
<( )

If it is impracticable for the local authority to comply with the requirement in subsection
(2)(a)(i), the authority need not do so.>

Bill Aitken
30
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Leave out section 61

30

Section 62
Bill Aitken
31

Leave out section 62
Section 63
Bill Aitken

32

Leave out section 63
Section 64
Mrs Mary Mulligan

349

In section 64, page 34, line 22, after <occupied> insert <as a dwelling>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

350

In section 64, page 34, leave out lines 35 to 38 and insert—
<( ) it is used for the provision of—
(i)

a care home service (as defined in subsection (3) of section 2 of the
Regulation of Care (Scotland) Act 2001 (asp 8));

(ii) a school care accommodation service (as defined in subsection (4) of that
section);

5

(iii) an independent health care service (as defined in subsection (5) of that
section); or
(iv) a secure accommodation service (as defined in subsection (9) of that
section);

10

( ) the house is used by a religious order the principal occupation of which is prayer,
contemplation, education or the relief of suffering;
( ) a control order under section 178 of the Housing (Scotland) Act 1987 (c.26) is in
force in respect of the house; or
15

( ) the house is used for holiday purposes.>

Stewart Stevenson
350A As an amendment to amendment 350, line 14, leave out from <; or> to end of line 15
Elaine Smith
132

In section 64, page 34, line 39, at end insert <wilfully or recklessly>
Elaine Smith

133

In section 64, page 35, line 1, after <that> insert <the person knows>

31
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Elaine Smith
134

In section 64, page 35, line 3, after <that> insert <the person knows>
Bill Aitken

33

Leave out section 64
Before section 65
Cathie Craigie

351

Before section 65, insert—
<Registers
(1)

Each local authority shall prepare and maintain a register for the purposes of this Part.

(2)

Each local authority shall make its register available for public inspection at all
reasonable times.>

Cathie Craigie
357

Before section 65, insert—
<Application for registration
(1)

An application by a relevant person to a local authority for entry in the register
maintained by it under section (Registers)(1) shall specify—
(a) the name and address of the relevant person;
(b) the address of each house (if any) within the area of the authority which the
relevant person owns and which is subject to—
(i)

a lease; or

(ii) an occupancy arrangement,
by virtue of which an unconnected person may use the house as a dwelling; and
(c) if the relevant person has an agent who acts for the person in relation to the lease
or occupancy arrangement to which any house specified under paragraph (b) is
subject, the name and address of the agent; and
(d) such other information as the Scottish Ministers may by regulations prescribe.
(2)

Subject to subsection (3), the application shall be accompanied by such fee as the local
authority may determine.

(3)

The Scottish Ministers may by regulations prescribe for the purposes of subsection
(2)—
(a) fees;
(b) how fees are to be arrived at;
(c) cases in which no fee shall be payable.

(4)

A person who, in an application under this section—
(a) specifies information which the person knows is false in a material particular; or
(b) knowingly fails to specify information required by subsection (1),
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shall be guilty of an offence.
(5)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (4) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale.

(6)

For the purposes of subsection (1)(b), the use of a house as a dwelling shall be
disregarded if—
(a) the house is being used for the provision of—
(i)

a care home service (as defined in subsection (3) of section 2 of the
Regulation of Care (Scotland) Act 2001 (asp 8));

(ii) a school care accommodation service (as defined in subsection (4) of that
section);
(iii) an independent health care service (as defined in subsection (5) of that
section); or
(iv) a secure accommodation service (as defined in subsection (9) of that
section);
(b) the house is being used by a religious order the principal occupation of which is
prayer, contemplation, education or the relief of suffering;
(c) a control order under section 178 of the Housing (Scotland) Act 1987 (c.26) is in
force in respect of the house; or
(d) the house is being used for holiday purposes.
(7)

In this Part—
“relevant person” means a person who is not—
(a)

a local authority;

(b) a registered social landlord; or
(c)

Scottish Homes; and

“unconnected person”, in relation to a relevant person, means a person who is not
a member of the family of the relevant person.>
Cathie Craigie
358

Before section 65, insert—
<Registration
(1)

This section applies where a relevant person makes an application to a local authority in
accordance with section (Application for registration).

(2)

Where, having considered the application—
(a) the local authority is satisfied that subsection (3) or (4) applies, the authority shall
enter the relevant person in the register maintained by the authority under section
(Registers)(1);
(b) the authority is not satisfied that either of those subsections applies, the authority
shall refuse to enter the relevant person in the register.

(3)

This subsection applies where—
(a) under paragraph (b) of section (Application for registration)(1), the application—
(i)

does not specify a house; or
33
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(ii) specifies a house (or two or more houses);
(b) under paragraph (c) of that section, the application does not specify the name and
address of an agent; and
(c) the relevant person is a fit and proper person to act as landlord under—
(i)

a lease; or

(ii) an occupancy arrangement,
by virtue of which an unconnected person may use a house as a dwelling.
(4)

This subsection applies where—
(a) under paragraph (b) of section (Application for registration)(1), the application
specifies at least one house;
(b) under paragraph (c) of that section, the application specifies the name and address
of an agent;
(c) subsection (3)(c) applies; and
(d) the agent is a fit and proper person to act as agent for a landlord such as is
mentioned in that subsection in relation to the lease or, as the case may be,
arrangement.

(5)

An entry in a register under subsection (2)(a) shall state, in relation to the relevant
person, the information specified by virtue of paragraphs (a) to (c) of section
(Application for registration)(1) in the application made by the relevant person.

(6)

Subject to sections (Registered person: appointment of agent)(8) and (Removal from
register)(1), where a local authority makes an entry in a register under subsection (2)(a),
the authority shall remove the entry from the register on the expiry of the period of 3
years beginning with the day on which the entry is made.>

Cathie Craigie
359

Before section 65, insert—
<Section (Registration): considerations
(1)

In deciding for the purposes of section (Registration)(3) or (4) whether the relevant
person or, as the case may be, the agent is a fit and proper person, the local authority
shall have regard (among other things) to any material falling within subsections (2) to
(4).

(2)

Material falls within this subsection if it shows that the relevant person or, as the case
may be, the agent has—
(a) committed any offence involving—
(i)

fraud or other dishonesty;

(ii) violence; or
(iii) drugs;
(b) practised unlawful discrimination on grounds of sex, colour, race, ethnic or
national origins or disability in, or in connection with, the carrying on of any
business; or
(c) contravened any provision of—
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(i)

the law relating to housing; or

(ii) landlord and tenant law.
(3)

Material falls within this subsection if it relates to any actings of the relevant person or,
as the case may be, the agent as respects antisocial behaviour affecting a house—
(a) subject to a lease or occupancy arrangement such as is mentioned in section
(Registration)(3)(c); and
(b) in relation to which the relevant person was (or is) the landlord under the lease or
arrangement or, as the case may be, the agent was (or is) the agent for the landlord
in relation to the lease or arrangement.

(4)

Material falls within this subsection if it appears to the authority that the material is
relevant to the question of whether the relevant person or, as the case may be, the agent
is a fit and proper person.

(5)

In subsection (3) “actings” includes failure to act.>

Cathie Craigie
360

Before section 65, insert—
<Notification of registration or refusal to register
Where a local authority—
(a) enters a person in its register under paragraph (a) of section (Registration)(2); or
(b) refuses to enter a person in its register under paragraph (b) of that section,
the authority shall, as soon as practicable after doing so, give notice of the fact to the
person.>
Cathie Craigie

361

Before section 65, insert—
<Duty of registered person to provide information to local authority
(1)

This section applies where a person is registered by a local authority.

(2)

If in consequence of a change in circumstances any information provided by the person
to the local authority by virtue of section (Application for registration)(1) or, as the case
may be, this subsection, becomes inaccurate, the person shall, as soon as practicable
after the inaccuracy arises, give notice in writing to the authority of the change that has
occurred.

(3)

Subject to subsection (4), any notice given under subsection (2) shall be accompanied by
such fee as the local authority may determine.

(4)

The Scottish Ministers may by regulations prescribe for the purposes of subsection
(3)—
(a) fees;
(b) how fees are to be arrived at;
(c) cases in which no fee shall be payable.

(5)

A person who, without reasonable excuse, fails to comply with subsection (2) shall be
guilty of an offence.
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(6)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (5) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale.>

Cathie Craigie
362

Before section 65, insert—
<Registered person: appointment of agent
(1)

Subsection (2) applies where—
(a) a person is registered by a local authority (the “registered person”); and
(b) the registered person appoints an agent to act for the person in relation to—
(i)

a lease; or

(ii) occupancy arrangement,
by virtue of which an unconnected person may use as a dwelling a house within
the area of the authority which the registered person owns.
(2)

The registered person shall, as soon as practicable after appointing the agent, give notice
in writing to the local authority of the appointment.

(3)

The local authority shall, as soon as practicable after being given notice under
subsection (2), determine whether the condition in subsection (4) is satisfied in relation
to the agent.

(4)

The condition is that the agent is a fit and proper person to act as agent for the registered
person in relation to a lease or occupancy arrangement such as is mentioned in
subsection (1)(b).

(5)

Subsections (2) to (5) of section (Section (Registration): considerations) shall apply for
the purposes of subsection (4) as those subsections apply for the purposes of subsection
(1) of that section.

(6)

If the local authority determines that the condition in subsection (4) is satisfied—
(a) the registered person shall be deemed, with effect from the date of the
determination, to be registered by virtue of subsection (4) of section
(Registration); and
(b) the local authority shall give the registered person notice in writing of that fact.

(7)

Subsection (6)(a) shall not affect the calculation of the period mentioned in section
(Registration)(6).

(8)

If the local authority determines that the condition in subsection (4) is not satisfied, the
authority shall remove the registered person from the register.>

Cathie Craigie
363

Before section 65, insert—
<Removal from register
(1)

Where—
(a) a person is registered by a local authority; and
(b) subsection (2) or (3) applies,
the authority shall remove the person from its register.
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(2)

This subsection applies where—
(a) the person was registered by virtue of section (Registration)(3); and
(b) paragraph (c) of that section no longer applies.

(3)

This subsection applies where—
(a) the person was registered by virtue of section (Registration)(4); and
(b) paragraph (c) or (d) of that section no longer applies.>

Cathie Craigie
364

Before section 65, insert—
<Notification of removal from register
(1)

Subsection (2) applies where under section (Registered person: appointment of
agent)(8) or (Removal from register)(1) a local authority removes a person from the
register maintained by it under section ((Registers)(1).

(2)

As soon as practicable after the removal, the local authority shall give the person notice
in writing of—
(a) the removal; and
(b) the date of the removal.

(3)

Notice under subsection (1) shall be given to the person at the address which,
immediately before the removal, was specified as being the address of the person in the
entry for the person in the register.

(4)

For the purposes of subsection (2), notice is given by being sent by the recorded delivery
service.>

Cathie Craigie
352

Before section 65, insert—
<Appeal against refusal to register or removal from register
(1)

Subsection (2) applies where—
(a) under section (Registration)(2)(b) a local authority refuses to enter a person in the
register maintained by it under section (Registers)(1); or
(b) under section (Registered person: appointment of agent)(8) or (Removal from
register)(1) an authority removes a person from the register.

(2)

The sheriff may, on the application of the person, make an order—
(a) requiring the authority to enter the person in the register; and
(b) specifying whether the entry shall be deemed to be made by virtue of subsection
(3) or (4) of section (Registration).

(3)

Where by virtue of subsection (2) a local authority enters a person in the register
maintained by it under section (Registers)(1), the entry shall be deemed to have been
made under subsection (2)(a) of section (Registration) by virtue of the subsection
specified in the order.

(4)

An application such as is mentioned in subsection (2) shall be made by summary
application.
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(5)

An appeal against the decision of a sheriff granting or refusing an application under
subsection (2) shall be made to the sheriff principal and shall be made within the period
of 21 days beginning with the day on which the decision appealed against was made.

(6)

The decision of the sheriff principal on an appeal under this section shall be final.>

Cathie Craigie
353

Before section 65, insert—
<Offence of letting house while not registered
(1)

Where—
(a) a relevant person owns a house within the area of a local authority which is
subject to—
(i)

a lease; or

(ii) an occupancy arrangement,
by virtue of which an unconnected person may use the house as a dwelling; and
(b) the relevant person is not registered by that authority,
the relevant person shall be guilty of an offence.
(2)

Nothing in subsection (1) makes it an offence for a relevant person to own a house
which is subject to a lease or, as the case may be, occupancy arrangement such as is
mentioned in that subsection where—
(a) the person has made an application under section (Application for registration) to
the local authority within the area of which the house is situated; but
(b) the application has not been determined under section (Registration) by the
authority.

(3)

It shall be a defence for a person charged with an offence under subsection (1) to show
that there was a reasonable excuse for granting the lease or, as the case may be, entering
into the occupancy arrangement, being the landlord under such a lease or being party to
the occupancy arrangement in contravention of the subsection.

(4)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (1) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 5 on the standard scale.>

Cathie Craigie
354

Before section 65, insert—
<Order that no rent payable
(1)

If, on the application of the local authority within the area of which the house to which
the application relates is situated, the sheriff is satisfied that the conditions mentioned in
subsection (2) are met, the sheriff may make an order that, with effect from the making
of the order—
(a) no rent be payable under the lease or occupancy arrangement; and
(b) no other consideration be payable or exigible under the lease or occupancy
arrangement.

(2)
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Those conditions are—
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(a) that the owner of the house is a relevant person;
(b) that the house is subject to—
(i)

a lease; or

(ii) occupancy arrangement,
by virtue of which an unconnected person may use the house as a dwelling;
(c) that the relevant person is not registered by the local authority; and
(d) that, having regard to all the circumstances relating to the relevant person, it is
appropriate to make an order under subsection (1).
(3)

The condition mentioned in subsection (2)(c) shall not be taken to be met where—
(a) the relevant person has made an application under section (Application for
registration) to the local authority within the area of which the house is situated;
but
(b) the application has not been determined under section (Registration) by the
authority.

(4)

Except as provided in an order under subsection (1), nothing in this Part affects the
validity of any lease or occupancy arrangement under which an unconnected person has
the use as a dwelling of a house during the period when the order is in force.>

Cathie Craigie
355

Before section 65, insert—
<Appeal against order that no rent payable
(1)

An appeal against the decision of a sheriff making or refusing to make an order under
section (Order that no rent payable)(1) shall be made to the sheriff principal and shall
be made within the period of 21 days beginning with the day on which the decision
appealed against was made.

(2)

Subsection (3) applies where a person appeals against the decision of a sheriff making
an order under section (Order that no rent payable)(1).

(3)

The person shall (in addition to complying with any other requirements as to notification
imposed by virtue of any enactment) give notice to the person who has the use as a
dwelling of the house to which the order relates (the “tenant”) of such matters as may be
prescribed by the Scottish Ministers by regulations.

(4)

Regulations under subsection (3) may include provision for or in connection with—
(a) the form of the notice;
(b) the manner and timing of service of the notice.

(5)

If a person fails to comply with subsection (3), the court hearing the appeal may not
require the tenant to pay any sums that but for the making of the order would have been
due by the tenant.>

Cathie Craigie
356

Before section 65, insert—
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<Grants to local authorities
(1)

The Scottish Ministers may make a grant to a local authority in respect of costs incurred
by the authority by virtue of this Part.

(2)

The payment of a grant under subsection (1) may be made subject to such conditions
(including conditions as to repayment) as the Scottish Ministers may determine.>
Section 65

Cathie Craigie
365

Leave out section 65
Section 66
Cathie Craigie

366

Leave out section 66
Section 67
Cathie Craigie

367

Leave out section 67
Section 68
Cathie Craigie

368

Leave out section 68
Section 69
Cathie Craigie

369

Leave out section 69
Section 70
Cathie Craigie

370

Leave out section 70
Section 71
Cathie Craigie

371
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Leave out section 71
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Section 72
Cathie Craigie
372

Leave out section 72
Section 73
Cathie Craigie

373

Leave out section 73
After section 74
Cathie Craigie

374

After section 74, insert—
<Interpretation of Part 8
(1)

In this Part—
“house” means, subject to subsection (2), a building or part of a building occupied
or intended to be occupied as a dwelling;
“landlord”, in relation to an occupancy arrangement, means the person who under
the arrangement permits another to occupy the building or, as the case may be, the
part of the building;
“occupancy arrangement” means any arrangement under which a person having
the lawful right to occupy a house permits another, by way of contract or
otherwise, to occupy the house or, as the case may be, part of it; but does not
include a lease;
“registered”, in relation to a relevant person and a local authority, means entered
by virtue of section (Registration)(2)(a) in the register maintained by the authority
under section (Registers)(1); and cognate expressions shall be construed
accordingly;
“relevant person” has the meaning given by section (Application for
registration)(7);
“unconnected person” has the meaning given by section (Application for
registration)(7); and
“use as a dwelling” shall be construed in accordance with section (Application for
registration)(6).

(2)

If two or more dwellings within a building share the same toilet, washing or cooking
facilities, then those dwellings shall be deemed to be a single house for the purposes of
this Part.

(3)

For the purposes of this Part, any reference to a person’s being a member of another’s
family shall be construed in accordance with section 108(1) and (2) of the Housing
(Scotland) Act 2001 (asp 10).

(4)

For the purposes of this Part, a person engages in antisocial behaviour if the person—
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(a) acts in a manner that causes or is likely to cause alarm, distress, nuisance or
annoyance; or
(b) pursues a course of conduct that causes or is likely to cause alarm, distress,
nuisance or annoyance,
to a person residing in, visiting or otherwise engaging in lawful activity at, or in the
locality of, a house; and antisocial behaviour shall be construed accordingly.>
Section 75
Cathie Craigie
375

Leave out section 75
Section 76
Mrs Mary Mulligan

290

In section 76, page 42, line 15, after <occasion> insert <in the interests of the child in whose
interests the order is to be made>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

291

In section 76, page 42, line 20, leave out subsection (4)
Mrs Mary Mulligan

292

In section 76, page 42, line 26, leave out subsection (6)
Mrs Mary Mulligan

293

Move section 76 to after section 77
Section 77
Mrs Mary Mulligan

294

In section 77, page 42, line 30, leave out <(“the relevant parent”)>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

295

In section 77, page 42, line 31, leave out <(“the relevant child”)>
Scott Barrie

174

In section 77, page 42, line 32, leave out <(2) or>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

296
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In section 77, page 42, line 33, leave out <relevant local authority> and insert <local authority for
the area in which the parent ordinarily resides>

42

Scott Barrie
175

In section 77, page 42, line 35, leave out subsection (2)
Mrs Mary Mulligan

297

In section 77, page 43, line 12, leave out <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

298

In section 77, page 43, line 13, leave out <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

299

In section 77, page 43, line 16, leave out <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

300

In section 77, page 43, line 17, leave out <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

301

In section 77, page 43, line 20, leave out <relevant>
Elaine Smith

176

In section 77, page 43, line 20, at end insert—
<( )

In considering whether the test in subsection (4)(b) or, as the case may be, (5)(b) is met,
the court must have regard to any disability of the relevant child.>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
302

In section 77, page 43, line 25, leave out <relevant>
Scott Barrie

177

In section 77, page 43, line 26, leave out subsections (9) and (10)
Mrs Mary Mulligan

303

In section 77, page 43, line 31, leave out <relevant>
Section 78
Mrs Mary Mulligan

304

In section 78, page 43, line 34, after <making> insert <varying or revoking>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

305

In section 78, page 43, line 35, leave out <relevant>
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Mrs Mary Mulligan
306

In section 78, page 43, line 36, leave out first <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

307

In section 78, page 43, line 36, leave out second <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

308

In section 78, page 44, line 1, leave out first <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

309

In section 78, page 44, line 1, leave out second <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

310

In section 78, page 44, line 3, leave out <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

311

In section 78, page 44, line 4, leave out <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

312

In section 78, page 44, line 6, leave out from beginning to <court> and insert—
(1A) Before making a parenting order, the court shall>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

313

In section 78, page 44, line 10, leave out <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

314

In section 78, page 44, line 11, at end insert—
<(1B) Before varying or revoking a parenting order, the court shall explain in ordinary
language the effect of the variation or, as the case may be, revocation.
(1C) Subsections (1A) and (1B) apply only where the parent is present in court.
(1D) Failure to comply with subsection (1A) or (1B) shall not affect the validity of the order
made.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

315

Move section 78 to after section 83
Section 79
Scott Barrie

178
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In section 79, page 44, line 21, after <section;> insert—

44

<( ) the welfare of any child other than the relevant child in respect of whom the
relevant parent is a parent;>
Mrs Mary Mulligan
316

Leave out section 79
Section 81
Mrs Mary Mulligan

317

In section 81, page 45, line 7, leave out <relevant parent> and insert <person specified in the
order>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

318

In section 81, page 45, line 8, leave out <relevant child> and insert <child in respect of whom the
order was made>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

319

In section 81, page 45, line 9, leave out <relevant local authority> and insert <local authority for
the area in which the person specified in the order ordinarily resides>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

320

In section 81, page 45, line 15, leave out <relevant parent> and insert <person specified in the
order>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

321

In section 81, page 45, line 15, leave out <relevant parent’s> and insert <person’s>
Section 83
Mrs Mary Mulligan

322

In section 83, page 45, line 27, leave out from first <a> to <made> and insert <the person
specified in a parenting order>
After section 83
Mrs Mary Mulligan

323

After section 83, insert—
<General considerations relating to making, varying and revoking order
(1)

Where a court is determining whether to make, vary or revoke a parenting order its
paramount consideration shall be the welfare of the child.

(2)

Where a court is determining whether to make a parenting order it shall have regard
to—
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(a) such views as the child has expressed in relation to that matter by virtue of
paragraph (a) of subsection (1) of section 78;
(b) the information obtained in relation to that matter by virtue of paragraph (c) of
that subsection;
(c) whether (and if so the extent to which) the parent has, at any time that appears to
the court to be relevant, taken relevant voluntary steps; and
(d) any other behaviour of the parent that appears to the court to be relevant.
(3)

Where a court is determining whether to vary or revoke a parenting order it shall have
regard to—
(a) such views as the child has expressed in relation to that matter by virtue of
paragraph (a) of subsection (1) of section 78;
(b) the information obtained in relation to that matter by virtue of paragraph (c) of
that subsection; and
(c) any behaviour of the parent that appears to the court to be relevant.

(4)

In subsection (2)(c) “relevant voluntary steps” means—
(a) where the court is determining whether to—
(i)

make a parenting order under section 12; or

(ii) make a parenting order under subsection (1) of section 77 in respect of the
condition mentioned in subsection (4) of that section,
voluntary steps intended to be in the interests of preventing the child from
engaging in antisocial behaviour;
(b) where the court is determining whether to make a parenting order under
subsection (1) of section 77 in respect of the condition mentioned in subsection
(5) of that section, voluntary steps intended to be in the interests of preventing the
child from engaging in criminal conduct;
(c) where the court is determining whether to make a parenting order under
subsection (1) of section 77 in respect of the condition mentioned in subsection
(6) of that section, voluntary steps intended to be in the interests of improving the
welfare of the child.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan
324

After section 83, insert—
<Account to be taken of religion, work and education
(1)

A court shall ensure that the requirements of a parenting order made by it avoid, so far
as practicable—
(a) any conflict with the religious beliefs of the person specified in the order; and
(b) any interference with times at which that person normally attends—
(i)

work; or

(ii) any educational establishment.
(2)
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The supervising officer appointed by a local authority in respect of a parenting order
shall ensure that the directions given by the officer avoid, so far as practicable, the
matters mentioned in subsection (1)(a) and (b).

46

(3)

In subsection (1)(b)(ii) “educational establishment” has the meaning given by section
135(1) of the Education (Scotland) Act 1980 (c.44).>
Before section 84

Mrs Mary Mulligan
325

Before section 84, insert—
<Restriction on reporting proceedings relating to parenting orders
(1)

Subject to subsection (2), a person shall be guilty of an offence if the person publishes
any matter in respect of relevant proceedings which is intended, or likely to, identify—
(a) the parent concerned in the proceedings (the “person concerned”);
(b) any address as being that of the person concerned;
(c) the child concerned in the proceedings;
(d) any other child—
(i)

who is a member of the same household as the person concerned; or

(ii) of whom the person concerned is a parent; or
(e) any—
(i)

address; or

(ii) school,
as being that of a child mentioned in paragraph (c) or (d).
(2)

In relevant proceedings, the court may, in the interests of justice, order that subsection
(1) shall not apply to the proceedings to such extent as the court considers appropriate.

(3)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (1) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 4 on the standard scale.

(4)

It shall be a defence for a person charged with an offence under subsection (1) to show
that the person—
(a) did not know; and
(b) had no reason to suspect,
that the published matter was intended, or was likely, to identify the person concerned,
child, address or school (as the case may be).

(5)

Section 46 of the Children and Young Persons (Scotland) Act 1937 (c.37) shall apply in
relation to relevant proceedings only in respect of a person concerned in the proceedings
as a witness.

(6)

A child in whose interests a parenting order has been made shall be regarded as a person
who falls within subsection (1)(a) of section 47 of the Criminal Procedure (Scotland)
Act 1995 (c.46) for the purposes of that section in its application to proceedings in
respect of the commission of an offence under section 83(1) in respect of that order.

(7)

In this section—
“programme service” has the meaning given by section 201 of the Broadcasting
Act 1990 (c.42);
“publishes” includes—
47
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(a)

causing to be published; and

(b) publishing in a programme service,
and “published” shall be construed accordingly; and
“relevant proceedings” means—
(a)

proceedings before a sheriff for the purpose of considering whether to
make a parenting order under section 12(1);

(b) proceedings before a sheriff on an application for the making of a parenting
order under section 77(1);
(c)

proceedings before a sheriff on an application for the variation, or
revocation, of a parenting order under section 81(1);

(d) proceedings before a sheriff for the purpose of considering whether to
make an order under section 81(4);
(e)

an appeal arising from proceedings such as are mentioned in paragraphs (a)
to (d).>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
326

Before section 84, insert—
<Initial investigations by Principal Reporter
(1)

For the purpose of determining whether to make an application for the making of a
parenting order under section 77, the Principal Reporter may make such investigations
as the Principal Reporter considers appropriate.

(2)

On a request made by the Principal Reporter for the purpose mentioned in subsection
(1), a local authority shall supply to the Principal Reporter a report on—
(a) the child in relation to whom the Principal Reporter is determining whether to
make the application;
(b) the parent in relation to whom the Principal Reporter is determining whether to
make the application; and
(c) such circumstances concerning—
(i)

the child; and

(ii) the parent,
as appear to the Principal Reporter to be relevant.>
Section 85
Mrs Mary Mulligan
327

Leave out section 85 and insert—
<Guidance about parenting orders
A person (other than a court) shall, in discharging functions by virtue of section 12 or
this Part, have regard to any guidance given by the Scottish Ministers about—
(a) the discharge of those functions; and
(b) matters arising in connection with the discharge of those functions.>
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Section 86
Mrs Mary Mulligan
328

In section 86, page 46, line 23, leave out <exercise his power> and insert <consider whether>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

329

In section 86, page 46, line 26, leave out from <person> to <sought> and insert <parent in respect
of whom it might be appropriate for the order to be made>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

330

In section 86, page 46, line 28, leave out <upon which the application is to proceed> and insert
<in respect of which the application might be made>
Section 87
Mrs Mary Mulligan

331

In section 87, page 46, line 35, leave out from <in> to end of line 37 and insert <means any
individual who is a relevant person as defined in section 93(2)(b) of the Children (Scotland) Act
1995 (c.36) (the references to a “person” in that section being read as references to an
individual);>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

332

In section 87, page 47, leave out lines 1 to 4
After section 87
Paul Martin

379

After section 87, insert—
<PART
PARENTAL COMPENSATION ORDERS
Parental compensation orders
(1)

On the application of a relevant authority, the sheriff may, if satisfied that the conditions
mentioned in subsection (2) are satisfied and after having had regard to the factors
mentioned in subsection (3), make an order requiring a parent to pay financial
compensation for damage caused by a child of that parent (a “parental compensation
order”).

(2)

Those conditions are—
(a) that damage to property owned by—
(i)

a relevant authority; or

(ii) a person who is not a member of the same household as the child,
has been caused by the child;
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(b) that the child, at the time the damage was caused, had attained the age of 12 but
was under 16;
(c) that the behaviour in which the child was engaging at the time the damage was
caused—
(i)

has been considered in other court proceedings or by a children’s hearing;
and

(ii) been held to be antisocial behaviour.
(3)

Those factors are—
(a) the ability of the parent to pay financial compensation;
(b) the likely effect of the making of the order on other members of the parent’s
family; and
(c) such other factors as the sheriff considers appropriate.

(4)

Where the damage is to property of the type mentioned in subsection (2)(a)(ii), the
owner of the property may make a request, in writing, to a relevant authority that an
application be made under subsection (1).

(5)

A relevant authority to which a request is made under subsection (3) shall, if an
application is not made under subsection (1) as a result of the request, provide the owner
of the property with a written explanation as to why an application has not been made.

(6)

An application for a parental compensation order shall be made by summary application
to the sheriff within whose sheriffdom the property which has been damaged is located.

(7)

A parental compensation order—
(a) shall specify—
(i)

the amount of financial compensation which the parent is required to pay;

(ii) who the compensation is to be paid to;
(iii) how the compensation is to be paid; and
(iv) the date by which the compensation must be paid;
(b) may provide for the amount specified to be paid in instalments.
(8)

In this section, “relevant authority” means—
(a) a local authority; or
(b) a registered social landlord.
Section 88

Elaine Smith
121

In section 88, page 47, line 18, leave out <12> and insert <16>
Elaine Smith

135
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In section 88, page 47, line 25, at end insert <wilfully or recklessly>

50

Elaine Smith
136

In section 88, page 47, line 26, after <that> insert <he knows>
Elaine Smith

137

In section 88, page 47, line 27, after <that> insert <he knows>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

71

In section 88, page 47, line 35, at end insert—
<(5A) Before making an antisocial behaviour order, the court shall explain to the
offender in ordinary language—
(a) the effect of the order and the prohibitions proposed to be included in it;
(b) the consequences of failing to comply with the order;
(c) the powers the court has under subsection (6) below; and
(d) the entitlement of the offender to appeal against the making of the order.
(5B) Failure to comply with subsection (5A) shall not affect the validity of the
order.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

72

In section 88, page 48, line 14, at end insert—
<234AB Antisocial behaviour orders: notification
(1)

Upon making an antisocial behaviour order under section 234AA of this Act,
the court shall—
(a) serve a copy of the order on the offender; and
(b) give a copy of the order to the local authority it considers most
appropriate.

(2)

Upon revoking an antisocial behaviour order under subsection (6)(a) of that
section, the court shall notify the local authority to whom a copy of the order
was given under subsection (1)(b) above.

(3)

Upon varying an antisocial behaviour order under subsection (6)(b) of that
section, the court shall—
(a) serve a copy of the order as varied on the offender; and
(b) give a copy of the order as varied to the local authority to whom a copy
of the order was given under subsection (1)(b) above.

(4)

For the purposes of this section, a copy is served on an offender if—
(a) given to him; or
(b) sent to him by registered post or the recorded delivery service.

(5)

A certificate of posting of a letter sent under subsection (4)(b) issued by the
postal operator shall be sufficient evidence of the sending of the letter on the
day specified in such certificate.
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(6)

In this section “offender” means the person in respect of whom the antisocial
behaviour order was made.>
After section 88

Mrs Mary Mulligan
73

After section 88, insert—
<Records of antisocial behaviour orders made in criminal courts
(1)

A local authority shall keep records of each antisocial behaviour order of which the
authority has been given a copy by virtue of subsection (1)(b) of section 234AB of the
Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.46) (the “1995 Act”).

(2)

A record kept under subsection (1) shall specify—
(a) the person in respect of whom the order was made;
(b) the prohibitions imposed by the order;
(c) whether a prohibition is indefinite or for a definite period and where it is for a
period, that period;
(d) where the authority is, by virtue of subsection (2) of that section of the 1995 Act,
notified of the revocation of the order, the date on which it was revoked;
(e) where the authority is, by virtue of subsection (3)(b) of that section of the 1995
Act, given a copy of the order as varied, the variation and its date; and
(f) such other matters relating to the order as the Scottish Ministers may prescribe in
regulations.

(3)

A local authority shall, on a request to do so being made to it by a person mentioned in
subsection (4), disclose to that person information contained in a record kept under
subsection (1).

(4)

Those persons are—
(a) the Scottish Ministers;
(b) the Principal Reporter;
(c) any other local authority;
(d) a chief constable; and
(e) a registered social landlord.

(5)

A local authority shall, in discharging functions by virtue of this section, have regard to
such guidance issued by the Scottish Ministers as to—
(a) the discharge of those functions; and
(b) such matters arising in connection with the discharge of those functions,
as the Scottish Ministers think fit.>
Section 89

Elaine Smith
138
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In section 89, page 48, line 34, at end insert <wilfully or recklessly>
52

Elaine Smith
139

In section 89, page 48, line 35, after <that> insert <he knows>
Elaine Smith

140

In section 89, page 48, line 36, after <that> insert <he knows>
Section 90
Mike Rumbles

122

In section 90, page 51, line 30, after <orders),> insert—
<( ) after “Act”, where it first occurs, insert “and subject to subsection (1A) below”;
and
( )>
Elaine Smith

123

In section 90, page 51, line 30, leave out from <the> to end of line and insert <for “16” substitute
“12”.>
Mike Rumbles

124

In section 90, page 51, line 30, leave out from <the> to end of line and insert <for “16” substitute
“14”.>
Mike Rumbles

125

In section 90, page 51, line 30, at end insert—
<( )

After that subsection insert—
“(1A) The court may make a restriction of liberty order in respect of a person aged
under 16 only if satisfied that the person cannot be detained in secure
accommodation due to no places in such accommodation being available at the
time the order is to be made.”.>

Mike Rumbles
Supported by: Elaine Smith
126

Leave out section 90
After section 94
Paul Martin

380

After section 94, insert—
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<Use of quad-bike, motorcycle, scooter, etc.
Offence of causing etc. alarm or distress
(1)

Subject to subsection (3), a person who uses a motorised vehicle in a manner which
causes or is likely to cause alarm or distress to any other person shall be guilty of an
offence.

(2)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (1) shall be liable on summary
conviction to—
(a) a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale;
(b) imprisonment for a period not exceeding 3 months, or
(c) both.

(3)

It shall be a defence for a person charged with an offence under subsection (1) to show
that—
(a) the alleged offence took place—
(i)

in an area designated by a local authority as an area where such activity is
permitted; and

(ii) in accordance with any conditions laid down by the authority as to how
such activity should be conducted of which the person could reasonably
have been aware; and
(b) no distress or alarm was caused to another person.
(4)

In this section, “motorised vehicle” means quad-bike, motorcycle, scooter or other
similar vehicle.>

Paul Martin
381

After section 94, insert—
<Use of quad-bike, motorcycle, scooter, etc.
Offence of causing etc. noise nuisance
(1)

Subject to subsection (3), a person who uses a motorised vehicle in a manner which
causes a noise nuisance shall be guilty of an offence.

(2)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (1) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 2 on the standard scale.

(3)

A person using a motorised vehicle—
(a) in an area designated by a local authority as an area where such activity is
permitted; and
(b) in accordance with any conditions laid down by the authority as to how such
activity should be conducted of which the person could reasonably have been
aware,
is not guilty of an offence under subsection (1).

(4)

In this section—
“motorised vehicle” means quad-bike, motorcycle, scooter or other similar
vehicle;
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54

“noise nuisance” means noise causing nuisance or annoyance to any other
person.>
Paul Martin
382

After section 94, insert—
<Offence of damaging fire hydrants, etc.
Offence of damaging fire hydrants, etc.
(1)

A person aged 12 years or older who damages stationary equipment intended for the
prevention of fire shall be guilty of an offence.

(2)

In subsection (1), “stationary equipment intended for the prevention of fire” means
either—
(a) a fire hydrant; or
(b) any other similar device.

(3)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (1) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale.>
Section 95

Paul Martin
383

In section 95, page 54, line 20, at end insert—
<Section (Offence of causing etc.

Use of motorised vehicles in a

alarm or distress) of this Act

manner causing alarm or distress>

Paul Martin
384

In section 95, page 54, line 20, at end insert—
<Section (Offence of causing etc.

Use of motorised vehicles in a

noise nuisance) of this Act

manner causing noise nuisance>
Section 96

Mrs Mary Mulligan
333

In section 96, page 55, line 7, after <offence> insert <in a prescribed area>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

334

In section 96, page 55, line 11, at end insert <; and
“prescribed area” means an area prescribed by the Scottish Ministers by
regulations>
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Section 97
Mrs Mary Mulligan
335

In section 97, page 55, leave out lines 21 and 22
Section 98
Mrs Mary Mulligan

336

In section 98, page 55, line 30, at end insert—
<( )

Subject to subsection (2), proceedings may not be brought against A.>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
337

In section 98, page 55, line 34, leave out <so specified by virtue of section 97(3)(c)> and insert
<of 28 days beginning with the day on which the notice is given>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

338

In section 98, page 55, line 35, leave out subsection (4)
Mrs Mary Mulligan

339

In section 98, page 55, line 37, leave out <subsection (3)(b)> and insert <paragraph (b) of
subsection (3)>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

340

In section 98, page 56, line 1, leave out <to be tried> and insert <in accordance with that
subsection>
Section 99
Mrs Mary Mulligan

341

Leave out section 99
After section 104
Bill Aitken

179
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After section 104, insert—

56

<Age group dealt with by children’s hearings
Duty to reduce age-limit applicable in relation to children’s hearings once youth
courts established
The Scottish Ministers must, at such time as they have put in place arrangements for the
operation of youth courts (that is to say, courts intended primarily for dealing with
persistent offenders aged 14 or 15) in every sheriffdom in Scotland, by order make such
amendments to the Children (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.36) as they consider necessary to
ensure that the normal age beyond which children who have committed an offence may
no longer be referred to a children’s hearing is reduced from 16 to 14.>
Before section 106
Mrs Mary Mulligan
101

Before section 106, insert—
<Privacy of certain proceedings
(1)

Subject to subsection (2)—
(a) proceedings mentioned in subsection (4) shall be conducted and determined in
private; and
(b) no person other than a person whose presence is necessary for their proper
consideration shall be present.

(2)

The court before which particular proceedings are taking place may direct that the
proceedings—
(a) shall take place in public; or
(b) shall take place in the presence of such additional persons as the court may direct.

(3)

A direction under subsection (2) may be given in respect of the whole, or any part, of
proceedings.

(4)

The proceedings referred to in subsection (1) are—
(a) proceedings before a sheriff on an application for—
(i)

an order under section 4(1) in respect of a child;

(ii) the variation, or revocation, under section 5(1) of such an order;
(iii) an order under section 77(1); or
(iv) the variation, or revocation, under section 81(1) of an order made under
section 12(1) or 77(1);
(b) proceedings before a sheriff for the purpose of considering whether—
(i)

to make an order under section 7(2) in respect of a child;

(ii) to recall such an order;
(iii) to make a requirement under section 11(1);
(iv) to make an order under section 12(1); or
(v) to make an order under section 81(4); and
(c) an appeal arising from proceedings mentioned in paragraph (a) or (b).>
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Section 106
Mrs Mary Mulligan
376

In section 106, page 61, line 5, at beginning insert <Where subsection (1A) applies,>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

102

In section 106, page 61, line 6, leave out <sought under this Act by> and insert <to>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

103* In section 106, page 61, line 8, after <enactment> insert <(including subsection (1B))>
Mrs Mary Mulligan
377

In section 106, page 61, line 10, leave out from <if> to end of line 11 and insert—
<(1A) This subsection applies if the disclosure is necessary or expedient for the purposes of
any provision of—
(a) this Act; or
(b) any other enactment the purpose of which is to make provision for or in
connection with antisocial behaviour or its effects.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

104* In section 106, page 61, line 11, at end insert—
<(1B) Where—
(a) by virtue of subsection (1) a person discloses to a relevant authority information in
respect of which the person is subject to a duty of confidentiality; and
(b) on disclosing the information, the person informs the authority of the breach of
the duty,
the authority shall not disclose the information.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan
105* In section 106, page 61, line 12, leave out <subsection (1)> and insert <subsections (1) and (1B)>
Mrs Mary Mulligan
106

In section 106, page 61, line 14, at end insert—
<( ) the Principal Reporter;>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

378

In section 106, page 61, line 15, at end insert—
<( ) an authority administering housing benefit>
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58

Mrs Mary Mulligan
107

In section 106, page 61, line 16, leave out subsection (3) and insert—
<(3)

Any person who, by virtue of this Act, must or may provide information or who
provides or receives information for the purposes of any provision of this Act shall have
regard to any relevant guidance given by the Scottish Ministers.>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
127

In section 106, page 61, line 20, leave out subsection (4)
Section 108
Mrs Mary Mulligan

260

In section 108, page 62, line 8, after <section> insert <(Meaning of “relevant place” and
“relevant property”)(1),>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

108

In section 108, page 62, line 8, after <section> insert <(Power to modify meaning of “relevant
surface”)(1),>
Section 110
Mrs Mary Mulligan

109

In section 110, page 62, line 16, after <Act> insert <(other than Parts 7 and 8)>
Elaine Smith

141

In section 110, page 62, line 16, at end insert <wilfully or recklessly>
Elaine Smith

142

In section 110, page 62, line 17, after <that> insert <A knows>
Elaine Smith

143

In section 110, page 62, line 18, after <that> insert <A knows>
Schedule 5
Mrs Mary Mulligan

111

In schedule 5, page 72, line 9, at end insert—
<The Criminal Procedure (Consequential

In Schedule 4, paragraph 30.

Provisions (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.40)>
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Mrs Mary Mulligan
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In section 112, page 63, line 2, leave out from <made> to end of line 3 and insert <appoint>
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Elaine Smith
Sandra White

Cathie Craigie
Patrick Harvie
Mary Scanlon
Stewart Stevenson

Also present: Bill Aitken and Mike Rumbles.
Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill: The Committee considered the Bill at
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Amendments 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67 and 180 were agreed to without
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Amendment 168 was agreed to (by division: For 5, Against 3, Abstentions 1).
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10:22
On resuming—

Antisocial Behaviour etc
(Scotland) Bill: Stage 2
The Convener: I welcome again Mary Mulligan
and her officials. As has been our previous
practice, if the minister wishes an official to
contribute, they will have to do so at her invitation,
which would be helpful to us.
After section 12
The Convener: Amendment 168, in the name of
Elaine Smith, is in a group on its own.
Elaine Smith (Coatbridge and Chryston)
(Lab): Amendment 168 relates to concerns
expressed by Shelter Scotland, the Scottish
Federation of Housing Associations and
Barnardo’s Scotland about the link between
antisocial behaviour orders and tenancies. When
the Housing (Scotland) Bill was being considered,
an amendment at stage 2 linked ASBOs to
tenancies, which, at the time, appeared contrary to
the original concept that ASBOs should apply to all
tenures equally and seemed to change the
fundamental principle that an ASBO would impact
solely on the individual who carried out the
behaviour. Since then, anyone in social rented
housing who is served an ASBO can have their
tenancy converted to a short Scottish secure
tenancy. In such a case, a landlord could evict the
tenant without providing grounds or reasons. That
means that anyone who lives with the tenant could
also face eviction. There is no such threat in
private rented or owner-occupied accommodation,
which means that there is a two-tier system.
The bill compounds the situation, because giving
sheriffs powers to serve ASBOs on under-16s
could lead to a child’s behaviour impacting on the
tenancy of the whole family and, ultimately, to
homelessness. Clarification is required on whether
the behaviour need not be tenancy related for the
tenancy to be affected in that way. I would be
grateful if the minister would pick up that point.
Amendment 168 would provide for ASBOs for
under-16s to be excluded from the grounds on
which a landlord may convert a tenancy to an
SSST. It would ensure that the ASBO impacted
only on the behaviour of the child in question
rather than on the whole family, which might
include other children. The amendment would not
undermine the Executive’s intention that ASBOs
should be an effective measure in tackling the
antisocial behaviour of children, because other
robust responses would still be available.
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At the moment, support for those who are made
the subject of an ASBO is provided only when the
tenancy has been converted. For under-16s, it
would be more appropriate to link the ASBO to
support than to the tenancy of the family. Shelter
believes that support has been proven to work as
an alternative to eviction. The costs involved in
providing support are similar to the costs of
defending eviction cases, so there is a cost
argument too.
Amendment 168 would mean that all children
who are made the subject of an ASBO would be
on an equal footing, regardless of the tenure of the
house in which they reside. If the amendment is
not agreed to, children who display the same
behaviour will be treated differently depending on
whether they live in social rented or owneroccupied accommodation. That would be
discriminatory and unjust.
I move amendment 168.
Stewart Stevenson: I will speak briefly in
support of amendment 168.
Through parenting orders, which are provided
for in the bill, the Executive is pursuing a policy
that clearly recognises that parents are not perfect
and that they might require support in some
circumstances. There is a recognition that it is not
the parents’ fault if their child commits antisocial
behaviour, even though that behaviour may be
due to deficiencies in parenting that must be
addressed. Therefore, the Executive has already
conceded the point that we should not blame the
parent for the actions of the child. If we fail to
support Elaine Smith’s amendment, we will take
an important and unwelcome step towards
penalising parents for the actions of their children.
What more severe penalty can there be than
turning people out of their house?
Donald Gorrie: I have discussed the
amendment with colleagues in my own and other
parties. I have a lot of sympathy with Elaine
Smith’s point that we should not treat families
differently depending on the form of tenure that
they possess. That is a strong moral issue.
Whether the family of the young person should
be penalised is an issue that I find difficult. It would
be wrong to punish innocent people because a
member of their family is a tearaway. However,
colleagues with whom I have discussed the issue
gave examples of families in which the parents
have clearly used their children as a device to
harass their neighbours and have felt confident
that they could do so with impunity. It would be
helpful if the minister and her advisers could come
up with some way of distinguishing between those
families that do their best to control their child but
do not succeed and those families that clearly
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could control the errant young person but will not
do so.
In discussions, it was suggested that the system
that is provided for in the bill might actually reduce
or delay the number of evictions. If I understood
the point correctly, there is some experience in
England to that effect. I would welcome some
assurance from the minister on that. The more I
discuss the issue with people, the more confused I
get as to which way I should vote, so I would
welcome clarification from the minister on those
points.
Ms Sandra White (Glasgow) (SNP): I support
amendment 168. My first reason for doing so is
that we should not discriminate between people
who live in social rented housing and those who
live in private housing. Just because a person
lives in the social rented sector does not mean
that they will be any more antisocial than anyone
else. We should not make that distinction.
I point out also that the parents are not the only
ones who might be penalised because of the
actions of their under-16-year-old child. There
might be babies, toddlers or infants in the family,
all of whom would be punished for that one
person’s actions. As Stewart Stevenson rightly
pointed out, parenting orders are one way in which
parents can be helped to tackle the antisocial
behaviour of their offspring. I do not think that it is
right that everyone should be penalised. After all, if
someone commits a crime—and some would say
that antisocial behaviour is a crime, even if people
are not jailed for it—you do not jail the whole
family.
I support Elaine Smith’s amendment. It is
important that we ensure that a family is not
penalised because of the actions of one person.
10:30
Cathie Craigie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth)
(Lab): I do not support Elaine Smith’s amendment
and I hope that the minister will be able to
persuade Elaine to withdraw it.
Some points have been raised this morning that
are clearly wrong. First, the point that was made
about discrimination between the private sector
and the social rented sector is not correct. In the
social rented sector, local authorities and housing
associations have the power to evict people and to
recover the tenancy whether or not an ASBO has
been issued. That is part of the price that people
pay for living in that sector. The provision protects
the individual and, to an extent, the landlord and
the community. If an ASBO is breached, it is a
criminal offence. The local authority could go to
the courts and the person could be fined or jailed.
The local authority in my constituency has been
involved in two cases in which people have been
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jailed: one concerned an owner-occupier in the
private sector; and one concerned a local authority
tenant.
It is not the case that the natural progression
once an ASBO has been issued is to move
towards an eviction. The Housing (Scotland) Act
2001, which introduced the short Scottish secure
tenancy, includes measures that ensure that
packages of support kick in as soon as a tenancy
is converted to an SSST. I stress that the use of
those packages of support means that there is not
an automatic eviction. Of course, the local
authority must work to ensure that it can try to
convert the tenancy back to a secure tenancy. I
think that it has a period of about a year in which
to do that. The aim of the system is to correct the
behaviour of the tenant and to convert the tenancy
back to a secure tenancy by means of a package
of support measures. The local authority in my
constituency has advised me that it has been
using the short Scottish secure tenancy system
successfully and that the aim—to correct people’s
behaviour—is being achieved. There have been
no evictions as a result of people having their
tenancy converted to a short Scottish secure
tenancy. In fact, the council has been able to work
with people, correct their behaviour and get them
back into secure tenancy arrangements.
I do not have figures for the number of people
whose tenancies have been converted back to
secure tenancies, but I can assure the committee
that the council views the SSSTs as a useful tool
in working on the behaviour of the tenants
concerned.
Mrs Mulligan: Amendment 168 would add a
new section after section 12. The new section
would provide that local authorities or registered
social landlords could not avail themselves of the
power in section 35 of the Housing (Scotland) Act
2001 to demote the tenancy of one of their tenants
to a short Scottish secure tenancy because a child
residing with the tenant is subject to an ASBO. As
members of the committee will know, section 35 of
the 2001 act allows a public sector landlord—the
local authority or an RSL—to serve a notice on a
tenant converting their tenancy to an SSST if the
tenant or a person who resides with the tenant is
subject to an ASBO.
Members who were involved in the passage of
the 2001 act will know that the introduction of the
SSST was meant to ensure that there was a
further barrier to eviction, not to increase the
number of evictions. It is important to note that this
is a power; it is not a duty. Moreover, as the
committee will be well aware, when a tenancy is
converted to an SSST, obligations on the landlord
to support the tenant kick in. That is what Cathie
Craigie has just explained. Landlords must provide
support to enable the tenant to convert back to a
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full SST after 12 months. The committee will also
be aware that a tenant has a right of appeal to the
courts if they do not agree with the conversion of
their tenancy to an SSST.
Landlords already have the power to serve a
notice for possession when a person who resides
or lodges in the house with a tenant, or a person
who is visiting the house, has behaved in an
antisocial manner towards people in the locality.
That can apply to children aged under 16. It would
be inconsistent, therefore, to have a power of
eviction available in the case of antisocial
behaviour by young people but not to have the
power to convert the tenancy to an SSST—
especially as conversion to an SSST, with support,
can be used by landlords as an alternative to
eviction. Amendment 168 could have the opposite
effect to that which Elaine Smith intends because
the option of an SSST, with related support, would
not be available.
On that basis, I cannot support amendment 168.
We believe that the link to tenancy when an ASBO
has been taken out in respect of a young person
aged between 12 and 15 will be a useful tool that
should be available to landlords. It provides a
useful extra incentive to the parents of the young
person to take a more responsible approach and
to help to change their child’s damaging
behaviour.
In relation to the comments of Stewart
Stevenson and Donald Gorrie on how we
distinguish between families that are attempting to
help their young people to change their behaviour
and those that are exploiting those young people,
there is an opportunity for us to include in
guidance how such situations could be addressed.
The intention to use demotion of a tenancy is
about changing that antisocial behaviour;
therefore, it will be used only when it is seen that it
could be effective—if parents or other members of
the family are not co-operating.
Some have argued against that link to young
people on the basis that it is not fair to threaten the
tenancy of parents or other children of the family
because of the behaviour of one child. Those who
make that case forget that, in allowing the link for
adults who are subject to an ASBO—for example,
the parents—we are providing that the children of
the family may live in a house that is subject to an
SSST because of their parents’ behaviour. The
argument is that it is okay to reduce the tenancy if
a parent has an ASBO but not if the child has one.
I do not think that that necessarily follows.
Some people also argue that young people are
more likely to be subject to ASBOs that do not
involve difficult behaviour in and around where
they live. On that basis, they argue that allowing a
link to a tenancy is not appropriate. However, in
response to Elaine Smith’s point, I make it clear
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that if the behaviour that brought about the ASBO
was completely unrelated to the tenancy, it would
not result in demotion of the tenancy to an SSST.
Only when the ASBO was relevant to the tenancy
would we seek that measure.
Ultimately, as I have said, SSSTs are not about
securing the eviction of families from their homes;
they are intended to support tenants in improving
their behaviour and the quality of their tenancy.
For all those reasons, I urge Elaine Smith to
withdraw her amendment.
Elaine Smith: Quite a lot has been said in a
short debate on amendment 168. I do not believe
that ASBOs are the right way to tackle antisocial
behaviour in children, and I have outlined my
reasons for that at a previous meeting, but if
ASBOs for under-16s are to be implemented, they
should at least apply fairly to all children.
Donald Gorrie’s point about parents using their
children to harass their neighbours could apply in
housing under any tenure, but the response would
be different in different types of tenure. It is not fair
that a family could be evicted because a visitor to
the house had engaged in antisocial behaviour, as
the minister suggests the Housing (Scotland) Act
2001 allows.
I do not understand why support can be made
available only if and when a tenancy is converted
to an SSST. The minister talked about notices of
possession; I wonder whether support should not
be offered before such notices are served. Would
not that be fairer? The point that Stewart
Stevenson made on parenting orders and eviction
is important and applies to such a situation, on
which the Executive’s arguments are inconsistent.
The minister talked about circumstances in
which the ASBO is not related to tenancy, and I
was pleased that she stated categorically that an
ASBO would not allow landlords to exercise
powers of conversion in such cases. I was unclear
about whether we would simply expect landlords
not to exercise such powers, so I am delighted
that that clarification has been put on the record.
However, to link a child’s ASBO to the whole
family’s tenancy is simply wrong and unfair. Also,
Cathie Craigie and the minister have cited
examples that seem to me to be unfair, although
they represent existing law. We would be building
on such unfairness if people with one type of
tenure were to be treated differently from those in
another for the same antisocial behaviour. Of
course, landlords must deal with their tenants
under their tenancy agreements, but such
inconsistencies are not fair.
The bill basically provides that the behaviour of
a child who lives in an owner-occupied residence
will not affect the housing of that child’s parents
and family, whereas the behaviour of a child who
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lives in social rented housing will affect the
housing of their parents and family. That is the
overarching argument, and it means that the law
would treat those who live in rented houses
differently from those who live in bought houses.
That strikes me as being one law for the richer
people in society and another for the poorer. That
is unfair and runs counter to the principles of
social justice, as does the fact that others in the
household might be punished for the actions of an
individual—in this case, a child—despite their not
having committed any antisocial behaviour. Cathie
Craigie’s example referred to the behaviour of
adult individuals, whether in owner-occupied or
social rented housing, which is a totally different
argument.
If amendment 168 were agreed to, it would
ensure that all children would be treated the same,
whether they lived with richer parents in owneroccupied housing in, for example, Morningside or
in poorer families that are dependent on social
rented housing in, for instance, Sykeside in my
constituency. Antisocial behaviour is not confined
to the children of the working class who live in
rented accommodation, and responses to it in law
should not discriminate on that basis. Scots law
requires that the perpetrator of any crime—I use
“crime” to refer to the types of antisocial behaviour
about which we are talking—should face the same
consequences irrespective of their social
background. On that basis, the bill is flawed, and
amendment 168 should be supported because it
would ensure parity for children irrespective of
parental wealth, social background or what kind of
house they live in.
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 168 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)

ABSTENTIONS
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
5, Against 3, Abstentions 1.
Amendment 168 agreed to.
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Section 13—Provision of information to local
authorities
Amendments 60 and 61 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
Section 13, as amended, agreed to.
Section 14—Records of orders
Amendments 62 and 63 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
Amendment 169 not moved.
Amendment 64 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
10:45
The Convener: Amendment 65 is grouped with
amendment 67.
Mrs Mulligan: Amendment 67 is the more
significant
amendment
in
the
grouping.
Amendment 65 is, in effect, consequential on
amendment 67 and will drop section 14(3) which
would require a local authority to
“have regard to any guidance”

that was issued on the record of orders. Section
14(3) is no longer needed because a proposed
new section on guidance will be introduced by
amendment 67.
Amendment 67 will put guidance on antisocial
behaviour orders on a statutory footing. The
current provision is for non-statutory guidance.
The amendment will place a duty on any person,
other than a court, to have regard to the guidance
in discharging their functions in this part of the bill.
Statutory guidance is intended to help promote
good practice on the use of antisocial behaviour
orders. Guidance will explain in more detail how
the ASBO powers can be used and, perhaps more
importantly, how they should be used.
Statutory guidance on ASBOs will be particularly
important once such orders are extended to 12 to
15-year-olds. Although we have not widened the
range of bodies that can apply for an ASBO, the
principal reporter and the children’s hearings
system have an important role to play and
guidance will explain their involvement. Guidance
will encourage greater consistency in the use of
ASBOs and inform consideration of requests to
local authorities and registered social landlords. It
will also be important to the police who are
consulted on all applications and who are
responsible for enforcement in respect of
breaches of orders. The introduction of statutory
guidance should also provide reassurance that
some of the points that do not need to be covered
on the face of the bill will be covered in guidance.
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We will, of course, consult on the guidance before
it is introduced.

my political colleagues and I would not put a
provision like it into the bill.

I invite the committee to agree to amendments
65 and 67. I move amendment 65.

However, it is in the bill, and we are trying make
it work as sensibly as possible as a first measure.
In the end, along with all the other discussions that
the minister has agreed to have in the light of
previous amendments, my colleagues and I—and
obviously all other members—will have to weigh
up what comes forth at stage 3, and make a final
decision then. At the moment however, we are
trying, in our view, to improve this part of the bill.

The Convener: As no member wishes to speak
to the grouping, I assume that the minister does
not wish to wind up.
Mrs Mulligan: No.
Amendment 65 agreed to.
Amendment 66 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
Section 14, as amended, agreed to.
After section 14
Amendment 67 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
Section 15—Interpretation of Part 2
Amendments 118, 170 and 263 not moved.
Amendment 171 moved—[Stewart Stevenson].
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 171 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)

ABSTENTIONS
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
2, Against 6, Abstentions 1.
Amendment 171 disagreed to.
Amendments 119 and 120 not moved.
Section 15 agreed to.
Before section 16
The Convener: Amendment 264, in the name of
Donald Gorrie, is grouped with amendments 265
and 268.
Donald Gorrie: What I want to say at this point
concerns this group of amendments and the next
group. To my mind, the power of dispersal is one
of the key points of the bill. I think that it is no
secret that, if we were to start again from scratch,
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The purpose of the amendments is similar to the
purpose of my earlier amendment 36A, relating to
section 1, on strategies, which said that councils
should organise community consultations with
relevant people, to try to sort problems out before
they become so bad that a dispersal order is
necessary. At that stage, the minister said that
“there might be a better place for amendment 36A.” —
[Official Report, Communities Committee, 21 April 2004; c
804.]

Amendment 264 is not the same as amendment
36A, but it tries to address the same issue.
Colleagues with whom I have discussed the
matter say that my approach is too bureaucratic. I
will not fight in the last ditch for the wording of the
amendment, but I am very keen on the issues that
it raises.
People say that good practices exist in many
areas. Members of the public who are interested
and who read the bill, look at it in a vacuum.
Unless measures are stated in the bill they do not
believe that they will happen. It is therefore
essential that there is a focus in the bill on the
need for communities that have problems with
groups of young people—or older people—to
organise themselves at an early stage to try to sort
those problems out, and to involve everyone in the
community in the discussion. It is a weakness of
the bill that schools are not mentioned. It is a
symptom of the parochialism of the Government
that each department considers issues on its own
and if, for example, schools are the responsibility
of another department, they do not get a mention.
Clearly, however, misbehaviour in school,
exclusion from school and the positive contribution
that schools can make to people’s behaviour, are
important parts of the issue.
Likewise, although parents are mentioned
elsewhere in the bill, they are not mentioned in the
part that relates to groups of young people who
may be causing trouble. In some councils there is
a good system, where police warn parents that
their children are in danger of getting into trouble.
Many parents are ignorant of what their children
are up to and so parents should be brought into
the discussion. There should be a discussion in
the community that involves the young people who
are causing the trouble, and the ones who do not
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cause trouble: they all have a useful contribution
to make. I am keen that there should be some
system of local discussions. My proposal for
provision that would cover a whole council area
may be too wide; we should perhaps focus more
narrowly. However, I am at least attempting to
address the matter of involving an area’s
community, police, council, youth workers and so
on, in order to try to sort matters out earlier.
Amendment 265 is about having a national
antisocial task force. It is a separate issue.
Members may or may not like amendment 264,
but a national body, which would co-ordinate a
response to the legislation, would be helpful.
People are already complaining that there is great
inconsistency in the way in which police and
courts in different areas deal with such matters.
Such a body could find out what was happening
and try to achieve consistency and spread good
practice.
Much good work is being done in various council
areas and police areas and we and people in the
areas where things are not being done so well
should learn from it. A national antisocial
behaviour task force would be helpful.
Amendment 268 says that the police, in
pursuing the policy of dispersal, must ensure that
the local authority’s antisocial behaviour task force
has done the sort of things that I have described—
that would also depend on amendment 264. I am
keen on the ideas behind the amendments, which
involve some sort of local system for dealing with
problems, both before and after dispersal powers
are used. It would also be valuable to have a
national antisocial behaviour task force.
I hope that the minister will respond favourably
to those ideas. If she does not accept the
amendments, I hope that she will make some
positive suggestions for better amendments with
which to deal with the issues.
I move amendment 264.
Stewart Stevenson: Donald Gorrie’s case for a
national body has some merit. It is no secret to
anyone on the committee that I am an arch-sceptic
on the subject of dispersal powers in particular. If
the bill continues to include those powers—we
shall see—then it would certainly be of value to
have an overarching body for managing them.
I would like to think that we do not need 32 local
antisocial behaviour task forces. I might be wrong,
but I suspect that not every council area has
problems that would justify the scale of effort that
would be involved. However, in suggesting that a
national task force be set up, rather than have task
forces under local authorities, we encounter a
drafting problem. I suspect that the national body
would depend, to an extent, on the statistics that
Donald Gorrie would require local antisocial
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behaviour task forces to gather and transmit to the
national body. Although there might be a wee
issue there, that does not mean that the proposal
should fall.
I echo Donald Gorrie’s point about there being
good practice around, which delivers effective
responses to antisocial behaviour, including
dispersal of groups. I refer again to the experience
that was brought to the committee when we heard
evidence at stage 1 from a Labour councillor in
Edinburgh, which showed that the issue is not
about legislative powers, but about the will to
tackle existing problems with existing structures
and legal powers. There are resource issues, but
the matter is about the choices that police and
local authorities make in their areas and about
where resources are focused.
Donald Gorrie in effect criticised his own
proposals—or brought to them the criticisms of
others—in relation to bureaucracy. That point has
some merit. I am reluctant to vote for amendment
264, although I might be persuaded on
amendment 265. I will be interested to hear what
the minister and other members have to say
before I come to a conclusion.
Patrick Harvie (Glasgow) (Green): I very much
support the intention behind the amendments, so I
hope that Donald Gorrie will be able to answer my
question in summing up. One of the constant
themes in the process has been to do with getting
away from the perception that antisocial behaviour
involves only children and young people. Although
I support the proposal that the organisations and
people that Donald Gorrie specified should be
involved, they should not be the only organisations
and people involved. I ask Donald to explain in his
summing up why some of the text of his
amendments so strongly focuses on children and
young people.
11:00
Elaine Smith: Donald Gorrie’s amendment 264
is rather prescriptive. For example, North
Lanarkshire has a successful antisocial task force,
which also deals with mediation. The feedback
that I get in Coatbridge is that it seems to work
well, but amendment 264 would change the way it
works. The task force might want to make
changes when the bill is enacted, but that is a
matter for local authorities—it is not something
that we should prescribe. Of course, the Executive
could encourage the setting up of local antisocial
behaviour task forces, of which there are good
examples.
On amendment 265, of course the bill’s
provisions
should
be
monitored
after
implementation, but the terms of reference for that
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work should be brought forward by the Executive
rather than prescribed in the bill.
Ms White: I have a great deal of sympathy with
what Donald Gorrie is trying to do in amendment
264, and he is sincere, but I also have some
worries. The amendment is too prescriptive; areas
usually have some form of task force and work is
done by schools, social work departments and
councils. Their work is not always successful, but
they are trying to do something about antisocial
behaviour. Like Patrick Harvie, I am concerned
that amendment 264 focuses on children and
young people. Donald Gorrie proposes working
with schools, but what if some children and young
people do not want to join in with the task force?
Would they be deemed to be antisocial? I have
many worries about how the proposal would be
implemented.
My concerns also apply to amendment 265. The
idea of a national antisocial behaviour task force
sounds good—I think that we should consider it—
but the wording is frightening to me, let alone to
children and I do not know how the proposal would
be implemented. It seems that it would come after
antisocial behaviour had been identified, given that
it would involve the children’s hearings system in
the task force. In a way, that is good, because the
children’s hearings system takes into account the
interests of the child, but I am worried about how
we would get children, or anyone, to join in with
such a task force—we cannot force people to join
in.
Donald Gorrie means well, but there are a lot of
flaws in his plan and I would like him to clarify the
points that I and others raised about how his
proposals would be implemented locally or
nationally. I am against the power of dispersal—it
is sad that Donald Gorrie felt that he had to lodge
such amendments to enable him and the Lib Dem
group to vote for those powers.
Scott Barrie (Dunfermline West) (Lab): When
Donald Gorrie spoke to his amendments, he
almost suggested that he acknowledges the
criticisms that people have expressed, particularly
the criticism that the amendments are
bureaucratic. I fully understand his motivation in
lodging them but, further to his suggestion that we
should establish task forces in our 32 local
authority areas, we should think about the size of
some of those areas. Mary Scanlon often talks
about the Highlands; it is ridiculous to suggest that
a local antisocial behaviour task force for the
Highland Council area could be meaningful and
representative. If we tried to involve people from
different parts of the Highlands, it would become
so unwieldy and unworkable that it would militate
against the intention behind such a scheme.
We have said constantly that the bill is not antiyouth or anti-children, yet the organisations that
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are deliberately targeted in the amendments are
mostly youth organisations. That goes against the
grain of what we are trying to achieve. I
understand what the amendments are about, but if
we stop and think, we can see that the scheme
would be unworkable and is not worth setting up.
We would not be able to get a cross-section of the
community involved in it meaningfully.
The Convener: The idea of young people’s
organisations talking about safe and positive
communities and the idea of responsibilities and
rights in the community is very positive. Schools
and colleges should be encouraged to do that and
the focus should not just be on discussing
antisocial behaviour.
There are two separate issues here. One is to
do with how we involve people in making their
communities better and how we engage people,
whether they are old or young. The second is to
do with solving problems when they have
emerged. Frankly, whether they are set up in
Glasgow or nationally, all the task forces in the
world will not solve some of the localised problems
that emerge in constituencies such as mine. Such
a model would not help those communities
because problems emerge when relationships are
fractured. The parents of youngsters who are
struggling with being bullied or who are intimidated
in and out of school will not engage in a task force
with those who are the perpetrators. There is a
fundamental misunderstanding of how intimidation
operates and how people can be silenced in their
communities. Although I accept that there is a
place for mediation, it is very much a local issue
and should be appropriate to the individuals
involved.
I would be concerned if the amendments in
Donald Gorrie’s name were agreed to, because it
would look as if we were doing something when in
fact we were just setting up talking shops. The
Executive should be progressing some of that
work in a much more positive way, but in order to
solve problems, we have to accept and
understand the nature of those problems at a local
level and realise that they cannot be solved by the
task-force formulae that are set out in the
amendments. Although the amendments intend to
get people involved in what is happening in their
communities, and that is important, I do not think
that they address that issue.
Mrs Mulligan: I say at the outset that I do not
accept the amendments in Donald Gorrie’s name.
However, I share his strong desire to ensure that
communities are effectively involved in preventing
antisocial behaviour and in dealing with it when it
happens. We are therefore trying to achieve the
same thing but, unfortunately, the amendments
would cut across the antisocial behaviour strategy
provisions in part 1 of the bill. In so doing, they
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would lead to confusion, unnecessary bureaucracy
and, more important, less effective protection for
those who are suffering from antisocial behaviour.
Members will recall that we debated part 1 at
some length. Part 1 provides for the preparation
and on-going review of local antisocial behaviour
strategies, which have to be prepared by the local
authority and police working with their community
partners. They will include plans to prevent
antisocial behaviour as well as to deal with it once
it happens. They will be implemented through
existing community planning structures and will
involve the convening of meetings of interested
bodies and individuals.
Part 1 delivers what Donald Gorrie is looking for
through amendments 264, 265 and 268.
Moreover, members will recall that during last
week’s debate on amendment 36A, I agreed that,
along with him and other interested committee
members, I would examine how we could amend
part 1 at stage 3 to make it clearer that community
consultation should be a key part of any antisocial
behaviour strategy.
Amendment 264 requires the establishment of
local antisocial behaviour task forces in each local
authority area. It requires that the task force be
comprised of representatives of the groups
specified in subsection (2) of the proposed new
section. The amendment also sets out the duties
of local task forces, including campaigning to
address fear and alarm caused by groups,
involving parents and communities in that process
and keeping records of antisocial behaviour
caused by groups.
I reiterate that all Donald Gorrie’s goals—
involving young people and those with the
interests of young people in the process, and
seeking to use a variety of means of tackling
antisocial behaviour by groups before resorting to
the dispersal powers—can and will be achieved
through antisocial behaviour strategies. Therefore,
amendment 264 is unnecessary and would be
damaging. It would force local authorities to
establish two separate processes to deal with the
same issues. The task forces would have to
concentrate on problems caused by groups, to the
exclusion of other types of antisocial behaviour.
Amendment
265
would
require
the
establishment of a national antisocial behaviour
task force. Scottish ministers would be required to
set up the group, which would include
representatives of similar interests to those that
would be required to be involved in local task
forces. The duties of the proposed national task
force are set out in subsection (3) of the proposed
new section and include considering reports from
local task forces, promoting good practice and
consistency in responses to antisocial behaviour
by groups, and preparing an annual report to
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Parliament about the success or otherwise of
attempts to tackle antisocial behaviour by groups.
I suggest that amendment 265 goes too far. A
fundamental principle that underpins the
Executive’s policy on antisocial behaviour is that
decisions about how best to tackle such behaviour
in a particular area should be taken by those who
live, work and operate in the area. The
Government’s job is to give communities the
necessary tools and resources to do their job,
rather than dictate to them how to do it or establish
expensive and cumbersome structures that might
consume valuable energy and produce little added
value. I agree with Scott Barrie that flexibility is
crucial to the success of the bill’s operation.
Amendment 268 would require a senior police
officer to ensure that the local antisocial behaviour
task force had sought to address concerns about
the presence and behaviour of groups before the
senior police officer made an authorisation
allowing the use of the dispersal power. The
amendment specifies that the local task force must
address concerns
“through working with the local community … including
consulting with representatives of … young people …
people who have complained of or suffered from
harassment”

and
“community and youth organisations.”

I recognise the policy intention behind
amendment 268, which is to ensure that other
plans have been deployed and have proved
unsuccessful before the dispersal powers are
used. I share that desire and we will ensure that
the guidance that we issue under section 20
makes precisely that point. However, it is not
necessary to have explicit provision of that nature.
Moreover, if members agree that the double-tier
task-force structure that amendments 264 and 265
propose is not appropriate, amendment 268 must
fall because it makes no sense on its own.
Concerns were expressed about the review of
the bill’s powers. I should signal at this stage that it
will be the Executive’s intention to look to research
and evaluation as a way of ensuring that the bill
has the effect that we want it to have. We will want
to measure the effectiveness of many aspects of
the bill, including the dispersal powers, at a local
level. We are more than happy to give that
commitment to reassure members that the bill that
they pass will have the desired effect within
communities.
For the reasons that I have stated, I ask Donald
Gorrie to consider withdrawing his amendments.
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11:15
Donald Gorrie: Clearly, this group of
amendments has not won the Eurovision
amendment contest and I accept that. Sandra
White and Patrick Harvie raised specific points
about young people. Patrick Harvie was interested
in why I focused on young people. I did so partly in
response to youth organisations’ comments that,
under the bill, young people would be excluded
from any dialogue. I perhaps overemphasised the
importance of discussing matters with young
people—those who cause trouble and those who
do not—and their representative organisations.
Sandra White was concerned that some young
people might not want to take part in discussions
because they would stigmatise themselves in
some way if they did. If people do not want to take
part in discussions, that is up to them; it is a free
country. However, there are many articulate young
people, some of whom cause trouble and some of
whom do not. Their views could be harnessed to
allow better discussion of issues, because some
adults may not fully appreciate their point of view.
The minister said that all such issues are
covered in the strategy. Although her amendment
to the strategy helped a lot, it did not go far
enough towards covering issues such as
community consultation. I hope that discussions,
which she has promised that we will have, will
cover some of the points that I and others have
been making. However, in light of the general
debate and the minister’s assurances, I will not
press amendment 264.
Amendment 264, by agreement, withdrawn.
Amendment 265 not moved.
Section 16—Authorisations
The Convener: Amendment 266, in the name of
Donald Gorrie, is grouped with amendments 267,
269, 385, 270, 180, 271 and 386.
Donald Gorrie: I will see whether I have any
more success this time.
Amendment 266 is linked to amendment 269,
and amendment 267 is linked to amendment 270.
Amendments 266 and 269 deal with the vexed
issue of numbers. Much of the evidence that the
committee heard queried whether the phrase “two
or more persons” was a reasonable summary of
what constitutes a group. I have given a lot of
thought to this and have concluded that the person
who really decides on all such issues is the local
police officer. He has to decide whether members
of the public have been alarmed or distressed as a
result of the presence or behaviour of groups. The
decision as to whether people are alarmed or
distressed, or are likely to be alarmed or
distressed, is taken by the local community
policeman who deals with the issue on the street. I
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therefore think it sensible to give him the power to
judge whether a group is a group in the sense
described in the bill. There may be a number of
people together who are just that—a number of
people together—whereas there may also be the
Gorrie gang who are terrorising a particular
neighbourhood. If the policeman sees half a dozen
such people, he knows that it is a gang and can
get stuck into them.
In the end, it is the local policeman who makes
all the decisions. It is therefore sensible that he
should decide what constitutes a group. Any figure
put in the bill—two or higher—will be fairly
arbitrary. Having said that, I think that two is a very
low threshold. If the minister wishes to stick to
including a number, the number should go up.
However, I feel that amendments 266 and 269
deal with the matter more sensibly.
Amendments 267 and 270 deal with the fact that
people can feel genuinely alarmed or distressed
even though, in the cold light of day, most people
would not regard their alarm or distress as
reasonable. The alarm and distress may be quite
genuine and sincere, but it is not necessarily
reasonable. I am talking about a small minority of
people. Obviously, their alarm and distress is often
quite justified and action has to be taken.
However, my amendments try to address what the
police can do when people are alarmed or
distressed, but the police do not really think that
they have a reasonable point. I suggest that the
police have to decide whether the presence or
behaviour of groups that are causing alarm and
distress is such that it is appropriate for the police
to intervene. The police should be able to decide
whether the issue is one that everyone would
regard as serious and therefore one that they
should deal with vigorously, or whether, although
people are genuinely distressed, it would not really
be suitable for the police to intervene. I suggested
to ministers previously that there could be an
amendment that would stipulate that the behaviour
was such that an ordinary person would regard it
as realistic to complain about, but they were not
keen on that, so I am taking a different approach
to the same problem.
Amendment 271 is one of those suggested by
some lawyers, who claim that the correct legal
phrase is “at the material time” rather than “for the
time being”. I leave it to the lawyers to decide such
matters, but I was advised that “at the material
time” was the better wording.
On the two main points in this group of
amendments, it is sensible for the local police
officer to decide what is a group and whether it is
appropriate for the police to intervene if people are
expressing alarm and distress.
I move amendment 266.
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Mary Scanlon: I am down as supporting Donald
Gorrie on amendment 271, which is a probing
amendment to ask what is meant by the phrase
“for the time being” and the reason for the
distinction between it and the definition in other
legislation. “At the material time” seems to be the
acceptable legal phrase and I am sure that the bill
team will want the bill to be consistent with other
acts.
Amendment 385 relates to a central phrase of
the bill. The wording of section 18(1) is:
“a group of two or more persons in any public place in
the relevant locality has resulted, or is likely to result, in any
members of the public being alarmed or distressed.”

Amendment 385 would remove the words “likely to
result” and insert the word “resulting”. It seeks to
focus the circumstances in which the dispersals
will apply. As drafted, section 18(1) enables a
constable to act in circumstances where he or she
has
“reasonable grounds for believing that the presence or
behaviour of a group … is likely to result, in any members
of the public being alarmed or distressed.”

That provision appears to be widely framed and to
allow constables to make subjective judgments
about the likely result of the presence or behaviour
of the group in question. To ensure that there is
clarity and consistency in the operation of the
provision, I suggest that section 18(1) be altered to
enable action to be taken when alarm or distress
has resulted or is on-going. That would allow
action to be taken when it is justified. The point
was raised at stage 1 that we do not want the bill
to be a complainers charter. Amendment 385
would provide that an individual would need to
have done something that had resulted in alarm or
distress before action was taken.
Amendment 386 would restrict the definition of
“public place” for the purposes of part 3 of the bill
and seeks to ensure uniformity with the definition
of “public place” that is used in other legislation
and developed through case law. As with
amendment 271, amendment 386 was suggested
by the Law Society of Scotland. The definition of
“public place” in the bill is extended by the express
provision that it will include the areas listed in
paragraphs (a) to (d) of section 22(1). The
specification of the places referred to in
paragraphs (a) to (c) appears to replicate the
statutory definitions in case law and in existing
legislation
such
as
the
Criminal
Law
(Consolidation) (Scotland) Act 1995, the Roads
(Scotland) Act 1984 and the Road Traffic Act
1988. However, paragraph (d) appears to extend
the definition to
“any place to which the public do not have access but to
which persons have unlawfully gained access”.

That would therefore allow the dispersal provisions
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in the bill to apply to premises that are not a public
place but which are in a locality that has been
designated under part 3, where a group of two or
more persons has gained access to those
premises unlawfully and where a constable has
reasonable grounds for believing that their
presence may cause alarm or distress. The
inclusion of places to which unlawful entry has
been gained but which would not otherwise be
public appears to extend the definition of public
place for the purposes of the bill.
The definition of “public place” in paragraph (d)
would therefore appear to be wider than that given
in other legislation and developed by case law.
Amendment 386 probes the reason for that
distinction.
Mrs Mulligan: My comments are likely to be
lengthy, because the issues that are raised are
central to the nature of the bill. I will bear in mind
the convener’s request to keep our comments
short.
Amendments 266 and 269 would remove the
reference in the bill to a group being two or more
persons and would instead provide that a group
would be such persons as the officer regards as a
group or groups. That would apply in relation to
both an authorisation under the dispersal powers
and a direction to disperse by a constable.
The amendments raise issues of compatibility
with the European convention on human rights.
The fact that it would no longer be clear in the
legislation what was meant by “a group” or who
would be subject to authorisation and,
subsequently, direction also raises concerns about
whether the provisions could properly be said to
be “prescribed by law”.
As the power is a power to disperse groups, the
question of what comprises a group for the
purposes of part 3 is fundamental. We currently
know with certainty that if persons congregate in
groups of two or more people in an area in which
an authorisation has been exercised, it is clear
that when alarm or distress has been caused to
members of the public, the constable has the
discretion to exercise their powers under section
18. If we were to accept Donald Gorrie’s
amendments 266 and 269, we would no longer
know with any degree of certainty when the police
would exercise those powers. I suggest that that
raises issues of both accessibility of the law and
foreseeability of the law. In particular, as the
decision on what constitutes a group is within the
discretion of both the senior officer and the
constable, the senior officer could have one view
of a group when he contemplates issuing
authorisation and, theoretically at least, the
constable could have another view when he
exercises the power to disperse.
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In the light of what Donald Gorrie and others
have said, I agree that it would be useful to give
some more thought to the issue of what
constitutes a group. I take from Donald Gorrie’s
comments the concern that two is quite a low
number on which to base that decision. I want to
come back to discuss the issue further at stage 3.
Amendments 267 and 270 add a further test that
must be met before a senior officer can authorise
the use of the dispersal power and before a
constable can use the power. The amendments
would provide that a senior police officer and a
constable could only, respectively, authorise the
use of the dispersal power and use the power if
they were clear that it was appropriate for the
police to intervene.
I suggest that amendments 267 and 270 are
unnecessary. The police will exercise powers only
when they consider that it is appropriate to do so.
That applies not only to the powers under the bill,
but to the many other powers that the police
exercise on a day-to-day basis. In addition, the bill
already provides a number of safeguards in
relation to the exercise of the dispersal powers.
Before a senior police officer can authorise the
use of the powers, she or he must already have
“reasonable grounds for believing … that … members of
the public have been alarmed or distressed as a result of
the presence or behaviour of groups of two or more
persons in public places”

in the locality. Antisocial behaviour must also be
“a significant and persistent problem in the relevant
locality.”

Similarly, a constable can use the powers only if
she or he
“has reasonable grounds for believing that the presence or
behaviour of a group of two or more persons in any public
place … has resulted, or is likely to result, in … members of
the public being alarmed or distressed.”

On that basis, I invite Donald Gorrie not to move
amendments 267 and 270.
11:30
Amendment 385, in the name of Mary Scanlon,
seeks to alter the circumstances in which the
dispersal powers under part 3 could be used. As
drafted, the bill gives the police the power to
disperse a group when they believe that it has
caused, or is likely to cause, alarm or distress in a
designated area in which there has been a history
of serious antisocial behaviour caused by groups.
The powers in the bill as drafted will ensure that
the police do not have to sit by and wait until there
is further action that causes alarm or distress to
local inhabitants. However, amendment 385 would
alter those powers so that a constable would have
to wait until he could see such action taking place
or until it was reported to him later that it had
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happened. I suggest that that is not sufficient for
those who are affected by antisocial behaviour—
they want a more immediate response and they
want relief from such actions.
Perhaps the concern behind the amendment is
that constables will have to make subjective
judgments about whether the likely result of
behaviour will be that alarm and distress are
caused to those who live in the community.
However, constables have to make such
judgments every day of their working lives. We
have confidence in their ability to do so and it is
important that we allow them the opportunity to
operate in that way. Discussions have already
begun with the Scottish Police College on the bill’s
implications for training. I invite Mary Scanlon not
to move amendment 385.
I lodged amendment 180 in direct response to
the numerous concerns that were raised by the
committee during stage 1 that the bill did not
provide expressly for peaceful picketing to be
exempted from the dispersal powers. Amendment
180 ensures that a direction that requires the
persons in a group to disperse cannot be given by
a constable in respect of a group of persons who
are engaged in conduct that is lawful under
section 220 of the Trade Union and Labour
Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992. In addition,
under section 18(2) in part 3 of the bill, a constable
cannot give any other direction to those involved in
a peaceful picket, such as a direction that requires
someone who does not live in a locality to leave
that locality or a direction to prohibit persons not
resident in that locality from returning to it.
The bill already specifically excludes from being
given directions to disperse those who are taking
part in processions under section 62 of the Civic
Government (Scotland) Act 1982, which include
protest marches of various kinds and carnival
processions, such as that at the beginning of the
Edinburgh festival. I invite the committee to agree
to amendment 180.
Amendment 271 would amend the definition of
public place so that consideration of whether a
place is a public place would relate to the time at
which the antisocial behaviour complained of took
place, rather than whether the place is presently a
public place. Amendment 271 clarifies the position
and, on that basis, I am happy to support it.
Amendment 386, which is also in the name of
Mary Scanlon, seeks to restrict the definition of
public place for the purposes of part 3 to exclude
any place to which the public do not have access,
but to which persons have gained access
unlawfully. The amendment would weaken the
efficacy of the provisions on the dispersal of
groups and create potential loopholes that could
be exploited by those who are determined to act in
an antisocial way.
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If amendment 386 were agreed to, any
authorisation of the use of the dispersal powers
given by a senior police officer, and any use of
those powers by a constable, would not apply in a
number of places. Those places would include the
grounds of a sheltered housing complex or
retirement home, for example, and common
garden ground that is privately owned, such as the
Queen Street gardens in Edinburgh. Those are
just the sorts of places in which groups of people
might congregate and for which the powers might
very well be necessary. It might be argued that, if
persons have gained unlawful access to a place,
the police could use other measures to remove
them. However, the primary purpose of the
provisions is to provide immediate relief to a
community. The power will be another tool that the
police will have available to them. I invite Mary
Scanlon not to move amendment 386.
Finally, I want to reassure the committee that we
do not simply want to see these measures on the
statute book; we want them to be seen to be
working. As I said in the previous debate, we will
be taking forward further research and monitoring
the measures to ensure that they are carried out
satisfactorily and that they have the desired effect.
Use of the dispersal powers in particular should be
assessed locally each and every time that they are
used. The bill makes it clear that the decision to
use those powers must be evidence based and
time limited. It is only logical that, from that base, it
will be possible readily to measure whether the
powers are having the desired effect. Of course,
information would come back to the committee
and the Parliament to ensure that the powers that
we are seeking are having the effect in our
communities that we want them to have.
Scott Barrie: Although I do not want to prolong
the debate unnecessarily, I would like to return to
amendment 180, in the minister’s name, which I
welcome. During our evidence-taking sessions, a
number of people raised concerns that the bill’s
provisions could be used to move on people who
were involved in peaceful picketing, although it
was never the belief that that was what the bill was
about.
As someone who has staffed a picket line in the
past, I suggest that it would not have been
appropriate to use any of the measures that are
contained in the bill to prevent people from
indulging in their rightful pursuits under the current
law in respect of picketing and in furtherance of
industrial disputes. I welcome the fact that the
minister has lodged amendment 180. It clarifies
that the intention of the bill is not to prevent people
from picketing.
Patrick Harvie: I want to address amendment
269, which the minister said would lead to a lack
of clarity over what constituted a group; she also
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referred to ECHR concerns. The committee heard
in evidence from the police that they felt that there
is already a lack of clarity over what constitutes a
group—for example, how far apart people would
have to move to be deemed to have dispersed,
how close together they would have to be in order
to be considered a group and whether they would
have to be acting together in some way. The only
example that springs immediately to mind is that of
a soup kitchen, where people who are not
associating with one another or deliberately acting
together as a group might be perceived to be a
group. I suggest that there is a lack of clarity in the
bill that raises those ECHR concerns.
I turn to amendment 385 and the question
whether the phrase “likely to result” should be
replaced by the word “resulting” As I understand
the gist of the minister’s response to the
amendment, she said that simply to stand by and
wait for behaviour that causes alarm or distress to
take place would not be a sufficient response and
would fail the people who are being affected by
antisocial behaviour. If we are talking about people
who are being affected, however, surely they
would still be covered by the phrase “has
resulted”? I do not think that the minister’s
argument countered the argument for amendment
385.
My final point concerns amendment 180. I am
wholly supportive of moves to ensure that trade
unionists and lawful pickets are not unduly
affected by the power of dispersal. I confess that I
have not had time to read the Civic Government
(Scotland) Act 1982 or the relevant sections of the
Trade Union and Labour Relations (Consolidation)
Act 1992. Therefore, I ask the minister to confirm
whether the bill covers other forms of political
protest that are not necessarily formal
processions—for example, street stalls or
demonstrations outside commercial premises—or
whether such protests are protected by the 1982
act.
Ms White: I will start at the end of the grouping
and work my way through the amendments.
I was minded to support Mary Scanlon’s
amendment 386, but after hearing the minister’s
explanation, I do not think that I can. I am happy to
support Donald Gorrie’s amendment 271 and the
minister’s amendment 180, if she provides
clarification on the issues that Patrick Harvie
raised.
After hearing the explanations from Donald
Gorrie and the minister, I am not minded to
support Donald Gorrie’s amendment 267, or his
amendment 270, which would insert the phrase:
“and that it is appropriate for the police to intervene.”
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I think that the police have powers to intervene
when appropriate, and I am sure that they would
know when it would be appropriate to do so.
In respect of amendments 266 and 269, the
minister mentioned compliance with the ECHR. I
used to think that two people were a pair or a
couple, as the dictionary intimates, rather than a
group. Perhaps we will need to change the
dictionary if a group is something that is composed
of two people.
I do not think that the police would like to have to
decide whether a group is two or more people.
What constitutes a group must be a legislative
matter and should not be left up to individual
police officers. The police have a difficult enough
time moving on kids who have been questioned or
people who are standing about. Having such a
power would not be good for the police or for the
individuals concerned. I am therefore not minded
to support amendment 266.
Elaine Smith: I agree with what Scott Barrie
said about amendment 180. I raised the matter
during our evidence-taking sessions and thank the
minister for lodging the amendment. I am also
interested in what she will say on the points that
Patrick Harvie raised.
The Convener: I would like clarification on the
proposal in amendment 385 to replace “likely to
result” with “resulting”. I understand that if an area
has been defined as having a problem and groups
have gathered persistently over a period of time
and caused problems in it, the important point is
that the group is gathering and causing problems,
and the offence is that group returns after it has
been dispersed, not that the group would then
have to engage in further antisocial behaviour. It
would be understood that the group—which might
be outside an old folks’ home or wherever—had
caused serious distress in the past, which is why
action is being taken. Does the wording that Mary
Scanlon suggests mean that a further offence
would have to be committed, rather than the
offence being simply that the group has come
back to the area from which it had been removed
and respect of which evidence has been gathered
of people having been distressed in the past?
Does the amendment make the distinction that
Mary Scanlon suggests and about which you are
concerned, minister?
Mrs Mulligan: I would be concerned that further
actions would need to happen before the dispersal
could take place.
I would like to return to the points that have been
raised, if I may. It should be recognised that the
dispersal powers will be used only following
consistent examples of antisocial behaviour that
have caused fear and alarm to local people. The
police will not come along and move on a group
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because it is hanging around and may be causing
alarm at that stage, but because such behaviour
has happened regularly prior to the incident in
question and the police have been unable to deal
with it. Only then would the senior police officer be
willing to grant that an area should be designated
as an area of dispersal. The issue is about
recognising an on-going situation and people’s
prior experiences.
11:45
I acknowledge Donald Gorrie’s point that some
people might not think that others were feeling
reasonable fear or alarm. However, people will
need to show that they feel fear or alarm in the
first place if a dispersal area is to be designated.
We are not seeking to challenge one-off events;
instead, a pattern of events will have led the police
and the local authority to decide that the only way
of resolving the difficulty is to designate a
dispersal area. On finding groups in that area, the
police would be able to move them on. The people
in those groups would commit an offence only if
they returned to that area after being dispersed. If
they stayed away, there would be no need for the
police to take any further action.
On the concerns that Patrick Harvie expressed, I
do not think that people at a soup kitchen would
behave in an antisocial way; as a result, they
would not be at risk from the provisions. As for
trade union activity, street stalls and so on, it
would depend whether they fell within the
regulations. However, I cannot see at this stage
how such activity would fall outside the terms of
the Executive’s amendment 180, which should
protect people’s right to lawful demonstration and
association.
Donald Gorrie: On the bill’s definition of the
number of people who constitute a group, I still
feel that my solution—which does not specify any
numbers—is more sensible. In the end, the police
officer on the spot will make all these decisions
anyway, so we might as well put that in the bill.
However, the minister has said that she will
consider the issue and if colleagues generally feel
that numbers should be specified, we can discuss
that. As a result, I am content to leave the matter
to future discussion and negotiation.
I am still very unhappy with the minister’s
position on the question of how the police are able
to judge that people are suffering unreasonable
fear or alarm and that it is appropriate for them to
intervene in a situation. As the bill stands, people
in an area might keep on contacting the police,
saying that they are alarmed and distressed by the
presence of some boisterous group of young or
old people. The senior police officer might
designate the area, but it will be the constable who
has to enforce the power and has to judge
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whether there are reasonable grounds for
believing that “the presence or behaviour” of a
group
“has resulted, or is likely to result, in any members of the
public being alarmed or distressed.”

If members of the public keep ringing up and
saying, “I am alarmed and distressed”, the
constable has reasonable grounds for believing
that they are alarmed or distressed. Although most
of us might think that those people are being
unreasonable about their alarm or distress, the
constable cannot take that into account.
As the bill stands, people can say that they are
alarmed and distressed by a group of two or more
people and can insist that the police disperse
them, which is very unfair on the police and on
groups of young or old people whose presence
might distress others but who are not doing
anything wrong. The bill should stipulate that a
problem must exist that the proverbial ordinary
citizen regards as a problem.
At the moment, I will not push my luck with
amendment 267, because it is probable that I
would not win the vote. However, the issue must
be addressed, because it is a serious weakness in
the bill, and I hope that the minister will discuss
the point with us and try to resolve it.
Amendment 266, by agreement, withdrawn.
Amendments 267 and 268 not moved.
The Convener: I suggest that we suspend the
meeting for five minutes.
11:50
Meeting suspended.
12:00
On resuming—
The Convener: Amendment 1, in the name of
Bill Aitken, is grouped with amendments 2 to 7.
Bill Aitken (Glasgow) (Con): The purpose of
amendments 1 to 7 is, quite simply, to remove part
3 of the bill in its entirety. I remind members that
part 3 would provide the police with the authority
to designate an area in which antisocial behaviour
has been a problem and in which groups have
caused alarm and distress. Once an area was so
designated, the police would be able to disperse
groups whose presence or behaviour continued to
cause alarm to any members of the public in that
area.
My opposition to the proposals is based on the
grounds that they are illiberal, unworkable and
unnecessary. They would create a situation in
which the presence of two people could, in itself,
be an offence. That would surely be the first time
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in the history of Scottish criminal justice when the
fact that a person was simply in a particular
location would be an offence, irrespective of
whether their behaviour was causing alarm or
concern to local residents.
I will illustrate my argument by means of two
contrasting scenarios. First, let us assume that an
area such as a children’s play park—experience
has taught us that areas in which difficulties are
more likely to arise are those in which seating is
available—has been the subject of complaints and
has been designated by the police as being an
area that should fall under the provisions of part 3
and that thereafter the situation improves.
However, let us also imagine that, one day, two
15-year-old youths meet there and spend some
time talking about football, rock music or whatever
concerns boys of that age. Even though the
youths are causing offence to nobody, the fact that
they are present at that location means that,
technically, they are guilty of an offence. I suggest
that the provision in the bill is an over-the-top
reaction to the difficulty that might have been
experienced in the park.
Secondly, let us imagine a scenario in which, at
that same location, there are 15 or 20 youths, all
shouting, bawling, cursing and swearing and
causing alarm in the neighbourhood. That is a
situation that would normally attract police
action—no one would have any difficulty with that.
However, under the bill, what would the action be?
The police would ask the youths to move on,
which the youths would surely do. They would
move away from the play park down the road to
another area in which there is convenient seating,
such as in a sheltered housing complex. By doing
so, they would have carried out their obligations
under the bill, even though their disorderly
behaviour would continue to cause distress.
At that juncture, what should the police’s
reaction be? To my simple mind, the youths are
guilty of a breach of the peace and the police
should, after sufficient warnings, charge them and
report them to the procurator fiscal. I would
suggest that that would be the answer to the
difficulty. However, we do not have to look far to
find that answer, because it already exists in the
common law of Scotland. The common law of
breach of the peace can be applied if the police
can demonstrate that there is a degree of alarm on
the part of local residents or that the conduct of
the individual or individuals concerned is likely to
provoke a reaction from local residents that, in
turn, would constitute a breach of the peace.
What is likely to be the consequence of part 3 of
the bill? First, it is likely to alienate some sections
of society, especially young people who are
moved on when there is no particular reason for
them to be asked to move on. The two youths
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from my first example might be making the place
look untidy or be talking in a language that is alien
to people of an older generation, but they are not
causing any particular harm. The fact that they are
liable to be prosecuted, after having failed to take
a police warning, simply on the basis of being
present at a particular locus, is incomprehensible
to the vast majority of young people; even
someone of my advanced years finds a move
along those lines to be unsupportable. In my
second scenario, the police would simply have
moved the problem on, from the play park to a
sheltered housing complex or somewhere else, so
nothing would have been achieved.
The police are seldom slow to ask for additional
powers and in my experience they are almost
invariably correct when they do so, so it is
significant that the police are reluctant to be
granted the powers under part 3. The Scottish
Police Federation and the Association of Chief
Police Officers in Scotland take the view that the
law as it stands in Scotland is perfectly adequate
to cope with the situations that arise from time to
time.
I do not seek to minimise the problem; there is a
problem and the convener has properly raised the
matter in the Parliament time and again. The
question is what we should do about it. The
proposed new police powers are not the answer.
In a wider context, we need more police on the
streets, although I know that that is not a matter
for the committee or the bill. Frankly, when we fly
in the face of the professional opinions of the
police, the Law Society of Scotland, the
commissioner for children and young people and a
host of voluntary organisations, which have all
provided evidence that the new powers are not
likely to improve the situation, we tread a very
dangerous course indeed.
We should not be trying to improve part 3. Part 3
is completely unworkable and should be removed
from the bill. The Conservative group stands foursquare behind the people in many urban
communities—and
even
some
rural
communities—who are the victims of antisocial
behaviour, but we insist that the solution to the
problem should be practicable and workable. The
provisions in part 3 are illiberal and impinge on the
basic human liberty of lawful assembly.
I move amendment 1.
Mike Rumbles (West Aberdeenshire and
Kincardine) (LD): I do not usually agree with Bill
Aitken, but I certainly agree that the measures in
part 3 are illiberal.
I declare a direct interest in this stage 2 debate. I
am the father of teenage youths aged 14 and 16,
so perhaps my first-hand daily experiences allow
me more insight than some members have into
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the views of some of the young people who will be
affected by the bill.
I have been approached by several children’s
charities, such as ChildLine and Barnado’s, which
support the amendments, as do Children in
Scotland, the Family Fund, Save the Children,
YouthLink Scotland and the YMCA. Those
organisations believe that the measures in part 3
are likely to undermine relations between the
police and young people.
I also bring to the committee’s attention the
views of Kathleen Marshall, the new commissioner
for children and young people, as reported in an
article that appeared in the Sunday Herald on 25
April:
“the controversial move to introduce a power for police to
disperse groups as small as two whose ‘presence or
behaviour causes alarm and distress to members of the
public’ is ‘a very vague and subjective test’ and risks
discrimination against young people.
Both the European Convention on Human Rights and the
United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child say
children have a right to freedom of association and freedom
of peaceful assembly. But Marshall pointed out: ‘There are
strict conditions for denying this freedom’”.

She is referring to what part 3 of the bill seeks to
do. She continues:
“I do not think these conditions are met by the bill as it
currently stands.”

My objections to part 3 focus on three points.
First, the power to disperse groups was not part of
the partnership agreement between the parties in
the coalition Executive. It would never have been
agreed to by those who participated in the
partnership negotiations. I can personally
guarantee that.
Secondly, apart from the Executive’s evidence,
none of the evidence that was presented to the
Justice 2 Committee supported the power of
dispersal. New powers are not needed. Paragraph
42 of that committee’s stage 1 report says:
“The general view of our witnesses was that this was not
the solution they were looking for. ACPOS, the Scottish
Police Federation, the Scottish Human Rights Centre,
SACRO, Apex Scotland and Professor Smith told us that
these proposed new powers were variously unnecessary,
bureaucratic or not a practical solution to the problem.
Numerous witnesses told us that existing powers could in
their view be used to deal with the behaviour or conduct
intended to be addressed by this Part of the Bill and the
Law Society and police witnesses specifically cited powers
under the Civic Government (Scotland) Act 1982 and under
common law.”

My third reason for opposing part 3 is that I
agree with our new commissioner for children and
young people, who said that
“a power for police to disperse groups as small as two
whose ‘presence or behaviour causes alarm and distress to
members of the public’ is ‘a very vague and subjective test’”

that will discriminate against people.
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I will give an example. My two boys, who are
aged 14 and 16, could fall foul of the bill simply by
walking down Banchory High Street and going
about their lawful business. I have heard the
minister’s previous explanation, but what she said
is simply not the case. Under the bill, if there is
trouble in Banchory High Street over a period of
time, the senior police officer will be able to cite
the street as an area in which the dispersal power
could be used. That will mean that, if someone
feels threatened in some way—however
unreasonable the basis for that feeling might be—
the simple act of walking down Banchory High
Street may make my two boys, or any other two
boys, the subject of an incident with the police. I
am extremely concerned that that could be the
case.
The rights of peaceful assembly that Bill Aitken
and the children’s commissioner have highlighted
have been hard won over many centuries. Surely
we cannot throw away those rights on the basis of
flimsy evidence—that is what it is, because only
the evidence that was produced by the Executive
supports the proposals. Sections 16 to 22 are not
acceptable as they stand. Unless the Executive
changes its mind, I will not support them when I
get the chance to vote at stage 3. I hope that
many liberal-minded colleagues, regardless of
which party they belong to, will also vote to throw
out part 3 of the bill.
The committee must vote on the matter now. It
has a choice. If part 3 is as unacceptable as all the
evidence seems to suggest that it is, the
committee has the option of voting for Bill Aitken’s
amendments and removing it from the bill, on the
understanding that, when we come back at stage
3, the minister will have had the opportunity to
write out the proposal properly so that it does not
affect the peaceful rights of assembly of the two
people to whom I have referred by way of
example. The Parliament would then be able to
make a decision. I support Bill Aitken’s
amendments and I urge the committee to consider
removing part 3 from the bill so that the minister
can come back at stage 3 with a proper
amendment.
The Convener: I suspect that all members will
want to get in on this issue. We will proceed on
that basis.
Patrick Harvie: It is worth reflecting for a
moment on the broad spectrum of support, which
Bill Aitken and Mike Rumbles both mentioned, for
the proposal to remove the dispersal power. I ask
members of the committee to reflect on the fact
that political parties from across the spectrum, the
police, youth organisations and many of the
people who were involved in the Executive’s
consultation have expressed serious concerns
about part 3.
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That broad spectrum of opposition to the
dispersal power should say something quite
powerful about the issue. For me, before anything
like the power that is proposed is agreed to, a
proper answer should be obtained to the crucial
question of why the current tools in the box—as
the phrase goes—are not working. The Executive
has failed to answer that and the committee has
not found an answer in its inquiries. In asking
communities, the police, young people and older
people, we have not yet found out why the existing
powers are insufficient, why the existing resources
are insufficient, what is preventing the problem
from being solved and why there are not sufficient
tools in the box.
Bill Aitken reminded us of the important fact that
the power can be used on the basis of people’s
presence alone after the designation has been
made. We must recognise the profound fact that
the power could be used to criminalise people not
only for what they do, but for what other people
might feel that they might do. We should think very
carefully before going down that road. Society
rarely takes action or wants police action to be
taken against people for what they have not done.
We should consider doing so only when there is a
clear danger to public safety.
My final point is on another issue that Bill Aitken
raised—the fact that the power of dispersal moves
the problem on rather than solving it. Even when a
problem is acute and behaviour is extreme, the
young people have to be somewhere and
dispersing them will not remove their existence. If
their behaviour moves with them, there will be no
progress. That is why I will support Bill Aitken’s
amendments.
12:15
The Convener: I will speak next. I do not want
members to think that I am trying to get the last
word by jumping to the top of the list; I am
speaking now so that members can refute what I
say if they wish to. I hope that that is acceptable.
This is a serious debate and it is helpful that it is
being conducted on the basis of respect for the
different positions that members have taken.
Some of the froth around the discussion has
focused on the suggestion that people want to
sound tough. In my view, however, we are
wrestling with a difficult problem. I did not rush to
the idea of group dispersal as an option because it
was something that I thought was a good idea
when I woke up. I support the proposal because I
was confronted with problems in my constituency
that were not being solved. That has had a heavy
influence on the position that I have taken. I do not
think that dispersal is the only solution, as Bill
Aitken seemed to suggest was the argument; I
believe that it is part of the solution. People have
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deliberately talked up the power of group dispersal
at the expense of other options that exist.
However, the power is only one measure that can
be used and it is not the first step that the police
would take.
Our stage 1 report states:
“The Committee considers the particular problem being
faced by communities to be both real and significant. It is
concerned that the police, despite claiming that they
already have sufficient powers, seem to be unable to
resolve incidents of antisocial behaviour involving large
groups gathering in certain areas to the satisfaction of
those people in communities who are affected by them.”

The committee agreed to that conclusion; what we
were divided on was whether the option that was
set out in the bill was serious. There is a
perception in our communities that the police do
not have sufficient powers—indeed, the police in
my constituency have told me that they do not
sufficient powers. Although we could have an
argument about that, I argue that putting the
powers in the bill confirms the fact that the powers
exist and offers communities the opportunity to
negotiate with the police if the police tell them that
they cannot do anything about the serious and real
problems—not the trivial problems; we are not
talking about two people who are wandering
about—of vulnerable young people getting
involved in group disorder outside the homes of
other vulnerable people.
It is recognised that there is a problem. For
example, in my constituency the police tell me
that, when a group is gathering and causing
distress over a long period of time, the only option
that officers have available to them is to warn
those people and then to lift them. Group dispersal
is a step before that, as it allows people to think
about their behaviour, to go away—to disperse—
and not to come back. The police tell me that the
problem with the charge of breach of the peace is
that it must be directed against an individual
offence. That denies the experience of group
disorder. There is an issue about the behaviour of
groups of people who gather together and we
need to find a way of managing that. The level of
police resources is a serious issue but, even when
the police target an area, they find it difficult to
manage group disorder. The police have certain
powers, but the issue is about what happens to
people next and what the consequences of that
are at a later stage.
Finally, let me deal with the issue of young
people feeling alienated. In my constituency, many
young people are kept in by their families and are
unable to attend the local clubs or gather in the
streets because of the intimidating behaviour of
much more unruly groups outside. Those young
people are alienated by a system that is not
dealing with the problem.
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I recognise that protecting people from antisocial
behaviour and tackling those who display such
behaviour involves a balance of rights, which
means that people may not do absolutely what
they want. If the disorder in a community has got
to such a stage that the local people are
genuinely—and not just trivially—distressed, the
right to gather in groups must be balanced against
the right that people have to peace in their own
home. I think that the bill wrestles with that difficult
balance.
I hope that the committee will oppose Bill
Aitken’s amendments. The proposed power will
not be used by the police willy-nilly or for want of
something better. The power of dispersal will be
part of a broader strategy that recognises
communities’ real experience, which is that the
police appear to have insufficient powers at the
moment to deal with the problems that are brought
before them.
Scott Barrie: It is interesting that some
members who have spoken to the amendments
have chosen to characterise the debate as a
liberal position versus an illiberal one. I certainly
do not consider myself to be illiberal. In fact, Bill
Aitken and I have crossed swords on several
occasions in this chamber during debates on
criminal justice matters, especially over youth
justice. The position that I have articulated on
those occasions would tend to be considered the
more enlightened and liberal, whereas Bill Aitken’s
position would tend to be considered the more
illiberal and draconian. By Bill Aitken’s definition,
we seem somehow or other to have crossed sides
in today’s debate on the amendments in this
group.
In speaking to the amendments, Bill Aitken said
that other ways could be found of dealing with
such antisocial behaviour, which people at least
now recognise is a problem in some areas—a
problem that is not being addressed. Bill Aitken’s
solution appears rather simplistic. He said that we
need only employ more police officers and,
somehow or other, the problem will be resolved. I
do not see how that stacks up. We have already
heard that police officers in some areas do not
believe that they have sufficient powers.
Mike Rumbles described some rather alarmist
ways in which the power of dispersal could be
used, but he failed to take on board the fact that
something needs to have happened before the
power can be used. Some sort of Nostradamus
prediction of what will happen will not be enough;
there must be clear evidence that there have been
on-going disturbances that need to be dealt with.
That is the key point. The police will not be able to
move people on before something happens; they
will be able to use the power after something has
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happened to prevent that situation from going on
and on, as has happened in some areas.
I was struck by the evidence that the committee
received. We can all talk about how members of
our committee went out to various parts of
Scotland to hear the views of people in their
communities, but there seems no point in putting
in that time and effort if we then consider that
evidence as less important than the evidence
given by people who came before the committee
in formal session. Both types of evidence should
be of equal value, otherwise there is no point in
our making that effort in the first place. I may have
participated in fewer visits than some of my
colleagues, but on those visits to other parts of
Scotland I heard people give clear examples of
how the current law is not delivering safe
communities. We certainly have to take that point
on board.
The issue is not just about giving powers to the
police, which is how some people have perceived
the effect of the bill. It is about the police making a
decision after consultation with the relevant local
authority. The idea that a high street, in Banchory
or anywhere else, might somehow be made into a
no-go area is patently alarmist in the extreme. I do
not think that any local authority would ever
consider that an appropriate way to go.
Different factors make up the whole panoply of
proposals for tackling antisocial behaviour and
they must be considered as a whole. The debate
around the proposed power has unfortunately
been characterised by alarmist statements about
what might happen in an extreme situation.
However, as the convener said, the power should
be seen as one of the tools that can be used to
resolve a problem that affects a number of our
communities. It is not the only solution and by
itself it will not resolve the problem, but it is an
additional power that could be of use at times.
Stewart Stevenson: I
impression that the minister
this group of amendments.
based on what she said in
proposal in the bill:

get the distinct
is going to support
That impression is
relation to another

“The extension of ASBOs to under-16s is one of the bill’s
key elements. It is in the partnership agreement and was
consulted on for ‘Putting our communities first’. At stage 1,
the committee considered the proposal in some detail and
a wide range of organisations gave evidence on it.
Throughout the process, the proposal has had majority
support.”—[Official Report, Communities Committee, 21
April 2004; c 819.]

In her argument on the earlier part of the bill, the
minister relied on the majority support of those
whom the Executive and the committee had
consulted. On a similar basis, one might expect
that the minister would support the amendments in
this group, although I suspect that that may not be
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the case. However, she must recognise that there
is a distinct difference between the very real
problems that members of the committee heard
about as they went around the country, which
define the problem that needs to be solved, and
the definition of a solution. I do not believe that
there is any material division among the members
of this committee, or indeed of this Parliament, on
the question of there being a problem that needs
to be solved. However, the definition of a solution
requires a different set of skills and a different
approach to those that are required when defining
the problem. Not only do we have to consider the
overwhelming numerical weight in the consultation
that said, “This particular part of the bill does not
help in solving the problem,” but, more to the
point, we must consider the sources of that
evidence.
Since publication of the bill, I have spoken in the
course of my normal constituency business to
policemen at every level—special constable,
constable, sergeant, inspector, superintendent and
chief constable—and I have not met an officer in
the Grampian police force who believes that what
is proposed will help them. Why should that be
so? We hear of police officers who say that they
do not have enough power. We should note the
use of the singular, not the plural, because there is
a distinct difference between not having enough
power and not having enough powers. Powers are
about the legal capability of a police officer, of the
police service as a whole and of the criminal
justice system. Power is about the ability to deploy
the resources to solve the problem.
It is not simply a question of getting more police
on the beat, as Bill Aitken rather simple-mindedly
characterised it, although, of course, that is part of
the solution. What we must have is what the
Executive is very fond of—and something that I
am happy to support—and that is partnership
working among the agencies, the police and the
communities who are party to the problem.
12:30
Reference has been made recently to good work
in Lanarkshire. The committee heard about good
work that was led by a councillor who co-ordinated
all the bodies in Edinburgh. That, and other
evidence that we have encountered individually,
suggests that the effective use of power, rather
than the introduction of new powers, is likely to
lead to a resolution.
The process by which we designate areas for
dispersal is not trivial. I will not over-egg the
pudding about how much police resources might
be diverted, although some resources would be
diverted to obtain the necessary designation.
However, I suggest that the process is a
mechanism that will delay resolution of the
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problem in some circumstances. The police will tell
us, and have told us, that they have the powers,
when they need them, to deal with the problem. If
they are diverted into a consultation process and a
designation process that would lead in time to their
taking the action that they could previously have
taken, we will create the potential to delay the
exercise of powers that police at all levels have
told us that they already have. The danger is that,
far from improving the situation, the provision
could lead to its deterioration.
I disagree with the Executive’s proposals not
because I do not share its objective, but precisely
because I do share its objective. The proposals do
not take us forward on a path that will solve the
problem. Resolution will be achieved through
better partnership working and more resources, in
some circumstances, that are focused where they
are needed. The provision in the bill is a
distraction.
How are visitors to an area to know that they are
in a designated area? I have not met Mike
Rumbles’s children, but I am sure that they are
upstanding and respectable youngsters—they are
probably guilty of a certain exuberance from time
to time that their father exhibits only rarely. If they
visited a designated area as part of a crowd of
which a proportion was causing a problem, the
whole crowd would be dispersed, and not simply—
as is more likely at the moment—the instigators
and promoters of disorder, who would be lifted or
otherwise encouraged to desist. That action runs
the risk of alienating those who are simply present
but who are not acting and will, in all
circumstances, stigmatise areas that want help
and problems solved.
For those and other reasons that time does not
permit me to develop, I support the deletion of the
power of dispersal.
Cathie Craigie: As we know, many issues have
arisen during the passage of the bill—none more
so than the power of dispersal. Many incorrect
points have been made, and there has been
misinformation,
exaggeration
and
scaremongering. Members have a duty to weigh
up the evidence that we have taken from our
communities, from the communities that we visited
throughout Scotland, as Scott Barrie said, and
from the professional bodies that spoke to us.
My constituents believe that the power of
dispersal is needed to protect them and their
communities from the serious nuisance that
groups cause. Whether a group is small or large, it
can cause serious problems in our communities.
People look to politicians to make a decision and
to give them another tool in the toolbox. That has
been said this morning and throughout the debate.
The power of dispersal will not be a solution, but it
is another mechanism that could be used.
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People in my community, who have been
affected by the antisocial behaviour of groups of
people, tell me that they want me to support the
power of dispersal. The Strathclyde police officers
to whom I have spoken support the power. The
question that I am asked—and it was raised only
last night at a meeting with people in my
constituency—is why, if powers already exist, are
the police not using them? Including provisions on
the power of dispersal will let the public see that
there is a specific piece of legislation that they can
use to seek protection.
Members have made the point this morning that
the power of dispersal could amount to a
complainers charter, but that is insulting to people
who are suffering serious nuisance and
annoyance from groups who gather outside their
homes. To suggest that the police would seek to
impose a dispersal order based on petty or
mischievous complaints shows no support for our
police.
Some police have indicated that they are
apprehensive about the power of dispersal. They
think that it could be bureaucratic. They question
whether it will offer the response and support that
communities are looking for, and whether it will
fulfil the aims of the bill as laid out by the minister.
It has also been said that some people, young
people in particular, might see the provision as a
new challenge and a way of wasting police time.
Those points are made in a serious way by people
who want to use the power and to see it working to
the advantage of communities.
I was encouraged by the minister’s comments
on the previous group of amendments, and the
statement that there will be a review, but I ask the
minister to address the mechanism that will be in
place. Can the provisions be monitored? Can we
have an indication of when the date for a review is
likely to be made known to Parliament? That
review must examine the effectiveness of the
provisions.
Bill Aitken said that the argument about two
boys who are in a park discussing football and
rock music was a technical one. I do not see those
two boys having anything to worry about in relation
to the provisions in the bill. I hope that the minister
will respond to that point.
Mike Rumbles said that there was a broad
spectrum of support for the amendments that seek
to remove part 3, but there is also a broad
spectrum of support in our communities for the
provisions in part 3. We often speak to community
groups that represent many more people than the
number who have given evidence to the
committee. As Scott Barrie said, every piece of
evidence that we have gathered is important, and
every piece of evidence should have equal value.
The evidence that I have received from my
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community is that I should support the Executive
and the retention of part 3. I will not support the
amendments that seek to remove part 3.

alarm, the matter would have to be dealt with. That
is an example of a situation in which not much
could be done at present.

Elaine Smith: I had some concerns about part
3, but in the main they have been allayed. I am
particularly
comforted
by
the
minister’s
amendment 180, which will protect peaceful
protest. The minister also agreed to consider the
number of people involved.

The convener touched on a number of
consequences of the proposals, one of which
might be for the police to focus on responding to
situations using the powers that they already have.
It seems that the police sometimes do not respond
at all—that is the feedback that I have had from
some of my constituents. The police might focus
on response times. The fire brigade recently made
a call to the police for assistance, and it took an
outrageous length of time for a response to be
made to the incident. Attention might also be
focused on the lack of police officers on the beat,
which is another issue that should be addressed.

I am a wee bit confused about Mike Rumbles’s
points about the partnership agreement. We
cannot put every single little piece of proposed
legislation into a partnership agreement. If that
was the case, the Executive could just stick to
what was mentioned in the partnership agreement
and not react to anything else—and we could all
just go home. Committees have to scrutinise
legislation. The partnership agreement can contain
an intention, but committees have to scrutinise the
Executive’s proposals and members must have
the chance to lodge amendments.
There has been some discussion on the
designation of areas. I can understand people’s
concerns on the matter to a certain extent, but the
police and the local authority have to have a good
reason to designate an area. There is a time limit
on the designation, which applies only when the
same people return to the area. The question has
been asked how people would know where the
designated area was. They would soon know if
they had been asked to move on from a
designated area, which they had been told about,
but then returned to it within 24 hours.
To get things into perspective, I give the
committee the example of the Faraday retail park
in Coatbridge. A few months ago, on a Sunday
evening, hundreds of people—certainly not just
young people—turned up at the retail park in cars
and other vehicles. They were revving their
engines, tooting their horns and generally causing
alarm and distress to surrounding residents. They
were intimidating people, who did not want to walk
through the car park.
When I went down there, the police were
present, but they told me that there was nothing in
particular they could do about the situation.
Despite the fact that that might have been
considered to be lawful assembly, it impinged on
the rights of my constituents, including children, to
have peace in their homes. The upshot was that
barriers were erected. If the area had been
privately owned, however, that might not have
happened, and the activity might have reoccurred.
If a location is designated for three months, people
might move somewhere else. If they moved
somewhere where they were not causing alarm,
distress and intimidation to people in the
surrounding areas, that would be fine. If they
moved somewhere where they were causing

Given the protections in the bill, and given the
fact that the police will not use the power of
dispersal except in extreme circumstances, and in
conjunction with the local authority—I cannot see
the police using the power lightly, given what they
have said about the powers that they have at the
moment—I do not think that the power will impinge
on lawful assembly. If I thought that it would do
that, I would certainly have concerns about it.
I ask the minister, when she winds up, to
address the subjects of monitoring and reporting
on the impact of the provisions.
Mary Scanlon: I support my colleague, Bill
Aitken, who spoke to his amendments in his usual
eloquent style. We should be concerned about the
fact that the police are opposed to the power of
dispersal. Cathy Jamieson said that some of the
police are a bit apprehensive. They are not a bit
apprehensive about the power; they are totally
opposed to it. We have received briefing papers
from the Association of Chief Police Officers in
Scotland, the Association of Scottish Police
Superintendents and the Scottish Police
Federation. In evidence to the committee, the
police told us that they are opposed to the power.
A superintendent said that the police had never
had a situation that could not be dealt with under
existing legislation.
We have made another, similar, point
throughout stage 1 and stage 2: ASBOs are in
place, but many local authorities have chosen not
to use them. We should ask whether antisocial
behaviour has been the priority that it should have
been for the police in recent years. That question
was put to Douglas Keil from the Scottish Police
Federation when he gave evidence to the
committee. We asked him about resources, and I
remember that his response was to ask whether
the police should suddenly stop on their way to a
house break-in, an assault or a road traffic
accident because there are two youths—whether
or not they are the Rumbles youths—standing on
a street corner. It is dangerous for us to pass a
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piece of legislation that, we are assured, is
opposed by those whom we will ask to implement
it. Any member who seeks to do so should
examine their conscience on the issue. I will
support my colleague Bill Aitken.
12:45
Ms White: As someone who has only just
become a member of the committee—this is my
third meeting—I appreciate the amount of
evidence that the committee has heard. As
someone who has worked in communities for the
past 25 years, both officially and voluntarily, I
understand some of the fears that people have.
Part 3 of the bill is not the right way to deal with
the fears that the convener and others have
raised. The evidence that has been given makes it
clear that the police have the powers, but no one
has asked why they do not use them and why we
need a new power. Those questions go to the
heart of the bill. We should investigate why the
police are not using the existing powers and what
we can do, without new legislation, to encourage
them to do so.
Scott Barrie and Cathie Craigie said that the
police would not react if two youths were simply
walking along—whether they were Mike
Rumbles’s kids or some other kids—but that they
would have to do something. I remind members
that the bill refers to cases in which
“members of the public have been alarmed or distressed as
a result of the presence or behaviour”

of a group. Under the bill’s provisions on dispersal,
the sheer presence of two or more people
standing about means that someone who is
walking down the street can phone the police. I
ask members to read that part again. I find it
frightening that people can be alarmed by
someone walking down the street or standing on a
street corner.
Others have given practical examples, and I will
do the same. My first example is very serious. In
my area of Glasgow, we have lots of asylum
seekers, and there have been lots of situations,
particularly in Sighthill, of asylum seekers
gathering in corners, as they do in their culture.
That is what the men do in their own country and
that is what they do in Glasgow, but it caused a lot
of tension. The police met the community and
explained the situation, and that was fine. Would
the dispersal power work in that situation? If
someone phones the police because they feel
intimidated or distressed by people who are
standing around—even though that is the way to
spend Friday evening in their culture—will that
cause even more racial tension?
In a lighter vein—although not to people who live
in the city centre—what about the people who
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gather outside the Gallery of Modern Art? Every
night, groups of 10 or 12 people wait for their
friends there before getting a taxi or going to a pub
or club. Sometimes groups cause bother and
sometimes they do not. What about the goths who
gather there on Saturday afternoons? Will they be
moved from one dispersal area to another? We
must think carefully about the power of dispersal,
which is not just about moving five or six people
who are standing outside someone’s window in a
housing scheme, although I appreciate that that
can frighten people.
We have to consider the wider picture and not
just have a knee-jerk reaction to something that I
believe the police already have the powers to deal
with; if we do not, we will alienate the vast majority
of the population in Scotland and turn people
against the Scottish Parliament and the police,
and we will not do anything to resolve the problem
of what we see as antisocial behaviour. I will
certainly support Bill Aitken’s amendments in the
group.
Donald Gorrie: I made clear my concerns about
part 3; however, some of the arguments that have
been advanced in favour of its amendment or
deletion are unsustainable and over the top. The
bill does not say that any gathering of any sort
would become illegal; the constable has to have
“reasonable grounds for believing that the presence or
behaviour of a group … has resulted, or is likely to result, in
any members of the public being alarmed or distressed.”

It is important that the bill should contain
something about how reasonable that alarm or
distress is. The point is that the behaviour has to
be antisocial. The first lot of people misbehaving in
an area are told to disperse; they are not sent
straight off to jail. It is the people who misbehave
repeatedly who will be in trouble. The bill is not as
bad as it has been made out to be.
I accept that there is a problem and the power of
dispersal might be necessary as a last resort.
However, the bill should make it clearer than it
does at the moment that the power of dispersal is
a last resort and that all the community activities
and other consultations will take place first. We
owe it to our citizens to ensure that they can enjoy
a safe life and, in some areas, it is clear that they
do not. Whether the police do not respond
because they do not have the resources to
respond, or for whatever reason, it is clear that the
present system is not working. It is reasonable that
the Executive should try to address that problem.
In my view, part 3 does not yet address that issue
adequately and I hope that the consultation that
the minister has agreed to have with the
committee members will improve it. At this stage, I
wish to improve part 3 rather than support an
amendment to leave it out.
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Mrs Mulligan: We find ourselves in a bizarre
situation. Bill Aitken is professing his liberal
credentials and has lodged amendments 1 to 7 to
remove part 3 of the bill, which are supported by
Mike Rumbles and Colin Fox. That shows the
variety of opinions that we have heard on the
issue, but it also shows how wrong people can be
in their interpretation of the intention of the power
of dispersal.
Mr Aitken will not be surprised that I do not
support the amendments that he has lodged in this
group. Let us be clear at the outset: we have
never said that the powers in the bill are the only
answer to the problem that communities are
experiencing. Stewart Stevenson said that we
should be considering other ways of resolving the
problems. We are not talking about an either-or
situation. The power of dispersal is another
avenue that we can open to assist the police, but
other avenues can be explored further still. We
have never said that the powers are aimed at
young people gathering in the streets of their
communities to meet and enjoy each other’s
company. Let us be clear: the power of dispersal
will be enforced where there are on-going issues
to deal with. The presence of two young people—
whether Mike Rumbles’s sons, my sons or
anybody else’s sons—will not of itself be enough
to trigger the power. The presence of those people
will have to have caused or be likely to cause
alarm or distress to the public. That is against the
background of a second test, whereby the
behaviour will have to take place in an area in
which antisocial behaviour has been a significant
and persistent problem. Those words are
important to taking forward the power.
Although many of the comments today have
been about young people being dispersed, we
must be clear that the power is not only about
young people; it is about any group of people that
causes fear and alarm and needs to be dispersed.
Therefore, let us not focus solely on the actions of
young people, as, unfortunately, some of the
debate has done.
The Executive has listened to what was said
when we visited communities and heard of their
problems. We have also listened to what the
committee and others who gave evidence to it
said. During the stage 1 debate, we said that, at
stage 2, we would address chief constables’
concerns
about
their
proper
operational
independence in policing. That is why, following
comments from my colleagues Hugh Henry and
Margaret Curran, we committed ourselves to
deleting section 21, which is why we support
amendment 6.
However, having listened to all that has been
said, I remain absolutely convinced that the power
of dispersal is needed for three reasons. The first
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is that groups cause real fear and alarm in
communities throughout Scotland—the people in
those communities have told us so. Secondly, the
problem is not currently being dealt with and
communities are suffering as a result. Thirdly,
despite the many claims from some members that
powers already exist to deal with such behaviour,
that is not happening, and we need to give the
police sufficient power to deal with the problems
that they face. The new power in part 3 gives the
police an additional tool that they do not have at
present for dealing with groups that cause
problems. How can members deny that extra
reassurance and protection to our communities?
Some members maintain—and have done so
during today’s debate—that the power is too
bureaucratic and cumbersome. In fact, the power’s
added elements were introduced in response to
some of the original concerns that it was
necessary to make it clear when the power would
be used and to be bureaucratic about it. That
means that the power has become slightly more
bureaucratic than it was when we started out.
It is important that we are all clear about how the
power will work in practice. There are four
straightforward steps, which ensure appropriate
checks and balances in the use of the power. That
relates back to the debate on group 4 and Donald
Gorrie’s concerns about the unreasonable concern
that might rear its head.
Step 1 involves gathering evidence that the
power is needed. A senior police officer needs to
decide that there are reasonable grounds for
believing that, in a particular locality within that
officer’s police area, alarm or distress has been
caused to members of the public by the presence
or behaviour of groups in public places. That
senior officer also needs to decide that there are
reasonable grounds for believing that antisocial
behaviour is a significant and persistent problem in
the locality.
Step 2 requires the senior officer to issue an
authorisation of the use of the dispersal power by
constables in the locality. An authorisation will last
for a specific period and may refer to times or days
within that period. Crucially, before giving an
authorisation, the senior officer must consult the
local authority whose area includes the relevant
locality to consider the other options. An
authorisation notice must be published in a local
newspaper and displayed in some conspicuous
place or places within the relevant locality before
constables can use the dispersal power. I hope
that that allays Stewart Stevenson’s fears that
people will not know about the dispersal area.
Step 3 enables a constable to use the power
within the designated locality. However, the
constable can use it only if there are reasonable
grounds for believing that the presence or
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behaviour of a group of two or more people in the
locality has resulted in or is likely to result in
members of the public being alarmed or
distressed.
Finally, step 4 is the expiry or withdrawal of the
authorisation. An authorisation can last for a
maximum of three months, but it can be withdrawn
earlier by the senior police officer who gave it or
by another officer of the same rank in the
particular locality.
I hope that that explanation is helpful and that
the committee will agree that the four steps
represent a clear and rigorous process for the use
of the power. The issue is about balancing
bureaucracy with a transparency that shows when
the dispersal power might be used.
We know that no matter how much reassurance
we give at this stage, some people will still have
concerns, but we must not lose sight of the fact
that already—as Johann Lamont has said—people
who live round about certain streets, parks and
other areas cannot go out and enjoy the benefits
of the area. We cannot continue to ignore that
situation.
In his opening statement, Bill Aitken gave two
examples of when dispersal will not work. His first
example was erroneous: if the two people are not
doing anything, nothing will happen. On the
second one, if the people are guilty of a breach of
the peace in the first instance they would still be
guilty of it in the second instance.
13:00
Mike Rumbles: Have you read the bill?
The Convener: We have got this far without
heckling, so do not start when it is 1 o’clock.
Mrs Mulligan: That is okay. I am happy to be
heckled so long as the heckling is sensible.
The Convener: I am not happy to allow it.
Mrs Mulligan: In the two examples that Bill
Aitken gave, he did not necessarily follow through
the argument; he sought to find a difficulty with the
dispersal power when in fact there would not be
one. Mike Rumbles suggested that no evidence
has been given in support of the dispersal power. I
quote from the Justice 2 Committee’s report,
which states:
“The majority of the Committee agreed that these
provisions provide an additional tool for communities and
police”.

Furthermore, the evidence from the Union of
Shop, Distributive and Allied Workers states:
“the evidence from our members who regularly suffer at
the hands of gangs is that a power of dispersal is needed
urgently”.
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There have been supporters of the power of
dispersal.
I have sought to answer the points that have
been made. I hope that members will accept that
we are responding to a genuine need within our
communities. I am prepared to have further
discussions about how we designate a group and I
am also happy to look further at giving Donald
Gorrie reassurances about how we will ensure that
those who may be particularly sensitive are dealt
with in the steps that I laid out in the procedure for
dispersal.
We owe it to all our communities to offer them
this opportunity to resolve the difficulties that some
of them face on a daily basis.
Bill Aitken: Throughout the debate, there have
been two consistent threads, on which there is
total unanimity. First, we all agree that there is a
problem in certain areas in Scotland. Secondly, we
all agree that the existing law is not proving
effective as it is currently being implemented. A
number of members have made that point.
Let us consider the situation. It is true that, as
Cathie Craigie said, we have a duty to those who
find themselves victims of antisocial behaviour.
We all know what that is like. For many people,
the antics of an antisocial minority make their life a
living hell. However, my question is: what is wrong
with the existing law? The existing law on breach
of the peace is more than adequate to cope with
the issue.
The convener raised an issue that the police
raised with her—how to approach group disorder.
To my mind, there is no particular difficulty with
that at all, because the charge would simply be
that the person had formed part of a disorderly
group of persons who shouted, bawled, cursed
and swore at a particular locus and committed a
breach of the peace. That is an everyday charge
in district and sheriff courts throughout Scotland,
so the law is in place.
I know what the minister’s intentions are, but the
drafting of section 18 may not represent those
intentions. It states:
“Subsection (2) applies where a constable has
reasonable grounds for believing that the presence or
behaviour of a group of two or more persons in any public
place in the relevant locality has resulted, or is likely to
result, in any members of the public being alarmed or
distressed.”

That indicates clearly that mere presence is in
itself ground for action under section 18.
The situation is worse than that, because
section 18 states, “is likely to result”. That is not an
objective judgment; it is totally subjective, and is in
the eye of the beholder. Of course one must allow
police officers to exercise discretion, but the
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minister is going down a very dangerous road if
she believes that section 18 represents what she
is trying to achieve, because to my mind it does
not. Irrespective of what happens in this morning’s
vote, I urge the minister to re-examine the wording
at stage 3 to ensure that it is tightened up,
because there are real difficulties.
What is the likely outcome of the bill if it is
implemented? Donald Gorrie and Cathie Craigie
once again highlighted the fact that we have a
duty to those who are adversely affected by
antisocial behaviour. Donald Gorrie said that the
law is not working in certain areas, because the
police do not have the resources to respond. With
all due respect, that is a pretty facile statement,
because if the police do not have the resources to
respond under the present law, how will the
implementation of the bill improve the situation? In
fact, it will make matters worse, because the
police will have more to do. They will have to go
through the bureaucratic steps of designating
areas and the two-warning system. The argument
is spurious.
It is not a question of using a sledgehammer to
crack a nut. Of course there is a real issue, but the
law is in place to deal with it. The provisions will
not achieve what the minister seeks to achieve.
The most likely and frequent result will be merely
to move the trouble down the road, and inevitably
there will be alienation. I say to Cathie Craigie that
the two boys whom we have spoken about do
have cause to worry, because the wording of
section 18 clearly states that their mere presence
and the mere expectation that they might cause
trouble are in themselves grounds for action. That
is simply not good enough in legislation.
The Convener: For once, Bill Aitken is allowed
the last word. I am not taking any interventions.
The question is, that amendment 1 be agreed to.
Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
4, Against 5, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 1 disagreed to.
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Section 17—Authorisations: supplementary
The Convener: Amendment 2 is in the name of
Bill Aitken.
Bill Aitken: Is it the minister’s intention to
accept amendment 6?
Mrs Mulligan: Yes.
Bill Aitken: To save the committee time, and on
the basis that the principle has been established, I
will not move amendment 2.
Amendment 2 not moved.
Section 17 agreed to.
Section 18—Powers exercisable in pursuance
of authorisations
Amendment 269 not moved.
The Convener: Amendment 385, in the name of
Mary Scanlon, has already been debated with
amendment 266. I ask Mary Scanlon whether she
is moving the amendment.
Mary Scanlon: May I say a few words?
The Convener: You may do so briefly.
Mary Scanlon: I welcome the minister’s greater
clarity on the issue with which amendment 385
deals. I have no desire for there to be a worsening
of antisocial behaviour before any action is taken
about it, but I am still concerned about persistent
complaints. I accept the minister’s point about the
Scottish Police College training. I will ask for
advice from the college prior to stage 3. On that
basis, I will not move amendment 385.
Amendments 385 and 270 not moved.
Amendment 180 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
Amendment 3 not moved.
Section 18, as amended, agreed to.
Section 19—Powers under section 18:
supplementary
Amendment 4 not moved.
Section 19 agreed to.
The Convener: That ends our consideration of
the bill for today. The committee will meet on both
Wednesday and Thursday next week to continue
stage 2 consideration of the bill. Our target will be
to complete consideration of part 9 by the close of
the Thursday meeting. Officially, there are two
deadlines for amendments: the first is 2 pm on
Monday for the Wednesday meeting; and the
second is 2 pm on Tuesday for the Thursday
meeting. Amendments that are lodged between 2
pm on Monday and 2 pm on Tuesday will be
considered only if the point in the bill to which they
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relate is not reached on Wednesday. Obviously,
we will not know that until the end of Wednesday’s
meeting.
To ensure that all amendments can be
considered and that we are able to progress as far
through the bill as possible on Wednesday, I ask
that any further amendments to part 9 be lodged
by the Monday deadline. An announcement to that
effect will be published in the Business Bulletin. If
members need further clarification, they can speak
to the clerk after the meeting. With that, I thank
both visitors and committee members for their
attendance.
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Meeting closed at 13:12.
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Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill
4th Marshalled List of Amendments for Stage 2
The Bill will be considered in the following order—
Section 1 to 47
Sections 48 to 52
Sections 53 to 58
Sections 59 to 111
Section 112

Schedule 1
Schedule 2
Schedule 3
Schedules 4 and 5
Long Title

Amendments marked * are new (including manuscript amendments) or have been altered.
Section 20
Mrs Mary Mulligan
68

In section 20, page 12, line 13, leave out subsection (1)
Mrs Mary Mulligan

69

In section 20, page 12, line 17, leave out <guidance issued under this section> and insert <any
guidance given by the Scottish Ministers about—
(a) the exercise of the power; and
(b) any other matter relating to the power.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

70

In section 20, page 12, line 17, at end insert—
<( )

The Scottish Ministers shall lay before the Scottish Parliament a copy of any guidance
such as is mentioned in subsection (2).>

Bill Aitken
Supported by: Mike Rumbles, Colin Fox
5

Leave out section 20
Section 21
Bill Aitken
Supported by: Mike Rumbles, Colin Fox

6

Leave out section 21
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Section 22
Donald Gorrie
Supported by: Mary Scanlon, Colin Fox
271

In section 22, page 12, line 27, leave out <for the time being> and insert <at the material time>
Mary Scanlon

386

In section 22, page 12, leave out lines 34 and 35
Bill Aitken
Supported by: Mike Rumbles, Colin Fox

7

Leave out section 22
Section 23
Patrick Harvie

272

In section 23, page 13, line 7, after <subsections> insert <(1A),>
Patrick Harvie

273

In section 23, page 13, line 10, at end insert—
<(1A) A closure notice may not be given in respect of premises—
(a) which are—
(i)

being used solely or mainly for the purpose of meeting a local authority’s
obligations under section 29 or 31(3)(a) of the Housing (Scotland) Act
1987 (c.26);

(ii) a hostel or other short-term accommodation within the scope of regulations
made under section 7 of the Housing (Scotland) Act 2001 (asp 10);
(b) in which a care home service within the meaning of section 2(3) of the Regulation
of Care (Scotland) Act 2001 (asp 8) is provided.>
Donald Gorrie
274

In section 23, page 13, line 16, leave out <a person has engaged in> and insert <there has been
repeated>
Section 24
Mrs Mary Mulligan

181

In section 24, page 14, line 7, at beginning insert <in which the premises are situated>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

182
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In section 24, page 14, leave out lines 20 and 21

2

Mrs Mary Mulligan
183

In section 24, page 14, line 21, at end insert—
<( ) specify such matters about that application as may be prescribed in rules of
court;>
Section 25
Mrs Mary Mulligan

184

In section 25, page 14, line 33, leave out <following> and insert <after>
Section 26
Mrs Mary Mulligan

185

In section 26, page 15, line 8, leave out <shall> and insert <may>
Section 27
Patrick Harvie

275

In section 27, page 15, line 13, after <met> insert <and having had regard to the factors
mentioned in subsection (2A)>
Donald Gorrie
Supported by: Mary Scanlon

276

In section 27, page 15, line 19, at end insert <and is proportionate in the circumstances.>
Patrick Harvie

277

In section 27, page 15, line 19, at end insert—
<(2A) Those factors are—
(a) the ability of any household which is habitually resident in the premises to find
alternative accommodation; and
(b) any vulnerability of any individual member of the household who has not been
responsible for antisocial behaviour which has occurred in the premises.>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
186

In section 27, page 15, line 21, leave out <within 2 court days following> and insert <no later
than the second court day after>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

187

In section 27, page 15, line 23, leave out <following the day on which the application is made>

3
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Section 29
Donald Gorrie
Supported by: Mary Scanlon
278

In section 29, page 16, line 21, after <harm> insert <and that the extension would be
proportionate in the circumstances>
Donald Gorrie
Supported by: Mary Scanlon

279

In section 29, page 16, line 23, at end insert—
<(4)

(5)

The sheriff may postpone determination of the application to extend the period for
which a closure order has effect for a period of not more than 14 days after the day on
which the application was made to enable any of the persons mentioned in subsection
(5) to make representations against the extension of the period.
Those persons are—
(a) the occupier of the premises specified in the closure order;
(b) any person who has control of or responsibility for those premises; and
(c) any other person with an interest in those premises.

(6)

Representations under subsection (4) may be made—
(a) in writing, or
(b) on a day appointed by the sheriff (not later than 14 days after the day on which the
application was made) for the hearing of any representations.>
Section 30

Mrs Mary Mulligan
188

In section 30, page 16, line 31, leave out <closed premises> and insert <premises in respect of
which the closure order has effect>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

189

In section 30, page 16, line 33, leave out <the closed premises> and insert <those premises>
Section 31
Mrs Mary Mulligan

190

In section 31, page 17, line 4, leave out <the>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

191
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In section 31, page 17, line 7, leave out <closed premises> and insert <premises in respect of
which the closure order has effect>

4

Mrs Mary Mulligan
192

In section 31, page 17, line 8, leave out <this section> and insert <subsection (1)>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

193

In section 31, page 17, line 9, leave out subsection (3)
Mrs Mary Mulligan

194

In section 31, page 17, line 11, leave out <this section> and insert <subsection (1)>
Section 32
Mrs Mary Mulligan

261

In section 32, page 17, line 23, leave out <appropriate local authority> and insert <local authority
for the area in which the premises are situated>
Section 33
Mrs Mary Mulligan

196

In section 33, page 17, line 32, leave out subsections (1) to (5) and insert—
<(1)

A person who was a party to the proceedings in which the order or decision (as the case
may be) was given may appeal against—
(a) a closure order;
(b) an order extending a closure order;
(c) a decision to refuse to make—
(i)

a closure order; or

(ii) an order extending a closure order;
(d) a decision to revoke a closure order;
(e) a decision to refuse to revoke a closure order;
(f) an order under section 31(1);
(g) a decision to refuse to make an order under section 31(1);
(h) an order under section 32(1); or
(i) a decision to refuse to make an order under section 32(1).>
Mrs Mary Mulligan
197

In section 33, page 18, line 14, leave out <this section> and insert <subsection (1)>

5
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After section 34
Mrs Mary Mulligan
198

After section 34, insert—
<Offences under section 34: arrest without warrant
(1)

Where a constable reasonably believes that a person is committing or has committed an
offence under section 34(1) or (2), the constable may arrest the person without warrant.

(2)

Subsection (1) is without prejudice to any power of arrest conferred by law apart from
that subsection.>
After section 35

Donald Gorrie
Supported by: Mary Scanlon
280

After section 35, insert—
<Licensed Premises
This Part does not apply to licensed premises as defined in section 139(1) of the
Licensing (Scotland) Act 1976 (c.66).>
Section 36
Mrs Mary Mulligan

199

In section 36, page 19, line 8, after <which> insert <the>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

200

In section 36, page 19, line 9, leave out <a> and insert <the>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

201

In section 36, page 19, line 12, leave out <are> and insert <means>
Section 37
Mrs Mary Mulligan

202

In section 37, page 19, line 29, leave out <42> and insert <47>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

203

In section 37, page 19, line 32, leave out <3> and insert <2>
Donald Gorrie

281
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In section 37, page 19, line 32, leave out <months> and insert <weeks>

6

Mrs Mary Mulligan
204

In section 37, page 20, leave out lines 6 and 7
Donald Gorrie

282

In section 37, page 20, line 6, leave out <months> and insert <weeks>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

205

In section 37, page 20, line 9, leave out <2 months> and insert <a month>
Donald Gorrie

283

In section 37, page 20, line 9, leave out <months> and insert <weeks>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

206

In section 37, page 20, line 10, at end insert <; and
(c) at least a month before the commencement date—
(i)

give a copy of the resolution to the Scottish Ministers; and

(ii) give a copy of the notice mentioned in paragraph (b) to each local authority
whose area adjoins its area.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan
207

In section 37, page 20, line 15, after <provisions> insert <and sections 43, 44 and 46>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

208

In section 37, page 20, line 16, at end insert—
<( )

Where a local authority is given a notice under subsection (5)(c)(ii), it shall take such
steps as it considers necessary for the purpose of making persons in its area aware of the
contents of the notice.>

Bill Aitken
8

Leave out section 37
Section 38
Mrs Mary Mulligan

209

In section 38, page 20, line 23, leave out <3> and insert <2>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

210

In section 38, page 20, leave out lines 27 and 28
Donald Gorrie

284

In section 38, page 20, line 27, leave out <months> and insert <weeks>

7
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Mrs Mary Mulligan
211

In section 38, page 20, line 30, leave out <2 months> and insert <a month>
Donald Gorrie

285

In section 38, page 20, line 30, leave out <months> and insert <weeks>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

212

In section 38, page 20, line 31, at end insert <; and
(c) at least a month before the effective date—
(i)

give a copy of the resolution to the Scottish Ministers; and

(ii) give a copy of the notice mentioned in paragraph (b) to each local authority
whose area adjoins its area.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan
213

In section 38, page 20, line 35, at end insert—
<( )

Where a local authority is given a copy of a notice under subsection (3)(c)(ii), it shall
take such steps as it considers necessary for the purpose of making persons in its area
aware of the contents of the notice.>

Bill Aitken
9

Leave out section 38
Section 39
Mrs Mary Mulligan

214

In section 39, page 21, line 3, leave out subsection (1)
Mrs Mary Mulligan

215

In section 39, page 21, line 7, leave out <a dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

216

In section 39, page 21, line 10, leave out <this section> and insert <subsection (2)>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

217

In section 39, page 21, line 12, leave out <a dwelling (the “offending dwelling”)> and insert
<relevant property (the “offending property”)>
Elaine Smith

172
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In section 39, page 21, line 16, after <may> insert <, subject to subsection (5A),>

8

Elaine Smith
173

In section 39, page 21, line 22, at end insert—
<(5A) Before serving a notice about the noise under section 40 the officer shall have regard to
all of the circumstances surrounding the emission of the noise, including any disability
of the person responsible for the noise.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

218

In section 39, page 21, line 24, leave out <dwelling> and insert <property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

219

In section 39, page 21, line 26, leave out <dwelling> and insert <property>
Bill Aitken

10

Leave out section 39
Section 40
Mrs Mary Mulligan

220

In section 40, page 21, line 31, leave out <dwelling> and insert <property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

221

In section 40, page 21, line 36, leave out <dwelling> and insert <offending property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

222

In section 40, page 22, line 7, leave out <dwelling> and insert <property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

223

In section 40, page 22, line 9, leave out <dwelling> and insert <offending property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

224

In section 40, page 22, line 11, leave out <dwelling> and insert <property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

225

In section 40, page 22, line 14, leave out <a dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Bill Aitken

11

Leave out section 40

9
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Section 41
Mrs Mary Mulligan
226

In section 41, page 22, line 17, leave out <a dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

227

In section 41, page 22, line 19, leave out <dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

228

In section 41, page 22, line 26, at end insert—
<( )

A person shall be taken to have shown the matter mentioned in subsection (3) if—
(a) sufficient evidence is adduced to raise an issue with respect to it; and
(b) the prosecution does not prove the contrary beyond reasonable doubt.>

Donald Gorrie
Supported by: Mary Scanlon
286

In section 41, page 22, leave out line 28
Bill Aitken

12

Leave out section 41
Section 42
Donald Gorrie

287

In section 42, page 23, line 3, leave out subsection (3)
Mrs Mary Mulligan

229

In section 42, page 23, line 3, leave out <a dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

230

In section 42, page 23, line 5, leave out <dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

231

In section 42, page 23, line 9, leave out <dwelling> and insert <property>
Mary Scanlon

387* In section 42, page 23, line 16, at end insert <; and
( ) that the person to whom the fixed penalty notice is addressed may consult a
solicitor prior to paying the fixed penalty and that legal aid may be available for
that consultation.>
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10

Mary Scanlon
388* In section 42, page 23, line 16, at end insert <; and
( )

that payment of the fixed penalty may appear in enhanced disclosure certificates
issued by Disclosure Scotland.>

Bill Aitken
13

Leave out section 42
Section 43
Mrs Mary Mulligan

232

In section 43, page 23, line 29, leave out <directions determine> and insert <regulations
prescribe>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

233

In section 43, page 23, line 30, leave out <any dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

234

In section 43, page 23, line 34, leave out <determined> and insert <prescribed>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

235

In section 43, page 23, line 39, leave out <determined> and insert <prescribed>
Bill Aitken

14

Leave out section 43
Section 44
Mrs Mary Mulligan

236

In section 44, page 24, line 3, after <may> insert <by regulations>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

237

In section 44, page 24, line 5, after first <to> insert <such>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

238

In section 44, page 24, line 8, at end insert <as may be prescribed in the regulations>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

239

In section 44, page 24, line 9, leave out subsection (3)

11
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Bill Aitken
15

Leave out section 44
Section 45
Mrs Mary Mulligan

240

In section 45, page 24, line 11, leave out <local authorities> and substitute <a local authority>
Bill Aitken

16

Leave out section 45
Section 46
Mrs Mary Mulligan

241

In section 46, page 24, line 19, leave out from <in> to <41> in line 20
Mrs Mary Mulligan

242

In section 46, page 24, line 21, leave out <that offence> and insert <the offence in respect of
which the notice was given>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

243

In section 46, page 24, line 26, leave out <dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

244

In section 46, page 24, line 35, leave out subsection (4) and insert—
<(4)

Subject to subsection (4A), the Scottish Ministers may by order amend section 42(10)
by substituting an amount specified in the order for the amount that is for the time being
mentioned in that section.

(4A) The Scottish Ministers may not specify an amount exceeding level 2 on the standard
scale.>
Bill Aitken
17

Leave out section 46
Section 47
Mrs Mary Mulligan

245

In section 47, page 25, line 3, leave out <a dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

246
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In section 47, page 25, line 4, leave out <dwelling> and insert <relevant property>

12

Mrs Mary Mulligan
247

In section 47, page 25, line 6, leave out <dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

248

In section 47, page 25, line 13, leave out <a dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

249

In section 47, page 25, line 15, leave out <dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

250

In section 47, page 25, line 17, leave out <dwelling> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

251

In section 47, page 25, line 23, leave out <premises> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

252

In section 47, page 25, line 27, leave out <premises> and insert <relevant property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

253

In section 47, page 25, line 31, leave out from <premises> to end of line 32 and insert <relevant
property is unoccupied on the person’s leaving, leave it as effectively secured against trespassers
as it was when the person entered it.>
Bill Aitken

18

Leave out section 47
Mrs Mary Mulligan

254

Move section 47 to after section 42
After section 47
Mrs Mary Mulligan

255

After section 47, insert—
<Guidance in relation to this Part
A person (other than a court) shall, in discharging functions by virtue of this Part, have
regard to any guidance given by the Scottish Ministers about—
(a) the discharge of those functions; and
(b) matters arising in connection with the discharge of those functions.>

13
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Schedule 1
Donald Gorrie
Supported by: Mary Scanlon
288

In schedule 1, page 65, line 28, leave out <whether or not> and insert <where>
Bill Aitken

19

Leave out schedule 1
Before section 48
Mrs Mary Mulligan

256

Before section 48, insert—
<Meaning of “relevant place” and “relevant property”
(1)

In this Part—
“relevant place” means—
(a)

any place within accommodation (except, in the case of measurement of
noise emitted from relevant property which is accommodation, that
accommodation); and

(b) such other place as may be prescribed.
“relevant property” means—
(a)

any accommodation;

(b) any land belonging exclusively to, or enjoyed exclusively with, any
accommodation;
(c)

any land not falling within paragraph (b)—
(i) to which at least 2 persons have rights in common; and
(ii) which is used by those persons as a private garden;

(d) any common passage, close, court, stair, lift or yard pertinent to any
tenement or group of separately owned houses; or
(e)
(2)

such other place as may be prescribed.

In subsection (1)—
“accommodation” means a building or other structure (or part of a building or
other structure) used or intended to be used as a separate unit of accommodation
(whether on a permanent basis or otherwise); and
“prescribed” means prescribed by the Scottish Ministers by order.>
Section 48

Mrs Mary Mulligan
257
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In section 48, page 26, leave out lines 4 to 9

14

Mrs Mary Mulligan
258

In section 48, page 26, line 13, leave out <dwelling> and insert <property>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

259

In section 48, page 26, line 15, leave out from beginning to <dwelling;> in line 16
Bill Aitken

20

Leave out section 48
Section 49
Mrs Mary Mulligan

75

In section 49, page 26, line 24, after <(c.43)> insert <(the “1990 Act”)>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

76

In section 49, page 26, line 27, leave out <on any occasion>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

77

In section 49, page 26, line 28, leave out from <finds> to <above> in line 30 and insert <has
reason to believe that a person has committed a relevant offence>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

78

In section 49, page 26, line 31, leave out from <finds> to end of line 33 and insert <has reason to
believe that a person has committed a relevant offence,
Mrs Mary Mulligan

79

In section 49, page 26, line 34, leave out from <offering> to end of line 35 and insert <under this
section in respect of the offence.
(1A) In subsection (1) above “relevant offence” means an offence under section 33
above in respect of a contravention of subsection (1)(a) or (c) of that section.
(1B) A notice under this section is a notice offering the opportunity, by paying a
fixed penalty, of discharging any liability to conviction for the offence to
which it relates.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

80

In section 49, page 26, line 37, leave out <to a person under this section> and insert <under this
section to a person>
Mary Scanlon

389* In section 49, page 27, line 13, at end insert <; and

15
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( ) that the person to whom the fixed penalty notice is addressed may consult a
solicitor prior to paying the fixed penalty and that legal aid may be available for
that consultation;>
Mary Scanlon
390* In section 49, page 27, line 13, at end insert <; and
( ) that payment of the fixed penalty may appear in enhanced disclosure certificates
issued by Disclosure Scotland;>
Mrs Mary Mulligan
81

In section 49, page 27, line 24, after <amount> insert <(not exceeding level 2 on the standard
scale)>
Section 50
Mrs Mary Mulligan

82

In section 50, page 28, line 9, leave out <Environmental Protection Act 1990 (c.43)> and insert
<1990 Act>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

83

In section 50, page 28, line 11, at end insert—
<( ) the words “on any occasion” and “finds a person who he” are repealed;
( ) for “has on that occasion” there shall be substituted “that a person has”;>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
84

In section 50, page 28, line 15, leave out from <finds> to <occasion> in line 16 and insert <has
reason to believe that a person has>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

85

In section 50, page 28, line 18, leave out <to a person under this section> and insert <under this
section to a person>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

86

In section 50, page 28, line 26, at end insert—
<( )
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In subsection (7), after “amount”, where it first occurs, there shall be inserted “(not
exceeding level 2 on the standard scale)”.>

16

Section 51
Mrs Mary Mulligan
87

In section 51, page 28, line 31, leave out <Environmental Protection Act 1990 (c.43)> and insert
<1990 Act>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

88

In section 51, page 29, line 6, at end insert—
<(6D) The Scottish Ministers shall—
(a) cause—
(i)

any direction under subsection (6A) above; and

(ii) any variation or revocation of such a direction,
to be published; and
(b) cause copies of each such direction, variation or revocation to be made
available to the public.>
After section 51
Mrs Mary Mulligan
89

After section 51, insert—
<Graffiti
Power of local authority to serve notice about graffiti
(1)

Where it appears to a local authority that—
(a) a relevant surface in its area has been defaced by graffiti; and

5

(b) the defacement is—
(i)

detrimental to the amenity of the locality; or

(ii) offensive,
the authority may serve a graffiti removal notice on any responsible person.
10

15

(2)

A graffiti removal notice is a notice requiring the person on whom it is served to
remove, clear or otherwise remedy the defacement described in the notice before the
expiry of such period as may be specified in the notice (being a period of not less than
28 days beginning with the day on which the notice is served).

(3)

A relevant surface is—
(a) any surface of—
(ii) a public road; or
(ii) any building, structure, apparatus, plant or other object on such a road; or
(b) where subsection (4) or (5) applies, any surface of—
(i)

20

land owned, occupied or controlled by a relevant body; or

(ii) any building, structure, apparatus, plant or other object on such land.

17
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(4)

This subsection applies where the land is public land.

(5)

This subsection applies where—
(a) the surface is visible from public land; or
(b) the surface is not visible from public land but is visible to members of the public
from land owned, occupied or controlled by—

25

(i)

the relevant body which owns, occupies or controls the land; or

(ii) any other relevant body,
which they are on for the purpose of using that body’s services or facilities.
(6)

For the purposes of this section, a road or land is public if the public are entitled or
permitted to have access to it (with or without payment).

(7)

A local authority may at any time withdraw a graffiti removal notice issued by it.

(8)

The withdrawal under subsection (7) of a graffiti removal notice (the “withdrawn
notice”) shall not affect the power of the local authority to issue a further graffiti
removal notice in respect of the defacement described in the withdrawn notice.

(9)

In this section—

30

35

“educational institution” has the meaning given by section 98(3) of the 1990 Act
and includes the governing body of such an institution;
“graffiti” includes painting, writing, soiling, marking or otherwise defacing by
whatever means;
40

“relevant body” means—
(a)

an educational institution; or

(b) a statutory undertaker;
“responsible person” means, in relation to a surface, a person who owns, leases,
occupies, controls, operates or maintains the thing of which it is a surface;
45

“road” has the meaning given by section 151(1) of the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984
(c.54);
“statutory undertaker” has the meaning given by section 98(6) of the 1990 Act;
and
“surface” includes a surface—

50

(a)

on the inside of a thing; or

(b) not exposed to the weather.>
Stewart Stevenson
89A As an amendment to amendment 89, line 8, at end insert <; and
( ) it has taken all reasonable action to reduce the likelihood of the relevant surface
being defaced by graffiti;>
Stewart Stevenson
89B
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As an amendment to amendment 89, line 34, at end insert—

18

<(8A) This subsection applies where a local authority serves two or more graffiti removal
notices in respect of two or more separate instances of defacement by graffiti on the
same responsible person within a period of 28 days.
(8B) Reference to each case where subsection (8A) applies must be included in the
authority’s antisocial behaviour strategy on the next occasion on which the strategy is
reviewed or revised; and each such reference shall include details of what advice and
assistance in relation to preventing defacement by graffiti should be provided to the
responsible persons involved in such cases.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan
90

After section 51, insert—
<Power to modify meaning of “relevant surface”
(1)

The Scottish Ministers may by order modify—
(a) paragraph (a) or (b) of subsection (3); or
(b) subsection (4), (5) or (6),
of section (Power of local authority to serve notice about graffiti).

(2)

An order under subsection (1) may make such modifications of subsection (9) of that
section as the Scottish Ministers consider appropriate in consequence of any
modification made by virtue of subsection (1).>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
91

After section 51, insert—
<Graffiti removal notice: content and service
(1)

A graffiti removal notice shall explain the effects of sections (Non-compliance with
graffiti removal notice), (Appeal against graffiti removal notice) and (Appeal against
notice under section (Non-compliance with graffiti removal notice)(4)).

(2)

Subject to subsection (3), subsections (2) to (5) of section 160 of the 1990 Act shall
apply in relation to the service of a graffiti removal notice as they apply to any notice
required or authorised to be served under that Act.

(3)

Where, after reasonable enquiry, a local authority is unable to ascertain the name or
proper address of any person upon whom a graffiti removal notice may be served, it
may—
(a) affix the notice to the surface to which it relates; and
(b) in so far as is reasonably necessary for that purpose, enter any land.

(4)

In subsection (3) “proper address” shall be read in accordance with section 160(4) and
(5) of the 1990 Act.

(5)

Where a graffiti removal notice is affixed in accordance with subsection (3), it shall be
treated as having been served on a person on whom it may be served.>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
92

After section 51, insert—

19
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<Non-compliance with graffiti removal notice
(1)

Subsection (2) applies where a person on whom a graffiti removal notice is served (the
“responsible person”) does not comply with it.

(2)

The local authority that served the notice or a person authorised by it may—
(a) remove, clear or otherwise remedy the defacement; and
(b) in so far as is reasonably necessary for that purpose, enter any land.

(3)

Where subsection (4) applies, a local authority may recover from the responsible person
expenditure reasonably incurred by virtue of subsection (2).

(4)

This subsection applies where the local authority has served on the responsible person a
notice setting out—
(a) the amount of; and
(b) details of,
the expenditure which it proposes to recover.

(5)

Subsections (2) to (5) of section 160 of the 1990 Act shall apply in relation to the
service of a notice mentioned in subsection (4) as they apply to notices required or
authorised to be served under that Act.>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
93

After section 51, insert—
<Guidance to local authorities about graffiti removal functions
A local authority shall, in discharging its functions under sections (Power of local
authority to serve notice about graffiti), (Graffiti removal notice: content and service)
and (Non-compliance with graffiti removal notice), have regard to any guidance about
those sections given by the Scottish Ministers.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

94

After section 51, insert—
<Appeal against graffiti removal notice
(1)

On the application of a person on whom a graffiti removal notice is served, the sheriff
may—
(a) if satisfied that—
(i)

the surface to which the notice relates was not, at the time the notice was
served, defaced as described in it;

(ii) the defacement described in the notice is neither detrimental to the amenity
of the locality nor offensive; or
(iii) the applicant was not, at the time the notice was served, a responsible
person as respects the surface to which the notice relates,
make an order revoking the notice; or
(b) if satisfied that there is a material defect in, or in connection with, the notice,
make an order revoking or (if appropriate) amending the notice.
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(2)

In subsection (1)(a)(iii) “responsible person” has the same meaning as in section (Power
of local authority to serve notice about graffiti).

(3)

Where a sheriff—
(a) makes an order under paragraph (b) of subsection (1) amending a graffiti removal
notice; or
(b) makes an order refusing an application such as is mentioned in that subsection,
the sheriff may extend (for such period as may be specified in the order) the period
specified in the notice.

(4)

An application such as is mentioned in subsection (1) shall be made before the expiry of
the period of 21 days beginning with the day on which the graffiti removal notice to
which it relates was served.

(5)

Where an application such as is mentioned in subsection (1) is made, the graffiti
removal notice to which it relates shall be of no effect pending the—
(a) determination; or
(b) withdrawal of,
the application.>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
95

After section 51, insert—
<Appeal against notice under section (Non-compliance with graffiti removal
notice)(4)
(1)

On the application of a person on whom a notice under section (Non-compliance with
graffiti removal notice)(4) is served, the sheriff may, if satisfied that the expenditure
which the authority is proposing to recover is excessive, make an order substituting for
that amount a lower one.

(2)

An application such as is mentioned in subsection (1) shall be made within the period of
21 days beginning with the day on which the notice to which it relates was served.>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
96

After section 51, insert—
<Graffiti removal notices: exemptions from liability
(1)

Subject to subsection (3), a relevant person shall have no liability whatsoever (whether
at common law or otherwise) to any responsible person in respect of anything done or
omitted to be done in the exercise or purported exercise of the power conferred by
section (Graffiti removal notice: content and service)(3) or (Non-compliance with
graffiti removal notice)(2).

(2)

In subsection (1) “relevant person” means—
(a) in the case of the power conferred by section (Graffiti removal notice: content and
service)(3)—
(i)

the local authority; and

(ii) any employee of the authority;

21
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(b) in the case of the power conferred by section (Non-compliance with graffiti
removal notice)(2)—
(i)

the local authority;

(ii) any employee of the authority;
(iii) any person authorised by the authority under that section; and
(iv) any employer or employee of a person so authorised.
(3)

Subsection (1) does not apply—
(a) if the act or omission is shown to have been in bad faith; or
(b) in respect of a liability arising out of a failure to exercise due care and attention.

(4)

In this section “responsible person” has the same meaning as in section (Power of local
authority to serve notice about graffiti).

(5)

This section is without prejudice to any other exemption from liability (whether at
common law or otherwise).>

Paul Martin
342

After section 51, insert—
<Duty to clear land of litter, etc.
After section 94 of the Environmental Protection Act 1990 (c.43) there is inserted—
“94A

Duty to clear land of litter or refuse

(1)

A local authority may direct the owner or occupier of land within the area of
the authority to clear the land, or a designated part of the land, of any litter or
refuse.

(2)

A direction under subsection (1) must—
(a) be in writing; and
(b) specify a date by which the land, or designated part of the land, must be
cleared;
and may impose such further requirements related to the clearance of the land
as the local authority considers appropriate under the circumstances.

(3)

An owner or occupier who fails, without reasonable excuse, to comply with a
direction under subsection (1) shall be guilty of an offence and shall be liable
on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding level 4 on the standard
scale.”.>
After section 52

Mrs Mary Mulligan
97

After section 52, insert—
<Interpretation
Interpretation of Part 6
In this Part, the “1990 Act” means the Environmental Protection Act 1990 (c.43).>
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Schedule 2
Mrs Mary Mulligan
98

In schedule 2, page 66, line 37, at end insert—
<The Water (Scotland) Act 1980 (c.45)
Section 75 of the Water (Scotland) Act 1980 (penalty for polluting water) shall be
amended as follows—
(a) in subsection (3), in paragraph (a), for “the prescribed sum” substitute “£40,000”;
and
(b) subsection (4) is repealed.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

99

In schedule 2, page 67, line 2, leave out <Environmental Protection Act 1990> and insert <1990
Act>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

100

In schedule 2, page 67, line 16, at end insert—
<PART 2
SUBORDINATE LEGISLATION
The Pollution Prevention and Control (Scotland) Regulations 2000 (S.S.I. 2000/323)
In paragraph (2)(a) of regulation 30 of the Pollution Prevention and Control (Scotland)
Regulations 2000 (offences), for “£20,000” substitute “£40,000”.
The Landfill (Scotland) Regulations 2003 (S.S.I. 2003/235)
In paragraph (2)(a) of regulation 19 of the Landfill (Scotland) Regulations 2003
(offences), for “£20,000” substitute “£40,000”.>
Section 53
Mrs Mary Mulligan

343

In section 53, page 29, line 38, after <action> insert <for the purpose of dealing with the
antisocial behaviour>
Bill Aitken

21

Leave out section 53
Section 54
Bill Aitken

22

Leave out section 54

23
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Section 55
Bill Aitken
23

Leave out section 55
Section 56
Mrs Mary Mulligan

344

In section 56, page 31, line 3, leave out <which> and insert <that>
Donald Gorrie

392

In section 56, page 31, line 11, at end insert—
<( ) that the antisocial behaviour described in the antisocial behaviour notice took
place;>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

345

In section 56, page 31, line 15, at end insert—
<( )

Except as provided in an order under subsection (1), nothing in this Part affects the
validity of any lease or occupancy arrangement by virtue of which a person has the use
of a relevant house during the period when the order is in force.>

Bill Aitken
24

Leave out section 56
After section 56
Mrs Mary Mulligan

346

After section 56, insert—
<Appeals against orders under section 56
(1)

An appeal against the decision of a sheriff making or refusing to make an order under
section 56(1) shall be made to the sheriff principal and shall be made within the period
of 21 days beginning with the day on which the decision appealed against was made.

(2)

Subsection (3) applies where a person appeals against the decision of a sheriff making
an order under section 56(1)(a).

(3)

The person shall (in addition to complying with any other requirements as to notification
imposed by virtue of any enactment) give notice to the person who has the use of the
house to which the order relates (the “tenant”) of such matters as may be prescribed by
the Scottish Ministers by regulations.

(4)

Regulations under subsection (3) may include provision for or in connection with—
(a) the form of the notice;
(b) the manner and timing of service of the notice.
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(5)

If a person fails to comply with subsection (3), the court hearing the appeal may not
require the tenant to pay any sums that but for the making of the order would have been
due by the tenant.>
Section 57

Bill Aitken
25

Leave out section 57
Section 58
Donald Gorrie

393

In section 58, page 31, line 29, at end insert—
<( ) that the antisocial behaviour described in the antisocial behaviour notice took
place;>
Bill Aitken

26

Leave out section 58
Schedule 3
Bill Aitken

27

Leave out schedule 3
Section 59
Mrs Mary Mulligan

347

In section 59, page 32, line 20, at end insert—
<( )

If it is impracticable for the local authority to comply with the requirement in subsection
(2)(a)(i), the authority need not do so.>

Bill Aitken
28

Leave out section 59
Section 60
Bill Aitken

29

Leave out section 60

25
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Section 61
Mrs Mary Mulligan
348

In section 61, page 33, line 9, at end insert—
<( )

If it is impracticable for the local authority to comply with the requirement in subsection
(2)(a)(i), the authority need not do so.>

Bill Aitken
30

Leave out section 61
Section 62
Bill Aitken

31

Leave out section 62
Section 63
Bill Aitken

32

Leave out section 63
Section 64
Mrs Mary Mulligan

349

In section 64, page 34, line 22, after <occupied> insert <as a dwelling>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

350

In section 64, page 34, leave out lines 35 to 38 and insert—
<( ) it is used for the provision of—
(i)

5

a care home service (as defined in subsection (3) of section 2 of the
Regulation of Care (Scotland) Act 2001 (asp 8));

(ii) a school care accommodation service (as defined in subsection (4) of that
section);
(iii) an independent health care service (as defined in subsection (5) of that
section); or

10

(iv) a secure accommodation service (as defined in subsection (9) of that
section);
( ) the house is used by a religious order the principal occupation of which is prayer,
contemplation, education or the relief of suffering;
( ) a control order under section 178 of the Housing (Scotland) Act 1987 (c.26) is in
force in respect of the house; or

15
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( ) the house is used for holiday purposes.>

26

Stewart Stevenson
350A As an amendment to amendment 350, line 14, leave out from <; or> to end of line 15
Elaine Smith
132

In section 64, page 34, line 39, at end insert <wilfully or recklessly>
Elaine Smith

133

In section 64, page 35, line 1, after <that> insert <the person knows>
Elaine Smith

134

In section 64, page 35, line 3, after <that> insert <the person knows>
Bill Aitken

33

Leave out section 64
Before section 65
Cathie Craigie

351

Before section 65, insert—
<Registers
(1)

Each local authority shall prepare and maintain a register for the purposes of this Part.

(2)

Each local authority shall make its register available for public inspection at all
reasonable times.>

Cathie Craigie
357

Before section 65, insert—
<Application for registration
(1)

An application by a relevant person to a local authority for entry in the register
maintained by it under section (Registers)(1) shall specify—
(a) the name and address of the relevant person;
(b) the address of each house (if any) within the area of the authority which the
relevant person owns and which is subject to—
(i)

a lease; or

(ii) an occupancy arrangement,
by virtue of which an unconnected person may use the house as a dwelling; and
(c) if the relevant person has an agent who acts for the person in relation to the lease
or occupancy arrangement to which any house specified under paragraph (b) is
subject, the name and address of the agent; and
(d) such other information as the Scottish Ministers may by regulations prescribe.

27
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(2)

Subject to subsection (3), the application shall be accompanied by such fee as the local
authority may determine.

(3)

The Scottish Ministers may by regulations prescribe for the purposes of subsection
(2)—
(a) fees;
(b) how fees are to be arrived at;
(c) cases in which no fee shall be payable.

(4)

A person who, in an application under this section—
(a) specifies information which the person knows is false in a material particular; or
(b) knowingly fails to specify information required by subsection (1),
shall be guilty of an offence.

(5)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (4) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale.

(6)

For the purposes of subsection (1)(b), the use of a house as a dwelling shall be
disregarded if—
(a) the house is being used for the provision of—
(i)

a care home service (as defined in subsection (3) of section 2 of the
Regulation of Care (Scotland) Act 2001 (asp 8));

(ii) a school care accommodation service (as defined in subsection (4) of that
section);
(iii) an independent health care service (as defined in subsection (5) of that
section); or
(iv) a secure accommodation service (as defined in subsection (9) of that
section);
(b) the house is being used by a religious order the principal occupation of which is
prayer, contemplation, education or the relief of suffering;
(c) a control order under section 178 of the Housing (Scotland) Act 1987 (c.26) is in
force in respect of the house; or
(d) the house is being used for holiday purposes.
(7)

In this Part—
“relevant person” means a person who is not—
(a)

a local authority;

(b) a registered social landlord; or
(c)

Scottish Homes; and

“unconnected person”, in relation to a relevant person, means a person who is not
a member of the family of the relevant person.>
Cathie Craigie
358
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Before section 65, insert—

28

<Registration
(1)

This section applies where a relevant person makes an application to a local authority in
accordance with section (Application for registration).

(2)

Where, having considered the application—
(a) the local authority is satisfied that subsection (3) or (4) applies, the authority shall
enter the relevant person in the register maintained by the authority under section
(Registers)(1);
(b) the authority is not satisfied that either of those subsections applies, the authority
shall refuse to enter the relevant person in the register.

(3)

This subsection applies where—
(a) under paragraph (b) of section (Application for registration)(1), the application—
(i)

does not specify a house; or

(ii) specifies a house (or two or more houses);
(b) under paragraph (c) of that section, the application does not specify the name and
address of an agent; and
(c) the relevant person is a fit and proper person to act as landlord under—
(i)

a lease; or

(ii) an occupancy arrangement,
by virtue of which an unconnected person may use a house as a dwelling.
(4)

This subsection applies where—
(a) under paragraph (b) of section (Application for registration)(1), the application
specifies at least one house;
(b) under paragraph (c) of that section, the application specifies the name and address
of an agent;
(c) subsection (3)(c) applies; and
(d) the agent is a fit and proper person to act as agent for a landlord such as is
mentioned in that subsection in relation to the lease or, as the case may be,
arrangement.

(5)

An entry in a register under subsection (2)(a) shall state, in relation to the relevant
person, the information specified by virtue of paragraphs (a) to (c) of section
(Application for registration)(1) in the application made by the relevant person.

(6)

Subject to sections (Registered person: appointment of agent)(8) and (Removal from
register)(1), where a local authority makes an entry in a register under subsection (2)(a),
the authority shall remove the entry from the register on the expiry of the period of 3
years beginning with the day on which the entry is made.>

Cathie Craigie
359

Before section 65, insert—

29
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<Section (Registration): considerations
(1)

In deciding for the purposes of section (Registration)(3) or (4) whether the relevant
person or, as the case may be, the agent is a fit and proper person, the local authority
shall have regard (among other things) to any material falling within subsections (2) to
(4).

(2)

Material falls within this subsection if it shows that the relevant person or, as the case
may be, the agent has—
(a) committed any offence involving—
(i)

fraud or other dishonesty;

(ii) violence; or
(iii) drugs;
(b) practised unlawful discrimination on grounds of sex, colour, race, ethnic or
national origins or disability in, or in connection with, the carrying on of any
business; or
(c) contravened any provision of—
(i)

the law relating to housing; or

(ii) landlord and tenant law.
(3)

Material falls within this subsection if it relates to any actings of the relevant person or,
as the case may be, the agent as respects antisocial behaviour affecting a house—
(a) subject to a lease or occupancy arrangement such as is mentioned in section
(Registration)(3)(c); and
(b) in relation to which the relevant person was (or is) the landlord under the lease or
arrangement or, as the case may be, the agent was (or is) the agent for the landlord
in relation to the lease or arrangement.

(4)

Material falls within this subsection if it appears to the authority that the material is
relevant to the question of whether the relevant person or, as the case may be, the agent
is a fit and proper person.

(5)

In subsection (3) “actings” includes failure to act.>

Cathie Craigie
360

Before section 65, insert—
<Notification of registration or refusal to register
Where a local authority—
(a) enters a person in its register under paragraph (a) of section (Registration)(2); or
(b) refuses to enter a person in its register under paragraph (b) of that section,
the authority shall, as soon as practicable after doing so, give notice of the fact to the
person.>
Cathie Craigie

361
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Before section 65, insert—

30

<Duty of registered person to provide information to local authority
(1)

This section applies where a person is registered by a local authority.

(2)

If in consequence of a change in circumstances any information provided by the person
to the local authority by virtue of section (Application for registration)(1) or, as the case
may be, this subsection, becomes inaccurate, the person shall, as soon as practicable
after the inaccuracy arises, give notice in writing to the authority of the change that has
occurred.

(3)

Subject to subsection (4), any notice given under subsection (2) shall be accompanied by
such fee as the local authority may determine.

(4)

The Scottish Ministers may by regulations prescribe for the purposes of subsection
(3)—
(a) fees;
(b) how fees are to be arrived at;
(c) cases in which no fee shall be payable.

(5)

A person who, without reasonable excuse, fails to comply with subsection (2) shall be
guilty of an offence.

(6)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (5) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale.>

Cathie Craigie
362

Before section 65, insert—
<Registered person: appointment of agent
(1)

Subsection (2) applies where—
(a) a person is registered by a local authority (the “registered person”); and
(b) the registered person appoints an agent to act for the person in relation to—
(i)

a lease; or

(ii) occupancy arrangement,
by virtue of which an unconnected person may use as a dwelling a house within
the area of the authority which the registered person owns.
(2)

The registered person shall, as soon as practicable after appointing the agent, give notice
in writing to the local authority of the appointment.

(3)

The local authority shall, as soon as practicable after being given notice under
subsection (2), determine whether the condition in subsection (4) is satisfied in relation
to the agent.

(4)

The condition is that the agent is a fit and proper person to act as agent for the registered
person in relation to a lease or occupancy arrangement such as is mentioned in
subsection (1)(b).

(5)

Subsections (2) to (5) of section (Section (Registration): considerations) shall apply for
the purposes of subsection (4) as those subsections apply for the purposes of subsection
(1) of that section.

(6)

If the local authority determines that the condition in subsection (4) is satisfied—
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(a) the registered person shall be deemed, with effect from the date of the
determination, to be registered by virtue of subsection (4) of section
(Registration); and
(b) the local authority shall give the registered person notice in writing of that fact.
(7)

Subsection (6)(a) shall not affect the calculation of the period mentioned in section
(Registration)(6).

(8)

If the local authority determines that the condition in subsection (4) is not satisfied, the
authority shall remove the registered person from the register.>

Cathie Craigie
363

Before section 65, insert—
<Removal from register
(1)

Where—
(a) a person is registered by a local authority; and
(b) subsection (2) or (3) applies,
the authority shall remove the person from its register.

(2)

This subsection applies where—
(a) the person was registered by virtue of section (Registration)(3); and
(b) paragraph (c) of that section no longer applies.

(3)

This subsection applies where—
(a) the person was registered by virtue of section (Registration)(4); and
(b) paragraph (c) or (d) of that section no longer applies.>

Cathie Craigie
364

Before section 65, insert—
<Notification of removal from register
(1)

Subsection (2) applies where under section (Registered person: appointment of
agent)(8) or (Removal from register)(1) a local authority removes a person from the
register maintained by it under section ((Registers)(1).

(2)

As soon as practicable after the removal, the local authority shall give the person notice
in writing of—
(a) the removal; and
(b) the date of the removal.
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(3)

Notice under subsection (1) shall be given to the person at the address which,
immediately before the removal, was specified as being the address of the person in the
entry for the person in the register.

(4)

For the purposes of subsection (2), notice is given by being sent by the recorded delivery
service.>

32

Cathie Craigie
352

Before section 65, insert—
<Appeal against refusal to register or removal from register
(1)

Subsection (2) applies where—
(a) under section (Registration)(2)(b) a local authority refuses to enter a person in the
register maintained by it under section (Registers)(1); or
(b) under section (Registered person: appointment of agent)(8) or (Removal from
register)(1) an authority removes a person from the register.

(2)

The sheriff may, on the application of the person, make an order—
(a) requiring the authority to enter the person in the register; and
(b) specifying whether the entry shall be deemed to be made by virtue of subsection
(3) or (4) of section (Registration).

(3)

Where by virtue of subsection (2) a local authority enters a person in the register
maintained by it under section (Registers)(1), the entry shall be deemed to have been
made under subsection (2)(a) of section (Registration) by virtue of the subsection
specified in the order.

(4)

An application such as is mentioned in subsection (2) shall be made by summary
application.

(5)

An appeal against the decision of a sheriff granting or refusing an application under
subsection (2) shall be made to the sheriff principal and shall be made within the period
of 21 days beginning with the day on which the decision appealed against was made.

(6)

The decision of the sheriff principal on an appeal under this section shall be final.>

Cathie Craigie
353

Before section 65, insert—
<Offence of letting house while not registered
(1)

Where—
(a) a relevant person owns a house within the area of a local authority which is
subject to—
(i)

a lease; or

(ii) an occupancy arrangement,
by virtue of which an unconnected person may use the house as a dwelling; and
(b) the relevant person is not registered by that authority,
the relevant person shall be guilty of an offence.
(2)

Nothing in subsection (1) makes it an offence for a relevant person to own a house
which is subject to a lease or, as the case may be, occupancy arrangement such as is
mentioned in that subsection where—
(a) the person has made an application under section (Application for registration) to
the local authority within the area of which the house is situated; but
(b) the application has not been determined under section (Registration) by the
authority.

33
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(3)

It shall be a defence for a person charged with an offence under subsection (1) to show
that there was a reasonable excuse for granting the lease or, as the case may be, entering
into the occupancy arrangement, being the landlord under such a lease or being party to
the occupancy arrangement in contravention of the subsection.

(4)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (1) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 5 on the standard scale.>

Cathie Craigie
354

Before section 65, insert—
<Order that no rent payable
(1)

If, on the application of the local authority within the area of which the house to which
the application relates is situated, the sheriff is satisfied that the conditions mentioned in
subsection (2) are met, the sheriff may make an order that, with effect from the making
of the order—
(a) no rent be payable under the lease or occupancy arrangement; and
(b) no other consideration be payable or exigible under the lease or occupancy
arrangement.

(2)

Those conditions are—
(a) that the owner of the house is a relevant person;
(b) that the house is subject to—
(i)

a lease; or

(ii) occupancy arrangement,
by virtue of which an unconnected person may use the house as a dwelling;
(c) that the relevant person is not registered by the local authority; and
(d) that, having regard to all the circumstances relating to the relevant person, it is
appropriate to make an order under subsection (1).
(3)

The condition mentioned in subsection (2)(c) shall not be taken to be met where—
(a) the relevant person has made an application under section (Application for
registration) to the local authority within the area of which the house is situated;
but
(b) the application has not been determined under section (Registration) by the
authority.

(4)

Except as provided in an order under subsection (1), nothing in this Part affects the
validity of any lease or occupancy arrangement under which an unconnected person has
the use as a dwelling of a house during the period when the order is in force.>

Cathie Craigie
355
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Before section 65, insert—

34

<Appeal against order that no rent payable
(1)

An appeal against the decision of a sheriff making or refusing to make an order under
section (Order that no rent payable)(1) shall be made to the sheriff principal and shall
be made within the period of 21 days beginning with the day on which the decision
appealed against was made.

(2)

Subsection (3) applies where a person appeals against the decision of a sheriff making
an order under section (Order that no rent payable)(1).

(3)

The person shall (in addition to complying with any other requirements as to notification
imposed by virtue of any enactment) give notice to the person who has the use as a
dwelling of the house to which the order relates (the “tenant”) of such matters as may be
prescribed by the Scottish Ministers by regulations.

(4)

Regulations under subsection (3) may include provision for or in connection with—
(a) the form of the notice;
(b) the manner and timing of service of the notice.

(5)

If a person fails to comply with subsection (3), the court hearing the appeal may not
require the tenant to pay any sums that but for the making of the order would have been
due by the tenant.>

Cathie Craigie
356

Before section 65, insert—
<Grants to local authorities
(1)

The Scottish Ministers may make a grant to a local authority in respect of costs incurred
by the authority by virtue of this Part.

(2)

The payment of a grant under subsection (1) may be made subject to such conditions
(including conditions as to repayment) as the Scottish Ministers may determine.>
Section 65

Cathie Craigie
365

Leave out section 65
Section 66
Cathie Craigie

366

Leave out section 66
Section 67
Cathie Craigie

367

Leave out section 67
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Section 68
Cathie Craigie
368

Leave out section 68
Section 69
Cathie Craigie

369

Leave out section 69
Section 70
Cathie Craigie

370

Leave out section 70
Section 71
Cathie Craigie

371

Leave out section 71
Section 72
Cathie Craigie

372

Leave out section 72
Section 73
Cathie Craigie

373

Leave out section 73
After section 74
Cathie Craigie

374

After section 74, insert—
<Interpretation of Part 8
(1)

In this Part—
“house” means, subject to subsection (2), a building or part of a building occupied
or intended to be occupied as a dwelling;
“landlord”, in relation to an occupancy arrangement, means the person who under
the arrangement permits another to occupy the building or, as the case may be, the
part of the building;
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“occupancy arrangement” means any arrangement under which a person having
the lawful right to occupy a house permits another, by way of contract or
otherwise, to occupy the house or, as the case may be, part of it; but does not
include a lease;
“registered”, in relation to a relevant person and a local authority, means entered
by virtue of section (Registration)(2)(a) in the register maintained by the authority
under section (Registers)(1); and cognate expressions shall be construed
accordingly;
“relevant person” has the meaning given by section (Application for
registration)(7);
“unconnected person” has the meaning given by section (Application for
registration)(7); and
“use as a dwelling” shall be construed in accordance with section (Application for
registration)(6).
(2)

If two or more dwellings within a building share the same toilet, washing or cooking
facilities, then those dwellings shall be deemed to be a single house for the purposes of
this Part.

(3)

For the purposes of this Part, any reference to a person’s being a member of another’s
family shall be construed in accordance with section 108(1) and (2) of the Housing
(Scotland) Act 2001 (asp 10).

(4)

For the purposes of this Part, a person engages in antisocial behaviour if the person—
(a) acts in a manner that causes or is likely to cause alarm, distress, nuisance or
annoyance; or
(b) pursues a course of conduct that causes or is likely to cause alarm, distress,
nuisance or annoyance,
to a person residing in, visiting or otherwise engaging in lawful activity at, or in the
locality of, a house; and antisocial behaviour shall be construed accordingly.>
Section 75

Cathie Craigie
375

Leave out section 75
Section 76
Mrs Mary Mulligan

290

In section 76, page 42, line 15, after <occasion> insert <in the interests of the child in whose
interests the order is to be made>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

291

In section 76, page 42, line 20, leave out subsection (4)
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Mrs Mary Mulligan
292

In section 76, page 42, line 26, leave out subsection (6)
Mrs Mary Mulligan

293

Move section 76 to after section 77
Section 77
Mrs Mary Mulligan

294

In section 77, page 42, line 30, leave out <(“the relevant parent”)>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

295

In section 77, page 42, line 31, leave out <(“the relevant child”)>
Scott Barrie

174

In section 77, page 42, line 32, leave out <(2) or>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

296

In section 77, page 42, line 33, leave out <relevant local authority> and insert <local authority for
the area in which the parent ordinarily resides>
Scott Barrie

175

In section 77, page 42, line 35, leave out subsection (2)
Mrs Mary Mulligan

297

In section 77, page 43, line 12, leave out <relevant>
Donald Gorrie

394

In section 77, page 43, line 13, leave out <desirable> and insert <necessary>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

298

In section 77, page 43, line 13, leave out <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

299

In section 77, page 43, line 16, leave out <relevant>
Donald Gorrie

395

In section 77, page 43, line 17, leave out <desirable> and insert <necessary>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

300
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In section 77, page 43, line 17, leave out <relevant>

38

Donald Gorrie
396

In section 77, page 43, line 19, leave out <desirable> and insert <necessary>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

301

In section 77, page 43, line 20, leave out <relevant>
Elaine Smith

176

In section 77, page 43, line 20, at end insert—
<( )

In considering whether the test in subsection (4)(b) or, as the case may be, (5)(b) is met,
the court must have regard to any disability of the relevant child.>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
302

In section 77, page 43, line 25, leave out <relevant>
Scott Barrie

177

In section 77, page 43, line 26, leave out subsections (9) and (10)
Mrs Mary Mulligan

303

In section 77, page 43, line 31, leave out <relevant>
Section 78
Mrs Mary Mulligan

304

In section 78, page 43, line 34, after <making> insert <varying or revoking>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

305

In section 78, page 43, line 35, leave out <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

306

In section 78, page 43, line 36, leave out first <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

307

In section 78, page 43, line 36, leave out second <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

308

In section 78, page 44, line 1, leave out first <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

309

In section 78, page 44, line 1, leave out second <relevant>
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Mrs Mary Mulligan
310

In section 78, page 44, line 3, leave out <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

311

In section 78, page 44, line 4, leave out <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

312

In section 78, page 44, line 6, leave out from beginning to <court> and insert—
<(1A)Before making a parenting order, the court shall>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

313

In section 78, page 44, line 10, leave out <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

314

In section 78, page 44, line 11, at end insert—
<(1B) Before varying or revoking a parenting order, the court shall explain in ordinary
language the effect of the variation or, as the case may be, revocation.
(1C) Subsections (1A) and (1B) apply only where the parent is present in court.
(1D) Failure to comply with subsection (1A) or (1B) shall not affect the validity of the order
made.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

315

Move section 78 to after section 83
Section 79
Scott Barrie

178

In section 79, page 44, line 21, after <section;> insert—
<( ) the welfare of any child other than the relevant child in respect of whom the
relevant parent is a parent;>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

316

Leave out section 79
Section 81
Mrs Mary Mulligan

317
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In section 81, page 45, line 7, leave out <relevant parent> and insert <person specified in the
order>

40

Mrs Mary Mulligan
318

In section 81, page 45, line 8, leave out <relevant child> and insert <child in respect of whom the
order was made>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

319

In section 81, page 45, line 9, leave out <relevant local authority> and insert <local authority for
the area in which the person specified in the order ordinarily resides>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

320

In section 81, page 45, line 15, leave out <relevant parent> and insert <person specified in the
order>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

321

In section 81, page 45, line 15, leave out <relevant parent’s> and insert <person’s>
Section 83
Mrs Mary Mulligan

322

In section 83, page 45, line 27, leave out from first <a> to <made> and insert <the person
specified in a parenting order>
After section 83
Mrs Mary Mulligan

323

After section 83, insert—
<General considerations relating to making, varying and revoking order
(1)

Where a court is determining whether to make, vary or revoke a parenting order its
paramount consideration shall be the welfare of the child.

(2)

Where a court is determining whether to make a parenting order it shall have regard
to—
(a) such views as the child has expressed in relation to that matter by virtue of
paragraph (a) of subsection (1) of section 78;
(b) the information obtained in relation to that matter by virtue of paragraph (c) of
that subsection;
(c) whether (and if so the extent to which) the parent has, at any time that appears to
the court to be relevant, taken relevant voluntary steps; and
(d) any other behaviour of the parent that appears to the court to be relevant.

(3)

Where a court is determining whether to vary or revoke a parenting order it shall have
regard to—
(a) such views as the child has expressed in relation to that matter by virtue of
paragraph (a) of subsection (1) of section 78;
(b) the information obtained in relation to that matter by virtue of paragraph (c) of
that subsection; and
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(c) any behaviour of the parent that appears to the court to be relevant.
(4)

In subsection (2)(c) “relevant voluntary steps” means—
(a) where the court is determining whether to—
(i)

make a parenting order under section 12; or

(ii) make a parenting order under subsection (1) of section 77 in respect of the
condition mentioned in subsection (4) of that section,
voluntary steps intended to be in the interests of preventing the child from
engaging in antisocial behaviour;
(b) where the court is determining whether to make a parenting order under
subsection (1) of section 77 in respect of the condition mentioned in subsection
(5) of that section, voluntary steps intended to be in the interests of preventing the
child from engaging in criminal conduct;
(c) where the court is determining whether to make a parenting order under
subsection (1) of section 77 in respect of the condition mentioned in subsection
(6) of that section, voluntary steps intended to be in the interests of improving the
welfare of the child.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan
324

After section 83, insert—
<Account to be taken of religion, work and education
(1)

A court shall ensure that the requirements of a parenting order made by it avoid, so far
as practicable—
(a) any conflict with the religious beliefs of the person specified in the order; and
(b) any interference with times at which that person normally attends—
(i)

work; or

(ii) any educational establishment.
(2)

The supervising officer appointed by a local authority in respect of a parenting order
shall ensure that the directions given by the officer avoid, so far as practicable, the
matters mentioned in subsection (1)(a) and (b).

(3)

In subsection (1)(b)(ii) “educational establishment” has the meaning given by section
135(1) of the Education (Scotland) Act 1980 (c.44).>
Before section 84

Mrs Mary Mulligan
325

Before section 84, insert—
<Restriction on reporting proceedings relating to parenting orders
(1)

Subject to subsection (2), a person shall be guilty of an offence if the person publishes
any matter in respect of relevant proceedings which is intended, or likely to, identify—
(a) the parent concerned in the proceedings (the “person concerned”);
(b) any address as being that of the person concerned;
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(c) the child concerned in the proceedings;
(d) any other child—
(i)

who is a member of the same household as the person concerned; or

(ii) of whom the person concerned is a parent; or
(e) any—
(i)

address; or

(ii) school,
as being that of a child mentioned in paragraph (c) or (d).
(2)

In relevant proceedings, the court may, in the interests of justice, order that subsection
(1) shall not apply to the proceedings to such extent as the court considers appropriate.

(3)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (1) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 4 on the standard scale.

(4)

It shall be a defence for a person charged with an offence under subsection (1) to show
that the person—
(a) did not know; and
(b) had no reason to suspect,
that the published matter was intended, or was likely, to identify the person concerned,
child, address or school (as the case may be).

(5)

Section 46 of the Children and Young Persons (Scotland) Act 1937 (c.37) shall apply in
relation to relevant proceedings only in respect of a person concerned in the proceedings
as a witness.

(6)

A child in whose interests a parenting order has been made shall be regarded as a person
who falls within subsection (1)(a) of section 47 of the Criminal Procedure (Scotland)
Act 1995 (c.46) for the purposes of that section in its application to proceedings in
respect of the commission of an offence under section 83(1) in respect of that order.

(7)

In this section—
“programme service” has the meaning given by section 201 of the Broadcasting
Act 1990 (c.42);
“publishes” includes—
(a)

causing to be published; and

(b) publishing in a programme service,
and “published” shall be construed accordingly; and
“relevant proceedings” means—
(a)

proceedings before a sheriff for the purpose of considering whether to
make a parenting order under section 12(1);

(b) proceedings before a sheriff on an application for the making of a parenting
order under section 77(1);
(c)

proceedings before a sheriff on an application for the variation, or
revocation, of a parenting order under section 81(1);
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(d) proceedings before a sheriff for the purpose of considering whether to
make an order under section 81(4);
(e)

an appeal arising from proceedings such as are mentioned in paragraphs (a)
to (d).>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
391

Before section 84, insert—
<Conduct of proceedings by reporters
(1)

The Scottish Ministers may by regulations empower a reporter, whether or not the
reporter is an advocate or solicitor, to conduct proceedings—
(a) before a sheriff—
(i)

on an application by the Principal Reporter for the making of a parenting
order;

(ii) on an application for the variation, or revocation, of a parenting order made
on the application of the Principal Reporter, under section 81(1); or
(iii) for the purpose of considering whether to make an order under section
81(4) in respect of a parenting order made on the application of the
Principal Reporter; or
(b) before a sheriff principal, on any appeal arising from proceedings such as are
mentioned in paragraph (a).
(2)

Regulations under subsection (1) may prescribe such requirements as the Scottish
Ministers think fit as to—
(a) qualifications;
(b) training; or
(c) experience,
necessary for a reporter to be so empowered.

(3)

In this section “reporter” means—
(a) the Principal Reporter; and
(b) any officer of the Scottish Children’s Reporter Administration to whom there is
delegated, under section 131(1) of the Local Government etc. (Scotland) Act 1994
(c.39), any of the functions which the Principal Reporter has under any
enactment.>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
326

Before section 84, insert—
<Initial investigations by Principal Reporter
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(1)

For the purpose of determining whether to make an application for the making of a
parenting order under section 77, the Principal Reporter may make such investigations
as the Principal Reporter considers appropriate.

(2)

On a request made by the Principal Reporter for the purpose mentioned in subsection
(1), a local authority shall supply to the Principal Reporter a report on—

44

(a) the child in relation to whom the Principal Reporter is determining whether to
make the application;
(b) the parent in relation to whom the Principal Reporter is determining whether to
make the application; and
(c) such circumstances concerning—
(i)

the child; and

(ii) the parent,
as appear to the Principal Reporter to be relevant.>
Section 85
Mrs Mary Mulligan
327

Leave out section 85 and insert—
<Guidance about parenting orders
A person (other than a court) shall, in discharging functions by virtue of section 12 or
this Part, have regard to any guidance given by the Scottish Ministers about—
(a) the discharge of those functions; and
(b) matters arising in connection with the discharge of those functions.>
Section 86
Mrs Mary Mulligan

328

In section 86, page 46, line 23, leave out <exercise his power> and insert <consider whether>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

329

In section 86, page 46, line 26, leave out from <person> to <sought> and insert <parent in respect
of whom it might be appropriate for the order to be made>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

330

In section 86, page 46, line 28, leave out <upon which the application is to proceed> and insert
<in respect of which the application might be made>
Section 87
Mrs Mary Mulligan

331

In section 87, page 46, line 35, leave out from <in> to end of line 37 and insert <means any
individual who is a relevant person as defined in section 93(2)(b) of the Children (Scotland) Act
1995 (c.36) (the references to a “person” in that section being read as references to an
individual);>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

332

In section 87, page 47, leave out lines 1 to 4
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After section 87
Paul Martin
379

After section 87, insert—
<PART
PARENTAL COMPENSATION ORDERS
Parental compensation orders
(1)

On the application of a relevant authority, the sheriff may, if satisfied that the conditions
mentioned in subsection (2) are satisfied and after having had regard to the factors
mentioned in subsection (3), make an order requiring a parent to pay financial
compensation for damage caused by a child of that parent (a “parental compensation
order”).

(2)

Those conditions are—
(a) that damage to property owned by—
(i)

a relevant authority; or

(ii) a person who is not a member of the same household as the child,
has been caused by the child;
(b) that the child, at the time the damage was caused, had attained the age of 12 but
was under 16;
(c) that the behaviour in which the child was engaging at the time the damage was
caused—
(i)

has been considered in other court proceedings or by a children’s hearing;
and

(ii) been held to be antisocial behaviour.
(3)

Those factors are—
(a) the ability of the parent to pay financial compensation;
(b) the likely effect of the making of the order on other members of the parent’s
family; and
(c) such other factors as the sheriff considers appropriate.

(4)

Where the damage is to property of the type mentioned in subsection (2)(a)(ii), the
owner of the property may make a request, in writing, to a relevant authority that an
application be made under subsection (1).

(5)

A relevant authority to which a request is made under subsection (3) shall, if an
application is not made under subsection (1) as a result of the request, provide the owner
of the property with a written explanation as to why an application has not been made.

(6)

An application for a parental compensation order shall be made by summary application
to the sheriff within whose sheriffdom the property which has been damaged is located.

(7)

A parental compensation order—
(a) shall specify—
(i)

the amount of financial compensation which the parent is required to pay;

(ii) who the compensation is to be paid to;
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(iii) how the compensation is to be paid; and
(iv) the date by which the compensation must be paid;
(b) may provide for the amount specified to be paid in instalments.
(8)

In this section, “relevant authority” means—
(a) a local authority; or
(b) a registered social landlord.
Section 88

Elaine Smith
121

In section 88, page 47, line 18, leave out <12> and insert <16>
Elaine Smith

135

In section 88, page 47, line 25, at end insert <wilfully or recklessly>
Elaine Smith

136

In section 88, page 47, line 26, after <that> insert <he knows>
Elaine Smith

137

In section 88, page 47, line 27, after <that> insert <he knows>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

71

In section 88, page 47, line 35, at end insert—
<(5A) Before making an antisocial behaviour order, the court shall explain to the
offender in ordinary language—
(a) the effect of the order and the prohibitions proposed to be included in it;
(b) the consequences of failing to comply with the order;
(c) the powers the court has under subsection (6) below; and
(d) the entitlement of the offender to appeal against the making of the order.
(5B) Failure to comply with subsection (5A) shall not affect the validity of the
order.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

72

In section 88, page 48, line 14, at end insert—
<234AB Antisocial behaviour orders: notification
(1)

Upon making an antisocial behaviour order under section 234AA of this Act,
the court shall—
(a) serve a copy of the order on the offender; and
(b) give a copy of the order to the local authority it considers most
appropriate.
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(2)

Upon revoking an antisocial behaviour order under subsection (6)(a) of that
section, the court shall notify the local authority to whom a copy of the order
was given under subsection (1)(b) above.

(3)

Upon varying an antisocial behaviour order under subsection (6)(b) of that
section, the court shall—
(a) serve a copy of the order as varied on the offender; and
(b) give a copy of the order as varied to the local authority to whom a copy
of the order was given under subsection (1)(b) above.

(4)

For the purposes of this section, a copy is served on an offender if—
(a) given to him; or
(b) sent to him by registered post or the recorded delivery service.

(5)

A certificate of posting of a letter sent under subsection (4)(b) issued by the
postal operator shall be sufficient evidence of the sending of the letter on the
day specified in such certificate.

(6)

In this section “offender” means the person in respect of whom the antisocial
behaviour order was made.>
After section 88

Mrs Mary Mulligan
73

After section 88, insert—
<Records of antisocial behaviour orders made in criminal courts
(1)

A local authority shall keep records of each antisocial behaviour order of which the
authority has been given a copy by virtue of subsection (1)(b) of section 234AB of the
Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.46) (the “1995 Act”).

(2)

A record kept under subsection (1) shall specify—
(a) the person in respect of whom the order was made;
(b) the prohibitions imposed by the order;
(c) whether a prohibition is indefinite or for a definite period and where it is for a
period, that period;
(d) where the authority is, by virtue of subsection (2) of that section of the 1995 Act,
notified of the revocation of the order, the date on which it was revoked;
(e) where the authority is, by virtue of subsection (3)(b) of that section of the 1995
Act, given a copy of the order as varied, the variation and its date; and
(f) such other matters relating to the order as the Scottish Ministers may prescribe in
regulations.

(3)

A local authority shall, on a request to do so being made to it by a person mentioned in
subsection (4), disclose to that person information contained in a record kept under
subsection (1).

(4)

Those persons are—
(a) the Scottish Ministers;
(b) the Principal Reporter;
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(c) any other local authority;
(d) a chief constable; and
(e) a registered social landlord.
(5)

A local authority shall, in discharging functions by virtue of this section, have regard to
such guidance issued by the Scottish Ministers as to—
(a) the discharge of those functions; and
(b) such matters arising in connection with the discharge of those functions,
as the Scottish Ministers think fit.>
Section 89

Donald Gorrie
397

In section 89, page 48, line 26, leave out <12> and insert <16>
Elaine Smith

138

In section 89, page 48, line 34, at end insert <wilfully or recklessly>
Elaine Smith

139

In section 89, page 48, line 35, after <that> insert <he knows>
Elaine Smith

140

In section 89, page 48, line 36, after <that> insert <he knows>
Section 90
Mike Rumbles

122

In section 90, page 51, line 30, after <orders),> insert—
<( ) after “Act”, where it first occurs, insert “and subject to subsection (1A) below”;
and
( )>
Elaine Smith
Supported by: Donald Gorrie

123

In section 90, page 51, line 30, leave out from <the> to end of line and insert <for “16” substitute
“12”.>
Mike Rumbles

124

In section 90, page 51, line 30, leave out from <the> to end of line and insert <for “16” substitute
“14”.>
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Mike Rumbles
125* In section 90, page 51, line 30, at end insert—
<( )

After that subsection insert—
“(1A) A restriction of liberty order may only be made in respect of a person aged
under 16 if that person cannot be detained in secure accommodation due to no
places in such accommodation being available at the time the order is to be
made.”.>

Donald Gorrie
398

In section 90, page 51, line 30, at end insert—
<( )

After that subsection insert—
“(1B) A restriction of liberty order may only be made in respect of a person aged
under 16 if the order includes provision for intensive support for that person.”>

Mike Rumbles
Supported by: Elaine Smith
126

Leave out section 90
After section 94
Paul Martin

380

After section 94, insert—
<Use of quad-bike, motorcycle, scooter, etc.
Offence of causing etc. alarm or distress
(1)

Subject to subsection (3), a person who uses a motorised vehicle in a manner which
causes or is likely to cause alarm or distress to any other person shall be guilty of an
offence.

(2)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (1) shall be liable on summary
conviction to—
(a) a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale;
(b) imprisonment for a period not exceeding 3 months, or
(c) both.

(3)

It shall be a defence for a person charged with an offence under subsection (1) to show
that—
(a) the alleged offence took place—
(i)

in an area designated by a local authority as an area where such activity is
permitted; and

(ii) in accordance with any conditions laid down by the authority as to how
such activity should be conducted of which the person could reasonably
have been aware; and
(b) no distress or alarm was caused to another person.
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(4)

In this section, “motorised vehicle” means quad-bike, motorcycle, scooter or other
similar vehicle.>

Paul Martin
381

After section 94, insert—
<Use of quad-bike, motorcycle, scooter, etc.
Offence of causing etc. noise nuisance
(1)

Subject to subsection (3), a person who uses a motorised vehicle in a manner which
causes a noise nuisance shall be guilty of an offence.

(2)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (1) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 2 on the standard scale.

(3)

A person using a motorised vehicle—
(a) in an area designated by a local authority as an area where such activity is
permitted; and
(b) in accordance with any conditions laid down by the authority as to how such
activity should be conducted of which the person could reasonably have been
aware,
is not guilty of an offence under subsection (1).

(4)

In this section—
“motorised vehicle” means quad-bike, motorcycle, scooter or other similar
vehicle;
“noise nuisance” means noise causing nuisance or annoyance to any other
person.>

Paul Martin
382

After section 94, insert—
<Offence of damaging fire hydrants, etc.
Offence of damaging fire hydrants, etc.
(1)

A person aged 12 years or older who damages stationary equipment intended for the
prevention of fire shall be guilty of an offence.

(2)

In subsection (1), “stationary equipment intended for the prevention of fire” means
either—
(a) a fire hydrant; or
(b) any other similar device.

(3)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (1) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale.>

Margaret Mitchell
399

After section 94, insert—
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<Meeting a child following sexual grooming etc.
Offence of meeting a child following sexual grooming etc.
(1)

A person aged 16 or over “(A)” commits an offence if—
(a) having met or communicated with another person “(B)” on at least 2 earlier
occasions, he—
(i)

intentionally meets B; or

(ii) travels with the intention of meeting B in any part of the world;
(b) at the time, he intends to do anything to or in respect of B, during or after that
meeting and in any part of the world, which if done will involve the commission
by A of a relevant offence;
(c) B is under 16; and
(d) A does not reasonably believe that B is 16 or over.
(2)

In subsection (1)—
(a) the reference to A having met or communicated with B is a reference to A having
met B in any part of the world or having communicated with B by any means
from, to or in any part of the world;
(b) “relevant offence” means—
(i)

an offence mentioned in schedule (Relevant offences for purposes of
section (Offence of meeting a child following sexual grooming etc.)); or

(ii) anything done outside Scotland which is not an offence within subparagraph (i), but would be an offence if done in Scotland.
(3)

A person guilty of an offence under this section is liable—
(a) on summary conviction, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 6 months or a
fine not exceeding the statutory maximum or both;
(b) on conviction on indictment, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 10 years.>
After schedule 3

Margaret Mitchell
400

After schedule 3, insert—
<SCHEDULE
(introduced by section (Offence of meeting a child following sexual grooming etc.))
RELEVANT OFFENCES FOR PURPOSES OF SECTION (OFFENCE OF MEETING A CHILD FOLLOWING SEXUAL
GROOMING ETC.)
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1

Rape.

2

Clandestine injury to women.

3

Abduction of a women or girl with intent to rape

4

Assault with intent to rape or ravish.

5

Indecent assault.
52

6

Lewd, indecent or libidinous behaviour or practices.

7

Shameless indecency.

8

Sodomy.

9

An offence under section 170 of the Customs and Excise Management Act 1979 (c.2)
(penalty for fraudulent evasion of duty etc) in relation to goods prohibited to be
imported under section 42 of the Customs Consolidation Act 1876 (c.36) (indecent or
obscene articles), if the prohibited goods included indecent photographs of persons
under 16.

10

An offence under section 53 of the Civil Government (Scotland) Act 1982 (c.45) (taking
and distribution of indecent images of children).

11

An offence under section 1 of the Criminal Law (Consolidation) (Scotland) Act 1995
(c.39) (incest).

12

An offence under section 2 of that Act (intercourse with a stepchild).

13

An offence under section 3 of that Act (intercourse with a girl under 16 by a person in a
position of trust).

14

An offence under section 5 of that Act (unlawful intercourse with girl under 16).

15

An offence under section 6 of that Act (indecent behaviour towards girls between 12 and
16).

16

An offence under section 8 of that Act (abduction of a girl under 18 for purposes of
unlawful intercourse).

17

An offence under section 10 of that Act (person having parental responsibilities causing
or encouraging sexual activity in relation to a girl under 16).

18

An offence under section 13(5) of that Act (homosexual offences).

19

An offence under section 3 of the Sexual Offences (Amendment) Act 2000 (c.44) (abuse
of position of trust).
Section 95

Paul Martin
383

In section 95, page 54, line 20, at end insert—
<Section (Offence of causing etc.

Use of motorised vehicles in a

alarm or distress) of this Act

manner causing alarm or distress>

Paul Martin
384

In section 95, page 54, line 20, at end insert—
<Section (Offence of causing etc.

Use of motorised vehicles in a

noise nuisance) of this Act

manner causing noise nuisance>
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Section 96
Mrs Mary Mulligan
333

In section 96, page 55, line 7, after <offence> insert <in a prescribed area>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

334

In section 96, page 55, line 11, at end insert <; and
“prescribed area” means an area prescribed by the Scottish Ministers by
regulations>
Section 97
Mrs Mary Mulligan

335

In section 97, page 55, leave out lines 21 and 22
Section 98
Mrs Mary Mulligan

336

In section 98, page 55, line 30, at end insert—
<( )

Subject to subsection (2), proceedings may not be brought against A.>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
337

In section 98, page 55, line 34, leave out <so specified by virtue of section 97(3)(c)> and insert
<of 28 days beginning with the day on which the notice is given>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

338

In section 98, page 55, line 35, leave out subsection (4)
Mrs Mary Mulligan

339

In section 98, page 55, line 37, leave out <subsection (3)(b)> and insert <paragraph (b) of
subsection (3)>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

340

In section 98, page 56, line 1, leave out <to be tried> and insert <in accordance with that
subsection>
Section 99
Mrs Mary Mulligan

341
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Leave out section 99

54

Section 103
Donald Gorrie
401

In section 103, page 57, line 19, after <which> insert <, if the child is 12 years of age or older,>
Donald Gorrie

402

In section 103, page 57, line 28, at end insert <; and
( ) including provision for intensive support for the child.”.

After section 104
Bill Aitken
179

After section 104, insert—
<Age group dealt with by children’s hearings
Duty to reduce age-limit applicable in relation to children’s hearings once youth
courts established
The Scottish Ministers must, at such time as they have put in place arrangements for the
operation of youth courts (that is to say, courts intended primarily for dealing with
persistent offenders aged 14 or 15) in every sheriffdom in Scotland, by order make such
amendments to the Children (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.36) as they consider necessary to
ensure that the normal age beyond which children who have committed an offence may
no longer be referred to a children’s hearing is reduced from 16 to 14.>
Before section 106
Mrs Mary Mulligan

101

Before section 106, insert—
<Privacy of certain proceedings
(1)

Subject to subsection (2)—
(a) proceedings mentioned in subsection (4) shall be conducted and determined in
private; and
(b) no person other than a person whose presence is necessary for their proper
consideration shall be present.

(2)

The court before which particular proceedings are taking place may direct that the
proceedings—
(a) shall take place in public; or
(b) shall take place in the presence of such additional persons as the court may direct.

(3)

A direction under subsection (2) may be given in respect of the whole, or any part, of
proceedings.

(4)

The proceedings referred to in subsection (1) are—

55
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(a) proceedings before a sheriff on an application for—
(i)

an order under section 4(1) in respect of a child;

(ii) the variation, or revocation, under section 5(1) of such an order;
(iii) an order under section 77(1); or
(iv) the variation, or revocation, under section 81(1) of an order made under
section 12(1) or 77(1);
(b) proceedings before a sheriff for the purpose of considering whether—
(i)

to make an order under section 7(2) in respect of a child;

(ii) to recall such an order;
(iii) to make a requirement under section 11(1);
(iv) to make an order under section 12(1); or
(v) to make an order under section 81(4); and
(c) an appeal arising from proceedings mentioned in paragraph (a) or (b).>
Section 106
Mrs Mary Mulligan
376

In section 106, page 61, line 5, at beginning insert <Where subsection (1A) applies,>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

102

In section 106, page 61, line 6, leave out <sought under this Act by> and insert <to>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

103

In section 106, page 61, line 8, after <enactment> insert <(including subsection (1B))>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

377

In section 106, page 61, line 10, leave out from <if> to end of line 11 and insert—
<(1A) This subsection applies if the disclosure is necessary or expedient for the purposes of
any provision of—
(a) this Act; or
(b) any other enactment the purpose of which is to make provision for or in
connection with antisocial behaviour or its effects.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

104

In section 106, page 61, line 11, at end insert—
<(1B) Where—
(a) by virtue of subsection (1) a person discloses to a relevant authority information in
respect of which the person is subject to a duty of confidentiality; and
(b) on disclosing the information, the person informs the authority of the breach of
the duty,
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the authority shall not disclose the information.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan
105

In section 106, page 61, line 12, leave out <subsection (1)> and insert <subsections (1) and (1B)>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

106

In section 106, page 61, line 14, at end insert—
<( ) the Principal Reporter;>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

378

In section 106, page 61, line 15, at end insert—
<( ) an authority administering housing benefit>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

107

In section 106, page 61, line 16, leave out subsection (3) and insert—
<(3)

Any person who, by virtue of this Act, must or may provide information or who
provides or receives information for the purposes of any provision of this Act shall have
regard to any relevant guidance given by the Scottish Ministers.>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
127

In section 106, page 61, line 20, leave out subsection (4)
Section 108
Mrs Mary Mulligan

260

In section 108, page 62, line 8, after <section> insert <(Meaning of “relevant place” and
“relevant property”)(1),>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

108

In section 108, page 62, line 8, after <section> insert <(Power to modify meaning of “relevant
surface”)(1),>
Section 110
Mrs Mary Mulligan

109

In section 110, page 62, line 16, after <Act> insert <(other than Parts 7 and 8)>
Elaine Smith

141

In section 110, page 62, line 16, at end insert <wilfully or recklessly>

57
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Elaine Smith
142

In section 110, page 62, line 17, after <that> insert <A knows>
Elaine Smith

143

In section 110, page 62, line 18, after <that> insert <A knows>
Schedule 5
Mrs Mary Mulligan

111

In schedule 5, page 72, line 9, at end insert—
<The Criminal Procedure (Consequential

In Schedule 4, paragraph 30.

Provisions (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.40)>
Section 112
Mrs Mary Mulligan
110
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In section 112, page 63, line 2, leave out from <made> to end of line 3 and insert <appoint>

58

Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill
Supplement to the 4th Marshalled List of Amendments for
Stage 2
The following amendments were lodged as manuscript amendments under Rule 9.10.6. The
Convener of the Communities Committee has agreed under that Rule that these amendments may
be moved at the meeting of the Committee on 12 May 2004. Amendments 357A, 357B and 357C
will be called immediately after amendment 357 (on page 27 of the 4th Marshalled List),
amendment 360A immediately after amendment 360 (on page 30 of the 4th Marshalled List),
amendment 364A immediately after amendment 364 (on page 32 of the 4th Marshalled List) and
amendment 403 immediately before amendment 112 (on page 58 of the 4th Marshalled List).
Line numbered versions of amendments 357, 360 and 364 are appended to this supplement for
ease of reference.
Before section 65
Donald Gorrie
357A As an amendment to amendment 357, line 21, at end insert—
<( ) In determining how fees are to be arrived at under subsection (3)(b) above, account must
be taken of fees already paid in relation to a house in multiple occupancy by any person
making an application.>
Donald Gorrie
357B As an amendment to amendment 357, line 42, at end insert—
<( ) the relevant person is renting out one or two rooms in the house used as his or her
only or main residence.>
Donald Gorrie
357C As an amendment to amendment 357, leave out line 43
Donald Gorrie
360A As an amendment to amendment 360, line 7, after <person> insert <and shall also give such
notice to any other person using as a dwelling a house within the local authority owned by the
relevant person, together with appropriate advice and assistance.>
Donald Gorrie
364A As an amendment to amendment 364, line 9, at end insert <, and shall also give such notice to
any other person using as a dwelling a house within the local authority owned by the relevant
person, together with appropriate advice and assistance.>
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Section 112
Donald Gorrie
403

In section 112, page 63, line 1, at beginning insert <Part 8 of this Act shall come into force on
such day as the Scottish Ministers may by order appoint, after—
(a) the Scottish Ministers have consulted the Convention of Scottish Local
Authorities (or any future representative body of local authorities) and
representatives of private landlords and relevant housing associations on the
development of an appropriate registration system for private landlords;
(b) the Scottish Ministers have laid before the Scottish Parliament a report on the
consultation;
(c) any parliamentary committee whose remit includes housing has considered the
report; and
(d) a meeting of the Parliament has considered the report.
()
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The rest of>
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APPENDIX
LINE NUMBERED VERSIONS OF AMENDMENTS 357, 360 AND 364
Cathie Craigie
357

Before section 65, insert—
<Application for registration
(1)

An application by a relevant person to a local authority for entry in the register
maintained by it under section (Registers)(1) shall specify—
(a) the name and address of the relevant person;

5

(b) the address of each house (if any) within the area of the authority which the
relevant person owns and which is subject to—
(i)

a lease; or

(ii) an occupancy arrangement,
by virtue of which an unconnected person may use the house as a dwelling; and

10

(c) if the relevant person has an agent who acts for the person in relation to the lease
or occupancy arrangement to which any house specified under paragraph (b) is
subject, the name and address of the agent; and
(d) such other information as the Scottish Ministers may by regulations prescribe.
15

(2)

Subject to subsection (3), the application shall be accompanied by such fee as the local
authority may determine.

(3)

The Scottish Ministers may by regulations prescribe for the purposes of subsection
(2)—
(a) fees;
(b) how fees are to be arrived at;

20

(c) cases in which no fee shall be payable.
(4)

A person who, in an application under this section—
(a) specifies information which the person knows is false in a material particular; or
(b) knowingly fails to specify information required by subsection (1),
shall be guilty of an offence.

25

30

(5)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (4) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale.

(6)

For the purposes of subsection (1)(b), the use of a house as a dwelling shall be
disregarded if—
(a) the house is being used for the provision of—
(i)

a care home service (as defined in subsection (3) of section 2 of the
Regulation of Care (Scotland) Act 2001 (asp 8));

(ii) a school care accommodation service (as defined in subsection (4) of that
section);
35

(iii) an independent health care service (as defined in subsection (5) of that
section); or

3
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(iv) a secure accommodation service (as defined in subsection (9) of that
section);
(b) the house is being used by a religious order the principal occupation of which is
prayer, contemplation, education or the relief of suffering;

40

(c) a control order under section 178 of the Housing (Scotland) Act 1987 (c.26) is in
force in respect of the house; or
(d) the house is being used for holiday purposes.
(7)

In this Part—
“relevant person” means a person who is not—

45

(a)

a local authority;

(b) a registered social landlord; or
(c)

Scottish Homes; and

“unconnected person”, in relation to a relevant person, means a person who is not
a member of the family of the relevant person.>

50

Cathie Craigie
360

Before section 65, insert—
<Notification of registration or refusal to register
Where a local authority—
(a) enters a person in its register under paragraph (a) of section (Registration)(2); or
(b) refuses to enter a person in its register under paragraph (b) of that section,

5

the authority shall, as soon as practicable after doing so, give notice of the fact to the
person.>
Cathie Craigie
364

Before section 65, insert—
<Notification of removal from register
(1)

Subsection (2) applies where under section (Registered person: appointment of
agent)(8) or (Removal from register)(1) a local authority removes a person from the
register maintained by it under section ((Registers)(1).

(2)

As soon as practicable after the removal, the local authority shall give the person notice
in writing of—

5

(a) the removal; and
(b) the date of the removal.
10
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(3)

Notice under subsection (1) shall be given to the person at the address which,
immediately before the removal, was specified as being the address of the person in the
entry for the person in the register.

(4)

For the purposes of subsection (2), notice is given by being sent by the recorded delivery
service.>

4

Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill
Groupings of Amendments for Stage 2 (Day 4)
Dispersal of groups: guidance
68, 69, 70
Closure notices: premises in respect of which and circumstances in which may be served
272, 273, 274, 280
Closure notices: service and content
181, 182, 183
Closure orders: timescales for application and determination
184, 186, 187
Closure orders: general
185, 188, 189, 190, 191, 261, 199, 200, 201
Closure orders: determination of application etc.
275, 276, 277, 278
Closure and related orders: appeals etc.
279, 192, 193, 194, 196, 197
Offences relating to closure of premises: arrest without warrant
198
Noise control: provisions which apply by virtue of resolution
202, 254
Noise control provisions: timescales, notification etc.
203, 281, 204, 282, 205, 283, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 284, 211, 285, 212, 213
Noise nuisance: inclusion of Part
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20
Power to investigate excessive noise
214, 216
Meaning of “relevant place” and “relevant property”
215, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224, 225, 226, 227, 229, 230, 231, 233, 243, 245,
246, 247, 248, 249, 250, 251, 252, 253, 256, 257, 258, 259, 260
Factors to be taken into account before service of warning notice
172, 173
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Offence where noise exceeds permitted level after service of notice: evidence
228, 286
Noise nuisance: fixed penalty offences
287, 241, 242, 244
Fixed penalty notices: contents
387, 388, 389, 390
Method of specifying permitted level of noise and approving measuring devices
232, 234, 235, 236, 237, 238, 239
Noise nuisance: power to provide funds to local authorities
240
Noise nuisance: guidance
255
Return etc. of forfeited equipment
288
Meaning of “1990 Act”
75, 82, 87, 97, 99
Fixed penalty notices for certain environmental offences
76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 83, 84, 85, 86
Duty to keep land etc. free of litter
88, 342
Graffiti removal notices
89, 89A, 89B, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 108
Penalties for certain environmental offences
98, 100, 111
Antisocial behaviour notices: general
343, 344, 392, 393, 347, 348
Housing: antisocial behaviour notices – inclusion of Part
21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33
Orders as to rental income
345, 346
Antisocial behaviour notices: meaning of “relevant house”
349, 350, 350A
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Registration of private landlords
351, 357, 357A, 357B, 357C, 358, 359, 360, 360A, 361, 362, 363, 364, 364A, 352, 353, 354,
355, 356, 365, 366, 367, 368, 369, 370, 371, 372, 373, 374, 375, 403
Circumstances in which parenting order need not include counselling requirement
290
Parenting orders: account to be taken of religion, work and education
291, 292, 324
Provisions on parenting orders: references to “parent”, “child” etc.
293, 294, 295, 296, 297, 298, 299, 300, 301, 302, 303, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311,
313, 317, 318, 319, 320, 321, 322, 331, 332
Persons who may apply for parenting order
174, 175, 177
Parenting orders: conditions
394, 395, 396
Procedural requirements when making, varying or revoking parenting order
304, 312, 314, 315, 178, 316, 323
Restriction on reporting proceedings relating to parenting orders
325
Conduct of proceedings by reporters
391
Applications for parenting orders: role of Principal Reporter and children’s hearings
326, 328, 329, 330
Guidance about parenting orders
327
Parental compensation orders
379
Community reparation orders: application to children
397
Restriction of liberty orders and movement restriction conditions: age at which and
circumstances in which may be made
122, 123, 124, 125, 398, 126, 401, 402
Use of quad-bike, motorcycle, scooter, etc.
380, 381, 383, 384
Offence of damaging fire hydrants etc.
382
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Offence of meeting a child following sexual grooming etc.
399, 400
Circumstances in which fixed penalty notice may be given
333, 334
Effect of fixed penalty notice
335, 336, 337, 338, 339, 340, 341
Age group dealt with by children’s hearings
179
Privacy of certain proceedings
101
Disclosure and sharing of information
376, 102, 103, 377, 104, 105, 106, 378, 107, 127
Provisions in respect of which definition of “antisocial behaviour” applies
109
Commencement orders
110

Note: the following amendments have already been debated—
With 112 – 121
With 149 – 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143
With 44 – 71
With 164 – 72, 73
With 57 – 176
With 266 – 271, 386
With 1 – 5, 6, 7
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COMMUNITIES COMMITTEE
EXTRACT FROM THE MINUTES
18th Meeting, 2004 (Session 2)
Wednesday 12 May 2004
Present:
Scott Barrie
Donald Gorrie (Deputy Convener)
Johann Lamont (Convener)
Elaine Smith
Sandra White

Cathie Craigie
Patrick Harvie
Mary Scanlon
Stewart Stevenson

Also present: Bill Aitken and Paul Martin.
Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill: The Committee considered the Bill at
Stage 2 (Day 4).
The following amendments were agreed to (without division): 68, 69, 70, 6, 271,
181, 182, 183, 184, 185, 186, 187, 188, 189, 190, 191, 192, 193, 194, 261, 196,
197, 198, 199, 200, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212,
213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224, 225, 226, 227, 228,
229, 230, 231, 232, 233, 234, 235, 236, 237, 238, 239, 240, 241, 242, 243, 244,
245, 246, 247, 248, 249, 250, 251, 252, 253, 254, 255, 256, 257, 258, 259, 75,
76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88 and 97.
The following amendments were agreed to (by division—
275 (For 5, Against 4, Abstentions 0)
277 (For 5, Against 4, Abstentions 0)
286 (For 5, Against 4, Abstentions 0)
89
(For 7, Against 1, Abstentions 1)
90 to 96
(For 7, Against 1, Abstentions 1).
Amendment 8 was disagreed to (by division: For 1, Against 8, Abstentions 0).
Amendments 272, 279, 172, 287, 387, 288 and 89A were moved and, with the
agreement of the Committee, withdrawn.
The remaining amendments were not moved or pre-empted.
Sections 23, 28, 29, 34 and 35, schedule 1 and section 52 were agreed to
without amendment.
Sections 20, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 30, 31, 32, 33, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44,
45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50 and 51 were agreed to as amended.
The Committee ended consideration of the Bill for the day, amendment 97 having
being disposed of.
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Antisocial Behaviour etc
(Scotland) Bill: Stage 2
10:21
The Convener: Agenda item 3 is day 4 of our
stage 2 consideration of the Antisocial Behaviour
etc (Scotland) Bill—we will have an opportunity to
ask the minister questions about that.
Before we consider the amendments, I outline
the correct procedure with regard to whether
officials can speak to the committee during the
stage 2 debate. I do not think that that
circumstance arose in the previous meetings,
although we offered officials the opportunity to
speak through the minister. We are advised that
non-members of the committee must not speak
during the stage 2 debate, because the process is
a formal parliamentary debate rather than an
evidence-taking session. I apologise for stating at
our most recent meeting that Executive officials
would be allowed to speak in the proceedings;
clearly, that was not the case and it was a terrible,
criminal suggestion on my part. I hope that the
situation is clear.
Stewart Stevenson: I have a suggestion that
might be helpful to the committee. If we judge that
we need to hear from officials, could the meeting
be suspended to allow a short, informal briefing? I
believe that that would be acceptable under
standing orders. Of course, such an informal
briefing would not be included in the Official
Report, but it might enable us to deliver the best
possible legislation, given the political constraints.
The Convener: I hear what you say. If it is
necessary to suspend the meeting at any time, I
will do so. However, we are in danger of making
rather a large mountain out of a very small
molehill. I tried to suggest at our most recent
meeting that it would be easier for officials to
speak directly to the committee rather than into the
minister’s ear, but I recognise that in a formal
debate everything should come through the
minister. We can only hope that the minister’s
capacity to take in information and communicate it
to us at the same time is up to its usual standard.
If the minister thinks at any point that it would be
worth while to suspend the meeting, I will be
happy to do so. However, we should bear it in
mind that we will work two full shifts this week and
we want to get through as much of the bill as
possible while producing the best possible
legislation.
Section 20—Guidance
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The Convener: Amendment 68, in the name of
the minister, is grouped with amendments 69 and
70.
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The Deputy Minister for Communities (Mrs
Mary Mulligan): I am grateful to the convener for
the clarification on procedure.
Amendments 68 and 69 are technical
amendments that clarify the position in relation to
ministerial guidance under section 20. On
reflection, we decided that we need to provide only
for the particular legal effect that we want that
guidance to have, which is that a person who uses
the power of dispersal shall, in the exercise of that
power, have regard to the guidance that is issued
in respect of part 3 of the bill. The guidance will
help to ensure that use of the dispersal powers is
appropriate and proportionate and that the correct
balance is struck. It will be prepared in
collaboration with the police and local authorities.
Officials have already begun that work with the
police associations and the Convention of Scottish
Local Authorities.
Amendment 70 introduces a duty on ministers to
lay the ministerial guidance on the dispersal
provisions before the Scottish Parliament. In the
course of its scrutiny of the bill, the Subordinate
Legislation Committee asked the Executive
whether a case could be made for laying the
guidance that will be produced under section 20
before the Parliament. As I said, the guidance will
be a collaborative effort and I would be happy, as
part of that process, for the Communities
Committee to see the guidance at the draft stage.
Equally, I am content to lay the final version before
the Parliament for information. I therefore invite
the committee to agree to amendments 68 to 70.
I move amendment 68.
Amendment 68 agreed to.
Amendments 69 and 70 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
Amendment 5 not moved.
Section 20, as amended, agreed to.
Section 21—Directions
The Convener: Amendment 6 was debated with
amendment 1. Does Bill Aitken intend to move the
amendment?
Bill Aitken (Glasgow) (Con): Not moved.
Scott Barrie: I will move it, then.
Bill Aitken: Sorry, that is the amendment that
the minister agreed to support—I will move it.
Scott Barrie: I came to your rescue, Bill.
Amendment 6 moved—[Bill Aitken]—and agreed
to.
Section 22—Interpretation of Part 3
Amendment 271 moved—[Donald Gorrie]—and
agreed to.
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Amendments 386 and 7 not moved.
Section 22, as amended, agreed to.
Section 23—Authorisation of closure notice
The Convener: Amendment 272, in the name of
Patrick Harvie, is grouped with amendments 273,
274 and 280.
Patrick Harvie (Glasgow) (Green): I will speak
principally to amendments 272 and 273, which are
in my name and which are a result of proposals
that were brought to me by Shelter Scotland and
the Chartered Institute of Housing in Scotland. The
amendments would mean that closure orders
could not be applied to homeless accommodation
or care homes. The argument behind them is that
people who live in short-term and hostel
accommodation are already required to comply
with the rules and regulations and that breach of
the regulations results in either exclusion from the
premises for a fixed period, or eviction. No
evidence exists to suggest that hostels or care
homes have become crack dens, but the
persistent selling of illegal drugs on such premises
must be prevented and, in those circumstances,
eviction or exclusion would be quicker and easier
than serving a closure notice.
Participants in a recent Shelter seminar on
hostel dwellers’ rights maintained that the
appropriate response to drug selling in hostels
was exclusion, which is the accepted practice.
Closure notices are therefore unnecessary. If
applied, they would ultimately have an impact on
other hostel residents who have not engaged in
antisocial behaviour, as denying them access to
premises would make them homeless and stop
their access to other services that are provided in
the accommodation.
Care homes are defined in legislation as
accommodation in which nursing, personal care or
personal support is provided for vulnerable people
who have a particular need. If accommodation
users were denied access to such premises, those
services would also be denied.
I move amendment 272.
10:30
Donald Gorrie (Central Scotland) (LD): I have
much sympathy with the point that Patrick Harvie
makes. I am sure that the bill’s authors did not
intend such accommodation to fall within the bill’s
scope, but the bill could be interpreted, at least in
theory, as saying that action could be taken in the
care homes and hostels to which he refers. It
would help if the bill made it clear that such
housing is not intended to fall within its scope. I
hope that the minister will respond favourably to
that.
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My amendments 274 and 280 make two
different points. The bill says that a closure notice
may be served if an officer
“has reasonable grounds for believing that … at any time
during the immediately preceding 3 months a person has
engaged in antisocial behaviour on the premises”.

The proposition that a closure notice could be
served after one instance of such behaviour is far
too loose. The next sentence adds that
“the use of the premises is associated with the occurrence
of relevant harm”.

Another bit of the bill says that relevant harm is
“significant and persistent disorder”. It is
extraordinarily foolish that section 23(3)(a)(i) says
that premises can be closed after one instance of
antisocial behaviour, but that subparagraph (ii)
requires significant and persistent disorder. We
either have one or the other. The point in
subparagraph (i) about one instance is irrelevant.
As in subparagraph (ii), subparagraph (i) should
refer to persistent antisocial behaviour. Paragraph
(a) contains two different requirements and
amendment 274 would address that anomaly.
Amendment 280 concerns a point about
licensed premises that was made by the Law
Society of Scotland, which thinks that licensed
premises would be better left to the forthcoming
licensing law reform bill that we have been
promised. Having discussed the matter with many
people, I think that the society has a point, but it
could be argued that licensed premises should be
covered in the bill because that would allow more
rapid action to be taken to deal with misbehaviour
in licensed establishments than is possible under
the existing licensing system. As a result of further
discussion, I do not expect to move amendment
280, but I think that I have a point with amendment
274, to which I would like the minister to respond.
Scott Barrie: Section 23(2) says that
“The Scottish Ministers may by regulations specify
premises or descriptions of premises in respect of which an
authorisation under subsection (1) may not be given”.

Is it necessary, therefore, to be as specific as
Patrick Harvie’s amendment 273 is? That seems
to cover Patrick Harvie’s point. I do not envisage
anyone using, or wishing to use, a closure notice
for a care home. Given that the provisions of
section 23(2) can cover the two types of premises
to which amendment 273 refers, sufficient
protection seems to be built into the bill.
Stewart Stevenson: I find myself in
considerable agreement with Patrick Harvie. In
particular, amendment 273 builds on the decision
that we made last week in relation to, I believe,
Elaine Smith’s amendment 168, whereby we
agreed that the actions of one or a number of
people should not penalise others who were not
party to the action. That is exactly the line of
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argument that Patrick Harvie has properly pursued
in promoting amendment 273 and the associated
amendment 272. Unless the minister can give us
compelling assurances that the issue to which
amendment 273 refers will be otherwise dealt with,
I am certainly minded to support Patrick Harvie.
Similarly, I believe that Donald Gorrie makes a
good point with amendment 274. However, I have
questions about exactly where amendment 280 is
coming from, so I will be content to slipstream
behind whatever Donald Gorrie decides to do on
that amendment.
Ms Sandra White (Glasgow) (SNP): I am
minded to support Patrick Harvie’s amendments
272 and 273, but I ask for clarification from the
minister on, first, the subject of care homes. As
Patrick Harvie said, care homes are covered by
legislation and I do not imagine that much drug
dealing is carried on in them, particularly in homes
for elderly people. I am greatly concerned that, if
the closure provisions are agreed to without
certain assurances and clarifications from the
minister, that will cause worries in care homes,
particularly in homes for the elderly, which also
deal with all sorts of medical problems, such as
dementia and Alzheimer’s disease. I am worried
about how the closure provisions would be
perceived within care homes and similar
residences.
Secondly, I have great concerns about how the
closure provisions would affect hostels. The
residents of hostels are very vulnerable people
and if the closure provisions were agreed to
without clarification and assurances, the
homelessness problem could be exacerbated.
There are antisocial behaviour problems in the
larger hostels, but we are moving away from that
type of hostel, particularly in Glasgow. I would be
worried about the effect on the rest of the people
in the hostel if one person’s antisocial behaviour
exacerbated the homelessness problem.
I am minded to support Patrick Harvie’s
amendments 272 and 273, if I do not get
assurances and clarification from the minister on
the closure provisions.
Elaine Smith (Coatbridge and Chryston)
(Lab): I have sympathy with the points that Patrick
Harvie made and with his amendments 272 and
273. However, I believe that other types of
premises might not be covered by those
amendments. I do not have section 2(3) of the
Regulation of Care (Scotland) Act 2001 in front of
me, so I do not know whether children’s homes,
for example, are included in its provisions.
I am keen to hear how the minister feels about
Patrick Harvie’s points and how she might address
the issue that he raised. For example, would
examples of exempted premises be included in
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the guidance that we have just discussed? There
could be a list of examples, but the phrase “and
others” would have to be added, otherwise the list
might be too prescriptive. I would certainly be
comforted if the minister commented in that
fashion.
Mary Scanlon (Highlands and Islands) (Con):
I do not have much sympathy with Patrick Harvie’s
point, because of the existence of the Regulation
of Care (Scotland) Act 2001 and the Scottish
Commission for the Regulation of Care. The care
commission has extensive powers and authority
and, in my experience, it responds quickly to any
problems related to care homes. I would not like
there to be another piece of legislation that would
contradict the care commission’s work and
authority. I look forward to hearing what the
minister says about amendments 272 and 273. I
believe that we would be going down a dangerous
road if we agreed to those amendments. The care
commission has extensive powers and authority to
deal with antisocial behaviour and I would not like
something to override those powers.
Cathie Craigie: I cannot support Patrick
Harvie’s amendments. I have checked the bill and
the policy memorandum and I do not think that
there is any intention to suggest that we have a
serious problem with antisocial behaviour in care
homes or premises that are controlled by local
authorities. I hope that the minister will clarify the
Executive’s intentions in part 4. It seems to me
that the bill and the notes make those intentions
clear enough, but there is obviously a doubt in the
mind of Shelter, which proposed an amendment. I
hope that the minister will put that doubt to rest.
The Convener: As Scott Barrie said, the bill
gives ministers sufficient power to identify
premises on which it would not be appropriate to
use a closure notice; if it did not, one would need
to list all the places in relation to which people
might consider it appropriate to act in certain
circumstances. Section 23(2) probably covers the
matter just as well.
Stewart Stevenson said that we were concerned
in earlier discussions that people who have not
been involved in difficult behaviour should not live
with the consequences of such behaviour by other
people. I understand that, but equally we cannot
get into a situation in which people have to live
with the consequences of other people’s antisocial
behaviour because we are unable to act. Not
dealing with antisocial behaviour can also have
consequences for other people, and I would not
want vulnerable people to end up being left in
difficult situations because we think that it is better
to leave them than to act in some way.
I ask the minister to comment on Scott Barrie’s
point that the matter is covered elsewhere.
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Mrs Mulligan: I understand why Patrick Harvie
lodged amendments 272 and 273 and we have
some sympathy with his reason, but the bill’s
provisions on the closure of premises are intended
to have a significant impact on serious disorder or
nuisance. They are in no way intended to cause
further harm to vulnerable people. As the
convener said, it is important for us to recognise
those who are vulnerable in a property as well as
those who live alongside it, but we should not use
that as an opportunity to take no further action. It
is important to bear in mind the aims of the
provisions. We have made it clear throughout the
discussions and debates that the measures should
be seen as a last resort for high levels of
persistent antisocial behaviour. Where criminal
activity is taking place, the police should act.
We can all identify premises that are a constant
source of disorder and nuisance, such as drinking
dens in unoccupied properties and places in which
drug dealing goes on, but removing the drug
dealer or the people who are drinking simply leads
to others taking their place. Part 4 aims to address
that problem, and it is vital for the bill to provide
the police, in consultation with local authorities and
ultimately the courts, with powers to take swift and
effective action to provide relief to communities.
We recognise that there are some premises
that, for good reasons, should not be subject to
the provisions. That is why the bill includes a
power to enable ministers to make regulations that
will enable certain premises, or types of premises,
to be excluded from the police power to authorise
the serving of a closure notice. The examples that
Patrick Harvie gave are among the cases that are
most likely to be included in that. The committee
and the Parliament will have the opportunity to
consider such regulations in due course. We
intend that to be done through the negative
procedure, but if the committee is so minded we
could change it to the affirmative procedure so that
the committee would have the opportunity to
debate the matter.
10:45
We have some concerns about the effect of
Patrick Harvie’s proposals. For example, people
who are housed as a result of being both priority
need and unintentionally homeless under section
31(3)(a) of the Housing (Scotland) Act 1987 would
not be excluded from closure orders. However,
those who are housed temporarily and are not in
priority need would be. Premises that are used to
meet local authorities’ obligations under section 29
or section 31(3)(a) of the Housing (Scotland) Act
1987 can include premises over which the local
authority has no direct control. It is conceivable
that privately let premises that are used to provide
temporary accommodation could be occupied by
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people who had been evicted from elsewhere,
perhaps as a result of antisocial behaviour. In
such circumstances, it could be important to have
the closure power available. That is the sort of
issue that we will examine in more detail when
drafting the regulations.

Donald Gorrie has indicated that he will not
move amendment 280, which seeks to exclude
licensed premises. I am pleased by his decision,
because there are occasions when it might be
useful for the police to have this tool and I would
like to leave it on the table.

Regulations under section 7 of the Housing
(Scotland) Act 2001 are under consideration and
will be consulted on shortly. Until those regulations
are finalised, the effect of Mr Harvie’s proposals is
unknown. We would need to consider not only
care home services but other services that come
under the Regulation of Care (Scotland) Act 2001,
such as school care accommodation services,
independent health care services and secure
accommodation
services.
It
would
be
inappropriate to consider exempting such
accommodation at this stage. If there were a case
for exemption, we could use the subordinate
legislation powers in the bill for that purpose and
consider each suggested exempted category in
detail. The committee would have the opportunity
to do that.

Although I accept that Patrick Harvie has
concerns about the groups that he has mentioned,
it is important that we do not close down any
options at this stage. However, it will be possible
subsequently for the committee to debate the
exceptions that need to be made. We need to do
that in a fully informed way, so I suggest that the
committee should not agree to the amendments
today. If we are keen to protect people who are
vulnerable, we should not rule out any of the
circumstances in which those people may need
protection.

More generally, we want to be careful to ensure
that we do not inadvertently create a loophole that
the unscrupulous could exploit, at the same time
as we protect those who need support to live in
safety in our communities, which is our ultimate
aim. I hope that Mr Harvie will consider
withdrawing amendment 272 and not moving
amendment 273.
Amendment 274 relates to the conditions that
must be met before a senior police officer can
authorise the service of a closure notice. Instead
of a senior police officer having to have
reasonable grounds for believing that

Patrick Harvie: I thank members and the
minister for a useful discussion. Bearing in mind
the minister’s comments, especially on the
likelihood of the kinds of accommodation to which
amendment 273 refers being included in
regulations and on our being able to debate those
regulations, which are welcome, I will seek leave
to withdraw amendment 272. However, I reserve
the right to return to the issue at stage 3 if, after
studying the minister’s words and discussing the
matter with colleagues, I find it appropriate to do
so.
The Convener: Members can lodge any
amendment that they wish at stage 3, but it will be
for the Presiding Officer to decide whether it is
selected for debate.
Amendment 272, by agreement, withdrawn.
Amendment 273 not moved.

“at any time during the immediately preceding 3 months a
person has engaged in antisocial behaviour on the
premises”

The Convener: I ask Donald Gorrie to move or
not move amendment 274.

before a closure notice can be served, the test
would be that there must have been repeated
antisocial behaviour. I suggest to Donald Gorrie
that the amendment is unnecessary, because a
second condition must be met before the service
of a closure notice can be authorised. That
condition is that

Donald Gorrie: I still think that the wording that
amendment 274 seeks to change is daft, but I will
not move my amendment at the moment.

“the use of the premises is associated with the occurrence
of relevant harm”—

a point that the member himself made. “Relevant
harm” is defined in section 36 as “significant and
persistent disorder” or
“significant, persistent and serious nuisance to members of
the public.”

That clearly requires there to have been repeated
antisocial behaviour before the service of a
closure notice can be authorised. I invite Donald
Gorrie not to move amendment 274.
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Amendment 274 not moved.
Section 23 agreed to.
Section 24—Service etc
The Convener: Amendment 181, in the name of
the minister, is grouped with amendments 182 and
183.
Mrs Mulligan: Amendment 181 is a technical
amendment, which is designed to aid clarity.
Amendments 182 and 183 are consequences of
the fact that hearings for applications are to be
covered by summary applications, which are likely
to require some amendments to accommodate the
nature of those procedures. There is, hence, no
need to make provision in the bill as to
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“the date and time when, and the place where, the
application is to be heard”

as the rules will do that.
The same is true of all the other orders that are
covered by this part of the bill—from an order
seeking to extend a closure notice, to an order
seeking to allow access to any part of a building or
structure in which a closed premises is situated.
Nor is it necessary to state in the bill to whom
notice of any hearing shall be given, because all
such matters will be addressed by the summary
application rules.
Procedures in civil courts in general are
governed by rules of court. When documents are
intimated to litigants, they contain information on
the action that the person in receipt of the
information requires to take. That will allow the
procedures to be transparent and, therefore, we
do not feel that the provision needs to be made in
the bill.
I move amendment 181.
Stewart Stevenson: From what the minister
said, I understand that people who are subject to
closure notices will receive notification so that they
will be able to dispute them, but that that will be
covered by the rules rather than included in the
bill. Will the minister make that absolutely clear?
Mrs Mulligan: Yes, that will be covered by the
rules.
Amendment 181 agreed to.
Amendments 182 and 183 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
Section 24, as amended, agreed to.
Section 25—Application to sheriff
The Convener: Amendment 184, in the name of
the minister, is grouped with amendments 186 and
187.
Mrs Mulligan: Amendments 184, 186 and 187
are largely technical and tidying amendments that
are designed to aid clarity, consistency, sense and
accuracy. [Laughter.]
Stewart Stevenson: Who wrote that?
Mrs Mulligan: Amendment 187 removes
unnecessary words and aligns the provision with
the equivalent provision in the Anti-social
Behaviour Act 2003 for England and Wales. In so
doing, it marginally extends the overall period
before which the application for a closure order
must be determined.
I move amendment 184.
Stewart Stevenson: It is interesting that the
minister might have suggested that, without the
amendments, we would not have sense in the bill.
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Some of us have argued that in the past about
certain parts of the bill. I am happy to support the
amendments.
Amendment 184 agreed to.
Section 25, as amended, agreed to.
Section 26—Closure orders
The Convener: Amendment 185 is grouped
with amendments 188 to 191, 261, 199, 200 and
201.
Mrs Mulligan: Amendments 185, 188, 189, 190,
191, 261, 199, 200 and 201 are largely technical.
For example, they rationalise references to closed
premises throughout part 4 of the bill. There are
also some consequential changes as a result of
that tidying. I invite the committee to approve
amendment 185.
I move amendment 185.
Amendment 185 agreed to.
Section 26, as amended, agreed to.
Section 27—Application: determination
The Convener: Amendment 275 is grouped
with amendments 276, 277 and 278.
Patrick Harvie: Amendments 275 and 277 arise
from issues that were brought to me by the
Chartered Institute of Housing in Scotland and
Shelter Scotland. The policy intention of closure
orders is to deal with persistent antisocial
behaviour, but the CIHS and Shelter are
concerned that they will have the unintended
consequence of increasing household debt, rent
arrears and, potentially, homelessness.
As a closure order will not end a tenancy, a
tenant will still be liable for the rent on a closed
property while being required to find alternative
accommodation for the period of the closure order.
A person who is temporarily absent from a
property can receive housing benefit for their
closed property for up to three months, but they
cannot claim for two properties for more than four
weeks. After the four-week period, they will be
unable to meet the rental obligations on their
closed property and on their alternative
accommodation. That could lead to rent arrears
and, potentially, homelessness. As well as
increasing household debt, that will have
implications for the property’s landlord, who will
see rental income stop and arrears increase, with
little or no hope of the debt being paid off.
Amendments 275 and 277 will ensure that in
considering whether to make an order, sheriffs will
take into account the ability of the household to
find alternative accommodation.
There is a concern that closure orders will
impact on people within the household who did not
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carry out the antisocial behaviour that led to the
order. In some households, individuals could be
intimidated by members of their own family into
tolerating antisocial behaviour. That could be
particularly true if the household contains children,
the elderly or individuals with care needs who are
unable to prevent the behaviour in question. In
instances where the granting of a closure order
will have a detrimental effect on household
members who are not responsible for the
behaviour, other measures should be used to
tackle the problem. The second impact of
amendments 275 and 277 is that they will ensure
that sheriffs must take into account the
vulnerability of individual members of the
household before granting an order.
The Executive has already suggested—and the
minister may do so again—that courts would take
accommodation needs and vulnerability into
account without amendments 275 and 277.
However, one of the main criticisms of the current
court process is the inconsistency of sheriffs’
rulings. Amendments 275 and 277 will ensure
consistency, and that the vulnerable are protected
from debt and homelessness across the board.
I move amendment 275.
Donald Gorrie: My amendments 276 and 278
both say the same thing. I am concerned that the
closure of premises is a heavy response. It may
be necessary in certain cases, so I am not
opposing the whole idea, but it would be helpful if
we ensured that the sheriff had to consider
whether the closure
“is proportionate in the circumstances.”

There may be other ways of tackling the
problem without the closure of the premises. The
sheriff has to make his own judgment and, as
Patrick Harvie said, sheriffs are human and make
varied judgments. I think that it would help in
guiding them if one of the points that they have to
consider is that the closure should be
“proportionate in the circumstances”. That wording
was suggested to me by the Law Society of
Scotland, and amendment 276 tries to express my
concern that we should not enter into closure
orders lightly or inadvisedly. That is my argument
for amendments 276 and 278. I have some
sympathy for the point that Patrick Harvie is
making in his amendments and I shall be
interested in the minister’s response to them.
11:00
Stewart Stevenson: Once again, Patrick Harvie
has lodged amendments that touch upon the issue
of whether innocent bystanders can be caught up
in action that is properly being taken against
people who are instigating antisocial behaviour.
The minister will be able to persuade me not to
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support Patrick Harvie’s amendments only if she is
most convincingly able to show that such people’s
interests will be protected. It is a recurring theme
throughout certain parts of the bill. I do not think
that the Executive’s policy intention is to penalise
such people, but the wording of the bill may have
that practical effect. That is a serious issue and
one that I shall continue to pursue.
Elaine Smith: I, too, am extremely concerned
about that. I have listened to Patrick Harvie’s point
about the consistency or otherwise of sheriffs’
rulings, and I think that there are concerns there.
The problem is that some vulnerable people can
be used, and we have heard stories about that
happening. Elderly people or people with mental
health problems can be used by others because
they are in a vulnerable situation. Of course, they
need help to get out of that situation, but I am not
sure that the right approach is for them to have
their houses closed.
Patrick Harvie also touched on there being
others in the household. For example, women and
children who are intimidated by domestic abuse
could be affected by the provision. Although I
understand the Executive’s thinking and rationale
in drafting section 27, I am gravely concerned
about it and I look forward to hearing what the
minister has to say on the matter.
Mary Scanlon: I would like to make a brief point
in support of Donald Gorrie’s amendment 276. In
determining whether to make a closure order in
respect of premises, the sheriff should, in seeking
to comply with the European convention on human
rights, consider not only whether the order is
necessary but whether, as Donald Gorrie said, it is
proportionate in the circumstances. I seek
clarification in relation to the ECHR.
Ms White: I support all the amendments lodged
by Patrick Harvie and Donald Gorrie. Members
have already mentioned the fact that some people
may be vulnerable or suffering domestic violence,
and that is important. I am reminded of the
answers that the minister gave us on closure
orders for care homes and hostels. Section 27
takes another step forward in extending such
orders to families and individuals. The police
already have powers to remove a so-called violent
person from a household, and I feel that a closure
order is a hammer to crack a nut in circumstances
in which everyone in a family home is punished for
one person’s behaviour. That seems to be a
running theme throughout the bill and I am
extremely worried about it.
My other point is about the attitude to debt. If
there is a closure order on a family where
domestic violence has been taking place or where
there are elderly people or children in the
household, they would all be punished by being
removed when that house was closed. They would
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then be punished further by basically being made
homeless, and they might not be able to afford
rented accommodation because they could not get
the money. It is a very worrying provision—more
worrying, perhaps, than the provision for care
homes and hostels, because there is legislation for
rectifying that through councils. I worry that
individuals will be severely penalised if section 27
is agreed without Patrick Harvie’s amendments,
and I would like to hear the minister’s explanation
of why it is worded as it is.
The Convener: I would be interested to know
whether guidance will indicate what other steps
would need to be taken. With domestic abuse, for
example, a range of options is available to the
police and other agencies to support a vulnerable
family before such a stage is reached. The danger
is that nothing might happen because, as Elaine
Smith said, people who have been exploited and
are vulnerable are involved and the sheriff simply
would not act. That would leave only the status
quo. I would be interested to know what is
proposed for the guidance. I do not think that there
is any suggestion in the bill that closing the
premises is the first thing that the police should do.
A range of other things might normally and
reasonably be done before that stage is reached.
Cathie Craigie: We are all aware of the issue
that Elaine Smith has raised about sheriffs in
different courts interpreting the law differently and I
know that the Executive is trying to address that
through training for sheriffs. However, the bill
makes it clear that the sheriff would have to take
into account all the circumstances surrounding the
application for a notice. Furthermore, section 23 of
the bill mentions
“prohibiting access to premises by any person other than—
(a) a person who habitually resides in the premises; or
(b) the owner of the premises.”

I think that that makes matters clear. Perhaps the
concerns of Patrick Harvie, Shelter Scotland and
the Chartered Institute of Housing in Scotland
would be addressed by the first part of part 4 of
the bill.
However, I look forward to hearing what the
minister has to say about guidance, as we clearly
do not want to make homeless those who are not
causing any problems. On the other hand, we
must protect people such as those pensioners in
my constituency who live in a block of eight flats
and for whom one person is causing serious
problems. If the people who regularly visit that
person’s home to drink were prevented from
coming in and out of the premises, the quality of
everyone’s lives would be improved. I do not want
to be over-prescriptive, but we should ensure that
we are firm and that we deal with the problems
that drinking or drug dens cause in our local areas.
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Mrs Mulligan: I would like to clarify that issues
relating to domestic abuse are dealt with
separately and there is provision for those who are
at risk of violence in their homes to be supported
through the housing benefit system in a different
way. I do not think that we necessarily want to
deal with that issue today, although I appreciate
the point that members are making, which is dealt
with elsewhere.
We should concentrate on Patrick Harvie’s
amendments. I appreciate that those amendments
aim to ensure that the sheriff takes into account
the interests of occupants of residential premises
that are the subject of an application for a closure
order. However, they are not necessary in order to
ensure that those interests are considered. I hope
to reassure the committee about that, although
there is still an outstanding issue to which I will
perhaps return.
The implementation of the proposals in the bill
will achieve that in three stages. First, the decision
to make a closure notice and seek an order will be
taken by the police, who have long experience of
taking welfare implications into account when
deciding on a course of action. Secondly, the
police are obliged to consult the local authority,
which will undoubtedly consider the welfare of the
household that is affected, including how it would
deal with a homelessness application. We will
reinforce those points in guidance to the police
and the local authority. Thirdly, as a matter of
normal practice, the sheriff will consider whether
the order would be proportionate to the
circumstances.
Possible homelessness and an impact on
vulnerable family members would be relevant
circumstances. The primary issue for the sheriff—
which perhaps relates to the point that Cathie
Craigie made—is to consider whether the order is
needed to prevent the occurrence of serious
disorder or nuisance. We think that that is the right
test. The main consideration for the court in
making a closure order will be the necessity of the
order for the prevention of serious disorder or
nuisance.
On the point about housing benefit, we expect
that if a vulnerable person is in premises that
justify a closure order, the circumstances will be
so bad that a permanent move elsewhere would
be highly desirable. In those circumstances,
housing benefit for the premises can continue for
up to 13 weeks, even though the claimant has
moved out. However, housing benefit is available
on two properties for up to only four weeks, if there
is an unavoidable overlap.
That takes us back to the concern that I
mentioned at the beginning of my comments about
those who may wish to return to their property. I
would like to take time to consider the point that
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the committee raised because it relates to different
circumstances. I would not want somebody who
was likely to return to their property in the longer
term to be disadvantaged or to find themselves
with an onerous burden of rent. We need to
consider that matter further—I hope that the
committee will accept my assurances that we will
do so.
Donald Gorrie’s amendment 276 relates to the
conditions that must be met before a sheriff can
make a closure order in respect of premises
following an application from a senior police
officer.
Stewart
convener?

Stevenson:

May

I

intervene,

The Convener: I will let the minister finish, but I
will let you back in.
Mrs Mulligan: As the bill is drafted, the sheriff
must be satisfied that three conditions have been
met before a closure order is made. The first is
that a person must have engaged in antisocial
behaviour on the premises; the second is that the
use of the premises must be associated with the
occurrence of relevant harm, which is defined; and
the third is that the sheriff must be satisfied that
the making of the order is necessary to prevent
the occurrence of such relevant harm for the
period that is specified in the order.
Amendment 276 seeks to add a fourth
condition—that the sheriff should not only consider
whether the order is necessary, but whether it is
proportionate. However, a series of checks and
balances is already in place to ensure that the use
of the power will be intrinsically proportionate.
First, consultation must be carried out with the
local authority; secondly, the senior officer must
apply to the court for the closure order; thirdly, the
court will make a closure order only if it is
necessary; and finally, in making its decision, the
court will take into account the nature of the
premises and anybody who lives there.
In addition to the safeguards that are built into
the bill, the court, as a public authority, is obliged
to act in accordance with the European convention
on human rights and to reach a decision that is
proportionate. I think that that is the reassurance
that Mary Scanlon seeks. Together with the
checks and balances in the bill, that obligation will
ensure that the power will be used proportionately,
which makes amendment 276 unnecessary. I
therefore ask Donald Gorrie not to move it.
Amendment 278 would have the same effect as
amendment 276, but in relation to the conditions
that must be met before a senior police officer can
make an application to extend a closure order in
respect of premises. The amendment seeks to
add the extra condition that the senior police
officer should not only consider whether the
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extension is necessary, but whether it is
proportionate in the circumstances. However, the
series of checks and balances that I mentioned
also apply to any attempt to seek an extension to
a closure order. In addition to the safeguards that
are built into the bill, the senior police officer, like
the court, is obliged to act in accordance with the
European convention on human rights. I ask
Donald Gorrie not to move amendment 278.
Stewart Stevenson: It might be useful if the
minister clarified whether, in discussing the
limitation that people can claim housing benefit for
two properties for only four weeks, she had it in
mind to persuade her Westminster colleagues to
change the housing benefit regulations. We are
touching on reserved matters.
Before Patrick Harvie sums up, it might be
useful if you could develop slightly the options—
either those that fall within the powers of the
Scottish Parliament or those that you would seek
to operate with your Westminster colleagues—that
you believe are available to you to address that.
11:15
Mrs Mulligan: I am conscious that the
committee is fully aware of this Parliament’s
powers and therefore knows that we cannot
change the present housing benefit rules. I was
seeking to assure the committee that I recognised
Patrick Harvie’s concern that someone who had
been moved out of a property because of a
closure notice might not have the ability to pay
their rent because they had to pay for two
properties for more than the four weeks.
My concern is that we should consider how we
can ensure that the process is enacted in such a
way that a person would not be left for longer than
the four weeks and would therefore not find
themselves in circumstances in which they were
left with an onerous rent burden because they
were having to be moved out of a property that
had been the subject of a closure order. At this
stage, I do not want to speculate on how we could
do that. I can only give the committee the
reassurance that I acknowledge the difficulty that
some people might face. Given that I have already
said that the closure of premises is a high-order
tariff, I suspect that it would be used very rarely,
which means that a whole host of the cases that
we are discussing would not arise. However, for
anyone in those circumstances, we need to be
able to say how such cases would be dealt with.
At this stage, my assurance is that we will
consider the matter further and come back to the
committee with a suggestion on how to resolve
such situations.
Patrick Harvie: I am grateful to the minister for
her comments. I take at face value her assurance
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that she recognises the seriousness of the issue
and that she will make efforts to remedy it. I think
that I will press amendment 275. I cannot
remember who described amendments 275 and
277 as over-prescriptive, but my main argument is
that they require sheriffs only to take factors into
account; they do not make it impossible to make a
closure order in certain circumstances. Even if
factors change, there may still be reason to take
them into account.
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 275 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
4, Against 4, Abstentions 0.
As the result is tied, I will use my casting vote to
resist the amendment.
Stewart Stevenson: Can we have a full
recount, please?
The Convener: I apologise—I miscounted. The
result of the division is: For 5, Against 4,
Abstentions 0.
Amendment 275 agreed to.
Amendment 276 not moved.
Amendment 277 moved—[Patrick Harvie].
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 277 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
5, Against 4, Abstentions 0.
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Amendment 277 agreed to.
Amendments 186 and 187 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
Section 27, as amended, agreed to.
Section 28 agreed to.
Section 29—Extension
Amendment 278 not moved.
The Convener: Amendment 279, in the name of
Donald Gorrie, is grouped with amendments 192,
193, 194, 196 and 197.
Donald
Gorrie:
Amendment
279
is
straightforward. If an application for a closure
notice comes before the court those who are
opposed to it have the right to appeal. Under the
bill, if an extension is proposed they do not have
that right. Amendment 279 regurgitates the
wording that establishes the original right to
appeal and applies it to extensions.
People such as a tenant in the premises who did
not understand the full implications of the original
decision and failed to appeal or to appeal
intelligently against it may, in the light of
experience, wish to appeal against an extension. It
is only fair and consistent that people who are
affected by closure orders should have the right to
appeal against an extension. If the procedure is
initiated early enough, it will not delay the
extension.
I move amendment 279.
The Convener: I invite the minister to speak to
amendment 192 and to the other amendments in
the group.
Cathie Craigie: Convener, will other members
have an opportunity to speak?
The Convener: Yes.
Cathie Craigie: After the minister?
The Convener: Yes.
Mrs Mulligan: Amendment 279 seeks to ensure
that the sheriff may postpone for a period
determination of an application for extension of a
closure order to allow interested parties to show
why an extension of the order should not be
granted.
The Executive has lodged amendments to make
it clear that all hearings for applications, including
extension orders, will be covered by summary
application rules, which are likely to require
amendment to accommodate the procedures. It is
likely that the Sheriff Court Rules Council will
direct that an application under section 29 of the
bill should be made by minute in the process in
which the closure order was originally made.
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Minute procedure has its own timescale. An
application by minute for extension of a closure
order will need to be made well in advance of the
expiry of the order, to allow for intimation to be
made and a hearing to be held. That may be the
kind of timescale that Donald Gorrie is seeking.
There is no need to make provision on the face
of the bill specifying the date, time and place for
hearing an application for an extension to a
closure order, as the rules will meet that
requirement. Similarly, it is not necessary to state
on the face of the bill to whom notice of any
hearing shall be given. All such matters will be
addressed in the summary application rules. As a
result, interested parties will have an opportunity
to make written or oral representations to the
court, which will, therefore, be in possession of all
relevant information when assessing whether it is
appropriate to extend an order. I hope that that
reassures Donald Gorrie.
Amendments 192, 194 and 197 are largely
technical. They provide references to closed
premises that are rationalised throughout part 4 of
the bill.
There
are
also
some
consequential
amendments. Amendment 193, like amendments
182 and 183, to which I have already spoken this
morning, is consequential on the fact that hearings
for applications will be covered by summary
application rules. For the reasons that I have just
given, there is no reason to make such provision
on the face of the bill. Amendment 196 simplifies
the appeal provisions in part 4 of the bill to cover
all the appeal routes in a clear, transparent
manner.
The Convener: I will take a moment to clarify
procedure. The person who has the first
amendment in a group moves that amendment.
Then the other amendments in the group are
moved. Members without amendments in a group
speak at my discretion—I will call everybody who
wants to speak. If the minister does not have an
amendment in a group, she is called before the
person who has the first amendment winds up,
because people are interested in what the minister
has to say. Does any member wish to speak?
Members: No.
The Convener: In that case, I invite Donald
Gorrie to wind up and to indicate whether he
wishes to press or withdraw amendment 279.
Donald Gorrie: I seek agreement to withdraw
the amendment. The minister has explained the
situation and I have learned a little more about the
legal system.
Amendment 279, by agreement, withdrawn.
Section 29 agreed to.
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Section 30—Revocation

Amendments 188 and 189 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
Section 30, as amended, agreed to.
Section 31—Access to other premises
Amendments 190 to 194 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
Section 31, as amended, agreed to.
Section 32—Reimbursement of expenditure
Amendment 261 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
Section 32, as amended, agreed to.
Section 33—Appeals
Amendments 196 and 197 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
Section 33, as amended, agreed to.
Section 34 agreed to.
11:27
Meeting suspended.
11:39
On resuming—
After section 34
The Convener: Amendment 198, in the name of
the minister, is in a group on its own.
Mrs Mulligan: Amendment 198 will provide the
police with the power of arrest without warrant in
relation to the offences associated with the closure
of premises in part 4 of the bill. An example of
such an offence is where a person without
reasonable excuse remains on or enters premises
in contravention of a closure notice or in respect of
which a closure order has effect. The provision
mirrors those at section 10 in respect of offences
associated with antisocial behaviour orders and at
section 19 in respect of offences associated with
the dispersal of groups. Although common-law
powers could be used in the case of such
offences, amendment 198 will put beyond doubt
the power of arrest without warrant, as in the case
of offences associated with the dispersal of groups
and with ASBOs.
I move amendment 198.
Donald Gorrie: I dare to reveal my ignorance of
the law. Is amendment 198 about extending the
existing powers of the police? I understand from
what you said that the police have the right to
arrest without warrant for the offence of breach of
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the peace. Is amendment 198 in line with existing
practice, which is being extended to cover the
offences that you mentioned, or will it extend the
powers of the police?
The Convener: Does anyone else wish to come
in before I ask the minister to respond?
Elaine Smith: I have a quick question to ask on
the back of what Donald Gorrie asked. If the police
have that power, will we still have a need for
corroboration by two officers?
Mrs Mulligan: The simple answer is yes.
Donald Gorrie asked whether the police’s powers
are being extended. That would depend on
whether the police already have the power. In
some cases, they would already have the power,
in which case we would not be extending their
powers. In other cases, in order to be clear, the
powers might be extended.
Amendment 198 agreed to.
Section 35 agreed to.
After section 35
Amendment 280 not moved.
Section 36—Interpretation of Part 4
Amendments 199 to 201 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
Section 36, as amended, agreed to.
Section 37—Application of noise control
provisions to local authority areas
The Convener: Amendment 202, in the name of
the minister, is grouped with amendment 254.
Amendment 254 would be pre-empted by
amendment 18 in the next group of amendments.
Mrs Mulligan: Amendment 202 is a technical
amendment that replaces the reference to section
42 with a reference to section 47, to reflect the fact
that all of sections 39 to 47 are the noise control
provisions that will apply to a local authority area
where the local authority resolves to apply them
using the power in section 37. Amendment 254 is
a technical amendment that will move section 47
to follow section 42, so that the enforcement
provisions in part 5 follow on from each other in a
logical sequence.
I move amendment 202.
Amendment 202 agreed to.
The Convener: Amendment 203, in the name of
the minister, is grouped with amendments 281,
204, 282, 205, 283, 206 to 210, 284, 211, 285,
212 and 213. I have some pre-emptions to point
out, of which members might want to take a note.
It says on my script to read them out slowly. If
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amendment 204 is agreed to, I cannot call
amendment 282. Amendment 205 pre-empts
amendment 283, amendment 210 pre-empts
amendment 284, and amendment 211 pre-empts
amendment 285.
11:45
Mrs Mulligan: Amendments 203 to 213 adjust
the timescales and publication requirements that a
local authority must follow if it resolves to apply,
revoke or vary the noise control provisions in
respect of its area under sections 37 and 38.
A local authority may resolve under section 37 to
apply the noise control provisions to its area, or it
may decide under section 38 to revoke or vary
such a resolution. Amendments 203 and 209
reduce from three months to two months the
earliest date after which a decision under section
37 or 38 respectively can come into effect. The
length of time that that takes is for local authorities
themselves to determine, but we concluded that
the minimum period of three months was
unnecessarily long. In consequence, amendments
205 and 211 reduce from two months to one
month the minimum period for the publication of
such decisions by newspaper advertisement
before the decisions take effect.
Amendments 204, 206, 210 and 212 reduce
from two months to one month the minimum notice
period that local authorities must give to Scottish
ministers before a resolution to adopt or a decision
to vary or revoke the noise control provisions
comes into force. That is because ministers are to
have no formal role in the decision-making
process, which is entirely a matter for the local
authority. The amendments also make provision
for similar notification to be given to adjacent local
authorities, in the light of section 39(6), which
makes provision for the enforcement of noise
control provisions in respect of noise emitted over
local authority boundaries.
Amendments 208 and 213 require the recipient
authority to
“take such steps as it considers necessary for the purpose
of making persons in its area aware of the contents of the
notice.”

Amendment 207 requires the notification of a
decision to apply the noise control provisions to a
local authority area to include specific information
about certain key aspects of the enforcement
provisions that will underpin the noise control
provisions, such as permitted levels of noise—as
prescribed under section 43—approved measuring
devices and fixed-penalty notices.
The amendments will speed up the process of
adopting, varying or revoking the noise control
provisions. They will ensure that ministers and
adjacent local authorities receive adequate
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notification and that the decisions are adequately
publicised. Overall, the amendments seek to
enhance the transparency of the decision-making
process.
Donald Gorrie’s amendments 281 to 285 would
also adjust the timescales and publication
requirements that local authorities must follow if
they resolve to apply or to revoke or vary noise
control provisions in their areas under sections 37
and 38. As I said, Executive amendments 203 to
213 amend those timescales and publication
requirements, so I hope that Donald Gorrie will not
move his amendments.
Given the significance of the new noise control
provisions, amendments 203 to 213 achieve a
more appropriate balance between the effective
operation of the provisions and the need to ensure
that the decision-making process is transparent. I
hope that the committee will agree to them.
I move amendment 203.
Donald Gorrie: Amendments 281 to 285 in my
name would amend the bill to reduce the minimum
period of time before the noise control provisions
could come into effect from three months to three
weeks and the notification periods in relation to
those provisions from two months to two weeks.
I welcome the fact that the minister has
recognised that three months is an unnecessarily
long period to wait before the noise control
provisions can come into effect, but I think that two
months is still too long. If a nuisance has been
identified, it is important that the public authorities
are seen to respond as quickly as possible. A
response time of two months, during which the
people who are causing the trouble can continue
to belt out whatever noise it is, will not make local
democratic control attractive to the people who are
affected by noise.
I think that three weeks is a much more
reasonable time for the bureaucratic wheels to
turn, for people to have the necessary opportunity
to complain, object or appeal and for the rules to
take effect. This is not a third-world-war issue, but
I feel that the quicker it can be done, the better. In
my view, it could be done within three weeks, so I
would prefer three weeks to two months, although
even two months is a lot better than three months,
so we have advanced a bit. However, I feel that
my amendments are worth supporting.
Mrs Mulligan: I accept Donald Gorrie’s
concerns about the length of time. However, it is
not the case that nothing will happen during that
time. Other noise provisions could still be enacted
during that period, although the new provisions
would not necessarily come into force until that
time. As I said in my closing paragraph, it is a
question of getting a balance between action and
transparency. We feel that our proposals are a
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good balance at this stage, although we will
obviously need to keep the matter under review.
Amendment 203 agreed to.
Amendment 281 not moved.
Amendments 204 to 208 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
The Convener: Amendment 8, in the name of
Bill Aitken, is grouped with amendments 9 to 20.
Amendment 18 in this group pre-empts
amendment 254, which was debated in a previous
group.
Bill Aitken: The purpose of these amendments
is to leave out part 5 of the bill—the part relating to
noise nuisance. I fully appreciate and sympathise
with what the Executive is seeking to do. Noise
nuisance affects a great many communities
throughout Scotland. It can make life miserable for
those who live next door to, upstairs from or
downstairs from people who have so little
consideration for their neighbours that they
conduct themselves in a manner that inevitably
causes an awful lot of grief to all concerned. We
are totally sympathetic towards anything that will
ease that difficulty.
The problem is that we do not think that part 5 is
workable. We also think that the legislation that is
in place at the moment is perfectly adequate to
deal with the problem. The common-law offence of
breach of the peace encapsulates much antisocial
behaviour, and there can be no doubt whatever
that playing loud music, singing songs and having
loud conversations and arguments in the early
hours of the morning would constitute a breach of
the peace.
A breach of the peace is prosecutable under
summary complaints and can attract, at worst, a
sentence of six months’ imprisonment, although in
most cases a fine would be imposed. However,
breach of the peace legislation includes a useful
provision that makes it possible for the court to
order the confiscation of the musical instrument,
compact disc player or whatever caused the
particular difficulty. In my experience, that
provision is fairly effective in dealing with people
who have committed such offences.
Even if one leaves aside breach of the peace
legislation, one can turn to section 54 of the Civic
Government (Scotland) Act 1982, which, inter alia,
“allows a uniformed police constable to require a person
making a noise ‘giving any other person reasonable cause
for annoyance’ to desist. No specific noise level has to be
proven and the police can take immediate action. The
noises covered are … sounding or playing of musical
instruments … singing or performing and … operating any
sound producing device.”

If the noise maker does not desist after a warning,
the police officer can charge them with an offence
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under the 1982 act. It should be noted that the
locus of such an offence would include private
property, such as a private dwelling-house or flat.
I submit to the committee that legislation is
already in force. If I sought support in that respect,
I could do little better than to look at Scottish
Office housing and area regeneration circular
16/1998, entitled “Housing and Neighbour
Problems”. That circular encapsulates and argues
the position very well—in fact, I could have written
it in preparation for this morning’s meeting. It says
clearly that offences of noise nuisance should be
dealt with by means of a breach of the peace
charge or under the Civic Government (Scotland)
Act 1982. I am not certain what has happened in
the five years since that circular was written and
the passage of the Anti-social Behaviour Act 2003
last October to make the minister change her
mind. The law is in place.
Let us go further and consider what is likely to
happen when somebody commits such an
offence. Once the procedure of the local authority
officer calling and giving the appropriate warning
has been gone through, a fixed-penalty notice
would be issued. I draw members’ attention to the
recent publicity that surrounded the effectiveness
of fixed penalties and fiscal fines. I am sure that
the convener will agree that it is unfortunate that
we have many instances of antisocial noise
nuisance in Glasgow, but in the Glasgow area,
only 20 per cent of fiscal fines and fixed penalties
are paid. I suggest that those people who do not
pay their fines when the procurator fiscal imposes
them will not rush to pay the local authority either.
I suggest in the strongest possible terms that
this area is best left alone. We must deal with
enforcement, but that should be pursued by the
Executive from another direction, to ensure that
the police carry out their duties, respond to calls of
complaint, issue the appropriate warnings and
take the appropriate action when such warnings
are not heeded. Thereafter, the matter is for the
courts, which are in a position to enforce payment
of fines.
I move amendment 8.
Stewart Stevenson: In his remarks, Bill Aitken
has failed to address why the existing legislation is
not dealing with noise nuisance. It is my
experience, and the experience of people in my
constituency, that noise nuisance is not dealt with
effectively,
notwithstanding
guidance
and
legislation and the existence of the common law. I
will need some persuading that we should not act
in this area. Bill Aitken has yet to deploy effective
arguments to that end.
In particular, I point to the escalator that the
legislation appears to provide, whereby people
continue to move closer to more severe penalties,
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which means that there is a way of sending out
sufficient early-warning signs.
This part of the bill differs in many ways from the
part on dispersal powers—I share Bill Aitken’s
belief that those powers should not be included in
the bill—in that, during the consultation period,
neither the committee nor the Executive heard
people saying that the current provision is highly
effective and we should not introduce new powers,
which is what we heard on dispersal. I am strongly
minded not to support the deletion of section 37,
because it appears to contain useful additional
powers. If it were to create a more effective noise
management regime in my area of the country, I
would welcome that, and I am sure that many of
my constituents would do likewise.
12:00
Donald Gorrie: I support Stewart Stevenson, in
that it is clear that the present arrangements do
not work satisfactorily, so the status quo is not a
good option. Nobody can tell whether such parts
of a bill will work well, but one useful effect that it
will have will be to show councils and the public
that the Parliament and the Executive take noise
nuisance seriously—the issue will be given louder
attention, so to speak. I hope that it will also lead
to the Executive providing, or helping councils to
provide, better equipment for measuring noise, so
that complaints can be dealt with more speedily.
Bill Aitken might be right and, in the end, the
provision might not work all that well, but it is an
improvement on the current position and it
advertises the issue in a useful way.
Scott Barrie: Not for the first time, I find myself
totally disagreeing with Bill Aitken. As Stewart
Stevenson and Donald Gorrie said, it is patently
obvious that the current regime does not work
effectively, given the number of complaints about
noise nuisance that local councillors and national
politicians receive. We need to send out a signal
that the Parliament takes the issue seriously. For
too long, people whose neighbours create noise
nuisance have been literally knocking their heads
against the wall trying to get something done
about it, but there has been no abatement. I do not
think that there is anything wrong with giving local
authorities increased powers, which is what part 5
of the bill proposes. That will not replace the
existing legislation but can be seen as
complementary to it. It will ensure that an issue
that has plagued too many people for too long will
be dealt with more effectively.
Patrick Harvie: My thoughts are also in line with
Stewart Stevenson’s comments. I am not tempted
to support the proposal to strike out section 37,
largely because we have not heard a chorus of
opposition from people who feel it to be
particularly offensive. It is not the only aspect of
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the bill that is open to the criticism that it merely
reproduces existing powers, which is the main
argument that Bill Aitken makes. I agree with other
members that the current provision does not work,
but I ask the minister to reflect on the need not
only to send out a signal to say, “This is not
working so we need to do it again,” but to ask and
understand why the current situation does not
work. The same criticism applies to dispersal, and
it might be worth while to reflect on it in this case
too.
Cathie Craigie: I am not at all persuaded by Bill
Aitken’s argument in support of his amendment 8,
which seeks to delete section 37. He said that
there is existing legislation to deal with the matter
and pointed to the offence of breach of the peace,
which is the catch-all offence. He is
knowledgeable about the law, but we know that
senior legal figures regard the definition of breach
of the peace as too wide; even then, it would be
impossible to list in the definition everything that
people would like to include in it.
We need detailed and understandable
legislation and part 5, as amended by Executive
amendments, would be clear and understandable.
For a start, that would let people who suffer
excessive noise problems in their community know
at whose door they can chap and that they can
expect support from their local authority, which will
have clearly defined powers to allow it to take
action. To remove part 5 from the bill would be a
backward step.
Elaine Smith: I, too, disagree with Bill Aitken,
but I suppose that at least he is being consistent in
his arguments.
I agree with what Stewart Stevenson said, but
his argument is rather strange, given his
opposition to the power of dispersal. The same
principle applies to noise nuisance as applies to
the power of dispersal. The existing powers are
not working in many communities. Stewart
Stevenson seems to agree with the principle in
this case because he has had experience in his
own patch of noise nuisance. Perhaps he has not
experienced the kinds of antisocial behaviour that
others experience in their constituencies and
communities—for example, when groups act in a
threatening manner and intimidate people, but
nothing is done about it. I believe that the same
argument holds for noise nuisance as for
antisocial behaviour; I agree with that argument.
Mrs Mulligan: The provisions on noise nuisance
that we are considering have been favourably
received to date, as all members said, both during
the original consultation and during stage 1.
Therefore, I am surprised that Bill Aitken has
lodged amendments 8 to 20.
The noise nuisance provisions will deliver
commitments that will be enabling and flexible.
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Local authorities will be able to adopt the
provisions, depending on their own circumstances
and on whether they deem the provisions feasible.
The provisions are also designed to complement
existing noise control legislation rather than
replace it. Where existing legislation works, it will
continue to do so; where it is not working, part 5 of
the bill will complement it.
On Patrick Harvie’s point, we expect that the use
of more effective equipment will enable more
prosecutions for noise offences, which will be a
deterrent to others who might seek to cause noise
offences. We hope to see a reduction in instances
of noise problems. I should mention that additional
resources will be available for local authorities to
tackle the issue, which should enable that
reduction.
Both local authority officers and the police will be
able to utilise the new provisions, which are
designed to be a quick and effective deterrent that
will curb noise nuisance within a property. We
regard part 5 as responding to the genuine
concerns that people have made known to us.
In his opening comments, Mr Aitken sought to
suggest that the use of fixed-penalty notices will
be ineffective because nobody pays them, but he
was selective in his example. City of Edinburgh
Council officials recently informed me that they
have in excess of a 90 per cent collection rate for
notices issued for dog fouling—it was a former
colleague of Mr Aitken who introduced the Dog
Fouling (Scotland) Bill. Therefore, there are
examples of fixed penalties being an effective
measure and we can take some comfort from that
in taking forward the proposals in part 5.
I recognise that, as ever, the Conservatives
seek to reduce Government involvement in day-today life, so perhaps Mr Aitken is being consistent,
but he is incorrect. We are here to respond to the
concerns that communities throughout Scotland
have expressed about noise. That is why we have
introduced the provisions.
Bill Aitken: The bulk of the argument that has
been made against amendment 8 and related
amendments is that existing legislation does not
control noise nuisance effectively. That argument
is correct. However, if the legislation has been
ineffective, surely we should address why it has
been ineffective and what measures we should
take to make it effective.
Such matters encapsulate a much wider
argument about the Scottish Executive’s failure to
acknowledge that we do not have enough police
officers out on the beat and about the fact that we
do not have a beefed-up prosecution service that
can cope with the large number of police reports.
That is the nub of the argument. If the legislation is
not working, that is the Executive’s responsibility,
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because the Executive has failed to provide the
appropriate resources to the police and the
prosecuting authorities.
Elaine Smith said that my arguments were the
same arguments as could have been advanced
about the powers of dispersal, which we discussed
last week. I remind her that I made exactly those
arguments last week. I said that the crime of
breach of the peace could deal with the problem
that we discussed, so those powers were also
unnecessary.
If the measures are to work, they must have a
deterrent effect. We agree on that. I suggest that,
although 90 per cent of those in Edinburgh who
admit allowing dog fouling pay their penalties, that
involves only 10, 20, 30 or 40 cases—certainly not
many. Throughout Scotland and especially in
urban areas, imposing fixed penalties is an open
question. They are not terribly effective because of
the high non-payment rate.
The common law and the Civic Government
(Scotland) Act 1982 have a power of arrest. In the
Glasgow vernacular, the prospect of a night in the
jail would probably be a much more effective
deterrent than a fixed penalty and whether or not
to pay it.
As the minister conceded, the measures will
place more responsibility on local authorities,
which will have a cost consequence. I have no
doubt that the Executive will compensate for that
through a grant—or perhaps not. If the existing
situation is unsatisfactory, as all members agree,
the matter should be followed up by ensuring that
the existing law is enforced, rather than by passing
more law that will be even more difficult to enforce.
The breach of the peace point that Cathie
Craigie made is a little bit of a red herring. What is
being discussed at the High Court at the moment
would not include the cases that we are
discussing. Case law has been well laid down in
cases of breach of the peace following rowdy
parties and the playing of loud music. I was the
judge at first instance in at least one of those
cases. The appeal court has upheld decisions that
such offences can be more than adequately dealt
with under the catch-all breach of the peace
charge. I will press amendment 8.
The Convener: The question is,
amendment 8 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)

AGAINST
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)

that
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Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
1, Against 8, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 8 disagreed to.
Section 37, as amended, agreed to.
Section 38—Revocation or variation of
resolution under section 37
Amendments 209 to 213 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
Amendment 9 not moved.
Section 38, as amended, agreed to.
Section 39—Investigation of excessive noise
from a dwelling
12:15
The Convener: Amendment 214, in the name of
the minister, is grouped with amendment 216.
Mrs Mulligan: Amendment 214 seeks to
remove the power of local authorities to
investigate excessive noise on their own initiative,
without having received a complaint—a power for
which section 39(1) makes provision. It is
anticipated that, in most cases, noise complaints
under part 5 will originate from the owner or
occupier of neighbouring buildings. As it should be
possible for local authority officials to take
measurements from the complainant’s building,
with their permission, it is unnecessary to retain
the power in section 39(1).
Amendment 216 is a consequential amendment,
which seeks to remove the reference to a local
authority instigating an investigation without
having received a complaint.
I move amendment 214.
Ms White: I listened carefully to the minister’s
explanation, because I was a bit concerned and
confused about why she would want to remove the
power in section 39(1), which seems perfectly
sensible to me. There might be a situation in which
noise is coming from a private dwelling that does
not have immediate neighbours or from the only
house in a close. People might not make a
complaint against the occupant of such a house,
because they are frightened of that person. I
would like more clarification of why the police
cannot simply act by themselves, without an
incident having to be reported. It might be the case
that the people who are making excessive noise
come from a group that is terrorising the
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neighbourhood, so people are frightened to report
them. In such circumstances, why would the police
not be able to act under their powers?
Donald Gorrie: My point is basically the same.
Is it not possible that the immediate neighbours
might wish to complain unofficially rather than
officially, because of fear of victimisation? If they
could do so, the council could respond, even
though an official complaint had not been made.
That aspect is worth considering.
Patrick Harvie: I back that up. It will not come
as a surprise to anyone to learn that there are
several themes in the bill with which I am very
uncomfortable and which I oppose. However, I do
not think that anyone has a problem with the
taking of action to ensure that people are not
unnecessarily subjected to antisocial behaviour as
a result of their unwillingness to report it, because
of intimidation or fear.
I listened to what the minister said, but I am
struggling to understand the reason for the
removal of section 39(1). I ask her to give a
clearer explanation.
The Convener: Section 39(3) says:
“A complaint under subsection (2) may be made by any
means.”

I ask the minister to clarify whether that means
that a complaint can be made in confidence.
Mrs Mulligan: The convener is absolutely
correct to say that a complaint could be taken in
confidence. There is no reason to disclose from
where the complaint has come. Sandra White and
Donald Gorrie referred to people who for various
reasons might not want to be known to be
complaining. I understand about intimidation and
people’s fears, whether real or just perceived, and
we need to account for them. However, the
example that the convener gave is of a complaint
that has been made and which would therefore be
covered by these measures. There are also other
enabling powers in environmental legislation that
could allow action to be taken.
The reality of the situation is that noise detection
equipment, if used, needs to be placed
somewhere. Without a complaint being made by
someone, it would be difficult to find somewhere to
place the equipment. It is important that we have
that initial contact so that we know where the
noise is being transmitted to and the area in which
concern is being caused—that need not
necessarily be in a building but could be outside.
However, we need to have the complaint to take
the issue forward. That is all that the measures do.
I reassure people that they can make complaints
and remain anonymous, so they need not feel
afraid to complain.
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The Convener: Amendment 215 is grouped
with amendments 217 to 227, 229 to 231, 233,
243, 245 to 253 and 256 to 260. Amendments 229
and 230 are pre-empted by amendment 287,
which is to be debated in a later group.
Mrs Mulligan: Convener, you will appreciate
that there are a lot of amendments in the group,
although I will try to keep my comments brief.
The main amendment in the group is
amendment 256, which seeks to insert a section
on the meaning of “relevant property” and
“relevant place”. Amendment 256 clarifies and
expands the definitions concerning the places
from where noise can be emitted—that is, the
“relevant property”—and the places where noise
can be measured—that is, the “relevant place”. As
originally drafted, the definition of the places from
where noise could be emitted was modelled on the
definition of “dwelling” in the Noise Act 1996, and
aimed to tackle noise emitted from domestic
dwellings. However, in response to consultation,
the definition has been expanded to cover places
other than dwellings.
The amended definition—of “relevant property”
as
opposed
to
“dwelling”—covers:
accommodation,
including
permanent
and
temporary accommodation; land belonging to or
enjoyed exclusively with that accommodation,
including private gardens; common land, such as
a common garden; and other common property,
such as the common stair within a tenement.
On the definition of “relevant place”, research
commissioned by the Executive concluded
recently that at present it is not technically
possible to measure noise from outside, so the
definition of “relevant place” has been restricted to
require measurement to take place from within a
building. In practice, that will allow local authority
officers to measure noise levels from a building
that is in close proximity to the place from which
the noise is being emitted.
Amendment 256 also seeks to insert provisions
to enable the definition of “relevant property” and
“relevant place” to be amended in future if
technical developments in the measurement of
noise make that possible. Given the importance of
such future possible changes, amendment 260
seeks to insert a reference to the new section on
the meaning of “relevant property” and “relevant
place” into section 108, which would require any
order amending those definitions to be subject to
the affirmative procedure.
In light of those amended definitions, there is a
substantial number of consequential amendments
to other sections in part 5, particularly concerning
the replacement of references to “dwelling” with
references to “relevant property”. I have a list of
those amendments, convener, which I will read out
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if you wish me to, but I will spare the committee at
this stage.
I have listened to local authorities during the
consultation and the amendments should ensure
that local authority officers are able to tackle noise
nuisance in respect of a wide range of properties,
taking account of the practicalities of being able to
measure noise levels effectively.
I move amendment 215.
Patrick Harvie: I would like you to clarify
something. The definition is being expanded to
include private gardens, yards and similar areas,
but I was not clear from what you said whether it
would be possible for someone to make a
complaint about the noise that they hear from the
neighbouring garden or yard when they are in their
own garden or yard. Could they make a complaint
only about the noise inside a house?
The Convener: The minister can respond to
that later. Do you want to say anything else?
Patrick Harvie: No. That was the only issue that
I wanted to clear up.
Stewart Stevenson: I apologise for missing
some of what you said, minister. I had to go out
briefly because of an urgent constituency matter.
I am sure that I heard you say that we can
measure noise effectively only within premises,
but I am slightly puzzled by that. If the
unacceptable level of noise is confined to noise
inside the premises, that is not, of course, an issue
for those who are outside the premises, whom we
are seeking to protect from the effects of such
noise. I am susceptible to further explanation, but I
would have thought that it would be important to
measure the noise where it affects the people
whose peace we are seeking to protect. However,
it is perfectly possible that I have misunderstood
what you said. I am anxious to protect people from
noise, but there seemed to be a logical
inconsistency in what you said, which I invite you
to clarify.
Donald Gorrie: I would like one matter to be
clarified. If in the summertime a family plays in
their garden very loud music that is totally
unacceptable to the people next door, will the
measurement relate to the noise in the garden of
the people next door or to the noise in their
house? They might be in their house, but they,
too, might like to be in the garden during the
summer. That is a small point, but I would like the
matter to be clarified.
Mrs Mulligan: I understand members’ concerns
and am sorry if I was unclear. The equipment that
is currently used to measure noise can be used
only within a property. It can therefore be used in a
house to measure noise outside, but not in a
garden to measure noise in another garden.
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However, I suggested that that might become
possible in the future, which is why we want to
leave things open. We could then return to the
matter and deal with it at a later stage when the
technology has progressed.
Stewart Stevenson: May I intervene to raise a
point for clarification? The level that would be
measured would be the level within the premises
in which the noise is seated rather than the level at
the place at which the noise is heard by the
person who sees it as antisocial behaviour.
Mrs Mulligan: The level is what a person hears
from where they are rather than what is actually
happening at the place in question. That is why we
are saying that the noise needs to be measured
within a building. I hope that that clarifies matters.
The Convener: So if a person was out in their
garden, there could be a level of noise inside
someone’s house that could be deemed to be
intolerable outside.
Mrs Mulligan: Yes.
The Convener: I am not sure whether we are
sure about the matter, but we shall press on.
Amendment 215 agreed to.
Amendments 216 and 217 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
The Convener: I suggest that the meeting
should now be suspended for 30 minutes—at
most—for lunch.
12:30
Meeting suspended.
13:05
On resuming—
The Convener: We continue with day 4 of stage
2 consideration of the Antisocial Behaviour etc
(Scotland) Bill. Amendment 172, in the name of
Elaine Smith, is grouped with amendment 173.
Elaine Smith: Amendment 173 is the main
amendment in the group, so I will speak to that. I
appreciate that part 5 of the bill is necessary to
protect communities from excessive noise
nuisance. However, amendment 173 has been
promoted by the National Autistic Society
Scotland, because of concerns about unintentional
consequences of the provisions in this part of the
bill.
I will give a couple of examples. In oral evidence
to the committee on 7 January, Jennifer Turpie
from Children in Scotland said that she was aware
of a case, albeit one in England, of a child with
autism making so much noise—by knocking on
walls and so on—that the neighbours complained
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and an ASBO was applied for. Such behaviour by
a child could constitute antisocial noise nuisance
but, if the case went to the sheriff, that would
cause distress to their parent. The noise is not
deliberate and I find it difficult to see how such
behaviour, which is due to a medical condition,
could change and adjust in the future.
Shelter Scotland gave another example,
although I am not sure that it was presented to the
committee. A woman contacted the organisation
following a bid to have her evicted from her home
when her neighbours in the flat below made
complaints to the council. She is the single mother
of an autistic toddler who made a lot of noise
running around her small flat. The council would
not transfer her to another property because she
had some rent arrears. It also stopped her housing
benefit because her neighbours said that she was
not using the flat as her main address. In fact,
because she was trying to live as quietly as
possible and not to disturb her neighbours, she
was keeping her child out of the flat for long
periods.
It is because of such examples that the National
Autistic Society has concerns about this part of the
bill. I invite the minister to comment on those
concerns and on how guidance might help to allay
the society’s fears.
I move amendment 172.
Stewart Stevenson: I am very seized of the
weight of the arguments that Elaine Smith makes.
I, too, noted the evidence that the committee was
given at stage 1. However, I have concerns about
the amendment, which Elaine Smith may be able
to allay.
The amendment seeks to prevent a notice being
served. A notice simply states that the noise that is
being emitted—which, presumably, is reasonably
regarded as antisocial behaviour by another
person—should cease. Might it not be more
appropriate, in those circumstances, for a duty to
be placed on the local authority to solve the
problem in a way that does not disadvantage
autistic children or other sources of such
difficulties but deals with the situation faced by
those who are subjected to the noise? I am
interested to hear what the minister has to say on
that subject. People should have the right to live
free from unreasonable noise, even if the cause of
that noise is in a sense reasonable. The minister
should seek to address how we might achieve
equity for both parties in such cases.
Mary Scanlon: I have a lot of sympathy with the
points that Elaine Smith raises and I understand
the difficulties that arose in the circumstances that
she outlined. However, I have problems with
amendment 173, which says:
“Before serving a notice about the noise under section 40
the officer shall have regard to all of the circumstances”.
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I would have thought that the police, given the
training that they receive and the additional
guidance that I hope the bill will make available,
would have regard to all the circumstances,
including any disability, irrespective of whether the
amendment was agreed to. I would have thought
that that would be part of the professional policing
role that the bill envisages. Will the minister clarify
that the police will always take any disability into
account?
Cathie Craigie: I understand the National
Autistic Society’s real concerns that the people
that it represents might become the victims of the
powers in the bill. It is disturbing that, in one of the
cases that Elaine Smith cited, which we heard
about in evidence, the action of the housing
department had gone such a long way before it
was realised that the person had difficulties that
might be adding to the noise. I hope that
professional housing officers and police officers in
Scotland would do a better job than that and that
they would be able to get to the bottom of the
problem. Will the minister assure us that the
guidance will spell out what should be done in
such situations in a bit more detail, if that is
necessary?
Donald Gorrie: The issue is one of a number
that have been raised by organisations that help
people who have various disabilities. I know that
the minister has met those organisations and has
tried to assuage their fears, but it would be worth
while for her and her officials to meet some of
those concerned groups again to discuss the
various points that they have raised about
situations in which the people whom they support
might be unfairly treated. Perhaps the minister
could consider pursuing that before the bill is
passed.
Mrs Mulligan: I understand the intention behind
Elaine Smith’s amendments 172 and 173 and I
recognise the genuine concerns that she raised in
the examples that she gave. However, I believe
that the amendments are unnecessary and I will
try to explain why.
The new noise offence will be measured
objectively against permitted levels; it will not be
based on the subjective opinion of the
investigating officer. Although under section 39(2)
local authorities will be under a duty to investigate
complaints about excessive noise, the provisions
that follow, including the provisions on warning
notices in section 40, are framed in a way that will
give local authorities sufficient flexibility to respond
appropriately to instances of excessive noise, as
the circumstances of the particular case require.
As is the case with the existing statutory
nuisance powers, we expect local authorities to
take into account all the relevant circumstances
that surround the emission of the noise, including
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any disability of the perpetrator. Local authority
investigation officers—and the police, to respond
to Mary Scanlon—will use their experience and
common sense and will be able to consider other
possible approaches to resolving the problem,
such as mediation.
In any event, we also intend to issue noise
management procedural guidance to accompany
the act. Those who are responsible for enforcing
the provisions will be required to take account of
that guidance. In response to Cathie Craigie and
Elaine Smith, I say that the guidance will reinforce
the need to take appropriate account of people
who have special needs.
13:15
At stage 1, we listened carefully to the evidence
from the National Autistic Society Scotland, which
argued for the need for an explicit concept of
intent in the interpretation to ensure that powers
are not used inappropriately against people with
autism. I reiterate the commitment that we made
at stage 1 to ensure that guidance on the
implementation of provisions of the bill would
address concerns about the potential for
inappropriate use of powers against children and
young people with autism or other special needs.
Since stage 1, I have met the cross-party group
on autistic spectrum disorder and I know that
officials have met it separately. We have open
dialogue with the group and we will continue to
monitor the situation. I hope that Donald Gorrie
feels reassured in that respect. At the group’s
most recent meeting, members talked about how
the measures that we are putting in place will
provide additional protection for people with
autism and they were reassured by the provisions
that we are putting in place to prevent
discrimination.
In the unlikely situation that a warning notice is
served and results in a prosecution in respect of a
person with special needs, the bill ensures that the
defence of “reasonable excuse” is available, which
is provided for in section 41(3) and could apply in
a situation where the noise was caused as a result
of the person’s disability. That addresses the point
that Stewart Stevenson made about striking a
balance between responding to the noise and the
problems that it was causing and acknowledging
that particular reasons for the noise would have to
be considered, too. As he said, a balance needs to
be struck. The training and experience of the
officers responding will ensure that such situations
are dealt with sensitively.
Elaine Smith: Stewart Stevenson asked about
the notice being served, which, in itself, would be
disturbing for a parent of a child with ASD or other
conditions or disabilities. I note the minister’s
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comments about mediation, which I think is a
sensible route to take. I would expect the
antisocial behaviour task force in Coatbridge to
carry out mediation and I believe that it does. I
agree with Donald Gorrie’s suggestion that it
would be helpful to have other meetings with the
relevant persons. I am heartened by what the
minister said. I note particularly that she talked
about incidents being objectively measurable. I
have moved other amendments and have not
pressed them and, given her assurances and
arguments, I will not press amendment 172 and I
will not move amendment 173.
Amendment 172, by agreement, withdrawn.
Amendment 173 not moved.
Amendments 218 and 219 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
The Convener: Is Bill Aitken moving
amendment 10, which was debated with
amendment 8?
Bill Aitken: Given that the principle has been
established, I will not move amendment 10.
Amendment 10 not moved.
Section 39, as amended, agreed to.
Section 40—Warning notices
Amendments 220 to 225 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
Amendment 11 not moved.
Section 40, as amended, agreed to.
Section 41—Offence where noise exceeds
permitted level after service of notice
Amendments 226 and 227 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
The Convener: Amendment 228, in the name of
the minister, is grouped with amendment 286.
Mrs Mulligan: Amendment 228 is a technical
amendment to section 41. Section 41(3) contains
the defence of “reasonable excuse”, which is
available to a person charged with an offence
under section 41(1). The amendment makes it
clear that an evidential burden, rather than a more
onerous persuasive burden, is placed on the
accused. In other words, the accused must show
sufficient evidence of a reasonable excuse for the
act for which he or she has been charged.
However, the onus of proof remains with the
prosecution.
We considered that, given the circumstances of
the section 41(1) offence, the imposition of an
evidential burden is sufficient and it is
unnecessary to spell out how and to what extent
the accused should raise the section 41(1)
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“reasonable excuse” defence as an issue before
the court in a specific case. The onus will remain
on the procurator fiscal to prove that the offence
has been committed, notwithstanding that such an
issue has been raised. It will then be for the court
to determine the matter having heard all the
evidence. I hope that members will support
amendment 228.
In contrast, Donald Gorrie’s amendment 286
would remove the provision in section 41 that
enables a person to be convicted of a noise
offence on the evidence of one witness. The bill’s
provisions envisage that sufficient evidence that a
noise offence has been committed will be obtained
through evidence of the measurement of the noise
level by an approved device, together with the
evidence of one witness. Paragraph 4(8) of
schedule 4 amends schedule 9 to the Criminal
Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995 to that effect.
That does not, of course, affect the requirement
for corroboration in Scots criminal law, as two
independent sources of evidence—the objective
measuring machine and the evidence of the
witness—are still required. Amendment 286
therefore proceeds on the mistaken assumption
that no corroboration is required. I understand
that, in most cases, it is envisaged that, for health
and safety reasons, local authority investigation
officers will work in pairs. In practice, therefore,
there will be two witnesses in the majority of cases
who can speak to a measurement of excessive
noise. However, it seems unnecessary to require
evidence from two witnesses in all cases, given
the requirement for corroborative evidence on the
noise measurement.
The requirement for only one witness also
removes the fear of retribution by the offender on
the complainant, as the latter will not be required
to act as a witness. I therefore ask the committee
to reject amendment 286.
I move amendment 228.
Donald Gorrie: What the minister has just said
is helpful, but the bill as it stands does not say that
the witness cannot be the complainant or that the
witnesses must be a professional witness.
Moreover, section 41 does not say—although it
may be said elsewhere—that one has to have a
witness and a machine. That certainly strengthens
the point that I am making. However, if the witness
or witnesses have to be officers of the council
dealing with the noise detection machine, the bill
should specify that. As it stands, the bill suggests
to a person reading it that a complainant without
any professional or machinery support can
complain and get the person prosecuted because
he or she has broken the noise restrictions that
were imposed by the council. The wording of
section 41 is defective. The minister clarified it a
bit, but I would be obliged if she would get her
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people to study the wording and to make clearer
exactly what is meant.
Stewart Stevenson: Let me deal with Donald
Gorrie’s amendment 286 and the minister’s
remarks on it. I am unclear whether courts would
be able, if challenged, to conclude that an officer
and a machine for measuring noise constituted the
necessary corroboration. I will explain why, in my
view, that is so, so that the minister can respond.
Unlike the case with a traffic camera, for
example, one is unable to determine from the
machine the location and time at which the
measurement was taken, except by relying on the
evidence of the person who was with the machine
and conducting the measurement. Therefore, that
of itself does not represent corroboration. The
machine is simply an instrument for measuring
sound, just as a tape measure is a machine for
measuring distance. There is no more
independent corroboration that a tape measure
was used at a particular place and time than there
is independent evidence that a machine
measuring sound corroborates what the officer is
saying. Traffic cameras are different, because they
are engineered to provide a picture, which gives
an evidential base of location to a degree that can
be tested; moreover, they have clocks, imprints
and so on, so the mechanisms involved provide a
different quality of evidence.
If we reject Donald Gorrie’s amendment 286, I
am concerned that, were the provision in section
41(4)(a) to be applied, defence counsel would
challenge it in court and would, I suggest, be
relatively successful. Deleting section 41(4)(a), as
Donald Gorrie proposes, would protect the
Executive’s policy intention. Unless the minister
has some compelling arguments, I feel strongly
that I will support Donald Gorrie’s amendment
286.
The minister made two further remarks. She
said that mostly two officers will be involved. If that
is the case, the administrative and operational
inconvenience caused by deleting the provision to
ensure that more than one person will be involved
must be relatively trivial. She also made the point
that complainants will not be required to provide
evidence. That is correct, but there is a variety of
ways of ensuring that complainants do not have to
give evidence. The best of those is to involve two
professional officers in the measurement process,
who could attest to the standards of operation of
the measurement equipment—which I am sure will
be an important part of the evidence—and the
time and location.
That is all I have to say on amendment 286, but
I have a brief comment on amendment 228. As is
sometimes the case immediately after lunch, I
have not paid as much attention as I should have,
but I think that the way in which the minister
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explained amendment 228 was rather legalistic. I
have a simple question. Does the person who is
seeking to rely on section 41(3)—which is to say,
a person who believes that they have a
“reasonable excuse”—have to prove that they
have a reasonable excuse or, if they have given
what they regard as a reasonable excuse, does
the prosecution have to prove that it is invalid? If
the minister could express her answer in more
laymanlike terms, that would be of value to me
and, I suspect, others around the table in deciding
our attitude to amendment 228.
13:30
Mrs Mulligan: In response to Stewart
Stevenson’s last point, I should explain that the
person using a “reasonable excuse” would not
have to prove that. However, if he or she could
produce evidence when faced with an alternative
suggestion, that would obviously be of assistance
to his or her case. As I said, it will be for the
procurator fiscal to prove that something
happened.
Stewart Stevenson asked why we were arguing
about the number of witnesses when, usually, two
people will be involved. The reason is that we are
saying that, although cases will generally involve
two witnesses, there will be instances when that is
not the case, for a variety of reasons. We would
not want to discount evidence for that reason if we
also had the evidence from the machine. That
would provide two sources of evidence, even if
there were not two individuals. That does not
contradict Scots law and I think that the person
who was experiencing the noise nuisance would
appreciate that possibility remaining open.
I have some sympathy with Stewart Stevenson’s
concerns about the use of the machine. However,
the bill says that the office of the local authority
would have to certify the time and place of the
noise measurements. I suggest that that would
give the reassurance about when the event took
place and that, therefore, the evidence could be
accepted as a second element of the witness
presentation.
Amendment 228 agreed to.
Amendment 286 moved—[Donald Gorrie].
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 286 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)
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AGAINST
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
5, Against 4, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 286 agreed to.
Amendment 12 not moved.
Section 41, as amended, agreed to.
Section 42—Fixed penalty notices
The Convener: Amendment 287, in the name of
Donald Gorrie, is grouped with amendments 241,
242 and 244. Amendment 287 pre-empts
amendment 229 and 230, which have already
been debated.
Donald Gorrie: Having failed dismally on points
of law on previous occasions, I shall state that I
think that my argument is not about law but about
the meaning of English.
The text that I am trying to delete, section 42(3),
says:
“If a fixed penalty notice is given to a person in respect of
noise emitted from a dwelling in the period specified in a
warning notice, no further fixed penalty notice may be given
to that person in respect of noise emitted from the dwelling
during that period.”

My argument is that it is wrong to say that a further
fixed-penalty notice could not be issued during the
period specified in the warning notice. We then get
into an argument about what that period is.
Section 40(3)(b) refers to
“the end of the noise control period during which the
warning notice is served”.

If members look at section 37(3)(a), they will learn
that the noise control period can be the whole
week. Therefore, as I understand it, if a noise
control period is in effect and somebody makes a
huge noise on a Monday and receives a warning
notice, he or she can then make as much noise as
they like for the rest of the week and nobody will
issue a second notice. Full legal procedures could
be followed under current law, but not under the
proposed new law. That seems to be an invitation
to people to misbehave.
Does the council have to specify each week
separately in the warning notice or can it just say
that the provisions apply to the whole week from
then until whichever date it specifies? If councils
have to itemise each week or certain times in each
week and they have to repeat that in the document
for each week, that seems to me not very
intelligent and unduly bureaucratic. Even if the bill
is as tight as some might argue that it is, the
shortest noise control period is given as a week. It
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is a mistake to say that one cannot take out a
second notice against somebody who offends
again in that week. That provision is foolish and
should be deleted.
I move amendment 287.
Mrs Mulligan: I will deal with amendment 287
first, which proposes to remove the prohibition in
section 42(3) against serving more than one fixedpenalty notice during the period specified in a
warning notice, which has already been served in
respect of noise emitted from a property. The
fixed-penalty notices are designed to be a quick
and effective deterrent against the making of
excessive noise, but they are not designed to be
used repeatedly over the same period if the
offender does not stop making the noise. If the
offender continues to make the noise, it is
intended that use should be made of other
enforcement provisions in the bill—for example,
the seizure of offending equipment or reporting to
the procurator fiscal to consider criminal
prosecution. It is not the case that somebody
could make a noise, receive the fixed-penalty
notice and then do it again—there will be an
escalating range of measures to try to deal with
the problem.
The time period for taking such measures is at
the discretion of the local authorities. However,
should they take those measures for a specific
period and then find that the problem arose again,
there is nothing to stop them reintroducing that
notice to stop the noise. That would allow the local
authorities flexibility to respond to the problem as
they see fit.
I hope that Donald Gorrie is reassured that the
intention is not to allow the perpetrator the
opportunity to cause nuisance again, but to deal
with the problem in a sequence of ways to ensure
that it is adequately dealt with to everybody’s
satisfaction.
Executive amendments 241 and 242 are
technical and make clearer the difference in timing
and effect of the fixed-penalty notice procedure as
a precursor to criminal proceedings for an offence
under section 41. Amendment 244 amends
section 46 to enable Scottish ministers by order to
increase the amount of the fixed penalty that is
payable under section 42 to an amount not
exceeding level 2 on the standard scale. The
amendment follows comments by the Subordinate
Legislation Committee and is considered
necessary
to
ensure
consistency
with
amendments of the penalty provisions in part 6 of
the bill.
The Convener: I ask Donald Gorrie to wind up
and to indicate whether he intends to press or to
seek leave to withdraw amendment 287.
Donald Gorrie: I still think that I am right, but I
have obviously failed to rouse much enthusiasm
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for my amendment in the committee. I will not go
to war on the issue.
Mrs Mulligan: If the wording of the bill is
causing Mr Gorrie problems, we will re-examine it.
We are all aiming for the same end result.
Donald Gorrie: That is extremely helpful and
assists me to be in pacific rather than warlike
mood. With the committee’s leave, I will withdraw
amendment 287.
The Convener: We understand that you are not
doing that because you do not think that you are
right.
Amendment 287, by agreement, withdrawn.
Amendments 229 to 231 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
The Convener: Amendment 387, in the name of
Mary Scanlon, is grouped with amendments 388
to 390.
Mary Scanlon: These amendments have been
suggested by the Law Society of Scotland and
seek to extend the information that will be
contained in the fixed-penalty notice to include
reference to the fact that legal advice can be
sought and legal aid may be available, and to the
consequences of accepting the fixed penalty in
relation to certificates issued by Disclosure
Scotland.
The Law Society believes that before a person
accepts a fixed-penalty notice, they should be
aware that they can seek legal advice. The
consequences of accepting a fixed-penalty notice
will vary from individual to individual. It is important
that, prior to accepting the notice, individuals are
aware of the implications for them. There is an
understanding that although the fixed-penalty
notice will not be registered as a criminal
conviction, it can form the basis of information that
is contained in an enhanced disclosure certificate
issued by Disclosure Scotland. That information
may be relevant if the person subsequently
applies for certain jobs. The amendment seeks to
ensure that the recipient of the fixed-penalty notice
is fully advised of all the circumstances
surrounding it before accepting the notice.
I move amendment 387.
13:45
Ms White: The minister will provide clarification
to Mary Scanlon, but I, too, seek clarification.
During consideration of the Housing (Scotland)
Bill, amendments were passed to give tenants the
opportunity to speak to housing officers about
obtaining legal aid, assistance from solicitors and
so on. Where does that come into the bill? What
rights do people have to see a solicitor and are
they able to get legal aid? I am not sure that I take
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on board what Mary Scanlon said about
Disclosure Scotland, but I would like to be
reassured that acceptance of a fixed-penalty
notice will not have an effect on whether someone
gets a job. I do not think that it will, but I would like
to be reassured on that point all the same.
Mrs Mulligan: I suggest to the committee that it
is unnecessary for the bill to be so prescriptive on
the content of fixed-penalty notices in order to
safeguard people’s legal rights. For example, in
other statutory regimes that use fixed-penalty
notices, such as those for vehicle-emission
testing, dog fouling or littering, such matters do not
require to be stated expressly in the notice. The
proposed noise nuisance and fly-tipping regimes
are based on the existing littering regime, which
section 88 of the Environmental Protection Act
1990 introduced. The 1990 act makes no provision
for including the suggested information. I note that
similar amendments have not been lodged to
section 50 of the bill, which deals with the littering
regime.
Regardless of a fixed-penalty notice’s content,
anyone who is issued with such a notice can seek
legal advice in the usual way and may be able to
do so under the advice and assistance scheme in
part II of the Legal Aid (Scotland) Act 1986. In
addition, amendments 388 and 390 are technically
incompetent, as part V of the Police Act 1997
refers to enhanced criminal record certificates,
rather than enhanced disclosure certificates.
Moreover, it is the Scottish ministers who have the
duty to issue those certificates although, in
practice, that is undertaken through Disclosure
Scotland, which is part of the Scottish Criminal
Record Office.
It is a theoretical possibility that information such
as whether a fixed-penalty notice had been paid
could be disclosed in an enhanced criminal record
certificate that Disclosure Scotland issued on
behalf of the Scottish ministers, but the issuing of
such certificates is restricted to positions that
involve a high degree of contact with children or
vulnerable adults, such as those for training,
supervising or being in sole charge of young
people. Non-conviction information that the police
hold may be disclosed only when it is relevant to
the post that is being sought. It is not clear what
relevance the payment of a fixed penalty for noise
nuisance or fly-tipping might have.
In view of the amendments’ questionable
necessity and to maintain consistency, I suggest
that the committee should not support them.
Mary Scanlon: I am happy with the clarification
and the explanations that have been given. I am
delighted that I said that the Law Society proposed
the amendments and that it is the society, rather
than me, that has been deemed technically
incompetent. On that basis, I will ask to withdraw
amendment 387.
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Amendment 387, by agreement, withdrawn.
Amendments 388 and 13 not moved.
Section 42, as amended, agreed to.
Section 43—Permitted level of noise
The Convener: Amendment 232, in the name of
the minister, is grouped with amendments 234 to
239.
Mrs Mulligan: Amendments 232 and 234 to 239
amend sections 43 and 44 to reflect comments
that the Subordinate Legislation Committee made
at stage 1 and which the Executive has accepted.
The setting of permitted levels and the approval of
noise-measuring devices will be crucial to
establishing whether an offence has been
committed and are therefore important in the
operation of a noise nuisance scheme as a whole.
The amendments will change the procedures for
setting permitted noise levels and for approving
noise-measuring devices from, respectively,
ministerial direction and simple approval to, in both
cases, approval that is subject to regulations that
are made under the negative procedure.
Given the significance of the Scottish ministers’
powers to determine permitted noise levels and to
approve noise-measuring devices, it is felt
appropriate that those powers should be exercised
through regulations as opposed to directions and
approval.
I move amendment 232.
Mary Scanlon: I have a few problems with the
permitted level of noise. First, it has been raised
with me that sometimes it may not be the level of
the noise that is the problem, but its persistency,
which can be extremely irritating. I think that it is
called the dripping-tap syndrome.
My second point, which I make no apologies for
raising again, relates to our national musical
instrument. It is most unlikely, according to this
section, that the bagpipes would ever fall within
the permitted level of noise. A point related to that
is that the bagpipes have no volume control. I am
not complaining about the bagpipes—I think that
they are wonderful, although I am not sure that I
would want to hear them being played outside my
house at 3 in the morning. A lady in Argyll said to
me that she loves “Highland Cathedral”, but that
she now hears it being played about 20 times a
day. We should be aware that, while there are
persistent offenders, there are also persistent
complainers. There is general concern that there
is no way in which the bagpipes will fall under any
permitted level. Will the regulations take account
of that? Perhaps we are looking at an exemption
for our national musical instrument.
Stewart Stevenson: Amendment 239 appears
to delete the requirement that approval of
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measuring devices be given in writing. How is it
intended that approval will be given, should it not
be in writing? Does one say to one’s children,
when they are being particularly noisy, “I have
approved this device, for the purposes of noise
control provision,” or is approval given by some
other method? It seems a rather strange provision
to be deleting, but I am sure that there is
something behind it. I did not hear it mentioned in
the minister’s opening remarks.
Donald Gorrie: The bill says:
“the permitted level may be determined partly by
reference to other levels of noise.”

In one of PG Wodehouse’s novels, a golfer
blames his bad shot on the noise made by
butterflies in the next field. This is obviously
different, and I think that the bill is trying to
address the issue. I presume that a different
volume of noise is acceptable to someone who
lives next to a busy railway line than is acceptable
to someone who lives miles from anywhere,
except perhaps for one neighbour. Will the
minister clarify whether there will be a subjective
judgment, or will the machines measure the
background noise of railways and so on? How is
the permitted level of noise to be determined? I
am in favour of what the Executive is trying to do,
but I am trying to find out how you will do it.
The Convener: I would welcome the minister’s
comments on whether some of those issues might
be dealt with elsewhere in antisocial behaviour
legislation. If a noise is made out in a field and
there is no one about, that is reasonable. If it is
made in the middle of the day, that is reasonable.
However, noise that is made at 10 o’clock at night,
near somebody who has a very young baby whom
they have only just got to sleep, should not be
loud. The problem is not really the decibel level of
the noise, but whether it is appropriate for
someone to make it at a particular time, and
whether it causes distress. Others have had the
same experience of people complaining about
persistent disturbance. Could such complaints
comfortably be dealt with elsewhere?
Mrs Mulligan: In response to Donald Gorrie’s
point, on how the noise is measured, there will be
a technical measurement, but we have to bear in
mind the impact of that noise. That will depend on
where someone is and what the circumstances
are. As Mary Scanlon has pointed out, sometimes
just the persistence of the noise has an impact.
The impact will need to be taken into account as
well as the level of noise that can be measured.
We should bear in mind the fact that, although
we are dealing with legislation on noise today,
there are other pieces of legislation—
environmental acts, in particular—that also cover
noise issues. We will consider the appropriate
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response to the issues of what a noise is and what
complaint is being made about a noise as part of
that package.
As members can see from the amendments
before them, the Executive is not proposing to
exempt the noise of bagpipes. However, the
regulations will be considered by the Communities
Committee and what is included in those
regulations will be determined at that stage—not
that I am seeking to prompt anyone to make such
proposals.
I know that it is very warm in here, but I have to
say that Stewart Stevenson’s point is rather
pedantic. The relevant approval will not be given in
writing because it will be contained in the
regulations. Although I did not say in the same
breath that approval would not be given in writing
and that it would be included in the regulations, I
thought that Stewart Stevenson might have made
the connection. I have now clarified the matter, so
I hope that he is happy with that resolution.
Amendment 232 agreed to.
Amendments 233 to 235 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
Amendment 14 not moved.
Section 43, as amended, agreed to.
Section 44—Approval of measuring devices
Amendments 236 to 239 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
Amendment 15 not moved.
Section 44, as amended, agreed to.
Section 45—Power to provide funds to local
authorities
The Convener: Amendment 240, in the name of
the minister, is in a group on its own.
Mrs Mulligan: Amendment 240 is a technical
amendment, which seeks to replace the phrase
“local authorities” with the phrase “a local
authority”. That is to ensure that there is consistent
reference to a single local authority throughout
part 5 of the bill.
I move amendment 240.
Amendment 240 agreed to.
Amendment 16 not moved.
Section 45, as amended, agreed to.
Section 46—Fixed penalty notices:
supplementary
Amendments 241 to 244 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
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Amendment 17 not moved.
Section 46, as amended, agreed to.
Section 47—Powers of entry and seizure of
equipment used to make noise unlawfully
Amendments 245 to 253 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
Amendment 18 not moved.
Section 47, as amended, agreed to.
Amendment 254 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
After section 47
14:00
The Convener: Amendment 255, in the name of
the minister, is in a group of its own.
Mrs Mulligan: Amendment 255 seeks to insert
a new section after section 47, requiring persons
who exercise functions under the noise provisions
to have regard to guidance that Scottish ministers
will produce. The application of these noise control
provisions will be a new function for any local
authority that takes them up. As we said in relation
to amendments 172 and 173, in the name of
Elaine Smith, we expect local authority officers to
use common sense when exercising their powers
under the provisions and to take account of all
circumstances including the earlier example of
individuals with special needs.
Nevertheless, it is considered appropriate to
insert a requirement for local authorities to have
regard to any ministerial guidance, as that will
seek to ensure that the application of the new
provisions is consistent. The Executive has now
let a research contract to noise consultants, who
will draw up detailed procedural guidance in time
for the introduction of the new provisions.
I move amendment 255.
Amendment 255 agreed to.
Schedule 1
POWERS IN RELATION TO EQUIPMENT SEIZED UNDER
SECTION 47

The Convener: Amendment 288, in the name of
Donald Gorrie, is in a group of its own.
Donald Gorrie: For amendment 288, members
will have to turn to paragraph 5 of schedule 1 on
page 65, which concerns the forfeiture of
equipment that has been seized in connection with
the noise prevention rules in the bill. Paragraph 5
says:
“If in proceedings for a noise offence no order for
forfeiture of related equipment is made, the court may
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(whether or not a person is convicted of the offence) give
such directions as it thinks fit as to the return, retention or
disposal of the equipment by the responsible … authority.”

I realise that I am again trespassing on the law,
but it seems unreasonable that if a person is not
convicted of an offence, his equipment is still
forfeit and is not returned to him. My amendment
seeks to change the phrase “whether or not” to
“where”, because if someone is not convicted, he
or she should automatically have their equipment
returned to them. It is a simple point of justice.
I move amendment 288.
Mrs Mulligan: If agreed to, amendment 288
would restrict the exercise of the power outlined in
paragraph 5 of schedule 1 to circumstances in
which a person was convicted of a criminal
offence. However, the provision itself must be
seen in context. Schedule 1 enables courts to
make three classes of order on equipment that is
seized following enforcement of the noise control
provisions. The first class of order is retention of
the property pending the conclusion of any
criminal proceedings in relation to the noise
nuisance offence; the second class is forfeiture of
property following a conviction, which might give
rise to disposal of the equipment; and the third
class is return of the property in the event that no
proceedings are taken. In the light of those
powers, paragraph 5 will confer on the court a
broad power to return, retain or dispose of any
noise-making equipment as is appropriate in the
circumstances of the particular case.
If a person is acquitted, the court is likely to
order return of the property, assuming that its
owner can be identified during the six-month
period that is referred to in paragraph 6. However,
if no identifiable owner comes forward, the local
authority that seized the equipment has a
discretion to dispose of the equipment. The power
to return would arise only in the absence of a
conviction. The same applies in relation to the
power of seizure, as that is intended to be an
interim order pending conclusion of the
proceedings, which may or may not result in a
conviction.
To remove the general power of the court to give
directions as to what local authorities should do
with seized equipment in cases in which a
conviction is not obtained would unnecessarily
restrict the discretion of a court to make a direction
to order retention or return of the property in an
appropriate case, as those powers are not
dependent on a conviction for the noise nuisance
offence.
Therefore, I suggest to the committee that it
should not agree to amendment 288.
Donald Gorrie: What the minister has said is
helpful. It is hard to imagine what the
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circumstances would be, but it might be
impossible to discover who owns equipment and
therefore to give that equipment back to them.
That is quite a sneaky point, which I must accept
as a valid argument.
On the general argument that the courts will act
in a sensible fashion, I always have slight doubts
about such arguments because courts do not act
in a sensible fashion any more than politicians
always act in a sensible fashion. However, in so
far as I understood the minister’s well-written
reply, I think that it is satisfactory. Therefore, I will
not press the amendment.
The Convener: Can a reply be well written and
sneaky at the same time?
Amendment 288, by agreement, withdrawn.
Amendment 19 not moved.
Schedule 1 agreed to.
Before section 48
Amendment 256 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
Section 48—Interpretation of Part 5
Amendments 257 to 259 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
Amendment 20 not moved.
Section 48, as amended, agreed to.
Section 49—Offences under section 33 of
Environmental Protection Act 1990: fixed
penalty notices
The Convener: Amendment 75 is grouped with
amendments 82, 87, 97 and 99.
Mrs Mulligan: There are several references to
the Environmental Protection Act 1990 in part 6 of
the bill. Amendment 75 will add the words “the
‘1990 Act’” to the first of those references. That
addition will, of course, have no material effect on
the bill, but will enable subsequent references to
the Environmental Protection Act 1990 to be
shortened to the “1990 Act”. That change will be
reinforced by amendment 97, which will provide an
interpretation section for that part of the bill, which
will make it clear that references to the 1990 act
are references to the Environmental Protection Act
1990. Amendments 82, 87 and 99 will therefore
shorten various references in accordance with
those provisions.
I move amendment 75.
Amendment 75 agreed to.
The Convener: Amendment 76, in the name of
the minister, is grouped with amendments 77 to 81
and 83 to 86.
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Mrs Mulligan: I will deal first with amendments
76, 77, 78, 83 and 84, which deal with the time
during which a fixed-penalty notice for fly-tipping
or littering may be issued. Section 49 of the bill,
through amendment of the Environmental
Protection Act 1990, will grant powers to police
officers, authorised local authority officers and the
Scottish Environment Protection Agency to issue
fixed-penalty notices as a means of enforcing the
law against fly-tipping. The relevant provisions in
the Antisocial Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill were
modelled on those that are currently in force for
littering—as set out in the 1990 act—which will
themselves be amended by section 50 of the bill to
extend to police officers the power to issue notices
for littering.
The Communities Committee welcomed the
creation of such powers. However, following
evidence from Highland Council, the committee
noted that, as was originally proposed in the bill,
notices could be issued only when a fly-tipper was
caught redhanded. Highland Council said in
evidence that that would be particularly difficult to
do in an area such as it covered, and that it
wanted
less
time-specific
proposals.
Consequently, the committee recommended that
the Executive consider further the suggestion that
police officers should be able to issue notices
when they have reasonable cause to believe that
fly-tipping has occurred and not just when they
witness an offence taking place.
Representatives from the Convention of Scottish
Local Authorities made similar suggestions during
the consultation process. We were keen to accept
those suggestions, which tie in closely with other
action that we have been taking on fly-tipping. For
example, in December last year, we gave powers
to local authorities to inspect waste-transfer notes,
specifically with a view to detecting fly-tipping. It
makes sense to give that power the backing of the
potential sanction of a fixed-penalty notice.
Amendments 76, 77 and 78 would replace
references in the bill to specific occasions when
fly-tipping has taken place with references to
authorised officers having
“reason to believe that a person has committed a relevant
offence”.

That will enable officers to issue a fixed-penalty
notice regardless of whether the culprit is caught
in the act. Members will note that the proposed
wording closely reflects the committee’s
recommendation.
If we are to make those changes to the original
proposals on fly-tipping, it is only consistent to
make the same changes in respect of the existing
regime for littering, which is what amendments 83
and 84 will achieve. We are confident that those
amendments do not affect anyone’s right—as with
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existing fixed-penalty notices for littering—to
refuse to pay a fixed-penalty fine. An innocent
party may refuse to do so, in which case the usual
procedure for dealing with an offence will continue
to apply—with all the safeguards of Scots law—
namely, that a procurator fiscal would decide
whether to prosecute a person in respect of the
relevant fly-tipping offences.
On amendment 79, the policy intention behind
section 49 is, of course, to implement a fixedpenalty regime for fly-tipping offences. To do that,
the bill as drafted would apply such a regime to all
offences under section 33 of the Environmental
Protection Act 1990. That section penalises flytipping, specifically in subsection (1)(a); and it
penalises it as a means of causing pollution in
subsection (1)(c). Section 33 of the 1990 act also
penalises technical infringements of the waste
management licensing scheme. For example, the
treating or keeping of amounts of waste that are
greater than what is specified in the relevant waste
management licence could be penalised under
subsection (1)(c). SEPA expressed concerns that
local authority officers and police officers would
have no knowledge of waste management
licensing conditions and so could not sensibly
make use of the proposed powers in respect of
section 33(1)(c) of the 1990 act. We therefore
propose, in proposed new subsection (1A) in
amendment 79, to exclude section 33(1)(c) from
the power to issue fixed-penalty notices. That
change will not affect the power to award fixedpenalty notices for fly-tipping offences, which in all
circumstances could be caught under the
remaining subsections. Technical offences against
waste management licensing requirements, on the
other hand, would continue to be dealt with by
SEPA’s standard enforcement procedures.
14:15
Amendments 80 and 85 are purely drafting
amendments, and amendments 81 and 86 are the
final amendments in the group. As members will
know, the proposed fixed-penalty regime for flytipping is based on that which is currently in force
for littering. Under that regime, established by
section 88 of the Environmental Protection Act
1990, Scottish ministers may vary the penalty by
order. When considering the proposals on flytipping, the Subordinate Legislation Committee
noted that the power to vary the fixed penalty for
fly-tipping in section 49 of the bill represented a
Henry VIII power—there is a phrase for the
committee, to go with the other legal terms we
have had this afternoon—for ministers to amend
primary legislation.
The Subordinate Legislation Committee was
particularly concerned that there was no limitation
on the exercise of that power. In correspondence
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with the committee, the Executive has agreed to
lodge an amendment that will place an upper limit
on the power of Scottish ministers to vary a
penalty that is payable in that way. The limit that
has been chosen is level 2 on the standard
scale—which currently stands at £500—in order to
be consistent with the fixed-penalty notices that
are proposed for other forms of antisocial
behaviour in section 97(2). That agreement was
recorded in paragraphs 50 and 51 of the
Subordinate Legislation Committee’s report to the
Communities Committee.
Amendment 81 will fulfil a commitment that we
made to the Subordinate Legislation Committee.
To promote consistency, amendment 86 will place
the same restriction on Scottish ministers’ existing
powers to vary the fixed penalties for littering. The
standard scale itself is, of course, varied from time
to time to ensure that it keeps pace with the value
of money. The amendments are intended to
satisfy the concerns of the Subordinate Legislation
Committee, so I hope that members will support
them.
I move amendment 76.
Stewart Stevenson: I welcome the Executive’s
response, which will make the application of
notices to people in rural areas in particular much
more effective, in a way that the previous
provisions would not have done.
Mary Scanlon: I thank the minister for accepting
the suggestions from Highland Council. I also seek
clarification in relation to amendments 77 and 78.
The point that concerns me is that the
amendments will insert the phrase,
“has reason to believe that a person has committed a
relevant offence”.

Could the minister give some examples of what
would constitute a basis for believing that
someone had committed an offence, just to aid my
understanding of what is meant by that phrase?
Donald Gorrie: I also welcome the
amendments. There has been an occasion when
people who were pursuing the perpetrators of
regular fly-tipping found, on examination of the
material, that most of it came from the office of an
ostensibly reputable architect in Edinburgh, who
could be done as a result. The minister is making
important points that I support strongly.
I have just one question. Is there a clear
distinction between littering and fly-tipping, and
does it matter? Are people treated slightly
differently in respect of the two? If I was to drop 10
pieces of paper, would that be litter, whereas to
drop 11 pieces of paper would be fly-tipping? Is
there a distinction? If everyone is to be treated the
same way, it will not actually matter, but if I would
get a heavier penalty for fly-tipping than for
littering, when would that kick in?
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Mrs Mulligan: On the difference between
littering and fly-tipping, I clarify that there is no
division between the two—indeed, they overlap,
so the penalty would depend on the substance
that was dumped. I suppose that that overlap
situation will allow the interpretation to be carried
through, which is probably why we need to ensure
that the regimes are in sync in the bill.
Mary Scanlon asked about situations in which a
fixed-penalty notice might be issued even though
no one had seen the rubbish, litter or whatever
being dumped. There are ways of identifying the
origin of rubbish, for example if it contains
envelopes or packaging that have names or
addresses on them and obviously come from a
particular business. I am sure that people who
deal with such matters are regularly frustrated,
when they are certain of the origin of the rubbish
but are unable to take action to deal with it.
Stewart Stevenson was right to say that in the
past it has been difficult to take action in remote
and rural areas, where it can be hard to establish
when tipping is happening. I hope that the
amendments will give succour to people who have
sought to resolve such problems.
Amendment 76 agreed to.
Amendments 77 to 80 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
Amendments 389 and 390 not moved.
Amendment 81 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
Section 49, as amended, agreed to.
Section 50—Litter: power of constables to
issue fixed penalty notices
Amendments 82 to 86 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
Section 50, as amended, agreed to.
Section 51—Directions in respect of duty
under section 89 of Environmental Protection
Act 1990
Amendment 87 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
The Convener: Amendment 88, in the name of
the minister, is grouped with amendment 342.
Mrs Mulligan: Part IV of the Environmental
Protection Act 1990 gives bodies such as local
authorities, the Crown, educational institutions and
statutory undertakers such as road operators or
Network Rail statutory duties to clear litter. The
current regime applies to “relevant land”, which is
land that is controlled by the bodies that I have
listed and to which the public has access. The
duty to clear litter is therefore largely restricted to
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particular areas of land that are controlled by
public bodies. Local authorities are principally
affected by the duty and receive funding to
discharge their litter-clearance duties.
Section 51 of the bill will give Scottish ministers
the power to direct those bodies on how to carry
out their statutory duties. The proposed directions
may be general or particular to an individual
situation. The directions will complement the
existing overarching code of practice on litter and
refuse and they will enable guidance to be given
quickly in specific circumstances. The code of
practice may be used as evidence in court
proceedings on the performance by bodies of their
duty to clear litter.
Amendment 88 will make provision for any
directions that are given to be published and for
copies to be made available to the public. The
Executive agreed to make the change in
correspondence with the Subordinate Legislation
Committee, which was concerned that instruments
that may be relied on in court should be
transparent. The change that we suggested met
with the Subordinate Legislation Committee’s
approval, as noted in paragraphs 63 and 64 of that
committee’s report. I hope that the Communities
Committee will accept the amendment.
Amendment 342 would give local authorities the
power to direct any owner or occupier—whether a
multinational conglomerate or a housebound
pensioner—to clear litter from all or part of their
land. The local authority may exercise that power
whether or not the public has access to the land,
which marks a departure from the existing littering
regime, and the power would be independent of
whether the occupier dropped the litter. An owner
or occupier who did not act according to the local
authority’s direction could be fined up to £2,500.
The Executive considers that those proposed
new powers would be disproportionate. They
appear to extend the concept of littering beyond
areas to which the public has access and, in
theory, could be used by a local authority to direct
a housebound pensioner to clear from their garden
litter that had been dropped by other people, or
risk a £2,500 fine. “Reasonable excuse” is given
as a defence but it is not defined, in contrast with,
for example, the fly-tipping provisions of the
Environmental Protection Act 1990, which state
specifically as an excuse the fact that the owner or
occupier did not deposit the waste.
We appreciate that the desire to extend litter
clearance powers to land on which a problem
emerges is a legitimate concern. However, a
proportionate way of doing so already exists.
Under section 90 of the 1990 act, local authorities
may designate as a litter control area—to which
the duty of clearance in section 89 would apply—
any area of land that is, or is likely to be,
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detrimental to the amenities of the locality. The
code of practice on litter and refuse, and the
power of Scottish ministers to issue directions on
litter clearance, which we propose in section 51 of
the bill, would apply to such areas. The inclusion
of the requirement that the land should be at least
potentially detrimental to the amenities of the
locality ensures that the power cannot be used
indiscriminately.
Furthermore, the power is limited, by the
requirement in section 86(12) of the 1990 act, to
land to which the public has access. As the
mechanism exists to deal with problem areas, as it
is in keeping with the existing concept of litter as
an offence to the public’s amenity, and as it is less
likely than amendment 342 to lead to serious
consequences for innocent parties, I ask the
committee to reject amendment 342. I have
sympathy with the need to ensure that litter is
removed, but the amendment would create too
much of a burden and would be disproportionate
with what we seek to do.
I move amendment 88.
The Convener: Amendment 342 is in the name
of Paul Martin, but he is not yet with us. We will
move on to members of the committee who want
to comment on amendments 342 or 88.
Donald Gorrie: The minister’s comments are
helpful. Amendment 342 tries to address an issue,
but whatever form the law takes it has to deal with
repeated dumping of litter on land by third parties.
We all know of places that have become informal
rubbish tips because people dump a lot of rubbish
there. It may be that landowners should be
assisted in erecting fences to keep people out, or
there should be some other such response. To put
the burden on somebody—perhaps a small
farmer—who happens to have a very inviting piece
of ground for fly-tipping, and to ask him or her to
meet all the expense, is unreasonable.
The minister spoke about public access. This
issue may appear to be trivial, but those of us who
represent urban areas know that certain houses
are at just the right distance between the cairrieoot and the school so that, when pupils finish their
lunch, they chuck the litter into the gardens of
those houses. Access is not essential for those
pupils; it is throwing power that comes into play.
The litter can be really quite significant if you live
in the wrong house with the wrong garden. That
may appear to be a minor issue but the legislation
should take it into account. However, the main
point is that amendment 342 is unfair on people
who own the wrong bit of ground. We should not
support it as it stands.
14:30
Cathie Craigie: I convey Paul Martin’s
apologies: he is trying to make it to the committee
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but has unfortunately been held up. He is not here,
but it is right that we have been able to debate his
amendment 342. I had not decided whether to
support Paul’s amendment, and I have heard the
minister’s points. The purpose of the amendment
was to ensure that landowners take responsibility.
I understand the case that Donald Gorrie talked
about—when litter is thrown over or is blown over
a hedge into a person’s property. There are
certainly difficulties there. However, Paul felt that
landowners should take responsibility but that
there should be a partnership between landowners
and the local authority in a bid to tackle serious
environmental problems that are caused by flytipping. Paul would have been happy to hear the
way in which the minister addressed many of his
concerns.
Stewart Stevenson: I could not help noting that
the minister used the phrase “land to which the
public has access.” In Scotland, that would include
almost all land outside settlements, given the
provisions of the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003
that we passed in the previous session of
Parliament. Of course, that access is conditional
on its being exercised responsibly, but the point is
that people have that access. Many farmers and
rural landowners have significant problems with
cars being left in fields; the responsibility to
dispose of those cars would fall on the farmers or
landowners. If a fridge is thrown into a convenient
hole in the ground in somebody’s land, Paul
Martin’s amendment 342 would pin the
responsibility on the identified owner of the land.
The minister’s phrase immediately raises
another question. In a significant number of parts
of Scotland, it is not clear who owns the land. In
my constituency, there are places where every
possible attempt to find an owner has, to date,
failed. The system of land registration in Scotland,
although well-established, is incomplete.
We have heard that Paul Martin was looking for
partnership
between
local
authority
and
landowner. That is entirely fair, but I am uncertain
whether Paul’s amendment would lead to a
partnership. It would give local authorities the
power to
“direct the owner or occupier of land”.

I would have grave difficulties in supporting
something that could place an unrealistic burden
on people in the countryside. Those people are
often not the big estate owners, but people with
relatively small pieces of land who are making a
living at near subsistence level.
Mary Scanlon: I seek clarification on section 89
of the Environmental Protection Act 1990. While
we were consulting on the bill, we asked young
people in Dumfries what they did and what
opportunities and services were available for
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them, and they said that they could not use the
local parks, mainly because drug users used them
and there were needles lying around. Listening to
the minister has prompted me to ask what would
happen if a local authority failed in its duty to keep
its public parks litter free. Are there sanctions that
can be used to address the problem in such
circumstances?
Ms White: Amendment 88 is eminently sensible
and I shall certainly support it. Amendment 342, in
the name of Paul Martin, might be slightly heavyhanded, even if it has been introduced in the best
interests of his constituents and the land round
about. I echo what other members have said
about rural areas, but we have a real problem with
littering in urban areas, too. However, I thought
that, under the Environmental Protection Act 1990,
local authorities would have powers to deal with
fly-tipping. The minister mentioned that it might be
possible to prove, from looking at the litter, that it
belonged to someone. That happens in Glasgow
at the moment in relation to the tipping of shop
rubbish on the streets. Those regimes are already
in force.
We have just passed an amendment to insert
the phrase,
“has reason to believe that a person has committed a
relevant offence,”

and we have mentioned people throwing litter into
other people’s gardens, which Donald Gorrie
talked about. That is a big problem. It would be
terrible if we were to penalise people who were
just sitting in their own homes but whose gardens,
because there happened to be a bus stop outside
or a school nearby, might be full of litter. The same
would be true for landowners. Amendment 342 is
pretty hard-hitting and I will not support it, for the
reasons that I have stated. We have laws to deal
with the problem, so I do not think that we need
the amendment.
Patrick Harvie: Members have mentioned
households as well as rural landowners and
farmers, but we should also acknowledge the
impact that amendment 342 could have on small
businesses, including those in urban areas. I echo
Mary Scanlon’s point about whether local
authorities always clear up refuse on their land. I
know that they do not—I am sure that many other
members know of authorities in other parts of
Scotland that do not. It would be quite unfortunate
if local authorities were giving instructions to
private individuals or businesses to do something
to their land that they were not prepared to do in
local parks.
Elaine Smith: Convener, I would like to ask you
and the clerks a technical question before I
comment. Could you confirm that the figure for a
level 4 fine is £2,500?
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The Convener: Yes.
Elaine Smith: In that case, I would like to ask
the minister about the level of fines that will apply
to other sections of the bill. I have been having a
look through the bill, but have not found the
information that I was looking for. It seems to me
that level 4 might be rather steep. It brings to
mind, for example, the fact that level 4 is the level
of fine that I have put in the Breastfeeding etc
(Scotland) Bill to give it teeth, and there have been
objections in some quarters to that level of fine.
However, a level 4 fine seems to be quite
excessive for the sort of offence in question,
especially if people are fined at that level as a
consequence of having litter dropped in their
gardens. It is a reasonable level of fine for
harassing babies, but maybe not for that kind of
littering offence.
The Convener: Perhaps I can add my
tuppenceworth on that point. I would be very much
disposed to support amendment 342 and I seek
reassurance from the minister that she will take on
some of the issues that it highlights. First of all,
there is the issue of land that is simply neglected,
which I am sure happens in other areas and not
just in my constituency. People own the land and
everybody knows that they own it, but they do not
care about it or take responsibility for it. Indeed,
they may have a commercial interest in creating
pressure for something else to happen to the land
that is not currently happening to it, so they hold
on to it until, at some point further down the line, it
is in such a state and has become such a problem
that the planning authority might agree to have
something happen to it that people might not want.
There is a good example of that happening in my
constituency.
I recognise that other people may wilfully tip on
their land, but landowners have a responsibility for
the land, even if they do not see the tipping
happen. A balance must be struck. There is a
responsibility that goes with ownership, and
although we must ensure that we do not go too
far, we must recognise that responsibility. In my
experience, people find it difficult to get
landowners
to
admit
that
they
have
responsibilities. Sometimes they do not see that
they have an obligation to the community in which
they own land.
I am interested in what Patrick Harvie had to say
about small businesses. In my view, we should put
more pressure on small businesses in the
community to take responsibility, as litter is a
direct consequence of their operation. Some big
organisations such as McDonald’s make a virtue
of the fact that they employ people to clear up the
litter that their business generates. The argument
is a difficult one to win with small fast-food outlets
in my constituency, which should have the same
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obligation. I do not think that they should be able
to say that litter is not their responsibility because
they did not drop it. Given the nature of their
business, they should take some responsibility for
litter.
I am glad that Paul Martin is now with us, as he
may be able to respond to the points that I have
made, once he gets his breath back. My main
concern about the drive of the amendment
concerns situations in which owners or residents
are targeted by others who deliberately litter on
and make a mess of their property to frighten
them. I have come across examples of people
who have had graffiti—not racist graffiti, but other
types of graffiti—put on their property. Those
people are perceived as a problem because they
do not continue to clean it off, because they have
been ground down and the graffiti has been used
deliberately as a weapon to intimidate them. It
would seem unfair for such people to be made
entirely responsible for what has happened.
I seek strong reassurance from the minister that
we will try to deal with people who own land in
communities, who have no respect for those
communities and who do not take basic steps to
keep their property tidy. That issue is separate
from situations in which other folk wilfully give
people a hard time on their property.
I do not know whether Paul Martin has had time
to catch up with what has been said. We have
discussed his amendment and Cathie Craigie has
outlined the main points that he wanted to make,
but I am more than happy to take comments from
him now, before we hear from the minister.
Paul Martin (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab):
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to
comment. I also thank Cathie Craigie for taking up
my amendment.
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The amendment is intended to deal not just with
fly-tipping, which is dealt with in another part of the
bill, but with its causes. It also seeks ways in
which to prevent it. I know that in the past we have
sought permission from landowners to erect
barriers to prevent vehicle access to areas where
fly-tipping is a problem. On a number of
occasions, I have found it difficult to obtain such
permission. The aim is to form a partnership
between landowners and local authorities. I have
lodged this probing amendment to seek
assurances from the minister that we take the
issue seriously.
14:45
The Convener: It might be worth saying that a
number of the concerns have been around the
degree of power that would be conferred on a
local authority, which might not necessarily be
terribly partnership oriented, and the level at which
the fine is set.
Paul Martin: As I said, authorities have
experienced
difficulties
with
development
companies, sometimes even with communicating
with them. The experience has been that the
companies get in contact only when they become
aware that the properties are going to be
purchased for development. I want to probe the
issue to ensure that we have upward disposal
opportunities to advise landowners that, if they do
not give consideration to the impact that fly-tipping
has on the local community and are not willing to
form that partnership, we will consider ways in
which we can take action against them. That is
why I seek some additions to the existing
provisions in the Environmental Protection Act
1990. The legislation should be much more
effective than it is at the moment.

The main purpose of the amendment is to deal
with absentee landowners, developers and small
landowners who own parcels of land throughout
my constituency. I know that this is also an issue
in other constituencies. As the convener pointed
out, such landowners give no consideration to the
problems that communities face, especially flytipping.

Mrs Mulligan: I appreciate the feeling behind
Paul Martin’s amendment. There is increasing
frustration with those who are not considerate
about how they get rid of their rubbish. It never
ceases to amaze me that people will put a fridge in
their car and dump it in a field rather than go to the
local municipal dump. From the nodding heads
around the table, I can tell that members share my
frustration.

Amendment 342 provides an opportunity to
consider not just fly-tipping but its causes. The
experience of many communities is that fly-tipping
is encouraged by the fact that certain areas have
become zones in which it takes place. Often, it is
expected that local authorities are responsible for
clearing those areas. I know that a number of local
authorities have experienced difficulties and have
received little response when contacting
landowners, some of which are Jersey-based
development companies, to seek assistance in
dealing with the problem.

I must address the specific points that have
been raised. On the fine that would be applicable,
it is only fair to say that the figure of £2,500 is the
maximum that the fine could be. Generally, the
sheriff would take into account people’s ability to
pay when imposing fines. However, we must
consider the implications for the people who might
be affected. As I said, it seems a little unfair to
penalise in such a way a single person in a
dwelling who is inundated by someone else’s
rubbish.
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The convener made a point about areas in
which there are piles of rubbish. As Paul Martin
said, there are sometimes difficulties in identifying
who is responsible for land, who owns it and who
should be taking care of it. There are ways in
which we can do that. In the Environmental
Protection Act 1990, there is a statutory nuisance
provision that would allow the matter to be
pursued and would ensure that the area was
cleared up.
Mary Scanlon made a point about local
authorities. Should individuals feel that a local
authority is not acting responsibly or fulfilling its
duties, they can challenge it, and the local
authority can be repeatedly fined by the sheriff
until it takes the action that is necessary to clean
up its property. Therefore, there is a sanction
against local authorities. The situation is not one in
which local authorities simply tell other people to
take action; they have clear responsibilities as
well.
I hear what Paul Martin and Cathie Craigie said
about the establishment of a partnership to deal
with the problems that all committee members
have identified. In fact, a partnership approach is
already being taken. Would you believe that there
is a Scottish fly-tipping forum? It enables
organisations to meet to co-operate on action to
deal with fly-tipping and rubbish and thereby to
address some of the problems that people identify
in their communities. I suggest that that is a way of
working in partnership.
Unfortunately, and as Stewart
pointed out, amendment 342 reads:

Stevenson

“A local authority may direct the owner or occupier of
land”.

That is difficult to support at this stage, given that
there are powers in this area. We would want the
mix of available powers—along with partnership
working—to allow us to deal with the effects of
littering and fly-tipping in our communities.
Although we all share concerns about this issue,
it is not just legislation that will resolve it.
Continuing education of people is important if we
are to ensure that everybody recognises that they
have a responsibility to look after their surrounding
area and that pressure should be brought in that
regard. Public pressure and public opinion can be
useful in ensuring that people take on board their
responsibilities with regard to waste.
Amendment 88 agreed to.
Section 51, as amended, agreed to.
After section 51
The Convener: Amendment 89, in the name of
the minister, is grouped with amendments 89A,
89B, 90 to 96 and 108.
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Mrs Mulligan: The Executive amendments in
this group relate to graffiti. Graffiti, like rubbish, is
a blight on many of our communities and can have
serious consequences for the people who have to
live with it. It undermines community confidence
and creates a climate in which standards drop and
in which greater problems can emerge.
We have committed to strengthen local
authorities’ powers to deal with graffiti. The
amendments result from our discussions with local
authorities, COSLA and Keep Scotland Beautiful
about the further powers that local authorities
could usefully be given to tackle graffiti.
Amendment 89 provides local authorities with
the power to serve graffiti removal notices on
persons responsible for relevant surfaces having
been defaced by graffiti that is offensive or
otherwise detrimental to the amenity of the
surrounding area. Such surfaces might be the
surface of a public road, buildings, street furniture,
telephone kiosks or litter bins. The surface of land
that is owned, managed or controlled “by a
relevant body”, or the surface of
“any building, structure, apparatus, plant or other object on
such land”

would also be included. For the purposes of the
amendment, a “relevant body” is a statutory
undertaker, as defined in section 98(6) of the
Environmental Protection Act 1990 or an
“educational institution”, as defined in section
98(3) of the 1990 act.
The surface in question must be on public land,
visible from public land or otherwise visible to
those who use the services and facilities of the
relevant body or those of any other relevant body.
The provision empowers a local authority to serve
a graffiti removal notice where there is graffiti on a
school or college building that, while not visible
from a street, is visible to those who attend the
school or college. The notice requires those
responsible for the graffiti to remove it from the
property within a specified period of not less than
28 days, beginning with the day on which the
notice is served.
Amendment 89A proposes that local authorities
must take
“all reasonable action to reduce the likelihood of the
relevant surface being defaced by graffiti”

before they may serve a graffiti removal notice.
The provision would cover telephone exchange
and utility boxes, for example. We believe that it is
for those who are responsible for such property to
take whatever steps they consider appropriate, for
example the use of anti-graffiti paint. We do not
consider it appropriate to put the onus on local
authorities.
When two or more graffiti removal notices have
been issued to the same responsible person within
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28 days, amendment 89B would require provision
to be made in a local authority’s antisocial
behaviour strategy when the strategy is reviewed
or revised. The amendment would require the
updated strategy to name the responsible person
and to provide details of advice and assistance
that are available to prevent further acts of graffiti.
It is not appropriate to prescribe in that manner
what must be included in a local antisocial
behaviour strategy. Part 1 of the bill provides that
strategies should specify the range and availability
of services that are designed to prevent antisocial
behaviour, including graffiti. Making specific
requirements in different parts of the bill about
what should be included in strategies is too
prescriptive.
We encourage local authorities and their
partners to include the prevention of graffiti in
strategies, but I am not convinced that a
requirement to name in local strategies people
who have been subject to two or more graffiti
removal notices within 28 days would be helpful. It
is for local authorities, the police and other bodies
that are involved in the strategy process to
determine priorities for inclusion in the strategy. An
antisocial behaviour strategy might well include
information about a local authority’s policy on the
use of graffiti removal notices and about advice
and assistance that are available to prevent
graffiti, but specific provisions are not required in
part 6.
I understand that Mr Stevenson may have
lodged amendments 89A and 89B at the behest of
the Scottish Retail Consortium, which has raised
the issue before. Having had discussions, the
consortium may now be more convinced that the
amendments are unnecessary.
It may prove necessary in future to amend the
definition of a relevant surface in relation to which
a local authority may serve a graffiti removal
notice. Amendment 90 will provide the Scottish
ministers with an order-making power by which to
do that. Amendment 108 will make any such order
subject to parliamentary approval.
Amendment 91 sets out the information that
must be contained in a graffiti removal notice and
how the notice should be served. Amendment 92
will empower local authorities to remove graffiti
themselves. Amendment 93 will require local
authorities to have regard to any guidance that the
Scottish ministers issue. Amendment 94 will give a
person who has been issued with a graffiti removal
notice the right to appeal to a sheriff against the
notice within 21 days of its issue.
If a person fails to comply with a notice and is
subsequently issued with a notice to recover the
costs that a local authority has incurred in
removing graffiti, amendment 95 will provide a
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right to appeal against that notice on the ground
that the amount that is sought is excessive.
Amendment 96 provides that local authorities,
their staff and their contractors shall have no
liability to any responsible person in respect of
anything that was done or was omitted to be done
in the exercise of graffiti removal powers.
The Executive amendments will allow local
authorities to tackle graffiti when those who are
responsible for some surfaces and properties
cannot be persuaded to remove it voluntarily. I
believe that local authorities and communities will
welcome the provisions and, therefore, I hope that
the committee will support them.
I move amendment 89.
15:00
Stewart Stevenson: As the minister was correct
to say, the Scottish Retail Consortium asked for
amendments 89A and 89B to be lodged to test the
effect of the substantial but broadly welcome
amendments that the minister has lodged on
graffiti. Obviously, we return to the arguments that
we had over amendment 342, in which members
highlighted that the activities of vandals or tippers
can affect people who have been no party
whatsoever to the situation that has been created.
This group of amendments seeks to resolve that
situation with regard to graffiti.
The consortium represents not only the major
supermarkets—which, frankly, can look after
themselves—but the corner shop, which might be
on the verge of economic viability, particularly in
rural
communities.
It
might
be
wholly
unreasonable to require such shops to expend a
reasonably substantial amount of money to protect
premises that abut the public road from the effects
of graffiti. After all, I am sure that the shopkeeper
does not enjoy having a graffiti-painted blind or
shopfront any more than other members of the
public do.
The minister can quite simply dispose of the
issue raised in amendments 89A and 89B by
making it clear that small shopkeepers whose
shops are on the verge of economic viability will
not be shut down by the application of the section
that amendment 89 will introduce, which, although
broadly sensible, could be draconian in certain
circumstances.
I move amendment 89A.
Donald Gorrie: The proposed new section has
not been scrutinised in the way that the rest of the
bill was at stage 1. As a result, although most
people will welcome the thrust of the proposals,
we must scrutinise them more carefully than the
bill’s other provisions.
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I wonder whether the minister will explain why
she is picking on educational institutions and
statutory undertakers instead of others. As I
understand it, houses, flats and shops do not
come under the terms of the amendment because
they are not on the road. I hope that she will tell
me if I am wrong in saying that amendment 89
does not apply to dwelling-places or shops.
Mrs Mulligan: That is correct.
Donald Gorrie: It seems slightly bizarre to
exclude those properties, given that they are the
main recipients of graffiti. I entirely agree with
Stewart Stevenson that the householder or
shopkeeper whose property has been graffitied—if
there is such a word—should not have to pay for
the removal of that graffiti. That said, a bill that
was seriously trying to deal with the problem
should contain measures that allowed the council
to set up a task force—perhaps made up of people
who were under community reparation orders—to
remove graffiti from those places.
I understand the Scottish Retail Consortium’s
concern that, although the provision does not
currently apply to its members, it easily could, if
we accept amendment 90. After all, amendment
90 gives the minister the
“Power to modify the meaning of ‘relevant surface’”.

Some future minister who was less intelligent than
the present one might decide to bring all houses,
flats and shops under the proposed new section,
which would mean that the shopkeepers would all
have to pay up. We should not allow ministers to
modify that phrase in such a way.
Also, it is not clear to me what “graffiti” means.
One of the main problems in a city such as
Edinburgh, where a lot of interesting, informal
entertainment activities take place, is that a great
deal of flyposting goes on. Is flyposting graffiti? It
is, I would have thought,
“soiling, marking or otherwise defacing”,

but it would be helpful to be clear as to whether
“graffiti” covers flyposting. I would also like the
minister’s response to the request that she
produce proposals to deal constructively with the
graffiti on houses and shops.
The Convener: I, too, would welcome some
comments on that. I ask for clarification on what
amendment 89 applies to. If it does not apply to
houses and shops, what does it apply to and why
has it been drafted as it has?
We cannot overstate the problems of graffiti.
Once an area becomes graffitied and people have
stopped trying to remove the graffiti, it begins to
have a serious impact on that community and
environment. I am concerned that amendment 89
will be a pressure on people who, over time, have
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dealt with and managed aggressive graffiti but are
ground down by it. If they are given responsibility
for removing the graffiti, they might reasonably say
that they have not been given appropriate support
to stop it happening in their area in the first place.
However, I am comforted that the power to
disperse groups would at least be used to
disperse groups that were gathering to graffiti
aggressively in a community space.
Although I agree that, as we have said in earlier
debate, people have a responsibility for their
property, I am disturbed that we are penalising the
victims of crime, because, in some cases, graffiti
has become crime as opposed to the more artistic
stuff that some describe. If we are not going to do
what Stewart Stevenson proposes, then what will
we do to address the problem of graffiti that is
impacting on communities and the people who are
the victims of graffiti rather than, as they would be
regarded under amendment 89, those responsible
for it? Graffiti certainly troubles people in my area.
Their property is consistently damaged and it
would enrage them to know that at some point
they might be called to account and become the
people who are responsible for the damage, even
though they have tried to protect their property and
been unable to do so.
Perhaps we need to come back to the issue at
stage 3, but if the minister will not support
amendments 89A and 89B, for the reasons that
she had identified, what will she do? What in the
bill addresses that concern?
Cathie Craigie: I take the points that Johann
Lamont makes and I also have sympathy with
Stewart Stevenson’s point that the cost of
removing graffiti—perhaps a £1,000 bill—could
push a small trader who provides a service to a
small community over the edge and force them to
close. However, I think about the matter in another
way: communities need protection as well, and
shops in larger communities are often the source
of many problems, such as youths hanging about
and spraying graffiti in the area. The shops make
quite a nice living out of the communities, but the
local people have to sit and look at the graffiti.
Local authorities in many areas have set up
graffiti hit squads or task forces. North Lanarkshire
Council responds to requests to remove graffiti
from property, whether it is publicly or privately
owned. It has taken that decision because of the
complaints that it was getting from its council tax
payers. The public purse is therefore paying for
clearing graffiti from privately owned properties,
but shops that are the source of the problem
continue to sell spray paint and the cheap drink
that attracts young people to come along and
hang about outside their premises. Such
shopkeepers must take some responsibility, and
the minister should have the powers to introduce
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at some point measures that would force them to
do that. I hope that she will take that viewpoint on
board when she responds.
Ms White: Graffiti is synonymous with antisocial
behaviour, especially in certain areas—as Cathie
Craigie has said—including town centres. I want
the minister to clarify whether we are talking about
shopkeepers being responsible for other people’s
behaviour, because that is what the bill says.
I stay in the middle of Glasgow and we have a
graffiti task force that costs a fortune. The building
in which I live backs on to a bank. If—as has
happened—someone covered the outside of my
building, right round to the bank, with graffiti and I
had to call out the task force, would I be
responsible for paying to have the graffiti removed,
because it went halfway round to the bank? That
needs to be clarified.
The minister has mentioned the fact that the
power to serve a graffiti removal notice might not
apply to houses and small shops, but amendment
89 refers to “a public road” or
“any building, structure … on such a road”.

There are many houses, shops and buildings that
are on public roads. I do not think that small
shopkeepers or even supermarkets should be
penalised, because the graffiti is not their
responsibility—it is caused by the person who puts
it there. Dealing with that form of antisocial
behaviour is a police matter; individuals and
shopkeepers should not be penalised for
something that someone else comes along and
does.
Although some of the people who perpetrate the
graffiti in the centre of Glasgow do not live in
Glasgow—they come in from outlying areas—we
as council tax payers must pay to have it removed.
Why should we be penalised in that way? Why
should shopkeepers, who pay high business rates,
be penalised again in an effort to stop the people
responsible? Anti-graffiti paint has been used
outside my building and I know that it does not
always stop the graffiti; that depends on what kind
of stone a building is made out of. With a light
sandstone, the graffiti is simply absorbed, which
makes it very difficult to get off.
We are barking up the wrong tree. Graffiti is
caused not by the people who run shops but by
the vandals and the antisocial elements that put it
there. What we should be doing to stop graffiti is a
social issue—it is nothing to do with penalising
shops and individuals who happen to live in an
area where graffiti is prevalent. I cannot support
the minister’s amendments on the subject.
Patrick Harvie: I would like the minister to
compare her position on graffiti—whether we are
talking about graffiti on shops, schools, colleges or
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any other institutions—with the response that she
gave on Paul Martin’s amendment on litter and flytipping, which she described as not being in
keeping with a partnership approach. Can she
explain where within the proposed new section—I
am not wild about nodding through a whole new
section at this stage—there is any emphasis on
the partnership approach to prevention as well as
remedial action?
Mrs Mulligan: First, I will deal with the
straightforward
issues,
which
relate
to
amendments 89A and 89B. In my opening
comments, I implied that the Scottish Retail
Consortium was now content. That is because it
recognises that our proposal does not include
shop premises, big or small, and that the burden
with which the proposed new section deals will
therefore not be placed on those premises. I hope
that Stewart Stevenson will not press amendments
89A and 89B.
Whether we are talking about rubbish or graffiti,
we start from the premise that we want to make
the polluter pay; I think that I wrote to the
committee about that recently. However, we
acknowledge that that is not always possible. That
takes us back to the issue of achieving a balance
when dealing with circumstances in our
communities that are not acceptable. Let us think
about whom the bill is targeted at and consider the
home owners issue that Donald Gorrie raised.
Generally, most home owners will regard it as
being in their interest to remove graffiti. That
means that there is no need to introduce
legislation to ensure that that happens, as home
owners do not want to live with houses that have
graffiti on them. However, I take on board the
comments that the convener made about how
people can be worn down by graffiti. The issue
may be one that we need to bear in mind as we
take forward the provisions in this proposed new
section.
15:15
Other places that we would be looking at under
the proposed new section include telephone
boxes, electricity sub-stations and benches along
the street. Those are places that are not looked
after by any one person and graffiti can remain
there for some time. There is a need to impress
that point on those responsible.
The issue of the inclusion in the proposed new
section of “educational institutions” and other such
establishments in our communities is to indicate
that those are the places where graffiti has been a
significant problem.
Patrick Harvie asked about the partnership
approach to the issue. Such an approach is taken
and many discussions have taken place with the
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local authorities, Keep Scotland Beautiful and
other stakeholders who will be responsible for the
measures. They accept that they have a
responsibility to deal with graffiti and that they
might not always have carried it out in the past.
That is why we have identified those
establishments in the proposed new section.
The question was raised of ministers having
specific powers to modify the meaning of “relevant
surfaces”. I reassure members that any regulation
to do that would be introduced under the
affirmative resolution procedure. I reassure
members that the issue would not simply be
looked at by me—or whomever the minister
happened to be—and that it would be open to the
committee to consider whether ministers had
correctly used those powers.
There has been consultation on the issue. The
Executive amendments are in response to
concerns that people in our communities raised. In
my earlier contribution, I referred to the fact that
although graffiti might seem to be a very small act
of antisocial behaviour, it can lead to a spiral of
disaffection within a community that can lead to
more significant acts of antisocial behaviour. We
realised that we needed to deal with graffiti at as
early a stage as possible.
In lodging the amendments in this group, our
aim was to start to tackle the issue of graffiti. We
recognise that some persons who are responsible
for relevant surfaces will respond but that others
might need to be given the added pressure that
the proposed new section will bring. We need to
keep the powers under review in order to ensure
that graffiti throughout our communities is dealt
with effectively.
Donald Gorrie: Is flyposting included?
Mrs Mulligan: I am sorry; I have just noticed my
note about that question. Flyposting is not covered
by the amendments, but it is covered under other
legislation. Later, I will give Donald Gorrie and the
committee references to the legislation under
which flyposting is covered.
Donald Gorrie: Thank you.
Ms White: I seek a further point of clarification.
The minister mentioned that the provisions do not
cover businesses or shops. Do they cover banks?
Mrs Mulligan: No, a bank would be included
within the designation of retail premises and it
would therefore not be included.
Stewart Stevenson: The minister has given it a
square go. The points that lie behind amendments
89A and 89B have been addressed. Accordingly, I
seek the consent of the committee to withdraw
amendment 89A.
The Convener: I am not quite sure whether
Stewart Stevenson’s definition of a square go is
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the same as that which is used in the west of
Scotland—the minister might not still be breathing
if there had been one of those.
Amendment 89A, by agreement, withdrawn.
Amendment 89B not moved.
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 89 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)

AGAINST
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

ABSTENTIONS
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
7, Against 1, Abstentions 1.
Amendment 89 agreed to.
Amendments 90 to 96 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan].
The Convener: Does any member object to a
single question being put on amendments 90 to
96?
Ms White: I do not object to a single question
being put, but I wish to vote against the
amendments.
The Convener: The member can vote against
the amendments, but it would be helpful if we
could record the vote in a oner.
Ms White: I am happy to do that.
The Convener: The question is, that
amendments 90 to 96 be agreed to. Are we
agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)

AGAINST
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)
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ABSTENTIONS
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
7, Against 1, Abstentions 1.
Amendments 90 to 96 agreed to.
The Convener: I ask Paul Martin whether he
wished to move amendment 342.

1024
After section 52

Amendment 97 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
The Convener: That completes day 4 of our
stage 2 consideration of the Antisocial Behaviour
etc (Scotland) Bill.
Meeting closed at 15:21.

Paul Martin: I will not move amendment 342 on
the condition that further discussions are held on
the matter. I hope a partnership amendment can
be lodged at stage 3. I was not wholly satisfied
with some of the minister’s responses and I hope
that we can continue dialogue on the issue at
stage 3.
Amendment 342 not moved.
Section 52 agreed to.
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Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill
5th Marshalled List of Amendments for Stage 2
The Bill will be considered in the following order—
Section 1 to 47
Sections 48 to 52
Sections 53 to 58
Sections 59 to 111
Section 112

Schedule 1
Schedule 2
Schedule 3
Schedules 4 and 5
Long Title

Amendments marked * are new (including manuscript amendments) or have been altered.
Schedule 2
Mrs Mary Mulligan
98

In schedule 2, page 66, line 37, at end insert—
<The Water (Scotland) Act 1980 (c.45)
Section 75 of the Water (Scotland) Act 1980 (penalty for polluting water) shall be
amended as follows—
(a) in subsection (3), in paragraph (a), for “the prescribed sum” substitute “£40,000”;
and
(b) subsection (4) is repealed.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

99

In schedule 2, page 67, line 2, leave out <Environmental Protection Act 1990> and insert <1990
Act>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

100

In schedule 2, page 67, line 16, at end insert—
<PART 2
SUBORDINATE LEGISLATION
The Pollution Prevention and Control (Scotland) Regulations 2000 (S.S.I. 2000/323)
In paragraph (2)(a) of regulation 30 of the Pollution Prevention and Control (Scotland)
Regulations 2000 (offences), for “£20,000” substitute “£40,000”.
The Landfill (Scotland) Regulations 2003 (S.S.I. 2003/235)
In paragraph (2)(a) of regulation 19 of the Landfill (Scotland) Regulations 2003
(offences), for “£20,000” substitute “£40,000”.>
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Session 2 (2004)

Section 53
Mrs Mary Mulligan
343

In section 53, page 29, line 38, after <action> insert <for the purpose of dealing with the
antisocial behaviour>
Bill Aitken

21

Leave out section 53
Section 54
Bill Aitken

22

Leave out section 54
Section 55
Bill Aitken

23

Leave out section 55
Section 56
Mrs Mary Mulligan

344

In section 56, page 31, line 3, leave out <which> and insert <that>
Donald Gorrie

392

In section 56, page 31, line 11, at end insert—
<( ) that the antisocial behaviour described in the antisocial behaviour notice took
place;>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

345

In section 56, page 31, line 15, at end insert—
<( )

Except as provided in an order under subsection (1), nothing in this Part affects the
validity of any lease or occupancy arrangement by virtue of which a person has the use
of a relevant house during the period when the order is in force.>

Bill Aitken
24

Leave out section 56
After section 56
Mrs Mary Mulligan

346

After section 56, insert—

2
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<Appeals against orders under section 56
(1)

An appeal against the decision of a sheriff making or refusing to make an order under
section 56(1) shall be made to the sheriff principal and shall be made within the period
of 21 days beginning with the day on which the decision appealed against was made.

(2)

Subsection (3) applies where a person appeals against the decision of a sheriff making
an order under section 56(1)(a).

(3)

The person shall (in addition to complying with any other requirements as to notification
imposed by virtue of any enactment) give notice to the person who has the use of the
house to which the order relates (the “tenant”) of such matters as may be prescribed by
the Scottish Ministers by regulations.

(4)

Regulations under subsection (3) may include provision for or in connection with—
(a) the form of the notice;
(b) the manner and timing of service of the notice.

(5)

If a person fails to comply with subsection (3), the court hearing the appeal may not
require the tenant to pay any sums that but for the making of the order would have been
due by the tenant.>
Section 57

Bill Aitken
25

Leave out section 57
Section 58
Donald Gorrie

393

In section 58, page 31, line 29, at end insert—
<( ) that the antisocial behaviour described in the antisocial behaviour notice took
place;>
Bill Aitken

26

Leave out section 58
Schedule 3
Bill Aitken

27

Leave out schedule 3
Section 59
Mrs Mary Mulligan

347
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In section 59, page 32, line 20, at end insert—

3

<( )

If it is impracticable for the local authority to comply with the requirement in subsection
(2)(a)(i), the authority need not do so.>

Bill Aitken
28

Leave out section 59
Section 60
Bill Aitken

29

Leave out section 60
Section 61
Mrs Mary Mulligan

348

In section 61, page 33, line 9, at end insert—
<( )

If it is impracticable for the local authority to comply with the requirement in subsection
(2)(a)(i), the authority need not do so.>

Bill Aitken
30

Leave out section 61
Section 62
Bill Aitken

31

Leave out section 62
Section 63
Bill Aitken

32

Leave out section 63
Section 64
Mrs Mary Mulligan

349

In section 64, page 34, line 22, after <occupied> insert <as a dwelling>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

350

In section 64, page 34, leave out lines 35 to 38 and insert—
<( ) it is used for the provision of—
(i)

a care home service (as defined in subsection (3) of section 2 of the
Regulation of Care (Scotland) Act 2001 (asp 8));

4
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(ii) a school care accommodation service (as defined in subsection (4) of that
section);

5

(iii) an independent health care service (as defined in subsection (5) of that
section); or
(iv) a secure accommodation service (as defined in subsection (9) of that
section);

10

( ) the house is used by a religious order the principal occupation of which is prayer,
contemplation, education or the relief of suffering;
( ) a control order under section 178 of the Housing (Scotland) Act 1987 (c.26) is in
force in respect of the house; or
( ) the house is used for holiday purposes.>

15

Stewart Stevenson
350A As an amendment to amendment 350, line 14, leave out from <; or> to end of line 15
Elaine Smith
132

In section 64, page 34, line 39, at end insert <wilfully or recklessly>
Elaine Smith

133

In section 64, page 35, line 1, after <that> insert <the person knows>
Elaine Smith

134

In section 64, page 35, line 3, after <that> insert <the person knows>
Bill Aitken

33

Leave out section 64
Before section 65
Cathie Craigie

351

Before section 65, insert—
<Registers
(1)

Each local authority shall prepare and maintain a register for the purposes of this Part.

(2)

Each local authority shall make its register available for public inspection at all
reasonable times.>

Cathie Craigie
357
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Before section 65, insert—

5

<Application for registration
5

(1)

An application by a relevant person to a local authority for entry in the register
maintained by it under section (Registers)(1) shall specify—
(a) the name and address of the relevant person;
(b) the address of each house (if any) within the area of the authority which the
relevant person owns and which is subject to—
(i)

10

a lease; or

(ii) an occupancy arrangement,
by virtue of which an unconnected person may use the house as a dwelling; and
(c) if the relevant person has an agent who acts for the person in relation to the lease
or occupancy arrangement to which any house specified under paragraph (b) is
subject, the name and address of the agent; and

15

(d) such other information as the Scottish Ministers may by regulations prescribe.
(2)

Subject to subsection (3), the application shall be accompanied by such fee as the local
authority may determine.

(3)

The Scottish Ministers may by regulations prescribe for the purposes of subsection
(2)—

20

(a) fees;
(b) how fees are to be arrived at;
(c) cases in which no fee shall be payable.
(4)

A person who, in an application under this section—
(a) specifies information which the person knows is false in a material particular; or

25

(b) knowingly fails to specify information required by subsection (1),
shall be guilty of an offence.

30

(5)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (4) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale.

(6)

For the purposes of subsection (1)(b), the use of a house as a dwelling shall be
disregarded if—
(a) the house is being used for the provision of—
(i)

35

a care home service (as defined in subsection (3) of section 2 of the
Regulation of Care (Scotland) Act 2001 (asp 8));

(ii) a school care accommodation service (as defined in subsection (4) of that
section);
(iii) an independent health care service (as defined in subsection (5) of that
section); or

40

(iv) a secure accommodation service (as defined in subsection (9) of that
section);
(b) the house is being used by a religious order the principal occupation of which is
prayer, contemplation, education or the relief of suffering;

6
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(c) a control order under section 178 of the Housing (Scotland) Act 1987 (c.26) is in
force in respect of the house; or
(d) the house is being used for holiday purposes.

45

(7)

In this Part—
“relevant person” means a person who is not—
(a)

a local authority;

(b) a registered social landlord; or
(c)

50

Scottish Homes; and

“unconnected person”, in relation to a relevant person, means a person who is not
a member of the family of the relevant person.>
Donald Gorrie
357A*As an amendment to amendment 357, line 21, at end insert—
( )

In determining how fees are to be arrived at under subsection (3)(b) above, account must
be taken of fees already paid in relation to a house in multiple occupancy by any person
making an application.>

Donald Gorrie
357B* As an amendment to amendment 357, line 42, at end insert—
<( ) the relevant person is renting out one or two rooms in the house used as his or her
only or main residence.>
Donald Gorrie
357C*As an amendment to amendment 357, leave out line 43
Cathie Craigie
358

Before section 65, insert—
<Registration
(1)

This section applies where a relevant person makes an application to a local authority in
accordance with section (Application for registration).

(2)

Where, having considered the application—
(a) the local authority is satisfied that subsection (3) or (4) applies, the authority shall
enter the relevant person in the register maintained by the authority under section
(Registers)(1);
(b) the authority is not satisfied that either of those subsections applies, the authority
shall refuse to enter the relevant person in the register.

(3)

This subsection applies where—
(a) under paragraph (b) of section (Application for registration)(1), the application—
(i)

does not specify a house; or

(ii) specifies a house (or two or more houses);
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(b) under paragraph (c) of that section, the application does not specify the name and
address of an agent; and
(c) the relevant person is a fit and proper person to act as landlord under—
(i)

a lease; or

(ii) an occupancy arrangement,
by virtue of which an unconnected person may use a house as a dwelling.
(4)

This subsection applies where—
(a) under paragraph (b) of section (Application for registration)(1), the application
specifies at least one house;
(b) under paragraph (c) of that section, the application specifies the name and address
of an agent;
(c) subsection (3)(c) applies; and
(d) the agent is a fit and proper person to act as agent for a landlord such as is
mentioned in that subsection in relation to the lease or, as the case may be,
arrangement.

(5)

An entry in a register under subsection (2)(a) shall state, in relation to the relevant
person, the information specified by virtue of paragraphs (a) to (c) of section
(Application for registration)(1) in the application made by the relevant person.

(6)

Subject to sections (Registered person: appointment of agent)(8) and (Removal from
register)(1), where a local authority makes an entry in a register under subsection (2)(a),
the authority shall remove the entry from the register on the expiry of the period of 3
years beginning with the day on which the entry is made.>

Cathie Craigie
359

Before section 65, insert—
<Section (Registration): considerations
(1)

In deciding for the purposes of section (Registration)(3) or (4) whether the relevant
person or, as the case may be, the agent is a fit and proper person, the local authority
shall have regard (among other things) to any material falling within subsections (2) to
(4).

(2)

Material falls within this subsection if it shows that the relevant person or, as the case
may be, the agent has—
(a) committed any offence involving—
(i)

fraud or other dishonesty;

(ii) violence; or
(iii) drugs;
(b) practised unlawful discrimination on grounds of sex, colour, race, ethnic or
national origins or disability in, or in connection with, the carrying on of any
business; or
(c) contravened any provision of—
(i)

the law relating to housing; or

8
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(ii) landlord and tenant law.
(3)

Material falls within this subsection if it relates to any actings of the relevant person or,
as the case may be, the agent as respects antisocial behaviour affecting a house—
(a) subject to a lease or occupancy arrangement such as is mentioned in section
(Registration)(3)(c); and
(b) in relation to which the relevant person was (or is) the landlord under the lease or
arrangement or, as the case may be, the agent was (or is) the agent for the landlord
in relation to the lease or arrangement.

(4)

Material falls within this subsection if it appears to the authority that the material is
relevant to the question of whether the relevant person or, as the case may be, the agent
is a fit and proper person.

(5)

In subsection (3) “actings” includes failure to act.>

Cathie Craigie
360

Before section 65, insert—
<Notification of registration or refusal to register
Where a local authority—
(a) enters a person in its register under paragraph (a) of section (Registration)(2); or
(b) refuses to enter a person in its register under paragraph (b) of that section,

5

the authority shall, as soon as practicable after doing so, give notice of the fact to the
person.>
Donald Gorrie
360A*As an amendment to amendment 360, line 7, at end insert <and shall also give such notice to any
other person using as a dwelling a house within the local authority owned by the relevant person,
together with appropriate advice and assistance.>

Cathie Craigie
361

Before section 65, insert—
<Duty of registered person to provide information to local authority
(1)

This section applies where a person is registered by a local authority.

(2)

If in consequence of a change in circumstances any information provided by the person
to the local authority by virtue of section (Application for registration)(1) or, as the case
may be, this subsection, becomes inaccurate, the person shall, as soon as practicable
after the inaccuracy arises, give notice in writing to the authority of the change that has
occurred.

(3)

Subject to subsection (4), any notice given under subsection (2) shall be accompanied by
such fee as the local authority may determine.

(4)

The Scottish Ministers may by regulations prescribe for the purposes of subsection
(3)—
(a) fees;
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(b) how fees are to be arrived at;
(c) cases in which no fee shall be payable.
(5)

A person who, without reasonable excuse, fails to comply with subsection (2) shall be
guilty of an offence.

(6)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (5) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale.>

Cathie Craigie
362

Before section 65, insert—
<Registered person: appointment of agent
(1)

Subsection (2) applies where—
(a) a person is registered by a local authority (the “registered person”); and
(b) the registered person appoints an agent to act for the person in relation to—
(i)

a lease; or

(ii) occupancy arrangement,
by virtue of which an unconnected person may use as a dwelling a house within
the area of the authority which the registered person owns.
(2)

The registered person shall, as soon as practicable after appointing the agent, give notice
in writing to the local authority of the appointment.

(3)

The local authority shall, as soon as practicable after being given notice under
subsection (2), determine whether the condition in subsection (4) is satisfied in relation
to the agent.

(4)

The condition is that the agent is a fit and proper person to act as agent for the registered
person in relation to a lease or occupancy arrangement such as is mentioned in
subsection (1)(b).

(5)

Subsections (2) to (5) of section (Section (Registration): considerations) shall apply for
the purposes of subsection (4) as those subsections apply for the purposes of subsection
(1) of that section.

(6)

If the local authority determines that the condition in subsection (4) is satisfied—
(a) the registered person shall be deemed, with effect from the date of the
determination, to be registered by virtue of subsection (4) of section
(Registration); and
(b) the local authority shall give the registered person notice in writing of that fact.

(7)

Subsection (6)(a) shall not affect the calculation of the period mentioned in section
(Registration)(6).

(8)

If the local authority determines that the condition in subsection (4) is not satisfied, the
authority shall remove the registered person from the register.>

Cathie Craigie
363

Before section 65, insert—
<Removal from register

10
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(1)

Where—
(a) a person is registered by a local authority; and
(b) subsection (2) or (3) applies,
the authority shall remove the person from its register.

(2)

This subsection applies where—
(a) the person was registered by virtue of section (Registration)(3); and
(b) paragraph (c) of that section no longer applies.

(3)

This subsection applies where—
(a) the person was registered by virtue of section (Registration)(4); and
(b) paragraph (c) or (d) of that section no longer applies.>

Cathie Craigie
364

Before section 65, insert—
<Notification of removal from register
(1)

Subsection (2) applies where under section (Registered person: appointment of
agent)(8) or (Removal from register)(1) a local authority removes a person from the
register maintained by it under section ((Registers)(1).

(2)

As soon as practicable after the removal, the local authority shall give the person notice
in writing of—

5

(a) the removal; and
(b) the date of the removal.
10

(3)

Notice under subsection (1) shall be given to the person at the address which,
immediately before the removal, was specified as being the address of the person in the
entry for the person in the register.

(4)

For the purposes of subsection (2), notice is given by being sent by the recorded delivery
service.>

Donald Gorrie
364A*As an amendment to amendment 364, line 9, at end insert <, and shall also give such notice to
any other person using as a dwelling a house within the local authority owned by the relevant
person, together with appropriate advice and assistance.>
Cathie Craigie
352

Before section 65, insert—
<Appeal against refusal to register or removal from register
(1)

Subsection (2) applies where—
(a) under section (Registration)(2)(b) a local authority refuses to enter a person in the
register maintained by it under section (Registers)(1); or
(b) under section (Registered person: appointment of agent)(8) or (Removal from
register)(1) an authority removes a person from the register.
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(2)

The sheriff may, on the application of the person, make an order—
(a) requiring the authority to enter the person in the register; and
(b) specifying whether the entry shall be deemed to be made by virtue of subsection
(3) or (4) of section (Registration).

(3)

Where by virtue of subsection (2) a local authority enters a person in the register
maintained by it under section (Registers)(1), the entry shall be deemed to have been
made under subsection (2)(a) of section (Registration) by virtue of the subsection
specified in the order.

(4)

An application such as is mentioned in subsection (2) shall be made by summary
application.

(5)

An appeal against the decision of a sheriff granting or refusing an application under
subsection (2) shall be made to the sheriff principal and shall be made within the period
of 21 days beginning with the day on which the decision appealed against was made.

(6)

The decision of the sheriff principal on an appeal under this section shall be final.>

Cathie Craigie
353

Before section 65, insert—
<Offence of letting house while not registered
(1)

Where—
(a) a relevant person owns a house within the area of a local authority which is
subject to—
(i)

a lease; or

(ii) an occupancy arrangement,
by virtue of which an unconnected person may use the house as a dwelling; and
(b) the relevant person is not registered by that authority,
the relevant person shall be guilty of an offence.
(2)

Nothing in subsection (1) makes it an offence for a relevant person to own a house
which is subject to a lease or, as the case may be, occupancy arrangement such as is
mentioned in that subsection where—
(a) the person has made an application under section (Application for registration) to
the local authority within the area of which the house is situated; but
(b) the application has not been determined under section (Registration) by the
authority.

(3)

It shall be a defence for a person charged with an offence under subsection (1) to show
that there was a reasonable excuse for granting the lease or, as the case may be, entering
into the occupancy arrangement, being the landlord under such a lease or being party to
the occupancy arrangement in contravention of the subsection.

(4)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (1) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 5 on the standard scale.>

Cathie Craigie
354

Before section 65, insert—

12
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<Order that no rent payable
(1)

If, on the application of the local authority within the area of which the house to which
the application relates is situated, the sheriff is satisfied that the conditions mentioned in
subsection (2) are met, the sheriff may make an order that, with effect from the making
of the order—
(a) no rent be payable under the lease or occupancy arrangement; and
(b) no other consideration be payable or exigible under the lease or occupancy
arrangement.

(2)

Those conditions are—
(a) that the owner of the house is a relevant person;
(b) that the house is subject to—
(i)

a lease; or

(ii) occupancy arrangement,
by virtue of which an unconnected person may use the house as a dwelling;
(c) that the relevant person is not registered by the local authority; and
(d) that, having regard to all the circumstances relating to the relevant person, it is
appropriate to make an order under subsection (1).
(3)

The condition mentioned in subsection (2)(c) shall not be taken to be met where—
(a) the relevant person has made an application under section (Application for
registration) to the local authority within the area of which the house is situated;
but
(b) the application has not been determined under section (Registration) by the
authority.

(4)

Except as provided in an order under subsection (1), nothing in this Part affects the
validity of any lease or occupancy arrangement under which an unconnected person has
the use as a dwelling of a house during the period when the order is in force.>

Cathie Craigie
355

Before section 65, insert—
<Appeal against order that no rent payable
(1)

An appeal against the decision of a sheriff making or refusing to make an order under
section (Order that no rent payable)(1) shall be made to the sheriff principal and shall
be made within the period of 21 days beginning with the day on which the decision
appealed against was made.

(2)

Subsection (3) applies where a person appeals against the decision of a sheriff making
an order under section (Order that no rent payable)(1).

(3)

The person shall (in addition to complying with any other requirements as to notification
imposed by virtue of any enactment) give notice to the person who has the use as a
dwelling of the house to which the order relates (the “tenant”) of such matters as may be
prescribed by the Scottish Ministers by regulations.

(4)

Regulations under subsection (3) may include provision for or in connection with—
(a) the form of the notice;
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(b) the manner and timing of service of the notice.
(5)

If a person fails to comply with subsection (3), the court hearing the appeal may not
require the tenant to pay any sums that but for the making of the order would have been
due by the tenant.>

Cathie Craigie
356

Before section 65, insert—
<Grants to local authorities
(1)

The Scottish Ministers may make a grant to a local authority in respect of costs incurred
by the authority by virtue of this Part.

(2)

The payment of a grant under subsection (1) may be made subject to such conditions
(including conditions as to repayment) as the Scottish Ministers may determine.>
Section 65

Cathie Craigie
365

Leave out section 65
Section 66
Cathie Craigie

366

Leave out section 66
Section 67
Cathie Craigie

367

Leave out section 67
Section 68
Cathie Craigie

368

Leave out section 68
Section 69
Cathie Craigie

369

Leave out section 69
Section 70
Cathie Craigie

370

Leave out section 70

14
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Section 71
Cathie Craigie
371

Leave out section 71
Section 72
Cathie Craigie

372

Leave out section 72
Section 73
Cathie Craigie

373

Leave out section 73
After section 74
Cathie Craigie

374

After section 74, insert—
<Interpretation of Part 8
(1)

In this Part—
“house” means, subject to subsection (2), a building or part of a building occupied
or intended to be occupied as a dwelling;
“landlord”, in relation to an occupancy arrangement, means the person who under
the arrangement permits another to occupy the building or, as the case may be, the
part of the building;
“occupancy arrangement” means any arrangement under which a person having
the lawful right to occupy a house permits another, by way of contract or
otherwise, to occupy the house or, as the case may be, part of it; but does not
include a lease;
“registered”, in relation to a relevant person and a local authority, means entered
by virtue of section (Registration)(2)(a) in the register maintained by the authority
under section (Registers)(1); and cognate expressions shall be construed
accordingly;
“relevant person” has the meaning given by section (Application for
registration)(7);
“unconnected person” has the meaning given by section (Application for
registration)(7); and
“use as a dwelling” shall be construed in accordance with section (Application for
registration)(6).

(2)
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If two or more dwellings within a building share the same toilet, washing or cooking
facilities, then those dwellings shall be deemed to be a single house for the purposes of
this Part.
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(3)

For the purposes of this Part, any reference to a person’s being a member of another’s
family shall be construed in accordance with section 108(1) and (2) of the Housing
(Scotland) Act 2001 (asp 10).

(4)

For the purposes of this Part, a person engages in antisocial behaviour if the person—
(a) acts in a manner that causes or is likely to cause alarm, distress, nuisance or
annoyance; or
(b) pursues a course of conduct that causes or is likely to cause alarm, distress,
nuisance or annoyance,
to a person residing in, visiting or otherwise engaging in lawful activity at, or in the
locality of, a house; and antisocial behaviour shall be construed accordingly.>
Section 75

Cathie Craigie
375

Leave out section 75
Section 76
Mrs Mary Mulligan

290

In section 76, page 42, line 15, after <occasion> insert <in the interests of the child in whose
interests the order is to be made>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

291

In section 76, page 42, line 20, leave out subsection (4)
Mrs Mary Mulligan

292

In section 76, page 42, line 26, leave out subsection (6)
Mrs Mary Mulligan

293

Move section 76 to after section 77
Section 77
Mrs Mary Mulligan

294

In section 77, page 42, line 30, leave out <(“the relevant parent”)>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

295

In section 77, page 42, line 31, leave out <(“the relevant child”)>
Scott Barrie

174

In section 77, page 42, line 32, leave out <(2) or>

16
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Mrs Mary Mulligan
296

In section 77, page 42, line 33, leave out <relevant local authority> and insert <local authority for
the area in which the parent ordinarily resides>
Scott Barrie

175

In section 77, page 42, line 35, leave out subsection (2)
Mrs Mary Mulligan

297

In section 77, page 43, line 12, leave out <relevant>
Donald Gorrie

394

In section 77, page 43, line 13, leave out <desirable> and insert <necessary>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

298

In section 77, page 43, line 13, leave out <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

299

In section 77, page 43, line 16, leave out <relevant>
Donald Gorrie

395

In section 77, page 43, line 17, leave out <desirable> and insert <necessary>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

300

In section 77, page 43, line 17, leave out <relevant>
Donald Gorrie

396

In section 77, page 43, line 19, leave out <desirable> and insert <necessary>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

301

In section 77, page 43, line 20, leave out <relevant>
Elaine Smith

176

In section 77, page 43, line 20, at end insert—
<( )

In considering whether the test in subsection (4)(b) or, as the case may be, (5)(b) is met,
the court must have regard to any disability of the relevant child.>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
302

In section 77, page 43, line 25, leave out <relevant>
Scott Barrie

177
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In section 77, page 43, line 26, leave out subsections (9) and (10)
17

Mrs Mary Mulligan
303

In section 77, page 43, line 31, leave out <relevant>
Section 78
Mrs Mary Mulligan

304

In section 78, page 43, line 34, after <making> insert <varying or revoking>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

305

In section 78, page 43, line 35, leave out <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

306

In section 78, page 43, line 36, leave out first <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

307

In section 78, page 43, line 36, leave out second <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

308

In section 78, page 44, line 1, leave out first <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

309

In section 78, page 44, line 1, leave out second <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

310

In section 78, page 44, line 3, leave out <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

311

In section 78, page 44, line 4, leave out <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

312

In section 78, page 44, line 6, leave out from beginning to <court> and insert—
<(1A) Before making a parenting order, the court shall>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

313

In section 78, page 44, line 10, leave out <relevant>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

314

In section 78, page 44, line 11, at end insert—
<(1B) Before varying or revoking a parenting order, the court shall explain in ordinary
language the effect of the variation or, as the case may be, revocation.

18
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(1C) Subsections (1A) and (1B) apply only where the parent is present in court.
(1D) Failure to comply with subsection (1A) or (1B) shall not affect the validity of the order
made.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan
315

Move section 78 to after section 83
Section 79
Scott Barrie

178

In section 79, page 44, line 21, after <section;> insert—
<( ) the welfare of any child other than the relevant child in respect of whom the
relevant parent is a parent;>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

316

Leave out section 79
Section 81
Mrs Mary Mulligan

317

In section 81, page 45, line 7, leave out <relevant parent> and insert <person specified in the
order>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

318

In section 81, page 45, line 8, leave out <relevant child> and insert <child in respect of whom the
order was made>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

319

In section 81, page 45, line 9, leave out <relevant local authority> and insert <local authority for
the area in which the person specified in the order ordinarily resides>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

320

In section 81, page 45, line 15, leave out <relevant parent> and insert <person specified in the
order>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

321

In section 81, page 45, line 15, leave out <relevant parent’s> and insert <person’s>
Section 83
Mrs Mary Mulligan

322
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In section 83, page 45, line 27, leave out from first <a> to <made> and insert <the person
specified in a parenting order>

19

After section 83
Mrs Mary Mulligan
323

After section 83, insert—
<General considerations relating to making, varying and revoking order
(1)

Where a court is determining whether to make, vary or revoke a parenting order its
paramount consideration shall be the welfare of the child.

(2)

Where a court is determining whether to make a parenting order it shall have regard
to—
(a) such views as the child has expressed in relation to that matter by virtue of
paragraph (a) of subsection (1) of section 78;
(b) the information obtained in relation to that matter by virtue of paragraph (c) of
that subsection;
(c) whether (and if so the extent to which) the parent has, at any time that appears to
the court to be relevant, taken relevant voluntary steps; and
(d) any other behaviour of the parent that appears to the court to be relevant.

(3)

Where a court is determining whether to vary or revoke a parenting order it shall have
regard to—
(a) such views as the child has expressed in relation to that matter by virtue of
paragraph (a) of subsection (1) of section 78;
(b) the information obtained in relation to that matter by virtue of paragraph (c) of
that subsection; and
(c) any behaviour of the parent that appears to the court to be relevant.

(4)

In subsection (2)(c) “relevant voluntary steps” means—
(a) where the court is determining whether to—
(i)

make a parenting order under section 12; or

(ii) make a parenting order under subsection (1) of section 77 in respect of the
condition mentioned in subsection (4) of that section,
voluntary steps intended to be in the interests of preventing the child from
engaging in antisocial behaviour;
(b) where the court is determining whether to make a parenting order under
subsection (1) of section 77 in respect of the condition mentioned in subsection
(5) of that section, voluntary steps intended to be in the interests of preventing the
child from engaging in criminal conduct;
(c) where the court is determining whether to make a parenting order under
subsection (1) of section 77 in respect of the condition mentioned in subsection
(6) of that section, voluntary steps intended to be in the interests of improving the
welfare of the child.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan
324

After section 83, insert—

20
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<Account to be taken of religion, work and education
(1)

A court shall ensure that the requirements of a parenting order made by it avoid, so far
as practicable—
(a) any conflict with the religious beliefs of the person specified in the order; and
(b) any interference with times at which that person normally attends—
(i)

work; or

(ii) any educational establishment.
(2)

The supervising officer appointed by a local authority in respect of a parenting order
shall ensure that the directions given by the officer avoid, so far as practicable, the
matters mentioned in subsection (1)(a) and (b).

(3)

In subsection (1)(b)(ii) “educational establishment” has the meaning given by section
135(1) of the Education (Scotland) Act 1980 (c.44).>
Before section 84

Mrs Mary Mulligan
325

Before section 84, insert—
<Restriction on reporting proceedings relating to parenting orders
(1)

Subject to subsection (2), a person shall be guilty of an offence if the person publishes
any matter in respect of relevant proceedings which is intended, or likely to, identify—
(a) the parent concerned in the proceedings (the “person concerned”);
(b) any address as being that of the person concerned;
(c) the child concerned in the proceedings;
(d) any other child—
(i)

who is a member of the same household as the person concerned; or

(ii) of whom the person concerned is a parent; or
(e) any—
(i)

address; or

(ii) school,
as being that of a child mentioned in paragraph (c) or (d).
(2)

In relevant proceedings, the court may, in the interests of justice, order that subsection
(1) shall not apply to the proceedings to such extent as the court considers appropriate.

(3)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (1) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 4 on the standard scale.

(4)

It shall be a defence for a person charged with an offence under subsection (1) to show
that the person—
(a) did not know; and
(b) had no reason to suspect,
that the published matter was intended, or was likely, to identify the person concerned,
child, address or school (as the case may be).
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(5)

Section 46 of the Children and Young Persons (Scotland) Act 1937 (c.37) shall apply in
relation to relevant proceedings only in respect of a person concerned in the proceedings
as a witness.

(6)

A child in whose interests a parenting order has been made shall be regarded as a person
who falls within subsection (1)(a) of section 47 of the Criminal Procedure (Scotland)
Act 1995 (c.46) for the purposes of that section in its application to proceedings in
respect of the commission of an offence under section 83(1) in respect of that order.

(7)

In this section—
“programme service” has the meaning given by section 201 of the Broadcasting
Act 1990 (c.42);
“publishes” includes—
(a)

causing to be published; and

(b) publishing in a programme service,
and “published” shall be construed accordingly; and
“relevant proceedings” means—
(a)

proceedings before a sheriff for the purpose of considering whether to
make a parenting order under section 12(1);

(b) proceedings before a sheriff on an application for the making of a parenting
order under section 77(1);
(c)

proceedings before a sheriff on an application for the variation, or
revocation, of a parenting order under section 81(1);

(d) proceedings before a sheriff for the purpose of considering whether to
make an order under section 81(4);
(e)

an appeal arising from proceedings such as are mentioned in paragraphs (a)
to (d).>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
391

Before section 84, insert—
<Conduct of proceedings by reporters
(1)

The Scottish Ministers may by regulations empower a reporter, whether or not the
reporter is an advocate or solicitor, to conduct proceedings—
(a) before a sheriff—
(i)

on an application by the Principal Reporter for the making of a parenting
order;

(ii) on an application for the variation, or revocation, of a parenting order made
on the application of the Principal Reporter, under section 81(1); or
(iii) for the purpose of considering whether to make an order under section
81(4) in respect of a parenting order made on the application of the
Principal Reporter; or
(b) before a sheriff principal, on any appeal arising from proceedings such as are
mentioned in paragraph (a).

22
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(2)

Regulations under subsection (1) may prescribe such requirements as the Scottish
Ministers think fit as to—
(a) qualifications;
(b) training; or
(c) experience,
necessary for a reporter to be so empowered.

(3)

In this section “reporter” means—
(a) the Principal Reporter; and
(b) any officer of the Scottish Children’s Reporter Administration to whom there is
delegated, under section 131(1) of the Local Government etc. (Scotland) Act 1994
(c.39), any of the functions which the Principal Reporter has under any
enactment.>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
326

Before section 84, insert—
<Initial investigations by Principal Reporter
(1)

For the purpose of determining whether to make an application for the making of a
parenting order under section 77, the Principal Reporter may make such investigations
as the Principal Reporter considers appropriate.

(2)

On a request made by the Principal Reporter for the purpose mentioned in subsection
(1), a local authority shall supply to the Principal Reporter a report on—
(a) the child in relation to whom the Principal Reporter is determining whether to
make the application;
(b) the parent in relation to whom the Principal Reporter is determining whether to
make the application; and
(c) such circumstances concerning—
(i)

the child; and

(ii) the parent,
as appear to the Principal Reporter to be relevant.>
Section 85
Mrs Mary Mulligan
327

Leave out section 85 and insert—
<Guidance about parenting orders
A person (other than a court) shall, in discharging functions by virtue of section 12 or
this Part, have regard to any guidance given by the Scottish Ministers about—
(a) the discharge of those functions; and
(b) matters arising in connection with the discharge of those functions.>
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Section 86
Mrs Mary Mulligan
328

In section 86, page 46, line 23, leave out <exercise his power> and insert <consider whether>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

329

In section 86, page 46, line 26, leave out from <person> to <sought> and insert <parent in respect
of whom it might be appropriate for the order to be made>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

330

In section 86, page 46, line 28, leave out <upon which the application is to proceed> and insert
<in respect of which the application might be made>
Section 87
Mrs Mary Mulligan

331

In section 87, page 46, line 35, leave out from <in> to end of line 37 and insert <means any
individual who is a relevant person as defined in section 93(2)(b) of the Children (Scotland) Act
1995 (c.36) (the references to a “person” in that section being read as references to an
individual);>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

332

In section 87, page 47, leave out lines 1 to 4
After section 87
Paul Martin

379

After section 87, insert—
<PART
PARENTAL COMPENSATION ORDERS
Parental compensation orders
(1)

On the application of a relevant authority, the sheriff may, if satisfied that the conditions
mentioned in subsection (2) are satisfied and after having had regard to the factors
mentioned in subsection (3), make an order requiring a parent to pay financial
compensation for damage caused by a child of that parent (a “parental compensation
order”).

(2)

Those conditions are—
(a) that damage to property owned by—
(i)

a relevant authority; or

(ii) a person who is not a member of the same household as the child,
has been caused by the child;
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(b) that the child, at the time the damage was caused, had attained the age of 12 but
was under 16;
(c) that the behaviour in which the child was engaging at the time the damage was
caused—
(i)

has been considered in other court proceedings or by a children’s hearing;
and

(ii) been held to be antisocial behaviour.
(3)

Those factors are—
(a) the ability of the parent to pay financial compensation;
(b) the likely effect of the making of the order on other members of the parent’s
family; and
(c) such other factors as the sheriff considers appropriate.

(4)

Where the damage is to property of the type mentioned in subsection (2)(a)(ii), the
owner of the property may make a request, in writing, to a relevant authority that an
application be made under subsection (1).

(5)

A relevant authority to which a request is made under subsection (3) shall, if an
application is not made under subsection (1) as a result of the request, provide the owner
of the property with a written explanation as to why an application has not been made.

(6)

An application for a parental compensation order shall be made by summary application
to the sheriff within whose sheriffdom the property which has been damaged is located.

(7)

A parental compensation order—
(a) shall specify—
(i)

the amount of financial compensation which the parent is required to pay;

(ii) who the compensation is to be paid to;
(iii) how the compensation is to be paid; and
(iv) the date by which the compensation must be paid;
(b) may provide for the amount specified to be paid in instalments.
(8)

In this section, “relevant authority” means—
(a) a local authority; or
(b) a registered social landlord.
Section 88

Elaine Smith
121

In section 88, page 47, line 18, leave out <12> and insert <16>
Elaine Smith

135
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In section 88, page 47, line 25, at end insert <wilfully or recklessly>

25

Elaine Smith
136

In section 88, page 47, line 26, after <that> insert <he knows>
Elaine Smith

137

In section 88, page 47, line 27, after <that> insert <he knows>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

71

In section 88, page 47, line 35, at end insert—
<(5A) Before making an antisocial behaviour order, the court shall explain to the
offender in ordinary language—
(a) the effect of the order and the prohibitions proposed to be included in it;
(b) the consequences of failing to comply with the order;
(c) the powers the court has under subsection (6) below; and
(d) the entitlement of the offender to appeal against the making of the order.
(5B) Failure to comply with subsection (5A) shall not affect the validity of the
order.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

72

In section 88, page 48, line 14, at end insert—
<234AB Antisocial behaviour orders: notification
(1)

Upon making an antisocial behaviour order under section 234AA of this Act,
the court shall—
(a) serve a copy of the order on the offender; and
(b) give a copy of the order to the local authority it considers most
appropriate.

(2)

Upon revoking an antisocial behaviour order under subsection (6)(a) of that
section, the court shall notify the local authority to whom a copy of the order
was given under subsection (1)(b) above.

(3)

Upon varying an antisocial behaviour order under subsection (6)(b) of that
section, the court shall—
(a) serve a copy of the order as varied on the offender; and
(b) give a copy of the order as varied to the local authority to whom a copy
of the order was given under subsection (1)(b) above.

(4)

For the purposes of this section, a copy is served on an offender if—
(a) given to him; or
(b) sent to him by registered post or the recorded delivery service.

(5)

A certificate of posting of a letter sent under subsection (4)(b) issued by the
postal operator shall be sufficient evidence of the sending of the letter on the
day specified in such certificate.
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(6)

In this section “offender” means the person in respect of whom the antisocial
behaviour order was made.>
After section 88

Mrs Mary Mulligan
73

After section 88, insert—
<Records of antisocial behaviour orders made in criminal courts
(1)

A local authority shall keep records of each antisocial behaviour order of which the
authority has been given a copy by virtue of subsection (1)(b) of section 234AB of the
Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.46) (the “1995 Act”).

(2)

A record kept under subsection (1) shall specify—
(a) the person in respect of whom the order was made;
(b) the prohibitions imposed by the order;
(c) whether a prohibition is indefinite or for a definite period and where it is for a
period, that period;
(d) where the authority is, by virtue of subsection (2) of that section of the 1995 Act,
notified of the revocation of the order, the date on which it was revoked;
(e) where the authority is, by virtue of subsection (3)(b) of that section of the 1995
Act, given a copy of the order as varied, the variation and its date; and
(f) such other matters relating to the order as the Scottish Ministers may prescribe in
regulations.

(3)

A local authority shall, on a request to do so being made to it by a person mentioned in
subsection (4), disclose to that person information contained in a record kept under
subsection (1).

(4)

Those persons are—
(a) the Scottish Ministers;
(b) the Principal Reporter;
(c) any other local authority;
(d) a chief constable; and
(e) a registered social landlord.

(5)

A local authority shall, in discharging functions by virtue of this section, have regard to
such guidance issued by the Scottish Ministers as to—
(a) the discharge of those functions; and
(b) such matters arising in connection with the discharge of those functions,
as the Scottish Ministers think fit.>
Section 89

Donald Gorrie
397
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In section 89, page 48, line 26, leave out <12> and insert <16>
27

Elaine Smith
138

In section 89, page 48, line 34, at end insert <wilfully or recklessly>
Elaine Smith

139

In section 89, page 48, line 35, after <that> insert <he knows>
Elaine Smith

140

In section 89, page 48, line 36, after <that> insert <he knows>
Section 90
Mike Rumbles

122

In section 90, page 51, line 30, after <orders),> insert—
<( ) after “Act”, where it first occurs, insert “and subject to subsection (1A) below”;
and
( )>
Elaine Smith
Supported by: Donald Gorrie

123

In section 90, page 51, line 30, leave out from <the> to end of line and insert <for “16” substitute
“12”.>
Mike Rumbles

124

In section 90, page 51, line 30, leave out from <the> to end of line and insert <for “16” substitute
“14”.>
Mike Rumbles

125

In section 90, page 51, line 30, at end insert—
<( )

After that subsection insert—
“(1A) A restriction of liberty order may only be made in respect of a person aged
under 16 if that person cannot be detained in secure accommodation due to no
places in such accommodation being available at the time the order is to be
made.”.>

Donald Gorrie
398

In section 90, page 51, line 30, at end insert—
<( )

After that subsection insert—
“(1B) A restriction of liberty order may only be made in respect of a person aged
under 16 if the order includes provision for intensive support for that person.”>
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Mike Rumbles
Supported by: Elaine Smith
126

Leave out section 90
After section 94
Paul Martin

380

After section 94, insert—
<Use of quad-bike, motorcycle, scooter, etc.
Offence of causing etc. alarm or distress
(1)

Subject to subsection (3), a person who uses a motorised vehicle in a manner which
causes or is likely to cause alarm or distress to any other person shall be guilty of an
offence.

(2)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (1) shall be liable on summary
conviction to—
(a) a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale;
(b) imprisonment for a period not exceeding 3 months, or
(c) both.

(3)

It shall be a defence for a person charged with an offence under subsection (1) to show
that—
(a) the alleged offence took place—
(i)

in an area designated by a local authority as an area where such activity is
permitted; and

(ii) in accordance with any conditions laid down by the authority as to how
such activity should be conducted of which the person could reasonably
have been aware; and
(b) no distress or alarm was caused to another person.
(4)

In this section, “motorised vehicle” means quad-bike, motorcycle, scooter or other
similar vehicle.>

Paul Martin
381

After section 94, insert—
<Use of quad-bike, motorcycle, scooter, etc.
Offence of causing etc. noise nuisance
(1)

Subject to subsection (3), a person who uses a motorised vehicle in a manner which
causes a noise nuisance shall be guilty of an offence.

(2)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (1) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 2 on the standard scale.

(3)

A person using a motorised vehicle—
(a) in an area designated by a local authority as an area where such activity is
permitted; and
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(b) in accordance with any conditions laid down by the authority as to how such
activity should be conducted of which the person could reasonably have been
aware,
is not guilty of an offence under subsection (1).
(4)

In this section—
“motorised vehicle” means quad-bike, motorcycle, scooter or other similar
vehicle;
“noise nuisance” means noise causing nuisance or annoyance to any other
person.>

Paul Martin
382

After section 94, insert—
<Offence of damaging fire hydrants, etc.
Offence of damaging fire hydrants, etc.
(1)

A person aged 12 years or older who damages stationary equipment intended for the
prevention of fire shall be guilty of an offence.

(2)

In subsection (1), “stationary equipment intended for the prevention of fire” means
either—
(a) a fire hydrant; or
(b) any other similar device.

(3)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (1) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale.>

Margaret Mitchell
399

After section 94, insert—
<Meeting a child following sexual grooming etc.
Offence of meeting a child following sexual grooming etc.
(1)

A person aged 16 or over “(A)” commits an offence if—
(a) having met or communicated with another person “(B)” on at least 2 earlier
occasions, he—
(i)

intentionally meets B; or

(ii) travels with the intention of meeting B in any part of the world;
(b) at the time, he intends to do anything to or in respect of B, during or after that
meeting and in any part of the world, which if done will involve the commission
by A of a relevant offence;
(c) B is under 16; and
(d) A does not reasonably believe that B is 16 or over.
(2)

In subsection (1)—
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(a) the reference to A having met or communicated with B is a reference to A having
met B in any part of the world or having communicated with B by any means
from, to or in any part of the world;
(b) “relevant offence” means—
(i)

an offence mentioned in schedule (Relevant offences for purposes of
section (Offence of meeting a child following sexual grooming etc.)); or

(ii) anything done outside Scotland which is not an offence within subparagraph (i), but would be an offence if done in Scotland.
(3)

A person guilty of an offence under this section is liable—
(a) on summary conviction, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 6 months or a
fine not exceeding the statutory maximum or both;
(b) on conviction on indictment, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 10 years.>
After schedule 3

Margaret Mitchell
400

After schedule 3, insert—
<SCHEDULE
(introduced by section (Offence of meeting a child following sexual grooming etc.))
RELEVANT OFFENCES FOR PURPOSES OF SECTION (OFFENCE OF MEETING A CHILD FOLLOWING SEXUAL
GROOMING ETC.)
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1

Rape.

2

Clandestine injury to women.

3

Abduction of a women or girl with intent to rape

4

Assault with intent to rape or ravish.

5

Indecent assault.

6

Lewd, indecent or libidinous behaviour or practices.

7

Shameless indecency.

8

Sodomy.

9

An offence under section 170 of the Customs and Excise Management Act 1979 (c.2)
(penalty for fraudulent evasion of duty etc) in relation to goods prohibited to be
imported under section 42 of the Customs Consolidation Act 1876 (c.36) (indecent or
obscene articles), if the prohibited goods included indecent photographs of persons
under 16.

10

An offence under section 53 of the Civil Government (Scotland) Act 1982 (c.45) (taking
and distribution of indecent images of children).

11

An offence under section 1 of the Criminal Law (Consolidation) (Scotland) Act 1995
(c.39) (incest).

12

An offence under section 2 of that Act (intercourse with a stepchild).
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13

An offence under section 3 of that Act (intercourse with a girl under 16 by a person in a
position of trust).

14

An offence under section 5 of that Act (unlawful intercourse with girl under 16).

15

An offence under section 6 of that Act (indecent behaviour towards girls between 12 and
16).

16

An offence under section 8 of that Act (abduction of a girl under 18 for purposes of
unlawful intercourse).

17

An offence under section 10 of that Act (person having parental responsibilities causing
or encouraging sexual activity in relation to a girl under 16).

18

An offence under section 13(5) of that Act (homosexual offences).

19

An offence under section 3 of the Sexual Offences (Amendment) Act 2000 (c.44) (abuse
of position of trust).
Section 95

Paul Martin
383

In section 95, page 54, line 20, at end insert—
<Section (Offence of causing etc.

Use of motorised vehicles in a

alarm or distress) of this Act

manner causing alarm or distress>

Paul Martin
384

In section 95, page 54, line 20, at end insert—
<Section (Offence of causing etc.

Use of motorised vehicles in a

noise nuisance) of this Act

manner causing noise nuisance>

Section 96
Mrs Mary Mulligan
333

In section 96, page 55, line 7, after <offence> insert <in a prescribed area>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

334

In section 96, page 55, line 11, at end insert <; and
“prescribed area” means an area prescribed by the Scottish Ministers by
regulations>

32
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Section 97
Mrs Mary Mulligan
335

In section 97, page 55, leave out lines 21 and 22
Section 98
Mrs Mary Mulligan

336

In section 98, page 55, line 30, at end insert—
<( )

Subject to subsection (2), proceedings may not be brought against A.>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
337

In section 98, page 55, line 34, leave out <so specified by virtue of section 97(3)(c)> and insert
<of 28 days beginning with the day on which the notice is given>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

338

In section 98, page 55, line 35, leave out subsection (4)
Mrs Mary Mulligan

339

In section 98, page 55, line 37, leave out <subsection (3)(b)> and insert <paragraph (b) of
subsection (3)>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

340

In section 98, page 56, line 1, leave out <to be tried> and insert <in accordance with that
subsection>
Section 99
Mrs Mary Mulligan

341

Leave out section 99
Section 103
Donald Gorrie

401

In section 103, page 57, line 19, after <which> insert <, if the child is 12 years of age or older,>
Donald Gorrie

402

In section 103, page 57, line 28, at end insert <; and
( ) including provision for intensive support for the child.”.
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After section 104
Bill Aitken
179

After section 104, insert—
<Age group dealt with by children’s hearings
Duty to reduce age-limit applicable in relation to children’s hearings once youth
courts established
The Scottish Ministers must, at such time as they have put in place arrangements for the
operation of youth courts (that is to say, courts intended primarily for dealing with
persistent offenders aged 14 or 15) in every sheriffdom in Scotland, by order make such
amendments to the Children (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.36) as they consider necessary to
ensure that the normal age beyond which children who have committed an offence may
no longer be referred to a children’s hearing is reduced from 16 to 14.>
Before section 106
Mrs Mary Mulligan

101

Before section 106, insert—
<Privacy of certain proceedings
(1)

Subject to subsection (2)—
(a) proceedings mentioned in subsection (4) shall be conducted and determined in
private; and
(b) no person other than a person whose presence is necessary for their proper
consideration shall be present.

(2)

The court before which particular proceedings are taking place may direct that the
proceedings—
(a) shall take place in public; or
(b) shall take place in the presence of such additional persons as the court may direct.

(3)

A direction under subsection (2) may be given in respect of the whole, or any part, of
proceedings.

(4)

The proceedings referred to in subsection (1) are—
(a) proceedings before a sheriff on an application for—
(i)

an order under section 4(1) in respect of a child;

(ii) the variation, or revocation, under section 5(1) of such an order;
(iii) an order under section 77(1); or
(iv) the variation, or revocation, under section 81(1) of an order made under
section 12(1) or 77(1);
(b) proceedings before a sheriff for the purpose of considering whether—
(i)

to make an order under section 7(2) in respect of a child;

(ii) to recall such an order;
(iii) to make a requirement under section 11(1);
34
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(iv) to make an order under section 12(1); or
(v) to make an order under section 81(4); and
(c) an appeal arising from proceedings mentioned in paragraph (a) or (b).>
Section 106
Mrs Mary Mulligan
376

In section 106, page 61, line 5, at beginning insert <Where subsection (1A) applies,>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

102

In section 106, page 61, line 6, leave out <sought under this Act by> and insert <to>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

103

In section 106, page 61, line 8, after <enactment> insert <(including subsection (1B))>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

377

In section 106, page 61, line 10, leave out from <if> to end of line 11 and insert—
<(1A) This subsection applies if the disclosure is necessary or expedient for the purposes of
any provision of—
(a) this Act; or
(b) any other enactment the purpose of which is to make provision for or in
connection with antisocial behaviour or its effects.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

104

In section 106, page 61, line 11, at end insert—
<(1B) Where—
(a) by virtue of subsection (1) a person discloses to a relevant authority information in
respect of which the person is subject to a duty of confidentiality; and
(b) on disclosing the information, the person informs the authority of the breach of
the duty,
the authority shall not disclose the information.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

105

In section 106, page 61, line 12, leave out <subsection (1)> and insert <subsections (1) and (1B)>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

106

In section 106, page 61, line 14, at end insert—
<( ) the Principal Reporter;>
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35

Mrs Mary Mulligan
378

In section 106, page 61, line 15, at end insert—
<( ) an authority administering housing benefit>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

107

In section 106, page 61, line 16, leave out subsection (3) and insert—
<(3)

Any person who, by virtue of this Act, must or may provide information or who
provides or receives information for the purposes of any provision of this Act shall have
regard to any relevant guidance given by the Scottish Ministers.>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
127

In section 106, page 61, line 20, leave out subsection (4)
Section 108
Mrs Mary Mulligan

260

In section 108, page 62, line 8, after <section> insert <(Meaning of “relevant place” and
“relevant property”)(1),>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

108

In section 108, page 62, line 8, after <section> insert <(Power to modify meaning of “relevant
surface”)(1),>
Section 110
Mrs Mary Mulligan

109

In section 110, page 62, line 16, after <Act> insert <(other than Parts 7 and 8)>
Elaine Smith

141

In section 110, page 62, line 16, at end insert <wilfully or recklessly>
Elaine Smith

142

In section 110, page 62, line 17, after <that> insert <A knows>
Elaine Smith

143

In section 110, page 62, line 18, after <that> insert <A knows>
Schedule 5
Mrs Mary Mulligan

111

In schedule 5, page 72, line 9, at end insert—

36
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<The Criminal Procedure (Consequential

In Schedule 4, paragraph 30.

Provisions (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.40)>
Section 112
Donald Gorrie
403* In section 112, page 63, line 1, at beginning insert <Part 8 of this Act shall come into force on
such day as the Scottish Ministers may by order appoint, after—
(a) the Scottish Ministers have consulted the Convention of Scottish Local
Authorities (or any future representative body of local authorities) and
representatives of private landlords and relevant housing associations on the
development of an appropriate registration system for private landlords;
(b) the Scottish Ministers have laid before the Scottish Parliament a report on the
consultation;
(c) any parliamentary committee whose remit includes housing has considered the
report; and
(d) a meeting of the Parliament has considered the report.
()

The rest of>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
110
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In section 112, page 63, line 2, leave out from <made> to end of line 3 and insert <appoint>

37

Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill
Groupings of Amendments for Stage 2 (Day 5)
Penalties for certain environmental offences
98, 100, 111
Antisocial behaviour notices: general
343, 344, 392, 393, 347, 348
Housing: antisocial behaviour notices – inclusion of Part
21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33
Orders as to rental income
345, 346
Antisocial behaviour notices: meaning of “relevant house”
349, 350, 350A
Registration of private landlords
351, 357, 357A, 357B, 357C, 358, 359, 360, 360A, 361, 362, 363, 364, 364A, 352, 353, 354,
355, 356, 365, 366, 367, 368, 369, 370, 371, 372, 373, 374, 375, 403
Circumstances in which parenting order need not include counselling requirement
290
Parenting orders: account to be taken of religion, work and education
291, 292, 324
Provisions on parenting orders: references to “parent”, “child” etc.
293, 294, 295, 296, 297, 298, 299, 300, 301, 302, 303, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 311,
313, 317, 318, 319, 320, 321, 322, 331, 332
Persons who may apply for parenting order
174, 175, 177
Parenting orders: conditions
394, 395, 396
Procedural requirements when making, varying or revoking parenting order
304, 312, 314, 315, 178, 316, 323
Restriction on reporting proceedings relating to parenting orders
325
Conduct of proceedings by reporters
391
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Applications for parenting orders: role of Principal Reporter and children’s hearings
326, 328, 329, 330
Guidance about parenting orders
327
Parental compensation orders
379
Community reparation orders: application to children
397
Restriction of liberty orders and movement restriction conditions: age at which and
circumstances in which may be made
122, 123, 124, 125, 398, 126, 401, 402
Use of quad-bike, motorcycle, scooter, etc.
380, 381, 383, 384
Offence of damaging fire hydrants etc.
382
Offence of meeting a child following sexual grooming etc.
399, 400
Circumstances in which fixed penalty notice may be given
333, 334
Effect of fixed penalty notice
335, 336, 337, 338, 339, 340, 341
Age group dealt with by children’s hearings
179
Privacy of certain proceedings
101
Disclosure and sharing of information
376, 102, 103, 377, 104, 105, 106, 378, 107, 127
Provisions in respect of which definition of “antisocial behaviour” applies
109
Commencement orders
110

Note: the following amendments have already been debated—
With 112 – 121
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With 149 – 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143
With 44 – 71
With 164 – 72, 73
With 57 – 176
With 215 – 260
With 75 – 99
With 89 - 108
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COMMUNITIES COMMITTEE
EXTRACT FROM THE MINUTES
19th Meeting, 2004 (Session 2)
Thursday 13 May 2004
Present:
Scott Barrie
Donald Gorrie (Deputy Convener)
Johann Lamont (Convener)
Mary Scanlon
Sandra White

Cathie Craigie
Patrick Harvie
Christine May (Committee substitute)
Stewart Stevenson

Also present: Bill Aitken.
Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill: The Committee considered the Bill at
Stage 2 (Day 5).
The following amendments were agreed to (without division): 98, 99, 100, 343,
344, 346, 347, 348, 349 and 350.
The following amendments were agreed to (by division—
345

(For 5, Against 0, Abstentions 4)

350A (For 5, Against 4, Abstentions 0).
The following amendments were disagreed to (by division—
21

(For 1, Against 8, Abstentions 0)

392 (For 4, Against 4, Abstentions 1; amendment disagreed to on casting
vote)
The remaining amendments were not moved.
Sections 54, 55, 57 and 58, schedule 3 and sections 60, 62 and 63 were agreed
to without amendment.
Schedule 2 and sections 53, 56, 59, 61 and 64 were agreed to as amended.
Christine May made a declaration of interests as a Committee substitute. She
had none to declare other than those previously declared in her Register of
Interests.
The Committee ended consideration of the Bill for the morning, amendment 351
having been moved but not disposed of.
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Scottish Parliament
Communities Committee
Thursday 13 May 2004
(Morning)
[THE CONVENER opened the meeting at 10:02]

Antisocial Behaviour etc
(Scotland) Bill: Stage 2
The Convener (Johann Lamont): I welcome
everyone to the meeting, at which the entire
business will be stage 2 of the Antisocial
Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill. This is day 5 of
stage 2. Christine May is here as substitute for
Elaine Smith, who is on constituency business. I
welcome Christine to the meeting and hope that
she finds it productive. Bill Aitken is also back with
us today.
Members will be aware that arrangements have
been made for a statement in Parliament at
lunchtime on the tragedy in Glasgow. This meeting
will be suspended at about 11.45 am. Lunch will
be available from half past 12, and I hope to start
again at 1 pm at the latest. However, if members
are here and have finished eating, we can start
back earlier than that—so much the better.
Christine May (Central Fife) (Lab): Would it be
appropriate to deal with my declaration of
interests? This is the first time that I have attended
this committee.
The Convener: Belt and braces—we might as
well.
Christine May: I am not aware that I have any
interests that I should declare, other than those
that are on my register of interests.
Schedule 2
PENALTIES FOR CERTAIN ENVIRONMENTAL OFFENCES

The Convener: Amendment 98, in the name of
the minister, is grouped with amendments 100 and
111.
The Deputy Minister for Communities (Mrs
Mary Mulligan): Amendments 98 and 100 will add
three statutory provisions to the list of offences in
schedule 2 for which a maximum penalty of
£40,000 in summary proceedings is proposed.
That penalty is proposed in respect of the offences
in schedule 2 to mark our perception of their
serious and antisocial character. Amendment 111
is consequential on the repeal by amendment 98
of section 75(4) of the Water (Scotland) Act 1980,
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and will repeal a provision of the Criminal
Procedure (Consequential Provisions) (Scotland)
Act 1995 that amended section 75(4) of the 1980
act.
The offences that we propose to add to the list
deserve to be included in this category. On
amendment 98, offences of polluting the water
environment in general were included in the bill,
but Scottish Water pointed out during consultation
that the offence in section 75 of the Water
(Scotland) Act 1980 is used specifically when
polluting matter poisons water supplies. It will be
readily appreciated that that is a particularly
antisocial offence that brings with it, for sizeable
communities, not merely health risks but the
inevitable inconvenience that is associated with
cessation of mains water and provision of
emergency supplies. Insult is then added to injury
because that same completely innocent
community must pay for the necessary remedial
work through water charges, the cost of which can
quite easily run into millions of pounds.
As regards amendment 100, another offence
whose antisocial character is obvious is illegal
operation of a landfill or similar permitted
installation. The list in schedule 2 includes the
Pollution Prevention and Control Act 1999 so that
any future regulations that are made under that act
can attract the increased maximum summary
penalty of £40,000. For consistency, amendment
100 will add to the schedule the offences under
the Pollution Prevention and Control (Scotland)
Regulations 2000 and the offence under the
Landfill (Scotland) Regulations 2003 that relates to
acceptance of illegal wastes at a landfill site. Both
those regulations were made using powers under
the 1999 act and the proposed amendments will,
for the sake of consistency, ensure that breaches
of those provisions attract similar penalties.
I suggest that the increased penalties that are
proposed for those offences and for the other
offences in schedule 2 are most likely to be
imposed on corporate offenders. As I have said on
numerous occasions, the bill is not just about
targeting young people; it is about targeting
antisocial behaviour of all kinds, whoever commits
it. The offences in the amendments would have a
thoroughly detrimental effect on our communities
and I hope that committee members will feel able
to support the amendments.
I move amendment 98.
Stewart Stevenson (Banff and Buchan)
(SNP): I do not plan to oppose the amendments,
which are consistent with other provisions in the
bill. I wish merely to put on record the observation
that I am very unclear as to whether we are
dealing with antisocial behaviour or criminal
behaviour. That has been a recurring theme
throughout the passage of the bill, and it is one to
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which we may return. We are talking about
corporate responsibility and, although corporations
of one sort and another must be held to account, it
seems to be rather strange for that to be
incorporated in a bill that is described as an
antisocial behaviour bill. By all means, let us put
those offences into legislation; however, I think
that we are doing so in the wrong place.
Ms Sandra White (Glasgow) (SNP): I would
like clarification. I note that amendment 98 will
amend the Water (Scotland) Act 1980. Will the
amendments have any effect in respect of
pollution of rivers—the Clyde, in particular, which
is constantly being polluted, although the Scottish
Environment Protection Agency is supposed to
check that it is not? If so, will SEPA be involved?
Mrs Mulligan: My understanding is that that is
already included in the bill. This is the next stage
to ensure that all-encompassing effect, which, as
Stewart Stevenson has said—
The Convener: I should have checked whether
other members wanted to comment. I was being
far too lax first thing in the morning.
Mrs Mulligan: I am sorry, convener—I will not
do that again.
The Convener: You may wind up, as you were
doing without having been bidden.
Mrs Mulligan: The issue that Sandra White
raises is already covered in the bill, especially in
paragraph 2(1) of schedule 2. On Stewart
Stevenson’s point, I recognise that we could have
an academic discussion about where antisocial
behaviour stops and criminal behaviour starts, but
our intention has always been to prevent or to stop
certain behaviours. Amendment 98 may be a belt
and braces provision, but it will ensure that such
behaviours are dealt with effectively. I am pleased
that Stewart Stevenson feels able to support that
aim.
Amendment 98 agreed to.
Amendments 99 and 100 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
Schedule 2, as amended, agreed to.
Section 53—Antisocial behaviour notices
The Convener: Amendment 343, in the name of
the minister, is grouped with amendments 344,
392, 393, 347 and 348.
Mrs Mulligan: Amendment 343 clarifies that an
antisocial behaviour notice should specify only
action that is designed to deal with the antisocial
behaviour identified in the notice. To leave that
unsaid would provide scope for the local authority
to specify any kind of action that it thought a
landlord should take, which would go beyond our
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intention and might be unfair. Notices under part 7
of the bill are intended to be a specific targeted
measure that will deal with particular problems of
antisocial behaviour. More general failures by
landlords are intended to be dealt with under part
8.
Amendment 344 is a minor drafting amendment.
I turn to amendments 392 and 393. I appreciate
that Mr Gorrie lodged the amendments because
he is concerned about the possibility of serious
action being taken against a landlord without the
reason for initiating that action being properly
tested. The amendments would require a sheriff to
be satisfied that the antisocial behaviour that was
specified in the antisocial behaviour notice had
actually happened, whenever the sheriff was
considering an application for suspension of rent
liability or for a management control order as a
result of a landlord’s failure to comply with a
notice. There is already provision in the bill for an
internal appeal of a notice. I suggest that that
earlier opportunity would be the appropriate time
to raise the question of whether antisocial
behaviour has taken place. However, sheriffs will
have discretion to consider such matters later
when they decide whether an order in respect of
rental income or a management control order
should be granted. I do not think that it is
necessary for a duty to be placed on sheriffs to
investigate. I suggest that the amendments would
not serve a useful purpose and I invite Donald
Gorrie not to move them.
Amendments 347 and 348 deal with the need to
inform a landlord that a management control order
has been made or revoked. It is clearly important
to notify landlords, because such orders will affect
their rights in a property. However, the situations
in which the extreme measure of a management
control order would be used include those in which
the landlord cannot be traced or contacted. I
suggest that it would be particularly unfortunate if,
in such cases, the local authority were to be in
breach of the law because it had not informed the
landlord, or if it were to avoid seeking a
management control order because it feared that it
would risk breaching the law in that way. The
amendments will, if it is impracticable for it to do
so, lift the requirement on the authority to inform
the landlord.
I move amendment 343.
10:15
Donald Gorrie (Central Scotland) (LD): The
minister set out some of the arguments but, with
all due respect, I am not highly impressed by
them. The idea that an internal review is a
satisfactory way of doing anything at all is rebutted
by the whole of recorded history. Internal reviews
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may have their place, but they are not a foolproof
part of a civilised system. It is essential that the
whole background is looked into when such
drastic action is taken as saying that a tenant need
not pay rent to their landlord because of some
alleged failures by the landlord.
Often, issues arise out of disputes between
neighbours or between tenants and landlords.
Council officials, being human, will tend to take
sides in such disputes and may not come to a
correct judgment. It should be incumbent on them
to demonstrate to a sheriff that antisocial
behaviour actually took place, because the
provisions in section 53, unlike those on antisocial
behaviour orders and dispersal, are entirely in the
hands of local authority officials. It will be they who
will make judgments as to what constitutes
antisocial behaviour, which may vary enormously
from official to official or from council area to
council area. It should be demonstrated in court
that antisocial behaviour has taken place and—
according to the bill as it stands—it must be
demonstrated that the landlord has not done his
stuff, and that therefore action has to be taken.
Sometimes, there are bad tenants who have a
feeble landlord who has no control over them, but
who tries his or her best. Equally, there are bad
landlords, whose tenants are more victims than
offenders. A sheriff is needed to make a judgment
on such matters. The issue is extremely important,
so I will press amendments 392 and 393.
Mrs Mulligan: We have a slight difference in
emphasis. It is absolutely the case that it should
be demonstrated that the antisocial behaviour has
taken place, and that when two parties are in
dispute it is for them to show that there has been
an act. That is different to what Donald Gorrie’s
amendments 392 and 393 say, which is that a
sheriff needs to be the investigating party; a sheriff
would have to look at all the evidence that was put
before them to consider whether an act took place.
I still feel that Donald Gorrie’s amendments are
unnecessary because there is within the available
procedures an opportunity to demonstrate that the
act has taken place, and there is an opportunity for
those who contest that to appeal the process and
have the issue further investigated.
Amendment 343 agreed to.
The Convener: Amendment 21 is grouped with
amendments 22 to 33.
Bill Aitken (Glasgow) (Con): The purpose of
amendments 21 to 33 is to remove part 7 of the
bill. The provisions in part 7 will give local
authorities the power to serve notice on a private
landlord instructing them to take whatever action is
specified to tackle antisocial behaviour in or
around their property. The two primary sanctions
that are available under the powers are cessation
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of the occupier’s liability to pay rent and transfer of
management control of the property to the local
authority. Frankly, part 7 is another unfair and
unworkable piece of the bill.
We all know that there are, from time to time,
irresponsible landlords. We also all know that
there are irresponsible tenants, otherwise the bill
would not be being brought forward. The fact is
that it is quite possible that a landlord operating
with all due diligence could end up with a tenant
who is antisocial and whose conduct they are
unable to control significantly. To some extent, this
goes back to what I said yesterday: individuals’
behaviour should be dealt with by the police and
other authorities using the common law of
Scotland in respect of breach of the peace, or the
terms of the Civic Government (Scotland) Act
1982—whichever is considered appropriate.
It would, to say the least, be hard lines to
penalise a landlord who had acted in good faith
and who had taken all reasonable precautions to
ensure that the tenant to whom he was letting a
property was a reasonable individual; indeed, I
question whether it would be legally permissible to
do so under article 6 of the European convention
on human rights. There have been previous
incidences in which legislation has failed because
it was not appropriate to punish an individual for
the misdeeds of another—which is, in effect, what
we would be doing.
However, the bill goes beyond that; in so far as it
relates to cessation of the occupier’s liability to pay
rent, it provides an incentive to tenants to
misbehave. We all know that it takes time to
process applications and orders. We could end up
with cases that are not as extreme as one might
think, but in which people could sus out the
situation and take on tenancies and conduct
themselves in such a manner that an order was
made so that they could avoid paying rent. They
could, in effect, move from one set of premises to
another, if landlords were not diligent in obtaining
references. Thus we could, in part 7 of the bill,
provide an incentive for bad behaviour.
We must also consider the effect that such
orders could have on an area. As we all know from
other research, there is a shortage of privatesector accommodation in Scotland. Not only will
the bill act as a positive disincentive to private
landlords to let properties, it could affect
significantly the availability of private rented
houses in certain areas. That is yet another
instance of something that has not been thought
through properly.
I move amendment 21.
Stewart Stevenson: I wonder for whom Bill
Aitken speaks. During consultation, we heard from
landlords’ representatives and, in some ways,
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what Bill Aitken said goes against the grain of
what was said then. The good landlords—the
majority—appeared, on the face of it, to welcome
measures that would redd from the rented sector
landlords who do not provide appropriate
accommodation or manage their tenants
appropriately. It seems to me that the provisions in
part 7 will, in general, give good landlords a much
stronger lever for dealing with antisocial tenants
and provide real encouragement to landlords who
might otherwise shy away from doing so. I invite
Bill Aitken to tell us in his summing up which
landlords have made representations to him to
have removed part 7 of the bill, because what he
said seems—from my recollection—to be at odds
with the evidence that we gathered at stage 1.

Mary Scanlon (Highlands and Islands) (Con):
Stewart Stevenson and Patrick Harvie both asked
where Bill Aitken was coming from, but Bill Aitken
has an ally in the Council of Mortgage Lenders. I
presume that all members received this week a
briefing paper from that organisation, which points
out that

Patrick Harvie (Glasgow) (Green): Bill Aitken
presented arguments that seem to have been
based purely on situations in which a landlord is
not at fault, but a tenant is. If that was his concern,
I would prefer by far that he tried to address that
concern by lodging amendments that would
change part 7, rather than remove it entirely. I
cannot support amendments that would remove
part 7, given the number of situations in which the
landlord is at fault.

“the Bill contains no obligation when a Local Authority is
applying for such an Order to advise the holder of a
Standard Security over the property of the action which
they are taking. In the majority of buy to let properties the
rental payment will be used to fund the mortgage payment
and it would seem contrary to natural justice that lenders
who hold a Standard Security over the property will not be
allowed to make representations.”

As Stewart Stevenson said, we did not hear
from landlords or their representatives strong
arguments that shared Bill Aitken’s concerns. I
echo Stewart Stevenson’s request that we be
provided with some understanding of who Bill
Aitken thinks has these concerns and why they did
not speak to us.
Donald Gorrie: As has been pointed out, Bill
Aitken has identified an issue, but there is still a
general necessity for part 7, so I will support it. My
amendments 392 and 393 endeavour to cover this
area. It would be helpful if the minister would
consider lodging at stage 3 an amendment that
would deal with situations in which a landlord has
done his or her best but has not, because of
intimidation or whatever, been able to control a
tenant. As they stand, the provisions could be
extremely unfair, so an Executive amendment at
stage 3 would help to make part 7 effective and
fair. I will not support Bill Aitken’s amendments,
but I hope that the minister will ponder the issue
and respond at stage 3.
Ms White: I take issue with many things in the
bill, but I support whole-heartedly part 7 and
cannot support Bill Aitken’s amendments. He will
know about people who have lived as good
tenants in a house for 50 years and whose lives
have been made absolute hell when a private
landlord has let the rest of the property. Anything
that makes landlords comply with their duties
under the law must be welcomed. I definitely
welcome part 7, so I cannot support Bill Aitken.
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“While there is some protection in that the Sheriff before
granting the Order has to consider it would have been
reasonable to take the action highlighted in the Notice it
appears that the Tenant is being rewarded for his bad
behaviour, particularly as it may take some time for the
landlord to be able to evict the tenant.”

Will the minister respond to that point?
The briefing paper also states:

I would welcome the minister’s clarification on
the issues that are highlighted in the CML’s
briefing paper, which also alleges that part 7
could, because of such orders’ being made, lead
to an increase in repossessions in Scotland.
Christine May: I approach the issue without the
benefit of the committee’s experience in hearing
evidence. Nonetheless, I cannot—because of
experience—support Bill Aitken’s amendments.
Sufficient protection for the circumstances that Bill
Aitken mentioned is already provided by other
legislation and, perhaps, even by other parts of the
bill.
On Mary Scanlon’s point, I recall that it is for the
mortgage holder to inform his lender of any
material changes in circumstances. That would
probably cover the point that is raised in the CML’s
briefing paper. It would be welcome if, at stage 3,
the minister could give the reassurances that have
been asked for about other protection that is
available and, if Bill Aitken is able to give specific
cases, provide answers in those cases.
10:30
Cathie Craigie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth)
(Lab): Like most members who have spoken, I
cannot support Bill Aitken’s amendments to delete
part 7. Stewart Stevenson mentioned the evidence
that we took at stage 1, during which there was
unanimous
agreement
among
committee
members and those who gave evidence and who
had experience of working in the private sector
that part 7 would be a useful tool.
The policy objective of part 7 is to provide a
means to ensure that landlords take responsible
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steps to manage their property. If, after a local
authority has served an antisocial behaviour notice
on a property, the landlord works with the local
authority to try to alleviate or solve the problems
with antisocial behaviour, I am sure that the
authority would not move for a cessation of rent.
However, too often, landlords do not engage with
the local authority or with the people from whom
they take rent.
The measures in part 7, which many
organisations support, are about landlords taking
responsibility. The CML, which came late to the
debate, complained in its briefing paper that it had
not been consulted. However, the committee put
out a call for evidence and the Scottish Executive
undertook a huge consultation exercise.
Everybody who gave evidence to the committee
said that the consultation process was thorough
and had allowed people to engage. If the CML did
not pick up the issue until a late stage, that is not
the committee’s or the Executive’s fault.
The CML briefing paper raised the issue of
people buying to rent. In some communities,
people are being priced out of the housing market
because of people who buy to rent. While we need
and want to keep the private sector alive and
healthy, the situation is causing difficulties in
communities. The CML and its members who hold
standard securities over properties could certainly
engage more and help communities to deal with
the problems of antisocial behaviour. Often, the
conditions of people’s mortgages should prevent
them from engaging in the behaviour in which they
engage—such as having something like a
scrapyard next to their property—but mortgage
lenders do not advise borrowers when they are in
breach of their mortgage conditions. If the CML
engaged with such people, I would be happy to
engage with it. However, it has come late to the
issue and the committee and other organisations
have considered the points that it has made. The
CML has brought nothing new to the table.
I do not agree with Bill Aitken’s amendments; I
stand with the vast majority of people who are
involved in the private rented sector and politicians
in opposing the amendments.
The Convener: We want to protect and do what
we can to sustain the bit of the private rented
sector that provides important housing services in
our communities, but we do not want to protect the
bit that creates problems—I would be happy to
see that bit go. In some cases, properties are not
maintained and landlords do not visit or engage
with tenants or they give them no rights. On
occasion, when tenants get above themselves,
landlords use inappropriate means to evict them.
We do not want that bit of the sector to exist and
nor do organisations such as the Scottish
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Association of Landlords, which feel that they are
damaged by such practices.
Perhaps the minister will say something about
how we can support private sector landlords who
are trying to manage their properties. Landlords
have told me about problems with references,
which may not be real, perhaps because
somebody is moving on a problem. They find it
difficult to get information. If somebody is moving
in and out of the public sector, leaving rent arrears
behind, they cannot pursue that person when they
leave the property. It is reasonable for a private
sector landlord to ask for support on those issues.
Does Bill Aitken think that antisocial behaviour in
a property is the sole responsibility of the police?
We should consider the demands that we place on
the social rented sector. Are we saying that it is
inappropriate to expect a housing association to
have housing officers who are geared up to go out
visiting tenants? Would we condemn the Glasgow
Housing Association for its neighbourhood
relations team, which is aimed at addressing
antisocial behaviour to protect a public asset? I do
not think that we would. We would recognise that
there is a role for such a team. I see no reason
why there should not be a role like that in the
private sector too.
When serious criminal behaviour is going on
inside a property, we cannot expect a landlord to
sort it out. However, if a landlord is visiting his
property regularly and is engaging with the
neighbours, or if he has a contact number for the
neighbours, he might find out that his property has
been damaged—that the doors have been
damaged or the windows smashed—or that
people who are involved in drugs have been
gathering there. Then, he would get involved at an
earlier stage, before the situation becomes so
serious that the police are called.
In my constituency, people have come to me
when they have been unable to find a landlord’s
phone number to tell him that there is a problem
with his property that is having consequences for
them. If they do have a contact number, they
might get abuse on the end of the phone: “What’s
it got to do with me—just phone the police or
environmental health.” Early intervention by a
landlord might solve the problem before the
situation spirals down.
It is not asking anything unreasonable of people
who make their income from renting properties to
say that they should be accountable for what
happens in their flats. That is not to say that we
are delegating to private landlords all responsibility
for managing some very difficult people. The aim
is to ask landlords to work with the police and,
when somebody phones them, not to have the
attitude: “I don’t know what you’re phoning me for.
Phone somebody else.” In those circumstances, it
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is entirely reasonable for organisations in the
community to say, “Well, if you don’t think you
have a responsibility, we’re going to find a way of
forcing you to engage with the situation.”
Sometimes, sadly, the only way that that can
happen is by concentrating the landlord’s mind
through their pocket.
Mrs Mulligan: Let me be clear—
The Convener: I feel better for that—not that I
am obsessed about the issue.
Mrs Mulligan: Good. I am glad that you are
feeling better.
Let me be clear. If a landlord uses appropriate
management practices, he should not be subject
to penalty, even if he is unable to change the
behaviour of the people in his property. The
targeted powers that are provided in part 7 will
allow the local authority to act in a range of
circumstances if the landlord is failing to manage
antisocial behaviour and the whole community is
suffering as a result. I have repeatedly heard
examples of that happening and of instances—just
as the convener outlined—in which the landlord’s
response is either that he or she does not care, or
that he or she is unable to take action. That is
unacceptable.
The powers in part 7 will make it clear to the
landlord what action the landlord should be taking
to deal with the antisocial behaviour, whether that
is setting clear standards, warning the tenants,
enforcing tenancy conditions, seeking possession
or other measures. In response to the convener’s
point about support for private landlords, it is good
practice in many local authorities to engage with
private landlords. I know of private landlord forums
in a number of authorities, where there are regular
meetings and where support for landlords is in
place. Such forums ensure that landlords operate
a good service that is responsible and responsive
to the community in which it is based. In fact, the
Executive will go further, by issuing guidance
under part 7, to ensure that landlords engage with
the kind of issues that we are discussing. It is
important that we recognise that landlords have a
responsibility; however, there should be a support
mechanism to ensure that they take on that
responsibility.
I turn now to the points raised by the CML. As
Christine May said, the onus is on the mortgage
holder to inform the mortgage lender if there is a
difficulty in paying the mortgage. However, when
tenants are not paying the rent, we want the local
authority to take a view on whether the rent
penalty is the appropriate measure. We have put
that into part 7 because we acknowledge that it is
an issue.
I am a little concerned that the CML seems to
have come to this issue late and is raising
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concerns that are not wholly in the province of the
bill. That detracts from a part of the bill that is
essential to our aim of tackling antisocial
behaviour. I reiterate that we are not talking about
the majority of landlords—who are good and
responsible and who operate a valued service. Bill
Aitken says that we have a shortage of private
rented properties and so should not be putting
private landlords under any pressure. That is not a
good argument. If tenancies are not managed
properly, nobody gains. Therefore, it is appropriate
to insist that landlords take action where
appropriate.
I have to say that I get a little tired of justifying
our actions against those who are not
responding—as if we particularly want to target
innocent landlords who are behaving responsibly.
That is not the case. We seek to deal with those
landlords who do not act responsibly and therefore
have an impact on our communities. If we are to
achieve our aim, it is essential that we maintain
the parts of the bill that Bill Aitken seeks to
remove.
The Convener: I ask Bill Aitken to wind up and
to indicate whether he wants to press or withdraw
amendment 21.
Bill Aitken: A number of interesting points have
arisen. There is a general consensus that we are
not talking about every landlord. We are talking
about irresponsible people and I would support
any sanction against them. However, the bill as
drafted unfortunately has the potential to put
people in real difficulty through no fault of their
own. Donald Gorrie has clearly acknowledged that
in his amendments 392 and 393 and in what he
said this morning.
As I have said, it is frequently possible for a
landlord who acts in good faith and who takes all
reasonable precautions as to the bona fides of his
tenants to run into problems and seek to do
something about them. The minister will confirm
that the ultimate sanction open to a private
landlord is to seek repossession of the property.
Under the Housing (Scotland) Act 2001, that is a
difficult and convoluted process. That is
understandable, because we do not want people
to be thrown out of their houses without due cause
or sound reason. However, the process can be
lengthy and expensive for landlords, because they
have to apply to the courts to obtain repossession
of the property. During that period, the person who
is the prime motivator of the difficulty—the
antisocial tenant—is living rent free. That is
bizarre. The issue really has to be addressed.
Not for the first time in the years that I have
known him, Stewart Stevenson has demonstrated
a degree of inconsistency in his arguments. In this
very committee room yesterday morning, he
stated that no one should be penalised for the
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faults and omissions of another. This morning he
has reversed his position, which is just a little
incongruous.
Stewart Stevenson:
intervention, Bill?

Will

you

take

an

Bill Aitken: I will, if it is in order to do so.
The Convener: No.
Bill Aitken: No—it is not in order to do so. I
have no doubt that Stewart will have an
opportunity on another occasion.
Sandra White was right to cite cases of the
particular difficulty that I have been talking about.
She and I are familiar with instances of such
problems in the west end of Glasgow and I have to
come back to a basic fact: when misbehaviour
causes concern to other tenants and coproprietors of a property, it is a police matter. In
her sensible and constructive comments, Mary
Scanlon properly highlighted the concerns that the
CML has made known. I accept the convener’s
point that the CML has become involved in the
procedure late, but its comments are nonetheless
well made and must be recognised.
The minister argued her case as I expected.
However, she did not deal with the possible effect
of article 6 of the ECHR.
10:45
Mrs Mulligan: I am happy to reassure Bill
Aitken that we have examined ECHR compliance
and that we have no concerns about whether the
provisions would take us outside that.
Bill Aitken: I am certain that the minister has
done that and I hope that the advice that she has
been given turns out to be sound, because the
ECHR is all embracing and, as we well know, has
caused other problems.
The convener conceded that private landlords
can do only so much. At the same time, she made
her views about irresponsible landlords clear. I
concur with those views. The point that landlords
can do only so much and the fact that the bill
provides an incentive to bad behaviour cause me
the greatest concern, so I will press amendment
21.
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 21 be agreed to. Are we agreed?

Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
1, Against 8, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 21 disagreed to.
Section 53, as amended, agreed to.
Section 54—Review of antisocial behaviour
notices
The Convener: Does Bill Aitken wish to move
amendment 22?
Bill Aitken: Given the Herculean task that is
before the committee and the fact that the
principle has been established, I will not move
amendment 22 or my subsequent amendments
that relate to part 7.
Amendment 22 not moved.
Section 54 agreed to.
Section 55—Internal procedure on review
Amendment 23 not moved.
Section 55 agreed to.
Section 56—Failure to comply with notice:
order as to rental income
Amendment 344 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
Amendment 392 moved—[Donald Gorrie].
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 392 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)

Members: No.

ABSTENTIONS

The Convener: There will be a division.

Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)

FOR
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)

AGAINST
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
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The Convener: The result of the division is: For
4, Against 4, Abstentions 1. The vote is tied. I use
my casting vote to resist the amendment.
Amendment 392 disagreed to.
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The Convener: Amendment 345, in the name of
the minister, is grouped with amendment 346.
Mrs Mulligan: Amendment 345 will ensure that
when a sheriff makes an order that ceases a
tenant’s or occupant’s rent liability, the other terms
of their lease or occupancy arrangement continue
to be in force. The bill as published would have
that effect, but we have lodged the amendment to
put the point beyond challenge. The matter is
important because we want to ensure that a
landlord will continue to have the right to manage
a tenancy to deal with antisocial behaviour, which
he will need to be able to do to comply with an
antisocial behaviour notice.
Section 56 provides for a sheriff, on application
by a local authority, to make an order that
suspends a tenant’s or occupant’s rent liability. As
with any court decision, the landlord involved will
be able to appeal. We have decided to make
provision on appeals in two ways through
amendment 346.
First, we have specified that the appeal should
be made to the sheriff principal within 21 days. We
think that that is a reasonable approach with a
reasonable timescale. Secondly, we want to avoid
a situation in which a landlord appeals without the
tenant or occupier knowing. If the appeal is won
and the tenant has—understandably—used the
money for other purposes because rent was
apparently not due, a demand for back-rent could
put the tenant and his or her family in a difficult
financial position. We have provided Scottish
ministers with a regulation-making power in
relation to notices to be given to tenants. We
envisage that the regulations will require the
landlord to give notification to the tenant that an
appeal has been submitted. It will then be up to
the tenant to be prudent and to set aside money
until the appeal has been decided. If the landlord
does not give such notice and the appeal is
successful, the sheriff principal will not be able to
require the tenant to pay back-rent for the period
from the initial court decision to suspend rent
liability to the appeal decision that restores it.
The provisions are a fair and appropriate way of
protecting the tenant in the circumstances that I
have outlined. We realise that some tenants may
not be prudent and may decide to spend the rent
money, even though it may become due at a later
date. There is probably a limit to how far we can
go to protect people, but I expect local authorities
to offer advice as a matter of good practice where
they are aware that that danger might exist.
I move amendment 345.
Donald Gorrie: Will the minister confirm that,
under amendment 346, the appeal must be
against a decision made under section 56, which I
tried to amend, and would relate merely to
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whether the landlord acted correctly? Will she
confirm that the appeal would in no way cover the
nature and reality of the alleged antisocial
behaviour?
There is a widespread practice in housing
associations and so on, when there is a dispute
with a tenant, of establishing a separate account
into which rent is paid but not handed over to the
landlord. When the dispute is resolved, the money
is available to be used if it is due. At the risk of
teaching councils how to suck eggs, perhaps the
guidance should specify that they may use a
procedure of that sort. It is unreasonable that
through some minor forgetfulness or bureaucratic
error a large amount of rent should be paid when it
should not have been paid or not paid when it
should have been paid. The system that I have
described would address the problem that the
minister is trying to deal with.
Stewart Stevenson: When she sums up, will
the minister advise us what discussions she has
had about the interoperation of the amendments
with the housing benefit system? How would the
existence of an escrow account, as Donald Gorrie
described, affect the payment of housing benefit in
the range of circumstances that might be
reasonable?
Mrs Mulligan: The simple answer to Donald
Gorrie’s first question is yes—the appeal would
relate to the landlord’s actions. However, we
would expect the sheriff to take into account the
whole picture.
Donald Gorrie’s second point related to the
establishment of a suspense account for the rent.
As I said, there is a limit to how far we can go to
protect people. However, Donald Gorrie’s
suggestion sounds reasonable and we will
consider including it in guidance to assist further in
trying to protect people from themselves. If a
tenant or occupier does not know that a landlord
has appealed, they will not be liable for any
possible back-rent; but if they know about an
appeal, a suspense account for the rent might be
a way of protecting them.
On Stewart Stevenson’s point about housing
benefit, we would need to take further advice on
whether it would be possible for housing benefit to
be placed into a suspense account. There might
be two options: the first would be to suspend the
housing benefit, then back-date it if necessary;
and the second would be to pay the housing
benefit into the kind of fund that Donald Gorrie
suggested. We will need to come back to the
committee on exactly what the legal position is on
that.
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 345 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
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The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)

1042
Section 61—Management control order:
notification of revocation

Amendment 348 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
Amendment 30 not moved.
Section 61, as amended, agreed to.

ABSTENTIONS
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
5, Against 0, Abstentions 4.
Amendment 345 agreed to.
Amendment 24 not moved.
Section 56, as amended, agreed to.
After section 56
Amendment 346 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
Section 57—Orders under section 56:
revocation and suspension
Amendment 25 not moved.
Section 57 agreed to.
Section 58—Failure to comply with notice:
management control order
Amendments 393 and 26 not moved.
Section 58 agreed to.
Schedule 3
MANAGEMENT CONTROL ORDERS

Amendment 27 not moved.
Schedule 3 agreed to.
Section 59—Management control order:
notification
Amendment 347 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
Amendment 28 not moved.
Section 59, as amended, agreed to.
Section 60—Management control order:
revocation
Amendment 29 not moved.
Section 60 agreed to.

Section 62—Failure to comply with notice:
action by authority at landlord’s expense
Amendment 31 not moved.
Section 62 agreed to.
Section 63—Failure to comply with notice:
offence
Amendment 32 not moved.
Section 63 agreed to.
Section 64—Interpretation of Part 7
11:00
The Convener: Amendment 349, in the name of
the minister, is grouped with amendments 350 and
350A.
Mrs Mulligan: Amendment 349 will tighten the
definition of a house to ensure that it refers to a
house in which someone lives. The amended
definition makes it clear that, for example, a
building that has the design of a house but which
is used in practice for some other purpose is not
caught by the definition.
Amendment 350 will expand section 64(3)(b) to
state directly the exempted types of houses that
the paragraph encompasses. We felt that it was
preferable to state those categories in the bill
rather than do so by reference.
I should mention one slight difference. The
existing exemption includes houses used by “a
religious community” whereas the amendment
talks about houses used by “a religious order”.
The latter term is more precise in its effect, as it
focuses on those who have committed to a
particular lifestyle, and is consistent with a term
used in other legal contexts.
With respect to amendment 350A, in the name
of Stewart Stevenson, I should make it clear that it
was never our intention to use part 7 powers to
deal with problems from holiday lets and it is not
an issue that has arisen in any significant way
during the consultation on the bill.
There are quite substantial powers to intervene
in circumstances in which a landlord is failing to
manage a let properly. As I made clear in
connection with amendment 343, the powers are
intended to require the landlord to deal with
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specific and identified problems. I would not
envisage those powers being used lightly and not
until after the local authority had tried and failed to
get a landlord to act through advice and
assistance. They do not lend themselves to the
short timescales involved in holiday lets. If the
local authority felt that it had to use a notice, it
would have to do so quickly for a particular let and
there would be little prospect of making a real
impact on the landlord’s management of that let
before it had ended.
I think that short-term problems arising from
particular lets are best dealt with as disturbances
under other powers and that, although there might
be problems with the attitude of some owners of
holiday lets, the bill is not the appropriate vehicle
for dealing with them and in this respect is unlikely
to be a useful tool for local authorities in dealing
with antisocial behaviour. Although I recognise the
problems that Stewart Stevenson is trying to
highlight, I suggest that there are other ways of
dealing with them than by amending this bill. For
the reasons that I have outlined, I invite Stewart
Stevenson not to move amendment 350A.
I move amendment 349.
Stewart Stevenson: I am perfectly happy to
support the amendments that the minister has
discussed. However, my amendment simply
focuses on asking why houses that are used for
holiday purposes are included in the exclusions.
I listened carefully to what the minister had to
say. She made the argument that there are
substantial powers to deal with property
elsewhere. If that is indeed the case in relation to
holiday homes, it is more generally the case as
well, yet the minister is arguing—and I support the
argument—that additional powers are required
elsewhere. I am therefore unsure of the force of
her argument about houses that are used for
holiday purposes.
The point is also made that there are some
practical difficulties relating to short-term lets. The
difficulty that the minister has is that, in excluding
houses that are used for holiday purposes without
providing a definition of “holiday purposes”, the bill
is open to ambiguous interpretation at a later date.
I know of holiday lets that go on for four or five
months. Equally, I know of holiday lets that are for
as little as a long weekend. It is certainly the case
that there are extremely short lets.
Let me paint a scenario that I expect that the
minister would like to fall within the scope of the
bill but which would be outwith the scope of the bill
if a house used for holiday purposes were
included in the exclusions.
Someone with a particular political philosophy
that is abhorrent to all of us in this room and who
owns premises that are used for short term lets in
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an area in which members of a particular ethnic
group are preponderant might choose to advertise
his holiday let only in a fascist magazine, with the
clear intent of introducing into the area people who
would create problems for ethnic minority
residents in that area under the guise of letting a
house for holiday purposes. Indeed, he could
advertise it as being for holiday purposes: “Go and
create havoc in area X.” I choose that as an
extreme and relatively unlikely example, but it
illustrates the coach-and-horses nature of
including houses that are used for holiday
purposes in the exclusions. The minister’s
statement that disturbances can be dealt with
under other powers does not carry weight, given
that we feel the need to legislate for disturbances
in other tenancy situations. I am deeply
uncomfortable about the exclusion, particularly as
the bill does not appear—I might not have spotted
it—to have defined what “holiday purposes”
means in legal terms.
Donald Gorrie: I was going to make the point
that Stewart Stevenson made. I have an
amendment in another section that puts forward
the same argument. We must have a definition of
“holiday purposes”. With the more varied lifestyles
that people have nowadays, there can be long
lets. Some people work hard abroad for some
months and then have long holidays back in
Scotland with plenty of time for them to cause all
sorts of havoc. The landlord might be the
association of drug dealers, which seriatim lets the
house to various drug promoters who spend their
holidays promoting drugs. I cannot see the
argument for excluding holiday houses. The
minister said that there are all sorts of good
powers that can sort out the problem but, as
Stewart Stevenson said, if that is the case, why
are those powers not used in other respects? To
include holiday houses alongside monasteries and
so on is an extraordinary proposition that I cannot
support.
Patrick Harvie: I have a fairly simple query,
which I hope that Stewart Stevenson or the
minister will be able to clarify. Everyone talks
about holiday lets, but does a house that is “used
for holiday purposes” include a second home that
is owned by a person who uses it for their
holidays? In other words, does the minister’s
amendment exclude second homes from the
provision?
The Convener: I hope that the minister will at
least assure us that the Executive will think about
the matter again before stage 3. There are issues
about simply removing the provision. One of the
difficulties in dealing with difficult tenants is that
they have security of tenure, but that does not
necessarily apply in a holiday let. It is an
inappropriate diminution of tenants’ rights for
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people to dress up as a holiday let what should be
a proper lease with substantial rights attached.

used if we have reasonable grounds to believe
that

What happens in communities where homes
that are available for rent in the winter become
holiday lets in the summer? In such cases, there
can be a diminution of rights for people who would
like to rent properties for the whole year. There is
another issue that faces people who live in areas
that become different during the summer because
they are holiday places. If people are inciting folk
to come along and be ghastly in their community,
we must examine that, but I am not sure whether
we should do so through the question of tenure in
holiday lets.

“at any time during the immediately preceding 3 months a
person has engaged in antisocial behaviour on the
premises”

I am not inclined to support amendment 350A at
this stage. I look for some reassurance from the
minister, and for some indication of what she is
doing about bogus holiday lets, which are not
holiday lets at all but simply a landlord avoiding
their responsibilities to tenants who should have
more security than they do.
Mrs Mulligan: In my initial comments, I tried to
recognise that there may be concerns, particularly
in areas where there is a substantial number of
holiday lets. The issue needs to be addressed.
At the moment, we do not have a definition for
holiday lets. That is partly because, as members
have said, so many different kinds of holiday lets
are available, but I give the committee a
commitment that we will try to produce a definition,
because that might be helpful for the committee to
understand what is meant by a holiday let.
However, on Patrick Harvie’s point about second
homes, if a second home is not being rented out, it
is not a holiday let and would therefore not be
included in the definition.
Donald Gorrie: What if it is “used for holiday
purposes”?
Stewart Stevenson: Yes, that is the term used
in amendment 350. Perhaps the minister would
care to comment on that.
Mrs Mulligan: Again, we will need to consider
that when we draw up a definition, but there is an
issue to do with whether rent is being provided for
the accommodation. We will need to consider the
general definition.
I said that other provisions could be used, and I
heard the extreme example that Stewart
Stevenson gave. I would obviously have some
concern about such a situation, and would not
want to be unable to do anything about it. We can
use other measures, such as statutory nuisance
provisions under the Environmental Protection Act
1990, which would deal with noise, for example,
but we could also perhaps use closure orders in
such an extreme instance. Part 4 of the bill, which
provides for closure orders, says that they can be

and that
“the use of the premises is associated with the occurrence
of relevant harm”.

It has already been stated that holiday lets can be
for significant periods of time. Therefore, there are
other ways of dealing with the problem.
I realise that amendment 350 needs to be
tightened to make it clear that if there is a problem
associated with holiday lets, it needs to be
addressed, as would a problem associated with
any other area within our communities. We are
keen to come back at stage 3 with some further
wording on that.
Amendment 349 agreed to.
Amendment 350 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan].
The Convener: In clarifying whether he wishes
to move amendment 350A, Stewart Stevenson
may wish to respond briefly to some of the points
that have been made.
Stewart Stevenson: I will move amendment
350A, on the basis that the minister has accepted
the need for further work on amendment 350 and I
wish to give her the maximum encouragement to
produce appropriate wording at stage 3, when she
has every chance of receiving my support.
Amendment 350A moved—[Stewart Stevenson].
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 350A be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
5, Against 4, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 350A agreed to.
Amendment 350, as amended, agreed to.
Amendments 132 to 134 and 33 not moved.
Section 64, as amended, agreed to.
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The Convener: Amendment 351, in the name of
Cathie Craigie, is grouped with amendments 357,
357A, 357B, 357C, 358, 359, 360, 360A, 361, 362,
363, 364, 364A, 352, 353, 354, 355, 356, 365,
366, 367, 368, 369, 370, 371, 372, 373, 374, 375
and 403.
We will not deal with this group of amendments
before quarter to 12. It is my intention to allow the
debate to run over into the afternoon session. I
recognise the substance of the debate on the
amendments and I will be generous with the
amount of time that I allow people to move and to
speak to amendments.
11:15
Cathie Craigie: My colleague to my right has
just said that it sounded as though you were
reading out a bunch of bus routes instead of
amendments.
The Convener: There are not as many bus
routes as that in Pollok.
Cathie Craigie: I hope that the amendments
would provide a route to ensure that private
landlords are fit and proper and take responsibility
for the important role that they play.
I am sure that the committee will forgive me for
lodging such a large group of amendments, which
are intended to give effect to one of the
recommendations in the committee’s stage 1
report.
I
remind
members
that
the
recommendation was that
“a mandatory licensing scheme should be introduced for all
private landlords and that each property which a landlord
holds for rent should be registered.”

Rather than lodge amendments that concerned
only the detail of part 8 of the bill, I felt that it would
be more helpful to propose a complete package to
replace the existing part 8, with the exception of
existing section 74, which makes a stand-alone
provision. First, I will explain the overall effect of
the amendments and then I will explain the
purpose of each of the amendments in turn.
Part 8 of the bill as published allows local
authorities to designate areas in which private
landlords should be obliged to register. During its
stage 1 evidence sessions, the committee heard
from the minister that she wanted to act urgently to
deal with those few landlords whose failures
encouraged or exacerbated antisocial behaviour.
She recognised that there would be an opportunity
to strengthen regulation when the housing bill,
which we hope to see in this session of
Parliament, is enacted. However, she felt that
there was an urgent need to act on the landlord’s
role in antisocial behaviour. Therefore, she wanted
to limit registration to areas in which there is
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persistent antisocial behaviour in private rented
housing.
All members of the committee were happy with
the principle that stronger regulation of private
landlords would bring benefits to tenants, the
community and many landlords by driving out the
poor landlord and by improving the quality and
image of the sector. The evidence that we
received from many quarters, including from
representatives of landlord and tenant interests,
confirmed that. However, the committee was in no
way
convinced
that
the
discretionary
arrangements in the bill were the best way of
proceeding. We felt that the discretionary
approach would leave too much to chance if we
wanted to get a firm hold on problems in the
private rented sector. The Local Government and
Transport Committee also commented that there
might be merit in replacing that discretion with a
requirement.
I am sure that councils would take a variety of
views on how the discretion should be used, which
would lead to a patchy situation that could be
exploited by landlords who were determined to get
round the controls. We must make no mistake:
there are landlords who make it their business to
exploit their tenants and the misfortunes of home
owners in low-demand areas who have to sell up
for a pittance. In fact, they exploit any loophole
that they can.
Those landlords might be few in number in
Scotland, and I in no way want to stigmatise the
many good landlords who provide an essential
part of the housing market. However, we urgently
need to confront the exploitative landlords, so that
their corrosive effect on some of our most fragile
communities is halted. Members have given
examples of how communities are affected by the
actions of irresponsible landlords, so that is
already on record.
We were not happy with the idea of discretionary
regulation. We felt that there should be some form
of national regulation in the bill, but we heard from
a number of organisations that it would be wrong
to rush through a full-blown scheme that covered
everything to do with property conditions and
tenancy management, and we agreed that to do
so at this stage would be wrong. I support that
view, as I do not think that such a move would
allow for the level of consultation and
consideration that we would want to engage in
when talking about housing conditions and the
many other issues that will arise in the bill on
private housing. However, we felt that leaving out
a provision to deal with private landlords would
mean that there were areas in which the Antisocial
Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill would not be so
effective.
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I have tried to balance the issues and to prepare
an alternative part 8 that would achieve two key
objectives: assurance for the public, tenants and
communities that private landlords are fit and
proper persons; and a list or register of all
properties in the private rented sector, provided so
that people who need access to that list are able
to gain it. My amendments aim to use a light touch
to achieve those objectives and I have tried, with
experience from other legislation, to ensure that
there is minimum bureaucracy in the system.

although fees should be set by the local authority,
ministers should have powers to intervene by
regulation. What I have in mind is that ministers
may set upper limits for fees or may identify costs
that can be taken into account in calculating those
fees. I would also encourage ministers to use
those powers to take account of the fees that
HMO licence holders have already paid and to
consider how to avoid duplication if a landlord is
already accredited under a robust accreditation
scheme.

If we achieve the objectives, we will give local
authorities the means to act against exploitative
landlords and the information that will help them to
use the targeted powers available under part 7.
Local authorities will also have the information that
is an essential foundation on which to build the
good working relationships that they should have
with the private rented sector.

I draw members’ attention to the fact that
amendment 357 would make it an offence
knowingly to provide false or incomplete
information. The benefits of registration would
otherwise be undermined.

I will not go through every detail of all the
amendments, but I would like to highlight the
aspects that differ from the provisions in part 8 of
the bill as published and that are significant for the
operation of the registration scheme.
Amendment 351 sets out the scheme by making
it clear that local authorities would carry out the
registration function and that there would be a
separate register for each local authority.
Amendment 357, which is next in the marshalled
list of amendments and next in the logical
sequence of the package that I propose, deals
with how a person would apply to be registered.
As members will see, amendment 357 refers to a
“relevant person” as defined in subsection (7). The
intention is to require existing landlords to register,
and to allow a person who intends to buy and let a
property to obtain his registration before he goes
to the extent of making a substantial capital
investment. I think that that is a proper way to
proceed. Any prudent person would want to
ensure that he was registered before investing in
property.
Amendment 357 would also allow for an agent
to apply to be registered, even though he might
not own any property for letting. A registered agent
would be able to assure clients that he is
registered as acceptable by the local authority and
the authority would not need to re-examine the
agent’s suitability each time he acts for a new
client.
Amendment 357 also provides for fees to be
chargeable. The processing that would be
required for the arrangements that I shall describe
would be limited compared with the regime of
detailed
property
inspection
and
other
considerations that are part of the licensing
scheme for houses in multiple occupation, from
which we have all learned a lot. To avoid
inconsistency and unfairness, I propose that,

I turn to Donald Gorrie’s amendment 357A,
which seeks to amend my amendment 357. I
encourage ministers to take account of the fees
that HMO licence holders have already paid and to
consider how to avoid duplication. I ask the
minister to reassure us on that point so that
Donald Gorrie can see that it is not intended that
there will be any duplication. I hope that Donald
Gorrie will consider the points that I am making
and the minister’s response.
I turn to Donald Gorrie’s amendment 357B.
Amendment 357 would cast the net widely to give
all tenants of private landlords the assurance and
protection that the landlord is a fit and proper
person. It is difficult to know exactly the number of
different types of landlords and tenants. As far as I
can establish, there are no data that identify
resident landlords in the census, the Scottish
household survey or the Scottish house condition
survey, so it is difficult to say how many people
are in that category.
I appreciate Donald Gorrie’s point and
acknowledge that the very fact of registration,
however light the touch, could have implications
for the supply of accommodation with resident
landlords. The task of administering registration in
that more informal part of the market could be
difficult for local authorities and we must strike a
balance. I suggest to the minister that it would be
helpful if we could have further discussions and if
more work could be done on the issue. The
Executive could take time to speak to the
Convention of Scottish Local Authorities and
private landlords and could come back at stage 3
to see whether we could take on board Donald
Gorrie’s suggestions.
We have just discussed Stewart Stevenson’s
amendment 350A to part 7, which is similar to
amendment 357C. Although the committee agreed
to amendment 350A, what amendment 357C
proposes would be difficult to implement. It would
require all landlords letting holiday accommodation
to register. Previously, we discussed what would
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happen with long lets. If a property were let over
four, five or six months, the tenant would have
some entitlement to a secure lease. We have to
consider such issues. Holiday accommodation
would be better dealt with by the tourism industry
in some way. There should be some sort of quality
assurance for people who are renting flats and
holiday accommodation. We would be casting the
net too widely if we included such accommodation
in the bill. It is for the committee to decide, but I
think that we are encroaching on an area that
would be better handled by the tourism industry
and the relevant Government departments.
Amendment 358 would require the local
authority to consider whether the applicant—and,
if there is one, the applicant’s agent—is a fit and
proper person. If the answer is yes, the local
authority would have to register the applicant for
three years. The fit-and-proper-person test, which
is outlined in amendment 359, is at the heart of the
scheme. The decision would have to be a matter
of judgment for the local authority, but amendment
359 would help it by setting out the main types of
information that it should take into account.
Subsection 3(b) of the proposed new section
states that that would include information about
the way in which the applicant has managed or
failed to manage antisocial behaviour in the past.
The judgment would rest with the authority. It
might take other types of information into account
and it might reach the decision that although it has
some information of the types listed, that is no
longer relevant to the landlord’s current and future
behaviour and so the landlord should be
registered.
The decision might be difficult as it would involve
balancing different types of information and
drawing conclusions about behaviour. However,
as local authorities frequently have to make such
judgments, they are best placed to do so in this
respect. After all, their judgments would be backed
up by democratic accountability and the support of
professional officers in the field.
11:30
Amendment 360 seeks to ensure that an
applicant is informed of the decision. Although I
have some sympathy with amendment 360A, in
the name of Donald Gorrie, its wording gives the
impression that local authorities would have to
write to all their tenants and give appropriate
advice and assistance. Although it would be very
serious if someone’s application for registration
were refused, it would not initially affect the
contractual relationship between the landlord and
the tenant and the tenant would have the right to
see out the remainder of their lease. It is important
to advise tenants about what has happened and I
again ask the minister to consider whether the
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issue could be addressed through guidance or
regulations. I do not think that the provision needs
to be made explicit in the bill itself, but in any case
local authorities should regard it as good practice
to notify tenants that the landlord’s application for
registration has been refused. I hope that the
minister will agree to discuss the matter further at
stage 3.
I am aware of the time, but these amendments
form a major piece of work. I will try to be as quick
as I can.
Amendment 361 seeks to require that the
registered person notifies any changes. That is
particularly important, given that property holdings
and agency arrangements can change frequently.
In fact, a person could register before he has
bought any property. As failure to notify changes
could rapidly undermine the register and would be
an obvious way for unscrupulous landlords to
avoid controls, I feel that it should be made a
criminal offence. I have no doubt that local
authorities would place an emphasis on ensuring
that errors are corrected and would not seek to
report cases to the procurator fiscal in which
failures were inadvertent.
Amendment 362 is necessary as it seeks to
ensure that a landlord can appoint or change an
agent while the period of registration is running
and that, when that happens, the local authority
will satisfy itself that the new agent is a “fit and
proper person”.
The amendments so far have centred on setting
up the register of “fit and proper” people and their
properties. We must also allow for the possibility
that a registered landlord or agent will do
something that means that he is not longer a “fit
and proper person”. Amendment 363 seeks to
require the local authority to remove a person from
the register if it becomes clear that the person is
no longer “fit and proper” under the test that I have
described. That would apply to a registered person
no matter whether he is a landlord, a prospective
landlord or an agent.
Amendment 363 also states that where a
landlord uses an agent and the agent is no longer
a “fit and proper person”—no matter whether the
agent is registered in his own right—the landlord
will be removed from the register unless he stops
using that agent. Amendment 364 seeks to ensure
that anyone removed from the register is told
about it. I have no doubt that the local authority
would also advise the person of the consequences
should they continue to let property but I would be
glad if the minister agreed that the point should be
made in guidance to local authorities.
In cases in which a person’s application for
registration is refused or in which a local authority
decides that the person is no longer “fit and
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proper” and removes them from the register, there
could be important consequences for the
individual. As a result, amendment 352 seeks to
make provision for appeal to the sheriff. I have
also allowed for the sheriff’s decision to be
appealed to the sheriff principal within 21 days. If a
person is not registered, there will be further
consequences only if he then decides to let or to
continue letting a property. Amendment 353 seeks
to make that a criminal offence with a potential
level 5 fine, which currently stands at a maximum
of £5,000.
That is in line with the level of fine in the bill as
introduced, and with the maximum fine for letting
an HMO without a licence. In individual cases, the
amount of the fine would be entirely up to the
sheriff—up to the maximum. I hope that, through
guidance and the training that would be provided
to them, we can let sheriffs know just how
important an issue we feel this to be. It is vital to
have the penalty specified in legislation, both as a
deterrent and as a strong signal that letting by a
person who is not fit and proper is unacceptable.
The prime objective of the local authority should
be to ensure that landlords register. If they fail to
do so, either in ignorance or simply because of
inertia, they should be encouraged to register. If
such efforts are unsuccessful, the local authority
should carefully consider whether reporting a case
for prosecution is the best route, or whether the
civil sanction, which I shall describe shortly, is
more acceptable. I encourage local authorities and
COSLA to agree suitable working arrangements
with the Crown Office and Procurator Fiscal
Service.
While the criminal sanctions send important
signals—
The Convener: Cathie—
Cathie Craigie: Could I finish?
The Convener: I was just going to say that I
suspect that we will be closing the meeting at a
quarter to 12. It would be reasonable for you to
use the remainder of the time, rather than feeling
that you have to rush. We will hear from Donald
Gorrie in the afternoon meeting. We will have to
stop at about a quarter to 12, but do not rush
through what you have to say. I will not be calling
other members anyway.
Cathie Craigie: I can slow down, and I will take
a drink of water. I do not know whether I have
been more scared of the clock or of the convener.
The Convener: You would know if there was a
problem. Just relax—you have about 10 minutes.
Cathie Craigie: The criminal sanction would
send important signals and have a salutary and
deterrent effect, but a sanction that strikes directly
at the landlord’s income from rents is likely to be
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particularly effective. In some cases, that might be
a greater deterrent than the possibility of
prosecution. Stopping a landlord’s income from
rents also has the attraction that, to the extent that
rents are supported by housing benefit, the
landlord would be prevented from profiting from
state subsidy.
Amendment 354 would provide such a deterrent
in the form of a civil penalty, in addition to the
criminal offence, by allowing the local authority to
apply to the sheriff for an order whereby no rent is
payable. The local authority would consider all the
circumstances before deciding whether or not to
make such an application, and I would expect it to
seek such a sanction only when it felt it to be really
necessary. In particular, the authority would want
to consider whether wrong signals would be sent
out if the case revolved around antisocial
behaviour. The minister has already assured the
committee about guidance being given out on that
and about how such cases would be dealt with,
but the sheriff should and would consider all the
circumstances before deciding whether or not it
was appropriate to make such an order.
Amendment 355 provides for the landlord to
appeal against an order stopping the rent. If such
an appeal were successful, the tenant would then
be obliged to pay the rent that had not been paid
since the court’s initial decision. Similarly to what
we were saying in relation to part 7, that could
create problems for the tenant who had used the
money for other purposes. Amendment 355 would
require the landlord to notify the tenant that he
was appealing. It would also provide that any
back-rent that was due because of a successful
appeal would not be payable, should the tenant
not be notified by the landlord. It would be up to a
tenant who had been notified of an appeal to be
prudent—as the minister said earlier—and to put
money aside. The committee has discussed
situations in which people are not always sensible
with regard to rent. The minister was speaking
about using some sort of suspense or holding
account, which I would welcome. I hope that we
can come back to that part of the bill at stage 3.
Amendment 356 would give ministers the power
to fund local authorities in connection with
registration, although I strongly believe that the
running costs should be met from fees. When we
consider what people pay for privately rented
accommodation, it seems reasonable to expect an
applicant for registration to pay a fee. Setting up
the scheme would involve costs for local
authorities. I have mentioned that to the minister
and I welcome her comment that local authorities
have been provided with additional support to
allow them to start up the process.
Amendment 374 would provide a new
interpretation section for part 8 that ties up with the
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proposals that are contained in this group of
amendments. Amendments 365 to 373 and 375
would remove the sections from the bill that would
be superseded by my amendments.
I thank the convener for bearing with me while I
have explained the overall approach and the
detailed effects of the amendments. I hope that
the committee will agree that the amendments
would provide an important and effective tool for
local authorities to engage with, encourage and
promote the private rented sector in their areas.
Local authorities would be given effective control
over unacceptable management where that
occurs. Combined with the more immediate
powers that the bill provides in part 7, the
amendments would give local authorities a tool
with which they could challenge landlords who
ignore or exploit antisocial behaviour. That is a
step in the right direction.
I know that many committee members would
have liked us to be able to refuse payment of
housing benefit for tenants whose landlord is not
registered. However, discussions on that would
need to be entered into between the Scottish
Executive and the Department for Work and
Pensions. I hope that the issue can be considered
between stages 2 and 3. If it is not possible to
lodge the necessary amendments at stage 3, the
issue will need to be addressed either in the
upcoming housing bill or by putting pressure on
our Westminster colleagues, who would need to
address it through the rules for the payment of
housing benefit that are laid by the Department for
Work and Pensions.
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With that, I thank the convener for the time that I
have been given to speak to my amendments. I
look forward to engaging in the debate when we
return this afternoon.
I move amendment 351.
Meeting closed at 11:42.
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Scottish Parliament
Communities Committee
Thursday 13 May 2004
(Afternoon)
[THE CONVENER opened the meeting at 13:00]

Antisocial Behaviour etc
(Scotland) Bill: Stage 2
The Convener (Johann Lamont): At this
afternoon’s meeting, we will continue our stage 2
consideration of the Antisocial Behaviour
(Scotland) Bill. I inform members that we are now
making a call for amendments up to the end of the
bill so that we can proceed with our consideration.
An announcement recording that will be put in the
Business Bulletin.
I draw members’ attention to a printing error in
today’s marshalled list of amendments. The line
numbering on amendment 357 is incorrect. To get
the correct line number and to understand what
effect Donald Gorrie’s amendments to the
amendment would have if they were agreed to,
you should subtract 2 from the line numbers that
are printed next to amendment 357. For
example—if you do not know what subtracting is—
if you count the line numbers, taking “Before
section 65, insert” as line 1, you will find that the
line currently numbered 5 is actually line 3 and so
on. To ensure that no one is in any doubt about
the effect of amendments 357A, 357B and 357C,
a correctly numbered version of amendment 357
has been placed on everyone’s desk.
Before section 65
The Convener: We are dealing with the
amendments that are grouped together under the
heading “Registration of private landlords”. Cathie
Craigie has moved amendment 351 and I now call
Donald Gorrie to speak to amendment 357A and
the other amendments in the group.
Donald Gorrie (Central Scotland) (LD): I think
that you were quite right to allow Cathie Craigie
adequate time to explain the amendments,
convener, which she did creditably, because,
although the concept of a national register was
discussed in our consultation at stage 1, the
mechanics of it have not been properly
scrutinised. Therefore, the committee must pay
extra attention to scrutinising the way in which
Cathie Craigie’s amendments attempt to deal with
the issue.
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As I have said before, I entirely support the
concept of the registration of private landlords.
However, as one of my amendments suggests, we
must allow adequate time for consultation on what
is a complex issue.
My first amendment, amendment 357A—I am
taking them in the order in which they appear in
the marshalled list, rather than in order of
importance—relates to fees. There is an existing
system of controlling houses in multiple
occupation and it might be the case that landlords
of HMOs will have to pay a second set of fees to
register under the proposed system. That raises a
wider issue, in that there is a degree of overlap
between the proposals and existing HMO
legislation. It is important that the Executive
examine that carefully to ensure that the
legislation coheres properly. The HMO legislation
is about buildings and the bill is about people, so it
is important that they cohere. However, if the
minister can make the right assurances, I will not
be too fussed about pressing amendment 357A.
I am much more interested in amendment 357B,
as it concerns the difference of opinion as to
whether landlords who rent out one or two rooms
in their house, in which they continue to live,
should be categorised along with landlords who
rent out a property in which they do not live.
Cathie Craigie indicated that that is a step too far.
Registering all landlords will be a huge
undertaking for local authorities and introducing
the other category would be too much of a burden.
I think that Cathie Craigie said that there is no
indication at the moment of where rooms are
being rented out in such a way. I suppose that
people do not have to tell anyone other than
Gordon Brown, the taxman, that they rent out
rooms in their house.
As well as the fact that the matter is too complex
to deal with at the moment, which is a procedural
issue, there is a policy issue. I think that a person
who rents out rooms in their own house, in which
they are still living, is in a different category from a
person who rents out a whole property. The issue
is not that one person is good and the other
person is bad, but that they are involved in
different exercises. I am keen for the committee to
support amendment 357B and for the minister to
agree to consider the issue carefully, either
accepting my argument or coming forward with
proposals at stage 3 that would deal better with
the matter.
Amendment 357C involves a rerun of the
holiday houses issue. Obviously, there will be
slight differences in the arguments relating to the
proposed section on registration and section 64, in
respect of which Stewart Stevenson’s amendment
350A was agreed to. However, the principle is the
same and the same arguments apply as to what
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constitutes a holiday house and the need to give
more thought to the issue. Therefore, if the
committee accepts the amendment, I appeal to the
minister to come back with a well-thought-out
policy on holiday houses at stage 3. For
consistency, I appeal to the committee to support
the proposal on holiday houses.

concerns about the mechanics and funding must
be taken into account. I hope that the committee
and the minister can accept my amendments or
come forward with some sort of guarantee or with
superior ideas to those in my amendments. I hope
that the committee and the minister will respond to
the points that I have made.

Amendments 360A and 364A make the same
point. Cathie Craigie expressed concern about the
wording of those amendments and there might be
some justice in what she said, but I was anxious
that the tenant should be kept informed and given
advice about what was going on, especially if the
landlord is not put on the register or is taken off it.
Perhaps I missed something; I am not sure. The
bill provides for landlords not getting rent if things
go against them, but there could still be a stand-off
and the position of tenants could be in jeopardy in
some way. Help, advice and especially information
should be given to tenants. I hope that the minister
or Cathie Craigie—I am not sure about the
etiquette—will respond and assure us that the
matter will be clarified at stage 3.

Mary Scanlon (Highlands and Islands) (Con):
I commend Cathie Craigie for being consistent and
passionate
in
raising
issues
from
her
constituency—the issues that are addressed in her
25 amendments. However, despite the merits or
otherwise of those amendments, they present me
with certain difficulties.

I am not clear about the interpretation of
“a fit and proper person”.

Amendment 359 contains a list, but I would like
the minister to give an assurance that there will be
guidance to try to achieve consistency. At what
stage will past offences be overlooked? I will give
an example. A few years ago, the Church of
Scotland ordained two ministers. One of them had
been in jail for fraud and one had killed somebody
under extreme provocation and had been in jail for
violence. If the Church of Scotland thinks that
those people are okay and puts their past offences
in a cupboard somewhere, I presume that councils
can do something similar. However, I think that
councils need guidance on how to interpret the
criteria that make someone not
“a fit and proper person”.

Cathie Craigie referred to the committee’s stage
1 report, paragraph 183 of which states:
“The Chartered Institute of Housing in Scotland and the
Scottish Association of Landlords both agreed that full
registration of private landlords would be best left to a
private sector housing bill, in order to avoid tarnishing what
is seen as a very positive move with the negative
connotations of antisocial behaviour.”

Although paragraph 187 notes that the committee
is “sympathetic” towards a national registration
scheme, members will forgive me for quoting
paragraph 188, which says:
“The Committee notes the Scottish Executive’s
commitment to introduce a private housing bill which will
provide for the physical standard of a property and for all
aspects of the landlord-tenant relationship and therefore
accepts that it is inappropriate to include such provision in
this particular Bill.”

I appreciate that we did a “however” and a U-turn,
and came up with paragraph 190, but I want to
raise the concerns that I and other committee
members had.
The Executive has been commended by all
parties and all organisations for its wide-ranging
consultation on the bill. I, too, commend the
Executive in that respect. However, Cathie
Craigie’s amendments are substantial and
complex. I will quote from a briefing from the
Council of Mortgage Lenders, which has raised
concerns, as have the Scottish Association of
Landlords and others. The CML mentions

Various bodies, including the Convention of
Scottish Local Authorities and some of the housing
organisations, have said that they support the
principle of this part of the bill but would like to
have much more discussion on the mechanics. My
amendment 403 tries to meet that request by
setting out that ministers must consult COSLA and
other relevant people and lay before Parliament a
report of that consultation. It also stipulates that
this committee or another committee must
consider that report and that Parliament must then
endorse the report.

“the principle of a voluntary accreditation scheme which
could make a useful contribution towards raising standards
in the PRS”.

As I have said, registration of private sector
landlords is an important issue and it is right that it
has been raised in a set of amendments.
However, the mechanics have not yet been
properly scrutinised. We have to take people with
us. People support the idea in principle, but their

In the Executive’s consultation paper, two
options are given under the heading “Regulating
the Activities of Private Sector Landlords”. The first
option is:
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That idea may not be appropriate, but the whole
issue requires further debate and a more wideranging consultation with all the relevant people, to
examine the wider impact on the private rented
sector.
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“Giving local authorities the power to require all privately
let property in a defined area to be registered.”

bill, whose provisions could be complementary or
additional.

That is what is proposed. The second option is:

I fail to understand why the registration scheme
is being introduced in a bill that relates to
antisocial behaviour. We should wait for the
Executive’s proposed housing bill, which I
understand will come before the Parliament early
next year. The inclusion of registration for private
sector landlords in that bill would allow for proper
consultation and debate.

I have a question of clarification on amendments
363 and 364, which concern removal from the
register and notification of removal from the
register. Is the terminology sufficient to cover
instances in which, subsequent to the antisocial
behaviour taking place, the landlord dies or
instances in which the property is in the process of
transfer between one owner and another and
there is therefore no landlord? I recognise that it is
the landlord himself who is the subject of the
register. However, given that such businesses are
often transferred between members of the same
family, the general approach to the tenancies and
obligations often remains the same. In other
words, it is likely that the behaviour would be
allowed to continue. Is anyone present today who
is qualified to clarify that point?

In addition to what the committee said in its
stage 1 report, I remind the committee that the
CML argues that

The Convener: Cathie Craigie or the minister
might want to address the point later in the
meeting.

“registration is being introduced in association with the
negative of anti social behaviour as opposed to perhaps
more positives such as improving standards.”

Stewart Stevenson (Banff and Buchan)
(SNP): First, it is entirely appropriate to
congratulate Cathie Craigie on developing and
lodging her amendments, which represent a
substantial change to the bill—indeed, the
amendments constitute a more substantial piece
of work than many a member’s bill. However, I
have concerns about the introduction of such
substantial measures without detailed scrutiny at
stage 1.

“Giving local authorities the power to take over the
management of individual properties”.

My concern is that the provisions in the
amendments are substantial, wide-ranging and
complex and the committee has not been able to
gauge the response of all those who will suffer as
a result of the impact of the amendments.

On the basis that the considerable amendments in
this group were not included in the consultation
process, I do not consider the bill to be the
appropriate piece of legislation for the provisions. I
agree with the CML’s comments about the
registration scheme being associated with the
negative aspects of antisocial behaviour rather
than with the positive aspects of good housing
management. As I have said, although I have
much sympathy for the scheme, I will oppose the
amendments.
The fact that the provisions in these substantial
and complex amendments have not been put out
to full and wide-ranging consultation in order to
measure their impact on the private rented sector
also means that I cannot support them. Although I
support a registration scheme for private
landlords, I want such a scheme to be
implemented properly, with the appropriate
consultation and in the right bill. If we agree to the
amendments in the group, I do not think that we
will measure up to what is expected of us in the
democratic process.
13:15
Christine May (Central Fife) (Lab): I share
Mary Scanlon’s wish that measures be taken to
bring private landlords into the ambit of legislation,
because it is in that sector that many of our
difficulties with antisocial behaviour occur. That is
why I will support the amendments in the group.
The scheme should be included in the bill no
matter what happens with the proposed housing

Of course, we discussed the need to be able to
identify who landlords are—it would be difficult to
take action under the bill unless we know who they
are. We also discussed the need for a compulsory
register of landlords. However, I had thought that,
for the purposes of the bill, it would be sufficient to
have brought forward proposals that required all
landlords to be registered but that created no
barriers to registration, because the register would
simply be a book of the names and addresses of
landlords. Indeed, such a simple form of
registration would be in line with the policy
objectives of the rest of the bill.
There would also have been a duty on criminally
inept landlords to register, of course, and there
would have been no barrier to their registering,
which would have meant that they could be found
in the same way as other landlords. Had such a
system been proposed with provisions for
penalties where people chose not to register, for
example—and I am being slightly mischievous, but
one could envisage this—the transfer of ownership
to the tenant when the landlord did not make
themselves known, we would have had a logically
consistent and relatively straightforward set of
proposals.
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I am planning to abstain on the amendments. I
cannot in all honesty say that I wish to vote
against them, but equally I cannot say that, given
the substantial nature of the proposals, I or
colleagues have done justice to understanding all
the implications. The minister may yet be able to
persuade me to vote otherwise. I repeat that
Cathie Craigie has done an excellent piece of
work and I look forward to seeing her proposals
return in the appropriate bill, probably in
substantially the same form, if that is the way in
which the committee and Parliament choose to go.
For the moment, that is my strong preference.

crisis point such that people think that the only
way of dealing with the problem is to get out or, if
they cannot get out, to be silent. Communities
cannot be regenerated in that context. The nature
of the private sector means that some landlords
cannot be contacted, which prevents social
landlords coming in and taking over properties to
do them up as they have done elsewhere. We
have to recognise that. Even if we could live with
the misery faced by individuals within
communities, the Communities Committee must
recognise the community impact of such
problems.

The Convener: I will speak now, so that I am
not accused of trying to have the last word, which
is one of my many obsessions.

I understand Stewart Stevenson’s line of
argument on the test of who is to be considered

It has been suggested that the private rented
sector will be tarnished by being associated with
antisocial behaviour legislation, but the reality is
that it is tarnished by its inability to deal with the
significant problem that it creates in relation to
antisocial behaviour in some communities. I am
not talking about all communities—most landlords
do a good job and provide an important housing
service. However, in some places, there are
problems because of the difficulties that arise
when private landlords do not manage difficult
tenants and because tenants are left in vulnerable
properties. We are not talking about attaching to
the sector something that it does not want to have
attached to it. The reality is that, unless we deal
with the issues, the private sector will be
diminished by the current problems.
It has also been suggested that the proposals
have not been discussed. Some people have
said—I am not suggesting that this has been
suggested at this meeting—that the issues have
been raised only from MSPs talking among
themselves, but the proposals have not popped up
from nowhere. A year and a half or two years ago,
I secured a members’ business debate at which
many of the issues were raised; the issues were
also raised by the housing improvement task
force. It would have been prudent for people who
were concerned about the proposals to have
worked up a system for registering landlords. As
we have been told, there is to be a bill on the
private sector later this year. I would have thought
that those who would be expected to concentrate
their minds on that bill might have done so
already. I am surprised that people feel that we
should have to wait for a long time to talk to
COSLA, because it must be aware of the problem
already—I would have thought that it was
engaging with the mechanics of such a scheme,
rather than just with the aspirations to do
something about the problem.
There is an urgency to the issue. We can all
think of areas where the situation has reached a
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“a fit and proper person”,

but somebody pointed out to me that, if someone
had a chequered history and sought to obtain a
licence to run a public house or a taxi within a
local community, they would have to pass such a
test. However, someone can buy property and
receive rent—whether from the public purse or
not—from putting vulnerable people into that
property without having to pass such a test. Some
of the people who live in those properties are
extremely vulnerable and therefore deserve
protection.
We do want to introduce a hugely cumbersome
system that everybody resents and from which we
get no public good. I have therefore thought of a
simpler system under which, if a landlord were on
the register, they would be contactable and, if they
did not register, their income would be affected.
Hiding would therefore have an economic cost that
it currently does not have. I would like the minister
and Cathie Craigie to respond to that suggestion.
I would also like some discussion, now or before
stage 3, on where the register would sit. Would it
be distributed to letting agents so that they could
not advertise the properties of landlords who were
not registered? It seems bizarre that it would be
possible to encourage somebody to pay rent for
an unregistered property, which would be an
offence. That does not seem to be rational at all. I
am talking not just about rental income from
housing benefit, but about any other means by
which rental income is paid. If it is to be an offence
to ask for rent for an unregistered property, I
cannot understand why we should allow people to
do anything that would encourage others to seek
to pay rent for such a property. I would have
thought that, if a letting agency had a copy of the
register, it would not be able to display the
properties of unregistered landlords in its windows.
I would also have thought that the housing benefit
office, which deems whether a property can
appropriately be rented and have the rent funded
by housing benefit, should not be able to clear the
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way for somebody to offend by handing rental
income to the landlord of an unregistered property.
If those issues cannot be resolved now, they
must be resolved at some stage, because the
biggest strength of the proposals is that they
would be an active inducement to landlords to
come out of the woodwork and register and an
active deterrent to those who are not in the
business of delivering a service to anybody, but
are simply manipulating a system that secures
them financial gain with no accountability for the
income that they receive. I hope that the minister
and Cathie Craigie will address those points
because, if the system is not made manageable in
the ways that I have suggested, it will be severely
damaged.
Ms Sandra White (Glasgow) (SNP): I
congratulate Cathie Craigie on all the hard work
that she has done. When I spoke to her earlier, I
realised how much work and time have been put
into her amendments. However, we should look at
the matter in perspective. We are talking about the
registration of landlords. When the Parliament was
considering the Housing (Scotland) Bill, we had an
opportunity to provide for the registration of HMOs,
which should, in my opinion, have been
mandatory. We missed that chance.
Although there may be some bad landlords on
whose premises antisocial behaviour takes place,
the provisions in Cathie Craigie’s raft of
amendments will encompass all private landlords.
Like Mary Scanlon, I am concerned that the bill is
not the proper place for such provisions, especially
when a bill on private housing is to be introduced
at the end of this year or the beginning of next
year. We are talking about the registration of all
private landlords. I agree with that and thought
that we should have tackled it when we dealt with
the regulation of HMOs—the two issues are much
the same thing. Donald Gorrie mentioned the fact
that the regulation of HMOs is to do with buildings
and the registration of landlords is to do with
people, but the HMO legislation applies only when
three or more people are staying in the house, so
those provisions also have something to do with
people.
I do not know whether Cathie Craigie has lodged
her amendments to this bill because she realises
that we missed an opportunity—I am sure that she
will answer that when she sums up—but the bill is
not the proper place for such provisions. It would
be far better to wait until we can scrutinise the
proposals properly. We should not be saying that
all private landlords are bad landlords, which is
what we are suggesting if we insert the registration
provisions into the Antisocial Behaviour etc
(Scotland) Bill.
Amendment 351 is about registers and
amendment 357 is on applications for registration.
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I have problems with regard to the fees situation.
To go back to HMOs, registering houses in
Glasgow is an awful lot dearer. In some cases, the
cost can be about £1,500. In places such as
Aberdeen, it is only something like £300. I have a
real worry that there will be two separate sets of
legislation pertaining to the same people.
13:30
Local authorities have to administer the system
and I would like clarification on how that will work.
Do private landlords with HMOs have to register
under one aspect of the law in the first instance
and then, if they let out one or two rooms in their
own house, have to register that as well? Must
they make a separate application? That seems
cumbersome and bureaucratic and, I think,
unworkable. I would like to know exactly what is
being proposed with respect to fees. People are
basically being penalised simply for being private
landlords—not all private landlords are bad.
Donald Gorrie’s amendments to amendment
357 are eminently sensible and I intend to support
them. We have to consider the situation sensibly. I
do not see why someone who owns a house and
lets it out to a relative who might be working in the
location for three or four months should have to
declare themselves as a private landlord. That has
not been clarified as far as I am concerned.
Donald Gorrie’s point about holiday homes was
quite right. We debated that matter earlier today,
after Stewart Stevenson brought it up, and Donald
Gorrie has raised it again now. The minister has
told us that the problems addressed in Donald
Gorrie’s
amendment
357C
and
Stewart
Stevenson’s amendment 350A can be solved
through environmental orders, antisocial behaviour
orders or noise abatement orders. What order will
cover the holiday home situation, however? How
can people work out exactly what defines a
holiday home? I would be pleased to hear a fuller
explanation of that.
Cathie Craigie’s amendments 354 and 355
highlight the fact that the housing benefit system
is, unfortunately, not a devolved matter; they show
just how little power the Parliament has over that
aspect of the law. We are discussing antisocial
behaviour legislation that will impinge on the lives
of tenants, landlords and other people, yet I have
not yet heard an explanation from the minister of
how we will tackle the situation if housing benefits
are withheld or if some form of fund is required. I
would need those issues to be clarified before I
could support the proposals.
I am minded to support Donald Gorrie’s
amendment 403, which I think is sensible. We
should speak to the people who are going to be
affected by a proposal before we rush through with
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it. Depending on whether another housing bill is to
be introduced, and if I do not get proper answers
to my questions, I might join Mary Scanlon in
voting against the proposals.
Patrick Harvie (Glasgow) (Green): I am
grateful for the opportunity to discuss the issues
before us and for the work that Cathie Craigie has
put into her amendments. I have made it clear in
the past that I support in principle both registration
and the sensible regulation of private landlords. I
would be less than honest if I did not say that my
ideal outcome from the discussion is a ministerial
commitment to separate Executive legislation in
this area, and for Cathie Craigie to be satisfied
with that.
That might not be the outcome, so I will outline a
couple of concerns and then ask some specific
questions, which will help me to decide whether to
vote in favour of the amendments. I will deal with
the two concerns that members have already
mentioned. First, Cathie Craigie’s proposal on
registration has not had the proper level of
consultation and scrutiny. The set of amendments
has been compared to a member’s bill by a couple
of members. If it had been such a bill, there would
have been a full and separate consultation
process on its provisions. That has not happened,
which is a shortcoming.
Secondly, there is the question of the application
of the proposals to an area wider than antisocial
behaviour. If the proposals were not tied in with
antisocial behaviour legislation, they might be
better received by private landlords and tenants.
Both those concerns are major issues, and I do
not think that they can simply be dismissed. That
does not mean that I will vote against the
amendments. I still want to be able to vote in
favour, but I think that we should acknowledge the
fact that there are major shortcomings and that the
issue is urgent enough for us to accept those
major shortcomings.
If I am to be able to support the amendments, I
will need answers to specific questions on a
couple of Donald Gorrie’s amendments.
Amendment 357B, in particular, is very important. I
do not believe that the provisions in amendment
357 should be extended to cover individuals who
let out one or two rooms in their own house, and I
urge Donald Gorrie to press amendment 357B and
I urge Cathie Craigie to accept it. The issue was
given virtually no consideration before the
amendments were lodged, and it would be a major
step that we have not properly contemplated if we
were to introduce such a provision. I hope that
Cathie Craigie will also accept that amendment
357B would not prevent her amendments from
targeting those categories within the private rented
sector in which there is a serious and urgent
problem. There may well be a case for some
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degree of regulation of people who let out
individual rooms, but I think that there should be a
much lighter touch than what is being proposed.
Amendment 360A is another of Donald Gorrie’s
amendments. The argument was made earlier that
tenants would have the opportunity to see out the
existing lease, but we should remember that that
could be an extremely short time. I think that
Donald Gorrie’s proposed requirement for tenants
to be notified is only reasonable and the least that
we should be considering.
Like other members, I am concerned that the list
in paragraph (a) of subsection (2) in amendment
359 is a partial list. Donald Gorrie raised the
question of how long offences should debar a
person from registering, but that is not the only
issue. We can all think of other offences that
would have to be included and we would agree
that people who are involved in organised
prostitution or in trafficking for exploitation, or
people who are involved in a wider range of
offences than those listed, should also be covered.
In paragraph (b) of subsection (2) in amendment
359, the discrimination grounds that are listed are
not consistent with those in the Scotland Act 1998.
There may be a simple explanation for that, but
the grounds listed in the Scotland Act 1998 have
since been widely used elsewhere. I wonder
whether there is a reason for the inconsistency.
My final point is about the housing bill that we
anticipate. Perhaps aspects that are not
satisfactory in the amendments in this group could
be ironed out in a future housing bill, and details of
the wider regulation of private landlords could also
be included in that future bill, even if we set up the
scheme through the Antisocial Behaviour etc
(Scotland) Bill.
Scott Barrie (Dunfermline West) (Lab): Like
other members, I want to start by congratulating
Cathie Craigie on the hard work that she has
obviously done. As an individual committee
member, she has taken up an issue that was
highlighted explicitly in our stage 1 report. That
shows the importance of going through that
process.
Given the way in which the Parliament was set
up and the founding principles on which it is
based, we must be careful that we do not
introduce major new provisions without proper
consultation and examination. However, we are
having quite a detailed debate here just now and it
is not the case that the amendments have come
completely out of the blue or that there have been
no discussions on the issue in the past. We must
place the amendments in this group in that
context.
Some members have expressed the view that
the bill is perhaps not the place to legislate for or
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to place controls on the private rented sector.
They seem squeamish about setting up a register
under the bill and think that we should wait for a
better bill to come along. Sometimes, we must
seize the initiative and take the opportunities that
come our way. As someone who has dealt daily
with legislation in my working life, I know that
some of it is found in the most weird and
wonderful places because past legislators took an
available legislative opportunity to remedy obvious
omissions or create new initiatives. We should
bear that in mind.
One difficulty with waiting for an appropriate bill
to come along at some point before we introduce
such a scheme is that it would delay doing
something that all of us acknowledge needs to be
done with some urgency. We should keep that
point at the forefront of our minds. How we deal
with Cathie Craigie’s amendments will depend
largely on what the minister says, but we want
legislation that is easy to understand and
administer and that passes what is known as the
Ronseal test in that it does what it says it will do. If
we can satisfy ourselves that the amendments will
work, we should take this legislative opportunity.
Otherwise, we will end up returning to the issue in
a year, 18 months or two years and wondering
why we did not take action sooner. That is
frustrating for legislators—we often ask ourselves
why something was not done previously. We have
an opportunity and we should consider it seriously.
The Deputy Minister for Communities (Mrs
Mary Mulligan): When the Executive framed part
8, we took account of the consultations that we
had carried out and decided that the bill should
focus closely on landlords’ management of
antisocial behaviour. We therefore limited part 8 to
cover those areas of the private rented housing
sector where antisocial behaviour is a significant
problem.
However,
following
that,
the
Communities Committee took further evidence
and concluded, for the reasons that Cathie Craigie
and others outlined, that it would be more helpful
and would provide better protection for the
interests of tenants in the community if a broader
system of registration were introduced at this
stage. Therefore, I am persuaded by the evidence
and by members’ arguments that the route that is
proposed in Cathie Craigie’s amendments is a
sound and acceptable alternative to the published
part 8.
Within the overall approach, members have
raised a number of issues, which I will now seek to
address. I will mention Donald Gorrie’s
amendments and some members’ comments.
Amendment 357A seeks to ensure that the cost of
an existing HMO licence will be a factor in any
method for arriving at registration fees that we
may introduce through regulation. I assure him
that if national registration is introduced, we will
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want to design the scheme to minimise
bureaucracy. We will be keen to avoid landlords
being asked to go through the same process
twice—for an HMO licence and for registration—
and being asked to pay two fees. We will consider
how to resolve that issue.
Amendment 357B seeks to exempt resident
landlords who let one or two bedrooms. I have
great sympathy with the amendment, although I
agree with Cathie Craigie’s comments about
seeking a balance. Further consultation and
investigation on the point would help to clarify
what the appropriate balance might be. I would be
pleased to pursue the issue further and return at
stage 3 with a further amendment on the issue
that may be acceptable to all.
Amendment 357C strays too far into the realms
of the tourism industry. It is different from
amendment 350A, which was agreed to this
morning, in that it would require registration of
everyone who is involved in holiday letting. If we
were to add that to the task of protecting people
who rent their homes from private landlords, we
would be mixing very different objectives and
overburdening the local authorities that would be
charged with the registration process.
13:45
In connection with amendment 364, I am happy
to give an assurance that guidance to local
authorities will include the need to ensure that a
landlord is aware of the consequences of the
removal of a person from the register. I recognise
the arguments behind amendments 360A and
364A on the occupants of such a landlord’s house.
That is an issue that could also be dealt with
satisfactorily through guidance, but I am happy to
consult on the practicalities of what is proposed
and, in the light of that consultation, to consider
lodging an amendment at stage 3.
Amendment 403 proposes a specific set of
conditions that must be met before the part 8
provisions can apply. The registration system has
been
proposed
through
non-Executive
amendments, in pursuit of what was agreed in the
committee’s stage 1 report, so the Executive has
not been in a position to carry out formal
consultation on the proposal. I agree that there is
a need for further discussion to explore all the
details of implementing what is proposed in the
amendments. In line with our usual practice, the
Executive will consult on that detail to ensure that
we design a system that is workable and achieves
the policy purposes behind the amendments.
I want to deal with some of the specific points
that have been raised. Donald Gorrie asked about
the use of the term “fit and proper person”. That
phrase is not unknown to us; it is used. In fact, I
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think that someone mentioned that it is used in the
HMO registration scheme. Those of us who were
councillors know well that it is used as part of the
registration process for taxi drivers, for example.
Therefore, the term has some meaning for us.
Amendment 359 would mean that local
authorities would be expected to have regard to
whether someone was a fit and proper person;
indeed, it lists some of the factors that should be
considered. That gives sufficient indication of what
we would mean by “fit and proper person”. I think
that it is probably best to leave to the local
authority interpretation of how long an outstanding
offence would be held against someone before
they could be considered to be a fit and proper
person. It could do that when taking into account
the other factors relevant to that category. We are
talking about achieving a balance, which local
authorities are not unused to doing when dealing
with the other registrations for which they are
responsible.
Mary Scanlon asked about the consultation and
whether we should be proceeding with the
proposal. Although she suggested that the
committee report said that the bill was not the
place to do that, she was magnanimous enough to
acknowledge that paragraph 190 of the report said
that a mandatory licensing scheme should be
introduced. The committee thought through the
process and arrived at the right decision.
I suggest to Mary Scanlon and to other
members who have tried to argue that the bill is
not the right place in which to introduce such a
scheme that the bill is precisely the right place in
which to do so. If we are seeking to protect people
from antisocial behaviour, I do not need to tell
members that our ability to do that is severely
limited when people are in accommodation in
which the landlord who is responsible for those
tenants cannot be contacted. One of the reasons
why we feel that a registration scheme is
appropriate is that it will allow us to take the further
step of making such contact. I am not saying that
we will always be able to contact those landlords,
but the proposal represents a significant move in
that direction, which will assist us in tackling the
antisocial behaviour issues that we want to tackle.
If we do not do it at this stage, it will not just be a
missed opportunity but will leave a hole in the
provisions that we are trying to create to resolve
issues around antisocial behaviour.
Members have referred to the proposed private
housing bill. Although the Executive is committed
to introducing that bill before the end of the
session, in 2007, I am not aware of any other date
that has been announced. It would not be the most
effective use of our time to deny people the
opportunity to get some of the problems that we
identified during the consultation resolved at this
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stage. I therefore hope that members will feel able
to support the measures that are in front of them.
Christine May asked what happens if somebody
dies or transfers the property. The scheme is
designed to register the person who is the
landlord, and the duty in the bill will be to keep the
list updated. Although I recognise the fact that
there may be problems in maintaining the list, we
would want to look at how it was operating to try to
pick those points up. It is an interesting point that
had not been considered previously and we will
give much more thought to it.
Stewart Stevenson was uncharacteristically
unconvincing in his argument for not supporting
these measures. I suspect that he is not convinced
that he should not support the measures. I am
sure that, in her winding-up speech, Cathie Craigie
will convince him that he should support them.
Convener, you suggested that you would want
stronger sanctions that would inhibit people being
able to gain income from properties where there
were difficulties. I share that concern. Cathie
Craigie has outlined some of the issues.
The Convener: It is not an issue of sanction for
me; it is an issue of logic. If it is an offence to let a
property that is not registered and if it is known
that a property for which someone is seeking rent
is not registered, I cannot understand why that
would be allowed. If the housing benefit office or
the letting agent has the information that a
property is not registered, it does not seem logical
or rational that public money or any other money
should go to somebody who will have committed
an offence by the time they receive it.
Mrs Mulligan: I have some sympathy with that
view and agree that we need to consider the
logical sequence of events. However, although it
may not be the direct sequence of events that you
would favour, we can, ultimately, arrive at the
correct outcome of somebody not benefiting if they
are not responding in an appropriate manner. I
reassure you that we will consider your suggestion
to make it an offence for an agent to promote an
unregistered landlord and perhaps return at stage
3 with an amendment on that.
I am sure that Cathie Craigie will want to return
to several points that members have made, so I
will conclude by saying that I will look carefully at
the point that she made on the issue of start-up
funds for local authorities. I cannot give a
commitment today, but once the registration
scheme is established, we expect it to be selffunding through the fees. If there is a need for
support through some kind of start-up funding, we
should consider that.
I congratulate Cathie Craigie on the work that
she has done on this. If we are to have the
package of measures that we have said that we
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want to have at our disposal to address antisocial
behaviour, it is appropriate to put the measure in
the bill.
Cathie Craigie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth)
(Lab): As members have said, the amendments
are substantial, so I have quite a few responses to
make.
The Convener: We want to make progress, but
if the committee is anxious that it has not
scrutinised the amendments sufficiently, I will not
ask you to wind up before you are finished. I ask
only for self-discipline.
Cathie Craigie: I thank the convener for that
and I will try to discipline myself.
I thank everybody for their kind words. It was
important to lodge the amendments not only
because of the committee’s experience of
scrutinising the bill and of pre-legislative scrutiny
exercises in which we visited communities, but
because of experience that I have gained in
representing the people of Cumbernauld and
Kilsyth and our experience of the Housing
(Scotland) Act 2001. That act focused on the
social rented sector, but we also discussed private
landlords when we dealt with it. We waited to deal
with them because we were told that another
opportunity would be presented for us to examine
in more detail how we manage the private rented
sector, how we regulate private landlords and how
we monitor the physical standards of property that
is available for rent, some of which leaves a lot to
be desired.
We agreed at stage 1 that examining the
physical standards of properties would be a step
too far—it would require everybody to give a
commitment to another bill—but we agreed that
the bill had scope to include a simple registration
scheme for landlords and the properties they let.
The amendments that I have lodged would provide
such a simple registration scheme and a
mechanism by which local authorities, the police
and people in our communities who must deal with
problems regularly can find out where a landlord
resides.
The convener talked about the test of whether a
person is fit and proper. It is fit and proper for the
committee to ensure that people who may have
vulnerable people under their roof, or who may
rent property to such people, pass the simple test
of whether they are fit and proper to be landlords.
The test would not be complicated. As the
convener said, local authorities apply that test
daily as they deal with taxi drivers, operators of
licensed premises, people who sell burgers and
people who wash windows, all of whom require to
be licensed. Local authorities apply that test every
day without impinging on individuals’ rights.
Donald Gorrie talked about the test in relation to
people who have convictions. Somewhere in
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Scotland now, a local authority committee is
probably considering an application to be a
licensed taxi driver from someone who may have
had a conviction. A mechanism can operate for
disregarding spent convictions or for not taking
into account convictions that would not have a
direct impact on the job for which a licence was
sought. Donald Gorrie’s concern can be dealt with.
I touched on the general issue of consultation.
Regulation of the private sector has been on the
agenda for at least the past four years, since we
started discussing the Housing (Scotland) Act
2001.
14:00
I do not have in front of me the briefing paper
from which Mary Scanlon quoted, but I am
confident that she quoted it exactly. We did not
hear, however, how people responded to that
briefing paper. People in my constituency, who
gave the matter very serious consideration, told
me—as their elected representative—that the
measures that were proposed in the briefing paper
did not go far enough and they expressed their
views on what they wanted to happen. When the
bill was published, they told me that it did not go
far enough. That is the opinion of people not only
in my constituency, but in constituencies up and
down the country—the people whom we met when
we visited those constituencies. The matter goes
further than that: organisations that represent the
housing interest, student organisations, Shelter
Scotland and the Chartered Institute of Housing in
Scotland all felt that, on balance, we need a
scheme that registers all landlords, rather than a
scheme that registers landlords in a discretionary
area.
I will now go through the points that members
raised. Donald Gorrie asked about his
amendments to my amendments. On amendment
357A, we received assurances from the minister
that she will examine fees to ensure that there is
no duplication. I hope that Donald Gorrie accepts
those assurances.
On amendment 357B, I am not convinced that
we are going a step too far by saying that
landlords who are resident on premises should not
be required to register. However, Donald Gorrie
raised a valid point and it would be worth our while
to give the matter further consideration. I hope that
Donald Gorrie will not move the amendment in
order to allow us to have that conversation and
come back on the matter at stage 3.
On amendment 357C, the holiday homes issue
has been taken much further than I intended. We
discussed the matter when we considered part 7,
but I ask Donald Gorrie not to move the
amendment to allow more time to consider the
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matter in its proper context as part of the tourism
industry.
Amendments 360A and 364A concern
notification of tenants. Again, I have sympathy with
the amendments. I am sure that it would be a
matter of good practice for local authorities to
notify tenants but—again—I ask Donald Gorrie not
to move the amendments and allow discussions
on regulation to ensure that tenants are made
aware of what is happening.
If amendment 351 is passed, we will have a
registration scheme. Amendment 403 would
require the Executive to discuss with local
authorities such a scheme and the timing of when
it would be put in place. There is no point in setting
in legislation a timeframe that local authorities are
unable to meet. We do not want to make the
mistakes that we made in the HMO legislation; we
want a scheme that works. I have waited five
years for the bill and I want it to work.
The Convener: I will allow Stewart Stevenson to
intervene on that area.
Stewart Stevenson: I just want to ask a
straightforward question. Does Cathie Craigie feel
that amendment 359 is necessary in view of some
of the concerns that have been raised about its
particulars? Does she agree with me that if
amendment 359 was not agreed to, her other
amendments could stand alone, which would
leave local authorities entirely responsible for
determining whether someone was a “fit and
proper person”? Is amendment 359, which
describes the reasons why a person would not be
considered fit and proper, lifted from another
source, and is it therefore similar to provisions
elsewhere in legislation? I would be grateful to
Cathie Craigie if she could help me to understand
the status of amendment 359. I note that she has
not directly addressed that issue in her remarks.
Cathie Craigie: I would be grateful if Stewart
Stevenson could give me some time to think about
those points. Perhaps the minister will help me if I
need technical advice. Stewart’s intervention has
nicely made me lose my train of thought.
Mary Scanlon asked about consultation. I really
think that the people who say that we have not
consulted have not taken the opportunity to get
fully involved. The proposals have been around for
a long time but, as far as I am aware, the briefing
paper on the bill that we received from the CML
the other day was the first submission that we
have received from that organisation. I would have
expected organisations such as the CML, which I
respect, to take a greater interest in the matter.
We agreed, as did some housing professionals,
that a voluntary scheme would be patchy across
the country and would not work.
Christine May asked whether a property would
be removed from the register if a landlord died. If
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the scheme goes ahead, it will be the person who
is registered, so if a registered landlord dies and
the person who inherits the property wants to carry
on renting it out, they will have to register unless
they are already a registered landlord. Similarly, if
a person sells a property or transfers it to a family
member, the new owner can rent out the property
only if they become a registered landlord.
I knew that there would be a “but” from Stewart
Stevenson—I should have made sure that he was
sitting next to me this afternoon so that I could
sweet-talk him into supporting my amendments. I
hope that he will support them. Over the past five
years, I have learned—as I am sure Stewart is
learning—that it is very difficult to pass legislation
that is simple. When draftspeople are let loose on
a proposal, simple schemes often become
technical and legalistic documents. I propose a
simple registration scheme, whereby a person
who wants to be a landlord will have to undergo
the “fit and proper person” test. Such registration
schemes are operated every day by local
authorities; taxi drivers or burger van owners do
not come to us in droves to complain about the
complications of passing the hurdle of registration.
The scheme would involve a simple address book
in which registered landlords would register the
property that they want to let. There would be a
penalty for landlords who do not register; there
would be no point in having the scheme if there
was no such penalty.
The scheme would be just a start. It would be
just a step along the way. We must go further and
consider the issues that Johann Lamont raised
and that I have been raising for a long time. It
seems simple to me that someone should not be
awarded housing benefit unless the local authority
can check that both the property and the landlord
are registered. However, life is not always simple
and we must try to meet in the middle and develop
a mechanism that protects the tenant, the
community and the public purse.
I am confident that the minister will work towards
that. We cannot wait for the housing bill to come
along—the minister has said that she does not
know when that will be. We in the committee are
anoraks; we look forward to that bill’s being
published but, given that we do not know when
that will be, it is best that we deal with the matter
now. If we could deal with the housing benefit
issue, that would be a major step forward.
On HMOs, Sandra White said that she would
have preferred it if the scheme had been
mandatory rather than voluntary. Some members
of the committee believe that we should have a
voluntary scheme. However, that would not work
because, as with HMOs, all that would happen is
that good landlords will get in touch with the local
authority but the rogue landlords—those who
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exploit people—will not do so. We need a
mandatory scheme.
Ms White: I said that it should be mandatory. I
did not say that it should be voluntary. I was not
disagreeing with you.
Cathie Craigie: At the beginning, the HMO
scheme was not mandatory—it used a progressive
scale. I hope that we have learned from that.
Sandra White and others who have spoken today
have said that they support the concept that we
are discussing. We should not miss the
opportunity to take a step that will protect people
from the few bad landlords that exist. I have made
it clear that the majority of landlords are
responsible and care about their properties and
the people who live in them.
On fees, the minister will have the power to
intervene by regulation. In her summing up, the
minister said that she would be prepared to
consider providing financial support for local
authorities to set up the scheme. I am pleased
about that. If members want to check how much it
costs to process an application for a taxi licence or
a street-trading licence, they will see that the
scheme will not break the bank. Private landlords
who rent out property for anything from £300 a
month to £800 a month should be able to afford
one payment every three years to register.
I have dealt with the points that Patrick Harvie
raised about consultation. I hope that he will be
convinced that we have consulted, that support
has been expressed for the proposals and that he
will support the amendments. I have already
responded to Donald Gorrie about his
amendments. I have said that we will speak about
amendment 357B and return to the matter at stage
3.
Another issue that was raised related to
notification to tenants. I have sympathy with that
issue and we will return to it at stage 3.
I encourage members
amendments in my name.

to

support

the

Patrick Harvie: Will you respond to the
concerns that were expressed about amendment
359?
Cathie Craigie: Could you repeat the concerns?
Patrick Harvie: Amendment 359 would insert
before section 65 new subsections 2(a), which
relates to other offences, and 2(b), which relates
to grounds on which people might be
discriminated against.
14:15
Cathie Craigie: On other offences, local
authorities will have to take account of information
that is before them when they decide whether a
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person is fit and proper. I do not want to belittle
any offence, but if someone had a conviction for
speeding, for example—doing 40mph in a 30mph
zone—that would not really be relevant to whether
they were fit and proper to let a property.
However, if someone had a conviction for a sexual
offence, a local authority might want to take that
into consideration when making a decision on that
person’s application. If a window cleaner had a
conviction for a driving offence, it would be
disregarded, but if they had a conviction for
assault or burglary, the local authority would take it
seriously.
I trust the democratic process and the local
government decision-making process. I am sure
that Patrick Harvie’s fears would not be realised
and that local authorities would not consider spent
offences. I have addressed most of the points that
have been raised in the debate. I hope that I have
convinced members that we have taken on board
many different views and that what I propose will
be a useful tool in taking the first steps towards
better management and support of the private
sector.
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 351 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
8, Against 1, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 351 agreed to.
Amendment 357 moved—[Cathie Craigie].
The Convener: Is Donald Gorrie moving
amendment 357A?
Donald Gorrie: I hope that the minister will
consider the various points in amendments 357A,
357B and 357C. Given what the minister and
Cathie Craigie have said, I will not move
amendment 357A.
Ms White: I will move amendment 357A.
Amendment 357A moved—[Ms Sandra White].
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 357A be agreed to. Are we agreed?
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Members: No.

AGAINST

The Convener: There will be a division.

Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)

FOR
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)

ABSTENTIONS
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
3, Against 4, Abstentions 2.
Amendment 357A disagreed to.
Amendment 357B moved—[Donald Gorrie].
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 357B be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)

ABSTENTIONS
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
4, Against 4, Abstentions 1. As the vote is tied, I
use my casting vote to resist the amendment.
Amendment 357B disagreed to.
The Convener: Is Donald Gorrie moving
amendment 357C?
Donald Gorrie: For the sake of consistency, I
will move amendment 357C.
Amendment 357C moved—[Donald Gorrie].
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 357C be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)
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ABSTENTIONS
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
4, Against 4, Abstentions 1. As the vote is tied, I
use my casting vote to resist amendment 357C.
Amendment 357C disagreed to.
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 357 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)

AGAINST
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)

ABSTENTIONS
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
7, Against 1, Abstentions 1.
Amendment 357 agreed to.
Amendment 358 moved—[Cathie Craigie].
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 358 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
8, Against 1, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 358 agreed to.
Amendment 359 moved—[Cathie Craigie].
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 359 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
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Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.

May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

FOR

AGAINST

Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)

Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)

AGAINST
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)

ABSTENTIONS
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
6, Against 2, Abstentions 1.
Amendment 359 agreed to.
Amendment 360 moved—[Cathie Craigie].
The Convener: Does Donald Gorrie wish to
move amendment 360A?
Donald Gorrie: In the light of the minister’s
assurances, I will not move amendment 360A.
Amendment 360A not moved.
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 360 be agreed to. Are we agreed?

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
8, Against 1, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 361 agreed to.
Amendment 362 moved—[Cathie Craigie].
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 362 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
8, Against 1, Abstentions 0.

Members: No.

Amendment 362 agreed to.

The Convener: There will be a division.

Amendment 363 moved—[Cathie Craigie].

FOR
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
8, Against 1, Abstentions 0.

The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 363 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

Amendment 360 agreed to.

AGAINST

Amendment 361 moved—[Cathie Craigie].

Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)

The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 361 be agreed to. Are we agreed?

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
8, Against 1, Abstentions 0.

Members: No.

Amendment 363 agreed to.

The Convener: There will be a division.

Amendment 364 moved—[Cathie Craigie].

FOR
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
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Amendment 364A not moved.
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 364 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
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The Convener: There will be a division.
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
8, Against 1, Abstentions 0.
352

to

356

moved—[Cathie

The Convener: Does any member object to a
single question being put on amendments 352 to
356?
Stewart Stevenson: Yes.
The Convener: In that case, I will take each
amendment individually.
The question is, that amendment 352 be agreed
to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
8, Against 1, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 352 agreed to.
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 353 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)



ABSTENTIONS
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
7, Against 1, Abstentions 1.
Amendment 353 agreed to.
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 354 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR

Amendment 364 agreed to.
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AGAINST
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)

FOR

Amendments
Craigie].
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Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)

ABSTENTIONS
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
7, Against 1, Abstentions 1.
Amendment 354 agreed to.
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 355 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)

ABSTENTIONS
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
7, Against 1, Abstentions 1.
Amendment 355 agreed to.
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 356 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
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Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
8, Against 1, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 356 agreed to.
Section 65—Designation of registration areas
Amendment 365 moved—[Cathie Craigie].
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 365 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
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Section 67—Duration, review and revocation of
designation
Amendment 367 moved—[Cathie Craigie].
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 367 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST

Members: No.

Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)

The Convener: There will be a division.

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
8, Against 1, Abstentions 0.

FOR
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST

Amendment 367 agreed to.
Section 68—Notice of revocation of
designation
Amendment 368 moved—[Cathie Craigie].
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 368 be agreed to. Are we agreed?

Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)

Members: No.

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
8, Against 1, Abstentions 0.

The Convener: There will be a division.

Amendment 365 agreed to.
Section 66—Notice of designation
Amendment 366 moved—[Cathie Craigie].
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 366 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
8, Against 1, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 366 agreed to.

FOR
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
8, Against 1, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 368 agreed to.
Section 69—Registration of relevant houses
within designated area
Amendment 369 moved—[Cathie Craigie].
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 369 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
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FOR
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
8, Against 1, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 369 agreed to.
Section 70—Registration and its
consequences
Amendment 370 moved—[Cathie Craigie].
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 370 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
8, Against 1, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 370 agreed to.
Section 71—Offences
Amendment 371 moved—[Cathie Craigie].
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 371 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
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The Convener: The result of the division is: For
8, Against 1, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 371 agreed to.
Section 72—Order that no rent payable
Amendment 372 moved—[Cathie Craigie].
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 372 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
8, Against 1, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 372 agreed to.
Section 73—Appeals
Amendment 373 moved—[Cathie Craigie].
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 373 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
8, Against 1, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 373 agreed to.
Section 74 agreed to.
After section 74
Amendment 374 moved—[Cathie Craigie].
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 374 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
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The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
8, Against 1, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 374 agreed to.
Section 75—Interpretation of Part 8
Amendment 375 moved—[Cathie Craigie].
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 375 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)
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compulsory part of a parenting order. The
requirement to attend counselling or guidance will
sit alongside other requirements of the order that
will relate to the parent’s behaviour in respect of
their child.
The bill as it stands contains one dispensation in
respect of compulsory guidance or counselling.
Where a parenting order has been made
previously in respect of the same parent,
counselling or guidance need not be a
requirement of a further parenting order. The
Executive provided that dispensation to ensure
that parents need not go through counselling or
guidance again, just for the sake of it. In many
cases, further counselling may be appropriate, but
there will be circumstances in which the benefits of
guidance have already been taken on board, and
the restrictions on the behaviour of the parents will
be the effective part of the order.
Amendment 290, therefore, provides that the
dispensation applies only where the second or
further order is in relation to the same child as the
first or previous orders. We have suggested that
limitation because we think that the circumstances
of each child are different, and that guidance
focusing on the parents’ relationship with one child
should not be a substitute for guidance focusing
on their relationship with another child. I hope,
therefore, that members feel able to support
amendment 290.
I move amendment 290.
Amendment 290 agreed to.

AGAINST
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
8, Against 1, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 375 agreed to.
14:28
Meeting suspended.
14:43
On resuming—
Section 76—Parenting orders
The Convener: Amendment 290, in the name of
the minister, is in a group on its own.
Mrs Mulligan: The committee will be aware—
mainly because we keep saying it—that parenting
orders are designed to deal with the small number
of parents whose behaviour lets their children
down and who refuse to engage with voluntary
support to improve their parenting. In order to
improve their parenting, we have provided that
counselling or guidance on parenting should be a

14:45
The Convener: Amendment 291, in the name of
the minister, is grouped with amendments 292 and
324.
Mrs Mulligan: Amendments 291, 292 and 324
are technical amendments that do not represent a
change in policy. They delete the existing
provisions in subsections (4) and (6) of section 76
that require a court and a supervising officer, in
imposing or supervising a parenting order, to take
account of the religious beliefs and education or
work commitments of a parent, and repeat them in
a new stand-alone section in part 9. That makes it
clearer that those requirements apply across the
board to all parenting orders, whether made
following application by the local authority or the
principal reporter under section 76, or by the court
when it has also made an ASBO in respect of a
child under section 12.
I move amendment 291.
Stewart Stevenson: I have
clarification on amendment 324.
paragraph (1)(a), which seeks
with religious beliefs, mirrors

a brief point of
I take it that new
to avoid conflict
the provision in
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paragraphs (b)(i) and (b)(ii), in that a parenting
order would be in conflict with a person’s religious
beliefs if it interfered with their ability to attend a
religious service that occurs at a specific and
mandated time.
Mrs Mulligan: Yes.
Amendment 291 agreed to.
Amendment 292 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
Section 76, as amended, agreed to.
The Convener: Amendment 293, in the name of
the minister, is grouped with amendments 294 to
303, 305 to 311, 313, 317, 318 to 322, 331 and
332. Amendment 303 is pre-empted by
amendment 177 in the next group.
Mrs Mulligan: The vast majority of the 27
amendments in the group are designed to improve
the drafting and accessibility of part 9. They do not
involve significant policy changes. The exception
is amendment 331, which changes the definition of
“parent” in section 87 that applies to the whole of
part 9. As drafted, section 87 defines a parent—
and therefore people who may be subject to a
parenting order—as
“a natural person who has parental responsibilities”

in respect of the child concerned.
Parental responsibilities are defined in section
1(3) of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995 and, as I
am sure members are aware, such responsibilities
are possessed by the natural mother of a child, the
father of the child if he is married to the mother,
and any other person who has obtained such
responsibilities under the 1995 act.
I hope that members agree that everyone who
has parental responsibilities should and could
potentially be made subject to a parenting order.
The problem is that there are other people who we
believe should be made subject to such orders but
who are excluded by the current definition. Most
important, unmarried fathers who live with the
mother or who otherwise have day-to-day care of
the child are not subject to parenting orders unless
they have gone through the rather cumbersome
process of applying for parental responsibilities.
We know that very few unmarried fathers have
done so.
Amendment 331 seeks to substitute “relevant
person” for “parental responsibilities” as the
determinant of whether someone would be
potentially subject to a parenting order. As a
result, its effect would be that those with parental
responsibilities and those who ordinarily have
charge of or control over a child could be subject
to a parenting order in relation to that child. I
believe that that is the right course, as it would
ensure that unmarried fathers or step-parents who
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have day-to-day care of a child could be held to
account for deficient parenting in the same way as
those with formal parental responsibilities.
Seventeen of the amendments in the group seek
to delete erroneous references to “relevant parent”
or “relevant child” in sections 77 and 78. Such
labels are erroneous, because they suggest that
the provisions in section 78 on procedural
requirements on making an order apply only to
applications made under section 77. That is not
the case, and the amendments in question ensure
that the procedural requirements should apply no
matter whether a parenting order is made under
section 77 or under section 12. Amendments 317,
318, 320 and 321 are consequential amendments
to section 81. Amendment 332 is a consequential
amendment to section 87.
Amendment 293 seeks to move section 76 to
after section 77 in order to make part 9 flow more
effectively. As section 77 sets out the people who
may apply for parenting orders and the grounds on
which they may do so, it is sensible that it should
come before section 76, which defines a parenting
order. Moreover, section 76 applies to all
parenting orders no matter whether they are made
under section 77 or section 12. Putting it beside
the other general provisions makes that clearer.
Amendment 296 is a technical amendment that
seeks to move the definition of “relevant local
authority” from section 87, on the interpretation of
part 9, to section 77 and to amend it to reflect the
fact that the person subject to the application is
not specified in the order as the order has not yet
been made. The effect of section 77(1)(b) would
be that a parenting order may be made only where
Scottish ministers have notified the court that the
local authority in which the parent lives has
arrangements in place to support the order. We
will use that provision to provide for pilots of
parenting orders.
Amendment 319 is a consequential amendment
to section 81. Amendment 322 is a technical
amendment that improves the drafting of
subsection 83(1) and makes it consistent with
other provisions.
I move amendment 293.
Patrick Harvie: When describing the effect of
amendment 331, the minister mentioned that the
rights and responsibilities of a married partner
would automatically apply. I have no intention of
opposing the amendment; however, has she
communicated on this matter with colleagues at
Westminster who are legislating for us on civil
partnerships? Moreover, would a civil partner
acquire the same potential as a married partner to
be subject to a parenting order?
Stewart Stevenson: My point is rather
technical. I notice that amendments 296 and 319
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lift phrases out of section 87. I wonder whether
specifying the
“local authority for the area in which the parent ordinarily
resides”

in this respect implies that if two parents involved
in a child’s care who lived in two different local
authorities were subject to such orders, two
parenting orders would be needed.
Scott Barrie: I welcome amendment 331, in the
minister’s name, given the difficulties that have
arisen from the missed opportunity to resolve the
issue once and for all in the Children (Scotland)
Act 1995. If we had resolved the issue then, we
would have had an act that was in line with
practice in 1995, never mind practice in 2004. The
proposal is a welcome addition, because many
wrong assumptions are made about who has full
parental responsibilities and rights.
Mrs Mulligan: On Patrick Harvie’s point, a civil
partner would be a relevant person and therefore
would have the same responsibilities. On Stewart
Stevenson’s point, if parents lived in different local
authority areas, two orders would be needed.
However, even if they were living together, as
individuals they would be entitled to two orders, so
there should not be a problem.
Amendment 293 agreed to.
Section 77—Applications
Amendments 294 and 295 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
The Convener: Amendment 174 is grouped
with amendments 175 and 177. If agreed to,
amendment 177 will pre-empt amendment 303 in
the previous group.
Scott Barrie: As members will be aware, I am
and always have been supportive of parenting
orders. They can be used as an added sanction
when it can be demonstrated that the root cause
of a young person’s unacceptable behaviour is the
action or, more likely, the inaction of the parent.
As the minister indicated in her introduction to
the previous group of amendments, orders cannot
be used solely to hold a parent responsible for
their child’s behaviour. Rather, it has to be clearly
established that the quality of parenting has
caused the difficulty. It is significant that, before a
sheriff can grant a parenting order, it must be
established that the parent has failed to engage on
a voluntary basis with appropriate help and
support to address parenting capacity.
Section 77 deals with applications for parenting
orders. Orders should come through the children’s
hearings system. If panel members feel that
grounds exist for granting an order, the principal
reporter should be directed to apply for a parenting
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order to the sheriff court. Of course, such a
recommendation could have been made by the
local authority in the social background report to
the hearing, or it could have been made to the
reporter in an initial investigation report that in
other respects did not recommend compulsory
supervision measures.
As section 77 stands, a local authority could
apply directly to a sheriff for a parenting order. My
amendments 174, 175 and 177 would remove that
automatic right. It is important that we do not end
up with parallel systems in respect of parenting
orders. The amendments would also ensure that
the children’s hearings system—whether or not a
hearing actually takes place—remains involved in
what is, at the end of the day, a crucial issue in
child welfare: an adult’s ability or inability to parent
adequately. I lodged the amendments for that
reason.
I move amendment 174.
15:00
Mrs Mulligan: Unfortunately, I am unable to
support Scott Barrie’s amendments 174, 175 and
177. The effectiveness of parenting orders would
be artificially restricted if local authorities were not
allowed to apply for them. We should always bear
in mind the fact that our aim in introducing
parenting orders is to improve the situation of the
child who suffers from deficient parenting. I agree
with Scott Barrie that in many situations in which
the quality of parenting that the child receives is at
issue, that will be highlighted through the hearings
process. The reporter will be well placed to decide
whether an application for a parenting order is
appropriate.
We cannot discount the possibility that there
may be circumstances in which a child who is not
being dealt with through the children’s hearings
system could benefit from a parenting order. As
the committee will know, local authorities have a
general duty under part II of the Children
(Scotland) Act 1995 to promote the interests of
children in their area, and particularly those of
children in need. Local authorities educate most of
Scotland’s children. They hold responsibility for
children and families social work and are also
responsible for looked-after children. For those
reasons, I am convinced that it would be
appropriate for local authorities to be able to apply
for parenting orders.
To give Scott Barrie some reassurance, we must
remember that such an application will not be
made in a vacuum. As it stands, section 77
requires the local authority to consult the principal
reporter before making an application for a
parenting order. That will ensure that the two
organisations consider collectively what is in the
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best interests of the child concerned. Section 77
also requires the principal reporter to consult the
local authority before he or she makes an
application for a parenting order. Deleting that
requirement would be a particularly difficult effect
of Scott Barrie’s amendments.
Given
those
reassurances
about
the
involvement of the children’s reporter in
safeguarding the position of the hearings system, I
hope that Scott Barrie will feel able to withdraw
174 and not to move amendments 175 and 177.
Scott Barrie: I have listened carefully to the
minister. My primary concern is that we do not end
up with two systems. The principal reporter will
have to have discussions with the local authority
and vice versa: if the local authority was applying
for an order, it would have to discuss it with the
reporter. That is exactly as it should be.
I would have a difficulty, however, if we
conferred a blanket power to the local authority
under which it could apply for parenting orders,
and if there was a misapplication of that power. In
some parts of the local authority, there might be a
belief that the behaviour of the child in question
must be the result of the parents’ inability,
although that might not in fact be the case. The
order would not be granted under those
circumstances. It was in order to avoid getting into
such an unfortunate circle that I lodged my
amendments.
Given what the minister has said, I might not
press my amendments today, although I might
wish to speak to her about the matter in further
detail. There is an issue here, and we must ensure
that we get it right. We must not set up a system
that does not work and which is worse than what
we have at the moment.
Mrs Mulligan: I wish to ensure that members
are aware that the particular problems that Scott
Barrie has highlighted could be resolved through
guidance, which would need to address the points
that he has made. I think that the guidance that
would be on offer provides a double protection.
Scott Barrie: On that basis, I seek leave to
withdraw amendment 174.
Amendment 174, by agreement, withdrawn.
Amendment 296 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
Amendment 175 not moved.
Amendment 297 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
The Convener: Amendment 394, in the name of
Donald Gorrie, is grouped with amendments 395
and 396.
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all replace the word “desirable”, where it is used in
section 77, with the word “necessary”. Various
youth work organisations made the point to me
that they wanted the rules about the procedure
that must be followed before a parenting order
comes into effect to be as tight as possible, and
they felt that the word “desirable” is somewhat
weaker than the word “necessary”.
The minister has taken action on the matter
through amendment 323, which is in the next
group of amendments. That amendment is
constructive and helpful; it relates to the conditions
that will apply and will ensure that the young
person’s interests are taken into account.
Amendment 323 will also mean that if a parent is
trying to do his or her best and has taken steps to
seek voluntary support, that will be taken into
account when a parenting order is considered.
That amendment is helpful, but I want to make the
system as tight as possible. If the sheriff had to
feel that the order was necessary rather than just
desirable, that would ensure that marginal
decisions did not slip through the system. I await
the minister’s response with interest.
I move amendment 394.
The Convener: The consequence of somebody
slipping through would be that they would have a
parenting order, which will be a positive measure,
not a punitive one. I am keen that the system
should not be seen as threatening, but as bringing
people to the table. We work with the assumption
that the worst consequence will be beneficial
because it will allow dialogue with parents.
Mrs Mulligan: The three grounds on which a
parenting order may be made are those of
preventing antisocial behaviour, preventing
criminal conduct and improving the welfare of the
child. As the bill stands, the court will have to be
satisfied that a parenting order is desirable in the
interests of preventing further such behaviour or
improving welfare. Donald Gorrie’s amendments
would raise the bar with the effect that the court
would have to be satisfied that the order was
necessary to prevent further antisocial or criminal
behaviour or to improve the welfare of the child.
That test is much stiffer than the desirable test and
I feel that it is not right to impose a stiffer test.
Requiring the local authority or principal reporter to
prove to the court that the order is necessary or
definitely required would be going too far. In effect,
the use of the term “desirable” means that the
court will grant the order when it believes that
doing so will be useful in preventing that child from
engaging in further antisocial behaviour or criminal
conduct, or in improving the child’s welfare. As the
convener suggested, that wording is more
appropriate.
As Donald Gorrie pointed out, we should also
bear it in mind that under Executive amendment
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323—which is in the next group of amendments—
the
“paramount consideration shall be the welfare of the child”

in the determination of whether a parenting order
should be made. Given that, and given the much
clearer provision in amendment 323 that
engagement of the parent with voluntary support
must be considered—if a parent is engaged in
voluntary support, a parenting order would not be
necessary—I am convinced that the desirable test
is the appropriate one. I hope that Donald Gorrie is
reassured and that he will withdraw amendment
394 and not move amendments 395 and 396.
Donald Gorrie: In the light of Executive
amendment 323 having come on the scene, and
of the minister’s explanation, I am happy to seek
leave to withdraw amendment 394.
Amendment 394, by agreement, withdrawn.
Amendments 298 and 299 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
Amendment 395 not moved.
Amendment 300 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
Amendment 396 not moved.
Amendment 301 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
Amendment 176 not moved.
Amendment 302 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
Amendment 177 not moved.
Amendment 303 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
Section 77, as amended, agreed to.
Section 78—Procedural requirements
The Convener: Amendment 304, in the name of
the minister, is grouped with amendments 312,
314, 315, 178, 316 and 323.
Mrs Mulligan: Taken together, the amendments
in my name in this group seek to improve the
drafting and accessibility of part 9. They also seek
to make more explicit in the bill our policy that
parenting orders should be used only for the small
number of parents who have refused to engage
with voluntary supports to address the problems
with their parenting.
As discussed, amendment 323 is the most
important amendment in the group. It replaces and
expands on section 79. I suggest that the new
section is better; it requires a court that is
considering whether to make a parenting order to
have regard to whether the parent has engaged
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with voluntary measures to address their parenting
problems. We have always said that parenting
orders would be targeted at that small group.
Amendment 323 delivers that policy more clearly
and I hope that that will be welcomed by
members. Amendment 316 is a consequential
amendment to amendment 323 in that it deletes
section 79.
Amendment 178, in the name of Scott Barrie,
seeks to amend section 79(2). It would require a
court to have particular regard to the welfare of
any child of the parent other than the child to
whom the order relates. I have considerable
sympathy for the amendment. We need to ensure
that when a court is deciding whether to make a
parenting order, it takes into account the wider
circumstances of the family concerned including,
of course, the welfare of other children in the
family. However, we have already provided for
that: paragraph (b) of subsection (2) of the new
section that amendment 323 seeks to introduce
requires a court to have regard to the information
that it receives by virtue of section 78(1)(c), which
is the information about the family circumstances
of the parent and the likely effect of the parenting
order on those circumstances. I hope that, on that
basis, Scott Barrie will not move amendment 178.
Amendments 312 and 314 seek to amend
section 78 to ensure that a court explains in
ordinary language the effect of making, varying or
revoking a parenting order. As the bill is drafted,
the obligation to explain applies only when a court
is making an order.
Amendment 304 is in a similar vein. It seeks to
ensure that a court must comply with the
procedural requirements that are set out in section
78—that is, it must give the child a chance to
express his or her views when the court is
considering varying or revoking the order as well
as when it is making the order in the first place.
Amendment 315 moves section 78 to after
section 83. It does so to brigade together all the
provisions in part 9 that have general application
to all parenting orders.
I move amendment 304.
15:15
Scott Barrie: I feel that I have been pre-empted
slightly by the minister’s amendments. She is
correct to say that amendment 323 offers a much
expanded version of section 79, and I concur with
what she said about it doing what my amendment
178 seeks to do. Given the fact that amendment
316 proposes to delete section 79, there would be
no point in my proposing to amend it, so I will not
move amendment 178.
Donald Gorrie: I ask that the minister and her
colleagues take into account the excellent wording
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of amendment 314, which provides that
“the court shall explain in ordinary language the effect of
the variation”.

Could there be a section in every bill to ensure
that matters would be explained in ordinary
language for the benefit of MSPs? The language
of the people who write bills is a foreign language
to most citizens.
The Convener: The real challenge to the courts
is for them to explain some of their decisions in
ordinary language. If they had to explain them to
people, they might be a bit more careful about the
decisions that they make.
Mrs Mulligan: I acknowledge the point that
Donald Gorrie is making. Legislation is not always
the easiest thing to understand. Nevertheless, I
challenge him to identify which part of my
language he has not been able to understand
today. I hope that his understanding will allow him
to support the Executive’s amendments.
Amendment 304 agreed to.
Amendments 305 to 314 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
Section 78, as amended, agreed to.
Amendment 315 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
Section 79—Considerations relating to making
of order
Amendment 178 not moved.
Amendment 316 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
Section 80 agreed to.
Section 81—Review of order
Amendments 317 to 321 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
Section 81, as amended, agreed to.
Section 82 agreed to.
Section 83—Failure to comply with order
Amendment 322 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
Section 83, as amended, agreed to.
After section 83
Amendments 323 and 324 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
Before section 84
The Convener: Amendment 325, in the name of
the minister, is in a group on its own.
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Mrs Mulligan: We have spoken already today
about areas that the Executive has identified to
improve the way in which parenting orders will
work in practice. Amendment 325 does just that. It
will protect parents involved in parenting order
proceedings, and their children, from publicity. It
will prevent any person from publishing, in a range
of formats, information that would identify a parent
or any of their children, the address of the parent
or children, or the children’s school. A court can
waive that restriction if it believes that doing so is
in the interests of justice.
We are proposing those protections to allow
parents to receive the help and support that they
need to address antisocial behaviour without being
burdened by any unnecessary labels. It is also of
paramount importance to ensure that their children
have anonymity. I hope that members will feel able
to support the amendment.
I move amendment 325.
Stewart Stevenson: I have a few technical
points. For clarity, could you confirm that
subsection (7)—“causing to be published”—would
cover a reporter in attendance at proceedings who
is acting for a publishing medium controlled
outwith Scotland?
I note that the definition of “programme service”
is that used in the Broadcasting Act 1990. What
part of amendment 325 relates to publication on
the internet and/or web? What part of the
amendment provides for restrictions on using
technologies such as mobile phones to transmit
the information to a group of people and to publish
it by that mechanism, or by any other mechanisms
of which I have not thought?
The Convener: I do not imagine that there can
be many that you have not thought of, Stewart.
Patrick Harvie: I wonder whether the minister
could also flesh out a little more detail about the
circumstances in which it may be necessary, in the
interests of justice, for subsection (1) not to apply.
Mrs Mulligan: I am sorry, but I did not hear the
end of that sentence.
Patrick Harvie: Subsection (2) of the proposed
new section says:
“the court may, in the interests of justice, order that
subsection (1) shall not apply”.

I was hoping that you could explain in a little more
detail the circumstances in which that would
happen.
Mrs Mulligan: I shall
questions in reverse order.

answer

members’

On Patrick Harvie’s question, we accept that
subsection (1) may be fairly unusual, but it would
be for the courts to interpret the circumstances
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under which they would see it not applying. I
suppose that subsection (2) just allows for
circumstances that are not defined in the bill.
In relation to Stewart Stevenson’s points, we are
allowing for all mediums of publication—even
those that he has not thought of—to be
encompassed by subsection (7), because the
ultimate aim is to prevent the publication of
names, addresses and other information that
would identify the parent or the child. However, we
need to take further advice on the point about
media controlled outside Scotland. Obviously, our
intention is to ensure that they are also covered,
but I would not want to mislead members by
saying that we are absolutely certain that that is
the case at this stage.
Stewart Stevenson: Can I intervene?
Obviously, my intention—I am sure that it
coincides with your policy intention—is to ensure
that someone who is acting within Scotland can be
pursued if he enables the action of someone
outside Scotland. I hope that you will address that
issue in due course.
Mrs Mulligan: That is a well-made point and we
will pursue it.
Amendment 325 agreed to.
The Convener: Amendment 391, in the name of
the minister, is in a group on its own.
Mrs Mulligan: Amendment 391 is another of
what I would call improving amendments, which
was identified in consultation with the principal
reporter. The amendment will give ministers a
power to lay regulations empowering reporters to
appear before a sheriff to conduct parenting order
proceedings, including appearing before a sheriff
principal for appeal proceedings. The regulations
may prescribe the qualifications, training and
experience that a reporter must have to be so
empowered.
Currently, a reporter’s right of audience before a
sheriff is derived from the Reporters (Conduct of
Proceedings before the Sheriff) (Scotland)
Regulations 1997—I am sure that members all
knew that already. Those regulations provide that
a reporter can appear before a sheriff for
proceedings under chapters 2 or 3 of part II of the
Children (Scotland) Act 1995. Many reporters
have extensive experience of addressing complex
factual and legal issues in proof hearings before a
sheriff as part of those proceedings. However, it
appears that reporters do not have the right to
appear before a sheriff on any other summary
applications, including for parenting orders. To
deal with those would necessitate the Scottish
Children’s Reporter Administration buying in legal
representation. I am sure that members will agree
that that would be a time-consuming and
expensive process.
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Giving reporters the right to appear before a
sheriff, as amendment 391 will provide, offers a
sensible and practical way forward and I hope that
the amendment will receive the committee’s
support.
I move amendment 391.
Amendment 391 agreed to.
The Convener: Amendment 326, in the name of
the minister, is grouped with amendments 328 to
330.
Mrs Mulligan: This group of amendments also
emerged from discussions with the principal
reporter. They are designed to ensure that
arrangements for parenting orders operate
effectively. We need to ensure that reporters have
the necessary statutory power to investigate
whether a parenting order might be appropriate.
Amendment 326 will grant that power. It will allow
the principal reporter to investigate the
circumstances of a parent and their child when
considering whether to apply for a parenting order
and it will require a local authority to assist with
that process by providing any relevant information
that the reporter might seek. That will allow
reporters to make well-informed and considered
decisions about whether to apply for a parenting
order. It will enable them to take all relevant
factors into account, look in detail at the behaviour
of the parent and the circumstances of their child
or children, and consider what efforts have been
made to provide support for the parent on a
voluntary basis.
Amendments 328 to 330 will alter the link that
we originally proposed between hearings and the
reporter over parenting orders. Our original
intention in section 86 had been to ensure strong
links between the hearings and parenting orders
by giving hearings the power to require a reporter
to apply for a parenting order when a hearing
believed that that was the appropriate way
forward. However, allowing a hearing to decide
whether an application is made in that way would
not give a reporter the opportunity to exercise their
professional judgment over whether to apply for an
order. It would also rule out any response to a
change in the parent’s or child’s circumstances
that might occur subsequent to a hearing but
before the application is made. Requiring the
reporter to apply would also prejudge the outcome
of consultation with the local authority.
Amendment 328 therefore proposes that the
reporter should be required to consider whether to
apply for an order, rather than simply to apply for
one. That will ensure that the hearing retains a
central role and is able to recommend an
application for a parenting order while allowing the
reporter discretion to look at the evidence and
consult the local authority before deciding whether
to apply.
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Amendments 329 and 330 are consequential to
amendment 328 and will amend the wording of
section 86 to reflect the change to the role of the
reporter that I have just outlined.
The amendments are important and I am
confident that they will strengthen and improve the
way in which parenting orders will work in practice.
I move amendment 326.
15:30
Scott Barrie: I want to voice my support for the
amendments. The minister is absolutely right that
having an automatic right of referral would make
the children’s hearings system far more
adversarial than it should be. Given that a
children’s hearing is essentially a hearing for the
child, it is right that it should be separate from any
consideration of a parenting order relating to the
inaction or action of parents. The amendments
take a step back from that position and allow
consideration of parenting orders to take place in
another forum and those matters to be pursued
through the courts. The minister is right to
preserve the sanctity of children’s hearings being
for the sole purpose of considering the best
interests of the child. If we had retained the
original suggestion, there would have been a
danger that discussions on whether to apply for a
parenting order would have become the focus of
the hearing, given that parents and adults often
take over hearings anyway in practice and children
are somehow left to the side. The focus on the
child at the hearing will be retained, so I support
the amendments.
Mrs Mulligan: I appreciate Scott Barrie’s
experience of the hearings system and therefore
value his support and what he has said.
Amendment 326 agreed to.
Section 84 agreed to.
Section 85—Guidance
The Convener: Amendment 327, in the name of
the minister, is in a group on its own.
Mrs Mulligan: Amendment 327 is a technical
amendment that will replace section 85, on
guidance by Scottish ministers about parenting
orders, with a new section. The new section will
ensure that the obligation to have regard to
guidance applies to parenting orders that are
made under section 12 in conjunction with an
antisocial behaviour order on a young person, as
well as those made under section 77—that is, by
direct application by the local authority or principal
reporter. The effect of the amendment will be that
every body or individual, apart from a court
discharging functions under the bill in relation to
parenting orders, will be obliged to have regard to
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guidance that is issued by Scottish ministers about
the exercise of those functions.
I move amendment 327.
Amendment 327 agreed to.
Section 85, as amended, agreed to.
Section 86—Amendment of Children
(Scotland) Act 1995
Amendments 328 to 330 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
Section 86, as amended, agreed to.
Section 87—Interpretation of Part 9
Amendments 331 and 332 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
Section 87, as amended, agreed to.
After section 87
The Convener: Amendment 379, in the name of
Paul Martin, is in a group on its own.
Paul Martin (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab): The
subject of amendment 379 was brought to my
attention by Glasgow City Council in response to
the serious issue of the cost of vandalism. The
purpose of the amendment is to continue with the
Executive’s theme of parental responsibility.
My amendment covers 12 to 15-year-olds and
says that parents should pay financial
compensation for damage caused by their
children. It is important to ensure that we take the
opportunity to probe this serious issue, which
faces many of our constituencies.
Several points have been made about the issue.
It is said that the cause of vandalism is connected
in some way to deprivation and that vandalism
occurs particularly in communities that suffer
social exclusion. That is a slur on socially
excluded communities, because it is not always
such communities that suffer from vandalism. On
many occasions, economically active people have
children who carry out vandalism and cause
damage to public property. That is an important
point. Deprivation is not an excuse for vandalism
and I have made that point on several occasions.
The amendment seeks to ensure that we have
the opportunity to get compensation. Members will
note that the amendment makes it clear that
consideration would be given to the ability to pay
and the circumstances of those involved, and
there would also be a requirement for a local
authority or registered landlord to make an
application to the sheriff.
I understand that local authorities throughout
Scotland support this idea, especially those that
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suffer from vandalism. In Glasgow alone, dealing
with vandalism cost an estimated £10 million in
one financial year. Vandalism to public buildings in
Glasgow cost the local authority £2.8 million.
I appreciate that it would be difficult to seek
financial compensation from a parent whose child
burned down a school—an example that has been
given on several occasions—because the cost of
that could be £1 million plus. However, it is a point
of principle that when public property is damaged,
local authorities should be given the opportunity to
seek financial compensation. The amendment
also raises the principle of deterrence. I believe
that the amendment fits in well with the parental
responsibility issues that the Executive has
included in the bill.
I move amendment 379.
Stewart Stevenson: I have some sympathy
with Paul Martin and I know where he is coming
from, but I have some concerns about the
substance of the amendment. He referred to the
burning down of a school, and I experienced that
in my constituency when we lost an entire school
as a result of vandalism. I would be concerned if
the penalty that bore upon the parents of someone
who was guilty of that criminal act was
disproportionate to the act itself.
The definition in subsection 2(a)(ii) of the
proposed new section says that the child can be
held accountable only for damage to a household
other than the one in which they reside. I am not
clear whether that would cover damage to the
property of a parent with whom the child does not
reside but who has visiting or parental rights that
are exercisable during the day, from time to time,
and whether the father—typically it is the father—
would be able to sue the mother if the child was to
damage his house while the child was not a
member of the father’s household. If that were the
case, I could see it being a recipe for some rather
awkward confrontations in the courts and
elsewhere.
Proposed subsections 2(c)(i) and 2(c)(ii) require
that the particular instance has
“been considered in other court proceedings or by a
children’s hearing; and … been held to be antisocial
behaviour.”

I am not entirely clear what definition of antisocial
behaviour would require to be met in the
circumstances described. The bill has three
definitions, although two of them are the same and
the third is only slightly different. I am not clear
whether the drafting of Paul Martin’s amendment
is sufficiently specific. If it is simply a drafting error,
I suspect that it could be remedied at stage 3 if
required.
Although I sympathise with Paul Martin’s
thinking—and it is not only in Glasgow that the
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application of the provision in his amendment
might be of benefit, but in my constituency as
well—I feel that the amendment runs incredible
risks of penalising people who are not the guilty
ones.
I presume that, through the amendment, we
would be attacking the parents’ parenting skills—
or the lack of them—in failing to prevent their child
from behaving as they behaved. If so, are such
issues not adequately covered by the provisions
on parenting orders in the bill? Would such orders
not be preferable to financial penalties, which
would not necessarily change parents’ parenting
and might result in the alienation of one family
member from another?
I have a series of issues with the amendment
and I will be interested to hear what others have to
say.
Mary Scanlon: I fully understand Paul Martin’s
rationale and the reasons that underpin
amendment 379, and I probably have some
sympathy for it, but I have concerns as well. I
would hope that Glasgow City Council and other
councils in Scotland would consider the
amendment in the context of all the measures in
the Antisocial Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill. They
should ask whether, if the bill were to go through
as it is, the measures in amendment 379 would
still be necessary.
I think that it is too early to consider parental
compensation orders. I would prefer the bill to be
given time to bed down and to start to work in
practice. I would prefer to hear the experiences of
Glasgow City Council and other councils at a later
date, once the bill has been enacted and its
measures are being implemented, when we will be
able to ask whether the amendment is necessary.
I am sure that Paul Martin has checked this, but
I wonder whether it is competent under the
European convention on human rights to ask a
parent to pay for the crimes of the child.
I have other serious concerns on enforcement
that I think Paul has raised himself. In fact, his
amendment almost admits that concerns exist and
tries to address them. The factors to be
considered under proposed new subsection 3
include
“the likely effect of the making of the order on other
members of the parent’s family”.

It would contradict what Paul is trying to achieve if
other members of the family—or, in fact, the
parent—had to pay compensation and that
affected the well-behaved members of the family.
When we consider such issues and the other
complications that would arise from implementing
amendment 379, we can see that we should
perhaps revisit the issue later. Paul Martin’s ideas
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are good, but I am not sure that this is the right
time for them. I hope that we will come back to the
issue in future.
15:45
Patrick Harvie: I have several concerns about
amendment 379. Paul Martin said that parental
compensation orders could serve as a deterrent,
but I worry that they will be precisely the opposite
in households in which there are poor
relationships among the family members.
I agree that the theme of parental responsibility
is already quite well served in the bill. For
example, the breach of a parenting order will be
an offence that could result in a fine, so I think that
the issue of financial penalties is already dealt
with. On the other hand, Paul Martin seemed to
imply that it is a question of recovering costs,
because he cited the costs to local authorities of
vandalism and damage. That is a dangerous
principle. If we accept that, the logical extension is
to start thinking about recovering the costs
incurred by the police, the courts and the
children’s hearings system. There are some really
ghastly extensions to that, so I prefer to reject the
principle of recovering costs.
Amendment 379 would be a fairly heavy-handed
measure that would not be in keeping with the
aspects of the bill that I can support, which are
about reinforcing positive behaviour and
supporting behaviour change. I hope that the
amendment is not agreed to.
Another aspect is that amendment 379 would
reinforce the perception that the bill is purely about
children and young people, who are perceived as
being antisocial in and of themselves. The fact that
the amendment would apply only to 12 to 16-yearolds would reinforce that perception, which I would
be uncomfortable with.
Scott Barrie: I fully understand where Paul
Martin is coming from on amendment 379. We all
know that there are quite high degrees of
vandalism in our communities, which is a scourge
that costs a heck of a lot of money and blights
many people’s lives.
My difficulty with the amendment is twofold.
First, the use in our courts of compensation orders
for over-16s is patchy. Some sheriffs regularly try
to make the perpetrator of an offence make
financial recompense to the victim for their actions,
but other sheriffs hardly ever do so. One difficulty
with the amendment is that it would provide a
completely different system for under-16s from the
one that we have in our adult courts.
Secondly, subsection (3)(a) of the new section
that amendment 379 would insert would open up a
can of worms. As Paul Martin mentioned, that
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provision would rightly require the sheriff to take
into account
“the ability of the parent to pay financial compensation”.

However, that would mean that certain youngsters
would be able to cause damage almost with
impunity, because their parents’ financial state
was such that they would never have to pay
compensation. Other parents who might not be
wealthy but who might have some income could
be attacked quite punitively. That would give out a
mixed message about what is acceptable or
unacceptable behaviour.
We perhaps need to consider the difficulties
surrounding the application of disposals by the
children’s hearings system—that might be where
Paul Martin is coming from in his desire to see
something done. Restorative justice seldom
seems to figure in the disposals, which often
appear to have no connection with the offence in
which the youngster was engaged. Therefore, the
community at large sees no restorative element in
the compulsory supervision order or other sanction
that is imposed on the young person. If panels
could demonstrate more effectively that there is a
restorative element to their disposals, the
proposed compensation orders would not be
required.
Restorative justice need not involve direct
financial recompense for the damage that the
young person has caused, because it can impose
on the young person other ways of making
amends for the behaviour in which they have been
involved. If disposals encompassed an element of
restorative justice, that would go some way
towards meeting the issues that Paul Martin has
justifiably raised.
Ms White: I understand exactly what Paul
Martin says. Everyone in Glasgow and throughout
the country encounters such wanton vandalism
every other day or week and councillors and
individuals complain about it. However, the
amendment would deal with the matter in the
wrong way. The measure is punitive. When a
school, house or shop has been vandalised, the
measure might satisfy people’s initial concern, but
it would not prevent more vandalism two or three
weeks later by other kids.
Scott Barrie’s point was right. The amendment
mentions parents’ ability to pay, but that works two
ways. Some people have much money, but others
do not. Some may see an order as an easy way of
getting away with a crime, whereas the measure
might be very punitive for others.
I am concerned about the inconsistencies of
sheriffs in deciding
“the amount of financial compensation which the parent is
required to pay”.
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Obviously, sheriffs would take into account a
parent’s finances. However, inconsistency might
arise if some sheriffs said that parents should pay
and others imposed another form of justice. It is
not that I do not trust the courts. “Dodgy” might be
the wrong description, but sometimes the courts
make decisions that we in the public do not
understand.
The measure would be punitive and restorative
justice would be a better way to tackle the
problem. It might not be as popular among the
public, but it has been proven to work. Everyone
has seen areas where vandalism has taken place.
In one case, young kids vandalised a nursery
school. When they were taken back to the nursery
to see the look on the younger kids’ faces, they
were horrified—they had not realised what they
had done—and they set about rectifying the
damage. I prefer such restorative justice to
punitive measures such as fining parents. The
amendment does not say how parents would be
fined. Would a family allowance be removed, as
happens in France?
I know where Paul Martin is coming from, but
the amendment would deal with the issue in the
wrong way. I would much rather have restorative
justice schemes put in place, under which kids
make good the damage that they have caused,
although I do not suggest that a new school could
be built. Cathie Craigie has mentioned bricklayers,
who could perhaps build another school. Other
forms of justice are available. The punitive
approach of fining parents is not the right way to
deal with the problem.
Donald Gorrie: Everyone recognises Paul
Martin’s point of view and has some sympathy
with it. Some good speeches have been made—in
particular that by Scott Barrie, if I may say that
without ruining his career. He made a thoughtful
and civilised speech that pointed out some
problems with the proposition in the amendment.
The issue is worth pursuing, but that could be
done through restorative justice.
Restorative justice could be extended. A
financial element could be added to the
involvement of people who are at fault in repairing
a garden that they have wrecked or removing
graffiti from walls. Some continental countries
operate a system whereby fines relate to income. I
do not know whether such a system applies in
Britain. In those countries, the fine or penalty
might be one day’s or one week’s income, for
example. As well as the young person who made
trouble, a parent could contribute to the restorative
justice, even if that was with a relatively token
sum. That is worth exploring.
In the light of what members have said, it would
be best if Paul Martin asked to withdraw his
amendment and talked seriously to ministers
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about whether progress could be made along the
lines that some members have suggested.
Christine May: I will not repeat what everybody
else has said. Just over 12 months ago, I was
probably one of those local authority leaders who
were asking for the sort of measure that the
amendment proposes. I now find that I must judge
whether such a measure would be workable. I
regret to say that I think that it would not be. It
would satisfy the immediate need to meet the cost
of vandalism and of restoration after vandalism,
but it might prevent work to prove who had
undertaken such activities.
Parental co-operation is often necessary to
agree whose kid was responsible. The proposal
would probably reduce the number of cases in
which it was possible to work with parents and
families. However, I hear what others have said
about Paul Martin having a discussion with the
minister on how elements of what he is trying to do
through amendment 379 could be incorporated,
and I think that that would be valuable.
The Convener: I certainly think that the issue is
serious. To decide not to support amendment 379
on the ground that we are doing good things is not
consequence free, because the scale of the
problem is significant. The impact of not dealing
with vandalism is significant. Money is being
diverted out of the education system into fixing
windows. Vandalism is diverting money out of the
transport system, too—I understand that it costs
First buses in Glasgow about £1 million a year.
We are not just talking about smashed windows;
we are also talking about the ability of buses to go
on certain routes, which has an impact on the
community. We must be clear about the effect that
the spiral of vandalism has on the community—on
how it feels about itself and on how people
perceive the area.
Tackling vandalism is not simply a case of
saying, “You have done a bad thing by breaking
that window. We want you to confront that.” We
also have to deal with the trend in the way in
which people behave. On group dispersal, we
discussed how important it is for people to have
facilities to go to so that they do not gather and
cause problems, but such facilities often become
the first target of vandalism. The degree of
vandalism that exists is often the reason why
people pull out of areas and a community centre,
for example, cannot be sustained.
If we do not adopt parental compensation
orders, we will need another measure. The
minister must be charged with the responsibility of
considering that. Sandra White said that the
proposal would be too punitive, but I wonder how
punitive we would need to be to address the scale
of the problem. I will give an example of the
normal way of looking at things. The young kids in
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one of the local primary schools were looking
forward to celebrating the school’s 40th
anniversary, but the school hall got burned down
and they were not able to hold the event for which
they had been practising for months. The impact
of that was significant. How punitive would we
need to be to match how those people felt about
what had happened? Some things deserve
punishment. We say that in other parts of our
lives. We must think through that proposition—not
necessarily in relation to amendment 379 in
particular—and realise that it is reasonable.
As regards deterrence, Patrick Harvie said that
parental compensation orders could cause a
reaction that was contrary to what was intended,
because a contrary youngster might decide to do
the very thing that someone did not want them to
do. On that basis, we would not make laws about
anything, because there would always be people
who were perverse enough to say, “If everyone
wants me not to do that, I will go and do it just to
noise them up.” The argument that parental
compensation orders would encourage some
young people who were in fractured relationships
with their parents to continue with their bad
behaviour can be sustained in relation to other
measures as well.
I do not want to damn Donald Gorrie by
agreeing with something that he said, but it is
notable that the targets of vandalism are often
community assets and the things that people really
need. Scott Barrie mentioned that compensation
orders are not used in the adult courts, but
perhaps they should be, because much of the
vandalism will be committed by over-16s. We
might need to press that proposal. I would like any
money that was raised from compensation orders
to be ring fenced, as that would enable a local
school that was in a vulnerable place to get a
closed-circuit television camera, for example. We
could also fund measures to make it more difficult
for people to be vandals and we could run antivandalism projects in schools. It would be
interesting to examine further the connection
between community reparation and obtaining a bit
of money from the parent.
A number of issues have been flagged up on the
practicality of amendment 379, not the least of
which relates to families that are in financial
difficulty and in which relationships are already
poor. The consequences of the proposal for
working with such a family would have to be borne
in mind. On that basis, I hope that Paul Martin will
not press amendment 379 at this stage. However,
I seek reassurance from the minister that some of
the ideas on compensation that have emerged will
be explored further, because people in our
communities seem to think that there is a rational
connection between vandalism and the payment
of reparation.
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16:00
Mrs Mulligan: Like most members, I am
sympathetic to the proposals, which are designed
to ensure that parents address the behaviour of
their children. I clearly understand the frustration
of those who have to deal with the effects of
vandalism, both financial and social.
However, I do not think that parental
compensation orders are the way forward—at
least, not in the context of the bill. Our policy of
increasing parental responsibility is met through
the bill by the parenting orders, which we have
been discussing this afternoon. They focus on
providing support to improve parenting skills and
on
ensuring
that
parents
meet
their
responsibilities. Imposing a parental compensation
order would directly impact on the parent, not the
child, and might do little to change behaviour.
The introduction of parental compensation
orders could undermine our approach in relation to
parenting orders, which focus on increasing
parental skills and responsibility to prevent
antisocial behaviour by young people. Parenting
orders are not linked to an individual act and are
about the behaviour of the parent, not the child,
but a parental compensation order would make a
parent directly responsible for the actions of their
child. That is difficult to justify when the specific
act causing the damage was not the responsibility
of the parent and it raises concerns that we would
be extending the concept of vicarious liability.
In addition, there are serious doubts about how
the process might operate in practice. The
availability of the order would raise unrealistic
expectations that the local authority or the
registered social landlord would apply for
compensation on behalf of any individual whose
property was damaged as the result of the actions
of 12 to 15-year-olds. The need for the local
authority or the registered social landlord to make
all applications might also place a significant
burden on their resources. We know from informal
consultation with COSLA that it is opposed to the
amendment.
Furthermore, we do not think that the test of
antisocial behaviour, which is based on grounds
for referral to the children’s hearings system being
accepted or on a decision of the court, is sound. It
would not be in the best interests of the child for
us to introduce a system whereby their parents are
punished financially because they have accepted
grounds for referral to the hearings system linked
to causing material damage to property. Referrals
would be much more likely to be challenged in
court, which would place a further burden on the
court system and the hearings.
While we are on the subject of the hearings
system, I note that Scott Barrie and others have
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referred to issues relating to restorative justice.
That has been an important part of the developing
role of the hearings system. The Executive has
been investing additional resources into the
system to promote the use of that type of
compensation. However, again without wanting to
embarrass Mr Gorrie, I would be interested to hear
more about the cases that he mentioned when he
was talking about how the hearings system could
be involved in relation to some kind of financial
contribution. We can pursue that issue further.
I am also not convinced that parental
compensation orders would impact fairly either on
the parents of children responsible for causing
material damage to property or on the owners of
the property. Such an order would make sense
only if the parents had the financial means to meet
the terms of the order. The victims of the damage
caused would not receive compensation if the
parents did not have the means to make
payments. In addition, under the amendment,
compensation would be available only if the child
was between 12 and 15. If the young person was
16 or over, the victim would have to take a civil
action, which can be an awkward and timeconsuming process. If we accepted the
amendment, those who have criticised the bill for
being anti-young people would have an
opportunity to say that we are making provisions
that would particularly stigmatise those younger
people who might be involved in antisocial
behaviour.
Although I have sympathy with the points that
Paul Martin has raised and I agree that there is an
argument for ensuring that parents take
responsibility for the actions of their children and
young people, we are not at the stage where the
parental compensation order is the way in which
we should proceed. Given that he has aired his
views on the matter and heard the views of the
committee, I hope that he will feel able to withdraw
amendment 379.
Paul Martin: I welcome the fact that we have
had a good discussion. I will respond quickly to a
number of points, because I know that members
have been here for some time.
First, Stewart Stevenson has got me beat on
parental issues. In his absence, I say well done to
him on that—I was not entirely sure how that part
of the proposed new section would work.
On the point about how we define antisocial
behaviour, I suggest that Stewart Stevenson
should live in Sighthill, the Red Road flats or many
other parts of Scotland where people experience
antisocial behaviour. If he did, he would find
himself in a position to define it. People who live in
such places experience antisocial behaviour daily.
Mary Scanlon said that we should revisit the
matter of parental compensation orders at a future
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point. However, I lodged a similar amendment to
the Criminal Justice (Scotland) Bill and I was
advised then that we should look at the matter in
the context of future legislation. I welcome some of
the positive statements that the minister has made
about children’s hearings, but we have to reach a
position one way or another—
Mary Scanlon: What I meant was that I wanted
the bill to be enacted and its provisions
implemented and that, once that had been done, if
all the measures in the bill did not address the
problem, we should revisit the matter. I did not
mean to kick the matter into the long grass; I
wanted to look at it in the context of the
implementation of the bill.
Paul Martin: With respect, those are the same
points that were made about the Criminal Justice
(Scotland) Bill—people said, “Let’s see how the bill
plays out and then people can reconsider the
matter.” Sooner or later, we will have to face up to
the matter of parental compensation.
Donald Gorrie made a positive contribution to
the debate when he spoke about finding a way of
acknowledging the importance of the principle of
financial compensation. I am not caught up with
what the amount of money should be and the
councils to which I speak are not seeking massive
sums of money from individuals. However, the
principle is about deterrence.
I offer examples of other deterrents. Some time
ago, people did not consider using a seat belt.
Now we find that, as a result of road traffic
legislation, people wear seat belts. People gave
no consideration to speeding fines previously but,
when we provided for road traffic offences to carry
penalty points, people took the matter much more
seriously. The principle that I am concerned with is
that using a financial contribution from parents as
a deterrent will change people’s attitudes in the
way that the convener set out in her concluding
remarks when she said that we must take the
matter seriously.
I accept some of the points that Patrick Harvie
and others made about how the orders would
affect children from deprived backgrounds who
might think that, because their parents will not be
fined, they will have no difficulties. However, I do
not think that the situation would work out in that
way. People are charged for parking tickets and a
breach of the peace regardless of their income.
The point is how we approach the issue. We must
send a clear message through the Antisocial
Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill, which I believe will
be effective legislation.
At this point, I seek agreement to withdraw
amendment 379. However, given some of the
remarks that have been made, I ask that we
consider which measures we can include at stage
3.
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Amendment 379, by agreement, withdrawn.
The Convener: With that, we end the fifth day of
our stage 2 consideration of the Antisocial
Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill. I record my thanks
and the thanks of members to the ministerial team
and to the clerks. The burden of managing the
procedure of two long days is pretty heavy.
However, we have reached the point that we were
supposed to reach today, which is the first time
that we have managed to do so since we started
our stage 2 consideration.
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Meeting closed at 16:10.
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Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill
6th Marshalled List of Amendments for Stage 2
The Bill will be considered in the following order—
Sections 1 to 47
Sections 48 to 52
Sections 53 to 58
Sections 59 to 111
Section 112

Schedule 1
Schedule 2
Schedule 3
Schedules 4 and 5
Long Title

Amendments marked * are new (including manuscript amendments) or have been altered.
Section 88
Elaine Smith
121

In section 88, page 47, line 18, leave out <12> and insert <16>
Elaine Smith

135

In section 88, page 47, line 25, at end insert <wilfully or recklessly>
Elaine Smith

136

In section 88, page 47, line 26, after <that> insert <he knows>
Elaine Smith

137

In section 88, page 47, line 27, after <that> insert <he knows>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

71

In section 88, page 47, line 35, at end insert—
<(5A) Before making an antisocial behaviour order, the court shall explain to the
offender in ordinary language—
(a) the effect of the order and the prohibitions proposed to be included in it;
(b) the consequences of failing to comply with the order;
(c) the powers the court has under subsection (6) below; and
(d) the entitlement of the offender to appeal against the making of the order.
(5B) Failure to comply with subsection (5A) shall not affect the validity of the
order.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

72

In section 88, page 48, line 14, at end insert—
SP Bill 12-ML6

1

Session 2 (2004)
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<234AB Antisocial behaviour orders: notification
(1)

Upon making an antisocial behaviour order under section 234AA of this Act,
the court shall—
(a) serve a copy of the order on the offender; and
(b) give a copy of the order to the local authority it considers most
appropriate.

(2)

Upon revoking an antisocial behaviour order under subsection (6)(a) of that
section, the court shall notify the local authority to whom a copy of the order
was given under subsection (1)(b) above.

(3)

Upon varying an antisocial behaviour order under subsection (6)(b) of that
section, the court shall—
(a) serve a copy of the order as varied on the offender; and
(b) give a copy of the order as varied to the local authority to whom a copy
of the order was given under subsection (1)(b) above.

(4)

For the purposes of this section, a copy is served on an offender if—
(a) given to him; or
(b) sent to him by registered post or the recorded delivery service.

(5)

A certificate of posting of a letter sent under subsection (4)(b) issued by the
postal operator shall be sufficient evidence of the sending of the letter on the
day specified in such certificate.

(6)

In this section “offender” means the person in respect of whom the antisocial
behaviour order was made.>
After section 88

Mrs Mary Mulligan
73

After section 88, insert—
<Records of antisocial behaviour orders made in criminal courts
(1)

A local authority shall keep records of each antisocial behaviour order of which the
authority has been given a copy by virtue of subsection (1)(b) of section 234AB of the
Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.46) (the “1995 Act”).

(2)

A record kept under subsection (1) shall specify—
(a) the person in respect of whom the order was made;
(b) the prohibitions imposed by the order;
(c) whether a prohibition is indefinite or for a definite period and where it is for a
period, that period;
(d) where the authority is, by virtue of subsection (2) of that section of the 1995 Act,
notified of the revocation of the order, the date on which it was revoked;
(e) where the authority is, by virtue of subsection (3)(b) of that section of the 1995
Act, given a copy of the order as varied, the variation and its date; and
(f) such other matters relating to the order as the Scottish Ministers may prescribe in
regulations.
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(3)

A local authority shall, on a request to do so being made to it by a person mentioned in
subsection (4), disclose to that person information contained in a record kept under
subsection (1).

(4)

Those persons are—
(a) the Scottish Ministers;
(b) the Principal Reporter;
(c) any other local authority;
(d) a chief constable; and
(e) a registered social landlord.

(5)

A local authority shall, in discharging functions by virtue of this section, have regard to
such guidance issued by the Scottish Ministers as to—
(a) the discharge of those functions; and
(b) such matters arising in connection with the discharge of those functions,
as the Scottish Ministers think fit.>
Section 89

Mrs Mary Mulligan
407

In section 89, page 48, line 26, leave out from <had> to end of line 27 and insert <was at least 12
years old>
Donald Gorrie

397

In section 89, page 48, line 26, leave out <12> and insert <16>
Elaine Smith

138

In section 89, page 48, line 34, at end insert <wilfully or recklessly>
Elaine Smith

139

In section 89, page 48, line 35, after <that> insert <he knows>
Elaine Smith

140

In section 89, page 48, line 36, after <that> insert <he knows>
Donald Gorrie

408

In section 89, page 49, line 30, after <work> insert <(including work on a voluntary sector
placement)>
Donald Gorrie

409

In section 89, page 49, line 30, at end insert <or training course.>

3
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Mary Scanlon
439

In section 89, page 49, line 32, leave out <ordinary language> and insert <a language which he
understands>
Section 90
Mrs Mary Mulligan

410

In section 90, page 51, line 29, leave out <In subsection (1) of>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

411

In section 90, page 51, line 30, after <orders)> insert <shall be amended in accordance with
subsections (2) and (3).
<(2)

In subsection (1),>

Mike Rumbles
122

In section 90, page 51, line 30, after <orders),> insert—
<( ) after “Act”, where it first occurs, insert “and subject to subsection (1A) below”;
and
( )>
Elaine Smith
Supported by: Donald Gorrie

123

In section 90, page 51, line 30, leave out from <the> to end of line and insert <for “16” substitute
“12”.>
Mike Rumbles

124

In section 90, page 51, line 30, leave out from <the> to end of line and insert <for “16” substitute
“14”.>
Mike Rumbles

125

In section 90, page 51, line 30, at end insert—
<( )

After that subsection insert—
“(1A) A restriction of liberty order may only be made in respect of a person aged
under 16 if that person cannot be detained in secure accommodation due to no
places in such accommodation being available at the time the order is to be
made.”.>

Donald Gorrie
398

In section 90, page 51, line 30, at end insert—
<( )

After that subsection insert—
“(1B) A restriction of liberty order may only be made in respect of a person aged
under 16 if the order includes provision for intensive support for that person.”>
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Elaine Smith
413

In section 90, page 51, line 30, at end insert—
<( ) After that subsection, insert—
“(1C)Where the offender is under 16, the court must have regard to any views
expressed by the Principal Reporter before deciding whether to make a
restriction of liberty order.”>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

412

In section 90, page 51, line 30, at end insert—
<(3)

After subsection (11), there shall be inserted—
“(11A) A court shall not make a restriction of liberty order in respect of a person who
is under 16 years of age unless, having obtained a report on the person from the
local authority in whose area he resides, it is satisfied as to the services which
the authority will provide for his support and rehabilitation during the period
when he is subject to the order.”.>

Mike Rumbles
Supported by: Elaine Smith
126

Leave out section 90
After section 94
Paul Martin

382

After section 94, insert—
<Offence of damaging fire hydrants, etc.
Offence of damaging fire hydrants, etc.
(1)

A person aged 12 years or older who damages stationary equipment intended for the
prevention of fire shall be guilty of an offence.

(2)

In subsection (1), “stationary equipment intended for the prevention of fire” means
either—
(a) a fire hydrant; or
(b) any other similar device.

(3)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (1) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale.>

Paul Martin
404

After section 94, insert—

5
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<Use of quad-bike, motorcycle, scooter, etc.
Offence of causing etc. alarm or distress
(1)

Subject to subsection (3), a person who uses a motorised vehicle in a manner which
causes or is likely to cause alarm or distress to any other person shall be guilty of an
offence.

(2)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (1) shall be liable on summary
conviction to—

5

(a) a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale;
(b) imprisonment for a period not exceeding 3 months, or

10

(c) both.
(3)

It shall be a defence for a person charged with an offence under subsection (1) to show
that—
(a) the alleged offence took place—
(i)

15

on a public road (as defined in section 151 of the Roads (Scotland) Act
1984 (c. 54)), or

(ii) in an area designated by a local authority as an area where the use of
motorised vehicles is permitted (provided the person charged acted in
accordance with any conditions laid down by the authority as to how such
activity should be conducted of which the person could reasonably have
been aware); and

20

(b) no distress or alarm was caused to another person.
(4)

In this section, “motorised vehicle” means quad-bike, motorcycle, scooter or other
similar vehicle.>

Stewart Stevenson
404A As an amendment to amendment 404, line 4, after <vehicle> insert <or device>
Stewart Stevenson
404B As an amendment to amendment 404, line 18, after <vehicles> insert <or devices>
Stewart Stevenson
404C As an amendment to amendment 404, line 23, after <section> insert—
<“motorised device” means any device propelled by motor not designed for the
carriage of persons;>
Stewart Stevenson
404D As an amendment to amendment 404, line 23, leave out from <or> to end of line 24 and insert <,
ride-on mower or other similar vehicle, but excludes any vehicle which has been constructed or
adapted for use by a person who has a disability and which is being used by such a person
provided that such a vehicle is incapable of exceeding 10 miles per hour.>
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Paul Martin
405

After section 94, insert—
<Use of quad-bike, motorcycle, scooter, etc.
Offence of causing noise nuisance
(1)

Subject to subsection (3), a person who uses a motorised vehicle in a manner which
causes a noise nuisance shall be guilty of an offence.

(2)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (1) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 2 on the standard scale.

(3)

A person using a motorised vehicle—

5

(a) on a public road (as defined in section 151 of the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984 (c.
54)), or

10

(b) in—
(i)

an area designated by a local authority as an area where such activity is
permitted; and

(ii) accordance with any conditions laid down by the authority as to how such
activity should be conducted of which the person could reasonably have
been aware,

15

is not guilty of an offence under subsection (1).
(4)
20

In this section—
“motorised vehicle” means quad-bike, motorcycle, scooter or other similar
vehicle;
“noise nuisance” means noise causing nuisance or annoyance to any other
person.>

Stewart Stevenson
405A As an amendment to amendment 405, line 4, after <vehicle> insert <or device>
Stewart Stevenson
405B As an amendment to amendment 405, line 8, at end insert <or device>
Stewart Stevenson
405C As an amendment to amendment 405, line 18, at end insert—
<“motorised device” means any device propelled by motor not designed for the
carriage of persons;>
Stewart Stevenson
405D As an amendment to amendment 405, line 19, leave out from <or> to end of line 20 and insert <,
ride-on mower or other similar vehicle, but excludes any vehicle which has been constructed or
adapted for use by a person who has a disability and which is being used by such a person
provided that such a vehicle is incapable of exceeding 10 miles per hour;>

7
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Margaret Mitchell
399

After section 94, insert—
<Meeting a child following sexual grooming etc.
Offence of meeting a child following sexual grooming etc.
(1)

A person aged 16 or over (“A”) commits an offence if—
(a) having met or communicated with another person (“B”) on at least 2 earlier
occasions, he—
(i)

intentionally meets B; or

(ii) travels with the intention of meeting B in any part of the world;
(b) at the time, he intends to do anything to or in respect of B, during or after that
meeting and in any part of the world, which if done will involve the commission
by A of a relevant offence;
(c) B is under 16; and
(d) A does not reasonably believe that B is 16 or over.
(2)

In subsection (1)—
(a) the reference to A having met or communicated with B is a reference to A having
met B in any part of the world or having communicated with B by any means
from, to or in any part of the world;
(b) “relevant offence” means—
(i)

an offence mentioned in schedule (Relevant offences for purposes of
section (Offence of meeting a child following sexual grooming etc.)); or

(ii) anything done outside Scotland which is not an offence within subparagraph (i), but would be an offence if done in Scotland.
(3)

A person guilty of an offence under this section is liable—
(a) on summary conviction, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 6 months or a
fine not exceeding the statutory maximum or both;
(b) on conviction on indictment, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 10 years.>
After schedule 3

Margaret Mitchell
400

After schedule 3, insert—
<SCHEDULE
(introduced by section (Offence of meeting a child following sexual grooming etc.))
RELEVANT OFFENCES FOR PURPOSES OF SECTION (OFFENCE OF MEETING A CHILD FOLLOWING SEXUAL
GROOMING ETC.)
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1

Rape.

2

Clandestine injury to women.

3

Abduction of a women or girl with intent to rape
8

4

Assault with intent to rape or ravish.

5

Indecent assault.

6

Lewd, indecent or libidinous behaviour or practices.

7

Shameless indecency.

8

Sodomy.

9

An offence under section 170 of the Customs and Excise Management Act 1979 (c.2)
(penalty for fraudulent evasion of duty etc) in relation to goods prohibited to be
imported under section 42 of the Customs Consolidation Act 1876 (c.36) (indecent or
obscene articles), if the prohibited goods included indecent photographs of persons
under 16.

10

An offence under section 53 of the Civil Government (Scotland) Act 1982 (c.45) (taking
and distribution of indecent images of children).

11

An offence under section 1 of the Criminal Law (Consolidation) (Scotland) Act 1995
(c.39) (incest).

12

An offence under section 2 of that Act (intercourse with a stepchild).

13

An offence under section 3 of that Act (intercourse with a girl under 16 by a person in a
position of trust).

14

An offence under section 5 of that Act (unlawful intercourse with girl under 16).

15

An offence under section 6 of that Act (indecent behaviour towards girls between 12 and
16).

16

An offence under section 8 of that Act (abduction of a girl under 18 for purposes of
unlawful intercourse).

17

An offence under section 10 of that Act (person having parental responsibilities causing
or encouraging sexual activity in relation to a girl under 16).

18

An offence under section 13(5) of that Act (homosexual offences).

19

An offence under section 3 of the Sexual Offences (Amendment) Act 2000 (c.44) (abuse
of position of trust).>
Section 95

Donald Gorrie
Supported by: Mary Scanlon
414

In section 95, page 54, leave out lines 10 to 13
Donald Gorrie
Supported by: Mary Scanlon

415

In section 95, page 54, leave out lines 18 to 20
Paul Martin

383

In section 95, page 54, line 20, at end insert—
<Section (Offence of causing etc.

Use of motorised vehicles in a

alarm or distress) of this Act

manner causing alarm or distress>
9
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Paul Martin
384

In section 95, page 54, line 20, at end insert—
<Section (Offence of causing etc.

Use of motorised vehicles in a

noise nuisance) of this Act

manner causing noise nuisance>

Donald Gorrie
Supported by: Mary Scanlon
416

In section 95, page 54, leave out line 27
Donald Gorrie
Supported by: Mary Scanlon

417

In section 95, page 54, leave out line 28
Section 96
Mrs Mary Mulligan

333

In section 96, page 55, line 7, after <offence> insert <in a prescribed area>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

334

In section 96, page 55, line 11, at end insert <; and
“prescribed area” means an area prescribed by the Scottish Ministers by
regulations>
Section 97
Mrs Mary Mulligan

335

In section 97, page 55, leave out lines 21 and 22
Mary Scanlon

440

In section 97, page 55, line 27, after <exercised;> insert—
<( ) inform the person to whom it is given of the right to consult a solicitor prior to
paying the fixed penalty and that legal aid may be available for that consultation;>
Mary Scanlon

441

In section 97, page 55, line 27, after <exercised;> insert—
<( ) inform the person to whom it is given that payment of the fixed penalty may
appear in enhanced criminal record certificates issued by the Scottish Ministers;>
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Section 98
Mrs Mary Mulligan
336

In section 98, page 55, line 30, at end insert—
<( )

Subject to subsection (2), proceedings may not be brought against A.>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
337

In section 98, page 55, line 34, leave out <so specified by virtue of section 97(3)(c)> and insert
<of 28 days beginning with the day on which the notice is given>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

338

In section 98, page 55, line 35, leave out subsection (4)
Mrs Mary Mulligan

339

In section 98, page 55, line 37, leave out <subsection (3)(b)> and insert <paragraph (b) of
subsection (3)>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

340

In section 98, page 56, line 1, leave out <to be tried> and insert <in accordance with that
subsection>
Section 99
Mrs Mary Mulligan

341

Leave out section 99
Section 103
Mrs Mary Mulligan

418

In section 103, page 57, line 19, leave out subsection (2) and insert—
<( )

For subsection (9) there shall be substituted—
“(9)

A children’s hearing may exercise a power mentioned in subsection (9A) in
relation to a child if they are satisfied—
(a) that one of the conditions mentioned in subsection (10) is met; and
(b) that it is necessary to exercise the power concerned.

(9A)

The powers are—
(a) that the children’s hearing may specify in the supervision requirement
that the child shall be liable to be placed and kept in secure
accommodation in a residential establishment specified, under subsection
(3)(a) above, in the requirement during such period as the person in
charge of that establishment, with the agreement of the chief social work
officer of the relevant local authority, considers necessary; and

11
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(b)
( )

that the children’s hearing may impose, under subsection (3)(b) above, a
movement restriction condition.”.

For subsection (10) there shall be substituted—
“(10) The conditions are—
(a) that the child, having previously absconded, is likely to abscond and, if
he absconds, it is likely that his physical, mental or moral welfare will be
at risk; and
(b) that the child is likely to injure himself or some other person.”>

Donald Gorrie
401

In section 103, page 57, line 19, after <which> insert <, if the child is 12 years of age or older,>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

419

In section 103, page 57, line 21, leave out from beginning to <above> in line 22 and insert—
<( )

After subsection (10) there shall be added—
“(11) In this section>

Scott Barrie
419A As an amendment to amendment 419, line 2, at end insert—
<“(10A) If in relation to a child—
(a) a children’s hearing is not satisfied as mentioned in subsection (9)(a) and
(b);
(b) the hearing considers that it is likely that, before the expiry of the period
of 6 months beginning with the date on which they are considering the
child’s case (or, where the consideration continues to another date, the
earlier or earliest date), they will be so satisfied; and
(c) the hearing considers that, having regard to that likelihood, it is desirable
in the interests of the child that they impose under subsection (3)(b) a
movement restriction condition,
they may impose such a condition in relation to the child.>
Donald Gorrie
402

In section 103, page 57, line 28, at end insert <; and
( ) including provision for intensive support for the child.”.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

420

5
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In section 103, page 57, line 28, at end insert—
<(12) Where a children’s hearing impose a condition such as is mentioned in
subsection (9A)(b) above, they shall also impose under subsection (3)(b) above
such of the conditions prescribed by the Scottish Ministers for the purposes of
this section as they consider necessary in the child’s case.>

12

Scott Barrie
420A As an amendment to amendment 420, line 2, leave out from <condition> to first <above> in line
3 and insert <movement restriction condition>
Mrs Mary Mulligan
421

In section 103, page 57, line 29, leave out from beginning to <(5A)> in line 30 and insert <(13)>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

422

In section 103, page 57, line 31, leave out from <which> to end of line 32 and insert <mentioned
in subsection (11)(b) above>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

423

In section 103, page 57, line 33, leave out <(5B)> and insert <(14)>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

424

In section 103, page 57, line 33, leave out <(5A)> and insert <(13)>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

425

In section 103, page 57, line 35, leave out <(3A)> and insert <(11)>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

426

In section 103, page 57, line 36, leave out <under that subsection>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

427

In section 103, page 58, line 8, leave out <(5C)> and insert <(15)>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

428

In section 103, page 58, line 10, leave out <(3A)(b)> and insert <(11)(b)>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

429

In section 103, page 58, line 13, leave out <(5D)> and insert <(16)>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

430

In section 103, page 58, line 14, leave out <(5C)> and insert <(15)>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

431

In section 103, page 58, line 16, leave out <(3A)(b)> and insert <(11)(b)>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

432

In section 103, page 58, line 17, at end insert—
13
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<(17) A children’s hearing may include in a supervision requirement a movement
restriction condition only if the hearing is constituted from the children’s panel
for a local government area which is prescribed for the purposes of this section
by the Scottish Ministers.>
After section 103
Donald Gorrie
442

After section 103, insert—
<Supervision requirements: conditions in relation to community reparation
After subsection (5) of section 70 of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.36)
(supervision requirements) there shall be inserted—
“(5A) Where the children’s hearing is satisfied that the child has engaged in
antisocial behaviour, any conditions imposed under subsection (3)(b) above
may include a community reparation condition.
(5B) In subsection (3)(b) above, “community reparation condition” means a
condition—
(a) requiring the specified local authority to appoint a supervising officer for
the purposes of—
(i)

determining which prescribed activities the child should undertake
for a specified number of hours (being at least 10 and not
exceeding 100) during the period of 12 months beginning with the
day on which the supervision requirement is made;

(ii) determining at what times and in which localities the child should
undertake those activities; and
(iii) giving the child directions during that period to undertake
activities in accordance with determinations under sub-paragraphs
(i) and (ii) above; and
(b) requiring the child, during that period, to comply with those directions.
(5C) In—
(a) subsection (5A) above, “antisocial behaviour” has the meaning given by
subsection (3) of section 245K of the Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act
1995 (c.46); and
(b) subsection (5B) above—
(i)

“prescribed activities” has the meaning given by subsection (5) of
that section; and

(ii) “specified” means specified in the supervision requirement.
(5D) The officer appointed under paragraph (a) of subsection (5B) above shall
report any repeated failure of the child to comply with directions given under
that paragraph to the Principal Reporter.
(5E) On receiving a report under subsection (5D) the Principal Reporter may—
(a) deal with the report in accordance with section 73(8); or
(b) where—
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(i)

the child’s case was remitted to the children’s hearing by a court
under section 49 of the Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995
(c.46); and

(ii) the offence which the child pled guilty to or was found guilty of
was committed to any extent by engaging in the antisocial
behaviour which gave rise to the imposition of the community
reparation condition,
refer the child’s case back to the court which originally remitted the case.
(5F) Where a case is referred back to a court under subsection (5E)(b) above, the
court may deal with the child in any manner in which the child could have
been dealt with for the original offence.”.>
After section 104
Bill Aitken
179

After section 104, insert—
<Age group dealt with by children’s hearings
Duty to reduce age-limit applicable in relation to children’s hearings once youth
courts established
The Scottish Ministers must, at such time as they have put in place arrangements for the
operation of youth courts (that is to say, courts intended primarily for dealing with
persistent offenders aged 14 or 15) in every sheriffdom in Scotland, by order make such
amendments to the Children (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.36) as they consider necessary to
ensure that the normal age beyond which children who have committed an offence may
no longer be referred to a children’s hearing is reduced from 16 to 14.>
Before section 106
Mrs Mary Mulligan

101

Before section 106, insert—
<Privacy of certain proceedings
(1)

Subject to subsection (2)—
(a) proceedings mentioned in subsection (4) shall be conducted and determined in
private; and
(b) no person other than a person whose presence is necessary for their proper
consideration shall be present.

(2)

The court before which particular proceedings are taking place may direct that the
proceedings—
(a) shall take place in public; or
(b) shall take place in the presence of such additional persons as the court may direct.

(3)

A direction under subsection (2) may be given in respect of the whole, or any part, of
proceedings.

(4)

The proceedings referred to in subsection (1) are—

15
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(a) proceedings before a sheriff on an application for—
(i)

an order under section 4(1) in respect of a child;

(ii) the variation, or revocation, under section 5(1) of such an order;
(iii) an order under section 77(1); or
(iv) the variation, or revocation, under section 81(1) of an order made under
section 12(1) or 77(1);
(b) proceedings before a sheriff for the purpose of considering whether—
(i)

to make an order under section 7(2) in respect of a child;

(ii) to recall such an order;
(iii) to make a requirement under section 11(1);
(iv) to make an order under section 12(1); or
(v) to make an order under section 81(4); and
(c) an appeal arising from proceedings mentioned in paragraph (a) or (b).>
Section 106
Mrs Mary Mulligan
376

In section 106, page 61, line 5, at beginning insert <Where subsection (1A) applies,>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

102

In section 106, page 61, line 6, leave out <sought under this Act by> and insert <to>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

103

In section 106, page 61, line 8, after <enactment> insert <(including subsection (1B))>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

377

In section 106, page 61, line 10, leave out from <if> to end of line 11 and insert—
<(1A) This subsection applies if the disclosure is necessary or expedient for the purposes of
any provision of—
(a) this Act; or
(b) any other enactment the purpose of which is to make provision for or in
connection with antisocial behaviour or its effects.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

104

In section 106, page 61, line 11, at end insert—
<(1B) Where—
(a) by virtue of subsection (1) a person discloses to a relevant authority information in
respect of which the person is subject to a duty of confidentiality; and
(b) on disclosing the information, the person informs the authority of the breach of
the duty,
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the authority shall not disclose the information.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan
105

In section 106, page 61, line 12, leave out <subsection (1)> and insert <subsections (1) and (1B)>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

106

In section 106, page 61, line 14, at end insert—
<( ) the Principal Reporter;>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

378

In section 106, page 61, line 15, at end insert—
<( ) an authority administering housing benefit>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

107

In section 106, page 61, line 16, leave out subsection (3) and insert—
<(3)

Any person who, by virtue of this Act, must or may provide information or who
provides or receives information for the purposes of any provision of this Act shall have
regard to any relevant guidance given by the Scottish Ministers.>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
127

In section 106, page 61, line 20, leave out subsection (4)
Section 108
Mrs Mary Mulligan

260

In section 108, page 62, line 8, after <section> insert <(Meaning of “relevant place” and
“relevant property”)(1),>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

108

In section 108, page 62, line 8, after <section> insert <(Power to modify meaning of “relevant
surface”)(1),>
Section 110
Mrs Mary Mulligan

109

In section 110, page 62, line 16, after <Act> insert <(other than Parts 7 and 8)>
Elaine Smith

141

In section 110, page 62, line 16, at end insert <wilfully or recklessly>

17
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Elaine Smith
142

In section 110, page 62, line 17, after <that> insert <A knows>
Elaine Smith

143

In section 110, page 62, line 18, after <that> insert <A knows>
Schedule 4
Mrs Mary Mulligan

433

In schedule 4, page 69, line 17, at end insert—
<(vb) without prejudice to sub-paragraph (i) above, persons in their area
who are under 16 years of age and subject to restriction of liberty
orders under section 245A of the said Act of 1995;”>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

434

In schedule 4, page 69, line 27, at end insert—
<( )

The power conferred by subsection (5B) above to give a direction shall include
power to vary or revoke the direction.”.>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
435

In schedule 4, page 69, line 27, at end insert—
<The Housing (Scotland) Act 1987 (c.26)
In subsection (2C)(c) of section 31 of the Housing (Scotland) Act 1987 (duties to
persons found to be homeless), for “anti-social behaviour order under section 19 of the
Crime and Disorder Act 1998 (c.37)” there shall be substituted “antisocial behaviour
order—
(i)

under section 234AA of the Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act
1995 (c.46); or

(ii) under section 4 of the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Act
2004 (asp 00)”.>
Mrs Mary Mulligan
436

In schedule 4, page 70, line 12, leave out <93(2)> and insert <93>
Mrs Mary Mulligan

437

In schedule 4, page 70, line 12, after second <2)> insert—
<(a) in subsection (1), in the definition of “relevant authority”—
(i)

after “area” insert “there is established”; and

(ii) for “formed” substitute “constituted”; and
(b) in subsection (2)>
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Mrs Mary Mulligan
438

In schedule 4, page 71, line 28, at end insert—
<The Housing (Scotland) Act 2001 (asp 10)
( )

The Housing (Scotland) Act 2001 shall be amended as follows.

( )

In section 35(2) (conversion to short Scottish secure tenancy), for “anti-social behaviour
order under section 19 of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 (c.37)” there shall be
substituted “antisocial behaviour order—

5

(a) under section 234AA of the Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995
(c.46); or
(b) under section 4 of the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Act 2004 (asp
00)”.

10

( )

In paragraph 2 of schedule 6 (grounds for granting short Scottish secure tenancy), for
“anti-social behaviour order under section 19 of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998
(c.37)” there shall be substituted “antisocial behaviour order—
(a) under section 234AA of the Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995
(c.46); or

15

(b) under section 4 of the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Act 2004 (asp
00)”.>
Stewart Stevenson
438A As an amendment to amendment 438, leave out lines 7 and 8
Stewart Stevenson
438B As an amendment to amendment 438, leave out lines 14 and 15
Schedule 5
Mrs Mary Mulligan
111

In schedule 5, page 72, line 9, at end insert—
<The Criminal Procedure (Consequential

In Schedule 4, paragraph 30.

Provisions (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.40)>
Section 112
Donald Gorrie
403

In section 112, page 63, line 1, at beginning insert <Part 8 of this Act shall come into force on
such day as the Scottish Ministers may by order appoint, after—
(a) the Scottish Ministers have consulted the Convention of Scottish Local
Authorities (or any future representative body of local authorities) and
representatives of private landlords and relevant housing associations on the
development of an appropriate registration system for private landlords;
19
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(b) the Scottish Ministers have laid before the Scottish Parliament a report on the
consultation;
(c) any parliamentary committee whose remit includes housing has considered the
report; and
(d) a meeting of the Parliament has considered the report.
( )

The rest of>

Mrs Mary Mulligan
110
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In section 112, page 63, line 2, leave out from <made> to end of line 3 and insert <appoint>
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COMMUNITIES COMMITTEE
EXTRACT FROM THE MINUTES
21st Meeting, 2004 (Session 2)
Wednesday 26 May 2004
Present:
Scott Barrie
Donald Gorrie (Deputy Convener)
Johann Lamont (Convener)
Elaine Smith
Sandra White

Cathie Craigie
Patrick Harvie
Mary Scanlon
Stewart Stevenson

Also present: Bill Aitken, Paul Martin, Margaret Mitchell and Mike Rumbles.
Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill: The Committee considered the Bill at
Stage 2 (Day 6).
The following amendments were agreed to (without division): 71, 72, 73, 407,
410, 411, 412, 333, 334, 335, 336, 337, 338, 339, 340, 341, 421, 422, 423, 424,
425, 426, 427, 428, 429, 430, 431, 432, 101, 376, 102, 103, 377, 104, 105, 106,
378, 107, 127, 260, 108, 109, 433, 434, 435, 436, 437, 438, 111 and 110.
The following amendments were agreed to (by division—
418

(For 6, Against 0, Abstentions 3)

419

(For 6, Against 0, Abstentions 3)

420

(For 6, Against 0, Abstentions 3)

438A (For 4, Against 3, Abstentions 2)
438B (For 4, Against 3, Abstentions 2).
The following amendments were disagreed to (by division—
399

(For 1, Against 8, Abstentions 0)

442

(For 2, Against 3, Abstentions 4)

179

(For 1, Against 8, Abstentions 0)

403

(For 4, Against 4, Abstentions 1; amendment disagreed to on casting
vote).

Amendments 408, 382, 404A, 404, 414 and 440 were moved and, with the
agreement of the Committee, withdrawn.
The remaining amendments were not moved or pre-empted.
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Sections, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 100, 101, 102, 104, 105, 107, 109 and 111 and the
long title were agreed to without amendment.
Sections 88, 89, 90, 96, 97, 98, 103, 106, 108 and 110, schedules 4 and 5 and
section 112 were agreed to as amended.
The meeting was suspended from 11.24 am to 11.37 am and from 12.57 pm to
1.38 pm.
The Committee completed Stage 2 consideration of the Bill.
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Scottish Parliament
Communities Committee
Wednesday 26 May 2004
[THE CONVENER opened the meeting at 10:03]

Antisocial Behaviour etc
(Scotland) Bill: Stage 2
The Convener (Johann Lamont): I call the
meeting to order and welcome you to this meeting
of the Communities Committee. The only item on
the agenda is consideration of the Antisocial
Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill at stage 2. This is
day six of stage 2.
Section 88—Antisocial behaviour orders
Amendment 121 not moved.
Amendments 135 to 137 not moved.
Amendments 71 and 72 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
Section 88, as amended, agreed to.
After section 88
Amendment 73 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
Section 89—Community reparation orders
The Convener: Amendment 407, in the name of
the minister, is grouped with amendments 397 and
442. If amendment 407 is agreed to, amendment
397 is pre-empted.
The Deputy Minister for Communities (Mrs
Mary Mulligan): Amendment 407 removes the
current maximum age limit of 21 for the imposition
of a community reparation order. Community
reparation orders are designed to provide courts
with a further sentencing option when dealing with
offences that involve antisocial behaviour. They
are at the low end of the tariff spectrum and are
confined to summary cases. Our earlier view was
that, if by the age of 22 individuals continued to
indulge in antisocial behaviour, courts would be
likely to take a more serious view of the offending
and use one of the existing higher-tariff sentencing
options.
However, having listened to the views of those
who responded on the issue and to the views of
committees during stage 1, we have concluded
that it would be wrong to confine the courts to the
12 to 21 age group in using this sentence. Courts,
in deciding on the appropriate sentence, have
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access to the full circumstances of the offence and
the offender. The Executive’s role is to ensure that
there is as full a range of disposals as possible
available to the courts in dealing with individual
cases. We accept that there will be occasions
when courts will wish to impose a community
reparation order on an individual who is over 21
years of age and that is why we propose to
remove the upper age limit.
Amendment 397, however, would remove from
the courts the option of imposing a community
reparation order when sentencing a person who is
under 16 for an offence involving antisocial
behaviour. It is important to remember that CROs
merely provide courts with a further sentencing
option; they do not displace any of the existing
community sentences. Most important, the
introduction of CROs does not mean that more
children between the ages of 12 and 15 will end
up in criminal courts rather than in the children’s
hearings system. The Lord Advocate’s guidelines
to chief constables set out which cases involving
under-16s should be jointly reported to both the
procurator fiscal and the reporter. There will be no
change to the guidelines as a result of the
provision made by amendment 407.
What amendment 407 does mean is that sheriffs
will, where appropriate, be able to impose a CRO
when dealing with any summary cases that appear
before them. We believe that the option will be
used sparingly with the under-16 age group and
that it would be wrong to deprive courts of that
option. We are introducing a new minimum age of
12 for antisocial behaviour orders and our
approach to CROs is intended to ensure that there
is a degree of consistency across the new
measures. Amendment 407 would also mean that
when courts were required to deal with a breach of
an ASBO by an under-16, they would be able to
impose a CRO if that were considered
appropriate. The intention to have a minimum age
of 12 for CROs has not resulted in significant
levels of representation and our belief is that it
enjoys broad support.
The Executive believes that the existing
minimum age limit should be retained, so I ask
Donald Gorrie to consider not moving amendment
397.
Amendment 442 seeks to introduce to the
children’s hearings system the possibility of
imposing a community reparation condition as one
of the conditions of a supervision requirement. I
understand
Donald
Gorrie’s
intention
in
introducing the amendment, but I suggest that it is
unnecessary.
Under section 70(3) of the Children (Scotland)
Act 1995, a children’s hearing can impose any
condition that it deems appropriate within a
supervision requirement. That could include
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referral to a restorative justice service or requiring
the young person to undertake reparative
activities. Therefore, there is no need to legislate
to allow that to happen. Mr Gorrie’s amendment
397 provides that the option of a community
reparation condition could only be imposed if the
hearing was satisfied that the child had engaged in
antisocial behaviour—that may put limits on what
is achievable within the system at present.
I want to outline for the committee some of the
issues around restorative justice, as members
might find that helpful in reassuring them about
where the Executive is going. As part of the wider
antisocial behaviour strategy, we are working to
raise the profile of restorative justice, which
includes reparative activity, within the children’s
hearings system. It will be possible for restorative
justice not only to form part of a supervision
requirement, but to be used by the reporter when
considering whether voluntary measures would be
appropriate in individual cases.
Over the next two years, £3 million will be made
available to local authorities to achieve our
commitment to double the number of restorative
youth justice places throughout Scotland by 2006.
Children’s panel members will receive training on
the strategy and its impact on the hearings system
in the autumn. The training will cover the use of
restorative justice in that system; it will help to
raise the profile of restorative justice and will
provide guidance to reporters and panel members
on when such a disposal would be appropriate.
Of course, we are introducing community
reparation orders as an additional sentencing
option for courts. The intention is not to displace
the range of community disposals that is available
to courts, but to add to it. It is not possible to draw
a direct parallel between the two systems,
because one of the inherent strengths of the
children’s hearings is their sheer flexibility in
dealing with a child’s full circumstances, which it is
not always possible to do in the court system. We
needed to introduce new legislation to provide
courts with the opportunity to require the young
person to make reparation. That is already
achievable in the hearings system—we do not
require new provisions to make that possible.
I move amendment 407.
Donald Gorrie (Central Scotland) (LD):
Amendment 397 is on page 3 of the marshalled
list but, because amendment 442 does not appear
until page 14, some members may not have found
it.
What the minister has said is helpful but, in
relation to the bill as a whole, I would like to clarify
whether, if a court imposes sanctions on someone
who is under 16, the children’s panel will have to
be engaged in the discussion. In other words, is it
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the case that the court will not be able to go ahead
and just impose a community reparation order, or
any other order, without having to consider the
matter alongside a children’s panel? If that is the
case, the situation is satisfactory to me. I kept
amendment 397 in case anyone else wanted to
support it. I know that the question whether the
minimum age should be 12 or 16 is a big issue
and I did not want to pre-empt someone else’s
amendment.
I want to concentrate on amendment 442. The
minister says that the matters with which it deals
are all covered anyway. In previous discussions
with officials, the argument was made that
children’s hearings could not impose community
reparation orders because they were a penalty
and children’s panels did not go in for penalties. If
that advice was wrong—in other words, if
children’s panels can impose community
reparation orders as the law stands—that may be
satisfactory. I am indebted to the experts who
rewrote my amateur effort at amendmentese. My
objective with amendment 442 was to make it
clear that children’s panels could impose
community reparation orders because they were
not a penalty, but a condition of the package that
was being imposed on the youngster.
As the minister said, the issue relates to people
whom the panel considers to have committed
antisocial behaviour. Amendment 442 says what
would happen if there were a breach—the case
would go back to the children’s hearing. If the case
had originally come from the court and the
children’s hearing could not make any progress
with the young person, it would go back to the
court. I think that it is important that children’s
panels should have that facility. If the minister can
absolutely assure me that, as the law stands, it
can, that might be okay. However, given that the
bill is discussing the issue, there might be some
merit in setting the matter out clearly so that we
know what the rules are regarding children’s
panels and community reparation orders. The
minister, the committee and the community at
large feel that this is a good sort of disposal and
the children’s panels should be encouraged to use
it where it is appropriate to do so. I will listen with
interest to the minister. While I am still quite
attached to amendment 442, I am happy to give
way on amendment 397 if I am given the right
assurances.
10:15
Mary Scanlon (Highlands and Islands) (Con):
Minister, you probably saw a leaked report in The
Herald on Monday about offenders saying sorry to
their victims. It dealt with other restorative justice
issues that you have mentioned, including the £3
million that you spoke about. A radio programme
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on which I appeared later that day confirmed that
that report was accurate.
While I am supportive of the approach that is
being taken, I would like to know whether, when
the considerable amount of guidance on the bill is
published, the committee will be able to discuss
the leaked report on restorative justice and all the
guidance on the bill. I have been reassured by
much of what the minister has said and have
made decisions on amendments on the basis that
guidance will be produced. However, the fact that
the minister said that the panels will receive
training in the autumn reminds me that we will be
away from the Parliament for eight weeks in the
summer. I want a clear idea about how the
guidance on restorative justice and the other
measures in the bill will be dealt with by the
committee. What is the protocol?
Ms Sandra White (Glasgow) (SNP): I support
Donald Gorrie’s amendment 397. The age of 16 is
fine, but 12 is far too young.
On amendment 442, I should say that I do not
think that the report that Mary Scanlon mentioned
was a leaked report as much as it was a report
verifying what had happened after certain pilot
schemes, particularly those in the Glasgow area,
which had been running since last August.
I am very much in favour of restorative justice
and was on the radio programme that Mary
Scanlon mentioned, along with Scott Barrie. On
that programme, I asked why, given that the
Executive supports restorative justice and intends
to introduce the measures in the pilot scheme
across the country, the issue was not included in
the Antisocial Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill. I have
not been given an answer, but the minister might
give me one today. I support amendment 442
because I believe that restorative justice measures
should be part of the Antisocial Behaviour etc
(Scotland) Bill.
The problem that I have with amendment 442
relates to the children’s panels. I thought that the
pilot scheme would take some of the excess
weight from the children’s panels, but I am worried
that amendment 442 might put more pressure on
the children’s panels. Extra funding might be
required.
If Donald Gorrie moves his amendment, I will
support him. We have to tell people that the bill is
not only punitive but is also about helping people,
particularly young people. Restorative justice
should play a big part in the Antisocial Behaviour
etc (Scotland) Bill.
Scott Barrie (Dunfermline West) (Lab):
Amendment 397 relates to young people who are
appearing in court on summary procedures—that
is what is stated in the text.
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We should bear it in mind that almost every
young person under the age of 16 who commits
an offence will not appear in court; however, as
the minister pointed out, community reparation
orders should be available for those whose cases
do go to court. As a result, we should resist
amendment 397, which seeks to set age limits.
After all, if it were agreed to, we would take away
from the very small number of youngsters who
might appear in court a disposal that is available to
anyone over 16. In any case, the vast majority of
youngsters under the age of 16 would appear at a
children’s hearing.
That brings me to amendment 442. My
understanding of section 70 of the Children
(Scotland) Act 1995 and the provisions for
supervision requirements in the Social Work
(Scotland) Act 1968 is that any condition deemed
reasonable can be attached to a supervision
requirement. A children’s hearing could not attach
a condition that was impossible for the local
authority to carry out or, as Donald Gorrie pointed
out, was punitive in any way. Community
reparation orders are not about fining youngsters
for their behaviour; instead, they seek to ensure
that the young people in question make some form
of restitution. At the previous meeting, we all
expressed support for restorative justice, and the
orders are simply an extension of that concept.
As long as the local authority has the resources
to enforce the order—which has always been the
problem up until now—a children’s panel will be
able to make a community reparation order under
the current legislation. That means that we do not
have to specify that in the bill. If the order is
reasonable, if the local authority has the resources
to enforce it and if it has been offered as an option
to panel members, who decide to make it a
condition of a supervision requirement, it can be
done.
One of my slight criticisms of social workers—
including myself—and the children’s hearings is
that they have not been as imaginative as they
might have been about attaching conditions to
supervision requirements. Most supervision
requirements are straightforward section 70
requirements and if any conditions are attached to
them, they usually require the child to attend
school regularly. People have not been
imaginative about attaching conditions. If we can
encourage them to do that, and give local
authorities the resources to enforce, for example,
community reparation orders, it would go a long
way towards restoring people’s faith in the
children’s hearings system. However, we do not
need to go as far as the proposal outlined in
amendment 442, because the current legislation
allows us to do what it suggests.
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Mrs Mulligan: Members have raised many
points. Indeed, Scott Barrie’s experience of the
system is evident. I think that my response to
some of the questions that have been raised in the
discussion will reassure members that what we
propose is the right way forward.
Donald Gorrie asked about the court’s
involvement with the hearings system. I reassure
him that that is already provided for under section
49 of the Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995.
He also asked whether those who were under
supervision would be required to consult the
hearings system itself. In fact, people who are
under a supervision order must seek advice from
the hearings system. In the rare event that the
person in question is not under a supervision
order, they may seek advice from the system;
however, almost every case would be handled
with a supervision order, because that is how the
courts and the hearings system have worked
together in the past.
As members have pointed out, community
reparation orders from the hearings system are
not a punishment. Indeed, we must acknowledge
that such an order will be made only if it is in the
best interests of the child or young person or if it
allows them to learn something that will benefit
them. It is important that we recognise the
difference between punishment and the nature of
the hearings, which are about working with the
child or young person to change their behaviour by
examining and trying to address what they have
done or not done and their actions in general. If
they are able to experience something that helps
them to understand the issue through a
community reparation order, that is obviously a
positive way forward.
Mary Scanlon asked whether we would share
the guidance with members. I am sure that she is
aware that officials are already working on the
guidance that will support the bill. She is right that
there will be a lot of it, and the drafting will
probably continue after the bill has been passed. It
is our intention to share as much of the guidance
as we can before the recess, and I have tried to
reassure committee members that we want to be
as open as possible about it. It is in all our
interests for people to be aware of what the
guidance will be so that the bill will work. We need
not only to sit here scrutinising the bill, but to
ensure that it works in practice in our communities,
so it is important that people are made aware of
the guidance, and we will try to share it with the
committee as and when it becomes available.
I will need to get back to Mary Scanlon on the
report that she mentioned, because we are not
aware of it. I suggest that it is not in anybody’s
interest to keep restorative justice secret, and
given that we are investing in it, we want to share
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it with as many people as possible. I will get back
to her in writing and make further comments on
the report, which I am not able to do at this stage.
Sandra White asked why powers for children’s
hearings to use community reparation orders are
not included in the bill. That is because they are
already available to the hearings. The power for
the courts to use them, which is what we are
introducing, is in section 89 of the bill. The irony of
amendment 442 is that it would remove the
hearings’ ability to provide for community
reparation orders for our young people. That
would be a backward step, because there have
been instances in which CROs have been useful,
and they will continue to be so. I hope that Donald
Gorrie will feel able to not move amendments 397
and 442.
The Convener: Perhaps it would helpful to the
committee if we were given some information on
the timetable for the publication of guidance so
that we can ensure that we can timetable scrutiny
of it.
Mrs Mulligan: I will look at that, convener.
The Convener: I remind members that, if
amendment 407 is agreed to, Donald Gorrie’s
amendment 397 will be pre-empted. I will call
amendment 442 later in the proceedings.
Amendment 407 agreed to.
Amendments 138 to 140 not moved.
The Convener: Amendment 408, in the name of
Donald Gorrie, is grouped with amendments 409
and 439.
Donald Gorrie: Amendments 408 and 409 are
minor amendments, but they are constructive. The
bill says that a supervising officer must take
account of the offender’s religious beliefs and not
interfere
“with the times at which the offender normally attends work
or any educational establishment.”

I felt that it would be reasonable to extend that to
cover voluntary activity or training courses
because we should be encouraging people who
are in a bit of trouble into such activities. It would
be sad if they were discouraged from carrying on
with such constructive activities by the rules that
would be imposed on them by a social worker’s
putting into effect a community reparation order. I
hope that the minister agrees that the
amendments are constructive and that she will
accept them.
I move amendment 408.
10:30
Mary Scanlon: Amendment 439 seeks to delete
the words “ordinary language” and insert “a
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language which he understands”. Although it
seeks to ensure that a person is fully advised of
the purpose, effect and consequences of
breaching a community reparation order, it is more
about ensuring that that person acknowledges
their understanding of what they are told. The
amendment was suggested by the Law Society of
Scotland. As drafted, the section requires only that
the court explain the impact of the CRO to the
offender in ordinary language. The effect of that
could be that a person would be advised of the
information in a language that he or she did not
understand, albeit that it was “ordinary language”.
I understand that there might be language
difficulties. It has come to my notice recently from
research undertaken at Polmont young offenders
institution that a high percentage of young
offenders have communication impairments, which
could mean that they have difficulty in expressing
their views, but it could also mean that they have
difficulty in understanding what is said to them.
Mrs Mulligan: I have listened to Donald Gorrie’s
and Mary Scanlon’s comments. With amendments
408 and 409, Donald Gorrie is attempting to
achieve greater clarity in respect of activities that
supervising officers should take account of when
setting the pattern of hours that an offender should
follow to complete his or her community reparation
order. I assume that the purpose of the
amendments is to ensure that legitimate voluntary
work that is already being undertaken by the
offender is taken into account. That is a
reasonable request.
We are not convinced, however, that the use of
the term “voluntary sector placement” would
achieve that intent. We recognise that there might
be scope for considering whether the current
wording is apt in relation to voluntary work and
training that is undertaken outwith educational
establishments. I suggest that Donald Gorrie
withdraw amendment 408 at this stage and that
we have further discussions about a more
applicable amendment at stage 3.
On Mary Scanlon’s amendment 439, the term
“ordinary language” is used in existing legislation
with reference to other community disposals
including probation, community service and
supervised attendance orders. As members are
aware, the committee has already debated
amendments in respect of antisocial behaviour
orders and parenting orders. I acknowledge the
points that Mary Scanlon made, but it is important
to be consistent in the language that we use so
that people understand what is required.
Therefore, I suggest to Mary that the term
“ordinary language” is sufficient and I ask her not
to move amendment 439.
Donald Gorrie: I am content to work with the
minister and her advisers to produce better
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wording. I therefore seek leave to withdraw
amendment 408.
Amendment 408, by agreement, withdrawn.
Amendment 409 not moved.
Amendment 439 not moved.
Section 89, as amended, agreed to.
Section 90—Restriction of liberty orders
The Convener: Amendment 410, in the name of
the minister, is grouped with amendments 411,
122, 123, 124, 125, 398, 413, 126, 412 and 433. It
might appear that amendment 123 would pre-empt
amendment 124 but, in fact, they are direct
alternatives. I will therefore be able to put the
question on amendment 124 even if amendment
123 is agreed to.
Mrs Mulligan: Given the number of
amendments, I am sure that members will
acknowledge that section 90 is an important part
of the bill and that they will bear with me as I
comment on each amendment.
The committee is aware that in making
restriction of liberty orders available to the courts
for under-16s, we are providing an additional
disposal. I have given a great deal of thought to
the conclusions that the committee reached
following stage 1 consideration of section 90, as
well as to the amendments that we are about to
debate.
The committee sought assurance from the
Executive that an RLO will be imposed only if a
support mechanism is in place. I agree that the
provision should be widened to take account of the
committee’s views, so I have lodged amendment
412, which will require the court to obtain from the
local authority a report that details the support that
will be provided to the young person during the
period of the RLO. The court will need to be
satisfied that the local authority will provide
services for the individual offender’s support and
rehabilitation before it can impose an RLO. That
will ensure that where such support is not
available, the court may not impose an RLO.
However, it will also give the court sufficient
flexibility to deal with each case individually.
Amendments 410 and 411 are consequential
amendments.
Amendment 433 is also consequential on
amendment 412 and will give the local authority
the power to provide a service for supervision of,
and provision of advice, guidance and assistance
to, young people under 16 who are subject to
RLOs. I hope that the amendments will allow
Donald Gorrie not to move 398, which would
provide that the court may impose a restriction of
liberty order on an offender under the age of 16
only when the order includes provision of an
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intensive support package. My difficulty with
amendment 398 is that it gives no indication of
what is meant by intensive support. Furthermore, it
is not certain that intensive support—however that
term is defined—will be needed in every case. I
hope that Donald Gorrie will accept that the
amendments that I have lodged are more flexible.

the court could impose a restriction of liberty order
only when no places were available in secure
accommodation at the time of disposal.
Amendments 122 and 125, like amendments 123
and 124, would limit the ability of the court to take
account of the individual circumstances of the
child.

Amendments 123 and 124 would amend section
245A(1) of the Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act
1995 to enable a court to impose a restriction of
liberty order only on offenders aged 12 or over or
14 or over respectively. Amendment 125 would
insert proposed new subsection (1A) into section
245A of the act and will provide that a court may
impose a restriction of liberty order on an offender
under the age of 16 only when that offender would
normally be detained in secure accommodation,
but such detention is not possible because no
places are available when the order is to be made.
Amendment 122 would insert a requirement into
section 245A(1) of the 1995 act for the court to be
subject to proposed new subsection (1A) when
imposing an RLO on offenders who are under 16
years of age.

A restriction of liberty order is an alternative to
custody, but its use will not be limited to situations
in which insufficient secure places are available.
Rather, RLOs will be available when the court may
be considering detention but, in the circumstances
of a particular case, it considers that an
appropriate community disposal may be more
appropriate. A restriction of liberty order is flexible
and can accommodate access to education, or
interventions to support and address the child’s
behaviour, while allowing the child to remain at
home with his or her family, if that is appropriate.
Limiting the courts’ discretion in that area could act
against the best interests of the child, which are
paramount.

I have considered age limits for RLOs in detail
and have concluded that if amendments 123 or
124 were accepted, we would restrict unduly the
discretion of courts by preventing them from
imposing an RLO on children under 12 or 14
when, having taken into account the individual
circumstances of a case, it considers an RLO to
be the most appropriate disposal. Section 90 of
the bill will remove the age limit for imposition of
an RLO, because we believe that courts should
have the power to impose an RLO when they
consider that to be the most appropriate disposal,
having had regard to all the circumstances of the
case.
To agree to either amendment 123 or 124 would
involve substituting one relatively arbitrary age
limit for another. There is no minimum age limit for
detention in secure accommodation, so to impose
a minimum age limit for RLOs may lead to the risk
of young persons who are below the minimum
age—whatever that age is—being placed in
secure accommodation when the court might
otherwise have considered an RLO to be a more
suitable disposal. I am sure that members will
agree that we do not want to operate a system in
which there is greater risk of detention for younger
children simply because suitable alternatives that
may allow them to remain in the community are
age restricted.
Our commitment to
“allow children who might otherwise be in secure
accommodation to remain in the community through the
use of electronic tagging”

was made clear in the partnership agreement. The
effect of amendments 122 and 125 would be that
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I ask that amendments 122 to 125 not be
moved.
I will resist amendment 413 for a number of
reasons. There is already provision in section
49(1) of the Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act
1995 that enables the court, when considering the
most appropriate disposal for an offender under
the age of 16 who is not subject to a supervision
requirement, to seek the children’s panel’s advice
on treatment of the child, as was mentioned in the
previous debate. That advice would be considered
before deciding on the most appropriate disposal.
In cases where the offender is subject to a
supervision requirement, section 49(3) of the 1995
act requires the court to request advice from the
children’s panel. Again, that advice would be
considered carefully before any decision was
made on sentencing. Additionally, any child who
appears before a court does so only after careful
consideration by the reporter and the procurator
fiscal.
In considering a case, the court will also have in
its possession a social inquiry report that contains
information about the child and his or her
circumstances. The social inquiry report is
comprehensive and must contain information
about the offender’s character, and personal and
social circumstances. The report will also contain
an action plan suggesting a specific course of
action to address problems and issues related to
offending, and will take into account the suitability
of the child for an RLO. That will assist the court in
determining the most suitable method of dealing
with the case. Our amendment 412, as I have
already mentioned, will strengthen that by
requiring the local authority, in cases where the
court is considering an RLO, to provide details of
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the support and rehabilitation measures that it will
put in place if the order is imposed. I therefore ask
Elaine Smith not to move amendment 413.

appeared to me that the law was being changed to
give the authorities carte blanche to electronically
tag children.

Members are aware that the purpose of section
90 of the bill is to amend section 245A(1) of the
Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995 to enable
the court to impose a restriction of liberty order on
children under 16 who have offended. Amendment
126 seeks to remove that option. As I said in
discussing amendment 122, we are committed to
providing that children can, in appropriate
circumstances, remain in the community rather
than be detained in secure accommodation. The
removal of the present age restriction for
restriction of liberty orders will mean that the
courts will have another option available to impose
on those who may otherwise have been detained
in secure accommodation and whom the courts
consider would be better served by remaining in
the community. The courts will not be required to
impose such an order if detention is considered to
be the most appropriate disposal.

When I raised the issue in the stage 1 debate,
the minister said:

Amendment 126 would remove section 90,
which would mean that the courts would not have
the option of imposing an RLO on anyone under
16 who was deemed suitable for one. I will resist
amendment 126 because it is important that we
provide the courts with a broad range of
community disposals and alternatives to custody.
The flexibility of a restriction of liberty order means
that it can be used as a tool in breaking the pattern
of offending behaviour; for example, by requiring a
child to remain at home when he or she is most
likely to offend, or by enabling a child to break ties
with peer groups that might contribute to his or her
propensity to offend. As an alternative to custody,
an RLO will allow the young person to remain with
his or her family, if that is in their best interests. I
therefore ask Mike Rumbles not to move
amendment 126.
I move amendment 410.
10:45
Mike Rumbles (West Aberdeenshire and
Kincardine) (LD): As members and the minister
will be aware, during the stage 1 debate on the bill
I expressed concerns about two aspects. The
committee has dealt with the power to disperse
groups, and we now come to the other issue,
which is electronic tagging. In the partnership
agreement, the coalition parties agreed that
“children
who
accommodation”

might

otherwise

be

in

secure

should be able to
“remain in the community through the use of electronic
tagging.”

I consider that to be a welcome and liberal
measure. However, when the bill was published, it

“Mike Rumbles also asked about tagging. I reassure him
that tagging is not about punishment. It will be used only if it
is in the best interests of the child. We will use it only as
part of a package of measures that will support the child,
keep them out of secure accommodation and give them
other options. We must consider tagging as an alternative
to secure accommodation. I hope that Mike Rumbles will
view the issue in that way.”—[Official Report, 10 March
2004; c 6475.]

I view the issue in that way, but it is a pity that the
bill clearly does not. I have therefore lodged
amendments 122 and 124 to 126 for debate at
stage 2. My amendments focus on criminal
measures, but I am delighted that common sense
has prevailed on the children’s hearings system
and that the minister has submitted amendments
that will ensure that the criteria that children’s
hearings use to decide whether a child should be
placed in secure accommodation will now be used
to decide whether a child should be electronically
tagged.
Before I decide whether to move my
amendments and ask for the committee’s support,
I want the minister to confirm whether my
understanding of the situation is correct. I would
also like her to confirm that the criteria already
exist in criminal law. The key point is that if the
authorities are to use the same criteria that are
currently used to decide whether to send a child to
secure accommodation, in deciding whether to
electronically tag a child, it should be no problem
for the minister to confirm here and now that there
will therefore be no overall increase in the number
of children who are tagged or sent to secure
accommodation as a result of the bill. That is the
clear result that I seek.
I ask the minister to confirm that my
interpretation is correct. If it is correct, that will be
very good news; common sense will have
prevailed and I will not move my amendments.
Elaine Smith (Coatbridge and Chryston)
(Lab): Amendment 123 relates to the age of the
child. I lodged it because I had visions of very
young children being tagged. I did not arbitrarily
pick the age of 12, as the minister suggested;
there was logic in that choice in that the Scottish
Executive had decided that courts should be able
to make ASBOs in relation to children of that age.
I am concerned that the minister gave examples
of tagging being used as an alternative to secure
accommodation; I will return to that later. I am not
comfortable with tagging anyway, but I take on
board what the minister said about the age issue
and I will listen to what she says when she sums
up.
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Amendment 413 would clarify the relationship
between tagging and children’s hearings. Other
amendments have been lodged that relate to the
children’s hearings system, as Mike Rumbles said.
I would be interested to know the consequences of
breaching an RLO. When the minister spoke to
amendment 413 she said that the courts could
make a referral to the reporter, but is it a case of
“could”, “should” or “must”? I would welcome
clarification on that.
On tagging in general, I supported Mike
Rumbles’s amendment 126. During pre-legislative
scrutiny, the committee heard quite a bit of
evidence on tagging as an alternative to secure
accommodation. Secure accommodation is for
young people who pose a risk to themselves or to
others, so there seems to be no justification for
substituting proper care and supervision in a
secure environment for the less than adequate
control of a tag. Electronic monitoring will confine
young people rather than protect them. It was
pointed out in evidence that tagging might even
result in a young person’s remaining in a situation
that is abusive or that exposes them to the
problems that underpin their behaviour. We must
also consider the fact that, if secure
accommodation is used as a sanction for the
breach of RLOs, there will inevitably be an
increase in the number of young people in secure
accommodation, which will have an associated
social and economic cost.
The committee also heard evidence on whether
tagging would be a deterrent or a punishment.
Some witnesses said that RLOs are punitive and
would not benefit young people who need support
programmes and supervision to effect change. It
was mentioned that the bill contains no duties in
that regard, so I am pleased that the minister dealt
with the matter in her opening remarks.
The committee heard that RLOs might be
unenforceable
for
under-16s.
Successful
enforcement might depend on, for example,
parents’ work commitments or the existence of a
wider network of family support. There is no
evidence that RLOs work for younger age
groups—indeed evidence from England and
Wales does not demonstrate that such orders
have a positive impact on offending behaviour.
The imposition of such an order would involve a
key role for parents, which might put more strain
on families that are already under pressure. Very
young children would be significantly likely to
breach the order.
RLOs do not offer a long-term solution to
breaking the cycle of reoffending in the minority of
young people about whom we are talking. In its
response to the consultation paper, “Putting our
communities first: A Strategy for tackling Antisocial Behaviour”, NCH Scotland said:
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“Electronic … control is the opposite of the engaged and
caring parenting that society should be offering. In any
case, children who are beyond control of their parents
and/or offending are mostly characterised by impulsivity,
and have no real recognition of cause and effect in relation
to their behaviour.”

NCH Scotland also thought that tagging might
reinforce annoying or dangerous attention-seeking
behaviour.
The committee heard evidence that tags might
be regarded as badges of honour and that children
who were required to wear tags might be too
embarrassed to participate in sports.
Alternative approaches were suggested. For
example, NCH Scotland works in the community
and it says that it
“can demonstrate very good reductions in their offending
within relatively short periods”

and that it achieves that
“by engagement, intensive supervision and rehabilitation
through education, and training.”

There might be a place for electronic tagging
with the child’s agreement as a condition of a
supervision requirement in order to help the young
person to exert more self-control, but perhaps that
matter can be dealt with later when we discuss the
hearings situation.
I ask the minister in summing up to address
some direct questions: Does the Scottish
Executive envisage RLOs as an alternative to
secure accommodation? If support is provided, will
the voluntary sector—and NCH Scotland, for
example—be engaged in helping with provision of
that support? If an RLO is breached, what will the
consequences be? Will they involve secure
accommodation? Will the minister comment on
Scottish Executive research that showed that the
younger an offender is when they are tagged, the
more likely they are to breach the order? I refer to
the Scottish Executive central research unit’s
publication of Lobley and Smith’s “Evaluation of
Electronically Monitored Restriction of Liberty
Orders” in 2000.
Donald Gorrie: I am content that amendment
412, in the name of minister, will do the same as
amendment 398. I was anxious to ensure that
there will be an effective package of support to try
to turn young people around and to sort out their
problems. The minister’s amendment will achieve
that, so I am content not to press amendment 398.
I would like to deal with the big picture. I share
Elaine Smith’s concern about the fact that the
minister said that the court “could” consult
children’s panels. Our previous discussions show
that the committee as a whole is keen to involve
the children’s hearings system thoroughly in the
court approach, where that is used. I would like
assurance that that will happen and that the courts
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will not charge ahead and impose conditions
without properly consulting children’s panels.
The question of the age limit is difficult. As I
understand it, the minister’s argument is that there
is no lower age limit for children being put in
secure accommodation and that, logically, if
tagging is to be an alternative to secure
accommodation, there should be no lower age
limit for tagging. I find that argument difficult from a
humane point of view, but the position is logical
and I think I could go along with it.
The main issue for me, Mike Rumbles and our
colleagues is that we must be absolutely clear
about the criteria that govern restriction of liberty
orders. Things are a bit confusing because the
matter is covered partly by the courts and partly by
children’s hearings, which are dealt with in a
separate part of the bill. Our aim is for the courts
and the children’s panels to have the option of
using restriction of liberty orders as part of a
package for dealing with young people who have
problems or who have caused problems that could
otherwise lead to their being sent to secure
accommodation. As an alternative to that, there
could be a package of conditions, including a
restriction of liberty order. That is what we wish to
achieve.
Mike Rumbles’s amendments reflect the fact
that he—like many of us, I am sure—was
impressed by the views of many organisations that
are involved in the sphere, and which feared that
the bill would lead to a great and increasing wave
of restriction of liberty orders, which they were
anxious to avoid. Like Mike Rumbles, I would like
an assurance that the legislation will not in itself
lead to a big increase in the total number of those
who are tagged plus those in secure
accommodation.
Secondly, I would like an assurance that our
interpretation is correct and that tagging plus a
package of measures will be applied only when a
child is in a position of such gravity that he or she
might be sent to secure accommodation. Elaine
Smith asked various questions about families and
about tagging. We cannot put the matter in a bill,
but perhaps the Executive could pursue more
vigorously the idea of super foster parents, who
could look after and improve children whose home
conditions are bad. Restriction of liberty orders
would help such foster parents and would
strengthen their control when they were trying to
help young people to improve themselves. The
fact that the provision would not work in some
families can be overcome. I hope that the minister
has understood what Mike Rumbles and I are
saying, and that she will give us the assurances
that we seek.
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11:00
Ms White: Donald Gorrie’s amendment 398 is
quite right, but amendment 412 covers what he is
trying to do, and I am pleased with that. On Mike
Rumbles’s and Elaine Smith’s amendments, I too
have reservations about tagging and restriction of
liberty orders. Mike Rumbles’s amendments 122
and, in particular, 125 must be examined carefully.
The minister indicates in amendment 412 that
support methods will be put in place, but we all
know that social work services, social workers,
children’s panels and the children’s hearings
system are overloaded and overworked. We do
not have enough staff to deal with the work.
Although the wording of amendment 412 is fine, I
am concerned that it might not be as easy to put it
into practice.
Sending someone to a secure unit is something
that we must do if we get to that level, but my
understanding is that when we do so, it is in the
kid’s best interest for them to get as much help as
possible. My worry is that we do not have enough
secure units and that those that we have are
understaffed. Money will not be put into secure
units, but will be spent on tags for young kids,
which, as Elaine Smith said, will be treated as
badges of honour. I cannot remember the exact
cost, but I remember hearing the cost implications
of tagging and it is an expensive option.
The minister said that children who are tagged
will stay in their home environment, but I am afraid
that that will mean keeping them in an
environment in which some of their actions are
copied from things that happen in the home or the
environment outside. There is a lot of peer
pressure on a child of 10 or 11, especially at
school, and I do not see how tagging a child and
locking them up in the environment that they are
trying to get out of will restore a child and make
them into a good and decent citizen. It would be
much better to place them in a secure unit with
additional support.
I am against the idea of tagging young kids
simply because their environment and the
behaviour of others have led them into antisocial
behaviour; tagging is punitive and we should
examine more restorative types of justice. Some
people might not regard a secure unit as
restorative, but at least the kids are secure there
and they might get support. Tagging kids and
saying that we will give them support is an easy
option; words are fine, but they have to be put into
action.
I would like to hear the minister’s comments on
the effectiveness of restriction of liberty orders. As
Elaine Smith said, they have not been effective in
England and Wales, yet the reoffending rate in the
pilot scheme that we discussed earlier, and which
was mentioned in The Herald, was just 1 per cent.
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Surely it would be better to put money into such
schemes than to spend it on making tags. For
certain age groups in some areas, tags will be
regarded as a badge of honour. In some places, a
secondary industry might even develop, with kids
making their own tags and running competitions
for colours and styles of tags. That may sound
laughable, but in the big, bad world it is not. Kids
look on things such as tags as badges of honour. I
do not think that tags will take kids away from the
road to crime and I hope that Mike Rumbles will
press his amendments.
The Convener: I will add my tuppenceworth.
We are talking only about small numbers of
people. Tagging should not be done randomly—
the Scottish Executive has not suggested that it
should. This is not a perfect world in which there
are obvious, simple, straightforward, good
solutions and bad solutions. Sandra White says
that we do not want the bill to be punitive, but I
have worked with young people who regarded
having to face up to the consequences of their
actions as punitive. They would regard restorative
justice as punitive, as they regarded anything that
involved their doing something that they did not
want to do as punitive. We must accept that if we
ask young people to be accountable for their
actions, as the hearings system does, they will not
like elements of the discussion or dialogue that
takes place with them.
Some young people will see secure
accommodation as punitive, as it takes them away
from what they want to do, even if the people who
make the decision regard it as being in their
interests. There are two separate issues. It is
possible for a tag to be used to support a young
person to deal with their circumstances. However,
it is totally inappropriate to use a tag when a
young person is at risk in their own home. The bill
brings out into the open some of the things that
are being tolerated. Young people are being left in
their homes because we cannot think of anything
else to do with them. One good thing about the bill
is that it forces us to confront the social cost of
supporting young people who are at risk. That
involves giving them proper support—in my view,
robust, challenging support.
If a young person is at risk in their home, it may
not be appropriate for them to go into secure
accommodation. Perhaps foster accommodation,
respite care and other such options should be
considered. A young person might not jump at any
of those options, but by ensuring that we consider
preventive measures the bill highlights the actual
experience of young people. Saying that young
people are at risk at home is not a defence; if they
are at risk, we should act on that and not leave
them in such a situation. We are not dealing with a
perfect world in which young people who offend
also take part in sport and enjoy themselves. It
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has been said that young people who are tagged
will suddenly stop participating in sport, but while
that may be true in some cases, many young
people are not involved in any sporting activities. A
lot of good work with young people involves
getting them to take part in sport, but we must get
hold of them first. If a tag allows us to do that and
allows their family to support them and to divert
them into sport, it will be a progressive measure.
In the imperfect world with which we are dealing,
we must think about victims of antisocial
behaviour. We must consider the situation of
young people, but we must also consider the
consequences of their behaviour for others. Those
who are particularly concerned about group
dispersal powers may recognise that, in certain
circumstances, tagging one young person may
prevent the confrontations with the police that
group disorder can cause, because the person
who is causing most of the difficulty is being kept
away. Other youngsters who want simply to do the
sort of things that we have talked about, and who
are not threatening, can then continue to gather.
One strong argument for using a tag when the
young person’s family is supportive is that it
obviates the need for a blanket curfew. Many
people would be much more comfortable with that
approach, because it involves working with the
person who is causing the problem and gives
those who are simply going along with the
behaviour—perhaps because they feel threatened
or bullied—the freedom to do other things.
I understand that there is anxiety that there will
be a rush to tag every young person, but in my
experience that is not what communities are
seeking. They want those who are out of control,
threatening other young people and creating
difficulties in a community to be dealt with. Being
dealt with is not necessarily a bad thing for the
young person concerned, as it can allow a
discussion to take place about accountability for
their behaviour and enable support to be provided.
There will be a separate discussion about the
stage at which a tag is introduced and whether
that should take place directly. A tag is a real
alternative to secure accommodation for a young
person before they are so out of control that a
crisis occurs and must be managed.
Scott Barrie: I will say why I oppose
amendments 122 to 126, but before I do that, I will
pick up on a point that Sandra White made about
where secure units fit into the current system. With
my knowledge and experience of restorative
justice, I do not see how secure units could feature
in such a system. Secure units have a specific
purpose and apply strict criteria. In our general
debate about amendments, we should never
become confused about whether secure units
have a part to play in restorative justice.
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Section 90 deals with the very small number of
under-16s who appear in the court system. As I
have said, almost no young people under 16
appear in court—they go to the children’s hearings
system. We are talking about a very small number
of people who appear in court under one of two
procedures. If they appear under the summary
procedure, a children’s hearing will be asked for
advice. The bill will not affect that situation. In
most cases, a hearing’s advice to the court would
be that a hearing was a more appropriate place to
deal with a young person. If a young person
appears in court under the solemn procedure, a
social work department will have to provide a
report for sentencing before a court can make any
decision on that young person. We must be
careful about cutting down one of the options for
the court in that situation so that it is unable to use
a restriction of liberty order.
Apart from appearing in court for serious
offences such as murder, rape or attempted
murder, young people under the age of 16 appear
in court most commonly for taking and driving,
which is a serious offence because it endangers
not only the life of the young person who stole and
drove the car, but the lives of other road users and
pedestrians. Such offenders are a danger to
themselves or others and, as such, would meet
the
criteria
for
admission
to
secure
accommodation, which set a high threshold.
However, a restriction of liberty order might be
appropriate in some such situations. That would
depend on the circumstances of the young person
who took the car, who may be becoming involved
with young people who may or may not be over
16. We must consider those situations. To reduce
the court’s discretion to make a disposal for
somebody who happens to be under 16 and who
appears in court because of their offending, when
that disposal would be available in the case of
someone who is over 16, is the wrong way of
thinking. That is just one example of a situation in
which a restriction of liberty order would be a good
way forward.
What the convener said was right. There is no
point in exploring the use of a restriction of liberty
order if a young person lives in a situation that
places them in danger. That would be patent
nonsense. If the court were considering that
disposal, the situation would have to be taken into
account.
Several amendments, including some from me,
have been lodged to section 103, which concerns
disposals for children’s hearings. We should put
children’s hearings issues to the side at the
moment and think about young people who
appear in the courts—whether the High Court or
the sheriff court. That is what the amendments to
section 90 concern.
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Donald Gorrie touched on remand fostering; he
referred to special foster carers, but I think that he
meant remand fostering. We will explore that
further when we discuss disposals from children’s
hearings, because extra powers to help young
people could fit in more clearly with that.
We want to have a system that is in the child’s
best interests. That will remain the threshold that
must be crossed before the court makes any
disposal, because the court will have to take that
into account. We have disposals that are aiding
people over the age of 16, and it would be wrong
to cut off access to those disposals to a small
number of youngsters under 16 who appear in our
court system. For that reason, I urge members not
to support amendments 122 to 126.
11:15
Mrs Mulligan: As ever, it is difficult for me to
think how to respond to the committee, following
contributions from the convener and from Scott
Barrie, who have a clear understanding of the
issues that we are discussing. However, I will seek
to answer the questions that were addressed
directly to me.
Scott Barrie set out clearly that what we are
discussing is restriction of liberty orders for those
who are being dealt with in the court system. As
he said, such cases are at the upper end of the
tariff scale and involve people who have been
involved in very serious activities. We should
remember, however, that the measure will affect a
very small number of young people.
I can say to Mike Rumbles that it is not, nor has
it ever been, the Executive’s intention that the
number of young people who would receive
restriction of liberty orders or be sent to secure
accommodation would increase because we were
agreeing to the amendments or making provisions
in the bill. That should not happen. As a number of
members have said, the measure would be
considered simply as an alternative to secure
accommodation. For Mike Rumbles’s benefit, I will
read the wording in the Criminal Procedure
(Scotland) Act 1995, which says that
“where a person of 16 years of age or more”

—because it refers to criminal procedures—
“is convicted of an offence punishable by imprisonment …
the court may, instead of imposing on him a sentence of, or
including, imprisonment or any other form of detention,
make an order”

under the section that refers to restriction of liberty
orders.
Restriction of liberty orders are purely an
alternative to secure accommodation in relation to
those under 16. They allow the courts the flexibility
to consider other options. As Scott Barrie said, it
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seems perverse to offer that option to those who
are over 16 but not to those who are under 16.
However, comments were made and concerns
were expressed by other members, particularly
Elaine Smith. I understand that the age of 12 is not
arbitrary and that she was trying to be consistent,
but by imposing an age limit—be it 12, or 14 as in
amendment 124—we would restrict the court’s
ability to take the decision in the interests of the
young person whom they are seeking to deal with
and in the right circumstances. Is it right that
somebody who is 11 would end up going to secure
accommodation but somebody who was 12, in
similar circumstances, would be offered a
restriction of liberty order? We have to consider
the case rather than the age.
I hear members’ concerns about the conditions
surrounding the restriction of liberty order. Let me
assure members that, unless it was considered
that it was in the right place and had the right
support mechanisms, and that there was an
opportunity for it to be successful, the restriction of
liberty order would not be granted.
Members expressed concerns about the
individual’s home situation. The convener was
right to say that, if someone’s home circumstances
were such that the court would not want to grant a
restriction of liberty order, surely we should be
thinking seriously about why we are pursuing the
idea of the young person being at home at all. We
should take a step back and consider the
individual circumstances. As I said in my opening
remarks, the social inquiry report would look into
those circumstances to ensure that it was possible
for the young person to remain at home with the
support package. The concerns that have been
raised are real, but I assure members that they
have been addressed. All the bases have been
covered.
Most of Sandra White’s points have been
covered elsewhere in the bill. However, I was
concerned by one particular point. Sandra White
seemed to argue that we should not consider
restriction of liberty orders because everybody
should go to secure accommodation. She seemed
to argue for an increase in the amount of secure
accommodation, which would be a backward step.
If that is not what she was arguing, I have
misunderstood her. It is important to acknowledge
that restriction of liberty orders are an alternative
to secure accommodation and will be used only
when appropriate.
Elaine Smith asked what would happen if there
were a breach of a restriction of liberty order. If
that happened, the case would return to the court
that had instructed the RLO in the first place. The
court would then have a number of options, just as
it would have with any other type of breach. The
court would take the circumstances into account
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and deal with the case as it felt appropriate. That
might result in the use of secure accommodation,
or it might not; or it might result in other sanctions
being put in place. The court should be left with
that flexibility.
At the end of the day, we seek to give the courts
more flexibility to provide an alternative to secure
accommodation that is appropriate to the
particular circumstances. RLOs will be an option. I
stress that, at the moment, we are considering
people who appear before the courts. Later today,
I am sure that we will consider people in the
hearings system.
Amendment 410 agreed to.
Amendment 411 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]
and agreed to.
The Convener: Does Mike Rumbles wish to
move 122?
Mike Rumbles: I am very happy with the
minister’s comments and am delighted not to
move amendment 122.
Amendments 122 to 125, 398 and 413 not
moved.
Amendment 412 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
Amendment 126 not moved.
Section 90, as amended, agreed to.
Sections 91 to 94 agreed to.
11:24
Meeting suspended.
11:37
On resuming—
After section 94
The Convener: Amendment 382, in a group on
its own, is in the name of Paul Martin.
Paul Martin (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab): I
have been asked what the problem with fire
hydrants is—and it was not anyone from the west
of Scotland who made that inquiry. I thought that it
would be helpful briefly to provide some
background to the issue. In Glasgow and other
parts of the west of Scotland, we have difficulties
with young people damaging fire hydrants and
causing significant costs to Scottish Water. There
are also issues around the loss of water supply to
the local community as a result of fire hydrants
being damaged and the environmental effect of
that. Therefore, I have lodged an amendment that
would make it an offence for someone aged 12 or
older to damage
“equipment intended for the prevention of fire”.
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Members will have heard the fire service’s
concerns about how damage to fire hydrants can
affect their ability to function. I thought that it would
be helpful to lodge the amendment to indicate to
the minister the kind of measures that we intend to
take to deal with this serious issue. I add that we
should also be considering ways in which to divert
young people away from water features such as
fire hydrants, to which they are so attracted.
Perhaps we could put in place something to do
that, and I have been working with Scottish Water,
the fire service and other agencies to consider
ways in which to do so.
It should be recognised that damaging fire
hydrants is a dangerous activity. In Glasgow, there
have been instances of parents and other adults
condoning the behaviour of young people who
have tampered with fire hydrants. To damage a
fire hydrant to the extent that water is released is
quite a sophisticated process, which makes us
face up to the extent of the difficulty. Many
measures have been put in place before. Keys to
secure fire hydrants have been considered, but
that has not proved an effective way of dealing
with the problem. The fire service has tried all
sorts of measures to deal with the problem, but to
no avail.
I lodged amendment 382 with a view to the
action that the Executive intends to take on the
issue while ways to divert young people away from
such unacceptable activities are considered. We
should recognise the danger of such activities and
the effect that they have on communities when
they experience loss of water pressure.
I move amendment 382.
Mary Scanlon: Subsection (1) of the new
section that amendment 382 would introduce
refers to
“A person aged 12 years or older”.

I understood that it was not possible to fine under16s, so I seek Paul Martin’s clarification on that.
Secondly, has Paul Martin checked that the
offence that his amendment would create is not
already an offence either in breach of the peace
legislation, in the Civic Government (Scotland) Act
1982 or elsewhere? I understand that the offence
might already be covered.
Patrick Harvie (Glasgow) (Green): I had
basically the same questions. Is Paul Martin sure
that there is a need to create a new criminal
offence? Could the matter not be dealt with in
other ways? We all recognise that the problem is a
real and common one, which has a wide range of
consequences, as Paul Martin outlined. The
question is whether the creation of a new criminal
offence is the appropriate approach.
Donald Gorrie: Paul Martin was right to lodge
amendment 382, which covers an important issue.
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I was interested in what he said about possible
efforts to educate young people not to do such
things and I wondered whether he had any bright
ideas on the subject. I remember one of my first
lessons as a councillor, many years ago and
before mobile phones. A police officer told me that
he had gone round some local schools after some
telephone kiosks had been vandalised and that he
had explained to the pupils that it was a very
stupid thing to do. He said to one of them that, if
their granny took ill, they would not be able to
phone the hospital. As a result of his lectures, the
vandalism to telephone kiosks increased. As Paul
Martin indicated, there is a problem because doing
such things is an intellectual or manual challenge
for young people and I am not sure how we can
divert them in a different direction. I applaud Paul
Martin’s intention in lodging amendment 382.
The Convener: To reinforce Paul Martin’s point,
damaging fire hydrants is a very serious issue. In
our local community safety partnership, the fire
service and the police have indicated their
frustration in dealing with the problem, particularly
in hot weather. People might think, “Och, it’s just
the wee ones playing.” They might think that it is
just a bit of a laugh, and wonder why people are
making such a fuss about it. However, then
members of the partnership started discussing the
costs of repairing hydrants and the significant
amount of time that was spent on the problem by
the police and fire services, as well as the impact
on the local community. It was emphasised that
the young people were not only a bit out of control,
but were damaging property. They mentioned the
degree of ingenuity that was used. The cleverer
the people who made the fire hydrants got, the
cleverer those who damaged them became. It
became a challenge to them. There is obviously
an education issue there, but I think that the fire
service already highlights such issues very well.
If the minister tells us that the problem can be
dealt with in another way, we would need to be
reassured that support can be given in dealing
with it, or that the powers that are already there
will be given effect. Having spoken to people in my
local area, my impression is that they feel
completely frustrated and that nothing can be
done. How do we find a way of emphasising that
damaging a fire hydrant is not just a jape? I know
of circumstances in which the fire service has
been lured out and the firefighters have then been
attacked. Other issues around attacks on
emergency workers also come into play.
I ask the minister what can be done other than
the measure proposed in amendment 382. If the
powers already exist, what is being done to
explore why they are not being used? What other
support is required locally?
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Mrs Mulligan: I fully accept the
concerns that have caused Paul Martin
this amendment. I recognise the
consequences that can arise when fire
are damaged.
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genuine
to lodge
serious
hydrants

Paul Martin’s amendment seeks to introduce a
criminal offence of damaging fire hydrants and
other devices intended for the prevention of fire. I
agree that there is a need for the creation of such
an offence but I cannot support the amendment
because—in answer to Mary Scanlon’s question—
there is already provision under the Fire Services
Act 1947, which makes Paul Martin’s amendment
unnecessary.
Section 14(5) of the Fire Services Act 1947 says
that any person who damages or obstructs any fire
hydrant, otherwise than in consequence of its use
for any legitimate purpose, as specified in the
1947 act, or for purposes authorised by the water
authority within the meaning of the Water
(Scotland) Act 1980, shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 2 on the
standard scale. Section 14(5) also makes it an
offence to use a fire hydrant other than for the
purposes specified.
I can confirm, as the issue has been raised
previously, that the offence applies to people aged
under 16 years as well as to those aged over 16.
Of course, children who were involved in the
offence would normally be referred to the
children’s hearings system on offence grounds
rather than dealt with in court.
I was interested in Paul Martin’s comments on
working with young people and educating them
about the importance of such facilities in their
communities. Donald Gorrie shared Paul Martin’s
interest in that issue, which presents a useful way
of tackling the offence. It might be possible for us
to consider that as part of the local strategy on
antisocial behaviour. Given that the problem is one
that some areas are likely to suffer from more than
others, it is appropriate to tackle it through the
local strategies, as that will make it easier to
assess the community’s needs in relation to
building in that education process.
In that context, I hope that Paul Martin will be
content to seek to withdraw amendment 382.
Legislation to deal with the problem that he is
concerned about already exists and the proposal
can be addressed in the development of local
strategies.
Paul Martin: I welcome the minister’s
comments, particularly about the antisocial
behaviour strategies. It will be important to include
in such strategies the diversionary activities that
might be proposed. There should also be a
specific reference to the fact that we take damage
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to fire hydrants seriously. On that basis, I seek to
withdraw amendment 382.
Amendment 382, by agreement, withdrawn.
The Convener: Amendment 404, in the name of
Paul Martin, is grouped with amendments 404A,
404B, 404C, 404D, 404E, 405, 405A, 405B, 405C,
405D, 383 and 384.
Paul Martin: I thank Stewart Stevenson for
kindly ensuring that my amendments 404 and 405
are compliant in a number of areas. I appreciate
what he did.
The issue of quad bikes is similar to the issue of
fire hydrants. It is helpful to set out the significant
danger that quad bikes can cause and the noise
pollution that they create for local communities.
In my constituency, the use of quad bikes poses
a real threat to community safety, particularly in
public areas, and is of grave concern. Their use is
also becoming an issue in areas of private
ownership, where groups informally adopt areas to
use their quad bikes, causing fear, distress and
alarm to the local communities.
I have always argued that people who want to
engage in activities with motorised equipment
should do so in a controlled environment in which
they can be properly monitored. In certain parts of
Glasgow and in other areas of Scotland parents
and guardians are irresponsibly involved in quad
bike activities with young people and condone
unacceptable behaviour on quad bikes. On many
occasions, there is no supervision of young
people’s use of quad bikes. Amendments 404 and
405 would deal with the noise pollution aspect of
quad bikes and with the fear, alarm and despair
that local communities experience from what is an
antisocial activity.
I lodged the amendments to ensure that it is an
offence to cause fear and alarm through the use of
quad bikes and that the noise pollution element is
taken into consideration. I also felt that it was
important to point out to those who adopt certain
areas to use their quad bikes the environmental
impact on such areas. There are serious
enforcement issues with existing legislation, so
additional legislation is needed to deal with the
issue. My experience of dealing with police
authorities is that they believe that it is difficult to
enforce existing legislation on illegal quad bike
activity. Further, some people believe that such
activity is acceptable and that local communities
should accept it. I find that position unacceptable,
which is why I lodged amendments 404 and 405.
I move amendment 404.
Stewart Stevenson (Banff and Buchan)
(SNP): I thank Paul Martin for his remarks.
Clearly, I broadly support what he is trying to
achieve with amendments 404 and 405 and all
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that I am trying to do is to ensure that the
definitions leave no loopholes.
I recognise that further thought might identify a
requirement for further amendments to the
definitions. I speak in particular of amendments
404D and 405D, which refer to disabled people. I
lodged those amendments simply because I did
not want disabled people who properly use the
equipment that is provided to them for mobility to
be caught up in the definitions. I have met
youngsters who seek to soup up their electric
wheelchairs so that they can beat other
competitors at basketball to the ball. My proposed
constraint of a 10mph speed limit is probably
sufficient to cover the purpose.
Paul Martin referred to the environmental impact
of quad bikes. I do not believe that what is in front
of us today is the end of the story on what we
should consider in relation to quad bikes. In my
constituency, there are rural and, in particular,
coastal areas that are beginning to experience
substantial environmental damage to sand dunes
and tracks that is caused entirely by the
inappropriate use of quad bikes. That needs to be
considered further, although I felt that I did not
wish to make proposals in that respect in the
context of this bill.
I make the point that motorised vehicles do not
gain any rights of access under the Land Reform
(Scotland) Act 2003, except in the case of a
disabled person in a wheelchair, so we have not
created any gaps through which the use of quad
bikes can sail. However, the use of quad bikes is
becoming an increasing nuisance in many parts of
the country. Paul Martin represents a more urban
area, and I represent a more rural area, but we are
both experiencing difficulties caused by the
inappropriate use of quad bikes.
I move amendment 404A.
Mary Scanlon: I seek clarification from Paul
Martin and Stewart Stevenson. Stewart Stevenson
said that he did not want the definition to leave
loopholes. While I understand the use of the term
“quad-bike, motorcycle, scooter” in Paul Martin’s
amendment 404, the amendment also refers to a
“similar vehicle”. What would that cover? Stewart
Stevenson’s amendment 404D refers to
“ride-on mower or other similar vehicle”.

What does he have in mind?
I seek a guarantee from Paul Martin and Stewart
Stevenson that if someone is using a quad bike on
their own land the provisions will not apply.
Patrick Harvie: I am glad that we have had a
range of examples of situations in which the use of
motorised vehicles can cause problems. The issue
is not just the causing of noise problems for
neighbours in residential areas; it is also the
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causing of lasting and serious damage to public
footpaths and so on in more rural areas. I am glad
that both those points have been acknowledged,
and I hope that the minister will indicate that there
are ways in which the issues can be taken on
board.
I wonder about amendment 405. It seems only
to address one limited aspect of the problem, in
that it addresses situations in which noise causes
alarm or distress to people, but does not address
the physical or environmental damage that can be
caused. If noise nuisance is the issue that Paul
Martin wants to address, I wonder why he decided
not to apply his proposal to other vehicles. Why
not apply it to cars that have been souped up to be
ridiculously noisy or that blare out music in the
street or in residential areas? Once again, is
creating an offence the correct way of dealing with
the issue?
The Convener: I would find it helpful if Paul
Martin would indicate whether he supports Stewart
Stevenson’s amendments. Even if, on balance, we
hope that Paul Martin will not press his
amendments—depending on what the minister
says—it would be helpful to know whether his
amendments should be amended. That would
determine the issues to be pursued later.
Mrs Mulligan: As members have said, the
irresponsible use of quad bikes and similar
vehicles causes problems in a number of our
communities, so I welcome the opportunity to
debate the issue. I know that my colleague Marilyn
Livingstone took out Margaret Curran, the Minister
for Communities, to show her specific examples,
and I know that the issue has been raised with a
number of MSPs as we have discussed the bill.
The issue is exactly the type of issue that should
be considered as part of the bill. It would be hoped
that, between the police, the local authority and
those who are affected by the nuisance that
vehicles can cause, local solutions could be
developed. Where the use of vehicles is not
acceptable, it is important that sufficient legal
powers are available and that those powers are
enforced. I heard Paul Martin’s comment about the
fact that the powers are not always exercised and
that there may be difficulties. I may come back to
that point in my closing comments.
Although we are not ruling out strengthening the
powers available, we consider that the type of
offences that Paul Martin seeks to target are
already covered by existing law. Section 34(1) of
the Road Traffic Act 1988 already makes it an
offence to drive a mechanically propelled vehicle
on common land, moorland or land of any other
description that does not form part of a road, or on
any road that is a footpath, bridleway or restricted
byway. That, of course, includes quad bikes.
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12:00
Paul Martin’s definition of a motorised vehicle is
a “quad bike, motorcycle, scooter or other similar
vehicle”, which I suggest is a much narrower
definition than “mechanically propelled vehicle”,
which would include cars, motorcycles, scooters,
quad bikes and other vehicles. Indeed, the only
exceptions are lawnmowers or other vehicles
controlled by pedestrians, as specified in
regulations, and electrically assisted pedal cycles
up to a certain class. There appears to be no clear
reason why the proposed offences should apply
only to certain categories.
Stewart Stevenson’s amendments 404D and
405D would amend the definition of a “motorised
vehicle” specifically to include ride-on mowers and
to exclude any vehicles constructed or adapted for
use by a person with a disability, provided that
such a vehicle is for low speeds only. Again, I do
not see any particular reason why we need to cut
across the definition in the Road Traffic Act 1988.
Stewart Stevenson’s other amendments 404A to
404C and 405A to 405C would extend the
proposed offences to motorised devices, which
are defined in amendment 404C as being
“any device propelled by motor not designed for the
carriage of persons”.

That would include remote-control vehicles and
lawnmowers. I do not think that devices that are
not for the carriage of persons should be legislated
for in the same way as those that are. Secondly, I
do not think that we need to create new offences
for those types of device.
Stewart Stevenson: One thing that I had in
mind was the inappropriate use of motor-powered
model aircraft, of which there have been
instances.
Mrs Mulligan: That is an interesting example,
which has perhaps not been considered, and I
might return to it at the end of my comments.
Stewart Stevenson leads an interesting life in
Banff.
As Paul Martin said, the types of vehicles that
his amendments would capture are more
associated with off-road driving and high levels of
noise. Indeed, off-road incidents appear to be
what he is targeting, as the proposals include a
statutory defence that the alleged offence took
place on a public road. However, that does not
justify limiting the protection from the antisocial
use of vehicles to those types of vehicles. A car
could easily be used in a manner that causes or
would be likely to cause alarm or distress, whether
on a road, for example revving an engine at traffic
lights, or in an off-road situation. Those types of
situation are already covered by the Road Traffic
Act 1988 and, where necessary, by common-law
powers. In that respect, new offences are not
needed.
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I appreciate the fact that problems can arise
through the irresponsible use of motorised
vehicles. Motorcycles and quad bikes always
make a significant amount of noise, which for
many people would be a nuisance regardless of
the circumstances or where the vehicle was being
used. Paul Martin’s amendments refer to areas
designated by local authorities in which the use of
such vehicles is authorised. We do not have a
system in place to designate areas in which use of
such vehicles is permitted. At the moment,
arrangements are made on an ad-hoc basis to
cover the use of quad bikes on a commercial
basis, for example. Where such arrangements
have been made locally, the police will not enforce
the powers under section 34 of the 1998 act.
There are already provisions under the Road
Vehicles (Construction and Use) Regulations 1986
to deal with noise offences. Regulation 97
provides that no motor vehicle shall be used on a
road in such a manner as to cause excessive
noise that could have been avoided by the
exercise of reasonable care on the part of the
driver. The regulations also make provision for
noise limits for certain vehicles, including
motorcycles. They stipulate the limits of sound
level, the conditions and method of assessment
and the requirements for exhaust devices, which
are all tied to European Union directives. If a
vehicle creates excessive noise while not on a
road, the police can use existing common-law
powers. Excessive noise can constitute a breach
of the peace, as can incidents in which a motor
vehicle is used to cause alarm or distress.
Amendments 383 and 384 rely on amendments
404 and 405 being agreed to. They would ensure
that the police had the power to issue a fixedpenalty notice under section 95 if an offence was
committed of using a motorised vehicle in a
manner that caused, or would be likely to cause,
alarm or distress or noise nuisance.
As I have already outlined, I am not convinced
that the proposed new offences are the best way
in which to deal with the problems that Paul Martin
has described. However, I recognise that there
may be instances in which the existing powers are
not sufficient, and, as I said earlier, I listened to
Paul Martin’s concern that the existing powers are
not being enforced. We need to discuss further
whether the existing powers are insufficient or
whether the issue is enforcement. I am happy to
discuss with Paul Martin and other interested
individuals how we can address the issues and, if
necessary, to lodge further amendments at stage
3.
Paul Martin: When we have the Official Report
of the meeting, it would be helpful if we provided
Strathclyde police with a copy of the minister’s
comments. There is a lesson to be learned about
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enforcing the Antisocial Behaviour etc (Scotland)
Bill. We must deal with what I have consistently
called the database of excuses from authorities.
We want existing legislation to be enforced, but it
is difficult to do that. I lodged the amendments to
ensure that we create additional legislation to
make the existing legislation much more helpful
and to wipe out the part of the database that
states: “We would like to deal with the issue, but I
am afraid that we cannot enforce the legislation
because of a lack of clarity.” We have existing
legislation on the issue, but we need to improve it.
I accept that my amendments might not be the
most sophisticated way of doing that.
Mary Scanlon asked about the phrase “similar
vehicle” in amendment 404. I understand that
vehicles can be adapted to avoid their being
classed as quad bikes. The use of the phrase
“similar vehicle” would mean that no one could
evade the law by adapting their vehicle. Patrick
Harvie raised the issue of motors. I am talking
about off-road activities rather than on-road ones.
The examples that Patrick Harvie gave would be
more difficult to deal with because such vehicles
cannot gain access to many of the sites to which I
am referring.
I will seek to withdraw amendment 404, on the
basis that the minister will lodge specific
amendments that create additional legislation to
clarify the existing legislation—I would not like the
issue to be included in the strategies under the bill.
I want to ensure that we deal with the fact that
police officers and other authorities are unable to
enforce the legislation because of a lack of clarity.
The Convener: I will ask Paul Martin later
whether he wishes to press or withdraw
amendment 404—we will deal with Stewart
Stevenson’s amendments to the amendment 404
first. However, Paul Martin is entitled to wind up.
Paul Martin: I do not wish to press the
amendment, on the basis that there will be further
discussions.
The Convener: I will come back to you on that
once the amendments to the amendment have
been dealt with. I invite Stewart Stevenson to wind
up on amendment 404A and to indicate whether
he intends to press the amendment.
Stewart Stevenson: I seek the committee’s
consent to withdraw the amendment, on the basis
that Paul Martin will not press amendment 404.
Amendment 404A, by agreement, withdrawn.
Amendments 404B to 404D not moved.
Amendment 404, by agreement, withdrawn.
Amendments 405 and 405A to 405D not moved.
The Convener: Amendment 399, in the name of
Margaret Mitchell, is grouped with amendment
400.
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Margaret Mitchell (Central Scotland) (Con): I
am grateful to the committee for giving me the
opportunity to move amendment 399 and to speak
to this group of amendments. Amendment 399
seeks to introduce the offence of sexual grooming
of children. Grooming is the process by which an
adult paedophile prepares a child for a meeting,
with the intent to commit a sexual offence.
Amendment 400 is consequential and lists the
categories of offences that would be included.
It will be useful if I provide the committee with
some of the background to the issue and explain
why it is so important that amendment 399 is
agreed to. There is little doubt that with the advent
of new technology—the internet, internet
chatrooms and mobile phones—there has been an
increase in the incidence of sexual grooming of
children. The Westminster Government has
recognised that fact and responded by inserting a
clause in the Sexual Offences Act 2003. The
legislation covers a situation in which there is
abuse of a position of trust by
“causing or inciting a child to engage in sexual activity”.

The result was the creation of an offence of sexual
grooming. An adult over the age of 16 who meets
or communicates with a child on two separate
occasions with the intention of meeting for an
illegal sexual activity or a sexual purpose will be
liable, on summary conviction, to up to six months
in prison or a fine up to the statutory limit of
£5,000, or, on conviction on indictment, to 10
years’ imprisonment.
At present, that offence does not exist in Scots
law. There was an opportunity to provide for it in
March 2003, when the Parliament agreed to a
Sewel motion on the Sexual Offences Bill. That
opportunity was not taken. Despite being pressed
on the issue, the Executive was not persuaded of
the need for an amendment similar to amendment
399 during the passage of the Sexual Offences
Bill. However, things have moved on considerably
since then and, in response to a parliamentary
question, the First Minister indicated that he and
the Executive intend to legislate for the offence.
Moreover, in February 2004, a Scottish Executive
spokesman told the BBC that the Executive would
legislate for the offence as a priority at the first
available opportunity.
Therefore, I have taken advantage of part 10—
“Further criminal measures”—of the Antisocial
Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill to provide for the
introduction of an offence of sexual grooming. I
have been told that amendment 399 is competent.
There is not the same protection for children in
Scotland from paedophiles who would prey on
them for the purpose of sexual grooming as exists
elsewhere in the United Kingdom. That situation
should not continue one day longer than is
absolutely necessary. Part 10 of the bill provides
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the opportunity to close the loophole and to ensure
that children in Scotland have the same protection
from the offence as children elsewhere in the UK.
I move amendment 399.
12:15
Stewart Stevenson: I have substantial
difficulties with the specifics of amendment 399,
but I will comment on the general subject first.
Other committee members and I wish to ensure
that we have adequate legal protection for children
from sexual grooming, sexual abuse and sexual
exploitation of any kind. However, it is not clear
from any statistics available to me that there has
been an increase in sexual grooming. There is
certainly a range of new ways in which such
activity takes place, but there have been
convictions for the offence for at least 50 years
under Scots common law. As an adolescent, I was
aware of a conviction in my local area for what we
would now describe as sexual grooming.
Amendment 399 proposes a substantial change
to the bill at stage 2 without the benefit of prelegislative and stage 1 scrutiny, which I believe is
necessary to produce sound legislation in this
area, should it be proved that the existing law is
inadequate. To illustrate my concerns in that
regard, I turn to the specifics of the amendment to
highlight some of the issues that appear to me to
be difficulties—as I am not a lawyer, I defer to
lawyers present in respect of the drafting.
Subsection (1) of the new section
amendment 399 seeks to insert states:

that

“A person aged 16 or over (“A”) commits an offence if—
(a) having met or communicated with another person
(‘B’) on at least 2 earlier occasions”.

I am concerned that no time limit has been
proposed in that regard. As drafted, the
amendment would treat someone who attended
the baptism of an infant and met that child on one
further occasion in the succeeding month as
having met on two occasions someone who they
then treat as a potential sexual victim 15 years
later. I am not at all clear that that is an
appropriate way of defining an offender.
Secondly, proposed new subsection (1)(a)(i)
states that a person over 16 commits an offence if
he “intentionally meets B”. I simply do not know
whether intention in that context will be easy to
prove.
Proposed new subsection (1)(a)(ii) states that a
person over 16 commits an offence if he
“travels with the intention of meeting B in any part of the
world”.

Given that much of the concern relates to the
existence of new communication technologies, I
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have a whole series of difficulties with the extent to
which A and B are readily known and identifiable
to each other as individuals. I am even worried
about our ability to ensure that we know that B is a
single individual; B may be a succession of
people, given the nature of the internet, text
messaging and the rest of that range of
technologies.
New subsection (1)(b) of the section that
amendment 399 seeks to insert says that A would
commit an offence if
“he intends to do anything to or in respect of B, during or
after that meeting and in any part of the world, which … will
involve the commission … of a relevant offence”.

I am concerned about the burden of proof in that
regard. Proposed new subsection (1) goes on to
stipulate that an offence would be committed if
“(c) B is under 16; and
(d) A does not reasonably believe that B is 16 or over.”

That appears to create quite a substantial gap,
given that we are talking a piece of legislation that
deals with intention.
Using electronic means, B may represent
themselves as someone who is under the age of
16 to exploit the weakness and sexual depravity of
an adult—perhaps for financial purposes—but
they may not actually be under 16. Nonetheless,
that does not in any sense change the intent of A,
who might believe that B is under the age of 16,
even though they are not. The fact that the drafting
does not provide for that situation is a serious
omission, because the offence remains the same,
as far as the actions of A are concerned.
I move on to subsection (2) of the new section
that amendment 399 proposes and, in particular,
to paragraph (b), which deals with “relevant
offence”. As in other contexts, I have substantial
difficulties with transnational offences. I will
choose two examples from the schedule that
amendment 400 proposes to insert. Offence 14 is
“unlawful intercourse with girl under 16”

and offence 15 is
“indecent behaviour towards girls between 12 and 16”.

We must remember that there is not a worldwide
view about the age at which a child makes the
transition to being an adult. I believe—although I
am prepared to be corrected—that, in some states
in the United States, it is possible to marry at an
age below 16. That is certainly the case in other
countries around the world.
Let us say that someone who was over the age
of 16 and who was a national of a country in which
it was possible to marry at the age of 14, for
example, was present in Scotland. Under the
proposal as drafted, if that person were to
communicate on two occasions with someone
whom they intended to marry and who was under
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the age of 14, with the purpose of having what in
Scotland would be unlawful intercourse with a girl
under 16, that person could be guilty of an
offence, even though they would not be guilty of
an offence in another domain. Whatever our views
might be on the correct age for marriage and a
range of sexual activities, we should be careful not
to interfere with the rights of others. In saying that,
I remind members that the age at which we define
the transition from childhood to adulthood is
younger than that at which some other countries
around the world define it. People in such
countries might be of the view that someone who
was over the age of 18 and who married someone
who was under the age of 18 could be considered
to be committing an offence in their country.
I say all that merely to illustrate the range of
questions that proper pre-legislative scrutiny would
seek to address. I am not necessarily saying that I
have the answers to those questions; indeed,
given that some of my assertions are based on my
limited knowledge of the law, it is perfectly
possible that they are incorrect, but that is not the
point. The point is that such a substantial and
important matter cannot be dealt with simply as an
add-on to the bill. Although, technically,
amendments 399 and 400 have been ruled
legitimate, they deal with a subject that is well
removed from the committee’s area of scrutiny at
stage 1. On that basis, in this form and at this
time, I simply cannot support these amendments.
Elaine Smith: I understand Margaret Mitchell’s
concerns and very much sympathise with her
arguments about the need for such provisions.
However, like Stewart Stevenson, I feel that the
fact that the amendments have been ruled
competent does not make them appropriate for the
bill. Indeed, as Stewart highlighted, the committee
has not had the opportunity to scrutinise or take
evidence on the matter. As a result, it is
unfortunate that the amendments have been
lodged at this stage.
Like Stewart Stevenson, I noted down some
questions about the substance of amendment 399.
For example, how would one prove the offence in
proposed subsection (1)(d)? Moreover, in
amendment 400, to whom does the mention of
“Rape” apply? We have already had debates
about how the word “rape” is interpreted in this
country. Does it apply to boys as well as girls?
Where did the proposed schedule that amendment
400 seeks to insert come from? Are we sure that
everything is covered in it, or are there any
loopholes? Are we clear that the amendments will
have no unintentional consequences? Although
Stewart has already provided some examples, I
will give one of my own. If a 16-year-old boy met
his 15-year-old female pen pal from the internet,
would the provisions apply to that reasonable
relationship?
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Although I do not agree with all Stewart
Stevenson’s assertions, the point is that we are
both asking questions about the amendments. We
really cannot support amendments that contain so
many ifs, ands and buts and which need proper
scrutiny. As a result, it would be better to pursue
the whole issue through a member’s bill—as
Margaret Mitchell originally intended to do—or by
the Executive including such provisions in another
piece of legislation that would be subject to proper
committee scrutiny.
Patrick Harvie: Although I am grateful for the
opportunity to discuss these issues, I hope that the
minister’s response will make Margaret Mitchell
feel that she does not have to press amendment
399. As several members have already pointed
out, the committee has not had the proper time to
scrutinise the matter. It is not possible to agree to
such amendments without allowing the Equal
Opportunities Committee to give them significant
coverage and to find out whether they treat
different groups equally.
In any case, as we have discussed with other
matters, it is inappropriate to include such
provisions in antisocial behaviour legislation. In
fact, when the member spoke to her amendments,
the words “paedophile” and “abuse” were among
the first that she used. However, this bill has not
been touted as a piece of legislation that deals
with such extremely serious offences and they
would be dealt with more appropriately elsewhere.
Like Elaine Smith, when I read the amendments,
I wondered about what would happen to a 15year-old and a 16-year-old who might be in the
same year at school, might have been in a
relationship for some time and might decide to
start having sex. Although that would be an
offence as far as the age of consent was
concerned—and we could debate whether it is
appropriate to criminalise people in that way—it
would certainly be inappropriate to make it an
additional offence relating to the serious abuse of
children by adults. For those reasons, I cannot
support amendments 399 and 400.
12:30
Scott Barrie: I find myself concurring with other
committee members. In one respect, that is
unfortunate, because I am keenly interested in
child protection and worked in the field for many
years. However, we have to be very careful that
we do not simply say “Yes, this provision is a good
thing. We should legislate”, and leave it at that.
Amendments 399 and 400 have not received the
proper scrutiny that they need before we can
decide at stage 2 whether to agree to them.
The situation is slightly different from the
discussion that we had a couple of weeks ago on
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private landlords. We did not take specific
evidence on that issue, but Cathie Craigie did an
awful lot of work around it and it was highlighted in
the stage 1 report because it came up in
discussions that we had and evidence that we
took. At no time during our evidence taking did we
touch on sexual grooming, and we did not touch
on it in our stage 1 report at all.
I have a lot of sympathy with what Patrick Harvie
said. We are talking about quite serious offences,
and it is totally inappropriate to locate them in a bill
on antisocial behaviour, because—and let us be
honest—such offences are not antisocial but
downright criminal, and need to be treated as
such. We should not underestimate their
seriousness.
Sexual grooming is not a new phenomenon by
any means. I remember that, when I did my child
protection diploma at the University of Dundee 12
or 14 years ago, awareness of it was one of the
key elements of the course. When Fife Council’s
child protection committee, on which I sat at the
time, redrafted the council’s child protection
guidelines, we were keen to ensure that people
were well aware of the phenomenon of sexual
grooming, because, until comparatively recently, a
large number of people were completely unaware
of the lengths to which some will go to ingratiate
themselves with young people or their extended
families.
The issue is important and, as Margaret Mitchell
said in her introductory remarks on this group of
amendments, the Executive has declared an
intention to legislate on it. I hope that that will be
done sooner rather than later. Indeed, I think that
the Minister for Justice is on the point of publishing
a draft bill for consultation, which is the key step in
ensuring that we get the legislation that we want
and need. Rather than rush to do something
because we think that we should be doing
something, we should ensure that what we do
makes a difference.
Ms White: Most members have said exactly
what I was going to say. I know that Margaret
Mitchell is sincere in lodging amendments 399 and
400—as she was in proposing a member’s bill on
the sexual grooming of children—but I was always
under the impression that, although there was no
legislation on sexual grooming in Scotland, the
common law dealt with such matters. I ask the
minister to correct me if I am wrong, but I am
pleased that, as Margaret Mitchell has mentioned,
the Executive has taken the matter on board,
following Westminster’s insertion of a clause on
sexual grooming into the Sexual Offences Act
2003. Like Scott Barrie, I would like to know
exactly when a bill will be introduced.
As other members have said, antisocial
behaviour is a serious issue for the public, but
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rape, attempted rape and the abduction of children
are criminal offences, and although we have heard
that the amendments have been ruled admissible,
the Antisocial Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill is not
the place for provisions on sexual grooming. The
matter needs separate legislation, and I would not
be happy to support amendments 399 and 400
because of the seriousness of some of the
offences that Margaret Mitchell has proposed be
listed in the Antisocial Behaviour etc (Scotland)
Bill. However, I would be happy to support an
Executive bill when it is introduced and can be
scrutinised properly.
Mrs Mulligan: Clearly, there is no disagreement
within the committee that amendment 399 deals
with a serious issue and that it addresses an area
of the law that needs to be strengthened. Indeed,
the First Minister, in his response to David
McLetchie on 11 December last year, and the
Minister for Justice have already made it clear that
we intend to legislate to strengthen the law and to
ensure that we have a robust legal framework to
deal with predatory paedophiles who seek to take
advantage of new technologies to abuse children.
The difference of view appears to be about the
best way to take forward such legislation. The
Executive intends to introduce a bill on the matter
and we will do so at the earliest opportunity, as
Margaret Mitchell said. However, we do not
believe that the correct approach to the issue is to
take the provisions that appear in the Sexual
Offences Act 2003, which apply to England and
Wales, and transplant them to a Scottish context.
We think that it would be better to allow
consultation on our proposed approach, to ensure
that any legislation sits properly within the Scottish
legal system. To that end, we will issue a
consultation paper very shortly. Thereafter, as
soon as we are able, we will aim to introduce
legislation.
We have made it perfectly clear that we will take
action to deal with grooming behaviour. It is a
misrepresentation to say that, in the meantime,
children are at greater risk. Let us be clear: in
each and every case in which grooming behaviour
has been detected, the police will seek to ensure
that no substantive sexual assault follows. In many
cases in which grooming behaviour is detected but
an assault has not yet taken place, the procurator
fiscal will be able to bring charges. Those charges
will include lewd and libidinous behaviour, fraud,
breach of the peace and offences under the
Telecommunications Act 1984 or the Civic
Government (Scotland) Act 1982. There are
therefore charges that can be brought against
offenders in this area—and, in fact, convictions
have already been obtained. However, we are
quite clear that the law needs to be strengthened;
that will be the purpose of the legislation that we
will introduce.
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There is another aspect to the consultation that I
would like to take a minute to explain. We intend
to consult on the introduction of restraining orders,
known as restriction of sexual harm orders—
RSHOs—and on the extension of sexual offence
prevention orders—SOPOs. The first of those,
RSHOs, are orders that can be applied for by chief
police officers in respect of people with a track
record of inappropriate behaviour towards
children. The orders will specify activities that the
named person must not do—for example,
contacting a particular child or loitering in a
playground. More detail will be in the consultation
document but I can say that those orders will form
part of the package of measures to deal with
paedophile activities. For that reason alone, I think
that it would be better for us to introduce a bill with
those measures set out together, rather than to
agree to amendment 399, on grooming, in
isolation.
The proposals on the second set of orders,
SOPOs, are for the extension of orders applying to
convicted sex offenders so that the orders can be
made at the time of the court disposal. Again,
more detail will be in the consultation document. I
mention both types of order because it is important
to point out that amendment 399, if agreed to,
would put measures in the wrong place. They
would be better as part of the overall package that
the Executive will introduce.
We acknowledge that this is a serious matter
and that—as we have heard this morning—there
is cross-party agreement that the law needs to be
strengthened. However, it is an area in which
there is a clear commitment from the Executive to
consult on separate legislation. That consultation
will include a wider package of measures than
those proposed by amendment 399. It is also the
case that the very serious offence that amendment
399 deals with, which could carry a maximum
sentence of up to 10 years’ imprisonment, does
not sit well in a bill that primarily deals with
antisocial behaviour. I therefore hope that
Margaret Mitchell, having heard the comments of
a number of committee members and my
reassurances that measures will be introduced
soon, will feel able to withdraw amendment 399
and not to move amendment 400.
The Convener: I call Margaret Mitchell to wind
up and to indicate whether she wishes to press or
withdraw amendment 399.
Margaret Mitchell: I will respond to some of the
comments made. Stewart Stevenson says that he
is not a solicitor but he does an excellent
impression of a barrack-room lawyer. I say to him
specifically that meetings would have to have an
element that illustrated an aspect of either passing
off or grooming. Stewart talked about someone
meeting someone at a christening and then, years
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later, that being regarded as one of the two
contacts. However, that could not be the case.
I take the point that both Stewart Stevenson and
Elaine Smith made about the competence of
putting the content of amendments 399 and 400 in
the context of antisocial behaviour legislation. At
the very least, the offence is one in which trust is
abused. The offence covers not only people who
use the internet but the victims and survivors of
childhood sexual abuse who have been abused by
someone in a position of trust. The important
aspect of the amendments that I have lodged that
is not covered by Scots law at present is the ability
to capture intent. In other words, none of the
offences that are listed in the proposed new
schedule would actually have to take place. It
would be sufficient for the grooming act to become
all important, which would mean that an intention
to abuse the trust of another person would make
someone liable to sentencing and indictment
under summary procedure.
I appreciate that the committee has not had an
opportunity to scrutinise the provisions of
amendments 399 and 400 at stage 1. I did not
think that it was competent to introduce the
amendments at that stage. Indeed, it was only
after stage 1 that I was given the assurance that
the amendments were competent.
I realise that the committee has a genuine
concern about its inability to scrutinise my
proposals at stage 1. On the concern that was
expressed about the list of offences in the
proposed new schedule, I should say that it would
be for a judge to decide whether an offence such
as rape has taken place. Even if the committee
had looked at the issue of sexual grooming at
stage 1, it would still have been necessary to look
into the details of each of the offences that are
listed in the proposed new schedule at stage 2.
I am encouraged by what the minister said about
bringing forward proposals at the earliest
opportunity. However, I have to say to her that I
have heard that said since last December; we are
now in May and the earliest opportunity has not
yet been found. In that time, children have been
put at risk. As a way of putting the issue into
perspective, I refer the minister to the
memorandum that the Scottish Executive issued in
2003 at the time of the Sewel motion on the
Sexual Offences Bill. It said that the purpose
would be:
“to avoid possible loopholes between the application of
provisions in each jurisdiction”—

in other words, between their application in the
rest of the United Kingdom and in Scotland—
“to minimise the possibility of misunderstanding about the
rules in each jurisdiction … to avoid the possible perception
that one jurisdiction is regarded as less severe than
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another; and … to ensure so far as possible that legislative
changes in each jurisdiction are adopted at the same time.”

Although I am encouraged that the minister has
said that, at some time in the future, she intends to
bring forward an Executive bill, there is no
definitive timescale. I will press the amendment
399 in the hope that, in so doing, I can send out a
clear and unambiguous message to anyone who
might be encouraged to indulge in sexual
grooming that the issue is one that we take
seriously in Scotland and that they will be dealt
with appropriately.
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 399 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)

AGAINST
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
1, Against 8, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 399 disagreed to.
After schedule 3
Amendment 400 not moved.
Section 95—Fixed penalty offences
The Convener: Amendment 414, in the name of
Donald Gorrie, is grouped with amendments 415,
416 and 417.
Donald Gorrie: I draw members’ attention to
page 54 of the bill, on which a table of fixedpenalty offences is to be found. My amendments
414 to 417 reflect the concern of Scottish lawyers
about whether those offences are suitable for
being judged on the spot by the policeman who
would issue the fixed penalty. I seek clarification
and explanation from the minister, particularly on
the offences that are covered by my amendments,
which include
“Being drunk and incapable in a public place”.

Is it possible that having a fixed penalty for that
offence might result in more conflict between the
police and drunk people, thereby increasing the
problems on the streets instead of decreasing
them? There is a similar concern about the
offence of
“Being drunk in a public place in charge of a child”.
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The argument about vandalism is slightly
different in that the Law Society of Scotland
understood that, under other laws that are
available, if someone’s property is vandalised, that
person can have some redress from the vandal,
including monetary compensation or having the
thing put right. The Law Society felt that using a
fixed penalty might remove that right from the
individual. I am totally ignorant about that aspect
of the law, but I would welcome reassurance from
the minister on that point.
On malicious mischief, the argument is the same
as the one used on vandalism. Are we removing
the right of the sufferer to get some sort of
compensation? The argument about breach of the
peace is that it is such a wide offence—it covers
everything from near murder to something
relatively trivial—that a fixed penalty may be
suitable for some of the less serious breach of the
peace offences, but not for the more serious ones.
I lodged my amendments to seek clarification
and justification from the Executive that what is
proposed in the bill is a reasonable use of fixed
penalties. I have no problem with the concept of
fixed penalties; the concern is about identifying
offences for which they are suitable.
I move amendment 414.
12:45
Stewart Stevenson: I did not think that Donald
Gorrie made a substantial case for deleting
“Vandalism”, “Breach of the peace” or “Malicious
mischief” from the table, as someone can accept
or reject a fixed penalty anyway in respect of those
offences. However, on the offence of being drunk
and incapable, I found slightly humorous the idea
that a police constable would be capable of
applying a fixed penalty to someone who was
incapable and therefore unlikely to be in a
condition to understand what was being done.
Therefore, amendment 414 has some merit,
although I remain sceptical about the other
amendments.
Cathie Craigie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth)
(Lab): I wonder whether Donald Gorrie had
considered other elements of the bill when he
lodged his amendments. I understand that the
Executive will roll out the proposals in pilot areas
in Scotland. Under section 95(2), the minister will
be able to amend the entries in the table and to
remove anything that is in the table. If we are
saying that we want to see how the fixed penalties
work, it is worth giving the list in the table a shot.
Stewart Stevenson made a fair point about the
offence of being drunk and incapable. However, if
the police were to arrest someone who was drunk
and incapable, they could take drop them at their
house and leave the fixed-penalty notice with
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them. That would surely free up a lot of police time
and accommodation. Currently, the police would
have to take the offender back to the police station
and keep them in overnight or perhaps even
longer if it is a holiday weekend. I support the bill
as it stands and I hope that Donald Gorrie will be
persuaded not to press his amendments.
Mrs Mulligan: As committee members will be
aware, fixed-penalty notices are being introduced
under the bill to free up police time and to reduce
some of the burden on the courts of dealing with
minor cases. We want to ensure that, when
antisocial offences take place, swift, effective and
fair justice is provided for.
The proposals would not interfere with the
independence of the judiciary or of the Lord
Advocate. Matters of the prosecution of criminal
offences in Scotland are in the exclusive
jurisdiction of the Lord Advocate, who may direct
the police about the circumstances in which the
issuing of a fixed-penalty notice is appropriate in
respect of offences that are listed in the bill. That
is made clear in the policy memorandum and, to
remove any doubt, I confirm that the Lord
Advocate will issue guidance on the use of fixedpenalty notices in respect of offences that are
listed in the table in the bill. It is also worth
reiterating that the scheme will be piloted and
evaluated before being more widely rolled out, so
there will be an opportunity to consider it further.
Donald Gorrie’s amendments 414 to 417 would
remove a number of the offences that have been
included the table of fixed-penalty offences in
section 95. Although I appreciate the intention
behind the amendments, I do not agree that there
should be no power to issue FPNs in respect of
such offences. I emphasise that there will be no
blanket extension of FPNs to all cases that involve
those offences and that the measures offer a
means of dealing effectively and efficiently with
low-level antisocial offences. If the police believe
that a FPN is not appropriate, other approaches
will be taken. As with other matters that we have
discussed today, the power to issue a FPN
represents just another option for addressing the
problem.
I have every confidence that the Lord Advocate,
as the head of the Crown Office and Procurator
Fiscal Service, will give appropriate instructions to
police officers for the use of FPNs that will take
account of relevant factors—Donald Gorrie
referred to some of those factors—and of the fact
that the scheme is designed to tackle low-level
offending. I have no doubt that, for example,
consideration will be given to the possibility of
compensating a victim of vandalism or malicious
mischief—that would still be an option if such a
case went to court. The Lord Advocate’s guidance
will direct the police on the types of incident that
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are suitable for the issuing of a FPN and on when
a report should be submitted to the procurator
fiscal. That is particularly important in relation to
the common-law offence of breach of the peace,
although it is relevant to all offences. The police
are experienced in using their judgment in
determining how to proceed in accordance with
guidance and training.
I reassure Stewart Stevenson, Cathie Craigie
and other members that the police would not just
slap a fine on someone whom they had picked up
for being drunk and incapable; they would process
the individual in the normal way. By the time the
person received their FPN, they would be sober
and capable of understanding it—so I reassure
members that the measure would not be used
inappropriately.
As I said, the powers will be piloted and
evaluated before wider roll-out. If it is considered
that any of the offences in the table should not be
part of the fixed-penalty scheme, we can remove
an entry from the list by statutory order. It would
also be open to the Lord Advocate to instruct that
FPNs should not be issued in respect of a specific
offence.
The pilot on fixed-penalty notices for antisocial
behaviour in England and Wales operated from
August 2002 to March 2003. More than 3,000
notices were issued, predominantly in relation to
two offences: causing harassment, alarm or
distress; and disorderly behaviour while drunk, in
relation to which some 41 per cent of notices were
issued. The closest Scottish equivalents of those
offences are breach of the peace and being drunk
and incapable in a public place. The pilot
demonstrated that the FPN scheme can operate
effectively in practice. For the third time, however,
I reassure members that our scheme will be
piloted first.
I assure Donald Gorrie that even after the pilot
scheme has been evaluated, the table of offences
will be considered as part of the on-going
monitoring of the implementation of the bill.
Ministers will have the power to add, remove or
amend an entry in the table by order. If the
inclusion of an offence is not helpful as a deterrent
or as a means of effectively and efficiently
administering justice, we will consider removing
the offence from the table. That would happen by
instrument subject to the affirmative resolution
procedure. I hope that Donald Gorrie will accept
my reassurances and withdraw amendment 414.
Donald Gorrie: In light of what the minister said,
I am happy not to pursue amendments 414 to 417.
It is encouraging that there will be a trial period for
the scheme, which will enable us to learn as we go
along. The minister gave a satisfactory
explanation and I hope that what she said gives
comfort to the Law Society and anyone else who
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is concerned about the matter. If people are still
desperately worried, they can contact members
before stage 3 and we can try again. I am happy
to seek the committee’s agreement to withdraw
amendment 414.
Amendment 414, by agreement, withdrawn.
Amendments 415, 383, 384, 416 and 417 not
moved.
Section 95 agreed to.
The Convener: I propose that we break now.
Lunch is available in committee room 1 from 1 pm
and we can gather there and get back to business
as soon as possible after that.
12:57
Meeting suspended.
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purpose of piloting FPNs. The provision is wide
enough to provide flexibility in selecting areas in
which the pilots should take place. We want to
ensure that the pilot areas are not necessarily
whole force areas. It might be more appropriate to
pilot in smaller areas, such as urban or rural
divisional commands within a force area, and the
amendment provides for that. Decisions on which
areas and commands should exercise the FPN
powers will be taken by the police, the Crown
Office and ministers and then reflected in the
regulations. The regulations will be subject to the
negative resolution procedure by virtue of section
108(3). We will, of course, evaluate the use of
FPNs in the pilot areas, and we will provide the
committee with details. I ask the committee to
agree to amendments 333 and 334.
I move amendment 333.
Amendment 333 agreed to.

13:38
On resuming—
The Convener: I call the meeting back to order.
As members know, we thought that we would
probably finish at about 3 o’clock. I am keen to
complete consideration of stage 2 of the Antisocial
Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill today and, with that
in mind, I intend to continue the meeting for as
long as necessary. I do not imagine that it will
continue into the dark watches of the night—
obviously, that is in members’ hands, but I hope
that we will finish at a reasonable time.
Section 96—Fixed penalty notices
The Convener: Amendment 333, in the name of
the minister, is grouped with amendment 334.
Mrs Mulligan: Amendments 333 and 334 relate
to the piloting of fixed-penalty notices for antisocial
behaviour offences; we referred to them briefly in
the debate on the previous group of amendments.
We made clear in the policy memorandum our
intention to pilot FPNs, but the bill as introduced
does not include the provision. We have further
considered the matter and have lodged
amendments 333 and 334 to make the piloting
more transparent. From the debate on the
previous group, I know that the committee
supports the introduction of FPNs for antisocial
behaviour offences and welcomes the intention to
pilot the scheme.
Amendment 333 makes it clear that the power to
issue FPNs will be available to the police only
when they have reasonable belief that a fixedpenalty offence has been committed in a
prescribed area. The amendment allows FPNs to
be piloted in prescribed areas.
Amendment 334 gives Scottish ministers a
regulation-making power to prescribe areas for the
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Amendment 334 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
Section 96, as amended, agreed to.
Section 97—Amount of fixed penalty and form
of fixed penalty notice
The Convener: Amendment 335, in the name of
the minister, is grouped with amendments 336 to
341.
Mrs Mulligan: I start by speaking to amendment
341, which removes section 99, which set out
general restrictions on proceedings for the offence
to which a fixed-penalty notice relates. Those
restrictions are not necessary, as the recipient of a
fixed-penalty notice is forever free from
prosecution for the offence to which it relates,
unless that individual makes a request to be tried
for the alleged offence within 28 days of the FPN
being given. If the fixed penalty has not been paid
and the individual has not made a request to be
tried within 28 days, the penalty will increase by
150 per cent and it will be treated as if it was a fine
imposed by the district court.
Amendments 335 to 340 are consequential.
Amendment 335 removes the requirement for a
fixed-penalty notice to specify the period during
which proceedings may not be brought—that
requirement is no longer necessary, due to
amendment 336 and the removal of section 99 by
amendment 341.
Amendment 336 clarifies that unless the person
who is subject to the fixed-penalty notice asks to
be tried for the offence, proceedings may not be
brought against them for the offence to which the
fixed-penalty notice relates. Amendment 337
specifies the period during which a request to be
tried must be made—that period is to be
“28 days beginning with the day on which the notice is
given”.
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Amendments 338, 339 and 340 are minor
technical amendments.
I move amendment 335.
Amendment 335 agreed to.
The Convener: Amendment 440, in the name of
Mary Scanlon, is grouped with amendment 441.
Mary Scanlon: Amendments 440 and 441 were
suggested by the Law Society of Scotland.
Amendment 440 seeks to extend the information
that is contained in a fixed-penalty notice to
include the fact that legal advice can be sought
prior to acceptance of the fixed penalty and the
fact that legal aid may be available for that
consultation. It is believed that before a person
accepts a fixed-penalty notice, they should be
aware that they can seek legal advice. The
consequences of accepting a fixed-penalty notice
will vary, and it is important for the individual to be
aware of the implications before they accept it.
The amendment seeks to ensure that the recipient
of the fixed-penalty notice is aware of his or her
rights before paying the notice.
Amendment 441 seeks to inform the person to
whom a fixed-penalty notice is given that it may
appear in enhanced criminal record certificates
issued by the Scottish ministers. It is intended to
provide that additional information so that people
are fully aware of all the consequences and
implications surrounding the issuing of a fixedpenalty notice.
I move amendment 440.
13:45
Donald Gorrie: I have given some thought to
the two amendments. I will be interested to hear
what the minister has to say about them. My
concept of fixed-penalty notices is that they are a
swift, uncomplicated method of justice. The idea
that people will read some text on their fixedpenalty notice saying that they can get free legal
aid to discuss it would spoil the whole purpose
behind issuing one.
Although we need to give out fair justice, I would
have thought that if there was to be some
indication that people did not need to pay, but
might still go to court and possibly end up paying a
bigger penalty, that should be put fairly simply. I
am not sure that Mary Scanlon’s wording is a
helpful way of putting it. As I said, I will be
interested to hear what the minister has to say
about the proposal.
Most people will not know about enhanced
criminal record certificates—they are a fairly
obscure area of law. People will confuse them with
ordinary criminal records. The intention behind
Mary Scanlon’s amendments are obviously
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good—it is to make things clear—but they might
make things more unclear, with the result that
people become more confused and errors occur.
The amendments are well intentioned, but I am
not sure that they hit the right button.
Mrs Mulligan: As Mary Scanlon said, similar
amendments were previously lodged and debated
in relation to noise and fly-tipping, and they were
subsequently withdrawn. I notice that, since then,
time has been taken to remove the technical error
that appeared in the previous amendments and it
is only right that we consider the arguments with
respect to fixed-penalty notices under section 97.
Members might recall that the previous
amendments
referred
to
criminal
record
certificates as being issued by Disclosure
Scotland, although it is in fact the duty of Scottish
ministers to issue the certificates.
I note that amendment 440 refers to
“the right to consult a solicitor prior to paying the fixed
penalty”

In the previous amendments, reference was made
to the right to consult a solicitor prior to
accepting—rather than paying—the fixed penalty.
It is unnecessary for the bill to be so prescriptive
on the content of fixed-penalty notices in order to
safeguard legal rights. Other statutory regimes
involving the use of fixed-penalty notices, such as
dog fouling and littering, do not require such
matters to be expressly stated in the notice.
We have already provided that a fixed-penalty
notice issued under part 11 will inform the person
to whom it is given of the right to ask to be tried for
the alleged offence and will explain how that right
may be exercised. In my view, that is sufficient,
and it strikes the balance to which Donald Gorrie
alluded, on using fixed-penalty notices to enable
swift and effective justice, while giving people a
little bit of information as to how they can
approach the situation.
Regardless of the content of the fixed-penalty
notice, anyone who is issued with an FPN can
seek legal advice. They may be able to do so
under the advice and assistance scheme under
part II of the Legal Aid (Scotland) Act 1986.
On the matter of enhanced disclosure, there is a
possibility that information about the payment of
an FPN could be disclosed in an enhanced
criminal record certificate. However, nonconviction information would be included only if it
was deemed relevant to the post by the chief
constable. As members are aware, enhanced
certificates are restricted to those positions
involving a greater degree of contact with children
or vulnerable adults, such as positions involving
training, supervising or being in sole charge of
young people. It is also important to remember
that FPNs will be used to deal with offences
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effectively and efficiently. It is not a question of net
widening or of trying to entrap more people.
Neither is it about generating money by slapping
notices on innocent people. Individuals can
challenge the FPN by asking to be tried. If FPNs
were not available, the likelihood is that the
individual would end up with a conviction and the
information would be on a basic disclosure
certificate, never mind an enhanced one. In view
of that, I do not think that it is necessary to refer
explicitly to enhanced disclosure certificates.
I should also point out—because we have
already discussed it—that the FPNs will be piloted
and evaluated. If, during the course of the pilot,
other issues emerge that we consider should be
specified on the notices, we can use the order
making power at section 97(3)(g) to prescribe
other information to be included in the notices.
Therefore, I hope that Mary Scanlon will feel able
to withdraw amendment 440 and not to move
amendment 441.
Mary Scanlon: I think that it was worth lodging
the amendments simply to get additional clarity
surrounding the issue. I liked Donald Gorrie’s point
about swift and uncomplicated justice, and I
certainly would not be looking for anything that
would further complicate what we have. I also
accept the minister’s point about being able to
prescribe information in the fullness of time, if that
is deemed necessary. Having sought those
reassurances, I am happy not to press the
amendments.
Amendment 440, by agreement, withdrawn.
Amendment 441 not moved.
Section 97, as amended, agreed to.
Section 98—Effect of fixed penalty notice
Amendments 336 to 340 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
Section 98, as amended, agreed to.
Section 99—General restriction on
proceedings
Amendment 341 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
Sections 100 to 102 agreed to.
Section 103—Supervision requirements:
conditions restricting movement
The Convener: Amendment 418 is grouped
with amendments 401, 419, 419A, 402, 420, 420A
and 421 to 432. If amendment 418 is agreed to, I
cannot call amendment 401 on the ground of preemption.
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Mrs Mulligan: Our proposals for electronic
monitoring through the hearings system have
generated a lot of debate, both within and outside
the Parliament. In speaking to the amendments in
this group, I want to take the opportunity to dispel
a few myths and to be clear about how the
proposals will operate and who they will affect. We
have never suggested that electronic monitoring—
tagging, if you like—would be used willy-nilly or, to
use a phrase that was used this morning, carte
blanche. Rather, it is the Executive’s view that, in
a small number of cases, a tag may prove useful
in helping to keep young people out of secure
accommodation.
As drafted, the bill provides that a hearing could
impose a movement restriction condition—a tag—
as part of a supervision requirement whenever it
considered that to do so would be in the best
interests of the child. Arrangements for the use of
tagging in practice would be set out in regulations
and guidance. However, we have given the matter
further consideration and have decided that the
provisions, as drafted, could permit the use of
tagging more often and more widely than is
necessary. Amendment 418 will ensure that
tagging through the hearings system can be used
only as a direct alternative to secure
accommodation—that is, a young person could
receive a tag only if they met the criteria for entry
to secure accommodation. The amendment
provides that, where a child meets those criteria, a
hearing will have two options. It can either
recommend a secure place for the child or impose
a tag as part of a supervision requirement.
To facilitate the change, amendment 418 will
amend the wording of the Children (Scotland) Act
1995. The secure test will remain the same in
practice. There will be no up-tariffing or bringing in
of those who would not currently meet the criteria.
When recommending a secure place or a tag, a
hearing would need to satisfy itself that the child
would either abscond and put themselves in
danger, or be likely to injure themselves or others
without the imposition of either a tag or a secure
place. I can confirm that the amendment will not
increase the number of children who meet the
criteria for secure accommodation.
Scott Barrie’s amendment 419A would widen the
limited use of tagging that I have just described. It
would allow a hearing to impose a tag when, in its
view, the secure accommodation or tagging test
has not been met, but is likely to be met within the
next six months. In imposing such a tag, the
hearing would need to be satisfied that doing so
was in the best interests of the child. It is clear that
the aim of such a pre-emptive tag would be to
prevent a young person from needing secure
accommodation in future. I have some sympathy
with the suggestion, but want to wait to hear Scott
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Amendment 420 provides that, when imposing a
tag, a hearing must also attach conditions—that is,
support measures. It will also allow us to prescribe
in regulations the type of intensive support
measures with which children who are subject to
tags should be provided—for example, access to a
24/7 crisis support team. It will be for hearings to
decide, in line with the regulations, what
intervention is appropriate for the individual in
question. We intend to consult on a draft of the
regulations in the summer and to lay them before
the Parliament in the autumn.
I hope that in the light of amendment 420,
Donald Gorrie will not move amendment 402,
which would alter the definition of “movement
restriction condition” in the bill to mean a condition
that includes the provision of intensive support. It
is clear that Donald Gorrie and I seek to achieve
the same thing with our amendments, but I believe
that my amendment is stronger. Donald Gorrie’s
amendment does not define what is meant by
“intensive support”, which we discussed this
morning. My amendment will allow us to set out in
regulations what intensive support services should
look like and it will ensure that young people who
are subject to a tag will get the help and support
that they need.
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disposals, whereas there are reasons of care and
consistency why we should oppose minimum-age
limits in the hearings system.
Under the hearings system, no lower age limits
apply to the use of secure accommodation for
children who are a risk to themselves or others. If,
as amendment 401 proposes, a lower age limit
were set for tagging, a younger child would be
required to be sent to secure accommodation
whereas an older child could be tagged and stay
at home. That could up-tariff younger children.
Imposing a minimum age would not display
much faith in panel members. When a panel
considers whether a young person should be
tagged or placed in secure accommodation, the
best interests of the child will remain at the centre
of the panel’s considerations. I have complete
confidence that no panel would impose a tagging
order unless it was completely satisfied that that
was the most appropriate way forward. Clearly,
the age and understanding of the young person
will be fundamental to any such decision.
In light of those points, I hope that Donald Gorrie
will withdraw his amendments.
I move amendment 418.

If the committee accepts amendment 419A, I
suggest that it should also accept Scott Barrie’s
amendment 420A, which is his other amendment
in the group. That amendment would require a
support package for all those who are subject to a
tag, both those who are given pre-emptive tags
and those who pass the test.

14:00
Donald Gorrie: I welcome amendment 418,
which I am happy to support although that means
that I cannot support my amendment 401.
Accepting the logical argument that we discussed
previously, I agree that if children under 12 can be
sent to secure accommodation, it is reasonable
that they should be able to be tagged as an
alternative.

My only other substantive amendment in the
group is amendment 432, which will allow us,
through regulations, to limit the use of tagging
initially to those regions taking part in phase 1 of
the tagging roll-out. That will ensure that, to begin
with, tagging can take place only where the
appropriate intensive support is available.

The minister claims that her amendment 420
says the same thing as my amendment 402. As
examples of amendment-speak go, amendment
420 is pretty extreme. However, the minister is an
honest and intelligent lady, so I assume that she is
correct in saying that amendment 420 means the
same as 402, although it is rather less elegant.

Amendments 419 and 421 to 431, in my name,
are
consequential
to
those
substantive
amendments.

The other substantive issue is raised by Scott
Barrie’s amendment 419A. I will be interested to
hear what he has to say, but I prefer to stick to the
position that we agreed earlier when we discussed
these matters in relation to the courts. If, taking
everything into account, the children’s panel is in a
position where it could send the young person to
secure accommodation, it should be able to
impose a restriction of liberty order instead.

Donald Gorrie’s other amendment in the
group—amendment 401—seeks to restrict the use
of tagging through the hearings system to those
who are aged 12 or over. I do not think that such a
change is either desirable or necessary. There is
provision for an age limit of 12 in parts of the bill,
for example, for an ASBO, because it is a civil
provision and young people are not considered
sufficiently mature in civil law to instruct a solicitor
before the age of 12. Similarly, CROs are
restricted as a sentence for the over-12s.
However, ASBOs and CROs are court-based

There is perhaps a slippery slope aspect in that,
although I have never been on a children’s panel, I
understand that these things are not absolute.
They are not like a high jump, for which people are
required either to jump over 5ft or they fail; things
are a bit more elastic. I think that the wording of
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amendment 418 will allow us to leave such
matters to children’s panels, but I will be interested
to hear what Scott Barrie has to say.
I am in my good-boy mode, so I will not move
amendments 401 or 402.
Scott Barrie: I am not sure whether I am in
good-boy or bad-boy mode in persisting with
amendments 419A and 420A.
Before I speak to my amendments, I want to
raise a question about amendment 418 that struck
me as I re-read the amendment just now. If I have
not misunderstood it, the amendment may need to
be amended. Proposed new subsection (9), which
amendment 418 will insert into section 70 of the
Children (Scotland) Act 1995, refers to a
requirement that
“one of the conditions mentioned in subsection (10) is met”.

However, proposed new subsection (10) provides
two conditions that are joined by an “and” rather
than an “or”. That suggests that both conditions
should be met, so I am not sure whether that ties
up. I ask the minister to reply to that point when
she winds up.
I make my substantive point in amendment
419A. Basically, the amendments that the minister
proposes would mean that we could use electronic
monitoring in certain cases in which it was felt to
be appropriate to do so. I refer members to the
debates that we had this morning, in which we
said that we would have to be satisfied that the
household in which the young person was residing
was suitable. However, when the minister
introduced her amendment, she said that
electronic monitoring could be used only as a
direct alternative to secure accommodation. That
is the problem that I have. If we set electronic
monitoring as being a direct alternative to secure
accommodation and nothing else, we are losing
an opportunity to prevent those youngsters who
are heading at a rapid rate of knots toward secure
accommodation, but who might not yet fulfil the
criteria for admittance, from ending up there in the
near future.
I know that some people have a different view of
secure accommodation, but I do not think that it is
a panacea for young people’s problems; some
people blithely think that it is. It does not have a
particularly good record of turning young people
around and it should be used only in incredibly
rare circumstances when it is patently obvious that
the young person is so out of control that they
have lost control of everything, including their own
behaviour. In those cases, it is utterly appropriate;
in other cases, it is not.
If the Executive’s amendments mean that
electronic monitoring could be considered only as
a direct alternative to secure accommodation, I
think that the test is being set at too high a level.
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I appreciate that the wording of my amendment
might not deliver exactly what I am looking for, but
I would like us to consider the possibility of using
electronic monitoring for those youngsters whose
behaviour has not yet meant that they can be
admitted to secure accommodation, but who are
likely to end up there shortly.
This morning, when we were discussing the
imposition of restriction of liberty orders by sheriff
courts, Donald Gorrie mentioned secure fostering
and said that the use of electronic monitoring as
an aid to ensuring that someone stayed in a
foster-care placement would be an added
incentive for the use of that disposal. However, I
point out that secure fostering is not a direct
alternative to secure accommodation, although it
is similar. If we are threatening to use electronic
monitoring as a direct alternative to secure
accommodation, we will cut against using it for
what was judged by Donald Gorrie to be a
worthwhile purpose.
We must be careful that, in trying quite
appropriately to ensure that the criteria are drawn
tightly enough to ensure that we do not have a
situation in which far more youngsters than we
would like end up being tagged, we do not cut off
our noses to spite our faces and end up with a
proposal that will not achieve what we want. We
want to turn young people’s behaviour around
without having to use the ultimate sanction, which
is secure accommodation.
Ms White: I thank Scott Barrie for explaining
better than I probably did this morning the issues
around tagging and secure accommodation. I am
glad that he has come around to my way of
thinking and that he picked up on the fact that the
minister said that electronic monitoring could be
used only as a direct alternative to secure
accommodation.
The point that I have been trying to make when
talking about punitive justice and restorative
justice is that the minister is saying that tagging
will be used only in the last resort, as a means of
preventing someone from having to go into secure
accommodation and that, therefore, it is a direct
alternative.
I understand that the kids who are tagged
instead of being put into secure accommodation
will be given full support. However, what happens
to kids who are in secure accommodation? Do
they not receive the same support? It emerges
from
the
bill
that
two
routes—secure
accommodation or tagging—are available. What
Scott Barrie said makes perfect sense. We must
be careful and I agree that we need resources for
secure accommodation. We do not want to send
more kids into secure accommodation. We want to
help them to live normal lives, but if the alternative
to secure accommodation is tagging and we do
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not have secure foster carers or any other back-up
help for that, that shows that the bill is being
rushed through with no thought for how its
implementation will be practically managed after
kids appear in court or at a children’s hearing.
I agree with Scott Barrie, as I have visited
secure accommodation. In some cases, we would
not want to send kids to such establishments—we
all know which schools and accommodation we
are talking about—because help and back-up are
not provided. If we are to tag young people, we
must provide that back-up. As I said this morning,
we cannot put young people back into the
environment that led to their behaviour with no
thought given to how long that will be for, how
much money will be needed or what will be put in
its place.
No thought has been put into the tagging
provisions. It sounds good to say that we will tag
kids and that we will do this or that, but will those
kids be given an alternative to being locked up in
their houses 24 hours a day? What back-up will be
provided that those kids do not receive now?
Members say that secure accommodation does
not work and that no facilities have been put in
place in secure accommodation—but such
facilities will be available under tagging. I find it
difficult to get my head round the provisions. We
are not talking about punitive justice. What will we
put in place and how long will it take? Will money
be available? If so, why is that money not
available to help kids in secure accommodation
now? All of a sudden, we have the alternative of
tagging as a last resort.
The Convener: The debate is partly about what
we mean by alternatives to custody. The approach
is to reduce the numbers of young people who end
up in secure accommodation and of adults who
end up in the prison system. That involves taking
measures early enough for them to work.
I have a general concern that we place a high
tariff on some projects that are available to young
people, such as projects that encourage them to
understand more about cars and to be less excited
about joy-riding. The tariff to join such a project
means that it deals with a tiny number of young
people and that other youngsters who would
benefit from the project earlier do not join it. We
must wait until they are in a crisis and have
become completely involved in such behaviour
before they can join, which is at a point when the
project is less effective.
I understand the argument for not tagging
everybody and for saying that tagging must be for
a certain group of young people, but perhaps a
level can be added, even in the medium term, that
prevents young people from reaching the stage
when a children’s hearing says that it can do
nothing else and that it faces someone who is
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completely out of control. We may prevent that by
trying slightly earlier, for someone with a
supportive family, an electronic tag that keeps
them away from a difficult place at particular times
of the day. If that does not work, that is fair
enough, but at least that gives the person another
chance.
If we make tagging a direct alternative to secure
accommodation,
it
becomes
only
crisis
management. I would regard tagging as the stage
before that for some youngsters, when it might be
worth their while to try it. To reassure people who
are concerned that tagging will be used slightly
more randomly, I want to know from Scott Barrie
that tagging will be a measure to prevent young
people from entering secure care. Could you be
explicit about the caveats—they are probably in
amendment 419A—that will prevent a panel from
saying at an early stage that it imagines that if
tagging is not undertaken, the person involved
may, possibly, end up in secure accommodation
seven or 10 months down the road? You say that
that is clear. What guidance would be given to a
children’s hearing to make that clear? Knowing
about that would reassure people who are
genuinely concerned that tagging will be
inappropriately used. I believe that tagging should
be an alternative to custody and that we need
more steps on the road to what some people
regard as pressing the nuclear button, when a
young person has lost the plot and we do not
know what we will do with them.
14:15
Elaine Smith: I seek clarification either from
Scott Barrie or the minister, or both. First, would a
child be able to agree to a tag? I think that I
mentioned during this morning’s session that a
child might want to agree to a tag, for example, to
help them exert more self-control or because they
want to get away from bad company and a tag
would help them to do that. That point carries on
from what the convener said.
I also seek clarification of some of this morning’s
discussion that relates to the part of the bill that we
are discussing. It was said that a child would not
be tagged into a difficult or abusive home situation
and that that should be dealt with. What worries
me is that children do not always mention that they
are in such situations. Sometimes they do not
mention what has happened to them until they are
much older, when they perhaps explain what
happened to them as the reason—if that is the
right word—for some of the actions that they took
when they were younger. It is important that a
young person’s view of being tagged is made
central to the decision about whether they should
be tagged.
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Can we also clarify that the support that would
be available with tagging would be individually
tailored? Could the support be provided by, for
example, NCH Scotland? Could it involve
cognitive or behavioural programmes such as
those that have been successful in Canada?
Further, what would be the consequences of a
breach of a tagging order that was imposed by the
children’s hearings system? I am still not clear
whether a breach would be a criminal matter or
whether it would have to go back to the hearing for
it to discuss another way forward.
Finally, on the issue of direct alternatives, only a
small number of children need to be in secure
accommodation, as Scott Barrie said. We would
not want to send any children there unnecessarily.
If that is happening, it is worrying.
I said that that was my final point, but I have one
further point for the minister. This morning I asked
about Executive research that showed that the
younger an offender was, the more likely they
were to breach a tagging order. The minister did
not comment on that then, so I wonder whether
she can do so now, under the section on
consequences.
Mrs Mulligan: I cannot respond directly to the
point on the research that indicated that the
younger the offender was, the more likely they
might be to breach a tagging order. We would
need to investigate that further. If Elaine Smith
provides us with the details of that study, we can
consider it.
Can I clear up the confusion that has arisen from
the wording of amendment 418 first, before I get
into the substance of the discussion? I confirm that
subsection (9) requires only one of the conditions
in subsection (10) to be met; subsection (9) does
not required both subsections (9)(a) and (9)(b) to
be satisfied before the power referred to can be
exercised. I know that I am playing into the hands
of Donald Gorrie when I say this, but the use of
the “and” at the end of subsection (9)(a) is normal
drafting practice; it is in because it is always in,
although it actually indicates a list rather than the
normal meaning of “and”. Therefore, amendment
418 refers to only one of the conditions and it
would be that part of amendment 418 that would
be referred to when subsections (10)(a) and
(10)(b) are being considered. I am sure that that is
now very clear to members, so I shall move on to
the substance of the discussion.
Can we just consider the current situation? If a
child’s behaviour is such that a panel feels that the
child needs secure accommodation, that is where
they will go. Amendment 418 says that a children’s
hearing may exercise a power to specify an
alternative to that, which would be tagging. The
panel may consider that the child still needs
secure accommodation; amendment 418 would
allow that to take place.
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A number of members, including Sandra White
and Scottie Barrie, referred to the current situation
with secure accommodation. We recognise that,
for a number of children who are placed in secure
accommodation, the outcomes are not as good as
we would like them to be and that there is room for
improvement. That is why the Executive’s
intensive support fund is investing £9 million over
four years. The aim is to increase support levels
within current secure accommodation and tailor
packages to the individual child to help deal with
the needs that have caused them to exhibit certain
behaviours. That will continue to be the case. We
recognise that secure accommodation must be
available for those children who need it. However,
we propose that for some of those who would
otherwise have gone to secure accommodation,
the alternative arrangement of tagging may also
be possible. Yes, those children will need secure
support—in some cases 24-hour support—but if
that makes it possible for them to stay in the
community, and it is the most suitable
arrangement, it should be an alternative. That is
what my amendment 418 seeks to implement.
I acknowledge the concern that the bill should
not miss an opportunity for early intervention,
which is the subject of Scott Barrie’s amendment
419A. We consider early intervention in a host of
areas within the Executive’s remit, such as health
and education, so why should we not consider
whether a package of early intervention might
prevent a child or young person from eventually
being put into secure accommodation for their own
sake? I sympathise with what Scott Barrie said.
The discussion has been useful, and a number of
helpful points have been made. I want to take
amendment 419A away and consider it again,
purely because I recognise that a number of
people are concerned that tagging, because it is
seen
as
a
lesser
tariff
than
secure
accommodation, might be used in a wider way
than would secure accommodation, which could
bring its own problems.
We need to examine the wording of amendment
419A and the intention behind it in more detail. I
clearly hear your concerns, convener, and those of
Scott Barrie, which are addressed in his
amendment 419A, that we should not ignore the
plight of children or young people who, if they
continue to exhibit their present behaviour, will
undoubtedly be sent to secure accommodation.
That is in neither their interests nor the interests of
their communities.
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 418 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
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FOR

FOR

Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)

Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)

ABSTENTIONS

ABSTENTIONS

Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
6, Against 0, Abstentions 3.

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
6, Against 0, Abstentions 3.

Amendment 418 agreed to.
Amendment 419 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan].
The Convener: I call amendment 419A, in the
name of Scott Barrie.
Scott Barrie: The minister said that she wants
to give amendment 419A further consideration. I
want to work with her on that, so I will not move
my amendment, but I reserve the right to bring it
back at stage 3.
The Convener: That will be subject to the
Presiding Officer allowing you to do so.
Scott Barrie: Indeed.
Amendment 419A not moved.
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 419 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.

Amendment 420 agreed to.
Amendments 421 to 432 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
Section 103, as amended, agreed to.
After section 103
Amendment 442 moved—[Ms Sandra White].
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 442 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)

FOR

ABSTENTIONS

Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)

Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)

ABSTENTIONS
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
6, Against 0, Abstentions 3.
Amendment 419 agreed to.
Amendment 402 not moved.
Amendment 420 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan].
Amendment 420A not moved.
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 420 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
2, Against 3, Abstentions 4.
Amendment 442 disagreed to.
Section 104 agreed to.
After section 104
The Convener: Amendment 179, in the name of
Bill Aitken, is in a group on its own.
Bill Aitken (Glasgow) (Con): The purpose of
amendment 179 is to reduce the age limit for
children sent to children’s hearings from 16 to 14
once the youth court system has been rolled out
throughout Scotland. The fact that the bill has
been introduced indicates that the Executive
acknowledges that there is a real problem with
disorder in many of Scotland’s communities. We
all share that concern; the difference between us
is in how to resolve the problem.
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The children’s panels were set up under the
Social Work (Scotland) Act 1968 as a result of
research carried out between 1965 and 1967,
which is almost 40 years ago. I submit in the
strongest terms that that research could certainly
do with being updated. I am aware that an
Executive consultation process is under way on
the way in which the children’s hearings system
might be retained or adjusted for the future, but I
suggest that early action is necessary. The fact is
that 15-year-olds in 1965 were not the same as
15-year-olds today. Kids are maturing earlier, as
many of us know to our financial cost apart from
anything else.
A system that at that time was apposite in
dealing with offenders in the 14 and 15-year-old
bracket is simply not acceptable today. There is
clear evidence that 14 and 15-year-olds are
imposing a great degree of criminality and disorder
on Scotland’s communities, which the present
system is utterly weak in combating. Those
youngsters hold the system in contempt, which is
unfortunate to say the least.
The children’s hearings system has been
extremely successful in dealing with welfare cases
and in many instances it is difficult to distinguish
between cases in which the welfare of the child is
the principal concern and cases in which the issue
is the wider question of criminality. The court is the
forum to determine that. A large number of 14 and
15-year-olds are cocking a snook at the whole
system. We have to ensure that our communities
and society are better protected.
The youth court system has not yet been rolled
out throughout Scotland. As we are all aware, it
was pioneered in Hamilton and I have absolutely
no doubt that it will be a tremendous success—
every Executive initiative is reported to be a
tremendous success. The system is certainly
worth considering and we have to give it time to
see whether it will work effectively. In my
submission, it would work much more effectively
than the current system in dealing with 14 and 15year-olds.
I move amendment 179.
14:30
Scott Barrie: It will come as no surprise to the
committee or to Bill Aitken that I wish to speak
against amendment 179. Bill Aitken said that 15year-olds are different now from the way they were
in the 1960s when the Kilbrandon report, the
forerunner of the children’s hearings system, was
published. Of course, he is quite right. In the
1960s, young people could leave school at 15 and
get a job, which they certainly cannot do now, so
things have clearly changed.
There will be 14 and 15-year-olds cocking a
snook at the children’s hearings system, but
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anybody who spends any time in our sheriff courts
will see a procession of 16, 17 and 18-year-olds
who make remarkably frequent appearances in
the adult courts system, which appears to make
very little difference to their behaviour, given the
number of times that they appear and reappear. It
is hardly the case that one system is working
spectacularly well while the other system is not
working at all.
If the age for referral to court on offence grounds
is reduced to 14 and the age for referral on welfare
grounds remains 16, that brings in the big danger
of having two systems running in parallel, with all
the attendant difficulties that that will entail. I would
like Bill Aitken to think about a scenario in which a
young woman who is in the children’s hearings
system on care and protection grounds goes on to
commit an offence of shoplifting at the age of 15.
She would end up having to go through the court
system while her welfare needs were still being
considered by the children’s hearings system. It
would not be in anyone’s interests to try to cope
with the two systems and with the bureaucracy
that would have to be involved in order to ensure
that those systems were working in tandem.
Another issue about the court-based system
versus the children’s hearings system is that the
children’s hearings system is purely and simply
based on one’s home address. If a young person
lives in the jurisdiction of Perth and Kinross, for
example, they will go to the children’s hearing that
is administered in Perth and Kinross. If they
commit an offence in Dunfermline, they will go to
the court in Dunfermline, and if they commit
another offence in Perth, they will go to the court
in Perth, so different systems will be in operation.
That would not happen with the children’s
hearings system. In that system, irrespective of
where the grounds or referral originated, the case
would be dealt with in the young person’s home
area. I do not think that Bill Aitken has thought
through the difficulties that his amendment would
entail in that respect.
Those are practical examples—not extreme
plucked-out-of-the-air scenarios—that illustrate
why we must be careful about agreeing to the sort
of proposal that Bill Aitken is making. His proposal
would drive a coach and horses through the
children’s hearings system, which most people
who spoke in last week’s debate in the chamber
said that they wanted at least to be retained,
although they acknowledged that improvements
could be made to it. It is entirely appropriate that
improvements should be made and that is why the
review is taking place. However, to give carte
blanche so that young people between 14 and 16
could be referred to the court system is totally
inappropriate.
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Stewart Stevenson: I wonder whether Bill
Aitken could enlighten us as to when he last read
the Kilbrandon report. It is available on the internet
and he can read it before he goes home tonight. In
the appendix to that report are the statistics for
youth offending for the years 1950 to 1961. One of
the interesting things that we find looking back at
an era of court disposals for young people, which
we can compare with today’s disposals through
the children’s hearings system, is that the number
of people currently found guilty of offences is lower
than in any single year reported on in the
Kilbrandon report.
Bill Aitken does himself and his considerable
intellect no justice by pursuing for doctrinaire
reasons, which are not supported by the facts, a
policy of reintroducing a retributive approach to
youth justice as opposed to a rehabilitative
approach. Although the system is capable of
improvement, it has nonetheless delivered an
outcome that is measurably better.
That is not to say that perfection prevails. In
many areas of Scotland, there are considerable
difficulties. That is precisely why the bill is before
us today. I do not welcome all the provisions of the
bill, but I welcome the fact that there is
engagement with the issue. However, to return to
the legal system of the 1950s is—quite literally—to
turn the clock back and potentially to increase the
problem that intellectually Bill Aitken wants to
solve. I urge him to see sense and to seek leave
to withdraw the amendment.
Bill Aitken knows that he is entirely out of kilter
with mainstream opinion and is likely to be shown
to be out of kilter with the committee and the wider
Parliament, as he was in last week’s debate on the
children’s hearings system, which was one of the
best debates that has taken place in the
Parliament in the time that I have been here. We
heard a wide range of opinions expressed, but the
voices suggesting anything remotely approaching
what Bill Aitken proposes to do in amendment 179
were very quiet. It would knock the heart out of the
children’s hearings system to forbid children aged
14 or 15, who currently have access to the
system, from accessing it and to commit them to
the court system. As the figures in the Kilbrandon
report show, the court system failed in the 1950s
and 1960s. It would fail again now.
The Convener: The Antisocial Behaviour etc
(Scotland) Bill is not age related. It is about the
nature of antisocial behaviour, rather than the age
group that is responsible for it. The significant
themes are the fact that there is unrecorded crime
and that people in communities are silenced and
feel unable to speak up because of our inability to
police and manage offences. There is no pain-free
or cost-free action that we can take. If we are not
seen to act on the problem, it will not go away, but
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people will be silenced. It would trouble me very
much if we said simply that things should go on as
they are and that the situation is much better than
it was in the past. That is to misunderstand what
happens in some of our communities.
The other theme that concerns me is that the
justice system has signally failed to take antisocial
behaviour seriously. There is no sense that an
accumulation of persistent offences over time—not
one person jumping up and down, but 20 people
jumping up and down—can cause great distress,
even if an individual act does not seem terribly
serious. Bill Aitken’s amendment does not address
my concern.
There is an issue that we must address in the
children’s hearings system. There must be a
sense that persistence and the accumulation of
offences matter and there should be some
progression in the system. Once someone is in the
system, we should not keep reinventing the
wheel—people should not be told the same things
each time they enter the system. Failing to comply
or to change one’s behaviour should have
consequences.
I believe strongly that the system should treat
young people appropriately for their age—we
should not speak to or deal with an eight or nineyear-old in the same way as we speak to or deal
with a 14 or 15-year-old. However, those
differences can be accommodated within the
system, especially if we begin to consider issues
relating to the cases that never get that far. One
difficulty that we have is that we do not reach
people early enough. There must be much more
interrogation of what happens when it is decided
that no further action should be taken. That might
deal with the concerns not only of Bill Aitken but of
some of our communities about the fact that
nothing appears to be happening and that quite
serious offences have no consequences. That
approach is not pain free, because many young
people say that nothing has happened to them,
which has consequences for communities.
The hearings system must change. That
involves understanding persistent offending and
age-related offending. I am concerned that
immature young people between the ages of 14
and 16, who have never offended previously,
might unwittingly get involved in offending and end
up in the court system, whereas other young
people who might wittingly have become involved
in offending at the age of 10 or 11 will end up in
the hearings system. My big concern is that
amendment 179 does not address the issue of
persistent offending.
In the review of the hearings system, we will
have to be rigorous about listening to local
communities. Sometimes, when people attack the
hearings system, it is because of their experiences
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and not because of any ideological drive. A review
would be the proper place to address such issues,
so I do not think that Bill Aitken’s amendment 179,
which categorises young people on the basis of
age rather than on the basis of the seriousness of
the offence, is helpful.
Mrs Mulligan: I have listened to Bill Aitken’s
comments and the comments of other committee
members. I believe that Bill Aitken lodged a similar
amendment during the passage of the Criminal
Justice (Scotland) Bill in the previous session.
That amendment was rejected and I have heard
nothing today to change my mind about his
proposal. I hope that the committee will reject
amendment 179 today.
As a number of members have said, the
amendment could have the unintended effect of
impacting on a hearing’s ability to deal with care
grounds. If Bill Aitken can tell us, I would be
interested to hear what soundings he has taken
from sentencers as to whether they will welcome
having to deal with large numbers of 14 and 15year-olds in the courts.
In the partnership agreement, a commitment
was made to roll out youth courts as they were
needed. They are being tested through a pilot
scheme to ensure that we have firm evidence of
their success and effectiveness before we
consider rolling them out across Scotland. Youth
courts will focus primarily on 16 and 17-year-olds
who persistently offend—although, on occasion,
some 15-year-olds will be dealt with. The stated
intent of amendment 179 does not reflect our
policy on youth courts, which is to find a more
effective way of dealing with young people in that
age group who would otherwise find themselves in
the adult court system. Confusion arose during the
debate last week, when understanding of what
youth courts are about was perhaps not as clear
as it might have been.
Throughout stage 2, I have sought to reaffirm
the Executive’s commitment to the children’s
hearings system. I know that some have doubted
our commitment; I can only reiterate today that we
are committed to seeing the children’s hearings
system develop in relation to dealing with offences
and care needs of children and young people.
The Antisocial Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill will
provide additional tools for dealing with young
people who exhibit persistent antisocial behaviour
and for dealing with young people for whom
existing measures in the hearings system have not
proved effective. Antisocial behaviour orders may
be one of the solutions. As we have discussed
already today, electronic monitoring will be
available through the court system and the
hearings system.
In launching the review of the hearings system
last month, Peter Peacock was clear about our
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belief that the time is right to ensure that the
system has the correct set-up and adequate
resources. I hear the convener’s concerns that
communities feel that the hearings system is not
as responsive as it might be to the actions of some
of our young people. Those concerns will be
considered in the review. Some comments were
made in that regard during the debate in
Parliament last week. However, Peter Peacock
made it equally clear that the Executive remains
committed to the fundamental principles of the
children’s hearings system—including the belief
that, for under-16s, hearings should consider
offending and welfare issues at the same time.
We have heard references to the Kilbrandon
approach of dealing with children holistically. The
present system is an integrated one. It considers
the needs of children—those who offend and
those who are in need of care and protection. The
current system allows for children to be
prosecuted when that is appropriate. However,
amendment 179 interferes with the discretion of
the procurators fiscal in their discussions with
reporters about jointly referred cases and, indeed,
with the criminal justice system’s fundamental
principles of addressing the offending behaviour of
14 and 15-year-olds. I ask Bill Aitken to withdraw
amendment 179. If he wishes to press it, I ask
other members not to support it.
14:45
Bill Aitken: Members have made some
interesting contributions to the debate. I realise
that Scott Barrie and I are not likely to agree on
this issue, but I acknowledge that he raised
several interesting points. He is correct in saying
that sheriff courts throughout the country see a
large number of 16 to 18-year-old offenders.
However, one has to wonder whether any of those
people would be performing so regularly in the
courts if they had recognised earlier in their
criminal careers that their actions might have
consequences. As those who frequently attend a
children’s hearing acknowledge no such thing,
their behaviour is not tempered in any way.
Scott Barrie also gave the example of a 15-yearold shoplifter who might find herself under two or
possibly three jurisdictions at the same time. I do
not think that the court system would be unable to
cope with that. Indeed, the minister failed to
acknowledge the fact that in dealing with a 15year-old a sheriff can take advice from the
children’s hearings system on any likely disposals.
I think that that also covers Scott Barrie’s point.
Stewart Stevenson mentioned the Kilbrandon
report and, unless I misheard him, stated that,
according to the figures, the number of offenders
today is much lower than it was in the 1950s. With
the greatest respect, I have to say that that is
complete nonsense.
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Stewart Stevenson: I do not—
Bill Aitken: Hear me out, please.
In the 1950s, offences were prosecuted that
nowadays would never see the light of day.
Indeed, it pains me to confess to the committee
that I was once a young offender, because I was
dealt with in the court for the heinous offence of
playing street football and fined the princely sum
of five shillings. These days, that sort of case
would quite properly never reach the courts or
result in a prosecution. That is why, as Stewart
Stevenson pointed out, so many cases were
prosecuted in the 1950s and 1960s. The figures
are totally distorted.
Society in general has taken the view that a
degree of apathy is necessary in dealing with
youth crime. Bearing in mind the area that you
represent, convener, you know as well as I do that
in many cases people will not report minor acts of
vandalism, disturbances or assaults because they
know that nothing will happen. As a result, the
figures for such offences are never recorded.
Stewart Stevenson’s analogy is not apposite
because the figures reflect both the overreactive
approach taken in the 1950s and 1960s and
today’s lenient approach.
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with cases involving children in need of care and
protection, but I am not convinced that it has been
so successful with regard to criminality. We must
move with the times and recognise that the nature
and age group of offenders have changed greatly
since the Social Work (Scotland) Act 1968. It is
frequently said that the children’s hearings system
is admired throughout—and, indeed, is the envy
of—the world. It should be admired, but perhaps
we should consider why no one has copied it.
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 179 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)

AGAINST
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

Convener, you appear to be reasonably
supportive of my proposal. I imagine that that is
born of your experience of what is happening in
the real world and in many areas over which we
have jurisdiction. Frankly, there must be a much
greater appreciation among members of the
situation.

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
1, Against 8, Abstentions 0.

The minister may have let the cat out of the bag
when she said that, if the amendment were agreed
to, the courts would see a large number of 14 and
15-year-olds. I have not taken any advice from
sentencers on the matter, but rest assured that
they will certainly not be lax in dealing with the
additional number of offenders who will come
before them. Of course, my proposal will create
much more work. However, the minister appeared
to acknowledge that much of the offending is
committed by 14 and 15-year-olds, which indicates
that there is a problem.

The Convener: Amendment 101, in the name of
the minister, is in a group on its own.

I support the children’s hearings system. Three
years ago, I sat in on half a dozen children’s
hearings in the Glasgow area. I heard some cases
that were terribly sad—one would have needed to
be a much harder man than I am not to have been
affected by them—but every case that I heard was
a care and protection case; no criminal cases went
before the children’s hearings system in Glasgow
on the days that I attended. When I followed that
up and got the figures, I discovered that very few
such cases were going through the system, so it is
clearly not working particularly well.
The children’s hearings system has had great
possibilities and has done a lot of good in dealing

Amendment 179 disagreed to.
Section 105 agreed to.
Before section 106

Mrs Mulligan: The purpose of amendment 101
is to protect the interests of children. In our view,
there should be a presumption that proceedings
before a sheriff relating to antisocial behaviour
orders and interim orders in respect of a child and
proceedings before a sheriff relating to parenting
orders should be conducted and determined in
private. The court should have the discretion to
direct that the whole proceedings or part of the
proceedings should be held in public or that
additional persons should be present, but the
starting point should always be that the
proceedings should take place in private.
In the bill, we have provided that there should be
a presumption that decisions on antisocial
behaviour orders for under-16s should not remain
confidential but that decisions on parenting orders
should remain private. For ASBO cases involving
under-16s and parenting orders, the proceedings
should normally be in private to ensure that the
interests of the child are protected. There are
other issues to consider once an order is made, if
that is the outcome of the proceedings; once an
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ASBO is made, the interests of the child are
considered alongside the need to protect the
community in determining the arrangements.
It is also important to remember that
proceedings in the children’s hearings are in
private. The confidentiality of the hearings system
could be undermined if undetermined ASBO
applications involving children in the sheriff court
were held in public. Moreover, section 142 of the
Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995 provides
that, when summary proceedings are brought
against children, those proceedings will not be
held in open court and access will be restricted to
certain persons.
I move amendment 101.
Patrick Harvie: I ask the minister to clarify
whether amendment 101 will affect a young
person’s right to have a supporter with them.
Mrs Mulligan: The amendment would not affect
the young person’s right to have a supporter.
Amendment 101 agreed to.
Section 106—Disclosure and sharing of
information
The Convener: Amendment 376, in the name of
the minister, is grouped with amendments 102,
103, 377, 104 to 106, 378, 107 and 127.
Mrs Mulligan: The amendments in this group
are largely technical amendments to improve the
effectiveness of section 106. As members know,
the efficient exchange of information between
agencies and others about antisocial behaviour is
vital if we are to improve our ability to tackle such
behaviour. I was struck, as I am sure many other
members have been, by how many times the
issue was raised during the consultation process
in which we were engaged. I know that the
evidence that the committee received verbally and
in writing backs up the concern.
Amendment 377 will provide that the protection
that is afforded by section 106 applies if the
disclosure or sharing is necessary not only for the
purposes of any provision of the bill, but for the
purposes of any other provision in any other act
that relates to antisocial behaviour. That will
support, for example, the exchange of information
about eviction on the ground of antisocial
behaviour, as is provided for in schedule 2 to the
Housing (Scotland) Act 2001. Amendment 376 is a
consequential amendment to amendment 377.
Amendment 106 will add the principal reporter to
the list of relevant authorities that may receive
information under the protection of subsection (1).
That makes sense, given the important role of the
reporter in that area. Amendment 378 does the
same thing for
“an authority administering housing benefit”.
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That puts beyond doubt that a local authority,
when acting as an agent of the Department for
Work and Pensions—which it does for housing
benefit purposes—will be a relevant authority for
the purposes of section 106.
Amendment 104 makes it clear that, where a
person discloses information that is confidential to
a relevant authority under the section, and where
they inform the authority of the breach of that
confidentiality on disclosing the information, the
authority must respect that confidentiality. That
makes sense because it will allow someone who
discloses confidential information to be certain that
the information will not be passed on further
without them knowing about it. Amendments 103
and 105 are consequential to amendment 104.
Amendment 102 makes it clear that the
protection of section 106 will apply to someone
who has shared information with a relevant
authority for the purposes of tackling antisocial
behaviour, irrespective of whether the authority
has requested that information or whether the
person disclosing the information is volunteering it.
Amendment 107 brings the guidance-making
power in section 106 into line with the other
guidance-making powers in the bill. Scottish
ministers will have the power to issue guidance
and the amendment clarifies that, if guidance is
issued, those who give or receive information for
the purposes of the act shall have regard to it.
Amendment 127 is a technical amendment.
Given the other changes that are being made to
section 106, the provisions in subsection (4) are
no longer necessary.
I move amendment 376.
Amendment 376 agreed to.
Amendments 102, 103, 377, 104 to 106, 378,
107 and 127 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—and
agreed to.
Section 106, as amended, agreed to.
Section 107 agreed to.
Section 108—Orders and regulations
Amendments 260 and 108 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
Section 108, as amended, agreed to.
Section 109 agreed to.
Section 110—Interpretation: “antisocial
behaviour” and other expressions
The Convener: Amendment 109, in the name of
the minister, is in a group on its own.
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15:00
Mrs Mulligan: Amendment 109 is a minor
amendment to make it clear that the general
interpretation of “antisocial behaviour” that is
provided at section 110 does not relate to parts 7
and 8 of the bill. The interpretation of “antisocial
behaviour” in those parts is different, to ensure
consistency with other housing legislation. That
was considered earlier in stage 2.
I move amendment 109.
Amendment 109 agreed to.
Amendments 141 to 143 not moved.
Section 110, as amended, agreed to.
Section 111 agreed to.
Schedule 4
MINOR AND CONSEQUENTIAL AMENDMENTS

Amendment 433 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
The Convener: Amendment 434, in the name of
the minister, is grouped with amendments 436 and
437.
Mrs Mulligan: Amendment 434 provides
ministers with an express power to vary or revoke
the directions that they give to local authorities on
the content of community justice schemes.
Schedule 4 makes provision for ministers to make
such directions, but circumstances can change
over time and amendment 434 is designed to
make it clear that such directions can be varied or
revoked.
Amendments 436 and 437 are technical
amendments that simply tidy up the definition of
“relevant authority” in the interpretation section of
the Children (Scotland) Act 1995.
I move amendment 434.
Amendment 434 agreed to.
The Convener: Amendment 435, in the name of
the minister, is grouped with amendments 438,
438A and 438B.
Mrs Mulligan: The committee will recall that we
debated some of the issues to do with the link
between antisocial behaviour orders and security
of tenure when we discussed part 2. The
committee agreed to the amendment in the name
of Elaine Smith to prevent landlords from having
the power to demote a tenancy to a short Scottish
secure tenancy in cases in which a child who
resides with the tenant is subject to an ASBO.
Amendment 438 does not interfere with the effect
of the amendment in the name of Elaine Smith.
Amendments 435 and 438 make consequential
amendments to housing legislation as a result of
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the repeal of section 19 of the Crime and Disorder
Act 1998, which introduced ASBOs. The Housing
(Scotland) Act 2001 established a link between
ASBOs and the short Scottish secure tenancy. It is
our intention to maintain that link in relation to
ASBOs that are made under section 4 of the bill
and ASBOs that are made on conviction, under
section 88 of the bill, which amends the Criminal
Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995. Amendment 438
fulfils that intention without having an impact on
the introduction of section 12A as a result of the
amendment in the name of Elaine Smith, which
limited the link to ASBO cases that involve over16s.
Before I consider the amendments in more
detail, I thank Stewart Stevenson for agreeing to
substitute for amendment 406 amendments 438A
and 438B. Those amendments will have the same
effect as amendment 406 would have had, but by
lodging them he has enabled the committee to
debate and vote on all the options separately.
It might help if I explain the effect of the
amendments, which are fairly technical. Section
35 of the Housing (Scotland) Act 2001 allows a
public sector landlord—the local authority or a
registered social landlord—to serve a notice on a
tenant that converts the tenancy to a SSST
“where the tenant … or a person residing or lodging with …
the tenant is subject to an anti-social behaviour order under
section 19 of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998”.

The repeal of section 19 of the 1998 act will
negate the provision in section 35 of the 2001 act.
Accordingly, we are making provision for the
reference to section 19 of the 1998 act to be
substituted with references to section 4 of the bill
and section 234AA of the 1995 act. Similar
reference is also being made in schedule 6 to the
2001 act, which lists the grounds for granting an
SSST. The second ground is that the prospective
tenant—or joint tenant—or a person who will
reside with the prospective tenant is subject to an
ASBO.
Section 5(2) of the Homelessness etc (Scotland)
Act 2003 refers to section 19 ASBOs in the new
section (2C) that is to be inserted into the Housing
(Scotland) Act 1987. I can see that I am losing
members; I ask them please to bear with me. The
purpose of that reference is to allow intentionally
homeless persons with priority need to be given
bottom-line accommodation if certain conditions
are met. One of those conditions is that the
homeless person, or someone who it is proposed
will reside with that homeless person, is subject to
a section 19 ASBO. In amendment 435, we are
again just making provision for the reference to
section 19 ASBOs to be substituted with
references to section 4 of the bill and section
234AA of the 1995 act.
No decision has been made about the proposed
date on which section 5(2) of the Homelessness
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etc (Scotland) Act 2003 will come into force. In the
circumstances, we are amending the Housing
(Scotland) Act 1987 rather than the 2003 act.
Amendments 438A and 438B would limit the
links to housing legislation to ASBOs that are
made in the civil court. I appreciate where Stewart
Stevenson is coming from with those amendments
and have some sympathy with his argument.
ASBOs that are made on conviction in the criminal
court are less clearly linked to housing situations,
largely because they are made at the point of
sentencing rather than on application by the local
authority or a registered social landlord.
I appreciate that there are concerns that people
in the social rented sector will be treated unfairly,
as the additional element of the link to tenure will
not be available to owner-occupiers or to people in
the private rented sector. However, it is important
to remember that ASBOs are available to deal with
antisocial
behaviour
wherever
it
occurs.
Although—to date—most ASBOs have been used
to deal with housing-related problems, the scope
of their use has never been limited to neighbours
from hell. I consider that there should be
consistency in the operation of ASBOs. If an
individual who is behaving in a persistently
antisocial manner against their neighbour is found
guilty of committing a breach of the peace—for
shouting abuse, for example—before an ASBO
action is taken, the court may grant an ASBO on
conviction. In such a case, it would be perfectly
reasonable for the tenancy to be converted to an
SSST.
We will make it clear in guidance that, in
situations in which the behaviour that brought
about the ASBO is completely unrelated to
tenancy, we would not expect the landlord to
exercise their power to convert the tenancy to an
SSST. Landlords are required to have regard to
the statutory guidance. Landlords have had the
power to convert the tenancy to a short SST in
situations in which an ASBO has been made since
the 2001 act. That power is not a duty. Landlords
who take up that option have a number of
responsibilities to fulfil and they must provide
support to enable the tenant to convert back to a
full SST after 12 months. The committee will be
aware that a tenant has a right of appeal to the
courts if they do not agree with the conversion of
their tenancy to an SSST.
Landlords already have the power to serve a
notice for possession when a person residing or
lodging in the house with a tenant, or a person
visiting the house, has behaved in an antisocial
manner towards people in the locality. In such
cases, conversion to an SSST, with support, can
be used by landlords as an alternative to eviction.
Amendments 438A and 438B could have the
opposite effect from the one that is intended,
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because the option of an SSST, with related
support, would not be available. Landlords could
use the evidence of an ASBO on conviction to
proceed straight to eviction, without the buffer that
is provided by an SSST, which is likely to prevent
the need for eviction.
Having said that, I understand the point that the
effect of linking antisocial behaviour orders to
tenancy may be seen to be unfair on tenants of
public sector landlords. It is true that such a tool
will not be available against private sector tenants
or home owners, but it is only one of many tools
for tackling antisocial behaviour. I believe that we
should equip those who must deal with antisocial
behaviour with every reasonable means of doing
so. One could also argue that the reverse is true. It
might be argued that it is unfair that private sector
tenants and owner-occupiers will not be given the
support to improve behaviour that public landlords
will be required to put in place for those whose
tenancy is converted to an SSST.
In addition, the SSST is an alternative to
eviction. Ultimately, the intention behind SSSTs is
not to secure the eviction of families from their
homes but to support tenants in improving their
behaviour and the quality of their tenancy.
In view of those points, I hope that Stewart
Stevenson will not move amendments 438A and
438B and that the committee will support
amendments 435 and 438.
I move amendment 435.
Stewart Stevenson: I thank the minister for that
comprehensive delineation of the case for my
amendments. Replacing amendment 406 with
amendments 438A and 438B was largely done by
telephone and mostly while I was driving, so if she
thought that the issue was complicated, she will
understand the difficulties that I experienced.
However, I was able to catch up with suggested
wording and reasoning at a later date, when I was
able to reach some conclusions.
I will not add a great deal to the minister’s
comments, but the general point that I want to
make is that if we agree to amendment 438
without amendments 438A and 438B, the tenancy
of person A will be affected by the actions of
person B. A matter of some principle is at stake
because, as the minister mentioned, amendment
438 will discriminate against certain householders
in our communities. I suspect that such
discrimination might be open to challenge in a
variety of ways but, as I said this morning, I am not
a lawyer.
The minister somewhat gave the game away
when she said that it does not matter that private
sector tenants and owner-occupiers will not be
affected by the provision because it will be only
one of many tools. However, if it does not matter
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that the provision will not apply to those persons, it
is equally not required for public sector tenants. It
would be entirely fair and proper to remove that
discrimination.
The minister mentioned that an ASBO can be
issued after a criminal conviction. However, if the
ASBO is issued at that stage rather than as a
result of an application by a local authority or RSL,
the sheriff who issues the ASBO will not
necessarily consider its effect on the tenancy of
another person. Presumably, it would be open to
the local authority or the RSL to consider such
matters.
The minister also mentioned that there will be a
right of appeal. That is fair enough, but the person
on whom the need to appeal would fall would be
the tenant, not the person who was subject to the
ASBO. For example—although this is perhaps
unlikely—if the person who was subject to the
ASBO qualified for legal aid but the tenant did not,
the tenant might have to bear considerable costs
in exercising that right of appeal. It is complicated,
and I suspect that all of us will need to read the
Official Report of the meeting before being finally,
absolutely
certain—perhaps—that
we
fully
understand the various ways in which the
proposals might operate but, for the moment, the
safe way forward is to sustain amendments 438A
and 438B.
15:15
Donald Gorrie: This is an extremely complex
part of the bill. I suggest that my proposal under
amendment 403, which we debated last week and
on which we will vote shortly, to have more
consultation on the registration of private
landlords, could perhaps be extended to cover
discussions with housing associations and other
people concerned about the technical housing
issues that are before us now. That could offer a
way forward. I do not think that any of us would be
able to pass a higher exam on the ramifications of
amendments 435 and 438—I certainly would not
be able to.
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everything in the bill that has been agreed to so
far, I understood that they would have to be
passed to amend references in existing legislation.
Given the discussion that we have had, and
particularly given what the minister has said, I am
not quite so sure any more. The amendments are
not quite as simple as I thought they were.
Tenants will already have tenancy agreements in
the public rented sector. If they break those
agreements, landlords will presumably be able to
take action under their terms.
As I outlined when we were discussing
proposals on ASBOs for children and links with
tenancies, I have problems with the idea of
people’s tenancies being affected by the
behaviour of others. Originally, ASBOs were
meant to deal with the particular person and their
behaviour. I am concerned about the Executive
amendments and I would like the minister to clarify
what the consequences would be if the committee
did not agree to those amendments, given that
parts of them are technical?
Cathie Craigie: There has been some
misinformation and misunderstanding in the
debate on ASBOs and the ability of local
authorities and RSLs to convert to the short
Scottish secure tenancy. We need to get some
sort of explanation of the position. As a result of
amendment 168, which the committee passed a
few weeks ago, tenants who are residing with
young people below the age of 16 who have had
ASBOs issued against them are now in a worse
position than they were under the Housing
(Scotland) Act 2001. Under the 2001 act, we
introduced the short Scottish secure tenancy to
allow people a breathing space in which to get
help and support from the local authority that was
considering evicting them.

Elaine Smith: When I looked at the
amendments in this group, I wondered whether
they would affect my amendment 168, which the
committee has already agreed to, so I am pleased
that the minister has said that they will not do so.

A number of short Scottish secure tenancies
have been taken out over the past year in my local
authority area, and there has not been one
eviction as a result. I have done some checking up
with Glasgow, Edinburgh and Dundee and found
that about 50 SSSTs have been taken out and not
one has resulted in eviction. However, those
SSSTs have resulted in packages of support being
offered to the tenants and families who have a
problem. As a result of amendment 168, which the
committee passed a few weeks ago, local
authorities or RSLs will be able to move straight to
eviction and the tenants and their families will
have less power. Instead of there being a year in
which local authorities or RSLs can work
intensively with the tenants and their families,
those bodies can move straight to eviction. The
protection will be denied. I hope that the minister
will address that issue because it is a serious
concern.

I was of the opinion that the amendments in this
group were technical amendments. Given

There are differences between the rented sector
and the owner-occupied sector. Lenders do not

As far as I understand it, I would go with Stewart
Stevenson on the fundamental point. Like other
members on previous days’ consideration, I have
been concerned that misbehaviour on the part of
person A may have an adverse effect on innocent
person B’s tenancy. I hope that we can ensure
that such matters are consulted on more fully by
supporting amendment 403.
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have powers under the terms of ASBOs, but they
have powers. Lenders should deal with the
antisocial behaviour of owner-occupiers who, for
example, use their back garden as a tip. I have
mentioned that before because I have an example
of it in my constituency. Lenders have powers to
repossess property and they should take
responsibility. I do not want anybody to lose their
house, whether through eviction or repossession. I
introduced legislation to try to make the situation
more secure. However, I feel that we need the
SSSTs as part of the bill. We must amend at a
later stage the decision that the committee took.
We also need to agree to amendments 435 and
438, in the name of the minister, to ensure that
everything works together and benefits and
supports people who have difficulties.
Mrs Mulligan: Elaine Smith is absolutely right
that amendments 435 and 438 are intended to
carry on what already happens under the 2001
act. If we do not make the amendments today, we
will be left with links to nothing, which would mean
that the only alternative for local authorities and
registered social landlords could be to move to
eviction, as Cathie Craigie has outlined. The issue
is important.
As I said, the measures are technical because
they will ensure that links between pieces of
legislation exist. However, the aim of the bill is to
address antisocial behaviour and the amendments
provide an opportunity to address the behaviour of
a number of people. It would be remiss of us to
miss the opportunity to offer the kind of support to
which Cathie Craigie referred, which is about
telling people that their behaviour is unacceptable
and putting in place a package of measures to
seek to change that behaviour. That work would
be in the interests of the person, but it would also
have the wider impact of improving the quality of
life of those who have been affected by the
person’s antisocial behaviour.
Elaine Smith: I want to clarify a point that I have
raised several times but on which I have not yet
received an answer. Why can packages of support
not be provided anyway when notices of
repossession are given, or for people who live in
the private rented sector? If local authorities put
the packages in place, surely everyone should be
entitled to assistance.
Mrs Mulligan: In this case, local authorities put
the package of measures in place and there is
nothing to prevent authorities from doing so for
others. The Housing (Scotland) Act 2001 allowed
tenancies to be demoted to short Scottish secure
tenancies so that packages of measures could be
introduced in order to support people and work
through the difficulties. That was seen as
preferable to what had happened in the past,
whereby people automatically moved towards
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eviction action and no measures were given to
help those people to change their behaviours or to
make life better for the people who lived around
them. Cathie Craigie was on the Social Justice
Committee when it considered the Housing
(Scotland) Bill—I do not know whether other
members were—and that provision was discussed
and seen as a preferable move for helping people
to retain their tenancies. Helping people to retain
their tenancies has to be our ultimate aim, but we
cannot expect people to be able to do that if the
outcome of their behaviour is detrimental to the
people who live around them. That argument has
been had and the solution has been agreed to. We
are seeking merely to transfer the connections
between the various pieces of legislation to ensure
that we are consistent and deal with antisocial
behaviour in a consistent way so that we change
that behaviour without resorting to eviction. I
believe that that is helpful.
I recognise the points that Stewart Stevenson
made about certain circumstances perhaps
causing further problems, but I do not think that
that is the situation at the moment. As Stewart
said, the Executive needs to think about that in a
bit more detail, but I am not convinced that the
committee should support his amendments.
Amendment 435 agreed to.
Amendments 436 and 437 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
Amendment 438 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan].
Amendment 438A moved—[Stewart Stevenson].
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 438A be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)

ABSTENTIONS
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
4, Against 3, Abstentions 2.
Amendment 438A agreed to.
Amendment 438B moved—[Stewart Stevenson].
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 438B be agreed to. Are we agreed?
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Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)

ABSTENTIONS
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
4, Against 3, Abstentions 2.
Amendment 438B agreed to.
Amendment 438, as amended, agreed to.
Schedule 4, as amended, agreed to.
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provision for the bill at section 112. The
amendment simplifies the provision and removes
unnecessary text. Specifically, amendment 110
removes reference to the means by which any
order commencing the act is made, for example,
by statutory instrument, and leaves out the
provision making explicit that commencement may
be appointed on different days for different
purposes. Those references are not necessary as
any commencement order will be subject to the
general provision relating to orders and
regulations at section 108, which already covers
those points.
I move amendment 110.
Donald Gorrie: I take the opportunity to make a
totally irrelevant speech and congratulate the
minister and the convener. The stage 2 procedure
has worked well, whatever the outcomes have
been. I also thank the support staff, although I am
sure that the convener will do that anyway. The
whole procedure has gone off very well and
reflects credit on those in charge of it.

Schedule 5
REPEALS

Amendment 111 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
Schedule 5, as amended, agreed to.
Section 112—Short title and commencement
Amendment 403 moved—[Donald Gorrie].
The Convener: The question is, that
amendment 403 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Convener: There will be a division.
FOR
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)

ABSTENTIONS
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)

The Convener: The result of the division is: For
4, Against 4, Abstentions 1. There being a tie, I
use my casting vote against the amendment.
Amendment 403 disagreed to.
The Convener: Amendment 110, in the name of
the minister, is grouped on its own.
Mrs Mulligan: Amendment 110 is a minor
drafting amendment to the commencement

15:30
The Convener: Donald Gorrie brings in
irrelevance at the very end as if it were a novelty. I
take it that the minister does not want to respond
to that.
Mrs Mulligan: I could indeed reply to that, but I
will not delay you further.
Amendment 110 agreed to.
Section 112, as amended, agreed to.
Long title agreed to.
The Convener: That ends stage 2 consideration
of the bill. I thank the clerks, the official report,
security staff and all those who have been
involved in managing the process, which has been
straightforward, although it has felt like a marathon
at times. I record my thanks to those MSPs who
visited the committee and added to our discussion
without annoying us too much. They added to
rather than detracted from the debate. I also thank
committee members for co-operating fully with
what can be a difficult process in certain
circumstances. I appreciate that an awful lot of
work never gets seen, such as managing the
process and getting the papers to us, and we very
much appreciate that.
Stewart Stevenson: I echo the convener’s
remarks and associate myself with them. At this
stage, however, I post my concern about the very
short gap between the completion of stage 2 and
the proposed date for the start of stage 3, which I
understand to be 17 June. As it is necessary to
have the Official Report before we start to
consider what needs to be done at stage 3, as well
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as appropriate deadlines, we are left with a week
or 10 days in real life to consider the amendments
that we might wish to lodge at stage 3.
I have yet to consult my business manager, but I
intend to express to him my concern that we do
not have just a little more time to deal with the
legislation. I understand why the Executive wishes
to complete consideration of the bill before the
summer recess, and I have no objection to that,
but I think that 17 June is inappropriately soon to
schedule the beginning of stage 3. A substantial
number of amendments have been made to the
bill at stage 2 and there needs to be a period of
consideration of their effects. Through the
convener, I urge the Executive to consider
whether a more appropriate timescale might be
proposed by its business managers.
The Convener: I do not propose to have any
further discussion about that because it is not a
matter for the Communities Committee; it will be
for members of the Scottish Parliament, their
business managers and the Parliamentary Bureau
to discuss timetabling. I am sure that there will be
avenues through which you can raise your points.
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However, I understand that the amended bill will
be published tomorrow and stage 3 amendments
can be lodged from that point. The matter is not for
discussion in the committee now because we have
done our bit and discharged our responsibilities
fully. As we move on to stage 3, we will act
individually and collectively. With that, I thank
members for their attendance and I close the
meeting.
Meeting closed at 15:34.
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Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill
Part 1—Antisocial behaviour strategies

1

Amendments to the Bill since the previous version are indicated by sidelining in the right
margin. Wherever possible, provisions that were in the Bill as introduced retain the original
numbering.

Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill
[AS AMENDED AT STAGE 2]

An Act of the Scottish Parliament to make provision in connection with antisocial behaviour; to
make provision about criminal justice; to make provision in relation to child welfare; and for
connected purposes.
PART 1
ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOUR STRATEGIES

5

1

Antisocial behaviour strategies
(1)

Each local authority and relevant chief constable shall, acting jointly, prepare a strategy
for dealing with antisocial behaviour in the authority’s area.

(1A) Each local authority shall publish the strategy.
10

(3)

The strategy shall in particular—
(a) set out an assessment of the extent of occurrences of antisocial behaviour in the
authority’s area;
(b) set out an assessment of the types of antisocial behaviour occurring in the
authority’s area;

15

(c) specify the range and availability in the authority’s area of any services—
(i)

for persons under the age of 16 years; and

(ii) for persons generally,
which are designed to deal with antisocial behaviour occurring there, the
consequences of such behaviour or the prevention of such behaviour;
20

(d) in so far as not specified under paragraph (c), specify the range and availability in
the authority’s area of any services for—
(i)

victims of antisocial behaviour;

(ii) persons who witness occurrences of antisocial behaviour; and
(iii) the provision of mediation in relation to disputes arising from antisocial
behaviour; and

25

(e) make provision about—

SP Bill 12A

Session 2 (2004)
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(i)

how the authority and the relevant chief constable are to co-ordinate the
discharge of their functions in so far as they may be discharged in relation
to antisocial behaviour in the authority’s area;

5

(ii) the exchange of information relating to such behaviour between the
authority and the relevant chief constable;

10

(iii) the giving by the authority and the relevant chief constable of information
of that kind to such other persons as appear to the authority and the chief
constable to have an interest in dealing with antisocial behaviour and the
receipt by the authority and the chief constable of information of that kind
from those other persons; and
(iv) the exchange of information relating to antisocial behaviour among such
other persons as are mentioned in sub-paragraph (iii).
(4)

The local authority and the relevant chief constable—
(a) shall keep the strategy under review; and
(b) may from time to time revise the strategy.

15

(5)

If a strategy is revised under subsection (4), the local authority shall publish the revised
strategy.

(6)

In preparing, reviewing and revising the strategy, the local authority shall consult—
(a) the Principal Reporter;
(b) registered social landlords which provide or manage property in the authority’s
area; and

20

(c) such community bodies and other persons as the local authority considers
appropriate.
(7)

In considering which persons to consult, the local authority shall seek to include those
who are representative of persons adversely affected by antisocial behaviour.

(8)

Each local authority and relevant chief constable shall, in discharging functions under
this section and in implementing a strategy as published under it, have regard to any
guidance issued by the Scottish Ministers about those matters.

(9)

Before issuing any such guidance, the Scottish Ministers shall consult such persons as
they see fit.

25

30

(10) For the purposes of subsection (1), the Scottish Ministers may by directions require such
persons as appear to them to hold information relating to antisocial behaviour to
supply—
(a) such information as may be specified in the direction; or
35

(b) information of a description specified in the direction,
to a local authority and relevant chief constable.
(11) In this section—
“community bodies” has the meaning given by section 15(4) of the Local
Government in Scotland Act 2003 (asp 1); and

40
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“relevant chief constable”, in relation to a local authority, means the chief
constable for the police area which is wholly or partly within the area of the
authority.
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3

3

Reports and information
(1)

Subject to subsection (3)(b), each local authority shall from time to time publish reports
on—
(a) how the authority and the relevant chief constable have implemented the strategy
as published under section 1(1A) or (5); and

5

(b) what were the results of that implementation.
(2)

It shall be the duty of—
(a) the relevant chief constable;
(b) the Principal Reporter; and
(c) any registered social landlord which provides or manages property within the area
of the local authority that published the strategy,

10

to provide such information as the authority may reasonably require in order to enable
the authority to comply with the duty under subsection (1).
(3)

The Scottish Ministers may by regulations make provision as to—
(a) the form and content of reports under subsection (1); and

15

(b) the frequency and timing of publication of such reports.
(4)

Before making regulations under subsection (3) the Scottish Ministers shall consult—
(a) such associations of local authorities; and
(b) such other persons,
as they think fit.

20

25

30

(5)

A local authority shall, on being so required by the Scottish Ministers, provide them
with reports or other information (being reports or information about the matters
referred to in subsection (1)) of such kind as they specify in the requirement.

(6)

In this section “relevant chief constable” has the same meaning as in section 1.

3A

Scottish Ministers’ power to apply sections 1 and 3 to registered social landlords
(1)

The Scottish Ministers may make regulations for the purpose of securing the
participation of a registered social landlord in the preparation, review or revision of a
strategy such as is mentioned in section 1(1).

(2)

Regulations under subsection (1) may in particular make such modifications of section
1(1), (3), (4), (6) and (8) and section 3(1) as the Scottish Ministers consider necessary or
expedient for that purpose.
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PART 2
ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOUR ORDERS
Antisocial behaviour orders

4
5

Antisocial behaviour orders
(1)

On the application of a relevant authority, the sheriff may, if satisfied that the conditions
mentioned in subsection (2) are met as respects the person to whom the application
relates (the “specified person”), make an antisocial behaviour order.

(2)

Those conditions are—
(a) that the specified person is at least 12 years of age;
(b) that the specified person has engaged in antisocial behaviour towards a relevant
person;

10

(c) that an antisocial behaviour order is necessary for the purpose of protecting
relevant persons from further antisocial behaviour by the specified person; and
(d) in the case where the specified person is a child, that the sheriff has had regard to
any views expressed by the Principal Reporter.

15

(3)

For the purpose of determining whether the condition mentioned in subsection (2)(b) is
met, the sheriff shall disregard any act or conduct of the specified person which that
person shows was reasonable in the circumstances.

(4)

Subject to subsections (5) and (6), an antisocial behaviour order is an order which
prohibits, indefinitely or for such period as may be specified in the order, the specified
person from doing anything described in the order.

(5)

The prohibitions that may be imposed by an antisocial behaviour order are those
necessary for the purpose of protecting relevant persons from further antisocial
behaviour by the specified person.

25

(6)

If an antisocial behaviour order is made on the application of a local authority the order
may, in addition to imposing prohibitions that are necessary for the purpose mentioned
in subsection (5), impose such prohibitions as are necessary for the purpose of
protecting other persons (“affected persons”) from further antisocial behaviour by the
specified person.

30

(6A) Before making an antisocial behaviour order, the sheriff shall, where the specified
person is present in court, explain in ordinary language—

20

(a) the effect of the order and the prohibitions proposed to be included in it;
(b) the consequences of failing to comply with the order;
(c) the powers the sheriff has under sections 5 and 6; and
(d) the entitlement of the specified person to appeal against the making of the order.

35

(6B) Failure to comply with subsection (6A) shall not affect the validity of the order.

40

(7)

An application for an antisocial behaviour order shall be made by summary application
to the sheriff within whose sheriffdom the specified person is alleged to have engaged in
antisocial behaviour.

(8)

Before making an application under this section—
(a) a relevant authority shall consult the relevant consultees; and
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5

(b) a registered social landlord shall—
(i)

in the case where the specified person is a child, consult the local authority
within whose area the specified person resides or appears to reside about
the proposed application;

(ii) in the case where the specified person is not a child, notify that local
authority of the proposed application.

5

(9)

Nothing in this section shall prevent a relevant authority from instituting any legal
proceedings otherwise than under this section against any person in relation to any
antisocial behaviour.

(10) In this section, “relevant person” means—

10

(a) in relation to an application by a local authority, a person within the area of the
authority; and
(b) in relation to an application by a registered social landlord—
(i)
15

a person residing in, or otherwise in or likely to be in, property provided or
managed by that landlord; or

(ii) a person in, or likely to be in, the vicinity of such property.
5

Antisocial behaviour orders: variation and revocation
(1)

On the application of—
(a) the relevant authority that obtained an antisocial behaviour order; or
(b) the person subject to such an order,

20

the sheriff may vary or revoke the order.
(1A) Where the person subject to the order is a child, the sheriff shall, in determining whether
to vary or revoke it, have regard to any views expressed by the Principal Reporter.
(2)

Before making an application under this section—
(a) a relevant authority shall consult the relevant consultees; and

25

(b) a registered social landlord shall—
(i)

in the case where the person subject to the order is a child, consult the local
authority within whose area the person resides or appears to reside about
the proposed application;

(ii) in the case where the person subject to the order is not a child, notify that
local authority of the proposed application.

30

6

Appeals: effect on competence of application under section 5
Where a person appeals against—
(a) the making of an antisocial behaviour order; or

35

(b) the variation, under section 5, of such an order,
it shall not be competent for that person to make a further application under that section
before the appeal is disposed of or abandoned.
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Interim antisocial behaviour orders

7

Interim antisocial behaviour orders
(1)

Subsection (2) applies where—
(a) an application is made under section 4; and
(b) the application has been intimated to the specified person.

5

(2)

If the sheriff is satisfied—
(a) that the condition mentioned in paragraph (a) of section 4(2) is met;
(b) that prima facie the condition mentioned in paragraph (b) of that section is met;
and
(c) that the making of an interim antisocial behaviour order (an “interim order”) is
necessary for the purpose mentioned in paragraph (c) of that section,

10

the sheriff may make an interim order.
(2A) An interim order is an order which prohibits, pending the determination of the
application, the specified person from doing anything described in the order.
(2B) Sections 4(5) and (6) shall apply to an interim order as they apply to an antisocial
behaviour order.

15

(2C) Before making an interim order, the sheriff shall, where the specified person is present
in court, explain in ordinary language—
(a) the effect of the order and the prohibitions proposed to be included in it;
(b) the consequences of failing to comply with the order;

20

(c) the power the sheriff has to recall the order; and
(d) the entitlement of the specified person to appeal against the making of the order.
(2D) Failure to comply with subsection (2C) shall not affect the validity of the order.
(3)

An interlocutor granting or refusing an interim order is an appealable interlocutor.
Notification of orders

25

8

Notification of making etc. of orders and interim orders
(1)

Subsection (2) applies where—
(a) an antisocial behaviour order is made or varied; or
(b) an interim order is made.

30

(2)

The clerk of the court by which the order is made or varied shall cause a copy of the
order as so made or varied to be—
(a) served on the person subject to the order; and
(b) given to the relevant authority on whose application the order was made.

(3)

Subsection (4) applies where—
(a) an antisocial behaviour order is revoked; or

35

(b) an interim order is recalled.
(4)
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7

(a) the person subject to the order; and
(b) the relevant authority on whose application the order was made,
of the revocation or recall.
(5)

For the purposes of subsection (2)(a), a copy is served if—
(a) given to the person subject to the order; or

5

(b) sent to that person by registered post or the recorded delivery service.
(5A) For the purposes of subsection (4)(a), the person subject to the order is notified if
notification is sent to the person by registered post or the recorded delivery service.
(6)

A certificate of posting of a letter sent under subsection (5)(b) or (5A) issued by the
postal operator concerned shall be sufficient evidence of the sending of the letter on the
day specified in such certificate.

(7)

In subsection (6), “postal operator” has the meaning given by section 125(1) of the
Postal Services Act 2000 (c.26).

10

Breach of orders
15

9

Breach of orders
(1)

Subject to subsection (3), a person who—
(a) is subject to an antisocial behaviour order or an interim order; and
(b) without reasonable excuse, does anything that the order to which the person is
subject prohibits the person from doing,
shall be guilty of an offence.

20

(2)

Subject to subsection (7), a person guilty of an offence under subsection (1) shall be
liable—
(a) on summary conviction, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 6 months or to
a fine not exceeding the statutory maximum or to both; or
(b) on conviction on indictment, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 5 years or
to a fine or to both.

25

(3)

If—
(a) otherwise than under subsection (1), the thing done by the person constitutes an
offence (a “separate offence”); and
(b) the person is charged with the separate offence,

30

the person shall not be liable to be proceeded against for an offence under subsection
(1).
(4)
35

Subject to subsection (5), if a person is convicted of a separate offence, the court which
sentences the person for that offence shall, in determining the appropriate sentence or
disposal, have regard to—
(a) the fact that the separate offence was committed while the person was subject to
the antisocial behaviour order or, as the case may be, interim order;
(b) the number of antisocial behaviour orders and interim orders to which the person
was subject at the time of commission of the separate offence;
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(c) any previous conviction of the person for an offence under subsection (1); and
(d) the extent to which the sentence or disposal in respect of any previous conviction
of the person differed, by virtue of this subsection, from that which the court
would have imposed but for this section.

5

(5)

The court shall not, under subsection (4)(a), have regard to the fact that the separate
offence was committed while the person was subject to the antisocial behaviour order
or, as the case may be, the interim order unless that fact is libelled in the indictment or,
as the case may be, specified in the complaint.

(6)

The fact that the separate offence was committed while the person was subject to an
antisocial behaviour order or, as the case may be, an interim order, shall, unless
challenged—

10

(a) in the case of proceedings on indictment, by the giving of notice of a preliminary
objection under paragraph (b) of section 72(1) of the Criminal Procedure
(Scotland) Act 1995 (c.46) or under that paragraph as applied by section 71(2) of
that Act; or

15

(b) in summary proceedings, by preliminary objection before the person’s plea is
recorded,
be held as admitted.
9A
20

Breach of orders: prohibition on detention of children
(1)

The Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.46) shall be amended as follows.

(2)

In subsection (2) of section 44 (detention of children), after “offence” there shall be
inserted “(other than, if the child is under the age of 16 years, an offence under section
9(1) of the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Act 2004 (asp 00))”.

(3)

In section 208 (detention of children convicted on indictment), after “Act” there shall be
inserted “and subsection (2) below”.

(4)

Section 208 shall become subsection (1) of that section and at the end there shall be
added—

25

“(2)
30

10

If the child is under the age of 16 years, the power conferred by subsection (1)
above shall not be exercisable in respect of a conviction for an offence under
section 9(1) of the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Act 2004 (asp 00).”.

Breach of orders: arrest without warrant
(1)

Where a constable reasonably believes that a person is committing or has committed an
offence under section 9(1), the constable may arrest the person without warrant.

(2)

Subsection (1) is without prejudice to any power of arrest conferred by law apart from
that subsection.

35

Orders in respect of children
11

Sheriff’s power to refer case to children’s hearing
(1)

40
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Where the sheriff makes an antisocial behaviour order or an interim order in respect of a
child, the sheriff may require the Principal Reporter to refer the child’s case to a
children’s hearing.
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9

(2)

The Children (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.36) shall be amended in accordance with
subsections (3) to (5).

(3)

After paragraph (l) of section 52(2) (children requiring compulsory measures of
supervision) there shall be inserted—
“(m) is a child to whom subsection (2A) below applies.

5

(2A) This subsection applies to a child where—
(a) a requirement is made of the Principal Reporter under section 11(1) of
the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Act 2004 (asp 00) (power of
sheriff to require Principal Reporter to refer case to children’s hearing) in
respect of the child’s case; and

10

(b) the child is not subject to a supervision requirement.”.
(4)

After section 65(1) (referral of case to children’s hearing), there shall be inserted—
“(1A) Where the Principal Reporter is satisfied that the ground specified in section
52(2)(m) of this Act is established in respect of any child, he shall be taken to
be satisfied as to the matter mentioned in section 65(1)(a) in respect of the
child.”.

15

(5)

In section 73(8) (arrangements to review supervision requirement)—
(a) in paragraph (a)(v), after “months;” there shall be inserted—
“(aa) where—
(i)

20

a requirement is made of the Principal Reporter under section
11(1) of the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Act 2004 (asp
00) (power of sheriff to require Principal Reporter to refer case to
children’s hearing) in respect of the child’s case; and

(ii) the child is subject to a supervision requirement,
arrange for a children’s hearing to review the supervision requirement;”;

25

(b) in paragraph (b), for “that” there shall be substituted “any such”.
12

Sheriff’s power to make parenting order
(1)

30

Where a sheriff makes an antisocial behaviour order in respect of a child, the sheriff
may, where subsection (1A) applies, make a parenting order in respect of a parent of the
child.

(1A) This subsection applies where—
(a) the sheriff is satisfied that the making of the order is desirable in the interests of
preventing the child from engaging in further antisocial behaviour; and
(b) the Scottish Ministers have notified the court that the local authority for the area
in which the parent ordinarily resides has made arrangements that would enable
the order to be complied with.

35

(2)

In this section—
“parent” has the meaning given by section 87; and
“parenting order” has the meaning given by section 76(1).
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12A

Short Scottish secure tenancies
Where a sheriff makes an antisocial behaviour order or an interim order in respect of a
child, section 35 of the Housing (Scotland) Act 2001 (asp 10) (conversion to short
Scottish secure tenancy) does not apply.
Provision of information and records

5

13

Provision of information to local authorities
(1)

Where by virtue of subsection (2)(b) of section 8 a registered social landlord—
(a) is given a copy of an antisocial behaviour order as made or varied; or
(b) is given a copy of an interim order,
it shall give a copy to each relevant local authority.

10

(1A) Where by virtue of subsection (4)(b) of that section a registered social landlord—
(a) is notified of the revocation of an antisocial behaviour order; or
(b) is notified of the recall of an interim order,
it shall notify each relevant local authority of the date on which the order was revoked or
recalled.

15

(2)

14
20

In this section “relevant local authority” means a local authority whose area includes the
premises referred to in section 4(10)(b) in relation to any person for whose protection
the order was made.
Records of orders

(1)

A local authority shall keep records of—
(a) each antisocial behaviour order; and
(b) each interim order,
of which the authority is given a copy by virtue of section 8(2)(b) or 13(1).

(2)
25

A record kept under subsection (1) shall specify—
(a) the person in respect of whom the order was made;
(b) the prohibitions imposed by the order;
(c) if the record relates to an antisocial behaviour order—
(i)

30

whether a prohibition is indefinite or for a definite period and where it is
for a period, that period;

(ii) where the authority is, by virtue of section 8(2)(b) or, as the case may be,
13(1), given a copy of the order as varied, the variation and its date; and
(iii) where the authority is, by virtue of section 8(4)(b) or, as the case may be,
13(1A), notified of the revocation of the order, the date on which it was
revoked;

35
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(ca) if the record relates to an interim order, where the authority is, by virtue of section
8(4)(b) or, as the case may be, 13(1A), notified of the recall of the order, the date
on which it was recalled; and
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11

(f) such other matters relating to the order as the Scottish Ministers may prescribe in
regulations.
(4)

A local authority shall, on a request to do so being made to it by a person mentioned in
subsection (5), disclose to that person information contained in a record kept under
subsection (1).

(5)

Those persons are—

5

(a) the Scottish Ministers;
(aa) the Principal Reporter;
(b) any other local authority;
(c) a chief constable; and

10

(d) a registered social landlord.
Guidance
14A

Guidance in relation to antisocial behaviour orders
A person (other than a court) shall, in discharging functions by virtue of this Part, have
regard to any guidance given by the Scottish Ministers about—

15

(a) the discharge of those functions; and
(b) matters arising in connection with the discharge of those functions.
Interpretation
15
20

Interpretation of Part 2
In this Part—
“affected person” has the meaning given by section 4(6);
“antisocial behaviour order” has the meaning given by section 4(4);
“child” means a person who is under the age of 16 years;
“interim order” has the meaning given by section 7(2)(c);

25

“relevant authority” means—
(a) a local authority; or
(b) a registered social landlord;
“relevant consultees” means—

30

(a) in relation to an antisocial behaviour order sought or made on the
application of local authority—
(i) the chief constable of the police force for the area which includes the
area of the authority;
(ii) the chief constable of each police force for an area where there is an
affected person;

35

(iii) each local authority in whose area there is an affected person; and
(iv) if the person in respect of whom the order is sought or made is a
child, the Principal Reporter;
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(b) in relation to an antisocial behaviour order sought or made on the
application of a registered social landlord—
(i) the chief constable of the police force for the area in which the person
in respect of whom the order is sought or made resides or appears to
reside; and

5

(ii) if that person is a child, the Principal Reporter;
“specified person” has the meaning given by section 4(1).

PART 3
DISPERSAL OF GROUPS
Authorisations and powers

10

16

Authorisations
(1)

Subsection (2) applies where a police officer of or above the rank of superintendent (a
“senior police officer”) has reasonable grounds for believing—
(a) that any members of the public have been alarmed or distressed as a result of the
presence or behaviour of groups of two or more persons in public places in any
locality in the officer’s police area (the “relevant locality”); and

15

(b) that antisocial behaviour is a significant and persistent problem in the relevant
locality.
(2)
20

The senior police officer may authorise the exercise of the powers conferred by section
18—
(a) during a specified period;
(b) on specified days that fall within a specified period;
(c) between specified times that fall within a specified period.

(3)

An authorisation under subsection (2)—
(a) shall be in writing;

25

(b) shall be signed by the senior police officer giving it; and
(c) shall specify—
(i)

the relevant locality;

(ii) the grounds on which the authorisation is given; and
(iii) when the powers are exercisable.

30

35
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(4)

Before giving an authorisation under subsection (2) the senior police officer who
proposes to give it shall ensure that any local authority whose area includes the whole or
part of the relevant locality is consulted.

(5)

A period specified under subsection (2) shall not exceed 3 months.

(6)

In subsection (2), “specified” means specified by the senior police officer.
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17

13

Authorisations: supplementary
(1)

Before the powers conferred by section 18 become exercisable by virtue of an
authorisation, the senior police officer who gave the authorisation shall ensure that an
authorisation notice is—
(a) published in a newspaper circulating in the relevant locality; and

5

(b) displayed in some conspicuous place or places within the relevant locality.
(2)

An “authorisation notice” is a notice which—
(a) states that authorisation has been given;
(b) specifies the relevant locality; and
(c) specifies when the powers may be exercised.

10

(3)

An authorisation may be withdrawn by—
(a) the senior police officer who gave it; or
(b) any police officer whose police area includes the relevant locality and whose rank
is the same as or higher than that of the senior police officer mentioned in
paragraph (a).

15

(4)

Before withdrawing, under subsection (3), an authorisation, the police officer who
proposes to withdraw the authorisation shall ensure that any local authority whose area
includes the whole or part of the relevant locality is consulted.

(5)

The withdrawal of an authorisation shall not affect the exercise, by virtue of the
authorisation, of any power which occurred before the withdrawal.

(6)

The giving or withdrawal of an authorisation shall not prevent the giving of a further
authorisation in respect of a locality which includes the whole or any part of the relevant
locality to which the earlier authorisation relates.

(7)

In this section “authorisation” means an authorisation under section 16.

20

25

30

18

Powers exercisable in pursuance of authorisations
(1)

Subsection (2) applies where a constable has reasonable grounds for believing that the
presence or behaviour of a group of two or more persons in any public place in the
relevant locality has resulted, or is likely to result, in any members of the public being
alarmed or distressed.

(2)

Subject to subsection (4), the constable may give—
(a) a direction requiring the persons in the group to disperse;
(b) a direction requiring any of those persons whose place of residence is not within
the relevant locality to leave the relevant locality or any part of the relevant
locality;
(c) a direction prohibiting any of those persons whose place of residence is not within
the relevant locality from returning to the relevant locality or any part of the
relevant locality during such period (not exceeding 24 hours) from the giving of
the direction as the constable may specify.

35

(3)
40

The constable may require a direction under paragraph (a) or (b) of subsection (2) to be
complied with—
(a) immediately or by such time as the constable may specify;
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(b) in such way as may be so specified.
(4)

A direction under subsection (2) may not be given in respect of a group of persons—
(a) who are engaged in conduct which is lawful under section 220 of the Trade Union
and Labour Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992 (c.52); or
(b) who are taking part in a procession in respect of which—

5

(i)

written notice has been given in accordance with subsections (2) and (3) of
section 62 of the Civic Government (Scotland) Act 1982 (c.45);

(ii) by virtue of subsection (6) or (7) of that section such notice is not required
to be given.
10

19

Powers under section 18: supplementary
(1)

A direction under section 18—
(a) may be given orally;
(b) may be given to any person individually or to two or more persons together; and
(c) may be withdrawn or varied by the constable who gave it.

(2)

15

A person who, without reasonable excuse, knowingly contravenes a direction given to
the person under section 18 shall be guilty of an offence and liable on summary
conviction to—
(a) a fine not exceeding level 4 on the standard scale; or
(b) imprisonment for a term not exceeding 3 months,
or to both.

20

(3)

Where a constable reasonably suspects that a person has committed or is committing an
offence under subsection (2), the constable may arrest the person without warrant.

(4)

Subsection (3) is without prejudice to any power of arrest conferred by law apart from
that subsection.
Guidance

25

20

Guidance in relation to dispersal of groups
(2)

A person exercising a power by virtue of this Part shall, in the exercise of the power,
have regard to any guidance given by the Scottish Ministers about—
(a) the exercise of the power; and
(b) any other matter relating to the power.

30

(3)

The Scottish Ministers shall lay before the Scottish Parliament a copy of any guidance
such as is mentioned in subsection (2).
Interpretation

22
35

Interpretation of Part 3
(1)

In this Part—
“public place” means any place to which the public have access at the material
time (whether on payment of a fee or otherwise); and includes—
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15

(a) the doorways or entrances of premises abutting on any such place;
(b) a road (as defined in section 151(1) of the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984
(c.54));
(c) any common passage, close, court, stair or yard pertinent to any tenement
or group of separately owned houses; and

5

(d) any place to which the public do not have access but to which persons have
unlawfully gained access; and
“relevant locality” has the meaning given by section 16(1)(a).
(2)
10

In this Part, any reference to the presence or behaviour of a group of persons includes a
reference to the presence or behaviour of any one or more of the persons in the group.

PART 4
CLOSURE OF PREMISES
Closure notices
23

Authorisation of closure notice
(1)

15

Subject to subsections (2) and (3), a senior police officer may authorise the service of a
notice (a “closure notice”) prohibiting access to premises by any person other than—
(a) a person who habitually resides in the premises; or
(b) the owner of the premises.

(2)

The Scottish Ministers may by regulations specify premises or descriptions of premises
in respect of which an authorisation under subsection (1) may not be given.

(3)

A senior police officer may authorise the service of a closure notice only where the
senior police officer—

20

(a) has reasonable grounds for believing that—
(i)
25

at any time during the immediately preceding 3 months a person has
engaged in antisocial behaviour on the premises; and

(ii) the use of the premises is associated with the occurrence of relevant harm;
and
(b) is satisfied that—
(i)
30

the local authority for the area in which the premises are situated has been
consulted; and

(ii) reasonable steps have been taken to establish the identity of any person
who lives on, has control of, has responsibility for or has an interest in the
premises.
(4)
35

24

An authorisation given under subsection (1) shall, if given orally, be confirmed by the
senior police officer in writing as soon as is practicable.
Service etc.

(1)

This section applies where the service of a closure notice in respect of premises is
authorised under section 23(1).
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(2)

The closure notice shall be served by a constable who shall do so by—
(a) fixing a copy of the notice to—
(i)

at least one prominent place on the premises;

(ii) each normal means of access to the premises; and
(iii) any outbuildings that appear to the constable to be used with or as part of
the premises; and

5

(b) giving a copy of the notice to—
(i)

each person identified in pursuance of section 23(3)(b)(ii); and

(ii) every other person appearing to the constable to be a person of a
description mentioned in that subsection.

10

(3)

If after having made reasonable enquiries at the time of serving the closure notice under
subsection (2) the constable believes that the access of any person who occupies—
(a) any other part of the building; or
(b) any other structure,
in which the premises are situated would be impeded by the making of an order under
section 27, the constable shall give a copy of the notice to that person.

15

(4)

Failure to comply with subsection (2)(b) or (3) shall not affect the validity of the closure
notice.

(5)

The closure notice shall—
(a) specify the premises to which it relates;

20

(b) state that access to the premises by any person other than—
(i)

a person who habitually resides in the premises; or

(ii) the owner of the premises,
is prohibited;
(c) state that failure to comply with the notice amounts to an offence;

25

(d) state that an application is to be made under section 25 for the closure of the
premises;
(ea) specify such matters about that application as may be prescribed in rules of court;
(f) explain the effects of an order made under section 27; and
(g) give information about the names of, and means of contacting, persons who and
organisations which provide advice about housing and legal matters in the locality
of the premises.

30

Closure orders
25
35
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Application to sheriff
(1)

Subsection (2) applies where paragraph (a) of section 24(2) is fulfilled in relation to a
closure notice.

(2)

A senior police officer shall apply to the sheriff for a closure order in respect of the
premises specified in the notice.

Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill
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5

17

(3)

Subject to subsection (4), an application under subsection (2) shall be made no later than
the first court day after the day on which paragraph (a) of section 24(2) is fulfilled in
relation to the notice.

(4)

The sheriff may, on cause shown, allow an application which is late to proceed.

(5)

An application under subsection (2) shall—
(a) specify the premises in respect of which the closure order is sought;
(b) state the grounds on which the application is made; and
(c) be accompanied by such supporting evidence (whether in documentary form or
otherwise) as will enable the sheriff to determine the application.

10

26

15

Closure orders
(1)

A closure order is an order that the premises specified in the order are closed to all
persons for such period not exceeding 3 months as is specified in the order.

(2)

A closure order may be made only in respect of all or any part of premises that are the
subject of a closure notice.

(3)

A closure order may include such provision as the sheriff (or, on appeal, the sheriff
principal) making it considers appropriate about access to any part of the building or
structure of which the premises specified in the order form part.

27

Application: determination
(1)

On an application under section 25, the sheriff may, if satisfied that the conditions
mentioned in subsection (2) are met and having had regard to the factors mentioned in
subsection (2A), make a closure order in respect of premises.

(2)

Those conditions are—

20

(a) that a person has engaged in antisocial behaviour on the premises;
(b) that the use of the premises is associated with the occurrence of relevant harm;
and

25

(c) that the making of the order is necessary to prevent the occurrence of such
relevant harm for the period specified in the order.
(2A) Those factors are—
(a) the ability of any household which is habitually resident in the premises to find
alternative accommodation; and

30

(b) any vulnerability of any individual member of the household who has not been
responsible for antisocial behaviour which has occurred in the premises.

35

40

(3)

Subject to subsection (4), the sheriff shall determine an application under section 25 no
later than the second court day after the day on which the application is made.

(4)

The sheriff may postpone determination of the application for a period of not more than
14 days to enable a person mentioned in subsection (5) to show why a closure order
should not be made.

(5)

Those persons are—
(a) the occupier of the premises specified in the closure notice upon which the
application proceeds;
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(b) any person who has control of or responsibility for those premises;
(c) any other person with an interest in those premises.
(6)

5

28

Where, under subsection (4), the sheriff postpones determination of an application, the
sheriff may order that the closure notice upon which the application proceeds shall
continue in effect until the determination of the application.
Enforcement

(1)

Subject to subsection (3), a constable or an authorised person may—
(a) do anything necessary to secure closed premises against entry by any person;
(b) carry out essential maintenance or repairs to closed premises; and
(c) enter the premises for the purposes of paragraph (a) or (b).

10

(2)

A constable or an authorised person acting under subsection (1) may use reasonable
force.

(3)

An authorised person seeking to enter closed premises under paragraph (c) of subsection
(1) for the purpose of paragraph (a) of that subsection shall, if requested to do so by or
on behalf of the owner, occupier or other person in charge of the premises, produce
evidence of identity and authorisation.

(4)

In this section, “authorised person” means a person authorised in writing by the chief
constable for the area in which the premises are situated.

15

29
20

Extension
(1)

The sheriff may, on the application of a senior police officer and if satisfied that it is
necessary to do so to prevent the occurrence of relevant harm, make an order extending
the period for which a closure order has effect for a period not exceeding the maximum
period.

(2)

In subsection (1) the “maximum period” is the period of 6 months less—
(a) the period specified in the order when it was made; and

25

(b) if the order has previously been extended, the total period for which it was
previously extended.
(3)

A senior police officer may make an application under this section only if—
(a) it is made while the closure order has effect; and
(b) the senior police officer—

30

(i)

(ii) is satisfied that the appropriate local authority has been consulted about the
intention to make the application.

35

30

Revocation
(1)
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has reasonable grounds for believing that it is necessary to extend the
period for which the closure order has effect for the purpose of preventing
the occurrence of relevant harm; and

On the application of a person mentioned in subsection (2), the sheriff may if satisfied
that a closure order is no longer necessary to prevent the occurrence of relevant harm,
revoke the order.
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(2)

19

Those persons are—
(a) a senior police officer;
(b) the appropriate local authority;
(c) a person on whom the closure notice relating to the premises in respect of which
the closure order has effect was served under section 24(2)(b) or (3); and

5

(d) a person who has an interest in those premises but on whom the closure notice
was not served.
(3)
10

31

Where an application under this section is made other than by a senior police officer the
sheriff shall order service upon such senior police officer as the sheriff considers
appropriate.
Access to other premises

(1)

The sheriff may, on the application of a person who occupies or owns any part of a
building or structure—
(a) in which closed premises are situated; and
(b) in respect of which the closure order does not have effect,

15

make an order making such provision as the sheriff considers appropriate in relation to
access to any part of the building or structure in which the premises in respect of which
the closure order has effect are situated.
(2)

An application under subsection (1) may be made only while the closure order has
effect.

(4)

An order under subsection (1) may be made notwithstanding any provision made as
mentioned in section 26(3).

20

32

Reimbursement of expenditure
(1)

The sheriff may, on the application of a police authority or a local authority, make such
order as the sheriff considers appropriate for the reimbursement by a relevant person of
relevant expenditure.

(2)

An application under this section may not be made after the expiry of the period of 3
months beginning with the day on which the closure order ceases to have effect.

(3)

An application under this section shall be served—

25

(a) where the application is made—

30

(i)

by a local authority, on the police authority for the area in which the
premises are situated;

(ii) by a police authority, on the local authority for the area in which the
premises are situated; and
(b) on the relevant person.

35

(4)

In this section—
“relevant person” means the owner of the premises in respect of which the order
has (or had) effect; and
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“relevant expenditure” means expenditure incurred by the applicant for the
purpose of clearing, securing or maintaining the premises in respect of which the
closure order has (or had) effect.

33

Appeals
(1)

5

A person who was a party to the proceedings in which the order or decision (as the case
may be) was given may appeal against—
(a) a closure order;
(b) an order extending a closure order;
(c) a decision to refuse to make—
(i)

10

a closure order; or

(ii) an order extending a closure order;
(d) a decision to revoke a closure order;
(e) a decision to refuse to revoke a closure order;
(f) an order under section 31(1);
(g) a decision to refuse to make an order under section 31(1);

15

(h) an order under section 32(1); or
(i) a decision to refuse to make an order under section 32(1).
(6)

An appeal under this section shall be made to the sheriff principal and shall be made
within the period of 21 days beginning with the day on which the order or decision
appealed against was made.

(7)

On an appeal under this section, the sheriff principal may make any order the sheriff
principal considers appropriate.

(8)

The decision of the sheriff principal on an appeal under this section shall be final.

(9)

In subsection (1) “order extending a closure order” means an order made under section
29(1).

20

25

General
34

Offences
(1)

If without reasonable excuse a person remains on or enters premises—
(a) in contravention of a closure notice; or
(b) in respect of which a closure order has effect,

30

the person shall be guilty of an offence.

35

(2)

If a person obstructs an authorised person acting in pursuance of section 28(1) the
person shall be guilty of an offence.

(3)

In subsection (2), “authorised person” has the meaning given by section 28(4).

(4)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (1) or (2) (a “relevant offence”) shall be
liable on summary conviction—
(a) where the person has not, within the relevant period, been convicted of a previous
offence under the same subsection—
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(i)

21

to a fine not exceeding level 4 on the standard scale; or

(ii) to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 3 months,
or to both;
(b) where the person has, within the relevant period, been convicted of a previous
offence under the same subsection—

5

(i)

to a fine not exceeding the statutory maximum; or

(ii) to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 9 months,
or to both.
(5)
10

34A

15

35

In subsection (4) “relevant period” means the period of 2 years ending with the day on
which the relevant offence was committed.
Offences under section 34: arrest without warrant

(1)

Where a constable reasonably believes that a person is committing or has committed an
offence under section 34(1) or (2), the constable may arrest the person without warrant.

(2)

Subsection (1) is without prejudice to any power of arrest conferred by law apart from
that subsection.
Procedural rules
Proceedings under this Part are civil proceedings for the purposes of section 32 of the
Sheriff Courts (Scotland) Act 1971 (c.58) (power of Court of Session to regulate civil
proceedings in the sheriff court).
Interpretation

20

36

Interpretation of Part 4
In this Part—
“appropriate local authority” means the local authority for the area in which the
premises in respect of which the closure order has effect are situated;

25

“closure notice” has the meaning given by section 23(1);
“closure order” has the meaning given by section 26(1);
“closed premises” means premises in respect of which a closure order has effect;
“court day” means a day which is not—
(a) a Saturday or Sunday; or

30

(b) a day which, by virtue of an order made under section 17(1)(b) of the
Sheriff Courts (Scotland) Act 1971 (c.58) (as extended by section 8(2) of
the Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.46)), is a court holiday in
respect of criminal business in the sheriff court in question;
“premises” includes—

35

(a) any land or other place (whether enclosed or not); and
(b) any outbuildings which are or are used as part of the premises; and
“relevant harm” means—
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(a) significant and persistent disorder; or
(b) significant, persistent and serious nuisance to members of the public.

PART 5
NOISE NUISANCE
Summary procedure for dealing with noise from certain places

5

37

Application of noise control provisions to local authority areas
(1)

Sections 39 to 47 (the “noise control provisions”) apply to the area of a local authority
only if the authority has so resolved.

(2)

A resolution for the purpose of subsection (1) shall specify—
(a) a date (being a date at least 2 months after the passing of the resolution) on and
after which the noise control provisions are to have effect in the area of the
authority (the “commencement date”); and

10

(b) periods of the week during which noise is to be controlled by virtue of those
provisions (each such period being a “noise control period”).
15

(3)

For the purpose of subsection (2)(b), a resolution may specify—
(a) the whole week as a noise control period; and
(b) different noise control periods for different—
(i)

areas;

(ii) times of year; or
(iii) other circumstances.

20

(4)

For the purpose of subsection (2)(b), a week begins on Monday.

(5)

If a local authority resolves to apply the noise control provisions to its area, it shall—
(b) cause a notice to be published (in consecutive weeks with the second notice
appearing at least a month before the commencement date) in a local newspaper
circulating in its area; and

25

(c) at least a month before the commencement date—
(i)

give a copy of the resolution to the Scottish Ministers; and

(ii) give a copy of the notice mentioned in paragraph (b) to each local authority
whose area adjoins its area.
30

(6)

A notice published under subsection (5)(b) shall—
(a) state that the resolution has been passed;
(b) state the commencement date; and
(c) set out—
(i)

35

the general effect of the noise control provisions and sections 43, 44 and
46; and

(ii) the noise control periods specified in the resolution.
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(7)

38

Where a local authority is given a notice under subsection (5)(c)(ii), it shall take such
steps as it considers necessary for the purpose of making persons in its area aware of the
contents of the notice.
Revocation or variation of resolution under section 37

(1)

5

23

A local authority may by resolution—
(a) revoke the resolution made for the purpose of section 37(1);
(b) revoke any noise control period specified in that resolution; or
(c) specify noise control periods in—
(i)

addition to; or

(ii) substitution for,

10

any such noise control period.

15

(2)

A resolution under subsection (1) shall specify a date (being a date at least 2 months
after the passing of the resolution) on which the provision made by the resolution shall
come into effect (the “effective date”).

(3)

If a local authority passes a resolution under subsection (1), it shall—
(b) cause a notice to be published (in consecutive weeks with the second notice
appearing at least a month before the effective date) in a local newspaper
circulating in its area; and
(c) at least a month before the effective date—
(i)

20

give a copy of the resolution to the Scottish Ministers; and

(ii) give a copy of the notice mentioned in paragraph (b) to each local authority
whose area adjoins its area.
(4)

A notice published under subsection (3)(b) shall—
(a) state that the resolution has been passed;
(b) state the effective date; and

25

(c) set out the provision made by the resolution.
(5)

Noise control provisions

30

39

35

Where a local authority is given a copy of a notice under subsection (3)(c)(ii), it shall
take such steps as it considers necessary for the purpose of making persons in its area
aware of the contents of the notice.

Investigation of excessive noise from certain places
(2)

Where a local authority receives a complaint from an individual that excessive noise is
being emitted from relevant property during a noise control period, it shall ensure that
an officer of the authority investigates the latter matter.

(3)

A complaint under subsection (2) may be made by any means.

(4)

If in consequence of an investigation under subsection (2) an officer of a local authority
is satisfied that—
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(a) noise is being emitted from relevant property (the “offending property”) during a
noise control period; and
(b) the noise, if it were measured from a relevant place—
(i)

would; or

(ii) might,

5

exceed the permitted level,
the officer may serve a notice about the noise under section 40.
(5)

For the purposes of subsection (4), it is for the officer of the authority dealing with the
particular case—
(a) to decide whether any noise, if it were measured from a relevant place—

10

(i)

would; or

(ii) might,
exceed the permitted level; and
(b) for the purposes of that decision to decide—
(i)

15

from what place to assess the noise; and

(ii) whether to use any device for measuring the noise.
(6)

Where—
(a) a local authority (the “first local authority”) receives a complaint under subsection
(2); and
(b) the offending property is within the area of another local authority,

20

the first local authority may act under the noise control provisions as if the offending
property were within its area, and accordingly may so act whether or not the noise
control provisions apply to the area of the other local authority.
40
25

Warning notices
(1)

A notice under this section (a “warning notice”) shall—
(a) state that an officer of the authority considers—
(i)

that noise is being emitted from the offending property during a noise
control period; and

(ii) that the noise exceeds, or may exceed, the permitted level, as measured
from a relevant place; and

30

(b) state that any person who is responsible for noise which—
(i)

is emitted from the offending property in the period specified in the notice;
and

(ii) exceeds the permitted level as measured from a relevant place,
may be guilty of an offence.

35

(2)

The period specified in a warning notice shall be a period—
(a) beginning not earlier than 10 minutes after the time when the notice is served; and
(b) ending at the relevant time.
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(3)

25

In subsection (2)(b), “relevant time” means the earlier of—
(a) the end of the noise control period during which the warning notice is served; and
(b) the point (if any) at which the permitted level at the time the notice is served
ceases to be applicable.

5

(4)

Subject to subsection (5), a warning notice shall be served by delivering it to any person
present at or near the offending property and appearing to the officer of the authority to
be responsible for the noise.

(5)

If it is not reasonably practicable to identify any person present at or near the offending
property as being a person responsible for the noise on whom the notice may reasonably
be served, a warning notice shall be served by leaving it at the offending property.

(6)

A warning notice shall state the time at which it is served.

(7)

For the purpose of the noise control provisions, a person is responsible for noise emitted
from relevant property if the emission of the noise is wholly or partly attributable to the
person’s act, failure or sufferance.

10

15

41

Offence where noise exceeds permitted level after service of notice
(1)

If a warning notice has been served in respect of noise emitted from relevant property,
any person who is responsible for noise which—
(a) is emitted from the relevant property in the period specified in the notice; and
(b) exceeds the permitted level as measured from a relevant place,
shall be guilty of an offence.

20

(2)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (1) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale.

(3)

It shall be a defence for a person charged with an offence under subsection (1) to show
that there was a reasonable excuse for the act, failure or sufferance by reference to
which the person was charged.

25

(3A) A person shall be taken to have shown the matter mentioned in subsection (3) if—
(a) sufficient evidence is adduced to raise an issue with respect to it; and
(b) the prosecution does not prove the contrary beyond reasonable doubt.
(4)
30

42

In proceedings for an offence under this section, a measurement of noise by a device is
not admissible as evidence of a level of noise unless the device is an approved device
and any conditions subject to which the approval was given are satisfied.
Fixed penalty notices

(1)

Subject to subsection (3), where a relevant officer has reason to believe that a person—
(a) is committing; or
(b) has just committed,

35

an offence under section 41, the officer may give that person a notice (a “fixed penalty
notice”) offering the person the opportunity of discharging any liability to conviction for
that offence by payment of a fixed penalty.
(2)

In subsection (1), “relevant officer” means—
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(a) an officer of the local authority authorised for the purposes of this section; or
(b) a constable.
(3)

If a fixed penalty notice is given to a person in respect of noise emitted from relevant
property in the period specified in a warning notice, no further fixed penalty notice may
be given to that person in respect of noise emitted from the relevant property during that
period.

(4)

Subject to subsection (5), a fixed penalty notice may be given to a person by delivering
the notice to the person.

(5)

If it is not reasonably practicable to deliver it to the person, a fixed penalty notice shall
be given by leaving the notice, addressed to the person, at the offending property.

(6)

A fixed penalty notice shall give such particulars of the circumstances alleged to
constitute the offence as are necessary for giving reasonable information of the offence.

(7)

A fixed penalty notice shall state—

5

10

(a) the period during which, by virtue of paragraph (a) of section 46(2), proceedings
will not be taken for the offence;

15

(b) the amount of the fixed penalty; and
(c) the person to whom, and the address at which, the fixed penalty may be paid.
(8)

Payment of the fixed penalty may (among other methods) be made by pre-paying and
posting to that person at that address a letter containing the amount of the penalty (in
cash or otherwise).

(9)

Where a letter containing the amount of the penalty is sent in accordance with
subsection (8), payment is to be regarded as having been made at the time at which that
letter would be delivered in the ordinary course of post.

20

(10) The fixed penalty payable under this section is £100.
(11) A fixed penalty payable under this section shall be payable to the local authority whose
officer issued the warning notice under reference to which the offence was committed.

25

47

Powers of entry and seizure of equipment used to make noise unlawfully
(1)

Subsection (2) applies where—
(a) a warning notice has been served in respect of noise emitted from relevant
property; and

30

(b) an officer of the local authority in whose area the relevant property is situated has
reason to believe that, at any time in the period specified in the notice, noise
emitted from the relevant property has exceeded the permitted level as measured
from a relevant place.
35

(2)

An officer of the local authority, or a person authorised by the authority for the purpose,
may seize and remove any equipment which appears—
(a) to be being; or
(b) to have been,
used in the emission of the noise.

40
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(3)

If required to do so, a person exercising the power conferred by subsection (2) shall
produce the person’s authority.
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(4)

27

If a sheriff or justice of the peace is satisfied by evidence on oath—
(a) that a warning notice has been served in respect of noise emitted from relevant
property;
(b) that, at any time in the period specified in the notice, noise emitted from the
relevant property has exceeded the permitted level, as measured from a relevant
place; and

5

(c) that—
(i)

entry of an officer of the local authority, or of a person authorised by the
authority for the purpose, to the relevant property has been refused;

(ii) such a refusal is apprehended; or

10

(iii) a request by an officer of the authority, or of such a person, for admission
would defeat the object of the entry,
the sheriff or justice may grant a warrant under this subsection.
(5)
15

A warrant under subsection (4) is a warrant authorising the local authority, by any of its
officers or any person authorised by it for the purpose—
(a) to enter the relevant property for the purpose of seizing and removing any
equipment which appears to be being used or to have been used in the emission of
the noise; and
(b) for the purpose of exercising the power mentioned in paragraph (a), to open
lockfast places on the relevant property.

20

(6)

A person who enters premises by virtue of a warrant granted under subsection (4)—
(a) may be accompanied by such persons, and take such equipment, as may be
necessary; and
(b) shall, where the relevant property is unoccupied on the person’s leaving, leave it
as effectively secured against trespassers as it was when the person entered it.

25

(7)

A person who wilfully obstructs a person—
(a) exercising the power conferred by subsection (2); or
(b) exercising the power conferred by a warrant granted under subsection (4),
shall be guilty of an offence.

30

(8)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (7) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale.

(9)

Schedule 1 (which makes further provision in relation to anything seized and removed
by virtue of this section) has effect.
The permitted level

35

43

Permitted level of noise
(1)

For the purposes of the noise control provisions, the Scottish Ministers may by
regulations prescribe the maximum level of noise (the “permitted level”) which may be
emitted from relevant property.
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(2)

The permitted level shall be a level for noise as measured from any relevant place by an
approved device used in accordance with any conditions subject to which the approval
was given.

(3)

Different permitted levels may be prescribed for different—
(a) periods of the week;

5

(b) areas or descriptions of areas;
(c) times of year; or
(d) other circumstances,
and the permitted level may be prescribed partly by reference to other levels of noise.
Miscellaneous

10

44

Approval of measuring devices
(1)

For the purposes of the noise control provisions, the Scottish Ministers may by
regulations approve any type of device used for the measurement of noise.

(2)

An approval under subsection (1) may be given subject to such conditions as to—
(a) the purposes for which; or

15

(b) the manner and circumstances in which,
devices of the type approved are to be used as may be prescribed in the regulations.
45

Power to provide funds to local authorities
(1)

The Scottish Ministers may make to a local authority payments in respect of—
(a) the whole; or

20

(b) any part,
of the expenditure of the authority in relation to the discharge of the functions under this
Part of the authority and its officers.
(2)
25

46

30

Payments under this section shall be made at such times, in such manner and subject to
such conditions as the Scottish Ministers may determine.
Fixed penalty notices: supplementary

(1)

If a form for a fixed penalty notice is specified in an order made by the Scottish
Ministers, a fixed penalty notice shall be given in that form.

(2)

Where a person is given a fixed penalty notice—
(a) proceedings for the offence in respect of which the notice was given shall not be
instituted before the end of the period of 28 days beginning with the date of the
notice;
(b) the person cannot be convicted of that offence if the person pays the fixed penalty
before the end of that period; and

35

(c) the person may be convicted of a further offence under section 41 in respect of
noise emitted from the relevant property—
(i)
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(ii) before the end of the period specified in the warning notice.
(3)

In proceedings for an offence under section 41, evidence that payment of a fixed penalty
was or was not made before the end of any period may be given by the production of a
certificate which—
(a) purports to be signed by or on behalf of the person having responsibility for the
financial affairs of the local authority; and

5

(b) states that payment of a fixed penalty was made on any date or, as the case may
be, was not received before the end of that period.
(4)
10

Subject to subsection (4A), the Scottish Ministers may by order amend section 42(10)
by substituting an amount specified in the order for the amount that is for the time being
mentioned in that section.

(4A) The Scottish Ministers may not specify an amount exceeding level 2 on the standard
scale.
(5)
15

46A

Any sum received by a local authority under section 42 shall be treated as if the fixed
penalty payable under that section were a fine imposed by a district court.
Guidance in relation to this Part
A person (other than a court) shall, in discharging functions by virtue of this Part, have
regard to any guidance given by the Scottish Ministers about—
(a) the discharge of those functions; and
(b) matters arising in connection with the discharge of those functions.

20

Interpretation
46B
(1)

Meaning of “relevant place” and “relevant property”
In this Part—
“relevant place” means—

25

(a)

any place within accommodation (except, in the case of measurement of
noise emitted from relevant property which is accommodation, that
accommodation); and

(b) such other place as may be prescribed.
“relevant property” means—
30

(a) any accommodation;
(b) any land belonging exclusively to, or enjoyed exclusively with, any
accommodation;
(c) any land not falling within paragraph (b)—
(i) to which at least 2 persons have rights in common; and

35

(ii) which is used by those persons as a private garden;
(d) any common passage, close, court, stair, lift or yard pertinent to any
tenement or group of separately owned houses; or
(e) such other place as may be prescribed.
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(2)

In subsection (1)—
“accommodation” means a building or other structure (or part of a building or
other structure) used or intended to be used as a separate unit of accommodation
(whether on a permanent basis or otherwise); and
“prescribed” means prescribed by the Scottish Ministers by order.

5

48

Other expressions used in Part 5
(1)

In this Part—
“fixed penalty notice” has the meaning given by section 42(1);
“noise control period” has the meaning given by section 37(2)(b);
“noise control provisions” has the meaning given by section 37(1);

10

“offending property” has the meaning given by section 39(4)(a);
“permitted level” has the meaning given by section 43(1); and
“warning notice” has the meaning given by section 40(1).
(2)
15

References in this Part to approved devices are references to devices of a type approved
by virtue of section 44(1).

PART 6
THE ENVIRONMENT
Controlled waste and litter
49
20

Contraventions of section 33(1)(a) and (c) of Environmental Protection Act 1990:
fixed penalty notices
After section 33 of the Environmental Protection Act 1990 (c.43) (the “1990 Act”) there
shall be inserted—
“33A

25

(1)

Fixed penalty notices for contraventions of section 33(1)(a) and (c):
Scotland
Where—
(a) an authorised officer of a local authority has reason to believe that a
person has committed a relevant offence in the area of that authority; or
(b) a constable, or an authorised officer of a waste regulation authority, has
reason to believe that a person has committed a relevant offence,
he may give that person a notice under this section in respect of the offence.

30

(1A) In subsection (1) above “relevant offence” means an offence under section 33
above in respect of a contravention of subsection (1)(a) or (c) of that section.

35

(1B) A notice under this section is a notice offering the opportunity, by paying a
fixed penalty, of discharging any liability to conviction for the offence to
which it relates.
(2)

Where—
(a) a constable; or
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(b) an authorised officer of a waste regulation authority,
gives a notice under this section to a person, he shall, no later than 24 hours
after the giving of the notice, send a copy of it to the local authority in whose
area the offence was committed.
5

(3)

Where a person is given a notice under this section in respect of an offence—
(a) no proceedings shall be instituted for that offence before the expiration
of fourteen days following the date of the notice; and
(b) he shall not be convicted of that offence if he pays the fixed penalty
before the expiration of that period.

10

(4)

A notice under this section shall give such particulars of the circumstances
alleged to constitute the offence as are necessary for giving reasonable
information about the offence and shall state—
(a) the period during which, by virtue of subsection (3)(a) above,
proceedings will not be taken for the offence;
(b) the amount of the fixed penalty; and

15

(c) the person to whom and the address at which the fixed penalty may be
paid;
and without prejudice to payment by any other method, payment of the fixed
penalty may be made by pre-paying and posting to that person at that address a
letter containing the amount of the penalty (in cash or otherwise).

20

(5)

Where a letter is sent in accordance with subsection (4) above payment shall be
regarded as having been made at the time at which that letter would be
delivered in the ordinary course of post.

(6)

The form of notices under this section shall be such as the Scottish Ministers
may by order prescribe.

(7)

The fixed penalty payable in pursuance of a notice under this section shall,
subject to subsection (8) below, be £50.

(8)

The Scottish Ministers may by order substitute a different amount (not
exceeding level 2 on the standard scale) for the amount for the time being
specified as the amount of the fixed penalty in subsection (7) above.

(9)

In any proceedings a certificate which—

25

30

(a) purports to be signed by or on behalf of the proper officer for the local
authority in whose area the offence was committed; and
35

(b) states that the payment of a fixed penalty was or was not received by a
date specified in the certificate,
shall be evidence of the facts stated.

40

(10) A fixed penalty payable in pursuance of a notice under this section shall be
payable to the local authority in whose area the offence was committed; and as
respects the sums received by a local authority, those sums shall be treated as if
the penalty were a fine imposed by a district court.
(11) In this section—
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“authorised officer” means an officer of the authority in question who is
authorised in writing by the authority for the purpose of issuing notices
under this section;
“local authority” means a council constituted under section 2 of the
Local Government etc. (Scotland) Act 1994 (c.39); and “area”, in
relation to a local authority, means the local government area (within the
meaning of that Act) for which the council is constituted;

5

“proper officer” means the officer who has, as respects the authority, the
responsibility mentioned in section 95 of the Local Government
(Scotland) Act 1973 (c.65) (financial administration).”.

10

50

Litter: power of constables to issue fixed penalty notices
(1)

Section 88 of the 1990 Act (fixed penalty notices for litter) shall be amended as follows.

(2)

In subsection (1)—
(ya) the words “on any occasion” and “finds a person who he” are repealed;
(za) for “has on that occasion” there shall be substituted “that a person has”;

15

(a) the words from “an”, where it first occurs, to “authority”, where it secondly
occurs, shall become paragraph (a) of that subsection; and
(b) after “authority”, where it secondly occurs, there shall be inserted “; or
(b)
20

(3)

a constable has reason to believe that a person has committed an offence
under that section,”

After subsection (1) there shall be inserted—
“(1A) Where a constable gives a notice under this section to a person, he shall, no
later than 24 hours after the giving of the notice, send a copy of it to the litter
authority in whose area the offence was committed.”.

(4)

25

After subsection (5) there shall be inserted—
“(5A) A fixed penalty payable in pursuance of a notice under this section shall be
payable to the litter authority in whose area the offence was committed.”.

(5)

In subsection (6)—
(a) the words “to a litter authority” are repealed; and
(b) for “the”, where it thirdly occurs, there shall be substituted “a litter”.

30

(5A) In subsection (7), after “amount”, where it first occurs, there shall be inserted “(not
exceeding level 2 on the standard scale)”.
(6)

35
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In subsection (8)(a)(ii), after “officer” there shall be inserted “for the litter authority in
whose area the offence was committed”.
Directions in respect of duty under section 89 of Environmental Protection Act
1990

(1)

Sections 89, 91 and 92 of the 1990 Act shall be amended as follows.

(2)

In section 89 (duties to keep land etc. free of litter), after subsection (6) there shall be
inserted—
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“(6A) The Scottish Ministers may give to any person subject to a duty imposed by
subsection (1) or (2) above such directions as they consider necessary or
expedient for securing compliance by such person with such duty.
(6B) A person to whom a direction is given under subsection (6A) shall comply with
the direction.

5

(6C) A direction under subsection (6A) may—
(a) be given generally or to a specific person;
(b) make different provision for different persons and different cases or
circumstances;
(c) include provision specifying, in relation to any factor by reference to
which a person’s discharging of any such duty can be measured,
standards to be met by the person.

10

(6D) The Scottish Ministers shall—
(a) cause—
(i)

15

any direction under subsection (6A) above; and

(ii) any variation or revocation of such a direction,
to be published; and
(b) cause copies of each such direction, variation or revocation to be made
available to the public.”.
20

(3)

In section 91 (litter abatement orders: applications by aggrieved persons), in subsection
(11)—
(a) after “A”, where it first occurs, there shall be inserted—
“(a) direction under section 89(6A); or”;
(b) the words “code of practice under section 89(7)” shall become paragraph (b); and
(c) after “a”, where it secondly occurs, there shall be inserted “direction or”.

25

(4)

In section 92 (litter abatement notices: litter authorities), in subsection (8)—
(a) after “A”, where it first occurs, there shall be inserted—
“(a) direction under section 89(6A); or”;
(b) the words “code of practice under section 89(7)” shall become paragraph (b); and
(c) after “a”, where it secondly occurs, there shall be inserted “direction or”.

30

Graffiti
51A
(1)

Power of local authority to serve notice about graffiti
Where it appears to a local authority that—
(a) a relevant surface in its area has been defaced by graffiti; and

35

(b) the defacement is—
(i)

detrimental to the amenity of the locality; or

(ii) offensive,
the authority may serve a graffiti removal notice on any responsible person.
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(2)

A graffiti removal notice is a notice requiring the person on whom it is served to
remove, clear or otherwise remedy the defacement described in the notice before the
expiry of such period as may be specified in the notice (being a period of not less than
28 days beginning with the day on which the notice is served).

(3)

A relevant surface is—
(a) any surface of—
(ii) a public road; or
(ii) any building, structure, apparatus, plant or other object on such a road; or
(b) where subsection (4) or (5) applies, any surface of—
(i)

10

land owned, occupied or controlled by a relevant body; or

(ii) any building, structure, apparatus, plant or other object on such land.
(4)

This subsection applies where the land is public land.

(5)

This subsection applies where—
(a) the surface is visible from public land; or
(b) the surface is not visible from public land but is visible to members of the public
from land owned, occupied or controlled by—

15

(i)

the relevant body which owns, occupies or controls the land; or

(ii) any other relevant body,
which they are on for the purpose of using that body’s services or facilities.
20

(6)

For the purposes of this section, a road or land is public if the public are entitled or
permitted to have access to it (with or without payment).

(7)

A local authority may at any time withdraw a graffiti removal notice issued by it.

(8)

The withdrawal under subsection (7) of a graffiti removal notice (the “withdrawn
notice”) shall not affect the power of the local authority to issue a further graffiti
removal notice in respect of the defacement described in the withdrawn notice.

(9)

In this section—

25

“educational institution” has the meaning given by section 98(3) of the 1990 Act
and includes the governing body of such an institution;
30

“graffiti” includes painting, writing, soiling, marking or otherwise defacing by
whatever means;
“relevant body” means—
(a) an educational institution; or
(b) a statutory undertaker;

35

“responsible person” means, in relation to a surface, a person who owns, leases,
occupies, controls, operates or maintains the thing of which it is a surface;
“road” has the meaning given by section 151(1) of the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984
(c.54);
“statutory undertaker” has the meaning given by section 98(6) of the 1990 Act;
and

40
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(a) on the inside of a thing; or
(b) not exposed to the weather.
51B
(1)

Power to modify meaning of “relevant surface”
The Scottish Ministers may by order modify—
(a) paragraph (a) or (b) of subsection (3); or

5

(b) subsection (4), (5) or (6),
of section 51A.
(2)
10

51C

An order under subsection (1) may make such modifications of subsection (9) of that
section as the Scottish Ministers consider appropriate in consequence of any
modification made by virtue of subsection (1).
Graffiti removal notice: content and service

(1)

A graffiti removal notice shall explain the effects of sections 51D, 51F and 51G.

(2)

Subject to subsection (3), subsections (2) to (5) of section 160 of the 1990 Act shall
apply in relation to the service of a graffiti removal notice as they apply to any notice
required or authorised to be served under that Act.

(3)

Where, after reasonable enquiry, a local authority is unable to ascertain the name or
proper address of any person upon whom a graffiti removal notice may be served, it
may—

15

(a) affix the notice to the surface to which it relates; and
(b) in so far as is reasonably necessary for that purpose, enter any land.

20

25

(4)

In subsection (3) “proper address” shall be read in accordance with section 160(4) and
(5) of the 1990 Act.

(5)

Where a graffiti removal notice is affixed in accordance with subsection (3), it shall be
treated as having been served on a person on whom it may be served.

51D

Non-compliance with graffiti removal notice

(1)

Subsection (2) applies where a person on whom a graffiti removal notice is served (the
“responsible person”) does not comply with it.

(2)

The local authority that served the notice or a person authorised by it may—
(a) remove, clear or otherwise remedy the defacement; and
(b) in so far as is reasonably necessary for that purpose, enter any land.

30

35

(3)

Where subsection (4) applies, a local authority may recover from the responsible person
expenditure reasonably incurred by virtue of subsection (2).

(4)

This subsection applies where the local authority has served on the responsible person a
notice setting out—
(a) the amount of; and
(b) details of,
the expenditure which it proposes to recover.
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(5)

51E

Subsections (2) to (5) of section 160 of the 1990 Act shall apply in relation to the
service of a notice mentioned in subsection (4) as they apply to notices required or
authorised to be served under that Act.
Guidance to local authorities about graffiti removal functions
A local authority shall, in discharging its functions under sections 51A, 51C and 51D,
have regard to any guidance about those sections given by the Scottish Ministers.

5

51F
(1)

Appeal against graffiti removal notice
On the application of a person on whom a graffiti removal notice is served, the sheriff
may—
(a) if satisfied that—

10

(i)

the surface to which the notice relates was not, at the time the notice was
served, defaced as described in it;

(ii) the defacement described in the notice is neither detrimental to the amenity
of the locality nor offensive; or
(iii) the applicant was not, at the time the notice was served, a responsible
person as respects the surface to which the notice relates,

15

make an order revoking the notice; or
(b) if satisfied that there is a material defect in, or in connection with, the notice,
make an order revoking or (if appropriate) amending the notice.
20

(2)

In subsection (1)(a)(iii) “responsible person” has the same meaning as in section 51A.

(3)

Where a sheriff—
(a) makes an order under paragraph (b) of subsection (1) amending a graffiti removal
notice; or
(b) makes an order refusing an application such as is mentioned in that subsection,
the sheriff may extend (for such period as may be specified in the order) the period
specified in the notice.

25

30

(4)

An application such as is mentioned in subsection (1) shall be made before the expiry of
the period of 21 days beginning with the day on which the graffiti removal notice to
which it relates was served.

(5)

Where an application such as is mentioned in subsection (1) is made, the graffiti
removal notice to which it relates shall be of no effect pending the—
(a) determination; or
(b) withdrawal of,
the application.

35

51G
(1)
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Appeal against notice under section 51D(4)
On the application of a person on whom a notice under section 51D(4) is served, the
sheriff may, if satisfied that the expenditure which the authority is proposing to recover
is excessive, make an order substituting for that amount a lower one.
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51H

37

An application such as is mentioned in subsection (1) shall be made within the period of
21 days beginning with the day on which the notice to which it relates was served.
Graffiti removal notices: exemptions from liability

(1)

Subject to subsection (3), a relevant person shall have no liability whatsoever (whether
at common law or otherwise) to any responsible person in respect of anything done or
omitted to be done in the exercise or purported exercise of the power conferred by
section 51C(3) or 51D(2).

(2)

In subsection (1) “relevant person” means—

5

(a) in the case of the power conferred by section 51C(3)—
(i)

10

the local authority; and

(ii) any employee of the authority;
(b) in the case of the power conferred by section 51D(2)—
(i)

the local authority;

(ii) any employee of the authority;
(iii) any person authorised by the authority under that section; and

15

(iv) any employer or employee of a person so authorised.
(3)

Subsection (1) does not apply—
(a) if the act or omission is shown to have been in bad faith; or
(b) in respect of a liability arising out of a failure to exercise due care and attention.

20

(4)

In this section “responsible person” has the same meaning as in section 51A.

(5)

This section is without prejudice to any other exemption from liability (whether at
common law or otherwise).
Penalties for environmental offences

52

Penalties for certain environmental offences
Schedule 2, which contains amendments relating to penalties for certain environmental
offences, shall have effect.

25

Interpretation
52A

Interpretation of Part 6
In this Part, the “1990 Act” means the Environmental Protection Act 1990 (c.43).

PART 7

30

HOUSING: ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOUR NOTICES
Antisocial behaviour notices
53

Antisocial behaviour notices
(1)

35

Where it appears to a local authority that either person mentioned in subsection (2) is
engaging in antisocial behaviour at, or in the locality of, a relevant house situated within
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the authority’s area, the authority may serve an antisocial behaviour notice on the
landlord of the relevant house.
(2)

Those persons are—
(a) any person who, by virtue of a tenancy or occupancy arrangement, occupies the
relevant house mentioned in subsection (1); and

5

(b) any visitor for the time being in that house.
(3)

An antisocial behaviour notice is a notice—
(a) describing the antisocial behaviour that has been engaged in at, or in the locality
of, the relevant house to which the notice relates by either of the persons
mentioned in subsection (2);

10

(b) requiring the landlord of the relevant house to take, before the expiry of such
period as may be specified in the notice, such action for the purpose of dealing
with the antisocial behaviour as may be so specified;
(c) stating the consequences of failure to take, within that period, the action so
specified; and

15

(d) informing the landlord of the right to request a review under section 54(1).
(4)

If the local authority is aware of the name and address of an agent who acts for the
landlord as respects the tenancy or occupancy arrangement relating to the relevant
house, the authority shall, in addition to serving a notice on the landlord under
subsection (1), give a copy of the notice to the agent.

(5)

If—

20

(a) the local authority is unable to identify the landlord, it may serve the notice under
subsection (1) by publishing it in two or more newspapers (of which one shall, if
practicable, be a local newspaper) circulating in the locality of the relevant house;
(b) the local authority is aware of the landlord’s identity but is unable to ascertain the
landlord’s current address, it may serve the notice under that subsection by
serving it on the landlord—

25

(i)

at the relevant house; and

(ii) if it is aware of a previous address of the landlord, at that address.
30

54

Review of antisocial behaviour notices
(1)

If a landlord on whom an antisocial behaviour notice is served under section 53(1)
requests the local authority that served the notice to review the notice, the local authority
shall review the notice.

(2)

A request under subsection (1) shall be made before the expiry of the period of 21 days
beginning with the day on which the notice is served or such longer period as the
authority may allow.

(3)

There is no duty to carry out a review of a decision reached on review.

35
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55

39

Internal procedure on review
(1)

A review of an antisocial behaviour notice under section 54(1) shall be carried out by a
person (a “reviewer”) who had no involvement in the decision to issue the notice and
who is senior to the person who was responsible for the processes culminating in that
decision.

(2)

The reviewer may—

5

(a) confirm the notice;
(b) vary any part of it;
(c) suspend the notice for such period as may be specified pending completion of the
review; or

10

(d) revoke the notice.
(3)

The local authority shall notify the person who requested the review of the decision
reached on review and the reasons for reaching that decision.
Failure to comply with notice: sanctions

15

56

Failure to comply with notice: order as to rental income
(1)

If, on the application of the local authority that served an antisocial behaviour notice on
a landlord under section 53(1), the sheriff is satisfied as to the matters mentioned in
subsection (2), the sheriff may—
(a) make an order that, with effect from the making of the order—
(i)

20

no rent be payable by any person who occupies the relevant house; and

(ii) no other consideration be payable or exigible for use or occupation of the
relevant house; and
(b) make such incidental order as the sheriff considers necessary.
(2)

Those matters are—
(a) that the landlord has not taken the action specified in the antisocial behaviour
notice within the time so specified; and

25

(b) that, having regard to all the circumstances relating to the relevant house, it would
be reasonable for the landlord to take that action.
(3)
30

56A

Except as provided in an order under subsection (1), nothing in this Part affects the
validity of any lease or occupancy arrangement by virtue of which a person has the use
of a relevant house during the period when the order is in force.
Appeals against orders under section 56

(1)

An appeal against the decision of a sheriff making or refusing to make an order under
section 56(1) shall be made to the sheriff principal and shall be made within the period
of 21 days beginning with the day on which the decision appealed against was made.

(2)

Subsection (3) applies where a person appeals against the decision of a sheriff making
an order under section 56(1)(a).

35
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(3)

The person shall (in addition to complying with any other requirements as to notification
imposed by virtue of any enactment) give notice to the person who has the use of the
house to which the order relates (the “tenant”) of such matters as may be prescribed by
the Scottish Ministers by regulations.

(4)

Regulations under subsection (3) may include provision for or in connection with—
(a) the form of the notice;
(b) the manner and timing of service of the notice.

(5)
10

57

If a person fails to comply with subsection (3), the court hearing the appeal may not
require the tenant to pay any sums that but for the making of the order would have been
due by the tenant.
Orders under section 56: revocation and suspension

(1)

This section applies where an order is made under section 56.

(2)

On the application of the local authority specified in the order or the landlord of the
relevant house which is subject to the order, the sheriff may, if satisfied that—
(a) the landlord has taken the action specified in the antisocial behaviour notice; or

15

(b) having regard to all the circumstances relating to the relevant house, it would be
unreasonable for the order to continue to have effect,
revoke or, for such period as may be specified, suspend the order.
58
20

Failure to comply with notice: management control order
(1)

If, on the application of the local authority that served an antisocial behaviour notice on
a landlord under section 53(1), the sheriff is satisfied as to the matters mentioned in
subsection (2), the sheriff may make a management control order in respect of the house
to which the notice relates.

(2)

Those matters are—
(a) that the landlord has not taken the action specified in the antisocial behaviour
notice within the time so specified;

25

(b) that, having regard to all the circumstances relating to the relevant house, it would
be reasonable for the landlord to take that action; and
(c) that, to enable the antisocial behaviour described in the notice to be dealt with, it
is necessary to make the order.

30

(3)

A management control order is an order which—
(a) transfers, for such period not exceeding 12 months as may be specified in the
order, to the local authority which made the application the rights and obligations
of the landlord under the tenancy or occupancy arrangements under which the
house is occupied;

35

(b) makes for that period such incidental provision as the sheriff considers necessary.
(4)
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41

Management control order: notification
(1)

Subsection (2) applies where a management control order is made under section 58.

(2)

As soon as practicable after the order is made, the local authority on whose application
the order was made shall—
(a) inform—

5

(i)

the person who, immediately before the order was made, was the landlord
of the house to which the order relates; and

(ii) any person occupying the house by virtue of a tenancy or occupancy
arrangement,
of the making of the order; and

10

(b) if the authority is aware of the name and address of an agent who acts for the
person mentioned in paragraph (a)(i) as respects a tenancy or occupancy
arrangement in respect of the house, give a copy of the order to that person.
(3)
15

60

If it is impracticable for the local authority to comply with the requirement in subsection
(2)(a)(i), the authority need not do so.
Management control order: revocation

(1)

On the application of—
(a) the local authority specified in a management control order (“the local authority”);
or
(b) the person who, immediately before the order was made, was the landlord of the
relevant house to which the order relates (“the landlord”),

20

the sheriff may, if satisfied that subsection (2) or (3) applies, revoke the management
control order.
(2)

This subsection applies if—
(a) the local authority; or

25

(b) the landlord,
has taken the action specified in the antisocial behaviour notice.
(3)

30

61

This subsection applies if, having regard to all the circumstances relating to the relevant
house, it would be unreasonable for the order to continue to have effect.
Management control order: notification of revocation

(1)

Subsection (2) applies where a management control order is revoked under section 60(1)
on the application of the local authority specified in the order.

(2)

As soon as practicable after the order is revoked, the local authority shall—
(a) inform—

35

(i)

the person who, immediately before the management control order was
made, was the landlord of the house to which the order related; and

(ii) any person occupying the house by virtue of a tenancy or occupancy
arrangement,
of the revocation of the order; and
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(b) if the authority is aware of the name and address of an agent who acts for the
person mentioned in paragraph (a)(i) as respects a tenancy or occupancy
arrangement in respect of the house, give a copy of the order to that person.
(2A) If it is impracticable for the local authority to comply with the requirement in subsection
(2)(a)(i), the authority need not do so.

5

(3)

Subsection (4) applies where a management control order is revoked under section 60(1)
on the application of the person who, immediately before the order was made, was the
landlord of the house to which the order related.

(4)

As soon as practicable after the order is revoked, the person shall—
(a) inform the local authority specified in the order; and

10

(b) any person occupying the house by virtue of a tenancy or occupancy arrangement,
of the revocation of the order.
62

Failure to comply with notice: action by authority at landlord’s expense
(1)

Subsections (2) and (3) apply where—
(a) a local authority serves an antisocial behaviour notice on a landlord under section
53(1);

15

(b) the landlord fails to take the action specified in the notice within the time so
specified; and
(c) in consequence of that failure, it appears to the authority that it is necessary for it
to take steps to deal with the antisocial behaviour described in the notice.

20

(2)

The local authority may take such steps as it considers necessary to deal with the
antisocial behaviour described in the notice.

(3)

In such circumstances as the Scottish Ministers may by regulations prescribe, the
landlord shall be liable for expenditure—
(a) incurred, by virtue of subsection (2), by the local authority; and

25

(b) of such description as may be so prescribed.
(4)

Regulations under subsection (3) may include provision for or in connection with—
(a) imposing requirements on local authorities and landlords as respects arrangements
for the notification and collection of expenditure of a description prescribed in the
regulations;

30

(b) specifying arrangements for the settling of disputes arising by virtue of subsection
(3).
63

Failure to comply with notice: offence
(1)

35

Where—
(a) a local authority serves an antisocial behaviour notice on a landlord under section
53(1); and
(b) the landlord fails to take the action specified in the notice within the time so
specified,
the landlord shall be guilty of an offence.
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(2)

A landlord guilty of an offence under this section shall be liable on summary conviction
to a fine not exceeding level 5 on the standard scale.

(3)

It shall be a defence for a landlord charged with an offence under subsection (1) to show
that there was a reasonable excuse for the failure in question.
Interpretation

5

64

Interpretation of Part 7
(1)

In this Part—
“landlord”, in relation to an occupancy arrangement, means the person who under
the arrangement permits another to occupy the building or, as the case may be, the
part of the building;

10

“occupancy arrangement” means any arrangement under which a person having
the lawful right to occupy a building or part of a building permits another, by way
of contract or otherwise, to occupy the building or, as the case may be, the part of
it; but does not include a lease;
“relevant house” means, subject to subsection (2), any building or part of a
building which—

15

(a) is occupied as a dwelling under—
(i) a tenancy; or
(ii) an occupancy arrangement; and
(b) does not fall within subsection (3).

20

(2)

If—
(a) the same person is the landlord in relation to two or more relevant houses; and
(b) those relevant houses share the same toilet, washing or cooking facilities,
then those relevant houses shall be deemed to be a single relevant house.

25

(3)

A building or part of a building falls within this subsection if—
(a) it is owned by—
(i)

a local authority;

(ii) a registered social landlord; or
(iii) Scottish Homes; or
30

(b) it is used for the provision of—
(i)

a care home service (as defined in subsection (3) of section 2 of the
Regulation of Care (Scotland) Act 2001 (asp 8));

(ii) a school care accommodation service (as defined in subsection (4) of that
section);
35

(iii) an independent health care service (as defined in subsection (5) of that
section); or
(iv) a secure accommodation service (as defined in subsection (9) of that
section);
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(c) the house is used by a religious order the principal occupation of which is prayer,
contemplation, education or the relief of suffering; or
(d) a control order under section 178 of the Housing (Scotland) Act 1987 (c.26) is in
force in respect of the house.

5

(4)

For the purposes of this Part, a person engages in antisocial behaviour if the person—
(a) acts in a manner that causes or is likely to cause alarm, distress, nuisance or
annoyance; or
(b) pursues a course of conduct that causes or is likely to cause alarm, distress,
nuisance or annoyance,
to a person residing in, visiting or otherwise engaging in lawful activity at, or in the
locality of, a relevant house.

10

PART 8
HOUSING: REGISTRATION AREAS
Designation of registration areas
15

64A
(1)

Each local authority shall prepare and maintain a register for the purposes of this Part.

(2)

Each local authority shall make its register available for public inspection at all
reasonable times.

64B
20

Registers

(1)

Application for registration
An application by a relevant person to a local authority for entry in the register
maintained by it under section 64A(1) shall specify—
(a) the name and address of the relevant person;
(b) the address of each house (if any) within the area of the authority which the
relevant person owns and which is subject to—
(i)

25

a lease; or

(ii) an occupancy arrangement,
by virtue of which an unconnected person may use the house as a dwelling; and
(c) if the relevant person has an agent who acts for the person in relation to the lease
or occupancy arrangement to which any house specified under paragraph (b) is
subject, the name and address of the agent; and

30

(d) such other information as the Scottish Ministers may by regulations prescribe.

35

(2)

Subject to subsection (3), the application shall be accompanied by such fee as the local
authority may determine.

(3)

The Scottish Ministers may by regulations prescribe for the purposes of subsection (2)—
(a) fees;
(b) how fees are to be arrived at;
(c) cases in which no fee shall be payable.
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(4)

45

A person who, in an application under this section—
(a) specifies information which the person knows is false in a material particular; or
(b) knowingly fails to specify information required by subsection (1),
shall be guilty of an offence.

5

(5)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (4) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale.

(6)

For the purposes of subsection (1)(b), the use of a house as a dwelling shall be
disregarded if—
(a) the house is being used for the provision of—
(i)

10

a care home service (as defined in subsection (3) of section 2 of the
Regulation of Care (Scotland) Act 2001 (asp 8));

(ii) a school care accommodation service (as defined in subsection (4) of that
section);
(iii) an independent health care service (as defined in subsection (5) of that
section); or

15

(iv) a secure accommodation service (as defined in subsection (9) of that
section);
(b) the house is being used by a religious order the principal occupation of which is
prayer, contemplation, education or the relief of suffering;
(c) a control order under section 178 of the Housing (Scotland) Act 1987 (c.26) is in
force in respect of the house; or

20

(d) the house is being used for holiday purposes.
(7)

In this Part—
“relevant person” means a person who is not—
(a)

25

a local authority;

(b) a registered social landlord; or
(c) Scottish Homes; and
“unconnected person”, in relation to a relevant person, means a person who is not
a member of the family of the relevant person.
30

64C

Registration

(1)

This section applies where a relevant person makes an application to a local authority in
accordance with section 64B.

(2)

Where, having considered the application—
(a) the local authority is satisfied that subsection (3) or (4) applies, the authority shall
enter the relevant person in the register maintained by the authority under section
64A(1);

35

(b) the authority is not satisfied that either of those subsections applies, the authority
shall refuse to enter the relevant person in the register.
(3)

This subsection applies where—
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(a) under paragraph (b) of section 64B(1), the application—
(i)

does not specify a house; or

(ii) specifies a house (or two or more houses);
(b) under paragraph (c) of that section, the application does not specify the name and
address of an agent; and

5

(c) the relevant person is a fit and proper person to act as landlord under—
(i)

a lease; or

(ii) an occupancy arrangement,
by virtue of which an unconnected person may use a house as a dwelling.
10

(4)

This subsection applies where—
(a) under paragraph (b) of section 64B(1), the application specifies at least one house;
(b) under paragraph (c) of that section, the application specifies the name and address
of an agent;
(c) subsection (3)(c) applies; and
(d) the agent is a fit and proper person to act as agent for a landlord such as is
mentioned in that subsection in relation to the lease or, as the case may be,
arrangement.

15

(5)

An entry in a register under subsection (2)(a) shall state, in relation to the relevant
person, the information specified by virtue of paragraphs (a) to (c) of section 64B(1) in
the application made by the relevant person.

(6)

Subject to sections 64G(8) and 64H(1), where a local authority makes an entry in a
register under subsection (2)(a), the authority shall remove the entry from the register on
the expiry of the period of 3 years beginning with the day on which the entry is made.

20

64D
25

30

Section 64C: considerations

(1)

In deciding for the purposes of section 64C(3) or (4) whether the relevant person or, as
the case may be, the agent is a fit and proper person, the local authority shall have
regard (among other things) to any material falling within subsections (2) to (4).

(2)

Material falls within this subsection if it shows that the relevant person or, as the case
may be, the agent has—
(a) committed any offence involving—
(i)

fraud or other dishonesty;

(ii) violence; or
(iii) drugs;
35

(b) practised unlawful discrimination on grounds of sex, colour, race, ethnic or
national origins or disability in, or in connection with, the carrying on of any
business; or
(c) contravened any provision of—
(i)

the law relating to housing; or

(ii) landlord and tenant law.
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(3)

47

Material falls within this subsection if it relates to any actings of the relevant person or,
as the case may be, the agent as respects antisocial behaviour affecting a house—
(a) subject to a lease or occupancy arrangement such as is mentioned in section
64C(3)(c); and
(b) in relation to which the relevant person was (or is) the landlord under the lease or
arrangement or, as the case may be, the agent was (or is) the agent for the landlord
in relation to the lease or arrangement.

5

(4)

Material falls within this subsection if it appears to the authority that the material is
relevant to the question of whether the relevant person or, as the case may be, the agent
is a fit and proper person.

(5)

In subsection (3) “actings” includes failure to act.

10

64E

Notification of registration or refusal to register
Where a local authority—
(a) enters a person in its register under paragraph (a) of section 64C(2); or
(b) refuses to enter a person in its register under paragraph (b) of that section,

15

the authority shall, as soon as practicable after doing so, give notice of the fact to the
person.
64F

20

Duty of registered person to provide information to local authority

(1)

This section applies where a person is registered by a local authority.

(2)

If in consequence of a change in circumstances any information provided by the person
to the local authority by virtue of section 64B(1) or, as the case may be, this subsection,
becomes inaccurate, the person shall, as soon as practicable after the inaccuracy arises,
give notice in writing to the authority of the change that has occurred.

(3)

Subject to subsection (4), any notice given under subsection (2) shall be accompanied by
such fee as the local authority may determine.

(4)

The Scottish Ministers may by regulations prescribe for the purposes of subsection (3)—

25

(a) fees;
(b) how fees are to be arrived at;
(c) cases in which no fee shall be payable.
30

(5)

A person who, without reasonable excuse, fails to comply with subsection (2) shall be
guilty of an offence.

(6)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (5) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale.

64G
35

(1)

Registered person: appointment of agent
Subsection (2) applies where—
(a) a person is registered by a local authority (the “registered person”); and
(b) the registered person appoints an agent to act for the person in relation to—
(i)

a lease; or
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(ii) occupancy arrangement,
by virtue of which an unconnected person may use as a dwelling a house within
the area of the authority which the registered person owns.
(2)

The registered person shall, as soon as practicable after appointing the agent, give notice
in writing to the local authority of the appointment.

(3)

The local authority shall, as soon as practicable after being given notice under
subsection (2), determine whether the condition in subsection (4) is satisfied in relation
to the agent.

(4)

The condition is that the agent is a fit and proper person to act as agent for the registered
person in relation to a lease or occupancy arrangement such as is mentioned in
subsection (1)(b).

(5)

Subsections (2) to (5) of section 64D shall apply for the purposes of subsection (4) as
those subsections apply for the purposes of subsection (1) of that section.

(6)

If the local authority determines that the condition in subsection (4) is satisfied—

5

10

(a) the registered person shall be deemed, with effect from the date of the
determination, to be registered by virtue of subsection (4) of section 64C; and

15

(b) the local authority shall give the registered person notice in writing of that fact.

20

(7)

Subsection (6)(a) shall not affect the calculation of the period mentioned in section
64C(6).

(8)

If the local authority determines that the condition in subsection (4) is not satisfied, the
authority shall remove the registered person from the register.

64H
(1)

Removal from register
Where—
(a) a person is registered by a local authority; and
(b) subsection (2) or (3) applies,

25

the authority shall remove the person from its register.
(2)

This subsection applies where—
(a) the person was registered by virtue of section 64C(3); and
(b) paragraph (c) of that section no longer applies.

30

(3)

This subsection applies where—
(a) the person was registered by virtue of section 64C(4); and
(b) paragraph (c) or (d) of that section no longer applies.

64I

Notification of removal from register

(1)

Subsection (2) applies where under section 64G(8) or 64H(1) a local authority removes
a person from the register maintained by it under section 64A(1).

(2)

As soon as practicable after the removal, the local authority shall give the person notice
in writing of—

35

(a) the removal; and
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49

(b) the date of the removal.

5

(3)

Notice under subsection (1) shall be given to the person at the address which,
immediately before the removal, was specified as being the address of the person in the
entry for the person in the register.

(4)

For the purposes of subsection (2), notice is given by being sent by the recorded delivery
service.

64J
(1)

Appeal against refusal to register or removal from register
Subsection (2) applies where—
(a) under section 64C(2)(b) a local authority refuses to enter a person in the register
maintained by it under section 64A(1); or

10

(b) under section 64G(8) or 64H(1) an authority removes a person from the register.
(2)

The sheriff may, on the application of the person, make an order—
(a) requiring the authority to enter the person in the register; and
(b) specifying whether the entry shall be deemed to be made by virtue of subsection
(3) or (4) of section 64C.

15

(3)

Where by virtue of subsection (2) a local authority enters a person in the register
maintained by it under section 64A(1), the entry shall be deemed to have been made
under subsection (2)(a) of section 64C by virtue of the subsection specified in the order.

(4)

An application such as is mentioned in subsection (2) shall be made by summary
application.

(5)

An appeal against the decision of a sheriff granting or refusing an application under
subsection (2) shall be made to the sheriff principal and shall be made within the period
of 21 days beginning with the day on which the decision appealed against was made.

(6)

The decision of the sheriff principal on an appeal under this section shall be final.

20

25

64K
(1)

Offence of letting house while not registered
Where—
(a) a relevant person owns a house within the area of a local authority which is
subject to—
(i)

a lease; or

(ii) an occupancy arrangement,

30

by virtue of which an unconnected person may use the house as a dwelling; and
(b) the relevant person is not registered by that authority,
the relevant person shall be guilty of an offence.
(2)
35

Nothing in subsection (1) makes it an offence for a relevant person to own a house
which is subject to a lease or, as the case may be, occupancy arrangement such as is
mentioned in that subsection where—
(a) the person has made an application under section 64B to the local authority within
the area of which the house is situated; but
(b) the application has not been determined under section 64C by the authority.
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(3)

It shall be a defence for a person charged with an offence under subsection (1) to show
that there was a reasonable excuse for granting the lease or, as the case may be, entering
into the occupancy arrangement, being the landlord under such a lease or being party to
the occupancy arrangement in contravention of the subsection.

(4)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (1) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 5 on the standard scale.

64L
(1)
10

Order that no rent payable
If, on the application of the local authority within the area of which the house to which
the application relates is situated, the sheriff is satisfied that the conditions mentioned in
subsection (2) are met, the sheriff may make an order that, with effect from the making
of the order—
(a) no rent be payable under the lease or occupancy arrangement; and
(b) no other consideration be payable or exigible under the lease or occupancy
arrangement.

15

(2)

Those conditions are—
(a) that the owner of the house is a relevant person;
(b) that the house is subject to—
(i)

a lease; or

(ii) occupancy arrangement,
by virtue of which an unconnected person may use the house as a dwelling;

20

(c) that the relevant person is not registered by the local authority; and
(d) that, having regard to all the circumstances relating to the relevant person, it is
appropriate to make an order under subsection (1).
(3)

The condition mentioned in subsection (2)(c) shall not be taken to be met where—
(a) the relevant person has made an application under section 64B to the local
authority within the area of which the house is situated; but

25

(b) the application has not been determined under section 64C by the authority.
(4)
30

64M

35

40
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Except as provided in an order under subsection (1), nothing in this Part affects the
validity of any lease or occupancy arrangement under which an unconnected person has
the use as a dwelling of a house during the period when the order is in force.
Appeal against order that no rent payable

(1)

An appeal against the decision of a sheriff making or refusing to make an order under
section 64L(1) shall be made to the sheriff principal and shall be made within the period
of 21 days beginning with the day on which the decision appealed against was made.

(2)

Subsection (3) applies where a person appeals against the decision of a sheriff making
an order under section 64L(1).

(3)

The person shall (in addition to complying with any other requirements as to notification
imposed by virtue of any enactment) give notice to the person who has the use as a
dwelling of the house to which the order relates (the “tenant”) of such matters as may be
prescribed by the Scottish Ministers by regulations.
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(4)

51

Regulations under subsection (3) may include provision for or in connection with—
(a) the form of the notice;
(b) the manner and timing of service of the notice.

(5)
5

64N

10

If a person fails to comply with subsection (3), the court hearing the appeal may not
require the tenant to pay any sums that but for the making of the order would have been
due by the tenant.
Grants to local authorities

(1)

The Scottish Ministers may make a grant to a local authority in respect of costs incurred
by the authority by virtue of this Part.

(2)

The payment of a grant under subsection (1) may be made subject to such conditions
(including conditions as to repayment) as the Scottish Ministers may determine.
Amendment of Housing (Scotland) Act 1988

74

Amendment of Housing (Scotland) Act 1988
In subsection (6)(a) of section 18 of the Housing (Scotland) Act 1988 (c.43) (orders for
possession)—

15

(a) the word “or”, where it thirdly occurs, is repealed; and
(b) after “10” there shall be inserted “, Ground 15”.
Interpretation
74A
20

(1)

Interpretation of Part 8
In this Part—
“house” means, subject to subsection (2), a building or part of a building occupied
or intended to be occupied as a dwelling;
“landlord”, in relation to an occupancy arrangement, means the person who under
the arrangement permits another to occupy the building or, as the case may be, the
part of the building;

25

“occupancy arrangement” means any arrangement under which a person having
the lawful right to occupy a house permits another, by way of contract or
otherwise, to occupy the house or, as the case may be, part of it; but does not
include a lease;
“registered”, in relation to a relevant person and a local authority, means entered
by virtue of section 64C(2)(a) in the register maintained by the authority under
section 64A(1); and cognate expressions shall be construed accordingly;

30

“relevant person” has the meaning given by section 64B(7);
“unconnected person” has the meaning given by section 64B(7); and
“use as a dwelling” shall be construed in accordance with section 64B(6).

35

(2)

If two or more dwellings within a building share the same toilet, washing or cooking
facilities, then those dwellings shall be deemed to be a single house for the purposes of
this Part.
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(3)

For the purposes of this Part, any reference to a person’s being a member of another’s
family shall be construed in accordance with section 108(1) and (2) of the Housing
(Scotland) Act 2001 (asp 10).

(4)

For the purposes of this Part, a person engages in antisocial behaviour if the person—
(a) acts in a manner that causes or is likely to cause alarm, distress, nuisance or
annoyance; or

5

(b) pursues a course of conduct that causes or is likely to cause alarm, distress,
nuisance or annoyance,
to a person residing in, visiting or otherwise engaging in lawful activity at, or in the
locality of, a house; and antisocial behaviour shall be construed accordingly.

10

PART 9
PARENTING ORDERS
Applications
77
15

Applications
(1)

The court may make a parenting order in respect of a parent of a child where—
(a) subsection (2) or (3) applies; and
(b) the Scottish Ministers have notified the court that the local authority for the area
in which the parent ordinarily resides has made arrangements that would enable
the order to be complied with.

20

(2)

This subsection applies where—
(a) the application for the order is made by the appropriate local authority; and
(b) the court is satisfied that—
(i)

the behaviour condition; or

(ii) the conduct condition,
is met.

25

(3)

This subsection applies where—
(a) the application for the order is made by the Principal Reporter; and
(b) the court is satisfied that—
(i)

the behaviour condition;

(ii) the conduct condition; or

30

(iii) the welfare condition,
is met.
(4)

The behaviour condition is—
(a) that the child has engaged in antisocial behaviour; and
(b) that the making of the order is desirable in the interests of preventing the child
from engaging in further such behaviour.

35

(5)
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(a) that the child has engaged in criminal conduct; and
(b) that the making of the order is desirable in the interests of preventing the child
from engaging in further such conduct.
(6)

The welfare condition is that the making of the order is desirable in the interests of
improving the welfare of the child.

(7)

For the purposes of subsection (5), a child engages in criminal conduct if the child
engages in conduct that constitutes a criminal offence (or would do so if the child had
attained the age of 8 years).

(8)

An application under this section shall be made by summary application to the sheriff of
the sheriffdom where the parent ordinarily resides.

(9)

Before an application is made under this section—

5

10

(a) by a local authority, it shall consult the Principal Reporter;
(b) by the Principal Reporter, the Principal Reporter shall consult the appropriate
local authority.
(10) In this section, “appropriate local authority” means the local authority for the area where
the child ordinarily resides.

15

Parenting orders
76

Parenting orders
(1)

A parenting order is an order requiring the specified person—
(a) to comply, during a specified period—

20

(i)

beginning with the making of the order; and

(ii) not exceeding 12 months,
with such requirements as are specified; and
(b) subject to subsection (2), to attend, during a specified period—
(i)

25

falling within the specified period mentioned in paragraph (a); and

(ii) not exceeding 3 months,
such counselling or guidance sessions as may be directed by a supervising officer
appointed by the relevant local authority.
(2)

Where a parenting order has been made in respect of the person on a previous occasion
in the interests of the child in whose interests the order is to be made, the order need not
include a requirement under subsection (1)(b).

(3)

The Scottish Ministers may by order amend the number of months mentioned in—

30

(a) subsection (1)(a)(ii); and
(b) subsection (1)(b)(ii).
35

(5)

In subsection (1), “specified” means specified in the order.
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Matters following making of order

80

Notification of making of order
(1)

The clerk of the court by which a parenting order is made shall cause a copy of the order
to be—
(a) given to the person specified in the order; or

5

(b) sent to the person so specified by registered post or the recorded delivery service.

10

(2)

A certificate of posting of a letter sent under subsection (1)(b) issued by the postal
operator concerned shall be sufficient evidence of the sending of the letter on the day
specified in such certificate.

(3)

In subsection (2), “postal operator” has the meaning given by section 125(1) of the
Postal Services Act 2000 (c.26).

81

Review of order
(1)

On the application of a relevant applicant the court that made a parenting order may, if it
considers that it would be appropriate to do so—
(a) revoke the order; or

15

(b) vary the order by—
(i)

deleting any of the requirements specified in the order;

(ii) adding a new requirement;
(iii) altering the period specified for the purpose of section 76(1)(b).
(2)

20

In subsection (1), “relevant applicant” means—
(a) the person specified in the order;
(b) the child in respect of whom the order was made;
(c) the local authority for the area in which the person specified in the order
ordinarily resides.

25

(3)

Where an application under subsection (1) for the revocation or, as the case may be,
variation, of a parenting order is refused, another such application by the same applicant
under that subsection for revocation or, as the case may be, variation, may be made only
with the consent of the court that made the order.

(4)

Where the court that made a parenting order is satisfied that—
(a) the person specified in the order proposes to change, or has changed, the person’s
place of ordinary residence; and

30

(b) it is appropriate to make an order specifying the sheriff of another sheriffdom as
the court that may entertain applications under subsection (1),
it may make such an order; and in such a case, this section shall be read as if references
to the court that made the order were references to that sheriff.

35

82

Appeals
An interlocutor—
(a) varying, or refusing to vary a parenting order; or
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(b) making a parenting order under section 12,
is an appealable interlocutor.
83

Failure to comply with order
(1)

5

If the person specified in a parenting order fails without reasonable excuse to comply
with—
(a) any requirement specified in the order; or
(b) any direction given under the order,
the person shall be guilty of an offence.

(2)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (1) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale.

(3)

In determining the sentence to be imposed on a person guilty of an offence under
subsection (1) a court shall take into consideration the welfare of any child in respect of
whom the person is a parent.

10

General requirements
15

78

Procedural requirements
(1)

Before making, varying or revoking a parenting order, a court shall—
(a) having regard to the age and maturity of the child, so far as practicable—
(i)

give the child an opportunity to indicate whether the child wishes to
express views; and

(ii) if the child so wishes, give the child an opportunity to express those views;

20

(b) give the parent the opportunity to be heard;
(c) obtain information about the family circumstances of the parent and the likely
effect of the order on those circumstances.
(1A) Before making a parenting order, the court shall explain in ordinary language—
(a) the effect of the order and of the requirements proposed to be included in it;

25

(b) the consequences of failing to comply with the order;
(c) the powers the court has under section 81; and
(d) the entitlement of the parent to appeal against the making of the order.
30

(1B) Before varying or revoking a parenting order, the court shall explain in ordinary
language the effect of the variation or, as the case may be, revocation.
(1C) Subsections (1A) and (1B) apply only where the parent is present in court.
(1D) Failure to comply with subsection (1A) or (1B) shall not affect the validity of the order
made.
(2)

35

Without prejudice to the generality of subsection (1)(a), a child who is at least 12 years
of age shall be presumed to be of sufficient age and maturity to form a view.
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General considerations relating to making, varying and revoking order

(1)

Where a court is determining whether to make, vary or revoke a parenting order its
paramount consideration shall be the welfare of the child.

(2)

Where a court is determining whether to make a parenting order it shall have regard
to—

5

(a) such views as the child has expressed in relation to that matter by virtue of
paragraph (a) of subsection (1) of section 78;
(b) the information obtained in relation to that matter by virtue of paragraph (c) of
that subsection;
(c) whether (and if so the extent to which) the parent has, at any time that appears to
the court to be relevant, taken relevant voluntary steps; and

10

(d) any other behaviour of the parent that appears to the court to be relevant.
(3)

Where a court is determining whether to vary or revoke a parenting order it shall have
regard to—
(a) such views as the child has expressed in relation to that matter by virtue of
paragraph (a) of subsection (1) of section 78;

15

(b) the information obtained in relation to that matter by virtue of paragraph (c) of
that subsection; and
(c) any behaviour of the parent that appears to the court to be relevant.
20

(4)

In subsection (2)(c) “relevant voluntary steps” means—
(a) where the court is determining whether to—
(i)

make a parenting order under section 12; or

(ii) make a parenting order under subsection (1) of section 77 in respect of the
condition mentioned in subsection (4) of that section,
voluntary steps intended to be in the interests of preventing the child from
engaging in antisocial behaviour;

25

(b) where the court is determining whether to make a parenting order under
subsection (1) of section 77 in respect of the condition mentioned in subsection
(5) of that section, voluntary steps intended to be in the interests of preventing the
child from engaging in criminal conduct;

30

(c) where the court is determining whether to make a parenting order under
subsection (1) of section 77 in respect of the condition mentioned in subsection
(6) of that section, voluntary steps intended to be in the interests of improving the
welfare of the child.
35

83B
(1)

Account to be taken of religion, work and education
A court shall ensure that the requirements of a parenting order made by it avoid, so far
as practicable—
(a) any conflict with the religious beliefs of the person specified in the order; and
(b) any interference with times at which that person normally attends—

40

(i)

work; or

(ii) any educational establishment.
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(2)

The supervising officer appointed by a local authority in respect of a parenting order
shall ensure that the directions given by the officer avoid, so far as practicable, the
matters mentioned in subsection (1)(a) and (b).

(3)

In subsection (1)(b)(ii) “educational establishment” has the meaning given by section
135(1) of the Education (Scotland) Act 1980 (c.44).

5

Miscellaneous
83C
(1)

Restriction on reporting proceedings relating to parenting orders
Subject to subsection (2), a person shall be guilty of an offence if the person publishes
any matter in respect of relevant proceedings which is intended, or likely to, identify—
(a) the parent concerned in the proceedings (the “person concerned”);

10

(b) any address as being that of the person concerned;
(c) the child concerned in the proceedings;
(d) any other child—
(i)

who is a member of the same household as the person concerned; or

(ii) of whom the person concerned is a parent; or

15

(e) any—
(i)

address; or

(ii) school,
as being that of a child mentioned in paragraph (c) or (d).
20

(2)

In relevant proceedings, the court may, in the interests of justice, order that subsection
(1) shall not apply to the proceedings to such extent as the court considers appropriate.

(3)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (1) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 4 on the standard scale.

(4)

It shall be a defence for a person charged with an offence under subsection (1) to show
that the person—

25

(a) did not know; and
(b) had no reason to suspect,
that the published matter was intended, or was likely, to identify the person concerned,
child, address or school (as the case may be).
30

(5)

Section 46 of the Children and Young Persons (Scotland) Act 1937 (c.37) shall apply in
relation to relevant proceedings only in respect of a person concerned in the proceedings
as a witness.

(6)

A child in whose interests a parenting order has been made shall be regarded as a person
who falls within subsection (1)(a) of section 47 of the Criminal Procedure (Scotland)
Act 1995 (c.46) for the purposes of that section in its application to proceedings in
respect of the commission of an offence under section 83(1) in respect of that order.

(7)

In this section—

35

“programme service” has the meaning given by section 201 of the Broadcasting
Act 1990 (c.42);
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“publishes” includes—
(a) causing to be published; and
(b) publishing in a programme service,
and “published” shall be construed accordingly; and
“relevant proceedings” means—

5

(a)

proceedings before a sheriff for the purpose of considering whether to
make a parenting order under section 12(1);

(b) proceedings before a sheriff on an application for the making of a parenting
order under section 77(1);
(c)

10

proceedings before a sheriff on an application for the variation, or
revocation, of a parenting order under section 81(1);

(d) proceedings before a sheriff for the purpose of considering whether to
make an order under section 81(4);
(e)
15

83D
(1)

an appeal arising from proceedings such as are mentioned in paragraphs (a)
to (d).

Conduct of proceedings by reporters
The Scottish Ministers may by regulations empower a reporter, whether or not the
reporter is an advocate or solicitor, to conduct proceedings—
(a) before a sheriff—
(i)

20

on an application by the Principal Reporter for the making of a parenting
order;

(ii) on an application for the variation, or revocation, of a parenting order made
on the application of the Principal Reporter, under section 81(1); or
(iii) for the purpose of considering whether to make an order under section
81(4) in respect of a parenting order made on the application of the
Principal Reporter; or

25

(b) before a sheriff principal, on any appeal arising from proceedings such as are
mentioned in paragraph (a).
(2)
30

Regulations under subsection (1) may prescribe such requirements as the Scottish
Ministers think fit as to—
(a) qualifications;
(b) training; or
(c) experience,
necessary for a reporter to be so empowered.

35

(3)

In this section “reporter” means—
(a) the Principal Reporter; and
(b) any officer of the Scottish Children’s Reporter Administration to whom there is
delegated, under section 131(1) of the Local Government etc. (Scotland) Act 1994
(c.39), any of the functions which the Principal Reporter has under any enactment.
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5

59

Initial investigations by Principal Reporter

(1)

For the purpose of determining whether to make an application for the making of a
parenting order under section 77, the Principal Reporter may make such investigations
as the Principal Reporter considers appropriate.

(2)

On a request made by the Principal Reporter for the purpose mentioned in subsection
(1), a local authority shall supply to the Principal Reporter a report on—
(a) the child in relation to whom the Principal Reporter is determining whether to
make the application;
(b) the parent in relation to whom the Principal Reporter is determining whether to
make the application; and

10

(c) such circumstances concerning—
(i)

the child; and

(ii) the parent,
as appear to the Principal Reporter to be relevant.
15

84

Power of court to direct reporter to consider application for parenting order
Where, in any proceedings (other than proceedings under section 4 or 77), it appears to a
court that it might be appropriate for a parenting order to be made in respect of a parent
of a child, the court may require the Principal Reporter to consider whether to apply
under section 77 for such an order.

20

85

Guidance about parenting orders
A person (other than a court) shall, in discharging functions by virtue of section 12 or
this Part, have regard to any guidance given by the Scottish Ministers about—
(a) the discharge of those functions; and
(b) matters arising in connection with the discharge of those functions.

25

86

Amendment of Children (Scotland) Act 1995
After section 75 of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.36) there shall be inserted—
“Parenting orders
75A

Requirement on Principal Reporter to apply for parenting order

(1)

Subsection (2) below applies where it appears to the children’s hearing to
whom a child’s case has been referred under section 65(1) of this Act that it
might be appropriate for a parenting order to be made in respect of a parent of
the child under section 77 of the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Act 2004
(asp 00) (the “2004 Act”).

(2)

The hearing may require the Principal Reporter to consider whether to apply,
under subsection (3) of that section of the 2004 Act, for such an order.

(3)

A requirement under subsection (2) above shall specify—

30

35

(a) the parent in respect of whom it might be appropriate for the order to be
made; and
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(b) by reference to subsections (4) to (6) of that section of the 2004 Act, the
condition in respect of which the application might be made.
(4)

In subsection (1) above, “parent” and “child” have the same meanings as in
section 87 of the 2004 Act.”.
Interpretation

5

87

Interpretation of Part 9
In this Part—
“child” means a person who is under the age of 16 years;
“parent”, means any individual who is a relevant person as defined in section
93(2)(b) of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.36) (the references to a “person”
in that section being read as references to an individual);

10

“parenting order” has the meaning given by section 76(1).

PART 10
FURTHER CRIMINAL MEASURES
Antisocial behaviour orders

15

88

Antisocial behaviour orders
After section 234A of the Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.46) there shall be
inserted—
“Antisocial behaviour orders

20

234AA Antisocial behaviour orders
(1)

Where subsection (2) below applies, the court may, instead of or in addition to
imposing any sentence which it could impose, make an antisocial behaviour
order in respect of a person (the “offender”).

(2)

This subsection applies where—
(a) the offender is convicted of an offence;

25

(b) at the time when he committed the offence, the offender was at least 12
years of age;
(c) in committing the offence, he engaged in antisocial behaviour; and
(d) the court is satisfied, on a balance of probabilities, that the making of an
antisocial behaviour order is necessary for the purpose of protecting
other persons from further antisocial behaviour by the offender.

30

(3)

For the purposes of subsection (2)(c) above, a person engages in antisocial
behaviour if he—
(a) acts in a manner that causes or is likely to cause alarm or distress; or

35

(b) pursues a course of conduct that causes or is likely to cause alarm or
distress,
to at least one person who is not of the same household as him.
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(4)

Subject to subsection (5) below, an antisocial behaviour order is an order
which prohibits, indefinitely or for such period as may be specified in the
order, the offender from doing anything described in the order.

(5)

The prohibitions that may be imposed by an antisocial behaviour order are
those necessary for the purpose of protecting other persons from further
antisocial behaviour by the offender.

5

(5A) Before making an antisocial behaviour order, the court shall explain to the
offender in ordinary language—
(a) the effect of the order and the prohibitions proposed to be included in it;
(b) the consequences of failing to comply with the order;

10

(c) the powers the court has under subsection (6) below; and
(d) the entitlement of the offender to appeal against the making of the order.
(5B) Failure to comply with subsection (5A) shall not affect the validity of the
order.
15

(6)

On the application of the offender in respect of whom an antisocial behaviour
order is made under this section, the court which made the order may, if
satisfied on a balance of probabilities that it is appropriate to do so—
(a) revoke the order; or
(b) subject to subsection (7) below, vary it in such manner as it thinks fit.

20

25

(7)

Where an antisocial behaviour order specifies a period, the court may not,
under subsection (6)(b) above, vary the order by extending the period.

(8)

An antisocial behaviour order made under this section, and any revocation or
variation of such an order under subsection (6) above, shall be taken to be a
sentence for the purposes of an appeal.

(9)

Sections 9 and 10 of the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Act 2004 (asp
00) (which provide that breach of an antisocial behaviour order made under
that Act is an offence for which a person is liable to be arrested without
warrant) shall apply in relation to antisocial behaviour orders made under this
section as those sections apply in relation to antisocial behaviour orders made
under section 4 of that Act.

30

(10) In this section, “conduct” includes speech; and a course of conduct must
involve conduct on at least two occasions.
234AB Antisocial behaviour orders: notification
(1)
35

Upon making an antisocial behaviour order under section 234AA of this Act,
the court shall—
(a) serve a copy of the order on the offender; and
(b) give a copy of the order to the local authority it considers most
appropriate.

(2)

Upon revoking an antisocial behaviour order under subsection (6)(a) of that
section, the court shall notify the local authority to whom a copy of the order
was given under subsection (1)(b) above.

(3)

Upon varying an antisocial behaviour order under subsection (6)(b) of that
section, the court shall—

40
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(a) serve a copy of the order as varied on the offender; and
(b) give a copy of the order as varied to the local authority to whom a copy
of the order was given under subsection (1)(b) above.
(4)

For the purposes of this section, a copy is served on an offender if—
(a) given to him; or

5

(b) sent to him by registered post or the recorded delivery service.

10

88A

(5)

A certificate of posting of a letter sent under subsection (4)(b) issued by the
postal operator shall be sufficient evidence of the sending of the letter on the
day specified in such certificate.

(6)

In this section “offender” means the person in respect of whom the antisocial
behaviour order was made.”.

Records of antisocial behaviour orders made in criminal courts

(1)

A local authority shall keep records of each antisocial behaviour order of which the
authority has been given a copy by virtue of subsection (1)(b) of section 234AB of the
Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.46) (the “1995 Act”).

(2)

A record kept under subsection (1) shall specify—

15

(a) the person in respect of whom the order was made;
(b) the prohibitions imposed by the order;
(c) whether a prohibition is indefinite or for a definite period and where it is for a
period, that period;

20

(d) where the authority is, by virtue of subsection (2) of that section of the 1995 Act,
notified of the revocation of the order, the date on which it was revoked;
(e) where the authority is, by virtue of subsection (3)(b) of that section of the 1995
Act, given a copy of the order as varied, the variation and its date; and
(f) such other matters relating to the order as the Scottish Ministers may prescribe in
regulations.

25

30

(3)

A local authority shall, on a request to do so being made to it by a person mentioned in
subsection (4), disclose to that person information contained in a record kept under
subsection (1).

(4)

Those persons are—
(a) the Scottish Ministers;
(b) the Principal Reporter;
(c) any other local authority;
(d) a chief constable; and
(e) a registered social landlord.

35

(5)

A local authority shall, in discharging functions by virtue of this section, have regard to
such guidance issued by the Scottish Ministers as to—
(a) the discharge of those functions; and
(b) such matters arising in connection with the discharge of those functions,
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as the Scottish Ministers think fit.
Community reparation orders
89
5

Community reparation orders
After section 245J of the Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.46) there shall be
inserted—
“Community reparation orders
245K

Community reparation orders

(1)

Where subsection (2) below applies, the court may, instead of imposing any
sentence which, but for this subsection, it could impose, make a community
reparation order in respect of a person (“the offender”).

(2)

This subsection applies where—

10

(a) the offender is convicted in summary proceedings of an offence;
(b) at the time when he committed the offence, he was at least 12 years old;
(c) he committed the offence by engaging to any extent in antisocial
behaviour; and

15

(d) in relation to the local authority that would be specified in the order, the
Scottish Ministers have notified the court that the authority has made
arrangements that would enable an order to be complied with.
(3)
20

For the purposes of subsection (2)(c) above, a person engages in antisocial
behaviour if he—
(a) acts in a manner that causes or is likely to cause alarm or distress; or
(b) pursues a course of conduct that causes or is likely to cause alarm or
distress,
to at least one person who is not of the same household as him.

25

(4)

A community reparation order is an order—
(a) requiring the specified local authority to appoint a supervising officer for
the purposes of—
(i)

30

determining which prescribed activities the offender should
undertake for the specified number of hours (being at least 10 and
not exceeding 100) during the period of 12 months beginning with
the day on which the order is made;

(ii) determining at what times and in which localities he should
undertake those activities; and
(iii) giving the offender directions during that period to undertake
activities in accordance with determinations under sub-paragraphs
(i) and (ii) above; and

35

(b) requiring the offender, during that period, to comply with those
directions.
(5)
40

In subsection (4) above—
“prescribed activities” means activities designed—
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(a)

5

to enable reparation to be made (whether to a particular person or
to a group of persons and whether such a person, or any person in
the group, has been affected by the antisocial behaviour or
otherwise) by persons who have engaged in antisocial behaviour;
or

(b) to reduce the likelihood of persons engaging in such behaviour,
which are of such description as the Scottish Ministers may by
regulations prescribe; and
“specified” means specified in the order.
10

(6)

The Scottish Ministers may by regulations make provision about
determinations made, and directions given, by virtue of paragraph (a) of
subsection (4) above.

(7)

In giving directions by virtue of subsection (4)(a)(iii) above, a supervising
officer shall, as far as practicable, avoid—
(a) any conflict with the offender’s religious beliefs;

15

(b) any interference with the times at which the offender normally attends
work or any educational establishment.
(8)

Before making a community reparation order in respect of an offender, the
court shall explain to him in ordinary language—
(a) the purpose and effect of the order;

20

(b) the consequences of failure to comply with the order; and
(c) the powers the court has under section 245P of this Act.
(9)
25

For the purposes of any appeal or review, a community reparation order is a
sentence.

(10) Regulations under subsections (5) and (6) above shall be made by statutory
instrument; and any such instrument shall be subject to annulment in pursuance
of a resolution of the Scottish Parliament.
(11) In subsection (7)(b) above, “educational establishment” has the meaning given
by section 135(1) of the Education (Scotland) Act 1980 (c.44).

30

245L

Community reparation order: notification
Where the court makes a community reparation order it shall intimate the
making of the order to—
(a) the offender;
(b) the chief social work officer of the local authority specified in the order;
and

35

(c) where it is not the appropriate court, the clerk of the appropriate court.
245M

Failure to comply with community reparation order: extension of 12
month period
Subject to sections 245N(4) and 245P(2)(c) and (d) of this Act, if—

40

(a) a community reparation order is made in respect of an offender; and
(b) the offender fails to comply with a direction given by the supervising
officer appointed by virtue of the order,
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then the order shall, notwithstanding section 245K(4)(a)(i), remain in force
until the offender has complied with the direction.
245N
(1)

Failure to comply with community reparation order: powers of court
Subsection (2) below applies where—
(a) a community reparation order is made in respect of an offender; and

5

(b) on information from the offender’s supervising officer, it appears to the
appropriate court that the offender has failed to comply with the order or
any direction given under it.
(2)

The court may issue—
(a) a warrant for the arrest of the offender; or

10

(b) a citation requiring the offender to appear before the court at such time
as may be specified in the citation.
(3)

The unified citation provisions shall apply in relation to a citation under this
section as they apply in relation to a citation under section 216(3)(a) of this
Act.

(4)

If it is proved to the satisfaction of the court before which the offender is
brought or appears in pursuance of subsection (2) above that the offender has
failed without reasonable excuse to comply with the order or any direction
given under it, the court may revoke the order and deal with the offender in any
manner in which he could have been dealt with for the original offence if the
order had not been made.

(5)

The evidence of one witness shall, for the purposes of subsection (4) above, be
sufficient evidence.

15

20

245P
25

Extension, variation and revocation of order

(1)

Subsection (2) below applies where a community reparation order is made in
respect of an offender.

(2)

On the application of the offender or the offender’s supervising officer, the
appropriate court may, if it appears to it that it would be in the interests of
justice to do so having regard to circumstances which have arisen since the
order was made—

30

(a) extend, in relation to the order, the period of 12 months specified in
section 245K(4)(a)(i) of this Act;
(b) vary the numbers of hours specified in the order;
(c) revoke the order; or
(d) revoke the order and deal with the offender in any manner in which he
could have been dealt with for the original offence if the order had not
been made.

35

(3)
40

If the court proposes to exercise its powers under subsection (2)(a), (b) or (d)
above otherwise than on the application of the offender, it shall issue a citation
requiring the offender to appear before the court at such time as may be
specified in the citation and, if he fails to appear, may issue a warrant for his
arrest.
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(4)

245Q

The unified citation provisions shall apply in relation to a citation under this
section as they apply in relation to a citation under section 216(3)(a) of this
Act.
Sections 245L, 245N and 245P: meaning of “appropriate court”
In sections 245L, 245N and 245P of this Act, “appropriate court”, in relation to
a community reparation order, means the court having jurisdiction in the area
of the local authority specified in the order, being a sheriff or district court
according to whether the order is made by a sheriff or district court (except
that, in the case where an order is made by a district court and there is no
district court in that area, it means the sheriff).”.

5

10

Restriction of liberty orders
90

15

Restriction of liberty orders
(1)

Section 245A of the Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.46) (restriction of
liberty orders) shall be amended in accordance with subsections (2) and (3).

(2)

In subsection (1), the words “of 16 years of age or more” are repealed.

(3)

After subsection (11), there shall be inserted—
“(11A) A court shall not make a restriction of liberty order in respect of a person who
is under 16 years of age unless, having obtained a report on the person from the
local authority in whose area he resides, it is satisfied as to the services which
the authority will provide for his support and rehabilitation during the period
when he is subject to the order.”.

20

Sale of spray paint to children
91

Offence of selling spray paint to child
(1)

A person who sells to a person under the age of 16 a spray paint device shall be guilty of
an offence.

(2)

In subsection (1), “spray paint device” means a device which—

25

(a) contains paint stored under pressure; and
(b) is designed to permit the release of the paint as a spray.
(3)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (1) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale.

(4)

It shall be a defence for a person charged with an offence under subsection (1) to show
that the person took all reasonable precautions and exercised all due diligence to avoid
the commission of the offence.

30

92
35

Requirement to display warning statement
(1)

A notice displaying the statement—
“It is illegal to sell a spray paint device to anyone under the age of 16”
shall be exhibited at an appropriate place at every premises at which spray paint devices
are sold by retail.
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(2)

In subsection (1) “appropriate place” means a prominent position where the statement is
readily visible to persons at the point of sale of spray paint devices.

(3)

The dimensions of the notice to be exhibited in accordance with subsection (1), and the
size of the statement to be displayed on it, shall be such as may be prescribed by
regulations made by the Scottish Ministers.

(4)

Where—

5

(a) a person carries on a business involving the retail of spray paint devices at any
premises; and
(b) no notice is exhibited in accordance with subsection (1) at those premises,
that person shall be guilty of an offence.

10

(5)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (4) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 2 on the standard scale.

(6)

It shall be a defence for a person charged with an offence under subsection (4) to show
that the person took all reasonable precautions and exercised all due diligence to avoid
the commission of the offence.

(7)

Where an offence under subsection (4) is committed by a body corporate and is proved
to have been committed with the consent or connivance of, or to be attributable to, any
neglect on the part of, any director, manager, secretary or other similar officer of the
body corporate or any person who was purporting to act in any such capacity, that
person as well as the body corporate shall be guilty of that offence.

(8)

In subsection (7) “director”, in relation to a body corporate whose affairs are managed
by its members, means a member of the body corporate.

(9)

Where an offence under subsection (4) is committed by a Scottish partnership and is
proved to have been committed with the consent or connivance of, or to be attributable
to any neglect on the part of, a partner, that partner as well as the partnership shall be
guilty of that offence.

15

20

25

(10) In this section—
“premises” includes—
(a) any place; and
(b) any vehicle, vessel, aircraft, hovercraft, stall or moveable structure; and

30

“spray paint device” has (except where it appears in the statement set out in
subsection (1)) the same meaning as in section 91(1).
93

35

Offences under sections 91 and 92: enforcement
(1)

A local authority shall, within its area, enforce sections 91 and 92.

(2)

Subsection (1) does not authorise a local authority to institute proceedings for an offence
under section 91(1) or 92(4).

94

Offences under section 91 and 92: powers of entry, inspection and seizure
(1)

Subject to subsection (3), an authorised officer of a local authority may at any
reasonable hour exercise any of the powers conferred by subsections (4) to (7).
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(2)

In subsection (1), “authorised officer”, in relation to a local authority, means an officer
of the authority authorised in writing by it for the purposes of this section.

(3)

An officer seeking to exercise a power mentioned in subsection (1) shall, if requested,
produce evidence of identity and authorisation.

(4)

The officer may, for the purpose of ascertaining whether a relevant offence has been
committed—
(a) inspect any goods; and
(b) enter any premises (other than premises used only as a dwelling).

(5)
10

If the officer has reasonable cause to suspect that a relevant offence has been committed,
the officer may, for the purpose of ascertaining whether it has been committed—
(a) require any person carrying on, or employed in connection with, a business, to
produce any records relating to the business; and
(b) take copies of, or of any entry in, any records produced by virtue of paragraph (a).

(6)

If the officer has reasonable cause to believe that a relevant offence has been committed,
the officer may, for the purpose of ascertaining, by testing or otherwise, whether it has
been committed, seize and detain any goods.

(7)

The officer may seize and detain any goods or records which the officer has reason to
believe may be required as evidence in proceedings for a relevant offence.

(8)

In this section, “relevant offence” means an offence under section 91(1) or 92(4).

15

PART 11

20

FIXED PENALTIES
Offences to which this Part applies
95

Fixed penalty offences
(1)

25

For the purposes of this Part “fixed penalty offence” means—
(a) an offence under an enactment mentioned in the first column in Part 1 of the
following table and described, in general terms, in the second column in that Part;
(b) an offence created in subordinate legislation made under an enactment mentioned
in the first column in Part 2 of the table which is of the general description
mentioned in the second column in that Part; and

30

(c) a common law offence mentioned in Part 3 of the table.
TABLE
PART 1
Enactment

35

Description of offence

Section 78 of the Licensing (Scotland) Riotous behaviour while drunk in licensed
Act 1976 (c.66)
premises
Section 79 of the Licensing (Scotland) Refusing to leave licensed premises on
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PART 1
Enactment

Description of offence

Act 1976 (c.66)

5

being requested to do so

Section 47 of the Civic Government Urinating or defecating in circumstances
(Scotland) Act 1982 (c.45)
causing annoyance to others
Section 50(1) of the Civic Government Being drunk and incapable in a public
(Scotland) Act 1982 (c.45)
place
Section 50(2) of the Civic Government Being drunk in a public place in charge of
(Scotland) Act 1982 (c.45)
a child

10

15

Section 54(1) of the Civic Government Persisting, to annoyance of others, in
(Scotland) Act 1982 (c.45)
playing musical instruments, singing,
playing radios etc. on being required to
stop
Section 52(1) of the Criminal Law Vandalism
(Consolidation) (Scotland) Act 1995
(c.39)

PART 2
Description of offence

Enactment

20

Sections 201 and 203 of the Local Consuming alcoholic liquor in a public
Government (Scotland) Act 1973 (c.65)
place

PART 3
Common law offence
Breach of the peace
Malicious mischief
25

(2)

The Scottish Ministers may by order—
(a) amend an entry in the table;
(b) add an entry to the table;
(c) remove an entry from the table.

(3)
30

An order under subsection (2) may make such amendment of any provision of this Part
as the Scottish Ministers consider appropriate in consequence of any amendment of, or
addition to or removal from, the table made by the order.
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96

Fixed penalty notices
(1)

A constable who has reason to believe that a person aged 16 or over has committed a
fixed penalty offence in a prescribed area may give the person a fixed penalty notice in
respect of the offence.

(2)

In subsection (1)—

5

“fixed penalty notice” means a notice offering the opportunity, by paying a fixed
penalty in accordance with this Part, to discharge any liability to be convicted of
the offence to which the notice relates; and
“prescribed area” means an area prescribed by the Scottish Ministers by
regulations.

10

97

15

Amount of fixed penalty and form of fixed penalty notice
(1)

Subject to subsection (2) the penalty payable in respect of a fixed penalty offence is
such amount as the Scottish Ministers may specify by order.

(2)

The Scottish Ministers may not specify an amount exceeding level 2 on the standard
scale.

(3)

A fixed penalty notice shall—
(a) state the alleged offence;
(b) give such particulars of the circumstances alleged to constitute the offence as are
necessary to provide reasonable information about it;

20

(d) state the amount of the fixed penalty;
(e) state the clerk of the district court to whom, and the address at which, the fixed
penalty may be paid;
(f) inform the person to whom it is given of the right to ask to be tried for the alleged
offence and explain how that right may be exercised; and

25

(g) include such other information as the Scottish Ministers may by order prescribe.
98

Effect of fixed penalty notice
(1)

This section applies if a fixed penalty notice is given to a person (“A”) under section 96.

(1A) Subject to subsection (2), proceedings may not be brought against A.
30

(2)

If A asks to be tried for the alleged offence, proceedings may be brought against A.

(3)

Such a request shall be made by a notice given by A—
(a) in the manner specified in the fixed penalty notice; and
(b) before the end of the period of 28 days beginning with the day on which the notice
is given.

35

(5)

If, by the end of the period mentioned in paragraph (b) of subsection (3)—
(a) the fixed penalty has not been paid in accordance with this Part; and
(b) A has not made a request in accordance with that subsection,
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then A is liable to pay to the clerk of the district court specified in the fixed penalty
notice a sum equal to one and a half times the amount of the fixed penalty.
(6)

5

10

100

A sum for which A is liable by virtue of subsection (5) shall be treated as if it were a
fine imposed by the district court specified in the fixed penalty notice.
Payment of fixed penalty

(1)

The fixed penalty stated in a fixed penalty notice is payable to the clerk of the district
court specified in the notice.

(2)

Payment of the penalty may be made by properly addressing, pre-paying and posting a
letter containing the amount of the penalty (in cash or otherwise).

(3)

Subsection (4) applies if a person—
(a) claims to have made payment in accordance with subsection (2); and
(b) shows that a letter was posted.

15

(4)

Unless the contrary is proved, payment is to be regarded as made at the time at which
the letter would be delivered in the ordinary course of post.

(5)

Subsection (2) is not to be read as preventing the payment of a penalty by other means.

(6)

Any sum received by the clerk of a district court by virtue of subsection (1) or section
98(5) shall be treated as if it were a fine imposed by that court.

(7)

A letter is properly addressed for the purposes of subsection (2) if it is addressed in
accordance with the requirements specified in the fixed penalty notice.
Revocation of fixed penalty notices

20

101
(1)

Revocation of fixed penalty notices
If—
(a) a fixed penalty notice is given to a person under section 96; and
(b) a constable determines that either of the conditions mentioned in subsection (2) is
satisfied,

25

the constable may revoke the notice.
(2)

Those conditions are—
(a) that the offence to which the fixed penalty notice relates was not committed; and
(b) that the notice ought not to have been issued to the person named as the person to
whom it was issued.

30

(3)

Where a fixed penalty notice is revoked—
(a) no amount shall be payable by way of fixed penalty in pursuance of that notice;
and

35

(b) any amount paid by way of fixed penalty in pursuance of that notice shall be
repaid to the person who paid it.
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Interpretation

102

Interpretation of Part 11
In this Part—
“fixed penalty notice” has the meaning given by section 96(2); and
“fixed penalty offence” has the meaning given in section 95(1).

5

PART 12
CHILDREN’S HEARINGS
Supervision requirements
103
10

Supervision requirements: conditions restricting movement

(1)

Section 70 of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.36) (supervision requirements) shall
be amended in accordance with subsections (2) to (4).

(2)

For subsection (9) there shall be substituted—
“(9)

A children’s hearing may exercise a power mentioned in subsection (9A) in
relation to a child if they are satisfied—
(a) that one of the conditions mentioned in subsection (10) is met; and

15

(b) that it is necessary to exercise the power concerned.
(9A)

The powers are—
(a) that the children’s hearing may specify in the supervision requirement
that the child shall be liable to be placed and kept in secure
accommodation in a residential establishment specified, under subsection
(3)(a) above, in the requirement during such period as the person in
charge of that establishment, with the agreement of the chief social work
officer of the relevant local authority, considers necessary; and

20

(b) that the children’s hearing may impose, under subsection (3)(b) above, a
movement restriction condition.”.

25

(2A) For subsection (10) there shall be substituted—
“(10) The conditions are—
(a) that the child, having previously absconded, is likely to abscond and, if
he absconds, it is likely that his physical, mental or moral welfare will be
at risk; and

30

(b) that the child is likely to injure himself or some other person.”.
(3)

After subsection (10) there shall be added—
“(11) In this section, “movement restriction condition” means a condition—

35

(a) restricting the child’s movements in such way as may be specified in the
supervision requirement; and
(b) requiring the child to comply with such arrangements for monitoring
compliance with the restriction mentioned in paragraph (a) above as may
be so specified.
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(12) Where a children’s hearing impose a condition such as is mentioned in
subsection (9A)(b) above, they shall also impose under subsection (3)(b) above
such of the conditions prescribed by the Scottish Ministers for the purposes of
this section as they consider necessary in the child’s case.
(13) The Scottish Ministers may by regulations make provision as to the
arrangements mentioned in subsection (11)(b) above.

5

(14) Regulations under subsection (13) above may in particular include provision—
(a) prescribing what method or methods of monitoring compliance with the
restriction mentioned in paragraph (a) of subsection (11) above may be
specified in a supervision requirement;

10

(b) specifying the devices which may be used for the purpose of that
monitoring;
(c) prescribing the person who may be designated by a children’s hearing to
carry out that monitoring or the class or description of person from
which that person may be drawn;

15

(d) requiring a children’s hearing who have designated a person in
pursuance of paragraph (c) above who is no longer within the provision
made under that paragraph to vary the designation accordingly and notify
the child of the variation.
20

(15) The Scottish Ministers may, by contract or otherwise, secure the services of
such persons as they think fit to carry out the monitoring mentioned in
subsection (11)(b) above and may do so in a way in which those services are
provided differently in relation to different areas or different forms of that
monitoring.

25

(16) Nothing in any enactment or rule of law prevents the disclosure to a person
providing services in pursuance of subsection (15) above of information
relating to a child where the disclosure is made for the purposes only of the full
and proper provision of the monitoring mentioned in subsection (11)(b) above.
(17) A children’s hearing may include in a supervision requirement a movement
restriction condition only if the hearing is constituted from the children’s panel
for a local government area which is prescribed for the purposes of this section
by the Scottish Ministers.”.

30

104
(1)
35

Supervision requirements: duties of local authorities
In section 70 of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995 (c. 36) (supervision requirements)—
(a) after subsection (3) there shall be inserted—
“(3B) A children’s hearing may, for the purpose of enabling a child to comply with a
supervision requirement, impose such duties on the relevant local authority as
may be specified in the supervision requirement.

40

(3C) The duties imposed under subsection (3B) above may include that of securing
or facilitating the provision for the child of services of a kind other than that
provided by the relevant local authority.”; and
(b) after subsection (7) there shall be inserted—
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“(7A) Where, on a review under subsection (7) above, it appears to the children’s
hearing that the relevant local authority are in breach of a duty imposed on
them under section 71 of this Act, the hearing may direct the Principal
Reporter to give the authority notice of an intended application under section
71A(2) of this Act.

5

(7B) The Principal Reporter shall, at the same time as giving the notice of an
intended application under section 71A(2) of this Act, send a copy of the notice
to—
(a) the child to whom the duty referred to in subsection (7A) above relates;
(b) any person who, in relation to the child, is a relevant person;

10

(c) any person appointed under section 41 of this Act to safeguard the
interests of the child in any proceedings which are taking place when the
notice is given.
(7C) Notice of an intended application under section 71A(2) of this Act is a written
notice—

15

(a) setting out the respects in which the relevant local authority are in breach
of the duty imposed on them under section 71 of this Act; and
(b) stating that if the authority do not comply with that duty within the period
of 21 days beginning with the day on which they received the notice, the
Principal Reporter may make an application under section 71A(2) of this
Act.

20

(7D) Where a children’s hearing have made a direction under subsection (7A)
above, they shall determine that a further review under subsection (7) above
take place on or as soon as is reasonably practicable after the expiry of the
period of 28 days beginning with the day on which notice was given in
pursuance of that direction.

25

(7E) Where on a further review under subsection (7) above which takes place by
virtue of subsection (7D) above, it appears to the children’s hearing that the
relevant local authority continues to be in breach of the duty referred to in
subsection (7A) above, the hearing may authorise the Principal Reporter to
make an application under section 71A(2) of this Act.”.

30

(2)

In section 71 of that Act (duties of local authority with respect to supervision
requirements), after subsection (1) there shall be inserted—
“(1A) Where a supervision requirement imposes, under section 70(3B) of this Act,
duties on the relevant local authority, the authority shall perform those duties.”.

35

(3)

After that section, there shall be inserted—
“71A
(1)

The sheriff principal may, on an application under subsection (2) below, make
an order requiring a relevant local authority in breach of a duty imposed on
them under section 71 of this Act to perform that duty.

(2)

The Principal Reporter, having been so authorised by a children’s hearing
under section 70(7E) of this Act, may apply for an order under subsection (1)
above.

(3)

No such application shall be competent unless—

40
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(a) the Principal Reporter has, on a direction of the children’s hearing made
under section 70(7A) of this Act, given the relevant local authority the
notice referred to in that provision; and
(b) the authority have failed to comply, within the period stipulated in the
notice, with the duty there referred to.

5

10

(4)

In deciding whether to apply under subsection (2) above, the Principal
Reporter shall not take into account any factor relating to the adequacy of the
means available to the relevant local authority to enable it to comply with the
duty.

(5)

An application under subsection (2) above shall be made by summary
application.

(6)

The sheriff principal having jurisdiction under this section is the sheriff
principal of the sheriffdom in which is situated the principal office of the
relevant local authority in breach of the duty referred to in subsection (1)
above.

(7)

An order under subsection (1) above shall be final.”.

15

Failure to provide education for excluded pupils
105

20

Failure to provide education for excluded pupils: reference

(1)

The Children (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.36) shall be amended as follows.

(2)

In subsection (4) of section 56 (steps where no reference to children’s hearing)—
(a) the word “and” where it occurs immediately after paragraph (a) is repealed; and
(b) after paragraph (b) there shall be inserted “; and
(c) he may, where it appears to him that—
(i) an education authority have a duty under section 14(3) of the
Education (Scotland) Act 1980 (c.44) in relation to the child; and

25

(ii) the authority are not complying with that duty,
refer the matter to the Scottish Ministers.
(4A) A reference made under subsection (4)(c) above shall be in writing.
(4B) A copy of a reference made under subsection (4)(c) above shall be sent by the
Principal Reporter to the education authority in respect of which the reference
is made.”.

30

(3)

After section 75 there shall be inserted—
“Failure to provide education for excluded pupils
75B

35

(1)

Failure to provide education for excluded pupils: reference to Scottish
Ministers
Where it appears to the children’s hearing to whom a child’s case has been
referred under section 65(1) of this Act that—
(a) an education authority have a duty under section 14(3) of the Education
(Scotland) Act 1980 (c.44) in relation to the child; and

40

(b) the authority are not complying with that duty,
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they may require the Principal Reporter to refer the matter to the Scottish
Ministers.

5

(4)
10

(2)

The Principal Reporter shall comply with any requirement made under
subsection (1) above.

(3)

A reference made by virtue of subsection (1) above shall be in writing.

(4)

A copy of a reference made by virtue of subsection (1) above shall be sent by
the Principal Reporter to the education authority in respect of which the
reference is made.”.

In subsection (1) of section 93 (interpretation of Part II), after the definition of
“disabled” there shall be inserted—
““education authority” has the meaning given by section 135(1) of the
Education (Scotland) Act 1980 (c.44);”.

PART 13
MISCELLANEOUS AND GENERAL
Miscellaneous

15

105A
(1)

Privacy of certain proceedings
Subject to subsection (2)—
(a) proceedings mentioned in subsection (4) shall be conducted and determined in
private; and
(b) no person other than a person whose presence is necessary for their proper
consideration shall be present.

20

(2)

The court before which particular proceedings are taking place may direct that the
proceedings—
(a) shall take place in public; or
(b) shall take place in the presence of such additional persons as the court may direct.

25

(3)

A direction under subsection (2) may be given in respect of the whole, or any part, of
proceedings.

(4)

The proceedings referred to in subsection (1) are—
(a) proceedings before a sheriff on an application for—

30

(i)

an order under section 4(1) in respect of a child;

(ii) the variation, or revocation, under section 5(1) of such an order;
(iii) an order under section 77(1); or
(iv) the variation, or revocation, under section 81(1) of an order made under
section 12(1) or 77(1);
35

(b) proceedings before a sheriff for the purpose of considering whether—
(i)

to make an order under section 7(2) in respect of a child;

(ii) to recall such an order;
(iii) to make a requirement under section 11(1);
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(iv) to make an order under section 12(1); or
(v) to make an order under section 81(4); and
(c) an appeal arising from proceedings mentioned in paragraph (a) or (b).
106
5

(1)

Disclosure and sharing of information
Where subsection (1A) applies, any person who, apart from this subsection—
(a) would not have power to disclose information to a relevant authority; or
(b) would be by virtue of any enactment (including subsection (1B)) or rule of law
susceptible to a sanction or other remedy if the person disclosed the information,
shall have that power or shall not be susceptible to that sanction or remedy.

10

(1A) This subsection applies if the disclosure is necessary or expedient for the purposes of
any provision of—
(a) this Act; or
(b) any other enactment the purpose of which is to make provision for or in
connection with antisocial behaviour or its effects.

15

(1B) Where—
(a) by virtue of subsection (1) a person discloses to a relevant authority information in
respect of which the person is subject to a duty of confidentiality; and
(b) on disclosing the information, the person informs the authority of the breach of
the duty,
the authority shall not disclose the information.

20

(2)

In subsections (1) and (1B), “relevant authority” means—
(a) a local authority;
(b) a chief constable;
(ba) the Principal Reporter;
(c) a registered social landlord;

25

(d) an authority administering housing benefit.

30

(3)

Any person who, by virtue of this Act, must or may provide information or who
provides or receives information for the purposes of any provision of this Act shall have
regard to any relevant guidance given by the Scottish Ministers.

(5)

The Scottish Ministers may, by order, modify the meaning of “relevant authority” in
subsection (2).

107

Equal opportunities

(1)

Any person discharging a function by virtue of this Act shall discharge that function in a
manner that encourages equal opportunities and in particular the observance of the equal
opportunity requirements.

(2)

In subsection (1), “equal opportunities” and “equal opportunity requirements” have the
same meanings as in Section L2 of Part II of Schedule 5 to the Scotland Act 1998 (c.46).

35
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108

5

Orders and regulations

(1)

Any power conferred by this Act on the Scottish Ministers to make orders or regulations
shall be exercisable by statutory instrument.

(2)

Any power conferred by this Act on the Scottish Ministers to make orders or
regulations—
(a) may be exercised so as to make different provision for different cases or
descriptions of case or for different purposes; and
(b) includes power to make such incidental, supplementary, consequential, transitory,
transitional or saving provision as the Scottish Ministers consider appropriate.

10

(3)

A statutory instrument containing an order or regulations made under this Act (other
than an order under section 112(2)) shall, subject to subsection (4), be subject to
annulment in pursuance of a resolution of the Scottish Parliament.

(4)

A statutory instrument containing an order under section 46B(1), 51B(1), 76(3), 95(2) or
106(5) shall not be made unless a draft of the instrument has been laid before, and
approved by resolution of, the Scottish Parliament.

15

109

20

Directions

(1)

Any power conferred by virtue of this Act on the Scottish Ministers to give a direction
shall include power to vary or revoke the direction.

(2)

Any direction given by virtue of this Act by the Scottish Ministers shall be in writing.

110
(1)

Interpretation: “antisocial behaviour” and other expressions
For the purposes of this Act (other than Parts 7 and 8), a person (“A”) engages in
antisocial behaviour if A—
(a) acts in a manner that causes or is likely to cause alarm or distress; or
(b) pursues a course of conduct that causes or is likely to cause alarm or distress,

25

to at least one person who is not of the same household as A; and “antisocial behaviour”
shall be construed accordingly.
(2)
30

In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires—
“conduct” includes speech; and a course of conduct must involve conduct on at
least two occasions;
“local authority” means a council constituted under section 2 of the Local
Government etc. (Scotland) Act 1994 (c.39); and “area”, in relation to a local
authority, means the local government area (within the meaning of that Act) for
which the council is constituted;

35

“registered social landlord” means a body registered in the register maintained
under section 57 of the Housing (Scotland) Act 2001 (asp 10); and
“senior police officer” has the meaning given by section 16(1).
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79

Minor and consequential amendments and repeals

(1)

Schedule 4, which contains minor amendments and amendments consequential on the
provisions of this Act, shall have effect.

(2)

The enactments mentioned in the first column in schedule 5 (which include enactments
that are spent) are repealed to the extent set out in the second column.

5

112

Short title and commencement

(1)

This Act may be cited as the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Act 2004.

(2)

This Act (other than this section and section 108) shall come into force on such day as
the Scottish Ministers may by order appoint.
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SCHEDULE 1
(introduced by section 47)
POWERS IN RELATION TO EQUIPMENT SEIZED UNDER SECTION 47

Interpretation
5

1

In this schedule—
(a) “noise offence” means, in relation to equipment seized under section 47(2), an
offence under section 41;
(b) “seized equipment” means equipment seized in the exercise of the power of
seizure and removal conferred by section 47(2);
(c) “related equipment”, in relation to any conviction of, or proceedings for a noise
offence, means seized equipment used or alleged to have been used in the
commission of the offence;

10

(d) “responsible local authority”, in relation to seized equipment, means the local
authority by or on whose behalf the equipment was seized.
15

Retention
2 (1)

Any seized equipment may be retained—
(a) during the period of 28 days beginning with the seizure; or
(b) if it is related equipment in proceedings for a noise offence instituted within that
period against any person, until—
(i)

20

that person is sentenced or otherwise dealt with for, or acquitted of, the
offence; or

(ii) the proceedings are discontinued.
(2)

Sub-paragraph (1) does not authorise the retention of seized equipment if—
(a) a person has been given a fixed penalty notice under section 42 in respect of any
noise;

25

(b) the equipment was seized because of its use in the emission of the noise in respect
of which the fixed penalty notice was given; and
(c) that person has paid the fixed penalty before the end of the period allowed for its
payment.
30

Forfeiture
3 (1)

Where a person is convicted of a noise offence the court may make an order (a
“forfeiture order”) for forfeiture of any related equipment.

(2)

The court may make a forfeiture order whether or not it deals also with the offender in
respect of the offence in any other way and without regard to any restrictions on
forfeiture in any enactment.

(3)

In considering whether to make a forfeiture order in respect of any equipment, a court
shall have regard—

35

(a) to the value of the equipment; and
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(b) to the likely financial and other effects on the offender of the making of the order
(taken with any other order that the court contemplates making).
(4)

5

A forfeiture order operates to deprive the offender of any rights in the equipment to
which it relates.

Consequences of forfeiture
4 (1)

Where any equipment has been forfeited under paragraph 3, the sheriff may, on the
application of a person (other than the person in whose case the forfeiture order was
made) who claims the equipment, make an order for delivery of the equipment to the
applicant.

(2)

An order such as is mentioned in sub-paragraph (1) may only be made if the sheriff is
satisfied that the applicant is the owner of the equipment.

(3)

No application may be made under sub-paragraph (1) after the expiry of the period of 6
months beginning with the date on which a forfeiture order was made in respect of the
equipment.

(4)

Where the responsible local authority is of the opinion that the person in whose case the
forfeiture order was made is not the owner of the equipment, it must take reasonable
steps to bring to the attention of persons who may be entitled to do so their right to make
an application under sub-paragraph (1).

(5)

An order under sub-paragraph (1) does not affect the right of any person to take, within
the period of 6 months beginning with the date of the order, proceedings for the
recovery of the equipment from the person in possession of it in pursuance of the order
(but the right ceases on the expiry of that period).

(6)

If, on the expiry of the period of 6 months beginning with the date on which a forfeiture
order was made in respect of the equipment, no order has been made under subparagraph (1), the responsible local authority may dispose of the equipment.

10

15

20

25

Return etc. of seized equipment
5

If in proceedings for a noise offence no order for forfeiture of related equipment is
made, the court may (whether or not a person is convicted of the offence) give such
directions as it thinks fit as to the return, retention or disposal of the equipment by the
responsible local authority.

6 (1)

Where in the case of any seized equipment no proceedings in which it is related
equipment are begun within the period mentioned in paragraph 2(1)(a)—

30

(a) the responsible local authority shall return the equipment to any person who—
(i)

appears to it to be the owner of the equipment; and

(ii) makes a claim for the return of the equipment within the period mentioned
in sub-paragraph (2); and

35

(b) if no such person makes such a claim within that period, the responsible local
authority may dispose of the equipment.
(3)
40

The period referred to in sub-paragraph (1)(a)(ii) is the period of 6 months beginning
with the expiry of the period mentioned in paragraph 2(1)(a).
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(4)

The responsible local authority shall take reasonable steps to bring to the attention of
persons who may be entitled to do so their right to make such a claim.

(5)

Subject to sub-paragraph (6), the responsible local authority is not required to return any
seized equipment under sub-paragraph (1)(a) until the person making the claim has paid
any such reasonable charges for the seizure, removal and retention of the equipment as
the authority may demand.

(6)

If—

5

(a) equipment is sold in pursuance of—
(i)

paragraph 4(6);

(ii) directions under paragraph 5; or

10

(iii) this paragraph; and
(b) before the expiration of the period of 1 year beginning with the date on which the
equipment is sold any person satisfies the responsible local authority that at the
time of its sale the person was the owner of the equipment,
the authority shall pay that person any sum by which any proceeds of sale exceed any
such reasonable charges for the seizure, removal or retention of the equipment as the
authority may demand.

15

(7)
20

The responsible local authority cannot demand charges from any person under subparagraph (4) or (5) who it is satisfied did not know, and had no reason to suspect, that
the equipment was likely to be used in the emission of noise exceeding the level
determined under section 43.

SCHEDULE 2
(introduced by section 52)
PENALTIES FOR CERTAIN ENVIRONMENTAL OFFENCES
PART 1

25

ACTS
The Sewerage (Scotland) Act 1968 (c.47)
1 (1)

30

The Sewerage (Scotland) Act 1968 shall be amended as follows.

(2)

In section 12(8) (connection with public sewers), for “£20,000” substitute “£40,000”.

(3)

In section 24(2) (discharge into public sewers), for “£20,000” substitute “£40,000”.

(4)

In section 46(2) (injurious matter in sewers), for “£20,000” substitute “£40,000”.

The Control of Pollution Act 1974 (c.40)
2 (1)
(2)

In section 30F(6) (pollution offences), in paragraph (a), for “£20,000” substitute
“£40,000”.

(3)

In section 46D(2) (non-compliance with a works notice), in paragraph (a), for “£20,000”
substitute “£40,000”.

35
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(4)
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In section 49A(3) (non-compliance with an enforcement notice), in paragraph (a), for
“£20,000” substitute “£40,000”.

The Water (Scotland) Act 1980 (c.45)
2A

Section 75 of the Water (Scotland) Act 1980 (penalty for polluting water) shall be
amended as follows—

5

(a) in subsection (3), in paragraph (a), for “the prescribed sum” substitute “£40,000”;
and
(b) subsection (4) is repealed.
The Environmental Protection Act 1990 (c.43)
10

3 (1)

The 1990 Act shall be amended as follows.

(2)

In section 23(2) (offences under Part 1), in paragraph (a), for “£20,000” substitute
“£40,000”.

(3)

In section 33 (prohibition on disposal of waste), in—
(a) subsection (8), in paragraph (a); and
(b) subsection (9), in paragraph (a),

15

for “£20,000” substitute “£40,000”.
(4)

In section 80(6) (contravention of an abatement notice), for “£20,000” substitute
“£40,000”.

The Pollution Prevention and Control Act 1999 (c.24)
20

4

In paragraph 25(2)(a)(ii) of Schedule 1 to the Pollution Prevention and Control Act 1999
(offences), for “£20,000” substitute “£40,000”.

The Water Environment and Water Services (Scotland) Act 2003 (asp 3)
5

In paragraph 20(2)(a)(ii) of schedule 2 to the Water Environment and Water Services
(Scotland) Act 2003 (offences), for “£20,000” substitute “£40,000”.
PART 2

25

SUBORDINATE LEGISLATION
The Pollution Prevention and Control (Scotland) Regulations 2000 (S.S.I. 2000/323)
6

30

In paragraph (2)(a) of regulation 30 of the Pollution Prevention and Control (Scotland)
Regulations 2000 (offences), for “£20,000” substitute “£40,000”.

The Landfill (Scotland) Regulations 2003 (S.S.I. 2003/235)
7

In paragraph (2)(a) of regulation 19 of the Landfill (Scotland) Regulations 2003
(offences), for “£20,000” substitute “£40,000”.
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SCHEDULE 3
(introduced by section 58)
MANAGEMENT CONTROL ORDERS
Application and interpretation
5

1 (1)
(2)

Paragraphs 2 to 6 apply while an order is in force in respect of a house.
In this schedule—
“management period”, in relation to an order, means the period specified in the
order; and
“order” means a management control order.

10

Effect of order
2

The order shall not affect the rights or liabilities of any person who, at the time when the
order is made, is occupying the relevant house under the tenancy or, as the case may be,
occupancy arrangement.

Accounts
15

3 (1)

The local authority shall pay to such relevant person as it considers appropriate—
(a) any surplus of its income over its expenditure in respect of the house to which the
order relates; and
(b) the interest on any such surplus at such reasonable rate as the authority may
determine.

(2)

20

The local authority shall—
(a) keep accounts for the management period of its income and expenditure in respect
of the house to which the order relates; and
(b) afford to the relevant person all reasonable facilities for inspecting, taking copies
of and verifying those accounts.

(3)

25

The Scottish Ministers may by regulations make provision about—
(a) expenditure which local authorities may incur in respect of houses to which orders
relate; and
(b) the means of recovering such expenditure.

(4)
30

For the purposes of this paragraph “relevant person” means the person who,
immediately before the order was made, was the landlord of the house to which the
order relates.

Recovery of rent arrears etc.
4

If during the management period—
(a) rent payable; or

35
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under the tenancy or occupancy arrangement is not paid or made, the authority shall take
all reasonable steps to recover the rent or consideration.
Delegation of management functions
5

The local authority may authorise any person to do in relation to the relevant house
anything that the authority is, by virtue of the order, entitled to do.

5

New tenancies and occupancy arrangements
6 (1)

Where—
(a) the house to which an order relates is occupied by virtue of—
(i)

two or more tenancies;

(ii) two or more occupancy arrangements; or

10

(iii) one or more tenancies and one or more occupancy arrangements; and
(b) during the management period, one of those tenancies or occupancy arrangements
(the “old occupancy right”) ends,
the person who, immediately before the order was made, was the landlord of the house
may, if the local authority agrees, grant a tenancy or make an occupancy arrangement in
respect of the part of the house that was subject to the old occupancy right.

15

(2)

20

Any rights and obligations of the landlord under a tenancy granted, or an occupancy
arrangement made, by virtue of sub-paragraph (1) shall be deemed to have been
transferred, by virtue of the order relating to the house, to the local authority specified in
the order.

SCHEDULE 4
(introduced by section 111)
MINOR AND CONSEQUENTIAL AMENDMENTS
The Social Work (Scotland) Act 1968 (c.49)
25

1

In section 27 of the Social Work (Scotland) Act 1968 (functions of local authorities in
relation to persons appearing before courts, under supervision of court orders etc.)—
(a) in subsection (1)—
(i)

30

after paragraph (ac) insert—
“(ad) making available, for the purposes of parenting orders under section 12
or 77 of the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Act 2004 (asp 00),
such services as are required to enable requirements imposed by or
under such orders to be carried out in respect of persons in their area;”
and

(ii) in paragraph (b), after sub-paragraph (v) insert—
35

“(va) without prejudice to sub-paragraph (i) above, persons in their area
who are subject to community reparation orders under section
245K of the said Act of 1995;
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(vb) without prejudice to sub-paragraph (i) above, persons in their area
who are under 16 years of age and subject to restriction of liberty
orders under section 245A of the said Act of 1995;”
(b) in each of subsections (2) to (5), for the words “probation, community service and
supervised attendance”, wherever they occur, substitute “community justice”; and

5

(c) after subsection (5) insert—
“(5A) Before including in a community justice scheme which is made, revised or
modified under this section provision for the purposes of subsection (1)(b)(va),
a local authority shall consult such persons or class or classes of person as the
Scottish Ministers may by regulations prescribe.

10

(5B) The Scottish Ministers may give local authorities directions in writing as to the
content of community justice schemes; and authorities shall comply with any
such directions.
(5C) The power conferred by subsection (5B) above to give a direction shall include
power to vary or revoke the direction.”.

15

The Housing (Scotland) Act 1987 (c.26)
1A

20

In subsection (2C)(c) of section 31 of the Housing (Scotland) Act 1987 (duties to
persons found to be homeless), for “anti-social behaviour order under section 19 of the
Crime and Disorder Act 1998 (c.37)” there shall be substituted “antisocial behaviour
order—
(i)

under section 234AA of the Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act
1995 (c.46); or

(ii) under section 4 of the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Act
2004 (asp 00)”.
25

The Environmental Protection Act 1990 (c.43)
2

30

After section 81(3) of the Environmental Protection Act 1990 (power to abate statutory
nuisance) there shall be inserted—
“(3A) The power under subsection (3) above shall, where the matter to be abated is a
statutory nuisance by virtue of section 79(1)(g) above, include power to seize
and remove any equipment which it appears to the authority is being or has
been used in the emission of the noise in question.
(3B) A person who wilfully obstructs any person exercising, by virtue of subsection
(3A) above, the power conferred by subsection (3) above shall be liable, on
summary conviction, to a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale.

35

40

(3C) Schedule 1 to the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Act 2004 (asp 00) shall
have effect in relation to equipment seized by virtue of subsection (3A) above
as it does in relation to equipment seized under section 47(2) of that Act,
subject to the following modifications—
(a) in paragraph 1(a), “noise offence” means an offence under section 80(4)
above in respect of a statutory nuisance falling within section 79(1)(g)
above; and
(b) in paragraph 1(b), “seized equipment” means equipment seized by virtue
of subsection (3A) above.”.
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The Children (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.36)
3 (1)

The Children (Scotland) Act 1995 shall be amended as follows.

(2)

In section 51(5) (powers of sheriff on allowing appeal against decision of children’s
hearing), in paragraph (b) for the words from “condition” to “70(9)” substitute
“movement restriction condition imposed under subsection (3)(b) of section 70 of this
Act or a condition imposed under subsection (9) of that section”.

(3)

In section 93 (interpretation of Part 2)—

5

(a) in subsection (1), in the definition of “relevant authority”—
(i)

after “area” insert “there is established”; and

(ii) for “formed” substitute “constituted”; and

10

(b) in subsection (2), in paragraph (b), after “3” insert “(except section 75A)”.
The Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.46)
4 (1)
(2)
15

The Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995 shall be amended as follows.
In subsection (4) of section 193A (suspension of certain sentences pending
determination of appeal), after paragraph (d) there shall be inserted—
“(e) a community reparation order.”.

(3)

In section 219 (imprisonment for non-payment of fines)—
(a) in subsection (1), after “Act” there shall be inserted “and subsection (1A) below”;
and
(b) after subsection (1) there shall be inserted—

20

“(1A) Subsection (1) shall not apply to a fine imposed for an offence under section 83
of the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Act 2004 (asp 00).”.
(4)

In section 235 (supervised attendance orders)—
(a) in subsection (1), after “(4)” there shall be inserted “or (4A)”;

25

(b) after subsection (2), there shall be inserted—
“(2A) In making a supervised attendance order where subsection (4A) below applies,
a court shall take into consideration the best interests of any person under the
age of 16 in respect of whom the offender has parental responsibilities within
the meaning of Part I of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.36).”;

30

(c) after subsection (4), there shall be inserted—
“(4A) This subsection applies where, having been convicted of an offence under
section 83 of the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Act 2004 (asp 00), the
offender has had imposed on him a fine which (or any part or instalment of
which) he has failed to pay.”; and

35

(d) in subsection (6)—
(i)

the word “or”, where it first appears, is omitted; and

(ii) after “(4)(c)” there shall be inserted “or (4A)”.
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(5)

In section 245D (combination of restriction of liberty order with probation order or drug
treatment and testing order)—
(a) in subsection (1)(b)—
(i)

after “to”, where it first occurs, there shall be inserted—
“(i) in the case of an offender who is under 16 years of age,”;

5

(ii) for “or to”, where those words first occur, there shall be substituted—
“(ii) in the case of an offender who is 16 years of age or more, a
probation order made under section 228(1) of this Act,”; and
(iii) the word “to”, where it thirdly occurs, is repealed; and
(b) in subsection (3), after “and”, where it secondly occurs, there shall be inserted—

10

“(a) in the case of an offender who is under 16 years of age, a probation
order;
(b) in the case of an offender who is 16 years of age or more,”.
(6)

In subsection (1)(b) of section 245E (variation of restriction of liberty orders), after
“court,”, where it first occurs, there shall be inserted “apply”.

(7)

In subsection (2) of section 245G (disposal on revocation of restriction of liberty order),
after “disposing” there shall be inserted “of”.

(8)

In Schedule 9 (certificates as to proof of certain routine matters), at the end there shall
be inserted the following entry—

15

20

The Antisocial Behaviour etc. An officer of a local authority
(Scotland) Act 2004 (asp 00), within the meaning of that Act
section 41(1).
authorised to do so by the
authority.

25

That a level of noise
specified
in
the
certificate
was
measured at a time and
in a place specified in
the certificate using an
approved
device
within the meaning of
that Act.

The Housing (Scotland) Act 2001 (asp 10)
30

35
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5 (1)

The Housing (Scotland) Act 2001 shall be amended as follows.

(2)

In section 35(2) (conversion to short Scottish secure tenancy), for “anti-social behaviour
order under section 19 of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 (c.37)” there shall be
substituted “antisocial behaviour order under section 4 of the Antisocial Behaviour etc.
(Scotland) Act 2004 (asp 00)”.

(3)

In paragraph 2 of schedule 6 (grounds for granting short Scottish secure tenancy), for
“anti-social behaviour order under section 19 of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998
(c.37)” there shall be substituted “antisocial behaviour order under section 4 of the
Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Act 2004 (asp 00)”.
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SCHEDULE 5
(introduced by section 111)
REPEALS
5

Enactment
Extent of repeal
The Social Work (Scotland) Act In section 27(2), the words from “, after” to
“area,”.
1968 (c.49)
The Law Reform (Miscellaneous In Schedule 6, paragraph 8(b).
Provisions) (Scotland) Act 1990
(c.40)

10

15

The
Criminal
Procedure In Schedule 4, paragraph 30.
(Consequential
Provisions)
(Scotland) Act 1995 (c.40)
The Crime and Disorder Act 1998 Section 19.
(c.37)
Sections 21, 22 and 22A.
The Criminal Justice (Scotland) Act Sections 44 and 45.
2003 (asp 7)
Section 83.
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SUBORDINATE LEGISLATION COMMITTEE
EXTRACT FROM THE MINUTES
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Dr Sylvia Jackson (Convener)
Christine May
Murray Tosh

Gordon Jackson (Deputy Convener)
Stewart Maxwell
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Isobel Findlay
David Doris

Office of the Solicitor to the Scottish Executive
Office of the Solicitor to the Scottish Executive
Office of the Solicitor to the Scottish Executive and
member, Bill team

and agreed the terms of its report.
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Scottish Parliament
Subordinate Legislation
Committee
Tuesday 8 June 2004
(Morning)
[THE CONVENER opened the meeting at 10:47]

Delegated Powers Scrutiny

we would use that power, we thought that the
negative resolution procedure was appropriate.
I refer the committee back to what we originally
said about the involvement of registered social
landlords in the antisocial behaviour strategy.
When we discussed the matter, we thought that
we could use a direction-making power, and the
reason that we gave for that is set out in the
Communities Committee’s first report of 2004,
“Stage 1 Report on Antisocial Behaviour etc.
Scotland (Bill)”. Would it be helpful if I read that for
the committee?
The Convener: Yes.

The Convener (Dr Sylvia Jackson): I welcome
colleagues to the 20th meeting in 2004 of the
Subordinate Legislation Committee. We have
apologies from Alasdair Morgan and Mike Pringle.

Gillian Russell: I do not think that our policy
has changed. We said that we expected that the
directions would be localised in nature and that we
would use the power to involve RSLs in the
preparation of the strategy. Because of the varied
nature of RSLs, we said that use of the power
would depend on our thinking that it was
appropriate to involve the RSLs at a local level.
We said:

The first item on the agenda is delegated
powers scrutiny. We are considering the Antisocial
Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill, as amended at stage
2. To help us with our questions today, I warmly
welcome from the Scottish Executive David Doris,
Gillian Russell, Barry McCaffrey and Isobel
Findlay. I hope that we will not delay you too long
with our questions.

“Some RSLs are very large such as Glasgow Housing
Association (“GHA”) and Dumfries and Galloway Housing
Partnership which have received local authority stock whereas others especially in rural areas are very small and
some have stock spread across a number of authorities.
That being the case, it would not have made sense to
impose a blanket duty on RSLs in relation to their
involvement in preparation of strategies. All local authorities
have a mixture of RSLs in their areas.”

Our first questions concern part 1, which deals
with antisocial behaviour strategies. Section 3A
provides for a regulation-making power to apply
sections 1 and 3 to registered social landlords. We
take on board that what was previously a
direction-making
power
subject
to
no
parliamentary scrutiny has been replaced by a
power that will be exercised by statutory
instrument and will be subject to parliamentary
procedure.

Really, we are considering local authority areas
on a case-by-case basis and are deciding for each
individual local authority area whether it would be
appropriate to involve the RSL in the preparation
of the strategy. That is why we did not think that
the directions merited an affirmative resolution
procedure; they are really not sufficiently important
to merit affirmative resolution procedure and we
thought that the negative procedure would be
sufficient.

We would like some reassurance and perhaps a
little more justification, because we have concerns
about the choice of the annulment procedure
rather than the affirmative procedure in this
important part of the bill. A second concern is
about consultation—because it is so important,
should it be on the face of the bill?

On the second point, about consultation, there
would certainly be continuing dialogue with RSLs,
and the Executive intends to consult any RSLs
that it is considering adding on the duties that are
contained in part 1 of the bill. Because we intend
to do that, we did not think that it was necessary to
make express provision in the bill to that effect, but
we will listen to the committee’s views.

Antisocial Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill:
as amended at Stage 2

I invite your comments on those two points. After
that I will open up the discussion to the committee,
for members to follow through with any questions.
Gillian Russell (Scottish Executive Legal and
Parliamentary Services): Obviously we thought
carefully about whether there should be a negative
or affirmative resolution procedure in this part of
the bill. Given the nature of the power that we
would take and the purposes for which we thought
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Christine May (Central Fife) (Lab): I apologise,
because I did not follow that. Can we go back to
what are the key points for me? If this part of the
bill is to work, it will require co-operation, so the
drafting has to ensure that such co-operation can
be achieved at all stages. That was the point that
was made in the paragraph that you read from the
Communities Committee report.
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I am not clear about your following remarks
about the fact that the decision would be made on
a case-by-case basis. Technically, that concerns
me, because it implies that there is considerable
discretion over whether a landlord should be in or
out of the consultation procedure. I do not like that;
it allows a level of flexibility that might lead to a
subjective rather than an objective decision, which
would defeat the purpose of the reassurances that
the bill seeks to give—or, at least, that I feel that
the bill should give—on the fact that consultation
will happen, will be on-going and will be
guaranteed by ministers as a right. Given the
importance of that, the procedure should be
affirmative.
Gillian Russell: I could come back on those
points, but perhaps David Doris wants to respond.
David
Doris
(Scottish
Executive
Development Department): From the Executive’s
point of view, the emphasis is on ensuring that
there is a flexible approach to suit local
circumstances and on the fact that the main
partners will always be the police and the local
authority. Depending on an area’s circumstances,
it might well be appropriate to include certain
RSLs. As Gillian Russell said, through dialogue
with RSLs and other partners in the area, the
Executive
would
make
a
case-by-case
assessment of whether it was appropriate for an
RSL to be required to participate. However, in
view of the local element and the fact that
consultation will be on-going, we believe that a
flexible approach without affirmative resolution is
most appropriate.
Gillian Russell: Just to be clear, we are not
talking about the involvement of RSLs in the
consultation process, because that is guaranteed
by the bill.
The Convener: Could you possibly show us
where that is guaranteed?
Gillian Russell: Section 1(6) places the local
authority under a duty
“In preparing, reviewing and revising the strategy”

to consult
“registered social landlords which provide or manage
property in the authority’s area”.

So the consultation
enshrined in the bill.

requirement

is

already

Section 3A goes on to say that, under certain
circumstances, it might also be appropriate for the
registered social landlord to participate in the
“preparation, review or revision of a strategy”,

taking a key role along with the police and the
local authority in the antisocial behaviour strategy.
That would not be appropriate in all areas and,
even if some RSLs that should have a key role in
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devising the strategy are identified within an area,
it might not be appropriate for all of the RSLs in an
area; there might be hundreds of RSLs in any
given area. The regulation-making power is about
putting the RSLs in the same position as the police
and the local authority.
Christine May: I am still not happy, and having
heard Mr Doris’s explanation, I am even more
worried.
The Convener: Will you explain why you are
still worried now that section 1(6) has been
explained? It seems to get over the issues to a
certain extent.
Christine May: Section 1(6) begins:
“In preparing, reviewing and revising the strategy”.

Can I listen to the rest of the debate and come
back to the point once I have thought about it? Mr
Doris said something that I did not like, but I
cannot remember what it was.
The Convener: It might be what was said about
flexibility, which conjured up in my mind the idea
that decisions about which RSLs would be
involved could be subjective—that was the word
that Christine May used. The word that Mr Doris
means to use is “appropriate”, because of the
varied nature of RSLs, but the language that he
used might have been confusing.
David Doris: Because of the varied nature of
RSLs, the intention is to be flexible in a way that is
appropriate rather than arbitrary. The likelihood is
that RSLs that have been involved in a stock
transfer would require to be involved in the
preparation of a strategy. There is more of a
debate to be had about whether it would be
appropriate for smaller RSLs to be involved. That
debate is best had with the local partners, and that
is the approach that we have taken.
The Convener: I would be a bit wary if you were
saying that the size of the RSLs is a determining
factor.
Murray Tosh (West of Scotland) (Con): Is it
really the size of the RSL that is being used as the
criterion? I did not take that from what Mr Doris
said. It is clear that when there has been a largescale stock transfer, the local authority stock has
become the RSL and so it must be involved.
Beyond that, there will be a range of other
operators in each local authority area, some of
whom might be significant to the development of
the strategy and some of whom will not be. Some
of them will have a substantial policy-generating
capacity and a capability for strategic thought, and
some will be operating 20 houses from an office in
another local authority area. There has to be a
degree of flexibility before saying that every RSL is
either in or out.
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I would have thought that there has to be some
kind of yardstick according to which the significant
players in an area can be identified, and that we
cannot expect them to manage the strategy unless
they are involved in its evolution. I do not know
whether those decisions can be made in
Edinburgh or by affirmative resolution. They strike
me as intensely local decisions, which should
surely be taken on the merits of the circumstances
in each local authority area.
11:00
The Convener: As I understand the situation,
the alternative view is that the range of structures
that might come into play in different local
authorities with the transfer of housing stock is by
no means worked out yet. Smaller housing
associations might co-operate with a main housing
association that is taking charge of housing stock,
and there could be some concern about that. If Mr
Doris did not mean size, he should please say so
and give us some reassurance about that.
David Doris: Size is one factor, but it is not the
only factor. The question is more about who would
be expected to take a strategic role in the
preparation of the strategies. All RSLs will be
involved, at least at the level of consultation. The
distinction is drawn around those RSLs that should
be involved in the preparation and review of the
strategies. Size is not the only factor in that. Some
RSLs operate across different local authorities,
and that needs to be taken into account, too.
The Convener: You are saying that some RSLs
might not be involved in the consultation—in
preparing, reviewing and revising the strategy.
David Doris: No—that is not the case. All RSLs
will be involved in the consultation on the strategy.
There is a requirement for them to be consulted
when the strategy is reviewed, and they would all
be consulted on the preparation of the strategies.
It is more a question of whether or not RSLs are
required to participate in actually preparing the
strategies. Any additional consultation would
depend on whether the Executive is required to
consult RSLs formally about whether they should
be required to participate in the strategies, rather
than just be consulted on them. In our view, that is
more a matter for local dialogue between the
agencies concerned and the Executive, and for
negative resolution.
Christine May: I am still concerned about this. I
am struggling to understand the distinction that
has been drawn. If an RSL is involved in the
consultation process that prepares and reviews
the strategy, then it has a right to be involved. I am
thinking about some small RSLs that deal with
particularly difficult client groups. By their very
nature, they are small in each local authority area,
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but their client groups are frequently the subject of
antisocial behaviour issues. It is essential that
those RSLs have the right to be involved, because
of the nature of their client groups. If you can
assure me that nothing will exclude the likes of
those RSLs, not just from being consulted but from
being involved in drawing up, reviewing,
monitoring and participating in the strategies, and
if you can reassure me that the wording of section
1(6) says that—which is not what you seem to
have said in your explanation—I will be content;
otherwise, I will not be content.
David Doris: There is a distinction between
authorities that become involved in the preparation
of a strategy in a formal sense, on whom a
requirement to be involved has been placed, and
smaller local authorities. We would encourage
smaller local authorities that wish to be involved to
get involved. If there were a need to make
regulations to state categorically that such
authorities are to be involved in preparing
strategies, that would be done. The intention is to
be flexible. Where there is a need to require
involvement, it will be required, but participation
and preparation can happen without regulations
anyway.
Gillian Russell: The
“preparation, review or revision of a strategy”

under part 1 has a particular set of meanings. We
would expect the authority whose duty it is to
prepare the strategy to do the necessary
assessments, to specify the range of services
required and to sort out the availability of services.
Those with that duty would have to do all those
big, strategic things. Many smaller RSLs—smaller
in size or in target area—would not have the
capacity to do that bigger job. However, they
would be consulted, and their views would feed
into and inform the bigger strategy.
I do not think that there is any doubt that all
RSLs in a local area will be involved. I am sure
that the guidance that the Executive will produce
will cover that. Indeed, that is the kind of thing that
the guidance will cover, to ensure that all the
relevant parties in a local authority area are
properly involved in the preparation and review of
the strategy. However, they will not all be
responsible for preparing or reviewing the
strategy. That is the distinction that needs to be
made.
Mr Stewart Maxwell (West of Scotland) (SNP):
I think that I am now fairly clear about what is
happening. However, for clarity, will everybody, in
effect, be consulted?
Gillian Russell: Yes.
Mr Maxwell: But only some RSLs, whether
because of their size, their relevance or something
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else, will be involved in the actual preparation of
the strategies.
Gillian Russell: Yes.
Mr Maxwell: So that is the difference. For the
reasons that you have given, which concern
organisations’ relevance and resources, it is the
Executive’s view that, if everybody was, in effect,
forced to be involved in the preparation of the
strategies, the preparation would be so unwieldy
as to be almost unworkable.
David Doris: Exactly.
Christine May: In that case, could we say that
all the organisations concerned have the right to
be involved? They might not wish to be involved,
they might not feel it to be relevant for them and
they might not have the resources, but I do not like
the distinction, which means that, although
everybody will be consulted, some parties might
be excluded from preparing the strategies, either
arbitrarily or for reasons of flexibility. That still
worries me.
Gillian Russell: There will be no exclusion of
anybody from the process, but there will be main
players, who will be responsible for preparing the
strategies. It would not be appropriate to place
such a duty on everybody, because not all RSLs
would be able to carry out the preparation of
strategies, and the process would be made
completely unwieldy. That does not mean that the
smaller RSLs will be overlooked in the process at
all. What we are saying is that only certain big, key
players in an area will be given the responsibility
of preparing, reviewing or revising the strategy.
Those key players will be responsible for ensuring
that everybody else gets together and works
together to produce the strategy for the area
concerned.
David Doris: I can assure members that, if a
particular RSL wanted to ensure that the
requirement to prepare a strategy was placed on
them, and if there was agreement among the RSL,
the police, the local authority and the Executive,
there is no reason at all for excluding an RSL that
wanted to engage as a strategic partner in the
preparation of the local antisocial behaviour
strategy. Although that is not in the bill, there is no
reason why ministers would want to stop RSLs
that wanted that requirement placed on them
having it placed on them.
Christine May: Equally, there is nothing in the
bill that says that ministers could not do that if they
so chose. We have got to give a guarantee one
way or the other; otherwise, I think that the
provisions are technically flawed.
Mr Maxwell: Surely, if all RSLs were allowed to
take up and took up that right, the system could
not operate. I understand why they should all be
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consulted and I understand why the Executive is
saying that there is a practical implication for the
preparation of the documents. However, it would
be strange and slightly concerning if many or all of
the organisations in an area took up that right. It
seems to me that the process would grind to a
halt.
Gillian Russell: Yes.
Christine May: Nevertheless, it seems to me
that the bill is denying those whom I would wish to
have the right explicitly—
David Doris: It is not denying them—
Christine May: Implicitly—I beg your pardon.
What I suggest is possible unless the right is
guaranteed.
The Convener: You have made the distinction
between consultation and participation. Section
3A(1) states:
“The Scottish Ministers may make regulations for the
purpose of securing the participation of a registered social
landlord”.

It says “may”. Following Christine May’s
arguments, does not that make the situation even
worse? There is no real obligation for the
regulations to be made.
Gillian Russell: The point that you make about
the distinction between participation and
consultation might be slightly confused. In section
3A, we are talking about participation
“in the preparation, review or revision of a strategy”.

The Convener: I am clear about that.
Gillian Russell: It is not a question of
participation instead of consultation. The provision
is an enabling power that will allow ministers to
make regulations to involve RSLs. We cannot say
any more on why we think that it is appropriate for
ministers to be able to consider each individual
area, take soundings and take a view on whether,
in addition to the local authority and the police in a
particular area, a particular RSL should be given a
strategic role by taking on the fairly onerous duties
of preparing a strategy and following all the
consequent procedure that will then have to be
followed. I do not think that there is much that we
can add to what we have said already.
The Convener: Perhaps I have got it wrong, but
I understand that RSLs may have a considerable
role to play in housing stock in the future, yet you
seem to be saying that they might not have a
strategic role in the preparation of antisocial
behaviour strategies.
Gillian Russell: We are saying that RSLs will
have that strategic role if, in a certain local
authority area, it is felt that, in addition to the local
authority and the police, they should be given it. I
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do not think that there is any doubt that ministers
will consider each local authority area and reach a
view on whether there are RSLs in the area that
need to be given that role.
The Convener: You will agree that we are
dependent on the reassurances that you are
giving, and that a different Scottish Executive
might have a completely different interpretation.
Gillian Russell: I accept the fact that the power
to make regulations is not a power that ministers
have to exercise. However, ministers have said
that they will consider, on a case-by-case basis,
whether there are RSLs in any local authority area
that merit inclusion in the process. If they are
satisfied that there are, regulations will be
produced that the Parliament can consider in due
course.
Mr Maxwell: We are going round in circles. I
seek some clarification, given the convener’s
concern over the use of the word “may”. I
understand where she is coming from.
You seem to suggest that there may be areas in
which ministers will decide not to involve any
RSLs in the preparation of a strategy to deal with
antisocial behaviour. At first, I thought that you
were saying that all RSLs in every area would be
consulted, with some being involved in the
preparation of the strategy. However, you now
seem to be saying that, although all RSLs in an
area will be consulted, ministers will decide
whether any will be involved in the preparation of
the strategy.
I agree that it seems a bit daft to involve
everyone in preparing the strategy; however, I
think that some RSLs in every area should be
involved. You do not seem to be saying that now.
Surely replacing the word “may” with “must” in
section 3A(1) would ensure that some
organisations in every area were involved in
preparing the strategy.
Gillian Russell: But this is about preparing the
strategy. As I have said, such a duty will be fairly
onerous for the people who have to carry it out.
For example, they will have to take responsibility
in their area for assessing the extent of antisocial
behaviour, specifying the range and availability of
services and co-ordinating their functions for
exchanging information. It might well be that, in a
particular area, an RSL would not be in a position
to take on such a role.
David Doris: It is also important to point out that
this matter was widely consulted on when the bill
was being prepared. Our flexible approach
ensures that, where appropriate, RSLs can
become fully involved in a strategic role, but
avoids placing a blanket duty on them to carry out
such an onerous responsibility. The Scottish
Federation of Housing Associations and other
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partners have welcomed the balance that we have
struck.
11:15
Murray Tosh: This discussion illustrates why we
have primary and secondary legislation. It would
be impossible to specify such matters
satisfactorily. After all, RSLs can vary from
Glasgow
Housing
Association,
which
is
preponderantly the supplier of social housing in
that city, to a body such as Bield Housing
Association, which in any local authority area
might have one house containing eight elderly
ladies who would not remotely come under the
bill’s provisions. Members might know of some
elderly ladies who might be considered to be
relevant in that respect, but by and large I do not
think that that segment of the market is
characterised by antisocial behaviour. Indeed, I
imagine that such housing associations would find
being involved in the procedure burdensome and
irrelevant to their mainstream activities.
In response to Stewart Maxwell, I do not think
that the word “must” is better than “may” in this
context. The word “may” is necessary, because
we are still in the very early stages of local
authority stock transfers and in some areas it
might not be appropriate to include any
organisations in preparing the strategy. That said,
in many local authority areas, stock transfer
landlords with perhaps 2,000 or 3,000 houses
should be involved, because they are key players.
There are other organisations whose operation in
individual local authority areas is so slight that they
will not want to be involved and we should not
place such a level of responsibility on them.
The Convener: If there are no further points, we
can probably end the discussion here and
continue it later.
We now move on to guidance provisions. I want
to raise three questions about section 14A, the
first of which is whether the bill should seek to
impose a duty as opposed to a discretion on
ministers to issue guidance. The second question
is whether ministers should be placed under a
statutory duty to consult on the preparation of
guidance, and the third is whether any such
guidance should be laid before the Parliament or
be subject to any parliamentary procedure.
Similar points have been raised about section
20, which concerns guidance on the dispersal of
groups; section 46A, which concerns guidance in
relation to part 5; and section 51E, which concerns
guidance to local authorities on graffiti removal.
We might as well cover section 85, which is to do
with parenting orders, at the same time as section
88A(5), which is to do with further criminal
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measures, as we have the same three points
about both of them.
Gillian Russell: I will approach the matter from
the legal perspective; David Doris will want to
comment generally on the Executive’s approach to
guidance.
In all cases, there is no duty on ministers to
produce guidance. In effect, it is unnecessary for
the bill to provide even that ministers have the
power to issue guidance because they have that
power in any event. The bill deals with the legal
effect of any guidance that ministers issue.
Persons who exercise functions under the various
parts of the bill that have been discussed will have
to have regard to the guidance when they carry
out their functions. That is the effect of the
guidance provisions.
We have taken on board the committee’s
comments on whether the guidance should be laid
before the Parliament. In part 3, which introduces
the power to disperse groups, we have provided in
section 20 that guidance shall be laid before the
Parliament. The guidance will not be subject to
any parliamentary procedure and will be laid
before the Parliament for information after it has
been made. We do not think that there is any need
to do the same for guidance on other provisions.
David Doris will speak more generally about our
approach to guidance and what we intend to do
aside from what the bill expressly states.
The Convener: Before he does so, I point out
that we are most concerned about the dispersal of
groups. I ask him to home in on that as an
example.
David Doris: The main point about the dispersal
of groups is that, as Gillian Russell said, under the
bill the guidance will be laid before the Parliament.
The Communities Committee raised the issue in
its meeting of 26 May and ministers have agreed
to write to that committee to set out the proposed
timetable for the publication of guidance on each
part of the bill. We will do that in the next few days,
which will allow the Communities Committee to
timetable its scrutiny of the guidance. We will
consult on the guidance, but a statutory
requirement to consult is not considered
necessary; the issue is one of good practice.
The Convener: To clarify, you are saying that
the Communities Committee will examine the
guidance, particularly the guidance on the power
to disperse groups, and that changes will be made
before the final stage of the bill.
David Doris: The Communities Committee
wanted early sight of parts of the guidance that we
have begun to draft, in order to inform its
consideration of stage 3 amendments. During
stage 2, the minister said that various
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amendments were not necessary because the
matters would be covered in guidance. We intend
to give the Communities Committee sight of the
guidance as soon as possible. More generally, the
Communities Committee will timetable scrutiny of
the guidance in the lead up to implementation of
the legislation.
The Convener: When the guidance is ready
and comes to Parliament, what will be the process
by which MSPs interrogate it?
David Doris: I do not know what procedure draft
guidance falls under, but it will be sent to the most
relevant committee, which will consider it as it
sees fit.
Christine May: That last answer was quite
revealing, because although the committee might
have the opportunity to consider the draft
guidance—I am not sure about procedures in
respect of guidance and committees—the
Parliament will not, and it will not have the
opportunity to amend the draft guidance. Given
that we are discussing some of the most
contentious parts of the bill, it is important that the
technicalities and parliamentary procedures are
correct.
I will go through what I think that you are saying.
First, ministers may issue guidance or they may
not—they do not have a duty to do so. Secondly,
guidance does not have to be laid before the
Parliament, nor is it subject to any procedure.
Thirdly, there is no statutory duty to consult on the
guidance. Taking all three points together, an
awful lot of discretion is allowed for. As I recall
from the discussions on the bill, there was a wish
from the Parliament for clear direction from
ministers on what the powers would be and how
they would be exercised. I would be grateful if you
would tell us again why you think that the
provisions are sufficient.
David Doris: I was referring in particular to our
discussions with the Communities Committee
because it is the lead committee on the Antisocial
Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill and it takes the
biggest interest in the bill as a result. That said,
there is nothing to prevent any other member from
having sight of the draft guidance. We could
consider how that could best be done—whether by
ensuring that copies of the draft guidance go to
the Scottish Parliament information centre or by
another mechanism. We have treated the
guidance as all other types of guidance from the
Executive tend to be dealt with, in that it is not
subject to parliamentary procedure. In many
respects, the planned level of engagement has
been much higher than for most other Executive
guidance.
Christine May: I do not suggest that the
information is being kept from individual MSPs; I
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am much more concerned that the mechanisms by
which the guidance is consulted on, developed
and then subjected to parliamentary scrutiny, are
technically correct and appropriate for such
legislation. I accept that we are entitled to ask for
information at all stages.
David Doris: Where there is a formal
consultation and guidance is issued—and that
might not always be appropriate—the intention is
that such information would be issued within the
three-month consultation period as standard.
The Convener: We move on to a quick question
about part 5, which deals with noise nuisance.
Section 46 concerns fixed-penalty notices. As the
proposed power is a wide one, what is your
justification for the stance that you have taken?
Barry McCaffrey (Scottish Executive Legal
and Parliamentary Services): The committee
raised the same points in relation to sections 49
and 50, so it might be easier to deal with them
together.
At stage 1, this committee was clearly
concerned that an open-ended power might be
exercised in a significant way and it naturally
questioned the procedure for making an order to
increase the fixed penalties. In response to the
concerns of the committee at stage 1, we took on
board the serious issue about increasing a fixed
penalty. We lodged stage 2 amendments to bring
the provisions into line with section 97(2), which
makes level 2 on the standard scale the upper
limit on the exercise of the power to increase the
fixed penalty. That makes it clear that the exercise
of the power is limited.
11:30
However, one must bear it in mind that the
power is to increase the penalty in a fixed-penalty
notice, which is meant to be an alternative to
prosecution on proceedings for a substantive
offence. A power is needed to amend the penalty,
to take account of changes in the value of money,
for example. That is the primary reason for having
the power to increase the fixed penalty.
If the level 2 limit did not apply and the
Executive suddenly decided to increase a fixed
penalty to £1,000 or £2,000, it is likely that that
would defeat the purpose that the fixed-penalty
procedure is meant to serve—that of being an
alternative to prosecution. In appropriate
circumstances, the procedure gives people the
chance to pay a fixed penalty, which would obviate
the need for criminal proceedings on the
substantive offence.
The Executive does not intend to use the power
to increase the penalty to the extent that people
would be perilled on paying a significant penalty.
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However, we recognise that as the power is to be
used primarily to reflect changes in the value of
money and to change the fixed penalty over a
period, it should be limited. That is why we
responded to the concerns that the committee
expressed at stage 1 by lodging stage 2
amendments to set limits.
Gordon Jackson (Glasgow Govan) (Lab): The
only point that I did not understand was that you
said twice that the power was to be used to reflect
changes in the value of money. The fixed-penalty
system does that automatically. A fixed penalty
can be set permanently at level 3, but the values
of the fixed-penalty scales change from time to
time under subordinate legislation. The Executive
does not need to move a penalty from level 2 to
level 3 because the value of money has changed,
since the amount at which level 3 is set changes
from time to time. I did not understand the point
about reflecting the value of money, because that
is dealt with under subordinate legislation to
change fixed-penalty rates from year to year.
Barry McCaffrey: That is true. I just focused on
a potential reason for exercising the power.
Section 50 of the bill, which was amended at stage
2, will amend section 88 of the Environmental
Protection Act 1990, which concerns fixed
penalties for a littering offence. The 1990 act
already contained a power to increase the fixed
penalty, which has been exercised twice in the
past 10 years. That happened most recently last
summer. The fixed penalty was originally £50 and
it has now been increased to £100. Such
provisions are not unusual.
Over a period, it would be appropriate to reflect
on whether the level of a fixed penalty was
suitable. The value of money is one reason for
that, but over a period, an increase in the penalty
might be appropriate. However, it is borne in mind
that any increase should be limited. If the
Executive suddenly decided to increase the fixed
penalty for a littering offence tenfold, so that it was
£500, people who faced such a significant penalty
would be likely to say, “I’d rather take my chances
on defending my case and going to court.” As I
said, that would defeat the purpose of the fixedpenalty procedure, which is to be an alternative to
prosecution, in appropriate circumstances.
Gordon Jackson: I am not sure whether I
agree. The general practice in fixing a statutory
fine is to specify its level, rather than to give the
Executive the power to fix the level as it goes
along. Whether the subject is road traffic or
whatever, an offence normally attracts a fine at a
summary level, which reflects the value of money,
because it changes from time to time.
To take one example at random, if someone
does not abide by a parenting order they will
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commit a criminal offence under section 83 of the
bill, and they
“shall be liable on summary conviction to a fine not
exceeding level 3 on the standard scale.”

The normal statutory provision is to fix a fine at not
exceeding level 3, rather than give the Executive
the ability to switch the level of fine on the
standard scale. If I am wrong on that tell me, but I
find that a rather unusual power.
Barry McCaffrey: The basic concern of the
committee at stage 1 was that the power should
not be open ended and that there should be an
upper limit on it. At stage 2 we strove to produce
that upper limit. We intended to be consistent with
what is already in section 97(2), in part 11 on fixed
penalties. Even if we had not done what we have
done, the basic point is that there is still a littering
offence that has a fixed penalty, to which the
provision should apply.
Gordon Jackson: If I am honest, it is not the
greatest deal in the world, because the penalties
do not bear much resemblance to what the courts
fix as fines. We constantly see people who, on a
statutory offence, could be fined £1,000 but they
are fined 3/9. The bottom line is that the court fixes
the penalty at what it considers to be appropriate,
so maximums almost do not exist in practice. It is
an interesting way of doing it. I suspect that the
sheriff fixes the fine as he thinks appropriate. If
you gave him a limit of £3 million he still would not
make the fine above 3/9 if he did not think that it
was appropriate. It does not matter all that much.
The Convener: Section 46B, on the meaning of
“relevant place” and “relevant property”, seems to
have fairly wide implications. Could you talk us
through it?
Barry McCaffrey: It would probably be easier if
I referred to what the Deputy Minister for
Communities said to the Communities Committee
at stage 2:
“As originally drafted, the definition of the places from
where noise could be emitted was modelled on the
definition of ‘dwelling’ in the Noise Act 1996, and aimed to
tackle noise emitted from domestic dwellings. However, in
response to consultation, the definition has been expanded
to cover places other than dwellings.”—[Official Report,
Communities Committee, 12 May 2004; c 982.]

The definition at section 46B covers things like
accommodation. There is a further definition of
accommodation in section 46B(2), which
essentially covers buildings, whether permanent
accommodation, temporary accommodation such
as a bed and breakfast or a hotel or guest room,
and other types of property, such as land that
belongs to or is enjoyed with the accommodation,
such as a garden ground. Section 46B(1)(c) refers
to land in which people have rights in common,
such as Queen Street gardens and common
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passages within tenement buildings. It is clear that
in light of consultation the definition of “relevant
property”—which is the place where the noise
offence can be committed—has been expanded
beyond simple dwelling houses, which was
welcomed by the Communities Committee at
stage 2.
Conversely, the definition of “relevant place”,
which is the place from which noise can be
measured, was amended at stage 2 to reflect the
fact that, because of technical difficulties in
measuring noise, the place from which a noise can
be measured has to be within a building. That
followed advice from research consultants that the
Executive engaged before stage 2.
The minister told the Communities Committee
that
“research commissioned by the Executive concluded
recently that at present it is not technically possible to
measure noise from outside, so the definition of ‘relevant
place’ has been restricted to require measurement to take
place from within a building. In practice, that will allow local
authority officers to measure noise levels from a building
that is in close proximity to the place from which the noise
is being emitted.”

She went on to say that the amendment that she
was discussing sought
“to insert provisions to enable the definition of ‘relevant
property’ and ‘relevant place’ to be amended in future if
technical developments in the measurement of noise make
that possible.”—[Official Report, Communities Committee,
12 May 2004; c 982.]

In light of the importance of those future possible
changes, another amendment sought to insert in
section 108 a reference that would require any
such order to be subject to the affirmative
procedure.
Although we recognise that the power is wide,
our starting point is that, at stage 2, the scope of
the provisions moved significantly beyond the
normal domestic-dwelling scenario. There is a
technical issue about from where one can
measure noise. Our initial focus was primarily on
the
definition
of
“relevant
place”.
Our
understanding is that, at some point in the future, it
may become technically possible to measure
noise from outwith a building. We have taken on
board that possibility by giving ourselves the
power to prescribe a further category of relevant
place. We appreciate that, as that could be a wide
power, the affirmative procedure would provide the
appropriate degree of scrutiny.
The focus of the definition of “relevant property”,
in so far as it relates to buildings, is
accommodation but, in future, more sophisticated
devices for measuring noise may make it possible
to measure the noise that is emitted from
caravans, tents or other temporary structures. At
this stage, it is difficult to foresee how the
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technology will develop but, just as we have
acknowledged that that could affect the definition
of “relevant place” in the future, for consistency’s
sake we have also seen fit to examine the
definition of “relevant property” and to give
ourselves a power to amend it. Again, that power
would be subject to the affirmative procedure.
Mr Maxwell: Can you name somewhere that
would not be covered by the definitions? Am I right
in suggesting that, in effect, everywhere would be
covered by them?
Barry McCaffrey: If we take “relevant property”,
the focus—the strand that is mentioned in section
46B(1)(a)—is accommodation, but there are other
things that are not accommodation specific. It is
clear that the present definition of accommodation
is focused on permanent buildings and other such
structures. I mentioned the specific example of
caravans. I accept that, if a caravan were situated
on land that people had in common as a private
garden and noise was being made outwith the
caravan, the likelihood is that any such noise that
was made in the vicinity of the caravan could be
caught. However, there would be an issue about
whether noise that was emitted from a caravan—
which is not accommodation; it is just a type of
vehicle—would be covered. The difficulty would be
that, if noise was being emitted from a caravan
and there was not another building in proximity to
that caravan, it would be very difficult to find a
relevant place from which to measure the noise,
given the present constraints.
Mr Maxwell: In relation to “relevant place”,
section 46B(1)(b) says:
“such other place as may be prescribed.”

the definition of accommodation, which is perhaps
less than helpful. The bill states that
“‘accommodation’ means a building or other structure …
used or intended to be used as a separate unit of
accommodation”.

Does that include pubs, clubs and so on?
11:45
Barry McCaffrey: It could. The example that
was put to the Executive in the run-up to stage 2
was of a stag weekend at a chalet up in Aviemore.
That would not be a domestic dwelling in the
normal sense, but there might still be a noise
nuisance caused to those who lived in the vicinity
of such an establishment. A conscious decision
was made that any type of accommodation, either
temporary or permanent, could fall within the ambit
of the bill’s provisions.
The Convener: Let us be clear about this. The
definition covers temporary as well as permanent
accommodation. Clubs and pubs are definitely
included in the definition.
Barry McCaffrey: There will clearly be issues
as far as clubs are concerned, because powers
exist under licensing legislation that would be
brought to bear on operators of clubs who were
not appropriately managing antisocial behaviour
on their premises. Nevertheless, it was still felt that
there might be circumstances in which the bill’s
provisions might be brought to bear on smaller
hostelries, bed and breakfasts and guest chalets—
in Aviemore or elsewhere—if no other
enforcement regime might more appropriately be
brought to bear.

“such other place as may be prescribed.”

The Convener: I appreciate that. What I am
talking about is the clarity of the definition. When
you talk about accommodation, do you mean
where people are physically living?

In other words, do those provisions not mean
anywhere?

Barry McCaffrey: I mean where they are living
for a time.

Barry McCaffrey: They could do. The main
issue is the ability of the current technology to
measure noise.

The Convener: You see what I mean: the
definition of accommodation is not terribly clear
because the word “accommodation” is used within
it.

In relation to “relevant property”, section 46B(1)(e)
also says:

Mr Maxwell: You would agree that, in effect,
ministers are being given the power to measure
noise anywhere they please.
Gillian Russell indicated agreement.
Gordon Jackson: I have a bias—I would give
ministers all the power that they want. I am up for
anything that cuts down noise pollution. This is the
one occasion on which I do not mind how much
power they have.
The Convener: I ask for further clarification of
the definition of accommodation. In section
46B(2), you use the word “accommodation” within
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Barry McCaffrey: The definition tries to clarify
what we mean by accommodation. The words in
brackets at the end of that definition of
accommodation are:
“whether on a permanent basis or otherwise”.

That represents a clear intention that any
temporary accommodation—however temporary—
could fall within the definition of “relevant
property”. That would mean, in turn, that the noise
nuisance offence could apply.
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The Convener: Okay. Stewart Maxwell
mentioned section 46B(1)(e), which defines
“relevant property” as being
“such other place as may be prescribed.”

That is what led me to ask you about the definition
of “accommodation”. Would there be consultation
if ministers planned to include a range of other
places? I think, judging by what Stewart Maxwell
said, that the definition is fairly all-encompassing.
Barry McCaffrey: It is clear to us that it is a
significant power and that the end result—the use
of
the
affirmative
procedure—is
entirely
appropriate. However, in the run-up to producing
an order for Parliament’s consideration through
the affirmative procedure, the Executive will
consult in the normal way, especially for a change
of that nature.
There would be other issues because the
guidance that would be associated with the
operation of part 5 of the bill would have to be
changed to reflect significant changes. There
would be a process—the Executive would not just
suddenly decide one day that other places should
be brought within the ambit of the bill, and
thereafter produce an order without consultation. I
would not expect that to happen.
The Convener: You would not expect that to
happen, but you will accept that the bill does not
state that there must be consultation.
Barry McCaffrey: I accept that, but I suspect
that the matter at issue is not the only enabling
power of that nature in the bill. I do not think that it
is specified anywhere in the bill that there will be a
requirement to consult. However, given the
significance of the powers, it would be highly
unlikely that there would not be any form of
consultation before we got to the stage of laying
an order before Parliament for consideration under
the affirmative procedure.
The Convener: That brings us to section 51B
and the power to modify the meaning of “relevant
surface”. The affirmative procedure is proposed for
that power. Could you talk us through this section
as well, to justify that?
Gillian Russell: It might be helpful to start by
explaining what “relevant surface” means for the
purposes of this part of the bill. On 13 May, the
Deputy Minister for Communities said to the
Communities Committee that local authorities
would be given
“the power to serve graffiti removal notices on persons
responsible for relevant surfaces having been defaced by
graffiti that is offensive or otherwise detrimental to the
amenity of the surrounding area”

and that such surfaces
“might be the surface of a public road, buildings, street
furniture, telephone kiosks or litter bins.”
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She went on to say that
“The surface of land that is owned, managed or controlled
‘by a relevant body’, or the surface of ‘any building,
structure, apparatus, plant or other object on such land’
would also be included. For the purposes of the
amendment, a ‘relevant body’ is a statutory undertaker, as
defined in section 98(6) of the Environmental Protection Act
1990 or an ‘educational institution’, as defined in section
98(3) of the 1990 act.”

I can explain that later. The minister continued:
“The surface in question must be on public land, visible
from public land or otherwise visible to those who use the
services and facilities of the relevant body or those of any
other relevant body. The provision empowers a local
authority to serve a graffiti removal notice where there is
graffiti on a school or college building that, while not visible
from a street, is visible to those who attend the school or
college.”—[Official Report, Communities Committee, 13
May 2004; c 1015.]

She then went on to talk about what happens once
the graffiti removal notice has been served.
The minister was asked to explain a little more
about the relevant surface. She responded:
“Other places that we would be looking at under the
proposed new section include telephone boxes, electricity
sub-stations and benches along the street. Those are
places that are not looked after by any one person and
graffiti can remain there for some time. There is a need to
impress that point on those responsible.”

Later, the minister was asked specifically about
the use of the power to modify the meaning of
“relevant surfaces”. She said:
“I reassure members that any regulation to do that would
be introduced under the affirmative resolution procedure. I
reassure members that the issue would not simply be
looked at by me—or whomever the minister happened to
be—and that it would be open to the committee to consider
whether ministers had correctly used those powers.”—
[Official Report, Communities Committee, 13 May 2004; c
1021-22.]

Although the initial definition of “relevant
surfaces” is quite complicated, the power applies
only to a limited number of surfaces, including the
examples that were given, such as telephone
boxes, electricity substations and educational
establishments.
The current definition was arrived at after
consultation of local authorities. There was
consensus that the power to issue graffiti removal
notices and to deal with graffiti should at present
be limited to the particular surfaces that were
listed. However, it was also felt that we might in
time want to extend the provisions beyond the
fairly limited list in order to take in other types of
surface, which is why we took the power that will
enable us to do that. Obviously, we propose to
keep the use of the powers under review and to
monitor how they are working in practice. If
necessary, we would like the opportunity—if it
were thought appropriate—to expand the definition
of “relevant surface”.
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The members of the Communities Committee
mentioned a number of examples of graffiti in their
local authority areas that they thought the powers
might be used to deal with. However, we have
limited the use of the powers at present for the
reasons that I have given.
Gordon Jackson: Just for my own purposes, I
ask the witnesses to give me an idea of the sort of
surface that is not relevant under the bill as
drafted, but might become so.

absence of any such regulations, a local authority
would have the discretion to charge no fee.
The Convener: Part 11 concerns fixed-penalty
offences. Sections 95(2) and 95(3) refer to the
table of offences that is set out in section 95(1).
For example, section 95(2) states:
“The Scottish Ministers may by order … amend an entry
in the table … add an entry to the table”

or

Gillian Russell: I suppose that surfaces that are
not relevant at the moment would include, for
example, shop fronts. However, that is merely an
example of something that we did not feel it to be
appropriate for us to legislate on. We could
possibly open the matter up for discussion in the
future. At present, we are limited to surfaces in the
public domain, such as telephone boxes and
electricity substations.

“remove an entry from the table.”

Christine May: Does the term “relevant surface”
include trees? I assume that the “plant” that is
mentioned in the first paragraph of the minister’s
response refers to industrial plant rather than to
greenery.

I am sorry. Could we please leave that
question? I think that we have been reassured on
the matter.

Gordon Jackson: You are just worried about all
those trees in Fife that you carved “Christine
Loves So-and-so” on in your teens.
Christine May: I am thankful that all those trees
are in Dublin.
Gillian Russell: The list in section 51A(3)(b)(ii)
refers to
“any building, structure, apparatus, plant or other object”.

I do not think, in that context, that a tree would
ever be considered as an “object”. I suppose that
we could extend the provision to trees if that
became a problem.
Christine May: Good.
The Convener: We move on to part 8 of the bill,
which concerns registration areas for housing. I
think we have already asked the question that has
been raised in relation to section 64B, on
application for registration. Does the provision
make it possible for the local authority to decide
that no fee would be payable on applying for
registration?
Gillian Russell: Yes.
The Convener: Similarly, does the provision in
section 64F, which concerns the duty of a
registered person to provide information to the
local authority, make it possible that no fee would
be payable?
Gillian Russell: Yes. However, I should point
out that if regulations that provided for fees were
introduced, fees would have to be paid. In the
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Would the Executive ever consider going outwith
the offences that are specified in the table?
David Doris: We could add to the offences in
the table. However, they would then be in the
table.
The Convener: Let me just confer on that
matter for a moment.

We move on to part 13, which concerns
miscellaneous provisions.
Page 16 of the committee’s legal briefing deals
with section 106(3), which was amended for
clarity. As we are running a bit short of time, would
it be easier for us to liaise with the Executive about
part 13? It is no problem to read out the points that
we would like to raise if the witnesses would like to
deal with the matters now.
12:00
Gillian Russell: Could we hear the question
then tell you whether we can deal with it? If we
cannot answer now, we will respond this
afternoon.
The Convener: Excellent—I will go through our
points.
“Legal advisers have some reservations about the
Executive’s view of the interpretation of this provision as set
out in its Memorandum. The Executive claims that the
expression ‘by virtue of’ includes ‘by’ and ‘under’ citing as
its authority article 6(3) of the Interpretation Order (SI
1999/1379). However article 6(3) provides only that
‘…words and expressions used in an Act of the Scottish
Parliament which are also listed in section 127 of the
Scotland Act 1998 shall, unless the contrary intention
appears, have the same meaning as they have in that Act’.
The expression ‘by virtue of’ is indeed defined in the
Scotland Act as described by the Executive but in section
126(11) not 127. This subsection is not one of the sections
cross-referred to in section 127 nor is there any other
provision either in the Scotland Act or in the Interpretation
Order that in the opinion of legal advisers would have the
effect of attracting the definition.”

Would you like to take that issue away with you?
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Gillian Russell: We will take that away with us.
That point is helpful and we thank the committee
for it.
The Convener: That is fine. We picked that up
when we went through all our legal advice—I am
sorry that you did not have notice of that point. I
thank the witnesses for attending the meeting. We
will consider your responses later and we will
compile a report.
For us, today’s agenda is mammoth, but the
committee will be glad to hear that the rest of the
agenda will be quite quick.
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Delegated Powers Scrutiny
Antisocial Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill:
as amended at Stage 2
12:12
The Convener: I have now finished with
everything that is on the agenda, but I would like
to return to the points about which we asked the
Executive. I had thought that we might leave the
clerk to give us some pointers for us to go over
next week, but we should quickly go through the
main points that we need to consider with respect
to the Antisocial Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill. We
are short of time, so we need to get a steer.
The first point was about section 3A, on
registered social landlords.
Christine May: Although I pushed the Executive
witnesses quite hard on the matter, I was, in the
end, content with the explanation that they gave. I
think that there is probably enough of a safeguard
to ensure that those who really wish to be involved
in antisocial behaviour strategies can be involved
in them. I therefore think that the wording is
appropriate. I still have some concern, however,
that the affirmative procedure, rather than the
annulment procedure, should be used.
The Convener: I would agree with that. I seek
other members’ views. Murray Tosh seemed to
think that the wording was okay.
Murray Tosh: I have no strong views on the
matter. However, there are thousands of RSLs
and there will be many more, so do we really want
to include them all in regulations made by
affirmative resolution? An alternative approach
might be to amend the bill to specify that nobody is
excluded from participation in antisocial behaviour
strategies. The Executive would probably say that
that would be a bit declaratory but, on the other
hand, it came out of our discussion that the
Executive could conceive of situations in which
people or RSLs could participate fully without
being included in regulations made under section
3A. That might be a preferable way of doing
things, rather than cluttering up the system with a
whole series of affirmative resolutions, which, on
the basis of what the Executive witnesses said,
might be unnecessary.
The Convener: Could you elaborate on what
you are suggesting?
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Murray Tosh: The Executive’s case was that
any RSL could participate in drawing up an
antisocial behaviour strategy. The purpose of
section 3A is more to require the key players to
become involved if, for whatever reason, they did
not wish to become involved. If the objective is to
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include those who wish to be involved, an
alternative might be to allow RSLs to volunteer to
be involved by agreement locally. Use of the
regulations could then be retained only in relation
to those RSLs that the police and the local
authority felt obliged to include within the scope of
regulations. It might be appropriate for regulations
to be made under the affirmative procedure in
such cases, but do we really want to involve the
thousands of RSLs and the 32 local authorities by
making regulations under the affirmative
procedure for each of them? That seems an
oppressively bureaucratic approach.
12:15
The Convener: Do you think that the spirit of
the reassurance that was given should somehow
be included in the bill?
Murray Tosh: The bill is silent on the issue, so
perhaps we can accept that nothing will preclude,
for example, Bield Housing Association from being
involved in 32 local authority partnerships if it so
wishes. The Executive might resist including in the
bill a declaratory statement that would simply state
something that would not have been prevented
anyway and which was, in fact, implied by the bill.
Perhaps the legal advisers could reflect on
whether an amendment is necessary. If it is felt to
be unnecessary, we need not proceed with the
idea.
The Convener: That sounds sensible.
Mr Maxwell: I shared the concerns that
Christine May outlined, but I accept the
Executive’s explanation about the unwieldy nature
of trying to involve everybody in consultation and
participation. That was an entirely reasonable
point, so I am quite happy with the reassurance
that was given.
The Convener: Do
amendment is needed?

you

think

that

an

Mr Maxwell: It is perhaps unnecessary. I accept
the Executive’s explanation. An amendment might
help, but I have no strong feelings on the issue.
The Convener: My only concern is whether the
assurances that we were given will be effective in
reality.
It strikes me that it might be safer to have a final
look at the issue next week. Will we be able to
consider the bill again next week?
Alasdair Rankin (Clerk): Time constraints
require us to report by the end of this week. Stage
3 is next Thursday.
The Convener: We will ask our legal advisers to
have a think about the issue and, before the end
of the week, we will consider what they have
drafted.
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Alasdair Rankin: I will circulate any drafts to
members.
Christine May: As with other committees, a
form of words could be circulated by e-mail.
The Convener: We could then give our views
on the suggestion that has been drafted.
The guidance provisions have also been the
cause of much debate, especially on sensitive
issues such as the dispersal of groups. Are we
happy with what we were told by the Executive or
do we want a stronger position on the three areas
that were highlighted in our legal advice?
Murray Tosh: It was quite revealing to hear
that, in effect, ministers can issue guidance on
anything. Therefore, the significant issue is not the
guidance itself but the imposition of an obligation
on people to have regard to that guidance. The
Executive witness said that section 20(3) was
unusual because its provision on guidance goes
further than normal, but I would have thought that
section 20(3) should be the minimum position that
ought to apply to any piece of guidance. That
should apply not just to all the guidance sections
in the bill but to such sections in all legislation.
Without wishing to make a political point, I simply
observe that, given the political sensitivities
around the issue, I would have thought that
section 20 ought to contain some form of
parliamentary procedure simply because of the
concerns that have been highlighted by many
parliamentarians and by others who were involved
in the debate. It would be fine if all the other
guidance sections were worded like section 20(3),
but section 20 needs something stronger.
The Convener: What about consultation?
Murray Tosh: You may want to make a more
general point about consultation. However, given
the sensitivities of the matter, I would have thought
that consultation on guidance to be introduced
under section 20 was necessary. I had jumped on
to section 20 rather than section 14B.
The Convener: That is fine.
Christine May: With specific regard to section
20, I think that ministers should, in the first
instance, have a duty to issue the guidance and a
duty to consult on the preparation of that
guidance, which should then be subject to
parliamentary procedure. That section is the one
about which there has been the greatest
conjecture that there might be interference with
the operational responsibilities of chief constables,
for example. I know that section 21 has been
deleted; nonetheless, section 20 is still
contentious, so I think that guidance should be
subject to the affirmative procedure.
The Convener: Are members agreed on that
point with regard to section 20?
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Members indicated agreement.
The Convener: On the point about guidance
under the other sections, do members agree with
what Murray Tosh has said about the need for that
guidance to go through some sort of parliamentary
procedure?
Members indicated agreement.
The Convener: I do not think that Murray was
saying more than that.
Murray Tosh: No, but what I was saying does
not rule out the possibility that other members
might feel that some other specific piece of
guidance requires more scrutiny than it would get
if it were simply laid before Parliament.
The Convener: Section 20 is an obvious
example, but I am asking whether, from the
guidance that we went through, there are any
other examples of guidance that should be
scrutinised more closely than simply by the
Executive reporting it to Parliament. Should all the
guidance
be
subjected
to
parliamentary
procedure?
Christine May: All the guidance covers areas in
which there is likely to be confusion over precisely
what is included and what is excluded. In all those
cases, there should be a duty on ministers to issue
guidance. If Murray Tosh is suggesting that such
guidance should be subject to the affirmative
procedure, we should be content with that,
although I do not think that we would want to go
quite as far as we did with section 20. The other
sections will not necessarily be so contentious.
The Convener: The only issue that might be so
contentious is parenting orders.
Mr Maxwell: Was Murray Tosh suggesting that
guidance should be subject to affirmative
procedure?
Murray Tosh: No, I was suggesting that, at the
very minimum, guidance should be subject to
some form of procedure.
Mr Maxwell: That is what I thought.
Murray Tosh: Much of the guidance that is
issued at the moment is not subject to anything, so
being subject to some form of procedure ought to
be the baseline. Beyond that, we could start to
consider whether the negative or the affirmative
procedure would be more appropriate. I do not
have any view as to whether guidance under the
other sections should be subject to anything
further than that, but some form of procedure must
be the minimum that is required.
The Convener: Do members want to go further,
as Christine May was suggesting, or should we
stay where we are? Is it generally agreed that we
should do the latter?
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Members indicated agreement.
The Convener: We now move on to the fixedpenalty notices. This is where Gordon Jackson
came in.
Gordon Jackson: I do not feel particularly
strongly about it, but I was picking up the point
about having to reflect changes in the value of
money. I feel that that is a slightly false point,
because the value changes automatically; that is
the whole point of having scales. I did not think
that it was a valid point to make but, for the
reasons that I gave during the debate, I do not
think that it matters hugely.
The Convener: Do members agree that there
are no further points on that issue?
Members indicated agreement.
The Convener: What about consultation on
“relevant place” and “relevant property”, which is
covered in section 46B?
Mr Maxwell: I have two opinions on that. I
understand the wish to deal effectively with noise
nuisance no matter where it comes from. From a
personal point of view, I would welcome such a
provision, but what is proposed is an extremely
wide power. Effectively, it means that anywhere
could be a relevant place or property, which
seems exceptionally wide. At the very least, we
should draw to members’ attention the fact that the
provision could apply anywhere, because people
should be aware of how wide that power is.
Gordon Jackson: Yes, I think that we should
highlight how wide a power it is. That said, I quite
like the idea of more effective noise control, but
that is another matter.
The Convener: We shall make the point about
its being a wide power. That is fair enough.
Let us go on to section 51B and the meaning of
“relevant surface”. Apart from Christine May’s
trees, is there anything else that we need to note?
Christine May: They are everybody’s trees.
The Convener: Do members have any points to
raise?
Christine May: Again, I think that it might be
worth drawing folk’s attention to the fact that it is a
wide power.
Gordon Jackson: It is a wide power, but the
odd thing about it is that the Executive does not
want a wide power right now. Usually, such
provisions are there in case we have missed
something that arises in future and a surface that
we have not thought about crops up. In this case,
the situation is unusual, in that there are surfaces
that we have thought about but, for a whole lot of
reasons, we do not want to take the power right
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now, although we might take it in the future. It is a
wide power, but this is an unusual and very
tentative way of making it. It is as if we are saying,
“We see lots of surfaces, but let’s take a softlysoftly approach at this stage and let’s not cover
too much.” Apparently, the provision arose out of
consultation with local authorities, which perhaps
did not want to be overburdened. It is unusual to
take in case you need it later a power for which
you have identified a need now.
Mr Maxwell: I certainly think that we should
point out the fact that the power is wide, just as we
will do with regard to the previous point that we
discussed. However, I have slightly more concern
about this point, because it would allow people to
define any property at all, as our legal briefing tells
us. The back of my garage is in my garden and
nobody else but me—not even my neighbours—
can see it. However, the idea that the Executive
could say that it is a surface on which I cannot
spray paint if I so wish—not that I would—seems a
bit strange to me. I am not suggesting that the
Executive would do that, but—
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The Convener: Part 8 concerns registration
areas, and we have raised the issue of there being
no fee until there is a regulation. There is nothing
to say on that, other than to point it out. Is that
agreed?
Members indicated agreement.
The Convener: Part 11 concerns fixed
penalties, and that was okay. The Executive is
going to come back to us about part 13, on
miscellaneous provisions. That is the point that we
added on from the legal briefing.
Thank you, colleagues, for a very long meeting.
We have never had such a long meeting before.
Meeting closed at 12:27.

Gordon Jackson: If nobody else can see it,
how would anyone know?
it.

Mr Maxwell: Maybe the gardener would notice

Murray Tosh: Parliament would never agree to
something so extreme.
Mr Maxwell: I know that, but I am just illustrating
the point that the power is extremely wide and
that, effectively, any property or any surface could
be defined as relevant. I have concerns about that
power being agreed to, as it is very wide indeed.
The Convener: Do members agree that we
should point that out?
Members indicated agreement.
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The remit of the Subordinate Legislation Committee is to consider and report on
(a) any—
(i) subordinate legislation laid before the Parliament;
(ii) Scottish Statutory Instrument not laid before the Parliament but classified
as general according to its subject matter,
and, in particular, to determine whether the attention of the Parliament should
be drawn to any of the matters mentioned in Rule 10.3.1;
(b) proposed powers to make subordinate legislation in particular Bills or other
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(c) general questions relating to powers to make subordinate legislation; and
(d) whether any proposed delegated powers in particular Bills or other
legislation should be expressed as a power to make subordinate legislation.
(Standing Orders of the Scottish Parliament Rule 6.11)
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Stewart Maxwell
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26th Report 2004 (Session 2)
Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill
As Amended at Stage 2
Delegated Powers Scrutiny

The Committee reports to the Parliament as follows—
1.
At its meeting on 8th June the Committee considered the inserted or
substantially amended delegated powers provisions in the Antisocial Behaviour
etc. (Scotland) Bill as amended at Stage 2. The Committee reports to the
Parliament on such provisions under Rule 9.7.9 of Standing Orders.
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Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill as amended at Stage 2
Report of the Subordinate Legislation Committee
On Delegated Powers Provisions

Committee remit
1.
Under the terms of its remit, the Committee considers and reports on
proposed powers to make subordinate legislation in particular Bills or other
proposed legislation and on whether any proposed delegated powers in particular
Bills or other legislation should be expressed as a power to make subordinate
legislation.
2.
The term “subordinate legislation” carries the same definition in the
Standing Orders as in the Interpretation Act 1978. Section 21(1) of that Act
defines subordinate legislation as meaning “Orders in Council, orders, rules,
regulations, schemes, warrants, bye-laws and other instruments made or to be
made under any Act”. “Act” for this purpose includes an Act of the Scottish
Parliament. The Committee therefore considers not only powers to make statutory
instruments as such contained in a Bill but also all other proposed provisions
conferring delegated powers of a legislative nature.
Report
Introduction
3.
The Bill introduces a number of measures and changes with the aim of
tackling antisocial behaviour more effectively.
4.
The Bill is very wide-ranging and, as the Committee recalled contains a
number of provisions in the realm of public order which have proved to be highly
controversial and regarding which the Committee expressed considerable
reservations in the course of its consideration of the delegated powers at Stage 1
in January and February of this year and in its Stage 1 report 1 .
5.
Inevitably, the Bill contained a large number of delegated powers both
legislative and administrative. Many of these powers have now been amended,
some to take account of comments made by the Committee at Stage 1 and a large
number of new powers have been introduced. The Bill has therefore been referred
again to the Committee under Standing Order 9.7.9 for consideration of these
amendments.
6.
As is customary, the Executive has supplied a detailed Memorandum on the
amendments for the assistance of the Committee in its deliberations. The
Committee thanks the Executive for an exceptionally helpful Memorandum. It is
reproduced at the Appendix to this report. Having considered the following
1

The Committee’s Stage 1 report is incorporated into the report of the lead committee for the Bill.
See Communities Committee 1st Report 2004 (Session 2), SP Paper 104 published on 5th March
2004 and available on the Parliament’s website at:
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/communities/reports/cor04-01-vol01-01.htm
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provisions with the assistance of the Memorandum, the Committee approves them
without further comment: Sections 21, 23(2), 24(5)(ea), 43, 44, 51, 56A, 64M, 83D,
85, 88A, 95(2) and (3), 96, 103, 106(3), 112 and Schedule 4, paragraph 1.
7.
The Committee invited witnesses from the Scottish Executive to attend its
meeting on 8th June to give evidence on a number of points arising in connection
with the amendments. The witnesses were: Miss Gillian Russell and Mr Barry
McCaffrey from the Office of the Solicitor to the Scottish Executive and Mr David
Doris from the Development Department, a member of the Bill team.

Amendments to delegated powers
Part 1

Antisocial Behaviour Strategies

Section 3A Regulation-making power to apply sections 1 and 3 to registered
social landlords
Introduction
8.
This new section, which was added to the Bill by amendment at Stage 2,
makes provision for the Scottish Ministers to apply sections 1 and 3 to registered
social landlords (RSLs). It replaces the power to make directions requiring
registered social landlords to collaborate in the preparation of antisocial behaviour
strategies, which was in section 2 of the Bill as introduced but removed at Stage 2.
9.
Subsection (1) provides that the Scottish Ministers may make regulations
for the purpose of securing the participation of a registered social landlord in the
preparation, review or revision of an antisocial behaviour strategy.
10.
Subsection (2) provides that such regulations may, in particular, make such
modifications of s 1(1), (3), (4), (6) or (8) and s 3(1) as the Scottish Ministers
consider necessary or expedient for the purpose of securing the participation of a
registered social landlord in the preparation, review or revision of an antisocial
behaviour strategy.
11.
The Executive, in its Memorandum, indicates that it was mindful of the
comments of the Committee on the direction-making power in the former section 2
which it has taken on board in this new section.
12.
The provision has also been completely rethought with a view to integrating
RSLs into the whole process of preparing, reviewing and revising antisocial
behaviour strategies and the powers are therefore wider than the original directionmaking power.
13.
The Committee noted that, although the power is a Henry VIII power, the
Executive has provided that its exercise will be subject only to negative procedure
which is considered more appropriate to the nature of the power.
Report
14.
The Committee was pleased that the Executive, in reconsidering its
approach to this provision, has taken on board the Committee’s comments on the
3
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predecessor of this section. In particular, what was previously a direction-making
power, subject to no Parliamentary scrutiny, has now been replaced by a power
that will be exercised by statutory instrument and subject to Parliamentary
procedure.
15.
The Committee had accepted that the power was appropriate to a form of
subordinate legislation but wished to consider whether that remained its view
given the expanded nature of the role proposed for RSLs in the preparation etc. of
anti-social behaviour strategies.
16.
The Committee noted that section 3A is a regulation–making power only
and the Bill confers no assured role for RSLs. Section 1(6)(b) obliges local
authorities to consult with such landlords in relation to strategies but any further
participation will depend on regulations being made under section 3A, which is
purely a matter for Ministerial discretion. In this respect, the section mirrors the
previous provisions and the Committee wished to consider whether this is
acceptable from the point of view of the balance between primary and subordinate
legislation.
17.
The Committee therefore asked the witnesses for further explanation of the
Executive’s approach to this section and for its view on the use of negative
procedure and consultation.
18.
For the Executive, Gillian Russell said that careful thought had been given
to whether the affirmative or negative procedure would be appropriate in terms of
the nature of the power and the purposes for which the Executive would use it.
The Executive envisaged that it would consider local authority areas case-by-case
as to the extent of RSL involvement in the preparation of antisocial behaviour
strategies that seemed appropriate. These matters seem essentially local and so
not sufficiently important to merit affirmative procedure. On consultation, the
Executive intends to consult any RSLs that it is considering giving the duties
contained in Part 1 of the Bill. Express provision for consultation did not therefore
seem necessary in section 3A. Section 1(6) in any event places any local
authority which is placed under a duty to prepare, review and revise a strategy to
consult RSLs providing or managing property in the authority’s area.
19.
David Doris added that the Executive’s emphasis is on ensuring a flexible
approach to suit local circumstances. In practice, the main partners in the
preparation of antisocial behaviour strategies will always be the police and the
local authority. But depending on an area’s circumstances, it might well be
appropriate to include certain RSLs. Mr Doris also pointed out that all RSLs will
be involved in the consultation process attendant on the preparation, review and
revision of the strategies. The other consideration is whether or not RSLs are
required to be involved in the actual preparation of the strategies. That would be a
matter for local-level dialogue between the agencies and with the Executive.
20.
Gillian Russell acknowledged that section 3A is an enabling power to allow
Ministers to make Regulations to involve RSLs in the preparation of strategies but
Ministers have said that they will consider, on a case-by-case basis, whether there
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are RSLs in any local authority area that merit inclusion in that preparation. If they
are satisfied that there are, regulations will be made for that purpose.
21.
In discussion, members considered whether they were content with section
3A as drafted or whether to recommend any amendment and agreed that they had
been generally reassured by the witnesses’ evidence. All RSLs would be
consulted on antisocial behaviour strategies in their areas and, if they wished,
could become directly involved in their preparation, review and revision. But the
direct involvement of all RSLs in that way would prove unwieldy and, for some, too
demanding of resources. It therefore seemed right that there should be no such
requirement in the Bill. On the other hand, where the Executive sees a need to
require the involvement of an RSL because, for example, of its size, the specific
area it covers or because it operates in more than one authority area, the
regulation-making power in section 3A can be used to secure it.
22.
Exercise of the regulation-making power may affect the provisions detailed
in subsection (2) of section 3A and these provisions may need to be modified as a
result. The Committee considered that, in principle, this appeared to be an
acceptable use of Henry VIII powers.
23.
The Committee also noted that the power in section 3A is reasonably tightly
drafted and the provisions that can be modified and the context in which they can
be modified are spelled out in detail in the Bill. The use of the power to amend the
Bill is therefore contained.
24.
As this power is exercisable purely to make necessary consequential
amendments, the Committee was inclined to agree with the Executive that on this
occasion negative procedure will provide a sufficient degree of Parliamentary
supervision. The Committee therefore approves the regulation-making power
in the section as drafted and the negative procedure chosen as appropriate.
25.
As regards consultation, the Committee noted that both RSLs and local
authorities may have an interest in the content of regulations made under section
3A but was reassured by the statement from the witnesses that the Executive
intended to consult any RSLs that it was considering giving the duties in Part 1 of
the Bill and by the consultation requirement in section 1(6).

Guidance provisions
Part 2
Section 14A

Antisocial behaviour orders
Guidance in relation to antisocial behaviour orders

Part 3
Section 20

Dispersal of Groups
Guidance in relation to the dispersal of groups

Section 46A

Guidance in relation to Part 5

Section 51E

Guidance to local authorities about graffiti removal
functions

5
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Part 9
Section 85

Parenting Orders
Guidance about parenting orders

Part 10
Section 88A(5)

Further Criminal Measures
Guidance

26.
The Committee had the same questions on all these provisions, which it put
to the witnesses. The Committee wanted to consider whether the guidance
provisions should require Ministers to issue guidance rather than giving them the
discretion to do so, whether Ministers should be placed under a statutory duty to
consult in preparing guidance and whether any such guidance should be laid
before the Parliament and be subject to any procedure.
27.
Gillian Russell said that there is no requirement under the Bill for Ministers
to produce guidance. Moreover, it is unnecessary for the Bill to provide even that
Ministers have the power to produce guidance as they have that power in any
event. The effect of the guidance provisions is to require those who have
functions under the Bill to have regard to the guidance. Section 20 provides that
guidance shall be laid before the Parliament but not subject to any procedure. The
Executive did not consider that there is any need to do the same for guidance
made under the other provisions.
28.
David Doris said that Ministers had agreed to write to the lead committee to
set out the proposed timetable for the publication of guidance on each part of the
Bill to inform consideration of Stage 3 amendments. The Executive will consult on
the guidance but a statutory requirement to consult is not considered necessary as
the Executive will do so as a matter of good practice.
Report
29.
The Committee considered this evidence, taking into account the
importance attached to guidance under section 20 both within the Parliament and
outside it and the extent to which it might be regarded as sensitive or controversial
and agreed its recommendation.
30.
The Committee recommends to the Parliament that, in preparing
guidance under section 20, the Scottish Ministers should be under a
statutory obligation to consult. They should also be required by the section
to issue that guidance which should then be subject to affirmative procedure
in the Parliament.
31.
The Committee also considered the guidance provisions in sections
14A, 46A, 51E, section 85 and 88A(5). Whilst it seemed to the Committee
that guidance issued under these sections would not be as sensitive as that
issued under section 20, it was nevertheless persuaded that it is of sufficient
significance and that it would be in the interests of clarity that the Executive
should be under an obligation to make guidance under the sections and that
the guidance should be laid before the Parliament.
The Committee so
recommends.
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Part 5

Noise nuisance

Section 46
Section 49
Section 50

Fixed penalty notices
Fixed penalty notices
Fixed penalty notices

Introduction
32.
Section 46 has been amended at Stage 2 to restrict the Scottish Ministers’
power to amend the fixed penalty payable under section 42 by substituting an
amount specified in the order for the amount that is for the time being mentioned in
section 42(10). Following this amendment, the order may not specify an amount
exceeding level 2 on the standard scale.
33.
Again, this amendment addresses concern raised by the Committee at
Stage 1 which noted that there was no upper limit on the level of penalty that could
be fixed under this provision. The Executive took on board the Committee’s
concerns and undertook to lodge this amendment limiting the penalty that could be
fixed to no more than level 2 on the standard scale.
34.
The Committee noted that the section is a Henry VIII power to amend
primary legislation subject only to negative procedure. The Executive has now set
an upper limit on the amount that can be specified in an order under the section.
However, the exercise of the power is not restricted to changes in the value of
money. The Committee asked for further justification of the Executive’s approach.
35.
Barry McCaffrey said that he would address his reply also to sections 49
and 50 on which the Committee had raised the same points at Stage 1. He said
that, in response to the Committee’s concerns, the Executive had inserted Stage 2
amendments to restrict the powers by placing an upper limit on fixed penalties,
bringing the provisions into line with section 97(2) which makes level 2 on the
standard scale the upper limit. That makes it clear that the exercise of the power
is limited.
36.
The Executive envisages that changes to the fixed penalties would be
made primarily to reflect changes inn the value of money but also to allow for
consideration of, and any consequent adjustment to, the level of a fixed penalty in
light of other changes in the circumstances of the offence. Nevertheless, the
Executive would aim to limit increases within limits as, otherwise, the purpose of
the fixed-penalty procedure, to obviate the need for criminal proceedings, would
be defeated if those subject to a penalty considered that going to court might
produce a better outcome.
37.
The Committee considered this argument but noted that the maximum
amount of the fixed penalty in terms of the Bill at present is £100. Level 2 on the
standard scale is currently £500. Moreover, the standard scale itself is subject to
revision to reflect changes in the value of money. The power therefore is not
simply a power to amend the level of penalty to take account of changes in the
value of money but a power to increase the severity of penalty for the offence.
While the former was in principle an acceptable use of Henry VIII powers, the
latter in principle was not.
7
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38.
However, the Committee was mindful that a person always retained the
right to have his case tried before a court, an upper limit had been imposed on the
exercise of the power which was relatively modest and that there might be a need
to adjust the level of the fixed penalty in the light of experience and therefore
approves the power and the powers in sections 46, 49 and 50 as amended at
Stage 2.
Section 46B

Meaning of “relevant place” and “relevant property”

Introduction
39.
This section, which was added to the Bill by amendment at Stage 2, defines
“relevant place” and “relevant property” for the purposes of Part 5. It allows
Scottish Ministers to prescribe by order other places to be included in these
definitions.
40.
This section was introduced to enable the definitions of “relevant property”
and “relevant place” to be amended in the future if technical developments in the
measurement of noise make this possible. For example, if it becomes possible to
measure noise from one garden to another.
41.
Given the importance of any future possible changes to these definitions,
the Executive considered that it would be appropriate that any Order be subject to
the affirmative procedure.
Report
42.
The Committee noted the wide extent of the new power. At present the
noise provisions of Part 5 of the Bill extend only to dwellings and their pertinents
as indeed did the Bill as introduced. This new power would allow Ministers to
extend the Bills provisions well beyond residential properties to all kinds of place
whether enclosed or in the open air. The Committee asked the witnesses for
further justification of the new power.
43.
Barry McCaffrey said that, following consultation, the definition of the places
from which noises could be emitted had been expanded from a definition of
“dwelling” in the Noise Act 1996 to cover places other than dwellings. The
definition in section 46B covers accommodation, permanent or temporary, and
land associated with it. The Communities Committee had welcomed the
expanded definition. The definition of “relevant place”, being the place from which
noise can be measured, was amended at Stage 2 to reflect technical limitations
which meant that the place from which noise can be measured has to be within a
building. But because it may become technically possible to measure noise from
outwith a building, the Executive proposes to prescribe a further category of
relevant place. As that is a wide power, affirmative procedure is proposed. Mr
McCaffrey said that in preparing to produce an order under the power the
Executive would consult in the normal way and particularly for a power of that kind.
44.
In light of the Executive’s further information and assurances the
Committee approves the provision as drafted with the affirmative procedure
chosen.
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Part 6
Section 51B

The Environment
Power to modify meaning of “relevant surface”

Introduction
45.
This section and section 51A (Power of local authority to serve notice about
graffiti) were introduced by amendment at Stage 2. Section 51A allows a local
authority to serve a graffiti removal notice where a relevant surface has been
defaced by graffiti. Section 51B allows the Scottish Ministers by order to modify
section 51A (3)(a) or (b) or (4), (5) or (6), and to make any appropriate
consequential modifications to section 51A(9).
46.
The Executive gives as its reason for the power that it may become
apparent in the light of experience that there is a need to amend the definition of
“relevant surface” in relation to which a local authority may serve a graffiti removal
notice. Any order made under this power would be subject to affirmative
resolution procedure.
Report
47.
This appeared to the Committee to be another Henry VIII power of great
width. As drafted, it gives the Ministers in effect the power to extend the graffiti
provisions to any property at all. The Committee asked for further explanation and
justification of the power.
48.
Gillian Russell said that although the initial definition of "relevant surfaces"
is complicated, the power applies only to a limited number of surfaces, including
telephone boxes, electricity substations and educational establishments. The
current definition was arrived at after consultation with local authorities. There was
consensus that the power to issue graffiti removal notices and to deal with graffiti
should at present be limited to the particular surfaces that were listed. However, it
was also felt that the Executive might in time want to extend the provisions beyond
the fairly limited list in order to take in other types of surface, which is why it
proposes to take the power that will enable it to do that. The intention is to keep
the use of the powers under review and to monitor how they are working in
practice.
49.
The Committee noted that the Executive did not intend to amend the
definition unless there appeared to be good grounds to do so but
nevertheless retained a concern about the width of the power. As drafted, it
would be possible to define virtually any property as relevant, whether
public or private. The Committee agreed to point out the width of the power
to the Parliament for its own consideration and it so reports.

9
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Part 8
Section 64B

Housing: registration areas
Application for registration

Introduction
50.
This section was added to the Bill by amendment at Stage 2 and makes
provision about the details of an application for entry in the register maintained by
the local authority under section 64A(1) (Registers).
51.
Subsection (1)(d) provides that an application shall specify such other
information as the Scottish Ministers may by regulations prescribe.
52.
Subsection (3) allows the Scottish Ministers to prescribe by regulations the
fees to accompany an application, how fees are to be arrived at and cases in
which no fee shall be payable.
Reason for taking power
53.
Subsection (1)(a) to (c) of section 64B specifies certain information to be
detailed in the application form. This information can be specified in an entry to
the register in terms of section 64C(5). However, in due course it may be that
more information is desirable in relation to applications. For instance, information
which will assist the local authority making a judgement as to whether the
applicant will pass the “fit and proper” test in section 64C. The power in section
64B(1)(d) allows for more information to be required. Such additional information
is not to be specified in an entry to the register.
54.
The power in section 64B(3) may be used by the Scottish Ministers to
ensure transparency, fairness and consistency in how local authorities arrive at the
fees to accompany an application for registration. The power allows Scottish
Ministers to set not only the level of fees themselves but the methodology. For
instance it may be desirable that where an applicant already holds a licence for a
property under the legislation pertaining to a house in multiple occupation that
there is a reduction to the fee, or no fee, charged under the registration system.
Report
55.
The Committee agreed that the Executive has made out a good case for
the use of subordinate legislation and that the negative procedure chosen is
appropriate. However, it noted that the power to prescribe fees is discretionary
only. If no regulations are made subsection (2) provides that it is for a local
authority to determine the fee.
56.
The Committee asked the witnesses whether, if no regulations are made, it
would be possible for the local authority to decide that no fee would be payable.
Gillian Russell confirmed that it would be possible.
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Section 64F

Duty of registered person to provide information to local
authority

Introduction
57.
This section was added to the Bill by amendment at Stage 2 and makes
provision about information to be provided by a registered person to the local
authority in consequence of a change of that person’s circumstances.
58.
Subsection (3) allows the Scottish Ministers to prescribe by regulations the
fees to accompany a notice of a change in circumstances, how fees are to be
arrived at and cases in which no fee shall be payable.
Report
59.
The reasons for the powers are similar to those for section 64B and the
Committee also asked if it would be possible not to charge a fee. Gillian Russell
again responded that it would but, if regulations that provided for fees were
introduced, fees would have to be paid.
60.
There are no further delegated powers in the Bill on which the Committee
wishes to report.

11
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Appendix

SUPPLEMENTARY MEMORANDUM TO THE SUBORDINATE
LEGISLATION COMMITTEE
BY THE SCOTTISH EXECUTIVE
Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill
as amended at Stage 2
Purpose
This Memorandum has been prepared by the Scottish Executive to assist
consideration by the Subordinate Legislation Committee, in accordance with Rule
9.7.9 of the Parliament's Standing Orders, of the Antisocial Behaviour etc.
(Scotland) Bill (the Bill). This Memorandum refers to the Bill as amended at Stage
2. It describes the purpose of those provisions conferring power to make
subordinate legislation introduced to the Bill at Stage 2, explains why the matter is
to be left to subordinate legislation and gives the reason for seeking the powers
proposed. It should be read in conjunction with the Executive's memorandum to
the Subordinate legislation Committee (see Communities Committee, 1st Report,
2004, Annex A).
Background
The Bill introduces a number of measures and changes which aim to tackle
antisocial behaviour more effectively. It is intended to support the Executive’s
strategy to bring about a step change in people’s attitudes and behaviour,
focussing on the four themes of the Executive’s strategy on antisocial behaviour,
Putting Our Communities First. These are:
•
•
•
•

Protecting and empowering communities.
Preventing antisocial behaviour by working with children and families.
Building safe, secure and attractive communities.
Effective enforcement.

It contains a range of provisions in the areas of justice, the environment, housing
and child welfare, all of which are linked to tackling antisocial behaviour and
improving the quality of life of ordinary members of the community.
The Bill as introduced was considered by the Subordinate Legislation Committee
in January and February 2004.
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The subordinate legislation provisions introduced to the Bill or amended at Stage 2
are outlined below.
This Memorandum also describes the purpose of
amendments to provisions about the issuing of guidance or directions by the
Scottish Ministers, which were considered by the Committee in its Report.
Part 1 – Antisocial Behaviour Strategies
Regulation making power under section 3A (Scottish Ministers’ power to
apply sections 1 and 3 to registered social landlords)
Power conferred on:
the Scottish Ministers.
Power exercisable by:
regulations made by statutory instrument
Parliamentary procedure: negative resolution of the Scottish Parliament.
Purpose
This section, which was added to the Bill by amendment at Stage 2, makes
provision for the Scottish Ministers to apply ss 1 and 3 to registered social
landlords. It is intended to replace the power to make directions requiring
registered social landlords to collaborate in the preparation of antisocial behaviour
strategies, which was in section 2 of the Bill as introduced but was amended out at
Stage 2.
Subsection (1) provides that the Scottish Ministers may make regulations for the
purpose of securing the participation of a registered social landlord in the
preparation, review or revision of an antisocial behaviour strategy.
Subsection (2) provides that such regulations may in particular make such
modifications of s 1(1), (3), (4), (6) or (8) and s 3(1) as the Scottish Ministers
consider necessary or expedient for the purpose of securing the participation of a
registered social landlord in the preparation, review or revision of an antisocial
behaviour strategy.
Reason for taking power
The SLC in its Report at paragraphs 13 and 21 noted its concerns that the
direction-making power in section 2 as introduced might be considered to be
legislative in character and could be exercised generally as well as specifically.
The Executive has taken on board those concerns.
Replacing the direction-making power with a power to make regulations will also
provide more flexibility to ensure that registered social landlords can be fully
integrated into the whole process of preparing, reviewing and revising antisocial
behaviour strategies. The direction-making power would only have enabled them
to be involved at the initial preparation stage. We have made this subject to
negative resolution procedure notwithstanding that the power could be used to
amend primary legislation after considering the nature of the power.
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Part 2 – Antisocial behaviour orders
Guidance under section 14A (Guidance in relation to antisocial behaviour
orders)
Purpose
This section, which was added to the Bill at Stage 2, provides that a person (other
than a court) discharging functions under Part 2 shall have regard to any guidance
given by the Scottish Ministers about the discharge of those functions.
We do not consider that we need to give Scottish Ministers a power to issue
guidance as this is something that they can already do. What we consider we
need to provide for is circumstances in which we either want the Scottish Ministers
to be placed under a duty to issue guidance or where we want that guidance to
have a particular legal effect. In this case we have provided that Minister may
issue guidance and that any person discharging functions under Part 2 shall have
to have regard to that guidance. A similar approach has been adopted at section
20, section 47A, section 51E, section 85, section 88A and section 106.
Part 3 – Dispersal of Groups
Guidance under section 20
Section 20 was amended at Stage 2 to provide that any guidance given by the
Scottish Ministers about the powers in Part 3 of the Bill must be laid before the
Scottish Parliament.
We have adopted the same approach in relation to guidance issued under section
20 as indicated in relation to section 14A. In addition the Subordinate Legislation
Committee expressed concerns in its Report that guidance under s 20 was not
required to be laid before the Scottish Parliament. The Executive took the
Committee’s concerns on board and indicated that it would be content for a copy
of such guidance to be laid before the Parliament.
Power to issue directions under section 21
Power conferred on:
the Scottish Ministers.
Power exercisable by:
issuing directions.
Parliamentary procedure: none.
Section 21, which allowed Scottish Ministers to give directions to persons
exercising powers under Part 3, was amended out of the Bill at Stage 2.
Reason for removing power
The Subordinate Legislation Committee expressed concerns in its Report about
the nature of the power to issue directions. It appeared to the Committee that it
would be open to Ministers to issue general directions and that such directions
may be legislative in effect. The Justice 2 Committee also expressed its strong
view that it was not appropriate for Ministers to direct the police on operational
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matters, following evidence from the Association of Chief Police Officers and the
Scottish Police Federation.
The Executive has taken these concerns on board, and supported the amendment
laid by Bill Aitken at Stage 2 to remove section 21 from the Bill.
Part 4 – Closure of Premises
Regulation making power under section 23(2)
Power conferred on:
the Scottish Ministers
Power exercisable by:
regulations made by statutory instrument
Parliamentary procedure: negative resolution of the Scottish Parliament
Section 23(2) confers a power by regulations to specify premises or descriptions of
premises in respect of which an authorisation of the service of a notice may not be
given.
The Executive intends to amend the Bill at Stage 3 to provide that these
Regulations will be subject to affirmative resolution procedure due to the
importance of this matter as expressed by the Communities Committee during it’s
Stage 2 consideration of the Bill.
Rule making power under section 24(5)(ea)
the Court of Session (power relied on section 32 of the
Sheriff Courts (Scotland) Act 1971)
Power exercisable by:
rules of court made by statutory instrument.
Parliamentary procedure: none
Power conferred on:

Purpose
Section 24(5)(e) of the Bill as introduced required a closure notice to specify the
date and time when, and the place where, the application is to be heard. That
requirement was amended out at Stage 2 and this subsection which was added by
amendment, providing that a closure notice shall specify such matters about the
application to be made under section 25 for the closure of the premises as may be
prescribed in rules of court.
Reason for taking power
Applications for closure orders under section 25 will be dealt with as summary
applications and provision will be made in the rules of court as to the procedures
surrounding them. It is more appropriate to deal with these matters in the rules of
court than on the face of the Bill.
Part 5 – Noise nuisance
Regulation making power under section 43
Power conferred on:
Power exercisable by:

the Scottish Ministers.
regulations made by statutory instrument.
15
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Parliamentary procedure: negative resolution of the Scottish Parliament.
Purpose
This section was amended at Stage 2 to provide that the Scottish Ministers may by
regulations prescribe the maximum level of noise which may be emitted for any
relevant property, rather than determining this level in directions.
Reason for amending power
The Subordinate Legislation Committee noted in its Report its concerns that the
power to make directions in section 43 was legislative in nature. The Executive
took on board the Committee’s concerns that, in the interests of transparency and
given that any breach of the noise control provisions can give rise to criminal
liability, the setting of permitted levels of noise should be in subordinate legislation.
Regulation making power under section 44
Power conferred on:
the Scottish Ministers.
Power exercisable by:
regulations made by statutory instrument.
Parliamentary procedure: negative resolution of the Scottish Parliament.
Purpose
This section was amended at Stage 2 to provide that the Scottish Ministers may by
regulations approve any type of device used for the measurement of noise, and
may prescribe in the regulations conditions as to the purposes for which or the
manner and circumstances in which devices of the type approved are to be used.
Before this amendment, the Scottish Ministers’ approval had to be in writing rather
than in regulations.
Reason for amending power
The Subordinate Legislation Committee noted in its Report its concerns that the
power to make directions in section 44 was legislative in nature. The Executive
took on board the Committee’s concerns that, in the interests of transparency and
given that any breach of the noise control provisions can give rise to criminal
liability, the approval of noise measurement devices should be in subordinate
legislation.
Order making power under section 46
Power conferred on:
the Scottish Ministers.
Power exercisable by:
order made by statutory instrument.
Parliamentary procedure: negative resolution of the Scottish Parliament.
Purpose
Section 46 was amended at Stage 2 to restrict the Scottish Ministers’ power to
amend the fixed penalty payable under section 42 by substituting an amount
specified in the order for the amount that is for the time being mentioned in section
42(10). Following this amendment, the order may not specify an amount
exceeding level 2 on the standard scale.
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Reason for amending power
The Subordinate Legislation Committee noted in its Report its concerns that there
was no upper limit on the level of penalty that could be fixed under this provision.
The Executive took on board the Committee’s concerns and undertook to lodge
this amendment limiting the penalty that could be fixed to no more than level 2 on
the standard scale.
Order making power under section 46B (Meaning of “relevant place” and
“relevant property”)
Power conferred on:
the Scottish Ministers.
Power exercisable by:
order made by statutory instrument.
Parliamentary procedure: affirmative resolution of the Scottish Parliament.
Purpose
This section, which was added to the Bill by amendment at Stage 2, defines
“relevant place” and “relevant property” for the purposes of part 5. It allows
Scottish Ministers to prescribe by order other places to be included in these
definitions.
Reason for taking power
This section was introduced to enable the definitions of “relevant property” and
“relevant place” to be amended in the future, if technical developments in the
measurement of noise make this possible. For example, if it becomes possible to
measure noise from one garden to another.
Given the importance of any future possible changes to these definitions, the
Executive considered that it would be appropriate that any Order be subject to the
affirmative procedure.
Guidance under section 47A (Guidance in relation to this Part)
Purpose
This section, which was added to the Bill at Stage 2, provides that a person (other
than a court) discharging functions under Part 2 shall have regard to any guidance
given by the Scottish Ministers about the discharge of those functions.
Reason for taking power
This section was introduced in order to place those discharging functions under
the Bill under a statutory duty to have regard to guidance issued by Ministers,
rather than leave such guidance on a non-statutory basis.
Part 6 – The Environment
Order making power under section 49
Power conferred on:
the Scottish Ministers.
Power exercisable by:
order made by statutory instrument.
Parliamentary procedure: negative resolution of the Scottish Parliament.
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Purpose
Section 49 was amended at Stage 2 to restrict the Scottish Ministers’ power to
amend the fixed penalty payable under section 33A of the Environmental
Protection Act 1990 by substituting by order a different amount for the amount that
is for the time being specified in section 33A(7). Following this amendment, the
order may not substitute an amount exceeding level 2 on the standard scale.
Reason for amending power
The Subordinate Legislation Committee noted in its Report its concerns that there
was no upper limit on the level of penalty that could be fixed under this provision.
The Executive took on board the Committee’s concerns and undertook to lodge
this amendment limiting the penalty that could be fixed to no more than level 2 on
the standard scale.
Order making power under section 88, Environmental Protection Act 1990,
as amended by section 50
Power conferred on:
the Scottish Ministers.
Power exercisable by:
order made by statutory instrument.
Parliamentary procedure: negative resolution of the Scottish Parliament.
Purpose
Section 50 was amended at Stage 2 to restrict the Scottish Ministers’ power under
section 88(7) of the Environmental Protection Act 1990 (c.43) (“the 1990 Act”) to
amend the fixed penalty payable under section 88(6) by substituting by order a
different amount for the amount that is for the time being specified in section 88(6).
Following this amendment, the order may not substitute an amount exceeding
level 2 on the standard scale.
Reason for taking power
The Subordinate Legislation Committee noted in its Report its concerns about
section 49 described above. The mechanisms for section 49 were based on those
already in force for littering under section 88 of the 1990 Act, under which there
was no limit on the Scottish Ministers’ power to vary by order the amount of the
fixed penalty fine for littering. Having agreed the change to the fly tipping regime
set up by section 49 to address the Committee’s concerns, the Executive made
the same changes to the littering regime, through section 50, for consistency.
Power to issue directions under section 51
Power conferred on:
the Scottish Ministers.
Power exercisable by:
issuing directions.
Parliamentary procedure: none.
Section 51 was amended at Stage 2 to provide that any directions issued under
this power, and any variation or revocation of a direction, shall be published, and
copies made available to the public.
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Reason for amending power
The Subordinate Legislation Committee expressed concerns in its Report about
the transparency of directions issued under s 89 of the Environmental Protection
Act 1990 as amended by section 51. The Executive took on board these concerns
and undertook to lodge an amendment at Stage 2 requiring directions and any
variation or revocation of directions to be published and made available to the
public.
Order making power under section 51B (Power to modify meaning of
“relevant surface”)
Power conferred on:
the Scottish Ministers.
Power exercisable by:
order made by statutory instrument.
Parliamentary procedure: affirmative resolution of the Scottish Parliament.
Purpose
This section and section 51A (Power of local authority to serve notice about
graffiti) were introduced by amendment at Stage 2. Section 51A allows a local
authority to serve a graffiti removal notice where a relevant surface has been
defaced by graffiti. Section 51B allows the Scottish Ministers by order to modify
section 51A(3)(a) or (b) or (4), (5) or (6), and to make any appropriate
consequential modifications to section 51A(9).
Reason for taking power
The power may be used by the Scottish Ministers if it becomes apparent in the
light of experience that there is a need to amend the definition of “relevant surface”
in relation to which a local authority may serve a graffiti removal notice. Any order
made under this power would be subject to affirmative resolution procedure.
Power to issue guidance under section 51E (Guidance to local authorities
about graffiti removal functions)
Purpose
This section, which was added to the Bill at Stage 2, provides that a local authority
in discharging functions in relation to graffiti shall have regard to any guidance
given by the Scottish Ministers.
This section was introduced in order to place those discharging functions under
the Bill under a statutory duty to have regard to guidance issued by Ministers,
rather than leave such guidance on a non-statutory basis.
Part 7 – Housing: antisocial behaviour notices
Regulation making power under section 56A (Appeals against orders under
section 56)
Power conferred on:
the Scottish Ministers.
Power exercisable by:
regulations made by statutory instrument.
Parliamentary procedure: negative resolution of the Scottish Parliament.
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Purpose
This section was introduced by amendment at Stage 2 and makes provision for
appeals to the sheriff principal against an order as to rental income made under
section 56.
Subsection (3) provides that the person appealing against the order must give
notice to the tenant of such matters as may be prescribed in regulations by the
Scottish Ministers.
Subsection (4) provides that those regulations may make provision for or in
connection with the form of the notice and the manner and timing of service of the
notice.
Reason for taking power
The power may be used by the Scottish Ministers to ensure that an occupant of a
property which has become subject to an order that no rent is due (in terms of
section 56), which order is then appealed, is notified of such matters that the
Scottish Ministers may prescribe. Such matters could include the fact an appeal
against such an order has been made and that if such an appeal is successful the
occupant may be liable for rental payment from the date of the original order under
section 56. The occupant might otherwise be unaware of the appeal and the
consequences. Subsection (5) of section 56A states that the court hearing the
appeal cannot require the occupant to pay “back rent” if the notice of such matters
has not been given. The power also allows the details of form and service to be
prescribed. Such details are more appropriately covered through regulations than
in primary legislation.
Part 8 – Housing: registration areas
Regulation making power under section 64B (Application for registration)
Power conferred on:
the Scottish Ministers.
Power exercisable by:
regulations made by statutory instrument.
Parliamentary procedure: negative resolution of the Scottish Parliament.
Purpose
This section was added to the Bill by amendment at Stage 2 and makes provision
about the details of an application for entry in the register maintained by the local
authority under section 64A(1) (Registers).
Subsection (1)(d) provides that an application shall specify such other information
as the Scottish Ministers may by regulations prescribe.
Subsection (3) allows the Scottish Ministers to prescribe by regulations the fees to
accompany an application, how fees are to be arrived at and cases in which no fee
shall be payable.
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Reason for taking power
Subsections (1)(a) to (c) of section 64B specifies certain information to be detailed
in the application form. This certain information can be specified in an entry to the
register in terms of section 64C(5). However in due course it may be that more
information is desirable in relation to applications. For instance information which
will assist the local authority making a judgement as to whether the applicant will
pass the “fit and proper” test in section 64C. The power in Section 64B(1)(d)
allows for more information to be required. Such additional information is not to be
specified in an entry to the register.
The power in section 64B(3) may be used by the Scottish Ministers to ensure
transparency, fairness and consistency in how local authorities arrive at the fees to
accompany an application for registration. The power allows Scottish Ministers to
set not only the level of fees themselves but the methodology. For instance it may
be desirable that where an applicant already holds a licence for a property under
the legislation pertaining to a house in multiple occupation that there is a reduction
to the fee, or no fee, charged under the registration system.
Regulation making power under section 64F (Duty of registered person to
provide information to local authority)
Power conferred on:
the Scottish Ministers.
Power exercisable by:
regulations made by statutory instrument.
Parliamentary procedure: negative resolution of the Scottish Parliament.
Purpose
This section was added to the Bill by amendment at Stage 2 and makes provision
about information to be provided by a registered person to the local authority in
consequence of a change of that person’s circumstances.
Subsection (3) allows the Scottish Ministers to prescribe by regulations the fees to
accompany a notice of a change in circumstances, how fees are to be arrived at
and cases in which no fee shall be payable.
Reason for taking power
The power in section 64F(3) may be used by the Scottish Ministers to ensure
transparency, fairness and consistency in how local authorities arrive at the fees to
be charged when receiving information which updates the register. The power
allows Scottish Ministers to set not only the level of fees themselves but also the
methodology.
Regulation making power under section 64M (Appeal against order that no
rent payable)
Power conferred on:
the Scottish Ministers.
Power exercisable by:
regulations made by statutory instrument.
Parliamentary procedure: negative resolution of the Scottish Parliament.
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Purpose
This section was included in the Bill by amendment at Stage 2 and makes
provision for appeals to the sheriff principal against a decision of the sheriff making
or refusing to make an order under section 64L (Order that no rent payable).
Subsection (3) provides that the person appealing against the sheriff’s decision
must give notice to the tenant of such matters as may be prescribed by the
Scottish Ministers by regulations.
Subsection (4) provides that those regulations may include provision for or in
connection with the form of the notice and the manner and timing of the service of
the notice.
Reason for taking power
The power may be used by the Scottish Ministers to ensure that an occupant of a
property which has become subject to an order that no rent is due (in terms of
section 64L), which order is then appealed, is notified of such matters that the
Scottish Ministers may prescribe. Such matters could include the fact an appeal
against such an order has been made and that if such an appeal is successful the
occupant may be liable for rental payment from the date of the original order under
section 64L. The occupant might otherwise be unaware of the appeal and the
consequences. Subsection (5) of section 64M states that the court hearing the
appeal cannot require the occupant to pay “back rent” if the notice of such matters
has not been given. The power also allows the details of form and service to be
prescribed. Such details are more appropriately covered through regulations than
in primary legislation.
Removal of regulation making powers under section 66, 68 and 69
Power conferred on:
the Scottish Ministers.
Power exercisable by:
regulations made by statutory instrument.
Parliamentary procedure: negative resolution of the Scottish Parliament.
Reason for omitting powers
These powers are no longer necessary as they relate to other provisions left out of
the Bill by amendment at Stage 2. After amendment at Stage 2 Part 8 of the Bill
provides a national registration scheme for landlords rather than a limited scheme
in designated areas.
Part 9 – Parenting Orders
Regulation making power under section 83D (Conduct of proceedings by
reporters)
Power conferred on:
the Scottish Ministers.
Power exercisable by:
regulations made by statutory instrument.
Parliamentary procedure: negative resolution of the Scottish Parliament.
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Purpose
This section, which was added to the Bill by amendment at Stage 2, enables the
Scottish Ministers by regulations to empower a reporter to conduct proceedings in
relation to parenting orders before a sheriff or a sheriff principal.
Subsection (2) provides that the regulations may prescribe such requirements as
the Scottish Ministers think fit as to qualifications, training or experience necessary
for a reporter to be so empowered.
Reason for taking power
Reporters currently have the right to appear before the sheriff in accordance with
the Reporters (Conduct of Proceedings before the Sheriff) (Scotland) Regulations
1997. Those Regulations allow a reporter to appear before the sheriff for the
purposes of proceedings under chapters 2 or 3 of Part II of the Children (Scotland)
Act 1995.
The power to make those regulations would not allow similar regulations to be
made for proceedings in relation to parenting orders. The Executive thinks that it
is important to enable reporters to use their experience of addressing complex
factual and legal issues in proof hearings before a sheriff in parenting order
proceedings.
Guidance under section 85
Purpose
This section, which was added to the Bill at Stage 2, replaces section 85 as
introduced, and provides that a person (other than a court) discharging functions in
relation to parenting orders shall have regard to any guidance given by the
Scottish Ministers about the discharge of those functions. For the reasons
discussed above in relation to section 14A we think it is sufficient to simply provide
the legal effect that we want such guidance to have.
Part 10 – Further Criminal Measures
Regulation making power under s 88A (Records of antisocial behaviour
orders made in criminal courts)
Power conferred on:
the Scottish Ministers.
Power exercisable by:
regulations made by statutory instrument.
Parliamentary procedure: negative resolution of the Scottish Parliament.
Purpose
This section, which was added to the Bill by amendment at Stage 2, confers on the
Scottish Ministers the power to prescribe in regulations matters to be specified in
the records of orders made in the criminal courts to be maintained by local
authorities. These will be matters relating to the orders other than those already
specified in subsection (2)(a) to (e).
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Reason for taking this power
The aim of the requirement on local authorities to maintain these records is to
support effective information exchange and for monitoring of the use of antisocial
behaviour orders. If it becomes apparent that there are matters, other than those
specified in subsection (2)(a) to (e), the inclusion of which in the records would
further this aim, then this power can be used by the Scottish Ministers to add them
to the list of required matters without having to have recourse to primary
legislation. A similar power was taken in relation to records of civil orders made
under Part 2 and was mentioned in the Executive’s Memorandum to the
Subordinate Legislation Committee for Stage 1.
Guidance under section 88A
Purpose
Section 88A(5) provides that a local authority, in discharging functions by virtue of
section 88A shall have regard to any guidance given by the Scottish Ministers
about the discharge of those functions. For the reasons discussed above in
relation to section 14A we think it is sufficient to simply provide the legal effect that
we want such guidance to have.
Part 11 – Fixed Penalties
Order making power under section 95(2) and (3)
The Subordinate Legislation Committee at paragraph 90 of its Report noted its
concerns about the potential for a wider use of this power. However, the
Executive have considered this further and are content to rest with the power as
introduced based on the reasoning given at paragraph 89 of that Report. The
Executive does not consider that this power could be used to remove any of the
safeguards or substantially amend Part 11.
Regulation making power under section 96
Power conferred on:
the Scottish Ministers.
Power exercisable by:
regulations made by statutory instrument.
Parliamentary procedure: negative resolution of the Scottish Parliament.
Purpose
This section was amended at Stage 2 to confer on the Scottish Ministers a
regulation making power to prescribe areas for the purpose of piloting fixed
penalty notice powers.
Reason for taking the power
The power is required to allow Scottish Ministers to prescribe areas in regulations
for the purposes of piloting the fixed penalty notice scheme. Section 96 as
amended makes clear on the face of the Bill that the power to issue fixed penalty
notices will only be available to the police where they have reason to believe that a
fixed penalty offence has been committed in a “prescribed area”. This allows the
scheme to be piloted in prescribed areas.
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Part 12 – Children’s Hearings
Regulation making power under section 70(12) of the Children (Scotland) Act
1995, as inserted by section 103
Power conferred on:
the Scottish Ministers.
Power exercisable by:
regulations made by statutory instrument.
Parliamentary procedure: negative resolution of the Scottish Parliament.
Purpose
Section 103 of the Bill was amended at Stage 2 to insert a new section 70(12) into
the Children (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.36). The new section 70(12) allows the
Scottish Ministers to prescribe conditions which may be imposed by a children’s
hearing when the hearing imposes a movement restriction condition.
Reason for taking power
This power has been taken so that when imposing a movement restriction
condition a hearing may also attach other conditions to it, and provides Ministers
with the power to prescribe in regulations the type of conditions, by way of support
measures, that should be made available to children subject to a movement
restriction condition.
Regulation making power under section 70(17) of the Children (Scotland) Act
1995, as inserted by section 103
Power conferred on:
the Scottish Ministers.
Power exercisable by:
regulations made by statutory instrument.
Parliamentary procedure: negative resolution of the Scottish Parliament.
Purpose
Section 103 of the Bill was amended at Stage 2 to insert a new s 70(17) into the
Children (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.36). The new section 70(17) allows Scottish
Ministers to prescribe a children’s panel for a local government area, a children’s
hearing constituted from which may include a movement restriction condition in a
supervision requirement.
Reason for taking power
This power has been taken so that the use of a movement restriction condition
within a supervision requirement is initially restricted to those areas participating in
the pilot scheme, and will therefore be possible only where appropriate support is
available.
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Part 13 - Miscellaneous
Guidance under section 106
Purpose
Section 106(3) was amended at Stage 2 to provide that any person who by virtue
of this Act must or may provide information or who provides or receives
information for the purposes of any provision of the Act shall have regard to any
relevant guidance issued by the Scottish Ministers.
The Subordinate Legislation Committee noted at paragraph 104 of its Report its
concerns that it was not clear whether section 106(3) applied only to substantive
provisions of the Bill or also in relation to amendments made by the Bill to other
enactments. The Executive took on board the Committee’s concerns and agreed
to bring forward amendments at Stage 2 to clarify this. The expression “by virtue
of” includes “by or “under” (see article 6(3) of the Interpretation Order).
Order making power under section 112
Power conferred on:
the Scottish Ministers.
Power exercisable by:
order made by statutory instrument.
Parliamentary procedure: none.
Purpose
Section 112(2) was amended at Stage 2 to provide that the Bill (other than section
112 and 108) shall come into force on such day as the Scottish Ministers may by
order appoint. Before this amendment, this subsection provided that different days
may be appointed for different purposes.
Reason for amending power
The power under section 112 was amended to simplify the commencement
provision for the Act, which had included reference to the means by which any
order commencing the Act is made and a provision making explicit that
commencement may be appointed on different days for different purposes. These
references are unnecessary as any commencement order will attract the
provisions of section 108 of the Bill which already makes such provision.
Schedule 4 – Minor and consequential amendments
Direction making power in s 27(5B) of the Social Work (Scotland) Act 1968,
as amended by Schedule 4
Power conferred on:
the Scottish Ministers.
Power exercisable by:
issuing directions.
Parliamentary procedure: none.
Purpose
Schedule 4 was amended at Stage 2 to insert a new subsection into s 27 of the
Social Work (Scotland) Act 1968 (c.49). Subsection (5B), as inserted by Schedule
4, allows the Scottish Ministers to give local authorities directions in writing as to
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the content of community justice schemes.
directions to be varied or revoked.

New subsection (5C) allows such

Reason for amending power
The Subordinate Legislation Committee noted in paragraph 109 of its Report that
the direction-making power did not include a power to amend or revoke. The
Executive agreed that it needed to consider whether to make an express provision
in relation to variation or revocation of directions, and subsequently laid this
amendment at Stage 2.
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CORRESPONDENCE FROM THE DEPUTY MINISTER FOR COMMUNITIES TO THE
CONVENER OF THE COMMUNITIES COMMITTEE, JUNE 2004
During Stage 2 consideration of the Antisocial Behaviour etc (Scotland) there were a few
points which we offered to come back on. The most substantive issues were in respect of
Parts 7 & 8 of the Bill and I hope the attached information is helpful. Information is also
provided on some outstanding points in relation to ASBOs and parenting orders.
ASBOs and disclosure (col 870: 28 April 2004)
We agreed to clarify the position on ASBOs in respect of criminal records. We have
included information on this in the draft guidance provided to the Committee with my letter
of 1 June [see paragraphs 18-20]. In addition, we have looked at the question of whether
or not an ASBO would be taken into account for purposes of the additional information that
police forces may provide for the enhanced disclosures issued under section 115 of the
Police Act 1997. Our inquiries have revealed that if a police force were to be asked by
Disclosure Scotland if it had any relevant information to provide in respect of an applicant
for an enhanced disclosure, the existence of an ASBO would be considered for its
relevance in relation to post the applicant for the enhanced disclosure was being
considered for. If the force considered it was relevant, then the information would be made
available to be shown on the disclosure. This is not effected by the Bill.
On the question of whether ASBOs should be able to apply indefinitely, I am aware that
amendments have been tabled by Stewart Stevenson and these will be debated on
Thursday. We intend to resist these amendments as there are cases where it is perfectly
reasonable for a court to prohibit certain types of behaviour indefinitely.
ASBOs and power to convert to SSST
While it is not an issue we were asked to provide additional information on, I am conscious
that Committee members will want to know why the Executive is moving to ensure the
power to covert a tenancy to short Scottish secure tenancy is available where an ASBO is
made in respect of a 12-15 year old and where an ASBO is made on conviction in the
criminal court.
In our view, the option to convert a tenancy to a short SST where ASBOs are made in
respect of a child is an important means of changing behaviour and preventing eviction.
The alternative to maintaining the power for social landlords to convert a tenancy to a SSST
is that landlords who have serious concerns about the behaviour of young people living in
their properties may move straight for eviction. There is no doubt that the ASBO could be
used as evidence to support the application for eviction on grounds of antisocial behaviour.
Without the link to tenure for ASBO cases involving 12-15 year olds we would be failing to
provide a safety net. Landlords must provide support to enable the tenant to convert back
to a full SST after 12 months. Additional support could be provided on its own, but the short
SST establishes a contract. It makes clear that there are obligations on the part of the
landlord and the tenant. We want to change behaviour for the better and we remain
convinced that the option to convert a tenancy to a short SST where an ASBO is made on a
child should be available. The power should also be available where ASBOs are made in
the criminal court. Guidance will make clear that the tenancy should not be converted
where the antisocial behaviour is in no way related to the tenancy.
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Restriction on reporting proceedings relating to parenting orders (Col 1101: 13 May
2004)
Stewart Stevenson sought clarification of the scope of the offence at section 83C of the Bill,
which relates to the restriction on reporting proceedings relating to parenting orders. I can
confirm that publication of any matter in respect of relevant proceedings (as specified at
section 83C(1)) includes publication on the internet or any other means of publication.
PARTS 7 & 8: HOUSING
The debate on Parts 7 and 8 of the Bill on 13 May raised a number of issues, in particular
because this was the first opportunity for the Committee to consider the detail of
amendments to Part 8 by Cathie Craigie MSP to introduce a scheme of registration for
private landlords. I supported those amendments and undertook to come back to the
Committee on how the Executive might deal with various aspects of the proposals.
In the period since the stage 2 debate we have consulted the organisations listed in Annex
1, which as you will see include local authority, landlord, agent, student and general
housing and consumer interests. We have also had detailed discussions with the
Department for Work and Pensions about the Housing Benefit implications of possible
modifications to the penalty that no rent is payable when a landlord lets property without
being registered. We have of course also considered the implications of ECHR and the
devolution settlement in examining the issues raised at Committee.
My comments on the particular points on which the Committee sought a response are as
follows, referenced by the column number in the official report of the debate on 13 May.
Use of suspense accounts (Parts 7 and 8: col. 1040)
If a landlord appeals successfully against an order under either Part 7 or Part 8 that no rent
is payable, there is the potential for the tenant to have to pay back rent for the period during
which the appeal was in process. The Bill protects the tenant by providing for the landlord
to notify the tenant of the appeal. If the landlord is successful but has not given notice, the
court cannot order back-payment of rent.
Committee members suggested that tenants would have additional protection if there was a
suspense account into which the tenant was encouraged to pay rent until the appeal was
determined. Consultation has shown general support for suspense accounts, which would
protect both the tenant and the landlord. Landlord interests considered that the local
authority should provide the facility, and local authority interests that it would be an
administrative burden when they were not directly involved in the landlord/tenant
relationship.
A suspense account would not be necessary for Housing Benefit (HB) tenants since if the
appeal was successful HB would simply be paid for the backdated period. Other tenants
might not wish to use such an account but instead to make their own arrangements to set
money aside. A blanket requirement to establish a suspense account when appealing
against an order would therefore be inappropriate.
My view is that the best course would be to ensure that the landlord makes a suspense
account available to the tenant. I think that the details of this arrangement should be dealt
with by regulations, which would be developed with interested parties. I have arranged for
a suitable stage 3 amendment to be laid.
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Use for holiday purposes (Parts 7 and 8: col. 1045 and 1046)
Part 7 of the Bill was amended by the Committee at stage 2 to provide that the antisocial
behaviour notice powers could be used in connection with houses used for holiday
purposes.
The Committee felt that there was potentially an issue about antisocial
behaviour in holiday lets and that there was merit in extending the powers for this purpose.
I appreciate that there can be circumstances where holiday lets in individual properties are
a source of antisocial behaviour. Consultation raised the example of stag and hen
weekends in city flats, which conflict with normal residential use of neighbouring flats. Local
authority interests felt, however, that powers such as those to deal with noise nuisance or
closure powers are often likely to be effective in dealing with disturbance from holiday lets
and in encouraging landlords to avoid such situations in the future.
There is clearly a variety of potential situations where there might be disturbance from
holiday lets. I feel that powers to use antisocial behaviour notices could be useful in some
situations and that it would therefore be helpful if local authorities had the option to use
those powers in connection with holiday lets. I will not be seeking to reinsert the exclusion
of holiday lets in the Bill.
However, the powers currently in the Bill are linked to action to deal with specific cases of
antisocial behaviour, and may be difficult to use in connection with some types of holiday
lets. I have therefore asked that if possible a stage 3 amendment should be laid which
would allow the effectiveness of antisocial behaviour notices in relation to holiday lets to be
strengthened.
Part 8 of the Bill also refers to the use of houses for holiday purposes, but in a different
context. Part 8 excludes holiday lets from registration and I think this should remain, as
removing it would introduce the regulation of the tourism industry by local authorities.
However, I undertook to consider whether “use for holiday purposes” would be better
defined in another way. I am advised that other definitions create similar difficulties of
interpretation and that in these circumstances it is best to retain “use for holiday purposes”
as the commonly understood term.
Exemption of resident landlords (Part 8: col. 1070)
The Committee considered an amendment at stage 2 that resident landlords letting one or
two rooms should be exempt from the requirement to register. Committee members
recognised that there were arguments both for and against the proposal and I undertook to
consider the issue.
Resident landlords were included in the proposed scheme of registration on the basis that
tenants of resident landlords could be as vulnerable as any other tenant, and possibly more
so given that they live in close proximity to the landlord. A registration scheme which
ensured that the landlord was a fit and proper person would in principle offer such tenants
protection.
On the other hand, resident landlords would be the most difficult for local authorities to
identify. We think that around 6,000 lettings are of this type, but information is poor. In
addition, if lodgings are to be registered, it is possible there would be a greater impact on
supply in this part of the market than in others. That would have implications particularly for
those on the lowest incomes, who tend to use this form of accommodation.
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Those consulted recognised these arguments for and against the exclusion of resident
landlords. However, local authorities and housing organisations were not aware of
evidence that there are particular problems associated with resident landlords. All those
consulted felt that the balance lay, at least in the meantime, in favour of excluding resident
landlords. It would avoid administrative and enforcement difficulties and they believed that
registration would be likely to have a significant effect on supply in this part of the market.
If resident landlords are to be excluded, there seems to be no good reason to exclude only
one- and two-bedroom lettings. To do so would make enforcement more difficult, without
any apparent benefit. Any exclusion should therefore be of all resident landlords.
Consultation supported this view.
I accept that the current balance of arguments is in favour of exempting resident landlords
from registration. I am conscious that, given that these proposals were introduced at stage
2, there has not been the opportunity for full consultation and there might be arguments that
other categories of landlords should also be exempted. It might also be that evidence
emerges that would support the registration of resident landlords in the future. I have
therefore arranged to lay a stage 3 amendment for Ministers to have power, by order, to
modify the categories of houses excluded from the registration. I intend to use these
powers to exempt houses with resident landlords, and I also intend to consult more fully on
whether there should be other exempted classes, with a view to making an order to
coincide with the commencement of Part 8. This would mean that Parliament was aware of
the extent of the scheme when authorising its introduction. I would also mention that the
power is subject to affirmative procedure as I feel that a higher level of parliamentary
scrutiny is appropriate.
Notifying occupants and giving advice and assistance (Part 8: col.1070)
The Committee considered an amendment that the local authority should notify the tenant
when a landlord’s registration is refused or revoked, and should provide appropriate advice
and assistance. I agreed to look at this issue and so the amendment was not moved.
It is important that the tenant should be aware that the landlord’s registration has been
refused or removed. Although the question of notification could be handled through
guidance I agree that it would add clarity if notification arrangements were on the face of
the Bill and have arranged for suitable stage 3 amendments to be laid.
A duty to give suitable advice and assistance is less straightforward. It is important that
tenants and occupants should have access to appropriate advice and assistance since they
are in a potentially difficult situation if the landlord reacts badly to having his registration
removed. The most appropriate advice might well be specific legal advice. The local
authority would not give such advice but would be able to direct the tenant to suitable
sources. Other advice and assistance might well be about obtaining other housing if the
tenant is threatened with homelessness – which the local authority already provides.
Consultation produced general agreement that there could be significant consequences for
tenants and that they needed advice and assistance, but less consistency on its extent.
I have arranged to lay a stage 3 amendment which will allow Ministers to provide in
regulations for local authorities to provide advice and assistance. These regulations will
also allow description of the actual advice and assistance. This will allow the details of the
most useful approach to advice and assistance to be established through consultation.
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Stronger sanctions linked to the landlord’s income from rent (Part 8: col. 1072)
The registration scheme includes a criminal and a civil sanction for letting without being
registered. The civil sanction is that a local authority can apply to the sheriff court for an
order that no rent is payable. Committee members felt that this sanction would have limited
value as an incentive for landlords to register. It was suggested that although the sanction
might be effective in allowing local authorities to deal with a small number of ‘rogue’
landlords it was unlikely to ensure that the register was complete. The Committee also
emphasised their underlying concern that landlords who are unregistered should not benefit
from state subsidy in the form of Housing Benefit (HB).
I recognise these concerns and have investigated alternatives to the current provisions.
Members were concerned that the process of seeking an order from the court would make
the penalty remote and uncertain from the landlord’s point of view, reducing the threat of
the penalty. I sympathise with this view and feel that a more immediate and effective
approach would be to allow the local authority to determine that the penalty should apply,
subject to the necessary protection that their decision could be appealed to the court. This
approach would also allow the local authority to target its enforcement efforts to the
greatest effect.
Members also discussed the potential for a penalty that would be automatic in its effect, so
that from the moment that a landlord was required to be registered and was not registered
(whether because the law had come into effect, the landlord had started letting or his or her
registration had been removed), rent was not payable. If the fact that the landlord had been
letting unregistered only subsequently came to light, any rental for the intervening period
could be recovered from the landlord. This accumulating penalty would be a strong
incentive to register.
Where Housing Benefit (HB) is paid, an automatic penalty would in effect be making HB
contingent on registration. If the HB is paid to the tenant any HB paid while the landlord
was letting whilst unregistered would normally have to be recovered from the tenant. Under
the Local Housing Allowance system currently being piloted the full HB would be recovered
even if it was more than the rent actually paid. There could be a severe impact on the
tenants affected, through no fault of their own. It would be an effect which bore
disproportionately on HB tenants since other tenants could choose whether to recover rent
paid. For these reasons an automatic penalty would have implications for reserved HB
legislation and for HB administration by local authorities.
Consultation showed considerable concern about the potential effect on tenants if there
was an automatic penalty, in connection with both the obligation to repay any HB which had
been paid to the tenant while the landlord was unregistered, and the potential for additional
pressure on tenants from unscrupulous landlords. The ‘local authority notice’ option
emerged during consultation, and those with whom it has been discussed (including SAL,
Shelter and COSLA) regard it as an improvement on the present approach.
The Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) has expressed a willingness to explore the
possibility of making HB contingent on the landlord being registered. I welcome this, since
it would be the most direct way of dealing with my and the Committee’s concern over
unregistered landlords obtaining state subsidy through HB. We will continue to pursue this
actively with DWP at official and Ministerial level and I am currently seeking an early
meeting with the appropriate Minister to see how we can take this forward.
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In the meantime, I have arranged for a stage 3 amendment to be laid to provide for local
authorities to be able to serve a notice that rent is not payable without having to make an
application to the court.
Offence for agent to promote unregistered landlord (Part 8: col. 1072)
During the stage 2 discussion on the effectiveness of penalties in encouraging landlords to
register, it was suggested that further encouragement could be provided through agents.
Although the rental penalty in the registration scheme gives the local authority a strong
sanction where landlords do not register, making it an offence for an agent to act for an
unregistered landlord would give an additional, indirect mechanism to encourage landlords
to register. It would be helpful if such an offence applied to the process of obtaining tenants
as well as to the management of property during a tenancy. There is also a case for
landlords themselves to be required to register before they obtain tenants, and not just from
the point that the tenancy commences.
Consultation showed broad support for this measure although agent representatives felt it
would be unnecessary as professional agents would avoid unregistered landlords.
I understand that existing law may be sufficient to cover the actions of the agent. I have
arranged for this to be investigated and for a stage 3 amendment to be laid if appropriate,
making it an offence for an agent to act for an unregistered landlord.
I hope this is helpful. I would like to take this opportunity to thank Committee members for
the
detailed and constructive consideration they have given to the Bill.
MARY MULLIGAN MSP
June 2004
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Annex 1
Antisocial Behaviour Bill Parts 7 and 8
Organisations consulted following stage 2
COSLA
(copied to representatives from:
City of Edinburgh Council
Glasgow City Council
Fife Council
North Lanarkshire Council
and to COSLA adviser on Housing Benefit)
Shelter Scotland
Chartered Institute of Housing in Scotland
Scottish Council for Single Homeless
Scottish Consumer Council
National Union of Students
Scottish Association of Landlords
Association of Residential Letting Agents
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors in Scotland
Scottish Rural Property and Business Association (formerly Scottish Landowners
Federation)
National Federation of Residential Landlords (Scottish representative)
Council of Mortgage Lenders
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Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill
Marshalled List of Amendments selected for Stage 3
The Bill will be considered in the following order—
Sections 1 to 42
Sections 43 to 74A
Section 76 to 83
Sections 83A to 112
Long Title

Section 47
Section 77
Section 78
Schedules 1 to 5

Amendments marked * are new (including manuscript amendments) or have been altered.
Section 1
Donald Gorrie
40

In section 1, page 1, line 14, at end insert—
<( ) specify arrangements for consulting community bodies and other persons
(including in particular young persons) in each part of the authority’s area in
which there are (or are likely to be) occurrences of antisocial behaviour, about
how to deal with antisocial behaviour in the part;>
Section 4
Ms Margaret Curran

41

In section 4, page 4, line 13, leave out from <and> to end of line 15
Ms Margaret Curran

42

In section 4, page 4, line 18, at end insert—
<( )

Where the specified person is a child, the sheriff shall, before determining the
application, require the Principal Reporter to arrange a children’s hearing for the
purpose of obtaining their advice as to whether the condition mentioned in subsection
(2)(c) is met; and the sheriff shall, in determining whether that condition is met, have
regard to that advice.>

Stewart Stevenson
83

In section 4, page 4, line 20, leave out <indefinitely or>
Section 6
Ms Margaret Curran

43

In section 6, page 5, line 36, leave out <a further> and insert <an>
SP Bill 12A-ML

1

Session 2 (2004)
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Section 7
Ms Margaret Curran
44

In section 7, page 6, line 12, at end insert—
<( )

Where the specified person is a child, the sheriff shall, in determining whether to make
an interim order, have regard to any views expressed by the Principal Reporter.>
Section 8

Stewart Stevenson
84

In section 8, page 7, line 5, leave out from <; or> to end of line 6
Stewart Stevenson

85

In section 8, page 7, line 9, leave out <(5)(b) or>
Section 9
Ms Margaret Curran

45

In section 9, page 7, line 21, leave out <Subject to subsection (7),>
Ms Margaret Curran

46

In section 9, page 8, line 13, leave out from <under> to <Act> in line 15 and insert <in
accordance with section 71(2) or 72(6)(b)(i) of the Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995
(c.46)>
Section 9A
Ms Margaret Curran

47

In section 9A, page 8, line 23, after <(asp 00)> insert <or that section as applied by section
234AA(9) of this Act>
Ms Margaret Curran

48

In section 9A, page 8, line 30, at end insert <or that section as applied by section 234AA(9) of
this Act.”.>
Section 12A
Ms Margaret Curran

49
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Leave out section 12A

2

Section 14
Stewart Stevenson
86

In section 14, page 10, leave out lines 28 and 29 and insert—
<( ) how long a prohibition will last for;>
Section 14A
Ms Margaret Curran

50

In section 14A, page 11, line 14, after <Part> insert <(other than section 12)>
After section 14A
Stewart Stevenson

95

After section 14A, insert—
<Research
Part 2: Research
(1)

The Scottish Ministers shall—
(a) arrange for the carrying out of a study into the operation of this Part of this Act;
and
(b) lay a report on the results of the study before the Scottish Parliament within three
years of the date on which the whole of the Part was first in force.

(2)

The Scottish Ministers shall make such preparations for the carrying out of the study as
are necessary to enable the study to commence as soon as the whole of the Part is in
force; and such preparations may include, in particular, the instruction of a research
team and the formation of a research advisory group to assist in the direction of the
study.>
Section 16

Ms Margaret Curran
51

In section 16, page 12, line 17, leave out <and persistent> insert <, persistent and serious>
Bill Aitken

1

Leave out section 16
Section 17
Bill Aitken

2

Leave out section 17

3
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Section 18
Ms Margaret Curran
52

In section 18, page 13, line 26, leave out <Subsection (2) applies>
Ms Margaret Curran

53

In section 18, page 13, line 28, leave out from <has> to end of line 29 and insert <is causing or is
likely to cause alarm or distress to any members of the public, the constable may exercise a
power mentioned in subsection (2).
( )

In determining whether to exercise a power mentioned in subsection (2) a constable
shall have regard to whether the exercise of the power would be likely to result in the
persons in the group causing less alarm and distress to members of the public in the
relevant locality than if the power were not exercised.>

Bill Aitken
3

Leave out section 18
Section 19
Bill Aitken

4

Leave out section 19
Section 20
Bill Aitken

5

Leave out section 20
After section 20
Stewart Stevenson

96

After section 20, insert—
<Research
Part 3: Research
(1)

The Scottish Ministers shall—
(a) arrange for the carrying out of a study into the operation of this Part of this Act;
and
(b) lay a report on the results of the study before the Scottish Parliament within three
years of the date on which the whole of the Part was first in force.

(2)
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The Scottish Ministers shall make such preparations for the carrying out of the study as
are necessary to enable the study to commence as soon as the whole of the Part is in
force; and such preparations may include, in particular, the instruction of a research
team and the formation of a research advisory group to assist in the direction of the
study.>
4

Section 22
Bill Aitken
6

Leave out section 22
Section 23
Irene Oldfather

97

In section 23, page 15, line 33, at end insert <; and
<( ) (in a case where the premises are of a sort referred to in paragraph (c) in the
definition of “premises” in section 36) is satisfied, and has received confirmation
from the local authority for the area in which the premises are situated, that the
premises are not being ordinarily used for the purposes for which they were
originally intended.>
Section 27
Ms Margaret Curran

54

In section 27, page 17, line 20, leave out from <and> to <(2A)> in line 21
Ms Margaret Curran

55

In section 27, page 17, line 28, leave out <Those factors are> and insert <The sheriff shall, in
determining whether to make a closure order in respect of premises, have regard to>
Ms Margaret Curran

*56

In section 27, page 17, line 29, leave out <household which is habitually resident> and insert
<person who habitually resides>
Ms Margaret Curran

57

In section 27, page 17, line 31, leave out from <individual> to <for> in line 32 and insert <person
such as is mentioned in paragraph (a) who has not been engaged in>
Section 35
Ms Margaret Curran

58

Leave out section 35
After section 35
Ms Margaret Curran

59

After section 35, insert—
<Guidance in relation to closure of premises

5
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A person (other than a court) shall, in discharging functions by virtue of this Part, have
regard to any guidance given by the Scottish Ministers about—
(a) the discharge of those functions; or
(b) matters arising in connection with the discharge of those functions.>
Section 36
Irene Oldfather
98

In section 36, page 21, line 36, after <premises> insert—
<(c) any—
(i)

footpath (within the meaning of section 192 of the Road Traffic Act 1988
(c.52);

(ii) road (within the meaning of section 192 of the Road Traffic Act 1988
(c.52); and
(iii) open space (within the meaning of section 336 of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990 (c.8));>
Stewart Stevenson
87

In section 36, page 22, line 2, at end insert—
<( ) This Part shall not apply to licensed premises as defined in section 139(1) of the
Licensing (Scotland) Act 1976 (c.66).>
Section 46B
Pauline McNeill

99

In section 46B, page 29, line 37, after <houses;> insert—
<( ) any building or structure (whether currently used as accommodation or not) under
construction, alteration or maintenance;>
Section 53
Ms Margaret Curran

100

In section 53, page 38, line 4, after <or> insert <an>
Ms Margaret Curran

101

In section 53, page 38, line 17, leave out <an agent> and insert <a person>
Ms Margaret Curran

102

In section 53, page 38, line 20, leave out <agent> and insert <person>
Ms Margaret Curran

103
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In section 53, page 38, line 29, at end insert—

6

<(6)

For the purpose of applying this Part in relation to relevant houses which are used for
holiday purposes, the Scottish Ministers may by order make such modifications of the
Part as they consider necessary or expedient.>
Section 56

Ms Margaret Curran
104

In section 56, page 39, line 21, leave out <use or>
Ms Margaret Curran

105

In section 56, page 39, line 28, at end insert—
<(2A) Where an order is made under subsection (1), the local authority shall give a copy of the
order to the persons mentioned in subsection (2B).
(2B) Those persons are—
(a) if the local authority is aware of the name and address of a person who by virtue
of a tenancy or an occupancy arrangement occupies the house to which the order
relates, that person; and
(b) if the local authority is aware of the name and address of a person who acts for the
landlord as respects the tenancy or occupancy arrangement relating to the relevant
house, that person.>
Section 56A
Ms Margaret Curran

106

In section 56A, page 40, line 8, leave out <court hearing the appeal may> and insert <sheriff
principal shall>
Ms Margaret Curran

107

In section 56A, page 40, line 10, at end insert—
<(6)

(7)

The Scottish Ministers may by regulations make provision for or in connection with
specifying other circumstances in which the sheriff principal shall not require a tenant to
pay any sums that, but for the making of the order, would have been due by the tenant.
Regulations under subsection (6) may in particular include provision—
(a) specifying procedures;
(b) imposing obligations on landlords.>

Ms Margaret Curran
108

In section 56A, page 40, line 10, at end insert—
<( )

The decision of the sheriff principal on an appeal under this section shall be final.>

7
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Section 57
Ms Margaret Curran
109

In section 57, page 40, line 18, at end insert—
<( )

The revocation or suspension of an order under subsection (2) shall not operate so as to
make a person liable to pay any rent or other consideration in respect of the period
during which the order was in force.>

Ms Margaret Curran
110

In section 57, page 40, line 18, at end insert—
<( )

Where an order is revoked or suspended under subsection (2), the local authority shall
give a copy of the order revoking or, as the case may be, suspending the order to the
persons mentioned in section 56(2B).>
Section 58

Ms Margaret Curran
111

In section 58, page 40, line 35, at end insert—
<( ) if during that period a tenancy is granted or an occupancy arrangement made for
the occupation of the house, transfers for that period to the local authority the
rights and obligations of the landlord under that tenancy or arrangement;>
Ms Margaret Curran

112

In section 58, page 40, line 36, at end insert—
<( )

Where the local authority on whose application a management control order is made is
satisfied that—
(a) sums in respect of rent or other consideration for occupation have been paid to the
landlord under the tenancy or occupancy arrangements under which the house is
occupied; and
(b) those sums have been paid in respect of a period during which the order is in
force,
the authority may recover those sums from the landlord.>
Section 59

Ms Margaret Curran
113

In section 59, page 41, line 8, leave out <any> and insert <if the authority is aware of the name
and address of a>
Ms Margaret Curran

114
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In section 59, page 41, line 9, after <arrangement,> insert <that person>

8

Ms Margaret Curran
115

In section 59, page 41, line 11, leave out <an agent> and insert <a person>
Section 61
Ms Margaret Curran

116

In section 61, page 41, line 37, leave out <any> and insert <if the authority is aware of the name
and address of a>
Ms Margaret Curran

117

In section 61, page 41, line 38, after <arrangement,> insert <that person>
Ms Margaret Curran

118

In section 61, page 42, line 1, leave out <an agent> and insert <a person>
After section 63
Ms Margaret Curran

119

After section 63, insert—
<Regulations about advice and assistance: Part 7
For the purposes of this Part, the Scottish Ministers may by regulations make provision
requiring local authorities to provide advice and assistance of such description as may
be specified in the regulations to persons of such description as may be so specified.>
Section 64A
Bill Aitken

20

Leave out section 64A
Section 64B
Ms Margaret Curran

120

In section 64B, page 44, line 28, leave out <an agent> and insert <a person>
Ms Margaret Curran

121

In section 64B, page 44, line 30, leave out <agent> and insert <person>
Ms Margaret Curran

122

In section 64B, page 45, line 22, at end insert—
<(6A) The Scottish Ministers may by order modify subsection (6).>

9
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Bill Aitken
21

Leave out section 64B
Section 64C
Ms Margaret Curran

123

In section 64C, page 46, line 5, leave out <an agent> and insert <a person>
Ms Margaret Curran

124

In section 64C, page 46, line 13, leave out <an agent> and insert <a person>
Ms Margaret Curran

125

In section 64C, page 46, line 15, leave out first <agent> and insert <person>
Ms Margaret Curran

126

In section 64C, page 46, line 15, leave out <as agent>
Bill Aitken

22

Leave out section 64C
Section 64D
Ms Margaret Curran

127

In section 64D, page 46, line 26, leave out <agent> and insert <person>
Ms Margaret Curran

128

In section 64D, page 46, line 29, leave out <agent> and insert <person>
Ms Margaret Curran

129

In section 64D, page 47, line 2, leave out <agent> and insert <person>
Ms Margaret Curran

130

In section 64D, page 47, line 6, leave out <agent was (or is) the agent> and insert <person was (or
is) acting>
Ms Margaret Curran

131

In section 64D, page 47, line 9, leave out <agent> and insert <person>
Bill Aitken

23
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Leave out section 64D

10

Section 64E
Ms Margaret Curran
132

In section 64E, page 47, line 17, at end insert—
<( )

Where a local authority refuses to enter a person in its register under section 64C(2)(b),
the authority shall, as soon as practicable after doing so, send notice of the fact to—
(a) each address specified by virtue of paragraph (b) of section 64B(1) in the
application for registration; and
(b) if, by virtue of paragraph (c) of section 64B(1), the application specified the name
and address of a person, that person.>

Bill Aitken
24

Leave out section 64E
Section 64F
Bill Aitken

25

Leave out section 64F
Section 64G
Ms Margaret Curran

133

In section 64G, page 47, line 37, leave out <an agent> and insert <a person>
Ms Margaret Curran

134

In section 64G, page 48, line 4, leave out <agent> and insert <person>
Ms Margaret Curran

135

In section 64G, page 48, line 8, leave out <agent> and insert <person appointed>
Ms Margaret Curran

136

In section 64G, page 48, line 9, leave out first <agent> and insert <person>
Ms Margaret Curran

137

In section 64G, page 48, line 9, leave out <as agent>
Bill Aitken

26

Leave out section 64G

11
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Section 64H
Bill Aitken
27

Leave out section 64H
Section 64I
Ms Margaret Curran

138

In section 64I, page 49, line 2, leave out <(1)> and insert <(2)>
Bill Aitken

28

Leave out section 64I
After section 64I
Ms Margaret Curran

139

After section 64I, insert—
<Notification of removal from register: other persons
(1)

Subsection (2) applies where under section 64G(8) or 64H(1) a local authority removes
a person from the register maintained by it under section 64A(1).

(2)

As soon as practicable after the removal, the local authority shall give notice of the
removal and the date of the removal to—
(a) the address of each house that, immediately before the removal, was entered in the
person’s entry in the register; and
(b) if the authority is aware of the name and address of a person who acts for the
person whose name was removed from the register in relation to a lease or
occupancy arrangement such as is mentioned in section 64G(1)(b), that person.>
Section 64J

Bill Aitken
29

Leave out section 64J
Section 64K
Ms Margaret Curran

140

In section 64K, page 49, line 33, at end insert—
<(1A)

Where—
(a) a relevant person is not registered by a local authority; and
(b) in relation to a house that the relevant person owns in the area of the authority, the
relevant person communicates with another person with a view to entering into a
lease or an occupancy arrangement such as is mentioned in subsection (1)(a),
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the relevant person shall be guilty of an offence.>
Ms Margaret Curran
141

In section 64K, page 49, line 34, at beginning insert <Where subsection (2B) applies>
Ms Margaret Curran

142

In section 64K, page 49, line 36, leave out from <where> to first <the> in line 37 and insert—
<(2A) Where subsection (2B) applies, nothing in subsection (1A) makes it an offence for a
relevant person to communicate with another person with a view to entering into a lease
or, as the case may be, occupancy arrangement such as is mentioned in that subsection.
(2B) This subsection applies where—
(a) the relevant>
Ms Margaret Curran

143

In section 64K, page 49, line 38, leave out <the area of which> and insert <whose area>
Ms Margaret Curran

144

In section 64K, page 50, line 1, after <(1)> insert <or (1A)>
Ms Margaret Curran

145

In section 64K, page 50, line 2, leave out from <granting> to end of line 4 and insert <acting in
the way charged>
Ms Margaret Curran

146

In section 64K, page 50, line 5, after <(1)> insert <or (1A)>
Bill Aitken

30

Leave out section 64K
After section 64K
Ms Margaret Curran

147

After section 64K, insert—
<Circumstances in which no rent to be payable
(1)

Where a local authority is satisfied that the conditions in subsection (2) are met in
relation to a house within its area, the authority may serve a notice under this section on
the persons mentioned in subsection (5).

(2)

Those conditions are—
(a) that the owner of the house is a relevant person;
(b) that the house is subject to—
(i)

a lease; or

13
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(ii) an occupancy arrangement,
by virtue of which an unconnected person may use the house as a dwelling;
(c) that the relevant person is not registered by the local authority; and
(d) that, having regard to all the circumstances relating to the relevant person, it is
appropriate for a notice to be served under this section.
(3)

Where a notice is served under this section, during the relevant period—
(a) no rent shall be payable under any lease or occupancy arrangement in respect of
the house to which the notice relates;
(b) no other consideration shall be payable or exigible under any such lease or
occupancy arrangement.

(4)

A notice served under this section shall specify—
(a) the name of the relevant person to whom it relates;
(b) the address of the house to which it relates;
(c) the effect of subsection (3); and
(d) the date on which it takes effect (which must not be earlier than the day after the
day on which it is served).

(5)

Those persons are—
(a) the relevant person;
(b) if the local authority is aware of the name and address of a person who has, by
virtue of a lease or an occupancy arrangement such as is mentioned in subsection
(2)(b), the use of the house to which the notice relates, that person; and
(c) if the local authority is aware of the name and address of a person who acts for the
relevant person in relation to such a lease or an occupancy arrangement, that
person.

(6)

If—
(a) the local authority is unable to identify the relevant person, it may serve the notice
under this section by publishing it in two or more newspapers (of which one shall,
if practicable, be a local newspaper) circulating in the locality of the house to
which the notice relates;
(b) the local authority is aware of the relevant person’s identity but is unable to
ascertain the relevant person’s current address, it may serve the notice under this
section by serving it on the landlord—
(i)

at the house to which the notice relates; and

(ii) if it is aware of a previous address of the relevant person, at that address.
(7)

The condition mentioned in subsection (2)(c) shall not be taken to be met where—
(a) the relevant person has made an application under section 64B to the local
authority in whose area the house is situated; but
(b) the application has not been determined under section 64C by the authority.

(8)
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Except as provided in subsection (3), nothing in this Part affects the validity of any lease
or occupancy arrangement under which an unconnected person has the use as a dwelling
of a house during the relevant period.

14

(9)

Where a local authority is aware of the name and address of a person mentioned in
paragraph (b) or, as the case may be, (c) of subsection (5), failure to serve a notice on
the person shall not affect the validity of the notice.

(10) In this section “relevant period” means the period beginning with the date specified in
the notice and ending with the earlier of—
(a) the revocation of the notice under section (Notices under section (Circumstances
in which no rent to be payable): revocation)(2); or
(b) where the effect of the decision made on an appeal under section (Appeals) is that
rent or, as the case may be, other consideration is payable or exigible, that
decision.>
Ms Margaret Curran
148

After section 64K, insert—
<Notices under section (Circumstances in which no rent to be payable): revocation
(1)

Subsection (2) applies where a local authority serves a notice under section
(Circumstances in which no rent to be payable) in relation to a house.

(2)

If (whether on the application of a person having an interest in the case or otherwise),
the local authority which served the notice is satisfied that the conditions mentioned in
section (Circumstances in which no rent to be payable)(2) are no longer met in relation
to the house, the authority shall, with effect from such day as it may specify, revoke the
notice.

(3)

The revocation of a notice under subsection (2) shall not operate so as to make a person
liable to pay any rent or other consideration in respect of the period during which the
notice was in force.>

Ms Margaret Curran
149

After section 64K, insert—
<Notification of revocation of notice
(1)

Subsection (2) applies where a local authority revokes a notice under section (Notices
under section (Circumstances in which no rent to be payable): revocation) in relation to
a house.

(2)

As soon as practicable after revoking the notice, the local authority shall give notice of
the fact to—
(a) the relevant person;
(b) if the local authority is aware of the name and address of a person who has, by
virtue of a lease or an occupancy arrangement such as is mentioned in section
(Circumstances in which no rent to be payable)(2)(b), the use of the house to
which the notice relates, that person; and
(c) if the local authority is aware of the name and address of a person who acts for the
relevant person in relation to such a lease or an occupancy arrangement, that
person.

(3)

Where a local authority is aware of the name and address of a person mentioned in
paragraph (b) or, as the case may be, (c) of subsection (2), failure to serve a notice on
the person may not be founded on in any proceedings.>

15
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Ms Margaret Curran
150

After section 64K, insert—
<Appeals
(1)

A relevant person on whom a notice under section (Circumstances in which no rent to
be payable) is served may, before the expiry of the period of 21 days beginning with the
date specified by virtue of subsection (4)(d) of that section in the notice, appeal to the
sheriff against the decision of the local authority to serve the notice.

(2)

Where on the application of a person having an interest a local authority makes a
decision refusing to revoke a notice under section (Notices under section
(Circumstances in which no rent to be payable): revocation)(2), the person may, before
the expiry of the period of 21 days beginning with the day on which the decision is
made, appeal to the sheriff against the decision.

(3)

Subsection (4) applies where a person appeals against a decision such as is mentioned in
subsection (1) or (2).

(4)

The person shall (in addition to complying with any other requirements as to notification
imposed by virtue of any enactment) give notice to the person who has the use as a
dwelling of the house to which the notice relates (the “tenant”) of such matters as may
be prescribed by the Scottish Ministers by regulations.

(5)

Regulations under subsection (4) may include provision for or in connection with—
(a) the form of the notice;
(b) the manner and timing of service of the notice.

(6)

If a person fails to comply with subsection (4), the court hearing the appeal may not
require the tenant to pay any sums that but for the making of the order would have been
due by the tenant.

(7)

The Scottish Ministers may by regulations make provision for or in connection with
specifying other circumstances in which the sheriff principal shall not require a tenant to
pay any sums that, but for the making of the order, would have been due by the tenant.

(8)

Regulations under subsection (7) may in particular include provision—
(a) specifying procedures;
(b) imposing obligations on landlords.>
Section 64L

Stewart Stevenson
151

In section 64L, page 50, line 28, leave out subsection (4)
Bill Aitken

31
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Leave out section 64L

16

Section 64M
Bill Aitken
32

Leave out section 64M
Section 64N
Bill Aitken

33

Leave out section 64N
After section 64N
Ms Margaret Curran

154

After section 64N, insert—
<Regulations about advice and assistance: Part 8
For the purposes of this Part, the Scottish Ministers may by regulations make provision
requiring local authorities to provide advice and assistance of such description as may
be specified in the regulations to persons of such description as may be so specified.>
Stewart Stevenson

155

After section 64N insert—
<Validity of lease or occupancy agreement
Nothing in this Part affects the validity of any lease or occupancy agreement by virtue of
which an unconnected person has the use as a dwelling of a house and, notwithstanding
any contractual stipulation to the contrary, the operation of any provision of this Part
shall not in itself be—
(a) grounds for the irritancy or termination of any lease or occupancy arrangement; or
(b) held to have established, in whole or in part, any of the cases referred to in
Schedule 2 to the Rent (Scotland) Act 1984 (c.58), or any of the grounds referred
to in Schedule 5 to the Housing (Scotland) Act 1988 (c.43).>
Stewart Stevenson

*156 After section 64N, insert—
<Transfer of rights and obligations
(1)

This section applies where—
(a) a local authority—
(i)

refuses to enter a relevant person in its register under paragraph (a) of
section 64C(2);

(ii) removes a person from its register under section 64H(1); or
(b) a relevant person is convicted of an offence under section 64K(1).

17
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(2)

Where this section applies, any rights and obligations arising from any lease or
occupancy arrangement under which any house within the local authority area owned by
the person is occupied shall be transferred from the landlord to the local authority on the
date at which (as the case may be) the—
(a) refusal;
(b) removal; or
(c) conviction,
occurs.

(3)

The transfer referred to in subsection (2) shall last—
(a) for 6 months (after which the lease or arrangement shall be deemed to be
terminated);
(b) until the date on which the lease or, as the case may be, occupancy arrangement
would have terminated by prior agreement; or
(c) until the local authority enters or re-enters the person referred to in subsection (1)
in the register,
whichever is the earliest.

(4)

Schedule 3 applies mutatis mutandis to a transfer under this section as it applies to
management control orders made by virtue of section 58(1), and “management period”
shall be construed as referring to the period during which the transfer takes place.>

Stewart Stevenson
*157 After section 64N, insert—
<Transfer of rights and obligations: notification
(1)

Subsection (2) applies where a transfer of rights and obligations is made under section
(Transfer of rights and obligations).

(2)

As soon as practicable after the transfer occurs, the local authority shall—
(a) inform—
(i)

the person who, immediately before the transfer was made, was the
landlord of any house to which the transfer relates; and

(ii) if the authority is aware of the name and address of a person occupying the
house by virtue of a tenancy or occupancy arrangement, that person,
of the transfer; and
(b) if the authority is aware of the name and address of a person who acts for the
person mentioned in paragraph (a)(i) as respects a tenancy or occupancy
arrangement in respect of the house, inform that person of the transfer.
(3)

If it is impracticable for the local authority to comply with the requirement in subsection
(2)(a)(i), the authority need not do so.>
Section 74

Bill Aitken
34
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Leave out section 74
18

Section 74A
Bill Aitken
35

Leave out section 74A
Section 81
Ms Margaret Curran

60

In section 81, page 54, line 24, at end insert—
<( )

Before an application is made under subsection (1) by a local authority, it shall consult
the Principal Reporter.>
Section 83B

Donald Gorrie
61

In section 83B, page 56, line 39, leave out from <attends> to <any> in line 41 and insert <works
(or carries out voluntary work) or attends an>
Donald Gorrie

62

In section 83B, page 57, line 4, leave out subsection (3)
Section 83C
Ms Margaret Curran

63

In section 83C, page 57, line 8, after <publishes> insert <, anywhere in the world,>
Section 86
Ms Margaret Curran

64

In section 86, page 59, line 30, after <Act> insert <; or
( ) a children’s hearing arranged, under section 73(8) of this Act, to review a
supervision requirement in respect of a child,>
Section 88
Stewart Stevenson

88

In section 88, page 61, line 2, leave out <indefinitely or>
Stewart Stevenson

89

In section 88, page 62, line 5, leave out from <; or> to end of line 9

19
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Section 88A
Stewart Stevenson
90

In section 88A, page 62, leave out lines 19 and 20 and insert—
<( ) how long a prohibition will last for;>
Section 89
Donald Gorrie

65

In section 89, page 64, line 16, leave out <attends work or any> and insert <works (or carries out
voluntary work) or attends an>
Donald Gorrie

66

In section 89, page 64, leave out lines 28 and 29
Section 90
Ms Margaret Curran

67

In section 90, page 66, line 17, leave out <a person> and insert <an offender>
Ms Margaret Curran

68

In section 90, page 66, line 18, leave out <person> and insert <offender>
After section 94
Paul Martin

158

After section 94, insert—
<Seizure of vehicles
Vehicles used in manner causing alarm, distress or annoyance
(1)

Where—
(a) regulations under section (Retention etc. of vehicles seized under section (vehicles
used in manner causing alarm, distress or annoyance) are in force; and
(b) subsection (2) applies,
a constable in uniform may exercise the powers mentioned in subsection (3).

(2)

This subsection applies where the constable has reasonable grounds for believing that a
motor vehicle—
(a) is being used on any occasion in a manner which—
(i)

contravenes section 3 or 34 of the Road Traffic Act 1988 (c.52) (careless
and inconsiderate driving and prohibition of off-road driving); and

(ii) is causing, or is likely to cause, alarm, distress or annoyance to members of
the public; or
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(b) has been used on any occasion in a manner which—
(i)

contravened either of those sections of that Act; and

(ii) caused, or was likely to cause, such alarm, distress or annoyance.
(3)

The powers are—
(a) if the motor vehicle is moving, power to order the person driving it to stop the
vehicle;
(b) subject to subsection (4), power to seize and remove the motor vehicle;
(c) for the purposes of exercising a power falling within paragraph (a) or (b), power
to enter any premises (other than a private dwelling house) on which the constable
has reasonable grounds for believing the motor vehicle to be;
(d) power to use reasonable force, if necessary, in the exercise of a power conferred
by any of paragraphs (a) to (c).

(4)

Subject to subsection (5), the constable shall not seize the motor vehicle unless—
(a) where the case falls within subsection (2)(a)—
(i)

the constable has warned the person who is using the motor vehicle in the
manner mentioned in that subsection that if the use continues the constable
will seize the vehicle; and

(b) it appears to the constable that, after the warning, the use has continued; or
(b) where the case falls within subsection (2)(b)—
(i)

the constable has warned the person who used the motor vehicle in the
manner mentioned in that subsection that if the use is repeated, the
constable will seize the vehicle; and

(ii) it appears to the constable that, after the warning, the use has been
repeated.
(5)

Subsection (4) does not require a warning to be given by a constable on any occasion on
which the constable would otherwise have the power to seize a motor vehicle under this
section if—
(a) the circumstances make it impracticable for the constable to give the warning;
(b) the constable has already on that occasion given a warning under that subsection
in respect of any use of that motor vehicle or of another motor vehicle by that
person or any other person; or
(c) the constable has reasonable grounds for believing—
(i)

that such a warning has been given on that occasion otherwise than by that
constable; or

(ii) that the person whose use of that motor vehicle on that occasion would
justify the seizure is a person to whom a warning under that subsection has
been given (whether or not by that constable or in respect of the same
vehicle or the same or a similar use) on a previous occasion in the previous
12 months.
(6)

A person who fails to comply with an order under subsection (3)(a) shall be guilty of an
offence.

21
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(7)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (6) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale.

(8)

In this section—
“driving” has the same meaning as in the Road Traffic Act 1988 (c.52);
“motor vehicle” means any mechanically propelled vehicle, whether or not it is
intended or adapted for use on roads; and
“private dwelling house” does not include—
(a)

any garage or other structure occupied with the dwelling house; or

(b) any land appurtenant to the dwelling house.>
Paul Martin
159

After section 94, insert—
<Retention etc. of vehicles seized under section (Vehicles used in manner causing
alarm, distress or annoyance)
(1)

The Scottish Ministers may by regulations make provision as to—
(a) the removal and retention of motor vehicles seized under section (Vehicles used in
manner causing alarm, distress or annoyance); and
(b) the release or disposal of such vehicles.

(2)

Regulations under subsection (1) may in particular make provision for or in connection
with—
(a) the giving of notice of the seizure of a motor vehicle under section (Vehicles used
in manner causing alarm, distress or annoyance) to a person who—
(i)

is the owner of that vehicle; or

(ii) in accordance with the regulations, appears to be its owner;
(b) the procedure by which a person who claims to be the owner of a motor vehicle
seized under section (Vehicles used in manner causing alarm, distress or
annoyance) may seek to have it released;
(c) requiring the payment of fees, charges or other costs in relation to—
(i)

the removal and retention of such a motor vehicle; and

(ii) any application for its release;
(d) the circumstances in which a motor vehicle seized under section (Vehicles used in
manner causing alarm, distress or annoyance) may be disposed of;
(e) the delivery to a local authority, in circumstances prescribed by or determined in
accordance with the regulations, of any motor vehicle seized under section
(Vehicles used in manner causing alarm, distress or annoyance).
(3)

Regulations under subsection (1) shall provide that a person who would otherwise be
liable to pay any fee or charge under the regulations shall not be liable to pay it if—
(a) the use by reference to which the motor vehicle concerned was seized was not a
use by that person; and
(b) the person—
(i)
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did not know of the use of the vehicle in the manner that led to its seizure;
22

(ii) had not consented to its use in that manner; and
(iii) could not, by the taking of reasonable steps, have prevented its use in that
manner.
(4)

In this section “motor vehicle” has the same meaning as in section (Vehicles used in
manner causing alarm, distress or annoyance).>
Section 95

Stewart Stevenson
91

In section 95, page 69, leave out line 23
Section 103
Ms Margaret Curran

69

In section 103, page 72, line 11, leave out <(4)> and insert <(3)>
Stewart Stevenson

93

In section 103, page 73, line 20, after <may> insert <, subject to subsection (16A),>
Stewart Stevenson

94

In section 103, page 73, line 28, at end insert—
<(16A) Any contract or other arrangement referred to in subsection (15) may only be entered
into if it includes consent on the part of the provider of such services that the contract or
other arrangement may be published in full.>

Section 106
Ms Margaret Curran
70

In section 106, page 77, line 15, at beginning insert <Subject to subsection (1C),>
Ms Margaret Curran

71

In section 106, page 77, line 20, at end insert—
<(1C) Subsection (1B) shall not prevent disclosure in any case where disclosure is permitted or
required by virtue of any enactment or rule of law.>
Ms Margaret Curran

72

In section 106, page 77, line 26, at end insert—
<( ) a person providing services relating to housing benefit to, or authorised to
discharge any function relating to housing benefit of—
(i)

a local authority; or

23
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(ii) an authority administering housing benefit.>
Section 108
Ms Margaret Curran
160

In section 108, page 78, line 14, after <51B(1)> insert <53(6), 64B(6A)>
Ms Margaret Curran

73

In section 108, page 78, line 15, after <106(5)> insert <; or
( ) regulations under section 23(2),>
Section 110
Bill Aitken

37

In section 110, page 78, line 22, leave out <Parts 7 and 8> and insert <Part 7>
Elaine Smith

161

In section 110, page 78, line 23, at end insert <intentionally>
Elaine Smith

162

In section 110, page 78, line 24, after <that> insert <A knows>
Elaine Smith

163

In section 110, page 78, line 25, after <that> insert <A knows>
Section 112
Stewart Stevenson

164

In section 112, page 79, line 8, leave out second <section> and insert <sections (Part 2:
Research)(2), (Part 3: Research)(2) and>
Schedule 4
Ms Margaret Curran

74

In schedule 4, page 87, line 6, at end insert—
<( )

In subsection (6) of section 66 (warrant to keep child where hearing unable to dispose of
case), for the words from “that”, where it first occurs, to “satisfied” substitute—
“(a) that one of the conditions mentioned in section 70(10) of this Act is met;
and
(b) that it is necessary to do so,”.
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( )

In subsection (11) of section 68 (application to sheriff to establish grounds of referral),
for the words from “that”, where it first occurs, to “fulfilled” substitute—
“(a) that one of the conditions mentioned in section 70(10) of this Act is met;
and
(b) that it is necessary for the order to do so,”.

( )

In subsection (11) of section 69 (continuation or disposal of referral by children’s
hearing) for the words from “that”, where it first occurs, to “fulfilled” substitute—
“(a) that one of the conditions mentioned in section 70(10) of this Act is met;
and
(b) that it is necessary to do so,”.>

Ms Margaret Curran
75

In schedule 4, page 87, line 8, after <relevant> insert <local>
Ms Margaret Curran

76

In schedule 4, page 87, line 13, at end insert—
<( )

In subsection (2)(b)(ii) of section 79 (preliminary pleas and preliminary issues), after
“Act” there shall be inserted “section 9(6) of the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland)
Act 2004 (asp 00) or that section of that Act as applied by section 234AA(9) of this
Act”.>

Donald Gorrie
77

In schedule 4, page 87, line 37, at end insert—
<( )

In subsection (3) of section 239 (requirements of community service orders), after
“works” there shall be inserted “(or carries out voluntary work)”.>

Ms Margaret Curran
78

In schedule 4, page 88, line 17, at end insert—
<( )

In subsection (1)(b) of section 245H (documentary evidence in proceedings under
section 245F), for “person subject to the order” there shall be substituted “offender”.>

Donald Gorrie
79

In schedule 4, page 88, line 17, at end insert—
<( )

In paragraph 3 of Schedule 7 (supervised attendance orders)—
( ) in sub-paragraph (1), after “works” there shall be inserted “(or carries out
voluntary work)”; and
( ) in sub-paragraph (3), after “works” there shall be inserted “(or carries out
voluntary work)”.>

Ms Margaret Curran
80

In schedule 4, page 88, line 33, after <order> insert—

25
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<( ) under section 234AA of the Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995
(c.46); or
( )>
Ms Margaret Curran
81

In schedule 4, page 88, line 37, after <order> insert—
<( ) under section 234AA of the Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995
(c.46); or
( )>
Schedule 5
Ms Margaret Curran

82
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In schedule 5, page 89, line 12, at end insert—
<The Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act

In section 245A(1), the words from “and”, where

1995 (c.46)

it first occurs, to the end.>

26

Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill
Groupings of Amendments for Stage 3
Note: The time limits indicated are those set out in the timetabling motion to be considered
by the Parliament before the Stage 3 proceedings begin. If that motion is agreed to, debate on
the groups above each line must be concluded by the time indicated, although the
amendments in those groups may still be moved formally and disposed of later in the
proceedings.

Group 1: Antisocial behaviour strategies – consultation
40
Group 2: Antisocial behaviour orders – children
41, 42, 44, 47, 48
Group 3: Period for which antisocial behaviour orders may apply
83, 86, 88, 90
Debate to end no later than 40 minutes after proceedings begin
Group 4: Antisocial behaviour orders – general
43, 84, 85, 45, 46, 50, 89, 76
Group 5: Antisocial behaviour orders – short Scottish secure tenancies
49, 80, 81
Debate to end no later than 1 hour, 30 minutes after proceedings begin
Group 6: Research in relation to antisocial behaviour orders and dispersal of groups
95, 96, 164
Group 7: Dispersal of groups
51, 1, 2, 52, 53, 3, 4, 5, 6
Debate to end no later than 2 hours, 30 minutes after proceedings begin
Group 8: Closure of premises – circumstances in which authorisation may be granted
97, 98, 87, 73
Group 9: Closure orders – determination of application
54, 55, 56, 57
Group 10: Closure orders – general
58, 59
Group 11: Noise nuisance – interpretation
99
Debate to end no later than 3 hours, 20 minutes after proceedings begin

SP Bill 12A–G

Session 2 (2004)
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Group 12: Antisocial behaviour notices and registration areas – drafting changes
100, 101, 102, 104, 115, 118, 120, 121, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 133,
134, 135, 136, 137, 138
Group 13: Application of Part 7 to holiday lets and disregarding of use for Part 8
103, 122, 160
Group 14: Antisocial behaviour notices and registration areas – notification
105, 110, 113, 114, 116, 117, 132, 139
Group 15: Orders as to rental income – appeals
106, 107, 108
Group 16: Orders as to rental income – revocation and suspension
109
Group 17: Failure to comply with notice – management control order
111, 112
Group 18: Antisocial behaviour notices and registration areas – advice and assistance
119, 154
Group 19: Registration areas – inclusion of Part
20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 37
Group 20: Registration areas – offences
140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146
Group 21: Registration areas – circumstances in which no rent payable and other
consequences of non-registration
147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 155, 156, 157
Debate to end no later than 4 hours, 10 minutes after proceedings begin
Group 22: Parenting orders – general
60, 63, 64
Group 23: Parenting orders, reparation orders etc. – account to be taken of education,
voluntary work etc.
61, 62, 65, 66, 77, 79
Group 24: Restriction of liberty orders
67, 68, 78, 82
Debate to end no later than 4 hours, 30 minutes after proceedings begin
Group 25: Vehicles used in manner causing alarm, distress or annoyance
158, 159
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Group 26: Fixed penalty offences
91
Group 27: Children’s hearings – supervision requirements etc.
69, 74, 75
Group 28: Supervision requirements – contracts
93, 94
Group 29: Disclosure and sharing of information
70, 71, 72
Group 30: Interpretation of “antisocial behaviour”
161, 162, 163
Debate to end no later than 5 hours, 15 minutes after proceedings begin
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EXTRACT FROM THE MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
Vol. 2, No. 9 Session 2
Meeting of the Parliament
Thursday 17 June 2004
Note: (DT) signifies a decision taken at Decision Time.
Business Motion: Patricia Ferguson, on behalf of the Parliamentary Bureau,
moved S2M-1491—That the Parliament agrees that, during Stage 3 of the Antisocial
Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill, debate on each part of the proceedings shall be
brought to a conclusion by the time-limits indicated (each time-limit being calculated
from when the Stage begins and excluding any periods when other business is
under consideration or when the meeting of the Parliament is suspended or
otherwise not in progress):
Groups 1 to 3 – no later than 40 minutes
Groups 4 and 5 – no later than 1 hour 30 minutes
Groups 6 and 7 – no later than 2 hours and 30 minutes
Groups 8 to 11 – no later than 3 hours and 20 minutes
Groups 12 to 21 – no later than 4 hours and 10 minutes
Groups 22 to 24 – no later than 4 hours and 30 minutes
Groups 25 to 30 – no later than 5 hours and 15 minutes
Motion to pass the Bill – 5 hours and 30 minutes
The motion was agreed to.
Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill - Stage 3: The Bill was considered at
Stage 3.
The following amendments were agreed to without division: 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45,
46, 47, 48 and 50.
The following amendments were agreed to (by division)—
49
95
51

(For
(For
(For

69, Against 51, Abstentions
104, Against 16, Abstentions
97, Against 24, Abstentions

1)
0)
0).

The following amendments were disagreed to (by division)—
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83
84
1

(For
(For
(For

48, Against
48, Against
3, Against

66, Abstentions 0)
64, Abstentions 1)
63, Abstentions 20).

Other amendments were not moved.
Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill - Stage 3: The Parliament resumed
consideration of the Bill at Stage 3.
The following amendments were agreed to without division: 96, 54, 55, 56, 57, 59,
100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 110, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128,
129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 147,
154, 60, 63, 64, 67, 68, 159, 69, 70, 71, 72, 160, 73, 74, 75, 76, 78, 80, 81 and 82.
The following amendments were agreed to (by division)—
52
(For
53
(For
58
(For
106 (For
107 (For
108 (For
109 (For
111 (For
112 to 118
140 (For
146 (For
148 to 150
31
(For
32
(For
61
(For
62
(For
65
(For
66
(For
158 (For
77
(For
79
(For

86, Against 19, Abstentions 0)
86, Against 20, Abstentions 0)
103, Against 6, Abstentions 0)
88, Against 16, Abstentions 0)
88, Against 15, Abstentions 0)
89, Against 15, Abstentions 0)
95, Against 12, Abstentions 0)
99, Against 15, Abstentions 0)
(For 98, Against 17, Abstentions 0)
100, Against 16, Abstentions 0)
100, Against 16, Abstentions 0)
(For 100, Against 15, Abstentions 0)
90, Against 20, Abstentions 6)
88, Against 21, Abstentions 6)
95, Against 15, Abstentions 0)
97, Against 16, Abstentions 0)
98, Against 16, Abstentions 0)
96, Against 16, Abstentions 0)
103, Against 8, Abstentions 1)
98, Against 17, Abstentions 0)
96, Against 17, Abstentions 1).

The following amendments were disagreed to (by division)—
97
99
20
151
155
91
93

(For
(For
(For
(For
(For
(For
(For

17, Against
22, Against
20, Against
28, Against
29, Against
30, Against
32, Against

93, Abstentions
84, Abstentions
71, Abstentions
81, Abstentions
81, Abstentions
81, Abstentions
79, Abstentions

0)
6)
0)
6)
6)
0)
0).

Amendment 161 was moved and, with the agreement of the Parliament, withdrawn.
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Other amendments were not moved.
Motion without Notice: Stewart Stevenson moved without notice that, under Rule
8.14.3, the debate on Groups 12 to 21 be extended by 15 minutes.
The motion was agreed to.
Business Motion: Patricia Ferguson, on behalf of the Parliamentary Bureau,
moved S2M-1499—That the Parliament agrees as a revision to motion S2M-1491 in
the name of Patricia Ferguson (Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill - Business
Motion), agreed on 17 June 2004, in relation to the timetabling motion for Stage 3 of
the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill—
after,
Groups 12 to 21 – no later than 4 hours and 10 minutes

delete all and insert,
Groups 22 to 24 – no later than 4 hours and 45 minutes
Groups 25 to 30 – no later than 5 hours and 30 minutes
Motion to pass the Bill – 5 hours and 45 minutes.

The motion was agreed to.
Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill – Stage 3: The Minister for Communities
(Ms Margaret Curran) moved S2M-1407—That the Parliament agrees that the
Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill be passed.
After debate, the motion was agreed to ((DT) by division: For 103, Against 11,
Abstentions 0).
Motion without Notice: Patricia Ferguson moved, without notice, that under Rule
2.2.6(d), the meeting of Parliament continue beyond 5.30 pm.
The motion was agreed to.
Decision Time: Patricia Ferguson, on behalf of the Parliamentary Bureau, moved,
without notice, that the Parliament agrees under Rule 11.2.4 that Decision Time on
Thursday 17 June 2004 be taken at 6.15 pm.
The motion was agreed to.
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Scottish Parliament
Thursday 17 June 2004
[THE PRESIDING OFFICER opened the meeting at
09:30]

Business Motion
The Presiding Officer (Mr George Reid): Good
morning. The first item of business is
consideration of business motion S2M-1491, in the
name of Patricia Ferguson, on behalf of the
Parliamentary Bureau, which sets out a timetable
for stage 3 consideration of the Antisocial
Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill.
Motion moved,
That the Parliament agrees that, during Stage 3 of the
Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill, debate on each
part of the proceedings shall be brought to a conclusion by
the time-limits indicated (each time-limit being calculated
from when the Stage begins and excluding any periods
when other business is under consideration or when the
meeting of the Parliament is suspended or otherwise not in
progress):
Groups 1 to 3 – no later than 40 minutes
Groups 4 and 5 – no later than 1 hour 30 minutes
Groups 6 and 7 – no later than 2 hours and 30 minutes
Groups 8 to 11 – no later than 3 hours and 20 minutes
Groups 12 to 21 – no later than 4 hours and 10 minutes
Groups 22 to 24 – no later than 4 hours and 30 minutes
Groups 25 to 30 – no later than 5 hours and 15 minutes
Motion to pass the Bill – 5 hours and 30 minutes—
[Patricia Ferguson.]

Motion agreed to.
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Antisocial Behaviour etc
(Scotland) Bill: Stage 3
Bill Aitken (Glasgow) (Con): On a point of
order, Presiding Officer. I gave notice of this point
of order. As you know, the Conservatives were
extremely concerned at being confronted on
Tuesday morning with a large number of lastminute Executive amendments to the Antisocial
Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill. We accept that from
time to time last-minute amendments, and indeed
manuscript amendments, are necessary, but in
this case the volume and complexity of some of
the amendments caused serious difficulties in
trying to separate the wheat from the chaff.
Although the amendments were lodged timeously
and the Minister for Parliamentary Business was
extremely helpful in providing copies of
documentation, is it in order that the Executive
should lodge at the last moment a number of
amendments, the volume and complexity of which
are such that other parties are put at a decided
disadvantage? That seems to be a discourtesy to
the Parliament.
The Presiding Officer (Mr George Reid): I am
grateful to Mr Aitken for giving notice of the point
of order. He is correct in saying that the
amendments were lodged in the name of the
Minister for Communities on Monday, which was
the last day for doing so. The Executive has a selfimposed target of lodging amendments five days
before proceedings on a bill. Clearly, the target
was not met in this case, but I point out that it is
only a target and that there has been no breach of
standing orders.
We move to stage 3 consideration of the
Antisocial Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill. Members
should have the bill as amended at stage 2—that
is, SP Bill 12A—the marshalled list, which contains
all amendments that have been selected for
debate, and the groupings.
I will allow a voting period of two minutes for the
first divisions this morning and this afternoon.
Thereafter I will allow a voting period of one
minute for the first division after a debate on a
group. The voting period for all other divisions will
be 30 seconds.
Section 1—Antisocial behaviour strategies
The Presiding Officer: Amendment 40, in the
name of Donald Gorrie, is in a group on its own.
09:32
Donald Gorrie (Central Scotland) (LD): I have
promoted myself. I assure members that the red
tie that I am wearing is very similar to one that
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Charles Kennedy repeatedly wears, so it is a very
loyal tie. The colour has no other connotations.
The Liberal Democrats support the bill as part of
a package of measures to deal with the grave
problem of antisocial behaviour that exists in some
parts of the country. Part 1, on antisocial
behaviour strategies, sets out many of the other
parts of that package and so is important to us.
We welcomed the amendments at stage 2 that
strengthened part 1.
I remind members that section 1(3) as amended
requires local authorities, in publishing their
strategy, to set out the extent and types of
antisocial behaviour in their area and to
“specify the range and availability in the authority’s area of
any services—
(i) for persons under the age of 16 years; and
(ii) for persons generally,
which are designed to deal with antisocial behaviour … the
consequences of such behaviour or the prevention of such
behaviour”.

Prevention is an important aspect. Local
authorities must also specify their services for
helping victims and witnesses and for the
provision of mediation, which is also important.
Amendment 40 would add a bit to section 1(3) to
include community consultation in areas that begin
to be affected by antisocial behaviour. It is
important to nip problems in the bud so that the
provisions in the bill do not have to be used as
much because the problems have already been
solved.
Under amendment 40, councils would have to
specify arrangements for consulting community
bodies, particularly those that involve young
people. Collectively, we are not good at consulting
and listening to young people, even though they
have an important input to make to decisions
about the activities and provision in an area that
would help to provide legitimate leisure interests
for young people so that they do not get into
trouble. Amendment 40 relates specifically to local
consultation,
not
necessarily
consultation
throughout a council area. In areas in which
antisocial behaviour is likely to happen, the council
would have to take measures to consult people
properly.
I urge the minister to make it clear that adequate
funding will be provided for all the measures in the
strategies so that councils can deliver good
services. A lot of money has already been
specified and is in the pipeline, but it would help if
the minister could reassure us that through the
use of either existing money or, if required,
additional money, councils will be able to provide
good services to tackle antisocial behaviour in
many different ways and not only through the bill.
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I move amendment 40.
Ms Sandra White (Glasgow) (SNP): I am not
sure that I support Charles Kennedy of the Lib
Dems, but I certainly support Donald Gorrie’s
amendment 40. As he says, local authorities
throughout the country have special strategies in
place and funding is a key issue for them.
The bill’s remit is to address antisocial
behaviour. Part 1 will ensure that strategies are
put in place to enable councils to do that. It will
allow the police and local authorities to get
together to make provision for strategies. It is
eminently sensible to involve the communities and
people who are affected by antisocial behaviour. I
have always taken the view that the bill should be
more about prevention than about punitive
measures. Amendment 40, which would come
near the start of the bill, would go a long way
towards preventing antisocial behaviour because it
would allow us to address issues with local people
and communities.
The
Scottish
National
Party
supports
amendment 40, because it is sensible to engage
with local communities and young people to ask
exactly how they are affected by antisocial
behaviour and what they would like to be included
in the strategy. Amendment 40 would be a good
way to start. I urge the Executive to accept Donald
Gorrie’s amendment and to show communities
and local people that in dealing with antisocial
behaviour we are serious about preventive
measures and about engaging with communities.
Johann Lamont (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab):
There is no problem with amendment 40—
everyone is in favour of consultation—but it is
worth while to say at the beginning of the stage 3
debate that people in my constituency and other
constituencies did not wait to be consulted on
whether they thought there was a problem. They
were determined to stand up for their communities
and to say that there was a problem, and they
deserved to be listened to. We are having the
debate because people in my constituency and
elsewhere had had enough. They did not wait for
somebody to ask them what would be a good
strategy; they said that what was going on was
unacceptable and told us that we had a
responsibility to address the problem.
Ms White: I understand Johann Lamont’s point,
but I am saying—and I think Donald Gorrie is,
too—that the consultation would be an addition to
the strategies, not a separate measure. It would let
people know that we are engaging with them.
Johann
Lamont:
I
am
not
against
consultation—it has a role—but we should
congratulate the people in local communities who
demanded that we listen to them. Because we did
not listen to people, the problems got worse and
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worse until we had a crisis, which was a much
bigger and more difficult problem. My point is that,
in consulting, we must recognise that people have
already expressed strong views. We must ask
agencies, police and housing authorities now to
listen to what people are saying, and to get people
involved at an early stage, so that we do not have
more difficult problems later on.
I do not have a problem with supporting Donald
Gorrie’s amendment, because it is important to
talk to young people. However, we have to be
imaginative about how we consult people. Some
consultations manage to get about 14 people in a
room,
but
when
communities
organise
themselves, they manage to get 1,000 people in a
hall. We should not simply speak to those people
with whom we feel comfortable discussing such
issues. If we speak to people, and offer them
solutions, we will perhaps have community
harmony in dealing with issues, rather than
conflict.
Bill
Aitken
(Glasgow)
(Con):
The
Conservatives do not find amendment 40 in any
way objectionable, but we question whether it is
necessary. Consultation is always a good thing,
but it would seem that there are already plenty of
mediums by which consultation can be carried out,
through community councils, local authorities and
community groups generally. Therefore, well
meaning though the amendment is, we question
whether it is particularly useful.
The Deputy Minister for Communities (Mrs
Mary Mulligan): Amendment 40 provides further
detail in the bill about what local antisocial
behaviour
strategies—prepared
by
local
authorities and the police, in consultation with
other community partners—should contain. I can
confirm that the Executive supports the
amendment, and I hope that the Parliament will
support it too. Local antisocial behaviour strategies
are in many ways a significant part of the bill. They
are the mechanism by which we will ensure
effective engagement of local agencies and local
people in the effort to tackle antisocial behaviour
at a local level. They will follow on from the pattern
established, as Johann Lamont has said, by
people taking the issues to politicians and others
and ensuring that they are listened to.
The bill already contains a significant amount of
detail about what each local strategy should
contain. That will be supplemented by the
guidance on antisocial behaviour strategies that
ministers will issue. A draft of that guidance has
already been provided to interested members.
However, we agree that it would be useful to make
specific provision in section 1 to ensure that
strategies contain information about how local
agencies will engage with people at the
neighbourhood or estate level. As Donald Gorrie
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has said, it will be essential that the younger
people on our estates and in our communities are
also consulted as part of that process.
Donald Gorrie raised the question of resources.
The Executive has committed more than £60
million to antisocial behaviour strategies, £50
million of which will come through the local
authorities. The rest will be to provide innovative
pilots with support. My colleague the Minister for
Justice has provided £35 million from her budget,
specifically to consider services and programmes
for young people. That is a commitment from the
Executive that is not just about passing legislation
but about ensuring that it is adequately funded so
that it delivers the results that we want. I hope that
that reassures members, and that they will support
amendment 40.
Donald Gorrie: The assurance by the minister
about the money is very welcome. I hope that the
funding will be continuing. We have a bad habit of
starting off good projects and, after two or three
years, not funding them. Continuing funding will be
very welcome. The amendment will not cure all the
ills of the world, but it will improve the position of
the strategy, and it will help councils to deal better
with the whole issue. Some councils already deal
with it better than others do. It will give
communities a voice, and it will perhaps get older
and younger people speaking to each other.
Elaine Smith (Coatbridge and Chryston)
(Lab): Does Donald Gorrie agree that other
groups that should be consulted on the strategy
include the National Autistic Society and disability
groups that represent people with fears about the
issues that we are discussing?
09:45
Donald Gorrie: Yes. We will deal with that later
on, but it is important for staff in each of those
areas to be properly trained. It is important to
consult people who have concerns and I hope that
they will be involved in local consultations. I hope
that the Parliament will support my amendment.
The Presiding Officer: The question is, that
amendment 40 be agreed to.
Amendment 40 agreed to.
Section 4—Antisocial behaviour orders
The Presiding Officer: Group 2 is on antisocial
behaviour orders for children. Amendment 41, in
the name of the minister, is grouped with
amendments 42, 44, 47 and 48.
The Minister for Communities (Ms Margaret
Curran): The extension of antisocial behaviour
orders to 12 to 15-year-olds is one of the headline
policies in the bill. From the outset, we have said
that ASBOs for under-16s should not replace the
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children’s hearings system as the primary forum
for dealing with children who offend, and they will
not. The orders are intended to deal with a small
number of persistently difficult young people for
whom the hearings system has not proved to be
effective in changing behaviour. However, it was
clear during consideration at stage 2 that
members of the Communities Committee were
concerned about the prospect of ASBOs
becoming the routine way to deal with under-16s
who engage in antisocial behaviour. Clearly that is
not what we want, and I agreed to consider
lodging amendments at stage 3 to help to alleviate
the committee’s concerns.

that we propose today, the sheriff will retain the
power when granting a full ASBO to refer the
young person to a hearing so that wider support
measures can be put in place. I hope that that
reassures members. It is our firm belief that
children’s hearings remain the most appropriate
forum for dealing with antisocial behaviour by
young people when voluntary measures are not
effective and that, when ASBOs are used, the
process should be properly integrated with the role
of the principal reporter and the children’s
hearings system. The amendments that we
propose protect both communities and the
interests of the child.

Our starting point was that consultation with the
principal reporter, and a requirement for the sheriff
to have regard to the view of the principal reporter,
was the right approach to take to ensure that the
child’s wider circumstances are taken fully into
account while avoiding unnecessary bureaucracy.
That is what was provided by the bill as
introduced. Having further investigated the
options, and having listened to the committee, we
believe that the requirement for a hearing to be
convened to give advice to the sheriff before a
decision is made on whether to impose an ASBO
is a reasonable additional check.

Amendments 47 and 48 are minor technical
amendments to put beyond doubt the fact that the
provision made in section 9A to prevent the
detention of children for breach of an ASBO
applies also to the breach of an ASBO that is
made on conviction in the criminal court.

Advice from the hearing would not be required
before a court could impose an interim ASBO.
That approach ensures that immediate protection
can still be provided for the community and that
the views of a hearing can be fed into the process
before a full ASBO is imposed. Amendment 42
provides for that and amendment 41 is a
consequential amendment.
Obviously, we do not want to create an overly
complicated system that does little to support
children or to protect people and their
communities. We have consulted the Scottish
Children’s Reporter Administration on the
amendments, and it assures us that advice
hearings for ASBOs could be turned around
speedily. Advice hearings already exist for the
small number of under-16s who are prosecuted in
the criminal courts and they are convened quickly.
We want to ensure that, before granting an
interim order, a sheriff takes account of any views
that are expressed by the principal reporter, and
amendment 44 fulfils that. I know that the
provision has the support of the Communities
Committee, as it was considered at stage 2, but
the amendment was not pressed, as we made a
commitment to consider the issue along with the
roles of the hearings system and the principal
reporter in the ASBO process. I thank members of
the committee for the opportunity to consider the
options further before stage 3, which was
extremely helpful.
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In addition to the provisions in the amendments

I move amendment 41.
Nicola Sturgeon (Glasgow) (SNP): I warmly
welcome the amendments, which address
concerns that were raised by the Justice 2
Committee at stage 1 and by the Communities
Committee at stage 2 about the marginal role of
the children’s hearings system in the procedure for
granting an ASBO in respect of a child in the bill
as introduced. At stage 1, many witnesses thought
that if ASBOs were to be introduced for under-16s,
the children’s hearings system should be the
principal decision maker rather than the decision
being handed over to a court. At the very least,
there was consensus that the children’s hearings
system should have a central role in the process.
The reasoning is that the children’s hearings
system, unlike any court, has a responsibility to
consider all the circumstances of the child, not just
the offending behaviour. The children’s hearings
system is the most appropriate forum in which to
deal with children who are offending and I was
glad to hear the minister reaffirm that position
today.
I am pleased that the amendments in the group
go further than the recommendations that the
Justice 2 Committee made at stage 1. The
committee recommended that after granting an
ASBO, the sheriff should require the principal
reporter to refer the child’s case to a hearing. The
amendments will ensure that the hearings system
is involved before decisions are made, which is a
welcome step forward.
I welcome the amendments, which address
important concerns. They will improve the bill, so
we will be happy to support them.
Bill Aitken: The amendments are welcome and
worth while. As the minister knows, we have
concerns about the efficacy of the children’s
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hearings system in dealing with 14 and 15-yearolds. That battle was lost, but the minister has
taken appropriate action by extending ASBO
provisions in respect of such offenders.

antisocial behaviour affects are frustrated that the
children’s hearings system apparently lets them
down through those delays and the inadequacy of
the disposals and resources that are available.

It remains to be seen whether ASBOs will be as
effective as we all hope that they will be. Some
concerns have been raised about that route, but
what is proposed today is welcome and we shall
support the amendments.

What is required is not new laws, but more
availability of intervention. If resources are the
problem and are not available after we have
antisocial behaviour orders, why on earth should
the orders work any better than what we have
now? The problem is that failure to keep to an
antisocial behaviour order does not bring the
offender back to where they started. A child is not
brought back in front of a panel because a
decision, verdict or whatever has not been acted
on, because breaching an ASBO is a criminal
offence. Instead of coming back to where they
started, they start on an escalator—the case goes
before a sheriff, there is imprisonment and matters
get way out of control.

Donald Gorrie: I, too, welcome the
amendments. The Communities Committee
reflected the concern that several people
expressed to it that the bill appeared to downgrade
children’s panels. I know that that was not the
intention, but the bill was interpreted in that way. It
is important that ministers have reacted to that and
that the Minister for Communities has made it
clear that children’s panels play a prime part. A
children’s hearing must be held to consider a
normal antisocial behaviour order. When an
interim order is involved and speed is of necessity,
the reporter will have to be consulted. That is right.
Several later amendments along the same lines
will reinforce the importance of the children’s
hearings system in the procedure, so they are also
welcome.
Colin Fox (Lothians) (SSP): As others have
said, the amendments that the minister proposes
are clearly a response to those who feel that the
children’s hearings system will be bypassed or
downgraded. I share that concern, which has been
a recurring theme in the evidence that various
committees have presented.
At the outset of the debate, it is right that we
establish and are all clear that the children’s
hearings system works. I am sure that the minister
agrees with that. Bill Aitken has said that the
system is failing 14 and 15-year-olds, but I beg to
differ. The key is that the children’s hearings
system must be fully resourced so that when a
decision is taken, a choice of interventions is
available to deal with the problem, which blights
communities throughout Scotland, as the minister
said.
It is right to make it clear that communities want
relief from the problem and are looking for what
works. We know what works: a fully resourced
children’s hearings system. Unfortunately, my
concern is that we do not have that when the
delay between a youngster committing an offence
and appearing before a hearing is nine, 10 or 11
weeks and when many of the disposals that
panels request are not available or are not acted
on by the necessary social work, education or
other agencies.
I ask the minister to reply to those points and to
understand that panel members and—more
important—people in the communities that

The Executive has assured us that it envisages
a low number of ASBOs being sought and used,
and that it is not seeking to criminalise youngsters.
Frankly, that is not enough. As the minister knows,
the same excluded youngsters will be jettisoned
into the courts and into custody. Above all, in the
long run, ASBOs will not provide the solution that
communities seek: relief from the problem and the
nuisance that they suffer. I hope that the whole
Parliament believes that they are entitled to such
relief, but the issue is more about resources than it
is about more laws.
Scott Barrie (Dunfermline West) (Lab): I, too,
welcome the amendments in the minister’s name.
As the minister will be aware, they are very similar
to amendments that I lodged at stage 2, and I am
glad that the minister has brought them back in
this fashion, as she said she would. Those of us
who support and have an interest in the children’s
hearings system must see ASBOs as an additional
power, not an attempt to bypass the system. Colin
Fox has got it wrong—ASBOs will be part of the
children’s hearings system and any breaches of
those orders will be dealt with within the system,
rather than in the adult courts. It is important that
we remember that.
As the minister said, we were keen to ensure
that the system was not overly complicated. We
did not want to have both a children’s hearings
system dealing with under-16s, as is appropriate,
and a court system dealing with the same group.
We wanted to ensure that the two systems were
closely tied together, which is what amendment 42
does. I was glad to hear the minister say in her
introductory remarks that the discussions that
have taken place with the Scottish Children’s
Reporter Administration indicate clearly that it is
confident that it will be able to bring cases to a
speedy hearing, so that there are not undue
delays. The key point about using antisocial
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behaviour orders for a very small minority of
under-16s is that they should be a quick and
effective solution. We must not end up with a
bureaucratic system that militates against the best
interests of children.
I am glad that the Executive has lodged these
amendments and am sure that the whole chamber
will support them.
The Presiding Officer: I ask members to keep
their speeches tight, as we must get through group
3 by 12 minutes past 10.
Elaine Smith: I remain concerned about ASBOs
for children. However, given that most of the
chamber supports the approach, I welcome the
amendments that have been lodged and will
support them. I have already expressed my
concerns in committee, so I will not reiterate them.
Will the minister clarify that the amendments have
been lodged in the recognition that children’s
ASBOs must be different from adult ASBOs? We
cannot simply copy the existing system, because
children require different responses. Will the
minister indicate what the process and penalty will
be if children breach ASBOs? It is important for
the chamber to hear that.
Ms Curran: This has been an interesting
debate. I am happy that the broad consensus is
that the Executive has responded to the
committee’s concerns. It is appropriate that when
we hear evidence we recognise the scale of the
issues that are flagged up to us. The debate has
given me the opportunity to be very clear about
the significance of the children’s hearings system
in dealing with a range of issues that affect young
people in Scotland. We want to protect that
system.
When the proposals were first made, it was
implied that we had a hidden agenda to undermine
the children’s hearings system. During the bill
process, we have clarified that that was never our
intention. However, I do not share the
complacency that Colin Fox showed in his speech
about the serious issues that remain in our
communities and that systems and structures
have not dealt with properly—either in the
interests of those communities or, fundamentally,
in the interests of the young people who
perpetrate serious acts of disorder. It is not in the
interests of those young people to allow such
problems to go unchecked.
Undoubtedly, the system can be improved—the
Executive is very clear about that. We recognise
that
in
some
cases
the
hearings’
recommendations have not been implemented
and we are undertaking a full-scale review of the
children’s hearings system to address that issue.
Members should get away from thinking that
resources are always the answer to some of the
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profound social problems that we face.
Undoubtedly, they are the answer at times and I
would be the first to argue for resources when I
think that that is appropriate, but there is more at
play here. We have to be prepared to marshal the
organisations that we have at our hands to ensure
that they work more effectively, and that is exactly
what we seek to do. Scott Barrie addressed some
of the concerns in his comments. If there are more
detailed issues, I will respond appropriately to
members.
Amendment 41 agreed to.
Amendment 42 moved—[Ms Margaret Curran]—
and agreed to.
10:00
The Presiding Officer: Group 3 is on periods
for which antisocial behaviour orders may apply.
Amendment 83, in the name of Stewart
Stevenson, is grouped with amendments 86, 88
and 90.
Stewart Stevenson (Banff and Buchan)
(SNP): The amendments deal with a simple issue.
Given that the bill seeks to extend the remit and
range of ASBOs, it is right that we look at some of
the ways in which they work. It is somewhat
surprising to many people that ASBOs can be
imposed without limit of time. An ASBO can be a
life sentence for some, whereas the whole point of
such an order is to address behaviour that is
antisocial, to ensure that people conform to the
standards that society requires of them and to
prevent recurrence of the antisocial behaviour. If
an ASBO needs to last for the lifetime of a person,
we have to ask whether we have reformed the
behaviour of that person. If the person continues
to misbehave, there are other remedies.
The imposition of ASBOs carries with it a civil
liberties danger. If an ASBO is imposed on
someone without limit of time—for the rest of their
life—and they respond to it by behaving, they
might not realise that the ASBO is hanging over
them 10 years later when they apply for a position
that requires information about their criminal
record to be provided to a prospective employer.
That would condemn that person’s career
prospects and involvement in a range of
community activities.
I seek to ensure that, when ASBOs are
imposed, a specific timetable is attached. If there
is a timetable, the order can be renewed if
necessary. I do not say that the timetable needs to
be specific; if the court thinks that 30 years is the
right time limit, so be it. However, it seems bizarre
that ASBOs should be a life sentence. I will also
move the other amendments in the group unless
the minister can come up with some convincing
arguments.
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I move amendment 83.
Bill Aitken: Amendment 83, as proposed by
Stewart Stevenson, has some merit. It occurs to
us that an open-ended prohibition is simply not
acceptable. As the member correctly says, if an
individual is subject to a lifelong ASBO, it would be
astonishing if other measures had not been taken
against that individual to prevent his behaviour
from being a nuisance or threat to wider society. It
is draconian to apply an order sine die; we do not
consider it appropriate to do so and we shall
support Mr Stevenson’s amendment 83.
Ms Curran: I am sure that Stewart Stevenson
would expect me to come up with convincing
arguments in all cases.
Amendment 83 is intended to ensure that
antisocial behaviour orders that are made in the
civil court will be granted only for a specified
period and will not be granted indefinitely.
Amendment 88 would have the same effect in
relation to ASBOs that are made on conviction in
the criminal court.
We resist the amendments because there might
be cases in which it is necessary and
proportionate for a court to prohibit certain types of
behaviour indefinitely. It is intended that an ASBO
should protect the public from further antisocial
behaviour; the order will be granted only if it is
necessary. In our view, the court should have the
discretion to make prohibitions that apply
indefinitely where that is necessary.
Stewart Stevenson: I invite the minister to give
us some examples of where that might be
necessary.
Ms Curran: I will pursue my speaking notes and
hope to persuade the member.
Guidance on applying for ASBOs states that,
when making an application, local authorities and
registered social landlords should decide what
duration of the order to seek, up to and including
an indefinite period of time. The guidance reminds
authorities that, in considering what duration to
seek, the prohibitions should be those that are
necessary to protect the relevant persons from
further antisocial acts. Any decision by a court
should be reasonable and proportionate, so the
length of time for which the prohibition order
should apply will be one of the main factors that
will need to be considered. In doing that, courts
will need to bear in mind the period that has been
requested by the authority that applied for the
order.
We think it appropriate that sheriffs should have
the option of making an indefinite order when the
facts and circumstances of the case mean that
such an order is necessary to protect others from
further antisocial behaviour. For example, it would
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be reasonable for an individual to be prohibited
indefinitely from verbally abusing their neighbour.
The concern that has been raised appears to be
around the conditions that will be imposed. For
example, it has been argued that indefinitely
prohibiting an individual from entering a certain
street would be disproportionate, especially if the
prohibition applied to a young person who might
be arrested for breaking the on-going condition
long after they had grown out of the behaviour that
had caused the problem. However, authorities will
be required to have regard to the Executive’s
guidance on the reviewing of such orders. We
have provided the Communities Committee with a
copy of the draft guidance, which will be consulted
on before the new measures are implemented.
The draft guidance provides that authorities should
review the order regularly—certainly every six
months—to assess what effect it is having. I hope
that that reassures members.
The draft guidance also requires the relevant
authority to consider at least once per annum
whether the order could be varied or revoked and
formally to record that decision. That will be
particularly important for orders of indefinite
duration. Because 12 to 15-year-olds are likely to
be involved with the children’s hearings system,
the guidance requires that the reporter and the
young person’s supervising officer should be
consulted when the authority checks on the case.
Therefore, safeguards will be in place. It is also
important to remember that an individual can
appeal the ASBO or make an application for it to
be varied or revoked.
Given the cumulative effect of those checks and
given the requirement for courts to impose only
those conditions that, having had regard to the full
circumstances of the case, they believe to be
necessary and proportionate, we believe that
sufficient safeguards are provided for the use of
the option of imposing conditions indefinitely.
Amendments 86 and 90 would amend what
should be specified in the records that authorities
keep of the ASBOs that are imposed by civil and
criminal courts; they are consequential to
amendments 83 and 88, which seek to remove the
possibility of prohibitions applying indefinitely. In
view of what I have said, I ask members to reject
amendment 83 and the other amendments in the
group.
The Presiding Officer: Mr Stevenson, you have
about three and a half minutes to wind up.
Stewart Stevenson: I may not need all that
time, Presiding Officer, but I thank you anyway.
The minister gave an example in response to my
request and I thank her for that. I will not verbally
abuse her for having done so. Of course, no
member would in any way, shape or form suggest
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that someone should not desist from verbally
abusing their neighbour for the rest of their life.
However, that is not the crux of the question. The
question is whether a lifetime ASBO is the
appropriate way of delivering that change in the
individual’s behaviour.
Johann Lamont: Does the member accept that
people deserve protection regardless of whether
the behaviour changes? We should be able to
prohibit the person on whom the ASBO is imposed
from coming near the individual whom they have
harassed even if they decide later that that
harassment was unfair. I am thinking of women
who are victims of domestic abuse. People have a
right to be protected from such behaviour even if it
seems that the person has changed.
Stewart Stevenson: As Johann Lamont knows,
on a number of occasions I have argued strongly
for the rights of victims. We will return to those
rights time and again, because that subject is
absolutely crucial to much of today’s debate.
However, if an ASBO is imposed on someone to
prevent them from verbally abusing their
neighbours, the ASBO should no longer be
required if the person reforms their behaviour such
that they no longer engage in that behaviour over
a period of time. By the same token, when an
ASBO is applied to protect victims who are being
assaulted and intimidated, the person who is
subject to the ASBO could conform to the
requirements of the order and reform their
behaviour.
The minister quite properly pointed out that the
person who is subject to the ASBO has the right to
appeal the order and to apply for it to be lifted. In
reality, of course, those processes require people
to engage legal advice, which will simply not be
done in many circumstances.
I come back to the long-term issue. The person
who has been made subject to a lifelong ASBO
and who has conformed to its requirements might
simply forget that the ASBO exists. The ASBO
might inadvertently have an impact on them
decades later at a point when its conditions are no
longer proportionate to the reason why it was
granted in the first place.
I will press amendment 83.
The Presiding Officer: The question is, that
amendment 83 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Presiding Officer: There will be a division.
For

Adam, Brian (Aberdeen North) (SNP)
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Baird, Shiona (North East Scotland) (Green)
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
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Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)
Cunningham, Roseanna (Perth) (SNP)
Curran, Frances (West of Scotland) (SSP)
Davidson, Mr David (North East Scotland) (Con)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Ewing, Mrs Margaret (Moray) (SNP)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Fox, Colin (Lothians) (SSP)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Gallie, Phil (South of Scotland) (Con)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Goldie, Miss Annabel (West of Scotland) (Con)
Grahame, Christine (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Harper, Robin (Lothians) (Green)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
Kane, Rosie (Glasgow) (SSP)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)
Lochhead, Richard (North East Scotland) (SNP)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Marwick, Tricia (Mid Scotland and Fife) (SNP)
Mather, Jim (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
Mitchell, Margaret (Central Scotland) (Con)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Mundell, David (South of Scotland) (Con)
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Ruskell, Mr Mark (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Green)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)
Scott, John (Ayr) (Con)
Sheridan, Tommy (Glasgow) (SSP)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

Against

Alexander, Ms Wendy (Paisley North) (Lab)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Finnie, Ross (West of Scotland) (LD)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Godman, Trish (West Renfrewshire) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Hughes, Janis (Glasgow Rutherglen) (Lab)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Kerr, Mr Andy (East Kilbride) (Lab)
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Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McCabe, Mr Tom (Hamilton South) (Lab)
McConnell, Mr Jack (Motherwell and Wishaw) (Lab)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeil, Mr Duncan (Greenock and Inverclyde) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Robson, Euan (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (LD)
Rumbles, Mike (West Aberdeenshire and Kincardine) (LD)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Smith, Margaret (Edinburgh West) (LD)
Stephen, Nicol (Aberdeen South) (LD)
Stone, Mr Jamie (Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross)
(LD)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Turner, Dr Jean (Strathkelvin and Bearsden) (Ind)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab)

The Presiding Officer: The result of the division
is: For 48, Against 66, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 83 disagreed to.
Section 6—Appeals: effect on competence of
application under section 5
The Presiding Officer: The fourth group of
amendments concerns antisocial behaviour orders
in general. Amendment 43, in the name of the
minister, is grouped with amendments 84, 85, 45,
46, 50, 89 and 76.
Ms Curran: Amendment 43 is a minor technical
amendment to ensure that a person appealing
against the making or variation of an ASBO cannot
apply to have it varied or revoked while the appeal
is on-going. Amendment 45 is a minor technical
amendment to remove unnecessary wording, as
section 9(7) was removed at stage 2.
Amendments 46 and 76 are also minor technical
amendments to reflect changes to the Criminal
Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995 made by the
recent
Criminal
Procedure
(Amendment)
(Scotland) Act 2004. Amendment 50 makes it
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clear that guidance on ASBOs issued under
section 14A does not cover parenting orders made
under section 12. Parenting orders made under
section 12 will be covered by section 85, which
concerns guidance for parenting orders generally.
I turn now to Stewart Stevenson’s amendments
in this group. Amendments 84 and 89 appear to
be intended to ensure that the rights of individuals
who are subject to ASBOs are protected. I
appreciate
the
intention
behind
those
amendments, but I consider that they are
ultimately unnecessary and could in fact
undermine the protection that is being sought by
communities.
Amendment 84 seeks to provide that an ASBO
is served only if a copy is given to the person
subject to the order. The amendment would
remove the option of serving a copy on the person
who is the subject of an ASBO through sending it
to them by registered post or by the recorded
delivery service. Amendment 89 would have the
same effect for ASBOs made in the criminal court.
The Crime and Disorder Act 1998 already
provides the same options as the bill does for
serving a copy of the order as made or varied and
we have no indication that problems have resulted
from that. We do not want to create a system
whereby an individual is given a major incentive
not to appear in court or to be elusive when
attempts are being made to serve copy orders on
them. We are satisfied that, in most instances, the
orders will be served in person within the court,
but it is important that an alternative approach is
available where the defendant does not appear or
refuses to wait in court for a copy of the order that
is made against him or her. On that basis, I hope
that Stewart Stevenson will be prepared not to
move his amendments.
I move amendment 43.
10:15
Stewart Stevenson: We have no difficulties
with the Executive’s amendments, which are
perfectly sensible. The amendments in my name
have been proposed for consideration by the Law
Society of Scotland, because it has some
concerns about the bill. The argument that the
Law Society deploys is simple: because a breach
of order could result in a criminal conviction, the
Law Society believes that it is essential that the
individual is aware of the extent, terms and
duration of any order. The Law Society believes
that postal citation will not ensure that such
information is necessarily communicated to the
relevant person, whereas personal citation does
not suffer from that disadvantage. On that basis, I
will seek, when the opportunity presents itself, to
press amendments 84 and 89.
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Johann Lamont: I will make a brief contribution
on the basis that the amendments cover general
issues in relation to antisocial behaviour orders—I
will not focus on the technicalities.
I seek reassurance from the minister that the
process by which ASBOs are secured and
monitored will be kept closely under review. She
will be aware that the Scottish Retail Consortium
was keen to argue that the police should have the
right on their own to promote ASBOs. That
proposal was not supported at stage 2, but we
want the police to be proactive and to work with
others in developing ASBOs where they are
necessary.
Although I accept that we do not currently want
the police to have that power, I seek reassurance
that generally the Executive will keep the process
under review and consider evidence from other
places, such as England, where the police have
that power. If, at some stage in the future, it is felt
necessary to review the series of mechanisms
around ASBOs, I hope that the Executive will be
willing to do that.
Ms Curran: I am happy to give Johann Lamont
reassurance that we will keep the series of
mechanisms under review. Of course, we want to
ensure that ASBOs are properly processed. I say
to Stewart Stevenson that there is a
straightforward
disagreement
over
the
amendments that he and the Law Society of
Scotland are proposing. I think that the postal
means is an appropriate way of communicating on
such a serious issue and he does not—majorities
help at times.
Amendment 43 agreed to.
Section 7—Interim antisocial behaviour orders
Amendment 44 moved—[Ms Margaret Curran]—
and agreed to.
Section 8—Notification of making etc of orders
and interim orders
Amendment 84 moved—[Stewart Stevenson].
The Presiding Officer: The question is, that
amendment 84 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Presiding Officer: There will be a division.
For

Adam, Brian (Aberdeen North) (SNP)
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Baird, Shiona (North East Scotland) (Green)
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Cunningham, Roseanna (Perth) (SNP)
Curran, Frances (West of Scotland) (SSP)
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Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Ewing, Fergus (Inverness East, Nairn and Lochaber) (SNP)
Ewing, Mrs Margaret (Moray) (SNP)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Fox, Colin (Lothians) (SSP)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Gallie, Phil (South of Scotland) (Con)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Goldie, Miss Annabel (West of Scotland) (Con)
Grahame, Christine (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Ingram, Mr Adam (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
Kane, Rosie (Glasgow) (SSP)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)
Lochhead, Richard (North East Scotland) (SNP)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Marwick, Tricia (Mid Scotland and Fife) (SNP)
Mather, Jim (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
Mitchell, Margaret (Central Scotland) (Con)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Mundell, David (South of Scotland) (Con)
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Ruskell, Mr Mark (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Green)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)
Scott, John (Ayr) (Con)
Sheridan, Tommy (Glasgow) (SSP)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
Tosh, Murray (West of Scotland) (Con)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

Against

Alexander, Ms Wendy (Paisley North) (Lab)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Finnie, Ross (West of Scotland) (LD)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Godman, Trish (West Renfrewshire) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Hughes, Janis (Glasgow Rutherglen) (Lab)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Kerr, Mr Andy (East Kilbride) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Livingstone, Marilyn (Kirkcaldy) (Lab)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
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Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McCabe, Mr Tom (Hamilton South) (Lab)
McConnell, Mr Jack (Motherwell and Wishaw) (Lab)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeil, Mr Duncan (Greenock and Inverclyde) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Robson, Euan (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (LD)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Margaret (Edinburgh West) (LD)
Stephen, Nicol (Aberdeen South) (LD)
Stone, Mr Jamie (Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross)
(LD)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Turner, Dr Jean (Strathkelvin and Bearsden) (Ind)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab)

Abstentions

Rumbles, Mike (West Aberdeenshire and Kincardine) (LD)

The Presiding Officer: The result of the division
is: For 48, Against 64, Abstentions 1.
Amendment 84 disagreed to.
Amendment 85 not moved.
Section 9—Breach of orders
Amendments 45 and 46 moved—[Ms Margaret
Curran]—and agreed to.
Section 9A—Breach of orders: prohibition on
detention of children
Amendments 47 and 48 moved—[Ms Margaret
Curran]—and agreed to.
Section 12A—Short Scottish secure tenancies
The Presiding Officer: Group 5 concerns
antisocial behaviour orders and short Scottish
secure tenancies. Amendment 49, in the name of
the minister, is grouped with amendments 80 and
81.
Ms Curran: Amendments 49, 80 and 81 return
to an issue that we debated at stage 2. I hope that
members will understand our reasons for seeking
to overturn amendments that the Communities
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Committee agreed to at that stage. It is not
something that Mary Mulligan or I do lightly.
Members of the committee will know that this is
the only issue in the entire bill on which we have
sought to challenge the decisions of the committee
at stage 2. I repeat how seriously I take the views
of committees on legislation, but we seek to
overturn the stage 2 amendments because we
believe strongly that it is the right thing to do.
Contrary to the intentions of those who
supported the amendments lodged by Elaine
Smith and Stewart Stevenson at stage 2, those
amendments would mean that more families faced
the prospect of eviction from their homes because
of antisocial behaviour by one of the family
members. I recognise the intention behind Elaine
Smith’s argument, but I genuinely believe that it
would offer a perverse incentive that would be
contrary to what she is trying to achieve.
The issue is not straightforward. Before I explain
in more detail why we have lodged amendments
49, 80 and 81, I will give some of the background.
As members of the committee will know, ASBOs
for adults were introduced by the Crime and
Disorder Act 1998. The next development was that
section 35 of the Housing (Scotland) Act 2001,
which I am sure some of us remember very well,
allowed public sector landlords, local authorities or
registered social landlords to serve a notice on a
tenant to convert their tenancy to a short Scottish
secure tenancy when the tenant or a person
residing with the tenant was subject to an ASBO. It
is important to note that that is a power; it is not a
duty. Crucially, if a tenancy is converted to an
SSST, obligations on the landlord to support the
tenant kick in. Landlords must provide support to
enable the tenant to convert back to a full Scottish
secure tenancy after 12 months. In addition, the
tenant has a right of appeal to the courts if they do
not agree with the conversion of their tenancy to
an SSST. That is the present position; it is where
we were before the introduction of the bill.
Members who were involved will remember that
considerable discussion took place on section 35
of the 2001 act. However, I recall that, once
people understood why we wanted a link between
ASBOs and SSSTs, and understood the support
arrangements that would be put in place when that
link was made, they offered general support for
the idea. I believe that that was correct.
From my experience and from what I have heard
from other MSPs, I know that landlords have used
the link on a number of occasions and have done
so responsibly. They have converted a tenancy to
an SSST because an adult in the property was
subject to an ASBO. They have put in support and
successfully changed the difficult behaviour, after
which the tenancy has been converted back to an
SST. Without that intervention, recourse to an
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eviction would have been much more likely.
It is because of such experience that we have
sought to allow tenancies to be converted to
SSSTs if the ASBO has been made in respect of
someone who is under 16 or if the ASBO has
been imposed by a criminal court. Let me be as
clear about this as I can—that is what Elaine
Smith and Stewart Stevenson’s stage 2
amendments would prevent. I recognise their
motives but believe them to be misguided. Their
amendments would not have the impact that they
intended.
I strongly defend the need to maintain the option
to convert a tenancy to a short SST if ASBOs are
made in respect of someone who is under 16.
Members should not be under the illusion that
preventing the use of SSSTs in cases when an
ASBO has been made on a child will protect the
interests of that child. On the contrary, without the
option of an SSST, landlords who have to deal
with the sometimes very difficult behaviour of
young people in their properties will move straight
for an eviction. That will undoubtedly be their
imperative.
Without the link to tenancies in ASBO cases that
involve 12 to 15-year-olds, we would be failing to
provide a safety net. The short SST provides a
buffer and is always backed up by support. When
a tenancy is converted to an SSST, obligations on
the landlord to support the tenant kick in. We know
that that support can work. As I have said,
landlords must provide support to enable a tenant
to convert back to a full SST after 12 months.
In a similar way, we are moving to reverse the
effect of Stewart Stevenson’s stage 2 amendment,
which would limit the power to convert a tenancy
to a short SST to ASBOs made in the civil court
under section 4. The Executive’s intention is that
the power to convert a tenancy to an SSST should
also be available when an ASBO is made on
conviction in the criminal court. There is no reason
why an ASBO that has been made in a criminal
court should not have the same consequences as
one made in a civil court. As with other ASBOs,
we will ensure through guidance that, when an
ASBO that is imposed by a criminal court does not
relate to behaviour in and around the locality of the
tenancy, the conversion of the tenancy does not
take place.

are about the provision of support to improve the
behaviour of difficult households. The two
members who have been most involved in the
debate have consistently argued for support
provisions and have spoken about the impact and
effect that those can have.
Secondly, those who make the case that we
would be punishing the innocent forget that, in
allowing the link in relation to adults who are
subject to an ASBO, we are providing that the
children of the family may live in a house that is
subject to an SSST because of the behaviour of
their parents.
Thirdly, landlords already have the power to
evict where a person residing or lodging in the
house with a tenant or a person visiting the house
has engaged in an antisocial manner towards
people in the locality of the tenancy. Given that
that provision applies to children under 16, it would
be ridiculous for the power of eviction to be
available in the case of antisocial behaviour that
was caused by a young person and not to have
the power to convert the tenancy of the house in
which they reside to an SSST. That is especially
the case given that conversion to an SSST with
support can be used by landlords as an alternative
to eviction. The stage 2 amendment could have
the opposite effect to that which was intended. If
the option of the SSST and the related support
were not made available, more families would face
speedier eviction.
Others have argued against our position on the
basis that it is unjust that such a tool is available in
relation to public sector tenants when no
equivalent exists for people who live in private
rented accommodation or in their own homes.
Again, I am convinced that those arguments are
wrong.
Obviously, we have to accept that people live in
different types of housing—that is a fact. Because
of that, we need to have different tools to deal with
antisocial behaviour in those different types of
tenure. For example, parts 7 and 8 of the bill relate
exclusively to antisocial behaviour in the private
rented sector. I do not think that arguments were
put forward against those provisions on the ground
that they discriminate against private sector
tenants.

I will now deal with a number of the arguments
that have been made about the Executive’s
position on the proposals. A number of members
who have been involved in the debate expressed
concern about the principle of the link. They argue
that we are punishing innocent members of a
household because of the actions of another
member, but that is not the case.

Another factor that we need to consider in this
context is that private sector tenants or owneroccupiers will not have available to them the
support that must accompany the serving of an
SSST. Again, we are talking about different tools
for different situations. Given that more support is
available to those in the social rented sector, our
position is a reasonable one to take—indeed, it is
appropriate.

First, SSSTs are not about punishment. They

Finally, our opponents have argued that support
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to change behaviour should be available
irrespective of tenure and that therefore the
support that goes with an SSST is not the strong
argument that we have held it up to be. I disagree.
A landlord’s first priority must be to help to improve
the behaviour of their tenants and thereby to
protect tenants whose behaviour does not cause
problems. The responsibilities of landlords are
enshrined in legislation, the principle of which has
never been questioned. Although additional
support could be provided on its own, the short
SST establishes a contract: it makes it clear that
there are obligations on the part of the landlord
and the tenant. Again, members of the Scottish
Parliament have never objected to that principle.
We want to change behaviour for the better. I
remain convinced that the option to convert a
tenancy to a short SST in the circumstances that
an ASBO has been served on a child should be
available.
Dr Sylvia Jackson (Stirling) (Lab): The
minister talked about the support that would be
available. Obviously, that support would be
provided by social services. What structures will
need to be put in place in housing associations in
respect of short SSTs?
Ms Curran: I am afraid that I cannot list off the
top of my head the details of those structures.
From our work in the registered social landlord
sector, we know that short SSTs have been very
effective. They work by stopping antisocial
behaviour, preventing tenants from going down
the road of eviction and allowing them to return to
the SST. The detailed interventions have been put
in place because they are known to be effective.
Although SSSTs can involve a range of support
mechanisms, the key factor is that the
responsibility is that of the landlord. Because that
responsibility was enshrined in section 35 of the
Housing (Scotland) Act 2001, it works. I would be
happy to give Sylvia Jackson the details of the
different models that are used.
Ultimately, the short SST provides an important
buffer for tenants and their families. It can help to
prevent landlords from moving to evict and it can
also change behaviour before eviction is perceived
to be the most appropriate option. The SSST
protects communities, young people and their
families. It must be maintained, which is why I
have taken the very unusual step of seeking to
overturn an amendment agreed to in committee at
stage 2.
I move amendment 49.
The Deputy Presiding Officer (Trish
Godman): A considerable number of members
wish to speak on this group of amendments, so I
would be grateful if they would keep it tight.
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10:30
Elaine Smith: As the minister said, amendment
49 seeks to remove the provisions that were
inserted by a successful stage 2 amendment that
broke the link between ASBOs for children and the
tenancy of their whole family. I remain convinced
that such a link is unjust, and that it would add to
inequality by having one law for the poorer in
society and another for the richer; the bottom line
is that children in the social rented sector and their
families would be treated in a harsher manner
than those in owner-occupied houses for the same
antisocial behaviour. There are many measures in
the bill that should be supported because they will
help to tackle unacceptable behaviour in our
communities, but amendment 49 adds nothing to
that aim. It is discriminatory.
My amendment was lodged at stage 2 to
address concerns that had been raised by Shelter
Scotland, the Scottish Federation of Housing
Associations and Barnardo’s Scotland, and it was
supported by a majority of the committee. I am not
sure what the precedent is for the Executive
overturning a successful stage 2 amendment, but
the fact that it is seeking to do so is disappointing.
The background is that the Executive seems to
be applying ASBOs for children in the same way
that it applies ASBOs for adults with regard to
tenancy. The minister explained how the Housing
(Scotland) Act 2001 linked ASBOs for adults to
tenancy, which was contrary to the original
concept that ASBOs should impact solely on the
individual who performed the behaviour. If
amendment 49 is agreed to, that system will be
extended to children and the powers that are given
to sheriffs to serve ASBOs on under-16s could
lead to a child’s behaviour impacting on the
tenancy of their whole family, including other
children, which could lead to homelessness. That
would mean that there would be more innocent
victims of antisocial behaviour—the people who
live with the child.
Although I remain concerned about ASBOs for
under-16s, welcome changes have been made,
which recognise that children’s ASBOs are
different from adults’ ASBOs. The stage 2
amendment ensured that ASBOs for children
would be different from ASBOs for adults in the
case of SSSTs, and that they would apply equally
to all children. It ensured that a child’s ASBO
would not constitute grounds for converting a
tenancy, which meant that the ASBO would impact
only on the behaviour of the child in question, not
on the whole family. That would not have
undermined the Executive’s view of ASBOs as
effective measures for children. There would still
be robust responses, but they would be the same
for all children. Currently, support for adults with
ASBOs is provided only when a tenancy is being
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converted. For under-16s, it would be more
appropriate to link that support to the ASBO, so
that all children would be treated the same,
whatever housing type they lived in.
In a letter to the Communities Committee, the
Deputy Minister for Communities stated:
“The alternative to maintaining the power for social
landlords to convert a tenancy to a SSST is that landlords
who have serious concerns about the behaviour of young
people living in their properties may move straight for
eviction. There is no doubt that the ASBO could be used as
evidence to support the application for eviction on grounds
of antisocial behaviour.”

But it is not that easy to evict. The court has to
give the go-ahead based on grounds that are
given by the landlord, and it would be expected to
take reasonableness and family circumstances
into account. However, if the tenancy is converted
to an SSST, eviction can take place on application
without any grounds being given, so eviction is
much easier and can be done on the whim of the
landlord. That is ironic, given that the Executive,
rightly, has just received an international award for
having the most progressive legislation on
homelessness in western Europe. This creation of
the risk of eviction for families does not sit well
with the Executive’s progressive agenda, which I
fully support.
Shelter believes that support is an alternative to
eviction and that, as the costs are much the same,
it is better to give support. Why cannot support be
given without conversion to an SSST? The
minister seemed to say that support could be
given, so why not do it? That is a bit of a red
herring, because if amendment 49 is agreed to,
we will not be able to get away from the fact that
the parents and family of a child who lives in social
rented housing will be treated differently in law
from those who live in owner-occupied housing.
That is unfair, and it runs counter to the principles
of social justice; antisocial behaviour, as we know,
is not confined to the children of the working class
who live in rented houses, so responses in law to
antisocial behaviour should not discriminate on
that basis. Surely the perpetrators of the same
antisocial behaviour should be treated in the same
way, regardless of their social background.
The stage 2 amendment would have put all
children on an equal footing in terms of ASBOs,
regardless of housing tenure type. If amendment
49 is agreed to, some children will be treated
differently from others, depending on whether they
live in social rented or owner-occupied
accommodation. That is discriminatory and unjust.
The stage 2 amendment, which the Executive now
seeks to overturn, ensured parity for all children,
irrespective of parental wealth and social
background. On those grounds, I cannot support
the Executive’s amendment 49 and I urge other
members not to do so.
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Stewart Stevenson: I hope that the minister
listened carefully to Elaine Smith’s remarks,
because I found little in them with which I could
disagree. Margaret Curran said that this was not a
straightforward issue, which I accept absolutely,
because it ain’t. When we deal with issues that are
not straightforward, it is important that we return to
the underlying principles and examine the
associated complications against them.
A principle to which Elaine Smith referred, which
I think is important, is that the effects of criminality
on one party should not be borne by non-offending
third parties. Members throughout the chamber
are likely to support that principle. The argument
that the minister deploys is that if a child offends
and is subject to an antisocial behaviour order, it is
positive for that to impact on the adult tenant. That
is a respectable argument in one sense. However,
when the principle is examined against the detail,
it is relatively difficult to apply, because of the lack
of other provisions. The minister differentiated
between power and duty in relation to the SSST. It
is precisely because we discriminate between
categories of tenancy in the existing legislation
and do not have similar provisions and duties to
support people who choose to own their houses
that we end up in this rather complicated morass.
The other important point is that we do not wish
to extend the reach of the criminal law in relation
to children. In a recent debate on the children’s
panel system, I made the point that the system
needs further improvement; I will make that point
again in the future when appropriate. Nonetheless,
the system is at the core of the way in which we
deal with children. Making it work in relation to
ASBOs in a civil context is one thing; making it
work in a criminal context is quite another.
Those are some of the arguments that we
deployed in committee. We had a good and wideranging debate in which members listened to the
arguments and were persuaded by them. I accept
entirely that it is quite proper for the minister to
propose the change to what the committee
decided. I do not criticise her for doing so,
because the argument was finely balanced. It is
perfectly proper that the argument is shared with
the wider Parliament and that responsibility for
perfection in decision making is not just arrogated
to the nine people on the committee. I respect the
fact that the minister has understood that things
are not clear cut in many other parts of the bill and
that she has inserted new powers in relation to
secondary legislation because she cannot make
up her mind about one or two things, such as
holiday homes—we will come to that in due
course.
The argument remains in favour of the
committee’s decision and I will recommend to my
colleagues that they vote against the minister’s
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amendments.
Mary Scanlon (Highlands and Islands) (Con):
We often find at stage 3 that there are strange
alliances throughout the chamber. I am pleased to
say that the Scottish Conservatives will support
Elaine Smith against the Scottish Executive.
As Stewart Stevenson said, there were wideranging discussions and arguments at stage 2. We
still have problems with amendment 49, despite
the case that the minister made. It cannot be right
that a law-abiding family with one child who
engages in antisocial behaviour should have their
housing rights challenged on the basis of that
child’s behaviour. Surely the ethos of the bill is to
address and correct the child’s behaviour rather
than to punish the family by changing the security
of their tenancy and threatening them with
eviction, thereby disrupting the family, who might
be making every effort to correct the child’s
behaviour.
Johann Lamont: Will the member take an
intervention?
Mary Scanlon: I am sure that the member will
have a chance to speak later.
Of all the briefings that we were sent for stage 3,
I was probably most moved by the one from
Barnardo’s, which expressed that organisation’s
disappointment that the minister is seeking to
overturn the amendment that was moved
successfully by Elaine Smith at stage 2. The
briefing also confirms that it needs to be
acknowledged that a person under the age of 16
has no possibility of securing tenancy rights of
their own. It says:
“This amendment by the Minister could lead to young
people being encouraged to move away from their families
in order to protect their parents, or carers’ tenancies.”

I hope that, before they press their voting
buttons, every MSP will consider that point.
Cathie Craigie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth)
(Lab): I fear that members who have spoken in
the debate—and even Barnardo’s—do not
understand the point that we are debating.
Members will be aware—if they are not, they
should be—that, under the Housing (Scotland) Act
2001, which roused great interest when it was
debated in the Parliament, power was given to
local authorities and housing associations to
convert tenancies to SSSTs. That power can be
applied across the board, even if there is a baby in
the house. The measure was provided not as a
way of penalising those families who have young
people in the house or as a way of getting at the
young person, but as a way of inserting an extra
measure before a local authority or a registered
social landlord moved to eviction. It was intended
to be a way of putting in place a package of
measures to ensure that the behaviour that was
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causing offence to the neighbours and the
community could be tackled.
Members such as Elaine Smith have asked why
those measures cannot be put in place before the
situation has got to that stage. Local authorities
and housing associations try to engage with the
tenant to get them to take up the package of
measures that, as elected representatives, we
know are available. However, some people simply
do not want to do that and they must be sent a
message that they are being given a final
opportunity. They need to be told that they have a
year in which to sit down and engage with the
local authority or the housing association and
accept the help that is available.
I understand the sentiment that lay behind the
amendment that Elaine Smith moved at stage 2
and I accept that her arguments about the
differences between the owner-occupied sector
and the rented sector are compelling. However,
we must accept that those differences exist and
that we will not be able to change that situation
with this bill. I have been trying to ensure that the
rights of residents in the private and the public
sector are maintained and improved. I am proud of
the work that the Scottish Parliament has
undertaken on behalf of tenants in the social
rented sector.
I believe that Elaine Smith, some other members
of the Communities Committee and some of the
lobbying groups have got it wrong. If we follow
their suggestions, we could end up with a situation
in which a family with a 10-year-old child who live
in a house in which there is a problem with
antisocial behaviour could have their tenancy
converted to an SSST, but families with children
between the ages of 12 and 15 would not have the
opportunity to access a support package that
could provide them with a final protection against
eviction.
10:45
Before members vote on this issue, they should
ensure that they understand the full details. Elaine
Smith said that, if we support the Executive’s
amendment, people in the social rented sector will
be treated more harshly. Far from that, if we do
not support the Executive’s amendment, those
who have young folk between the ages of 12 and
15 in their families will be denied a vital tool for
correcting their behaviour.
In my local authority area, and in Edinburgh,
Glasgow and Dundee, I understand that several
tenancies have been converted to short Scottish
secure tenancies since the introduction of the
Housing (Scotland) Act 2001. My information is
that, as of last week, none of those SSSTs had
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resulted in the person being evicted; in fact, they
had been converted back to secure tenancies.
Donald Gorrie: During the committee’s
deliberations, I found this to be a difficult issue
and, rather atypically, I abstained. I still find the
issue extremely difficult and some of today’s
speeches, especially Cathie Craigie’s, have been
very helpful, as have some of the discussions that
we have had outside the chamber.
The objectives are to ensure, first, that people
are not evicted; secondly, that the families who
need support get that support; and thirdly, that the
neighbours are protected from unhelpful people.
Party colleagues who represent other areas have
given me examples of families who use the
delinquency of their children as a sort of
smokescreen. They say, “Ha ha, you can’t evict
me,” and the children go on and on antagonising
the neighbours. In such cases, the neighbours
have to be protected, as do the families who have
one tearaway whom they are trying to control,
which is what Elaine Smith and others are arguing.
I am persuaded that the Executive’s proposal
will provide better support for the families and, in
the end, will lessen the chances of an eviction
taking place. In such instances, we have to take
someone’s word for it. We are speculating on what
effect the laws might have, but I find the evidence
of past experience that was quoted by Cathie
Craigie to be influential. Although I am convinced
by some of Elaine Smith’s arguments about
treating people equally, we have to help people
who have serious problems and the Executive’s
proposal on dealing with this very difficult issue is
marginally better. I might be wrong, but on this
occasion I will go with the Executive.
Ms Rosemary Byrne (South of Scotland)
(SSP): We are talking about under-16s and
children. We already have the tools to support
young people who need support. We have the
children’s hearings system, as we have just heard
from Stewart Stevenson. We also have social
services. If those tools are resourced properly, I do
not see any need to go down the road of taking
punitive and draconian measures against families.
If amendment 49 succeeds in removing section
12A, council and housing association tenants will
be discriminated against. As we heard from Elaine
Smith, they will be treated differently from
everyone else. The ability to convert the tenancy
for someone who is living in social housing has
built a major inequality into housing law. Those
who live in social housing could face eviction as a
result of the behaviour of a child, while those who
live in the private sector would face no such threat.
Making a family homeless on the basis of the
behaviour of one member of the household,
particularly that of a child, is not a just or effective
way of preventing, or responding to, antisocial
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behaviour. Evicting a whole family, or putting that
family under threat of eviction, because of the
behaviour of one child will only put the family
under more pressure and that is no way in which
to protect children.
We should consider the care and protection of
our young people and make moves that are not
punitive or draconian. We should try to offer
support in the best sense of the word, which
means supporting the family and the child in the
existing system. Shelter Scotland says:
“The link between ASBOs and tenancies can impact not
just on those who carry out antisocial behaviour but also on
members of their household. This is particularly unjust
given that it can lead to homelessness among children who
have never carried out antisocial behaviour.”

Amendment 49 would represent a backward
step. I urge members to oppose it.
Ms White: Two main issues arise in the debate
on amendment 49. First, as the Executive
admitted, an ASBO would not be granted in
relation to a child as a result of a one-off incident. I
assume—I think that anyone with a piece of
common sense would assume—that a child in
respect of whom an ASBO was made would be
known to social services, the police and other
authorities. As Rosemary Byrne and others rightly
said, that is the point at which the help should kick
in.
Secondly, Sylvia Jackson asked the minister
what packages would be put in place if the link
between ASBOs for children and short Scottish
secure tenancies is restored, but the minister has
not yet given an answer. I hope that she will do so.
Surely any package should be in place before a
tenancy is converted. After all, if an ASBO were
made, families would live under the threat of an
SSST before any help was offered. That is an
important point.
Cathie Craigie said that it is all about helping
people. Surely there are packages that would help
kids without threatening the whole family. If
someone commits a crime, we do not lock up their
whole family.
Cathie Craigie: Will the member give way?
Ms White: I will let the member in in a minute.
Cathie Craigie talked about the rented sector
and the private sector. Amendment 49 would
create a law that would treat people who live in
rented housing entirely differently from people who
live in private housing. That cannot be right.
Cathie Craigie said that we must accept that there
is a difference and she gave an example of how
the situation would affect different children. In a
block of four flats, a 10-year-old who lives in a
rented flat would be treated differently from the kid
who stayed across the landing in a bought house.
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Amendment 49 is ludicrous. The Communities
Committee got it right from the start and it is
ridiculous that the Executive is trying to change
the bill in this way. I wait to hear what the minister
says about the packages that would be put in
place, but we cannot create a two-tier society in
Scotland. Help is available for kids. I urge
members not to support amendments 49, 80 and
81, which are all wrong.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: I call Johann
Lamont. You have a tight three minutes.
Johann Lamont: I support amendment 49. We
simply have to recognise that there are different
tenures. We must ensure that there is a balance of
rights across different tenures, but do the
members who oppose the amendment think that it
would be logical to argue that people in the social
rented sector should never be evicted, because
there is no process for evicting someone who
owns their home?
Ms White: Will the member give way?
Johann Lamont: I cannot take an intervention,
because I have only three minutes.
Equally, if taking action against one person in a
family has an impact on the rest of the family,
does that mean that we should never take punitive
measures against anyone who has a family? That
does not seem logical.
We must acknowledge that we need to use the
levers that are available. I do not recognise Elaine
Smith’s characterisation of ordinary working-class
people as living in the social rented sector and the
rich as living in privately owned homes. The reality
is that ordinary people bought their own homes
because they felt that they were getting insufficient
protection when they were tenants. If we are to
sustain the social rented sector, we must ensure
that the rights of tenants and their families are
protected. If my child was being bullied by the
youngster next door, I would have the right to ask
someone to act.
Tommy Sheridan (Glasgow) (SSP): Will the
member give way?
Johann Lamont: I am sorry, but I have only a
limited amount of time.
We are not saying that action would be taken
against people who have done nothing. Action
would be taken only when a serious problem had
been identified. For example, when youngsters in
a family in Glasgow harassed vulnerable asylum
seekers who lived next door, the only option was
to move the asylum seekers or to evict the family.
Amendment 49 would allow us to address the
problem, to create harmony in the community, to
work on the issues that are causing difficulties and
to give people a chance. Elaine Smith says that if
we are putting in place support packages we
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should just offer them to people anyway. However,
the existence of the provision would concentrate
minds.
I would understand the anxiety if we were
creating a power to evict people immediately. That
is not what amendment 49 would do; it would give
a breathing space in which people would be asked
to consider their behaviour and the behaviour of
their youngsters. That is a protection for
youngsters who are in the social rented sector, not
a threat. People must be honest about the SSST;
it is not a punitive measure, but a supportive one,
although it is one step beyond voluntary support.
Such measures are recognised in every field that
we work in. We should not allow amendment 49 to
be characterised in a false debate about
equality—it is about protecting those in the social
rented sector, not attacking them.
Patrick Harvie (Glasgow) (Green): I am
minded to support Elaine Smith. However, I would
be wrong to listen to my gut feeling on the equality
issue without listening to the minister’s argument.
So far, sufficient commitments have not been
made to convince me that evictions will be less
likely to be granted and more difficult to achieve if
amendment 49 is agreed to. The minister must be
much clearer. The arguments are similar to those
about electronic tagging, which has been
described as an alternative to custody. Too many
people describe such measures as just another
tool in the box. There is a danger that the SSST
will become just another tool in the box and an
additional option instead of an alternative to
eviction. I remind members of the vicious cycle of
eviction and re-housing, which makes the problem
worse. I ask the minister to be more explicit if she
wants to convince.
Ms Curran: The debate has been interesting. I
am comforted by the fact that the Tories do not
support me—I am sure that we will see a few
unholy alliances this morning, which I look forward
to. I recognise Patrick Harvie’s points and Cathie
Craigie and Johann Lamont made effective points.
Let me be clear that for the SSST to be used in
conjunction with an ASBO, the antisocial
behaviour must be linked to the tenancy—it will
not be unconnected. If the behaviour is serious
enough to justify an ASBO being granted, we must
accept that it is our responsibility to ensure that
the behaviour is tackled. We cannot just walk
away and say, “What a shame for the family, their
neighbours and the community. It is a shame that
we cannot find an equal system that can deliver.”
It is incumbent on all members to find solutions to
such problems. We must get real about just how
serious antisocial behaviour is for some people,
such as the asylum seekers Johann Lamont
mentioned. Many members have constituents in
the social rented sector who feel that their plight is
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never properly attended to.

maximised. That is what this power will do.

Patrick Harvie focused on the crux of the matter.
If we do not allow the use of SSSTs, eviction is the
only other option that social landlords will have.
There is no doubt that many people would be
pressed toward eviction because of a lack of
support. We can all sit here and say that support
should be provided and that the quality of
professional intervention should be high enough to
make things happen—
Ms White:
intervention?

Will

the

minister

take

an

Ms Curran: Bear with me while I follow the logic
of my argument.
Sometimes, however, we have to make things
happen. In the previous session of Parliament,
when we debated the Housing (Scotland) Bill, that
was the logic that we followed. When we deal with
serious antisocial behaviour, we must ensure that
support measures kick in before eviction takes
place. The Tories supported that argument then—
this is not the first time that they have been
inconsistent. If we do not make landlords assume
responsibility for sorting out the issues, their only
option will be to move to eviction. A number of
landlords might do that. The Executive is saying
not that landlords should go straight to eviction,
but that they must provide support and that they
have another option in tackling antisocial
behaviour.
When somebody accuses us of being unfair and
treating people unequally, we take that seriously.
However, different tenures exist. If members think
that we should not recognise that and address the
issues, the logic of their position—as Johann
Lamont pointed out—is that we should abolish the
social landlords’ powers of eviction. Landlords
have those powers, and we have all voted for
measures that allow them to use them. We must
recognise that different tenures exist. In the
owner-occupied sector—and there are workingclass people who own their homes—lenders
sometimes move straight for repossession. That is
damaging to owner-occupiers; it is unequal, too,
and the Executive seeks to address that.
Sometimes there are different realities.
The measure that we propose will not allow
people to be unduly evicted, nor is it saying that
people in the social rented sector are lesser. We
are creating a means of ensuring that antisocial
behaviour is prevented and dealt with before the
stage of eviction is reached.
The power will ensure that support is provided. It
will delay evictions, and it will help to solve
antisocial behaviour. That is what we are here
today to talk about. If any of us lived with antisocial
behaviour, as some people in Scotland do, we
would be keen to ensure that solutions were
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11:00
The Presiding Officer (Mr George Reid): The
question is, that amendment 49 be agreed to. Are
we agreed?
Members: No.
The Presiding Officer: There will be a division.
For

Alexander, Ms Wendy (Paisley North) (Lab)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Finnie, Ross (West of Scotland) (LD)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Godman, Trish (West Renfrewshire) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Hughes, Janis (Glasgow Rutherglen) (Lab)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Kerr, Mr Andy (East Kilbride) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Livingstone, Marilyn (Kirkcaldy) (Lab)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
MacDonald, Margo (Lothians) (Ind)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McCabe, Mr Tom (Hamilton South) (Lab)
McConnell, Mr Jack (Motherwell and Wishaw) (Lab)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeil, Mr Duncan (Greenock and Inverclyde) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Morrison, Mr Alasdair (Western Isles) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Robson, Euan (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (LD)
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Rumbles, Mike (West Aberdeenshire and Kincardine) (LD)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Smith, Margaret (Edinburgh West) (LD)
Stephen, Nicol (Aberdeen South) (LD)
Stone, Mr Jamie (Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross)
(LD)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Turner, Dr Jean (Strathkelvin and Bearsden) (Ind)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab)

against

Adam, Brian (Aberdeen North) (SNP)
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Baird, Shiona (North East Scotland) (Green)
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)
Cunningham, Roseanna (Perth) (SNP)
Curran, Frances (West of Scotland) (SSP)
Davidson, Mr David (North East Scotland) (Con)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Ewing, Fergus (Inverness East, Nairn and Lochaber) (SNP)
Ewing, Mrs Margaret (Moray) (SNP)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Fox, Colin (Lothians) (SSP)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Gallie, Phil (South of Scotland) (Con)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Goldie, Miss Annabel (West of Scotland) (Con)
Grahame, Christine (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Harper, Robin (Lothians) (Green)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Ingram, Mr Adam (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
Kane, Rosie (Glasgow) (SSP)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)
Lochhead, Richard (North East Scotland) (SNP)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Marwick, Tricia (Mid Scotland and Fife) (SNP)
Mather, Jim (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
McLetchie, David (Edinburgh Pentlands) (Con)
Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
Mitchell, Margaret (Central Scotland) (Con)
Mundell, David (South of Scotland) (Con)
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Ruskell, Mr Mark (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Green)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)
Scott, John (Ayr) (Con)
Sheridan, Tommy (Glasgow) (SSP)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

abstentions

Tosh, Murray (West of Scotland) (Con)

The Presiding Officer: The result of the division
is: For 69, Against 51, Abstentions 1.
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Amendment 49 agreed to.
Section 14—Records of orders
Amendment 86 not moved.
Section 14A—Guidance in relation to antisocial
behaviour orders
Amendment 50 moved—[Ms Margaret Curran]—
and agreed to.
After section 14A
The Presiding Officer: Group 6 is on research
in relation to antisocial behaviour orders and the
dispersal of groups. Amendment 95, in the name
of Stewart Stevenson, is grouped with
amendments 96 and 164.
Stewart Stevenson: We come, in this group
and the next, to one of the key points of the
legislation, which is dispersal. It is an issue that
has sharply divided opinion, but we should start by
painting some of the background, where I think
that there is no real division. It is acknowledged
that there is a very real problem, which the powers
of dispersal in the bill seek to address. The
Communities Committee travelled the length and
breadth of Scotland to hear from communities.
Every electoral region in Scotland received a visit
from members of the committee. In every visit that
we made we heard the problems of groups, which
differed quite dramatically from region to region. It
would be fair to say, without stigmatising in any
way, that Glasgow and the west of Scotland had a
different character and experienced a more severe
impact of the problems. Even in relatively leafy
areas such as Lossiemouth, though, people
brought real problems to the committee. If
members diverge from the solutions that the
minister and the Executive propose in the bill, it is
certainly not because there is any difference
between us in the recognition of the problem.
I have argued from the outset that the dispersal
powers will make no difference. However, I do not
feel strongly that if we introduce the powers
Armageddon will come upon us, social cohesion
will break down, the rule of law will be
compromised and the whole structure of the
Scottish legal system will fall into disrepute,
because that will not be so.
Whether or not the powers are introduced, the
challenge for the Executive is to demonstrate to
people in Scotland that it has taken steps that
solve the problem. My amendments 95, 96 and
164 challenge the Executive to show, once the
bill’s provisions are implemented, that it is solving
the problem. We have adopted this tactic in
relation to other bills in order to seek greater
review of legislation in operation, and I hope that it
will find favour on this occasion. The Executive is
confident that its proposals will address the
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problem and it will therefore have no difficulty in
gathering evidence in a study to prove that to us.
However, proving to 129 people in the
Parliament that the problem has been solved
stands a distant second to proving to people in
communities throughout Scotland that the problem
has been solved. When the minister talks about
dispersal powers in relation to group 6, and indeed
group 7, I want to hear her state firmly that
legislation is not the only thing that ministers are
thinking about. Legislation without resources will
leave us not one whit better off.
The minister has spoken to police forces. The
police have been vociferous at all levels in their
formal responses to the Parliament and its
committees and they say that the proposed
powers are a waste of time because they already
have the powers. Indeed, in some parts of
Scotland the police have exercised powers of
dispersal within the existing legal framework and it
has been possible for agencies and the criminal
justice system to collaborate to deliver the results
that other parts of Scotland desire so earnestly.
If powers of dispersal are to be introduced, at
least let the minister be prepared to test their
implementation to see whether they deliver what
she claims—that is the objective of my
amendments. In the first instance, the
amendments refer to research on ASBOs,
although I have spent most of my time talking
about amendment 96, which refers to dispersal.
Amendment 164 is essentially technical—it allows
the preparation for research to start when the bill
is enacted, before the sections that relate to
ASBOs and dispersal powers are brought into
force. I am relatively relaxed about the
Parliament’s attitude to amendment 164, but I will
press amendments 95 and 96 with vigour.
I move amendment 95.
Bill Aitken: We listened with interest to what Mr
Stevenson said but, frankly, we think that his
amendments are unnecessary. Research might be
useful and in some circumstances it might be
welcome, but the Executive is able to carry out
such research without legislation on the matter. It
seems that the matter could comfortably be dealt
with by parliamentary committees at the
appropriate time. We see no merit in the
amendments and we will vote against them.
The Deputy Presiding Officer (Murray Tosh): I
call Tommy Sheridan. [Interruption.] In Mr
Sheridan’s absence, I call Nicola Sturgeon.
Nicola Sturgeon: Well, there we go—posted
missing.
I support Stewart Stevenson’s amendments.
Aspects of the bill—in particular, parts 2 and 3—
have caused considerable controversy, but it is
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important to reflect on the fact that much of that
controversy has centred on differing views about
the likely effectiveness of the provisions. That is
not an academic debate. Expectation about the
difference that the provisions can make is high in
communities around Scotland. As legislators, we
have a duty to ensure that what we pass is
effective and that people’s expectations are not
being raised falsely because what we pass cannot
live up to their expectations.
As Stewart Stevenson said, there is no
disagreement about the objective behind the
provisions in part 3 to give the police dispersal
powers, for example. Taking action to deal with
large or small groups of people who are making
life a misery for decent, law-abiding citizens in
communities around Scotland is an honourable
objective and is the right objective. My problem
with what is proposed is that I remain to be
convinced that the provisions will be effective, for
reasons that we have heard at every stage of the
bill from a range of interested parties, such as the
police, voluntary groups and politicians. I am sure
that we will consider such arguments in relation to
the next group of amendments.
My uncertainty about effectiveness gives me
grave reservations about going ahead regardless
and passing the provisions. If the Executive
carries the day, it will be smart government to
build into the legislation not only the possibility of
testing whether the provisions are effective, but an
obligation to do so and to return to Parliament to
account not only to us, but to the people of
Scotland. I ask the Executive to think carefully
about its response to the amendments. Agreement
to the amendments might allow those of us who
continue to have reservations about part 3 to
reserve judgment and to allow the proof of the
pudding to be in the eating.
Tommy Sheridan: I apologise for not being
present earlier—I was called out of the chamber at
an inappropriate moment.
The thrust of the discussion must be about what
works. It is not about what we think will work or
about who can sound the best and the most
sincere about the problems that confront
communities throughout Scotland. Those who are
at the coalface of dealing with the problems say
that the dispersal powers are inappropriate and
unnecessary. I hope that the Executive will begin
to accept that just because groups of individuals,
parties or lobby associations oppose those
powers, that does not mean that those groups are
less sincerely concerned about the problems that
confront communities.
We believe that what is proposed is clearly not
the way forward in Scotland. We should not
restrict rights or allow young people to be
stigmatised, which would allow all young people to
be tarred with the same brush when they do not
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deserve that. For those reasons, I hope that
Stewart Stevenson’s amendments will be given
the maximum support.
11:15
Ms Curran: I welcome Tommy Sheridan’s
comments, because the debate has shifted
considerably in the past year. I was given
responsibility for the bill a year ago, when my
primary task was to persuade people that
antisocial behaviour existed and was a problem. I
am glad that the situation has changed. Mr
McLetchie’s reaction to the First Minister’s
legislative programme was that the debate was
phoney, but I suggest that he would not say that
now—certainly not in Broomhouse, unless he was
a brave man.
I turn to Stewart Stevenson’s amendments and
offer the reassurance that the member is seeking.
We have never suggested that the proposals are
about just legislation. In fact, we have always
emphasised that the opposite is the case. No one
measure can deal with the problem of antisocial
behaviour. A comprehensive approach is required,
as I am sure Stewart Stevenson recognises.
Assessment of the effectiveness of the range of
measures that we are introducing is critical and
essential to what we are trying to do. Bill Aitken
had a point when he said that we would conduct
such an assessment in any event—we research
ASBOs currently. There was a debate in the
committee about ASBOs and the fact that they are
applied unevenly throughout Scotland and we
need to understand why that is the case. I am
keen to know why some local authorities perform
extraordinarily well in tackling antisocial behaviour
through the use of ASBOs, but others do not.
There are issues to be considered.
It is critically important that we monitor and
evaluate the exercise of the dispersal power.
Normally, the Executive’s response would be to
say that it is doing that in any event and that such
provision does not need to be made on the face of
the bill. However, given the Parliament’s desire to
ensure that we analyse appropriately, publish
research and engage appropriately with the
Parliament—Stewart Stevenson spoke about
testing the effectiveness of the power and
examining the detail of its use—I am happy to
support amendment 95. I hope that that gives the
member the reassurance that he was seeking.
We will not support amendment 164, because
we argue that some flexibility is needed in the
commencement of the provision. That is just
proper business management.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: I invite Mr
Stevenson to wind up with a quick lap of honour.
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Stewart Stevenson: That is very kind. It does
the minister great credit that at stage 3, when she
has her army behind her, she has recognised the
force of an argument put by members from other
parties. I thank her for that. I remind the minister
that the real report card will be delivered in 2007.
Our opinion will not matter one whit if she has
failed outside the chamber.
I take on board entirely what the minister said
about amendment 164. When the time comes, I
will not move that amendment.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: The question is,
that amendment 95 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: There will be a
division.
FOR
Adam, Brian (Aberdeen North) (SNP)
Alexander, Ms Wendy (Paisley North) (Lab)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baird, Shiona (North East Scotland) (Green)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Cunningham, Roseanna (Perth) (SNP)
Curran, Frances (West of Scotland) (SSP)
Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ewing, Fergus (Inverness East, Nairn and Lochaber) (SNP)
Ewing, Mrs Margaret (Moray) (SNP)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Finnie, Ross (West of Scotland) (LD)
Fox, Colin (Lothians) (SSP)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Godman, Trish (West Renfrewshire) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Grahame, Christine (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Harper, Robin (Lothians) (Green)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Hughes, Janis (Glasgow Rutherglen) (Lab)
Ingram, Mr Adam (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Kane, Rosie (Glasgow) (SSP)
Kerr, Mr Andy (East Kilbride) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)
Livingstone, Marilyn (Kirkcaldy) (Lab)
Lochhead, Richard (North East Scotland) (SNP)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
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MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
Marwick, Tricia (Mid Scotland and Fife) (SNP)
Mather, Jim (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McCabe, Mr Tom (Hamilton South) (Lab)
McConnell, Mr Jack (Motherwell and Wishaw) (Lab)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeil, Mr Duncan (Greenock and Inverclyde) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Morrison, Mr Alasdair (Western Isles) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Mundell, David (South of Scotland) (Con)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Robson, Euan (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (LD)
Rumbles, Mike (West Aberdeenshire and Kincardine) (LD)
Ruskell, Mr Mark (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Green)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Sheridan, Tommy (Glasgow) (SSP)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Smith, Margaret (Edinburgh West) (LD)
Stephen, Nicol (Aberdeen South) (LD)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Stone, Mr Jamie (Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross)
(LD)
Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Turner, Dr Jean (Strathkelvin and Bearsden) (Ind)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab)

AGAINST
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Davidson, Mr David (North East Scotland) (Con)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Gallie, Phil (South of Scotland) (Con)
Goldie, Miss Annabel (West of Scotland) (Con)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
MacDonald, Margo (Lothians) (Ind)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
McLetchie, David (Edinburgh Pentlands) (Con)
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Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
Mitchell, Margaret (Central Scotland) (Con)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Scott, John (Ayr) (Con)

The Deputy Presiding Officer: The result of
the division is: For 104, Against 16, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 95 agreed to.
Section 16—Authorisations
The Deputy Presiding Officer: Group 7 is on
dispersal of groups. Amendment 51, in the name
of the minister, is grouped with amendments 1, 2,
52, 53 and 3 to 6.
Ms Curran: I have been looking forward to this
debate, because the dispersal of groups has been
the subject of some consideration and public
debate. We now have the proper parliamentary
opportunity to reflect and to decide on the matter.
We have never claimed that dispersal powers
are the only answer or that they will cure all the
problems of disorder on our streets and in our
open spaces. We have always made it clear that
they are but one part of our approach. However,
we will not shy away from doing something to
address the real fears and problems that exist
among young and old alike in communities
throughout Scotland. It is incumbent on the
Parliament to ensure that it comes up with
solutions, instead of just criticising. Too often, I
have heard the fears of local communities
trivialised. That is at best irresponsible and at
worst downright insulting to those who suffer day
and night from antisocial behaviour.
Bill Aitken tried to remove section 16 at stage
2—he failed then and I sincerely hope that he will
fail again today. Throughout consideration of the
dispersal powers, we have on every occasion
sought to emphasise that they would come into
effect only in an area where there is clear
evidence that antisocial behaviour is an ongoing
problem and there is a need to offer those who live
in or around that area a period of respite.
I will now tackle the criticism that section 16 will
simply create no-go areas. The harsh reality is that
we already have many areas that are effectively
no-go areas because so many people experience
harassment and intimidation and cannot walk their
own streets. There are more young people who
are frightened to walk down their streets than
there are young people who commit antisocial
behaviour and it would serve us to ally ourselves
with those young people who are afraid. We have
to do something to restore calm in their
communities and to give those areas back to the
people who want to live in peace and quiet and
without fear. That applies to communities
throughout Scotland—in my constituency, in
Bishopbriggs, in rural areas and, I say to Mr
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in

people. We are obliged in this Parliament to listen
to different arguments that are proposed to us.

There are those who continue to say that people
innocently going about their business—whether
they are young or old—will be moved on by the
police and find themselves subject to criminal
sanction based simply on the opinion of a member
of the public who does not like the look of them.
Such talk is not only irresponsible and belittling of
the real problems that many communities face; it
is fundamentally wrong.

Section 17 ensures that, before an authorisation
can be made, reasonable steps must be taken by
the police to inform those people in and around
the area of their intention. For example, the police
must say how long the period of authorisation will
last and indicate any specified times in that period;
they must also be clear about the area to be
covered by that authorisation.

We have emphasised all along that the dispersal
powers must be seen in the wider context of the
local strategy to tackle antisocial behaviour. That
strategy—in fact, those action plans drawn up by
local authorities and the police in partnership with
community groups and others—will cover
prevention and diversion as well as enforcement
and will be backed up by the resources required to
turn strategic plans into action. I say clearly to the
Parliament and to the communities that might be
listening, that if we introduce dispersal powers not
only will we be curing antisocial behaviour, but we
will help to prevent it. The powers will do much
more for communities and young people than
anything that the Tories or the Scottish Socialist
Party have ever suggested.
I will be clear about what the bill proposes.
Section 16 makes it clear that, in any
circumstance, a senior police officer can authorise
the use of dispersal only if antisocial behaviour
has been a persistent problem and is having a
significant effect in an area. The bill also sets out
that the authorisation will last for a specific period
not exceeding three months. The section refers
appropriately to times or days in that period, for
example, a Friday or Saturday night. Therefore,
the powers will not be employed at the drop of a
hat, they will not be used without proper
consultation and they will be tightly targeted, time
limited and based on evidence of significant,
persistent and serious antisocial behaviour.
Tommy Sheridan: If the use of those powers is
based on evidence of persistent and serious
antisocial behaviour, would it not be better if the
police acted there and then to remove those
youngsters, instead of applying for a dispersal
order?
Ms Curran: Here we see the perverse logic of
the ultra-left—Tommy Sheridan would rather have
us lock up those young people and criminalise
them instead of taking preventive action by saying
to them, “Think again and think about the impact
that you are having”—
Tommy Sheridan: For serious and persistent
behaviour, I would.
Ms Curran: Tommy Sheridan should learn to
listen to arguments instead of always shouting at

Once the authorisation is in place, sections 18
and 19 will enable the constable to give the group
or any member of it a direction to disperse only if
he or she is satisfied that their presence or
behaviour is likely to result in members of the
public being alarmed or distressed. The powers
cannot be used simply to move people on who are
doing nothing wrong and presenting no risk to
others; they may be used if in the constable’s
professional judgment there is a real possibility
that alarm or distress is likely to be caused and
that giving a direction would reduce that
possibility. He or she can act in a pre-emptive way
rather than waiting—as some members would
have it—until an offence is committed. Such a
preventive measure is not currently available to
the police. An individual’s refusal to comply with
the constable’s direction would become an offence
under section 19.
Section 20 provides for the issuing of guidance
to which the police must have regard when they
implement the powers under part 3. Over recent
months, my officials have worked closely with the
police associations and others to develop practical
guidance on the implementation of the provisions.
I am grateful for the police’s support in ensuring
the operational effectiveness of the dispersal
powers. We will draw on that work to prepare draft
guidance for consultation during this summer.
I want to make it clear again—I hope that I do
not offend Patrick Harvie in saying this—that the
provisions in part 3 neither provide sweeping new
powers nor do they add anything to existing
powers. Rather, they offer an additional tool for
dealing with the specific problems that are caused
by the behaviour of groups in areas that are
blighted by persistent disorder. That said, I have
listened to genuine concerns. I believe that
amendments 51 to 53 will further deflect any
criticism by ensuring that the powers can be
exercised only in a measured, proportionate and
time-limited way.
Amendment 51 seeks to put beyond doubt in
what kind of situations the powers could come into
effect. As the bill stands, the dispersal powers can
be exercised only if a senior police officer is
satisfied that antisocial behaviour has been an ongoing problem that is having a significantly
adverse effect on the area. Amendment 51 will
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add “serious” to the tests of “persistent” and
“significant”. The amendment will thereby further
increase the gravity of the antisocial behaviour
problems that would need to be present before
exercise of the powers could be authorised.
Amendment 53 seeks to provide that the
constable must consider whether dispersing the
group would have the effect of causing less alarm
and distress to members of the public in that area.
In addition, amendment 53 seeks to clarify that,
whether or not there is any current or likely risk of
distress or alarm being caused, past behaviour
alone can be a basis for the constable’s exercising
the power.
Amendment 52 is consequential to amendment
53.
Amendments 51 to 53 will further tighten the
conditions under which dispersal directions can be
given. As such, I hope that they will provide
sufficient reassurance that the powers will not be
able to be used as a quick fix for some isolated
incident of low-level disorder and will not be
deployed indiscriminately against those who are
lawfully going about their daily life.
I acknowledge that part 3 has been the subject
of some debate and controversy. That is not
necessarily a bad thing. I believe that the
provisions that will now be contained in the bill
demonstrate that we have listened to both sides of
the debate.
Despite the scorn of those who have argued
otherwise, communities have pleaded for the
powers in part 3. We owe it to them to give them
the respite that the powers will afford. We cannot
afford to let them down today. I hope that the
Parliament will approve amendments 51 to 53 and
reject amendments 1 to 6.
I move amendment 51.
Bill Aitken: As the minister has obviously
anticipated, the effect of amendments 1 to 6 would
be to remove part 3 in its entirety. To our mind, the
wide-ranging powers in part 3 are, as I have said
before, both unnecessary and illiberal. Again, the
existing law has been totally disregarded.
When a group of persons congregates in a
particular location and causes a nuisance, such
nuisance is almost invariably accompanied by
noise and/or by threats to local residents. Those
are the classic ingredients for a charge of breach
of the peace. Quite frankly, the law can deal with
those situations.
The problem is that the Minister for Justice and
the Executive have manifestly failed to enforce the
existing law by issuing the appropriate protection
for members of the public. I fully accept that the
minister is concerned to provide that protection for
the public, but the fact is that our police are under-
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resourced. Moreover, our prosecution service has
traditionally been under-resourced and the
Executive has shown a total lack of willingness to
grasp that particular thistle firmly.
Basically, the minister’s amendment 53 would
mean that, if the police considered that exercising
the powers of dispersal would be likely to cause
more trouble than it was worth, they could decide
not to exercise the powers. That being the case,
we must ask why it is necessary to give the police
those powers anyway, given that they can already
charge the offender with a breach of the peace or
with one of the various offences under the Civic
Government (Scotland) Act 1982 and other
legislation. Why must the Executive always seek
to legislate when it already has the existing
powers and has simply lacked the courage or
determination to use those powers to ease the
problems that it has quite properly identified?
11:30
Ms Curran: Can Bill Aitken tell me what he
would say to the residents of Broomhouse who
say that the existing law has failed dramatically to
address the situation that they are dealing with?
Bill Aitken: I would point out to the residents of
Broomhouse why the existing law is totally
adequate to cope with the problems that they have
to face day by day. I would also ask them why
they are not asking the Executive why it has
manifestly failed to support them in the seven
years that Labour has been in power. Labour
Governments have simply not been able to cope
with problems of disorder and have shown, until
comparatively recently, a total reluctance to stand
up to the minority of people who make life a
misery for the vast majority of decent people. Only
now, largely as a result of the clamour from its
own back benches, has the Executive been
prepared to take any action whatsoever. It is to the
Executive’s eternal shame that that is the position.
If we look at the technicalities of the bill, we see
that some of it is, frankly, disgraceful. Is it not
objectionable that as few as two persons can be
considered a group? The proposals smack of
“Nineteen Eighty-four”. How can any police officer,
or anyone else for that matter, anticipate the
conduct of any individual or group? If there is a
pattern of behaviour in a certain area or if certain
individuals, particularly young people, look
terrifying or as if they might frighten the horses,
that does not necessarily mean that the conduct of
those people is likely to be of a type that results in
police action. I would have thought that a cogent
reason for assuming that they are going to cause
trouble is what they actually do, not what they
might do. The law must, of course, be brought
heavily to bear on those who are prepared to
make life a misery for other people, but that must
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be in response to what they have actually done,
not what it is anticipated that they might do.
The police themselves are extremely unhappy
about much of the bill. They feel that they do not
require the powers and, as I have illustrated, they
are quite correct, because the powers already
exist. Not only will the legislation not work, but it
will succeed in alienating part of our community,
namely young people. Scots law has always and
rightly proceeded on a presumption of innocence.
What the minister is asking us to do is to proceed
on an assumption of guilt. There is a restriction of
movement and of assembly that is more
reminiscent of the South African pass laws than of
the type of legislation that a democratic Parliament
should be passing.
It would be regrettable if the minister’s fairly
cack-handed attempt to buy off the Liberal
Democrats by the use of amendment 51
succeeded. I would have thought that even the
Liberal Democrats would have demanded a
somewhat higher price. The bill’s repressive
nature is unprecedented in Scotland and it should
be resisted by the Parliament as a whole.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: A considerable
number of members want to speak in the limited
time that remains, so I ask members to speak
briefly and to the point.
Jeremy Purvis (Tweeddale, Ettrick and
Lauderdale) (LD): As with the United Nations
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which
enshrines the principle of freedom of peaceful
assembly, in section I of the 1947 Liberal
Manifesto of Oxford, liberals from 19 countries
affirmed the
“Freedom to associate or not to associate”.

The manifesto, a founding document of liberal
principles for half a century now, states:
“Service is the necessary complement of freedom and
every right involves a corresponding duty.”

We recognise, I hope, in this Parliament that we
enjoy our freedoms because we limit those
freedoms to protect others, by choice. While we
voluntarily limit our own freedoms because of
respect for and duty to fellow citizens, we
acknowledge that, at times, those freedoms will be
abused by some in society. Statutory
responsibilities are then required and that is the
responsibility of this Parliament.
In section 16 we are restricting people’s
freedoms because, by causing alarm or distress to
the public, they themselves are infringing the
rights of others. As liberals we must ensure that
limits and thresholds are set for when dispersal
powers are used and that we set them by using
this Parliament’s powers.
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I pay tribute to Donald Gorrie and Margaret
Curran for working together to ensure that the
thresholds that are set by the Parliament are real.
In order for an area to be designated, there has to
be evidence of a “significant”, “persistent” and—
under amendment 51—“serious” problem of
antisocial behaviour there. Police constables will
then be able to police the area using their own
professional judgment—whether that means
working with the father of a boy who is traumatised
by repeated bullying in one part of a town or
working in a small village where people are
constantly harassed by a small group of families. I
have worked with constituents on both those
issues and the police want more powers on both.
Consideration of the bill began with the
antisocial behaviour strategies—there is a legal
duty to put together solutions to problems. Section
III of the Liberal Manifesto of Oxford stated:
“If free institutions are to work effectively, every citizen
must have a sense of moral responsibility towards his
fellow”

citizen
“and take an active part in the affairs of the community.”

That is why I support the bill. The local strategies
will promote what is needed for the co-ordination
of local agencies and the action plans will put
pressure on the agencies to deliver action.
Amendment 51 lifts the threshold to provide a
more liberal tone throughout the entire bill. I
support the amendment.
Colin Fox: I begin by assuring the minister that I
fully understand the strength of feeling in
communities throughout the country about the
need to address and solve the problems that are
associated with groups of young people carrying
out offending behaviour in their areas.
Like the minister and the First Minister, I have
been to Broomhouse this week. I spent Monday
there meeting the save our scheme campaigners,
who are grappling with what the minister calls the
real issues. The people of Broomhouse, like those
of many other schemes in Edinburgh and
throughout Scotland, are grappling with two
decades of being told that there is no chance of
getting a community centre, a youth programme or
facilities. I am sure that they were honoured to
have a visit by the First Minister, who probably
confirmed the same message.
I welcome the minister’s statement that a
comprehensive range of measures is needed to
solve the problem. I also welcome the remarks
attributed to the First Minister when he was in
Broomhouse, which were to the effect that
antisocial behaviour orders on their own will not
solve the problem. It is recognised across the
board that a wide range of measures is required.
Perhaps the Executive is showing signs of having
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been listening to others in the debate over the past
year. I welcome that.
I dissented on the issue in the Justice 2
Committee because I felt that virtually all the
evidence that was put before the committee—I
appreciate that that evidence was different from
that received by the Communities Committee—
stated that the powers of dispersal were not
needed and were not helpful in addressing the
issue. As the minister knows, the proposal was
widely criticised on numerous grounds at
committee. Among the criticisms was the anxiety
that it sends a message that we do not want to
send to young people. We do not want to send a
message to the vast majority of young people in
Scotland—who, as the minister and the Parliament
know well, are a credit to the country and to the
communities that they live in—that there is a
danger that they will be caught up in the dragnet
when they are doing nothing wrong and will be
dispersed from an area. That is a very dangerous
signal to send. The police and young people’s
groups made the point that the measure could set
back a long way relations between the police and
the young people with whom they work.
Ms Curran: I recognise the point that Colin Fox
is making. I assure him that when we drew up the
power and when we reflected on any amendment
that we would bring at stage 3, we did not want to
send any signals to the vast majority of lawabiding young people who, as he says, make a
very important contribution. I ask him to
acknowledge that the very people who suffer from
disorder on the streets are young people because
they cannot use community centres. I visit schools
in my constituency and I guarantee that the first
thing that I am asked—
The Deputy Presiding Officer: Minister, please
speak more closely to your microphone.
Ms Curran: I am sorry—my voice usually
carries.
Young people ask us to do something to reclaim
their streets for them. I ask Colin Fox whether he
knows of any comment that I have ever made that
stigmatises all young people.
Colin Fox: I welcome the minister’s recognition
that it is young people themselves who suffer
more than any other group in our community. That
leads me on to another point of which the minister
is aware. People talk about the young people in
the children’s hearings system as offenders, but
the overwhelming majority of young people in the
system initially went there because of welfare
considerations, not because they were offenders.
In my last minute, I want to take up the point that
the minister touched on—the right of young people
to assemble. That is a human right and it is part of
young people’s civil rights. I am sure that the
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Parliament will want to ensure that powers of
dispersal do not alienate young people or take
away their right to assemble. We must also ensure
that we do not simply disperse problems
elsewhere. In Broomhouse, in Inch, where I live,
and in all the communities that the Communities
Committee has discussed, people would prefer us
to give young people something to do that is better
than hanging about on street corners. If the
Executive did that, it would get the whole country’s
support.
Johann Lamont: I welcome the opportunity to
contribute to the debate on this aspect of the bill.
Some of the opposition to it has been overblown,
overstated and unhelpful. It is reasonable to talk
about giving young people something better to do,
but some things are going on in our communities
that are simply unacceptable. We should not try to
make excuses for that behaviour, no matter how
bored people are.
I agree with Tommy Sheridan that we need to
consider what works, but we should not squeeze
our views on what is happening in our
communities into a preset view of the world. When
I first became an MSP, I was stunned to discover
that the police found it difficult to police this kind of
problem. We have to confront that issue and
consider how to make progress.
The problem is that groups gather and cause
serious and persistent problems in communities.
We are not talking about young people who gather
and do nothing wrong and we are not talking about
a problem that is exaggerated by intolerant older
people. We are not being anti-young. Indeed, the
people who have come to me on this issue are
mums, dads, grans and granddads, all of whom
are committed to giving children a better chance.
People talk about stigmatising young people, but
we ought not to stigmatise people in our
communities who have the courage to raise their
voices and say that there is a problem.
People are intimidated, silenced and in fear. I
accept that such things do not happen throughout
the country, but in some places in Scotland we
have, in effect, outdoor youth clubs. It is part of the
youth culture for people to gather there. They
gather in places that are near youth facilities and
they do so after they have used those facilities.
The reality is that current powers are insufficient
and cannot deal with the kind of group disorder
that is occasionally generated.
Tommy Sheridan says that the police should
simply clear those young people away. I have
asked the police why they do not do that and they
say, “But we can’t stop them coming back.” We
therefore end up in a cycle with the young people
going round and round.
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The Tories tell us that we already have breach
of the peace provisions. However, the groups to
my left in the chamber are uncomfortable with the
use of such provisions because they do not regard
those provisions as being specific enough or as
offering enough protection. In addition, the
provisions do not deal with the particular issue of
group disorder. The police have told me of the
problem of not being able to get witnesses. They
say that it is difficult for them to identify the
individuals responsible. The cumulative group
effect leads to particular problems. That is why we
are talking about a specific power to deal with
group disorder.
The Tories also say that there are not enough
police. I will fight hard to get sufficient policing into
my community to enforce these measures.
However, the police tell me that even when they
target an area and send in lots of police, they still
cannot deal with problems. The difficulty is not just
to do with police numbers but to do with the
structures under which the police operate.
We are saying that enough is enough. The
measure that is being introduced is preventive: it
will warn people to keep away, giving communities
some respite; it will prevent poor behaviour from
escalating into something more serious; and it will
prevent the exploitation of some young women
who are drawn into groups. Do not imagine that if
groups gather, there are not some predatory
people round about them. We have to send out
the message that harassment is unacceptable.
Even if behaviour is defended under the guise of
youth culture, we do not want to live in a Scotland
where young men in particular are encouraged to
believe that gang culture is in any way acceptable.
In some communities, we are seeing a move from
one culture to the other.
We have to strive at all times for a balance of
rights in our communities. None of us has an
absolute right to do whatever we want. I am
comfortable with putting the argument to the
young people in my constituency that we may
have to restrict them a little if we are to protect
people elsewhere.
The approach that is being taken is a modest
one. The bottom line is that it allows communities
a clear point of negotiation with the police and
other agencies. Where there is a problem, it allows
the community to say to the police and other
agencies, “There is a power. Can we now work
together to deal with the problem?”
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electronic tagging of children; and the other is the
power of dispersal.
I am happy to say that the Executive saw sense
on the first issue. It returned to what was said on
the subject of tagging in the partnership
agreement between the Liberal Democrats and
the Labour Party. Tagging will be available only on
the same criteria as those which are used for
secure accommodation. I congratulate the
Executive on amending the bill at stage 2 in
respect of the electronic tagging of children.
However, I am afraid that in the amendments
that it has lodged for today’s debate, the Executive
has not addressed the real issue that lies behind
the power to disperse. It is not the designation of
the area that is the problem but the second stage,
which is the action that is to be taken against
individuals who have done nothing wrong.
When the Justice 2 Committee took evidence on
the bill, no one came forward to support the power
to disperse. For instance, Douglas Keil of the
Scottish Police Federation said:
“Every police officer to whom I have spoken has said that
there are more than enough powers”.—[Official Report,
Justice 2 Committee, 6 January 2004; c 435.]

The Association of Chief Police Officers in
Scotland is also against the power to disperse, as
is the voluntary sector.
Karen Whitefield (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab):
Will the member give way?
Mike Rumbles: No. [Interruption.] Members
should just listen—it helps if people listen.
Charities that have approached me to oppose
dispersal include Barnardo’s Scotland and
ChildLine, both of which are against the power to
disperse. If the power is supported in the
Parliament today, it will drive a coach and horses
through the evidence-based approach to
legislation that the Parliament is supposed to have
adopted.
Many people are specifically concerned that our
hard-won right to peaceful assembly is under
threat. I have heard no valid reason why we
should support this draconian measure. Ministers
accept the fact that the power to disperse was
never part of the partnership agreement—or at
least the First Minister does.
Karen Gillon (Clydesdale) (Lab): Will the
member take an intervention?
Mike Rumbles: No.

11:45
Mike Rumbles (West Aberdeenshire and
Kincardine) (LD): Two issues in the bill have
caused real difficulties: the first is the carte
blanche approach that the Executive took to the

It has been said that, given that the power to
disperse will not be used, opposition to it is
unnecessary. That argument is indefensible. What
self-respecting Parliament would introduce
legislation on the basis that it will not be used? I
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am worried that the power will indeed be used. If it
is, it will serve simply to exacerbate the problem.
The power to disperse will be counterproductive
and will worsen relations with our young people.
Last year, in a debate in the Westminster
Parliament, MPs examined a similar power to
disperse. Simon Hughes lodged an amendment to
remove the power from the UK Government’s Antisocial Behaviour Bill. The Conservatives at
Westminster supported the power to disperse and
voted against the Liberal Democrat amendment,
but I am pleased that the Scottish Conservatives
have not adopted the stance that was taken by
their Westminster colleagues.
I can do no better than to quote what Simon
Hughes said when he was trying to have the
power to disperse removed from the Westminster
bill. He said:
“I will not sign up to legislation that allows the perception
of one person, the views of one person or the reaction of a
group of people to determine who shall be on our streets, in
our parks or at our bus shelters. The reality is that the
provision will most often be used … by groups of adults
who do not like young people hanging around outside
somewhere near them. Sometimes they may go further
than that. They may use it because of prejudice, because
of the hairstyles of a group of people, or because of what
they do, or because of their colour … it would be
unacceptable, in a country that prides itself on civil liberties
… to legislate to prevent people from being present in our
public places if their presence alone causes distress to
someone else.”—[Official Report, House of Commons, 24
June 2003; Vol 407, c 931.]

Nicola Sturgeon: Bill Aitken said that the
provisions smack of “Nineteen Eighty-Four”. I
reassure him that none of us wants to return to the
time when the most illiberal Prime Minister of
modern times was in office.
Part 3 contains the most controversial elements
of the bill. I made it clear earlier that the SNP does
not take issue with the objective of the provisions.
It is absolutely right that more should be done to
prevent groups of people—whether large groups
or small—from making life a misery for law-abiding
people who live peacefully in their communities,
but we have doubts about the likely effectiveness
of the proposals in part 3. We have a duty to raise
those concerns and bring them to the attention of
Parliament to have them fully aired.
There is a concern, not just in the Parliament but
elsewhere in Scotland, that the provisions promise
much more than they can deliver. My concerns
throughout the process have been two-fold. First,
although I do not agree with everything that Mike
Rumbles said, like him I am concerned that the
provisions will be counterproductive. In effect, the
bill will give the police an additional power to
disperse groups of people. The police already
have the power to move on people who are
committing an offence, but if the proposals are
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passed, the police will be able to move people on
simply because they are gathering in a designated
area. The concern is that a power that allows the
police to disperse people who are committing no
offence will undermine valuable and essential
relationships between the police and young
people.
My second concern, which I touched on in the
debate on the previous group of amendments, is
that the powers may be ineffective. We all want
the police to deal more effectively with groups of
people who make other people’s lives a misery,
but the police themselves—to whom we should
listen—have said that they need not extra powers
but the resources that will allow them to use their
existing powers more effectively. That means
more police officers on our streets, not more
powers that they will be unable to use because
they do not have enough police officers to use
them. That is what the police are saying.
The SNP remains to be persuaded that part 3
will have the desired effect, but we are not the only
ones. The weight of evidence to the Justice 2
Committee at stage 1 was sceptical. The important
point—which every single one of us has a duty to
reflect on—is that who is right and who is wrong in
the debate will not be decided by politicians talking
to one another in the chamber today; it will be
determined in the months and years to come in
the communities that the bill is designed to help.
The proof of the pudding will be in the eating,
which is why amendments 95 and 96, in the name
of Stewart Stevenson, are so important. In
accepting them, the Executive has at long last
recognised the legitimate concerns of many
people. Those amendments will place a duty on
the Executive to evaluate the effectiveness of the
proposals, which is extremely important.
I said earlier that if those amendments are
passed we will reserve judgment and I stand by
that. If the Executive really believes that the bill’s
provisions will make a difference and will not be
counterproductive, and if communities want them
to be given a chance—and I accept that there is
some evidence that that is the case—it would be
wrong to deny the Executive the opportunity to put
the provisions to the test. Johann Lamont is right
that we should never allow preset views to stand
in the way of gathering the evidence that will test
the arguments, which is why we have said what
we have said today. However, I make it clear that
if the Executive is wrong, it will be held to account.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: I will call Patrick
Harvie and Cathie Craigie, but I am afraid that I
can give them only two minutes each.
Patrick Harvie: The other day, I asked a
representative of Strathclyde police what his
thoughts were as the bill came up for stage 3. He
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said, “We are still against the power of dispersal
and we still want it taken out of the bill, but if it is
passed, it won’t really matter, because we are not
going to use it. Why would we jump through
additional bureaucratic hoops to set up a dispersal
area, when powers already exist to move on
people who are causing a problem, and they are
the only people we would want to move on?”
Karen Gillon: Will the member give way?
Patrick Harvie: Let me develop my argument. I
have only two minutes.
Unlike Mike Rumbles, I am not convinced that
the powers will be used indiscriminately to move
on every group of people who are not causing a
problem, but the powers risk giving a false
promise to every community—whether it has a
serious problem or not—that its local difficulties
will be solved. They will not be solved, because
neither the Executive nor the Communities
Committee in its evidence taking has got to grips
successfully with what the barriers are to the use
of existing powers to solve problems. The
dispersal power is characteristic of the whole bill; it
fails to get to grips with causes, motives and
reasons and deals only with symptoms.
Jeremy Purvis: Will the member give way?
Patrick Harvie: I am sorry, but I really do not
have time; I was given only two minutes.
Stewart Stevenson referred to 2007. I do not
know whether what he said was meant just as a
party-political jibe, but it has more meaning than
that. The Executive has heavily oversold the entire
bill and the dispersal power in particular as a
solution to genuine problems. People have been
sold a solution to their problems, but if they find
that those problems remain, they will not easily
forgive the Executive.
Cathie Craigie: I will not be able to say all that I
want to say on part 3 in the short time available. I
support much of what my colleague Johann
Lamont said earlier in the debate.
Elected representatives have a duty to deal with
the facts, but a number of members who have
spoken in this part of the debate have certainly not
done so. Some members, such as Nicola
Sturgeon, Mike Rumbles and Bill Aitken, have
suggested that people will be moved on simply for
gathering, which is just not true. I do not know how
much clearer the minister could have made that in
her opening remarks. I hope that she will say
again when she sums up that it is simply not the
case that people who are gathering lawfully will be
asked to move on.
Nicola Sturgeon: Will the member give way?
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Cathie Craigie: No, I am sorry, but I do not
have time. No doubt the member will get time later
on.
Mike Rumbles mentioned all the people and all
the professional organisations that said in
evidence that they were against giving the police
the power to disperse. However, he failed to
highlight all the communities that have said in
evidence to the Communities Committee and the
Executive that they want the police to have the
power. Mike Rumbles failed to point out that the
people whom we meet in our constituencies daily
who work in those professional organisations tell
us that they do not have enough power and that
they support the police having the dispersal
power. He did not tell us about the representatives
of the Union of Shop, Distributive and Allied
Workers who gave evidence on behalf of people
working in shops and who also said that they
support the power. I ask members to support the
measures in the bill, which are only a small part of
dealing with the bigger picture.
The Presiding Officer (Mr George Reid): I
apologise to members who were not called. We
are working to a timetable. I have left four minutes
for the minister to wind up.
Ms Curran: I am surprised at the tenor of some
of the debate. Bill Aitken got a wee bit overexercised; that is usually my department, so I was
a bit annoyed with him. His comparisons to pass
laws were staggering. I will not embarrass him
with the details of where his party stood on South
Africa and where my party stood on South Africa.
If the laws that we are seeking to introduce are
so draconian, I wonder why the Tories supported
similar laws at Westminster. Bill Aitken has some
explaining to do.
Bill Aitken: Will the minister give way?
Ms Curran: No. Bill Aitken had his time.
Michael Howard was not heard to excuse
antisocial behaviour as a rite of passage, so Mr
McLetchie might be in bother with the higher ranks
of the Tories, given what he has said. The Tory
members have to explain why their party thinks
that it is okay to give the powers to communities in
England and Wales, but not to communities in
Scotland; 2007 is a date that lingers for the Tories
too.
Mike Rumbles talked about evidence. He should
remember that USDAW gave evidence that it
strongly supported the power of dispersal. As
Colin Fox said, of course we have to listen to the
evidence that is presented to committees, but we
reserve the right to disagree with it. As we try to
modernise and change Scotland, somewhere
along the line we will have to disagree with
professionals. We have to represent communities
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and get professionals to respond to changing
circumstances. The fundamental question for
today is whose side we are on. The power of
dispersal is proportionate and means that we will
take action in communities that have to date been
abandoned.
12:00
This is not just about the dispersal power; it is
about the actions that are consequent on that
power. Why have certain agencies left those
communities with no place to go to complain
except their MSPs? Why have the police not
answered the calls to deal with the plight of those
communities? On that point, I say to Patrick Harvie
that I have never met a police officer who would
not obey the will of an elected Parliament. If we
pass this dispersal power today, I have a
categorical assurance that the police will
implement it.
I ask the Parliament to say fundamentally whose
side it is on. Members should be on the side of the
victims of antisocial behaviour and should line up
to ensure that we have the courage of our
convictions and start solving the problems arising
from antisocial behaviour in Scotland instead of
displaying the complacency and defeatism that
has marked the arguments of the Opposition in
this debate.
The Presiding Officer: The question is, that
amendment 51 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Presiding Officer: There will be a division.
FOR
Adam, Brian (Aberdeen North) (SNP)
Alexander, Ms Wendy (Paisley North) (Lab)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baird, Shiona (North East Scotland) (Green)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Cunningham, Roseanna (Perth) (SNP)
Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ewing, Mrs Margaret (Moray) (SNP)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Finnie, Ross (West of Scotland) (LD)
Gallie, Phil (South of Scotland) (Con)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Godman, Trish (West Renfrewshire) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Grahame, Christine (South of Scotland) (SNP)
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Harper, Robin (Lothians) (Green)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Hughes, Janis (Glasgow Rutherglen) (Lab)
Ingram, Mr Adam (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Kerr, Mr Andy (East Kilbride) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Livingstone, Marilyn (Kirkcaldy) (Lab)
Lochhead, Richard (North East Scotland) (SNP)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
Marwick, Tricia (Mid Scotland and Fife) (SNP)
Mather, Jim (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McCabe, Mr Tom (Hamilton South) (Lab)
McConnell, Mr Jack (Motherwell and Wishaw) (Lab)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeil, Mr Duncan (Greenock and Inverclyde) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Morrison, Mr Alasdair (Western Isles) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Robson, Euan (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (LD)
Rumbles, Mike (West Aberdeenshire and Kincardine) (LD)
Ruskell, Mr Mark (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Green)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Smith, Margaret (Edinburgh West) (LD)
Stephen, Nicol (Aberdeen South) (LD)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Stone, Mr Jamie (Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross)
(LD)
Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Swinney, Mr John (North Tayside) (SNP)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab)
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AGAINST
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Curran, Frances (West of Scotland) (SSP)
Davidson, Mr David (North East Scotland) (Con)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Fox, Colin (Lothians) (SSP)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Goldie, Miss Annabel (West of Scotland) (Con)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
Kane, Rosie (Glasgow) (SSP)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)
MacDonald, Margo (Lothians) (Ind)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
McLetchie, David (Edinburgh Pentlands) (Con)
Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
Mitchell, Margaret (Central Scotland) (Con)
Monteith, Mr Brian (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Mundell, David (South of Scotland) (Con)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Scott, John (Ayr) (Con)
Sheridan, Tommy (Glasgow) (SSP)
Tosh, Murray (West of Scotland) (Con)

The Presiding Officer: The result of the division
is: For 97, Against 24, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 51 agreed to.
Amendment 1 moved—[Bill Aitken].
The Presiding Officer: The question is, that
amendment 1 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Presiding Officer: There will be a division.
FOR
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Baird, Shiona (North East Scotland) (Green)
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)
Curran, Frances (West of Scotland) (SSP)
Davidson, Mr David (North East Scotland) (Con)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Fox, Colin (Lothians) (SSP)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Goldie, Miss Annabel (West of Scotland) (Con)
Harper, Robin (Lothians) (Green)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
Kane, Rosie (Glasgow) (SSP)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)
MacDonald, Margo (Lothians) (Ind)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
McLetchie, David (Edinburgh Pentlands) (Con)
Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
Mitchell, Margaret (Central Scotland) (Con)
Monteith, Mr Brian (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Mundell, David (South of Scotland) (Con)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Rumbles, Mike (West Aberdeenshire and Kincardine) (LD)
Ruskell, Mr Mark (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Green)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)
Scott, John (Ayr) (Con)
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Sheridan, Tommy (Glasgow) (SSP)
Tosh, Murray (West of Scotland) (Con)

AGAINST
Alexander, Ms Wendy (Paisley North) (Lab)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Finnie, Ross (West of Scotland) (LD)
Gallie, Phil (South of Scotland) (Con)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Godman, Trish (West Renfrewshire) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Hughes, Janis (Glasgow Rutherglen) (Lab)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Kerr, Mr Andy (East Kilbride) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Livingstone, Marilyn (Kirkcaldy) (Lab)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McCabe, Mr Tom (Hamilton South) (Lab)
McConnell, Mr Jack (Motherwell and Wishaw) (Lab)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeil, Mr Duncan (Greenock and Inverclyde) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Morrison, Mr Alasdair (Western Isles) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Robson, Euan (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (LD)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Smith, Margaret (Edinburgh West) (LD)
Stephen, Nicol (Aberdeen South) (LD)
Stone, Mr Jamie (Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross)
(LD)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab)
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ABSTENTIONS
Adam, Brian (Aberdeen North) (SNP)
Cunningham, Roseanna (Perth) (SNP)
Ewing, Mrs Margaret (Moray) (SNP)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Grahame, Christine (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Ingram, Mr Adam (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Lochhead, Richard (North East Scotland) (SNP)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Mather, Jim (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
Swinney, Mr John (North Tayside) (SNP)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

The Presiding Officer: The result of the division
is: For 34, Against 63, Abstentions 20.
Amendment 1 disagreed to.
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FOR

Antisocial Behaviour etc
(Scotland) Bill: Stage 3
Resumed debate.
14:30
The Presiding Officer (Mr George Reid): We
return to the Antisocial Behaviour etc (Scotland)
Bill.
George Lyon (Argyll and Bute) (LD): On a
point of order, Presiding Officer, which I notified
you of earlier. In the last division this morning, on
amendment 1, in the name of Bill Aitken, for some
reason my vote was not recorded, and I am down
as having not voted. I make it clear that I voted no.
Could you assure us that the consoles are being
checked and that they are operating properly?
The Presiding Officer: Yes, the consoles are
now being checked and your no vote is duly on the
record of Parliament.
Pauline McNeill (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab): On a
point of order—[Interruption.]
The Presiding Officer: Order.
Pauline McNeill: First, I ask you to accept my
apologies for not being here when you called me
earlier. I did not appreciate that there would be an
early start.
I am in the same position as George Lyon, in
that I voted against amendment 1 but my vote has
not been recorded. Four weeks ago I reported a
console two along from me that would accept a no
vote but not a yes vote. I would appreciate it if the
consoles could be checked.
The Presiding Officer: I understand that the
consoles have been checked, but I do not know
the results of the check. I take the matter
seriously. Members’ votes should be duly
recorded at the time. I will continue my
investigations.
Section 17—Authorisations: supplementary
Amendment 2 not moved.
Section 18—Powers exercisable in pursuance
of authorisations
Amendment 52 moved—[Ms Margaret Curran].
The Deputy Presiding Officer (Trish
Godman): The question is, that amendment 52 be
agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: There will be a
two-minute division.

Adam, Brian (Aberdeen North) (SNP)
Alexander, Ms Wendy (Paisley North) (Lab)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baird, Shiona (North East Scotland) (Green)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ewing, Mrs Margaret (Moray) (SNP)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Finnie, Ross (West of Scotland) (LD)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Hughes, Janis (Glasgow Rutherglen) (Lab)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Kerr, Mr Andy (East Kilbride) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Livingstone, Marilyn (Kirkcaldy) (Lab)
Lochhead, Richard (North East Scotland) (SNP)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
MacDonald, Margo (Lothians) (Ind)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
Marwick, Tricia (Mid Scotland and Fife) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McCabe, Mr Tom (Hamilton South) (Lab)
McConnell, Mr Jack (Motherwell and Wishaw) (Lab)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeil, Mr Duncan (Greenock and Inverclyde) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Morrison, Mr Alasdair (Western Isles) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
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Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Robson, Euan (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (LD)
Rumbles, Mike (West Aberdeenshire and Kincardine) (LD)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Smith, Margaret (Edinburgh West) (LD)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Stone, Mr Jamie (Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross)
(LD)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab)

AGAINST
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Davidson, Mr David (North East Scotland) (Con)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Fox, Colin (Lothians) (SSP)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Gallie, Phil (South of Scotland) (Con)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
Kane, Rosie (Glasgow) (SSP)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
Mitchell, Margaret (Central Scotland) (Con)
Mundell, David (South of Scotland) (Con)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Sheridan, Tommy (Glasgow) (SSP)
Tosh, Murray (West of Scotland) (Con)

The Deputy Presiding Officer: The result of
the division is: For 86, Against 19, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 52 agreed to.
Amendment 53 moved—[Ms Margaret Curran].
The Deputy Presiding Officer: The question is,
that amendment 53 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: There will be a
division.
FOR
Adam, Brian (Aberdeen North) (SNP)
Alexander, Ms Wendy (Paisley North) (Lab)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baird, Shiona (North East Scotland) (Green)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
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Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ewing, Mrs Margaret (Moray) (SNP)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Finnie, Ross (West of Scotland) (LD)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Hughes, Janis (Glasgow Rutherglen) (Lab)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Kerr, Mr Andy (East Kilbride) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Livingstone, Marilyn (Kirkcaldy) (Lab)
Lochhead, Richard (North East Scotland) (SNP)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
MacDonald, Margo (Lothians) (Ind)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
Marwick, Tricia (Mid Scotland and Fife) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McCabe, Mr Tom (Hamilton South) (Lab)
McConnell, Mr Jack (Motherwell and Wishaw) (Lab)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeil, Mr Duncan (Greenock and Inverclyde) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Morrison, Mr Alasdair (Western Isles) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Robson, Euan (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (LD)
Rumbles, Mike (West Aberdeenshire and Kincardine) (LD)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Stephen, Nicol (Aberdeen South) (LD)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Stone, Mr Jamie (Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross)
(LD)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab)
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AGAINST
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Davidson, Mr David (North East Scotland) (Con)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Fox, Colin (Lothians) (SSP)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Gallie, Phil (South of Scotland) (Con)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
Kane, Rosie (Glasgow) (SSP)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
Mitchell, Margaret (Central Scotland) (Con)
Mundell, David (South of Scotland) (Con)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Scott, John (Ayr) (Con)
Sheridan, Tommy (Glasgow) (SSP)
Tosh, Murray (West of Scotland) (Con)

The Deputy Presiding Officer: The result of
the division is: For 86, Against 20, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 53 agreed to.
Amendment 3 not moved.
Section 19—Powers under section 18:
supplementary
Amendment 4 not moved.
Section 20—Guidance in relation to dispersal
of groups
Amendment 5 not moved.
After section 20
Amendment 96 moved—[Stewart Stevenson]—
and agreed to.
Section 22—Interpretation of Part 3
Amendment 6 not moved.
Section 23—Authorisation of closure notice
The Deputy Presiding Officer: We come to
group 8, on the closure of premises and the
circumstances in which authorisation may be
granted. Amendment 97, in the name of Irene
Oldfather, is grouped with amendments 98, 87 and
73.
Irene Oldfather (Cunninghame South) (Lab):
The purpose of amendment 98 is to add to the
definition of “premises” footpaths, roads and open
spaces. In conjunction with amendment 97, it
would provide for the serving of closure notices in
respect of footpaths, roads and open spaces that
are not being used for the purposes for which they
were intended. The principle behind the
amendment is to give power and voice to
communities that are suffering at the hands of
youths who congregate on disused pathways and
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waste ground and disrupt the peace of people
living in the neighbourhood. In this instance it
seems to me that prevention is better than cure,
as the minister said, and that we need to consider
providing for the closure of such areas instead of
people needing to call out the police night after
night.
In my constituency, one community is extremely
frustrated that the council is unable to close off a
pathway to a derelict garage site, where youths
regularly indulge in antisocial behaviour. In
Scotland, it is possible to close public paths by
one of two routes—under either section 34 of the
Countryside (Scotland) Act 1967 or section 68 of
the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984—but neither allows
closure because the property concerned is
affected by antisocial behaviour.
I acknowledge the complexity of the matter, but
local residents want an assurance that access to
derelict ground can be stopped where it is having
a negative impact on communities.
In a sense, amendment 97 is a probing
amendment that identifies a problem. I would
welcome the minister’s views on the best route by
which local authorities can pursue the matter. At
present, there appears to be a gap in the
legislation.
I move amendment 97.
Stewart Stevenson: We have no difficulty with
Irene Oldfather’s proposals and will listen to what
the minister has to say in that regard. I suspect
that we will have no difficulty with amendment 73,
unless the minister persuades us that we should
have.
The Law Society of Scotland asked me to lodge
amendment 87 for reasons that I think are quite
right and proper. The simple position is that the
licensing acts provide for the necessary powers
and the Law Society of Scotland believes that it is
a recipe for confusion to provide an alternative
power that involves a different set of decision
makers in closing premises that are licensed and
so which are covered by the licensing acts.
The argument is that licensed premises appear
to fall within the definition of “premises” in the bill.
In particular, the Law Society highlights difficulties
with how the bill’s provisions might interface with
any future changes that might be made in line with
the recommendations of Sheriff Principal
Nicholson. It suggests that licensing boards are
the bodies that are best placed to deal with
licensed premises.
I lodged amendment 87 in the belief that the
Parliament should discuss the issue and dispose
of it as necessary to ensure that we are quite clear
about the situation in relation to licensed premises.
I will listen with interest to the minister’s response
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before coming to a final conclusion about how I
wish to pursue the matter with which the
amendment deals.
Mrs Mulligan: Amendment 97 seeks to add
extra conditions that must be met by a senior
police officer before he or she is able to authorise
a closure notice in respect of a premises within the
extended definition of premises offered by
amendment 98. Before a closure notice could be
served on such premises, the senior police officer
would have to be satisfied, and have received
confirmation from the local authority for the area in
which the premises are situated, that the premises
“are not being ordinarily used for the purposes for which
they were originally intended.”

Amendment 98 seeks to extend the definition of
“premises” to include: any footpath, within the
meaning of section 192 of the Road Traffic Act
1998; any road, within the meaning of section 192
of the Road Traffic Act 1998; and any open space,
within the meaning of section 336 of the Town and
Country Planning Act 1990. The definition of
“premises” in the bill is already widely drawn to
include any land or other place—whether enclosed
or not—and any outbuildings that are, or are used
as, part of the premises. Although premises are
already widely defined for the purposes of part 4,
other provisions in part 4 clarify that the provisions
are aimed primarily at dealing with premises in
which people live or that people own. We do not
think that the powers would readily be adapted for
use in relation to footpaths and roads. In policy
terms, we do not believe that that is the
appropriate means of addressing the concerns
raised about disused footpaths or roads.
I am aware of several situations in which local
authorities
have
received
requests
from
residents—individuals and groups—to stop up a
pathway because of perceived problems of
antisocial behaviour, and I can well understand the
reasons behind such requests. For the most part,
we would encourage the use of alternative
remedies to deal with antisocial behaviour before
paths are closed, such as improved lighting or the
range of powers that are available to deal with
crime and antisocial behaviour, including powers
elsewhere in the bill.
14:45
However, provisions are available for the
stopping up of paths. While none of those is
specifically for the purpose of preventing crime
and antisocial behaviour, local authorities can
make a case in response to complaints. In
particular, section 34 of the Countryside (Scotland)
Act 1967 allows for a public path to be closed on
the ground that it is no longer required for public
use. When commenced, the Land Reform
(Scotland) Act 2003 will also be relevant. Section
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28 of that act allows for judicial determination, by
way of summary application to a sheriff, of the
existence and extent of access rights and rights of
way. Several other considerations would also
apply, such as whether the indicated right of way
had been established or was merely asserted and
whether there would be any detriment to the wider
community by stopping up the path.
Following this morning’s debate, I suggest that
the dispersal of groups power could also be
relevant, although it will be a matter for the police
and local authorities, engaging with members of
the community that is affected by antisocial
behaviour, to consider the most appropriate
solutions to the problems in an area. Equally
important is the requirement in the bill for
authorities, the police and registered social
landlords to prepare local antisocial behaviour
strategies that will have a strong focus on
prevention as well as enforcement as a means of
reducing the incidence of disorder.
Therefore, I suggest to Irene Oldfather that a
range of options exists for dealing with the
problem that she seeks to address. Having said
that, I can say that we are prepared to consider
the issue further in conjunction with local
authorities and other key stakeholders, with a view
to seeing whether anything more can usefully and
practically be done, particularly in the context of
the planning regime. On that basis, I hope that
Irene Oldfather will be prepared to withdraw her
amendment.
Stewart Stevenson’s amendment 87 seeks to
exclude licensed premises from the closure
powers. I expect that the first forum for persistent
antisocial behaviour associated with pubs and
clubs would be the licensing system—local
licensing boards are best placed to deal with
licensed premises. However, the licensing system
is not primarily concerned with the prevention of
antisocial behaviour. When antisocial behaviour
takes place on licensed premises, there is no
reason why it should be treated differently from
antisocial behaviour elsewhere. Pubs and clubs
should not be excluded from the provisions of the
bill. Of course, I understand that it will be important
for the new provisions to interface with the current
licensing system and with the recommendations
that result from the review of licensing law carried
out by Sheriff Principal Nicholson.
A similar amendment was lodged by Donald
Gorrie at stage 2 and it was rejected by the
Communities Committee. I have listened to the
arguments made then and today for excluding
licensed premises. As a former councillor, I am not
in the business of taking away councils’ powers. It
is essential that those powers should be available
for the police to use in relation to any premises
that are likely to become the epicentres of
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outbreaks of serious and persistent antisocial
behaviour.
Amendment 73 seeks, as a result of a
commitment given by me at stage 2, to make the
regulation-making power of Scottish ministers
under section 23(2) subject to the affirmative
rather than the negative resolution procedure in
the Parliament. Section 23(2) gives ministers the
power to specify by regulations premises or
descriptions of premises in respect of which an
authorisation may not be given. We acknowledge
that there will be some premises that should not
be subject to the provisions, and that is why the
bill includes regulation-making powers, which will
allow us to get the detail right and will give us the
flexibility to respond to changing circumstances.
We will consider carefully which premises should
be exempted from the provisions and the
Parliament will have the opportunity to consider
such regulations in due course.
I invite the Parliament to approve amendment
73, I ask Irene Oldfather to withdraw amendment
97 and not to move amendment 98, and I ask
Stewart Stevenson not to move amendment 87.
Bill Aitken: Irene Oldfather’s amendments are
certainly interesting and I think that they underline
a genuine difficulty. However, we are not satisfied
that amendments 97 and 98 provide the solutions.
It is obvious that amendment 97 would require
local authority involvement, which would
complicate matters unnecessarily. In situations in
which there are problems of the kind that Irene
Oldfather has properly identified, speedy action is
required. In my experience, nothing to do with
local authorities results in speedy action. That is a
difficulty.
In amendment 98, Irene Oldfather is perfectly
correct to draw attention to the fact that many of
the loci of disorder are paths and footways,
especially when they are in isolated areas.
Something should be done to tackle the problem. I
heard what the minister said and I think that, on
balance, it represents the best route forward.
Mr Stevenson lodged amendment 87 at the
behest of the Law Society of Scotland. That puts
me in a quandary because, although I disagree
frequently with Mr Stevenson, I seldom disagree
with the Law Society of Scotland. However, a point
has perhaps been missed. It is true that the
licensing boards can take sanctions against
people who run their premises in a disorderly
manner; the ultimate sanction in that respect is the
withdrawal of such people’s licences. I point out to
Mr Stevenson and, through him, to the Law
Society that licensing boards up and down
Scotland tend to sit on a quarterly basis. If one is
to cope with a difficult situation, speed is of the
essence. We should bear it in mind that, if there
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are objections to the renewal of a licence, due
notice has to be given to the licensee. That means
that four months could pass between the inception
of trouble and its resolution. Therefore, I think that
the matter is best left to the legislation.
Amendment 73 is acceptable.
Johann Lamont: I thank Irene Oldfather for her
ingenuity in seeking to incorporate an important
issue in the bill. I recognise the issue that she has
highlighted, as I have had to deal with it in my
constituency. Although I acknowledge what the
minister has said, it is important that we obtain a
commitment that the matter be re-examined.
I will provide an example from my area of a
problem with private lanes. The fact that the lanes
are private means that they are not maintained, lit
or kept safe, but the fact that they are lanes
means that they are deemed to be rights of way
and so cannot be closed off. Local people in my
constituency have got together and have managed
to secure the agreement of the police, the fire
service, the environmental health department and,
more generally, the council itself that the lanes
should have gates at either end of them, both
because they have become a place for people to
gather and because a great deal of difficulty is
being caused in neighbouring properties, which
are being damaged and subjected to graffiti.
The difficulty is that, in order to put up the gates,
which they are happy to pay for, the local people
have to seek planning permission. To do that
costs a significant amount of money and there is
no guarantee that planning permission will be
obtained, because the lanes could be deemed,
technically, to be a right of way—even though
everyone acknowledges that they are the site of a
social problem. The fact that we are asking the
planning system to address that situation is
nonsense.
The minister said that we could use other
powers, such as the power to disperse groups but,
if we were to put gates at either end of the lanes,
we would not need to police them in the way in
which they are being policed at the moment. No
matter how good the group dispersal power will
be, it lacks that simplicity of approach. If a simple,
practical measure such as putting up gates could
be used, we should make it easy for communities
to do that. That is not what happens currently.
In another part of my constituency, there is a
private lane beside an estate. Although the lane
has become a vehicle for young and older people
to abuse the residents, it is not possible for the
residents to pay for a gate to be put up to prevent
the difficulty, even though it would cost them to do
something different. I do not agree that, when
such situations become antisocial behaviour
problems, we should try to find a solution—at the
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cost of residents—in the planning system. I
understand the technical issues that the minister
raised, but I ask for a commitment that the
Executive will return to what is an important issue.
People are not looking for the police to carry out
hard attacks on such problems; they have come
up with simple solutions that they are happy to
facilitate, but the system works against their doing
that.
Donald Gorrie: Johann Lamont has dealt well
with the issue of footpaths. We must all have
experienced that problem, and it is important that it
is dealt with so that the amount of antisocial
behaviour that is associated with footpaths is
properly dealt with. A lot of planning separated
pedestrians from cars, which is good, and gave us
nice footways to walk along, but unfortunately,
those footways attract the wrong sort of people,
and that must be dealt with.
On excluding pubs from the closure powers, it is
important that the potential confusion be dealt
with, but I accept the argument that it would be
reasonable to have something on the statute book
until we legislate on Sheriff Principal Nicholson’s
recommendations, which will take a wee while. I
also accept that, even when licensing laws deal
with the matter, there may be merit in covering it in
the bill, which would enable it to be dealt with
more quickly if a serious misuse of a pub were to
arise. On reflection, I accept the argument for
keeping pubs in the bill, but I hope that the matter
will be dealt with more fully in the forthcoming
legislative proposals on licensing. At the moment, I
oppose Stewart Stevenson’s amendment.
Irene Oldfather: I am pleased that the minister
recognises the problem and is willing to consider
how we can address it. Some of her suggestions
under the Countryside (Scotland) Act 1967 have
already been tried by my local authority. North
Ayrshire Council tried to effect a closure under that
act, but it was refused by the reporter and,
subsequently, the Scottish ministers. An approach
was then made to the Executive with a view to
attempting to make an order under the Roads
(Scotland) Act 1984, but the council was advised
that that, too, could be problematic. There is
clearly a problem, but I hear what the minister
says about wanting to work with the local
authorities to find a solution, and if she can give
me a commitment to do that, I would be happy to
withdraw the amendment.
Mrs Mulligan: I am more than happy to
examine the matter further with Irene Oldfather,
and if she has not had a satisfactory reply, we
need to examine that. However, we are
introducing a number of measures that could be
effective, such as the antisocial behaviour orders
for under-16s and the dispersal powers. I am more
than happy to work with Irene Oldfather and
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Johann Lamont to find ways to address the
problem.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: Ms Oldfather,
are you seeking leave to withdraw amendment
97?
Irene Oldfather: Yes.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: Do members
agree?
Members: No.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: In that case, the
question is, that amendment 97 be agreed to. Are
we agreed?
Members: No.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: There will be a
division.
FOR
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)
Cunningham, Roseanna (Perth) (SNP)
Ewing, Fergus (Inverness East, Nairn and Lochaber) (SNP)
Ewing, Mrs Margaret (Moray) (SNP)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Marwick, Tricia (Mid Scotland and Fife) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Sheridan, Tommy (Glasgow) (SSP)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Alexander, Ms Wendy (Paisley North) (Lab)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baird, Shiona (North East Scotland) (Green)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Curran, Frances (West of Scotland) (SSP)
Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Davidson, Mr David (North East Scotland) (Con)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Finnie, Ross (West of Scotland) (LD)
Fox, Colin (Lothians) (SSP)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Gallie, Phil (South of Scotland) (Con)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
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Goldie, Miss Annabel (West of Scotland) (Con)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Hughes, Janis (Glasgow Rutherglen) (Lab)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
Kane, Rosie (Glasgow) (SSP)
Kerr, Mr Andy (East Kilbride) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McCabe, Mr Tom (Hamilton South) (Lab)
McConnell, Mr Jack (Motherwell and Wishaw) (Lab)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
McLetchie, David (Edinburgh Pentlands) (Con)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeil, Mr Duncan (Greenock and Inverclyde) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
Mitchell, Margaret (Central Scotland) (Con)
Morrison, Mr Alasdair (Western Isles) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Mundell, David (South of Scotland) (Con)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Robson, Euan (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (LD)
Rumbles, Mike (West Aberdeenshire and Kincardine) (LD)
Ruskell, Mr Mark (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Green)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)
Scott, John (Ayr) (Con)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Smith, Margaret (Edinburgh West) (LD)
Stephen, Nicol (Aberdeen South) (LD)
Stone, Mr Jamie (Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross)
(LD)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Tosh, Murray (West of Scotland) (Con)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab)

The Deputy Presiding Officer: The result of
the division is: For 17, Against 93, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 97 disagreed to.
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Section 27—Application: determination

The Deputy Presiding Officer: Group 9 is on
the determination of applications for closure
orders. Amendment 54, in the name of the
minister, is grouped with amendments 55 to 57.
15:00
Mrs Mulligan: Amendments 54 and 55 seek to
bring Patrick Harvie’s equivalent stage 2
amendments into line with the drafting style that is
adopted elsewhere in the bill. Those amendments
added factors to which the sheriff must have
regard before making a closure order in respect of
the premises concerned. The intention was that
the sheriff will take into account the interests of
occupants—particularly
any
vulnerable
occupants—of residential premises that are the
subject of an application for a closure order.
I explained at stage 2 that we did not believe
that those amendments were strictly necessary in
order to ensure that those occupants’ interests are
considered. In any circumstance, we are confident
that the police and the local authority would not
pursue action that would increase a person’s
vulnerability, unless there was an overriding need
for action to protect the community. However, the
Communities Committee was of the view that
Patrick Harvie’s amendments would offer an
additional protection to the vulnerable and I am
happy to concur with that view.
Amendment 56 is a minor drafting amendment,
which seeks to bring the drafting into line with
section 24(5)(b)(i), which refers to
“a person who habitually resides in the premises”.

Amendment 57 does two things. First, it seeks to
make a link with the change that is proposed in
amendment 56, so as to make the drafting more
consistent. Secondly, it seeks to alter the wording
slightly, as
“has not been responsible for antisocial behaviour which
has occurred in the premises”

did not seem to be quite right. For example, a
vulnerable tenant could be bullied into allowing
others to use their property in a manner that gave
rise to antisocial behaviour. That could allow doubt
as to whether that tenant could be said to be
“responsible” for the behaviour. We think that that
would be best avoided by using wording that is
more consistent with that which is used elsewhere
in part 4, where we refer to a person who
“has engaged in antisocial behaviour”.

Therefore—[Interruption.]
The Deputy Presiding Officer: Just one
moment, please, minister. Could members please
keep quiet?
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Mrs Mulligan: Thank you, Presiding Officer.
Therefore, we could refer to persons who have not
“engaged in antisocial behaviour” on the premises,
which would provide a much clearer link to the
committing of the antisocial act. I invite the
Parliament to support the amendments in this
group.
I move amendment 54.
Patrick Harvie: Without wanting to take up too
much time, I wish to place on record the fact that I
still believe that the amendments to which the
Communities Committee agreed at stage 2
provide an additional safeguard. I also put on
record my appreciation of the fact that the
Executive has not sought to overturn them. I thank
the minister for that.
Amendment 54 agreed to.
Amendments 55 to 57 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
Section 35—Procedural rules
The Deputy Presiding Officer: Group 10 is on
closure orders in general. Amendment 58, in the
name of the minister, is grouped with amendment
59.
Mrs Mulligan: Amendment 58 seeks to delete
section 35, the purpose of which was to clear up
any doubt about whether, for rule-making
purposes, proceedings under part 4 are civil
proceedings. On reflection, we do not believe that
there is in fact any scope for doubt and it therefore
seems sensible to drop the section.
Amendment 59 seeks to add a general guidance
provision to cover part 4 in a similar vein to
provisions covering parts 2 and 3. The guidance
will apply in relation to persons discharging
functions and can include persons who are
performing duties as well as those who are
exercising powers.
I said at stage 2 that we would be reinforcing
various points in relation to closure powers in
guidance both to the police and to local
authorities, for example, in relation to the police’s
obligation to consult the local authority before
authorising a closure notice. It will be important for
the local authority to consider the financial impact
on, and welfare of, the household affected,
including how it would deal with a homelessness
application. I hope that making the guidance
statutory provides further reassurance that those
responsible for implementing the provisions will
have to give due regard to the needs of the
vulnerable.
I move amendment 58.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: The question is,
that amendment 58 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
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Members: No.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: There will be a
division.
FOR
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Alexander, Ms Wendy (Paisley North) (Lab)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baird, Shiona (North East Scotland) (Green)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Cunningham, Roseanna (Perth) (SNP)
Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Davidson, Mr David (North East Scotland) (Con)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ewing, Fergus (Inverness East, Nairn and Lochaber) (SNP)
Ewing, Mrs Margaret (Moray) (SNP)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Finnie, Ross (West of Scotland) (LD)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Gallie, Phil (South of Scotland) (Con)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Goldie, Miss Annabel (West of Scotland) (Con)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Hughes, Janis (Glasgow Rutherglen) (Lab)
Ingram, Mr Adam (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
Kerr, Mr Andy (East Kilbride) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McCabe, Mr Tom (Hamilton South) (Lab)
McConnell, Mr Jack (Motherwell and Wishaw) (Lab)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
McLetchie, David (Edinburgh Pentlands) (Con)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeil, Mr Duncan (Greenock and Inverclyde) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
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Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
Mitchell, Margaret (Central Scotland) (Con)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Morrison, Mr Alasdair (Western Isles) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Mundell, David (South of Scotland) (Con)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Robson, Euan (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (LD)
Rumbles, Mike (West Aberdeenshire and Kincardine) (LD)
Ruskell, Mr Mark (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Green)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)
Scott, John (Ayr) (Con)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Smith, Margaret (Edinburgh West) (LD)
Stephen, Nicol (Aberdeen South) (LD)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Stone, Mr Jamie (Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross)
(LD)
Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab)

AGAINST
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Curran, Frances (West of Scotland) (SSP)
Fox, Colin (Lothians) (SSP)
Kane, Rosie (Glasgow) (SSP)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)
Sheridan, Tommy (Glasgow) (SSP)

The Deputy Presiding Officer: The result of
the division is: For 103, Against 6, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 58 agreed to.
After section 35
Amendment 59 moved—[Ms Margaret Curran]—
and agreed to.
Section 36—Interpretation of Part 4
Amendments 98 and 87 not moved.
Section 46B—Meaning of “relevant place” and
“relevant property”
The Deputy Presiding Officer: Group 11 is on
interpretation of noise nuisance. Amendment 99,
in the name of Pauline McNeill, is in a group on its
own.
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Pauline McNeill: I welcome the provisions in
part 5, which deals with noise nuisance. That
unwarranted noise is included in the bill is a very
welcome part of the antisocial behaviour strategy.
Noise can cause problems and disruption in
communities and many of my constituents
certainly suffer from unwarranted noise.
In general, the complaints that I receive fall into
three categories. First, there is domestic noise,
which is generally internal noise in properties. I
have received letters from throughout Scotland
about a motion that I lodged in the Parliament that
mentioned wooden and laminate flooring. The
noise in question is amusing to some people but is
a real problem and is the number 1 domestic
complaint for Glasgow City Council.
The second type of complaint relates to marches
and processions and people on them being able to
gather so early in the morning. The matter is
covered by the Civic Government (Scotland) Act
1982, which specifies that it is a matter for the
police and the local authority to determine the
date, time and route of a march. The complaints
that I am talking about involve the times at which
marches can happen—7.30 am on a Saturday
morning is a regular starting time on Dumbarton
Road in my constituency of Glasgow Kelvin.
[Interruption.] Are you finished, Duncan?
The third problem that has been relayed to me is
that of construction noise. Industrial noise can
continue for six or seven days a week. The matter
is dealt with under the Control of Pollution Act
1974. [Interruption.] Duncan McNeil is putting me
off—I say to Margaret Curran that that is antisocial
behaviour.
There are various acts that deal with the serious
problem in question and I have outlined the three
categories into which complaints fall.
The issue is not necessarily about curbing or
stopping
construction
or
marches
and
processions. I want to ensure that the powers that
local authorities have to determine when a level of
noise is permitted are entirely a matter for them.
The guidance to the various acts—and it is only
guidance—means that all local authorities are
observing the limits of Monday to Saturday, 7.30
am until 10 pm. However, for some communities it
can be a big issue if they are enduring a high level
of noise. Some local authorities feel that if they
were to vary from the guidance, they might be
challenged. I want to ensure that local authorities
have the absolute power to determine, in every
circumstance in which they think that it is
appropriate, both the time when the noise is
permitted and its extent.
I put on record my thanks to the clerks of the
Communities Committee for assisting me in
drafting the amendment, although I am sure that
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the minister will say that it does not achieve what I
am trying to achieve. To that extent, it is a probing
amendment. I am looking for a commitment from
the Executive that it recognises the real problem of
external noise in communities and that it will give
both the police and the local authorities the
powers to deal with it.
I move amendment 99.
Ms White: The first ASBO should go to Duncan
McNeil.
Members: Hear, hear.
Ms White: Well, there are ASBOs for the over16s—and I am not talking about his weight.
[Laughter.] A bit of hilarity is at least welcome
noise.
Section 46B is very important not just for the
reasons that Pauline McNeill mentioned. I want to
make sure that, if someone is sitting in their
garden and someone else is playing loud music,
or even if they are in their flat or house and a car
is parked outside with music blaring out of it, the
guidance can be enforced. However, I would like
clarification of amendment 99, which Pauline said
is a probing amendment. I am concerned that if
the amendment were agreed to, every local
authority could have a different way of looking at
noise coming from accommodation that was
“under construction”.
As someone who sometimes feels as though
she lives in the middle of a building site, I have
been woken up at 7 o’clock in the morning by the
noise of scaffolding construction and so on. I am
sure that many other people have had that
experience, too. It is not just the scaffolding and
the construction noise; there are also workmen
who like a bit of hilarity—as does Duncan
McNeil—and who talk loudly and play loud music
in the building. It is very difficult to find out exactly
where the noise is coming from in the middle of
the town.
I would welcome the minister’s clarification of
whether it is possible to make such amendments
to the bill that would enable local authorities to tell
construction companies and builders that they
cannot start work at 7 o’clock in the morning and
at weekends. The noise is a nuisance not just
between Monday and Friday, but on Sunday
mornings as well sometimes. I would like the
minister to tell us whether there is some way in
which we could give the local authorities that
power—if not in this bill, in some other form of
legislation.
Bill Aitken: In the course of this debate, I have
been convulsed with an amusing mental picture of
people causing tremendous noise with pneumatic
drills and, simultaneously, playing flutes. I do not
think that the amendment will be agreed to, but it
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raises some interesting points. There is a genuine
issue with regard to construction noise, although
people who live in glass houses should not throw
stones. With work on the Holyrood building going
on 24 hours a day, we should perhaps be
considering our neighbours down there.
Although there is an issue, I am not convinced
that amendment 99 is the best way of addressing
it. It seems a bit over-prescriptive, although it is
interesting nonetheless. We will listen with interest
to what the minister has to say. There is possibly a
way in which the aim of the amendment could be
achieved, but I am not certain that the amendment
is that way.
15:15
Ms Curran: I speak with some degree of
trepidation, as the debate has been particularly
lively. I mean no disrespect, but it has been
unexpectedly lively. I promise Pauline McNeill that
I will pay attention.
I will take members through the difficulties with
amendment 99 and, I hope, propose some
possible solutions for addressing the matter. After
all, it is a genuine issue. Indeed, Pauline McNeill
has raised a number of issues that we should
respond to because they are serious for the
people who experience them.
Although we know that certain issues stem from
noise on construction sites, part 5 is intended not
to deal with that type of noise but to tackle the
problem of antisocial noise that is emitted from
existing buildings and structures, primarily
domestic premises. We foresee some difficulty in
covering noise from construction sites in part 5
and consider that existing provisions deal more
appropriately with that type of noise. For example,
we might face one or two practical difficulties in
deciding who should be served with a warning or a
fixed-penalty notice. As the penalty limit of level 2
on the standard scale is geared to domestic noise
offences rather than commercial offences, the
offences set out in the amendment would take us
on to a different scale.
Sections 60 and 61 of the Control of Pollution
Act 1974 set out a regime to deal with noise from
construction sites. For example, a person can
apply to a local authority under section 61 of that
act for prior consent to carry on construction
works. Alternatively, section 60 enables a local
authority to serve a notice that imposes
requirements on the way in which construction,
alteration or maintenance works on buildings or
structures are carried out. That notice may specify
the plant or machinery to be used, the hours
during which the works may be carried on or the
level of noise that may be emitted.
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When either granting consent under section 61
or serving a notice under section 60, the local
authority must have regard to certain matters
including any code of practice issued under part III
of the 1974 act and the need to protect people in
the locality in which the premises are situated from
the effects of noise. Nonetheless, as it is clear that
some outstanding issues have to be addressed,
we must find out whether the existing provisions
are operating. As a result, I want to give further
consideration to how we pursue the matter.
Pauline McNeill’s point about the noise from
marches—no matter whether that means from
flute playing or from the other things that people
do on marches—was significant. The member will
be aware that we are embarking on a broad
review of how marches impact on our communities
and that might be a better place to explore a
number of her points. As a minister who will be
involved in that review, I give a commitment to do
that properly.
Pauline McNeill has rightly assessed that we will
ask her not to press amendment 99. However,
given the scale of the concern across the
chamber, it is appropriate that I give a formal
commitment to meet her to go through the detail of
this matter and find the proper vehicles to pursue
it. In response to Sandra White, I have to say that I
believe that it might be more appropriate to use
guidance in this respect.
Pauline McNeill: Although I appreciate that the
substance of amendment 99 does not fit neatly
with what the bill is trying to achieve, I felt that
lodging it provided a good opportunity to probe the
Executive on the matter. I am quite delighted with
the minister’s response that there is a genuine
problem and that, although powers to address it
exist, we might need to check whether they are as
strong as they can be and that they cannot be
challenged. As far as I understand it, local
authorities have the same guidance and it is
entirely a matter for them whether they use it. It
would be useful to find out whether they have all
the powers that they need and whether they are
able to exercise them. On that basis, I seek the
chamber’s leave to withdraw amendment 99.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: Pauline McNeill
seeks the chamber’s leave to withdraw
amendment 99. Are members agreed?
Members: No.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: We will then
have to take the decision on the amendment. The
question is, that amendment 99 be agreed to. Are
we agreed?
Members: No.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: There will be a
division.
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FOR
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Cunningham, Roseanna (Perth) (SNP)
Curran, Frances (West of Scotland) (SSP)
Ewing, Fergus (Inverness East, Nairn and Lochaber) (SNP)
Ewing, Mrs Margaret (Moray) (SNP)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Ingram, Mr Adam (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Kane, Rosie (Glasgow) (SSP)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Marwick, Tricia (Mid Scotland and Fife) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Sheridan, Tommy (Glasgow) (SSP)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Alexander, Ms Wendy (Paisley North) (Lab)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Davidson, Mr David (North East Scotland) (Con)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Finnie, Ross (West of Scotland) (LD)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Gallie, Phil (South of Scotland) (Con)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Goldie, Miss Annabel (West of Scotland) (Con)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Hughes, Janis (Glasgow Rutherglen) (Lab)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
Kerr, Mr Andy (East Kilbride) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
MacDonald, Margo (Lothians) (Ind)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McCabe, Mr Tom (Hamilton South) (Lab)
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McConnell, Mr Jack (Motherwell and Wishaw) (Lab)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
McLetchie, David (Edinburgh Pentlands) (Con)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeil, Mr Duncan (Greenock and Inverclyde) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
Mitchell, Margaret (Central Scotland) (Con)
Morrison, Mr Alasdair (Western Isles) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Mundell, David (South of Scotland) (Con)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Robson, Euan (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (LD)
Rumbles, Mike (West Aberdeenshire and Kincardine) (LD)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Scott, John (Ayr) (Con)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Smith, Margaret (Edinburgh West) (LD)
Stephen, Nicol (Aberdeen South) (LD)
Stone, Mr Jamie (Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross)
(LD)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Tosh, Murray (West of Scotland) (Con)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab)

ABSTENTIONS
Baird, Shiona (North East Scotland) (Green)
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Ruskell, Mr Mark (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Green)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)

The Deputy Presiding Officer: The result of
the division is: For 22, Against 84, Abstentions 6.
Amendment 99 disagreed to.
Section 53—Antisocial behaviour notices
The Deputy Presiding Officer: Amendment
100, in the name of the minister, is grouped with
amendments 101, 102, 104, 115, 118, 120, 121,
123 to 131 and 133 to 138.
Ms Curran: I take the opportunity to apologise
to Bill Aitken on the point of order that he raised
during this morning’s meeting. I would, in all
circumstances, attempt not to lodge amendments
late and I genuinely apologise for doing so. We
were responding to a range of issues that came up
at the committee stage, so there is an explanation.
We tried to communicate with the committee, but I
accept the point that Bill Aitken made and I put on
record our apology to him.
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This group of amendments deals with minor
technical and drafting changes in parts 7 and 8.
Because of our response to the committee and the
scale of the changes that the committee’s
recommendations have enforced on the
Executive, I must propose a range of technical
amendments. I hope that members will bear with
me as I go through them.
The bulk of the proposed changes avoid using
the term “agent” and refer only to persons who act
for a landlord in relation to a lease. By removal of
the term “agent”, we seek to eliminate the
possibility of confusion arising from its use. The
term has a specific legal interpretation that has
been the subject of much legal debate. We feel
that the best way to refer to those who act for a
landlord in relation to a lease is simply to describe
them as persons. Retaining the term “agent” would
add nothing and could raise more questions than
answers.
The only amendments in the group that are not
concerned with the term “agent” are amendments
100, 104 and 138, which are just technical ones to
ensure consistency in terminology or to make
minor corrections.
I move amendment 100.
Bill Aitken: I thank the minister for her generous
apology, which is entirely accepted.
I am slightly bemused by the amendments in the
group because the law of agency is not particularly
complex. I wonder whether the minister’s advisers
have become hung up on the idea that an agent
must be a solicitor, a property agent or an
accountant and so feel that individuals or persons
may fall through a bureaucratic crack in the floor.
As Mr Jackson will no doubt confirm, recent case
law defines the fact that an agent does not have to
fulfil the terms of the law of contract, which is that
there be capacity and consideration and other
necessary ingredients.
Anybody acting on behalf of another is, by virtue
of so doing, an agent. If I asked the minister
whether she wanted a cup of coffee and went to
the tea bar to get her one, I would be acting as an
agent on her behalf. Therefore, I wonder whether
the amendments are particularly necessary. If the
minister is satisfied that the law is as she states,
that is fine and we will agree to this multiplicity of
amendments. Doing so will save time, apart from
anything else. However, I am not satisfied that we
are correct here.
Cathie Craigie: Those of us who have been
involved with legislation for the past four years of
the Parliament are always happy when we can
make legislation say exactly what it means. The
Executive is happy that people will understand that
“a person” will act for a landlord. That definition will
be clearer to the public. I am happy to support the
Executive’s amendments.
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Ms Curran: Bill Aitken is clearly enjoying himself
this afternoon.

aware that there was a particular problem with
resident landlords.

I have been advised clearly that the
amendments in the group are appropriate for
ensuring clarification. I would not have lodged
amendments on such a scale for members’
consideration if I had not thought that they were
appropriate. I hope that I can appeal to Bill
Aitken’s better nature and that he will agree with
us.

Having taken those points into account, we have
decided to seek powers to modify the categories
of houses that are excluded from the registration
scheme. We intend to use the powers to exclude
resident landlords from the start of registration. If
in future, from our increased knowledge of private
sector letting, it becomes clear that there is a
problem with such landlords, we will be able to
include them in the registration provisions by using
the power that will be provided by amendment
122. That power will also allow us to modify other
categories under the registration requirements if
that proves necessary. Amendment 122 should
reassure a number of sectors that had some
concerns about the issue.

Amendment 100 agreed to.
Amendments 101 and 102
Margaret Curran]—and agreed to.

moved—[Mrs

The Deputy Presiding Officer: For group 13,
which deals with the application of part 7 to
holiday lets and the disregarding of use for part 8,
amendment 103 is grouped with amendments 122
and 160.
Ms Curran: Amendments 103, 122 and 160 will
give Scottish ministers powers to change the
primary legislation by order.
Amendment 103 follows on from a stage 2
amendment that was agreed to by the
Communities Committee. That amendment
allowed the antisocial behaviour notice powers in
part 7 to apply to holiday lets. Having consulted on
the issue, we are satisfied that the use of such
notice powers could help to address situations that
can constitute a significant problem. For example,
members will be aware of the increasing popularity
of stag and hen weekends and the increasing
unpopularity of such weekends among neighbours
who have to get up in the morning to go to work.
Given the considerable variation in types of
holiday let, the operation of the antisocial
behaviour notices for which the bill provides is
unlikely to be effective for all such lets. As
antisocial behaviour notices are geared to operate
in premises that are under continuing occupation
rather than in short-term use, the purpose behind
amendment 103 is to allow the notice provisions to
be modified by order so as to make the notices
suitable for application to holiday lets. That will
make the Communities Committee’s amendment
to the bill more workable.
Amendment 122 responds to the committee’s
suggestion that resident landlords should be
excluded from registration. We heard arguments
both for and against that suggestion. On the one
hand, it was argued that the tenants of such
landlords should have the same protection as
other tenants. On the other hand, it was pointed
out that it would be difficult to enforce registration
in this informal end of the market. It was also
argued that supply would be more likely to be
affected than in mainstream letting and interests
from across the spectrum said that they were not

We recognise that the powers that amendments
103 and 122 seek should be subject to a high
degree of parliamentary scrutiny. For that reason,
amendment 160 will provide that both types of
order will be subject to the affirmative procedure.
I move amendment 103.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: We have a
considerable number of groups of amendments to
get through, so I would be grateful if members
could try to be brief.
Mary Scanlon: I welcome the fact that any such
orders laid before the Parliament will be subject to
the affirmative procedure, but I seek further
clarification from the minister.
It is difficult to make a judgment just on the basis
of the minister’s remarks, but I am concerned
about her comment that antisocial behaviour
notices are for houses under continuing
occupation rather than for short-term lets. As a
member for the Highlands and Islands, I am
concerned that, even with the best will in the
world, those who let holiday homes cannot always
guarantee the behaviour of those who rent from
them, particularly given that many holiday cottages
are let through the internet.
I am not fully aware of exactly what the minister
is planning, but she said that she might introduce
an order to regulate the landlord’s role in the
situation. However, I think that it would be wrong
to punish the landlord. For example, when
someone who books a week in a holiday cottage
causes havoc in the local community, should that
issue not be dealt with by the police, given that it is
a short-term problem? We need to consider the
fact that we are talking about houses that are in
short-term occupation and houses that are in
continuing occupation.
Another point is that, if the landlord is punished,
other tourists who have booked the holiday
cottage could end up losing out on the opportunity
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of a holiday because of the bad behaviour of a
few. We could use the current example of football
fans who have caused havoc in hotels in Portugal.
No one suggests that we should close down the
hotels or punish them for having badly behaved
guests.
I welcome the fact that the orders would be
subject to the affirmative procedure, but we need
more clarification in relation to short-term lets or
continuing occupancy of holiday homes.
15:30
Stewart Stevenson: I think that we are dealing
with the first matter in relation to which the general
issue around making substantial amendments to
bills at stage 2 arises. When such amendments
are made, committees of necessity do not always
consider the subject fully. The detail on
registration appeared too late for the Communities
Committee to be able to consider and take
evidence on it at stage 1, so it was more or less
inevitable that the proposals would have to be fine
tuned. I am pleased by the minister’s useful
response and I welcome the protection that will be
afforded by the provision that the instruments will
be subject to the affirmative procedure.
Mary Scanlon might want to consider some of
her remarks at greater length. Landlords have
responsibilities, not just to their tenants but to the
wider community. Her argument might lead her to
suggest that a pub landlord should not be
penalised for the behaviour of the people who use
his premises, but I think that there is wide
acceptance among members of all parties that pub
landlords have a duty to the community. By the
same token, holiday lets and other forms of
landlordism place responsibilities on landlords in
exchange for the profits that they undoubtedly
seek and are justified in seeking.
Donald Gorrie: The issue of holiday houses
exercised the committee. The position that is
proposed is a slight cop-out, in that holiday lets will
be neither fully in nor out of the bill, but ministers
will be able to adjust the operation of antisocial
behaviour notices that relate to such lets.
Misbehaviour must be persistent to justify the
use of antisocial behaviour measures and
obviously someone who has taken out a short let
will be gone before anything can be done about
their behaviour. However, some landlords or
owners of holiday houses might make a habit of
allowing unpleasant or unsuitable friends and
colleagues to be their tenants. Those people
should be dealt with accordingly, so I support
amendment 103, which deals with the matter.
Amendment 122 gives the Executive the power
to modify section 64B(6) and leads us into the
issue of the dwellings that can be registered. It is
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important that ministers should have that power.
The committee raised the issue of people who rent
out rooms in their own homes and most members
thought that such people are in a different
category from those who rent out a whole house
and that they should therefore not be subject to
the registration requirements. I understand that the
purpose of amendment 122 is to deal with that
matter, and I hope that it will be dealt with faithfully
in due course.
Some of my colleagues have expressed concern
about problems with other types of houses that
might need special treatment, but I think that the
minister would be able to address any such
problems through regulations. I welcome
amendments 103 and 122.
Cathie Craigie: I support amendment 122 and I
am grateful to members of the Communities
Committee who raised the issue during stage 2. I
have no personal experience of resident landlords
who cause difficulties in Cumbernauld and Kilsyth.
Probably the only resident landlord of whom I have
any knowledge is Mr Rigsby in “Rising Damp”. He
might have been a bit eccentric, but we would not
have wanted to put in place legislation that would
have forced him to close shop.
One of the biggest problems with private
landlords—and the motivation behind my lodging
amendments at stage 2—is that all too often it is
difficult to contact them when there is a problem.
Resident landlords, however, can easily be
contacted by local authorities and the police, who
know where those landlords are. I hope that the
Parliament will support the Executive and agree to
amendment 122.
Ms Curran: I am grateful to colleagues for
clarifying the position and I hope that they have
addressed some of the issues that have been
raised. Cathie Craigie, Donald Gorrie and Stewart
Stevenson were absolutely bang-on—it has been
an interesting afternoon, overall.
The power under amendment 103 would be
used when a landlord could, but is not, managing
antisocial behaviour in the area of holiday lets,
whether they are short-term or long-term lets. The
provision is to be adjusted if necessary so that
orders are effective in such situations. People
make money out of holiday letting and we all know
of episodes in which some landlords take no
responsibility for certain behaviour that takes
place, which causes frustration for everybody else.
Donald Gorrie articulated that clearly.
To reassure Donald Gorrie, Executive
amendment 122 will ensure that different
categories of housing could be dealt with, such as
tied housing. The exemption could refer to such
housing and to tied workers, if appropriate.
Amendment 103 agreed to.
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Section 56—Failure to comply with notice:
order as to rental income
Amendment
104
moved—[Ms
Curran]—and agreed to.

Margaret

The Deputy Presiding Officer: Amendment
105, in the name of the minister, is grouped with
amendments 110, 113, 114, 116, 117, 132 and
139.
Ms Curran: This group of amendments brings
together various changes to the notification
requirements in the bill.
During stage 2, the Communities Committee felt
that it would be better if there were clear provision
in the bill for the notification at various stages of
tenants and any person acting for the landlord,
such as a letting agent, of the processes for
antisocial behaviour notices and registration. We
expected to deal with such notification through
guidance to local authorities, but in view of the
discussion in committee, we are happy to specify
the notification requirements in the bill. That
makes notification more certain in situations that
could be particularly significant for the tenant.
I appreciate that a large number of notifications
might need to be made when dealing with
registrations. The intention is that the running
costs of the scheme will be met from registration
fees. I also intend to consider using powers under
section 64N, as necessary, to ensure that the
resources are in place to support the initial costs
of establishing the scheme, which might, for
example, include building notification into
information technology systems.
Cathie Craigie: Perhaps the minister will go on
to expand on this point, but one of the issues that
the Convention of Scottish Local Authorities raised
with me was about resourcing. We want the
scheme to be self-financing, but there will be initial
set-up costs and I hope that the Scottish Executive
will look favourably on the pleas from COSLA for
funding to cover those initial costs.
Ms Curran: The next word in my speaking notes
is COSLA, with which I have had discussions. We
pay serious attention to the points that it has
raised with us and I am grateful for the
constructive and effective partnership that we
have had on housing issues in recent times. I have
arranged to meet Pat Watters to discuss those
aspects of the bill so that we can develop
proposals to address some of the issues that face
local authorities in a way that meets all our
concerns effectively.
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In the context of an order that no rent is payable
being made under part 7, amendment 105
requires the local authority to notify the tenant and
any person acting for the landlord as regards the
lease that such an order has been made.
Amendment 110 requires similar notification when
the order is revoked. That ensures that the tenant
and the agent know when rent payments should
stop and when they should resume. The
equivalent changes in relation to an order that no
rent is payable under part 8 are contained within
the more substantial amendments in group 21.
Amendments 113, 114, 116 and 117 ensure that
the implementation or revocation of a
management control order by the local authority is
not prejudiced if it cannot identify precisely who is
entitled to occupy the house under the lease or
occupancy arrangement established by the
landlord. Notification in those circumstances is to
be where the local authority is aware of the name
and address of the occupant under a lease.
Amendment 132 makes sure that the household
and any person acting for the landlord as regards
the lease are notified where the landlord’s
application for registration has been refused, and
amendment 139 ensures notification of the same
people of a landlord’s removal from the register.
I move amendment 105.
Stewart Stevenson: How much does the
minister expect the registration fees to be? That is
a matter of some concern to a wide range of
people. If landlords have extra costs, we can
expect those costs to be transmitted on to tenants.
An indication of the fees would be welcome.
On previous occasions, I have referred to large
and late amendments at stage 2. I simply make
the observation that we are seeing the
consequences of such amendments today.
Donald Gorrie: The indication in amendment
139 that tenants are to be kept informed is very
important. The committee asked for that and I
hope that the amendment will achieve its
objective.
I want to raise a general point about this part of
the bill. Because it was introduced at stage 2, a
number of housing organisations that support the
broad principles of the bill felt that things were
being rushed and not enough consideration was
being given to the details. Will the minister assure
us that there will be proper consultation and that
measures will be introduced in an orderly way, so
that the various participants fully understand what
they have to do and are funded and have good
systems in operation?
Ms Curran: I am sure that members throughout
the chamber have a lot of sympathy for ministers
in their duties, but sometimes we are damned if
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we do and damned if we don’t. If we consult, we
are told we consult too much; if we do not consult,
people say, “Please consult.” It is a difficult job to
keep all members happy. Nevertheless, I take
Donald Gorrie’s point. I can give him and housing
organisations the reassurance that they seek.
Ministers have had many discussions on a range
of issues through, for example, the housing
improvement task force and the work that has
been done in preparation for the proposed private
sector housing bill. It will not be a surprise to the
sector that many such issues are under
discussion.
We would not want to rush inappropriately or to
introduce measures in a disorderly fashion. I can
reassure Donald Gorrie on that point.
Stewart Stevenson will not be surprised to learn
that I will not give him a precise figure today.
However, I assure him that we will consider the
matter in a reasonable way and will discuss it with
COSLA. I am sure that we can deal with all
requirements appropriately. We will work
effectively with local authorities.
Amendment 105 agreed to.
Section 56A—Appeals against orders under
section 56
The Deputy Presiding Officer: We move now
to group 15. Amendment 106, in the name of the
minister, is grouped with amendments 107 and
108.
Ms Curran: This group of amendments deals
with the situation in which an order that no rent be
payable has been made under part 7 of the bill
and the landlord appeals against the order.
Amendment 107 responds to the suggestion made
at the Communities Committee that additional
protection should be given to tenants in such
situations by making suspense accounts available.
If a landlord appeals against such an order and
is successful, it is possible that back-rent will be
payable from the time when the order was made.
The tenant may not be aware of the appeal and
may not set money aside in order to be able to pay
the back-rent, if necessary. The bill already
provides the protection that the tenant should be
notified by the landlord that the appeal is being
made, failing which the court cannot order
payment of back-rent if the appeal is successful.
Amendment 107 allows for the further protection
that Scottish ministers may prescribe other
circumstances where the court could not order that
back-rent be payable.
We envisage the power being used to ensure
that, where appropriate, a landlord makes a
suspense account available into which the tenant
may pay the equivalent of rent until the appeal is
determined. In that way, if the appeal was
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successful, the tenant would have the money
available to pay back-rent and would be
encouraged to avoid financial difficulty. The
landlord would also have greater assurance that
the tenant would be able to pay money that was
lawfully due to the landlord.
Suspense accounts are not appropriate in all
circumstances. If the tenant receives full housing
benefit, the benefit is simply backdated if the
landlord is successful in an appeal. Other tenants
may prefer to put money aside in other ways. We
do not think that it would be appropriate to make a
blanket requirement.
We will seek through regulations to make
arrangements that will be the most effective in the
situation that I have described. We think that the
requirement to provide suspense accounts would
be better made of the landlord than of the local
authority as the account will be a mutual protection
related to the contractual arrangement between
the landlord and the tenant, to which the local
authority is not a party. However, we will consider
that point further after consultation.
Amendment 108, read with amendment 106,
limits any appeal that may be made against the
making of an order as to rental income by the
sheriff court to an appeal to the sheriff principal.
The provision is appropriate, because the purpose
of making an antisocial behaviour notice and of
seeking an order that no rent is payable is to make
the landlord take appropriate action to address an
identified problem of antisocial behaviour. The
landlord should be entitled to an appeal against
the sheriff’s decision, and that is provided for by
the appeal to the sheriff principal. In the
circumstances, the appeal should go no further
than that.
I move amendment 106.
15:45
Mary Scanlon: The Conservatives have
problems both with the amendments in the group
and with the whole ethos of section 56A. Basically,
the provisions reward a bad tenant; in fact, it could
be said that, if someone is allowed to live rent free,
the provisions would create an inbuilt incentive for
bad behaviour. The full obligations of the antisocial
behaviour notice are placed on the landlord and
yet the focus and the priority of action should be
on the tenant.
Surely a basic principle in the legislative process
is that sanctions should be brought against the
miscreant. The Executive amendments in the
group, however, would produce the bizarre
situation in which those who are involved in
antisocial behaviour are rewarded and the landlord
is punished.
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Cathie Craigie: I am sure that Mary Scanlon will
accept that, if a landlord had been working with a
local authority, it would be very unlikely that the
local authority would want to move for no rent to
be payable. Can she explain how a tenant could
live rent free?
Mary Scanlon: As I understand it, the tenant will
not pay rent, which means that he would be living
rent free.
I listened to what the minister had to say about
the provisions that are being made for back-rent to
be payable and for benefits to be backdated. I
understand that there will be further consultation
on the provisions—that has to be welcomed—and
the Parliament will scrutinise the regulations that
will come before it. The area is one that requires
further discussion, and I welcome the discussions
that will take place in the fullness of time.
Ms Curran: Cathie Craigie has clarified a
number of issues. There is perhaps an ideological
difference between the coalition parties and the
Conservatives on the issue, and I am sure that we
will debate that further when we come to debate
other groupings. The difference is that the
Conservatives are free marketeers, whereas we
believe in appropriate regulation under which the
interests of ordinary people can be protected from
exploitation.
Mary Scanlon rightly said that sanctions should
not be brought against a landlord who is not guilty
of an action. However, there is clear evidence that
landlords in the private rented sector are exploiting
tenants, some of whom are being asked to live in
completely
unacceptable
circumstances.
Landlords should not be allowed to make profits
on the back of such neglect—it would be improper
for them to do so. That point takes us to the heart
of the difference in political thinking about the
amendments in the group.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: The question is,
that amendment 106 be agreed to. Are we
agreed?
Members: No.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: There will be a
division.
FOR
Adam, Brian (Aberdeen North) (SNP)
Alexander, Ms Wendy (Paisley North) (Lab)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)
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Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Cunningham, Roseanna (Perth) (SNP)
Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ewing, Fergus (Inverness East, Nairn and Lochaber) (SNP)
Ewing, Mrs Margaret (Moray) (SNP)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Finnie, Ross (West of Scotland) (LD)
Fox, Colin (Lothians) (SSP)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Hughes, Janis (Glasgow Rutherglen) (Lab)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Kerr, Mr Andy (East Kilbride) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)
Lochhead, Richard (North East Scotland) (SNP)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
Marwick, Tricia (Mid Scotland and Fife) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McCabe, Mr Tom (Hamilton South) (Lab)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeil, Mr Duncan (Greenock and Inverclyde) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Morrison, Mr Alasdair (Western Isles) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Robson, Euan (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (LD)
Rumbles, Mike (West Aberdeenshire and Kincardine) (LD)
Ruskell, Mr Mark (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Green)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Smith, Margaret (Edinburgh West) (LD)
Stephen, Nicol (Aberdeen South) (LD)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Stone, Mr Jamie (Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross)
(LD)
Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
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Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab)

AGAINST
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Davidson, Mr David (North East Scotland) (Con)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Gallie, Phil (South of Scotland) (Con)
Goldie, Miss Annabel (West of Scotland) (Con)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
Mitchell, Margaret (Central Scotland) (Con)
Mundell, David (South of Scotland) (Con)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Scott, John (Ayr) (Con)

The Deputy Presiding Officer: The result of
the division is: For 88, Against 16, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 106 agreed to.
Amendment 107 moved—[Ms Margaret Curran].
The Deputy Presiding Officer: The question is,
that amendment 107 be agreed to. Are we
agreed?
Members: No.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: There will be a
division.
FOR
Adam, Brian (Aberdeen North) (SNP)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Cunningham, Roseanna (Perth) (SNP)
Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ewing, Fergus (Inverness East, Nairn and Lochaber) (SNP)
Ewing, Mrs Margaret (Moray) (SNP)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Finnie, Ross (West of Scotland) (LD)
Fox, Colin (Lothians) (SSP)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Hughes, Janis (Glasgow Rutherglen) (Lab)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
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Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Kerr, Mr Andy (East Kilbride) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)
Lochhead, Richard (North East Scotland) (SNP)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
MacDonald, Margo (Lothians) (Ind)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
Marwick, Tricia (Mid Scotland and Fife) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McCabe, Mr Tom (Hamilton South) (Lab)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeil, Mr Duncan (Greenock and Inverclyde) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Morrison, Mr Alasdair (Western Isles) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Rumbles, Mike (West Aberdeenshire and Kincardine) (LD)
Ruskell, Mr Mark (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Green)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Smith, Margaret (Edinburgh West) (LD)
Stephen, Nicol (Aberdeen South) (LD)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Turner, Dr Jean (Strathkelvin and Bearsden) (Ind)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab)

AGAINST
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Davidson, Mr David (North East Scotland) (Con)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Gallie, Phil (South of Scotland) (Con)
Goldie, Miss Annabel (West of Scotland) (Con)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
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Mitchell, Margaret (Central Scotland) (Con)
Mundell, David (South of Scotland) (Con)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Scott, John (Ayr) (Con)

The Deputy Presiding Officer: The result of
the division is: For 88, Against 15, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 107 agreed to.
Amendment 108 moved—[Ms Margaret Curran].
The Deputy Presiding Officer: The question is,
that amendment 108 be agreed to. Are we
agreed?
Members: No.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: There will be a
division.
FOR
Adam, Brian (Aberdeen North) (SNP)
Alexander, Ms Wendy (Paisley North) (Lab)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Cunningham, Roseanna (Perth) (SNP)
Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ewing, Fergus (Inverness East, Nairn and Lochaber) (SNP)
Ewing, Mrs Margaret (Moray) (SNP)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Finnie, Ross (West of Scotland) (LD)
Fox, Colin (Lothians) (SSP)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Hughes, Janis (Glasgow Rutherglen) (Lab)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Kane, Rosie (Glasgow) (SSP)
Kerr, Mr Andy (East Kilbride) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)
Lochhead, Richard (North East Scotland) (SNP)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
MacDonald, Margo (Lothians) (Ind)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
Marwick, Tricia (Mid Scotland and Fife) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
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May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McCabe, Mr Tom (Hamilton South) (Lab)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeil, Mr Duncan (Greenock and Inverclyde) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Morrison, Mr Alasdair (Western Isles) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Rumbles, Mike (West Aberdeenshire and Kincardine) (LD)
Ruskell, Mr Mark (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Green)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Smith, Margaret (Edinburgh West) (LD)
Stephen, Nicol (Aberdeen South) (LD)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Stone, Mr Jamie (Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross)
(LD)
Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Turner, Dr Jean (Strathkelvin and Bearsden) (Ind)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)

AGAINST
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Davidson, Mr David (North East Scotland) (Con)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Gallie, Phil (South of Scotland) (Con)
Goldie, Miss Annabel (West of Scotland) (Con)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
Mitchell, Margaret (Central Scotland) (Con)
Mundell, David (South of Scotland) (Con)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Scott, John (Ayr) (Con)

The Deputy Presiding Officer: The result of
the division is: For 89, Against 15, Abstentions 0.
Section 57—Orders under section 56:
revocation and suspension
The Deputy Presiding Officer: We come to
group 16, on the revocation and suspension of
rental income orders. Amendment 109, in the
name of the minister, is in a group on its own.
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Ms Curran: Amendment 109 is a clarifying
amendment. Section 57 provides for the
revocation or suspension of an order that no rent
is payable, once either the action required in the
original notice has been taken or when it would be
unreasonable for the order to continue in the
circumstances. It is not the intention for the
revocation to completely undo the effect of the
order, back to the date that it was made. That
would mean that the landlord’s rent had simply
been delayed, providing little real incentive for the
landlord to comply promptly with the antisocial
behaviour notice. Amendment 109 puts it beyond
doubt that when the no-rent order is revoked, rent
becomes payable from that point on and is not
backdated.
I move amendment 109.
The Deputy Presiding Officer (Murray Tosh):
The question is, that amendment 109 be agreed
to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: There will be a
division.
FOR
Adam, Brian (Aberdeen North) (SNP)
Alexander, Ms Wendy (Paisley North) (Lab)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Cunningham, Roseanna (Perth) (SNP)
Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ewing, Fergus (Inverness East, Nairn and Lochaber) (SNP)
Ewing, Mrs Margaret (Moray) (SNP)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Finnie, Ross (West of Scotland) (LD)
Fox, Colin (Lothians) (SSP)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Godman, Trish (West Renfrewshire) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Hughes, Janis (Glasgow Rutherglen) (Lab)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Kane, Rosie (Glasgow) (SSP)
Kerr, Mr Andy (East Kilbride) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)
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Lochhead, Richard (North East Scotland) (SNP)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
MacDonald, Margo (Lothians) (Ind)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
Marwick, Tricia (Mid Scotland and Fife) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McCabe, Mr Tom (Hamilton South) (Lab)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeil, Mr Duncan (Greenock and Inverclyde) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Morrison, Mr Alasdair (Western Isles) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Robson, Euan (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (LD)
Rumbles, Mike (West Aberdeenshire and Kincardine) (LD)
Ruskell, Mr Mark (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Green)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Smith, Margaret (Edinburgh West) (LD)
Stephen, Nicol (Aberdeen South) (LD)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Stone, Mr Jamie (Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross)
(LD)
Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Turner, Dr Jean (Strathkelvin and Bearsden) (Ind)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab)

AGAINST
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Goldie, Miss Annabel (West of Scotland) (Con)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Mitchell, Margaret (Central Scotland) (Con)
Mundell, David (South of Scotland) (Con)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Scott, John (Ayr) (Con)
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The Deputy Presiding Officer: The result of
the division is: For 95, Against 12, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 109 agreed to.
Amendment
110
moved—[Ms
Curran]—and agreed to.

Margaret

Section 58—Failure to comply with notice:
management control order
The Deputy Presiding Officer: Group 17 is on
management control orders and the failure to
comply with notice. Amendment 111, in the name
of the minister, is grouped with amendment 112.
Ms Curran: This group of amendments deals
with management control orders. Such orders can
be made by the court on application by the local
authority, where a landlord does not comply with
the requirements in an antisocial behaviour notice.
Amendment 111 will ensure beyond doubt that the
management control order applies even where the
original tenancy ends and the landlord lets to a
new tenant. A management control order is
obtained because the landlord is not managing a
particular antisocial behaviour problem. If the
tenant leaves, the problem may be resolved or it
may be repeated with the new tenant. The
management control order should therefore
continue on a change of tenancy. The landlord is
always free to apply to have the control order
revoked on the grounds that he or she has taken
the action required in the notice or that it is no
longer reasonable for the notice to be in place.
Amendment 112 will ensure that the local
authority can recover any money that has been
paid to the landlord that should have been paid to
the local authority because a management control
order was in place. It does not matter whether the
payments were made to the landlord by coercion
or simply by mistake.
I move amendment 111.
Bill Aitken: The minister said quite correctly that
there would come a point in the debate where
there would be deep philosophical differences
between us. This is as good a point as any at
which to underline that. The provisions to which
this group of amendments refer are a classic
illustration of the Executive going over the top on
private landlords and seeking to have them do
what Government agencies should be doing—
namely, policing the control of their premises.
We are all aware that just as there are very good
landlords, there are very bad landlords. It is surely
the ultimate irony that under amendment 111 the
minister seeks to transfer the rights and
obligations of the private landlord to the local
authority. The painful experience of most of us
who have been councillors tends to suggest that
one of the principal difficulties that arises in the
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public sector, particularly in local authority
housing, is the fact that local authorities
sometimes do not control the way in which their
houses are occupied to the extent that they
should. It is a bit rich for the minister to seek to
pass control of the errant private landlords’
property to the councils, which have failed
manifestly in many respects to cope with their own
properties.
The basic tenet of the Executive’s thinking is
that a landlord can control his premises. Of
course, any sensible landlord will take every
possible measure to ensure that those people to
whom any house is let are likely to behave in a
reasoned and reasonable manner. However,
sometimes even where landlords show due
diligence in leasing premises, the property is
occupied by those whose conduct is objectionable
to neighbours. Mary Scanlon raised that point with
regard to holiday accommodation. I have to ask
the Executive whether it is reasonable to penalise
the landlord if it transpires that his tenants are not
behaving in a reasonable manner, despite the fact
that he has taken all proper precautions to ensure
that his tenants are reasonable and are not likely
to cause concern to the neighbours. After all, the
landlord has done everything reasonable to
ensure that he has leased the flat on the basis of
reasonable inquiries.
Johann Lamont: Does Bill Aitken agree that
there are also landlords who do not take
responsibility in that way? Sometimes we cannot
find them to make them responsible and if we
make contact with them we are subject to abuse.
The point that we are addressing is that although
not all landlords are like that, some are. The
measures that we are talking about will protect
good landlords and hunt down those who are not
interested in providing any service to anybody in
their community.
Bill Aitken: I concede that some landlords
would meet the criteria that Johann Lamont is
describing. However, they are in the minority. It is
clear that any sensible landlord is not likely to be
so neglectful—
Johann Lamont rose—
Bill Aitken: Let me finish this point.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: Do be mindful
of the clock, Mr Aitken.
Bill Aitken: On that basis, I cannot let Johann
Lamont in. Perhaps I will do so later.
Landlords are not going to run their properties in
a manner that is likely to result in their losing
money. The bottom line is that the police are the
people who should be acting. Once again the
Executive, with the tremendous control-freak
approach that it takes to practically everything in
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life, is trying to get other people to do its job and
ensure that it is firmly in control; that is not the
answer.
Ms Curran: The ideological debate might come
in the next groups; I am looking forward to it. I
reassure Bill Aitken that if the landlord has taken
all reasonable steps, the order can be revoked, so
what we are doing is proportionate and
appropriate.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: The question is,
that amendment 111 be agreed to. Are we
agreed?
Members: No.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: There will be a
division.
FOR
Adam, Brian (Aberdeen North) (SNP)
Alexander, Ms Wendy (Paisley North) (Lab)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Cunningham, Roseanna (Perth) (SNP)
Curran, Frances (West of Scotland) (SSP)
Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ewing, Fergus (Inverness East, Nairn and Lochaber) (SNP)
Ewing, Mrs Margaret (Moray) (SNP)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Finnie, Ross (West of Scotland) (LD)
Fox, Colin (Lothians) (SSP)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Godman, Trish (West Renfrewshire) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Grahame, Christine (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Hughes, Janis (Glasgow Rutherglen) (Lab)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Kane, Rosie (Glasgow) (SSP)
Kerr, Mr Andy (East Kilbride) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)
Lochhead, Richard (North East Scotland) (SNP)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
MacDonald, Margo (Lothians) (Ind)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
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Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
Marwick, Tricia (Mid Scotland and Fife) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McCabe, Mr Tom (Hamilton South) (Lab)
McConnell, Mr Jack (Motherwell and Wishaw) (Lab)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeil, Mr Duncan (Greenock and Inverclyde) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Morrison, Mr Alasdair (Western Isles) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Robson, Euan (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (LD)
Rumbles, Mike (West Aberdeenshire and Kincardine) (LD)
Ruskell, Mr Mark (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Green)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Sheridan, Tommy (Glasgow) (SSP)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Smith, Margaret (Edinburgh West) (LD)
Stephen, Nicol (Aberdeen South) (LD)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Stone, Mr Jamie (Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross)
(LD)
Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Turner, Dr Jean (Strathkelvin and Bearsden) (Ind)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab)

AGAINST
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Davidson, Mr David (North East Scotland) (Con)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Gallie, Phil (South of Scotland) (Con)
Goldie, Miss Annabel (West of Scotland) (Con)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
McLetchie, David (Edinburgh Pentlands) (Con)
Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
Mitchell, Margaret (Central Scotland) (Con)
Mundell, David (South of Scotland) (Con)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)

The Deputy Presiding Officer: The result of
the division is: For 99, Against 15, Abstentions 0.
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Amendment 111 agreed to.
16:00
The Deputy Presiding Officer: I advise
members that, according to our timetable, we have
10 minutes left in this part of our consideration of
amendments and that we have a substantial
number of divisions to process. As there might be
no time for debate on any of the amendments and
I will be holding 30-second divisions, I request that
members remain in the chamber.
Amendments 112 to 118, in the name of the
minister, have all been previously debated. Unless
any member objects, I invite the minister to move
them en bloc.
Amendment 112 moved—[Ms Margaret Curran].
Section 59—Management control order:
notification
Amendments 113 to 115 moved—[Ms Margaret
Curran].
Section 61—Management control order:
notification of revocation
Amendments 116 to 118 moved—[Ms Margaret
Curran].
The Deputy Presiding Officer: The question is,
that amendments 112 to 118 be agreed to. Are we
agreed?
Members: No.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: There will be a
division.
FOR
Adam, Brian (Aberdeen North) (SNP)
Alexander, Ms Wendy (Paisley North) (Lab)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Cunningham, Roseanna (Perth) (SNP)
Curran, Frances (West of Scotland) (SSP)
Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ewing, Fergus (Inverness East, Nairn and Lochaber) (SNP)
Ewing, Mrs Margaret (Moray) (SNP)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Finnie, Ross (West of Scotland) (LD)
Fox, Colin (Lothians) (SSP)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Godman, Trish (West Renfrewshire) (Lab)
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Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Grahame, Christine (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Hughes, Janis (Glasgow Rutherglen) (Lab)
Ingram, Mr Adam (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Kane, Rosie (Glasgow) (SSP)
Kerr, Mr Andy (East Kilbride) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)
Lochhead, Richard (North East Scotland) (SNP)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
MacDonald, Margo (Lothians) (Ind)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
Marwick, Tricia (Mid Scotland and Fife) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McCabe, Mr Tom (Hamilton South) (Lab)
McConnell, Mr Jack (Motherwell and Wishaw) (Lab)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeil, Mr Duncan (Greenock and Inverclyde) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Morrison, Mr Alasdair (Western Isles) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Robson, Euan (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (LD)
Rumbles, Mike (West Aberdeenshire and Kincardine) (LD)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Sheridan, Tommy (Glasgow) (SSP)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Smith, Margaret (Edinburgh West) (LD)
Stephen, Nicol (Aberdeen South) (LD)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Turner, Dr Jean (Strathkelvin and Bearsden) (Ind)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab)
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AGAINST

Motion moved,

Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Davidson, Mr David (North East Scotland) (Con)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Gallie, Phil (South of Scotland) (Con)
Goldie, Miss Annabel (West of Scotland) (Con)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
McLetchie, David (Edinburgh Pentlands) (Con)
Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
Mitchell, Margaret (Central Scotland) (Con)
Monteith, Mr Brian (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Mundell, David (South of Scotland) (Con)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Scott, John (Ayr) (Con)

The Deputy Presiding Officer: The result of
the division is: For 98, Against 17, Abstentions 0.
Amendments 112 to 118 agreed to.
After section 63
The Deputy Presiding Officer: Amendment
119, in the name of the minister, is grouped with
amendment 154.
Ms Curran: This group of amendments deals
with the provision of advice and assistance under
parts 7 and 8 of the bill—
The Deputy Presiding Officer: Minister, you
will have to be very quick indeed.
Ms Curran: Okay. Amendment 119 allows for
Scottish ministers—[Laughter.]
Instead of speaking to the amendment, perhaps
I should simply reply to points that are raised in
the debate.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: There will be no
debate to reply to. [Laughter.]
Ms Curran: I am sorry that I am providing more
hilarity than solutions here.
I move amendment 119.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: We got there
eventually.
Amendment 119 agreed to.
Stewart Stevenson: I would like to move a
motion without notice to extend this part of the
consideration of amendments by 15 minutes. I
have discussed this with the business manager for
the Executive, who I believe to be similarly
minded.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: I am minded to
accept such a motion as it will enable members to
explore issues more thoroughly. Is it agreed that
we take such a motion?
Members indicated agreement.
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That, under Rule 8.14.3, the debate on Groups 12 to 21
be extended by 15 minutes.—[Stewart Stevenson.]

Motion agreed to.
Section 64A—Registers
The Deputy Presiding Officer: Amendment 20,
in the name of Bill Aitken, is grouped with
amendments 21 to 35 and 37.
Mary Scanlon: I will move the amendment in
Bill Aitken’s name and raise some points that I
raised at stage 2.
We supported the draft bill, which highlighted
landlord registration for designated areas. There
are two basic principles involved in this issue.
First, there was no pre-legislative consultation on
the 25 extensive and complex amendments that
were lodged by Cathie Craigie at stage 2. The
second principle relates to the question whether
the Antisocial Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill is the
correct place in which to deal with the national
registration scheme for private landlords. I refer to
the Communities Committee’s stage 1 report
which says:
“The Chartered Institute of Housing in Scotland and the
Scottish Association of Landlords both agreed that full
registration of private landlords would be best left to a
private sector housing bill, in order to avoid tarnishing what
is seen as a very positive move with the negative
connotations of antisocial behaviour.”

The report also noted:
“The Committee notes the Scottish Executive’s
commitment to introduce a private housing bill which will
provide for the physical standard of a property and for all
aspects of the landlord-tenant relationship and therefore
accepts that it is inappropriate to include such provision in
this particular Bill.”

I appreciate that the committee then said,
“However,” did a U-turn and came up with another
paragraph that agreed to include such a provision
in the bill, but the basic tenor of the committee’s
report is that there was no consultation on the
registration of private landlords and that this bill is
not the right one for such provisions.
The Executive has been commended by all
parties and organisations throughout Scotland for
its wide-ranging consultation on the bill, but Cathie
Craigie’s amendments at stage 2 were substantial
and complex. I will quote from a briefing of the
Council of Mortgage Lenders, which raised
“the principle of a voluntary accreditation scheme which
could make a useful contribution towards raising standards
in the PRS”.

That idea might not be appropriate, but the whole
issue requires further debate and a more wideranging consultation with all the relevant people, to
examine the wider impact on the private rented
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sector. Not only did the private sector not have the
information to feed in to us, members of the
committee did not have that information.
Christine May (Central Fife) (Lab): Will the
member take an intervention?
Mary Scanlon: I am very short of time.
Page 15 of the Scottish Parliament information
centre’s briefing quotes the housing improvement
task force’s recommendation:
“After considering all options, HITF concluded that local
authorities should promote the development of local
voluntary accreditation schemes.”

The Deputy Presiding Officer: You have one
minute remaining.
Mary Scanlon: In the minute that I have left, I
will say that my points were supported by COSLA,
whose members said that they did not
“think that it is appropriate to have an amendment of this
magnitude at this stage of the Anti-Social Behaviour Bill”

and they recommended that the issue be taken
care of in a private sector housing bill. In the same
briefing to the committee, COSLA said that
“We would strongly urge members of the committee to
reject the amendments.”

The amendments were also seen by the
Chartered Institute of Housing in Scotland as “a
step too far”.
I ask the minister a question from the Scottish
Council for Single Homeless; it relates to part 8 of
the bill and the registration scheme.
“Given the difficulties already experienced in a number of
local authority areas in tracking down Houses in Multiple
Occupation for licensing, how does the Minister envisage
the processes to be used in tracking down private landlords
who are unwilling to register?”

I move amendment 20.
Johann Lamont: There is no more fundamental
issue in antisocial behaviour legislation than that
of private landlords. There has been consultation.
The committee’s pre-legislative consultation came
up with something that we did not expect.
Throughout communities, people raised the
problem of private landlords. The Tories seem to
be comfortable when they are talking about
individual instances of antisocial behaviour and
not addressing some of the structural problems
that create, promote and feed on antisocial
behaviour. We have to focus on that.
The proposed legislation is not a threat to the
private sector; it is intended to protect it. The
Scottish Association of Landlords said that it was
distressed by the damage to landlords that is
caused by the actions of some individual private
landlords. There are some private landlords who
are not in the business of providing homes for
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rent, but are in the business of making money in
the easiest of ways, with no responsibility and
affording tenants and their neighbours no rights
whatsoever.
Some landlords are not known; others are
abusive when they are contacted. They must be
found and challenged. It is not just about the poor
behaviour of individual tenants. In some
communities, if we manage to evict an individual
problem tenant, the next one who is not being
managed causes the same problems because the
landlords are not dealing with the problems as
they emerge. There are broader problems when
people are being driven out of their homes, selling
their properties or getting a management transfer
if they can because they can no longer live with
intolerable behaviour.
I do not know why some people in the social
rented sector are saying that the proposal is a step
too far. The social landlords in my community are
saying that they are damaged by private-landlord
lets in their areas, which affect their ability to
sustain their properties. In such communities, it is
destructive, dispiriting and distressing to find
oneself in a situation in which one can neither
move, because one’s property can no longer be
sold, nor stay, because one cannot feel safe.
Public moneys are feeding the problem. That
situation must be challenged. If people are
receiving rent, they have an obligation to act—
nothing is for nothing.
It is vital that we address that connection. The
obligation should not be on the person who is
entitled to housing benefit, but on the person who
is in receipt of housing benefit. I would be
concerned if we were to set up a scheme that
would not allow landlords to receive rent because
they were not registered as landlords, even though
the housing benefit system will pay someone
money so that they can give that money to
someone who is not registered as a landlord.
It is important that work is done with
Westminster to address that situation. That will
concentrate the minds of those people who view
the present set-up as being simply a moneymaking opportunity, to the extent that they
stipulate that someone who is in work or is not in
receipt of housing benefit cannot hold one of their
leases. The behaviour of such people is not in the
interests of tenants or communities. Public
moneys are working against the grain of the
money that has been committed to community
regeneration. We must support the proposed
scheme, if for no other reason than to address that
need within communities. We need to work with
the people who have concerns about how the
scheme will be implemented on the ground. By
breaking the simple connection between owning a
property and receiving a rent without obligation,
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we will be doing a very good thing for local
communities.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: I ask Stewart
Stevenson to be brief.
Stewart Stevenson: I am happy to support the
principle of registration for landlords. On previous
occasions, I have expressed concerns about the
complexity and elaboration of the set of
amendments that was lodged at stage 2. At this
stage, I would have preferred there to have been a
simple register that just recorded landlords’ names
and addresses, so that we could find them.
However, we are where we are and the SNP will
not be supporting Bill Aitken’s amendments.
It is clear from the evidence that was taken at
stage 1 that landlords welcome the opportunity to
have a regime that will eliminate the rogue
landlords from their business and enhance the
reputation of the good landlords.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: If Patrick Harvie
can be equally brief, I will call Cathie Craigie next.
Patrick Harvie: I share some of Mary Scanlon’s
concerns. Like her, I expressed them during the
committee’s discussions at stage 2. Fuller
consultation on the proposed measure would have
been preferable, as would separate legislation. It
would have been interesting if the registration
scheme had been pursued through a member’s
bill rather than as part of the Antisocial Behaviour
etc (Scotland) Bill.
That said, the arguments in favour of the
scheme are compelling. Although I found the
balance between the arguments to be fine, I came
down in favour of the stage 2 amendments to
insert the relevant provisions in the bill and I will
resist the amendments that now seek to remove
them. One of the assurances that the Executive
provided during our stage 2 discussions was that
the bureaucracy of landlord registration and HMO
registration could be co-ordinated properly to
reduce the burden on landlords. It would be helpful
if the minister could repeat that assurance today.
Cathie Craigie: I know that I lodged what could
be considered to be substantial amendments at
stage 2, but I did not do so just because of my
constituency experience of the private rented
sector or my long-held views that that sector
requires to be regulated. I did so because of my
experience as an MSP. I have spoken to the
communities that will be affected by the bill and,
from 1999, was involved in taking evidence on the
Housing (Scotland) Bill during the Parliament’s
first session, when antisocial behaviour was raised
as a significant problem.
Mary Scanlon suggested that there was not
enough consultation on the proposal and that it
was made only at stage 2, but she might
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remember that, in our stage 1 report, the
Communities Committee recommended that we
should introduce a national registration scheme.
That is what my amendments at stage 2 sought to
do. The Executive has been able to tidy up the
proposed scheme and improve the legislation
through the amendments that we are considering
today.
The registration scheme is simple, as is the test
of whether a person is fit to be a private landlord. I
would love to say a lot more, but I can see that the
Presiding Officer is indicating that I should sit
down. I hope that I will get an opportunity to make
my points in the debate on the motion to pass the
bill.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: Point noted.
16:15
Ms Curran: I think that members are aware that
Bill Aitken’s amendments 20 to 35 and 37 propose
to remove the whole of part 8 of the bill. There are
three key points to remember. The general
principle of stronger regulation of the private
rented sector has widespread support, as shown
in consultations on the bill and in connection with
the housing improvement task force’s work. Part 8
provides the basic framework to ensure that
tenants rent from people who are fit and proper
and that there is a public register of landlords, their
agents and their properties. The scheme does not
involve detailed technical inspection of every
house, so comparisons with the HMO licensing
system are false. It is a light-touch scheme,
although I take Patrick Harvie’s point about the
burden on landlords and I give him the
reassurance that he seeks.
How landlords manage antisocial behaviour will
form part of their track record for deciding whether
they are fit and proper, so registration will
complement the powers to take specific action on
antisocial behaviour that are provided for in part 7.
It is important to have registration powers in place
sooner rather than later for that reason, as well as
for the wider benefits that registration will bring.
Registration will allow local authorities to get to
grips with the private rented sector in their areas
and to understand what the sector provides and
the contribution it makes to meeting housing need.
It will help them to plan strategically for housing
need, to work in partnership with the sector and, if
necessary, to intervene to raise the quality of the
sector and to drive out the few exploitative
landlords about whom members have talked.
I reassure Patrick Harvie that we have had
widespread consultation on the measure. We had
widespread consultation on the housing
improvement task force report and we consulted
last summer on selective registration measures for
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the bill; officials have met a range of stakeholders.
Although I take Patrick Harvie’s points, I will not
take the hypocrisy of the Tories, who get in a rage
one day condemning the Executive for the amount
of consultation that we do and, the next day, say
that we are not consulting enough. Moreover, the
inconsistencies that the Tories have exposed in
their approach today are a bit rich. This morning,
they criticised us for being inconsistent in our
dealings with the social rented sector as against
the private rented sector, but now they do not wish
us to introduce measures on the private rented
sector.
The clear answer to the Tories’ objections is in
the evidence that we have from communities. The
Tories clearly do not know what is going on in the
private rented sector if they do not know the scale
of the concern in certain communities, in which the
problem is beyond being a housing management
issue—it is much more serious than that.
Therefore, we should reject Bill Aitken’s
amendments assertively.
Mary Scanlon: I remind Cathie Craigie that one
of the paragraphs in the committee’s stage 1
report said that, because of the Scottish
Executive’s commitment to introduce a private
housing bill, the committee accepted that it was
inappropriate to include the registration scheme in
the bill.
I remind Cathie Craigie and others that the
Conservatives are not necessarily opposed to a
national registration scheme, but we want it done
properly, in the proper bill, with the proper
consultation. We are supported in that stance by
the Council of Mortgage Lenders in Scotland, the
Scottish Association of Landlords, the Chartered
Institute of Housing in Scotland, COSLA and the
Scottish Council for Single Homeless, not on the
basis that the scheme is bad, but on the basis that
there has been inadequate consultation and that
the scheme is in the wrong bill. That could be a
point for the Procedures Committee to consider. If
no housing bill were planned for the next 10 years,
perhaps we could consider introducing the
scheme through this bill, but I understand that a
housing bill is planned for early next year.
I remind Cathie Craigie that the consultation
document talked about
“Giving local authorities the power to require all privately let
property in a defined area to be registered”.

That power was included in the draft bill, which we
supported, but the Executive did not consult on a
nationwide registration scheme for private
landlords; let us get it right.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: The question is,
that amendment 20 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
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The Deputy Presiding Officer: There will be a
division.
FOR
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Curran, Frances (West of Scotland) (SSP)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Fox, Colin (Lothians) (SSP)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Gallie, Phil (South of Scotland) (Con)
Goldie, Miss Annabel (West of Scotland) (Con)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
Kane, Rosie (Glasgow) (SSP)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
McLetchie, David (Edinburgh Pentlands) (Con)
Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
Mitchell, Margaret (Central Scotland) (Con)
Monteith, Mr Brian (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Sheridan, Tommy (Glasgow) (SSP)

AGAINST
Adam, Brian (Aberdeen North) (SNP)
Alexander, Ms Wendy (Paisley North) (Lab)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ewing, Mrs Margaret (Moray) (SNP)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Godman, Trish (West Renfrewshire) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Kerr, Mr Andy (East Kilbride) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McConnell, Mr Jack (Motherwell and Wishaw) (Lab)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeil, Mr Duncan (Greenock and Inverclyde) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
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Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Ruskell, Mr Mark (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Green)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Smith, Margaret (Edinburgh West) (LD)
Stephen, Nicol (Aberdeen South) (LD)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)

The Deputy Presiding Officer: The result of
the division is: For 20, Against 71, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 20 disagreed to.
Section 64B—Application for registration
Amendments 120 to 122 moved—[Ms Margaret
Curran]—and agreed to.
Amendment 21 not moved.

Amendments 123 to 126 moved—[Ms Margaret
Curran]—and agreed to.
Amendment 22 not moved.
Section 64D—Section 64C: considerations
Amendments 127 to 131 moved—[Ms Margaret
Curran]—and agreed to.
Amendment 23 not moved.
Section 64E—Notification of registration or
refusal to register
Margaret

Amendment 24 not moved.
Section 64F—Duty of registered person to
provide information to local authority
Amendment 25 not moved.
Section 64G—Registered person: appointment
of agent
Amendments 133 to 137 moved—[Ms Margaret
Curran]—and agreed to.
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Amendment 26 not moved.
Section 64H—Removal from register
Amendment 27 not moved.
Section 64I—Notification of removal from
register
Amendment
138
moved—[Ms
Curran]—and agreed to.

Margaret

Amendment 28 not moved.
After section 64I
Amendment
139
moved—[Ms
Curran]—and agreed to.

Margaret

Section 64J—Appeals against refusal to
register or removal from register
Amendment 29 not moved.
Section 64K—Offence of letting house while
not registered
The Deputy Presiding Officer: Group 20 is on
offences in relation to registration areas.
Amendment 140, in the name of the minister, is
grouped with amendments 141 to 146. I invite the
minister to speak very briefly indeed to the
amendments in this group.
Ms Curran: Will I just move amendment 140?
The Deputy Presiding Officer: There is time
for a brief comment.

Section 64C—Registration

Amendment
132
moved—[Ms
Curran]—and agreed to.
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Ms Curran: I will just move amendment 140.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: That is suitably
brief.
Bill Aitken: The same principles apply as
previously, which is why we will oppose
amendments 140 and 146.
Ms Curran: It is clear that we need those
amendments, so I urge the Parliament to support
them.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: The question is,
that amendment 140 be agreed to. Are we
agreed?
Members: No.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: There will be a
division.
FOR
Adam, Brian (Aberdeen North) (SNP)
Alexander, Ms Wendy (Paisley North) (Lab)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
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Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Cunningham, Roseanna (Perth) (SNP)
Curran, Frances (West of Scotland) (SSP)
Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ewing, Fergus (Inverness East, Nairn and Lochaber) (SNP)
Ewing, Mrs Margaret (Moray) (SNP)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Finnie, Ross (West of Scotland) (LD)
Fox, Colin (Lothians) (SSP)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Godman, Trish (West Renfrewshire) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Grahame, Christine (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Hughes, Janis (Glasgow Rutherglen) (Lab)
Ingram, Mr Adam (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Kane, Rosie (Glasgow) (SSP)
Kerr, Mr Andy (East Kilbride) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)
Lochhead, Richard (North East Scotland) (SNP)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
MacDonald, Margo (Lothians) (Ind)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
Marwick, Tricia (Mid Scotland and Fife) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McCabe, Mr Tom (Hamilton South) (Lab)
McConnell, Mr Jack (Motherwell and Wishaw) (Lab)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeil, Mr Duncan (Greenock and Inverclyde) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Morrison, Mr Alasdair (Western Isles) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
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Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Robson, Euan (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (LD)
Rumbles, Mike (West Aberdeenshire and Kincardine) (LD)
Ruskell, Mr Mark (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Green)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Sheridan, Tommy (Glasgow) (SSP)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Smith, Margaret (Edinburgh West) (LD)
Stephen, Nicol (Aberdeen South) (LD)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Stone, Mr Jamie (Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross)
(LD)
Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Turner, Dr Jean (Strathkelvin and Bearsden) (Ind)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab)

AGAINST
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Davidson, Mr David (North East Scotland) (Con)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Gallie, Phil (South of Scotland) (Con)
Goldie, Miss Annabel (West of Scotland) (Con)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
Mitchell, Margaret (Central Scotland) (Con)
Monteith, Mr Brian (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Mundell, David (South of Scotland) (Con)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Scott, John (Ayr) (Con)

The Deputy Presiding Officer: The result of
the division is: For 100, Against 16, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 140 agreed to.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: Does any
member object to amendments 141 to 146 being
taken together?
Bill Aitken: I do. I request that
amendments 141 to 145 be taken en bloc.

only

Amendments 141 to 145 moved—[Ms Margaret
Curran]—and agreed to.
Amendment 146 moved—[Ms Margaret Curran].
The Deputy Presiding Officer: The question is,
that amendment 146 be agreed to. Are we
agreed?
Members: No.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: There will be a
division.
FOR
Adam, Brian (Aberdeen North) (SNP)
Alexander, Ms Wendy (Paisley North) (Lab)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
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Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Cunningham, Roseanna (Perth) (SNP)
Curran, Frances (West of Scotland) (SSP)
Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ewing, Fergus (Inverness East, Nairn and Lochaber) (SNP)
Ewing, Mrs Margaret (Moray) (SNP)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Finnie, Ross (West of Scotland) (LD)
Fox, Colin (Lothians) (SSP)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Godman, Trish (West Renfrewshire) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Grahame, Christine (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Hughes, Janis (Glasgow Rutherglen) (Lab)
Ingram, Mr Adam (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Kane, Rosie (Glasgow) (SSP)
Kerr, Mr Andy (East Kilbride) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)
Lochhead, Richard (North East Scotland) (SNP)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
MacDonald, Margo (Lothians) (Ind)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
Marwick, Tricia (Mid Scotland and Fife) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McCabe, Mr Tom (Hamilton South) (Lab)
McConnell, Mr Jack (Motherwell and Wishaw) (Lab)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeil, Mr Duncan (Greenock and Inverclyde) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Morrison, Mr Alasdair (Western Isles) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
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Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Robson, Euan (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (LD)
Rumbles, Mike (West Aberdeenshire and Kincardine) (LD)
Ruskell, Mr Mark (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Green)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Sheridan, Tommy (Glasgow) (SSP)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Smith, Margaret (Edinburgh West) (LD)
Stephen, Nicol (Aberdeen South) (LD)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Stone, Mr Jamie (Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross)
(LD)
Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Turner, Dr Jean (Strathkelvin and Bearsden) (Ind)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab)

AGAINST
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Davidson, Mr David (North East Scotland) (Con)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Gallie, Phil (South of Scotland) (Con)
Goldie, Miss Annabel (West of Scotland) (Con)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
Mitchell, Margaret (Central Scotland) (Con)
Monteith, Mr Brian (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Mundell, David (South of Scotland) (Con)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Scott, John (Ayr) (Con)

The Deputy Presiding Officer: The result of
the division is: For 100, Against 16, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 146 agreed to.
Amendment 30 not moved.
After section 64K
The Deputy Presiding Officer: Group 21 is on
registration areas. Amendment 147, in the name
of the minister, is grouped with amendments 148
to 151 and 155 to 157. We are almost out of time,
so I must ask the minister simply to move
amendment 147.
Amendment
147
moved—[Ms
Curran]—and agreed to.

Margaret

Amendments 148 to 150 moved—[Ms Margaret
Curran].
The Deputy Presiding Officer: The question is,
that amendments 148 to 150 be agreed to. Are we
agreed?
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Members: No.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: There will be a
division.
FOR
Adam, Brian (Aberdeen North) (SNP)
Alexander, Ms Wendy (Paisley North) (Lab)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Cunningham, Roseanna (Perth) (SNP)
Curran, Frances (West of Scotland) (SSP)
Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ewing, Fergus (Inverness East, Nairn and Lochaber) (SNP)
Ewing, Mrs Margaret (Moray) (SNP)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Finnie, Ross (West of Scotland) (LD)
Fox, Colin (Lothians) (SSP)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Godman, Trish (West Renfrewshire) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Grahame, Christine (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Hughes, Janis (Glasgow Rutherglen) (Lab)
Ingram, Mr Adam (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Kane, Rosie (Glasgow) (SSP)
Kerr, Mr Andy (East Kilbride) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)
Lochhead, Richard (North East Scotland) (SNP)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
MacDonald, Margo (Lothians) (Ind)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
Marwick, Tricia (Mid Scotland and Fife) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McCabe, Mr Tom (Hamilton South) (Lab)
McConnell, Mr Jack (Motherwell and Wishaw) (Lab)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeil, Mr Duncan (Greenock and Inverclyde) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
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Morrison, Mr Alasdair (Western Isles) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Robson, Euan (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (LD)
Rumbles, Mike (West Aberdeenshire and Kincardine) (LD)
Ruskell, Mr Mark (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Green)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Smith, Margaret (Edinburgh West) (LD)
Stephen, Nicol (Aberdeen South) (LD)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Stone, Mr Jamie (Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross)
(LD)
Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Swinney, Mr John (North Tayside) (SNP)
Turner, Dr Jean (Strathkelvin and Bearsden) (Ind)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab

AGAINST
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Davidson, Mr David (North East Scotland) (Con)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Gallie, Phil (South of Scotland) (Con)
Goldie, Miss Annabel (West of Scotland) (Con)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
Monteith, Mr Brian (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Mundell, David (South of Scotland) (Con)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Scott, John (Ayr) (Con)

The Deputy Presiding Officer: The result of
the division is: For 100, Against 15, Abstentions 0.
Amendments 148 to 150 agreed to.
Section 64L—Order that no rent payable
Amendment 151 moved—[Stewart Stevenson].
The Deputy Presiding Officer: The question is,
that amendment 151 be agreed to. Are we
agreed?
Members: No.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: There will be a
division.
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FOR
Adam, Brian (Aberdeen North) (SNP)
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)
Cunningham, Roseanna (Perth) (SNP)
Curran, Frances (West of Scotland) (SSP)
Ewing, Fergus (Inverness East, Nairn and Lochaber) (SNP)
Fox, Colin (Lothians) (SSP)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Grahame, Christine (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Ingram, Mr Adam (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Kane, Rosie (Glasgow) (SSP)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)
Lochhead, Richard (North East Scotland) (SNP)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
MacDonald, Margo (Lothians) (Ind)
Marwick, Tricia (Mid Scotland and Fife) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
Swinney, Mr John (North Tayside) (SNP)
Turner, Dr Jean (Strathkelvin and Bearsden) (Ind)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Alexander, Ms Wendy (Paisley North) (Lab)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Davidson, Mr David (North East Scotland) (Con)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Finnie, Ross (West of Scotland) (LD)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Gallie, Phil (South of Scotland) (Con)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Godman, Trish (West Renfrewshire) (Lab)
Goldie, Miss Annabel (West of Scotland) (Con)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Hughes, Janis (Glasgow Rutherglen) (Lab)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
Kerr, Mr Andy (East Kilbride) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
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Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McCabe, Mr Tom (Hamilton South) (Lab)
McConnell, Mr Jack (Motherwell and Wishaw) (Lab)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeil, Mr Duncan (Greenock and Inverclyde) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
Monteith, Mr Brian (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Morrison, Mr Alasdair (Western Isles) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Mundell, David (South of Scotland) (Con)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Robson, Euan (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (LD)
Rumbles, Mike (West Aberdeenshire and Kincardine) (LD)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Scott, John (Ayr) (Con)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Smith, Margaret (Edinburgh West) (LD)
Stephen, Nicol (Aberdeen South) (LD)
Stone, Mr Jamie (Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross)
(LD)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab)

ABSTENTIONS
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Harper, Robin (Lothians) (Green)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Ruskell, Mr Mark (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Green)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)

The Deputy Presiding Officer: The result of
the division is: For 28, Against 81, Abstentions 6.
Amendment 151 disagreed to.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: Before we
proceed, I advise members that moving the motion
to extend the debate that we have just had under
rule 8.14.3 has had the effect of extending the
deadline on groups 12 to 21, but it could not go
further in making any consequential changes to
subsequent deadlines. In other words, the extra 15
minutes will come out of the time for the next
groups. Therefore, I invite Patricia Ferguson to
move a motion on behalf of the Parliamentary
Bureau that will revise the remaining stage 3
timetable, to change each subsequent deadline by
15 minutes.
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Motion moved,
That the Parliament agrees as a revision to motion S2M1491 in the name of Patricia Ferguson (Antisocial
Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill – Business Motion), agreed
on 17 June 2004, in relation to the timetabling motion for
Stage 3 of the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill—
after,
Groups 12 to 21 – no later than 4 hours and 10 minutes
delete all and insert,
Groups 22 to 24 – no later than 4 hours and 45 minutes
Groups 25 to 30 – no later than 5 hours and 30 minutes
Motion to pass the Bill – 5 hours and 45 minutes.—
[Patricia Ferguson.]

Motion agreed to.
Amendment 31 moved—[Ms Margaret Curran].
The Deputy Presiding Officer: The question is,
that amendment 31, which is in the name of Bill
Aitken and has been moved by Margaret Curran,
be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: There will be a
division.
FOR
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Alexander, Ms Wendy (Paisley North) (Lab)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Curran, Frances (West of Scotland) (SSP)
Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Davidson, Mr David (North East Scotland) (Con)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ewing, Fergus (Inverness East, Nairn and Lochaber) (SNP)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Finnie, Ross (West of Scotland) (LD)
Fox, Colin (Lothians) (SSP)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Gallie, Phil (South of Scotland) (Con)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Godman, Trish (West Renfrewshire) (Lab)
Goldie, Miss Annabel (West of Scotland) (Con)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Hughes, Janis (Glasgow Rutherglen) (Lab)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
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Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
Kane, Rosie (Glasgow) (SSP)
Kerr, Mr Andy (East Kilbride) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
MacDonald, Margo (Lothians) (Ind)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McCabe, Mr Tom (Hamilton South) (Lab)
McConnell, Mr Jack (Motherwell and Wishaw) (Lab)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeil, Mr Duncan (Greenock and Inverclyde) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
Monteith, Mr Brian (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Morrison, Mr Alasdair (Western Isles) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Mundell, David (South of Scotland) (Con)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Robson, Euan (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (LD)
Rumbles, Mike (West Aberdeenshire and Kincardine) (LD)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Scott, John (Ayr) (Con)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Smith, Margaret (Edinburgh West) (LD)
Stephen, Nicol (Aberdeen South) (LD)
Stone, Mr Jamie (Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross)
(LD)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Turner, Dr Jean (Strathkelvin and Bearsden) (Ind)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab)

AGAINST
Adam, Brian (Aberdeen North) (SNP)
Cunningham, Roseanna (Perth) (SNP)
Ewing, Mrs Margaret (Moray) (SNP)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Grahame, Christine (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Ingram, Mr Adam (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Lochhead, Richard (North East Scotland) (SNP)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Marwick, Tricia (Mid Scotland and Fife) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
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Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
Swinney, Mr John (North Tayside) (SNP)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

ABSTENTIONS
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Harper, Robin (Lothians) (Green)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Ruskell, Mr Mark (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Green)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)

The Deputy Presiding Officer: The result of
the division is: For 90, Against 20, Abstentions 6.
Amendment 31 agreed to.
Section 64M—Appeal against order that no
rent payable
Amendment 32 moved—[Ms Margaret Curran].
The Deputy Presiding Officer: The question is,
that amendment 32, in the name of Bill Aitken, be
agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
16:30
The Deputy Presiding Officer: There will be a
division.
FOR
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Alexander, Ms Wendy (Paisley North) (Lab)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Curran, Frances (West of Scotland) (SSP)
Davidson, Mr David (North East Scotland) (Con)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Finnie, Ross (West of Scotland) (LD)
Fox, Colin (Lothians) (SSP)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Gallie, Phil (South of Scotland) (Con)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Godman, Trish (West Renfrewshire) (Lab)
Goldie, Miss Annabel (West of Scotland) (Con)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Hughes, Janis (Glasgow Rutherglen) (Lab)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
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Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
Kane, Rosie (Glasgow) (SSP)
Kerr, Mr Andy (East Kilbride) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
MacDonald, Margo (Lothians) (Ind)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McCabe, Mr Tom (Hamilton South) (Lab)
McConnell, Mr Jack (Motherwell and Wishaw) (Lab)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeil, Mr Duncan (Greenock and Inverclyde) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
Monteith, Mr Brian (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Morrison, Mr Alasdair (Western Isles) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Mundell, David (South of Scotland) (Con)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Robson, Euan (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (LD)
Rumbles, Mike (West Aberdeenshire and Kincardine) (LD)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Scott, John (Ayr) (Con)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Smith, Margaret (Edinburgh West) (LD)
Stephen, Nicol (Aberdeen South) (LD)
Stone, Mr Jamie (Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross)
(LD)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Turner, Dr Jean (Strathkelvin and Bearsden) (Ind)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab)

AGAINST
Adam, Brian (Aberdeen North) (SNP)
Cunningham, Roseanna (Perth) (SNP)
Ewing, Fergus (Inverness East, Nairn and Lochaber) (SNP)
Ewing, Mrs Margaret (Moray) (SNP)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Grahame, Christine (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Ingram, Mr Adam (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Lochhead, Richard (North East Scotland) (SNP)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Marwick, Tricia (Mid Scotland and Fife) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
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Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
Swinney, Mr John (North Tayside) (SNP)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST

ABSTENTIONS
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Harper, Robin (Lothians) (Green)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Ruskell, Mr Mark (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Green)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)

The Deputy Presiding Officer: The result of
the division is: For 88, Against 21, Abstentions 6.
Amendment 32 agreed to.
Section 64N—Grants to local authorities
Amendment 33 not moved.
After section 64N
Amendment
154
moved—[Ms
Curran]—and agreed to.
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Amendment 155 moved—[Stewart Stevenson].
The Deputy Presiding Officer: The question is,
that amendment 155 be agreed to. Are we
agreed?
Members: No.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: There will be a
division.
FOR
Adam, Brian (Aberdeen North) (SNP)
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)
Cunningham, Roseanna (Perth) (SNP)
Curran, Frances (West of Scotland) (SSP)
Ewing, Fergus (Inverness East, Nairn and Lochaber) (SNP)
Ewing, Mrs Margaret (Moray) (SNP)
Fox, Colin (Lothians) (SSP)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Godman, Trish (West Renfrewshire) (Lab)
Grahame, Christine (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Ingram, Mr Adam (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Kane, Rosie (Glasgow) (SSP)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)
Lochhead, Richard (North East Scotland) (SNP)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Marwick, Tricia (Mid Scotland and Fife) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Smith, Margaret (Edinburgh West) (LD)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
Swinney, Mr John (North Tayside) (SNP)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Alexander, Ms Wendy (Paisley North) (Lab)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Davidson, Mr David (North East Scotland) (Con)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Finnie, Ross (West of Scotland) (LD)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Gallie, Phil (South of Scotland) (Con)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Goldie, Miss Annabel (West of Scotland) (Con)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Hughes, Janis (Glasgow Rutherglen) (Lab)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
Kerr, Mr Andy (East Kilbride) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
MacDonald, Margo (Lothians) (Ind)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McCabe, Mr Tom (Hamilton South) (Lab)
McConnell, Mr Jack (Motherwell and Wishaw) (Lab)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeil, Mr Duncan (Greenock and Inverclyde) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
Monteith, Mr Brian (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Morrison, Mr Alasdair (Western Isles) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Mundell, David (South of Scotland) (Con)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Robson, Euan (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (LD)
Rumbles, Mike (West Aberdeenshire and Kincardine) (LD)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
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Scott, John (Ayr) (Con)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Stephen, Nicol (Aberdeen South) (LD)
Stone, Mr Jamie (Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross)
(LD)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Turner, Dr Jean (Strathkelvin and Bearsden) (Ind)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab)

ABSTENTIONS
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Harper, Robin (Lothians) (Green)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Ruskell, Mr Mark (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Green)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)

The Deputy Presiding Officer: The result of
the division is: For 29, Against 81, Abstentions 6.
Amendment 155 disagreed to.
Amendments 156 and 157 not moved.
Section 74—Amendment of Housing (Scotland)
Act 1988
Amendment 34 not moved.
Section 74A—Interpretation of Part 8
Amendment 35 not moved.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: That ends that
series of divisions. I do not know about other
members, but I enjoyed that.
Section 81—Review of order
The Deputy Presiding Officer: Group 22 is on
parenting orders in general. Amendment 60, in the
name of the minister, is grouped with amendments
63 and 64.
Mrs Mulligan: Parenting orders are an
important part of the bill. They will ensure that the
small number of parents who refuse to engage
with support to improve their parenting, when that
support is in their children’s interest, can be held
to account. All the amendments seek to improve
the way in which parenting orders will operate
without involving significant changes in policy.
Amendment 60 provides that a local authority
must consult the principal reporter before it makes
an application for the review or revocation of a
parenting order. That makes sense. As members
will be aware, original applications for a parenting
order may be made by the principal reporter or by
local authorities. If an order is then made by the
court, it will be supervised by an officer of the local
authority. Section 81 provides that the child,
parent or local authority may apply for revocation
or review of the order. When the application for the
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review or revocation is being considered by the
local authority, it is important that the views of the
reporter are fed in.
Amendment 63 is a reaction to a query that was
made by Stewart Stevenson at stage 2. It provides
that the offence in section 83C of publication of
information that is intended or likely to identify the
parent or child who is involved in the parenting
order proceedings includes publication anywhere
in the world. That means that it will be an offence
in Scots law—triable in Scotland—for anyone to
publish such information in the rest of the UK or
further afield. I am grateful to Stewart Stevenson
for raising the issue and I hope that he is satisfied
with our response.
Amendment 64 is a technical amendment that
seeks to ensure that a children’s hearing may
exercise its power to request the principal reporter
to consider making an application for a parenting
order in the course of a hearing that has been
convened to review a supervision requirement.
That has always been our policy. However,
because of the exclusive reference in section 86 to
section 65(1) of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995,
a hearing could do that only when it was
considering grounds of referral for the first time.
I move amendment 60.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: I call Scott
Barrie to be followed by Sandra White. I can give
them only a minute for bullet points.
Scott Barrie: I will be brief, Presiding Officer.
The Executive is quite right to lodge amendment
60, which, if it is agreed to, will ensure that the
local authority will have to bring forward reviews of
any parenting order that has been made. After all,
we do not want to make the court system more
complex by having a situation in which either the
local authority or the principal reporter can bring
forward such reviews. Given that local authorities
will be responsible for monitoring parenting orders,
it is absolutely right that the provision in
amendment 60 is agreed to.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: I am obliged to
Sandra White for pulling out.
Amendment 60 agreed to.
Section 83B—Account to be taken of religion,
work and education
The Deputy Presiding Officer: Group 23 is on
the account to be taken of religion, work and
education in parenting orders, reparation orders
and so on. Amendment 61, in the name of Donald
Gorrie, is grouped with amendments 62, 65, 66,
77 and 79.
Donald Gorrie: The amendments seek to
safeguard the position of people who do voluntary
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work or take educational or training courses by
ensuring that they cannot be instructed to appear
under a parenting order or community reparation
order when they are doing that work or
undertaking that training. We want to encourage
people to take up such work or training, not
deprive them of those opportunities because they
are under certain orders. The point is minor, but
helpful.
I should point out one minor technicality.
Amendment 66 had to be lodged because it
appears that, according to the law, universities are
not places of education. Perhaps that issue should
be pursued at another time.
I move amendment 61.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: I call Sandra
White, to be followed by Colin Fox. I ask members
for brief contributions.
Ms White: I will be as brief as possible.
I welcome—and the SNP supports—this group
of amendments. I have said before that the bill
must encourage, not punish. It is eminently
sensible to allow someone to do voluntary work as
part of the terms of a restorative order without
making them take time off to appear in court as a
result of a parenting order or some other order.
Colin Fox: I welcome the amendments. I am
sure that a primary aim of any youth justice
system is to try to get youngsters to face up to the
consequences of their offences. Any initiative that
allows them to show the community that they have
offended against that they are remorseful and
prepared to undo some of their damage would be
great. Given the vast sums of money that are
spent on incarcerating people, the disposal that
Donald Gorrie highlights should enjoy widespread
support.
I hope that the minister will take into account the
fact that the element of compulsion might act as a
stigma instead of encouraging young people to get
involved in reparation. I would certainly support
such an order if it were voluntary. I hope that the
minister will give some consideration to the fact
that any voluntary order must be thoroughly
supported by the agencies. As she knows, the
public are losing faith in community service orders
because they are not being properly supervised or
completed.
In my discussions on Monday with the
Broomhouse save our scheme campaign, I was
interested to hear about the timebank initiative,
which allows people to do voluntary work to
rebuild their communities and rewards them with
credits towards certain goals and community
assets. I wonder whether the minister knows much
about that initiative and whether she will consider
introducing it in Scotland.
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Mrs Mulligan: I am glad to be able to support all
Donald Gorrie’s amendments in the group. They
are all technical, but they are important
amendments that will ensure that the bill will
define work and educational establishments
sensibly for the purposes of parenting orders,
community reparation orders, community service
orders and supervised attendance orders.
The aim of amendment 61 is to clarify that
“work” includes voluntary work for the purposes of
section 83B, which provides that, in imposing a
parenting order, a court shall try to avoid, as far as
possible, the demands of the parenting order
interfering with the parent’s work or educational
commitments. Therefore, it is appropriate that
“work” for this purpose includes voluntary work. I
am happy to support amendment 61. Amendment
62 is in a similar vein.
Amendments 77 and 79 make identical
amendments to the existing provisions in the 1995
act for community service orders and supervised
attendance orders. I have to say to Colin Fox that I
am not aware that the public are losing confidence
in community service orders. The Minister for
Justice has been pursuing that route as an
alternative to custody, which is something that we
would all wish to support.
Amendment 66 provides that the definition of
“educational establishment” for the purposes of
section 245K is drawn as widely as possible. As
with parenting orders, the current definition in the
Education (Scotland) Act 1980 would exclude
universities. However, as Donald Gorrie said, by
leaving the term undefined, a court will give
“educational establishment” its normal everyday
meaning. I am happy to support amendment 66.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: The question is,
that amendment 61 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: There will be a
division.
FOR
Adam, Brian (Aberdeen North) (SNP)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Cunningham, Roseanna (Perth) (SNP)
Curran, Frances (West of Scotland) (SSP)
Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
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Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ewing, Fergus (Inverness East, Nairn and Lochaber) (SNP)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Finnie, Ross (West of Scotland) (LD)
Fox, Colin (Lothians) (SSP)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Godman, Trish (West Renfrewshire) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Grahame, Christine (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Harper, Robin (Lothians) (Green)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Hughes, Janis (Glasgow Rutherglen) (Lab)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Kane, Rosie (Glasgow) (SSP)
Kerr, Mr Andy (East Kilbride) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)
Lochhead, Richard (North East Scotland) (SNP)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
MacDonald, Margo (Lothians) (Ind)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
Marwick, Tricia (Mid Scotland and Fife) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McConnell, Mr Jack (Motherwell and Wishaw) (Lab)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeil, Mr Duncan (Greenock and Inverclyde) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Morrison, Mr Alasdair (Western Isles) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Robson, Euan (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (LD)
Ruskell, Mr Mark (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Green)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Smith, Margaret (Edinburgh West) (LD)
Stephen, Nicol (Aberdeen South) (LD)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Stone, Mr Jamie (Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross)
(LD)
Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
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Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Turner, Dr Jean (Strathkelvin and Bearsden) (Ind)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab)

AGAINST
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Davidson, Mr David (North East Scotland) (Con)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Gallie, Phil (South of Scotland) (Con)
Goldie, Miss Annabel (West of Scotland) (Con)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
Mitchell, Margaret (Central Scotland) (Con)
Mundell, David (South of Scotland) (Con)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Scott, John (Ayr) (Con)

The Deputy Presiding Officer: The result of
the division is: For 95, Against 15, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 61 agreed to.
Amendment 62 moved—[Donald Gorrie].
The Deputy Presiding Officer: The question is,
that amendment 62 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: There will be a
division.
FOR
Adam, Brian (Aberdeen North) (SNP)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Cunningham, Roseanna (Perth) (SNP)
Curran, Frances (West of Scotland) (SSP)
Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ewing, Fergus (Inverness East, Nairn and Lochaber) (SNP)
Ewing, Mrs Margaret (Moray) (SNP)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Finnie, Ross (West of Scotland) (LD)
Fox, Colin (Lothians) (SSP)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Godman, Trish (West Renfrewshire) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Grahame, Christine (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Harper, Robin (Lothians) (Green)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
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Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Hughes, Janis (Glasgow Rutherglen) (Lab)
Ingram, Mr Adam (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Kane, Rosie (Glasgow) (SSP)
Kerr, Mr Andy (East Kilbride) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)
Lochhead, Richard (North East Scotland) (SNP)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
MacDonald, Margo (Lothians) (Ind)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
Marwick, Tricia (Mid Scotland and Fife) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McConnell, Mr Jack (Motherwell and Wishaw) (Lab)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeil, Mr Duncan (Greenock and Inverclyde) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Morrison, Mr Alasdair (Western Isles) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Robson, Euan (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (LD)
Ruskell, Mr Mark (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Green)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Smith, Margaret (Edinburgh West) (LD)
Stephen, Nicol (Aberdeen South) (LD)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Stone, Mr Jamie (Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross)
(LD)
Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Turner, Dr Jean (Strathkelvin and Bearsden) (Ind)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab)

AGAINST
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
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Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Davidson, Mr David (North East Scotland) (Con)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Gallie, Phil (South of Scotland) (Con)
Goldie, Miss Annabel (West of Scotland) (Con)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
Mitchell, Margaret (Central Scotland) (Con)
Monteith, Mr Brian (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Mundell, David (South of Scotland) (Con)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Scott, John (Ayr) (Con)

The Deputy Presiding Officer: The result of
the division is: For 97, Against 16, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 62 agreed to.
Section 83C—Restriction on reporting
proceedings relating to parenting orders
Amendment 63 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
Section 86—Amendment of Children
(Scotland) Act 1995
Amendment 64 moved—[Mrs Mary Mulligan]—
and agreed to.
Section 88—Antisocial behaviour orders
Amendments 88 and 89 not moved.
Section 88A—Records of antisocial behaviour
orders made in criminal courts
Amendment 90 not moved.
Section 89—Community reparation orders
Amendment 65 moved—[Donald Gorrie].
The Deputy Presiding Officer: The question is,
that amendment 65 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: There will be a
division.
FOR
Adam, Brian (Aberdeen North) (SNP)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Cunningham, Roseanna (Perth) (SNP)
Curran, Frances (West of Scotland) (SSP)
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Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ewing, Fergus (Inverness East, Nairn and Lochaber) (SNP)
Ewing, Mrs Margaret (Moray) (SNP)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Finnie, Ross (West of Scotland) (LD)
Fox, Colin (Lothians) (SSP)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Godman, Trish (West Renfrewshire) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Grahame, Christine (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Harper, Robin (Lothians) (Green)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Hughes, Janis (Glasgow Rutherglen) (Lab)
Ingram, Mr Adam (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Kane, Rosie (Glasgow) (SSP)
Kerr, Mr Andy (East Kilbride) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)
Lochhead, Richard (North East Scotland) (SNP)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
MacDonald, Margo (Lothians) (Ind)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
Marwick, Tricia (Mid Scotland and Fife) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McCabe, Mr Tom (Hamilton South) (Lab)
McConnell, Mr Jack (Motherwell and Wishaw) (Lab)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeil, Mr Duncan (Greenock and Inverclyde) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Morrison, Mr Alasdair (Western Isles) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Robson, Euan (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (LD)
Ruskell, Mr Mark (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Green)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Smith, Margaret (Edinburgh West) (LD)
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Stephen, Nicol (Aberdeen South) (LD)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Stone, Mr Jamie (Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross)
(LD)
Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Turner, Dr Jean (Strathkelvin and Bearsden) (Ind)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab)

AGAINST
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Davidson, Mr David (North East Scotland) (Con)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Gallie, Phil (South of Scotland) (Con)
Goldie, Miss Annabel (West of Scotland) (Con)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
Mitchell, Margaret (Central Scotland) (Con)
Monteith, Mr Brian (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Mundell, David (South of Scotland) (Con)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Scott, John (Ayr) (Con)

The Deputy Presiding Officer: The result of
the division is: For 98, Against 16, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 65 agreed to.
Amendment 66 moved—[Donald Gorrie].
16:45
The Deputy Presiding Officer: The question is,
that amendment 66 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: There will be a
division.
FOR
Adam, Brian (Aberdeen North) (SNP)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Cunningham, Roseanna (Perth) (SNP)
Curran, Frances (West of Scotland) (SSP)
Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ewing, Fergus (Inverness East, Nairn and Lochaber) (SNP)
Ewing, Mrs Margaret (Moray) (SNP)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
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Finnie, Ross (West of Scotland) (LD)
Fox, Colin (Lothians) (SSP)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Godman, Trish (West Renfrewshire) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Grahame, Christine (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Hughes, Janis (Glasgow Rutherglen) (Lab)
Ingram, Mr Adam (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Kane, Rosie (Glasgow) (SSP)
Kerr, Mr Andy (East Kilbride) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)
Lochhead, Richard (North East Scotland) (SNP)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
MacDonald, Margo (Lothians) (Ind)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
Marwick, Tricia (Mid Scotland and Fife) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McCabe, Mr Tom (Hamilton South) (Lab)
McConnell, Mr Jack (Motherwell and Wishaw) (Lab)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeil, Mr Duncan (Greenock and Inverclyde) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Morrison, Mr Alasdair (Western Isles) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Robson, Euan (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (LD)
Ruskell, Mr Mark (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Green)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Smith, Margaret (Edinburgh West) (LD)
Stephen, Nicol (Aberdeen South) (LD)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Stone, Mr Jamie (Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross)
(LD)
Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Turner, Dr Jean (Strathkelvin and Bearsden) (Ind)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
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Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab)

AGAINST
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Davidson, Mr David (North East Scotland) (Con)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Gallie, Phil (South of Scotland) (Con)
Goldie, Miss Annabel (West of Scotland) (Con)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
Mitchell, Margaret (Central Scotland) (Con)
Monteith, Mr Brian (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Mundell, David (South of Scotland) (Con)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Scott, John (Ayr) (Con)

The Deputy Presiding Officer: The result of
the division is: For 96, Against 16, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 66 agreed to.
Section 90—Restriction of liberty orders
Amendments 67 and 68 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
After section 94
The Deputy Presiding Officer: Group 25 deals
with vehicles that are used in a manner causing
alarm, distress or annoyance. Amendment 158, in
the name of Paul Martin, is grouped with
amendment 159.
Paul Martin (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab): The
purpose of amendment 158 is to provide the police
with the powers to remove and seize vehicles that
are used in a manner that contravenes sections 3
or 34 of the Road Traffic Act 1988. The
amendment will also apply to quad bikes, which
are involved in significant antisocial behaviour in
many of our communities. Amendment 158 will
provide that a constable may provide information
at the same time.
Amendment 159 is a technical amendment that
will allow secondary legislation to be introduced.
I move amendment 158.
Mary Scanlon: I ask Paul Martin to clarify some
points. First, will people who use quad bikes on
their own land be exempt from the proposed
provisions? I know that we discussed that issue at
stage 2. Secondly, would not it be more
appropriate to place the proposed provisions in
road traffic legislation? Thirdly, are not quad bikes
already covered by road traffic legislation?
Mrs Mulligan: I understand why Paul Martin has
lodged amendments 158 and 159, which mirror
provisions of the Police Reform Act 2002 that
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apply to England and Wales. I am aware of the
problems in his constituency, where the use of
quad bikes is not only a source of annoyance and
concern to residents, but is in many cases
dangerous and in some, sadly, fatal. My colleague
Margaret Curran has also met representatives of
Kirkcaldy esplanade action group to hear at first
hand about the problems that have been
experienced there.
Clearly, attempts can be made to tackle the
problem using existing measures. Traffic calming,
road narrowing and speed checks can all have
some effect and ASBOs can be used as one
option for persistent offenders. However, Paul
Martin’s amendments will give the police and the
courts another option, which I hope will serve as a
real deterrent to those who think that they can flout
road traffic laws in pursuit of their own enjoyment.
For many people, their car is their pride and joy
and they invest heavily in it as a status symbol.
Amendments 158 and 159 will ensure that people
face a real risk of their vehicle being seized if they
persist in bad or inconsiderate driving and ignore
police warnings to stop behaving in a manner that
distresses others. Similarly, those who choose to
ignore the law on off-road driving and who feel that
they somehow have a right to take their vehicles
across public or private land should face a stiff
penalty.
No one is saying that quad bikes and similar
vehicles should be banned, but they cannot be
above the law. To those who might question the
strength of provisions and the proportionality of the
sanction to seize an individual’s vehicle, I say that
no one has anything to fear if they behave in a
sensible and law-abiding manner. However, we
owe it to those whose lives are made miserable by
the offensive behaviour of some to ensure that the
law can protect them, and the ultimate penalties
that will be available must act as a real deterrent.
I believe that what Paul Martin proposes is a fair
balance between the general interest in controlling
antisocial behaviour and respect for the rights of
the individual. I therefore support amendments
158 and 159.
Paul Martin: I am satisfied with the minister’s
response and am obviously delighted that she
accepts my amendments.
Mary Scanlon referred to those who make use of
quad bikes on land that they own. Earlier, I made it
clear that the Road Traffic Act 1988 refers to those
who cause alarm, distress or annoyance, which is
the main reason for the amendments. Those who
drive quad bikes on their own land would not
cause annoyance, alarm or distress to others.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: The question is,
that amendment 158 be agreed to. Are we
agreed?
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Members: No.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: There will be a
division.
FOR
Adam, Brian (Aberdeen North) (SNP)
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Davidson, Mr David (North East Scotland) (Con)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ewing, Fergus (Inverness East, Nairn and Lochaber) (SNP)
Ewing, Mrs Margaret (Moray) (SNP)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Finnie, Ross (West of Scotland) (LD)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Gallie, Phil (South of Scotland) (Con)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Godman, Trish (West Renfrewshire) (Lab)
Goldie, Miss Annabel (West of Scotland) (Con)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Grahame, Christine (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Hughes, Janis (Glasgow Rutherglen) (Lab)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
Kerr, Mr Andy (East Kilbride) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Lochhead, Richard (North East Scotland) (SNP)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
MacDonald, Margo (Lothians) (Ind)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
Marwick, Tricia (Mid Scotland and Fife) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McCabe, Mr Tom (Hamilton South) (Lab)
McConnell, Mr Jack (Motherwell and Wishaw) (Lab)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeil, Mr Duncan (Greenock and Inverclyde) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
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Mitchell, Margaret (Central Scotland) (Con)
Monteith, Mr Brian (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Morrison, Mr Alasdair (Western Isles) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Robson, Euan (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (LD)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)
Scott, John (Ayr) (Con)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Sheridan, Tommy (Glasgow) (SSP)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Smith, Margaret (Edinburgh West) (LD)
Stephen, Nicol (Aberdeen South) (LD)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Stone, Mr Jamie (Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross)
(LD)
Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Turner, Dr Jean (Strathkelvin and Bearsden) (Ind)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab)

AGAINST
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Curran, Frances (West of Scotland) (SSP)
Fox, Colin (Lothians) (SSP)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Kane, Rosie (Glasgow) (SSP)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)
Ruskell, Mr Mark (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Green)

ABSTENTIONS

Amendment 159 agreed to.
Section 95—Fixed penalty offences
The Deputy Presiding Officer: Amendment 91,
in the name of Stewart Stevenson, is in a group on
its own.
Nicola Sturgeon: Amendment 91 would delete
breach of the peace as an offence for which a
fixed-penalty notice can be issued. The expansion
of the use of fixed-penalty notices is something
that is generally welcomed by SNP members and
was welcomed during the stage 1 debate on the
bill. It was recognised that fixed-penalty notices
have the potential to save police time and to
remove some of the burden from the courts
system, although it has been said on occasion that
that would be the case only in certain
circumstances. When they gave evidence to the
Justice 2 Committee, witnesses from the
Association of Chief Police Officers in Scotland
made the point that fixed-penalty notices would
reduce bureaucracy as long as they were used as
an alternative to full reporting to the fiscal, rather
than as a response to behaviour for which people
would currently be merely cautioned or warned.
That is a salutary piece of advice that should be
heeded.
I share the concern that has been expressed
that although some offences, such as speeding,
are not always but are very often quite clear cut—
either the person was or was not speeding—
breach of the peace is, by its nature, a very
different offence. It is rarely clear cut and it can
cover a wide range of offences, from relatively
minor ones to quite serious ones; it obviously
covers a multitude of sins. To decide whether an
offence has been committed will often involve a
great deal of evidence and some quite subjective
judgments. For those reasons, many people feel
that breach of the peace is not an offence that is
appropriate for the issuing of fixed-penalty notices,
which is why amendment 91 has been lodged.
I move amendment 91.

Harper, Robin (Lothians) (Green)

The Deputy Presiding Officer: The result of
the division is: For 103, Against 8, Abstentions 1.
Amendment 158 agreed to.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: I call Paul
Martin either to move or not to move amendment
159.
Paul Martin: As I explained earlier, amendment
159 is mainly a technical—
The Deputy Presiding Officer: Will you just
move the amendment, Mr Martin? It has been
debated already.
Paul Martin: I move amendment 159.
The
Deputy
Presiding
enthusiasm is commendable.
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Officer:

Your

Bill Aitken: We have no objection to breach of
the peace being one of the offences for which a
fixed penalty may apply. Our concern is that in
many instances fixed penalties are not paid.
I take on board the point that Ms Sturgeon
makes about the fact that breach of the peace is
very wide and can range from the minor to the
exceptionally serious—it is prosecutable on
indictment. However, what I imagine is envisaged
under the bill—no doubt the Deputy Minister for
Communities will confirm this—is that breaches of
the peace that will be dealt with in this way are at
the lower end of the scale. That being the case, I
see no real objection to the proposal and therefore
we do not feel able to support Mr Stevenson’s
amendment 91.
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Mrs Mulligan: I was a little surprised to see that
the amendment was in Stewart Stevenson’s
name, because he was quite sceptical about
amendments on the issue when we discussed
them at stage 2. However, given that Nicola
Sturgeon has spoken to amendment 91, I will try
again to convince her that we are aware of
concerns on the issue and are seeking to address
them.
Before I give our reasons for why breach of the
peace should remain in the table of offences, I
should explain our intention in introducing fixedpenalty notices at part 9 of the bill. We are doing
so to free up police time and to reduce some of
the burden on the courts of dealing with minor
cases. We want to ensure that swift, effective and
fair justice is provided when antisocial behaviour
offences are committed.
The proposal will not interfere with the
independence of the judiciary or the independence
of the Lord Advocate. Matters of prosecution of
criminal offences in Scotland are in the exclusive
jurisdiction of the Lord Advocate.
Tommy Sheridan: On the role of the courts as
a whole, is the minister suggesting that there will
be a review of breach of the peace so that there is
a clearer definition of what it is at the lower end of
the scale? The minister has mentioned the lower
end of the scale of breach of the peace, but it
currently has several scales—some of which can
be quite serious. Will an investigation be
conducted to produce a new definition of breach of
the peace?
Mrs Mulligan: I understand from colleagues that
the Solicitor General for Scotland has agreed to
examine the offence of breach of the peace. I am
aware that breach of the peace covers a spectrum
of incidents and that the matter may need further
clarification.
It is worth reiterating that the scheme will be
piloted and evaluated before there is any wider
roll-out. The power to issue fixed-penalty notices is
not a blanket extension of power to deal with all
cases involving those offences; the power is to
deal effectively and efficiently with low-level
antisocial offences.
The Lord Advocate, as the head of the
prosecution service, will give appropriate
instructions to police officers on the use of FPNs,
which will take account of relevant factors and the
fact that the scheme is designed to tackle lowlevel offending. I hope that reassures Bill Aitken
that we are considering incidents at the lower end
of the scale for this scheme. The Lord Advocate's
guidance will assist police officers in knowing
when it will be appropriate to issue an FPN in
respect of minor incidents that might amount to
breaches of the peace.
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If it is considered at a later stage that breach of
the peace, or any of the offences, should not be
part of the FPN scheme, we will be able—by
order—to remove an entry from the table. It would
also be open to the Lord Advocate to instruct that
FPNs should not be issued in respect of a specific
offence such as breach of the peace.
During the pilot on FPNs for antisocial offences
in England and Wales, which ran between August
2002 and 28 March 2003, just over 3,000 notices
were issued and almost half of those—49 per
cent—were for
“causing harassment, alarm or distress”.

The closest equivalent to that offence in Scots law
is breach of the peace.
As I assured members at stage 2, even beyond
the evaluation of the pilot, the table of offences will
be considered as part of the on-going monitoring
of implementation of the bill. Ministers have the
power to add, remove or amend an entry in the
table by order. If inclusion of an offence is not
helpful—whether as a deterrent or as a means of
effectively and efficiently administering justice—we
will consider removing the offence. That would be
subject to affirmative resolution and would
therefore have to be agreed by Parliament.
I hope that Nicola Sturgeon will be reassured by
what I have said. We will keep these matters
under review so that we can take further action in
future.
17:00
Nicola Sturgeon: I took such great
encouragement from being able to persuade
Stewart Stevenson that I have decided to press
ahead and try to do the same with the minister. I
am surprised that the minister is surprised that
amendment 91 was lodged; the issue was
discussed during earlier stages of the bill. I said at
the outset, and I say it again now, that I have no
objection in principle to fixed-penalty notices when
it can be shown that they will reduce police time
and the burden on courts.
Mrs Mulligan: I gave the example of England
and Wales, where 3,000 cases are being dealt
with by fixed-penalty notices. That will obviously
relieve pressure on the court system.
Nicola Sturgeon: Happy as I always am to
learn lessons from south of the border, the legal
system is very different in Scotland. We should
learn lessons for ourselves.
Because of the nature of the offence of breach
of the peace, a great number of such breaches—
whether minor or serious—will probably be
disputed. There is therefore a question about how
much police or court time will be saved. Even
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offences at the so-called lower end of the scale—I
will talk about what that means in a minute—will
often be defended and will often involve hotly
disputed evidence.
Tommy Sheridan: Does the member agree that
a peaceful demonstration outside Faslane nuclear
submarine base at which some 200 people are
charged with breach of the peace would result in
200 appeals against fixed penalties and would not
save any time?
Nicola Sturgeon: Tommy Sheridan has more
experience of the breach of the peace law than I
have, and I agree with his point. It was a good
illustration of what could happen.
My last point is one that Tommy Sheridan has
raised—that of guidance. What constitutes
offences at the “lower end of the scale”? I hear
what the minister says about the Solicitor General
for Scotland issuing guidance, but I would have
been much happier if I had seen that guidance
and been able to debate it before being asked to
sign a blank cheque in Parliament today. For that
reason, we will press amendment 91. I hope that
members will feel able to support it.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: The question is,
that amendment 91 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: There will be a
division.
FOR
Adam, Brian (Aberdeen North) (SNP)
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)
Cunningham, Roseanna (Perth) (SNP)
Ewing, Fergus (Inverness East, Nairn and Lochaber) (SNP)
Ewing, Mrs Margaret (Moray) (SNP)
Fox, Colin (Lothians) (SSP)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Grahame, Christine (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)
Lochhead, Richard (North East Scotland) (SNP)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Marwick, Tricia (Mid Scotland and Fife) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Ruskell, Mr Mark (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Green)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)
Sheridan, Tommy (Glasgow) (SSP)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
Swinney, Mr John (North Tayside) (SNP)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)
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AGAINST
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Davidson, Mr David (North East Scotland) (Con)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Finnie, Ross (West of Scotland) (LD)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Gallie, Phil (South of Scotland) (Con)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Godman, Trish (West Renfrewshire) (Lab)
Goldie, Miss Annabel (West of Scotland) (Con)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Hughes, Janis (Glasgow Rutherglen) (Lab)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
Kerr, Mr Andy (East Kilbride) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
MacDonald, Margo (Lothians) (Ind)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McCabe, Mr Tom (Hamilton South) (Lab)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeil, Mr Duncan (Greenock and Inverclyde) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
Mitchell, Margaret (Central Scotland) (Con)
Monteith, Mr Brian (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Morrison, Mr Alasdair (Western Isles) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Mundell, David (South of Scotland) (Con)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Robson, Euan (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (LD)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Scott, John (Ayr) (Con)
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Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Smith, Margaret (Edinburgh West) (LD)
Stephen, Nicol (Aberdeen South) (LD)
Stone, Mr Jamie (Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross)
(LD)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Turner, Dr Jean (Strathkelvin and Bearsden) (Ind)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab)

The Deputy Presiding Officer: The result of
the division is: For 30, Against 81, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 91 disagreed to.
Section 103—Supervision requirements:
conditions restricting movement
The Deputy Presiding Officer: Group 27 is on
children’s hearings and supervision requirements.
Amendment 69, in the name of Ms Margaret
Curran, is grouped with amendments 74 and 75.
Mrs Mulligan: The amendments in this group
are Executive amendments that are consequential
on the changes that we made at stage 2 to part 12
of the bill. Amendment 69 is a minor tidying-up
amendment. Amendment 74 will ensure that all
references to the secure criteria in the Children
(Scotland) Act 1995, including those that relate to
matters pending disposal by a hearing, are
references to the new criteria—now referred to as
conditions—that we inserted at stage 2. That will
ensure consistent use of the conditions in all
circumstances.
Amendment 75 is a minor amendment. It will tidy
up references that the bill makes to the definition
of relevant local authority in part 2 of the 1995 act.
I move amendment 69.
Scott Barrie: I will talk briefly about section 103
of the bill. The minister is aware that I moved a
number of amendments at stage 2 with the
intention of widening slightly the scope of the use
of restriction of liberty orders. My intention was to
ensure that they would not be used only as a
direct alternative to secure accommodation. I did
not wish to see more children being caught up in
the system; indeed, I wish to see them being
referred away from secure accommodation.
It is a bit unfortunate, therefore, that we have
tied ourselves into the use of RLOs as a direct
alternative to secure accommodation, because the
orders could be used at some point down the road
as a way of avoiding the use of secure
accommodation in certain circumstances. I hope
that the issue is one to which we might return
when we review the children’s hearings system.
Mrs Mary Mulligan: I accept the principle that
Scott Barrie has maintained in the debate. The
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issue will be considered during the review of the
children’s hearings system and I am sure that he
will return to it at that stage.
Amendment 69 agreed to.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: We move to
group 28. Amendment 93, in the name of Stewart
Stevenson, is grouped with amendment 94.
Stewart Stevenson: I have a very simple pair of
amendments in the group, but they have quite
wide significance. I hope that, if they are agreed
to, they might set a new trend and a new
approach.
Basically, the bill contains a power that allows
the Executive to enter into contracts for tagging.
Not all members may be aware of the existing
contract for tagging. We have not heard any
particularly bad news about that contract, but it is
with Reliance, a company that is—shall we say—
under close supervision due to its antisocial
behaviour and other matters.
Is the time not right for Government contracts to
be a matter of public record? That is what the
amendments in the group are about. There are
those who will argue that Government contracts
contain information that is commercially sensitive,
which is undoubtedly true. One of the things that I
seek to achieve is to open the door on that
commercially sensitive information.
I want to share with the chamber—fairly briefly—
a little bit about how contracts work in the real
world, in which large moneys are spent by
commercial operations. When I wrote large
contracts, I used to use a gentleman by the name
of Oz Watt. He ran a little company that enabled
us to work out what other people were paying for
the commodities for which we were writing the
contracts. That is fairly common practice when
large commercial contracts are being written. I get
the faint indication from the Minister for Finance
and Public Services that the Executive probably
does the same thing—and quite right too.
One of the advantages of opening the books on
public sector contracts would be that, when they
came up for renewal, the companies that were
bidding for them would understand clearly what
they had to achieve to secure a contract. As a
result, prices would be driven down and quality
would be pushed up, as people sought to improve
on the quality that they deliver. So there would be
economic benefits in opening up the books.
However, it is recent events that have driven me
to lodge the amendments in the group. I am
thinking of contracts that are signed and then
seem to fail. Let us be honest about the matter:
some of the discussion around the recent
contracts has been, to a degree, abstract,
because we did not know the details of the
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contract. Frankly, that is not in the interest of the
Opposition, the Executive or the wider public.
It is sometimes suggested that, if we had to
publish public sector contracts, companies would
be reluctant to do business with the public sector.
Well, as the biggest spender of money on
contracts in the economy, people would have to
do business with the Executive if those were the
terms of business. It is unfair to disclose contracts
without prior agreement, but it is perfectly fair to
require that if contracts are entered into with the
Government, it is done in the knowledge that they
will be published. Amendments 93 and 94 are
small, but they lay down a marker for a point of
principle.
I move amendment 93.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: I call for brief
contributions.
Nicola Sturgeon: In terms of expertise, Stewart
Stevenson is to contract law what Tommy
Sheridan is to breach of the peace law. I will be
even more blunt: amendments 93 and 94 offer us
the opportunity to avoid in future the fiasco that we
have seen with the Reliance contract in the past
few weeks.
When contracts are entered into with private
companies for the provision of public services at
taxpayers’ expense, the presumption should be
that the contract will be published and fully open to
public scrutiny. It should not be the case that a
company has the right to decide, for reasons of its
own commercial interest, what will be published
and what will remain confidential.
I am aware that the minister might say that, on
occasion, there are good reasons for deciding to
keep aspects of contracts confidential—for
example, for reasons of public safety—and I
happily agree with that. Amendments 93 and 94
would not prevent ministers from taking such
decisions, subject to freedom of information rules,
but they would prevent private companies from
having a veto over what is in the public domain
and what is not. There is a view that companies
would no longer do business with the public sector
in such circumstances, but Stewart Stevenson is
absolutely right to say that they would adapt.
It is important that we put down a marker in the
bill. I am happy to support Stewart Stevenson’s
amendments 93 and 94.
Mrs Mulligan: Stewart Stevenson will not be
surprised to hear that the Executive rejects
amendments 93 and 94. They are not needed to
achieve the aim of sharing information and they
are too narrow to allow full public and
parliamentary scrutiny of the arrangements
governing electronic monitoring in the children’s
hearings system.
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Let me put on record again the fact that this
Government is committed to freedom of
information. It is already made clear to all
contractors who intend to bid for Scottish
Executive contracts that they may be published, in
keeping with the code of practice on access to
Scottish Executive information and in line with full
implementation of the Freedom of Information
(Scotland) Act 2002 in January 2005.
I assume that Stewart Stevenson is looking to
make quick political mileage from a point about
Reliance, which ignores the fact that the Scottish
Prison Service and Reliance agreed during
contract negotiations to publish their contract, and
appropriate provisions were included prior to their
signing the deal on 7 November 2003. That was
fully in line with the code of practice and the
Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 2002. So
again, his approach is not needed.
Of far greater importance to us today than a
distracting row about one unrelated contract is
how we successfully implement the bill and build
confidence in our communities. Let me put on
record the fact that ministers will share all
information with members and stakeholders as
planning for the implementation of the measures
develops. Members know that we will do that,
because we have done it before. Fast-track
hearings were developed jointly with a range of
stakeholders, including panel members, service
providers, the Scottish Children’s Reporter
Administration, the police and local authorities. It
needed to be that way because the child, not one
individual organisation, is at the centre of the
hearings system, and we all needed to ensure that
services were delivered in a joined-up way. We
published the full guidance on the operation of the
pilot and included funding and accountability
details for all partners. Parliament had the
information in full from the outset.
What members need to know is information
about
the
decision-making
process
and
performance and accountability criteria, to allow
Parliament and the public to measure the overall
success of electronic monitoring and support
services in the hearings system. Successful
implementation will result from effective team
working across the public, independent and
private sectors. That matters to all members,
because Parliament has been keen to ask us how
we intend to build on our guarantee that young
people under 16 will have a support package, not
just a tag.
That is why amendments 93 and 94 are too
narrow; they consider only the potential service
requirements, funding and accountability of the tag
provider, which is only one aspect of a joined-up
service. We need to work with all the stakeholders
to consider the whole system and its service to the
child and family.
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Regular performance information will be
published, covering all aspects of the service once
phase 1 of the implementation of tagging is in
place. Independent evaluation will also be
commissioned and published, as it was for fasttrack hearings, and its findings will be taken into
account for national roll-out. I believe that that
represents a good deal for our young people and
their communities and I urge members who are
interested in the whole-package approach to reject
amendments 93 and 94.
17:15
Stewart Stevenson: I was astonished to hear
the minister say that my amendments were too
narrow. She might find me responding to the
challenge at the next opportunity—I suspect that I
will take it up in a finance debate at an appropriate
point.
The minister talked at great length about
performance and the openness with which she will
approach the monitoring of contracts. However,
that is rather difficult if the detail of the contract
against which the performance is to be measured
is not known to us. Some of us are familiar with
contracts, as my colleague Nicola Sturgeon said. I
have to say that, given recent events, it is a shame
that one of those who seemed considerably less
familiar with the Reliance contract than almost
anyone else was the person in charge of the
Prison Service, whom one might have expected to
know something about the matter.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: The question is,
that amendment 93 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Deputy Presiding Officer: There will be a
division.
FOR
Adam, Brian (Aberdeen North) (SNP)
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)
Cunningham, Roseanna (Perth) (SNP)
Curran, Frances (West of Scotland) (SSP)
Ewing, Fergus (Inverness East, Nairn and Lochaber) (SNP)
Ewing, Mrs Margaret (Moray) (SNP)
Fox, Colin (Lothians) (SSP)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Grahame, Christine (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Ingram, Mr Adam (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Kane, Rosie (Glasgow) (SSP)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)
Lochhead, Richard (North East Scotland) (SNP)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Marwick, Tricia (Mid Scotland and Fife) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
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Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)
Sheridan, Tommy (Glasgow) (SSP)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
Swinney, Mr John (North Tayside) (SNP)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)

AGAINST
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Alexander, Ms Wendy (Paisley North) (Lab)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Davidson, Mr David (North East Scotland) (Con)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Finnie, Ross (West of Scotland) (LD)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Gallie, Phil (South of Scotland) (Con)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Godman, Trish (West Renfrewshire) (Lab)
Goldie, Miss Annabel (West of Scotland) (Con)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Hughes, Janis (Glasgow Rutherglen) (Lab)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
Kerr, Mr Andy (East Kilbride) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
MacDonald, Margo (Lothians) (Ind)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McCabe, Mr Tom (Hamilton South) (Lab)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
Mitchell, Margaret (Central Scotland) (Con)
Monteith, Mr Brian (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Morrison, Mr Alasdair (Western Isles) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Mundell, David (South of Scotland) (Con)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
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Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Robson, Euan (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (LD)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Scott, John (Ayr) (Con)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Smith, Margaret (Edinburgh West) (LD)
Stephen, Nicol (Aberdeen South) (LD)
Stone, Mr Jamie (Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross)
(LD)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Turner, Dr Jean (Strathkelvin and Bearsden) (Ind)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab)

The Deputy Presiding Officer: The result of
the division is: For 32, Against 79, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 93 disagreed to.
Amendment 94 not moved.
Section 106—Disclosure and sharing of
information
The Deputy Presiding Officer: We come to
group 29, on disclosure and sharing of
information. Amendment 70, in the name of the
minister, is grouped with amendments 71 and 72.
Mrs Mulligan: Amendments 70, 71 and 72 will
ensure that disclosure of information can be made
where such disclosure is lawful. In its present
form, section 106(1B), which deals with onward
disclosure of information, could suggest that
information cannot be disclosed even where
disclosure is permitted under another statute.
Amendments 70 and 71 will remove that
suggestion.
Amendment 72 clarifies the provision on the
disclosure and sharing of information to ensure
that local authorities acting in connection with the
closure of residential premises, the making of
antisocial behaviour notices under part 7 and the
registration of landlords under part 8 can disclose
information not only to authorities administering
housing benefit but to any person carrying out
services for or discharging the functions of such
authorities. The amendment will simply ensure
that the information can be passed to all the
appropriate persons and will put beyond doubt the
scope for providing information in such
circumstances.
I move amendment 70.
Amendment 70 agreed to.
Amendments 71 and 72 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
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Section 108—Orders and regulations

Amendments 160 and 73 moved—[Mrs Mary
Mulligan]—and agreed to.
Section 110—Interpretation: “antisocial
behaviour” and other expressions
Amendment 37 not moved.
The Presiding Officer (Mr George Reid):
Group 30 is on the interpretation of “antisocial
behaviour”. Amendment 161, in the name of
Elaine Smith, is grouped with amendments 162
and 163.
Elaine Smith: The aim of my amendments,
which relate to the definition of antisocial
behaviour, is to highlight the possibility that such a
wide definition could discriminate against people
with disabilities. Obviously, that was not the
intention of the Executive when it decided on the
definition, but it might be an unintended
consequence.
Organisations such as the National Autistic
Society Scotland, Capability Scotland and Leonard
Cheshire, as well as the cross-party group on
autistic spectrum disorder, which I convene, have
raised concerns that someone with a disability
could display strange behaviour that harms no one
but which could be interpreted as being behaviour
“likely to cause alarm or distress”.

I recognise that the minister has met with groups,
including the cross-party group, to discuss those
concerns. However, evidence from England,
where a similar definition is used, shows that
ASBOs are being served on children with
disabilities. The National Autistic Society took a
call from the parents of a 13-year-old boy with
autism. He had been served with an ASBO after
neighbours complained about the noise he was
making when jumping on his trampoline. Of
course, trampolining has been found to be
therapeutic for people with autism. It is all very
well saying that public bodies should adhere to
equal opportunities legislation but, in that case, the
local authority was aware that the boy had autism
when it applied for the ASBO. That demonstrates
that robust safeguards need to be in place to
protect people with disabilities from being
punished because of behaviour caused directly by
their disability.
I am pleased that the Executive has taken note
of the recommendation about guidance that was
made by the Communities Committee in its stage
1 report and I welcome the publication of the draft
guidance for parts 1 and 2 of the bill. I was
pleased that the guidance on part 2, relating to
ASBOs, states that
“it would not be appropriate to use an ASBO where an
individual cannot understand the consequences of their
actions”
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and goes on to refer to people with autism,
developmental conditions and medical conditions.
Later, the guidance states that, when a local
authority or an RSL receives a complaint, they
should consider, among other things, whether the
person has a medical or developmental condition
that affects their behaviour. Those safeguards are
significant, but there is no mention of considering
the behaviour of people with disabilities in the draft
guidance on part 1.
The measures in the bill could impact negatively
on children and young people with disabilities such
as ASD, Tourette’s syndrome and Huntingdon’s
disease, as well as on people with learning
disabilities. Those people could be subject to a raft
of measures, such as fixed-penalty notices and
community reparation orders, and their parents
could be subject to parenting orders. I would
therefore like the Executive to give a firm
commitment to the Parliament that the guidance
for the whole bill—not just a section here and a
section there—will provide for people with
disabilities. That has to be a principle that runs
through all the guidance. Without such a
commitment, the bill will need to be amended to
ensure that people with disabilities are protected.
I ask the Executive to address the fact that,
although the guidance refers to “developmental
conditions” and “medical conditions”, not everyone
with a disability will fall into those categories. That
means that we could end up with a two-tier system
in which people with autism are protected but
people with learning disabilities are not. I await the
Executive’s response on those points.
I move amendment 161.
Stewart Stevenson: We all admire the work
that Elaine Smith has done on autism and
Asperger’s syndrome and I strongly support the
amendments in her name.
As an example of the difficulties that can arise in
relation to developmental conditions—particularly
Asperger’s, as people with Asperger’s often have
a high intelligence quotient but low social and
communication skills—I cite the fact that there are
people in England with Asperger’s who have been
incarcerated in institutions for the criminally insane
for more than a decade. Often, there is confusion
in diagnosing people’s conditions and the
behavioural difficulties that some people have can
be of such a character that their intention and
condition are totally misinterpreted.
I think that, with her amendments, Elaine Smith
is seeking to ensure that, at the much lower level
of concern that we are dealing with today—the
domain of antisocial behaviour—people who are
unaware of distress that they might be causing to
other people are not caught up unintentionally in a
situation that is not of their making. We debated
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the matter in committee and we have had a good
debate today, so now I trust to the maturity of
Parliament to support Elaine Smith’s amendments.
Mary Scanlon: I, too, commend Elaine Smith
for the work that she has done. As she has used
at least half my speech, I will just say a few words.
I find the issue difficult, because I do not believe
that we can achieve perfection—it is not possible.
We have to realise that there will always be some
kind of problem. Recently in Inverness, someone
told me that he was threatened with being done for
breach of the peace after he had had an epilepsy
seizure. Once that was explained, things were all
right.
Attempting to distinguish between intended
behaviour and unintended behaviour on the basis
of disability undoubtedly provides a challenge.
However, Elaine Smith’s amendments would
improve the definition of antisocial behaviour that
is used in the bill and go some way towards
forming a more objective definition. We will
support the amendments.
Ms Byrne: I will be brief, because most of what I
wanted to say has already been said. I thank
Elaine Smith for lodging the amendments. If the
Executive can reiterate the commitment that it
gave at stage 2 on the guidance, that might make
a difference. If not, we will have to push on with
Elaine Smith’s amendments.
Stress is being caused to families who are
worried about the situation that Elaine Smith
describes. One young man has been charged with
breach of the peace because he mistakenly
thought that the Asian people he saw, who were
dressed like the terrorists he had seen on the
television, were indeed terrorists and he kicked up
about that. Despite the fact that he has Asperger’s
syndrome and did not understand, he is going to
court. We cannot have such situations; we have to
have understanding and I hope that the
amendments will help to clarify the issue.
Donald Gorrie: It is important that the Executive
should strengthen the guidance. At first sight, the
draft guidance is not as strong in this area as it
should be, particularly on the training of people
such as the police and local government officials
who will have to deal with the problems and will
need to understand the sort of issues that Elaine
Smith is raising. It would be okay if the guidance
were better. Nonetheless, there is a problem with
Elaine Smith’s amendment 161, because the term
“intentionally” could provide an escape route for a
clever lawyer to get people off who should not be
got off.
Mrs Mulligan: I appreciate the points that Elaine
Smith has made and I share her interest in the
issue, having met the cross-party group on autistic
spectrum disorder on several occasions. However,
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the amendments would cause further difficulties
with regard to the definition of antisocial
behaviour. In many ways, this debate should have
come at the beginning of the process, when we
were discussing exactly what we meant by the bill.
However, we are where we are and initial
guidance has been shown to members of the
Communities Committee.
Elaine Smith has said that she still has problems
with the guidance, but I am more than happy to
meet her and others who have an interest in the
issue to consider how we can tighten it up. The
principal aim of the bill is to reduce the incidence
of antisocial behaviour and, as we have heard
from many, the people who suffer from conditions
such as autism are often the most vulnerable to
and affected by antisocial behaviour. We have to
push on with the measures that are in the bill, but
we also want to protect vulnerable groups from
discrimination, which we can do through the
guidance. I hope that Elaine Smith will feel that
she can withdraw her amendment.
Elaine Smith: I acknowledge the minister’s
intentions and I am pleased that she will discuss
the guidance. The final test will be in the practice
of the law but I am happy with the minister’s
reassurance.
Amendment 161, by agreement, withdrawn.
Amendments 162 and 163 not moved.
Section 112—Short title and commencement
Amendment 164 not moved.
Schedule 4
MINOR AND CONSEQUENTIAL AMENDMENTS

Amendments 74 to 76 moved—[Ms Margaret
Curran]—and agreed to.
Amendment 77 moved—[Donald Gorrie].
17:30
The Presiding Officer: The question is, that
amendment 77 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Presiding Officer: There will be a division.
FOR
Adam, Brian (Aberdeen North) (SNP)
Alexander, Ms Wendy (Paisley North) (Lab)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
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Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Cunningham, Roseanna (Perth) (SNP)
Curran, Frances (West of Scotland) (SSP)
Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ewing, Fergus (Inverness East, Nairn and Lochaber) (SNP)
Ewing, Mrs Margaret (Moray) (SNP)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Finnie, Ross (West of Scotland) (LD)
Fox, Colin (Lothians) (SSP)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Godman, Trish (West Renfrewshire) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Grahame, Christine (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Ingram, Mr Adam (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Kane, Rosie (Glasgow) (SSP)
Kerr, Mr Andy (East Kilbride) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)
Lochhead, Richard (North East Scotland) (SNP)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
MacDonald, Margo (Lothians) (Ind)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
Marwick, Tricia (Mid Scotland and Fife) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McCabe, Mr Tom (Hamilton South) (Lab)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeil, Mr Duncan (Greenock and Inverclyde) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Morrison, Mr Alasdair (Western Isles) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Robson, Euan (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (LD)
Ruskell, Mr Mark (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Green)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
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Sheridan, Tommy (Glasgow) (SSP)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Smith, Margaret (Edinburgh West) (LD)
Stephen, Nicol (Aberdeen South) (LD)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Stone, Mr Jamie (Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross)
(LD)
Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Swinney, Mr John (North Tayside) (SNP)
Turner, Dr Jean (Strathkelvin and Bearsden) (Ind)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab)

AGAINST
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Davidson, Mr David (North East Scotland) (Con)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Gallie, Phil (South of Scotland) (Con)
Goldie, Miss Annabel (West of Scotland) (Con)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
Mitchell, Margaret (Central Scotland) (Con)
Monteith, Mr Brian (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Mundell, David (South of Scotland) (Con)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Scott, John (Ayr) (Con)
Tosh, Murray (West of Scotland) (Con)

The Presiding Officer: The result of the division
is: For 98, Against 17, Abstentions 0.
Amendment 77 agreed to.
Amendment 78 moved—[Ms Margaret Curran]—
and agreed to.
Amendment 79 moved—[Donald Gorrie].
The Presiding Officer: The question is, that
amendment 79 be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Presiding Officer: There will be a division.
FOR
Adam, Brian (Aberdeen North) (SNP)
Alexander, Ms Wendy (Paisley North) (Lab)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brown, Robert (Glasgow) (LD)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Cunningham, Roseanna (Perth) (SNP)
Curran, Frances (West of Scotland) (SSP)
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Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ewing, Fergus (Inverness East, Nairn and Lochaber) (SNP)
Ewing, Mrs Margaret (Moray) (SNP)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Finnie, Ross (West of Scotland) (LD)
Fox, Colin (Lothians) (SSP)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Godman, Trish (West Renfrewshire) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Grahame, Christine (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Ingram, Mr Adam (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Kane, Rosie (Glasgow) (SSP)
Kerr, Mr Andy (East Kilbride) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)
Lochhead, Richard (North East Scotland) (SNP)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
MacDonald, Margo (Lothians) (Ind)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
Marwick, Tricia (Mid Scotland and Fife) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McCabe, Mr Tom (Hamilton South) (Lab)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Morrison, Mr Alasdair (Western Isles) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Robson, Euan (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (LD)
Ruskell, Mr Mark (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Green)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Sheridan, Tommy (Glasgow) (SSP)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Smith, Margaret (Edinburgh West) (LD)
Stephen, Nicol (Aberdeen South) (LD)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Stone, Mr Jamie (Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross)
(LD)
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Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Swinney, Mr John (North Tayside) (SNP)
Turner, Dr Jean (Strathkelvin and Bearsden) (Ind)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab)

AGAINST
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Davidson, Mr David (North East Scotland) (Con)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Gallie, Phil (South of Scotland) (Con)
Goldie, Miss Annabel (West of Scotland) (Con)
Johnstone, Alex (North East Scotland) (Con)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
Mitchell, Margaret (Central Scotland) (Con)
Monteith, Mr Brian (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Mundell, David (South of Scotland) (Con)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Scott, John (Ayr) (Con)
Tosh, Murray (West of Scotland) (Con)

ABSTENTIONS
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)

The Presiding Officer: The result of the division
is: For 96, Against 17, Abstentions 1.
Amendment 79 agreed to.
Amendments 80 and 81 moved—[Ms Margaret
Curran]—and agreed to.
Schedule 5
REPEALS

Amendment 82 moved—[Ms Margaret Curran]—
and agreed to.
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Antisocial Behaviour etc
(Scotland) Bill
The Presiding Officer (Mr George Reid): The
next item of business is a debate on motion S2M1407, in the name of Margaret Curran, that the
Antisocial Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill be passed.
17:33
The Minister for Communities (Ms Margaret
Curran): I am pleased to speak in the debate. I
wish to draw members’ attention to all the
measures that are contained in the bill, not just
those that are controversial or that have gained
the most attention in today’s deliberations. As I
have said, the bill provides a comprehensive
range of measures that are designed to tackle the
scourge of antisocial behaviour. They represent a
graduated response and emphasise prevention,
support and sanction, all of which are required if
we are to deliver a step change in the way in
which antisocial behaviour is tackled.
I begin with some words of thanks. I thank
especially Mary Mulligan, who shouldered the
responsibility for the bill’s consideration at stage 2
and whose more measured and calm approach
was a nice balance to my approach. I thank the
Communities Committee and the Justice 2
Committee for their efforts. Consideration of
legislation by parliamentary committees is a vital
part of the legislative process and one that we
have taken seriously and paid due respect to. I am
sure that members of the Justice 2 Committee will
forgive me if I emphasise the thoroughness of the
work of the Communities Committee, which I think
has been reflected in today’s proceedings.
I ask for the Parliament’s indulgence to allow me
to draw one member to its attention: Johann
Lamont. I do so not because I am frightened of
her, but because I wish to pay tribute to her
contribution to the debate on antisocial behaviour
not only by bringing it to the Parliament’s attention
and representing her constituents, but in her
decided thoroughness in dealing with the bill.
I thank the many agencies that contributed
significantly to our thinking. The divide between us
is not quite as wide as it has been characterised
today. I also thank the team of officials who
supported Mary Mulligan and me. Many members
will know that we have established an antisocial
behaviour unit in the Executive, which has been a
useful model in the development of the policy and
the bill. Alisdair McIntosh and his team have been
expert in their support to the ministers and I
acknowledge that their work has been of the
highest standard. They went to communities to
meet representatives of those communities and to
begin to tackle the issues.
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I also thank the communities that participated in
the consultation process over the past year. I have
attended many meetings on antisocial behaviour
throughout Scotland and I hope that those who
attended from the communities see the results of
those meetings in our proposals today. I thank
those who facilitated access to people who were
perhaps too frightened or too defeated to tell us of
their experience and concerns. In particular, I
thank the Daily Record and the Greenock
Telegraph, which ran extremely effective specialist
campaigns, and I am pleased to note that the
Daily Record was nominated for a journalism
award for its efforts.
There is no doubt that, in discussing antisocial
behaviour, we have touched a nerve in the wider
population. All the evidence demonstrates the real
scale of the problem with antisocial behaviour in
Scotland. If the bill is passed, it will provide us with
a range of measures—from the antisocial
behaviour strategies to the range of orders that will
be available—that can and should make a
significant impact on communities in Scotland.
Mr Kenneth Macintosh (Eastwood) (Lab): I
have a question on some of the bill’s measures
that we have not had a chance to debate this
afternoon: the powers to tackle graffiti. Does the
minister acknowledge that some local authorities,
including mine, have concerns that the powers
over private properties are not as wide as they
could be or as some local councils might have
envisaged? Will she reassure me that, if graffiti on
private properties—including on small shops and
businesses—continues to be a problem, she will
review the matter and consider bringing it back to
the Parliament under the powers that section 51B
will give her?
Ms Curran: I give Ken Macintosh the assurance
that he seeks. He has raised the issue with us on
a number of occasions and we intend to keep the
use of the powers on graffiti under review. We
have consulted local authorities about how the
powers are framed, but I confirm that the bill
allows ministers to extend the coverage of those
powers in future.
It is an enormous privilege to move the motion
that the Antisocial Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill be
passed.
The Minister for Parliamentary Business
(Patricia Ferguson): Presiding Officer, I would
like to move a motion under rule 2.2.6(d) of
standing orders to ask that we should sit beyond
our appointed time. I would also like to move a
motion under rule 11.2.4 of standing orders to
have decision time at 6.15 pm.
The Presiding Officer: I am minded to accept
those motions.
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That under Rule 2.2.6(d) the meeting of the Parliament
continue beyond 5.30 pm.
That the Parliament agrees under Rule 11.2.4 that
Decision Time on Thursday 17 June 2004 be taken at 6.15
pm.—[Patricia Ferguson.]

Motions agreed to.
Ms Curran: I come on to my conclusion—I am
sure that you are happy about that, Presiding
Officer.
The Antisocial Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill gets
the law right on antisocial behaviour. It plugs
existing gaps and gives valuable new tools to
those who are engaged in the fight to put our
communities first, but it does not stand alone. It is
part of a broad strategy that includes early
intervention, diversion, prevention and effective
enforcement. It will be followed by a wide-ranging
plan of action to ensure delivery where it
matters—on the ground locally—and it is backed
up by serious investment. We need all those
elements to ensure success.
The bill stands up for the ordinary, decent, hardworking people of Scotland, who are clearly the
vast majority. It puts them first, which is exactly
where they should be. That is why this is a
defining moment for the Parliament; our concerns
should always be with the Scottish people’s
priorities.
With enormous pleasure, I move,
That the Parliament agrees that the Antisocial Behaviour
etc. (Scotland) Bill be passed.

The Presiding Officer: We are fairly tight for
time but if members stick to the times that I allot
them, we should get through everybody. Stewart
Stevenson has five minutes.
17:40
Stewart Stevenson (Banff and Buchan)
(SNP): It is a pleasure to rise to speak in this
stage 3 debate—at last. There have been times
during the passage of the bill when ministers have
perhaps sought to portray themselves as the only
true guardians of the spirit of peace and tranquillity
across Scotland. I hope that we have now reached
a broad consensus, if not a total consensus,
across the chamber that there is a real problem
and that there was a real casus belli underlying
the Executive’s determination to pass the bill. We
find
ourselves
with
some
continuing
disagreements, however, about whether the
remedies that the bill proposes are proportionate
and appropriate. Despite that, my colleagues and I
will of course support the bill, because it moves
the issue forward.
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One of the bill’s great achievements is that I am
now beginning to feel that Johann Lamont has
become almost house trained under my tutelage in
the Communities Committee—I am quite sure that
I will pay for saying that next week. I make an
important point when I say that. Johann Lamont
has displayed something a little bit too uncommon
in the Parliament: a true and sincere passion. I
have not always agreed with her—I still have
disagreements with her—but I utterly respect the
passion that she has brought to the bill and I
congratulate her on her single-mindedness in
pursuing the issue. Therefore I ask her, as my
convener, whether that will get me credits for next
week.
Dispersal remains an issue to which we could
apply, at best, that bastard verdict of Scots law,
the not proven verdict. The Executive is very much
on trial. I am glad that it has accepted the
amendments that will require it to undertake early
investigation into the success of its dispersal
proposals.
There are still some unresolved issues in the
area of housing. There is a lack of balance
between the various categories of tenure, whether
owner-occupiers, tenants in the social rented
sector or tenants in the private sector are involved.
There are potential difficulties with that lack of
balance, which might yet come back to haunt the
implementation of the bill. I hope that those
difficulties do not destroy the ethos of the bill,
which is to address very real problems, particularly
in the west of Scotland.
The Parliament deals with about 600 pieces of
secondary legislation each year and the bill will
bring a very substantial number of statutory
instruments. I am in two minds about that. In some
cases, it is clear that the minister has put in
additional ministerial powers in order to postpone
making some difficult decisions. Perhaps that is
because the policy is not yet entirely clear in some
areas. On the other hand, as was the case during
consideration of the Land Reform (Scotland) Bill,
when I pushed for certain things to come out of the
bill and into the accompanying access code, the
approach that has been taken provides the
flexibility to respond to developing situations, and
increased understanding comes as the legislative
environment changes.
I wish the bill good speed. Our communities
need it. I have found it particularly interesting to go
to parts of Scotland with which I am not
particularly familiar. I confess to members that I
had been south of Edinburgh only three times in
my life before I got married and came here in my
20s. The first time in my entire life that I went to
Glasgow was for the Garscadden by-election in
1978, when I was in my 30s. I have had my
knowledge of Glasgow updated, and I understand
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the real concerns of people in the west of Scotland
and in communities in Glasgow.
I congratulate the Executive on finally getting its
bill through, but we are still on watch for the
implementation.
17:45
Mary Scanlon (Highlands and Islands) (Con):
I, too, associate my party with the thanks that have
been expressed to the clerks and to all those who
responded to the consultation.
Having a day out with Stewart Stevenson in
Lossiemouth was one of the great pleasures of
participating in pre-legislative consultation. I will
write about that in my memoirs. Bill Aitken told me
today that antisocial behaviour in Glasgow is not
like that anywhere else in Scotland. There are
different stories to tell in Dumfries, Inverness or
wherever, and what Stewart Stevenson and I
heard was interesting. The first group that we met
were elderly people; we met community councils
at the end of the day and school pupils in
between. It was interesting that people across all
age ranges said much the same thing.
Johann Lamont was an extremely fair and
reasonable convener of the Communities
Committee, even when my colleague Bill Aitken
came along with his multitude of amendments.
She was very good.
I have two points to make. First, as a young
Parliament, we should learn from our experiences.
I am not going to repeat everything that I said
earlier about the national registration scheme for
private landlords, but putting such a scheme in this
bill is not appropriate. One amendment is not the
same as 25 new amendments that add up to, I
think, eight pages in the bill. We are not simply
talking about amending what was in the bill as
introduced, but about introducing a huge chunk of
new legislation at stage 2 and, whatever people
say, those measures were not consulted on—I will
not mention all the different bodies that we
mentioned earlier. I hope that the Procedures
Committee will consider that issue. However, the
bill is done and dusted now and we must make the
best of things. I will certainly look forward to the
post-legislative scrutiny in that respect.
Secondly, I would like clarification from the
minister either today or in writing in the future
about Paul Martin’s amendments 158 and 159.
After everyone had voted on the amendments, my
colleague John Scott asked me how the provisions
would apply to farming. Of course, that shows the
difficulty of considering substantial amendments at
stage 3. John Scott hopes that law-abiding
farmers will not be prevented from going about
their business—I sincerely hope that that will not
happen, as I do not think that they go around
causing alarm or distress.
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Paul Martin (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab): Will
the member take an intervention?
The Presiding Officer: I am afraid that the
member is in her final minute. I am sorry, but she
will have to continue.
Mary
Scanlon:
There
are
persistent
complainers as well as persistent offenders and
we would like clarification from ministers—I would
appreciate written clarification—on John Scott’s
point.
17:48
Donald Gorrie (Central Scotland) (LD): I
support the congratulations that have been dished
out to the committee officials and to Johann
Lamont, who conducted the committee’s work
well, which was difficult to do considering how
strongly she felt about the issue. The ministers
have also responded well.
The whole exercise has been a fruitful learning
experience in coalition and multiparty politics in
the Parliament. Different groups of people quite
honourably come to issues from a totally different
angle and gradually learn one another’s points of
view. They might not entirely share those views,
but they understand where other people are
coming from and will modify their views
accordingly. Certainly, our group has accepted the
points that the ministers and others have made
about the reality of the problems and we have
seriously addressed them. I think that the
ministers have accepted some of the concerns
that were expressed to the committee and by
other means about the ways in which the bill might
not work well, and they have tried to address
them.
Although the bill is far from perfect, we have
learned. The bill process has also emphasised the
fact that we have a lot to learn about consultation.
A lot of consultation has been undertaken and has
produced very different results. We must think
carefully about who we consult and how we
consult them in order genuinely to find out what
people feel about the issues. Obviously, people do
not all feel the same, but we want to assess public
opinion rather than talk or listen to particular
groups that may not be entirely representative.
The timetable has been far too tight, and I hope
that the Procedures Committee will pursue the
points that were raised by the previous
Procedures Committee about loosening up the
timetable. That would allow better consultation
when a whole new issue is introduced—such as
Cathie Craigie’s amendments on housing or Paul
Martin’s amendments on vehicles. That would
allow time for more consultation on and discussion
of such issues and the bill could proceed with
more confidence. The element of rush in today’s
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proceedings is not satisfactory when we are
dealing with a bill. A lot of amendments that are
quite important in their small way have not been
properly discussed. The whole issue of timetabling
must be reconsidered.
However, the bill as a whole—warts and all—will
be helpful to Scotland. I hope that it will be
interpreted correctly, in which respect the
guidance will be very important. The police and
other groups must work together and councils
must work with the local communities to address
the underlying causes of antisocial behaviour. The
Executive and local authorities must provide
consistent funding to organisations that are
tackling antisocial behaviour and providing good
things for young people and the whole community
to do at a local level. The people concerned can
take credit for what they have achieved but, as
Stewart Stevenson said, we now have to deliver
this improvement in community life in Scotland.
The Presiding Officer: Time is now extremely
tight. I will give two minutes each to the Greens
and the Scottish Socialist Party because they do
not have closing speeches.
17:52
Patrick Harvie (Glasgow) (Green): The
advocates of the bill already know my position: we
have disagreed and will continue to do so, but I
hope that we can end with respectful
disagreement.
I hope that members will believe me when I say
that I would like to have been able to support an
antisocial behaviour bill from the Executive.
However, before I could have done so, I would
have wanted the review of the children’s hearings
system and work on a national youth strategy to
be completed. We could then have moved on to
legislation on antisocial behaviour. Those positive
interventions would have gone some way towards
dealing with the problem, and anything else could
have been dealt with through legislation
afterwards.
I do not doubt the Executive’s sincerity or the
reality of the problem that it seeks to address;
indeed, I commend the Executive for seeking to
address it. Those of us who have criticised the bill
have continually been accused of denying the fact
that antisocial behaviour exists or—which is
worse—of thinking that the Executive wants to
make the problem worse. I do not believe that that
is the case and I do not accept the criticism that
we want to abandon people to their fate. The
Executive should not be accused of wanting to
undermine relationships between young people
and their communities or of deliberately
stigmatising young people. If those are
consequences of the bill, they will be unintended
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consequences. Let me be clear: those of us who
have criticised the bill recognise the scale of the
problem, but believe that the bill is the wrong
approach to tackling it.
One of the general themes that has emerged in
consideration of the bill, which the minister has
acknowledged, has been the subjective nature of
antisocial behaviour. I have raised the matter
continually and it has been a recurrent theme. To
call antisocial behaviour subjective is not to
trivialise it; it is to recognise that it is defined
according to the emotional responses of those
who experience it and suffer from it—fear and
distress are emotional responses. We are not
talking about a specific list of offences. The
offence is not defined by the behaviour itself and is
not therefore objective, but is subjective. A
prescribed set of responses is therefore not
necessarily appropriate. That is one of the strong
arguments against the bill. It is not an argument
against the desire to address antisocial behaviour,
but against the bill as the form with which to
address it.
I regret that I will not, as a result of those
arguments, support the bill.
17:55
Elaine Smith (Coatbridge and Chryston)
(Lab): The Communities Committee and the
clerking team worked very hard to scrutinise and
make many improvements to the bill and I
commend the Executive for embracing certain
changes. However, the bill is now somewhat
flawed because my successful stage 2
amendment has now been overturned, although I
acknowledge that the whole Parliament has the
right to vote on the matter.
As we know, amendment 49 sought to allow
children who are guilty of the same antisocial
behaviour and are subject to ASBOs to face
different consequences because of the type of
house in which they live and their family’s social
status. That provision is unjust and discriminatory.
However, having been assured that ASBOs will
not be used as a matter of course for children, I
hope sincerely that such discrimination will not
take place in practice. As Parliament might have
gathered, I feel strongly about the issue and am
disappointed by the decision to accept
amendment 49.
That said, now that the bill has been amended at
stages 2 and 3, many of its aspects will make a
difference in tackling antisocial behaviour in our
communities. My constituents in Coatbridge and
Chryston will expect me to support the bill for that
reason and not to throw the baby out with the bath
water, even though I feel that it has been
somewhat contaminated by the fact that
amendment 49 has been agreed to.
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As a result, I support the bill with a slightly heavy
heart. I hope sincerely that it will make the kind of
difference that we all expect it to make in our
communities.
17:56
Colin Fox (Lothians) (SSP): I fully support
communities in Scotland that are trying their best
to build strong and attractive places for people to
live in, but which find that their plans and their
lives are blighted by petty crime and offensive
behaviour. I live in such a scheme. Indeed, as I
have already mentioned, I spent Monday in
Broomhouse with the save our scheme campaign
and I have to say that the good hard-working
people of Broomhouse, the Inch and other
communities, whom I am sure the Communities
Committee met, feel badly let down.
It is worth asking who has let down those
communities. Unlike the minister, I do not believe
that communities throughout Scotland are crying
out for dispersal orders. Instead, they are crying
out for a visible community police presence in their
area to give them some succour and support. Of
course, the Executive’s lack of funding denies
them that. They are crying out for social work
services and community and leisure facilities to
support youngsters in their communities and keep
them active. After all, they are the reality of the
situation.
Surely the minister must accept that, although
this is not solely a question of resources, an
approach that asks communities such as
Broomhouse to turn antisocial behaviour around
on their own will not succeed. Of course we must
empower those communities, but I believe that we
have to rely on the evidence of what works. For
example, a fully resourced children’s hearings
system works. The extension of ASBOs to under16s and their being pushed towards youth and
sheriff courts are reminiscent of the approach that
we abandoned in the 1960s after the Kilbrandon
report was published. If we examine how that
approach used to fail, we will learn the lesson that
it will never work. Indeed, in England and Wales,
the number of kids who have been locked up is
the highest since Queen Victoria’s day. Such an
approach offers no future.
We know what works. Although I will support
and work with communities in the Lothians that
ask me to do so to counteract the real difficulties
that petty and youth crime can exact on them and
their quality of life, I do not believe that the bill will
make the necessary difference and cannot bring
myself to support it. Tonight, the Scottish Socialist
Party will not support a bill that undermines the
children’s hearings system and which contains
evictions, dispersals, tagging of 12-year-olds and
compulsory parenting and community reparation
orders with too little support on the horizon.
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17:58
Johann Lamont (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab): On
behalf of the Labour Party, I welcome this
opportunity to support the bill. We must
acknowledge the significance of what we are
doing today. As members have said in other
debates, we should see the bill not as an event but
as a process, and we must now work to make
enforcement of its measures a real feature of
people’s lives.
I thank the clerks and committee members—
Labour colleagues and other members—for
making the process easy to convene. I also thank
the ministers—Margaret Curran and Mary
Mulligan—who played good cop and bad cop.
Perhaps Margaret will find that I am nicer to
people who disarm me by not arguing with me all
the time.
It is significant that we have finally received the
acknowledgement that antisocial behaviour is a
real problem. It is also significant that both the
Green party and the SSP have changed their
positions.
Tommy Sheridan (Glasgow) (SSP): Nonsense.
Johann Lamont: We have brought out into the
open the narrative of people’s lives. [Interruption.]
The Presiding Officer: Order. Speeches must
not be interrupted.
Johann Lamont: I know that it was got up by
the media that we stigmatised the people who
were strong enough to raise concerns. The reality
is that the bill acknowledges their courage. We do
not blame victims for their intolerance; we work
with them. There is also an understanding that we
need to know how the system works and how
public policy can have perverse results in
communities. We deal not only with individual
experience but with general consequences. We
understand that if we do not support the bill,
nothing will stand still and that if those who
complain are not helped, it could empower those
who perpetrate problems and silence those whose
complaints are not addressed. If the police are not
given the powers to work in the community and to
carry out their duties, they express frustration.
I congratulate the Executive on its willingness to
listen to organisations, individuals and MSPs and
to make changes to the bill. However, I must
reflect on the nature of the debate, in which I was
particularly struck by the virtual silence of the SSP
and the Green party. There is clear evidence of
the Executive’s being influenced into changing its
position, with which I did not always agree.
However, I was struck by the mismatch between
the Greens’ and the SSP’s noisy opposition to the
bill and their scaremongering about its motives,
and how they dealt with the responsibility of taking
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on the hard work of confronting in debate the
Executive and those who have supported the bill. I
acknowledge that others in the chamber did that
difficult job. We dealt with nearly 500 amendments
at stage 2. The Green party, which was going to
resist the bill to the death, submitted a sum total of
four amendments to challenge our position.
On behalf of the Labour Party, I am proud to
have been part of a process that showed the
Parliament’s openness and the Executive’s
willingness to listen. As individual members, we
have the challenge of dealing not with policies that
are dreamed up by the policy wonks, but with
Government policy that is shaped and informed by
those who will live with its consequences.
MSPs have a responsibility to be a bridge
between their communities and Parliament. That is
what the bill represents and I am proud to support
its passing.
18:02
Mike Pringle (Edinburgh South) (LD): There
can be no doubt that antisocial behaviour has
blighted the lives of many communities and
individuals throughout Scotland. The bill provides
a wide range of measures that will protect
communities and allow freedom from the fear of
antisocial behaviour. The two most contentious
issues in the bill were, of course, tagging and
dispersal. Therefore, I am pleased that the
minister addressed both issues. In fact, what is
now in the bill on tagging is exactly what the
partnership agreement says about it.
On dispersal, Mike Rumbles, Colin Fox and
others were right to say that no verbal evidence
that was given to the Justice 2 Committee
supported it. That included evidence from the
Association of Chief Police Officers in Scotland
and many others. Senior police to whom I have
spoken have said that it is most unlikely that the
dispersal power will be used. Nicola Sturgeon was
right during this morning’s debate to say that the
discussion on dispersal seems to have happened
a long time ago. Only the future will tell whether
dispersal powers will be used and, if they are, how
well they will be used and how often.
The minister said that discussion had taken
place on dispersal—that is an understatement.
There was almost as much discussion on that one
issue as there was on the rest of the bill put
together. It is clear that there was much disquiet
over part 3 as it was framed in the original bill. The
minister was made aware of my group’s strong
feelings on that issue in particular. She listened to
the strength of the arguments and I was pleased
that she lodged amendments to part 3. I believe
that those amendments raised considerably the
bar on dispersal and that they send a message to
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young people that we will protect the vast majority
of the good young people who are so often
themselves the victims of antisocial behaviour. We
will protect them from the few who indulge in such
behaviour. I am happy to support the bill as
amended.
18:04
Bill Aitken (Glasgow) (Con): The minister was
correct to highlight the range of measures that are
included in the bill. It is appropriate to say that only
some of them were the subject of any controversy,
and certainly dispersal and regulation were two of
those. It is a pity that we did not have more time
during this afternoon’s debate to devote to the real
ideological differences that we have on the
question of regulation. We should consider
sometimes how we run things here and how we
could do so more professionally. However, that is
a matter for another day.
I congratulate the minister on introducing the bill
and securing its passage through Parliament.
Although we have serious reservations about
some parts of the bill, other parts provide a
commonsense solution to a problem that is
causing more and more difficulty throughout
Scotland, in particular to communities in our urban
areas.
However, there will be dangers if the bill is not
followed up robustly and thoroughly. Antisocial
behaviour orders are not a universal panacea. I
rather fear that many of those who will become
subject to such orders may not take them
seriously. Any breach of an ASBO should receive
an immediate and robust response. Otherwise, the
system will simply lose all credibility very quickly.
Today’s debate has been robust. With speakers
such as Margaret Curran, Johann Lamont and
Stewart Stevenson, such debates will always be
robust, but that is no bad thing. Only when
legislation has been examined and tested can we
be satisfied that it is the way forward.
This may sound like I am damning the bill by
faint praise, but I believe that although the bill may
not do much good—I hope that it does some
good—it will do positively no harm. The Executive
has recognised what was a real difficulty. Within
the ideological confines of her mind, the Minister
for Communities has, I think, done her best to
propose a solution. Only time will tell whether that
solution is an adequate response, but I certainly
hope that it will be.
The Conservative group will support the bill.
18:06
Nicola Sturgeon (Glasgow) (SNP): This has
been a long but interesting day at the end of a
long but interesting process.
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Let me start with what I believe will be a point of
agreement. We all want to do more to help
communities to fight back against the antisocial
behaviour that destroys the quality of life of too
many people in Scotland and undermines the
fabric of too many communities. However, that
determination to do something must never lead us
to a suspension of our critical faculties. Those of
us who have harboured doubts about aspects of
the bill have had a duty to raise those doubts in
debate. One thing that has at times been
disappointing about the tone of our debates has
been the tendency of some—it has not been
shared by all—to accuse anyone who took a
different view on how best to deal with antisocial
behaviour as being somehow on the side of the
perpetrator rather than that of the victim.
Ms Curran: With great respect, I think that the
member is being unfair. My charge against Nicola
Sturgeon, like Johann Lamont’s charge against
others, is that we were not presented with any
alternatives. Nicola Sturgeon criticised but she
came forward with nothing.
Nicola Sturgeon: If the minister reflects on
today’s proceedings, she will recognise that that is
manifestly not the case.
At times, there has been an intolerance in the
debate. Members who did not agree with the
Executive on all the details were labelled as
people who would do nothing to tackle antisocial
behaviour, as if they were on the side of the
perpetrators rather than on that of the victims.
That is arrant nonsense. I hope that such a tone is
not injected into any of our debates in future. The
Parliament must never simply be a rubber stamp
for the Scottish Executive.
That said, we have had a full debate today on
the issues of controversy. The powers of dispersal
have been the most controversial issue. We have
laid out our concerns in debate as was absolutely
right and we feel satisfied at having done that. I
am delighted that the Parliament agreed to
Stewart Stevenson’s constructive amendments,
which will ensure that the issue will return to
Parliament. In the fullness of time, we will have an
opportunity to assess whether people’s lives in
communities throughout Scotland have been
improved. At the end of the day, that is what the
bill is all about.
I thank all those who have been involved in the
bill, especially people such as the bill team and the
committee clerks who have worked behind the
scenes. On a personal note, I thank my colleague
Stewart Stevenson for his hard work and for
securing some important amendments.
18:09
The Deputy Minister for Communities (Mrs
Mary Mulligan): Before dealing with the points
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that have been raised in the debate, let me add
my thanks to those that have already been
expressed. In particular, I thank the members of
the Communities Committee who devoted so
much time and energy to the bill. Our constructive
debates at stage 2 have led to improvements in
the bill that is before us.
I also thank the Justice 2 Committee and the
Local Government and Transport Committee. I
thank those who gave evidence, particularly those
whom we met in local communities. None of us
can be unaware of what difficult circumstances
some of the people we spoke to have
experienced, and yet they showed great bravery in
coming forward and putting on the record the
problems that they were experiencing and that
they expected us to do something about. I also
thank the officials, the clerks to the committee and
the Executive officials who so ably supported us
throughout the process.
The Antisocial Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill has
been groundbreaking in many ways, the first of
which is the way in which we were able to carry
out the consultative process. This Parliament was
established to be as wide ranging and open as
possible, and the way in which the consultation on
the bill was carried out showed us at our very best.
We have listened to people and we have
responded, and that is what the Parliament should
be about.
I have heard that the greatest concern among
members today was about dispersal. We accepted
Stewart Stevenson’s amendments, and I
recognise that they were intended to be
constructive. What he proposed is something that
we would have done anyway, but it is important to
reassure members that those provisions are in the
bill.
In response to Mary Scanlon’s comments, I
have to say that we are damned if we do and
damned if we don’t on the consultation issue.
There has already been a lot of discussion about
landlords, and the housing improvement task force
had already consulted on the registration of private
landlords. It is important that, when we have an
opportunity, we take it. Unlike Mary Scanlon, I
think that the Antisocial Behaviour etc (Scotland)
Bill would have been less of a success if we had
not included the provisions that she was
concerned about.
Cathie Craigie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth)
(Lab): I was grateful for the Executive’s support
for my amendments to part 8 of the bill during
stage 2. Much has been said this afternoon about
the size of the amendments and the substantial
work that was involved in them. Will the minister
tell the chamber how much the committee’s report
influenced her decision to support my
amendments? The committee called for a national
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registration scheme and for all private properties
to be registered, and that call was supported, as
far as I remember, by all committee members.
Mrs Mulligan: Cathie Craigie is right, and she in
particular should be congratulated on the work that
she carried out on that aspect of the bill.
I am disappointed that Patrick Harvie will not be
supporting the bill. As a Parliament, we have a
responsibility to respond to the real needs that we
all saw in the communities that we visited. It is not
always possible for things to run in the right order.
The children’s hearings review will be important,
but if we had waited for that we would have been
condemning people in our communities to live with
antisocial behaviour for that bit longer, and I think
that that would have been letting them down.
It was quite strange to hear Colin Fox and the
Conservative party arguing that simply providing
more police would deal with the problem. That was
never going to be the case. During the Justice 2
Committee’s consideration of the bill, Karen
Whitefield gave an example of a case in which
police had actually been present when there were
problems, but were unable to deal with some
aspects of the difficulties that were going on. We
already have more police, but more police will still
not be the answer to the problem.
Colin Fox has mentioned Broomhouse
frequently, and I know that the First Minister was
there yesterday. The community there has worked
hard to bring community facilities to the area,
including a skateboard park, but they still
experience problems on a daily basis that only
something like the Antisocial Behaviour etc
(Scotland) Bill can deal with.
We have an opportunity today to pass a piece of
legislation that really will make a difference to the
lives of people throughout Scotland, in urban and
rural areas and in towns and cities across the
country. We have an obligation to make that
decision, and those who opt out of it will have to
respond to the people when they meet them on
the streets.
I ask the Scottish Socialists and the Greens to
reconsider voting against the bill today. They
should decide whose side they are on and vote for
this piece of legislation.
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Decision Time
18:17
The Presiding Officer (Mr George Reid):
There are five questions to be put as a result of
today’s business. The first question is, that motion
S2M-1407, in the name of Margaret Curran, that
the Antisocial Behaviour etc (Scotland) Bill be
passed, be agreed to. Are we agreed?
Members: No.
The Presiding Officer: There will be a division.
FOR
Adam, Brian (Aberdeen North) (SNP)
Aitken, Bill (Glasgow) (Con)
Alexander, Ms Wendy (Paisley North) (Lab)
Baillie, Jackie (Dumbarton) (Lab)
Baker, Richard (North East Scotland) (Lab)
Barrie, Scott (Dunfermline West) (Lab)
Boyack, Sarah (Edinburgh Central) (Lab)
Brankin, Rhona (Midlothian) (Lab)
Brocklebank, Mr Ted (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Butler, Bill (Glasgow Anniesland) (Lab)
Canavan, Dennis (Falkirk West) (Ind)
Chisholm, Malcolm (Edinburgh North and Leith) (Lab)
Craigie, Cathie (Cumbernauld and Kilsyth) (Lab)
Cunningham, Roseanna (Perth) (SNP)
Curran, Ms Margaret (Glasgow Baillieston) (Lab)
Davidson, Mr David (North East Scotland) (Con)
Deacon, Susan (Edinburgh East and Musselburgh) (Lab)
Douglas-Hamilton, Lord James (Lothians) (Con)
Eadie, Helen (Dunfermline East) (Lab)
Ewing, Fergus (Inverness East, Nairn and Lochaber) (SNP)
Ewing, Mrs Margaret (Moray) (SNP)
Ferguson, Patricia (Glasgow Maryhill) (Lab)
Fergusson, Alex (Galloway and Upper Nithsdale) (Con)
Finnie, Ross (West of Scotland) (LD)
Fraser, Murdo (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Gallie, Phil (South of Scotland) (Con)
Gibson, Rob (Highlands and Islands) (SNP)
Gillon, Karen (Clydesdale) (Lab)
Godman, Trish (West Renfrewshire) (Lab)
Gorrie, Donald (Central Scotland) (LD)
Grahame, Christine (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Henry, Hugh (Paisley South) (Lab)
Home Robertson, Mr John (East Lothian) (Lab)
Hughes, Janis (Glasgow Rutherglen) (Lab)
Ingram, Mr Adam (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Jackson, Dr Sylvia (Stirling) (Lab)
Jackson, Gordon (Glasgow Govan) (Lab)
Jamieson, Cathy (Carrick, Cumnock and Doon Valley)
(Lab)
Jamieson, Margaret (Kilmarnock and Loudoun) (Lab)
Kerr, Mr Andy (East Kilbride) (Lab)
Lamont, Johann (Glasgow Pollok) (Lab)
Lochhead, Richard (North East Scotland) (SNP)
Lyon, George (Argyll and Bute) (LD)
MacAskill, Mr Kenny (Lothians) (SNP)
Macdonald, Lewis (Aberdeen Central) (Lab)
MacDonald, Margo (Lothians) (Ind)
Macintosh, Mr Kenneth (Eastwood) (Lab)
Maclean, Kate (Dundee West) (Lab)
Macmillan, Maureen (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Martin, Paul (Glasgow Springburn) (Lab)
Marwick, Tricia (Mid Scotland and Fife) (SNP)
Matheson, Michael (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Maxwell, Mr Stewart (West of Scotland) (SNP)
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May, Christine (Central Fife) (Lab)
McAveety, Mr Frank (Glasgow Shettleston) (Lab)
McCabe, Mr Tom (Hamilton South) (Lab)
McConnell, Mr Jack (Motherwell and Wishaw) (Lab)
McFee, Mr Bruce (West of Scotland) (SNP)
McGrigor, Mr Jamie (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
McMahon, Michael (Hamilton North and Bellshill) (Lab)
McNeil, Mr Duncan (Greenock and Inverclyde) (Lab)
McNeill, Pauline (Glasgow Kelvin) (Lab)
McNulty, Des (Clydebank and Milngavie) (Lab)
Milne, Mrs Nanette (North East Scotland) (Con)
Mitchell, Margaret (Central Scotland) (Con)
Monteith, Mr Brian (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Con)
Morgan, Alasdair (South of Scotland) (SNP)
Morrison, Mr Alasdair (Western Isles) (Lab)
Muldoon, Bristow (Livingston) (Lab)
Mulligan, Mrs Mary (Linlithgow) (Lab)
Mundell, David (South of Scotland) (Con)
Munro, John Farquhar (Ross, Skye and Inverness West)
(LD)
Murray, Dr Elaine (Dumfries) (Lab)
Neil, Alex (Central Scotland) (SNP)
Oldfather, Irene (Cunninghame South) (Lab)
Peacock, Peter (Highlands and Islands) (Lab)
Peattie, Cathy (Falkirk East) (Lab)
Pringle, Mike (Edinburgh South) (LD)
Purvis, Jeremy (Tweeddale, Ettrick and Lauderdale) (LD)
Radcliffe, Nora (Gordon) (LD)
Raffan, Mr Keith (Mid Scotland and Fife) (LD)
Robison, Shona (Dundee East) (SNP)
Robson, Euan (Roxburgh and Berwickshire) (LD)
Scanlon, Mary (Highlands and Islands) (Con)
Scott, John (Ayr) (Con)
Scott, Tavish (Shetland) (LD)
Smith, Elaine (Coatbridge and Chryston) (Lab)
Smith, Iain (North East Fife) (LD)
Smith, Margaret (Edinburgh West) (LD)
Stephen, Nicol (Aberdeen South) (LD)
Stevenson, Stewart (Banff and Buchan) (SNP)
Stone, Mr Jamie (Caithness, Sutherland and Easter Ross)
(LD)
Sturgeon, Nicola (Glasgow) (SNP)
Swinburne, John (Central Scotland) (SSCUP)
Swinney, Mr John (North Tayside) (SNP)
Tosh, Murray (West of Scotland) (Con)
Turner, Dr Jean (Strathkelvin and Bearsden) (Ind)
Wallace, Mr Jim (Orkney) (LD)
Watson, Mike (Glasgow Cathcart) (Lab)
Welsh, Mr Andrew (Angus) (SNP)
White, Ms Sandra (Glasgow) (SNP)
Whitefield, Karen (Airdrie and Shotts) (Lab)
Wilson, Allan (Cunninghame North) (Lab)

AGAINST
Ballance, Chris (South of Scotland) (Green)
Ballard, Mark (Lothians) (Green)
Byrne, Ms Rosemary (South of Scotland) (SSP)
Curran, Frances (West of Scotland) (SSP)
Fox, Colin (Lothians) (SSP)
Harvie, Patrick (Glasgow) (Green)
Kane, Rosie (Glasgow) (SSP)
Leckie, Carolyn (Central Scotland) (SSP)
Ruskell, Mr Mark (Mid Scotland and Fife) (Green)
Scott, Eleanor (Highlands and Islands) (Green)
Sheridan, Tommy (Glasgow) (SSP)

The Presiding Officer: The result of the division
is: For 103, Against 11, Abstentions 0.
Motion agreed to.
That the Parliament agrees that the Antisocial Behaviour
etc. (Scotland) Bill be passed.
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Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill
Part 1—Antisocial behaviour strategies

1

Amendments to the Bill since the previous version are indicated by sidelining in the right
margin. Wherever possible, provisions that were in the Bill as introduced retain the original
numbering.

Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Bill
[AS PASSED]

An Act of the Scottish Parliament to make provision in connection with antisocial behaviour; to
make provision about criminal justice; to make provision in relation to child welfare; and for
connected purposes.
PART 1
ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOUR STRATEGIES

5

1

Antisocial behaviour strategies
(1)

Each local authority and relevant chief constable shall, acting jointly, prepare a strategy
for dealing with antisocial behaviour in the authority’s area.

(1A) Each local authority shall publish the strategy.
10

(3)

The strategy shall in particular—
(a) set out an assessment of the extent of occurrences of antisocial behaviour in the
authority’s area;
(b) set out an assessment of the types of antisocial behaviour occurring in the
authority’s area;

15

(ba) specify arrangements for consulting community bodies and other persons
(including in particular young persons) in each part of the authority’s area in
which there are (or are likely to be) occurrences of antisocial behaviour, about
how to deal with antisocial behaviour in the part;
(c) specify the range and availability in the authority’s area of any services—
(i)

20

for persons under the age of 16 years; and

(ii) for persons generally,
which are designed to deal with antisocial behaviour occurring there, the
consequences of such behaviour or the prevention of such behaviour;
25

(d) in so far as not specified under paragraph (c), specify the range and availability in
the authority’s area of any services for—
(i)

victims of antisocial behaviour;

(ii) persons who witness occurrences of antisocial behaviour; and

SP Bill 12B
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(iii) the provision of mediation in relation to disputes arising from antisocial
behaviour; and
(e) make provision about—
(i)

5

how the authority and the relevant chief constable are to co-ordinate the
discharge of their functions in so far as they may be discharged in relation
to antisocial behaviour in the authority’s area;

(ii) the exchange of information relating to such behaviour between the
authority and the relevant chief constable;
(iii) the giving by the authority and the relevant chief constable of information
of that kind to such other persons as appear to the authority and the chief
constable to have an interest in dealing with antisocial behaviour and the
receipt by the authority and the chief constable of information of that kind
from those other persons; and

10

(iv) the exchange of information relating to antisocial behaviour among such
other persons as are mentioned in sub-paragraph (iii).

15

(4)

The local authority and the relevant chief constable—
(a) shall keep the strategy under review; and
(b) may from time to time revise the strategy.

(5)

If a strategy is revised under subsection (4), the local authority shall publish the revised
strategy.

(6)

In preparing, reviewing and revising the strategy, the local authority shall consult—

20

(a) the Principal Reporter;
(b) registered social landlords which provide or manage property in the authority’s
area; and
(c) such community bodies and other persons as the local authority considers
appropriate.

25

(7)

In considering which persons to consult, the local authority shall seek to include those
who are representative of persons adversely affected by antisocial behaviour.

(8)

Each local authority and relevant chief constable shall, in discharging functions under
this section and in implementing a strategy as published under it, have regard to any
guidance issued by the Scottish Ministers about those matters.

(9)

Before issuing any such guidance, the Scottish Ministers shall consult such persons as
they see fit.

30

35

(10) For the purposes of subsection (1), the Scottish Ministers may by directions require such
persons as appear to them to hold information relating to antisocial behaviour to
supply—
(a) such information as may be specified in the direction; or
(b) information of a description specified in the direction,
to a local authority and relevant chief constable.

40

(11) In this section—
“community bodies” has the meaning given by section 15(4) of the Local
Government in Scotland Act 2003 (asp 1); and
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3

“relevant chief constable”, in relation to a local authority, means the chief
constable for the police area which is wholly or partly within the area of the
authority.
3

Reports and information
(1)

5

Subject to subsection (3)(b), each local authority shall from time to time publish reports
on—
(a) how the authority and the relevant chief constable have implemented the strategy
as published under section 1(1A) or (5); and
(b) what were the results of that implementation.

(2)

10

It shall be the duty of—
(a) the relevant chief constable;
(b) the Principal Reporter; and
(c) any registered social landlord which provides or manages property within the area
of the local authority that published the strategy,
to provide such information as the authority may reasonably require in order to enable
the authority to comply with the duty under subsection (1).

15

(3)

The Scottish Ministers may by regulations make provision as to—
(a) the form and content of reports under subsection (1); and
(b) the frequency and timing of publication of such reports.

(4)

20

Before making regulations under subsection (3) the Scottish Ministers shall consult—
(a) such associations of local authorities; and
(b) such other persons,
as they think fit.

(5)

A local authority shall, on being so required by the Scottish Ministers, provide them
with reports or other information (being reports or information about the matters
referred to in subsection (1)) of such kind as they specify in the requirement.

(6)

In this section “relevant chief constable” has the same meaning as in section 1.

25

3A

Scottish Ministers’ power to apply sections 1 and 3 to registered social landlords
(1)

The Scottish Ministers may make regulations for the purpose of securing the
participation of a registered social landlord in the preparation, review or revision of a
strategy such as is mentioned in section 1(1).

(2)

Regulations under subsection (1) may in particular make such modifications of section
1(1), (3), (4), (6) and (8) and section 3(1) as the Scottish Ministers consider necessary or
expedient for that purpose.

30
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PART 2
ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOUR ORDERS
Antisocial behaviour orders

4
5

Antisocial behaviour orders
(1)

On the application of a relevant authority, the sheriff may, if satisfied that the conditions
mentioned in subsection (2) are met as respects the person to whom the application
relates (the “specified person”), make an antisocial behaviour order.

(2)

Those conditions are—
(a) that the specified person is at least 12 years of age;
(b) that the specified person has engaged in antisocial behaviour towards a relevant
person; and

10

(c) that an antisocial behaviour order is necessary for the purpose of protecting
relevant persons from further antisocial behaviour by the specified person.
(3)
15

20

25

For the purpose of determining whether the condition mentioned in subsection (2)(b) is
met, the sheriff shall disregard any act or conduct of the specified person which that
person shows was reasonable in the circumstances.

(3A) Where the specified person is a child, the sheriff shall, before determining the
application, require the Principal Reporter to arrange a children’s hearing for the
purpose of obtaining their advice as to whether the condition mentioned in subsection
(2)(c) is met; and the sheriff shall, in determining whether that condition is met, have
regard to that advice.
(4)

Subject to subsections (5) and (6), an antisocial behaviour order is an order which
prohibits, indefinitely or for such period as may be specified in the order, the specified
person from doing anything described in the order.

(5)

The prohibitions that may be imposed by an antisocial behaviour order are those
necessary for the purpose of protecting relevant persons from further antisocial
behaviour by the specified person.

(6)

If an antisocial behaviour order is made on the application of a local authority the order
may, in addition to imposing prohibitions that are necessary for the purpose mentioned
in subsection (5), impose such prohibitions as are necessary for the purpose of
protecting other persons (“affected persons”) from further antisocial behaviour by the
specified person.

30

(6A) Before making an antisocial behaviour order, the sheriff shall, where the specified
person is present in court, explain in ordinary language—
(a) the effect of the order and the prohibitions proposed to be included in it;

35

(b) the consequences of failing to comply with the order;
(c) the powers the sheriff has under sections 5 and 6; and
(d) the entitlement of the specified person to appeal against the making of the order.
(6B) Failure to comply with subsection (6A) shall not affect the validity of the order.
40
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(7)

An application for an antisocial behaviour order shall be made by summary application
to the sheriff within whose sheriffdom the specified person is alleged to have engaged in
antisocial behaviour.
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(8)

5

Before making an application under this section—
(a) a relevant authority shall consult the relevant consultees; and
(b) a registered social landlord shall—
(i)

5

in the case where the specified person is a child, consult the local authority
within whose area the specified person resides or appears to reside about
the proposed application;

(ii) in the case where the specified person is not a child, notify that local
authority of the proposed application.
(9)
10

Nothing in this section shall prevent a relevant authority from instituting any legal
proceedings otherwise than under this section against any person in relation to any
antisocial behaviour.

(10) In this section, “relevant person” means—
(a) in relation to an application by a local authority, a person within the area of the
authority; and
(b) in relation to an application by a registered social landlord—

15

(i)

a person residing in, or otherwise in or likely to be in, property provided or
managed by that landlord; or

(ii) a person in, or likely to be in, the vicinity of such property.
5

Antisocial behaviour orders: variation and revocation
(1)

20

On the application of—
(a) the relevant authority that obtained an antisocial behaviour order; or
(b) the person subject to such an order,
the sheriff may vary or revoke the order.

(1A) Where the person subject to the order is a child, the sheriff shall, in determining whether
to vary or revoke it, have regard to any views expressed by the Principal Reporter.

25

(2)

Before making an application under this section—
(a) a relevant authority shall consult the relevant consultees; and
(b) a registered social landlord shall—
(i)

30

in the case where the person subject to the order is a child, consult the local
authority within whose area the person resides or appears to reside about
the proposed application;

(ii) in the case where the person subject to the order is not a child, notify that
local authority of the proposed application.
6
35

Appeals: effect on competence of application under section 5
Where a person appeals against—
(a) the making of an antisocial behaviour order; or
(b) the variation, under section 5, of such an order,
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it shall not be competent for that person to make an application under that section before
the appeal is disposed of or abandoned.
Interim antisocial behaviour orders

7

Interim antisocial behaviour orders
(1)

5

Subsection (2) applies where—
(a) an application is made under section 4; and
(b) the application has been intimated to the specified person.

(2)

If the sheriff is satisfied—
(a) that the condition mentioned in paragraph (a) of section 4(2) is met;
(b) that prima facie the condition mentioned in paragraph (b) of that section is met;
and

10

(c) that the making of an interim antisocial behaviour order (an “interim order”) is
necessary for the purpose mentioned in paragraph (c) of that section,
the sheriff may make an interim order.
(2ZA)Where the specified person is a child, the sheriff shall, in determining whether to make
an interim order, have regard to any views expressed by the Principal Reporter.

15

(2A) An interim order is an order which prohibits, pending the determination of the
application, the specified person from doing anything described in the order.
(2B) Sections 4(5) and (6) shall apply to an interim order as they apply to an antisocial
behaviour order.

20

(2C) Before making an interim order, the sheriff shall, where the specified person is present
in court, explain in ordinary language—
(a) the effect of the order and the prohibitions proposed to be included in it;
(b) the consequences of failing to comply with the order;
(c) the power the sheriff has to recall the order; and

25

(d) the entitlement of the specified person to appeal against the making of the order.
(2D) Failure to comply with subsection (2C) shall not affect the validity of the order.
(3)

An interlocutor granting or refusing an interim order is an appealable interlocutor.
Notification of orders

30

8

Notification of making etc. of orders and interim orders
(1)

Subsection (2) applies where—
(a) an antisocial behaviour order is made or varied; or
(b) an interim order is made.

(2)
35

The clerk of the court by which the order is made or varied shall cause a copy of the
order as so made or varied to be—
(a) served on the person subject to the order; and
(b) given to the relevant authority on whose application the order was made.
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(3)

7

Subsection (4) applies where—
(a) an antisocial behaviour order is revoked; or
(b) an interim order is recalled.

(4)

The clerk of the court by which the order is revoked or recalled shall notify—
(a) the person subject to the order; and

5

(b) the relevant authority on whose application the order was made,
of the revocation or recall.
(5)

For the purposes of subsection (2)(a), a copy is served if—
(a) given to the person subject to the order; or
(b) sent to that person by registered post or the recorded delivery service.

10

(5A) For the purposes of subsection (4)(a), the person subject to the order is notified if
notification is sent to the person by registered post or the recorded delivery service.
(6)

A certificate of posting of a letter sent under subsection (5)(b) or (5A) issued by the
postal operator concerned shall be sufficient evidence of the sending of the letter on the
day specified in such certificate.

(7)

In subsection (6), “postal operator” has the meaning given by section 125(1) of the
Postal Services Act 2000 (c.26).

15

Breach of orders
9
20

Breach of orders
(1)

Subject to subsection (3), a person who—
(a) is subject to an antisocial behaviour order or an interim order; and
(b) without reasonable excuse, does anything that the order to which the person is
subject prohibits the person from doing,
shall be guilty of an offence.

25

(2)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (1) shall be liable—
(a) on summary conviction, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 6 months or to
a fine not exceeding the statutory maximum or to both; or
(b) on conviction on indictment, to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 5 years or
to a fine or to both.

30

(3)

If—
(a) otherwise than under subsection (1), the thing done by the person constitutes an
offence (a “separate offence”); and
(b) the person is charged with the separate offence,
the person shall not be liable to be proceeded against for an offence under subsection
(1).

35

(4)

Subject to subsection (5), if a person is convicted of a separate offence, the court which
sentences the person for that offence shall, in determining the appropriate sentence or
disposal, have regard to—
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(a) the fact that the separate offence was committed while the person was subject to
the antisocial behaviour order or, as the case may be, interim order;
(b) the number of antisocial behaviour orders and interim orders to which the person
was subject at the time of commission of the separate offence;
(c) any previous conviction of the person for an offence under subsection (1); and

5

(d) the extent to which the sentence or disposal in respect of any previous conviction
of the person differed, by virtue of this subsection, from that which the court
would have imposed but for this section.
(5)

The court shall not, under subsection (4)(a), have regard to the fact that the separate
offence was committed while the person was subject to the antisocial behaviour order
or, as the case may be, the interim order unless that fact is libelled in the indictment or,
as the case may be, specified in the complaint.

(6)

The fact that the separate offence was committed while the person was subject to an
antisocial behaviour order or, as the case may be, an interim order, shall, unless
challenged—

10

15

(a) in the case of proceedings on indictment, by the giving of notice of a preliminary
objection in accordance with section 71(2) or 72(6)(b)(i) of the Criminal
Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.46); or
(b) in summary proceedings, by preliminary objection before the person’s plea is
recorded,

20

be held as admitted.
9A

Breach of orders: prohibition on detention of children
(1)

The Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.46) shall be amended as follows.

(2)

In subsection (2) of section 44 (detention of children), after “offence” there shall be
inserted “(other than, if the child is under the age of 16 years, an offence under section
9(1) of the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Act 2004 (asp 00) or that section as
applied by section 234AA(9) of this Act)”.

(3)

In section 208 (detention of children convicted on indictment), after “Act” there shall be
inserted “and subsection (2) below”.

(4)

Section 208 shall become subsection (1) of that section and at the end there shall be
added—

25

30

“(2)

35

10

40
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If the child is under the age of 16 years, the power conferred by subsection (1)
above shall not be exercisable in respect of a conviction for an offence under
section 9(1) of the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Act 2004 (asp 00) or
that section as applied by section 234AA(9) of this Act.”.

Breach of orders: arrest without warrant
(1)

Where a constable reasonably believes that a person is committing or has committed an
offence under section 9(1), the constable may arrest the person without warrant.

(2)

Subsection (1) is without prejudice to any power of arrest conferred by law apart from
that subsection.
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9

Orders in respect of children
11

Sheriff’s power to refer case to children’s hearing
(1)

Where the sheriff makes an antisocial behaviour order or an interim order in respect of a
child, the sheriff may require the Principal Reporter to refer the child’s case to a
children’s hearing.

(2)

The Children (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.36) shall be amended in accordance with
subsections (3) to (5).

(3)

After paragraph (l) of section 52(2) (children requiring compulsory measures of
supervision) there shall be inserted—

5

“(m) is a child to whom subsection (2A) below applies.

10

(2A) This subsection applies to a child where—
(a) a requirement is made of the Principal Reporter under section 11(1) of
the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Act 2004 (asp 00) (power of
sheriff to require Principal Reporter to refer case to children’s hearing) in
respect of the child’s case; and

15

(b) the child is not subject to a supervision requirement.”.
(4)

After section 65(1) (referral of case to children’s hearing), there shall be inserted—
“(1A) Where the Principal Reporter is satisfied that the ground specified in section
52(2)(m) of this Act is established in respect of any child, he shall be taken to
be satisfied as to the matter mentioned in section 65(1)(a) in respect of the
child.”.

20

(5)

In section 73(8) (arrangements to review supervision requirement)—
(a) in paragraph (a)(v), after “months;” there shall be inserted—
“(aa) where—
(i)

25

a requirement is made of the Principal Reporter under section
11(1) of the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Act 2004 (asp
00) (power of sheriff to require Principal Reporter to refer case to
children’s hearing) in respect of the child’s case; and

(ii) the child is subject to a supervision requirement,
arrange for a children’s hearing to review the supervision requirement;”;

30

(b) in paragraph (b), for “that” there shall be substituted “any such”.
12

Sheriff’s power to make parenting order
(1)

35

Where a sheriff makes an antisocial behaviour order in respect of a child, the sheriff
may, where subsection (1A) applies, make a parenting order in respect of a parent of the
child.

(1A) This subsection applies where—
(a) the sheriff is satisfied that the making of the order is desirable in the interests of
preventing the child from engaging in further antisocial behaviour; and
40

(b) the Scottish Ministers have notified the court that the local authority for the area
in which the parent ordinarily resides has made arrangements that would enable
the order to be complied with.
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(2)

In this section—
“parent” has the meaning given by section 87; and
“parenting order” has the meaning given by section 76(1).
Provision of information and records

5

13

Provision of information to local authorities
(1)

Where by virtue of subsection (2)(b) of section 8 a registered social landlord—
(a) is given a copy of an antisocial behaviour order as made or varied; or
(b) is given a copy of an interim order,
it shall give a copy to each relevant local authority.

(1A) Where by virtue of subsection (4)(b) of that section a registered social landlord—

10

(a) is notified of the revocation of an antisocial behaviour order; or
(b) is notified of the recall of an interim order,
it shall notify each relevant local authority of the date on which the order was revoked or
recalled.
(2)

15

14

In this section “relevant local authority” means a local authority whose area includes the
premises referred to in section 4(10)(b) in relation to any person for whose protection
the order was made.
Records of orders

(1)

A local authority shall keep records of—
(a) each antisocial behaviour order; and

20

(b) each interim order,
of which the authority is given a copy by virtue of section 8(2)(b) or 13(1).
(2)

A record kept under subsection (1) shall specify—
(a) the person in respect of whom the order was made;

25

(b) the prohibitions imposed by the order;
(c) if the record relates to an antisocial behaviour order—
(i)

30

whether a prohibition is indefinite or for a definite period and where it is
for a period, that period;

(ii) where the authority is, by virtue of section 8(2)(b) or, as the case may be,
13(1), given a copy of the order as varied, the variation and its date; and
(iii) where the authority is, by virtue of section 8(4)(b) or, as the case may be,
13(1A), notified of the revocation of the order, the date on which it was
revoked;

35

(ca) if the record relates to an interim order, where the authority is, by virtue of section
8(4)(b) or, as the case may be, 13(1A), notified of the recall of the order, the date
on which it was recalled; and
(f) such other matters relating to the order as the Scottish Ministers may prescribe in
regulations.
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11

(4)

A local authority shall, on a request to do so being made to it by a person mentioned in
subsection (5), disclose to that person information contained in a record kept under
subsection (1).

(5)

Those persons are—
(a) the Scottish Ministers;

5

(aa) the Principal Reporter;
(b) any other local authority;
(c) a chief constable; and
(d) a registered social landlord.
Guidance

10

14A

Guidance in relation to antisocial behaviour orders
A person (other than a court) shall, in discharging functions by virtue of this Part (other
than section 12), have regard to any guidance given by the Scottish Ministers about—
(a) the discharge of those functions; and
(b) matters arising in connection with the discharge of those functions.

15

Research
14B
(1)

Part 2: research
The Scottish Ministers shall—
(a) arrange for the carrying out of a study into the operation of this Part of this Act;
and

20

(b) lay a report on the results of the study before the Scottish Parliament within three
years of the date on which the whole of the Part was first in force.
(2)
25

The Scottish Ministers shall make such preparations for the carrying out of the study as
are necessary to enable the study to commence as soon as the whole of the Part is in
force; and such preparations may include, in particular, the instruction of a research
team and the formation of a research advisory group to assist in the direction of the
study.
Interpretation

15
30

Interpretation of Part 2
In this Part—
“affected person” has the meaning given by section 4(6);
“antisocial behaviour order” has the meaning given by section 4(4);
“child” means a person who is under the age of 16 years;
“interim order” has the meaning given by section 7(2)(c);

35

“relevant authority” means—
(a) a local authority; or
(b) a registered social landlord;
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“relevant consultees” means—
(a) in relation to an antisocial behaviour order sought or made on the
application of local authority—
(i) the chief constable of the police force for the area which includes the
area of the authority;

5

(ii) the chief constable of each police force for an area where there is an
affected person;
(iii) each local authority in whose area there is an affected person; and
(iv) if the person in respect of whom the order is sought or made is a
child, the Principal Reporter;

10

(b) in relation to an antisocial behaviour order sought or made on the
application of a registered social landlord—
(i) the chief constable of the police force for the area in which the person
in respect of whom the order is sought or made resides or appears to
reside; and

15

(ii) if that person is a child, the Principal Reporter;
“specified person” has the meaning given by section 4(1).

PART 3
DISPERSAL OF GROUPS
Authorisations and powers

20

16

Authorisations
(1)

Subsection (2) applies where a police officer of or above the rank of superintendent (a
“senior police officer”) has reasonable grounds for believing—
(a) that any members of the public have been alarmed or distressed as a result of the
presence or behaviour of groups of two or more persons in public places in any
locality in the officer’s police area (the “relevant locality”); and

25

(b) that antisocial behaviour is a significant, persistent and serious problem in the
relevant locality.
(2)
30

The senior police officer may authorise the exercise of the powers conferred by section
18—
(a) during a specified period;
(b) on specified days that fall within a specified period;
(c) between specified times that fall within a specified period.

(3)
35

An authorisation under subsection (2)—
(a) shall be in writing;
(b) shall be signed by the senior police officer giving it; and
(c) shall specify—
(i)
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(ii) the grounds on which the authorisation is given; and
(iii) when the powers are exercisable.
(4)

Before giving an authorisation under subsection (2) the senior police officer who
proposes to give it shall ensure that any local authority whose area includes the whole or
part of the relevant locality is consulted.

(5)

A period specified under subsection (2) shall not exceed 3 months.

(6)

In subsection (2), “specified” means specified by the senior police officer.

5

17

Authorisations: supplementary
(1)

10

Before the powers conferred by section 18 become exercisable by virtue of an
authorisation, the senior police officer who gave the authorisation shall ensure that an
authorisation notice is—
(a) published in a newspaper circulating in the relevant locality; and
(b) displayed in some conspicuous place or places within the relevant locality.

(2)

An “authorisation notice” is a notice which—
(a) states that authorisation has been given;

15

(b) specifies the relevant locality; and
(c) specifies when the powers may be exercised.
(3)

An authorisation may be withdrawn by—
(a) the senior police officer who gave it; or
(b) any police officer whose police area includes the relevant locality and whose rank
is the same as or higher than that of the senior police officer mentioned in
paragraph (a).

20

(4)

Before withdrawing, under subsection (3), an authorisation, the police officer who
proposes to withdraw the authorisation shall ensure that any local authority whose area
includes the whole or part of the relevant locality is consulted.

(5)

The withdrawal of an authorisation shall not affect the exercise, by virtue of the
authorisation, of any power which occurred before the withdrawal.

(6)

The giving or withdrawal of an authorisation shall not prevent the giving of a further
authorisation in respect of a locality which includes the whole or any part of the relevant
locality to which the earlier authorisation relates.

(7)

In this section “authorisation” means an authorisation under section 16.

25

30

18

Powers exercisable in pursuance of authorisations
(1)

35

40

Where a constable has reasonable grounds for believing that the presence or behaviour
of a group of two or more persons in any public place in the relevant locality is causing
or is likely to cause alarm or distress to any members of the public, the constable may
exercise a power mentioned in subsection (2).

(1A) In determining whether to exercise a power mentioned in subsection (2) a constable
shall have regard to whether the exercise of the power would be likely to result in the
persons in the group causing less alarm and distress to members of the public in the
relevant locality than if the power were not exercised.
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(2)

Subject to subsection (4), the constable may give—
(a) a direction requiring the persons in the group to disperse;
(b) a direction requiring any of those persons whose place of residence is not within
the relevant locality to leave the relevant locality or any part of the relevant
locality;

5

(c) a direction prohibiting any of those persons whose place of residence is not within
the relevant locality from returning to the relevant locality or any part of the
relevant locality during such period (not exceeding 24 hours) from the giving of
the direction as the constable may specify.
(3)

10

The constable may require a direction under paragraph (a) or (b) of subsection (2) to be
complied with—
(a) immediately or by such time as the constable may specify;
(b) in such way as may be so specified.

(4)

A direction under subsection (2) may not be given in respect of a group of persons—
(a) who are engaged in conduct which is lawful under section 220 of the Trade Union
and Labour Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992 (c.52); or

15

(b) who are taking part in a procession in respect of which—
(i)

written notice has been given in accordance with subsections (2) and (3) of
section 62 of the Civic Government (Scotland) Act 1982 (c.45);

(ii) by virtue of subsection (6) or (7) of that section such notice is not required
to be given.

20

19

Powers under section 18: supplementary
(1)

A direction under section 18—
(a) may be given orally;
(b) may be given to any person individually or to two or more persons together; and

25

(c) may be withdrawn or varied by the constable who gave it.
(2)

A person who, without reasonable excuse, knowingly contravenes a direction given to
the person under section 18 shall be guilty of an offence and liable on summary
conviction to—
(a) a fine not exceeding level 4 on the standard scale; or

30

(b) imprisonment for a term not exceeding 3 months,
or to both.

35
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(3)

Where a constable reasonably suspects that a person has committed or is committing an
offence under subsection (2), the constable may arrest the person without warrant.

(4)

Subsection (3) is without prejudice to any power of arrest conferred by law apart from
that subsection.
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Guidance
20

Guidance in relation to dispersal of groups
(2)

A person exercising a power by virtue of this Part shall, in the exercise of the power,
have regard to any guidance given by the Scottish Ministers about—
(a) the exercise of the power; and

5

(b) any other matter relating to the power.
(3)

The Scottish Ministers shall lay before the Scottish Parliament a copy of any guidance
such as is mentioned in subsection (2).
Research

10

20A
(1)

Part 3: research
The Scottish Ministers shall—
(a) arrange for the carrying out of a study into the operation of this Part of this Act;
and
(b) lay a report on the results of the study before the Scottish Parliament within three
years of the date on which the whole of the Part was first in force.

15

(2)

20

The Scottish Ministers shall make such preparations for the carrying out of the study as
are necessary to enable the study to commence as soon as the whole of the Part is in
force; and such preparations may include, in particular, the instruction of a research
team and the formation of a research advisory group to assist in the direction of the
study.
Interpretation

22

Interpretation of Part 3
(1)

In this Part—
“public place” means any place to which the public have access at the material
time (whether on payment of a fee or otherwise); and includes—

25

(a) the doorways or entrances of premises abutting on any such place;
(b) a road (as defined in section 151(1) of the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984
(c.54));
(c) any common passage, close, court, stair or yard pertinent to any tenement
or group of separately owned houses; and

30

(d) any place to which the public do not have access but to which persons have
unlawfully gained access; and
“relevant locality” has the meaning given by section 16(1)(a).
(2)
35

In this Part, any reference to the presence or behaviour of a group of persons includes a
reference to the presence or behaviour of any one or more of the persons in the group.
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PART 4
CLOSURE OF PREMISES
Closure notices

23

Authorisation of closure notice
(1)

5

Subject to subsections (2) and (3), a senior police officer may authorise the service of a
notice (a “closure notice”) prohibiting access to premises by any person other than—
(a) a person who habitually resides in the premises; or
(b) the owner of the premises.

(2)

The Scottish Ministers may by regulations specify premises or descriptions of premises
in respect of which an authorisation under subsection (1) may not be given.

(3)

A senior police officer may authorise the service of a closure notice only where the
senior police officer—

10

(a) has reasonable grounds for believing that—
(i)
15

at any time during the immediately preceding 3 months a person has
engaged in antisocial behaviour on the premises; and

(ii) the use of the premises is associated with the occurrence of relevant harm;
and
(b) is satisfied that—
(i)
20

the local authority for the area in which the premises are situated has been
consulted; and

(ii) reasonable steps have been taken to establish the identity of any person
who lives on, has control of, has responsibility for or has an interest in the
premises.
(4)
25

24

30

An authorisation given under subsection (1) shall, if given orally, be confirmed by the
senior police officer in writing as soon as is practicable.
Service etc.

(1)

This section applies where the service of a closure notice in respect of premises is
authorised under section 23(1).

(2)

The closure notice shall be served by a constable who shall do so by—
(a) fixing a copy of the notice to—
(i)

at least one prominent place on the premises;

(ii) each normal means of access to the premises; and
(iii) any outbuildings that appear to the constable to be used with or as part of
the premises; and
35

(b) giving a copy of the notice to—
(i)

each person identified in pursuance of section 23(3)(b)(ii); and

(ii) every other person appearing to the constable to be a person of a
description mentioned in that subsection.
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(3)

17

If after having made reasonable enquiries at the time of serving the closure notice under
subsection (2) the constable believes that the access of any person who occupies—
(a) any other part of the building; or
(b) any other structure,
in which the premises are situated would be impeded by the making of an order under
section 27, the constable shall give a copy of the notice to that person.

5

(4)

Failure to comply with subsection (2)(b) or (3) shall not affect the validity of the closure
notice.

(5)

The closure notice shall—
(a) specify the premises to which it relates;

10

(b) state that access to the premises by any person other than—
(i)

a person who habitually resides in the premises; or

(ii) the owner of the premises,
is prohibited;
(c) state that failure to comply with the notice amounts to an offence;

15

(d) state that an application is to be made under section 25 for the closure of the
premises;
(ea) specify such matters about that application as may be prescribed in rules of court;
(f) explain the effects of an order made under section 27; and
(g) give information about the names of, and means of contacting, persons who and
organisations which provide advice about housing and legal matters in the locality
of the premises.

20

Closure orders
25
25

Application to sheriff
(1)

Subsection (2) applies where paragraph (a) of section 24(2) is fulfilled in relation to a
closure notice.

(2)

A senior police officer shall apply to the sheriff for a closure order in respect of the
premises specified in the notice.

(3)

Subject to subsection (4), an application under subsection (2) shall be made no later than
the first court day after the day on which paragraph (a) of section 24(2) is fulfilled in
relation to the notice.

(4)

The sheriff may, on cause shown, allow an application which is late to proceed.

(5)

An application under subsection (2) shall—

30

(a) specify the premises in respect of which the closure order is sought;
35

(b) state the grounds on which the application is made; and
(c) be accompanied by such supporting evidence (whether in documentary form or
otherwise) as will enable the sheriff to determine the application.
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Closure orders
(1)

A closure order is an order that the premises specified in the order are closed to all
persons for such period not exceeding 3 months as is specified in the order.

(2)

A closure order may be made only in respect of all or any part of premises that are the
subject of a closure notice.

(3)

A closure order may include such provision as the sheriff (or, on appeal, the sheriff
principal) making it considers appropriate about access to any part of the building or
structure of which the premises specified in the order form part.

5

27
10

Application: determination
(1)

On an application under section 25, the sheriff may, if satisfied that the conditions
mentioned in subsection (2) are met, make a closure order in respect of premises.

(2)

Those conditions are—
(a) that a person has engaged in antisocial behaviour on the premises;
(b) that the use of the premises is associated with the occurrence of relevant harm;
and

15

(c) that the making of the order is necessary to prevent the occurrence of such
relevant harm for the period specified in the order.
(2A) The sheriff shall, in determining whether to make a closure order in respect of premises,
have regard to—
(a) the ability of any person who habitually resides in the premises to find alternative
accommodation; and

20

(b) any vulnerability of any person such as is mentioned in paragraph (a) who has not
been engaged in antisocial behaviour which has occurred in the premises.
(3)

Subject to subsection (4), the sheriff shall determine an application under section 25 no
later than the second court day after the day on which the application is made.

(4)

The sheriff may postpone determination of the application for a period of not more than
14 days to enable a person mentioned in subsection (5) to show why a closure order
should not be made.

(5)

Those persons are—

25

(a) the occupier of the premises specified in the closure notice upon which the
application proceeds;

30

(b) any person who has control of or responsibility for those premises;
(c) any other person with an interest in those premises.
(6)
35

28

Where, under subsection (4), the sheriff postpones determination of an application, the
sheriff may order that the closure notice upon which the application proceeds shall
continue in effect until the determination of the application.
Enforcement

(1)

Subject to subsection (3), a constable or an authorised person may—
(a) do anything necessary to secure closed premises against entry by any person;

40
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(c) enter the premises for the purposes of paragraph (a) or (b).
(2)

A constable or an authorised person acting under subsection (1) may use reasonable
force.

(3)

An authorised person seeking to enter closed premises under paragraph (c) of subsection
(1) for the purpose of paragraph (a) of that subsection shall, if requested to do so by or
on behalf of the owner, occupier or other person in charge of the premises, produce
evidence of identity and authorisation.

(4)

In this section, “authorised person” means a person authorised in writing by the chief
constable for the area in which the premises are situated.

5

10

29

15

Extension
(1)

The sheriff may, on the application of a senior police officer and if satisfied that it is
necessary to do so to prevent the occurrence of relevant harm, make an order extending
the period for which a closure order has effect for a period not exceeding the maximum
period.

(2)

In subsection (1) the “maximum period” is the period of 6 months less—
(a) the period specified in the order when it was made; and
(b) if the order has previously been extended, the total period for which it was
previously extended.

(3)

A senior police officer may make an application under this section only if—
(a) it is made while the closure order has effect; and

20

(b) the senior police officer—
(i)

has reasonable grounds for believing that it is necessary to extend the
period for which the closure order has effect for the purpose of preventing
the occurrence of relevant harm; and

(ii) is satisfied that the appropriate local authority has been consulted about the
intention to make the application.

25

30

Revocation
(1)

On the application of a person mentioned in subsection (2), the sheriff may if satisfied
that a closure order is no longer necessary to prevent the occurrence of relevant harm,
revoke the order.

(2)

Those persons are—

30

(a) a senior police officer;
(b) the appropriate local authority;
(c) a person on whom the closure notice relating to the premises in respect of which
the closure order has effect was served under section 24(2)(b) or (3); and

35

(d) a person who has an interest in those premises but on whom the closure notice
was not served.
(3)
40

Where an application under this section is made other than by a senior police officer the
sheriff shall order service upon such senior police officer as the sheriff considers
appropriate.
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Access to other premises
(1)

The sheriff may, on the application of a person who occupies or owns any part of a
building or structure—
(a) in which closed premises are situated; and
(b) in respect of which the closure order does not have effect,

5

make an order making such provision as the sheriff considers appropriate in relation to
access to any part of the building or structure in which the premises in respect of which
the closure order has effect are situated.
(2)

An application under subsection (1) may be made only while the closure order has
effect.

(4)

An order under subsection (1) may be made notwithstanding any provision made as
mentioned in section 26(3).

10

32

Reimbursement of expenditure
(1)

The sheriff may, on the application of a police authority or a local authority, make such
order as the sheriff considers appropriate for the reimbursement by a relevant person of
relevant expenditure.

(2)

An application under this section may not be made after the expiry of the period of 3
months beginning with the day on which the closure order ceases to have effect.

(3)

An application under this section shall be served—

15

(a) where the application is made—

20

(i)

by a local authority, on the police authority for the area in which the
premises are situated;

(ii) by a police authority, on the local authority for the area in which the
premises are situated; and
(b) on the relevant person.

25

(4)

In this section—
“relevant person” means the owner of the premises in respect of which the order
has (or had) effect; and
“relevant expenditure” means expenditure incurred by the applicant for the
purpose of clearing, securing or maintaining the premises in respect of which the
closure order has (or had) effect.

30

33

Appeals
(1)

35

A person who was a party to the proceedings in which the order or decision (as the case
may be) was given may appeal against—
(a) a closure order;
(b) an order extending a closure order;
(c) a decision to refuse to make—
(i)
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(ii) an order extending a closure order;
(d) a decision to revoke a closure order;
(e) a decision to refuse to revoke a closure order;
(f) an order under section 31(1);
(g) a decision to refuse to make an order under section 31(1);

5

(h) an order under section 32(1); or
(i) a decision to refuse to make an order under section 32(1).
(6)

An appeal under this section shall be made to the sheriff principal and shall be made
within the period of 21 days beginning with the day on which the order or decision
appealed against was made.

(7)

On an appeal under this section, the sheriff principal may make any order the sheriff
principal considers appropriate.

(8)

The decision of the sheriff principal on an appeal under this section shall be final.

(9)

In subsection (1) “order extending a closure order” means an order made under section
29(1).

10

15

General
34

Offences
(1)

If without reasonable excuse a person remains on or enters premises—
(a) in contravention of a closure notice; or
(b) in respect of which a closure order has effect,

20

the person shall be guilty of an offence.

25

(2)

If a person obstructs an authorised person acting in pursuance of section 28(1) the
person shall be guilty of an offence.

(3)

In subsection (2), “authorised person” has the meaning given by section 28(4).

(4)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (1) or (2) (a “relevant offence”) shall be
liable on summary conviction—
(a) where the person has not, within the relevant period, been convicted of a previous
offence under the same subsection—
(i)

to a fine not exceeding level 4 on the standard scale; or

(ii) to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 3 months,

30

or to both;
(b) where the person has, within the relevant period, been convicted of a previous
offence under the same subsection—
(i)

to a fine not exceeding the statutory maximum; or

(ii) to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 9 months,

35

or to both.
(5)

In subsection (4) “relevant period” means the period of 2 years ending with the day on
which the relevant offence was committed.
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Offences under section 34: arrest without warrant

(1)

Where a constable reasonably believes that a person is committing or has committed an
offence under section 34(1) or (2), the constable may arrest the person without warrant.

(2)

Subsection (1) is without prejudice to any power of arrest conferred by law apart from
that subsection.

5

35A

Guidance in relation to closure of premises
A person (other than a court) shall, in discharging functions by virtue of this Part, have
regard to any guidance given by the Scottish Ministers about—
(a) the discharge of those functions; or
(b) matters arising in connection with the discharge of those functions.

10

Interpretation
36

Interpretation of Part 4
In this Part—

15

“appropriate local authority” means the local authority for the area in which the
premises in respect of which the closure order has effect are situated;
“closure notice” has the meaning given by section 23(1);
“closure order” has the meaning given by section 26(1);
“closed premises” means premises in respect of which a closure order has effect;
“court day” means a day which is not—

20

(a) a Saturday or Sunday; or
(b) a day which, by virtue of an order made under section 17(1)(b) of the
Sheriff Courts (Scotland) Act 1971 (c.58) (as extended by section 8(2) of
the Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.46)), is a court holiday in
respect of criminal business in the sheriff court in question;

25

“premises” includes—
(a) any land or other place (whether enclosed or not); and
(b) any outbuildings which are or are used as part of the premises; and
“relevant harm” means—
(a) significant and persistent disorder; or

30
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PART 5
NOISE NUISANCE
Summary procedure for dealing with noise from certain places
37
5

Application of noise control provisions to local authority areas
(1)

Sections 39 to 47 (the “noise control provisions”) apply to the area of a local authority
only if the authority has so resolved.

(2)

A resolution for the purpose of subsection (1) shall specify—
(a) a date (being a date at least 2 months after the passing of the resolution) on and
after which the noise control provisions are to have effect in the area of the
authority (the “commencement date”); and

10

(b) periods of the week during which noise is to be controlled by virtue of those
provisions (each such period being a “noise control period”).
(3)

For the purpose of subsection (2)(b), a resolution may specify—
(a) the whole week as a noise control period; and
(b) different noise control periods for different—

15

(i)

areas;

(ii) times of year; or
(iii) other circumstances.

20

(4)

For the purpose of subsection (2)(b), a week begins on Monday.

(5)

If a local authority resolves to apply the noise control provisions to its area, it shall—
(b) cause a notice to be published (in consecutive weeks with the second notice
appearing at least a month before the commencement date) in a local newspaper
circulating in its area; and
(c) at least a month before the commencement date—
(i)

25

give a copy of the resolution to the Scottish Ministers; and

(ii) give a copy of the notice mentioned in paragraph (b) to each local authority
whose area adjoins its area.
(6)

A notice published under subsection (5)(b) shall—
(a) state that the resolution has been passed;
(b) state the commencement date; and

30

(c) set out—
(i)

the general effect of the noise control provisions and sections 43, 44 and
46; and

(ii) the noise control periods specified in the resolution.
35

(7)

Where a local authority is given a notice under subsection (5)(c)(ii), it shall take such
steps as it considers necessary for the purpose of making persons in its area aware of the
contents of the notice.
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Revocation or variation of resolution under section 37
(1)

A local authority may by resolution—
(a) revoke the resolution made for the purpose of section 37(1);
(b) revoke any noise control period specified in that resolution; or
(c) specify noise control periods in—

5

(i)

addition to; or

(ii) substitution for,
any such noise control period.
(2)

A resolution under subsection (1) shall specify a date (being a date at least 2 months
after the passing of the resolution) on which the provision made by the resolution shall
come into effect (the “effective date”).

(3)

If a local authority passes a resolution under subsection (1), it shall—

10

(b) cause a notice to be published (in consecutive weeks with the second notice
appearing at least a month before the effective date) in a local newspaper
circulating in its area; and

15

(c) at least a month before the effective date—
(i)

give a copy of the resolution to the Scottish Ministers; and

(ii) give a copy of the notice mentioned in paragraph (b) to each local authority
whose area adjoins its area.
(4)

20

A notice published under subsection (3)(b) shall—
(a) state that the resolution has been passed;
(b) state the effective date; and
(c) set out the provision made by the resolution.

(5)
25

Where a local authority is given a copy of a notice under subsection (3)(c)(ii), it shall
take such steps as it considers necessary for the purpose of making persons in its area
aware of the contents of the notice.
Noise control provisions

39

Investigation of excessive noise from certain places
(2)

Where a local authority receives a complaint from an individual that excessive noise is
being emitted from relevant property during a noise control period, it shall ensure that
an officer of the authority investigates the latter matter.

(3)

A complaint under subsection (2) may be made by any means.

(4)

If in consequence of an investigation under subsection (2) an officer of a local authority
is satisfied that—

30

35

(a) noise is being emitted from relevant property (the “offending property”) during a
noise control period; and
(b) the noise, if it were measured from a relevant place—
(i)

would; or

(ii) might,
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exceed the permitted level,
the officer may serve a notice about the noise under section 40.
(5)

For the purposes of subsection (4), it is for the officer of the authority dealing with the
particular case—
(a) to decide whether any noise, if it were measured from a relevant place—

5

(i)

would; or

(ii) might,
exceed the permitted level; and
(b) for the purposes of that decision to decide—
(i)

10

from what place to assess the noise; and

(ii) whether to use any device for measuring the noise.
(6)

Where—
(a) a local authority (the “first local authority”) receives a complaint under subsection
(2); and
(b) the offending property is within the area of another local authority,

15

the first local authority may act under the noise control provisions as if the offending
property were within its area, and accordingly may so act whether or not the noise
control provisions apply to the area of the other local authority.
40
20

Warning notices
(1)

A notice under this section (a “warning notice”) shall—
(a) state that an officer of the authority considers—
(i)

that noise is being emitted from the offending property during a noise
control period; and

(ii) that the noise exceeds, or may exceed, the permitted level, as measured
from a relevant place; and

25

(b) state that any person who is responsible for noise which—
(i)

is emitted from the offending property in the period specified in the notice;
and

(ii) exceeds the permitted level as measured from a relevant place,
may be guilty of an offence.

30

(2)

The period specified in a warning notice shall be a period—
(a) beginning not earlier than 10 minutes after the time when the notice is served; and
(b) ending at the relevant time.

(3)
35

In subsection (2)(b), “relevant time” means the earlier of—
(a) the end of the noise control period during which the warning notice is served; and
(b) the point (if any) at which the permitted level at the time the notice is served
ceases to be applicable.
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(4)

Subject to subsection (5), a warning notice shall be served by delivering it to any person
present at or near the offending property and appearing to the officer of the authority to
be responsible for the noise.

(5)

If it is not reasonably practicable to identify any person present at or near the offending
property as being a person responsible for the noise on whom the notice may reasonably
be served, a warning notice shall be served by leaving it at the offending property.

(6)

A warning notice shall state the time at which it is served.

(7)

For the purpose of the noise control provisions, a person is responsible for noise emitted
from relevant property if the emission of the noise is wholly or partly attributable to the
person’s act, failure or sufferance.

5

10

41

Offence where noise exceeds permitted level after service of notice
(1)

If a warning notice has been served in respect of noise emitted from relevant property,
any person who is responsible for noise which—
(a) is emitted from the relevant property in the period specified in the notice; and
(b) exceeds the permitted level as measured from a relevant place,

15

shall be guilty of an offence.
(2)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (1) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale.

(3)

It shall be a defence for a person charged with an offence under subsection (1) to show
that there was a reasonable excuse for the act, failure or sufferance by reference to
which the person was charged.

20

(3A) A person shall be taken to have shown the matter mentioned in subsection (3) if—
(a) sufficient evidence is adduced to raise an issue with respect to it; and
(b) the prosecution does not prove the contrary beyond reasonable doubt.
(4)

25

42

In proceedings for an offence under this section, a measurement of noise by a device is
not admissible as evidence of a level of noise unless the device is an approved device
and any conditions subject to which the approval was given are satisfied.
Fixed penalty notices

(1)

Subject to subsection (3), where a relevant officer has reason to believe that a person—
(a) is committing; or

30

(b) has just committed,
an offence under section 41, the officer may give that person a notice (a “fixed penalty
notice”) offering the person the opportunity of discharging any liability to conviction for
that offence by payment of a fixed penalty.
35

(2)

In subsection (1), “relevant officer” means—
(a) an officer of the local authority authorised for the purposes of this section; or
(b) a constable.
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(3)

If a fixed penalty notice is given to a person in respect of noise emitted from relevant
property in the period specified in a warning notice, no further fixed penalty notice may
be given to that person in respect of noise emitted from the relevant property during that
period.

(4)

Subject to subsection (5), a fixed penalty notice may be given to a person by delivering
the notice to the person.

(5)

If it is not reasonably practicable to deliver it to the person, a fixed penalty notice shall
be given by leaving the notice, addressed to the person, at the offending property.

(6)

A fixed penalty notice shall give such particulars of the circumstances alleged to
constitute the offence as are necessary for giving reasonable information of the offence.

(7)

A fixed penalty notice shall state—

10

(a) the period during which, by virtue of paragraph (a) of section 46(2), proceedings
will not be taken for the offence;
(b) the amount of the fixed penalty; and
(c) the person to whom, and the address at which, the fixed penalty may be paid.

15

(8)

Payment of the fixed penalty may (among other methods) be made by pre-paying and
posting to that person at that address a letter containing the amount of the penalty (in
cash or otherwise).

(9)

Where a letter containing the amount of the penalty is sent in accordance with
subsection (8), payment is to be regarded as having been made at the time at which that
letter would be delivered in the ordinary course of post.

20

(10) The fixed penalty payable under this section is £100.
(11) A fixed penalty payable under this section shall be payable to the local authority whose
officer issued the warning notice under reference to which the offence was committed.
25

47

Powers of entry and seizure of equipment used to make noise unlawfully
(1)

Subsection (2) applies where—
(a) a warning notice has been served in respect of noise emitted from relevant
property; and
(b) an officer of the local authority in whose area the relevant property is situated has
reason to believe that, at any time in the period specified in the notice, noise
emitted from the relevant property has exceeded the permitted level as measured
from a relevant place.

30

(2)

An officer of the local authority, or a person authorised by the authority for the purpose,
may seize and remove any equipment which appears—
(a) to be being; or

35

(b) to have been,
used in the emission of the noise.

40

(3)

If required to do so, a person exercising the power conferred by subsection (2) shall
produce the person’s authority.

(4)

If a sheriff or justice of the peace is satisfied by evidence on oath—
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(a) that a warning notice has been served in respect of noise emitted from relevant
property;
(b) that, at any time in the period specified in the notice, noise emitted from the
relevant property has exceeded the permitted level, as measured from a relevant
place; and

5

(c) that—
(i)

entry of an officer of the local authority, or of a person authorised by the
authority for the purpose, to the relevant property has been refused;

(ii) such a refusal is apprehended; or
(iii) a request by an officer of the authority, or of such a person, for admission
would defeat the object of the entry,

10

the sheriff or justice may grant a warrant under this subsection.
(5)

A warrant under subsection (4) is a warrant authorising the local authority, by any of its
officers or any person authorised by it for the purpose—
(a) to enter the relevant property for the purpose of seizing and removing any
equipment which appears to be being used or to have been used in the emission of
the noise; and

15

(b) for the purpose of exercising the power mentioned in paragraph (a), to open
lockfast places on the relevant property.
(6)

20

A person who enters premises by virtue of a warrant granted under subsection (4)—
(a) may be accompanied by such persons, and take such equipment, as may be
necessary; and
(b) shall, where the relevant property is unoccupied on the person’s leaving, leave it
as effectively secured against trespassers as it was when the person entered it.

(7)

25

A person who wilfully obstructs a person—
(a) exercising the power conferred by subsection (2); or
(b) exercising the power conferred by a warrant granted under subsection (4),
shall be guilty of an offence.

(8)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (7) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale.

(9)

Schedule 1 (which makes further provision in relation to anything seized and removed
by virtue of this section) has effect.

30

The permitted level
43
35

40
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Permitted level of noise
(1)

For the purposes of the noise control provisions, the Scottish Ministers may by
regulations prescribe the maximum level of noise (the “permitted level”) which may be
emitted from relevant property.

(2)

The permitted level shall be a level for noise as measured from any relevant place by an
approved device used in accordance with any conditions subject to which the approval
was given.
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(3)

29

Different permitted levels may be prescribed for different—
(a) periods of the week;
(b) areas or descriptions of areas;
(c) times of year; or
(d) other circumstances,

5

and the permitted level may be prescribed partly by reference to other levels of noise.
Miscellaneous
44

Approval of measuring devices
(1)

For the purposes of the noise control provisions, the Scottish Ministers may by
regulations approve any type of device used for the measurement of noise.

(2)

An approval under subsection (1) may be given subject to such conditions as to—

10

(a) the purposes for which; or
(b) the manner and circumstances in which,
devices of the type approved are to be used as may be prescribed in the regulations.
15

45

Power to provide funds to local authorities
(1)

The Scottish Ministers may make to a local authority payments in respect of—
(a) the whole; or
(b) any part,
of the expenditure of the authority in relation to the discharge of the functions under this
Part of the authority and its officers.

20

(2)

46

Payments under this section shall be made at such times, in such manner and subject to
such conditions as the Scottish Ministers may determine.
Fixed penalty notices: supplementary

(1)

If a form for a fixed penalty notice is specified in an order made by the Scottish
Ministers, a fixed penalty notice shall be given in that form.

(2)

Where a person is given a fixed penalty notice—

25

(a) proceedings for the offence in respect of which the notice was given shall not be
instituted before the end of the period of 28 days beginning with the date of the
notice;
30

(b) the person cannot be convicted of that offence if the person pays the fixed penalty
before the end of that period; and
(c) the person may be convicted of a further offence under section 41 in respect of
noise emitted from the relevant property—
(i)

35

after the notice is given; and

(ii) before the end of the period specified in the warning notice.
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(3)

In proceedings for an offence under section 41, evidence that payment of a fixed penalty
was or was not made before the end of any period may be given by the production of a
certificate which—
(a) purports to be signed by or on behalf of the person having responsibility for the
financial affairs of the local authority; and

5

(b) states that payment of a fixed penalty was made on any date or, as the case may
be, was not received before the end of that period.
(4)
10

Subject to subsection (4A), the Scottish Ministers may by order amend section 42(10)
by substituting an amount specified in the order for the amount that is for the time being
mentioned in that section.

(4A) The Scottish Ministers may not specify an amount exceeding level 2 on the standard
scale.
(5)

15

46A

Any sum received by a local authority under section 42 shall be treated as if the fixed
penalty payable under that section were a fine imposed by a district court.
Guidance in relation to this Part
A person (other than a court) shall, in discharging functions by virtue of this Part, have
regard to any guidance given by the Scottish Ministers about—
(a) the discharge of those functions; and
(b) matters arising in connection with the discharge of those functions.
Interpretation

20

46B
(1)

Meaning of “relevant place” and “relevant property”
In this Part—
“relevant place” means—
(a)

25

any place within accommodation (except, in the case of measurement of
noise emitted from relevant property which is accommodation, that
accommodation); and

(b) such other place as may be prescribed.
“relevant property” means—
(a) any accommodation;
(b) any land belonging exclusively to, or enjoyed exclusively with, any
accommodation;

30

(c) any land not falling within paragraph (b)—
(i) to which at least 2 persons have rights in common; and
(ii) which is used by those persons as a private garden;
(d) any common passage, close, court, stair, lift or yard pertinent to any
tenement or group of separately owned houses; or

35

(e) such other place as may be prescribed.
(2)
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“accommodation” means a building or other structure (or part of a building or
other structure) used or intended to be used as a separate unit of accommodation
(whether on a permanent basis or otherwise); and
“prescribed” means prescribed by the Scottish Ministers by order.
5

48

Other expressions used in Part 5
(1)

In this Part—
“fixed penalty notice” has the meaning given by section 42(1);
“noise control period” has the meaning given by section 37(2)(b);
“noise control provisions” has the meaning given by section 37(1);
“offending property” has the meaning given by section 39(4)(a);

10

“permitted level” has the meaning given by section 43(1); and
“warning notice” has the meaning given by section 40(1).
(2)

References in this Part to approved devices are references to devices of a type approved
by virtue of section 44(1).

PART 6

15

THE ENVIRONMENT
Controlled waste and litter
49
20

Contraventions of section 33(1)(a) and (c) of Environmental Protection Act 1990:
fixed penalty notices
After section 33 of the Environmental Protection Act 1990 (c.43) (the “1990 Act”) there
shall be inserted—
“33A
(1)

Fixed penalty notices for contraventions of section 33(1)(a) and (c):
Scotland
Where—
(a) an authorised officer of a local authority has reason to believe that a
person has committed a relevant offence in the area of that authority; or

25

(b) a constable, or an authorised officer of a waste regulation authority, has
reason to believe that a person has committed a relevant offence,
he may give that person a notice under this section in respect of the offence.
30

(1A) In subsection (1) above “relevant offence” means an offence under section 33
above in respect of a contravention of subsection (1)(a) or (c) of that section.
(1B) A notice under this section is a notice offering the opportunity, by paying a
fixed penalty, of discharging any liability to conviction for the offence to
which it relates.

35

(2)

Where—
(a) a constable; or
(b) an authorised officer of a waste regulation authority,
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gives a notice under this section to a person, he shall, no later than 24 hours
after the giving of the notice, send a copy of it to the local authority in whose
area the offence was committed.
(3)

Where a person is given a notice under this section in respect of an offence—
(a) no proceedings shall be instituted for that offence before the expiration
of fourteen days following the date of the notice; and

5

(b) he shall not be convicted of that offence if he pays the fixed penalty
before the expiration of that period.
(4)
10

A notice under this section shall give such particulars of the circumstances
alleged to constitute the offence as are necessary for giving reasonable
information about the offence and shall state—
(a) the period during which, by virtue of subsection (3)(a) above,
proceedings will not be taken for the offence;
(b) the amount of the fixed penalty; and
(c) the person to whom and the address at which the fixed penalty may be
paid;

15

and without prejudice to payment by any other method, payment of the fixed
penalty may be made by pre-paying and posting to that person at that address a
letter containing the amount of the penalty (in cash or otherwise).
20

25

30

(5)

Where a letter is sent in accordance with subsection (4) above payment shall be
regarded as having been made at the time at which that letter would be
delivered in the ordinary course of post.

(6)

The form of notices under this section shall be such as the Scottish Ministers
may by order prescribe.

(7)

The fixed penalty payable in pursuance of a notice under this section shall,
subject to subsection (8) below, be £50.

(8)

The Scottish Ministers may by order substitute a different amount (not
exceeding level 2 on the standard scale) for the amount for the time being
specified as the amount of the fixed penalty in subsection (7) above.

(9)

In any proceedings a certificate which—
(a) purports to be signed by or on behalf of the proper officer for the local
authority in whose area the offence was committed; and
(b) states that the payment of a fixed penalty was or was not received by a
date specified in the certificate,

35

shall be evidence of the facts stated.
(10) A fixed penalty payable in pursuance of a notice under this section shall be
payable to the local authority in whose area the offence was committed; and as
respects the sums received by a local authority, those sums shall be treated as if
the penalty were a fine imposed by a district court.

40

(11) In this section—
“authorised officer” means an officer of the authority in question who is
authorised in writing by the authority for the purpose of issuing notices
under this section;
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“local authority” means a council constituted under section 2 of the
Local Government etc. (Scotland) Act 1994 (c.39); and “area”, in
relation to a local authority, means the local government area (within the
meaning of that Act) for which the council is constituted;
“proper officer” means the officer who has, as respects the authority, the
responsibility mentioned in section 95 of the Local Government
(Scotland) Act 1973 (c.65) (financial administration).”.

5

50

10

Litter: power of constables to issue fixed penalty notices
(1)

Section 88 of the 1990 Act (fixed penalty notices for litter) shall be amended as follows.

(2)

In subsection (1)—
(ya) the words “on any occasion” and “finds a person who he” are repealed;
(za) for “has on that occasion” there shall be substituted “that a person has”;
(a) the words from “an”, where it first occurs, to “authority”, where it secondly
occurs, shall become paragraph (a) of that subsection; and
(b) after “authority”, where it secondly occurs, there shall be inserted “; or

15

(b)
(3)

a constable has reason to believe that a person has committed an offence
under that section,”

After subsection (1) there shall be inserted—
“(1A) Where a constable gives a notice under this section to a person, he shall, no
later than 24 hours after the giving of the notice, send a copy of it to the litter
authority in whose area the offence was committed.”.

20

(4)

After subsection (5) there shall be inserted—
“(5A) A fixed penalty payable in pursuance of a notice under this section shall be
payable to the litter authority in whose area the offence was committed.”.

(5)

25

In subsection (6)—
(a) the words “to a litter authority” are repealed; and
(b) for “the”, where it thirdly occurs, there shall be substituted “a litter”.

(5A) In subsection (7), after “amount”, where it first occurs, there shall be inserted “(not
exceeding level 2 on the standard scale)”.
(6)

30

51

35

In subsection (8)(a)(ii), after “officer” there shall be inserted “for the litter authority in
whose area the offence was committed”.
Directions in respect of duty under section 89 of Environmental Protection Act
1990

(1)

Sections 89, 91 and 92 of the 1990 Act shall be amended as follows.

(2)

In section 89 (duties to keep land etc. free of litter), after subsection (6) there shall be
inserted—
“(6A) The Scottish Ministers may give to any person subject to a duty imposed by
subsection (1) or (2) above such directions as they consider necessary or
expedient for securing compliance by such person with such duty.
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(6B) A person to whom a direction is given under subsection (6A) shall comply with
the direction.
(6C) A direction under subsection (6A) may—
(a) be given generally or to a specific person;
(b) make different provision for different persons and different cases or
circumstances;

5

(c) include provision specifying, in relation to any factor by reference to
which a person’s discharging of any such duty can be measured,
standards to be met by the person.
(6D) The Scottish Ministers shall—

10

(a) cause—
(i)

any direction under subsection (6A) above; and

(ii) any variation or revocation of such a direction,
to be published; and
(b) cause copies of each such direction, variation or revocation to be made
available to the public.”.

15

(3)

In section 91 (litter abatement orders: applications by aggrieved persons), in subsection
(11)—
(a) after “A”, where it first occurs, there shall be inserted—
“(a) direction under section 89(6A); or”;

20

(b) the words “code of practice under section 89(7)” shall become paragraph (b); and
(c) after “a”, where it secondly occurs, there shall be inserted “direction or”.
(4)

In section 92 (litter abatement notices: litter authorities), in subsection (8)—
(a) after “A”, where it first occurs, there shall be inserted—
“(a) direction under section 89(6A); or”;

25

(b) the words “code of practice under section 89(7)” shall become paragraph (b); and
(c) after “a”, where it secondly occurs, there shall be inserted “direction or”.
Graffiti
51A
30

(1)

Power of local authority to serve notice about graffiti
Where it appears to a local authority that—
(a) a relevant surface in its area has been defaced by graffiti; and
(b) the defacement is—
(i)

detrimental to the amenity of the locality; or

(ii) offensive,
35
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5

35

(2)

A graffiti removal notice is a notice requiring the person on whom it is served to
remove, clear or otherwise remedy the defacement described in the notice before the
expiry of such period as may be specified in the notice (being a period of not less than
28 days beginning with the day on which the notice is served).

(3)

A relevant surface is—
(a) any surface of—
(ii) a public road; or
(ii) any building, structure, apparatus, plant or other object on such a road; or
(b) where subsection (4) or (5) applies, any surface of—
(i)

10

land owned, occupied or controlled by a relevant body; or

(ii) any building, structure, apparatus, plant or other object on such land.
(4)

This subsection applies where the land is public land.

(5)

This subsection applies where—
(a) the surface is visible from public land; or
(b) the surface is not visible from public land but is visible to members of the public
from land owned, occupied or controlled by—

15

(i)

the relevant body which owns, occupies or controls the land; or

(ii) any other relevant body,
which they are on for the purpose of using that body’s services or facilities.
20

(6)

For the purposes of this section, a road or land is public if the public are entitled or
permitted to have access to it (with or without payment).

(7)

A local authority may at any time withdraw a graffiti removal notice issued by it.

(8)

The withdrawal under subsection (7) of a graffiti removal notice (the “withdrawn
notice”) shall not affect the power of the local authority to issue a further graffiti
removal notice in respect of the defacement described in the withdrawn notice.

(9)

In this section—

25

“educational institution” has the meaning given by section 98(3) of the 1990 Act
and includes the governing body of such an institution;
30

“graffiti” includes painting, writing, soiling, marking or otherwise defacing by
whatever means;
“relevant body” means—
(a) an educational institution; or
(b) a statutory undertaker;

35

“responsible person” means, in relation to a surface, a person who owns, leases,
occupies, controls, operates or maintains the thing of which it is a surface;
“road” has the meaning given by section 151(1) of the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984
(c.54);
“statutory undertaker” has the meaning given by section 98(6) of the 1990 Act;
and

40

“surface” includes a surface—
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(a) on the inside of a thing; or
(b) not exposed to the weather.

51B
(1)

Power to modify meaning of “relevant surface”
The Scottish Ministers may by order modify—
(a) paragraph (a) or (b) of subsection (3); or

5

(b) subsection (4), (5) or (6),
of section 51A.
(2)
10

51C

An order under subsection (1) may make such modifications of subsection (9) of that
section as the Scottish Ministers consider appropriate in consequence of any
modification made by virtue of subsection (1).
Graffiti removal notice: content and service

(1)

A graffiti removal notice shall explain the effects of sections 51D, 51F and 51G.

(2)

Subject to subsection (3), subsections (2) to (5) of section 160 of the 1990 Act shall
apply in relation to the service of a graffiti removal notice as they apply to any notice
required or authorised to be served under that Act.

(3)

Where, after reasonable enquiry, a local authority is unable to ascertain the name or
proper address of any person upon whom a graffiti removal notice may be served, it
may—

15

(a) affix the notice to the surface to which it relates; and
(b) in so far as is reasonably necessary for that purpose, enter any land.

20

25

(4)

In subsection (3) “proper address” shall be read in accordance with section 160(4) and
(5) of the 1990 Act.

(5)

Where a graffiti removal notice is affixed in accordance with subsection (3), it shall be
treated as having been served on a person on whom it may be served.

51D

Non-compliance with graffiti removal notice

(1)

Subsection (2) applies where a person on whom a graffiti removal notice is served (the
“responsible person”) does not comply with it.

(2)

The local authority that served the notice or a person authorised by it may—
(a) remove, clear or otherwise remedy the defacement; and
(b) in so far as is reasonably necessary for that purpose, enter any land.

30

35

(3)

Where subsection (4) applies, a local authority may recover from the responsible person
expenditure reasonably incurred by virtue of subsection (2).

(4)

This subsection applies where the local authority has served on the responsible person a
notice setting out—
(a) the amount of; and
(b) details of,
the expenditure which it proposes to recover.
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(5)

51E

37

Subsections (2) to (5) of section 160 of the 1990 Act shall apply in relation to the
service of a notice mentioned in subsection (4) as they apply to notices required or
authorised to be served under that Act.
Guidance to local authorities about graffiti removal functions
A local authority shall, in discharging its functions under sections 51A, 51C and 51D,
have regard to any guidance about those sections given by the Scottish Ministers.

5

51F
(1)

Appeal against graffiti removal notice
On the application of a person on whom a graffiti removal notice is served, the sheriff
may—
(a) if satisfied that—

10

(i)

the surface to which the notice relates was not, at the time the notice was
served, defaced as described in it;

(ii) the defacement described in the notice is neither detrimental to the amenity
of the locality nor offensive; or
(iii) the applicant was not, at the time the notice was served, a responsible
person as respects the surface to which the notice relates,

15

make an order revoking the notice; or
(b) if satisfied that there is a material defect in, or in connection with, the notice,
make an order revoking or (if appropriate) amending the notice.
20

(2)

In subsection (1)(a)(iii) “responsible person” has the same meaning as in section 51A.

(3)

Where a sheriff—
(a) makes an order under paragraph (b) of subsection (1) amending a graffiti removal
notice; or
(b) makes an order refusing an application such as is mentioned in that subsection,
the sheriff may extend (for such period as may be specified in the order) the period
specified in the notice.

25

30

(4)

An application such as is mentioned in subsection (1) shall be made before the expiry of
the period of 21 days beginning with the day on which the graffiti removal notice to
which it relates was served.

(5)

Where an application such as is mentioned in subsection (1) is made, the graffiti
removal notice to which it relates shall be of no effect pending the—
(a) determination; or
(b) withdrawal,
of the application.

35

51G
(1)

Appeal against notice under section 51D(4)
On the application of a person on whom a notice under section 51D(4) is served, the
sheriff may, if satisfied that the expenditure which the authority is proposing to recover
is excessive, make an order substituting for that amount a lower one.
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(2)

51H

An application such as is mentioned in subsection (1) shall be made within the period of
21 days beginning with the day on which the notice to which it relates was served.
Graffiti removal notices: exemptions from liability

(1)

Subject to subsection (3), a relevant person shall have no liability whatsoever (whether
at common law or otherwise) to any responsible person in respect of anything done or
omitted to be done in the exercise or purported exercise of the power conferred by
section 51C(3) or 51D(2).

(2)

In subsection (1) “relevant person” means—

5

(a) in the case of the power conferred by section 51C(3)—
(i)

10

the local authority; and

(ii) any employee of the authority;
(b) in the case of the power conferred by section 51D(2)—
(i)

the local authority;

(ii) any employee of the authority;
(iii) any person authorised by the authority under that section; and

15

(iv) any employer or employee of a person so authorised.
(3)

Subsection (1) does not apply—
(a) if the act or omission is shown to have been in bad faith; or
(b) in respect of a liability arising out of a failure to exercise due care and attention.

20

(4)

In this section “responsible person” has the same meaning as in section 51A.

(5)

This section is without prejudice to any other exemption from liability (whether at
common law or otherwise).
Penalties for environmental offences

52

Penalties for certain environmental offences
Schedule 2, which contains amendments relating to penalties for certain environmental
offences, shall have effect.

25

Interpretation
52A

Interpretation of Part 6
In this Part, the “1990 Act” means the Environmental Protection Act 1990 (c.43).

PART 7

30

HOUSING: ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOUR NOTICES
Antisocial behaviour notices
53

Antisocial behaviour notices
(1)

35
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the authority’s area, the authority may serve an antisocial behaviour notice on the
landlord of the relevant house.
(2)

Those persons are—
(a) any person who, by virtue of a tenancy or an occupancy arrangement, occupies the
relevant house mentioned in subsection (1); and

5

(b) any visitor for the time being in that house.
(3)

An antisocial behaviour notice is a notice—
(a) describing the antisocial behaviour that has been engaged in at, or in the locality
of, the relevant house to which the notice relates by either of the persons
mentioned in subsection (2);

10

(b) requiring the landlord of the relevant house to take, before the expiry of such
period as may be specified in the notice, such action for the purpose of dealing
with the antisocial behaviour as may be so specified;
(c) stating the consequences of failure to take, within that period, the action so
specified; and

15

(d) informing the landlord of the right to request a review under section 54(1).
(4)

If the local authority is aware of the name and address of a person who acts for the
landlord as respects the tenancy or occupancy arrangement relating to the relevant
house, the authority shall, in addition to serving a notice on the landlord under
subsection (1), give a copy of the notice to the person.

(5)

If—

20

(a) the local authority is unable to identify the landlord, it may serve the notice under
subsection (1) by publishing it in two or more newspapers (of which one shall, if
practicable, be a local newspaper) circulating in the locality of the relevant house;
(b) the local authority is aware of the landlord’s identity but is unable to ascertain the
landlord’s current address, it may serve the notice under that subsection by
serving it on the landlord—

25

(i)

at the relevant house; and

(ii) if it is aware of a previous address of the landlord, at that address.
(6)

30

54

Review of antisocial behaviour notices
(1)

If a landlord on whom an antisocial behaviour notice is served under section 53(1)
requests the local authority that served the notice to review the notice, the local authority
shall review the notice.

(2)

A request under subsection (1) shall be made before the expiry of the period of 21 days
beginning with the day on which the notice is served or such longer period as the
authority may allow.

(3)

There is no duty to carry out a review of a decision reached on review.

35

40

For the purpose of applying this Part in relation to relevant houses which are used for
holiday purposes, the Scottish Ministers may by order make such modifications of the
Part as they consider necessary or expedient.
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Internal procedure on review
(1)

A review of an antisocial behaviour notice under section 54(1) shall be carried out by a
person (a “reviewer”) who had no involvement in the decision to issue the notice and
who is senior to the person who was responsible for the processes culminating in that
decision.

(2)

The reviewer may—

5

(a) confirm the notice;
(b) vary any part of it;
(c) suspend the notice for such period as may be specified pending completion of the
review; or

10

(d) revoke the notice.
(3)

The local authority shall notify the person who requested the review of the decision
reached on review and the reasons for reaching that decision.
Failure to comply with notice: sanctions

15

56

Failure to comply with notice: order as to rental income
(1)

If, on the application of the local authority that served an antisocial behaviour notice on
a landlord under section 53(1), the sheriff is satisfied as to the matters mentioned in
subsection (2), the sheriff may—
(a) make an order that, with effect from the making of the order—
(i)

20

no rent be payable by any person who occupies the relevant house; and

(ii) no other consideration be payable or exigible for occupation of the relevant
house; and
(b) make such incidental order as the sheriff considers necessary.
(2)

Those matters are—
(a) that the landlord has not taken the action specified in the antisocial behaviour
notice within the time so specified; and

25

(b) that, having regard to all the circumstances relating to the relevant house, it would
be reasonable for the landlord to take that action.
30

(2A) Where an order is made under subsection (1), the local authority shall give a copy of the
order to the persons mentioned in subsection (2B).
(2B) Those persons are—
(a) if the local authority is aware of the name and address of a person who by virtue
of a tenancy or an occupancy arrangement occupies the house to which the order
relates, that person; and
(b) if the local authority is aware of the name and address of a person who acts for the
landlord as respects the tenancy or occupancy arrangement relating to the relevant
house, that person.

35

(3)
40
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Except as provided in an order under subsection (1), nothing in this Part affects the
validity of any lease or occupancy arrangement by virtue of which a person has the use
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5

41

Appeals against orders under section 56

(1)

An appeal against the decision of a sheriff making or refusing to make an order under
section 56(1) shall be made to the sheriff principal and shall be made within the period
of 21 days beginning with the day on which the decision appealed against was made.

(2)

Subsection (3) applies where a person appeals against the decision of a sheriff making
an order under section 56(1)(a).

(3)

The person shall (in addition to complying with any other requirements as to notification
imposed by virtue of any enactment) give notice to the person who has the use of the
house to which the order relates (the “tenant”) of such matters as may be prescribed by
the Scottish Ministers by regulations.

(4)

Regulations under subsection (3) may include provision for or in connection with—

10

(a) the form of the notice;
(b) the manner and timing of service of the notice.
(5)

If a person fails to comply with subsection (3), the sheriff principal shall not require the
tenant to pay any sums that, but for the making of the order, would have been due by the
tenant.

(6)

The Scottish Ministers may by regulations make provision for or in connection with
specifying other circumstances in which the sheriff principal shall not require a tenant to
pay any sums that, but for the making of the order, would have been due by the tenant.

(7)

Regulations under subsection (6) may in particular include provision—

15

20

(a) specifying procedures;
(b) imposing obligations on landlords.
(8)
57
25

The decision of the sheriff principal on an appeal under this section shall be final.
Orders under section 56: revocation and suspension

(1)

This section applies where an order is made under section 56.

(2)

On the application of the local authority specified in the order or the landlord of the
relevant house which is subject to the order, the sheriff may, if satisfied that—
(a) the landlord has taken the action specified in the antisocial behaviour notice; or
(b) having regard to all the circumstances relating to the relevant house, it would be
unreasonable for the order to continue to have effect,

30

revoke or, for such period as may be specified, suspend the order.

35

(3)

The revocation or suspension of an order under subsection (2) shall not operate so as to
make a person liable to pay any rent or other consideration in respect of the period
during which the order was in force.

(4)

Where an order is revoked or suspended under subsection (2), the local authority shall
give a copy of the order revoking or, as the case may be, suspending the order to the
persons mentioned in section 56(2B).
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Failure to comply with notice: management control order
(1)

If, on the application of the local authority that served an antisocial behaviour notice on
a landlord under section 53(1), the sheriff is satisfied as to the matters mentioned in
subsection (2), the sheriff may make a management control order in respect of the house
to which the notice relates.

(2)

Those matters are—

5

(a) that the landlord has not taken the action specified in the antisocial behaviour
notice within the time so specified;
(b) that, having regard to all the circumstances relating to the relevant house, it would
be reasonable for the landlord to take that action; and

10

(c) that, to enable the antisocial behaviour described in the notice to be dealt with, it
is necessary to make the order.
(3)

A management control order is an order which—
(a) transfers, for such period not exceeding 12 months as may be specified in the
order, to the local authority which made the application the rights and obligations
of the landlord under the tenancy or occupancy arrangement under which the
house is occupied;

15

(aa) if during that period a tenancy is granted or an occupancy arrangement made for
the occupation of the house, transfers for that period to the local authority the
rights and obligations of the landlord under that tenancy or arrangement;

20

(b) makes for that period such incidental provision as the sheriff considers necessary.
(3A) Where the local authority on whose application a management control order is made is
satisfied that—
(a) sums in respect of rent or other consideration for occupation have been paid to the
landlord under the tenancy or occupancy arrangement under which the house is
occupied; and

25

(b) those sums have been paid in respect of a period during which the order is in
force,
the authority may recover those sums from the landlord.
(4)

30

59

35

Schedule 3 (which makes further provision in relation to management control orders)
has effect.
Management control order: notification

(1)

Subsection (2) applies where a management control order is made under section 58.

(2)

As soon as practicable after the order is made, the local authority on whose application
the order was made shall—
(a) inform—
(i)

40

the person who, immediately before the order was made, was the landlord
of the house to which the order relates; and

(ii) if the authority is aware of the name and address of a person occupying the
house by virtue of a tenancy or occupancy arrangement, that person,
of the making of the order; and
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(b) if the authority is aware of the name and address of a person who acts for the
person mentioned in paragraph (a)(i) as respects a tenancy or occupancy
arrangement in respect of the house, give a copy of the order to that person.
(3)
5

60

If it is impracticable for the local authority to comply with the requirement in subsection
(2)(a)(i), the authority need not do so.
Management control order: revocation

(1)

On the application of—
(a) the local authority specified in a management control order (“the local authority”);
or
(b) the person who, immediately before the order was made, was the landlord of the
relevant house to which the order relates (“the landlord”),

10

the sheriff may, if satisfied that subsection (2) or (3) applies, revoke the management
control order.
(2)

This subsection applies if—
(a) the local authority; or

15

(b) the landlord,
has taken the action specified in the antisocial behaviour notice.
(3)

20

61

This subsection applies if, having regard to all the circumstances relating to the relevant
house, it would be unreasonable for the order to continue to have effect.
Management control order: notification of revocation

(1)

Subsection (2) applies where a management control order is revoked under section 60(1)
on the application of the local authority specified in the order.

(2)

As soon as practicable after the order is revoked, the local authority shall—
(a) inform—
(i)

25

the person who, immediately before the management control order was
made, was the landlord of the house to which the order related; and

(ii) if the authority is aware of the name and address of a person occupying the
house by virtue of a tenancy or occupancy arrangement, that person,
of the revocation of the order; and
(b) if the authority is aware of the name and address of a person who acts for the
person mentioned in paragraph (a)(i) as respects a tenancy or occupancy
arrangement in respect of the house, give a copy of the order to that person.

30

(2A) If it is impracticable for the local authority to comply with the requirement in subsection
(2)(a)(i), the authority need not do so.
35

(3)

Subsection (4) applies where a management control order is revoked under section 60(1)
on the application of the person who, immediately before the order was made, was the
landlord of the house to which the order related.

(4)

As soon as practicable after the order is revoked, the person shall—
(a) inform the local authority specified in the order; and
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(b) any person occupying the house by virtue of a tenancy or occupancy arrangement,
of the revocation of the order.

62

Failure to comply with notice: action by authority at landlord’s expense
(1)

Subsections (2) and (3) apply where—
(a) a local authority serves an antisocial behaviour notice on a landlord under section
53(1);

5

(b) the landlord fails to take the action specified in the notice within the time so
specified; and
(c) in consequence of that failure, it appears to the authority that it is necessary for it
to take steps to deal with the antisocial behaviour described in the notice.

10

(2)

The local authority may take such steps as it considers necessary to deal with the
antisocial behaviour described in the notice.

(3)

In such circumstances as the Scottish Ministers may by regulations prescribe, the
landlord shall be liable for expenditure—
(a) incurred, by virtue of subsection (2), by the local authority; and

15

(b) of such description as may be so prescribed.
(4)

Regulations under subsection (3) may include provision for or in connection with—
(a) imposing requirements on local authorities and landlords as respects arrangements
for the notification and collection of expenditure of a description prescribed in the
regulations;

20

(b) specifying arrangements for the settling of disputes arising by virtue of subsection
(3).
63

Failure to comply with notice: offence
(1)

Where—
(a) a local authority serves an antisocial behaviour notice on a landlord under section
53(1); and

25

(b) the landlord fails to take the action specified in the notice within the time so
specified,
the landlord shall be guilty of an offence.
30

(2)

A landlord guilty of an offence under this section shall be liable on summary conviction
to a fine not exceeding level 5 on the standard scale.

(3)

It shall be a defence for a landlord charged with an offence under subsection (1) to show
that there was a reasonable excuse for the failure in question.

63A
35
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Regulations about advice and assistance: Part 7
For the purposes of this Part, the Scottish Ministers may by regulations make provision
requiring local authorities to provide advice and assistance of such description as may
be specified in the regulations to persons of such description as may be so specified.
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Interpretation
64

Interpretation of Part 7
(1)

In this Part—
“landlord”, in relation to an occupancy arrangement, means the person who under
the arrangement permits another to occupy the building or, as the case may be, the
part of the building;

5

“occupancy arrangement” means any arrangement under which a person having
the lawful right to occupy a building or part of a building permits another, by way
of contract or otherwise, to occupy the building or, as the case may be, the part of
it; but does not include a lease;

10

“relevant house” means, subject to subsection (2), any building or part of a
building which—
(a) is occupied as a dwelling under—
(i) a tenancy; or
(ii) an occupancy arrangement; and

15

(b) does not fall within subsection (3).
(2)

If—
(a) the same person is the landlord in relation to two or more relevant houses; and
(b) those relevant houses share the same toilet, washing or cooking facilities,
then those relevant houses shall be deemed to be a single relevant house.

20

(3)

A building or part of a building falls within this subsection if—
(a) it is owned by—
(i)

a local authority;

(ii) a registered social landlord; or
(iii) Scottish Homes; or

25

(b) it is used for the provision of—
(i)

a care home service (as defined in subsection (3) of section 2 of the
Regulation of Care (Scotland) Act 2001 (asp 8));

(ii) a school care accommodation service (as defined in subsection (4) of that
section);

30

(iii) an independent health care service (as defined in subsection (5) of that
section); or
(iv) a secure accommodation service (as defined in subsection (9) of that
section);
(c) the house is used by a religious order the principal occupation of which is prayer,
contemplation, education or the relief of suffering; or

35

(d) a control order under section 178 of the Housing (Scotland) Act 1987 (c.26) is in
force in respect of the house.
(4)

For the purposes of this Part, a person engages in antisocial behaviour if the person—
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(a) acts in a manner that causes or is likely to cause alarm, distress, nuisance or
annoyance; or
(b) pursues a course of conduct that causes or is likely to cause alarm, distress,
nuisance or annoyance,
to a person residing in, visiting or otherwise engaging in lawful activity at, or in the
locality of, a relevant house.

5

PART 8
HOUSING: REGISTRATION OF CERTAIN LANDLORDS
Registration
10

64A
(1)

Each local authority shall prepare and maintain a register for the purposes of this Part.

(2)

Each local authority shall make its register available for public inspection at all
reasonable times.

64B
15

Registers

(1)

Application for registration
An application by a relevant person to a local authority for entry in the register
maintained by it under section 64A(1) shall specify—
(a) the name and address of the relevant person;
(b) the address of each house (if any) within the area of the authority which the
relevant person owns and which is subject to—
(i)

20

a lease; or

(ii) an occupancy arrangement,
by virtue of which an unconnected person may use the house as a dwelling;
(c) if the relevant person has a person who acts for the person in relation to the lease
or occupancy arrangement to which any house specified under paragraph (b) is
subject, the name and address of the person; and

25

(d) such other information as the Scottish Ministers may by regulations prescribe.
(2)

Subject to subsection (3), the application shall be accompanied by such fee as the local
authority may determine.

(3)

The Scottish Ministers may by regulations prescribe for the purposes of subsection (2)—
(a) fees;

30

(b) how fees are to be arrived at;
(c) cases in which no fee shall be payable.
(4)

A person who, in an application under this section—
(a) specifies information which the person knows is false in a material particular; or

35

(b) knowingly fails to specify information required by subsection (1),
shall be guilty of an offence.
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(5)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (4) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale.

(6)

For the purposes of subsection (1)(b), the use of a house as a dwelling shall be
disregarded if—
(a) the house is being used for the provision of—

5

(i)

a care home service (as defined in subsection (3) of section 2 of the
Regulation of Care (Scotland) Act 2001 (asp 8));

(ii) a school care accommodation service (as defined in subsection (4) of that
section);
(iii) an independent health care service (as defined in subsection (5) of that
section); or

10

(iv) a secure accommodation service (as defined in subsection (9) of that
section);
(b) the house is being used by a religious order the principal occupation of which is
prayer, contemplation, education or the relief of suffering;

15

(c) a control order under section 178 of the Housing (Scotland) Act 1987 (c.26) is in
force in respect of the house; or
(d) the house is being used for holiday purposes.
(6A) The Scottish Ministers may by order modify subsection (6).
20

(7)

In this Part—
“relevant person” means a person who is not—
(a)

a local authority;

(b) a registered social landlord; or
(c)

“unconnected person”, in relation to a relevant person, means a person who is not
a member of the family of the relevant person.

25

64C

30

Scottish Homes; and

Registration

(1)

This section applies where a relevant person makes an application to a local authority in
accordance with section 64B.

(2)

Where, having considered the application—
(a) the local authority is satisfied that subsection (3) or (4) applies, the authority shall
enter the relevant person in the register maintained by the authority under section
64A(1);
(b) the authority is not satisfied that either of those subsections applies, the authority
shall refuse to enter the relevant person in the register.

35

(3)

This subsection applies where—
(a) under paragraph (b) of section 64B(1), the application—
(i)

does not specify a house; or

(ii) specifies a house (or two or more houses);
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(b) under paragraph (c) of that section, the application does not specify the name and
address of a person; and
(c) the relevant person is a fit and proper person to act as landlord under—
(i)

a lease; or

(ii) an occupancy arrangement,

5

by virtue of which an unconnected person may use a house as a dwelling.
(4)

This subsection applies where—
(a) under paragraph (b) of section 64B(1), the application specifies at least one house;
(b) under paragraph (c) of that section, the application specifies the name and address
of a person;

10

(c) subsection (3)(c) applies; and
(d) the person is a fit and proper person to act for a landlord such as is mentioned in
that subsection in relation to the lease or, as the case may be, arrangement.
(5)

An entry in a register under subsection (2)(a) shall state, in relation to the relevant
person, the information specified by virtue of paragraphs (a) to (c) of section 64B(1) in
the application made by the relevant person.

(6)

Subject to sections 64G(8) and 64H(1), where a local authority makes an entry in a
register under subsection (2)(a), the authority shall remove the entry from the register on
the expiry of the period of 3 years beginning with the day on which the entry is made.

15

20

64D

Section 64C: considerations

(1)

In deciding for the purposes of section 64C(3) or (4) whether the relevant person or, as
the case may be, the person is a fit and proper person, the local authority shall have
regard (among other things) to any material falling within subsections (2) to (4).

(2)

Material falls within this subsection if it shows that the relevant person or, as the case
may be, the person has—

25

(a) committed any offence involving—
(i)

fraud or other dishonesty;

(ii) violence; or
(iii) drugs;
(b) practised unlawful discrimination on grounds of sex, colour, race, ethnic or
national origins or disability in, or in connection with, the carrying on of any
business; or

30

(c) contravened any provision of—
(i)

the law relating to housing; or

(ii) landlord and tenant law.

35

(3)

Material falls within this subsection if it relates to any actings of the relevant person or,
as the case may be, the person as respects antisocial behaviour affecting a house—
(a) subject to a lease or occupancy arrangement such as is mentioned in section
64C(3)(c); and
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(b) in relation to which the relevant person was (or is) the landlord under the lease or
arrangement or, as the case may be, the person was (or is) acting for the landlord
in relation to the lease or arrangement.
(4)

Material falls within this subsection if it appears to the authority that the material is
relevant to the question of whether the relevant person or, as the case may be, the person
is a fit and proper person.

(5)

In subsection (3) “actings” includes failure to act.

5

64E
(1)

Notification of registration or refusal to register
Where a local authority—
(a) enters a person in its register under paragraph (a) of section 64C(2); or

10

(b) refuses to enter a person in its register under paragraph (b) of that section,
the authority shall, as soon as practicable after doing so, give notice of the fact to the
person.
(2)
15

Where a local authority refuses to enter a person in its register under section 64C(2)(b),
the authority shall, as soon as practicable after doing so, send notice of the fact to—
(a) each address specified by virtue of paragraph (b) of section 64B(1) in the
application for registration; and
(b) if, by virtue of paragraph (c) of section 64B(1), the application specified the name
and address of a person, that person.

20

64F

Duty of registered person to provide information to local authority

(1)

This section applies where a person is registered by a local authority.

(2)

If in consequence of a change in circumstances any information provided by the person
to the local authority by virtue of section 64B(1) or, as the case may be, this subsection,
becomes inaccurate, the person shall, as soon as practicable after the inaccuracy arises,
give notice in writing to the authority of the change that has occurred.

(3)

Subject to subsection (4), any notice given under subsection (2) shall be accompanied by
such fee as the local authority may determine.

(4)

The Scottish Ministers may by regulations prescribe for the purposes of subsection (3)—

25

(a) fees;
(b) how fees are to be arrived at;

30

(c) cases in which no fee shall be payable.
(5)

A person who, without reasonable excuse, fails to comply with subsection (2) shall be
guilty of an offence.

(6)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (5) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale.

35

64G
(1)

Registered person: appointment of agent
Subsection (2) applies where—
(a) a person is registered by a local authority (the “registered person”); and
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(b) the registered person appoints a person to act for the person in relation to—
(i)

a lease; or

(ii) occupancy arrangement,
by virtue of which an unconnected person may use as a dwelling a house within
the area of the authority which the registered person owns.

5

(2)

The registered person shall, as soon as practicable after appointing the person, give
notice in writing to the local authority of the appointment.

(3)

The local authority shall, as soon as practicable after being given notice under
subsection (2), determine whether the condition in subsection (4) is satisfied in relation
to the person appointed.

(4)

The condition is that the person is a fit and proper person to act for the registered person
in relation to a lease or occupancy arrangement such as is mentioned in subsection
(1)(b).

(5)

Subsections (2) to (5) of section 64D shall apply for the purposes of subsection (4) as
those subsections apply for the purposes of subsection (1) of that section.

(6)

If the local authority determines that the condition in subsection (4) is satisfied—

10

15

(a) the registered person shall be deemed, with effect from the date of the
determination, to be registered by virtue of subsection (4) of section 64C; and
(b) the local authority shall give the registered person notice in writing of that fact.
20

(7)

Subsection (6)(a) shall not affect the calculation of the period mentioned in section
64C(6).

(8)

If the local authority determines that the condition in subsection (4) is not satisfied, the
authority shall remove the registered person from the register.

64H
25

(1)

Removal from register
Where—
(a) a person is registered by a local authority; and
(b) subsection (2) or (3) applies,
the authority shall remove the person from its register.

(2)

This subsection applies where—
(a) the person was registered by virtue of section 64C(3); and

30

(b) paragraph (c) of that section no longer applies.
(3)

This subsection applies where—
(a) the person was registered by virtue of section 64C(4); and
(b) paragraph (c) or (d) of that section no longer applies.

35

64I
(1)
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Notification of removal from register: registered person
Subsection (2) applies where under section 64G(8) or 64H(1) a local authority removes
a person from the register maintained by it under section 64A(1).
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(2)

51

As soon as practicable after the removal, the local authority shall give the person notice
in writing of—
(a) the removal; and
(b) the date of the removal.

5

10

(3)

Notice under subsection (2) shall be given to the person at the address which,
immediately before the removal, was specified as being the address of the person in the
entry for the person in the register.

(4)

For the purposes of subsection (2), notice is given by being sent by the recorded delivery
service.

64IA

Notification of removal from register: other persons

(1)

Subsection (2) applies where under section 64G(8) or 64H(1) a local authority removes
a person from the register maintained by it under section 64A(1).

(2)

As soon as practicable after the removal, the local authority shall give notice of the
removal and the date of the removal to—
(a) the address of each house that, immediately before the removal, was entered in the
person’s entry in the register; and

15

(b) if the authority is aware of the name and address of a person who acts for the
person whose name was removed from the register in relation to a lease or
occupancy arrangement such as is mentioned in section 64G(1)(b), that person.
20

64J
(1)

Appeal against refusal to register or removal from register
Subsection (2) applies where—
(a) under section 64C(2)(b) a local authority refuses to enter a person in the register
maintained by it under section 64A(1); or
(b) under section 64G(8) or 64H(1) an authority removes a person from the register.

25

(2)

The sheriff may, on the application of the person, make an order—
(a) requiring the authority to enter the person in the register; and
(b) specifying whether the entry shall be deemed to be made by virtue of subsection
(3) or (4) of section 64C.

(3)

Where by virtue of subsection (2) a local authority enters a person in the register
maintained by it under section 64A(1), the entry shall be deemed to have been made
under subsection (2)(a) of section 64C by virtue of the subsection specified in the order.

(4)

An application such as is mentioned in subsection (2) shall be made by summary
application.

(5)

An appeal against the decision of a sheriff granting or refusing an application under
subsection (2) shall be made to the sheriff principal and shall be made within the period
of 21 days beginning with the day on which the decision appealed against was made.

(6)

The decision of the sheriff principal on an appeal under this section shall be final.

30

35
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Enforcement

64K
(1)

Offences
Where—
(a) a relevant person owns a house within the area of a local authority which is
subject to—

5

(i)

a lease; or

(ii) an occupancy arrangement,
by virtue of which an unconnected person may use the house as a dwelling; and
(b) the relevant person is not registered by that authority,
the relevant person shall be guilty of an offence.

10

(1A) Where—
(a) a relevant person is not registered by a local authority; and
(b) in relation to a house that the relevant person owns in the area of the authority, the
relevant person communicates with another person with a view to entering into a
lease or an occupancy arrangement such as is mentioned in subsection (1)(a),

15

the relevant person shall be guilty of an offence.
(2)

20

Where subsection (2B) applies, nothing in subsection (1) makes it an offence for a
relevant person to own a house which is subject to a lease or, as the case may be,
occupancy arrangement such as is mentioned in that subsection.

(2A) Where subsection (2B) applies, nothing in subsection (1A) makes it an offence for a
relevant person to communicate with another person with a view to entering into a lease
or, as the case may be, occupancy arrangement such as is mentioned in that subsection.
(2B) This subsection applies where—
(a) the relevant person has made an application under section 64B to the local
authority within whose area the house is situated; but

25

(b) the application has not been determined under section 64C by the authority.
(3)

It shall be a defence for a person charged with an offence under subsection (1) or (1A)
to show that there was a reasonable excuse for acting in the way charged.

(4)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (1) or (1A) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 5 on the standard scale.

30

64KA

35

Circumstances in which no rent to be payable

(1)

Where a local authority is satisfied that the conditions in subsection (2) are met in
relation to a house within its area, the authority may serve a notice under this section on
the persons mentioned in subsection (5).

(2)

Those conditions are—
(a) that the owner of the house is a relevant person;
(b) that the house is subject to—
(i)

a lease; or

(ii) an occupancy arrangement,
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by virtue of which an unconnected person may use the house as a dwelling;
(c) that the relevant person is not registered by the local authority; and
(d) that, having regard to all the circumstances relating to the relevant person, it is
appropriate for a notice to be served under this section.
5

(3)

Where a notice is served under this section, during the relevant period—
(a) no rent shall be payable under any lease or occupancy arrangement in respect of
the house to which the notice relates;
(b) no other consideration shall be payable or exigible under any such lease or
occupancy arrangement.

10

(4)

A notice served under this section shall specify—
(a) the name of the relevant person to whom it relates;
(b) the address of the house to which it relates;
(c) the effect of subsection (3); and
(d) the date on which it takes effect (which must not be earlier than the day after the
day on which it is served).

15

(5)

Those persons are—
(a) the relevant person;
(b) if the local authority is aware of the name and address of a person who has, by
virtue of a lease or an occupancy arrangement such as is mentioned in subsection
(2)(b), the use of the house to which the notice relates, that person; and

20

(c) if the local authority is aware of the name and address of a person who acts for the
relevant person in relation to such a lease or an occupancy arrangement, that
person.
(6)

If—
(a) the local authority is unable to identify the relevant person, it may serve the notice
under this section by publishing it in two or more newspapers (of which one shall,
if practicable, be a local newspaper) circulating in the locality of the house to
which the notice relates;

25

(b) the local authority is aware of the relevant person’s identity but is unable to
ascertain the relevant person’s current address, it may serve the notice under this
section by serving it on the landlord—

30

(i)

at the house to which the notice relates; and

(ii) if it is aware of a previous address of the relevant person, at that address.
(7)

The condition mentioned in subsection (2)(c) shall not be taken to be met where—
(a) the relevant person has made an application under section 64B to the local
authority in whose area the house is situated; but

35

(b) the application has not been determined under section 64C by the authority.
(8)
40

Except as provided in subsection (3), nothing in this Part affects the validity of any lease
or occupancy arrangement under which an unconnected person has the use as a dwelling
of a house during the relevant period.
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(9)

5

Where a local authority is aware of the name and address of a person mentioned in
paragraph (b) or, as the case may be, (c) of subsection (5), failure to serve a notice on
the person shall not affect the validity of the notice.

(10) In this section “relevant period” means the period beginning with the date specified in
the notice and ending with the earlier of—
(a) the revocation of the notice under section 64KB(2); or
(b) where the effect of the decision made on an appeal under section 64KD is that rent
or, as the case may be, other consideration is payable or exigible, that decision.
64KB

10

(1)

Subsection (2) applies where a local authority serves a notice under section 64KA in
relation to a house.

(2)

If (whether on the application of a person having an interest in the case or otherwise),
the local authority which served the notice is satisfied that the conditions mentioned in
section 64KA(2) are no longer met in relation to the house, the authority shall, with
effect from such day as it may specify, revoke the notice.

(3)

The revocation of a notice under subsection (2) shall not operate so as to make a person
liable to pay any rent or other consideration in respect of the period during which the
notice was in force.

15

64KC
20

Notices under section 64KA: revocation

Notification of revocation of notice

(1)

Subsection (2) applies where a local authority revokes a notice under section 64KB in
relation to a house.

(2)

As soon as practicable after revoking the notice, the local authority shall give notice of
the fact to—
(a) the relevant person;
(b) if the local authority is aware of the name and address of a person who has, by
virtue of a lease or an occupancy arrangement such as is mentioned in section
64KA(2)(b), the use of the house to which the notice relates, that person; and

25

(c) if the local authority is aware of the name and address of a person who acts for the
relevant person in relation to such a lease or an occupancy arrangement, that
person.

30

(3)

64KD
35
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(1)

Where a local authority is aware of the name and address of a person mentioned in
paragraph (b) or, as the case may be, (c) of subsection (2), failure to serve a notice on
the person may not be founded on in any proceedings.
Appeals
A relevant person on whom a notice under section 64KA is served may, before the
expiry of the period of 21 days beginning with the date specified by virtue of subsection
(4)(d) of that section in the notice, appeal to the sheriff against the decision of the local
authority to serve the notice.
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5

55

(2)

Where on the application of a person having an interest a local authority makes a
decision refusing to revoke a notice under section 64KB(2), the person may, before the
expiry of the period of 21 days beginning with the day on which the decision is made,
appeal to the sheriff against the decision.

(3)

Subsection (4) applies where a person appeals against a decision such as is mentioned in
subsection (1) or (2).

(4)

The person shall (in addition to complying with any other requirements as to notification
imposed by virtue of any enactment) give notice to the person who has the use as a
dwelling of the house to which the notice relates (the “tenant”) of such matters as may
be prescribed by the Scottish Ministers by regulations.

(5)

Regulations under subsection (4) may include provision for or in connection with—

10

(a) the form of the notice;
(b) the manner and timing of service of the notice.
(6)

If a person fails to comply with subsection (4), the court hearing the appeal may not
require the tenant to pay any sums that, but for the making of the order, would have
been due by the tenant.

(7)

The Scottish Ministers may by regulations make provision for or in connection with
specifying other circumstances in which the sheriff principal shall not require a tenant to
pay any sums that, but for the making of the order, would have been due by the tenant.

(8)

Regulations under subsection (7) may in particular include provision—

15

20

(a) specifying procedures;
(b) imposing obligations on landlords.
Grants
64N
25

Grants to local authorities

(1)

The Scottish Ministers may make a grant to a local authority in respect of costs incurred
by the authority by virtue of this Part.

(2)

The payment of a grant under subsection (1) may be made subject to such conditions
(including conditions as to repayment) as the Scottish Ministers may determine.

64O

Regulations about advice and assistance: Part 8
For the purposes of this Part, the Scottish Ministers may by regulations make provision
requiring local authorities to provide advice and assistance of such description as may
be specified in the regulations to persons of such description as may be so specified.

30

Amendment of Housing (Scotland) Act 1988
74
35

Amendment of Housing (Scotland) Act 1988
In subsection (6)(a) of section 18 of the Housing (Scotland) Act 1988 (c.43) (orders for
possession)—
(a) the word “or”, where it thirdly occurs, is repealed; and
(b) after “10” there shall be inserted “, Ground 15”.
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Interpretation

74A
(1)

Interpretation of Part 8
In this Part—
“house” means, subject to subsection (2), a building or part of a building occupied
or intended to be occupied as a dwelling;

5

“landlord”, in relation to an occupancy arrangement, means the person who under
the arrangement permits another to occupy the building or, as the case may be, the
part of the building;
“occupancy arrangement” means any arrangement under which a person having
the lawful right to occupy a house permits another, by way of contract or
otherwise, to occupy the house or, as the case may be, part of it; but does not
include a lease;

10

“registered”, in relation to a relevant person and a local authority, means entered
by virtue of section 64C(2)(a) in the register maintained by the authority under
section 64A(1); and cognate expressions shall be construed accordingly;

15

“relevant person” has the meaning given by section 64B(7);
“unconnected person” has the meaning given by section 64B(7); and
“use as a dwelling” shall be construed in accordance with section 64B(6).
(2)

If two or more dwellings within a building share the same toilet, washing or cooking
facilities, then those dwellings shall be deemed to be a single house for the purposes of
this Part.

(3)

For the purposes of this Part, any reference to a person’s being a member of another’s
family shall be construed in accordance with section 108(1) and (2) of the Housing
(Scotland) Act 2001 (asp 10).

(4)

For the purposes of this Part, a person engages in antisocial behaviour if the person—

20

25

(a) acts in a manner that causes or is likely to cause alarm, distress, nuisance or
annoyance; or
(b) pursues a course of conduct that causes or is likely to cause alarm, distress,
nuisance or annoyance,
to a person residing in, visiting or otherwise engaging in lawful activity at, or in the
locality of, a house; and antisocial behaviour shall be construed accordingly.

30

PART 9
PARENTING ORDERS
Applications
35

77

Applications
(1)

The court may make a parenting order in respect of a parent of a child where—
(a) subsection (2) or (3) applies; and

40
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(b) the Scottish Ministers have notified the court that the local authority for the area
in which the parent ordinarily resides has made arrangements that would enable
the order to be complied with.
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(2)

57

This subsection applies where—
(a) the application for the order is made by the appropriate local authority; and
(b) the court is satisfied that—
(i)

the behaviour condition; or

(ii) the conduct condition,

5

is met.
(3)

This subsection applies where—
(a) the application for the order is made by the Principal Reporter; and
(b) the court is satisfied that—
(i)

10

the behaviour condition;

(ii) the conduct condition; or
(iii) the welfare condition,
is met.
(4)

The behaviour condition is—
(a) that the child has engaged in antisocial behaviour; and

15

(b) that the making of the order is desirable in the interests of preventing the child
from engaging in further such behaviour.
(5)

The conduct condition is—
(a) that the child has engaged in criminal conduct; and
(b) that the making of the order is desirable in the interests of preventing the child
from engaging in further such conduct.

20

(6)

The welfare condition is that the making of the order is desirable in the interests of
improving the welfare of the child.

(7)

For the purposes of subsection (5), a child engages in criminal conduct if the child
engages in conduct that constitutes a criminal offence (or would do so if the child had
attained the age of 8 years).

(8)

An application under this section shall be made by summary application to the sheriff of
the sheriffdom where the parent ordinarily resides.

(9)

Before an application is made under this section—

25

(a) by a local authority, it shall consult the Principal Reporter;

30

(b) by the Principal Reporter, the Principal Reporter shall consult the appropriate
local authority.
(10) In this section, “appropriate local authority” means the local authority for the area where
the child ordinarily resides.
Parenting orders

35

76

Parenting orders
(1)

A parenting order is an order requiring the specified person—
(a) to comply, during a specified period—
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(i)

beginning with the making of the order; and

(ii) not exceeding 12 months,
with such requirements as are specified; and
(b) subject to subsection (2), to attend, during a specified period—
(i)

5

falling within the specified period mentioned in paragraph (a); and

(ii) not exceeding 3 months,
such counselling or guidance sessions as may be directed by a supervising officer
appointed by the relevant local authority.
(2)

Where a parenting order has been made in respect of the person on a previous occasion
in the interests of the child in whose interests the order is to be made, the order need not
include a requirement under subsection (1)(b).

(3)

The Scottish Ministers may by order amend the number of months mentioned in—

10

(a) subsection (1)(a)(ii); and
(b) subsection (1)(b)(ii).
(5)

15

In subsection (1), “specified” means specified in the order.
Matters following making of order

80

Notification of making of order
(1)

The clerk of the court by which a parenting order is made shall cause a copy of the order
to be—
(a) given to the person specified in the order; or

20

(b) sent to the person so specified by registered post or the recorded delivery service.

25

(2)

A certificate of posting of a letter sent under subsection (1)(b) issued by the postal
operator concerned shall be sufficient evidence of the sending of the letter on the day
specified in such certificate.

(3)

In subsection (2), “postal operator” has the meaning given by section 125(1) of the
Postal Services Act 2000 (c.26).

81

Review of order
(1)

On the application of a relevant applicant the court that made a parenting order may, if it
considers that it would be appropriate to do so—
(a) revoke the order; or

30

(b) vary the order by—
(i)

deleting any of the requirements specified in the order;

(ii) adding a new requirement;
(iii) altering the period specified for the purpose of section 76(1)(b).
35

(2)

In subsection (1), “relevant applicant” means—
(a) the person specified in the order;
(b) the child in respect of whom the order was made;
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(c) the local authority for the area in which the person specified in the order
ordinarily resides.
(2A) Before an application is made under subsection (1) by a local authority, it shall consult
the Principal Reporter.
5

(3)

Where an application under subsection (1) for the revocation or, as the case may be,
variation, of a parenting order is refused, another such application by the same applicant
under that subsection for revocation or, as the case may be, variation, may be made only
with the consent of the court that made the order.

(4)

Where the court that made a parenting order is satisfied that—
(a) the person specified in the order proposes to change, or has changed, the person’s
place of ordinary residence; and

10

(b) it is appropriate to make an order specifying the sheriff of another sheriffdom as
the court that may entertain applications under subsection (1),
it may make such an order; and in such a case, this section shall be read as if references
to the court that made the order were references to that sheriff.

15

82

Appeals
An interlocutor—
(a) varying, or refusing to vary a parenting order; or
(b) making a parenting order under section 12,
is an appealable interlocutor.

20

83

Failure to comply with order
(1)

If the person specified in a parenting order fails without reasonable excuse to comply
with—
(a) any requirement specified in the order; or
(b) any direction given under the order,

25

the person shall be guilty of an offence.
(2)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (1) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale.

(3)

In determining the sentence to be imposed on a person guilty of an offence under
subsection (1) a court shall take into consideration the welfare of any child in respect of
whom the person is a parent.

30

General requirements
78

Procedural requirements
(1)

35

Before making, varying or revoking a parenting order, a court shall—
(a) having regard to the age and maturity of the child, so far as practicable—
(i)

give the child an opportunity to indicate whether the child wishes to
express views; and

(ii) if the child so wishes, give the child an opportunity to express those views;
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(b) give the parent the opportunity to be heard;
(c) obtain information about the family circumstances of the parent and the likely
effect of the order on those circumstances.
(1A) Before making a parenting order, the court shall explain in ordinary language—
(a) the effect of the order and of the requirements proposed to be included in it;

5

(b) the consequences of failing to comply with the order;
(c) the powers the court has under section 81; and
(d) the entitlement of the parent to appeal against the making of the order.
10

(1B) Before varying or revoking a parenting order, the court shall explain in ordinary
language the effect of the variation or, as the case may be, revocation.
(1C) Subsections (1A) and (1B) apply only where the parent is present in court.
(1D) Failure to comply with subsection (1A) or (1B) shall not affect the validity of the order
made.
(2)

15

83A

Without prejudice to the generality of subsection (1)(a), a child who is at least 12 years
of age shall be presumed to be of sufficient age and maturity to form a view.
General considerations relating to making, varying and revoking order

(1)

Where a court is determining whether to make, vary or revoke a parenting order its
paramount consideration shall be the welfare of the child.

(2)

Where a court is determining whether to make a parenting order it shall have regard
to—

20

(a) such views as the child has expressed in relation to that matter by virtue of
paragraph (a) of subsection (1) of section 78;
(b) the information obtained in relation to that matter by virtue of paragraph (c) of
that subsection;
(c) whether (and if so the extent to which) the parent has, at any time that appears to
the court to be relevant, taken relevant voluntary steps; and

25

(d) any other behaviour of the parent that appears to the court to be relevant.
(3)

Where a court is determining whether to vary or revoke a parenting order it shall have
regard to—
(a) such views as the child has expressed in relation to that matter by virtue of
paragraph (a) of subsection (1) of section 78;

30

(b) the information obtained in relation to that matter by virtue of paragraph (c) of
that subsection; and
(c) any behaviour of the parent that appears to the court to be relevant.
35

(4)

In subsection (2)(c) “relevant voluntary steps” means—
(a) where the court is determining whether to—
(i)

make a parenting order under section 12; or

(ii) make a parenting order under subsection (1) of section 77 in respect of the
condition mentioned in subsection (4) of that section,
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voluntary steps intended to be in the interests of preventing the child from
engaging in antisocial behaviour;
(b) where the court is determining whether to make a parenting order under
subsection (1) of section 77 in respect of the condition mentioned in subsection
(5) of that section, voluntary steps intended to be in the interests of preventing the
child from engaging in criminal conduct;

5

(c) where the court is determining whether to make a parenting order under
subsection (1) of section 77 in respect of the condition mentioned in subsection
(6) of that section, voluntary steps intended to be in the interests of improving the
welfare of the child.

10

83B
(1)

Account to be taken of religion, work and education
A court shall ensure that the requirements of a parenting order made by it avoid, so far
as practicable—
(a) any conflict with the religious beliefs of the person specified in the order; and
(b) any interference with times at which that person normally works (or carries out
voluntary work) or attends an educational establishment.

15

(2)

The supervising officer appointed by a local authority in respect of a parenting order
shall ensure that the directions given by the officer avoid, so far as practicable, the
matters mentioned in subsection (1)(a) and (b).
Miscellaneous

20

83C
(1)

Restriction on reporting proceedings relating to parenting orders
Subject to subsection (2), a person shall be guilty of an offence if the person publishes,
anywhere in the world, any matter in respect of relevant proceedings which is intended,
or likely to, identify—
(a) the parent concerned in the proceedings (the “person concerned”);

25

(b) any address as being that of the person concerned;
(c) the child concerned in the proceedings;
(d) any other child—
(i)

who is a member of the same household as the person concerned; or

(ii) of whom the person concerned is a parent; or

30

(e) any—
(i)

address; or

(ii) school,
as being that of a child mentioned in paragraph (c) or (d).
35

(2)

In relevant proceedings, the court may, in the interests of justice, order that subsection
(1) shall not apply to the proceedings to such extent as the court considers appropriate.

(3)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (1) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 4 on the standard scale.
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(4)

It shall be a defence for a person charged with an offence under subsection (1) to show
that the person—
(a) did not know; and
(b) had no reason to suspect,
that the published matter was intended, or was likely, to identify the person concerned,
child, address or school (as the case may be).

5

10

(5)

Section 46 of the Children and Young Persons (Scotland) Act 1937 (c.37) shall apply in
relation to relevant proceedings only in respect of a person concerned in the proceedings
as a witness.

(6)

A child in whose interests a parenting order has been made shall be regarded as a person
who falls within subsection (1)(a) of section 47 of the Criminal Procedure (Scotland)
Act 1995 (c.46) for the purposes of that section in its application to proceedings in
respect of the commission of an offence under section 83(1) in respect of that order.

(7)

In this section—
“programme service” has the meaning given by section 201 of the Broadcasting
Act 1990 (c.42);

15

“publishes” includes—
(a) causing to be published; and
(b) publishing in a programme service,
and “published” shall be construed accordingly; and

20

“relevant proceedings” means—
(a)

proceedings before a sheriff for the purpose of considering whether to
make a parenting order under section 12(1);

(b) proceedings before a sheriff on an application for the making of a parenting
order under section 77(1);

25

(c)

proceedings before a sheriff on an application for the variation, or
revocation, of a parenting order under section 81(1);

(d) proceedings before a sheriff for the purpose of considering whether to
make an order under section 81(4);
(e)

30

83D
(1)
35

an appeal arising from proceedings such as are mentioned in paragraphs (a)
to (d).

Conduct of proceedings by reporters
The Scottish Ministers may by regulations empower a reporter, whether or not the
reporter is an advocate or solicitor, to conduct proceedings—
(a) before a sheriff—
(i)

on an application by the Principal Reporter for the making of a parenting
order;

(ii) on an application for the variation, or revocation, of a parenting order made
on the application of the Principal Reporter, under section 81(1); or
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(iii) for the purpose of considering whether to make an order under section
81(4) in respect of a parenting order made on the application of the
Principal Reporter; or
(b) before a sheriff principal, on any appeal arising from proceedings such as are
mentioned in paragraph (a).

5

(2)

Regulations under subsection (1) may prescribe such requirements as the Scottish
Ministers think fit as to—
(a) qualifications;
(b) training; or
(c) experience,

10

necessary for a reporter to be so empowered.
(3)

In this section “reporter” means—
(a) the Principal Reporter; and
(b) any officer of the Scottish Children’s Reporter Administration to whom there is
delegated, under section 131(1) of the Local Government etc. (Scotland) Act 1994
(c.39), any of the functions which the Principal Reporter has under any enactment.

15

83E

Initial investigations by Principal Reporter

(1)

For the purpose of determining whether to make an application for the making of a
parenting order under section 77, the Principal Reporter may make such investigations
as the Principal Reporter considers appropriate.

(2)

On a request made by the Principal Reporter for the purpose mentioned in subsection
(1), a local authority shall supply to the Principal Reporter a report on—

20

(a) the child in relation to whom the Principal Reporter is determining whether to
make the application;
(b) the parent in relation to whom the Principal Reporter is determining whether to
make the application; and

25

(c) such circumstances concerning—
(i)

the child; and

(ii) the parent,
as appear to the Principal Reporter to be relevant.

30

84

Power of court to direct reporter to consider application for parenting order
Where, in any proceedings (other than proceedings under section 4 or 77), it appears to a
court that it might be appropriate for a parenting order to be made in respect of a parent
of a child, the court may require the Principal Reporter to consider whether to apply
under section 77 for such an order.

35

85

Guidance about parenting orders
A person (other than a court) shall, in discharging functions by virtue of section 12 or
this Part, have regard to any guidance given by the Scottish Ministers about—
(a) the discharge of those functions; and
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(b) matters arising in connection with the discharge of those functions.

86

Power of hearing to direct reporter to consider application for parenting order
After section 75 of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.36) there shall be inserted—
“Parenting orders
75A

5

(1)

Requirement on Principal Reporter to apply for parenting order
Subsection (2) below applies where it appears to—
(a) the children’s hearing to whom a child’s case has been referred under
section 65(1) of this Act; or
(b) a children’s hearing arranged, under section 73(8) of this Act, to review a
supervision requirement in respect of a child,

10

that it might be appropriate for a parenting order to be made in respect of a
parent of the child under section 77 of the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland)
Act 2004 (asp 00) (the “2004 Act”).
(2)

The hearing may require the Principal Reporter to consider whether to apply,
under subsection (3) of that section of the 2004 Act, for such an order.

(3)

A requirement under subsection (2) above shall specify—

15

(a) the parent in respect of whom it might be appropriate for the order to be
made; and
(b) by reference to subsections (4) to (6) of that section of the 2004 Act, the
condition in respect of which the application might be made.

20

(4)

In subsection (1) above, “parent” and “child” have the same meanings as in
section 87 of the 2004 Act.”.
Interpretation

87

Interpretation of Part 9
In this Part—

25

“child” means a person who is under the age of 16 years;
“parent”, means any individual who is a relevant person as defined in section
93(2)(b) of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.36) (the references to a “person”
in that section being read as references to an individual);
“parenting order” has the meaning given by section 76(1).

30

PART 10
FURTHER CRIMINAL MEASURES
Antisocial behaviour orders
88
35
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“Antisocial behaviour orders
234AA Antisocial behaviour orders
(1)

Where subsection (2) below applies, the court may, instead of or in addition to
imposing any sentence which it could impose, make an antisocial behaviour
order in respect of a person (the “offender”).

(2)

This subsection applies where—

5

(a) the offender is convicted of an offence;
(b) at the time when he committed the offence, the offender was at least 12
years of age;
(c) in committing the offence, he engaged in antisocial behaviour; and

10

(d) the court is satisfied, on a balance of probabilities, that the making of an
antisocial behaviour order is necessary for the purpose of protecting
other persons from further antisocial behaviour by the offender.
(3)
15

For the purposes of subsection (2)(c) above, a person engages in antisocial
behaviour if he—
(a) acts in a manner that causes or is likely to cause alarm or distress; or
(b) pursues a course of conduct that causes or is likely to cause alarm or
distress,
to at least one person who is not of the same household as him.

20

(4)

Subject to subsection (5) below, an antisocial behaviour order is an order
which prohibits, indefinitely or for such period as may be specified in the
order, the offender from doing anything described in the order.

(5)

The prohibitions that may be imposed by an antisocial behaviour order are
those necessary for the purpose of protecting other persons from further
antisocial behaviour by the offender.

25

(5A) Before making an antisocial behaviour order, the court shall explain to the
offender in ordinary language—
(a) the effect of the order and the prohibitions proposed to be included in it;
(b) the consequences of failing to comply with the order;
(c) the powers the court has under subsection (6) below; and

30

(d) the entitlement of the offender to appeal against the making of the order.
(5B) Failure to comply with subsection (5A) shall not affect the validity of the
order.
(6)
35

On the application of the offender in respect of whom an antisocial behaviour
order is made under this section, the court which made the order may, if
satisfied on a balance of probabilities that it is appropriate to do so—
(a) revoke the order; or
(b) subject to subsection (7) below, vary it in such manner as it thinks fit.

(7)
40

Where an antisocial behaviour order specifies a period, the court may not,
under subsection (6)(b) above, vary the order by extending the period.
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(8)

An antisocial behaviour order made under this section, and any revocation or
variation of such an order under subsection (6) above, shall be taken to be a
sentence for the purposes of an appeal.

(9)

Sections 9 and 10 of the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Act 2004 (asp
00) (which provide that breach of an antisocial behaviour order made under
that Act is an offence for which a person is liable to be arrested without
warrant) shall apply in relation to antisocial behaviour orders made under this
section as those sections apply in relation to antisocial behaviour orders made
under section 4 of that Act.

5

(10) In this section, “conduct” includes speech; and a course of conduct must
involve conduct on at least two occasions.

10

234AB Antisocial behaviour orders: notification
(1)

Upon making an antisocial behaviour order under section 234AA of this Act,
the court shall—
(a) serve a copy of the order on the offender; and

15

(b) give a copy of the order to the local authority it considers most
appropriate.
(2)

Upon revoking an antisocial behaviour order under subsection (6)(a) of that
section, the court shall notify the local authority to whom a copy of the order
was given under subsection (1)(b) above.

(3)

Upon varying an antisocial behaviour order under subsection (6)(b) of that
section, the court shall—

20

(a) serve a copy of the order as varied on the offender; and
(b) give a copy of the order as varied to the local authority to whom a copy
of the order was given under subsection (1)(b) above.

25

(4)

For the purposes of this section, a copy is served on an offender if—
(a) given to him; or
(b) sent to him by registered post or the recorded delivery service.

(5)

A certificate of posting of a letter sent under subsection (4)(b) issued by the
postal operator shall be sufficient evidence of the sending of the letter on the
day specified in such certificate.

(6)

In this section “offender” means the person in respect of whom the antisocial
behaviour order was made.”.

30

88A
35

Records of antisocial behaviour orders made in criminal courts

(1)

A local authority shall keep records of each antisocial behaviour order of which the
authority has been given a copy by virtue of subsection (1)(b) of section 234AB of the
Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.46) (the “1995 Act”).

(2)

A record kept under subsection (1) shall specify—
(a) the person in respect of whom the order was made;

40
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(c) whether a prohibition is indefinite or for a definite period and where it is for a
period, that period;
(d) where the authority is, by virtue of subsection (2) of that section of the 1995 Act,
notified of the revocation of the order, the date on which it was revoked;
(e) where the authority is, by virtue of subsection (3)(b) of that section of the 1995
Act, given a copy of the order as varied, the variation and its date; and

5

(f) such other matters relating to the order as the Scottish Ministers may prescribe in
regulations.
(3)

A local authority shall, on a request to do so being made to it by a person mentioned in
subsection (4), disclose to that person information contained in a record kept under
subsection (1).

(4)

Those persons are—

10

(a) the Scottish Ministers;
(b) the Principal Reporter;
(c) any other local authority;

15

(d) a chief constable; and
(e) a registered social landlord.
(5)

A local authority shall, in discharging functions by virtue of this section, have regard to
such guidance issued by the Scottish Ministers as to—
(a) the discharge of those functions; and

20

(b) such matters arising in connection with the discharge of those functions,
as the Scottish Ministers think fit.
Community reparation orders
89
25

Community reparation orders
After section 245J of the Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.46) there shall be
inserted—
“Community reparation orders
245K

Community reparation orders

(1)

Where subsection (2) below applies, the court may, instead of imposing any
sentence which, but for this subsection, it could impose, make a community
reparation order in respect of a person (“the offender”).

(2)

This subsection applies where—

30

(a) the offender is convicted in summary proceedings of an offence;
(b) at the time when he committed the offence, he was at least 12 years old;
35

(c) he committed the offence by engaging to any extent in antisocial
behaviour; and
(d) in relation to the local authority that would be specified in the order, the
Scottish Ministers have notified the court that the authority has made
arrangements that would enable an order to be complied with.
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(3)

For the purposes of subsection (2)(c) above, a person engages in antisocial
behaviour if he—
(a) acts in a manner that causes or is likely to cause alarm or distress; or
(b) pursues a course of conduct that causes or is likely to cause alarm or
distress,

5

to at least one person who is not of the same household as him.
(4)

A community reparation order is an order—
(a) requiring the specified local authority to appoint a supervising officer for
the purposes of—

10

(i)

determining which prescribed activities the offender should
undertake for the specified number of hours (being at least 10 and
not exceeding 100) during the period of 12 months beginning with
the day on which the order is made;

15

(ii) determining at what times and in which localities he should
undertake those activities; and
(iii) giving the offender directions during that period to undertake
activities in accordance with determinations under sub-paragraphs
(i) and (ii) above; and
(b) requiring the offender, during that period, to comply with those
directions.

20

(5)

In subsection (4) above—
“prescribed activities” means activities designed—
(a)

25

to enable reparation to be made (whether to a particular person or
to a group of persons and whether such a person, or any person in
the group, has been affected by the antisocial behaviour or
otherwise) by persons who have engaged in antisocial behaviour;
or

(b) to reduce the likelihood of persons engaging in such behaviour,
which are of such description as the Scottish Ministers may by
regulations prescribe; and

30

“specified” means specified in the order.

35

(6)

The Scottish Ministers may by regulations make provision about
determinations made, and directions given, by virtue of paragraph (a) of
subsection (4) above.

(7)

In giving directions by virtue of subsection (4)(a)(iii) above, a supervising
officer shall, as far as practicable, avoid—
(a) any conflict with the offender’s religious beliefs;
(b) any interference with the times at which the offender normally works (or
carries out voluntary work) or attends an educational establishment.

40

(8)

Before making a community reparation order in respect of an offender, the
court shall explain to him in ordinary language—
(a) the purpose and effect of the order;
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(b) the consequences of failure to comply with the order; and
(c) the powers the court has under section 245P of this Act.
(9)
5

For the purposes of any appeal or review, a community reparation order is a
sentence.

(10) Regulations under subsections (5) and (6) above shall be made by statutory
instrument; and any such instrument shall be subject to annulment in pursuance
of a resolution of the Scottish Parliament.
245L

Community reparation order: notification
Where the court makes a community reparation order it shall intimate the
making of the order to—

10

(a) the offender;
(b) the chief social work officer of the local authority specified in the order;
and
(c) where it is not the appropriate court, the clerk of the appropriate court.
15

245M

Failure to comply with community reparation order: extension of 12
month period
Subject to sections 245N(4) and 245P(2)(c) and (d) of this Act, if—
(a) a community reparation order is made in respect of an offender; and
(b) the offender fails to comply with a direction given by the supervising
officer appointed by virtue of the order,

20

then the order shall, notwithstanding section 245K(4)(a)(i), remain in force
until the offender has complied with the direction.
245N
(1)

Failure to comply with community reparation order: powers of court
Subsection (2) below applies where—
(a) a community reparation order is made in respect of an offender; and

25

(b) on information from the offender’s supervising officer, it appears to the
appropriate court that the offender has failed to comply with the order or
any direction given under it.
(2)

The court may issue—
(a) a warrant for the arrest of the offender; or

30

(b) a citation requiring the offender to appear before the court at such time
as may be specified in the citation.
(3)

The unified citation provisions shall apply in relation to a citation under this
section as they apply in relation to a citation under section 216(3)(a) of this
Act.

(4)

If it is proved to the satisfaction of the court before which the offender is
brought or appears in pursuance of subsection (2) above that the offender has
failed without reasonable excuse to comply with the order or any direction
given under it, the court may revoke the order and deal with the offender in any
manner in which he could have been dealt with for the original offence if the
order had not been made.

35

40
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(5)
245P

The evidence of one witness shall, for the purposes of subsection (4) above, be
sufficient evidence.
Extension, variation and revocation of order

(1)

Subsection (2) below applies where a community reparation order is made in
respect of an offender.

(2)

On the application of the offender or the offender’s supervising officer, the
appropriate court may, if it appears to it that it would be in the interests of
justice to do so having regard to circumstances which have arisen since the
order was made—

5

(a) extend, in relation to the order, the period of 12 months specified in
section 245K(4)(a)(i) of this Act;

10

(b) vary the numbers of hours specified in the order;
(c) revoke the order; or
(d) revoke the order and deal with the offender in any manner in which he
could have been dealt with for the original offence if the order had not
been made.

15

(3)

If the court proposes to exercise its powers under subsection (2)(a), (b) or (d)
above otherwise than on the application of the offender, it shall issue a citation
requiring the offender to appear before the court at such time as may be
specified in the citation and, if he fails to appear, may issue a warrant for his
arrest.

(4)

The unified citation provisions shall apply in relation to a citation under this
section as they apply in relation to a citation under section 216(3)(a) of this
Act.

20

245Q

25

Sections 245L, 245N and 245P: meaning of “appropriate court”
In sections 245L, 245N and 245P of this Act, “appropriate court”, in relation to
a community reparation order, means the court having jurisdiction in the area
of the local authority specified in the order, being a sheriff or district court
according to whether the order is made by a sheriff or district court (except
that, in the case where an order is made by a district court and there is no
district court in that area, it means the sheriff).”.

30

Restriction of liberty orders
90

Restriction of liberty orders
(1)

Section 245A of the Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.46) (restriction of
liberty orders) shall be amended in accordance with subsections (2) and (3).

(2)

In subsection (1), the words “of 16 years of age or more” are repealed.

(3)

After subsection (11), there shall be inserted—

35

40
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“(11A) A court shall not make a restriction of liberty order in respect of an offender
who is under 16 years of age unless, having obtained a report on the offender
from the local authority in whose area he resides, it is satisfied as to the
services which the authority will provide for his support and rehabilitation
during the period when he is subject to the order.”.
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Sale of spray paint to children
91

5

Offence of selling spray paint to child
(1)

A person who sells to a person under the age of 16 a spray paint device shall be guilty of
an offence.

(2)

In subsection (1), “spray paint device” means a device which—
(a) contains paint stored under pressure; and
(b) is designed to permit the release of the paint as a spray.

10

(3)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (1) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale.

(4)

It shall be a defence for a person charged with an offence under subsection (1) to show
that the person took all reasonable precautions and exercised all due diligence to avoid
the commission of the offence.

92

Requirement to display warning statement
(1)

A notice displaying the statement—
“It is illegal to sell a spray paint device to anyone under the age of 16”

15

shall be exhibited at an appropriate place at every premises at which spray paint devices
are sold by retail.

20

(2)

In subsection (1) “appropriate place” means a prominent position where the statement is
readily visible to persons at the point of sale of spray paint devices.

(3)

The dimensions of the notice to be exhibited in accordance with subsection (1), and the
size of the statement to be displayed on it, shall be such as may be prescribed by
regulations made by the Scottish Ministers.

(4)

Where—
(a) a person carries on a business involving the retail of spray paint devices at any
premises; and

25

(b) no notice is exhibited in accordance with subsection (1) at those premises,
that person shall be guilty of an offence.

30

(5)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (4) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 2 on the standard scale.

(6)

It shall be a defence for a person charged with an offence under subsection (4) to show
that the person took all reasonable precautions and exercised all due diligence to avoid
the commission of the offence.

(7)

Where an offence under subsection (4) is committed by a body corporate and is proved
to have been committed with the consent or connivance of, or to be attributable to, any
neglect on the part of, any director, manager, secretary or other similar officer of the
body corporate or any person who was purporting to act in any such capacity, that
person as well as the body corporate shall be guilty of that offence.

(8)

In subsection (7) “director”, in relation to a body corporate whose affairs are managed
by its members, means a member of the body corporate.

35
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(9)

Where an offence under subsection (4) is committed by a Scottish partnership and is
proved to have been committed with the consent or connivance of, or to be attributable
to any neglect on the part of, a partner, that partner as well as the partnership shall be
guilty of that offence.

(10) In this section—

5

“premises” includes—
(a) any place; and
(b) any vehicle, vessel, aircraft, hovercraft, stall or moveable structure; and
“spray paint device” has (except where it appears in the statement set out in
subsection (1)) the same meaning as in section 91(1).

10

93

15

20

Offences under sections 91 and 92: enforcement
(1)

A local authority shall, within its area, enforce sections 91 and 92.

(2)

Subsection (1) does not authorise a local authority to institute proceedings for an offence
under section 91(1) or 92(4).

94

Offences under section 91 and 92: powers of entry, inspection and seizure
(1)

Subject to subsection (3), an authorised officer of a local authority may at any
reasonable hour exercise any of the powers conferred by subsections (4) to (7).

(2)

In subsection (1), “authorised officer”, in relation to a local authority, means an officer
of the authority authorised in writing by it for the purposes of this section.

(3)

An officer seeking to exercise a power mentioned in subsection (1) shall, if requested,
produce evidence of identity and authorisation.

(4)

The officer may, for the purpose of ascertaining whether a relevant offence has been
committed—
(a) inspect any goods; and
(b) enter any premises (other than premises used only as a dwelling).

25

(5)

If the officer has reasonable cause to suspect that a relevant offence has been committed,
the officer may, for the purpose of ascertaining whether it has been committed—
(a) require any person carrying on, or employed in connection with, a business, to
produce any records relating to the business; and
(b) take copies of, or of any entry in, any records produced by virtue of paragraph (a).

30

(6)

If the officer has reasonable cause to believe that a relevant offence has been committed,
the officer may, for the purpose of ascertaining, by testing or otherwise, whether it has
been committed, seize and detain any goods.

(7)

The officer may seize and detain any goods or records which the officer has reason to
believe may be required as evidence in proceedings for a relevant offence.

(8)

In this section, “relevant offence” means an offence under section 91(1) or 92(4).

35
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Seizure of vehicles
94A
(1)

Vehicles used in manner causing alarm, distress or annoyance
Where—
(a) regulations under section 94B are in force; and
(b) subsection (2) applies,

5

a constable in uniform may exercise the powers mentioned in subsection (3).
(2)

This subsection applies where the constable has reasonable grounds for believing that a
motor vehicle—
(a) is being used on any occasion in a manner which—
(i)

10

contravenes section 3 or 34 of the Road Traffic Act 1988 (c.52) (careless
and inconsiderate driving and prohibition of off-road driving); and

(ii) is causing, or is likely to cause, alarm, distress or annoyance to members of
the public; or
(b) has been used on any occasion in a manner which—
(i)

15

contravened either of those sections of that Act; and

(ii) caused, or was likely to cause, such alarm, distress or annoyance.
(3)

The powers are—
(a) if the motor vehicle is moving, power to order the person driving it to stop the
vehicle;
(b) subject to subsection (4), power to seize and remove the motor vehicle;

20

(c) for the purposes of exercising a power falling within paragraph (a) or (b), power
to enter any premises (other than a private dwelling house) on which the constable
has reasonable grounds for believing the motor vehicle to be;
(d) power to use reasonable force, if necessary, in the exercise of a power conferred
by any of paragraphs (a) to (c).

25

(4)

Subject to subsection (5), the constable shall not seize the motor vehicle unless—
(a) where the case falls within subsection (2)(a)—
(i)

30

the constable has warned the person who is using the motor vehicle in the
manner mentioned in that subsection that if the use continues the constable
will seize the vehicle; and

(b) it appears to the constable that, after the warning, the use has continued; or
(b) where the case falls within subsection (2)(b)—
(i)
35

the constable has warned the person who used the motor vehicle in the
manner mentioned in that subsection that if the use is repeated, the
constable will seize the vehicle; and

(ii) it appears to the constable that, after the warning, the use has been
repeated.
(5)
40

Subsection (4) does not require a warning to be given by a constable on any occasion on
which the constable would otherwise have the power to seize a motor vehicle under this
section if—
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(a) the circumstances make it impracticable for the constable to give the warning;
(b) the constable has already on that occasion given a warning under that subsection
in respect of any use of that motor vehicle or of another motor vehicle by that
person or any other person; or
(c) the constable has reasonable grounds for believing—

5

(i)

(ii) that the person whose use of that motor vehicle on that occasion would
justify the seizure is a person to whom a warning under that subsection has
been given (whether or not by that constable or in respect of the same
vehicle or the same or a similar use) on a previous occasion in the previous
12 months.

10

15

that such a warning has been given on that occasion otherwise than by that
constable; or

(6)

A person who fails to comply with an order under subsection (3)(a) shall be guilty of an
offence.

(7)

A person guilty of an offence under subsection (6) shall be liable on summary
conviction to a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale.

(8)

In this section—
“driving” has the same meaning as in the Road Traffic Act 1988 (c.52);
“motor vehicle” means any mechanically propelled vehicle, whether or not it is
intended or adapted for use on roads; and

20

“private dwelling house” does not include—
(a)

any garage or other structure occupied with the dwelling house; or

(b) any land appurtenant to the dwelling house.
94B
25

(1)

Retention etc. of vehicles seized under section 94A
The Scottish Ministers may by regulations make provision as to—
(a) the removal and retention of motor vehicles seized under section 94A; and
(b) the release or disposal of such vehicles.

(2)
30

Regulations under subsection (1) may in particular make provision for or in connection
with—
(a) the giving of notice of the seizure of a motor vehicle under section 94A to a
person who—
(i)

is the owner of that vehicle; or

(ii) in accordance with the regulations, appears to be its owner;
35

(b) the procedure by which a person who claims to be the owner of a motor vehicle
seized under section 94A may seek to have it released;
(c) requiring the payment of fees, charges or other costs in relation to—
(i)

the removal and retention of such a motor vehicle; and

(ii) any application for its release;
40
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(e) the delivery to a local authority, in circumstances prescribed by or determined in
accordance with the regulations, of any motor vehicle seized under section 94A.
(3)

Regulations under subsection (1) shall provide that a person who would otherwise be
liable to pay any fee or charge under the regulations shall not be liable to pay it if—
(a) the use by reference to which the motor vehicle concerned was seized was not a
use by that person; and

5

(b) the person—
(i)

did not know of the use of the vehicle in the manner that led to its seizure;

(ii) had not consented to its use in that manner; and
(iii) could not, by the taking of reasonable steps, have prevented its use in that
manner.

10

(4)

In this section “motor vehicle” has the same meaning as in section 94A.

PART 11
FIXED PENALTIES
Offences to which this Part applies

15

95

Fixed penalty offences
(1)

For the purposes of this Part “fixed penalty offence” means—
(a) an offence under an enactment mentioned in the first column in Part 1 of the
following table and described, in general terms, in the second column in that Part;

20

(b) an offence created in subordinate legislation made under an enactment mentioned
in the first column in Part 2 of the table which is of the general description
mentioned in the second column in that Part; and
(c) a common law offence mentioned in Part 3 of the table.
TABLE
PART 1

25

Enactment

Description of offence

Section 78 of the Licensing (Scotland) Riotous behaviour while drunk in licensed
Act 1976 (c.66)
premises

30

Section 79 of the Licensing (Scotland) Refusing to leave licensed premises on
Act 1976 (c.66)
being requested to do so
Section 47 of the Civic Government Urinating or defecating in circumstances
(Scotland) Act 1982 (c.45)
causing annoyance to others
Section 50(1) of the Civic Government Being drunk and incapable in a public
(Scotland) Act 1982 (c.45)
place
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PART 1
Enactment

Description of offence

Section 50(2) of the Civic Government Being drunk in a public place in charge of
(Scotland) Act 1982 (c.45)
a child
5

10

Section 54(1) of the Civic Government Persisting, to annoyance of others, in
(Scotland) Act 1982 (c.45)
playing musical instruments, singing,
playing radios etc. on being required to
stop
Section 52(1) of the Criminal Law Vandalism
(Consolidation) (Scotland) Act 1995
(c.39)

PART 2
Enactment

15

Description of offence

Sections 201 and 203 of the Local Consuming alcoholic liquor in a public
Government (Scotland) Act 1973 (c.65)
place

PART 3
Common law offence
Breach of the peace
Malicious mischief
(2)

20

The Scottish Ministers may by order—
(a) amend an entry in the table;
(b) add an entry to the table;
(c) remove an entry from the table.

(3)
25

An order under subsection (2) may make such amendment of any provision of this Part
as the Scottish Ministers consider appropriate in consequence of any amendment of, or
addition to or removal from, the table made by the order.
Fixed penalty notices and penalties

96

Fixed penalty notices
(1)

A constable who has reason to believe that a person aged 16 or over has committed a
fixed penalty offence in a prescribed area may give the person a fixed penalty notice in
respect of the offence.

(2)

In subsection (1)—

30
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“fixed penalty notice” means a notice offering the opportunity, by paying a fixed
penalty in accordance with this Part, to discharge any liability to be convicted of
the offence to which the notice relates; and
“prescribed area” means an area prescribed by the Scottish Ministers by
regulations.

5

97

Amount of fixed penalty and form of fixed penalty notice
(1)

Subject to subsection (2) the penalty payable in respect of a fixed penalty offence is
such amount as the Scottish Ministers may specify by order.

(2)

The Scottish Ministers may not specify an amount exceeding level 2 on the standard
scale.

(3)

A fixed penalty notice shall—

10

(a) state the alleged offence;
(b) give such particulars of the circumstances alleged to constitute the offence as are
necessary to provide reasonable information about it;
(d) state the amount of the fixed penalty;

15

(e) state the clerk of the district court to whom, and the address at which, the fixed
penalty may be paid;
(f) inform the person to whom it is given of the right to ask to be tried for the alleged
offence and explain how that right may be exercised; and
(g) include such other information as the Scottish Ministers may by order prescribe.

20

98

Effect of fixed penalty notice
(1)

This section applies if a fixed penalty notice is given to a person (“A”) under section 96.

(1A) Subject to subsection (2), proceedings may not be brought against A.

25

(2)

If A asks to be tried for the alleged offence, proceedings may be brought against A.

(3)

Such a request shall be made by a notice given by A—
(a) in the manner specified in the fixed penalty notice; and
(b) before the end of the period of 28 days beginning with the day on which the notice
is given.

(5)

If, by the end of the period mentioned in paragraph (b) of subsection (3)—
(a) the fixed penalty has not been paid in accordance with this Part; and

30

(b) A has not made a request in accordance with that subsection,
then A is liable to pay to the clerk of the district court specified in the fixed penalty
notice a sum equal to one and a half times the amount of the fixed penalty.
(6)
35

100
(1)

A sum for which A is liable by virtue of subsection (5) shall be treated as if it were a
fine imposed by the district court specified in the fixed penalty notice.
Payment of fixed penalty
The fixed penalty stated in a fixed penalty notice is payable to the clerk of the district
court specified in the notice.
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(2)

Payment of the penalty may be made by properly addressing, pre-paying and posting a
letter containing the amount of the penalty (in cash or otherwise).

(3)

Subsection (4) applies if a person—
(a) claims to have made payment in accordance with subsection (2); and
(b) shows that a letter was posted.

5

(4)

Unless the contrary is proved, payment is to be regarded as made at the time at which
the letter would be delivered in the ordinary course of post.

(5)

Subsection (2) is not to be read as preventing the payment of a penalty by other means.

(6)

Any sum received by the clerk of a district court by virtue of subsection (1) or section
98(5) shall be treated as if it were a fine imposed by that court.

(7)

A letter is properly addressed for the purposes of subsection (2) if it is addressed in
accordance with the requirements specified in the fixed penalty notice.

10

Revocation of fixed penalty notices
101
15

(1)

Revocation of fixed penalty notices
If—
(a) a fixed penalty notice is given to a person under section 96; and
(b) a constable determines that either of the conditions mentioned in subsection (2) is
satisfied,
the constable may revoke the notice.

20

(2)

Those conditions are—
(a) that the offence to which the fixed penalty notice relates was not committed; and
(b) that the notice ought not to have been issued to the person named as the person to
whom it was issued.

(3)

Where a fixed penalty notice is revoked—
(a) no amount shall be payable by way of fixed penalty in pursuance of that notice;
and

25

(b) any amount paid by way of fixed penalty in pursuance of that notice shall be
repaid to the person who paid it.
Interpretation
30

102

Interpretation of Part 11
In this Part—
“fixed penalty notice” has the meaning given by section 96(2); and
“fixed penalty offence” has the meaning given in section 95(1).
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PART 12
CHILDREN’S HEARINGS
Supervision requirements
103
5

Supervision requirements: conditions restricting movement

(1)

Section 70 of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.36) (supervision requirements) shall
be amended in accordance with subsections (2) to (3).

(2)

For subsection (9) there shall be substituted—
“(9)

A children’s hearing may exercise a power mentioned in subsection (9A)
below in relation to a child if they are satisfied—
(a) that one of the conditions mentioned in subsection (10) below is met; and

10

(b) that it is necessary to exercise the power concerned.
(9A)

The powers are—
(a) that the children’s hearing may specify in the supervision requirement
that the child shall be liable to be placed and kept in secure
accommodation in a residential establishment specified, under subsection
(3)(a) above, in the requirement during such period as the person in
charge of that establishment, with the agreement of the chief social work
officer of the relevant local authority, considers necessary; and

15

(b) that the children’s hearing may impose, under subsection (3)(b) above, a
movement restriction condition.”.

20

(2A) For subsection (10) there shall be substituted—
“(10) The conditions are—
(a) that the child, having previously absconded, is likely to abscond and, if
he absconds, it is likely that his physical, mental or moral welfare will be
at risk; and

25

(b) that the child is likely to injure himself or some other person.”.
(3)

After subsection (10) there shall be added—
“(11) In this section, “movement restriction condition” means a condition—

30

(a) restricting the child’s movements in such way as may be specified in the
supervision requirement; and
(b) requiring the child to comply with such arrangements for monitoring
compliance with the restriction mentioned in paragraph (a) above as may
be so specified.

35

(12) Where a children’s hearing impose a condition such as is mentioned in
subsection (9A)(b) above, they shall also impose under subsection (3)(b) above
such of the conditions prescribed by the Scottish Ministers for the purposes of
this section as they consider necessary in the child’s case.
(13) The Scottish Ministers may by regulations make provision as to the
arrangements mentioned in subsection (11)(b) above.

40

(14) Regulations under subsection (13) above may in particular include provision—
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(a) prescribing what method or methods of monitoring compliance with the
restriction mentioned in paragraph (a) of subsection (11) above may be
specified in a supervision requirement;
(b) specifying the devices which may be used for the purpose of that
monitoring;

5

(c) prescribing the person who may be designated by a children’s hearing to
carry out that monitoring or the class or description of person from
which that person may be drawn;
(d) requiring a children’s hearing who have designated a person in
pursuance of paragraph (c) above who is no longer within the provision
made under that paragraph to vary the designation accordingly and notify
the child of the variation.

10

(15) The Scottish Ministers may, by contract or otherwise, secure the services of
such persons as they think fit to carry out the monitoring mentioned in
subsection (11)(b) above and may do so in a way in which those services are
provided differently in relation to different areas or different forms of that
monitoring.

15

(16) Nothing in any enactment or rule of law prevents the disclosure to a person
providing services in pursuance of subsection (15) above of information
relating to a child where the disclosure is made for the purposes only of the full
and proper provision of the monitoring mentioned in subsection (11)(b) above.

20

(17) A children’s hearing may include in a supervision requirement a movement
restriction condition only if the hearing is constituted from the children’s panel
for a local government area which is prescribed for the purposes of this section
by the Scottish Ministers.”.

25

104
(1)

Supervision requirements: duties of local authorities
In section 70 of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995 (c. 36) (supervision requirements)—
(a) after subsection (3) there shall be inserted—

30

“(3B) A children’s hearing may, for the purpose of enabling a child to comply with a
supervision requirement, impose such duties on the relevant local authority as
may be specified in the supervision requirement.
(3C) The duties imposed under subsection (3B) above may include that of securing
or facilitating the provision for the child of services of a kind other than that
provided by the relevant local authority.”; and

35

40

(b) after subsection (7) there shall be inserted—
“(7A) Where, on a review under subsection (7) above, it appears to the children’s
hearing that the relevant local authority are in breach of a duty imposed on
them under section 71 of this Act, the hearing may direct the Principal
Reporter to give the authority notice of an intended application under section
71A(2) of this Act.
(7B) The Principal Reporter shall, at the same time as giving the notice of an
intended application under section 71A(2) of this Act, send a copy of the notice
to—
(a) the child to whom the duty referred to in subsection (7A) above relates;
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(b) any person who, in relation to the child, is a relevant person;
(c) any person appointed under section 41 of this Act to safeguard the
interests of the child in any proceedings which are taking place when the
notice is given.
(7C) Notice of an intended application under section 71A(2) of this Act is a written
notice—

5

(a) setting out the respects in which the relevant local authority are in breach
of the duty imposed on them under section 71 of this Act; and
(b) stating that if the authority do not comply with that duty within the period
of 21 days beginning with the day on which they received the notice, the
Principal Reporter may make an application under section 71A(2) of this
Act.

10

15

(7D) Where a children’s hearing have made a direction under subsection (7A)
above, they shall determine that a further review under subsection (7) above
take place on or as soon as is reasonably practicable after the expiry of the
period of 28 days beginning with the day on which notice was given in
pursuance of that direction.

20

(7E) Where on a further review under subsection (7) above which takes place by
virtue of subsection (7D) above, it appears to the children’s hearing that the
relevant local authority continues to be in breach of the duty referred to in
subsection (7A) above, the hearing may authorise the Principal Reporter to
make an application under section 71A(2) of this Act.”.
(2)

In section 71 of that Act (duties of local authority with respect to supervision
requirements), after subsection (1) there shall be inserted—
“(1A) Where a supervision requirement imposes, under section 70(3B) of this Act,
duties on the relevant local authority, the authority shall perform those duties.”.

25

(3)

After that section, there shall be inserted—
“71A
(1)

The sheriff principal may, on an application under subsection (2) below, make
an order requiring a relevant local authority in breach of a duty imposed on
them under section 71 of this Act to perform that duty.

(2)

The Principal Reporter, having been so authorised by a children’s hearing
under section 70(7E) of this Act, may apply for an order under subsection (1)
above.

(3)

No such application shall be competent unless—

30

35

Enforcement of local authorities’ duties under section 71

(a) the Principal Reporter has, on a direction of the children’s hearing made
under section 70(7A) of this Act, given the relevant local authority the
notice referred to in that provision; and
(b) the authority have failed to comply, within the period stipulated in the
notice, with the duty there referred to.

40

(4)

In deciding whether to apply under subsection (2) above, the Principal
Reporter shall not take into account any factor relating to the adequacy of the
means available to the relevant local authority to enable it to comply with the
duty.
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(5)

An application under subsection (2) above shall be made by summary
application.

(6)

The sheriff principal having jurisdiction under this section is the sheriff
principal of the sheriffdom in which is situated the principal office of the
relevant local authority in breach of the duty referred to in subsection (1)
above.

(7)

An order under subsection (1) above shall be final.”.

5

Failure to provide education for excluded pupils
105
10

Failure to provide education for excluded pupils: reference

(1)

The Children (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.36) shall be amended as follows.

(2)

In subsection (4) of section 56 (steps where no reference to children’s hearing)—
(a) the word “and” where it occurs immediately after paragraph (a) is repealed; and
(b) after paragraph (b) there shall be inserted “; and
(c) he may, where it appears to him that—
(i) an education authority have a duty under section 14(3) of the
Education (Scotland) Act 1980 (c.44) in relation to the child; and

15

(ii) the authority are not complying with that duty,
refer the matter to the Scottish Ministers.
(4A) A reference made under subsection (4)(c) above shall be in writing.
(4B) A copy of a reference made under subsection (4)(c) above shall be sent by the
Principal Reporter to the education authority in respect of which the reference
is made.”.

20

(3)

After section 75 there shall be inserted—
“Failure to provide education for excluded pupils

25

75B
(1)

Failure to provide education for excluded pupils: reference to Scottish
Ministers
Where it appears to the children’s hearing to whom a child’s case has been
referred under section 65(1) of this Act that—
(a) an education authority have a duty under section 14(3) of the Education
(Scotland) Act 1980 (c.44) in relation to the child; and

30

(b) the authority are not complying with that duty,
they may require the Principal Reporter to refer the matter to the Scottish
Ministers.
(2)

The Principal Reporter shall comply with any requirement made under
subsection (1) above.

(3)

A reference made by virtue of subsection (1) above shall be in writing.

(4)

A copy of a reference made by virtue of subsection (1) above shall be sent by
the Principal Reporter to the education authority in respect of which the
reference is made.”.

35
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(4)

83

In subsection (1) of section 93 (interpretation of Part II), after the definition of
“disabled” there shall be inserted—
““education authority” has the meaning given by section 135(1) of the
Education (Scotland) Act 1980 (c.44);”.

PART 13

5

MISCELLANEOUS AND GENERAL
Miscellaneous
105A
(1)

Privacy of certain proceedings
Subject to subsection (2)—
(a) proceedings mentioned in subsection (4) shall be conducted and determined in
private; and

10

(b) no person other than a person whose presence is necessary for their proper
consideration shall be present.
(2)
15

The court before which particular proceedings are taking place may direct that the
proceedings—
(a) shall take place in public; or
(b) shall take place in the presence of such additional persons as the court may direct.

20

(3)

A direction under subsection (2) may be given in respect of the whole, or any part, of
proceedings.

(4)

The proceedings referred to in subsection (1) are—
(a) proceedings before a sheriff on an application for—
(i)

an order under section 4(1) in respect of a child;

(ii) the variation, or revocation, under section 5(1) of such an order;
(iii) an order under section 77(1); or
(iv) the variation, or revocation, under section 81(1) of an order made under
section 12(1) or 77(1);

25

(b) proceedings before a sheriff for the purpose of considering whether—
(i)

to make an order under section 7(2) in respect of a child;

(ii) to recall such an order;
(iii) to make a requirement under section 11(1);

30

(iv) to make an order under section 12(1); or
(v) to make an order under section 81(4); and
(c) an appeal arising from proceedings mentioned in paragraph (a) or (b).
106
35

(1)

Disclosure and sharing of information
Where subsection (1A) applies, any person who, apart from this subsection—
(a) would not have power to disclose information to a relevant authority; or
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(b) would be by virtue of any enactment (including subsection (1B)) or rule of law
susceptible to a sanction or other remedy if the person disclosed the information,
shall have that power or shall not be susceptible to that sanction or remedy.

5

(1A) This subsection applies if the disclosure is necessary or expedient for the purposes of
any provision of—
(a) this Act; or
(b) any other enactment the purpose of which is to make provision for or in
connection with antisocial behaviour or its effects.
(1B) Subject to subsection (1C), where—
(a) by virtue of subsection (1) a person discloses to a relevant authority information in
respect of which the person is subject to a duty of confidentiality; and

10

(b) on disclosing the information, the person informs the authority of the breach of
the duty,
the authority shall not disclose the information.
15

(1C) Subsection (1B) shall not prevent disclosure in any case where disclosure is permitted or
required by virtue of any enactment or rule of law.
(2)

In subsections (1) and (1B), “relevant authority” means—
(a) a local authority;
(b) a chief constable;
(ba) the Principal Reporter;

20

(c) a registered social landlord;
(d) an authority administering housing benefit;
(e) a person providing services relating to housing benefit to, or authorised to
discharge any function relating to housing benefit of—
(i)

25

a local authority; or

(ii) an authority administering housing benefit.

30

(3)

Any person who, by virtue of this Act, must or may provide information or who
provides or receives information for the purposes of any provision of this Act shall have
regard to any relevant guidance given by the Scottish Ministers.

(5)

The Scottish Ministers may, by order, modify the meaning of “relevant authority” in
subsection (2).

107
(1)

Any person discharging a function by virtue of this Act shall discharge that function in a
manner that encourages equal opportunities and in particular the observance of the equal
opportunity requirements.

(2)

In subsection (1), “equal opportunities” and “equal opportunity requirements” have the
same meanings as in Section L2 of Part II of Schedule 5 to the Scotland Act 1998 (c.46).

35
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General
108

5

Orders and regulations

(1)

Any power conferred by this Act on the Scottish Ministers to make orders or regulations
shall be exercisable by statutory instrument.

(2)

Any power conferred by this Act on the Scottish Ministers to make orders or
regulations—
(a) may be exercised so as to make different provision for different cases or
descriptions of case or for different purposes; and
(b) includes power to make such incidental, supplementary, consequential, transitory,
transitional or saving provision as the Scottish Ministers consider appropriate.

10

(3)

A statutory instrument containing an order or regulations made under this Act (other
than an order under section 112(2)) shall, subject to subsection (4), be subject to
annulment in pursuance of a resolution of the Scottish Parliament.

(4)

A statutory instrument containing—
(a) an order under section 46B(1), 51B(1), 53(6), 64B(6A), 76(3), 95(2) or 106(5); or

15

(b) regulations under section 23(2),
shall not be made unless a draft of the instrument has been laid before, and approved by
resolution of, the Scottish Parliament.
109
20

Directions

(1)

Any power conferred by virtue of this Act on the Scottish Ministers to give a direction
shall include power to vary or revoke the direction.

(2)

Any direction given by virtue of this Act by the Scottish Ministers shall be in writing.

110
(1)
25

Interpretation: “antisocial behaviour” and other expressions
For the purposes of this Act (other than Parts 7 and 8), a person (“A”) engages in
antisocial behaviour if A—
(a) acts in a manner that causes or is likely to cause alarm or distress; or
(b) pursues a course of conduct that causes or is likely to cause alarm or distress,
to at least one person who is not of the same household as A; and “antisocial behaviour”
shall be construed accordingly.

30

(2)

In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires—
“conduct” includes speech; and a course of conduct must involve conduct on at
least two occasions;

35

“local authority” means a council constituted under section 2 of the Local
Government etc. (Scotland) Act 1994 (c.39); and “area”, in relation to a local
authority, means the local government area (within the meaning of that Act) for
which the council is constituted;
“registered social landlord” means a body registered in the register maintained
under section 57 of the Housing (Scotland) Act 2001 (asp 10); and
“senior police officer” has the meaning given by section 16(1).
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111
(1)

Schedule 4, which contains minor amendments and amendments consequential on the
provisions of this Act, shall have effect.

(2)

The enactments mentioned in the first column in schedule 5 (which include enactments
that are spent) are repealed to the extent set out in the second column.

5

112
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Minor and consequential amendments and repeals

Short title and commencement

(1)

This Act may be cited as the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Act 2004.

(2)

This Act (other than this section and section 108) shall come into force on such day as
the Scottish Ministers may by order appoint.
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SCHEDULE 1
(introduced by section 47)
POWERS IN RELATION TO EQUIPMENT SEIZED UNDER SECTION 47
Interpretation
5

1

In this schedule—
(a) “noise offence” means, in relation to equipment seized under section 47(2), an
offence under section 41;
(b) “seized equipment” means equipment seized in the exercise of the power of
seizure and removal conferred by section 47(2);
(c) “related equipment”, in relation to any conviction of, or proceedings for a noise
offence, means seized equipment used or alleged to have been used in the
commission of the offence;

10

(d) “responsible local authority”, in relation to seized equipment, means the local
authority by or on whose behalf the equipment was seized.
15

Retention
2 (1)

Any seized equipment may be retained—
(a) during the period of 28 days beginning with the seizure; or
(b) if it is related equipment in proceedings for a noise offence instituted within that
period against any person, until—
(i)

20

that person is sentenced or otherwise dealt with for, or acquitted of, the
offence; or

(ii) the proceedings are discontinued.
(2)

Sub-paragraph (1) does not authorise the retention of seized equipment if—
(a) a person has been given a fixed penalty notice under section 42 in respect of any
noise;

25

(b) the equipment was seized because of its use in the emission of the noise in respect
of which the fixed penalty notice was given; and
(c) that person has paid the fixed penalty before the end of the period allowed for its
payment.
30

Forfeiture
3 (1)

Where a person is convicted of a noise offence the court may make an order (a
“forfeiture order”) for forfeiture of any related equipment.

(2)

The court may make a forfeiture order whether or not it deals also with the offender in
respect of the offence in any other way and without regard to any restrictions on
forfeiture in any enactment.

(3)

In considering whether to make a forfeiture order in respect of any equipment, a court
shall have regard—

35

(a) to the value of the equipment; and
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(b) to the likely financial and other effects on the offender of the making of the order
(taken with any other order that the court contemplates making).
(4)

5

A forfeiture order operates to deprive the offender of any rights in the equipment to
which it relates.

Consequences of forfeiture
4 (1)

Where any equipment has been forfeited under paragraph 3, the sheriff may, on the
application of a person (other than the person in whose case the forfeiture order was
made) who claims the equipment, make an order for delivery of the equipment to the
applicant.

(2)

An order such as is mentioned in sub-paragraph (1) may only be made if the sheriff is
satisfied that the applicant is the owner of the equipment.

(3)

No application may be made under sub-paragraph (1) after the expiry of the period of 6
months beginning with the date on which a forfeiture order was made in respect of the
equipment.

(4)

Where the responsible local authority is of the opinion that the person in whose case the
forfeiture order was made is not the owner of the equipment, it must take reasonable
steps to bring to the attention of persons who may be entitled to do so their right to make
an application under sub-paragraph (1).

(5)

An order under sub-paragraph (1) does not affect the right of any person to take, within
the period of 6 months beginning with the date of the order, proceedings for the
recovery of the equipment from the person in possession of it in pursuance of the order
(but the right ceases on the expiry of that period).

(6)

If, on the expiry of the period of 6 months beginning with the date on which a forfeiture
order was made in respect of the equipment, no order has been made under subparagraph (1), the responsible local authority may dispose of the equipment.

10

15

20

25

Return etc. of seized equipment
5

If in proceedings for a noise offence no order for forfeiture of related equipment is
made, the court may (whether or not a person is convicted of the offence) give such
directions as it thinks fit as to the return, retention or disposal of the equipment by the
responsible local authority.

6 (1)

Where in the case of any seized equipment no proceedings in which it is related
equipment are begun within the period mentioned in paragraph 2(1)(a)—

30

(a) the responsible local authority shall return the equipment to any person who—
(i)

appears to it to be the owner of the equipment; and

(ii) makes a claim for the return of the equipment within the period mentioned
in sub-paragraph (2); and

35

(b) if no such person makes such a claim within that period, the responsible local
authority may dispose of the equipment.
(3)
40
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The period referred to in sub-paragraph (1)(a)(ii) is the period of 6 months beginning
with the expiry of the period mentioned in paragraph 2(1)(a).
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(4)

The responsible local authority shall take reasonable steps to bring to the attention of
persons who may be entitled to do so their right to make such a claim.

(5)

Subject to sub-paragraph (6), the responsible local authority is not required to return any
seized equipment under sub-paragraph (1)(a) until the person making the claim has paid
any such reasonable charges for the seizure, removal and retention of the equipment as
the authority may demand.

(6)

If—

5

(a) equipment is sold in pursuance of—
(i)

paragraph 4(6);

(ii) directions under paragraph 5; or

10

(iii) this paragraph; and
(b) before the expiration of the period of 1 year beginning with the date on which the
equipment is sold any person satisfies the responsible local authority that at the
time of its sale the person was the owner of the equipment,
the authority shall pay that person any sum by which any proceeds of sale exceed any
such reasonable charges for the seizure, removal or retention of the equipment as the
authority may demand.

15

(7)
20

The responsible local authority cannot demand charges from any person under subparagraph (4) or (5) who it is satisfied did not know, and had no reason to suspect, that
the equipment was likely to be used in the emission of noise exceeding the level
determined under section 43.

SCHEDULE 2
(introduced by section 52)
PENALTIES FOR CERTAIN ENVIRONMENTAL OFFENCES
PART 1

25

ACTS
The Sewerage (Scotland) Act 1968 (c.47)
1 (1)

30

The Sewerage (Scotland) Act 1968 shall be amended as follows.

(2)

In section 12(8) (connection with public sewers), for “£20,000” substitute “£40,000”.

(3)

In section 24(2) (discharge into public sewers), for “£20,000” substitute “£40,000”.

(4)

In section 46(2) (injurious matter in sewers), for “£20,000” substitute “£40,000”.

The Control of Pollution Act 1974 (c.40)
2 (1)

The Control of Pollution Act 1974 shall be amended as follows.

(2)

In section 30F(6) (pollution offences), in paragraph (a), for “£20,000” substitute
“£40,000”.

(3)

In section 46D(2) (non-compliance with a works notice), in paragraph (a), for “£20,000”
substitute “£40,000”.

35
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(4)

In section 49A(3) (non-compliance with an enforcement notice), in paragraph (a), for
“£20,000” substitute “£40,000”.

The Water (Scotland) Act 1980 (c.45)
2A

Section 75 of the Water (Scotland) Act 1980 (penalty for polluting water) shall be
amended as follows—

5

(a) in subsection (3), in paragraph (a), for “the prescribed sum” substitute “£40,000”;
and
(b) subsection (4) is repealed.
The Environmental Protection Act 1990 (c.43)
10

3 (1)

The 1990 Act shall be amended as follows.

(2)

In section 23(2) (offences under Part 1), in paragraph (a), for “£20,000” substitute
“£40,000”.

(3)

In section 33 (prohibition on disposal of waste), in—
(a) subsection (8), in paragraph (a); and
(b) subsection (9), in paragraph (a),

15

for “£20,000” substitute “£40,000”.
(4)

In section 80(6) (contravention of an abatement notice), for “£20,000” substitute
“£40,000”.

The Pollution Prevention and Control Act 1999 (c.24)
20

4

In paragraph 25(2)(a)(ii) of Schedule 1 to the Pollution Prevention and Control Act 1999
(offences), for “£20,000” substitute “£40,000”.

The Water Environment and Water Services (Scotland) Act 2003 (asp 3)
5

In paragraph 20(2)(a)(ii) of schedule 2 to the Water Environment and Water Services
(Scotland) Act 2003 (offences), for “£20,000” substitute “£40,000”.
PART 2

25

SUBORDINATE LEGISLATION
The Pollution Prevention and Control (Scotland) Regulations 2000 (S.S.I. 2000/323)
6

30

The Landfill (Scotland) Regulations 2003 (S.S.I. 2003/235)
7
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In paragraph (2)(a) of regulation 30 of the Pollution Prevention and Control (Scotland)
Regulations 2000 (offences), for “£20,000” substitute “£40,000”.

In paragraph (2)(a) of regulation 19 of the Landfill (Scotland) Regulations 2003
(offences), for “£20,000” substitute “£40,000”.
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SCHEDULE 3
(introduced by section 58)
MANAGEMENT CONTROL ORDERS
Application and interpretation
5

1 (1)
(2)

Paragraphs 2 to 6 apply while an order is in force in respect of a house.
In this schedule—
“management period”, in relation to an order, means the period specified in the
order; and
“order” means a management control order.

10

Effect of order
2

The order shall not affect the rights or liabilities of any person who, at the time when the
order is made, is occupying the relevant house under the tenancy or, as the case may be,
occupancy arrangement.

Accounts
15

3 (1)

The local authority shall pay to such relevant person as it considers appropriate—
(a) any surplus of its income over its expenditure in respect of the house to which the
order relates; and
(b) the interest on any such surplus at such reasonable rate as the authority may
determine.

(2)

20

The local authority shall—
(a) keep accounts for the management period of its income and expenditure in respect
of the house to which the order relates; and
(b) afford to the relevant person all reasonable facilities for inspecting, taking copies
of and verifying those accounts.

(3)

25

The Scottish Ministers may by regulations make provision about—
(a) expenditure which local authorities may incur in respect of houses to which orders
relate; and
(b) the means of recovering such expenditure.

(4)
30

For the purposes of this paragraph “relevant person” means the person who,
immediately before the order was made, was the landlord of the house to which the
order relates.

Recovery of rent arrears etc.
4

If during the management period—
(a) rent payable; or

35

(b) consideration payable or exigible,
under the tenancy or occupancy arrangement is not paid or made, the authority shall take
all reasonable steps to recover the rent or consideration.
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Delegation of management functions
5

The local authority may authorise any person to do in relation to the relevant house
anything that the authority is, by virtue of the order, entitled to do.

New tenancies and occupancy arrangements
5

6 (1)

Where—
(a) the house to which an order relates is occupied by virtue of—
(i)

two or more tenancies;

(ii) two or more occupancy arrangements; or
(iii) one or more tenancies and one or more occupancy arrangements; and
(b) during the management period, one of those tenancies or occupancy arrangements
(the “old occupancy right”) ends,

10

the person who, immediately before the order was made, was the landlord of the house
may, if the local authority agrees, grant a tenancy or make an occupancy arrangement in
respect of the part of the house that was subject to the old occupancy right.
(2)

15

Any rights and obligations of the landlord under a tenancy granted, or an occupancy
arrangement made, by virtue of sub-paragraph (1) shall be deemed to have been
transferred, by virtue of the order relating to the house, to the local authority specified in
the order.

SCHEDULE 4
(introduced by section 111)

20

MINOR AND CONSEQUENTIAL AMENDMENTS
The Social Work (Scotland) Act 1968 (c.49)
1
25

In section 27 of the Social Work (Scotland) Act 1968 (functions of local authorities in
relation to persons appearing before courts, under supervision of court orders etc.)—
(a) in subsection (1)—
(i)

30

after paragraph (ac) insert—
“(ad) making available, for the purposes of parenting orders under section 12
or 77 of the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Act 2004 (asp 00),
such services as are required to enable requirements imposed by or
under such orders to be carried out in respect of persons in their area;”
and

(ii) in paragraph (b), after sub-paragraph (v) insert—

35

“(va) without prejudice to sub-paragraph (i) above, persons in their area
who are subject to community reparation orders under section
245K of the said Act of 1995;
(vb) without prejudice to sub-paragraph (i) above, persons in their area
who are under 16 years of age and subject to restriction of liberty
orders under section 245A of the said Act of 1995;”
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(b) in each of subsections (2) to (5), for the words “probation, community service and
supervised attendance”, wherever they occur, substitute “community justice”; and
(c) after subsection (5) insert—
“(5A) Before including in a community justice scheme which is made, revised or
modified under this section provision for the purposes of subsection (1)(b)(va),
a local authority shall consult such persons or class or classes of person as the
Scottish Ministers may by regulations prescribe.

5

(5B) The Scottish Ministers may give local authorities directions in writing as to the
content of community justice schemes; and authorities shall comply with any
such directions.

10

(5C) The power conferred by subsection (5B) above to give a direction shall include
power to vary or revoke the direction.”.
The Housing (Scotland) Act 1987 (c.26)
1A
15

In subsection (2C)(c) of section 31 of the Housing (Scotland) Act 1987 (duties to
persons found to be homeless), for “anti-social behaviour order under section 19 of the
Crime and Disorder Act 1998 (c.37)” there shall be substituted “antisocial behaviour
order—
(i)

under section 234AA of the Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act
1995 (c.46); or

(ii) under section 4 of the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Act
2004 (asp 00)”.

20

The Environmental Protection Act 1990 (c.43)
2
25

30

35

After section 81(3) of the Environmental Protection Act 1990 (power to abate statutory
nuisance) there shall be inserted—
“(3A) The power under subsection (3) above shall, where the matter to be abated is a
statutory nuisance by virtue of section 79(1)(g) above, include power to seize
and remove any equipment which it appears to the authority is being or has
been used in the emission of the noise in question.
(3B) A person who wilfully obstructs any person exercising, by virtue of subsection
(3A) above, the power conferred by subsection (3) above shall be liable, on
summary conviction, to a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale.
(3C) Schedule 1 to the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Act 2004 (asp 00) shall
have effect in relation to equipment seized by virtue of subsection (3A) above
as it does in relation to equipment seized under section 47(2) of that Act,
subject to the following modifications—
(a) in paragraph 1(a), “noise offence” means an offence under section 80(4)
above in respect of a statutory nuisance falling within section 79(1)(g)
above; and

40

(b) in paragraph 1(b), “seized equipment” means equipment seized by virtue
of subsection (3A) above.”.
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The Children (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.36)
3 (1)
(2)
5

The Children (Scotland) Act 1995 shall be amended as follows.
In section 51(5) (powers of sheriff on allowing appeal against decision of children’s
hearing), in paragraph (b) for the words from “condition” to “70(9)” substitute
“movement restriction condition imposed under subsection (3)(b) of section 70 of this
Act or a condition imposed under subsection (9) of that section”.

(2A) In subsection (6) of section 66 (warrant to keep child where hearing unable to dispose of
case), for the words from “that”, where it first occurs, to “satisfied” substitute—
“(a) that one of the conditions mentioned in section 70(10) of this Act is met;
and

10

(b) that it is necessary to do so,”.
(2B) In subsection (11) of section 68 (application to sheriff to establish grounds of referral),
for the words from “that”, where it first occurs, to “fulfilled” substitute—
“(a) that one of the conditions mentioned in section 70(10) of this Act is met;
and

15

(b) that it is necessary for the order to do so,”.
(2C) In subsection (11) of section 69 (continuation or disposal of referral by children’s
hearing) for the words from “that”, where it first occurs, to “fulfilled” substitute—
“(a) that one of the conditions mentioned in section 70(10) of this Act is met;
and

20

(b) that it is necessary to do so,”.
(3)

In section 93 (interpretation of Part 2)—
(a) in subsection (1), in the definition of “relevant local authority”—
(i)

after “area” insert “there is established”; and

(ii) for “formed” substitute “constituted”; and

25

(b) in subsection (2), in paragraph (b), after “3” insert “(except section 75A)”.
The Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.46)
4 (1)
30

The Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995 shall be amended as follows.

(1A) In subsection (2)(b)(ii) of section 79 (preliminary pleas and preliminary issues), after
“Act” there shall be inserted “section 9(6) of the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland)
Act 2004 (asp 00) or that section of that Act as applied by section 234AA(9) of this
Act”.
(2)

In subsection (4) of section 193A (suspension of certain sentences pending
determination of appeal), after paragraph (d) there shall be inserted—
“(e) a community reparation order.”.

35

(3)

In section 219 (imprisonment for non-payment of fines)—
(a) in subsection (1), after “Act” there shall be inserted “and subsection (1A) below”;
and
(b) after subsection (1) there shall be inserted—
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“(1A) Subsection (1) shall not apply to a fine imposed for an offence under section 83
of the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Act 2004 (asp 00).”.
(4)

In section 235 (supervised attendance orders)—
(a) in subsection (1), after “(4)” there shall be inserted “or (4A)”;
(b) after subsection (2), there shall be inserted—

5

“(2A) In making a supervised attendance order where subsection (4A) below applies,
a court shall take into consideration the best interests of any person under the
age of 16 in respect of whom the offender has parental responsibilities within
the meaning of Part I of the Children (Scotland) Act 1995 (c.36).”;
(c) after subsection (4), there shall be inserted—

10

“(4A) This subsection applies where, having been convicted of an offence under
section 83 of the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Act 2004 (asp 00), the
offender has had imposed on him a fine which (or any part or instalment of
which) he has failed to pay.”; and
(d) in subsection (6)—

15

(i)

the word “or”, where it first appears, is omitted; and

(ii) after “(4)(c)” there shall be inserted “or (4A)”.
(4A) In subsection (3) of section 239 (requirements of community service orders), after
“works” there shall be inserted “(or carries out voluntary work)”.
20

(5)

In section 245D (combination of restriction of liberty order with probation order or drug
treatment and testing order)—
(a) in subsection (1)(b)—
(i)

after “to”, where it first occurs, there shall be inserted—
“(i) in the case of an offender who is under 16 years of age,”;

(ii) for “or to”, where those words first occur, there shall be substituted—

25

“(ii) in the case of an offender who is 16 years of age or more, a
probation order made under section 228(1) of this Act,”; and
(iii) the word “to”, where it thirdly occurs, is repealed; and
(b) in subsection (3), after “and”, where it secondly occurs, there shall be inserted—
“(a) in the case of an offender who is under 16 years of age, a probation
order;

30

(b) in the case of an offender who is 16 years of age or more,”.

35

(6)

In subsection (1)(b) of section 245E (variation of restriction of liberty orders), after
“court,”, where it first occurs, there shall be inserted “apply”.

(7)

In subsection (2) of section 245G (disposal on revocation of restriction of liberty order),
after “disposing” there shall be inserted “of”.

(7A) In subsection (1)(b) of section 245H (documentary evidence in proceedings under
section 245F), for “person subject to the order” there shall be substituted “offender”.
(7B) In paragraph 3 of Schedule 7 (supervised attendance orders)—
40

(a) in sub-paragraph (1), after “works” there shall be inserted “(or carries out
voluntary work)”; and
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(b) in sub-paragraph (3), after “works” there shall be inserted “(or carries out
voluntary work)”.
(8)

5

In Schedule 9 (certificates as to proof of certain routine matters), at the end there shall
be inserted the following entry—

The Antisocial Behaviour etc. An officer of a local authority
(Scotland) Act 2004 (asp 00), within the meaning of that Act
section 41(1).
authorised to do so by the
authority.

10

That a level of noise
specified
in
the
certificate
was
measured at a time and
in a place specified in
the certificate using an
approved
device
within the meaning of
that Act.

The Housing (Scotland) Act 2001 (asp 10)
15

5 (1)
(2)

The Housing (Scotland) Act 2001 shall be amended as follows.
In section 35(2) (conversion to short Scottish secure tenancy), for “anti-social behaviour
order under section 19 of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 (c.37)” there shall be
substituted “antisocial behaviour order—
(a) under section 234AA of the Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995
(c.46); or

20

(b) under section 4 of the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Act 2004 (asp
00)”.
(3)
25

In paragraph 2 of schedule 6 (grounds for granting short Scottish secure tenancy), for
“anti-social behaviour order under section 19 of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998
(c.37)” there shall be substituted “antisocial behaviour order—
(a) under section 234AA of the Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995
(c.46); or
(b) under section 4 of the Antisocial Behaviour etc. (Scotland) Act 2004 (asp
00)”.
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SCHEDULE 5
(introduced by section 111)
REPEALS
5

Enactment
Extent of repeal
The Social Work (Scotland) Act In section 27(2), the words from “, after” to
1968 (c.49)
“area,”.
The Law Reform (Miscellaneous In Schedule 6, paragraph 8(b).
Provisions) (Scotland) Act 1990
(c.40)

10

The
Criminal
Procedure In Schedule 4, paragraph 30.
(Consequential
Provisions)
(Scotland) Act 1995 (c.40)
The Criminal Procedure (Scotland) In section 245A(1), the words from “and”, where
Act 1995 (c.46)
it first occurs, to the end.

15

20

The Crime and Disorder Act 1998 Section 19.
(c.37)
Sections 21, 22 and 22A.
The Criminal Justice (Scotland) Act Sections 44 and 45.
2003 (asp 7)
Section 83.
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